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B Perfected Von Culin Incubator
is known urcttv well all over the country and has nev<'r failed to prove satisfactory

whpn !•"• -idled by a person of intellitrence and with ordinary attention. We guar-

antee o'liem to he satisfactorv or you needn't pay for them. Whats more fair than

this offer, and doesn't it show that we mean what we say as to its m.-rits? Sent!

for catalogue.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

a

PATENTS GUARANTEED
Our fee returned if we fail. Any one sending sketch and description of

any invention will promptly receive our opinion free concerning the patent-

ability of same. "How to obtain a patent" sent upon request. Patents

secured through us advertised for sale at our expense.

Patents taken out through us receive special notice, without charge, in

The Patent Record, an illustrated and widely circulated journal, consulted

by Manufacturers and Investors.

Send for sample copy FREE. Address,

^3^^^ VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.,
^^^

{Patent Attorneys,)

'vans Building, WASHINGTON, Dm C.

INVESTIGATE BEFORE YOU BUY.
J want our customers to be perleitly satisfied betoret hej spend their money . Inrestifate

iL^imsotall incubators and then detide. We believe you will find that tiie

SURE HATCH INCUBATORS
AND C<>MM«)N SKNSE FOLUING l{K«MH>EKS ar^, s'^'ig better saiisfaclion

than any other made. It's because they are so simple, sf i.sible and 8U re. Th'gs'e built tor

busy people, " ho haven't time to fuss and bother. Our catalogue Is FISEE. We don t

lU to pay for it. Isn'ti twonh examining
'_ We Pay the Freight. _ _ _ „ __ ^

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR CONIF>ANY, CLAY CENTER, NEBRASKA

A, . 1
I O ^° y*"^ wish to make an investment? Have

VO \IP\)\ \c\C>i\l\x~)C\ lOf^ nOfnS f you any property which you wish to sell? Nor^^OU lUOl^in^ lUr qi^Uri^C.
farmer should think of buying a home until

he has secured a copy of THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. It has the lar-

gest list of farms advertised in it of any paper published in the state of Iowa. It reaches thir-

ty thousand readers each issue. It is one of the best papers to advertise in that there is pub-

lished in the state of Iowa. It has a circulation in nearly every state in the Dnion. Every man
who handles, real estate should be a subscriber to this Journal. He will find that it will put

him hi the way of making enough deals the first month to more than thirty times pay him
for what the Journal would cost him for one year. Send 7,"i cents and we will mail you the

Journal one year, or for ten cents in silver or stamps we will send you the Journal two
months on trial. Advertising Rates only ten cents per line for one month. Address

THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL, TRAER. TAMA CO.. lA.

lenic COMMOD]WATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN MONIES,

where niodeni batli-ro oni facilities are denied from lack of sewe
the Hveienic Water Seal Oomrtiode is an absolute iiec

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitaij

and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS
E.'\SES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send tor

Illustrated Circular. I'RICE .$3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg.. Chicago, 111



Asthma Cure Free.
Asthmaline

CHAINED
FOR TEN

YEARS

Briiijjs insrant rt'lk^f and peniiaiipnt cure in all cases.

Sent Absolutely Kree on Receipt of Postal

There is nothing like Asthmaline. It brings instant relief, even in the
worst cases. It cures when all else fails.

The Rev. C. F. Wells, of Villa Ridge, 111., says:

"Your trial bottle of Asthmaline received in good
condition. 1 cannot tell you how thankful I feel for
tlie good derived from it. I was a slave, chained with
putrid sore throat and asthma for ten years. I de-

spaired of ever being cured. I saw your advertisement
for the cure of this dreadful and tormenting disease,

asthma, and thought you had overspoken yourselves,
but resolved to give it a trial. To my astonishment, the
trial acted like a charm. Send me a full-size bottle."

We want to send to every sufferer a trial treatment
of Asthmaline, similar to the one that cured Mr. Wells.
Weil send it by mail POSTPAID, ABSOLUTELY
FREE OF CHAPiGE, to any sufferer who will -write

for it. even on a postal. Never mind, though you are
fiespairing, however bad your case. Asthmaline will

relieve and cure. Tlie worse your case, the more glad
Do not delay, write at once addressing.We are to send it.

io-t;t THE TAFT BROS.' MEDICINE CO.,
Sold by all druggists. TO East 13Uth St., New York City.

VALMBLE BOOKS!' Florin Baliyi
SUCCESSFUL PIGEON BSBEDING - A pra tical
book treat -us in aetail ali points on succe.ss-
ful niireoT] l)reedinfr. illustrated, price - 51c
AMEEICAH BEL3IAN HAEE CJLTUEE—A practical
boiik treatiiifr on all pi) nts pertaining to
Hare Culture. Also including the latest re-
vised stuidard. illustrated, price - - - .tOc

P0ULTE7, DAI27 AND ACCOUNT BOOE - A very
simple aud easy metbod 'or keeping a cor-
rect account of ones poultry for au entire
year, prii-e -- ----2c
MONEY MAKING SECEET3—Contains a large col-
lection of VMJuable receipts and formulas for
the manufacture of various articles in dally
use. price ------ - lOc
HOW TO TEAIN AHmALS-Tells how to teach
horses, dogs. cats, mules, goats, birds and
other animals to perform tricks and feats of
intelligence, price. _ - . jOc
B0E3E AND CATTLE DOOTOE — Giving causes,
symptoms .'ind treatment of the various dis-
eases of liorses and cattle, price - - 10c
FAMILY C002 BOOS—Invaluable to every house-
wife price - - - - . - 10c
PBAOTICAL POULTBY 2EEPES -Guide to success-
ful poultry raising, including chapter on
making incubators and brooders and how to
operate them, etc., pile - - - 10c
Any or all of the above books sent postpaid

on rectipt of price named. Address all or-
ders to

t. HENRY H. FRICK.
5Hiblisher, FRICKS, PA.

Removes paint and grease from clotb-

ing, caiT3ets, silk or woolen goods;
cui-es dandruff and chapped hands.
Five ounce box and circular

50 c«nt$.

AGENTS WANTED

McCormick & Greening Co.,

Box 26, MONROE, MICH.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alogue.



ALL LOWERS OF MATURE ""^^^^'*''^^^r.'f&^B...o,

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY. BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY. ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, H EALTH, etc.. should not fail to

eecure. as a regular viBitdr to their home.

Popular Science News,
Instrnctive. Of great value to teachers, and persons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR "^C'lFNCK NEWS the iniblishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPECIAL COMBINATION QFFE R ^"^ ^i^^ ^""""^^ "'""'"^^

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months fO 80

Review OF Reviews [new] "
"^ 125

ScccEPS [new or renewal] " " 50

The Amekican Hek-keepek [new]. " " 25

All Four for

$1.68.
$2 80

All Four for

$2.85.

or POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year $1 tiO

Review OF Reviews [new] " " 2 .iO

SijccE.«s [new or renewal] " " 1 00

The .\merican Bee-keei'ek [new] " " 50

$5 00

Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

Pcpular Science News aud 'l"he American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

ARIZONA IS THE COMING COUNTRY.
And the people are getting interi'sted in the millions of acres that only await the applica-

tion of water to become productive as gardens. Send 10 cents (silver) for initial copy of our

new Magazine to SOUTHWESTERN RESOURCES, box 728, Phoenix, Arizona, and learn

more. Cannot fail to interest and benefit you. Every resource portrayed by pen and camera.

12-6t Send today.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

FLORIDA
MAGAZINE.

An Illustrated Monthly.

One Dollar a Year.

G. D. ACKERLY, Publisher,

Jacksonville, Florida.
,„f

The Michigan
Belgian Fancier

The leading Helgian Hare paper, and the only

paper in Micbipm that devotes its pages exclusive-

ly to the Belgian Hare.

The right ]>ap«'r for the beginner— for the fancier

—for the advertiser.

The regular subscription ])ric'e is

50c. per year. To the readers of

this paper who will clip this adv.

and return it to us with 10c. in

stamps or silver, we will send the

paper for one year. Sample copies

sent on application. Address

The Michigan Belgian Fancier,

BtE Ithaca. Mich.



$1.00 will pay for a 1 inch advertisement in

The For Sale and Want columns of the

^ armers .i^dvocale,
one month. Try it, if vou want results.

ADVOCATE CO.
12-6t Morrisville, \'t.

DON'T KILL

12-t3t

TKe Plowshare,
Published monthly at Mayfield, Kentucky.

Reaches 5000 rural readers monthly. A No. 1

advertising medium. Submit your contracts.

Address, PLOWSHARE,
Lock box 203, Mayfield, Ky.

Do you want to increase your trade with

Mexico? Advertise in

.El "Agricultor Mexicano."
OK

"El Ho.^ar."

Editon^ Escobar Bros., C. Juarez, Mexico.
12-6t

YOURSELF, WASHING THE OLD
I

WAY. BJT BUY AN E IVl P I R E JWA S M t R, ^cith which the i

frnihxt rromnn can do an or-

dinary leashing in one hour,
inith'iut wetting her hamls.
Sample at u-holesalePrice. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
No pau until tried. Write/or JUutitrntpd Catalogue
andprii/D o/Wringerx, Ironing Tahlen, Clothes Reels,
Dryinoliars, WaoonJacks,(<-c. Ajjent.sWanted. Lib-
eral Terms. QuickSales! Little Work! I Big Pav!!!
Address,TBz EmpieeWasher Co.,Jainestowii,N.Y,

IF YOU COULD EXCHANGE

One Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep your dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of

The American Inventor
you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 F St., N. W. Washington, D. C.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boston. Mass.

INCUBATORS^^IFARM
SURE HATCH INCUBATOR.
Anybody can mn It, becsnu it

raiuttselt. Send for onr free
tttalogandse* for yonraelf how
very raccessfn 1 1 1 hu been on
the farm. It also describes our
Oommon Sense Folding
Brooder Wo Pay the Freight,

SURE BATCH INCUBATOR CO.. Clay Ceoter. NebrukA

OLD MEXICO
"The Land of Milk and Honey," is

today a grand field for the sale of all

appliances for the proper care of bees
and the production of honey.

THE MEXICAN FARMER AND STOCK-
MAN.

published in English and Spanish at Chihua-
hua, Mexico, reaches the very class of patrons
you desire. Parties having bees for sale will
take note. Address with stamp for free sample
copy. A. B. HULIT.

Editor.

Over lOO I^estAing Magazines and
JVewspapers for 25 Cents.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mail "The I'nion Agent" for b niouths
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it— for 26 cents you
receive $10.00 worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such magazines as the Youths' Com-
panion, Cintury, Heviitc of R( rides. Woman's Hoiuf
Companion, Farm and Firrsidc, Etc. Send today!
This offer is for this month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.
Tbe TTnion Ag^ent, Coving^tou, Ky«.

falconer Jamestown, ]\f. y.

THAT'S ALL ITS NECESSARY TO RE-
MEMBER.

IT'S A HOUSEHOLD WORD THROUGH-
OUT THE BEE-KEEPING WORLD.

IF YOU ARE A BEtilNNER, KEEP SAY-
ING IT OVER.

IF YOU USE IT WHEN ORDERING
BEE-KEEPING SUPPLIES.

YOU WILL KNOW THAT NO LIVING
MAN HAS BETTER GOODS THAN

YOUR OWN.
THE REASON IS OBVIOUS—
THEY CANT BE MADE.

Th-^ W. T. Falconer Mf^. Co

He who would free from malice pass
his days,

Must live obscure and never mint
praise. —Gay.



GREAT CLUBBING OFFERS.

My friends, how many of you are reading some of the many, most ex-

cellent magazines of the day? If you are reading none, you are missing

a great treat. Perhaps you regard them a.s luxuries. Possibly they are

In some instances. They certainly help to fill out our lives, and give to

us broader views. They are like windows that allow us to looli out over

the wide Avorld. This life is not av holly one of dollars and cents—at least

it ought not to be. Enjoyment, pure and simple, enjoyed just for the

sake of enjoyment, is desirable and beneficial. To many there are few
things that are more enjoyable than the bright pages of a really good
magazine. To those who wish to give the magazines a trial, and to those

who are already reading them, I can offer some of the lowest clubbing

rates that have ever been offered. Here is a list of magazines, together

with the regular prices at which they are luiltlished:

Review of Reviews $2.50

Current Literature ;!.(K)

New England Magazine 3.(K)

Leslie's Weekly 4. 00

North American Review 5.(K)

Cosmopolitan .$1.00

Leslie's Popular Monthly 1.00
The Household 1.00
Good Housekeeping 1.00
The Designer 1.00
Success 1.00

If you subscribe for one or more of t hese magazines, in connection wit.i

The Bee-K[[pers' Rev
1 can make the following offer:

Success, and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only $1 75
Success, and any one of the above $1 magazines and the Bee-Keepers' Review for only 2 50
Success and any two of the above $1 magazines and theBee-Keepers' Review for only 3 00
Success and any three of the above $1 magazines and theBee-Keepers' Keview, for only 3 50
Success, Review of Reviews (new), and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 3 00
Success, Review of Reviews (old), and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 4 00
Success, Current Literature (new), and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 3 00
Success, Current Literature (old), and the Bee-Keepers' Review for only 4 00
Success, the New England Magazine, and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 3 00
Success, Review of Reviews (new), any one of the above $1 magazines and the Bee-

Keepers' Review for only 3 50
Success, Leslie's Weekly, and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 3 75
Success, Review of Reviews (new), Leslie's Weekly, and the Bee-Keepers' Review

for only 4 75
Success, North American Review (new). Review of Reviews, (new) and the Bee-

Keepers' Review, for only 5 00

Magazines will be sent to one or different addresses as desired. New
subscribers to THE REVIEW will receive the rest of this year free.

W. Z. Hutchinson,
FLINT, MICH,



]V[on«\j in farm foullry

whca properly conducted. Let us help you
make poultry and other farm products profit

able by sending you the FEATHER and
FARMER six months lor ten cents. A month-
ly paper, 12 to 16 pages, 4S to 64 columns,
large plain type, 50 cents a year.

Address,

LEATHER AND FARMER.
Jeffersonville Ohio.

^ ~
i=:THE 1

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada
.Affords the best medium of reaching the 100,-

000 farm homes in New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island. Its ten
pages, six columns wide and 22':> inches long,
are brim full of up-to-date farm and home in-

formation. It is published twice each month.
Subscription price. 50 cents per year. Adver-
tising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARATIME HOMESTEAD,
Halifax, Can.

5 YEARS FOR 50 CENTS.
Every widt'-awake fanner should

send for a copy of rlie iuo.st up-to-date
farm i)aper. .\ddr('s>; ,it oiu-e foi- free
sani]ilc f()]iy.

FARMERS' AND PLANTERS' GUIDE,
Baltimore, Maryland.

Trade Marks
Decigns

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communio.i-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
gent free, olde.-.t aeency for gecurnifr patents.
Patents taken through Jlunii & Co. receive

special notice, without charg e, in the

Scientific Jinierican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. I,argest cir-

culation of any scientific ii>uriial. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, fl. Sold bv all newsdealers.

MUNNiCo.36iBroadway. New York
Branch Office, 625 F St.. Washington, D. C.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen
Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at biie, per doz. in one uay form l&j hens
Our New Book "Helps for Poultry Reeper.s" ttUs
how, explains why so many fall and so few succeed.
A Hook we can commend with a good conscience as
a<j;REAT HELP to all Poultry Keepers young or
old. Descrllies til) varieties of fowls, well Illustrated,
and contains a Poultry Keepers Account showirj,'
gain or loss monthly ;on heavy paper worth 25 cir.
This Book Free w ifh our I'oultry Paper one year fcr
25c. or Book free with paper 3 months for ICc.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp t'<pay posta.^e.

Wayside Poultry Co., ClintonviMe, i'onn.

Sheridan foultrij Yard$.

Sheridan, Mich.,

l^arred PI/moutK Rocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

liri'eder

of

There was a man in our town wlio thought
him wondrous wise; he swore by all the fabled
gods he'd never advertise. But his goods were
advertised ere long, and therby hangs a tale:
The ad. was set in nonpareil (this size), and
headed SHERIFF- S SALE.—M. T.

Eyg.s in season. .>1.2.> per 13; $2.00 for

•J(i. First orders booked, first filled.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400|>(-lit. piclit l.vi.lll- c.wil lii.-tll.id;

HllrxplaiiKil iTM.iirl'oLLTKY I;...,k

(Tlif B.M.U cif Books for all Poultiy
Vstonishinir rcsiiits. Will surprise ii ml |ili'ase

you.' noilKI.KT KRKK TO KVKKYK()l>V.-or BipT Poultry Book
Witli run- Poultry Painr. 3 nios. Cor 111 i-<-iits. Address,
W. P. CO., Box Cllutonvllle, Coiiu.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
JOIN OUR _^

Fifty cents pays for one year's membership.
You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell from
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also you
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress. MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St..

Chicago, 111.

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nov-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,
Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern, Jamesto vn, N. Y.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that

sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-

load of the aimless nomads that claim to cov-
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THE
AMERICAN I'.EEKEEPER.



Webster's Unabridged
Dictioivarir

Send $1.00 the regular subscription price of THE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you

will receive the Realm one full yea? and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDf.ED DIC-
TIONARY full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pag-es, size of page SVaxlOJ^ inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in

many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all (hat pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are, Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower House Plans,

Fashion Fancy Work Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established m I8»b.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

FREE!
To any one sending me a list of twenty (20)

farmers in their vicinity with their post-office

address, we will send A FIRST-CLASS
MONTHLY STORY PAPER for one yeai
absolutely free. H. G. FREEMAN,

Fryeburg, Me.

IMPORTAH-
Send us 10 cents and the na- ts and ad-

dresses of a few of your friends who are inter-
ested in fowls, bees, fruits or farming, and we
will send you the FARM AND POULTRY
NEWS for one year. Sample copy free.

Address,
W. D. HURST, Middlesboro, Ky.

Traders or anyone using Calendars
in large or small quantities will save
money by getting our samples and
prices. We manufacture 86 original
designs of Calendars and three sizes
of pads. We sell direct to the user at
first nrice.

H. G. FREEMAN & CO..

Fryeburg. Me.

Do vou want to know all about

HOGS?
If so, send for ,s;ini])lt' copy of the

Western Swine Breeder,
Only 25 cents per vtMr. Lincoln. Xch.

A monthly publication devoted to the

Agricultural and Horticultural inter-

ests of the West.

«- -f -*- - -

Department on Irrigation Laws
" Sugar Beets.

Thirty-six to forty-eight pages, pro-
fusely illustrated. Reliable informa-
tion on any portion of Colorado fur-

nished free. Send for sample copy.
DENVER. - COLORAIK).

Tntssourf
AND

If you want to hear
everything about
tne South enclose a
silver quarter in a
i-oniinoii letter for
:i year's subscrip-
tion lo the/IrkaRsas

3/Cissouri and >i>(rkan,sas

Farmer ar,d ^rmim^n,^
It tells you where to get cheap farming

fruit, grazing and timbered lands; where to
go to fish, hunt and for health; about new
towns, new railroads, and where to make pay-
ing investments. The largest and handsomest
HOMESEEKERS paper in the United States.

Address: R. T. PROFITT. Publisher,
Kansas City, Mo.

A Great Magazine Proposition,
i

Your advertisement to be a success
If you arc interested in the Middle i must be placed in the ONLY succes.'?-

and Far Wost, send 10 ceius silver, for

trial v<'ar"s subscription to I

THE GOLDEN WEST,
|

The greatest family story paper in I

America for the price.

Golden West Pub. Co., St. Louis, Mo.

'

ful EXCHANGE JOURNAT, in exist-

ence. A oO word ad. costs but 25
cents. Subscription 50 cent<; a year.
Sample copies 5 cents, none free. Your

money back if not satisfied.

THIS FOR THAT PUBLISHING CO.,
227 Belden Ave.. Chicago, 111.



Send us the names and
addresses of 20

of vour friends and receive a twelve

months' trial subscription to THIS
AXD THAT.

Address the publisher,

T. FoRTSON Pruett,
Sidney, N. V.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps shov? all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all oflficial returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

vrish for

20 cents (silver).

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb.

T O ^R U N AN
ORCHARD

o R A h A R M
PROFITABLY REQUIRES^

IMPLEMENTS OF MERIT

CLARK'S 1 utaway Tools Tpfo'n
practical and scientific principles; have every
requisite to the proper pulverization of the
soil; best rrjaterial. best workmanship; none
as easy toloperate; Orchard Ifarrows have
double levers: extension heads for orchard
use and, are Ilreversible. Can throw to or
Irom the trees as you wish. Goes close to
trees. Requires half less horsepower than
other discs. Send for illustrated circular
All sizes for farm use. t

E . G. Mendenhall^T^i
General Agint, Kinmuddy, Illinois

.^so proprietor of The Park Nursery,
all kinds of nursery stock. Prices on
aplication. 8th

(Mention this paper.)

Patents.

VsT. H. WILLS
PATENT and PENSION

AGENCIES.
Wills Building, 312 Ind. Ave.,

WAsniNfiToX. I). C.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the

business continuously since 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-

paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,

Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf _^_

THE WEEKLY SUN,
Caiiartas Great Farm and Home Journal,

Published at TOEONTO, CAN.
Siiecial features,

Farmers' market reports,

F'uU and accurate reports of farmers' gatherings,

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.
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NATURE.
riiou art a friend that er^er hides U'illi me.
Steadfast ns sun to day or moon to night.
Or as the stars ^I'hirh shed revealing light

O'er du'ky iiieadoiv and mysterious sen.

Many 'wise lessons have I learnt of thee:

The winds have been my teachers, and
theflowers.

The snows of 'winter, and 'he Teinal
flowers,

A nd luhite clouds, sailing tranquilly
Above tny head, ^ cross heai'en's radii

joy to hno2v thy ministering
move

In my behoofon tireless steps of love.'

Heart-discord now to calm has given placL
1 "would be true ttthee. my heart /" thine-
Tke feebly-human to th'^ Sfrong-Diz'ine.

— William Cowan.

iantface, <Xl
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Dummies.

(By G. M. Doolittle.i

SOMETIME ago I touched a little

upon dummies being used when
working for comb honey, so that

a better yield might be secured. A re-

quest comes in that I go more into de-

tails in the matter, explaining more

fully about how to make, use, and

what I do when I remove them from

the hive at the close of the white honey

harvest. This I will try to do, with the

permission of the editor.

For ,a dummy to take the place of a

single frame I know of nothing better

than a piece of inch or seven-eighths

inch board, cutting the same just the

size of the frame, less the top bar. To

this piece of board nail the top bar,

nailing it so it projects on either side

just the same as would be done when
making frames. At any time when we
wish to contract the hive just one

frame, take out the frame of comb and

hang this board or dummy in the place

of the frame, and you have a hive just

as good to all intents and purposes, as

if said hive had been made to take one

frame less. Or in other words, this

changes an eight-frame hive to a sev-

en-frame, a ten-frame hive to a nine-

frame, etc. If I wish to change an

eight-frame hive to a six, or a ten-

frame hive to an eight, I generally use

two such dummies, one on either side

of the hive, to take the place of two
frames removed. But, besides the dum-
mies made in this way, I make others

to take the place of two frames, and

these are made bj' nailing two frames

together and then covering the sides

with one-fourth or three-eighths stufif,

as these are lighter to handle, and as a

rule cost less than to use a piece of

two-inch plank, though the plank, or

two of the dummies first described, will

answer the purpose equally well. Any
cheap lumber will answer the purpose

for dummies just as well as the most

expensive, providing that, where

frames are covered with thin stuff, this

must be good enough so it will '"hold
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bees," otherwise the bees will go inside

the dummy and fill it with honey, which

is not to the advantage of the owner.

If I wish to take out three frames

from a hive for any reason, I use one

of the two-frame dummies at one side

of the hive, and a one-frame at the oth-

er side. If I w-ish to take four frames

from any hive then I use two of the

two-frame dummies, one at either side

of the hive. Where a colony is so very

weak that I wish to take all of the

frames away but two or three, thus

making a nucleus of said colony, then I

bring the two or three frames to one

side of the hive and hang one of the

one-frame dummies next the last or

outside comb put in. Now, as told in

the other article, if I have a colony
whose queen only occupied nine frames

with brood, at the commencement of

the honey harvest I should take out the

frame or comb not occupied, and hang
in its place one of the one-frame dum-
mies. If the queen only occupied eight

of the ten frames with brood, then I

should take out two combs and hang in

two dummies, one on either side. It

the queen only occupied seven combs
with brood, then I should take out
three frames, using a two-frame dummy
on one side and a one-frame on the

other side; but I should mark that col-

ony to have its queen superseded at the

close of the honey harvest, for a queen
that will not keep more than seven
Langstroth frames occupied with
brood, under favorable circumstances,
at the commencement of the main hon- sketches and material for a new series

January.

by doing it in this way it throws the

brood that they have under the center

of the surplus arrangement, and in this

way the bees work out to either side

of the surplus to better advantage than

they would were all the dummies placed

on one side.

What do I do with the combs taken

out? These are put in weak colonies,

or nuclei, if I have such. Otherwise

they are placed 'in hives which are

placed over weakish colonies, which

protect them from the larva of the

wax-moth; said protection being the

best of any I know during warm
weather.

When do I take the dummies out? At

the end of the white honey harvest they

are taken out and carefully stored away
to be had at a moment's notice the

next season. And when they are tak-

en out the combs that were formerly

in the hive, are taken from where they

were placed for protection and returned

to their old places, so that the bees may
fill them with honey from the fall fiow

for wintering.

In this way we secure the white hon-

ey which brings the better price, in

marketable shape in the sections; the

dark being just as good for wintering.

Borodino, N. Y.

The Romantic Side of the Early West.

Mr. W. L. Taylor, the well-known

artist, has just returned from a trip to

the far West, whither he went to secure

ey harvest, is not worthy of being kept
at the head of any colony. If I happen
to have a queen poor enough so that

she will only keep six combs occupied
with brood, then I use one of the two-
frame dummies on either side of the

hive to take the place of the four frames
taken out.

Why do I put them on either side,

rather than all on one side? Because

of pictures he is to paint for reproduc-

tion in The Ladies Home Journal.

These will present the romantic phases

of the pioneer West. There will be five

great paintings, showing: The Early

Pack-Train Crossing the Mountains:

The Stockade Days; The Picturesque

Trading Post; The Early Mining Camp
in the Mountain Gorge; The Prairie-

Schooner Crossing the Plains.
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The Langstroth Hive.

(By L. E. Kerr.)

3

OWING to the great number of

styles and sizes of frames and

hives now before the public, all

being up to the standard, and manufac-

tured by greatly esteemed members of

the bee-keeping fraternity, it leaves the

subject of hives a very delicate one to

touch upon, and for this reason writ-

ers usually no more than touch upon it,

at most; and, consequently beginner?

L. E. KRRR.

are "at sea" when it comes to choosing

which of the many styles to adopt.

At present there are five styles of

hives, namely, Danzebaker, Lang-

stroth. Gallup, New Heddon and the

old-fashioned box-hive. There are also

distinctly five different methods of

management, each especially adapted to

a certain style of hive.

It is not possible for anyone, no mat-

ter how much experience he may have

had, to say positively that any hive is

best, further than to say which is best

for his own locality; for the reason that

no two localities are alike, and there-

fore call for different management.
There are more bees kept today in

the old-fashioned box-hive than any

other one style. The question has been

asked in these columns: "If the Hed-
don is so far superior to the Lang-
stroth, why don't it supersede the

Langstroth?" Now the Langstroth is

considered by some to be better than

the box-hive, and the question is, if the

Langstroth is so far superior to the

box-hive, why doesn't it supersede the

box-hive?

After all. the Langstroth is greatly

superior to the old-fashioned box; but

it is worse than absurdity to regard the

Langstroth as a faultless hive. Though
it may be the most perfect hive in the

universe, still, the Langstroth, and style

of management is faulty. One of oui

greatest queen breeders says a square

frame for nuclei is by all odds the best.

A long, shallow frame, such as the

Langstroth. is out of proportion; and
soon only one end or the other will be

occupied by the bees. This is not the

only fault of the Langsworth; still I

have never held that the Langstroth

was more faulty than others; though I

have said the Langstroth hive and sys-

tem is defective and still hold it to be

the case.

Hurricane. Ark.

What mighty contests rise from triv-

ial things! —Pope-

The Bee Martin.

(By Bessie L. Putnam.)

THE kingbird, locally known as

bee martin or bee-bird, may be

readily recognized by its re-

semblance to the well known phoebe,

it's near relative. Each has the charac-

teristics of the flycatcher family strong-
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ly developed, among the most promi-

nent of which are the strong bill, hook-

ed at the tip and the bristles at the base.

—admirably adapted to catching in-

sects.

It is the largest of the group, be-

tween an English sparrow and a rob'"

in size. The top of the male's head is

quite black, the crown containing a

concealed patch of orange-red. The
back is dark ash color, breast light ash.

the tail conspicuously margined with

white. The female lacks the crest.

It is a native of the entire Utiited

BESSIE L. PUTNAM.

States, though found sparingly west of

the Rockies. It arrives early in May,
leaving middle latitudes the latter part

of September, and eventually wintering

in Central or South Amei'ica. It is a

frequent resident of the orchard during

summer.

Much has been said by bee men con-

demning it for eating bees. On the

other hand, a member of that excellent

service, the \J. S. Biological Survey, as-

sures us that of 281 stomachs examined

but 14 contained the remains of bees;

and of the 50 therein discovered, 40

Were drOnes, four workers, and six

were too badly broken to be identified.

The conclusion naturally drawn is that

i-ii- kingbird's bee-eating propensities

have been grossly exaggerated.

Yet there are few bee-keepers who
have not seen this bird swoop down
from the top of some tree near the hive

or course of flight, seize a bee on the

wing, and return to its lofty perch, ap-

parently to feast upon it. Presently

the movement is repeated and another

\ ictini is added to the list. And thus

the aerial foraging may continue for

some time. It is hard to reconcile

those who have repeatedly witnessed

such maneuvering to the conclusions 01

the scientists even in the face of the

empty stomachs.

A correspondent of Gleanings, how-
ever, offers an explanation which seems

worthy of consideration. He sayst

'This bird seizes a worker, which he

much prefers to a drone, by the abdo-

men, giving the bee a few sharp raps

against the perch. He then passes the

body of the bee its entire length trans-

versely between his upper and lower

mandibles, by a peculiar motion of the

latter. This is continued until the juices

are thoroughly extracted, when he

opens his mouth and drops the useless

carcass to the ground. No wonder,

then, that we failed to find workers in

the stomach. But how about the

drones? Well, when a drone is seized

he is swallowed at once; and when sev-

eral have been taken into the first stom-

ach the bird sits on the perch for half

an hour, sometimes longer, when, by a

few motions of the neck, the casting is

brought up. This is about the size and

shape of an ordinary pea, and consists

of the hard indigestible portions of in-

sects.

"I do not believe that the kingbird
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ever intentionally swallows an insect

having a sting. Drones are not often

found in the stomach of the kingbird,

for the reason that he prefers workers;

and also for the reason that, while the

casting is forming, he is not generally

near the apiary, and therefore not so

likely to be killed at a time when drone?

might be found in the stomach."

The above theory is emphasized by

an observation of Nuttall. that indiges-

tible portions of beetles are cast aside

by the kingbird in the manner described

by Mr. Wright in Gleanings.

But granting that it eats or destroys

all the bees imputed to it. is the iniury,

save when by chance a queen falls a vic-

tim, sufficient to balance the good
done? Scientists have found in the con-

tents of the stomachs examined a posi-

tive evidence not so easily refuted as

that negatively implied regarding the

honey bee. There were, often in large

numbers, canker worms, clover leaf

weevil, gadfly, rose chafer, ant. grass-

hopper, asparagus beetle, potato beetle,

click beetle, cutworm and robber {\y.

Thus, if it eats bees it also feeds upon

their enemies.

Besides, it is a sworn enemy to the

crow and hawk, fearlesslj' attacking

either whenever they come in contact:

and though decidedly inferior in size,

it invariably puts the larger birds to

flight. Thus it is not only a protection

to poultry, but to other insectivorous

birds, even though its conduct to the

latter is not at other times either po-

lite or just.

In short, is it not well to consider

the other side of the question before

resorting to the shot gun? Save in ag-

gravated cases, the view of Prof. Cook
seems wisest:

"In view of the good that these birds

do, unless they are far more numerous

and troublesome than I have ever ob-

served them, I should certainly be slow

to recommend the death warrant."

Harmonsburg. Pa.
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Not "Anybody, Anywhere."

(By Arthur C. Miller.)

HERE was recently issued by theT Secretary of the Board of Agri-

culture of one of the states, a

most remarkable and misleading pam-
phlet on bee-keeping, setting forth the

great profit to be derived from the in-

dustry the ease with which it might be

accomplished anywhere, and adding

that anybody could keep bees. It is to

these last two statements that I wish to

call the attention both of those who
have just started in bee-keeping and of

those who contemplate doing so.

"Anbody" is not fitted to keep bees,

nor is "anywhere"' always suitable for

the purpose. It is hot easy to say who
should and who should not keep bees,

for so many factors enter into the

problem. In a general way those per-

sons who will attend to the proper de-

tails at the proper time, and who will

take uncomplainingly a bee sting, or a

lot in an emergency, may enter this in-

dustry. The careless, the shiftless, the

procrastinators. had better let it entire-

ly alone, both for their own good and

that of their neighbors. In this as in

most other occupations, the careful,

painstaking persons are generally the

successful ones.

In most parts of our country except-

ing some of the very arid regions, it

will be found that one or more colo-

nies can exist, and will generally give

some surplus honey to the owner, but

that this industry will be profitable is

an entirely different proposition. Be-

cause the hive that has stood in the

fence corner for so many years has

never been without bees, and because

it has given a little honey now and

then, is no proof that any substantial

profit could be secured from it if prop-

erly cared for, or that more than the

one colony could live and thrive in that

locality. However, where one colony

does well, others as a rule, will do so
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too, provided that so many are not put

there as to overstock the field. Begin-

ners should bear in mind that it is just

as easy to overpasture a region with

bees as it is with cattle, and that if oth-

er persons are keeping many bees near

by, it will be well to enter upon the in-

dustry very cautiously or not at all-

The average New England rural dis-

tricts will profitably support about 50

colonies within a radius of one and one-

half miles. Many of the poorer parts

will not support a third of that number,

and in some of the better ones twice as

many will thrive. Before entering on

this industry, or if started, then before

extending, try and learn how many col-

onies of bees there are kept within a

radius, of say, two miles; then ascer-

tain if the bees there are yielding fair

honey returns to the owners, and if so,

one may safely add a few to the num-

ber. This advice is for those who wish

to keep from two to ten colonies. If

it is mtended to go into it art a larger

scale and the home field is foui.-d to !>e

pretty well occupied, the only thing to

do is to find some other location.

In villages and the suburb- o*^ cities

it is often impossible to learn whether

or not any bees are kept there, and -a-

der such circumstances a start may bo

made with one or two colonies, and if

it is found that the district yields suffi-

cient nectar, the number can be in-

creased.

Providence, R. I., Nov. 9, 1901-
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Don't Discourage the Farmer.

(By A. E. Willicutt.)

I

Where he falls short 'tis Nature's fault

alone;

Where he succeeds the merit's all his

own. —^Churchill

"There is no brighter horison m all

the world than that we ourselves look

upon over the rim of the mountain.

There is no gladder moment in all the

future than that which passes before us

in the splendid presence." ' ij

NOTICE there are a few bee-keep-

ers who seem to think that farmers

and others who cannot give their

entire time to bee-culture, should not

be encouraged to keep even a few col-

onies. It is claimed they greatly dam-

age trie honey market with their few

pounds of poor honey. Now, it has

been my experience that most people

who buy honey for table use, will pass

by poor grades, and pay a fancy price

for a lancy article.

In this locality those who give their

bees but little care, do not produce

enough honey to injure a very small

market. If ihey produce enough for

family use they do very well.

Are not these troubles more imagi-

nary than real?

Did our large producers, specialists

and noted queen-breeders, like "Jonah's

gourd," spring up in a single night, or

did they, like the rest of us, start with

a few colonies, and work their way up-

ward?

Did the reader ever see. or hear of

a horse that wasn't a colt, before it was

a horse? I never did.

Did not some of our most successful

apiarists commence bee-keeping in

."^ome back farm yard, with only one or

two colonies?

If I am not in error, nearly all of our

most experienced bee-keepers advise

beginners to commence with only a few

colonies, and those in connection with

some other business, adding more bees

as their experience increases. It isn't

all those who study to become lawyers,

doctors and teachers that make a suc-

cess of it. Neither do all those who en-

gage in bee-keeping make specialists;

but there are some who do surely as-

cend the ladder of success. For this,

if fiT no other reason, should we not
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encourage others to engage in bee- taking up bee-keeping in connection

keeping? with it, for from these amateurs, there

No, let us not try to discourage those may arise another "Langstroth."

engaged in other lines of business, from Swift River, Mass., Nov. 15, 1901.
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THE

Bee = Keeping World
By F. Greiner and Adrain Getaz.
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Siberia.

Mr. Gericke reports about apiculture

in West Siberia as follows: The win-

ters are very severe, the temperature

often being as low as 58 below

zero F., continuing with heavy falls of

snow for seven months. The summer
is rather tropical, beginning the middle

of May. ending in September; spring

and autumn are practically absent. All

surplus honey is gathered from linden-

bloom. The country abounds with

basswood trees, of which seventeen dif-

ferent varieties may be found, blossom-

ing at different times, so that the hon-

ey season is stretched out over much
more space than in North America.

Basswood timber and lumber is used in

the manufacture of bee-hives and the

construction of block-houses, which

serve as winter repositories for the

bees. Very little honey is consumed by

the bees, although the winters are long

and severe. As a general thing the

bee-keepers in Siberia are specialists,

six hundred colonies in one apiary be-

ing no uncommon thing. The hives in

use mostly are of American patterns. A
sort of Hannemann system is followed.

Several swarms, after drones and

queens are sifted out by a Hannemann
sieve, are united and hived into one sin-

gle hive; the aim being to have about

15 pounds of bees to work in one hive.

Before placing such a swarm in the

yard it is kept in a cellar for four or

five days; if this is neglected swarms
are likely to abscond. A colony of such

strength will usually store about one

hundred pounds of comb honey, which

sells readily at seventy kopecks (a ko-

peck equals about two-thirds of a

cent.)

Japan.

Bee-keeping in Japan is described by
Prof. Junker, as follows: The native

bees of Japan are very docile. It is

neither necessary to use smoke or veil:

The hives in use are of rather primitive

order and consist of small wooden box-

es with a movable front piece. These

hives are collected in expressly con-

structed straw-houses or sheds, other-

wise the bee-keepers, which are but

few, exhibit no skill in the management
of their bees. The front end of the hive

is removed and as much of the comb,

brood and honey is cut out as seems

best to the operator. Usually his judg-

ment is erring, and too much is cut out.

In consequence about two-thirds of his

bees are lost in wiiiter. which is riot

even severe. ' '

''
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Ireland.

The Postoffice Department of Ireland

is in a predicament. A swarm of bees

had taken possession of a public mail

box in Dublin. The owner of the

swarm had been prevented from open-

ing the box to secure his bees and

therefore left them in it. This in turn

proved effectual to prevent the mail

carrier from collecting the mail matter

in the box. A report was sent to the

Postmaster General, who then offered a

reward of two shillings to any one re-

moving the bees. No one has been

tempted by the generous offer so far, or

wanted to take the risk, for the owner
of the bees made threats to prosecute

anyone molesting his property, claim-

ing that the officials had prevented him
from recovering the bees. And there

the matter stands, many people waiting

for their mail which is in the custody

of the swarm of bees in the mail box.—

•

(From Bienen-Vater.)

Germany.

Germany levies a heavy import tax

on honey, but admits bees free. Some
shrewd people in adjoining countries,

particularly in Holland, bring hives

heavy with honey over the line, then

brimstone the bees and sell the honey,

thus avoiding the import tax. The Ger-

man bee-keepers have raised a cry and

demand more effectual protection, lim-

iting the weight of a hive of bees to

about 20 pounds. In America very lit-

tle harm would result from such im-

ports of honey-laden hives. Consum-
ers here are more exacting and would

not buy honey from brimstoned colo-

nies, except at a very low figure, and

even then not in large quantities.

At a bee-keepers' meeting in Reich-

elsheim, D. Ellenberger said that he

weighs every colony after the honej.

season to ascertain the amount of hon-

ey each has.

Dicket stated that last winter man>

colonies star\ ed with plenty of stores in

adjoining combs of their respective

hives. Poor and ill-constructed hives,

he thinks, are responsible for it.

To winter bees successfully or per-

fectly has always been regarded as the

master-test of a bee-keeper. Rev.

Schick expressed his sentiments on that

score by saying, the matter of winter-

ing bees is not a serious one, providing

certain rules are carefully followed, and

then he enumerates a long string of

such. Editor Schrimph made the re-

mark that the long string of rules was
sufificient proof of the difficulty and ser-

iousness of the wintering problem.

At the same meeting of bee-keepers

Dickel explained in brief words his

theory of the equality of all eggs laid

by a normal queen. He has never of-

fered any proof except such as he

found in his experiments with the bees

themselves. He demonstrated on a hive

of bees having been made queenless il

days before the time of the convention

the correctness of his theory.

The adulterated honey, as found in

Germany, is usually decorated with

showy labels. The reading on them
does not contain real falsehoods, but is

so ingeniously worded as to produce in

the would-be-purchaser the belief that

he has the genuine article before him.

Rabes in Deutsche Bienenfreund ad-

vises to daily feed all colonies after the

close of the honey season and after all

surplus honey has been removed, small

quantities of honey or syrup in order to

induce the bees to keep up breeding till

late in September. The young late-

hatched bees will winter much better

than the July and August-hatched bees,

which will all be gone by March, so he
claims. (The bees of the writer stop-

ped breeding earlier than common this

year. In years past we have not found
it profitable to excite our bees after the

close of the season by stimulative feed-

ing.) Pastor Wiegand stimulates his
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bees from January on. and uses artifi-

cial heat in liis warmly-constructed

house apiaries. He is successful in pro-

ducing very strong colonies early in the

season, claiming one colony so fed up

is equal to two not so fed.

Fraberger said some of his colonies

not onlj- drove out the drones after the

honey season had closed, but they also

killed the old worker bees, intimating

that bees did not live up to our teach-

ing: "Honor the aged."

Carbolineum has been spoken of in

Gleanings and other bee journals here

as cheap and very effective paint for

hives. The Alunchener Bienen

Zeitung says, the odor of this paint will

so taint the honey within the hive so

painted as to make it objectionable, and

adds the advice: "Go slow."

Weinberger showed at a honey show
in Augsburg, that bees do use the wax
of the foundation for Iniilding it out in-

to comb. He made foundation from

blue-colored wax. when the foundation

was all drawn out it was of a decidedly

blue color.

Reidenbach. editor of the Phaelzer. B.

Z.. says in an editorial: The secret of

securing gilt-edged extracted honey is

to extract from newly built combs. <The

question whether old combs impair the

quality and color of the honey stored

in them was not agreed upon in Buffa-

lo: but I believe the majority of honey-

producers were of the opinion that it

did not. Individually. I think it does to

some extent.)

It is hinted in the Deutsche Imker.

the reason why the addresses delivered

at the joint meeting of the two great

and principal bee-keepers* organiza-

tions in Breslau lacked in quality has

been on account of improper manage-
ment. It is suggested, that whatever is

offered for the purpose should first be

submitted in writing to the committee
in charge, they to select what they con-

sider fit for the occasion. It would
spare many the necessity of listening to

matter of no value.

An ordinance has been passed in some
parts of Germany making it unlawful to

destroy the blooming heath. This for

the production of bee-keepers.

Quantities of honey are often gath-

ered in Germany from pine and fir

trees. The honey is very thick and
cannot be extracted, but is of very poor
quality otherwise and proves especially

detrimental to the bees during winter.

Warmth is the life-element of bees,

cold is their death enemy. Protect

your bees against cold by suitable hives

or otherwise.—Wurth.

To clean hands from propolis Die

Biene recommends: Wash with soap-

suds and rub off with pumice stone.

• The writer of this finds thin white-

wash quite effectual.)

In a discussion on the Dickel theory,

the case of a queen which never laid a

drone-egg was mentioned. In uncap-

ping what was supposed to be drone

brood, it was discovered that instead of

drones, the drone cells contained work-
ers. Later on. drone comb was given

purposely, but invariably with the same
results. That queen lived four years,

1873 to 1877. The fact was reported in

the Muenchever Bienen Zeitung.

Russia.

Ed. Uhle reports from Lachina as fol-

lows: Bees wintered well and spring

was favorable. Just before basswood
bloomed we had south wind with abun-

dance of rain. During the following

bright days the nights brought heavy

dews and the basswood secreted nec-

tar plentifully. We also had a fair har-

vest from buckwheat, but the season

lasted but 15 days. A sharp wind

caused the secretion to cease. A
heavy frost, August 29, froze cucum-

bers, etc., and ended the honey season.
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England.

In the British Bee Journal, Mr. Cow-
an insists that the color of honey is due

to some pollen mixed with it and gath-

ered on the same flowers at the same

time. With all respect due Mr. Cowan,

1 may say that his assertion, while it

may be true concerning the flowers and

honey he has observed, does certainly

not apply in all cases.

Switzerland.

In the Revue Internationale; is a

study of formic acid. Among the'^ry

interesting facts reported is a chemical

analysis of different classes of honeys.

This reveals the facts that the amount
of formic acid in buckwheat is about

1-600, and in white clover honey

only 1-1500. A worker cell full of

honej^ contains something like i-iooo

of a gram of formic acid. On
the other hand the smallest drop of

formic acid obtainable is at least 200

times that size. This seems to dispose

of the theory that the bees deposit a

drop of formic acid in each cell when
they are capped.

The best method of using formic acid

against foul brood is that of Mr. Bert-

rand. A mixture is made of acid formic

at 25 per cent, strength, 2 parts; water,

2 parts; alcohol, i part. Three or four

ounces are put in a saucer or some oth-

er convenient vessel (not metallic) and

put in a super or somewhere in the

hive to be treated. The vapors of the

solution reach everywhere in the hive,

and destroy the germs of the disease.

The dose is renewed every week until

a cure is effected. Two or three doses

are usually sufficient. If not, the queen

is infected and must be changed and the

treatment continued.

The above is given by the best author-

ities. However, in view of the facts ad-

mitted here (in the United States), I

•would suggest that it is doubtful that

the vapors of the formic acid reach the

deep cells of honey, especially those

that are capped, and I would suggest

that such honey be removed or con-

sumed according to the McEvoy meth-

od, and the foul brood germs that might

be therein, be thus eliminated. The pos-

sibility of a queen being infected and

laying infected eggs has been denied

here. But microscopic examination by

Cheshire and later on, somebody else,

whose name I cannot recall just now,

have shown foul brood germs in the

ovaries and eggs of queens taken from

diseased colonies. In the above formu-

la, the addition of alcohol increases the

capacity of the evaporation.

While in the line of implements, me-

chanical appliances, etc., we are unques-

tionably ahead of our European breth-

ren; we can nevertheless get some good
hints from them. In looking over tht

advertisements of the Revue Internat-

ionale, I find a tinned wire cloth care-

fully made to take the place of perfo-

rated zinc. The claim is made that the

sharp edges of the zinc wear out an 1

cut the bees' wings. I do no: know
whether this is true or not, but it

might be investigated. There are also

queen cages, similar to the West cages,

but made of wire cloth, soldered to

two tin rings, one at each end- They
must be very cheap. Candles about

one-fourth of an inch thick and a few

inches long to fasten combs or founda-

tion to frames or wires. They are made
of wax. To use them, light them and

let the drops of melted wax fall where
needed. I may say here that I have

tried the process but have not succeed-

ed very well. I prefer to apply the

melted wax with a brush. A brush

made of hair does not work so well. I

prefer a home-made brush made with

cotton twine instead of hair. It holds

the wax better.

A very ingenious comb lifter is also

noted, but could hardly be described
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without pictures. It grabs the comb to two spoonfuls of good brandy are add-

be taken out at both ends, and by the ed.

way it is constructed so it acts like a In the same paper, some uses for pro-

lever: it seems to enable one to pull polls are mentioned. To prepare it in

a convenient form, put it on a piece of

sheet iron over a stove or slow fire, and

when soft, press together, and roll in

sticks like sealing wax. It can be used

for sealing wax. for grafting wax. to

stop holes in buckets and other tin

utensils, which are not used on a fire,

or do not have to contain hot water.

Also as a filler to stop holes in wood

Btutfied in a room it purifies the air. A
chdap varnish can be made by mixing

two parts of propolis, one part of wax

and four parts of linseed oil. Propolis

makes an excellent ointment for bruis-

es, cuts, etc., as it is an antiseptic. In

order that the ointment should be soft

enough it is necessary to melt the pro-

polis with some mutton suet or unsalted

butter.

The Revue Apiculture asked 21 of its

subscribers whether they preferred to

ing of the heart.
'

However,' the venom have the extracted combs cleaned by the

is soon dissipated and taken awav by bees or not. Fourteen answered no.

the lymphatic system. The eflfect of the saying it is too much trouble for noth-

brandy, or alcohol, is to counteract the ing- objecting chiefiy to the danger of

paralysis caused by the venom, and if
starting robbing. They say that the un-

the movements of the heart can thus cleaned combs are a powerlul stimulant

be continued until the venom is dissi- to start the bees to work m the sprmg.

pated, the patient is saved.

In Progres Agricole is given a recipe

for cookies, or a kind of crackers, as

follows: Mix equal parts of sugar,

honey and unsalted fresh butter, add five grams of salt and one of borate of

the juice of one or two oranges. Add soda to three pounds of syrup,

gradually enough flour to make a

dough of suitable consistency- Roll to Q{ all bad things by which mankind are

cursed.

Their own bad tempers surely are the

worst. —Cumberland.

out a comb held by brace combs, pro-

polis, etc., without much force, and, if

properly handled, without jar.

Belgium.

A bee-keeper, trying to gather a

swarm, was badly stung. He took sick,

fell down and died in a short time. In-

vestigation by a doctor brought out the

facts that he was very sensitive to bee

stings and worse than that, he had a

serious heart disea&e.

The question was asked, if a strong

dose of brandy would have done some
good. The doctor announced that very

likely it would, as the venom of bees

seems to act like that of snakes. He
further explained that the effect of the

snake's venom is to paralyze the nerv-

ous system, especially some portions of

it. The effect of this is to stop the beat

and that the moths never touch a comb

daubed with honey.

Mr. Fievez (Progres Agricole) adds

to the syrup for feeding bees for winter,

a thickness of about three-fourths of

an inch. Cut and bake.

In Champagne Agricole is the recipe

of a kind of preserve. Substantially it

is a preserve of pears in which honey is

used in place of sugar. To improve

the flavor, a little pepper, some cinna-

mon, a few grains of salt and one or

What is it to be wise?

'Tis but to know how
known;

To see all others' faults

own.

little can be

,
and feel our
— Pope.
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WHY IS SPRING FEEDING UN-
PROFITABLE.

Cuba, N. Y., Nov. 13, iQoi-

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

One page 206 American Bee-Keeper,

for Nov., Mr. L. E. Kerr says that no

good arises from feeding bees in ^he

spring to stimulate brood rearing. Mr.

Kerr, will you please tell the beginners

why, and what were the practical dem-

onstrations, as I am but a beginner, my
observations may not be correct, but

does not a queen lay better during a

slow honey flow than through none at

all? even if there is honey in the brood

chamber?

The colonies that produced the most

honey for me this season were the ones

that were fed in the spring. I feed with

a Boardman entrance feeder for I do

not think colonies fed for stimulative

till the section-holders would touch the

top of the frames, and when you take

off the super you lift up the frames and

so disturb and often kill the bees.

Mr. J. S. Calbreath, in May 15th

Gleanings described a plan which

worked so well with me that I am at

work fixing all my supers that way. I

will here try to explain in American

Bee-Keeper how it was done and those

who try the plan I believe will be

pleased with it.

Take a galvanized iron strip the

length of the super-end, and bend it

in the shape of an L, making about one-

half inch for the section holder to rest

on and about one inch for the nails to

be nailed to the end of the super. Cut

across the super-end at the bottom one

inch wide and one-sixteenth deep so as

to let the iron go back far enough so

the section holders will not bind when

you put them in as one cannot bend the

iron just square at the corner. I used

No. 26 iron, though lighter may do as

well.

I have used little blocks of wood

nailed on the top of the end blocks of

the section-holders, but as some supers

purposes should be fed over the cluster, ^^ ^^^ j^^^^ 3„y groove for the blocks

as they will be distributed in placing the

feeder and will take the syrup when it

is too cold, which induces them to f^y

when they should not, but with the en-

trance feeder, they seldom do so.

Now, Mr. Kerr, when you are giving

advice to beginners, please tell us why

you would or would not do these

things, as they are apt to mislead us.

Yours,

T. L. Powers.

to hang in and the blocks are apt to

loosen and drop ofif, the L iron, or

angle tin is much better.

Yours truly.

W. E. Head.

JUST A CHAT.

1901.

L TINS FOR SUPERS.

Paris Station, N. Y., Nov. .30, 1901.

Editor Bee-Keeper:

Those who have used the dove tail

supers may find the flat tins supporting

the section holders, too frail to

stand the strain. I have had them bend

Walker, Mo., Dec. 10,

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

Have just read a very interesting

letter in the Bee-Keeper, from Mrs.

Smith, away down in Florida, where I

have always th(iught bee-keepers had

no troubles, but I guess location does

not make much difiference. When one

thing does not interfere, some other

does, so I guess there is about a stand

off as to location. Down in Florida, it
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seonis, tlie hears have to he fenced

against, also in places the hees have to

be put ten feet from the ground. It

seems to me such an elevaiton would be

very inconvenient and expensive. 1

would let the mangrove honey go—and

find a more suitable location.

I commenced keeping bees when 12

years old—that was in 1857—have never

been without since then. So you see I

have been clear through the clearing

house, so to speak. While I have not

taken much interest in the various ques-

tions and discussions that go through

the journals from time to time, I must

say that I am often much amused. One
thing I learned long ago, and that is

you don't have to swallow everything

you see in print. Long before I ever

saw a bee book or heard of Langstroth.

I had in operation a movable comb-

hive, and am still using it. I also had

a smoker before I ever heard of Mr.

Bingham. Well, as I did not start out

to say anything in particular-^but to

just have a little say along with the

other fellows, will give the readers of

your journal some questions to answer;

and if they are not answered right, will

tell them what I think about them later

on:

First. From what does the laying

worker originate '•'

Second- Why does not all queenless

colonies have a laying worker?

Third. Why will a queenless colony

fail to produce a good queen when on-

ly supplied with a few eggs?

These questions should be under-

stood. And I hope to have them an-

swered through The Bee-Keeper, by

some who have given the matter prop-

er thought.

Perhaps Uncle John Hardscrabble

can answer the questions for us, as he

seems to want to tell something very

bad. Maybe if he can't, the fellow he

refers to as being free to give an opin-

ion on most any or everything,, will,

althouoh Mr. H. thinks he is very ig-

norant on some things.

Well, we have had a fairly good sea-

son in summer months this year, fine

growth of white clover early, from

which the bees did well, then the drouth

set in and killed almost everything;

but about August ist, we had some

rain, and a splendid fall harvest. Our
bees are in splendid condition for win-

ter, and we expect another good sea-

son next year; although our white clo-

ver will be scarce for a year or two on

account of the drouth. May be, I had

better close this little epistle, or Uncle

John will get after me, along with the

balance. Yours truly,

Geo- H. Mobley.

GIVE THEM A CHANCE.

Derby, Vt., Dec. 16, 1901.

Editor American Bee-Keeper :

It is with the best wishes of the many
friends of N. A. Blake and family (he

being a noted bee-keeper of Bee Plains,

Vt-) that they leave us to make their

future home in Southern California,

may the people in that community give

them a hearty welcome, as they are up-

right. Christian people and will be

greatly missed by all who knew them

in this section. May they prosper in

their new home, is the sincere wish of

the writer.

A Bee-Keeper

WILL BEE-KEEPERS HELP"^

Grayson, Calif., Dec. 12. 1901.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

Dear Sir:—You know the apiarian

conditions existing in California from

experience. Some times we get a big

crop and sometimes a very small one.

This year our crop was estimated at

from 200 to 1,000 car loads. Of course,

the market was demoralized. You may

have .had a ta.ste of that uncertainty,
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but we got our mouths full of the flavor.

Our only remedy is to get the Divis-

ion of Statistics, Department of Agri-

culture, to investigate and report the

honey crop. To get that done it is only

necessary to get congress to make a

larger appropriation for statistical pur-

poses. If every bee-keeper in the land

would write to his representative in con-

gress, also to both senators from his

state, there is little doubt as to the suc-

cess of the move. It should be stated

plainly that an increase is desired for

statistical work; and if special or local

reasons can be given, so much the bet-

ter. From Congressman Needham,
who resides in this county, I learn that

action should be prompt.

Yours truly,

W. A. H. Gilstrap.

Swift River, Mass.. Dec. i8, 1901.

Editor "American Bee-Keeper."

I have just received the book, "I^ife

of the Bee," which you have so kindly

sent me as a premium. I haven't read

it yet but have no doubt it will prove

very interesting. Thanking you for your

decision in my favor and wishing you

and all the readers of the American

Bee-Keeper a Merry Christmas and a

Happy and Prosperous New Year, I

remain as ever.

Yours truly,

A. E. Willcutt.

RULES IN SWARMING, ETC.

Wakeman, Ohio, Dec, 7, 1901.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

In beginners' lesson No. 4, in the

November Bee-Keeper, by F. G. Her-

man, he says, "when bees desire to

swarm they enlarge an ordinary work-

er-cell into a queen-cell and feed the

inmate royal jelly," etc., and that the

old queen makes vigorous efiforts to de-

stroy queen-cells that the bees have

built preparatory to swarming.. This

may be orthodox teaching, but it is not

the way bees do in my location.

I believe that in preparing to swarm
bees do not build queen-cells around

ordinary worker-cells containing young
larvae but form regular queen-cell cups,

that have previously been built for this

purpose, and which are always to be

found in every well rgeulated hive. The
egg is deposited in the queen-cells by

the queen whenever such cells are prop-

erly prepared by the bees to receive

them.

I have seen the old queen pass freely

among queen-cells and could not see

any disposition on her part to destroy

them, nor could I see that there were

any guards there to keep her from

doing so if she wished.

Post-constructed cells, or cells built

after the issuing of the first swarm are

always built around larvae in worker-

cells, because there is no queen to de-

posit the egg in a queen-cell. I know it

is claimed by some that the bees re-

move the egg from the worker-cell into

the queen-cell, but as such a thing has

not come under my observation during

my twenty-five years as a bee-keeper. I

must conclude that it is a rare occur-

rence.

He says a colony may have only one

queen at a time. There are exceptions

to this rule as to many others, as in

case of supersedure there will often be

found the mather and her daughter

both working peacefully together until

death removes the aged queen. I have

known the old one to live more than six

months after the young queen began to

lay. I exhibited two such queens at our

county fair, both on the same comb.

It is a common practice with those

who use the shallow brood chamber to

have two vigorous queens in the same

hive. In uniting weak swarms in the

spring I always use a queen excluder be-

tween the two shallow brood chambers.
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and allow both queens to remain; and

tiiey will soon build up a rousing col-

ony. Such colonies are excellent for

feeding back extracted honey 10 have

partly filled sections finished as the two

queens will keep the brood chambers

full of brood and the feed will go into

the sections. Yours truly,

J. E. Hand.

HOW THFA' DO IT IN CAN.^DA.

Little Britain. Ont.. Oct. 18, 1901.

Dear Editor:

Your invitation to send in reports

impressed me—well, see Gal. 6:10 and

Prov. 11:25. I secured about 20,000

pounds of white, and about 4,000 pounds

of dark honey this season. This I have

accomplished, but to tell how I did it Js

a longer tale. I suppose it would be in

keeping to tell the dollars I got out

of it. too. I sold 5,500 pounds to Dead-

man, of Brussels and 4,800 to R. H.

Smith of St. Thomas, at 6 1-2 cents

per pound. They found cans and paid

freight. One of the season's operations

was to hastily scour the neighborhood

for sap tanks, just when I was the busi-

est, extracting; because, forsooth, the

above mentioned cans did not arrive in

time. You can imagne, and the Lord

knows something of the remarks I

made at that time. I got 7 to 8 1-4 cents

in 60 pound cans, crated and carted ten

miles for the most of the rest of it.

Eight cents per pound for 2,000 pounds

in I pound glass jars, for export to

Liverpool. The dark I have yet, and find

it sells best in 10 pound pails, six in a

crate, in Ottawa and "down east."

I raise two or more combs of brood

from below, which I allow the bees to

fill with clover honey, and if not needed

place them back in the brood chamber

I extract it with the rest; if needed, I

in the center. I put on the supers, con-

taning 12 Jones frames, about apple-

bloom time, and have queen-excluding

zinc nailed over tht- bottom, a la Doo-

little. Some seasons this is too early,

but as a rule it is safest, as it prevents

undue swarming, and gives plenty of

time for the boss to attend to 200 col-

onies, wthout hiring. Then, when bees

get to work, lively on alsike (we grow

60 acres to the square mile, here) I

extract the fruit-bloom, thorn, dande-

lion, willow, locust, etc., which has a

peculiar flavor, and is not candied much
by that time. I get seven cents for it;

and it seems to be just the thing for the

English market, as it closely resembles

the heather. About this time I got a boy

to help this season, as usual, and we
managed to get around to the 200 or

more once a week; four out yards of 30

to 40 each and 70 to 80 at home. I use

a spring wagon, one horse and a "bike."

I extract it in an old log house, imple-

ment shed and a wood house, at out

yards, and at home in a good

house.

When I find a dead colony in

spring, not already robbed out, I

pose the combs so it will be robbed, as

I do also with all colonies having not

more than a few square inches of brood.

This stimulates the others and tends to

curtail the operations of the wax-moth.

I spread the combs about an inch apart

and uncover the hive. Respectfully,

R. F. Whiteside.

bee

the

ex-

Phorelgn Phun.

A subscriber of tue Progres Agrieole
asks what i.s the best way to take the

dead bees out of the combs when a col-

ony dies in the winter. The editors

jiravely reply that there are three ways
r~'^ do it.

1st. Pick tile bees out one by one,

with a toothpi.';k.

2d. Put the comb.-; where the mice
can get at them. They Avill eat the

bees. They may damage the combs
some, but that don't matter.

3d. Feed the bees bountifully in the

fall and the dead (?) bees will come
out of the combs in the spring, of their

own accord.—Adrian Getaz.
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the November American Bee-Keeper in

sight as he wrote:

"The fossils are not all rejuvenated

yet. Now and then some one arises in

the bee journals and decrys some of

the most essential features of the whole
system of modern bee-keeping. For in-

stance, in a recent issue of an eastern

journal, the assertion was made that

spring feeding for stimulation of brood-

rearing was not only unprofitable, but
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like ourself finds stimulative feedingper cent for six insertions; twenty per cent
for twelve insertions.

Advertisements must be received on or be- often productive of good results. It
fore the 15th of each month to insure inser-

is our opinion, frequently expressed,

that, if discreetly done, stimulative

feeding in the spring repays the cost

and trouble handsomely; but, if our es-

teemed contemporary had been a close
Articles for publication or letters exclusivelv . , . ,^ i i->. j. r it

for the editorial department maybe jddjessed reader of apicultural literature tor the

last twenty years, it is doubtful if it

would have characterized as "fossils"
Subscribers receiving their papei in blue ,, i i r -i j ^ r: j ^i j.-

wrapper will know that their subscription ex- all who have failed to find the practice

pires with this nuniber. We hope that you profitable. This is bv' no means the
will not delay favoring us with, a renewal. *

tion in the month following.

Matters relating in any way to business
should invariably be addressed to

THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
Falconer, N. Y.

H. E. Hill.

Fort Pierce, Fla.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates tha
first time that detrimental effects have

A rea wrapper on your paper inaicaies tnai , , . .,,. ,.. rj
you owe for your subscription. Please give the 'x-^t"" charged agamst Stimulative feed-

matter your early attention. i„g_ ^^^ jjj^j. j^g advisability has been

brought into question by experienced

and extensive producers of honey. We
l>elieve ourself that in other than ex-

pert hands it is a most dangerous pro-

cedure, and should not be recommend-

ed to the inexperienced manipulator.

There is no part of apiary work in

which the skill of a master hand be-

comes more imperative than in the

practice of stimulative feeding in the

spring.

"Locality," as intimated, has indeed

Rocky Mountain Bee Journal, and we nuich to do with the question, in our

have no doubt the editor of that experience. In most, if not all of our

sprightly little innnlhly had a copy of northern states we should deem some

STIMULATIVE FEEDING.

The following paragraph is from the
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XON-SWARMING.

metliod ol' stimulation <|uitc obligatory, predominates. Few indeed are they who

if the best results were to be obtained, would not willingly accede to the spe-

In S<nnli I'lorida. occasions for its cified rules as a non-swarming measure,

practice are very rare. if the honey yields were to be thus in-

cidentally increased. We shall not

question the assertion that the average

bee-keeper does not give room enough;

For the past two or three years a yet we believe the giving of too much

friend has tried with success to prevent room at a time is an error very fre-

swarming by giving plenty of room; quently committed. There can be no

two. three, sometimes as high as five doubt as to its affect in retarding, or

supers being on the hives. He has had preventing swarms; but is this advan-

very little swarming and thinks it due tage not secured at the expense of mer-

to the fact that the bees were kept busy chantable honey'/ The retention of

making honey. This method, especially heat greatly facilitates comb-building;

to the amateur, is much easier than di- while a compact cluster of bees.

viding or cutting out queen cells.—Bes-

sie T,. Putnam, in .American Bee-Keep-

er.

Incidentally, this system of manage-

ment would result in doubling or thrib-

bling the honey crop, besides having a

warmth, abundant honey-flow and (at

tiniest moderate ventilation are essen-

tial to the finish of the work. Since

•rowding of the bees is necessary to in-

sure the greatest possible amount of

finished sections, and crowding is con-

discouraging efifect on the swarming ducive to swarming; yet a super should

fever. The average bee-keeper does never be permitted to remain over a

not give room enough for the storing of colony wdiich had "swarmed itself

honey, and then wonders why his bees weak," as the swarm itself, as well as

get so crazy at swarming time. The the field force of the parent hive

difference amounts to this in this "lo- should be thrown into the sections, on

cality." The average, slow-plodding, the old stand, and the parent hive re-

bee-keeper puts on one super and moved to the new location. Manage-

leaves it until full and sealed over be- ment, as well as "locality," has an im-

fore an empty super is added, and portant bearing upon the matter,

meantime his bees have swarmed them-

selves weak, and one super per colony,

spring count, will be his average for the A foreign bee journal is advised by a

season; while the wide awake, "read- correspondent that a celebrated Amer-

ing" specialist puts on the second super ican ciueen breeder has succeded in

as soon as work has well begun in the creating a strain of bees having excep-

first, a third is soon added and then tionally long tongues; that he sells the

four and sometimes five, with the re- queens at $200.00 each; that the demand

-ult that he is not troubled seriously is so great for his queens at this price

with swarming, and his yield of honey that he has been unable to meet it, and

will average three or four supers per in order to do so has started a second

colony.—Rocky Mountain Bee Journal, establishment in South America. Ver-

Here. again, is an instance in which ily, when elaborately displayed, print-

"locality" must be taken into account, ers' ink is "great stufY." Let us be

The Journal is speaking for Colorado, thankful that the fad was throttled be-

a four-super ""locality." but the one-su- fore the string of figures or imaginary

per class of localities, unfortunately tongue-length grew longer.
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Mr. John M. Rankin, Michigan's up his supply or nuic-oooks and is now
State Apiary Inspector, has completed back in the office, putting the material

a laborous and successful season's work, in shape for publication.

a condensed report of which is given in —
Bulletin No. 73. by the Dairy and Food
department of that state, in September
last. Mr. Rankin visited 206 apiaries,

comprising a total of 3,286 colonies, of

which 402 were diseased, and these were
scattered throughout 119 apiaries.

Michigan bee-keepers are to be con-
gratulated upon the appointment of so

enthusiastic and competent an inspec-

tor. Mr. Rankin is a young man of

whom the bee-keeping fraternity is

proud, and foul brood within Michi-

gan's borders will have a hard time of

it.

The December number of the J. W. Pepper
Piano Music Magazine presents as its opening
number for the December issue a beautiful
song by R. H. Buck and C. T. Lewis, entitled
"The Heart of Maryland." It is eminently
singable and will be a favorite. This number
also contains 22 pages of the most entertain-

ing musical literature and halftones, which
with its 21 complete pieces for the piano—10

songs, 11 instrumental—gives those who pur-

chase it several times the worth of their

money, 25 cents. For sale by all newsdealers.

"A little bird" from Texas has inti-

mated that preparations are there be-

ing made to launch another bee journal

this month. We are not "in" on infor-

mation as to particulars; but the "lit-

tle bird" nested in Hutto last summer.
Since it is our belief that a locality can-

not easily be overstocked with good
books and journals, we shall await its

advent with pleasant interest.

The bean fields of Southern Califor-

nia, it is said, afford an important part

of the nectar supply for which that state

is famous.

Professor Cook, in the Pacific Bee
Journal, says there is but one serious

impediment to the success of California

bee-keepers—the great distance from
the markets—and this, he has faith to

believe, will be removed through the

influence of President Roosevelt, by
the opening of the Nicaragua canal.

Sold by All Newsdealers

Furnishes Monthly to all lovers of

Song and Music a vast volume of New,
Choice Copyright Compositions by
tile most popular authors.

64 Pages of Piano piusic

Half Vocal, Half Instrumental

21 Complete Pieces for Piaijo

Editor Hutchinson, of the Review, has

recently spent a whole month in trav-

eling about among the bee-keepers and
attending conventions. He has used

Once a Month for 10 Cents.

Yearly Subscription, $1.00.

If bought in any music store at

one-half off, would cost $5.25,
a saving of $5. J 5 monthly.

In one year you get nearly 800 Pages of

Music> comprising 252 Complete Pieces

for the Piano.

If you cannot get a copy from your Newsdealer,
send to us and we will mail you a sample free.

J. W. PEPPER, Publisher.

Eighth a Locust Sts., Philadelphia, Pa-

m Hi! B^ EKS OF BEES and those in-

I^F J J tending to keep bees shouldV np Hg H^ writeusforhirgeillust'dcatM ^l ^i ^p alofrue and cofiy of A.mkri,m ^L| ^^ CAN BKK-KKKPKR.(lI10nth1y.'^ ^^ ^^ Our prices aieloicestsindstocf-
laraeHt. We keep everything
used by bee-keeprs.including.
text books, comb foundations,

|

all styles hives,ot(^ AdJc-'
W. T. Falconer Mfgl
Co.Jamestown,N .YT I

tr ices &rQlowesta,udstocl-

BEES



More Bee-keepers' Paradises.

B. R. Root has just retm-ned from a 6,000 mile trip through some of

the best bee locations in the world, and has already begvm his series of

write-ups, accompanied with fine photos, in GLEANINGS IN BEE CUL-
TURE. The following editorial appears August 1st, and will give some-

thing of an idea of what he will describe:

Some time ago I promised to tell about the bee-keepers' paradises in Texas. I have

:his on the docket, and it will appear as I take up the line of my travels. But since run-

aing across that paradise I have run into two or three others. There is one west of the

Rockies, in Colorado, that is not yet overstocked with bees or bee-keepers; another one in

:entral Idaho—in fact, I do not know but the whole state. These will be described in turn.

The fact is, millions of capital are being invested in irrigation; irrigation means alfalfa;

ilfalfa means a paradise for bees. But I found all along my trip that alfalfa-growing preced-

;d bee-keeping by two or three years, for it seems to take about that length of time before

;he bee-keepers find these gold mines that have been hitherto unoccupied.

If you are dissatisfied with your pre.sent location, and for financial rea-

sons, or on account of health, will be compelled to leave, subscribe for

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE and learn something about the great

South and the great West. There are many locations in the West that are

not yet occupied—splendid bee locations. If you wish to learn about them,

send' 1") cents for a three months' trial subscription, or 25 cents for a six

months' trial, or $1 for one year and one untested Italian queen. Or send

$2.00 and we will send GLEANINGS one year and one of our celebrated red-

clovei- queens.

The A. I. ROOT CO.. Medina, Ohio, U. S. A.

\N e think not. The West is the direction to

look forward to for business. Have you either

Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, that you
wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon iPohlff^

is the best medium of its class through which

to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

8 tf
C. D. MINTON, Manager,

Salem, Oregon.

Wanted, Local .Managers,
to organize and take charge of branch Rabbit-
ries all over the U. S.. Canada, Mexico. West
Indies and Central America. J. V. Cortlez
represents us at Manila, Phillipine Islands.
Send stamp for Large Free Book, particulars,
and sample copy of Best Belgian Hare and
Poultry paper in the world.

EASTERN IMPORTING & BREEDING
COMPANY.

Belfast, Maine.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MARKET.
New York, Dec. 9.—The comb honey market

is in about the same condition as our last ad-

vices, there being a good demand with enough
receipts arriving to take care of all business.
We quote as follows: Fancy white, per pound,
loc; No. 1, white, 14c; No. 2, white, 12 to 13c;

Buckwheat, 10 to lie.

Francis H. Leggett & Co.

Kansas City, Dec. 10.—Demand for honey is

fair, with good supply. Supply of beeswax is

light, with fair demand at 30c per pound. We
quote comb honey, 13 to 15c per pound. Ex-
tracted, 6 to 7 l-2c. Hamblin & Sappington.

Buffalo, Dec. 7.—Demand for comb honey is

moderate, with moderate supply; dark, very

quiet at 8 to 12c, as to grade. Fancy, selling

fairlv well. We quote: Fancy comb, 15c; ex-

tracted, fancy, 5 1-2 to 6c per pound. Bees-

wax is in good demand with light supply, at 28

to 30c. Dark, etc.. 20 to 25c.

Batterson & Co.

Chicago, Nov. 13.—The market is easier in

tone, while prices are nominally the same, but

would be shaded to effect sales. Some cars of

honey en route to eastern cities have been di-

verted to this and surrounding points, which
is having a depressing etTect.

Comb brings 14 to 15 cents for best grades
of white, and light amber, 12 to 13 cents; dark
grades, 10 to 11 cents; extracted white 5 1-2 to

ij 1-2 cents, according to quality, flavor and
package; light amber 5 1-4 to 5 3-4; amber and
dark, 5 to 5 1-4. Beeswax, 28 cents.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice;

Take each man's censure, but reserve thy
judgment. Shakespeare.



PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, costs less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

]';itents procured through E. G. Siggers receive

Bpecial notice, without charge, in the

INVRNTIVR AG^.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms$layear

E. G. SIGGERS,
918 F Street X. W. Wasliinu'tiin, H. ('

Still 10c. a Year.
Until further notice you can still

get the POULTRY, BEE AND
FRUIT JOURNAL for 10c. per

year. Or by getting four of your

friends to send with you, we will

either extend your subscription one

year or make you a gift of a good
poultry book. Send to-day—NOW
—before it is too late, as this offer

may be withdrawn at any time.

Send your dime and get the neatest,

boiled down, right-to-the-point,

stop-when-you've-said-it m o n t hly

journal an entire year.

Thirty words in Breeders' Column for 25c. Dis-

play advertising Ibc. per inch. net. No discounts
for time or space. A guarantee of satisfaction

written in every contract.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Co
,

Davenport, Iowa.

O p p* T -Mail Order Dealers,^^^ in fact all advertisers

will find THIS AND THAT a splen-

did medium for results. Give us a

trial and be convinced. Rates, for

a short time only, 5 cents per non-

pareil line. Circulation 10,000.

Address, T. Fortson Pruett,
Publisher.

Sidney, N. Y.

The Belgian Hare
Advocate

is a large 16 page, 64 column mag-
azine, published monthly at twenty-

five cents a year, and if interested

in this new and popular industry

you certainly should subscribe.

Edited by a practical breeder in

the interests of the Belgian indus-

try, Poultry and Pet Stock.

Subscription and advertising at

live and let live prices.

Our motto Your money's worth

every time.

The Belgian Hare Advocate,
PONETO, IND

Ruths Belgian Hare Directory,

price 10 cts. The Advocate one

year and Directory for only 30 cts.

Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce

all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

hy good journals than that of the fanner. Unin-

telligent unprogressiveness has now no excuse.



f Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARISr. l!;^Ji:?'S,tneB.

tEstablisheJ lUyt-ar.si.

iO papes monthly. Subscription :i». rtd. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and

Tasmania. A good medium to American
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head oflBce for Australian Colonies,

229 Collins street,

Melbourne, Australia.

Grood Advertisers,
Those who are careful where they
place their advertising money, use

Barnum's Midland Farmer,
which reaches over 30,000 prosper-

ous, wide-awake, buying farmers
every issue. Regular rate 14c. per
agate line, but send us a trial order
at 10c. per line ($1.40 per inch per
time), and we will place it where it

will do the most good. Two or more
new subscriptions (sent together),

20c. per year. Sixteen pages, four

columns to page. Departments
covering every branch of farming
and stock-raising. The little jour-

nal that is "read and re-read by its

readers." Barnum's Midland Farm-
er, No. 22 North Second Street,

St. Louis, Mo. 8tf

g CUT THIS OUT I
O and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- @
2 closed, and receive in return a six months' 9
A trial subsciptlon to M

8 People's Companion Magazine. S

B It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. Q
2 rates, 5 cts. per line; £0 cts. per inch. Give 9
H us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. S
© Samjile eojiv for two cent stamp. Q
d Q
§ People's Companion Pub. Co., |
ft MILWAUKEE, WIS. S
^ Ed. De Lonye, E<i. and Pub. Stfg

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

Poultry and
Belgian Hare

Standard.
Leader on Poultry and Hares; giving the greatest

amount of jiractical instruction each issue—just

what every breeder must have to succeed.

A text book of 175 pages is

given with each yearly subscrip-

tion which includes five cents for

postage. State whether poultry
or hare book is wanted and send
fifty-five cents to

STANDARD,
512 Hall Building,

gtf
Kansas City, Mo.

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing,

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8tf Milwaukee, Wis



EGG RECORD and
ACCOUNT BOOK
fPiTTQ-n QTTTOTT Everyone sending 36 cents
iiiVull dWdyi now for one year's sub-

" scription to the

Canadian Poultry News,
(a 1(5 to 20 page journal devoted to poultry, pigeons

and pet stock) will receive a copy of the new

Canadian Poultryman's Egg Record and Account

Book FREE. Just the thing everybody should

have. Qj. gQQ(j 45 QQ^i^ and get the

NEWS from June, 1901 to Jan. 1,

1903, and an Egg Record and Ac-

count Book.

Address at once,

ROBT. R. CAMERON,
Canadian Poultry News,

tf Owen Sound, Ont., Can.

A Perfect System.
THE ROYAL TEjIPLARS have

placed thf'ir system of protection on a

foundation so broad and deep that it

shall stand long after all other systems
have passed away and are forgotten,and
will insure the widow and orphan the
fulfillment of the provision made to se-

cure them from the cf>ld blasts of want
by the loving forethought of the husband
and father, who has been removed by
the hand of death.

What it Provides.
All the social enjoyments of a Grand

Fraternity.

All the financial protection of a power-
ful Life Insurance Corporation.

Aid to the bereaved family in making
prompt payment of every just claim, tf

WHEN YOUDROP A DOLLAR
it is a good plan to look where it strikes, that you
may pick it up again.

When j'ou invest a dollar for advertising space in

Poultry Pointers,
at our special rate, it is just like dropjiing a dollar

where you can pick up TWO. \^ rite at once for

sample copy, special rates and full particulars to

E>OUL.THY lr>OIXTtlI-fS OftioH.
5tf »06 West Main Street, Ionia, Mich.

The Record.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY, '

12 MACON , MO.

Overstocked
^'t^ Bee Hives!

I am overstocked with hives. Will sell

two thousand at

Prices you cannot duplicate.

St. Joe, Dovetailed, Wisconsin, Cham-
pion, or Langstroth Simplicity.

Ask for prices and say how many \ou
want. Can ship at once.

Can Save you Money.
otherNo difiference where you live

goods as cheap as anybody.

SUPPLY BUSINESS for sale cheap.

Address

Emerson T. Abbott,
ST. JOSEPH, MO.tf

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe

rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-

ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-

atious searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring
you details of this and other good things.



GRANGE LEADERS ADVISE ALL PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY TO SUBSCRIBE
FOR -

OUR GRANGE HOMES.
Grange News aud Comment, Agriculture. Women's Interests. Expert

editors in every department, including the former lecturer of the National
Grange, Alpha Messer.
On trial three months, 25 cents. BOSTON, MASS.

Southern farm Gazette
Starkville, Miss., edited by members i.if the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural Paper published in Missippi. Sub-
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. It

you are interested in cheap homes and rich

lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkville. Miss.

RECORD YOUR ROLAND CHINAS

CENTRAL POLAND
CHINA RECORD. ^

RULES ETC. FRE:
on application.

W. H. Morris. Sec'y,
Indianapolis, Ind.

RECORD YOUR BERKSHIRES IN THENATIONAL
BERKSHIRE RECORD

RULES ETC. FREE E. K. Morris, Sec'y.
on application. Indianapolis, Ind.

RECORD YOUR CHESTER WHITES IN
-THE-

STANDARD CHESTER
WHITE RECORD

RULES ETC. FREE W. H. Morris, Secy,
on application. Indianapolis, Ind.

Subscribe for the

Swine Breeders'
Semi-monthly I OUmS-l '^"^ '=*^"' s a vear

Morris Printing Co., Publishers.
Sample Copy Free.

ATHENS, GA.
The leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.
No farmer, fruitgrower, stock raiser,

poultryman, dairyman or even house-
wife can afford to be without this val-

uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on applica-

tion.

ADVERTISING RATES REASON-
ABLE.

The Farm Review^
25 Cents a Year,

is a brjglit monthly and treats on all

subjects of Agriculture, Dairy, Live

Stock, Fruit, Flowers. Poultry and

Hares. Sample copy free.

Sent on trial one year for 10c.

FARM^REVIEW, Sheridan, Michigan.

FARM INVESTOR AND
; FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.
Published once a month, is devoted to ag-

riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-

terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-

vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-

al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock and
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-

vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro-

prietors of "Farm Investor," Marysville, Ohio.

$15,000
IN CASH to be GIVEN AWAY. By a

special arrangement of the Press Publishing
Association, of Detroit, Mich., the readers of

The Farmers and Planters Guide are enabled
to participate in the distribution of $15,000 in
cs?h to be divided into prizes ranging from
$1 to $5,000. The winning of one of these
prizes may be the means of starting you on
the road to fortune. Send a two-cent stamp
to-day for particulars. Address

The Farmers' and Planters' Guide,
6 S. Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.

Are You
Interested in Fish. Game, or Bird
Protection? If so, you shoxild

read the

Fish and Game Protector,

1007 Lucas Ave.
Send for sample copy.

St. Louis, Mo.



Patent Wired C' mb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

TtiiQFlatBittomFoaidatioii
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk
about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better. Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.

Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprout Brook, X. Y.

THE CHITERIOX
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-
views of Art and Artists. The Drama. Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti
cles on important national and historical
events, Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that aopears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of

life.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

of the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.

Richard Burton. Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly. $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.
CRITERIO XPUBLICATION CO.,

41 E. 21st St., New York City, N. Y.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
BEES, POULTRY OR BELGIAN
HARES, WRITE TO THE W. T.
FALCONER MFG. CO.. JAMES-
TOWN, X. Y. THEY WILL BE
PLEASED TO MAKE YOUR AC-
QUAINTANCE: AND THEIR CAT-
ALOGUES WILL INTEREST YOU.

A Monthly Journal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting,trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced hunter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding, Publish'
cr, Gallipolis, Ohio.

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one vear for onlv 75 cents.

I'tie Nebraska Farm Journal
A nK)ntbly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-

per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

G[T
n

If yon want a hnslnind or wife, we

can assist yon. Send 2 cent .stamp for

l)articulai-s. Address,

AGENT,
rustdttice Box s.-.d.

DENVER, COLORADO.

_ IS ALL IT TAKES
C- TO PAY FOR

FANCY FOWLS.
The phenonninally successful and

most widely read poultry organ ol

1 h.i South. Established in 1897, it

U a eredit to its section, the great

and irrowintr South. It is out on

time the tenth of each month, is

prosperous and responsible. As a

low-priced paper it is in a class by
itself and is better than most 50c.

papers. 36 to GO pages. Largest

circulation in its territory of any
i)Oultry paper and unequalled as an

.idvertising medium to those want-

ing to reach Southern readers.

Address, enclosing 25c. in coin or

stamijs, FANCY FOWLS CO.,

iHopkinsville. Ky.

tf



Beeswax wanted
We will pay 26 oents cash or 28

cents in goods for good quality of
Beeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
ER, N.Y. If you have any, ship it to

us at once.
[Prices subject to change without notice.]

The W. T. Falconer Mfs. Co.

ECCS IN WINTER
a<itr obtained under richt conditions and
Bttention. Stih>;erihp for otir poultry paper

Uii l<arn how. 2^ et<:. a \ < -tt. Samf>Ie copy free.

THE POULTRY 1TE.M, Box 190, Fucks, Pa.

W. M. Corrish, East NotliiijilKUii, N.
H., keeps a foinplcto supply of our
goods, and eastorn customers will save
freight by ordering of liim.

Thk W. T. F.\i.c()Nkh Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
They are the finest.

TH(»US.\NnS OF BEE HIVES,
.MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Prompt Sliipment.

G- B- LEWIS CO.. Watertown, Wis.,—=^^=^=^ U. S. A.

Special Agency, C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington st., Indianapolis, Ind.

Catalog Free.

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.

Every new srBSCRlBEB sending $1.00 for the weekly American Bee
Journal for one year will receive a cojiy of Newmans ItiO page "Hires and

Iluney" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Journal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111,

The Only One of Its Class
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published monthly. 20 pages. Subscription 50c.

Established IS!*?. Circulation 5,000.

Devoted e.xclusively t« creamery and dairy in

terests and divers^ified farming. Advertising rates

made known on application. J. P. Israel,

Itf Publisher. Lincoln, Neb.

HELLO/ Do VDu want some good pui»
bred POULTRY?

We ca.T furnish you ECCS FOR HATCH-
I NC from fine White Wonder fowls. R. C. B. Leg-
horns, B. P. Rocks. Partridge Cochins; S. L.. Gold-
en and Black Wyandottes, Toulouse Geese, Rouen
Ducks and Mammoth Bronze Turkeys. If you want
something good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention this

paper. Address.

Itf The Eureka Poultry Farm,
Established 19 years. Hamburg, Wis.

One of the most Northern poultry farms in the U. S.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1.000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal,) one

year for 65c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., Higginsvllle, Me.

THEFERRIS
WAX REFINER

to be nsed in connection with steam wax ex-

tractors, increases the value of wax two cents

a pound and pays for itself in refining fifty

pounds of wax. For safe by all dealers or

C. G. Ferris,

Richfield Springs, N. Y.

CLUBBING LIST.
We will send The American' Bee-keeher with

the^ PRICE BOTH

American Bee Journal $1 UO $1 o5

Bee-keepers' Review 1 00 1 35

Canadian Bee Journal 100 loo
Gleanings in Bee Culture 1 00 1 35

American Queen 50 00

Modern Culture 1 00 1 00

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Every bee-keeper, and especially if he has not

had long experience, should have at least one good

te.xt book upon the subject. The following are

doubtless the very best works on bee-keeping. In

ordering by mail be sure to add the amount <jf

postage named:
Postage

Price, extra.

A B C of Bee Culture (A. I. Root), cloth n 00 2Cc.

Bee-keepers' Guide (Prof. A. J. Cook) 1 00 15c.

Langstroth on Honey Bee, rev. (Dadant) 1 10 15c.

Quinbys New Bee-keeping (Quinby) . 1 40 10c.

Thirty Y'ears Among Bees (Alley) 48 2c.

How to Manage Bees (Vandruff) 25 oc

Amateur Bee-keeper (Rouse) 20 5c.

The W. T. Falconer Nlfg. Co.,



Incubator Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON COLIN

^INCUBATOR

is the mofc^t perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and
saved with this most perfect incubator Prices |7.00 up.

Catalog free. Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
(Incubator Department) Jamestown, N. Y.

Just a Minute of Your Time.

Send us a list of the I tee-keepers iu

your vicinity and we will send them
sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This
Avill not take much of your time or be
much trouble to you and you will be
doing your friends a favor.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-Kwrjer to

write for a free sample copy of the

BOCRY MOaNTAIN BEE JODRBAL

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address
the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder, Colo.

If K,

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cutler, Dade County, Fla. I'^tf

UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Secretary -Dr. A. B. Mason, Station B, Toledo,
Oliio.

General Manager and Treasurer—Hon. Bugene
Seeor, Forest City, la

If, BIKGHAM
has made all tlie im-

provements in

Bee Smokers and
Honey Knives

made in tlie last 20 years, undouljtodly
lie maizes the best on eartli.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too large, sent
postpaid, per mail $l.oO

3^ inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. :{ inch 1.00

2^ inch 90

T.F.Bingham, V?^^^ A-n-- -J?_ .. .-. . ' Little bonder, 2 in. .05
Farwell, Mich.

Send in your subscription to

i^ THE ^
Poultry Star
A twenty-page semi-monthly journal devoted

to the best interests of the Poultry, Pigeon
and Pet Stock Raisers of the world.

25 Cts. per year.

Sample Copy Free.

•
Poultry Star,

DRYDEN. N. Y.



Entered at the Postottice of Fort Pierce. Fla., as secoud-class mail matter.
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Perfected Von Culin Incubator
is known pr<Hty well all ovor the country and has never failed to prove satisfactory
when handled by a person of intelligence and with ordinary attention. We guar-
antee them to be satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. Whafs more fair than
this ofifer, and doesn't it show that we mean what W(; say as to its merits? Send
for catalogui".

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

PATENTS GUARANTEED
Our fee returned if we fail. Any one sending sketch and description of

any invention will promptly receive our opinion free concerning the patent-

ability of same, "How to obtain a patent" sent upon request. Patents

secured through us advertised for sale at our expense.

Patents taken out through us receive special notice, without charge, in

The Patent Record, an illustrated and widely circulated journal, consulted

by Manufacturers and Investors.

Send for sample copy FREE. Address,

VICTOR J. EVANS A CO,,
{Patent Attorneys,)

Evans BuiMingr - WASHINGTON, Dm C,

^f^^ohlo ol^in^ fof^lion^c?
Do you wish to make an investment? Have

you any property which you wish to sell? No
_ farmer should think of buying a home until

he has secured a copy of THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. It has the lar-

gest list of farms advertised in it of any paper published in the state of Iowa. It reaches thir-
ty thousand readers each issue. It is one of the best papers to advertise in that there is pub-
lished in the state of Iowa. It has a circulation in nearly every state in the Union. Every man
'who handles real estate should be a subscriber to this Journal. He will find that it will put
him in the way of making enough deals the first month to more than thirty times pay him
for what the Journal would cost him for one year. Send 75 cents and we will mail you the
Journal one year, or for ten cents in silver or stamps we will send you the Journal two
months on trial. Advertising Rates only ten cents per line for one month. Address
THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL, TRAER. TAMA Co., lA.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HOMES,

where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hysrienic Wat er-Seal Oommode is an absolute necessity
for comfort and sanit ation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICK NESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-
able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses, Send for
Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg.. Chicago. 111.

INCUBATORS f^lFARIVB
moat b« ilmple in operation ^___________—__—

,

•nrc In rMulta. Th.t^s the .^y^y^/M/mTlln I Tn[

SURE HATCH INCUBATOR.
Anybody can ran It, bcctuu It

mnaltMlf. Send (or our free
utalofandaet for jonrseKhow
very raccwsfnl It hu been on
the fftrm. It also describes onr
Oommon Senne Folding
Brooder, Wo Pay the Freight, —

^

m^-
SUBE HATCH INCUBATOR CO.. Clay Ccatcr. Nebraska

mm flpipBH^EKSOFBEESandthosein-
Urn J J Jj tending to keep bees should
Wm Hp Bm H^ write us forlargeillust'dcat,m ^^ ^t ^r 'I'ogue and copy of Ajikri,I^^^KmI can BEE-KEEPER.(montbb-

largest. We keep everything
used by bee-keeprs.including.
text books, comb foundations,
all styles hives,otc. AdJrcs
W. T. Falconer Mfjg
Co.Jamestown, N.YT

ir tees are lowestamd stocr

BEES



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF. WASHING the
WAV. BUT BUY AH E IVI P I R E Tj

WASHER, with ich ich the C.
frai/rnt tconinn can do an or-

dinary leashing in one hour,

irithout wettinp her handii.

Sample ain-ho/cKalcjirirf. Satisfaction Onnranteed.
]So pay tintil tried. Vi'ritefor Pluatraled Catalogue
andprieeH ofWringer", Iranin<i Tali/eii,C/othni Heels,
I>r!/inoBars,WaponJacks,ifr. AfrPntsWatited. Lib-
eral Terms. OuiekSiiles! Little AVork!! BigPav!!!
A(idrea8,Taz EMPiREWASHERCo.,Jamestowii,N.Y.

OLD MEXICO
"The Land of Milk and Honey," is

today a grand field for the sale of all

appliances for the proper care of bees
and the production of honey.
THE MEXICAN FARMER AND STOCK-

MAX,
published in English and Spanish at Chihua-
hua, Mexico, reaches the very class of patrons
you desire. Parties having bees for sale will

take note. Address with stamp for free sample
copy. A. B. HULIT,

Editor.

5 YEARS FOR 50 CENTS.
Every -wide-aiA-ake farmer should

send for a copy of the most up-to-date
farm paper. Address at once for free
sample copy.

FARMERS' AND PLANTERS' GUIDE,
Baltimore, Maryland.

50 YEARS'
XPERiENCE

Trade Marks
Degigns

Copyrights &c.
Anvone sending a sketrh and description may

qulcklv ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free, oldest agency for securing patents.

P.atpiits taken through Munn & Co. receive
sperini notirr, without char£;e. in the

Scientific American.
A hand?r>moly illustrated weekly. I^argest cir-

culation of aiiv scientific journal. Terms. |3 a
year: four months, |1. Sold by all newsdpalers.

MUNN&Co.36iBroadway, New York
Branch OtBce, 625 F St.. Washington, D. C.

For Sale—Basswood, clover, and svi-eet
clover extracted honey, at '< in kegs and cans.
Don't send checks on local banks. Dr. C. L.
Parker, Station A, Syracuse, N. Y. H. F D

l-2t.

00 YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Tonl) 7fiiit foierd in ore d n form iv 1 ens
OuiNiu I ) )k ll( Ip^ iiir Poultry Kmixi'. tells

how, explains why so many rail autt so lew succeed.
A Book we can commend with a good conscience as
aGREAT HELP to allPoultry Keepers young or
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well illustrated,
and contains a Poultry Keepers Account showing
gain or loss monthlj';on heavy paper worth 2.5 c(«.

This Book Free with om- Poultry Paper one year fi r

2i>c. or Book free with paper 3 nionths for 1 Cc.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postal: e.

\\ ayside Poultry Co., ClintonviUe, ('oun.

Sheridan foultry Yards.

Sheridan, Mich.,

T^arred Pl/moutK Rocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Breeder
of

Eggs in season, .$1.2o per 13; $2.00 for

26. First orders booked, first filled.

1-Gt

BETTER THAN fl GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. pi oflt hj our own method

;

all explained in our POULTRY Book
(Tlie Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepersi, .Astfinishingresults. Will surprise and please
you. BOOKLET FREE TO ETERYBODY-or Big Poultrj" Book
with our Piiultrv Paper, 3 mos. for 10 cents. Address,
W. P. CO., Box Cllnton-vllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free

5^ ^^s MUSIC CLUB^^^^^
Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh'n.

You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell fr"^ m
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also you
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St..

Chicago, 111.

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nov-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,
Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern, Jamestovn, N. V.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-
load of the aimless nomads that claim to coy-
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.



Incubator Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON CULIN

= -INCUBATOR

is the most perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and
saved with this most perfect incubator Prices ^7.00 up.

Catalog free. Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
(Incubator Department) Jamestown, N. Y.

CONE'S POULTRY
AND FARM JOURNAL

AND THE

CHICAGO

Weekly INTER OCEAN
BOTH ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY 50c.

ADDRESS,

CONE'S JOURNAL,

Sagiuaw, Mich.

2-4t.

Just a Minute of Your Time.
Send Us a list of the bee-keepers in

your vicinity and we will send them
sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This
win not take much of your time or be
much trouble to you and you will be
doing your friends a favor.

If. n.
If, BINGHAM
has made all the im-

provements in

Bee Smokers and
Honey Knives

made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too largt. sent
postpaid, per mail $1.50

3^ inch 1.10

3 inch ; 1.00

2!^ inch 90

.70

Farwell, Mich.. ~ "'

Knife, 80 cents.

T. F.Bingham, 2 inch
S' ' Little \^ onder, 2 m.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K<""oer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCKT MOHSTAIN BEE JOURML

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.



OUT THIS OUT
;irul send it to us with ten cents (silver) in-

closed, and receive in return a six months'

trial subsciption to

People's Companion Magazine.

It's the one you hear so much about. Ad.

rates. .'> cts. per line; tQ cts. per inch. Give

us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is.

Sample copy for two cent stamp.

People's Companion Pub. Co.,

MILW.\UKEE, WIS.

Ed. De Lonye, Ed. and Pub. 81

To Snbscribefs of

THE AMERICAN BEEKEEPER,
And Others!

iMiriUi; the Months of

January, February, March and April

^\e Will Send Tlie

Country
Journal

to ;ui.v address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents. proA'iding you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
Tlie Country .Tonriial treats on

Farm. Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's th.e best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address.

The Country Journal,
Allentown. I'a.

2-4r.

^ Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARIST. Horticult"re.
• <->>vA^i. Special Industries.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription .is. tid. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and
Tasmania. A good medium to American
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head oflfice for Australian Colonies,

i'2'.t Collins street,

Melbourne, Australia.

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8tf Kashville, Tenn.

Poultry and

Belgian Hare

Standard.
Leader on Poultry and Hares; giving the greatest

amount of practical instruction each issue—just

what every breeder must have to succeed.

A text book of 175 pages is

given with each yearly subscrip-

tion which includes five cents for

postage. State whether poultry

or hare book is wanted and send
fifty-five cents to

STANDARD,
512 Hall Building,

gtf
Kansas City, Mo.

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

I MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8tf Milwaukee, Wis



SEND us the names and ad- i

dresses of 20 of your
friends and 5 oue-eent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT.

Sidney, N. Y.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sHver)

Patents. Pensions.

8t(

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb.

TO RUN AN ORCHARD
OR A FARM PROFI'I'-
ABLY REQUIRES IM-
PLEMENTSOF MERUP.

Clark's Cutaway Tools

Ale built upon practical and scientific

principles: have every requisite to the
pi'oper i)ulverization of the soil; best

material, best workmanship; none as

easy to operate; Orchai-d Harrows have
double levers; extension heads for or-

chard use, and are reversible. Can
throw to or from the trees as you wish.

Goes close to the trees. Requires half

less horsepower than other discs. Send
for illustrated circular. All sizes for

farm use.

E. G. MENDENHALL,
General Agent,

Kinmundy, Illinois.

Also proprietor of Tlie I'ai-lv Xursciy,
all kinds of nurseiy stock. Prices on
application. 8tf

(Mention this Paper.)

PATENT and PENSIOI^
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, 312 Ind. Ave.,
WASHIN'GTOX, ]), (-.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the

business continuously since 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other
cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

THE WEEKLY SUN,
(Panadas Great Farm and Ilome Journal,

Published at TOEONTO, CAN.
Special features.

Farmers' market reports,

Full and aei-urate reports of farmers' gatherings.

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so good a medium of com-
munication with the best fp'-mers of (Canada, bit
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IF WE UNDERSTOOD.

Could we but draw back the curtains
That surround each other's lives,

See the naked heart and spirit.

Know what spur the action gives,
Often we should find it better.
Purer than we .iudge we should.

^ye should love each other better.

If we onlv understood.

Could we judge all deeds by motions,
See the u:ood and bad within.

Often we should love the sinner.
All the while we loathe the sin.

Could we know the powers working
To overthrow integrity.

We should judge each other's errors
With more patient charity.

If we knew the cares and trials.

Knew the effort all in vain
And the bitter disappointment.
Understood the loss and gain.

Would the grim, external roughness
Seem, I wonder, just the same?

Should we help where now we hinder ':

Should we pity where we blame?

Ah, we judge each other liarshly.

Knowing not life's hidden force,
Knowing not the fount of action

Is less turbid at its source.
Seeing not amid the evil

All the golden grain of good.
Oh. we'd love each other better

If we only understood.
—Selected.

How Can We Improve Our Bees ?

<By Arthur C. Miller.)

I"LL GIVE it up. Ask me an easier
one, Mr. Editor. But such an an-
swer will be of little value to you, so

I will endeavor to suggest a few things
which may help us on toward the goal.

First, what improvements are desired?
That the bees do not give a surplus of

honey, that they wintered poorly, that
they seem cross, is no oroof that the
bees are to blame. On the contrary
it is more than likely the trouble is

with the apiarist. He fails to correctly
diagnose the case. It is no easy matter
to determine the true cause of a poor
yield, of slow building up, of crossness
and of a thousand and one other things

which puzzle its all.

We examine a colony in the spring
and find them below what we expected,
brood is not abundant and progress
seems slow. We attribute it to a poor
queen, but are w'e at all sure? Do we
know just the exact conditions of that

colon)' the previous fall, the age of the

queen, the relative proportion of old

and young bees, the quantity and qual-

ity of the stores, whether the bees had
a chance to arrange them to their lik-

ing after we had shifted them about?
Do we know that the conditions during
the winter were as favorable for this

colony as for the others, that they were
in no wise disturbed or made restless?

Do we know that their crossness is due
to "temper" or only to some temporary
disturbance? How many, I wonder,
are aware that the weather makes a

great difference to the temper of the

bees? To one who watches them close-

ly the approach of a storm is often in-

dicated before it is visible to the eye,

by clouds or wind. If all these facts

are unknown is it right to lay the trou-

ble to the queen and promptly pinch

her head of??

The difference in various strains of

bees is far less than our friends the
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queen dealers, would have us believe.

Not but that they are sincere in the be-

lief that they have a superior strain,

but do they know it? Who among
them that have a trade of any great

size have the time to truly test their

strains? An echo answers—Very few!

Before we try to improve our bees
we must know exactly what their quali-

ties are. To learn these requires care-

ful, painstaking observation, extending
over several seasons; it requires full re-

cords carefully classified, and I believe

it is first of all necessary for the apiar-

ist to teach himself how and what to ob-

serve.

So far my advice is much like the re-

ceipt for "rabbit pie"'—first catch the

rabbit. Well, that is about the status

of the question of improving our bees

—first find out where they need im-

pJroving. Next? Well, until we find

some feasable way of controlling the

mating of the queens there is but little

we can do in the way of improvement.
We can select for our propagating
stock those colonies which seem to pos-

sess the greatest number of desirable

qualities; we can suppress the drones of

all other stocks. We can use the ut-

most pains and care to rear strong,

vigorous drones and queens. We can

stick to the stock we have in our apiar-

ies, not constantly putting in new blood

to upset what we have, by selection,

accomplished. There is little danger of

close, or in-breeding, for in most apiar-

ies there are all too many chances of

"out-breeding." and too. the bee gen-

erations succeed each other very rap-

idly, so close relationship does not last

long. If it is desired to test other

strains, make sure that no drones are

permitted to fly from it until their su-

periority, if they possess it, is assured.

There is one other thing—some races

do better in a given location than other

races. Be sure you possess the race

best suited to your section of the coun-

try and then proceed to select.

Beyond this. Mr. Editor, do not feel

that I can. as yet. offer much encour-

agement to the maiority of bee-keepers,

for improvement in their bees. And I

would go even farther and impress upon
them the exceeding slowness of all im-

provements by selection and breeding.

Deterioration is generally so apparent

and so rapid that many persons think

improvements are equally rapid. But
deterioration is due to weakened con-

stitutions, a falling below the normal,
while improvement means a rising

above the average, which is a slow pro-

cess. And to advance where we can
only control the females is a doubly
slow process.

I can, however, offer just this encour-
agement; scientific men and careful

painstaking bee-keepers in various parts

of the country are now at work on the

problems of controlled mating, queen
rearing, drone rearing, and some oth-

er problems looking toward the im-
provement of the honey bee. and from
the many some progress surely should
come.
Providence, R. I., Jan. 4, 1902.

How Can We Improve Our Honey
Bee—A Proposition.

(By F. Greiner.)

SOME writers hold that the drone's
influence upon offspring is greater
than that of the mother—the

queen: this, of course, having reference
only to the female offspring.

It seems to me, it is very difficult to

decide which one of the two parents is

of greater importance in the matter of

reproduction. I cannot see any reason
why one's influence should be greater
than that of another, taking the aver-
age; but, even should the drone's in-

fluence be of less consequence than that

of the queen, it would be desirable to

select the drone for mating; providing
we could foretell which drone was real-

ly the superior one, the one that would
transmit the most desirable qualities,

Mr. Doolittle hand-picks his drones. In

my opinion it is extremely doubtful that

any (other) man will be successful in

picking out the drones which are su-

perior. Is there any bee-keeper any-

where who can with any degree of cer-

tainty pick out a superior queen from
a batch of them, just by their looks?
She may be yellow; she may be large

and beautiful; she may be without fault

and blemish as to her outward appear-

ance; but who can tell what her work-
ers will be? Is it any different with

the drone? "By their work ye shall

know them." But in case of the drone,

he is gone when you see his work. It

seems improbable that we will gain

anything by hand-picking. In all prob-

ability nature will attend to that part

better than man can hope to do. The
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\cry best we can do is to select the

mothers of our drones.

It lias (slanderously I been said, and it

is generally believed that the drone has

no father. If true, then he cannot
transmit other properties and qualifica-

tions than those his mother possessed

(without taking back to a second or

third generation), and what they are,

there is a possibility of knowing.
The next "snag" we run into, is ''the

lack of surety of mating our queens
with drones of desirable parentage.

This is a problem not yet satisfactorily

solved. We may confine our drones

and queens till late in afternoon, when,
perhaps, the other drones, etc., have
ceased flying. Possibly a large tent

could be used advantageously. Either

one of these methods are not absolutely

to be depended upon.
It is my opinion that if an isolated

spot could be found where no bees

were present, and this spot be stocked

with selected bees, and some one there

engage in rearing queens, something
might be accomplished. I verily be-

lieve, this would be a safe course, per-

haps the only one. It would be unim-
portant whether this spot was a good
location for honey gathering; w-e could

get along with that, or attend to it.

The principal conditions would be: en-

tire absence of bees and favorable cli-

matic conditions The queens produced
would have to be tested in diflferent

parts of our land, and by honey pro-

ducers of reputation. The best queens

should then be selected and used as

breeders, and this selection be carried

on from year to year. If the selected

spot should prove to be a good honey-
producing location, the undertaking
could almost be made self-supporting

under proper management.
If our national government is intend-

ing to do anything for apiculture—and
it seems it is—then there is the field for

its labor.

To import queens from Europe for

the purpose of improving our bees is

absolutely useless, for there are no bet-

ter bees in Europe than we have here,

unless we go to Norway and Sweden,
where we might hope to find a hardier
honej^ bee. than we possess. To begin
with, let us take our best and breed
from them.
We. the bee-keepers, are not so sit-

uated that we could carry out a plan

as outlined; the government could do

it. It might be necessary to select a

small island of our possession; in fact

I favor this, as we could thus control

all stock on our breeding ground.
The breeding of no other stock is as-

sociated with such difliculties as that of

bees; and yet these difficulties could be
surmounted with a comparatively small

outlay of money.
Let us put our shoulders to the wheel

and work together in unity.

Naples, N. Y.. Dec. 21, 1901.

Too Much Pollen—How Can It Be

Removed ?

(By G. M. Doolittle.)

A CORRESPONDENT writes as

follows: "I had several colonies

of bees which became queenless

after swarming last summer, through
lack of attention on my part, and before

I was hardly aware of it the bees were
so reduced in numbers that I did not

think it worth w-hile to procure queens

for them and so united them with other

colonies. By so doing I have quite a

few combs stored away which are pret-

ty w^ell filled with pollen. What I wish
to know is, how I can remove the same
before I give the combs to the bees

another season. Will you please an-

swer this question through the columns
of the American Bee-Keeper"'*'

Most certainly I will, with the Edi-

tor's permission; but before doing so

permit me to say a few- words about al-

lowing colonies to become queenless

after they have cast swarms, for. from
the much correspondence 1 have on
this subject, it would seem that hun-

dreds, and thousands of colonies are

lost each year through their owners al-

lowing them to become queenless in

this way, "through lack of attention,"

as our corresoondent puts it.

As a rule, a colony casts its first or

prime swarm upon the sealing of the

first queen-cell. Seven days later the

young queen in this cell emerges, and,

unless the colony decides to send out

after-swarms, this queen should be lay-

ing from ten to twelve days later, or

about seventeen to twenty days after

the prime swarm issued. If after-

sw^arms are allowed by the colony, then

this first young queen leads out an af-

ter-swarm, so that, should there be no

other queen-cells which were capped

over at as earlv a date as was the first.
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it may be from several hours to several

days before the next queen comes out
oi her cell: but at the latest, the last

young queen to emerge :s due to come
forth from her cell in sixteen days af-

ter the old queen left the hive with the
prime swarm. And as this young queen
will generally be laying, if she ever
lays, within twelve days after she comes
out of the cell, we have twenty-eight
days as the maximum time for the lay-

ing of the young queen after the prime
swarm issued. Therefore, the wise
apiarist will know, by examination
or otherwise, on the date above given,

that each old colony having cast swarms
has a laying queen, and if no eggs are
foimd at this time a queen should be
given that colony at once, before the
bees composing the same become so
old that thev die of old age before the
bees from the introduced queen become
competent to take the management of

the hive. The experienced eye can
generally tell from outside indications
whether the young queen from the par-
ent colony has become lost from any
reason, and, surely, an examination of
the combs for eggs will tell the most
inexperienced novice.
Now to the question. Did I have

those combs of pollen, I should consid-
er them worth almost, if not quite, as
much as though they were filled with
honey. The very best way of removing
such pollen is to insert one of these
combs in each hive having a prosperous
colony of bees in it, in the spring; and
if I had enough of these combs to go
around, one to each colony, I should
consider myself extremely lucky. I

would put one into each hive, next to
one of the outside frames of brood,
which is just where the bees would put
it were they gathering pollen, and the
work should be done in early spring,
on some warm day, before the bees pro-
cure pollen from the fields. This will

save you all necessity of feeding your
bees rye or wheat flour, or corn or oat
meal, as many advise, and will be
of more advantage to the bees, as it

will give the pollen right where they
wish it. and save the loss of bees which
usually occurs from their going out in

cool, wintery weather in search of pol-

len, as they are sure to do where there
is a scarcity of the same in the hive in

early spring. It has been recommend-
ed scores and hundreds of times that
we feed our bees flour or meal in the
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spring to stimulate brood-rearing; but
after years of experience along this line

I have become satisfied that such pro-
cedure is a waste of time and material,
where the bees have pollen in their
hives, and causes a loss of old bees to
a greater extent than that gained in

young ones. Thus, it will be seen that
these combs are very valuable for early
brood-rearing, before pollen is plenti-

ful in the fields.

Should the questioner be so situated
that his bees can secure pollen from
the fields as soon as they can fly in the
spring, so that he can not use the
combs to advantage as above given, the
next best thing to do is to give one to

each new swarm when hived. In this

way the swarm is spared the trouble of

searching for pollen, and can devote
all of its energies to gathering honey;
and in a few days it will be found that

the pollen will all be turned into brood,
:f the hive is opened and an examina-
tion made. But should anyone desire

to remove the pollen without using
either of these plans, then they could
either soak the combs in tepid water
for a week, till the pollen in the cells

becomes soft, so it could be thrown out
with the extractor, or the combs could
be cut out of the frames, melted up,

and the frames filled with foundation.

Should any one wish to do this last, it

'A'iil be best to render the wax from
these polienized combs by the hot wa-
ter process, otherwise not enough wax
will be gotten to pay for the trouble,

as the pollen in the combs will absorb
all the wax, or very nearly so, where
they are melted in the solar wax-ex-
tractor, or by any means of dry heat.

Borodino, N. Y., Jan. 2, 1902.

The Germ That is Killing the

Market for Extracted Money.

(By W. W. McNeal.)

IF
THE reader of the American Bee-
Keeper will forego his business
cares for a few brief moments, I will

endeavor to point out to him the germ
that is killing the market for extracted
honey.
That which was but a mere speck on

the commercial horizon of liquid honey
has developed into conditions of such
magnitude that in many places the
very mention of "extracted" honey in-

vites reproach. One who has felt the
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W. AV. McNEAL.

pulilic pulse carefully will recognize in
the statement a cold, stern fact. All but
about one-half of one per cent, of the
people believe that absolutely pure ex-
tracted honey can no longer be ob-
tained through the customary channels
of trade. Producers of honey are wont
to attribute this most unpleasant state
of afifairs in the market to the withering
power of glucose in the hands of the
traditional "city-mixer." He is regard-
ed as being a most diabolically inclined
person who defiles all that is good and
sweet and pure in honey. Now, bad as
glucose may be, the germ that is sap-

ping the life of trade in honey finds its

abiding place in unscrupulous methods
of production! To people of taste and
refinement the quality and general ap-
pearance of extracted honey in so many
instances reflects on the producer such
slovenly habits as to be in reality repre-
hensible.

The man who produces thin, unripe,
unstrained or dirty honey, and palms it

ofT on another is just as desesving of

censure as one who puts in glucose and
calls it honey. The effects are the

same in both cases for both rob honey
oi iis rightful constituents.
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Every admission that extracted honey ful smack and relish to one's honey,
finds competition in the ordinary table which he offers for sale. It gives a
syrups that are to be found on the mar- "flavor"' to the goods that is long re-

kets, is a virtual acknowledgement that membered: for the world still loves
something is wanting in its true prop- both an honest man and an honest wo-
erties. The only competition comes man!
from a syrup inade of pure cane sugar. Let us notice what bee-keepers have
which in too many cases excels the ex- done for the trade in honey by the per-

tracted honey of commerce. This being sistent use of cane sugar in the apiary,

a fact, is it any wonder that the econom- The dominent belief with the uninform-
ically-wise housekeeper often prefers ed consumer of honey is that, real, gen-
to make her own "extracted" honey? nine "bees' " honey will not granulate.

There is no dodging the fact that the Comb honey being more deliberate in

producers as a class, are more largely its tendency to sugar justifies him in

to blame for present conditions in the this belief. When these persons be-
markets than any one else. come apprised of the fact that sugar
Now that the unpleasantness of chas- syrup is used for feeding bees and then

ing down the purchasers has been added note the increased tendency of extract-
to the uncertainty of securing a crop ed honey to granulate, it is very natur-
of honey, the situation from the stand- al for them to conclude that all ex-
point of the specialist, is a gruesome one tracted honey is composed largely of

indeed. Unless bee-keepers act in con- cane sugar syrup.

cert for the betterment of conditions Those producers of comb honey who
there can be no substantial assurance practice and advise taking all the honey
that the pure, sweet liquid from the the bees store and then in turn feed

bees own waxen combs will not con- sugar syrup for the bees' consumption
tinue to be ranked with adulterated or thus get the "game" while giving to the
fraudalent goods. The argument of other man the name of adulterating his

over-production falls to the ground, for honey with store sugar. This might
there cannot be an over-production of be called an indiscriminate use of sugar
honey in this country; but there can be for it is so easy to get beyond the bor-
and is an over production of that which der line. Call its use a deception; call

passes under the name of honey, com- it what you will, but its effects upon the
ing straight, too, from the homes of market may be read by all. Every dis-

bee-keepers. Old, rusty, disagreeable position on the part of liquid honey to

smelling cans; thin, rancid, foamy hon- sugar is thus made to serve as convinc-
ey. with dead bees and flies and numer- ing evidence of fraud. The most gilt-

ous dirt all combined!! Ugh! Can you edged logic one may be able to coni-
eat it? Can you? I dare say that one mand will often prove inadequate to

who with wanton shame uses glucose is the purpose of disabusing the mind of

more laudable than these. Now, I am the consumer of this belief. Thus we
no friend to glucose when used as an see that 'bad as glucose may be, the
adulterant in honey. I stand for pure, fear of cane sugar as an adulterant is

wholesome foods as firmly as any one, decidedly the most injurious to the sale

I believe I speak a positive truth when of honey.
I say that certain producers of honey When the time comes that bee-keep-
have themselves ruined the market ers will exercise, in the production of

more than any one else. Consistency is extracted honey a conscientious, lovable
always a jewel; though one would not regard for others, and when we can put
suppose so judging from the quality and upon our honey labels some easy, prac-
appearance of honey, in a general way. tical method of chemical analysis where-

Flashy, high sounding claims in the by the purchaser of honey can prove
label effects only create disgust for beyond all reasonable grounds for dis-

honey if the purchaser finds the quality pute, the absolute purity of honey, ex-
wanting. Every phase of deception, tracted honey will be put on the right

whether it be committed in the produc- road to redemption.
tion of honey or while one is engaged One should be clean in person and
in selling it, is sure to revert to the scrupulously clean in detail in the pre-

discomfiture of the bee-keeper in partic- paration of honey for market. One
ular and to the trade in general. Hon- should be courteous: there should be
esty, pure and simple, gives a wonder- no display oi avarice or a spirit to force
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the sale of honey on another for the

gratification of a love for money. The
exercise of true Christian grace is just

as essential to one's highest success in

apiculture as it is at any other vocation.

Only the ripest, sweetest and best hon-
ey should be put up for table consump-
tion. It should possess that clean, fresh

appetizing appearance which magnetizes
people through a love for the beautiful.

These are market-building requisites

inseparably connected with that kind of

success which enables an educated
Christian conscience to rejoice in it.

Shall we make a concerted eflort to

save the remnant market, and thence re-

store it to full strength and efficiency,

according to the manner stated'-*

Whcelersburg, Ohio.

Mating Queens in Confinement.

VICE-PRESIDENT W. T. Flower,

of the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers
Association has been conducting

some experiments in this line during

the past summer, and although, as he

says, he is not yet prepared to throw
up his hat and shout "Eureka." he

avers modestly that he believes he "is

on the road to success.'' He means to

carry on his experiments next season

and begin earlier. He ascribes the com-
parative meagreness of results to the

fact that he started too late. He read

a paper before the bee-keepers at their

last monthly meeting, in which he told

briefly what he had done and exhibit-

ed a photograph of the test under
which the experiment had been made.
The tent was 12x10x6 feet, the frame
being composed of shingling lath with

a 12-inch board on edge at the base and
the covering consisted of muslin and
netting. Seven three frame nuclei were
employed. The entrances upon the out-

side of the tent being covered with zinc

excluders, which permitted the w'orker

bees to take flight but retained the

queens and drones. Three one-half inch

holes were bored in the back end of

each hive to permit the queens and
drones to take their flying spells under
shelter, when the mating time came
around.

Mr. Flower said his investigation

had shown him that the queens had all

hatched and disappeared except one,
and that she had undoubtedly become

fertilized because she had begun laying,

her progeny being dark bees, probably
hybrids, what became of the other
queens was a mystery, althought an ex-
planation could be found in the pres-
ence of clusters of dead bees in the up-
per corners of the tent, indicating that

they had died of starvation. The newly
hatched queens had probably been the
center of each of these groups. There
was no doubt that the one queen had
mated, because several leading mem-
bers of the association who had been
out to his apiary had examined the con-
trivance used for mating, and had seen
the queen and her progeny and Mr.
Flower was confident that another sea-

son he would be able through his re-

cent experience to overcome the dif-

ficulties on this account. In the discus-

sion following the reading of this paper
it was suggested that strips of zinc con-
stituting bee escapes might be inserted
at intervals along the upper edges of

the roof of the tent to overcome the
tendency to clustering, the apparent
purpose of the bees being, in ascending,
to get to the outer air, and an improve-
ment in the shape of the roof, so as to

make it more conical, with an escape
in the- top was proposed. Altogether
everyone appeared to be hopeful re-

garding the outlook of the experiment.
M. F. Reeve.

Rutledge. Pa., Nov. 7, 1901.

The Honey Bloom of York State.

\'erner R. Wooster.

The days of spring are with us and the

fruit trees are in blossom.
There's the cherry, and the plum tree

and the pear tree straight and tall,

And the brightly blushing peach tree

with its blossom so contrasting

And the sweet bloom of the apple that

is fairest of them all.

In and out among the branches that

are loaded down with nectar,

The honey bees are flying with a feel-

ing most elate,

And they seem to be a-saying as we list-

en to their humming
That the dearest place in springtime is

in old York state.

Out among the pastures where the cat-

tle are a-feeding.
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Along the lanes and roadsides beneath

a summer sky;

"With its white bloom full of sweetness

to the honey bee a-beckoning,

Is the clover among the grass blades

peeping at each passer-by.

Now soon throughout the woodland

will float the breath of basswood

And the bees will, much delighted, with

its nectar fill their comb:
And we'll fill our hearts with sunshine

and be glad that we are living

Among the bees and blossoms of our

York state home.

There are fields all white with buck-

wheat, we may count them from

the hill toy.

And breathe the bounteous fragrance

that fills the dreamy air.

Covering all the back-lots there's a

yellow blaze of glory,

For the goldenrod, triumphant, is

reigning proudly there:

And along the many fence-rows its

golden plumes are nodding.

While on its bloom the small brown
bee is working with a zest.

Yes. in other places buckwheat grows
and goldenrod is blooming,

But among the fields of York state is

-vvhere nature does her best.

Lysander, N. Y., Dec. 30, 1901.

The greater mortality resulting from
parah^sis among bees in the South is

accounted for by Mr. Poppleton in this

way: In northern localities diseased
colonies succumb during the winter,

and the loss is attributed to other
causes: while in warm countries the de-
stroying agent is plainly evident. Mr.
Poppleton has suffered heavy losses

from paralysis in Iowa. At present he
believes his apiaries to be without a

single case of paralysis; a condition of

affairs he has not enjoyed for twenty
vears.

In extracting from brood combs,
says Mr. O. O. Poppleton, it is the
small extractor that slings out the
brood. In the hands of a careful oper-
ator, the large extractor, the baskets of

which hgve a wide, sweeping motion,
will not dislodge any brood worth
menti<jning.

SPRING FEEDING, HIVES, ETC.

Waverly, N. Y., Jan. 7, 190-'.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

Dear Sir:—The remarks on hive:,

and stimulative feeding in your January

number were quite interesting to me.

Locality alters cases very much. This

should be given great consideration be-

fore condemning the practice or opin-

ions of others, or trying experiments

recommended by those who live in a

climate very different from those who
intend to follow the advice.

Stimulative feeding was very profit-

able in my apiary. I prefer it to uncap-

ping honey, as the syrup may be fed

warm. In this locality a colony can be

built strong enough, by stimulative

feeding, to fill the surplus department

with bees two weeks earlier than they

would if left to build up on the nectar

from spring flowers. The most trouble

from spring feeding is in discontinuing

when it is the most necessary. One late

season, one of my colonies was found

in a starving condition. May 30th: the

hive was more than ordinarily strong

in brood, and one more feed of a pint

of syrup carried them through until

clover bloomed. That colony gave me
the first surplus.

The best hive for me in this locality

is about Langstroth size with frames

arranged the narrow way. Twelve
frames SV:>xi2 3-4 inches inside meas-

ure, were used. This rather odd size was
used with the intention of using nine

frames in the center of the hive with

one frame at each side filled with sec-

tions for surplus. Although the experi-

ment was never carried out I am quite

sure it would have been a success with

true hanging frames, without separa-

tors: as the bees that gather the honey
are not apt to enter the sides of a wide

hive. Long frames are very often filled

with irregular combs which are incon-

venient and unprofitable in an apairy.

Shallow frames may work well where
the winters are mild but it would be
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risky to winter bees in such hives in

this locality, unless there were two

tiers of frames in a hive.

Trulv yours.

J. H. Andre.

NOT DISCOURAGED.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Jan. 7. 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:
Dear Sir:—Your Journal has arrived

at our home in a red coat which means
to pay. You will find your request com-
plied with in the shape of twenty-five

two-cent stamps, enclosed herein.

I have been keeping bees since last

spring, but must say I have had no suc-

cess as far as honey is concerned, the

bees being barely able to supply them-
selves with winter food on account of

the long drought in this section. Our
fall flow came just in time to save them
from starving, and they left nothing un-

done to fill up their empty combs. 1

started with two colonies. They both
swarmed giving me an increase of two.

I'll not let them swarm this year, I have
three new hives built on the double
brood chamber plan, with case of 24
sections on top. The four hives now in

use will also be converted into this

style giving them plenty of room to

work in.
•

I live in a perfect paradise of flowers,

but as I said before the drought ruined
all, last year. I remember it's but a few
years ago, I lived in the city proper.
Every Sunday my steps led to the hills

splendidly clad with woods of all kinds,

especially honey locust. Sweet clover
grows in abundance, also mustard plant,

yellow clover, some basswood, also

maple. Aster is what saved the bees last

year, it being in splendid bloom and the
weather favorable. After sweet clover
the aster literally covers the hillsides

with its beautiful blue and white flow-

ers. The bees had but one and one-half
daj^s to work on hone}' locust; it rain-

ing continually after that until the flow-
ers grew black and limp, but that hon-
e}'! It's honey for the gods, clear as

crystal and a fine flavor. Fruit bloom
promised a good yield, but it did not
last long. It began to snow while
peach trees were in full bloom, but ap-

ples and pears assisted some to fill their

empty "granaries'"—made partly so by
brood rearing. If the weather prophet
had permitted, all bee-keepers in this

section would have received more than
plenty of honey, but we must be pa-

tient and hope for a better yield this

year. There isn't anything more enjoy-

able than to roam our grand old hills

in July and August, when sweet clover

followed by goldenrod and other fall

flowers, are in bloom. Verily in this re-

spect Cincinnati is one of the most beau-
tiful cities of the United States. Yes,
of the world. As a traveler once assur-

ed me, he having seen the great cities

of Europe and the United States, "Cin-
cinnati is built like Constantinople, on
hills and in the valley. Every time I go
out in the morning I wonder and mar-
vel at your beautiful city."

Very respectfully,

Henry Reddert,

Apiculture is made up of little de-
tails, and there is no other business
known to the w-riter that will suft'er as

much from the neglect of little matters.

J. M. Young, in Am. Bee Journal.

4- >

In Colorado and many other parts of

the arid west a light honey flow- induces
swarming, while a heavy flow stops it.

The philosophy of this is not readily ap-
parent.—Rocky Mountain Bee Journal.

American Bee-Keeper to hand on ex-

change list. It is a well edited journal

and of a different turn to Gleanings.

One needs both to keep his eye well on
the field.—Austral Culturist, Mel-
bourne, Australia.

Why not keep the best races of bees?
The Italians are the most beautiful,

profitable and gentle race in existence.

Besides, it takes as much time, if not
more, to work among inferior bees than

it does among good ones.—Australian

Bee-Keepers' Review.
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After reading the literature on the
subject with great care, think I am jus-

tified in saying that the bee has fuller

and more complete legal protection
than any other domestic animal. Why
should this not be so, since, even in

its wild state, untrained or directed
by men, the bee is led by its very in-

stinct to labor for the benefit of hu-
manity? Certainly no wild animal
works for men as the bee does, and no
domestic animal has accomplished so
much without direct harness or guid-
ance.—Prof. H. W. Collingwood.

Foul brood laws in every state should
be demanded by bee-keepers. It is not
necessary to wait until the disease has
a strong foothold. It is much better to
keep the disease out than to try to
eradicate it after it has begun its work.
Most commendable work has been done
by the inspectors of foul brood in

Canada and some of the states where
foul brood had taken up its residence.
Does any one doubt that it would have
been, economy to have been at the same
expense and labor before rather than
after the establishment of the disease?
—American Bee Journal.

We have been in the habit, of late, of
laying considerable stress on location,
which was right and proper; but the
bee-keeper who fails to realize that
seasons are not alike, and so conforms
to set rules of working, expecting that
the same rule will work the same re-

sults each season, if applied to the same
locality, will find that success will not
always follow such a course. The suc-
cessful apiarist must keep an eye out
for all the little and big kinks which
often come up in his business, so as
to turn each and everything to the best
advantage.—G. M. Doolittle, in Glean-
ings.

When snow lies to a considerable
depth on the ground, I find the best
plan is to keep if heaped up in front of
the hive, and so make the bees volun-
tary prisoners. The cluster is thus
kept intact, and the bees made to be-
lieve that their own "fireside" is the
cosiest place in the whole world. They
should never, however, be compulso-
rily confined. Even with snow on the

ground they will at times manifest an
ungovernable desire to have a flight;

and when, in spite of careful precau-
tions, they insist on this, the bee-keeper
should let them have their way, as the
choice is the least of two evils. Neith-
er in this nor in any other case should
"force" be applied as a remedy.—D. M.
M., in British Bee-Keepers' Record.

A great commotion was started in

California last spring on a charge that

bees carried pear-blight If bees
are so guilty how does it happen that

trees blight which never had a bloom
on them".' Why do they blight mostly
long after the blossoming period?

—

(which is the case here). Why do they
blight badly one year and not the next?
And if bees are guilty as charged,
what good would it do to banish the do-
mestic bees, when the legions of wild
ones would be left to carry on their

work of destruction? I am satisfied

that when the whole truth is known,
this unjust persecution will cease, and
that every thoroughly scientific observ-
er will take his hat ofif in the presence
of God's busy hand-maiden, the won-
derful, the useful, the necessary bee.

—

From Gen. Manager Secor's Fifth An-
nual Report of the National Bee-Keep-
ers' Association.

The publishers of "THE AMERI-
CAN BOY," Detroit, Mich., have se-

cured from Will Levington Comfort,
who was the youngest newspaper cor-

respondent in the Philippines at the

time of the death of General Lawton,
an exciting stor3% based upon fact, re-

lating the experiences of the youngest
correspondent in General Lawton's
army. The hero of the story was the

first of the newspaper correspondents
to cable to America the news of the

death of General Lawton at the hands
of the insurgents. By an almost super-

human effort the boy correspondent,
who was with the army at the time of

the shooting, made his way through the

enemy's country to the cable office

and flashed the news to America three
hours before any of the other corres-
]K)ndents got possession of the cable.

It was a notable achievement on the
part of a bov. The storv begins in the
February number of "THE AMERI-
CAN BOY."
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DEPARTAMENTO DE ESPANOL

Introduccion.

UNO de los recuerdos mas agrada-

bles de los prinieros pasos en la

carrera apica del que suscribe,

es la temporada pasada en la preciosa

Isla de Cuba, entre abejas y apicul-

tores.

Desde entonces ha sentido siempre

gran interes en el progreso apicolo de

las grandes tierras que se extienden por

tantos miles de millas al Sur de nues-

tros propios Estados Unidos de Amer-

ica, incluyendo a las Indias Occiden-

tales Mexico y las muchas Republicas

de Centro y Sur America.

En muchas regiones de estas extensas

tierras, existen vastos recursos apicolos

por explotar, }• es nuestro mas serio

deseo extender la circulacion de "El

American Bee-Keeper"' en estas favore-

cidas regiones, estrechar el conocimien-

to con las oportunidades. las condicio-

nes y el pueblo en cuyas manos el

bienestar apico del pais esta, asi como
ayudar si es posible, al mejoramiento de

nuestra querida industria en la America

Latina.

La creacion de un departamento en

espanol en nuestro periodico en interes

de los que solo hablan este idioma, es

una prueba cuyo resultado contiamos.

Su iniciativa se debe al Dr. G. Garcia

Vieta de Cienfuegos. Cuba, quien no so-

lamente contribuira con su pluma, sino

que ademas ha interesado al Dr. Juan

Pons, que escribe en la actualidad una

excelente obra en espaiiol, que editara

por vez primera '"El American Bee-

Keeper" y que constituira a nuestro

juicio, el mas valioso y moderno tratado

de apicultura para los tropicos.

Tenemos firme e?peranza de que

iiallaremos generosa correspondencia

por parte de los interesados en el pro-

greso de la agricultura de Cuba, al ac-

ceder a los ruegos de nuestro amigo y
companero Dr. V^ieta.

Invitamos cordialmente a todo lector

para que escriba sus propias ideas sobre

cualquier asunto relacionado con los in-

tereses de los apicultores en los tropi-

cos.

Las colaboraciones pueden ser dirigi-

das, bien a esta oficina, 6 bien al Dr.

Vieta de Cienfuegos. cuya direccion

aparece con regularidad en este depar-

tamento.

El Dr. Vieta es el agente autorizado

de ''El American Bee-Keeper" en Cu-

ba, y todas las cartas dirjgidas a el con

material de publicacion recibiran su

personal atencion.

Hagamos esta publicacion interesante

a los apicultores de la America que

habla en espanol.

Fraternalmente de Vd.

H. E. Hill, Editor,

El American Bee-Keeper.

A XUESTROS SUSCRIPTORES DE
LA AMERICA LATINA.

'Por el Dr. G. Garcia Vieta.)

CON este numero inauguramos en el

American Bee Keeper una seccion

en espaiiol dedicada como el resto

del periodico a los intereses de la Ap-
icultura.

En los Estados Unidos de Norte
America exiten siete publicaciones cuyo
objeto es exclusivamente el progreso y
propaganda de la ciencia Apicola, mien-
tras que en la America Latina solo

conocemos "El Apicultor Chileno" que
se publicada el ano oasado en Santiago
de Chile, y que creemos haya despare-
cido de la arena periodistica.

Mientras en los Estados Unidos y en
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Europa; millones de pesos estan em-
pleados en la industria apicola y cada

dia es mayor su florecimiento, como
mayor es el consumo de la cera y de la

miel de abejas, a pesar de que en esos

paisas la Apicultura luch con los in-

convenientes, de una corta estacion de

una produccion tan importante y de-

mercado universal.

Nuestro unicio proposito al contribuir

a la propaganda de esta industria en
nuestra patria es ensanchar en ella esta

fuente de riqueza que tan pequeno capi-

tal requiere y para la que no existe el

grave problema "Obrero" de la maj^oria

de los ramos de la Agricultura. Saluda-
mos cordialmente a todos nuestros
colegas apricultores y al mismo tiempo
les rogamos encarecidamente contribu-
yan al mejor exito de estat seccion con
cuantas noticias y trabajos crean dignos
de ser conocidos.

Coronel Gonzalo Garcia Vieta.

flores, inviernos crudos, ausencia de
montes virgenes cerca de los centros in-

dustriales y con la esterilidad natural de
los terrenos; en Cuba, pais de primave-
ra perenne, donde la naturaleza prodi-

ga brinda a manos llenas inmensos teso-

ros de miel, la explotacion de la abeja

es casi nula, primitivos los sistemas em-
pleados y relativamente escaso • el

nimero de personas iniciadas en los

maravillosos secretos de tan remunera-
tiva industria.

Y no se diga, que el fracaso es la causa

de tal fenomeno, porque al conrario,

cuantos ban acometido la empresa, con
suflcientes conocimientos, si bien esca

so capital, ban visto coronados sus

esfuerzos con pinp-ues ganancias, y
hasta los rusticos colmenares, de los

llamados "Corchos criollos," enque a

cada castra sutre la colmena el exter-

minio cruel y brutal de la cria, devuel-

ven anualmente el capital invertido.

El grave error de emplear todas

nuestras energias en el cultivo de la

cana y del tobaco, como unicas fuentes

de la Ciencia .Xpicola, son los motivos a

(JUL- debcn atribuirse el abandono de

MISTERIOS DE LA COLMENA

Guia del Apicultor Cubano.

por el

DR. JUAN B. PONS Y FONOLL
y anotada por el

DR. GONZALO G. VIETA.

PROLOGO DEL AUTOR.

El deseo de complacer a mis nuni-
erosos amigos y al mismo tiempo, el

de ser util a mis compatriotas. son los

unicos motivos que me ban decidido a
escribir esta obra, en la que estan
recopiladas las observaciones y experi-
encias de los mas eminentes apiculto-
res del mundo. comprobadas por varies
alios de cuotidiana practica, en nuestro
propio Apiario.

Si el amable lector, indulgente. en-
cuentra algun interes en la lectura de
este modesto libro, sera, la mayor y
mas satisfactoria recompensa que pueda
esperar. Juan Pons y Fonoll.
Cienfuegos, Julio 15 de 1900.

HISTORL^ NATURAL DE
ABEJA.

LA

Capitulo L

El gran Naturalista. Cuvier, agrupalia

todos los animales que presentan estruc-

tura amilar en una sola rama. llamada
Articulados, pues estan formados dc
anillos unidos por junturas 6 articula-

ciones. Este termino no solo se refiere

a la union de dos partes sino tambien
a los partes mismas. Asi las partes de
las iKirtas c'e un insecto como las super-
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ficies dc union se llaman junturas 6
articulaciones.

Los anillos del cuerpo de estos anima-
les fornian su esqueleto, como en la

abe.ia. La dureza dc la costra es

dcbida al deposito de una substancia

dura llamada quitina, y la finueza del

cuerpo de un insecto varia con la ma-
yor 6 menor cantidad de quitina. Este
esqueleto distinto del de los vertebrados
al cual pertenece el honibre, es exterior

y asi protege el interior, formado de
partes blandas, tan bien como les da
luerza y solides al animal.

Esta estructura anular se marca per-

fectamente en las doradas abejas
ItalianaS.

Clase de la Abeja.—La abeja perten-
ece a la clase de los Insectos, los que se

caracterizan por respirar a traves de
un complicado sistema de tubos de aire.

(Fig. IL g), y las alas, cuando existen,

y finalmente el abdomen (Fig. IL c), el

cual contiene las visceras y los organos
de reproduccion. Los insectos sufren

metaniorfosis mas estranas que los

denias animales.
Cuando rompen el huevo adquieren

la forma de un gusano y se llaman
larvas. (Fig. IIL c. d. e. f.) cuya pala-

bra significa enmascarado; luego se

mantienen en estado de reposo y toman
el nombre de ninfas, (g) y poco
despues salen de la celda en estado

perfecto con ojos compuestos, antenas

y alas.

Los huevos de abejas son alargados

y ovales (Fig. IIL a. y. b.) ligeramente

encorvados y deun color bianco azula-

do; untados de una substancia viscosa,

en el momento de la puesta. se adhieren

al fondo de las celdas y permanecen

A Trrje 12 4"^ i3-Vt77>e-r^Lel-^d.

Estos tubos, los cuales son ramifi-

cadso y casi innumerables, son muy pe-

culiares en su extructura.

Estan compuestas de un hilo en
espiral forman lo un cilindro hucco
'elastico y cubierto, por dentro y por
fuera. de una delgada membrana. Nada
hay mas sorprendente e interesante

que este laberinto de pequefios tubos
que pueden verse al disecar una abeja

baio el campo del microscopio. En la

abeja estos tubos se ensanchan forman-
do dos grandes sacos, parecidos a pul-

mones, uno en cada lado del cuerpo. Se
les ha dado rrombre de sacos de aire.

Subsclase de la Abeja.—La abeja per-

tenece a la subclase Hexapoda
6 verdaderos insectos, se llaman hexa-
podos por tener seis patas y toman el

nombre. de verdaderos insectoc por
tener el cuerpo dividido en tres

partes; la cabeza ^Fig. II. a), la

cual contiene las antenas, (Fig. II. d);

ojos (Fig. II. e), y los organos de la

boca; el torax el cual sostiene las patas

sin cambiar de forma in posicion duran-
te 24 6 36 horas: al cabo de este tiempo
se transforma en un pequeiio gusanito
acostado en el fondo de la celda.
Desde este momento el gusano 6

larva es nutrido con una gelatina
blanquecina y transparente, segregada
por las glandulas lactiferas de las obre-
ras y sobre la cual estan acostadas las

larvas. a la manera que se colocan los

perros para dormir; este alimento es

distribuido copiosamente por las nod-
rizas sin que olviden de llenar una cel-

da. anuque. el numero de larvas pase de
diez 6 doce millares. Depues del tercer

dia, las larvas reciben una alimentacion
mas grosera. formada probablemente.
de una mezcla de saliva, quilo, polen y
miel todo a medio digerir por las nodri-

zas. Esta mezcla puede ser facilmente

reconocida por el color de la larva que
es mas amarilla a causa del polen que
puede verse a traves de su fina piel.

Orden de la Abeja.—La abeja per-

tenece al Orden de los Himenopteros
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(de dos palabras Griegas que significan de industria que se pueden encontrar
membrana y alas). Este grupo contiene en los aniniales. Las abejas practican
insectos que posecn una lengua para la division del trabajo; las hormigas, p.

chupar y fuertes mandibulas para mor- ej. practican la economia politica pues
der. Asi la abeja puede chupar el nee- tienen un rango especial en la

/"?>' ^^

r^ ojas ro77ip.i

z . titboff at^

Ap^r^f^ y'e5j^i:7.sto7'ia ^A. /^ .^//^.a. /^Coo/C.

tar de las tiores y puede tambien roer
la cera de los panales. Ademas tienen
cuatro alas membranosos y supen com-
pletas transformaciones. Los Himen-
opteros anuque menos hermosos y
atractivos per sus colores que otros
insectos, sinembargo existen con un
proposito y son los mejores modelos

comunidad, la de ser soldados deten-

sores del hermiguero.
Familia de la Abeja.—La abeja per-

tenece a la familia de los Apidoe, la

cual incluye no solo a la abeja. si que
tambien todos los insectos que alimen-
tan sus invalidas larvas con polen, miel,

6 alimento digerido 6 segregado por
los adultos. Los insectos de esta

familia posecn pelos en forma de plu-

mas en algunas porciones del cuerpo,
anchas cabezas, y antenas acodadas. las

que tienen trece articulaciones en los

machos y doce en las hembras. Las
mandibulas son fuertes v a veces den-

De53 rral/o c/e /dciljpj^. (^"^ '^ -^ ^zj.
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tadas. La legua 6 ligula, llamada, labium
por algunos antores, es larga y afilada.

Las segnndas mandibulas 6 maxilas,

son largas y prominentes enciibriendo

la lengua hacia, otras, debajo de la

cabeza. Todos los insectos de esta af-

niilia. tienen en las cuatro patas anter-

iores una espina al final de la tibia, en
la cuarta articulacion de la pata desde
el cuerpo. llamada espolon de la tibia.

Proximamente todas las abejas tienen
la primera articulacion del tarso de las

patas posteriores muy anchas asi como
las tibias las que estan escavadas for-

mando un deposito 6 canasto. corbicu-
las. Estos receptculos 6 cestos de po-
len se encuentran solo en las abejas que
recolectan mucho polen. Larvas de esta

familia son anilladas. sin patas y adel-

gazadas en sus extremos y como ya
hemos dicho tienen su alimento pre-

parada por los adultos 6 hermanos
mayores que son los que se cuidan de
alimentorlos desde el estado de huevo
hasta que desanollada la larva en creci-

miento, tege su capuUo. pues en estado
de larva son completamente invalidos

para alimentarse por si mismos. Todos
tienen boca provista de blandos labias

y debiles, mandibulas y sin duda mucha
parte del alimento lo toman por la boca
anuquc es indudable. que absorben
mucha parte a traves de su fina piel.

A esta familia pertenecen las abejas
sin aguijon. Meliponas, comunes en
Cuba. Mejico y la America del Sur, las

que guardan y conservan la miel no
solo en celdas hexagonales si que tam-
bien en grandes reservorios de cera.

En este genero. las articulaciones de
los tarsos son triangulares, so^i mas

pequenas, tienen solo dos celdas mar-
ginales en ves de tres en las alas anteri-

ores y carecen del espolon tibial pos-
terior.

(Continuara.)

EL "AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER."

Los apicultores cubanos estan de en-

horabuena. Nuestro querido amigo, el

Coronel Gonzalo Garica Vieta, ha con-

seguido que su amigo, Mr. H. E. Hill,

notable apicultor, Editor de la impor-
tante revista de apicultura cuyo titulo

es el que sirve de epigrafe a estas lineas,

y la cual se publica en Fort Pierce, Fla.,

dedique una parte de su revista a los

intereses apicolos de la America latina.

Mr. Hill se dedico durante algun
tiempo a la industria de las abejas en

esta Isla. de la que conserva, segun
propia expresion, muy gratos recuer-

dos, y al hacerle el Dr. Vieta la peticion

antes dicha, se ha prestado gustoso a

complacerlo.
La parte que el "American Bee-

Keeper" dedicara a la apicultura cu-

bana, estara redactada en espanol, y en
ella colaboraran el Dr. Vieta. tan com-
petente en esa industria y otros apicul-

tores entendidos.
El tratado inedito de apicultura de

nuestro amigo, el doctor Pons, lo ira

publicando en trozos el "American Bee-
Keeper." cuya parte en castellano co-

menzara en el mes de Enero.
La aludida revista es, mesual y

solo cuesta su suscripcion cincuenta

centavos al ano.—La Opinion, Cienfue-

gos, Nov. 2:i, de 1901.
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A LOS SUSCRITORES CUBANOS.

Tendran Vds. ocasion de leer en "El
American Bee-Keeper" la notable obra
de Apicultura titulada "Guia del Apicul-
tor Cubano" y debida a la ilustrada

pluma del Dr. Juan Pons.
Dos amigos mios se han prestado con

igual expontaneidad, a poner en las

nianos de Vds y al alcance de todos, los

valiosos concocimentos teoricos y prac-

ticos que esta obra encierra.

El primero es el editor de este

periodico Mr. H. E. Hill. Sus prime-
ros pasos en Apicultura los dio en Cuba
y guarda de nuestra patira cariiioso

recuerdo. Correspondio sin vacilacion-

es a mis suplicas y nos presta las

columnas de su periodico a todos los

que a las abejas nos dedicamos.
El segundo es el Dr. Juan Pons y

Fonoll. Tuve la honra de poner en
sus manos el primer ahumador. Sus
dotes excepcionales, su genio artistico,

su laboriosidad y constancia ejemplares

y su inextinguible amor por las abejas
han trocado al discipulo en maestro y
su obra que a continuacion publicara
"El American Bee-Keeper" probara a

Vds. que todo elogio tributado al Dr.
Juan Pons resulta palido.

G. Garcia Vieta.

Centenares de nuestros lectores nos
dicen que "El American Bee-Keeper"
ha sido la causa de su exito.

Mandaremos "El American Bee-
Keeper" un aiio entero por solo CIN-
CUENTA centavos Cy.
?Podremos tener el placer de cn-

viarselo a Vd?

?Por que no une Vd. nuestro circuio
de prosperos lectores y comparte la

riqueza de conocimientos que circula-
^iarselo a Vd?

Si Vd. tiene una fotografia de su
apiario, 6 de otros asuntos interesan-
tes, envienosla con ana carta descrip-
tiva pura su publicacion. Estamos in-

teresados en todo lo relacionado con
abejas y su manejo.

WORSE THAN AN EARTH-
QUAKE.

The inmates of a certain house in Mc-
kenzie, who rushed out on the occasion
of the big shake, in attempting to es-

cape from one form ot danger had
(writes a correspondent), an unexpect-
ed experience of quite another kind.

The sudden shock had overturned sev-

eral hives of bees, and the infuriated in-

sects, not being versed in seismic phe-
nomena, evidently concluded that their

discomfort was to be attributed to the
refugees, who had collected in the gar-
den. In great numbers the bees attack-

ed everyone within reach, and though
men, women and children defended
themselves most vigorously, in a short
time the attacking party gained a com-
plete victory. Their opponents retired

rapidly with a long list of casualties,

every member of the contingent being
painfully wounded in many places. An-
other young man, who had left home
shortly before the shock, but who had
ents were faring, volunteered to settle

ridden back at once to see how his par-
matters amicably by restoring the
"status quo," and by replacing the hives
on their stand. He had never been
stung in his life, and had always been
able to handle the bees and take the
honey without any risk or precaution.
But either his virtue as a bee charmer
must have been dissipated by the earth-

ciuake, or the bees were not taking any
conciliation or arbitration. Suddenly
the hive was dropped with a bang, and
the bee expert made a bee line for the
open gate. By his career down the road,
escorted by an attentive retinue of bees,

he has established a reputation as a

sprinter. The residents of the house
were occupied for some considerable
time, under the direction of an inspect-
or of schools, in prosecuting a diligent

search for stings, and in reflections on
the uncertain temper of the "little busy
bee." In the meantime the latter had
turned their attention to a sheep dog.
over which they gained an easy victory.

The faith.f'il animal was naturally sur-

prised at this unprovoked assault, and
was last seen on the sky line, still going-

strong, with a halo of bees around his

head. Latest advices state that the hives
are still lying prostrate.—From a re-

cent New Zealand Newspaper.
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rrHMSHED MONTHLY BY

THE W. T. FALCONER MANFG.
H. E. HILL, - EDITOR.

Co

T| We are obliged "^o announce that it is

^impossible to write long, personal let-

ters in reply to the scores of postal

card inquiries regarding Florida which

come to us. Matters relating to bee-

keeping, or other information at our

command, will be cheerfully given to

^ubscribers who enclose a self-addressed

envelope.

TERMS :

Fifty cents a year in advance
cents; 3 copies, $1.20; all to be sent to one
postoffice.

Postage prepaid in the United States and
Canada; 10 cents extra to all countries in the

postal union, and 20 cents extra to all other
countries.

ADVERTISING RATES :

At the Ontario County W. Y.) Bee-

2 copies 8& keepers' convention, held Dec. 12 and

Fifteen cents per line, 9 words; $2.00 per

inch. Five per cent discount for two inser-

tions; seven per cent for three insertions; 10 r, ^ u \^ ,. /- ,. -nt^ snt C. Roat. Rushville, \ ates County. N

13, last, at Canandaigua, we are advis-

ed by Secretary Greiner, the following

officers were elected for 1902: Presi-

dent, H. L. Case, Canandaigua; Vice-

presidents, W. F. Marks Canandaigua,

C. H. Olmstead, East Bloomfield. E.

H. Perrv. Manchester; Treasurer. H.

per cent for six insertions; twenty per cer

for twelve insertions.

Advertisements must be received on or be-

fore the 15th of each month to insure inser-

tion in the month following.

v.: Honey Inspector, E. H. Perry;

Secretary. F. Greiner. Naples.

Matters relating in any way to business
should invariably be addressed to

THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
Falconer, N. Y.

In addition to the usual quantity of

matter we begin this month the publi-

rest. after having been treated by the

Articles for publication or letters exclusively McEvOy plan, for black brOOd, Still

for the editorial department may be addressed
(ligeased, is the report of Mr. G. F.

Fort Pierce, Fla. Tubbs, Annin Creek. Pa. By way of

Subscribers receiving their papei in blue comparison, Ordinary discouragements

would indeed seem insignificant. How-
ever, still greater discouragements

wrapper will know that their subscription ex
pires with this number. We hope that you
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates that

you owe for your subscription. Please give the
matter your early attention.

have been met and surmounted by

those who have eventually achieved suc-

cess in bee-keeping.

In addition to the usual quantity of

matter we begin this month the publi-

cation of a new department. While this

will perhaps be of little interest to the

majority of our readers, it will doubt-

less be appreciated by the thousands of

bee-keepers in Cuba and other Span-

ish-speaking countries, where modern

methods in apiculture are being estab-

' >ircia Vieta of Cuba, whose portrait ap- lished and pursued. It is designed here-

ars this month in the Spanish de- in to deal almost exclusively with prob-

vartment. has recently been elected to lems relating to tropical bee-keeping;

>ongress in the new republic, thus add- though such subjects as may be deemed

ing another to his long list of honors of general interest will be given in

in public life. "ambas lenguas"—both languages.

Our esteemed contributor, Dr. G.
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Though we have on hand a quantity

of excellent material for publication,

we shall be pleased to exchange a year's

subscription for each available article

with which our readers may favor us.

Any bee-keeping subject which you

yourself find of interest, will not fail to

elicit the interest of others.

A Beekeepers' Association was form-

ed in Kingston yesterday. If the Asso-

land's exports of honey maintained at

ciation can get the quality of the is-

a high standard, it will do a world of

good to the entire community. All suc-

cessity to the new Society. Every bee-

keeper should become a member of it.

—Jamaica Daily Telegraph, Jan, 8.

Much zero weather, high winds, lots

of snow and a flood thrown in are some

of the things they have been having in

the vicinity of Borodino, N. Y., accord-

ing to a letter received from Mr. Doo-

little, dated Jan. 2. ]Mr. D. states that

had his bees been in the cellar at

home, more than half of them would

have been drowned, as the cellar was

about half-full of water during the

flood. The bee repository is situated

on higher ground, hence their escape.

Why is it that bees som.etimes fail to

work all day on saw palmetto bloom

which is loaded with secretions of nec-

tar, was recently asked in these col-

umns by a correspondent. Others have

written to know why we failed to reply.

Our reasons are the best—we don't

know, nor do we know anyone that

does know. It is a condition which we

have observed only once, and we wrote

as fully as our knowledge would permit

in relation to the matter. On page 107

of TheBee-Keeper for June, 1899.

Mr. J. M. Davis, a subscriber at

Spring Hill, Tenn., who is a "whole-

sale" queen-breeder, finds that the best

results in mailing are obtained by se-

lecting an escort of bees, as he himself

puts it, "where abdomen seems to be

entirely empty, and walking around

with heads up and wings partly raised,

apparently looking for a 'scrap' with

some one." Mr. Doolittle's preference,

we believe, is for the gentle little fel-

low with head in a cell of unsealed

honey and wings snugly folded. Bless

that little comforter
—

"locality." (?)

We note that there are several hun-

dred subscriptk)ns on our list which

expire with the February and March
numbers. We sincerely trust that ev-

ery one of these esteemed patrons will

have found The Bee-Keeper a profit-

able investment, and that we may be

favored with prompt renewals.

Let every present subscriber who
can conscientiously do so speak a

favorable word for The Bee-Keeper to

those who are not subscribers; let each

freely ask for as many sample copies

as he can judiciously distribute. We
shall always endeavor to reciprocate

any courtesies thus kindly shown us.

"MANUFACTURED COMB
HONEY."

The "manufactured comb honey"
canard which has been stalking up and
down in the land since 1883 is evidently

yet considered a crisp news item by
the newspapers. The evil has been
greatly augmented by the publicity giv-

en it also through the agricultural

press, since statements emanating from

this source, relating to agricultural

questions and allied subjects, are usual-

ly considered as authoritative and car-

ry weight. It behooves every one in-

terested in the process of honey pro-

duction to assist in showing up the

absolute falsehood of the statement that

comb honey is manufactured, and where

ever it appears to secure, if possible, a

public retraction. Any honest editor,

after being assured of his error, will
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cheerfully make amends. So firmly

rooted has the fabrication become,

however, that it is difficult sometimes

to convince even the newspaper editor

that comb honey never has and never

can be manufactured. There is also an-

other class of editors with whom we
have to deal—their numbers are few,

let us be thankful—who assume to have

personal knowledge of the existence of

such spurious products, and are there-

fore unwilling to be instructed on the

subject. We have on several occasions,

when endeavoring to impart the real

truth of the matter, succeeded in elicit-

ing only the sympathy of our misin-

formed enemy.

Some of the newspaper comments on
"^ the subject have been very pointed, and

evidently calculated to convince read-

ers that the author knew very well

what he was talking about. Hereto-

fore, however, we believe, reporters and

editors have failed to indicate the ex-

act location of any establishment plying

the nefarious trade of manufacturing

comb honey, nearer than to name some
county of Pennsylvania or other state

as the home of the wicked industry.

Seemingly emboldened by the smooth

sailing which the moss-grown false-

hood has had in the past, we learn from

a recent number of Gleanings, one has

now specifically charged members of

the well-known A. I. Root Company,

of Medina, Ohio, with producing the

bogus article in question; and as a re-

sult the enterprising newspaper will

have to answer in court to a charge of

criminal libel which the Root people

have entered.

There is no doubt that in this case the

offending publication would gladly

make amends, by publishing a retrac-

tion—a thing which all have not will-

ingly done in the past—but in this par-

ticular instance the publisher, it ap-

pears, has been a trifle too pointed to

admit of so easy an escape from the

merited reward. The A. I. Root Co.

has determined upon affording an ob-

ject lesson; and it is well that it should
be even so. There seems to be no
shorter road to the bee-keepers* deliv-

erance from the evil which this same
hoary, yet nimble lie has spread about
them. It is, furthermore, a "wholesome
thought" that the specific charge
should have been brought against a

firm whose bank account and clean

business record renders the case so eas-

ily handled.

ANOTHER CO-OPERATIVE AS-

SOCIATION.

The depressed condition of the Ja-

maican honey market and the unequal

division of the gross proceeds from
the English markets, which leaves but

little for the producer, have conspired

to thoroughly arouse the apicultural

leaders of the Island. One meeting
was held in December, at Kingston, as

a result of w^hich a strong circular let-

ter was circulated among the bee-keep-

ers of the country, setting forth the

necessity for immediate and decisive ac-

tion, and appealing to them to meet
Jan. 7th, to take steps toward the or-

ganization of a co-operative association.

The following extracts from the circu-

lar, besides acquainting the reader with

tlife situation which there prevails, may
contain a suggestion of value other-

wise:

The times are ripe for the effort, and
if we will all pull together we can place
our beloved pursuit on a solid and prof-
itable basis. A bee-keeper showed me
the returns for lo cases of well ripened,
logwood- honey, equalling 80 gallons.

His net returns after deducting all ex-
penses outside his apiary was about
Qd. per gallon! My brethren, these
things ought not so to be. It is a shame
that the producer of such a finished

product of Nature should make the

smallest profit of all who handle the

crop between producer and consumer,
but under present methods it is bound
to continue. The only way is to elimi-

nate the middleman, and get the crop
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into the hands of the retailer with the
least possible handling and expense.
This an association on co-operative
lines could do by grading and putting
up our honey here—putting it up in

small tins holding one, two, three, or
more pounds as may be deemed best,

just as beef and fruits, etc., are put up,

so the retailer can handle them without
messing up himself or shop, let these
tins have attractive labels, setting forth

-the source of the honey, and the guar-
antee of the association as to its qual-

ity and purity, and with instructions as

to how to readily liquefy if so desired,

etc.

Then we would want to put a compe-
tent traveling man to work in

England to dispose of our crop
to the retailers direct, on com-
mission, so that the more he sold

the more he would earn. We could also

clarify the wax of the members, and
put in uniform cakes with the stamp of

the association and thus get better

prices than by old methods.
Honey in small i pound tins retails

in England for is. a pound, and the de-

mand is—limited. Yes, of course it is,

and always will be at such prices'.

Suppose we sell it at a price, say

7 i-2d. per pound, that will net the pro-

ducer 3d. per pound, or thereabouts, or

say 3s. per gallon. I am sure this would
satisfy any of us. This of course for

well ripened table honeys, the darker

we could not expect to get very high
prices for, as it would only be used for

manufacturing purposes, but even for

this we could make contracts direct

with the consumers, and thus save mid-

dlemen's profit. This, in short, is the

proposed scheme, subject to alteration

as may be desired.

H. G. Burnet, Cor. Secy.

C. W. McHardy. Asst. Secy.

145 Harbour Street, Kingston.

advisers; how nice political considera-

tions influence their choice and reduce
to lowest terms the number of avail-

able candidates.

This article will appear in an early is-

sue of The Saturday Evening Post.

"I Will Not Forsake Thee" a sacred

solo by H. W. Petrie, published in the

January number of the J. W. Pepper
Piano Music Magazine, is alone worth
the price to all those who appreciate

good music wed'cied to appropriate

words. Nothing better has ever appear-
ed in its pages. The magazine also in-

cludes 22 pages of entertaining musical
literature and half tones. 21 complete
pieces for the piano— 10 songs, 11 in-

strumental

—

2S cents. For sale by all

newsdealers.

Literary Notes.

NOTABLE ARTICLES.
Modern Culture for January contains

a notable paper on "Henry George, the

Man and the Reformer,"' by Dean
Charles D. Williams. D. D., of Trinity

Cathedral, Cleveland; seven timely il-

lustrated articles of which those on
'The Police Dogs of Ghent," by J. E.

Whitby, of Brussels; "Winter Naviga-
tion on the Lakes," by W. Frank Mc-
Clure, of Ohio; "The Sun God in

Chains.'" an account of the newly in-

vented solar motor, by Arthur Inker-
sley, of California, and "The Charleston
Exposition," by Dolly K. Yancey, of

Charleston, are of especially fresh in-

terest; a graceful poem on "Winter.*"
by Hortense Tousley; and a longer and
more serious poem on "Bysantium,"'
author unknown, which is presented to

Modern Culture readers as "A Literary
Curiosity," by General H. G. Gibson,
of Washington. There are besides a

number of literary articles, a story ot

Mormondom in the "seventies," "The
Vengeance of the Lord," by H. B. Ster-
ling, and the usual interesting depart-
ments.

CABINETS AND CABINET-MAK-
ING.

The gradual reconstruction of Mr.
Roosevelt's Cabinet lends a direct and
timely interest to an .article which the

Hon. Charles Emory Smith has just

written for The Saturday Evening Post,

of Philadelphia.

Cabinets and Cabinet-Making tells

how Presidents choose their official

If the old saying, "All the world
loves a lover." is true, then the fiction

in The Cosmopolitan for January
should be popular, indeed. All the stor-

ies vary in treatment, plot and action,

from Frances Courtenay Baylor's
charming story, "Cupid's Practical

Joke." to Maarten Maarten's strong
domestic tragedy. "Her Father's Wife,"
but all have love for a central theme.



HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 8.—Demand
for honey is fair with good supply. We
quote comb honey, u 1-2 to 14 cents;

extracted, 6 to 7 cents. The supply of

beeswax is light at 30 cents per pound.
Hamblin & Sappington.

Boston, Jan. 4.—Comb honej^ is in

good supply and not working oiT as

well as would like to see it at this sea-

son. Prices are ranging as follows:

Strictly No. i, 15 to 15 1-2 cents; No. 2

14 cents; extracted, white, 7 to 7 1-2

cents; light amber, 6 1-2 cents.

Blake. Scott & Lee.

New York, Dec. 9.—The comb honey market
is in about the same condition as our last ad-
vices, there being a good demand with enough
receipts arriving to take care of all business.
We quote as follows: Fancy white, per pound,
15c; No. 1, white, 14c; No. 2, white, 12 to 13c;
Buckwheat, 10 to lie.

Francis H. Leggett & Co.

Buffalo, Dec. 7.—Demand for comb honey i;

moderate, with moderate supply; dark, ver;
quiet at 8 to 12c, as to grade. Fancy, sellinj

fairly well. We quote: Fancy comb, 15c; ex
tracted, fancy, 5 1-2 to 6c per pound. Bees
wax is in good demand with light supplv, at 28
to 30c, Dark, etc., 20 to 25c.

Batterson & Co.

Chicago, Nov. 13.—The market is easier in
tone, while prices are nominally the same, but
would be shaded to effect sales. Some cars of
honey en route to eastern cities have been di-

verted to this and surrounding points, which
is having a depressing effect.

Comb brings 1-1 to 15 cents for best grades
of white, and light amber, 12 to 13 cents; dark
grades, 10 to 11 cents; extracted white 5 1-2 to
6 1-2 cents, according to quality, flavor and
package; light amber 5 1-4 to 5 3-4; amber and
dark, 5 to 5 1-4. Beeswax, 28 cents.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

La Compania

Manufacturera Americana n
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.
Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In-
veijtores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-
tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-
nse a.

T IE|AMERICAN MFG. CO..
Jamestown, N. Y,, E. U. ^

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier

should use the All Right Drinking

Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-
ful invention for poultrymen. Saves

time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-

ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.

You can't afford to be without it.

Send for circular, prices and testimon-

ials to

I. E. BEVER,
Box ?

, 315 Keithsburg, 111.

DID YOU KNOW that there was a

new bee-journal in the South?

TheLone Star Apiarist
a live, up-to-date journal; tells about

hundreds of the finest bee-locations in

the world yet unoccupied and also of

the Editor's extended trip through that

"great South-west Texas bee-keepers'

paradise."

Having absorbed the "SOUTH-
LAND QUEEN" leaves the Apiarist

the only bee-journal in the south. A
dollar-a-year monthly. Subscribe now.

Address,

The Lone Star Apiarist,
tf Floresville, Texas.

IF YOU COULD EXCHANGE

One Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep your dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of

The American Inventor
you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 F St., N. W. Washington, D. C.



Webster's Uivabrid^ed
Dictioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of THE HOUSEHOLD KEALM. and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 papes, size of page S^Axl^yi inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Flans,
Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Estalalished in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

TQissoan
AND

If j'ou want to hear
everything about
tne South enclose a
silver quarter in a
common letter for
a year's subscrip-
tion to the/IrkaRsas

3/Ciss3uri and v^i^rkaasas

I^armcr and "Fruilmaa,^
It tells you where to get cheap farming

fruit, grazing and timbered lands; where to
go to fish, hunt and for health; about nev»
towns, new railroads, and where to make pay-
ing investments. The largest and handsomest
HOMESEEKERS paper in the United States.

Address: R. J. PROFITT, Publisher,
Kansas City, Mo.

Your advertisement to be a success
must be placed in the ONLY succes.?-

ful EXCHANGE JOURNAL in exist-

ence. A 30 M-ord ad. costs but 25
cents. Subscription 50 cents a year.
Sample copies 5 cents, none free. Your

monev back if not satisfied.

THIS FOR THAT PUBLISHING CO.,
227 Belden Ave., Chicago, 111.

We think not. The West is the direction to

look forward to for business. Have you either

Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, that you
wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon iPoljiff^

is the best medium of its class through which
to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON. Manager,
8 tf Salem, Oregon.

FARM INVESTOR AND
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.

Published once a month, is devoted to ag-
riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-

terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-

vestor. Will keep you posted .ibout desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock aad
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro-
prietors of "Farm Investor," Marysville, Ohio.

$15,000
IX CASH to be GIVEN AWAY. By a

special arrangement of the Press Publishing
Association, of Detroit, Mich., the readers of
The Farmers and Planters Guide are enabled
to participate in the distribution of $15,000 in
cash to be divided into prizes ranging from
$1 to $5,000. The winning of one of these
prizes may be the means of starting you on
the road to fortune. Send a two-cent stamp
to-day for particulars. Address

The Farmers' and Planters' Guide,

6 S. Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
vear. Why pav more? Address,

THE N.\TIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boston, Mass.

fiWanted, Local Managers,!'

to organize and take charge of branch Rabbit-
ries all over the U. S., Canada, Mexico, West
Indies and Central America. J. V. Cortlez
represents us at Manila, Phillipine Islands.
Send stamp for Large Free Book, particulars,

and sample copy of Best Belgian Hare and
Poultry paper in the world.

EASTERN IMPORTING & BREEDING
COMPANY.

Belfast, Maine.



AGENTS Wanted washYn^^

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

g,{
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

DO YOU READ THE

MODERN
FARMER?

If not, why not? Perhaps you have

never seen a copy. If not, send for

one now, it's FREE, or you can get it

a whc'e year for 25c any time before

January, 1902. Send today for a sam-
ple, or send 2.5 cents and take it a year,

and we will refund your money if not

satisfied. Send us 10 cents and the

names and addresses of five farmers
and we will send you the paper one
year.

Clubbed with this paper for 50c. Ad-
dress,

• MODERN FARMER.
St. Joseph, Mo.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
•WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
W. F. & T. BARNES CO..
913 Ruby St., Rockford.111.

IS a
luxuryA BATH

when UMPIRE
taken in an ^ Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agents Wanted.
Catalogue Free.

, The empire
^WASHER CO.,
Jamestown,N.Y.

BIG MONEY MAKER
SEflDlOt
for ^CAt-
fst Cfttai-

o^o ©Ter Printed Contains dollars of informa-
tion. Handsomely iliutrated. A famous guide.

(|. based on practical experience: S6 varieties land
and water fowls diseases and 8urecur»^s. houses.
how to feed hij^b qua it> stock, low prices Hank
and personal reference*. Absolutely Reliable.

IOWA POULTKY CO.
Box K8 iCnrrrisktMU Des Moines la

Go South.

The Soil, Climate,

Markets and many

other advantages

invite yon. For free copies

of Monthly Jonrnal, and for

Maps, Plats, Facts. Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,

H51 Main Street,

,,.,f
Norfolk, Va.



"Around

the Pan,"
WITH

Ton FLEHINO
ILLUSTRATOR,

All book dealers.

By mail $2.00.

Nut Shell Pub. Co.

1059 3d Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
"It is the most amusing and entertaining

book relating to the Kxposition that has been
puhlished."—Buffalo Illustrated Express.

"Thi hero is a witty historian, who sees more
than anj- one visitor could possibly observe, and
the illustrations are as eft'ective as the story."—Leslie's Weekly.

' The book is worth buying if only for the fine
reproduction of a very remarkable portrait of
the late President; drawn entirely with one line
an achievement it'^elf, but a bit of art when the
result is superior to many pictures,"—BrooA:??/;i
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
Fxposition is well arid copiously illustrated.
Its humor is of a striking and episramntic or-
der, and will suit popular taste." —Louisville
Courier Journal.

"iti-i a large and handsomely bound v)lume,
pjoperly illustrated in the authors own inimit-
able way. and tells as plainly as words the story
of the Kxposition from acomic standpoint. In
the ilomain of art Tom Fleming has a touch i f

Ovuikshank in him, and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor wljjch in character makes him
orii-'inal. ',—Pittsburg Leader.

'VViTE—On request within 10 tlays, a
(•<)t>v of this hook will l)e e.xpresseil pre-
paid, on approval, lorespoiKsildo perform

£VERY BOY HIS OWN TOY« MAKER.
Tells haw to malie al! kinds Toys,
Btesrtn Engines, Photo Cameras,
Windmills. Microscopes, Electric
Telegraphs, Telephones, .Magic
Lanterns, jEolian Barps, Boats,
from arowboat to a schooner; al-

so Kites, Balloons, Masks, Wag-
I ons. Toy Houses. Bow and Arrow.
Pop Guns. Slings, Stilts. Fishing

., wt,>.^. —— Tackle, Ral)bit and Bird Traps,

andmanyolhcrj.. All is made so plain that a hoy can

easily makt; them. 2iJ0handsoraeillus. Thlsgreat book
»,ymaiUOc. /D£AS PUeX^S^H/ATG ^C^.^

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-
atious searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring
you details of this and other good things.

The Record.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England,

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

Overstocked
'"^ Bee Hives!

I am overstocked with hives. Will sell

two thousand at

Prices you cannot duplicate.

St. ,Toe, Dovetailed, Wisconsin, Cham-
pion, or Langstroth Simplicity.

Ask for prices and say how many you
v/ant. Can ^hip at once.

Can Save you Money.
No difference where you live. Other
goods as cheap as anybody.

SUPPLY BUSINESS for sale cheap.

Address

Emerson T. Abbott
tf ST. JOSEPH, MO.

Southern farm Gazette
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the
Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural Paper published in Missippi. Sub-
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. It

you are interested in cheap liomes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkville, Miss.



PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, costs less, better service

My oflRce close to tiie U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book ''How to Obtain
Patents'' etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receive
special notice, without charge, in the

IKVRNTIVR AQ^.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Termsflayear

El \j, SIGQERS,
ills F Street X.W. Washington, U. ('.

Still 10c. a Year.
Until fui'ther notice you can stil^

get the POULTRY. "BEE AND
FRUIT JOURNAL for 10c. per
year. Or by getting four of your
friends to send with you, we will

either extend your subscription one
year or make you a gift of a good
poultry book. Send to-day—NOW
—before it is too late, as this offer

may be withdrawn at any time.

Send your dime and get the neatest,

boiled down, right-to-the-point,

stop-when-you"ve-said-It m o n t hly

journal an entire year.

Thirty words in Breeders' Column for 2.5c. Dis-
play advertising 75c. per inch. net. No discounts
for time or space. A guarantee of satisfaction
written in every contract.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Co,,

Davenport, Iowa.

SEE !
^^^^^ Order Dealers, in fact

all advertisers wiU find

THIS AND THAT a splendid medium
for results. Give us a trial and be
convinced. Rates, for a short time
only, 6 cents per nonpareil line. Cir-

culation 32,000. Address,

T. FOPvTSOX PRUETT. Publisher,

Sidney, New York.

The Belgian Hare
Advocate

is a large 16 page, 64 column mag-
azine, published monthly at twenty-
five cents a year, and if interested

in this new and popular industry
you certainly should subscribe.

Edited by a practical breeder in

the interests of the Belgian indus-

try, Poultry and Pet Stock.

Subscription and advertising at

live and let live prices.

Our motto: Your money's worth
every time.

The Belgian Hare Advocate,
PONETO, IND

Ruths Belgian Hare Directory,

price 10 cts. The Advocate one
year and Directory for only 30 cts.

Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-
ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.
Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

by good journals tlian that of the farmer. Unin-

telligent unprogressiveness has now no excuse.



THE 80DTHERN FAKIR,
ATHENS, GA.

The leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.

No farmer, fruitgrower, stocli raiser,

lioultryman. dairyman or even house-

wife can afford to be without this val-

uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on applica-

tion.

ADVERTISING RATES REASON-
ABLE.

T-^alcOrier^ Jame$town,

THAT'S ALL IT'S NECESSARY TO
REMEMBER.

IT'S A HOUSEHOLD WORD THROUGH-
OUT THE BEE-KEEPING WORLD.

IF YOU ARE A BEGINNER, KEEP SAY-
ING IT OVER.

IF YOU USE IT WHEN ORDERING
BEE-KEEPING SUPPLIES,

YOU WILL KNOW THAT NO LIVING
MAN HAS BETTER GOODS THAN

YOUR OWN.
THE REASON IS OBVIOUS—
THEY CAN'T BE MADE.

Th*^ W. T. Fa'cone! Ml Co

$1.00 will pay for a 1 inch advertisement in

The For Sale and Want columns of the

X armers ^iT^dvocale,

one month. Try it, if you want results.

ADVOCATE CO.
12-6t Morrisville, Vt.

Do you want to increase your trade with
Mexico? Advertise in

El "Agricultor Mexicano,"

"EI Hogar."

12-6t

Editors, Escobar Bros., C. Juarez, Mexico.

Over 100 Lieadiiig' ITIag^aziiies aud
Newspapers for 25 Cents.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mail "Tlie I'niou Ag'eiit " for ti months
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it—for 25 cents you
receive $10.00 worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for inonths. You
receive such magazines as the Ydiiihs' Com^
panion, Centunj, Review qf Rcrincs, Woi/iiui\^ Home
Compiinioii, Farvi and Findde, Etc. Send today!
This oflfer is for this month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.
The TJiiion Agrent, Coving-ton, Ky.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

FARM
TOPICS

Farm Topics is a practical farm

l)ublication. Every farmer, gardener,

bee keeper, stock breeder, orchardist,

dairyman and poultryman will find it

crowded full of helpful information. It

aims to be practical rather than theo-

retical, and well adapted to all parts of

the country. It contains a larger vari-

ety of subjects of interest to farmrs

than any other farm paper.

Subscription 50 cents per year.

FARM TOPICS.
108 W Canal St. Cincinnati. O.
4 t

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cutler, Dade County, Fla. '-tt

IfKITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

Secretary— Dr. A. B. Mason, Station B, Toledo,

Ohio.

General Manager and Treasurer—Hon. Eugene
Secor, Forest City, la

:THE

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal elaimhig- over (!.(KM> of a eireida-
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaehing tlie 100,()00 farm homes in
New Brunswick, iNova Scotia, and
Prince P^dward Ishmd. It is a neatly
printed ;i2-page paper, brim full of up-
to-date farm and home infchrmation. It

is pul)llshed twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-"
vertising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD.
tf llalifa.x. ('an.



GREAT CLUBBING OFFERS.
My friends, how many of you are reading some of the many, most ex-

cellent magazines of the day? If you are reading none, you are missing

a great treat. Perhaps you regard them as luxuries. Possibly they are

in some instances. They certainly help to fill out our lives, and give to

us broader views. They are like windows that allow us to look out over

the wide world. This life is not wholly one of dollars and cents—at least

it ought not to be. Enjoyment, pure and simple, enjoyed just for the

sake of enjoyment, is desirable and beneficial. To many there are few
things that are more enjoyable than the bright pages of a really good
magazine. T> those whv> wish to give the magazines a trial, and to those

who are already reading them, I can offer some of the lowest clubbing

rates that have ever been offered. Here is a list of magazines, together

with the regular prices at which they are Dublished:

Review of Reviews $2.50

Current Literature 3.00

New England Magazine 3.00

Leslie's Weekly 4.00

North American Review 5.00

Cosmopolitan .$1.00
Leslie's Popular Monthly 1.00
The Household 1.00
Good Housekeeping I.OO
The Designer 1.00
Success 1.00

If you subscribe for one or more of these magazines, in connection wlta

HE
ro

ERS' Rev
I can make the following offer:

Success, and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only $1 75
Success, and any one of the above $1 magazines and the Bee-Keepers' Review for only 2 50
Success and any two of the above $1 magazines and theBee-Keepers' Review for only 3 00
Success and any three of the above $1 magazines and theBee-Keepers'Review, for only 3 50
Success, Review of Reviews (new), and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 3 00
Success, Review of Reviews (old), and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 4 OO
Success, Current Literature (new), and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 3 OO
Success, Current Literature (old), and the Bee-Keepers' Review for only 4 00
Success, the New England Magazine, and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 3 00
Success, Review of Reviews (new), any one of the above $1 magazines and the Bee-

Keepers' Review for only 3 50
Success, Leslie's Weekly, and the Bee-Keepers' Review, for only 3 75
Success, Review of Reviews (new), Leslie's Weekly, and the Bee-Keepers' Review

for only 4 75
Success, North American Review (new). Review of Reviews, (new) and the Bee-

Keepers' Review, for only 5 00

iiagazines will be sent to one or d ifl'erent addresses as desired. New
subscribers to THE REVIEW will receive the rest of this year free.

W. Z. Hutchinson,
FLINT, MICH.



Patent Wired Comb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

TIlin Flat Bottom Fouadatlon
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the

quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish

a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to

wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprout Brook, N. Y.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-

views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti

cles on important national and historical

events, Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important

published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the

field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs

help to make the Criterion a most desirable

Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type

that aopears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide

field, embracing all sorts and conditions of

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

of the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.

Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St., New York City, N. Y._

Money in

Farm Poultry.
when properly conducted. Let us help

you make poultry and other farm pro-

ducts profitable by sending you the

Feather and Farmer six months for ten

cents. A monthly paper, 12 to 16 pages,

48 to 64 columns, large plain type, 50

cents a year. Address,
FEATHER AND FARMER,

tf. Jeffersonville, Ohio.

A Monthly Journal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting.trapping
and Raw Ftir Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced hunter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding, Publish'
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for onlv 75 cents.

I'lie ITebraska Farm Journal
A nioiitlily journal devoted to

agricultuful interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

GET MARR
Pv

If you want a husband or wife, we

can assist you. Send 2 cent stamp for

particulars. Address,

AGENT,
Postoffice Box 850.

DENVER,! COLORADO.

IS ALL IT TAKES
TO PAY FOR

FANCY POWLS.
The phenominally successful and

most widely read poultry organ ol

the South. Established in 1897, it

is a credit to its section, the great

and growing South. It i.s out on
time the tenth of each month, is

prosperous and responsible. As a

low-priced paper it is in a class by
itself and is better than most 50c.

papers. 3(5 to (iO pages. Largest

circulation in its territory of any
poultry paper and unequalled as an
advertising medium to those want-

ing to r(>ach Southern readers.

Address, (>nclosing 25c. in coin or

stamps, FANCY FOWLS CO.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.

tf



Asthma Cure Free.
Asthmaline

Brings instant relief and permanent cure in all cases.

Sent Absolvitely Free on Receipt of Postal.
There is nothing like Asthmaline. It brings instant relief, even in the

worst eases. It cures when all else fails.

The Rev. C. F. Wells, of Villa Ridge. 111., says:

"Your trial bottle of Asthmaline received in good
condition. I cannot tell you how thankful I feel for
the good derived from it. I was a slave, chained with
putrid sore throat and asthma for ten years. I de-

spaiird of ever being cured. I saw your advertisement
for the cure of this dreadful and tormenting disease,
asthma, and thought you had overspoken yourselves,
but resolved to give it a trial. To my astonishment, the
trial acted like a charm. Send me a full-size bottle."

We want to send to every sufferer a trial treatment
of Asthmaline, similar to the one that cured Mr. Wells.
We'll send it by mail POSTPAID. ABSOLUTELY
FREE OF CHARGE, to any sufferer who will write
for it, even on a postal. Never mind, though you are
(iespairlng, however bad your case. Asthmaline will

relieve and cure. The worse your case, the more glad
we are to send it. Do not delay, write at once, addressing.

io-6t JHE TAFT BROS.' MEDICINE CO.,

CHAINED
FOR TEN

^^ YEARS



ALL LOWERS OF MATURE ^^"""'•'''•'•inre^Veeso,

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
OLOGY. PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, H EALTH, etc., should not fail to

secure, as a regular visitor to tbeir honie,

Popular Science News,
InstructJTe. Of great value to teachers, atiJ i>ersous engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduc<? this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, the publishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPECIAL GOMBIMATlON OFFER **"''*«' ^"™™^'" '"<"'*''«

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months $0 80

Review OF Revibws [newj " 125
SPCCE88 [new or renewal] " " 50

The American Bek-keeprk [new]. " " 25

All Four for

$1.68.
$2 80

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year $1 60
Review OF Rkvikws [new] " " 2 50
Sttccess [new or renewal] " " 100
The American Bke-keei'ek [new] " " 50

All Four for

$2.85.
$5 60

Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

I'opnlar Science News aud The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

1 ither new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

lo Popnlar Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

)>Iacing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIEMCE NEWS, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

The Plowshare,
Published monthly at Mayfield, Kentucky.

Reaches MOO rural readers monthly. A No. 1
advertising medium. Submit your contracts.

Address, PLOWSHARE,
Lock box 203. Mayfield, Ky.

FLORIDA
MAGAZINE.

An Illustrated Monthly.

One Dollar a Year.

G. D. ACKERLY, Publisher,

Jacksonville, Florida.
„,j

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
BEES, POULTRY OR BELGIAN
HARES. WRITE TO THE W. T.
FALCONER MFG. CO., JAMES-
TOWN. N. Y. THEY WILL BE
PLEASED TO MAKE YOUR AC-
QUAINTANCE; AND THEIR CAT-
ALOGUES WILL INTEREST YOU.

SUBSCRIBE FOB

The Michigan
Belgian Fancier
The leading I'elgiaa Hare paper, and the only

paper in MichigHii that devotes its pages ezclosive-

ly to the Belgian Hare.

The right jmj'er for the beginner— for the fancier

—for the advertiser.

The regular subscription price is

50c. per year. To the readers of

this paper who will clip this adv.

and return it to ' us with 10c. in

stamps or silver, we will send the

paper for one year. Sample copies

sent on application. Address

The Michigan Belgian Fancier,

8tf Ithaca, Mich.



Beeswax wanted
We will pay 126 cents cash or 28

cents in goods for good quality of
Beeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
ER, N.Y. If you have any, ship itto

us at once.
[Prices subject to change without notice.]

The W. T. Falconer Mfs. Co.

ECCS IN WINTER
obiained under right conditions and
[ion. Subscribe for our poultry paper

and learn how. 25 cts. a rear. Sample copy free.

THE POULTBY ITEM, Box 190, Fbicks, Pa.

W. M. Gerrish, East Nollingharn, N.
H., keeps a coinplcUi supply of our
goods, and eastern customers will sa^e
freight by ordering of him.

The W. T. F.\i,C()Neh Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Prompt S.hipment.

G- B- LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.,==^=^=== U. S. A.

Special Agency, C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington st., Indianapolis, Ind.

Catalog Free.

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.
Every NEW SUBSCRIBER sending f 1.00 for the WEEKLY American Bee

Journal forone year will receive a copy of Newman's lUO page "Bees and

Honey" free. The old American Bee Journal 'S great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Journal tree. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 11^

The Only One of Its Class
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published monthly. 20 pages. Subscription 50c.

Established 1897. Circulation 5,000.

Devoted exclusively t« creamery and dairy in

terests and diversified farming. Advertising rates

made known on application. J. P. Israel,

Itf Publisher. Lincoln, Neb.

HELLO! Do vou want some good puis
bred PQIJL.TRY?

We can furnish you ECCS FOR HATCH-
I NC from fine White Wonder fowls, R. C. B. Leg-
horns, B. P. Rocks, Partridge Cochins; S. L., Gold-
en and Black Wyandottes, Toulouse Geese, Rouen
Ducks and Mammoth Bronze Turkeys. If you want
something good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention this

paper. Address,

Itf The Eureka Poultry Farm,
Established 19 years. Hamburg, Wis.

One of the most Northern poultry farms in the U. S.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 21 cents; by

nail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal,) one

year for 65c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., HigginBville, Me.

THEFERRIS
WPX REFINER

to be trsed in connection with steam wax ex-

tractors, increases the value of wax two cents

a pound and pays for itself in refining fifty

pounds of wax. For safe by all dealers or

C. G. Ferris,

Richfield Springs, N. Y.

CLUBBING LIST.
We will send The Ameeicax Bee-keeper with

the— PRICE BOTH

American Bee Journal $1 00 $1 35

Bee-keepers' Review 1 00 1 35

Canadian Bee Journal 1 00 1 35

Gleanings in Bee Culture 100 135

American Queen 50 tiO

Modern Culture 1 00 1 00

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Every bee-keeper, and especially if he has not

had long experience, should have at least one good

text book upon the subject. The following are

doubtless the very best works on bee-keeping. In

ordering by mail be sure to add the amount of

postage named:
Postage

Price, extra.

A B C of Bee Culture (A. I. Root), cloth $1 00 20c.

Bee-keepers' Guide (Prof. A. J. Cook) 1 00 15c.

Langstroth on Honey Bee, rev. (Dadant) 1 10 15c.

Quinbys New Bee-keeping (Quinby) . . 1 40 10c.

Thirty Y'ears Among Bees (Alley) 48 2c.

How to Manage Bees (Vandruff) 25 5c

Amateur Bee-keeper (Rouse) 20 oo.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,



44FACTS."
^,««fAc^"«eo^^

TheAIToIRootCo-
_ .0 MEDIMAKgEx^ OH 10. 1.

It is a fact that Root's catalog for 1902, the !>lst edition,

Root's ooutains iufonnatioii valuable to every bee-keeper, whether

Catalog ^^^ ^^^^ o"t' colony or a thousand colonies. Tlie cutaloK is

^i_ ready for mailing, and Avill be s<>nt free to all applicants.
„ . If you will give us the names and addresses of ten or more
Keady. bee-lveepers. we will send you in addition our 4()-page semi-

monthly journal. Gleanings in Bee Culture, for three
months free.

Ifs a fact that ROOT'S COWAX HONEY-EXTRACT-
OIIS are aclvuowledged by far tlie best extractors on the

Root's marliet. You will make a mistake if .von take one repre-
Extractors. sented to l>e "just as good." Our designs are the best. M-e

use the best material, and our workmanship is unsurpassed.
Insist on "Root's" Cowan.

It is a "Fact" that tlie DANZENBAKER HIVE for
Danz. Hive. Comb Honey, is ackucnvledged by all who have given it a

fair trial the b<'st hive for comb honey.

Gives Best
Yields.

It is a fa IT tliat l»ee-keepers using the Danz, hive get
better yields from this hive than any other hives in their

yards.
;

It is also a fact tluit the honey in Danz. Sections gener-
Higher Price ally sells for a higher price, and always finds a ready mar-
For Honey, ket. We have .vet to learn of a bee-keeper having comb

honey in Dauz. sections who had to hold his honey because
of a dull market.

It is a fact that Root's Goods are in. demand every-
Agencies. where. For the reason Ave have agencies all over the Unit-

ed States and upAvard of twenty-five foreign countries. A
full list of agents sent on application.

Low Freight, It is a fact that We are able by these agencies to fui'uish
Quick Deli viry our goods (piickly, and at low cost for transportation.

Facts About
Bees.

"Facts About Bees," 7th edition, revised, is now ready.
Full of information, and sent to any address for a 2c stamp,
or free if you mention this paper.

I

The A. I. Root Co.,

MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.
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Perfected Yon Culin Incubator
is known proity well all ovor th(! country and lias ncvor failed to prove satisfactory

when handled "by a person of intelligt'iicc^ and with ordinary attention. \\r guar-

ante<! them to he satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. What's more fair than

this offer, and doesn't It show tliat we mean what we say as to its merits'.' Send
for catalo^nie.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

fsUCCESS IN ^LIFE'DEPENDS UPON WHAT YOU READ.

You surely want to read our pap'T. SUNSHINE. This paper is pub-
lished for the home, containing :')2 pages. The many departments are

made up of CLEAN, P,RIGHT, ELEVATING and HELPFUL reading

for every household. Our motto is to help others help themselves Price,

only 25 cents a year.

CDPriAI 1ft fPNT OPFPR Scml us 10 cents and the names .•Old addi'esscs
orEvl/\L, lU-vCl^ 1 \/ri L<I\ of tivc' persons and we will send you Sunshine
one yi'ai'.gKvery reader of I hi-- paper should avail themselves of lliis otter. Address your
letters to

3.4t. MAYE5 PUBLISHING COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 PIT Ct. pic. lit bvnur l.wn lllrlllotl ;

all explained in unr POl'LTKY lionk

(The Book of Books foi- all Poultry

Keepers! AKtonisliing resnlts. Will surprise and please

yoii. BOOKLET FHEE TO EVEKYIiOI>V.-or Big- Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos. tor 10 cents. Address,

W. P. CO., Box Clliitoiivllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
_ _ . JOIN OUR _^ ,

50 <^*s MUSIC CLUB 50 cts

Fifty cents pays for one year's membership.
You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell fr^m
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yon
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Sheridan poultry Yar<l$.

Sheridan, Mich.,

Bre^eder
J^^y^^^ P]/mOUtK Rocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Eggs in season, $1.2.j per 13; $2.00 for

2G. First orders booked, first filled.

l-6t

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nov-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,
Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern, Jamestovn, N. Y.

-T|
K i \ '

I Q I n ^"^ y*^" wish to make an ii

Al'^YOulOOkinQ lOt' ^ I70rne r /o" ^ny property which you
X ^_D ' O 1 > farmer should thmk of buyir

Do you wish to make an investment? Have
wish to sell? No

ing a home until
he has secured a copy of THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. It has the lar-

gest list of farms advertised in it of any paper published in the state of Iowa. It reaches thir-

ty thousand readers each issue. It is one of the best papers to advertise in that there is pub-
lished in the state of Iowa. It has a circulation in nearly every state in the Union. Every man
who handles real estate should be a subscriber to this Journal. He will find that it will put
him in the way of making enough deals the first month to more than thirty times pay him
for what the Journal would cost him for one year. Send 76 cents and we will mail you the
Journal one year, or for ten cents in silver or stamps we will send you the Journal two
months on trial. Advertising Rates only ten cents per line for one month. Address
THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. Traer. TAMA Co., IA.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HONIES.

where modern bath-room facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hyffienic Water-Seal Comniode is an absolute necessity
for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitariumi
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-
able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for
Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARC.ES.
WE FURNISH DISIN FECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 centsadditional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Pldg.. Chicago, 111.



Asthma Cure Free.
Asthmaline

CHAINED
FOR TEN

YEARS

Brings inst;auc relief and permanent cine in all cases.

Sent Absolutely Free on Receipt of Postal.

There is nothing like Asthmaline. It brings instant relief, even in the
worst cases. It cures when all else fails.

The Rev. C. F.Wells, of Villa Ridge, 111., .says:

••Yonr trial bottle of Asthmaline received in good
rendition. I cannot tell you how thankful I feel for
the good derived from it. I was a slave, chained with
putrid sore throat and asthma for ten years. I de-
.<naired of ever being cured. I saw your advertisement
fur the cure of this dreadful and tormenting disease,
.isthma. and thought you had overspoken yourselves,
but resolved to give it a trial. To my astonishment, the
trial acted like a charm. Send me a full-size bottle."

We want to send to every sufferer a trial treatment
of 'Asthmaline. similar to the one that cured Mr. Wells.
We'll send it by mail POSTPAID, ABSOLUTELY
FREE OF CHARGE, to any sufferer who will write
for it, even on a postal. Never mind, though you are
(iespairlng. however bad your case. Asthmaline will

relieve and cure. The worse your case, the more glad
Do not delay, write at once, addressing.we are to send it.

10-6t THE TAFT BROS.' MEDICINE CO.,

Sold by all druggists. 79 East 1.30th St.. New York City.

yALIIABLE BOOKS!
snc:Es:ruL ?i;eoh bsbediks — a pra tu-ni

book treutiiis in detail all points ou success-
ful piaeoD breeclincr, illustrated, price - .)iJc

AMEEICAN BEL3IAK EABE OaLTUEE—A practical
book treating on all po nts pertaining to
Hare Culture. Also ini'luding the latest re-
vised standard, illustrated, price - - - oOc
P0TJLTS7, DAI2T AND ACCOUNr BOOE — A very
simple and easj- method for keeping a cor-
rect account of ones poultry for an entire
year, price - - - - _ - 2',c

MONEY MAZING SECSET3—Contains a large col-

lection of valuable receipts and formulas for
the manufacture of various articles in daily
use. price ------ - lOc

HOW TO T2AIN ANIMALS—Tells how to teach
horses, dogs. cats, mules, goats, birds and
other animals to perform tricks and feats of
Intelligence, price. - - - jOc
HOESB AND CATTLE DOJTOE — Giving causes,
symptoms and treatmeiit of the various dis-
eases of liorses and cattle, price - - 10c

TAMIL? COOS BOOS—Invaluable to every house-
wife, price - - - - . - loc

PSAOTICAL P0ULT27 SEEPES—Guide to success-
ful poultry raising, im-luding chapter on
making incubators and Ijrooders and how to
operate them, etc., piice - - - lOc

Any or all of the above books sent postpaid
on receipt of price named. Address all or-
ders to

' ''
FRICK,
FRIGKS, PA.

'.orin Balfji

Removes paint and grease from clotlt-

ing, carpets, silk ©r woolen good*;
cures dandruff and chapped hands.
Five ounce box and circular

50 cmk.

tf HENRY
P'ablisher,

K.

AGENTS WANTED

McCormick & Greenin^sf Co.,

Box 2«, MONROE. MICH.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."
THE \V. T. FALCONER MFG.. CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alogue.



SEND US the names and ad-i!

dresses of 20 of your
friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT.

Sidney, N. Y.

Patents. Pensions.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sHver)

Btf

JOHN W. HANN,
Vrauneta, Neb,

Looking West?
Did you ever think of Oregon or the

Pacific Northwest, the great big coun-
try that is so rapidly developing and
settling up?
Don't you want to know what is go-

ing on out "West in the Poultry busi-

ness?
Have you any goods you w^ould like

to sell Western people? if so send for
sample copy of

The Northwest Poultry News.

It's "A Good Egg'" full of good news,
has the finest colored cover of any
poultry paper in U. S.

Sample copy free. Suliscription, 50c
year. Address,

The Northwest Poultry News

3-4t.

I'oi'tland. Ore.

PATENT and PENSION
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, ."12 Ind. Ave.,
WASHINGTON, It. ( .

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the

business continuously since 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons (8140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring return.s.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very lov/.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
stf

THE WEEKLY SUN
Canada's Great Farm and Home Journal,

Published at TOEONTO, CAN.
Special features,

Farmers' market reports.

Full and accurate reports of farmers' gatherings,

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so good a medium of com-
munication with the best fa ••Qiers of Canada. !<-tf

{



Incubator Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON CULIN

=

—

^INCUBATOR

is the most perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and
saved witli this most perfect incubator Prices $7.00 up.

Catalog free. Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co,
(Incubator Department) Jamestown, N. Y.

CONE'S POULTRY
AND FARM JOURNAL

AND THE

CHICAGO

Weekly INTER OCEAN
BOTH ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY 50c.

ADDRESS,

COXES .TOURXAL,

Saginaw, Mich.

2-4t.

Just a Minute of Your Time.
Send Us a list of the bee-lceepers in

your vicinity and we -will send them
sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This
will not take much of your time or be
much trouble to you and you will be
doing your friends a favor.

If. K.
If, BIKGHAM
has made all the im-

provements in

Bee Smokers and
Honey Knives

made in the last 20 years, uiulouiitiHlly
he makes the best on' earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch store, none too largo, sent
postpaid, per mail il.'M

3^ inch 1.10
Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2^ inch HO

T.F.Bingham, V?^^^-v-;y -J"_ ,. «« ._ Little vV onder, 2 in. .65
Farwell, Mich.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K'2«'oer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCRT MOUNTAIN BEE JOURML

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous, .-\ddress

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Bculder Cclo.



"/Iround

the Pan/'
WITH

TOn FLEHING
ILLUSTRATOR,

All hook dealers.

By mail $:'2.Ui)

Nut Shell Pub. Co

1059 3d Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
"Tt is the most amusing; and entertaininR.

book relating to the Kxpo>iti(ii tliat has been
published."—/?i(^'(i/o Illustrated Express.

"Tho hero is a witty historian who sees more
than any one visitor could possibly observe, ai.d
the illustrations are as ettective as the story.'
—Leslie's Weekly.

' The book is worth buying' if only for the fine
reprnrluction of a very reniarKable jiortrait of
the late President, drawn eniiicly with one lino
an achievement it- elf, but a bit <'f art when the
result is superior to many -picturna,"—Brooklyn
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan .^merican
Fxposition is well and coi>iously illustrati d
Its humor is of a strikitif; and epieranmti,- or-

der, and will suit popular taste."

—

Louisvuic
Ciiurur Journal.

"Iti; a large and handsomely bound vjlunic,
p.ioperly illustrated in the authors own ininiit-
abli' way. and tells as plainly as words the story
of the Kxposition from acomic standpoint. lii

the oiimain of art Tom Fleming has a touch ( f

Cvuiksbank in him, and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
oriL'iual. ',

—

Pittshurg Leader.

VoTR—On request within 10 days, a
copv of tlii-^ hook will he e.xprpssedpro-
paid, on approval, torespoi'sihlo ]>pr:<onh

EVERY BOY HIS OWN TOY. MAKER.
Tells how to make all kinds Toy^
Btcatn Engines, Photo Cameras,
Windmills. Microscopes, Electric
Telegraphs, Telephones, .Magic
Lanterns, Mo\\&a Harps, Boats,
from a rowlioat toaschooner; al-

so Kites, Balloons, Masks, Wag-
! ons. Toy Houses Bow and Arrow,
Pop Guns. Slings, Stilts, Fishing

_ Tackle, nalihil and Bird Traps,

and many oihciJ All is m;ide so pUiln that a boy can

easily make them. 2iK)han(l<oinellUis. Thisjrreat book

^)3m>!i\\Wc, IDEAS PUBUSHING CD..'" WlLMINGTOn. DEL.

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away w^ith the vex-

atious searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring
vou details of this and other good things.

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R, J, Fi.NLEV, Editor and Publishef,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly

subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at oiiL-e. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 :macon , MO.

Overstocked
-"^ Bee Hives!

I am overstocked witii hives Will sell

two thousand at

Prices you cannot duplicate.

St. Joe, Dovotailed, .Wisconsin, Cham-
pion, or Laiiirstroth Simplicity.

Ask for prices ami say how many you
want. Can ship at once.

Can Save you Money.
No difference where you live. Other
poods as cheap as anybody,

SUPPLY BUSINESS for sale cheap.

Address

Emerson T. Abbott
tf ST. JOSEPH, MO.

Southern farm Gazette
Starkville, Miss,, edited by members of the
Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural Paper published in Missippi. Sub-
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. It

you are interested in cheap homes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkville, Miss.
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WINTER DREAMS.

Deep lies the snott- on wood and _fieli/s.

Gray stretches oz<er/u'ad tke,sky;

The streams, their lips 0/ laugliter

sealed^

In silence wander slowly by.

Earth slumhers, and her drrains—^uho

/i-nows

But they may sometimes be lih^'

ours?—
Lyrics ofspring in winter s prose

That sing 0/ buds and lea-'cs ana

Jlowers.

Drea/ns of that day 7uhcn from the

south

Comes April, as at first she came.

To hold the bare twig to her mouth

.4nd blow it inte fragrant fame.

—Frank Dempster Sherman in the
Fehruarv Atlantii .

FOUNDATION.

now MUCH t^HAl.T- WE USE IX OVK SEC'

TIOXS?

-H
(By G. M. Doolittle.)

0\V MUCH thin comb founda-
tion shall I use in the section
boxes this yearV" is a ques-

tion which often comes up to the bee-
keeper when he is preparing for the
coming honey season. And as the time
for preparing for next season is now
upon us, I thought that a few words
on this subpect might not be amiss.

How we answer this question will de-

pend quite largely upon two things.

The first, and it seems to me the most
important is, have we the necessary
means to indulge in all the foundation
which will be needed to fill our sections,
without depriving ourselves or some of

the family of the necessities or com-
forts of life? If we have not. then my
way would be to use triangular start-

ers, the same having each of the three
sides about two inches long, in three-
fourths of the sections I was to use;
and when the season opens, put in start-

ers of white new comb, which it is al-

ways easy to find or procure during
fruit-bloom in almost any apiary, in the
remaining sections.

To get the triangular starters, cut the
thin foundation into strips a little less

than two inches wide, then turn the
cutting knife at an angle across this

strip each cut, thus giving the desired
shaped piece. And to get the white
comb, remove a frame of honey from
each popidtnts colony, and put in a

frame having a foundation starter in it.

about half an inch wide, and every two
days remove what comb the bees may
have built in it. Cut this comb up in

the desired pieces and attach one to

the top of each section by drawing a

hot iron between it and the top of the

section, the section being bottom side

up, when by setting the piece of comb
down on the section wood at the same
time the iron is removed it will become
a fixture. I know of nothing which will

entice bees into sections so quickly as

will new comb of the same season's

building. In this way we are apt to

secure even a better yield of honey than

by any other plan, esnecially if the sec-

tions containing the starters of comb
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are scattered uniformly among those
having the foundation starters. The
only drawback when so working will be
that the sections will not contain all

worker comb, or present quite as fine

an appearance, nor the combs be at-

tached to the wood of the sections quite

so firmly, as where the foundation in

full sheets is used; still, very little dif-

ference will be made in the selling price

for lack of the full sheets of foundation.
Again, if I thought it best to hive my
n£w swarms on frames filled with foun-
dation, so that wired frames filled with
worker combs would be a certain re-

sult, which is a thing greatly to be cov-
eted, then I would use only starters in

the sections as above.
When a prime swarm issues, they go

forth, as a rule^ with wax already se-

creted in their wax-pockets, so that
they may at once commence to build
combs in their new home, and if the
new home is already supplied with all

the necessary combs this wax is wasted,
or, what is often the case, worse than
wasted, it being added to the foundation
already in the sections, so that, instead
of drawing out the side walls of the
foundation they build with their own
wax the cells of the combs, thus leav-
ing the foundation in the sections. the
same as it left the mill. This causes
the grumbling we have heard so much
about, regarding the "fishbone" in sec-
tion honey. Now, where I hive swarms
on full combs, or frames filled with
foundation, I use only starters in the
sections, and find that the bees will
build the combs in the sections while
they are drawing out the foundation be-
low, and thus a saving is made. But,
as a_ rule, unless we are very short in

the family, I prefer to fill the sections
with foundation, that I may have hand-
some salable sections of honey, and
use only starters of foundation in the
frames below, having the starters in the
frames, say from one to one and one-
half inches wide. By contracting the
brood chamber to so few frames that a
part of the swarm is forced at once into
the sections, the bees go to work there
storing honey and drawing out the
foundation, while during the same time
they build all straight worker comb in
the frames, so that by the time the
frames below are filled with comb and
brood the sections will be nearly com-
pleted also. In this way there is no
detraction from the amount of section

honey, so far as 1 can see; and we have
worker combs btiilt that are nearly or

quite as perfect as those from founda-
tion.

Borodino. N. Y., Jan. 30. 1902.

The Ethical Side in Apiculture.

(By Bessie L. Putnam.)

ONE OF the most impressive fea-

tures of bee journalism is the
geniality and good will of the

guild. While there are bright sallies

of wit, they are almost always of the
good-humored class which leaves no
sting. Criticisms, differences of opin-
ion there may be. but rarely of a caus-
tic nature. Rivalry there may be,—to
produce the largest yield, the best hon-
ey: but not to injure the trade of an-
other. There is a mutual feeling of
sympathy and interest. The pleasures
of one are shared by all; a misfortune
sheds its shadow of depression through-
out the apiary world.
A pleasant illustration of this wide-

spread bond of friendliness came recent-
ly on the occasion of the marriage of
the "Hutchinson twins;" and the event
was recorded with scarcely less person-
al interest by the various exchanges
than by the Bee-Keepers' Review, in
the sanctum of which it had so much
of significance. It is safe to say that
from almost every home in the land
where a bee journal is read have gone
forth, mentallv. the best of wishes to
the two new homes.
Old-time contributors have given

through the various mediums not only'
valued experiences but glimpses of
their own personality. And it is one
in which kindliness, gentleness, and pa-
tience are dominant characteristics.
So wide spread are these traits that

we feel impelled to seek a more explicit
explanation than mere co-incidence.
There is a natural sequence in all

things; and if we but analyze the quali-
ties which make the good apiarist, con-
template the phases developed by his
thoughtful life, it is not difiticult to un-
derstand why he is also a good citizen.

Systematic study of his little charges,
patience, punctuality, neatness, gentle-
ness are indispensable. Routine work
may apparently succeed for a time; but
the perplexities and emergencies sure
to come up sooner or later call forth
originality of tlunight and a thorough
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understanding ot the habits of bees.

Did you ever see a really successful

bee-keeper, who was not something of

an enthusiast over his pets? Who did

not enjoy working with them'"' To him
their methods of house-keeping, brood
rearing, and the gathering of supplies

have an interest higher than that • of

pure mercenary gain. The construction
of the cell, the "bee line" to and from
the distant clover field, the evident
recognition of strangers, these and
many other traits point to a higher or-

der of intelligence than is usually ac-

corded to insect life. While much has
been written about them, there are vol-

umes yet to be learned. Surprising in-

cidents are of frequent occurrence if we
but note them. Those w^ho know the
bee understand that it goes not about
seeking whom it may sting, but simply
attends to its ow'n business and bravely
resents the intrusion of others.

Careful study of the bee increases our
interest in it, our respect for it. And
the awakening of love and kindliness
toward the lowest of God's creatures
naturally extends to His masterpiece,

—

man.
Harmonsburg. Pa.. Dec. 2,^, 1901.

Feeding Bees—Candy Plan a

Failure.

(By W. T. Stephenson.)

THE TIME for winter (or spring
feedingi will soon be here. A
few hints dropped in the right

place might save some one a good deal.

I was once rather indifferent in re-

gard to giving my colonies the required
amount of feed in the fall. That, how-
ever, was a very poor and impractical
policy. I had heard so much about the

candy plan of feeding that I rather
wanted the condition of my bees to be
such that I would be compelled to re-

sort to candy for stores. Well, two
years ago I fully satisfied my "cranky"
curiosity. I found my bees perfectly

destitute in February. I at once laid

in a supply of sugar, which in due time
was made into candy. I already could
hear 'in my mind's ear) the bees sing-

ing my praises for delivering them from
starvation's clutches.

I made my candy according to the
common method of making hard can-

dy, viz.: Put the sugar and a little wa-

ter into a vessel and let it boil until

when a little is cooled in a spoon it

makes a thick syrup. Then as it cools.

I stir it to make it white and hard. I

molded it in to six-inch squares about
an inch thick. One of these I laid over
the cluster in each hive. As long as

the weather was moderately cold the
candy furnished ample provisions; but,
alas, a cold "snap" came, the cluster

contracted and left the candy and
starved.

I had so much confidence in the plan
that I did not pay much attention to

ihem until I saw that the grim reaper
li.id reaped a good part of my apiarian

W. T. STEPHENSON.

populace. There was but one redeem-
ing feature in the whole transaction. I

had lots of candy to eat.

Well, I'll never feed any more candy
unless it is in summer in queen cages.

The weather never gets too cold to

feed sugar syrup. Let the syrup barely
come to a boil, and before it is entire-

ly cold (perhaps better say while it is

quite warm to experienced bee-keep-
ers) pour into a warm comb through
a perforated bottomed can. But if you
have some candy ready made it can be
fed with a reasonable amount of safety

in this way: Spread the frames about
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an inch apart, la}' the candy on and the appointment of state in^pectOl•s,

the frames immediatel}'^ over the has already been organized, with B. F.

cluster. Tuck a chafif cushion over Onderdonk. Mt. Vernon, president: W.
them snugly and if the weather W. Case. Baptisttown, vice-president,
is not too severe, and the colony strong and secretary-treasurer, G. W. Wan-
enough, they may pull through.
New Columbia, 111., Jan. 31, 1902.

PHILADELPHIA.

DOINGS OF BKE-KEEPEKS IX AND AUG IT

THE CITY OF BROTHEKI.Y LOVE.

(By M. F. Reeve.)

THE PHILADELPHIA Bee-
Keepers" Association. which
claims to be the oldest organiza-

tion of apiarists in the United States,

celebrated its twentieth anniversary in

January, by re-electing president and
librarian. Dr. Harry Townsend: vice-

president, W. E. Flower, and treasurer-
secretar3^ Fred Hahman. President
Townsend in his address said the only
meeting the association had ever missed
was during the blizzard in March, 188S.

The Association has 25 active members,
and a small balance in the treasury. It

was announced that in view of the size

of the quarters, a much larger member-
ship was not desired. Among the con-
tributors are bee-keepers of several
counties around Philadelphia, and
points in New Jersey. During the
spring, summer and autumn months,
the society has regular "outings." or
field meetings at out of town apiaries,

which are delightfully al fresco affairs.

The topic for the February meeting
was an "Improved Method of Queen
Rearing.'' b^' Dr. C. J. Massinger. Coj-
lingswood, N. J., whose invention of a

spiral queen cage. I referred to several

months ago in connection with an ac-

count of the outing at the Hanor .Api-

ary at Mt. Holly, N. J.

The Pennsylvania bee-keepers outside
of Philadeli)hia. are talking about or-

ganizing a State Association for the
principal purpose of securing foul

brood legislation. They are scared by
the reports of the appearance of the
disease among the colonies in localities

adjacent to the boundary line. The or-

ganization will be effected before the
next legislature assembles.
The New Jersey State Bee-Keepers'

Association having the same object in

view, to-wit: the fighting of foul brood.

sor,, Crawford. The New Jersey State
Board of Agriculture has given its en-
dorsement and backing to the objects of
the Association and the bill will be in-

troduced into the legislature.

Rutledge, Pa., Feb. 10. 1902.

Box Hives and Transferring

(By \V. W. McNeal.i

TO THE beginner in apiculture,

the old-time box-hive is without
a doubt the best hive extant. To

the veteran bee-keeper the box-hive is,

in many places more deserving of

recognition than some styles of frame
hives when same are used with a view
to establishing a colony. Consequently
one of the greatest mistakes the inex-
perienced man or woman can make is

to transfer the bees and combs of a

big box-hive to a frame hive. Can vou
name any other hive in which a colony
of bees will winter so successfully
when correspondingly neglected by its

owner? I think not. So again I saA'

to the beginner: Let your first pur-
chase of hives of bees be box-hives. I

see no reason wh}' a colony should ever
be transferred from one of these hives
i: the hive is made of good, sound
boards, and the combs are straight and
do not consist too largely of drone
comb. The only time I should consider
such a course would be when wishing
to quit the business and I could not
dispose of the colony at its real value.

You ma}- say that I am away behind
the times for advocating the use of a

hi\e in which the combs are not mo\-
able. However. I believe I am right

in this matter as stated. I do not con-
demn the use of frame hives. On the
contrary. I much prefer certain styles

of movable comb hives to box-hives
for a general purpose hive. But of what
avail is the improved hive when the

box-hive system of management is

tacked to it'? None whatever. In fact,

it then becomes the worst hive in which
bees can be put. When intelligently

manipulated it possesses certain marked
advantages over box-hives. As a rule

the novice will not make a right use of

the hive. It is ;ill ri.yht anrl proper for
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him to experiment, to study the habits
of bees by working with them; but he
should confine his researches to the
dividends (ot bees) accruing from his

first investment. Why should he be told

that first he must break up that big.

strong colony and crowd its combs into

a little frame hive, making anything
but a success of the job? If let alone it

will in all likelihood send forth a big
swarm every year very early in the
season; then if the young bee-keeper
succeeds in tinkering to death his first

swarm and possibly his second and third

also, he still has his principle—the par-

ent hives—to fall back upon. This is the

kind of transferring I recommend for

the consideration of the beginner.

We cannot get big crops of honey
unless we have big colonies of bees.

Every one who has had experience
with bees will. I think, be willing to

concede this point. But the strangest

part about the matter is, that almost
with one accord, bee-keepers denounce
the hive which gives the best results in

bees for gathering the early harvest.

How often we see these box-hives

standing in some out-of-the-w-ay place,

wholly exposed to the vicissitudes of

the weather, presenting a hopelessness

that breeds a sickening sense of dis-

couragement in the mind and heart of

the enthusiast; yet when the warm,
sunny days come again these big hives

literally boil over with bees. What a

delight it is to the veteran to make a

"drive" from such at the commence-
ment of the honey harvest, hiving the

swarm in a properly adjusted frame-
hive! Then when the season is over,

the swarms may be taken up or return-

ed to the parent hives, thus reaping the

benefits without the loss of the old col-

ony. Or, if one wishes to keep the

swarm he may by using full sheets of

comb foundation in the brood frames,

establish the swarm very quickly. Let
us not condemn the box-hive too se-

verely, for in the one purpose of win-
tering a colony of bees it possesses ad-

vantages over the orthodox frame
hives, which cannot be disputed.

Wheelersburg. O., Feb. 5. 1902.

A man feels like a boy again when
he imprisons a bee in a trumpet flower;

but he knows he is the same old fool

when the insect gets in its work.

OPPORTUNITIES.

.\HK WK .NOT MISSIM; SUMK WHICir OUU
lilSINES!? .\FKOKI)'

•By John M. Rankin.)

OUR ANCESTORS who tilled the
soil worried but little about its

fertility. All that was necessary
to secure a crop was to rid the land of
the timber, sow the seed, and the har-
vest came as certain as did the autumn.
That time has passed. The forest no
longer stands in the way of the plow,
but the available plant food is limited.
The agriculturist must study conditions
and solutions of unfavorable conditions.
So it is with the apiarist.

The time has passed when a colony of
bees in a soap box or a nail keg is a
profitable colony. There is no demand
for the product of a colony under such
conditions. Owing to the present
prices of other sweets honey has ceased
to be a necessity and has become a lux-
ury. The condition, therefore, must be
such that it will be possible for a coi-
onv to produce an article that will be
in demand by the class of people who
consume luxuries. Hence the nail keg
and soap box, so far as practical pur-
poses are concerned, are bee hives of
the past. The world is today making
more rapid progress than at any prev-
ious period, and the honey industry
must also progress or be outdone in the
race.

How is this to be accomplished •" In
the first place, we, as apiarists, must
use all the intelligence that we have,
and do our duty toward ourselves and
our profession by keeping informed,
and then having done this to put our
ideas into practice, and, under our cir-

cumstances, do the best we can.

How man\- of us who are practical

apiarists do our duty by ourselves in re-

gard to the former? Do we keep in

touch with all the modern ideas, care-
fully turn them over in our minds, and
then give the seemingly practical ones
a fair trial? Do we read carefully the
article written by some before unheard-
of man, and give it the weight and
thought it deserves? Many of these
articles contain points, although prob-
ably not well brought out, that are of

prime importance. Then, what is of

more consequence: do we always do the
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,I()HN M. KAMS.1.N.

best we can'.^ Do \vc always put into

practice all the ideas that we know
will make our business more profitable;

repair the leak)- cover before the sec-

tions in the upper surplus case become
soiled, or take out the queen whose
stock you know to be inferior honey
gatherers, as compared with that of an-

other colony?
In order to make the best success

possible we must read wide, and deter-

mine in our own minds what is and
what is not practical. We must arouse

our energies and undertake our work
with an invincible zeal that knows no
outcome but success. This is true not
only of the specialist, but of the apiar-

ist, who keeps his bees as a side issue.

He must put away the whimsical ideas

of his ancestors and adopt plans that

will meet the needs of his time.

Then, last, but by no means least, he

must shield himself from that enemy of

all prosperity—neglect. It is certainly

appalling to see, not the ignorance, but

the indifference that some men display
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ill this line. The most prolific cause of

the spread of foul brood is simply neg-
lect. In conclusion, let me leave this

one thought with you; no matter if your
apiary consists of but one colony, know
something definite about that colony,

and then use this knowledge in such a

way that j'ou will assist this colony in

becoming a profitable investment.
Agricultural College, ]Mich., Feb. lo.

190.2.

Laying Workers.

(By Arthur C. Miller.)

IN LOOKING over the January Bee-
Keeper for a hint as to a suitable

topic for this article. I ran across

the letter of Mr. Geo. H. Mobley and
noted his queries about "laying work-
ers.*' As I have made quite a study of

that subject, perhaps I may be able to

enlighten him and also interest others.

"Laying workers" are developed
from mature and previously normal
workers, the development taking place

when the bees are in dire need of a

mother, and when they have no eggs or
brood from which to rear one. But
there appears to be an exception to the
statement in regard to having eggs or
brood, for sometimes laying workers
make their appearance in colonies hav-
ing brood in advanced stages. We have
not as yet any exact record of the
phj'sical changes in such bees. We
know what constitutes a normal work-
er and what a laying worker, but of the
transition stages I believe only little is

known. Also but little i-s known as to

what properties in the food and what
"mental or "nervous" states may serve

ras stimulants to produce activity of the
ovaries. Special foods are prepared
and given to larvae destined for queens,
and these foods particularly stimulate
the development of the ovaries and as-

sociated parts. It is probable that ma-
ture worker bees in dire need of a queen,
and producing' such elaborated food,
get it from each other as there is no
brood to receive it, and thereby have
their ovaries particularly stimulated,
and as the eggs develop, proceed to lay

them.
In connection with the remarks on

food. I wish to ask attention to the
probable fact that under normal con-
ditions bees seldom get chyle or digest-

ed food from each other (except as
above stated). I am not absolutely
sure on this point, but thus far all

evidence tends to confirm such belief.

Foods and food inliuence in bee life are
interesting problems and are deserving
of more attention than has previously
been accorded them, but they are sub-
jects beyond the ken of most of us, and
must be left for the scientist to investi-
gate.

Let any bee-keeper who wishes to
satisfy himself that laying workers arise
from mature normal workers and not
from larva having a bit of "royal food,"'

try the following experiment:

Move to a new stand any fair colony
having a young queen which has been
with them for at least two months.
Provide for the old bees returning to

the old location as may be most conven-
ient; they concern the experiment only
in that they are not wanted in the moved
colony. In ten days or more take the
queen and all the brood and cp^ts away
from the moved colony, leaving only
the bees, to which give combs of honey
and pollen. To be absolutely sure no
eggs are given these, combs should
have been away from the bees for sev-

eral days—weeks would be better.

Now watch for results. Ordinarily in

four or five da3^s a few eggs will appear
and the niunber will increase daily un-
til the colony begins to decline. The
reason for selecting a colony having a

young* queen and for getting rid of the
old bees, is to be certain that all bee.s

subjected to the experiment are raised

under such conditions that there cari

be no likelihood of anv of them receiv-

ing "royal food"" while in the larval

stage.

The answer to ]\Ir. Mobley"s second
question is not so eas3^ If the queen-
less colonies have eggs and brood, the
conditions are not such as to create

the abnormal desire or to cause or en-

able workers to get the special foods.

On the other hand, if all the bees are

very old, it may be impossible for any
change to occur in their ovaries, but 1

can onlj- judge this by analogy.
To his third question, "Why will a

queenless colony fail to produce a good
queen when onlj' supplied with a few
eggs"^" I will answer Yankee fashion

—Is such the case?

Providence, R. I.. Jan 31. 1902.
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A Few Current Thoughts.

I By Adrian Gelaz.)

IHAX'E nothing to contribute this

month to the foreign department.

Not that there is nothing in the bee

papers published in the French lan-

guage, far from it. But most of it is of

a local character and would be of little

interest to American readers. Quite a

number of interesting items have been
published time and again in different

papers on both sides of the "pond,"

and do not seem to me worth repeating

again. To make matters worse, two of

the best correspondents of the Revue
Internationale have been seriously sick

during the last, four months. But both
have recovered and will soon be at work
again.

IIIVKS AND "UrCHEKS "

Some time ago I spoke of "ruchers,"

that is. a kind of- bee shed or house
apiary very much in use in Europe. In

looking over the matter, I came to the

conclusion that our present system of

hives and apiaries is in great need of

improvement.
What is the ideal home of a bee?

What home has Nature provided?
A hole or cavity in a dead tree. Away

up in the air. Away from the damp
earth, from the ants, the lizzards. the

frogs, and other "varmints." Away
from the other colonies, from robbers
and thieves of all sorts and kinds (apiar-

ists included). Protected from the hot
sun by the foliage of the neighboring
trees. Protected from the cold by the

thickness of the wood. Note also that

rotten wood is about as bad a conduc-
tor of heat 'or cold) as cork and fur-

thermore absorbs all the dampness that

may arise. In a dead tree there is no
difference of temperature between day
and night; that is, the most favorable
condition for brood rearing and comb
building.

What home do we provide? A thin

box right on the ground; exposed to

the hot sun, the cold nights, the rain,

snow, winds, "varmints," etc.

Then we discourse learnedly (?) upon
the necessity of following Nature's
ways

!

KKKDERS.

During the first period of modern
bee-keeping, all sorts of hives were de-

vised. Some were very pretty. Just

like a nice country house, with doors

and windows, and often a drawer un-

der the entrance board, said drawer to

contain pieces of comb, lumps of sugar,

or whatever the apiarist would feed his

bees with.

That drawer might not be a bad af-

fair, if properly arranged. To begin
with, it should open at the back of the

hive instead of the front. Then the

entrance to the drawer from inside, be
so arranged, that th-e dirt and other de-

bris could not fall in. The possibility

of the apparatus being propolized and
stuck should be considered. The feeder

should be arranged like the Heddon or
Miller feeder, or something similar, so

the bees would not be drowned, or
bother the apiarist when refilling. The
whole should be robber-tight, of course.
It might be large enough to contain
several extracting combs when these
need cleaning.

Feeding on the top of the hive is ob-
jectionable on account of the loss of

heat. The space occupied by the feed-

er takes heat which would be better in

the supers and brood nest. In opening
the hives, a great loss of heat takes
place. If the feeder is such as to be
refilled with.out being bothered by the
bees, the same arrangement prevents
resealing of the cover; and the warm
air of the colony constantly escapes
through the cracks between the cover
and body of the hive.

Feeding outside will not do. The col-

onies that need the most get the least,

and those needing the least get the
most. More or less bees get drowned.
The neighbor's bees may get a share.
Whatever little nectar is in the field is

lost, for it is the field bees which take
the feed. It teaches the bees to rob.
After a bee has taken feed from an out-
side feeder or robbed a few times, she
will be on the watch all the time for
more and as soon as anything sweet is

exposed, she will quit the field work
and go for it. Some will eventually dis-

cover that when the apiarist is at work
there is a chance to rob: and get in the
habit of following him around, buzzing
around his head all the time.

The entrance feeders do not quite
fill the bill. They are too small, have
to be filled late at night. And if the
night is cool, they may not be emptied
when the morning comes. Then, look
out for the robbers.
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EXTHACPdHS.

A firm advertise? extractors run or
rather geared at a very high speed,
claiming that the honey is so well

thrown out that no cleaning by the bees
is necessary. My own extractor is

home-made, and geared to a higher
speed than those made by the factories.

I use it chiefly to empty partially filled

sections. At first I broke a good many.
Now. I empty both sides at a low
speed, first: then when most of the hon-
ey and therefore the weight is thus re-

moved. I can use full speed without
breaking the combs.
Knoxville, Tenn.. Feb. 14.- 1902.

My Apiary.

Of all the sunny charms of home, with-

in and without.

Amid blossoms of trees and odors of

sweet peas.

To me the bower of Eden, mi earth,

no doubt.
Is close around the old hive, sweet

home of the bees.

Home. home, sweet home of the bees.

As I sit me down in my bower of

beauty.

Wakeful of thought, under the trees,

among the bees.

And musing of life, of prompt action,

and duty,

I learn from this hive the rejection
of all ease:

Busy. busy, busy bees.

There are charms of music, m church,
parlor and hall.

Music in the grove, f'i the bees among
the trees,

And the birds singing sweetly, more
sweetly than all:

But melody richest, the humming of
the bees.

Humming, humming, of the bees.

Powers and kingdoms are covering all

the zones.
Dispensing law on land and sea. for

you and me:
But the hive of state, the killing ot¥ the

drones.
Is the example only of the plucky

bee:
Ruling, fighting, piuckv bee.

There are treasures of soil and treas-

ures of money,
Diamonds come over the seas, and

fruits from the trees;

But what is more precious than liar-

A-ests of honey

—

The nectar of flowers, the sweet gift

of the bees:
Oh, for honey, trees and bees.

—C. M. Herring.
Brunswick. Maine.

The initial number of the Lone Star
Apiarist, the new journal which claims
the distinction of being the "only bee
paper in the South," has made its ap-
pearance. It is published at Floresville,

Texas; edited by Louis Scholl; con-
tains 24 pages, and is evidently in the
hands of experienced bee-keepers. As
the honor of its publication is therein
accredited to Mr. Frank M. Jones, and
also to the Lone Star Apiarist Publish-
ing Company, we cannot be sure upon
this point. The new paper thoughtfully
takes occasion to present to its readers
the portraits of the three gentlemen
who comprise the firm—Messrs. G. F.
Davidson, Frank M. Jones and Louis
Scholl—three very good-looking men.
We wish the Apiarist a long and suc-
cessful career; and trust it may become
a power for good in that far-off coun-
try (?)—the South—in which it recog-
nizes no competition.

JOSEPH JEFFERSON IS A "SUN-
SHINER."

The Purina Mills branch of the Inter-
national Sunshine Society in St. Louis
has the honor of numbering among its

members the famous actor, Joe Jeflfer-

son, says the president of the society in

the February Ladies' Home Journal.
The last time Mr. Jefferson was in St.

Louis he was asked to address this

branch at one of its monthly receptions.
When he had seen and talked with the
Sunshiners he became deeply interested
in the work, and before he left the re-

ception his signature was added to the
list of members. Just how he paid the
dues—one kind deed—is not told.

If we only knew of the heartaches of

others, how averse we would be to add
to their sorrow by an unkind word or
adverse criticism!
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THE

Bee -Keeping World

GERMANY.

UNITING BEES.

^Nlulot says in "Die Biene" that bee-

keepers have arrived at a wrong con-

clusions, when they think they can more
successfully unite bees by spraying

them with strong smelling substances,

or smoking with tobacco smoke, than

b)' uniting them without such means.

Bees will usually unite peacefully, par-

ticularly at night, and when they can-

not be united without these auxiliaries,

peppermint or tobacco will not do it

unless the bees are almost stupefied or

overcome with the drugs. Clear water,

he says, will be as effective as anything
else.

Whether it is the peculiar hive-odor
by which bees of one and the same col-

ony recognize each other is not yet

fully and satisfactorily proven, although
we cannot understand what other factor

it could be. At any rate there is a

field open for investigation.

The honey bee does her work as

prompted by the impulse of the mo-
ment. Wherever she happens to be
she performs such work as she finds

needs doing.—Dzierzon. (The writer
don't believe that bee-keepers agree to

this conception of the bee.)

At a bee-keepers' convention in Ger-
many Rev. Selig said, the people should
familiarize themselves with bee-keep-
ing, (il Because of the beneficial in-

fluence it would have upon man. (2)

For the good of the bees themselves.

(3) Because of the ad\antage bees are

to the plants.

H. Ritter expresses his doubts in Die
Biene as to the queen mating, but once
in her life. (Clipping queens for a ser-

ies of years should settle that matter
for him.)

>> » »

DISTUKIJING BEES IN WINTEK.

The reason why an apiary should be
located where the bees are not annoyed
by noises and disturbed by jarring, is

thus given by Zurricher. in Schlesui"--
Holstein Bienenzeitung: During cold
weather bees are closely packed in their
hives and occupy the least possible
space; by consuming honey they keep
up the necessary warmth. The consum-
ed honey is so well assimilated as to
leave bu,t a small amount of residue in

the intestines of the bees and under
favorable conditions they can retain this

accumulation or excrement till spring-

time comes. However, when disturbed
h^' heavy jarring the cluster is brok-
en, the bees become uneasy and scat-
ter about the hive. To a great extent
this causes loss of heat: to replace this

requires the consumption of an extra
amount of honey every time the dis-

turbance occurs. The accumulation in

the intestines under such conditions is,

of necessity, greater than it would have
been imder more favorable circumstan-
ces. If the bees have not frequent
flights it may come to such a pitch that
they are unable to hold the excrements
and are obliged to void them inside of

the hive: which will, of course, prove
disastrous.

On the other hand. Wurth, in Die
Biene, tells of an apiary located in the
upper story of a cooper shop. With
all the noise and hammering and jarring

below them the year round, the bees
do well and usually pass the winter in

good shape.

The writer has a glass-observation
hive standing in an upper room in his

house. It has been there for years. The
bees seem to endure all the noises, the

walking on the floor and the slamming
of the doors without bad results. They
always have wintered as well as other

colonies in the yard, and a little better

than the average.
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Didn't Want the Honey. '_'I can not

take your honey this year." wrote a

dealer to a Holstein be^-keener.

"What's the reason? We have very

fine honey." "Well. yes. but the presi-

dent of your Association wrote in the

bee paper lately: 'We are just swini-

mins: in honev this vear.'
"—Gosch.

Burghard. of Strassburg, employs the

blaze of a lamp to remove the cappings
of combs. He just melts them away
before he extracts. The Honey, after

extracting, contains no particles of

comb, it is said.—Deutsche Bie-

nenzucht.

A GOOD SPECULATION.

In some sections of Germany there

are still many bees brimstoned. W.
Stuber tells, in Gravenhurst's Bienen-

zeitung. how he has saved a great many
colonies condemned to be killed, with

profit to himself. He went around
among the bee-keepers and bought col-

onies of that kind cheaply. These col-

onies were not in movable-comb hives.

He took them home, cut out all the

comb, extracted what honey he could

from the pieces of comb, transferred

them to frames (small frames), placed

the latter regularly in hives, united

from two to four colonies and hived

them into these hives. The drippings

and smallest pieces of honey not well

suited for extracting, he fed back to

the bees, bought sugar and finished

feeding up for winter. The money re-

ceived from the sale of the honey was
more than that paid out for sugar,

leaving him a balance which was some-
what swelled by the receipts from the

sale of the wax. The bees themselves

were, of course, a clear gain and us-

ually paid handsomely the following

season.

'Years ago, when bees were of great-

er value than at present, the writer has
saved quite a few colonies in a similar

fashion. Instead of feeding them, he
just hived them on honey combs, taken
from other hives durin,g the season.^

Dzierzon tells in Leipziger Bienen-
zeitung, of a reasonably sure method
by which, queens may be purely mated:
As early as 8 o'clock in the forenoon,
if the weather is bright, queens and
drones may be induced to fly for mating
purposes by exciting the colonies con-
taining them with a sweetened water-

spray by wa\- of the entrance. He con-
siders this method superior to the oth-

er one of confining the colonies, having
the young queens, in a dark cellar till

afternoon, when the drones of all other
colonies have ceased flying.

ENGLAND.
A Comical Misunderstanding.—Lord

Cecile was an enthusiastic bee-keeper.

One day when among his bees he came
across a colony without a queen. He
immediately wrote to a queen breeder
in Welmin to send him a queen at once,

which order was filled accordingly; at

the same time a telegram was sent to

the Lord: "Queen will be on train

.^40." When Cecile went to the depot
in the afternoon to receive his precious

bee, to his surprise he found the mayor
and whole aristocratic circle of Slate-

field already there in full uniform and
dress to await the arrival of "'the

Queen,"' which however did not prove
to be the Qtieen of England, but only

an Italian queen bee. The telegraph

operator should have kept still.

CHINA.

A Chinese bee-hive is described by
Wurth in Die Biene: It is made of

palm bark and bamboo. The inter-

woven structure is coated with clay or

cattle droppings. The latter are first

mixed with a sort of rubber, which is

made from the Koo-schu tree. Access
to the interior of the hive is gained by
a circular door, having a very small

bee-entrance in its center. All hives

used in China are provided with small

entrances as a protection against the

numerous insect enemies.
F. Greiner.

Naples, N. Y.. Feb. i, 1902.

Meridian, Idaho, Jan. 2,^, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:
Dear Sir: At Parma, Ida., on Jan.

18, 1902, the Idaho State Bee-Keepers'
Association was organized.

President—F. R. Fouch, Parma, Ida.

Vice-President—W. F. SchuU, Ros-
well, Ida.

General Manager—E. F. Atwater.
?ileridian. Ida.

Secretary—(Miss) B. M. Petersen,

Lower Boise, Ida.

Membership fee. $1 per year.

Yours truly,

E. F. Atwater.
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MISTERIOS DE LA COLMENA

Guia del Apicultor Cul:)ano

por el

DR. JUAN B. PONS Y FONOLL
3' anotada por el

DR. GONZALO G. VERTA.

iContinua.)

Otro genero' de abejas sin aguijoii

es el llamado Trigona, las cuales tienen

alas mas largas que el abdomen y las

mandibnlas dentadas. Se encuentran no
solo en el niievo Mundo si que tam-
bien en Africa, India y Australasia;

forman sus panales en altos arboles

snspendiendolos de las ramas.

Hay otros generos tales como el

Bombus. Xilocopa que con sus fuertes

mandibulas taladra las maderas de los

edificios para formar sus nidos; las

abejas albaiiiles que constmyen celdas

de tierra. parecidas a las de la avispa

y pertenecen a esta clase los generos
del elegante Osmia, las brillantes An-
gocloras y las muy numerosas An-
drenas.

El genero Megaliche 6 abejas sas-

tres, que forman sus celdas eon hojas
de flores, principalmente de las rosas.

que cortan con sus fuertes mandibulas.
dandoles forma redonda u oblonga
maravillosamente matematica.

Genero de la abeja.

El genero Apis, incluye todas las abe-
jas que no tienen espolon tibial en las

patas posteriores y al misnio tiempo
tienen tres celdas cubitales 6 sub-cost-

ales 16. 7, 8, Fig. 5).

La celda marginal es muy larga. En
el interior del tarso posterior, opuesto
al cesto de polen, hay hileras de recios

pelos, en las obreras 6 neutras, los que
se usan para recolectar el polen.

En los machos, que no rrabajan. y

rid. jr

A

Ttiy t3 Z.I. Ttt.erL^e^a^C. da 71 ch-: toS' 7/

a.. yc7^A casta-I.

i. vena. i}iib ca5iAL
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d. \/ 671-3. 3 7^M^.
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solo sirven para lertilizar las Reina». de las islas las Indias orientales:

los grandes ojos compuestos se ven Apis Indica. de la India y de China:
por arriba, coronando los tres ojos Apis florea de la India. Ceilan, China
simples debajo, 'Fig. 6.) mientras en y Borneo, coino distintas especies. El
las obreras y reinas estos ojos simples cree tambicn que el Apis Adansonia y
cstan arriba entre los ojos compuestos el Apis nigrocinta son distintas aun-
que estan separados 'Fig 7.'. que asegura que pueden ser variedade-

/7z/ 6,

fj6p2,iL r/p Zj.7Zpa77i

TceToUS^ O/aS 5 2;7 '1 /x i V

Especies del genero Apis.

Hay alguna duda acerca del numero
ie especies de este genero. Es cierto

que el Apis ligustica de Spinola, 6 abe-

ja italiana, el Apis fasciata de Latreil-

le, 6 abeja egipcia. la abeja de Chipre

y la de Syria que Mr. Benton asegura
son dos razas distintas. sin embargo no
son mas que variedades del Apis melli-

fica. en la que tambien debe incluirse

la abeja alemana 6 negra.

Varios entomologos consideran el

Apis dorsata de la India; Apis sonata

r'

del Apis Indica, Como el Apis melli-

fica es originaria de Europa. Oeste de
Asia y Africa y como no se encuentra
en la India, parece posible, aunque no
probable qite muchas de ellas sean vari-

edades del Apis mellifica.

El siguiente cuadro dara idea de las

distintas especies, razas y variedades.

A Mr. Jones y a Mr. Frank Benton,
debemos la descripcion del Apis dorsa-
ta y del Apis florea. dice asi. Estas abe-
jas(la Apis dorsata)usualniente suspen-
den sus grandes panales. de las rocas.

Especies.

Apis Indica,

Apis Florea.

Apis dorsata.

Rasas.

[ A. dorsata nigripennis.

! A. dorsata bicolor.

I A. dorsata zonata.

mellifica negra
'abeja alemana.)

A.

A^ariedades.

Carniola.

Heath.
Austriaca.
Negra comun.

Apis mellifica.

mellifica faseiata.

abeja de Egipto.
Sina
Chipre.
Palestina del Sud.
Italiana.

Griega.
Eonnat.

j

Caucasica.

I Ab'-ja de China.

I

A. mellifica unicolor

I

de Madagascar.
A. mellifica Adansoni

—

I

abeja Alricana.
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Estos panales llegan a alcanzar seis

pies de largo por cuatro pies de alto.

Estan colocados uno al lado de otro

separados por un espacio de pujgada y
media. El grueso en la parte superior
que contiene la miel, varia de tres a

seis pulgadas, mientras que en los lu-

gares donde esta la cria, tienen de un^
a una y media pulgadas. Los zanganos
y las obreras se crian en celdas del

mismo tamano, tan grandes como las

celdas de zanganos de nuestras abejas.

Las obreras se asemejan mucho en ta-

mafio y figura a nuestras Reinas Ita-

lianas. Tienen las alas de un negro
azulado, el cuerpo negro con anilloa

amarillos como nuestras Italianas, pa-

reciendose en la forma, tamaiio y modo
de volar a las avispas. Son del mismo
tamaiio los zanganos y las obreras, va-
riando de tres cuartos a siete octavos
de pulgada de largo.

Se subyugan muy bien con el humo:
el aguijon no es mas largo que el de
mestras abejas comunes y la picada no
es tan dolorosa. Los zanganos son de
color pardo oscuro con fajas amarillas.
Las reinas son de amarillo de cuero.
En cuanto al Apis Indica y el Apis

florea que se encuentran en la isla de
Ceilan. Las primeras son de color par-
do con los anillos amarillos y las segu-
ndas son de color pardo con pelos
blancos en los anillos del abdomen.
Los demas caracteres son los misraos
que los de nuestras abejas.

Razas.

Abeja negra 6 alemana.

La abeja negra 6 alemana es la raza
mejor conocida. El nombre de Alema-
na proviene de la localidad mientras
que el de negra no es tan exacto pues
es de color gris negro.
La Reina y los zanganos son de col-

or mas oscuro aunque las patas pos-
teriores son de un color rojizo. La
lengua es mas corta que la de la raza
Italiana.

Las carniolas son una variedad de
esta raza aunque son mas largas. Son
asi mismo variedades de esta raza las

Austriacas y las Heath.

Abeja Italiana 6 de Liguria.

Esta abeja esta caracterizada como
una raza. no solo por su color, sino

por sus habitos. actividad y por poseer
una lengua 6 ligula mas larga y por lo

tanto puede libar en flores de corola

mas profunda donde la abeja alemana
no puede alcanzar. Esta raza fue descri-

ta por Spinola en 1805 quien les dio el

nombre de abeja de Liguria, nombre
de una provincia del Norte de Italia

Golfo de Liguria 6 de Genova de don-
de es originaria esta raza. Esta region
esta cerrada el Norte por los Alpes que
la separan del resto de Europa.
Puede decirse que la abeja Italiana

es un insecto de montaiia pues solo se

encuentra entre Lombardia y los Alpes
a la altura de 4500 pies sobre el nivel

del mar. siendo los Alpes su residencia
nativa.

Algunos Apicultores creen que la

abeja Italiana es una variedad de la

Chipriota 6 abeja de Chipre.
En 1859 los Sres Wagner y Colvin

importaron esta raza de Abejas en
Norte America donde se ha extendido
su cultivo y en i860 Mr. S. P. Parsons
introdujo las primeras colonias que
fueron importadas directamente de
Italia.

Ninguna raza de abejas existia en
America del Norte hasta el descubri-
niiento, pues los indios no tenian pala_

bra con que designar la miel y la cera
que no conocian. Cuando los Europeos
introdujeron la abeja negra 6 comun
los indios les dieron el nombre de mos-
cas del lionihre blancu, y se cree que
las primeras abejas importadas por los

Espafioles. lo fueron en la Florida en
el aiio 1763. Ningun dato tenemos de
la epoca en que fueron introducidas en
la Isla de Cuba aunque parece prob-
able lo seria poco despues de importa-
das en la Florida hacia el aiio 1780.

En la America del sur aunque no se

conocia la especie Apis mellifica, sin

embargo se conocian y conocen las

meliponas y trigonas cuyos caracteres
hemos descrito.

La abeja Italiana designada por Aris-

toteles y Virgilio como la mejor va-

riedad existe aun distinta y pura apes-
ar de los dos mil aiios trascurridos

desde aquella epoca.

La gran superioridad de esta raza. es

reconocida universalmente por todos
los apicultores:

lo porque la abeja italiana es monos
sensible al frio que la abejas comun 6

negra.

2o Sus reinas son mas prolificas.

3o Defienden mejor la colmena con-

tra toda clase de cnemigos. insecto-.

polilla, etc.
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4<i Son mas apacibles y nienos inclina-

das a picar.

5p Son mas laboriosas.

Oo Son menos dispuestas para el robo
pero son mas vale rosas y mas activas
cuando tienen que defenderse.

Tb Son mas faciles de manejar.
So Son mas grandes y tienen mas lar-

ga la ligula.

(Continuara.)

Rugamos a nuestros suscritores que
al dirigirse a un anunciante hagan ref-

erencia al "American Bee-Keeper." tf

Cambiemos liliremente nuestros ideas

y ayudemos por este medio a levantar

la industria.

A parte del provecho que .las abejas
dan a su dueno cuando bien manejadas,
no hay en el mundo entero negocio al-

guno que aproxima al operador mas a
la naturaleza ni que le reditue mayor
cantidad de placer.

SiV.es un apicultor practico haganos
saber lo que \'. ha llevado a cabo y
como V. lo ha hecho. Si V. es un
principiante y busca luz 6 informacion
sobre algun asunto particular, escriba
sus preguntas al Dr. Vieta y el os
ayudara con su consejo valiendose del
"American Bee-Keeper."

Si \'. encuentra el American Bee-
Kceper interesante y util, tenga la

bondad de hablar de el a sus amigos
interesados en abejas. Mientras mas
suscritores tengamos niejor podremos
hacer el periodico. Ayudemonos mutu-
amente.

Si \". necesita algo en ramo de api-
cultura lea el anuncio de ''The Ameri-
can Manufacturing Company" en otra
pagina de este impreso.

Tenemos una lista completa de los
apicultores de la Provincia de Santa
Clara, pero quisieramos poseer los
nombres de todos los apicultores de Cu-
ba. A todo aquel que nos envie una
lista de diez apicultores. fuera de la

Provincia de Santa Clara, mandaremos
el American Bee-Keeper un ano entero
gratis. tf.

Where Bee Sheds are a Convene

ience.

(By L. E. Kerr.t

IX the majority of cases we would pre-
fer putting our bees out in the open,
on individual stands, but we have

lately found that not in every instance
is it desirable for since moving to our
present location we find that a hive
within a foot or so of the ground, on
an ordinary stand, will be literally

painted with mud from the flying sand,
after every rain during the dry summer.
For this reason we have found it con-
venient to put our bees under a shed.
Also in a city, or other place where
room is limited, such a shed would be
equally as convenient. While in the
country, where the bee ranch can be
allowed to spread itself, unrestricted,
it becomes a matter of ability.

We have the advantage of those who
practice bringing the hives together at

the approach of winter in order that
the warmth of each hive may be of ben-
efit to its neighbor: for while they are
changing hives around and getting
bees hopelessly mixed up and confused,
we have only to pack ours away as they
are. The only drawback is in having
the hives so close together during the
summer; but we prefer rather to mark
tlie hives for the bees, than to shufifle

them around from one place to another
in preparing them for winter. Please
hear in mind that we have been writ-

nig for the benefit of the honey pro-
ducer. In breeding queens for the
trade we would want our bees on in-

dividual stands. We can raise hone\',

however, and buy our queens cheaper
than we can raise them.
Hurricane, Ark.

"Stenog." Gleanings' scholarly re-

viewer, with reference to our February
Spanish department, says: "It seems to

have been put in type by those who do
not understand that language." It was
exceedingly kind of our critic to not
have said the same of the English
which appeared in the same number; a

thing he might have done, with equal
truthfulness.

Subscribe for

THE BEE-KEEPER.
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tlemen have "been out west." looking

over the situation and therefore ought

to know.

rUBI.ISHEI) MONTHI.Y I'.Y
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An exchange recently published a

likeness of the man who invented the

\"-shaped top-bar. Rather a question-

able honor: is it not?

There are one or two among us to

whom the beauties of Maeterlinck's de-

lightful book are overshadowed by the

trifling inaccuracies which are but the

imprint of humanity.

We have pleasure in presenting this

month an excellent portrait of ^Michi-

gan's state inspector of apiaries. Mr.

John M. Rankin: whose indefatigable

efforts to wipe out the foul brood of

his state have elicited" the praise of all

progressive bee-keepers.

All queens offered for sale are "red-

clover" queens. No queen on the mar-

ket today but the "long-tongued" kind.

Buyers will have no choice in the mat-

ter this year. It's the very long-

tongued variety or none at all. Order
carlv and a\i)id the rush.

( )ur printer, who. Ijy the way. has

more than a local rcnUation as a streak-

lightning workman, in making up the

forms for the February Bee-Keeper.

served uj) a piece of "pi." which, no

doubt, many of our readers observed, in

the second editorial colunui. It was

decidedly the most distasteful thing

passing- under that name that the edi-

tor has encoimtered in a long time. In

I he fiuure we will serve a better qual-

ilv. ov none at all.

The editors of Gleanings and the Re- Will our correspondents who occa-

view are agreed in the opinion that sionally favor us with contributions,

Avithin a few years the great bulk of our and from wliom we are always pleased

honey' i)roduction will be west of the to hear, very kindly be as brief as pos-

MissisNipni river. Both of these gen- sible in stating wliat they have to say.
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Our space is so liniitoil that wo are

frequently obliged to decline articles

containing much of interest, simply be-

cause of their verbosity. State your

case in just as few words as possible,

please; and write often. These letters

from our readers arc most highly es-

teemed; and it is a matter of regret

that our space will not always permit

us to give them nlace in The Bee-

Keeper.

There is somewhat of a controversy

on in regard to the proner pronuncia-

tion of the word "super," so commonly

used among bee-keepers, to desig-

nate the surplus attachment, over the

hive proper. Should not the source

from which it was evidently derived,

the Latin preposition, set the matter at

rest? Super, above, over, excess. The

man who pronounces it "sooper"' will

probably find himself ui)on as safe

ground as those who insist in pervert-

ing it into "supper." Supper is the

evening meal, or one who sups. Super

is another word, both in spelling and

pronunciation, and probably will so re-

main among bee-keepers until "sup-

perfluous," "supperabtmdant" and "sup-

perincumbent" make their appearance

in the English dictionary.

number him among our occasional con-

tributors. It is his intention to locate

permanently in Wisconsin where he will

pursue apiculture as a specialty. The
editor of the Bee-Keeper has a \ery
warm place in his heart lor the boys
who are coming forward to assume the

burden, and direct the nation's apicul-

lural affairs. Next month we will pre-
sent a splendid picture of a New Eng-
lander whom we believe to be the
youngest bee-keeper in the country.
Let us hear from the boys still farther.

Who is the youngest bee-keeper?

Many readers of The Bee-Keeper

will be interested this month in seeing

a late likeness of Mr. W. T. Stephen-

son, the Illinois bee-keeper who has

occasionally favored our columns.

When we received the photo, we were

inclined to believe that Friend Stephen-

son had by mistake enclosed a picture

of his youngest son, instead of his own.

Upon inquiry, however, we were assur-

ed, in substance, that the picture sent

was that of Old Stephenson himself, all

right. Mr. Stephenson's writings bear

evidence of remarkable familiarity with

the subject of apiculture, for one of his

evident youth, and we are pleased to

THE "NATIONAL" ELECTION.
The following report, received from

Secretary A. B. Mason, of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association, confirms the

expressed opinion of several leaders in

the Association's work that nomina-
tions are a prerequisite to satisfactory

balloting, in this, as in other organiza-
tions. Not that there is any dissatis-

faction with the result of the election,

but the scattering vote and "split tick-

ets" obviously reveal the weakness of

the system employed:

Toledo. O.. January 27, 1902,

We, the undersigned, have this day
counted the ballots cast for general
manager, and three directors of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association to
fill the vacancies caused by the expira-
tion of the terms of Eugene Secor, as
general manager, and J. M. Hambaugh,
Dr. C. C. Miller and C. P. Dadant, as

directors, and find that 338 ballots have
been cast, of which Eugene Secor re-

ceived 172. The other 167 ballots being
cast for twenty-nine dififerent members,
the largest number of votes cast for

any one of them being 2ii-

For directors, J. M. Hambaugh re-

ceived 181 votes; Dr. C. C. Miller re-

ceived 233 votes and C. P. Dadant re-

ceived 216 votes. The other votes be-

ing cast for 109 members, the largest

number cast for any one being 29.

We have also counted the votes cast

for and against the proposed amend-
ments to the constitution, and find that

215 were cast for the first amendment.
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and 93 against it; and 264 votes were
cast for the second amendment, and 47
against it.

A. B. Mason.
S. J. Griggs,

Committee.

Dr. Mason, personally, favors the idea

of electing the officers and directors at

the annual conventions, which, he says,

other organizations do. The sugges-

tion seems to be a p-ood one, and we

should be pleased to have our readers

who are members of the Association,

express their opinion as to its practica-

bilitv. It's a live question.

HONEY PRODUCTION OF THE
UNITED STATES.

In The Bee-Keeper for January, ]Mr.

W. A. H. Gilstrap called the attention

of readers to the necessity of urging

an increased appropriation by congress

for statistical work. The importance of

the efforts will be more apparent to

many after reading the following self-

explanatory letter:

United States Department of Agricul-

ture, Division of Statistics, John
Hyde, Statistician, Stephen D. Fes-

, senden, Asst. Statistician.

Washington, February 4, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your

letter of January 29, 1902, addressed to

the Honorable Secretary of Agricul-

ture, and by him referred to this Divis-

ion, in which you ask for the latest sta-

tistics in the possession of the Depart-

ment relative to the honey production

of the United States.

I have to advise you that the depart-

ment is in possession of practically no

figures upon this subject. It has been

unable in the past to gather any such

figures by its own efforts, and the fig-

ures published in the current papers are

usually no more than estimates and ap-

ply only to portions of the country.

From one trade paper an estimate of the

California crop for 1901 has been ob-

tained and is 4, 800,000 pounds. I under-

stand that the California crop is consid-

ered in the trade as practically the whole
commercial crop of the country. While

considerable honey is raised in other
sections, yet it is safe to say that the

California crop is more than half of the
total.

Regretting that I cannot furnish you
with anything further or more definite

upon this subject. I am
Very truly yours,

John Hyde.

There were, according to the U. 5.

census report, 63,894-186 pounds of hon-

ey produced in the United States in

1889—twelve years ago; and today the

annual production will doubtless ex-

ceed 150,000,000 pounds, which, at the

ordinary prices of five cents for extrac-

ted and ten cents for comb—allowing

that one-third of the product is of the

latter class—would represent a cash

value of $10,000,000. The eleventh cen-

sus of the United States gives the hon-

ey product of 1869 as 14,702,815 pounds.

Thirty-two years later—Feb. 4, 1902

—

the division of statistics of the agricul-

tural department believes 4,800.000

poimds. produced in one state, to rep-

resent more than half of the total hon-

ey product of the Union.

As it appears to this journal, the bee-

keeping industry—an industry which
adds, approximately, ten millions of

dollars annually to the nation's wealth,

is entitled to fuller recognition than is

at present accorded. No one outside

of the fraternity, however, will ever

plead the bee-keepers' cause. We must
ask, urge, demand.

There is said, by a writer in Florida

Magazine, to be at this time a ship ly-

ing in Tampa Bay, which has returned

from a cruise of nearly' seven years, ex-

tending far beyond the south pole;

where, according to the lamented Mr.
Copernicus, there is naught but inter-

planetary space. The captain of this

ship, which brings tidings of a new
continent, invites all to come aboard
and witness the evidence of his discov-

ery. The Bee-Keeper man has not yet

had the privilege of interviewing the

Captain; but, in the interest of W. L.

Coggshall. John H. Martin and its

own circulation, it shall endeavor to do
so without delay.



Literary Notes.

"Xiagara—The Scene of Perilous
Feats" is the title of an article in the
February Cosmopolitan which tells the

story of the many who have year after

year gone to Niagara seeking notoriety

or—death. From the earliest days Ni-

agara has been the Mecca of those who
valued their lives lightlv and the story

of Sam Patch. Blondin. Maria Speller-

ina. the jealous Balleni's attempt to cut

the cable on which his rival was per-

forming over the seething Whirlpool
Rapids. Peter Nissen's ill-fated "Fool-
Killer," and Captain Webb's last swim,
is carried down to Mrs. Taylor, the

onlv survivor of a trip over the great

Falls.

In an article on After Dinner Toasts
in What to Eat. the writer says: "To
the witty after-dinner speaker belong
rightly the glories of the feast. Many
a man returning from a banquet assail-

ed by his wife with 'W^hat did you have
to eat"?" sa3's sleepily. "Oh, I don't re-

member the feed but I heard some rat-

tling good stories. Judge X told the

best one I ever heard.'
"

Mexico is considered by Felix L.

Oswald. M. D., in "Internationa! Food
Studies." Alethe Lowber Craig has an
interesting article on "Washington
Fashionable Dinners," describing an
orchid dinner, the most expensive in

the annals of Washington society.

The stories for the month are: "At
the Cafe de L'Europe" by Kilbourne
Cowles, and "Peggy's Valentines," a

children's story by Laura A. Smith.

"White Flour Vs. Health Flour" is

a strong editorial in the series which
has awakened much attention.

Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 7.—Demand for

honey is better than usual, with moder-
ate supply. We cjuoto fancv comb. 15
to i6c; extracted, 5 to 7c. Honey of
any grade sells well; dark at 8 to 12c,
as to grade. Those interested, please
write. The supply of beeswax is the
lightest in years. We quote fancy yel-
low wax at 28 to 30c; dark, 20 to 25c.

Batterson t-V Co.

New York, Dec. 9.—The comb honev market
is in about the same condition as our last ad-
vices, there being a good demand with enough
receipts arriving to take care of all business.
We quote as follows: Fancy white, per pound,
15c; No. 1, white, 14c; No. 2, white, 12 to 13c;
Buckwheat, 10 to He.

Francis H. Leggett & Co.

Chicago, Nov. 13.—The market is easier in
tone, while prices are nominally the same, but
would be shaded to effect sales. Some cars of
honey en route to eastern cities have been di-
verted to this and surrounding points, which
is having a depressing effect.
Comb brings 14 to 1.3 cents for best grades

of white, and light amber, 12 to 13 cents; dark
grades, 10 to 11 cents; extracted white 5 1-2 to
6 1-2 cents, according to quality, flavor and
package; light amber 5 1-4 to 5 3-4; amber and
dark, 5 to 5 1-4. Beeswax. 28 cents.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 7.—We have
a good supply of honeJ^ with light de-

mand. W'e quote, comb honey. 12 1-2

to 14c; extracted. 6 to 7c. We look for

a better demand in March. Beeswax,
none on the market.

Hamblin & Sappington.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos> precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas. Extractores, etc. In-

ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,
Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.

Boston, Jan. 4.—Comb honey is in

good supply and not working off as

well as would like to see it at this sea-

son. Prices are ranging as follows:

Strictly No. i, 15 to 15 1-2 cents; No. 2

14 cents; extracted, white, 7 to 7 1-2

cents; light amber, 6 1-2 cents.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier
should use the All Right Drinking

Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-

ful invention for poultrymen. Saves

time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-

ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.

You can't afford to be without it.

Send for circular, prices and testimon-

ials to
I. E. BEVER.

Box A. 0I.5 Kelthsburg, 111.

2-r;t



ALL LOWERS OF NATURE "'^^^^''^^"^in^^.riroVe^.o.

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, H EALTH, eto., should not fail to

secure, as a regular visitor to their home.

Popular Science News,
InstructiTe. *->f great value to teachers, and persons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR St'IENCK NEWS the publishers have secured special terms wliereby they are enabled to

B.ake the following SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER f'^^t''^''"™'"^'-'""""'*^

POPULAR StUEXCE NEWS [new] si.x months P) sO

Kkview <)F Reviews [newj '' "' 1
''•'>

Sr'CCE,«s [new or renewal] " " 50

The Ameuic.^.v Hkk-keei'er [new]. "

All Four for

n 2.-i $1.68.
$2 SIJ

cr POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year $1 tiO

Review OF Reviews [new] " " 2 ,iO

S0CCESS [new or renewal] " " 1 00

The Amekica.v Bke-keei>er [new] " " 50

*5 t;o

All Four for

$2.85.

Subscriptions to the Review of Review-Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses

Popular Science News and The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

I'laciim in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, 108 Fulton St., New York City.

TKe PlowsKare.
Published monthly at Mayfield, Kentucky.

Reaches iOOO rural readers monthly. A No. 1

advertising medium. Submit your contracts.

Address, PLOWSHARE,
Lock box 203, Mayfield, Ky.

$1.00 will pay tor a 1 inch advertisement in

The For Sale and Want columns of the

1^1ermsRt-

FLORIDA
MAGAZINE.

An Illustrated Monthly.

One Dollar a Year.

G. T>. ACKERLY, Publisher,

Jacksonville, Florida.
^,f

armers ^.i^dvocale,

one month. Try it, if you want results.

ADVOCATE CO.
12-6t Morrisville, \'t.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

The Michigan
Belgian Fancier

The leading I'.elgiau Hare i>aper, and the only

paper in Michigan that devotes its pages exclusive-

ly to the Belgian Hare.

The right pajier for the Iveginner— for tlie fancier

'—for tlie advertiser.

The regular subscription })rice is

50c. per year. To the readers of

this paper who will clip this adv.

and return it to us with 10c. in

stamps or silver, we will send the

paper for one year. Sample copies

sent on application. Address

The Michigan Belgian Fancier,

8tf Ithaca, Mich,



AGENTS Wanted "w
TV town for oui'

ashing Machines.

You can double your money every time you tiell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than e^'er. Cataloirue Free.

The Empire Washer Co, , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAX,

g,f
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

TO RL N AN ok; 'HARD
OR A FARM PROFIT-
ABLY REQUIRES TM-
PLEMENTSOF MERIT.

Clark's Cutaway Tools

Ave built upon practical and scientific

principles; have every requisite to the

proi>er pulverization of the soil; best

material, best workmanship: none as
easy to operate; Orchard Harrows have
double levers: extension heads for or-

chard use. and are reversible. Can
throw to or from the trees as you wish.

Goes close to the trees. Requires half

less horsepower than other discs. Send
for illustrated circular. All sizes for

farm use.

E. G. MENOENHALL,
General Agent,

Kinmundy, Illinois.

Also proprietor of The Park Nursery,
all kinds of nursery stock. Prices on
application. 8tf

(Mention this Paper.)

^

BARXES
Foot Power Mactiinery,
Tliis cut represer.ts our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List,
^v. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
• • Ruby St.. Rockford. Ill

hixurv -- '--A BATH
T^l.en PMPIRE

taken in .in ^ Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agents \V.\xtei>
Catalogue Free.

,
The EMPIRE
WASHER CO.,
JAMESTOWN,N.Y.

SEND I9(

BIG MONEY MAKER
ofve erer Printed Cont4;ns doUuf of inform*-
tion. Huidiomely illu-tr»t«U. A famous ^id«.
based on practical experience: SS Tarieties land
ftnd water fowls, disease^ and sure curry's, ho^isea,
how to feed hij^h qua ity stock, low prices. BaoJc
and personaJ refer^nc**. AbsoJutelv Reliabb?

IO"WA POULTKY CO.
"Pot hr '<^,PT.•r^r^t#^* Des Moines la

Go South.

The Soil, Climate,

Markets and many

other advantages

invite you. For free copies

of Monthly Journal, and for

Maps, Plats, Facts. Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,

351 Main Street,

,,.,f
Norfolk, Va.



ATBEKS, GA.
The leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.
No farmer fruitgi'ower. stock raiser,

poultryraan. dairyman or even house-
wife can afford to be without this val-

uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on applica-

tion.

ADVERTISING RATES
ABLE.

REASON-

gr. couer, Jameotown, jM. J.

THAT'S ALL IT'S NECESSARY TO
REMEMBER.

IT'S A HOUSEHOLD WORD THROUGH-
OUT THE BEE-KEEPING WORLD.

IF YOU ARE A BEGINNER, KEEP SAY-
ING IT OVER.

IF YOU USE IT WHEN ORDERING
BEE-KEEPING SUPPLIES,

YOU WILL KNOW THAT NO LIVING
MAN HAS BETTER GOODS THAN

YOUR OWN.
THE REASON IS OBVIOUS—
THEY CAN'T BE MADE.

m W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-
Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky ^Mountain Bee Jour-
nal

.'

$ . 50 $ . 75
What to Eat i.oo i-oo
Bee-Keepers' Review •• •- i-oo 1.35
Canadian Bee Journal.. .. i-oo 1.35
Gleanings in Bee Culture- • i-oo i.?5

American Queen 50 -60

Modern Culture i-oo i-oo

Over 100 Liea.diug' ITIag'aziiies aud
Newspapers for 25 Cents.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mail "The liiion Ag:ent " for « months
and over luO leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it—for 25 cents you
receive $1().0U worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such magazines as the Youths' Coin-

i ixiniini. Ontury, Review of Ervieicf:. Womnii's Homf
Compaiuon, Farm and Fireside, Etc. Send today!
This offer is for this month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.
Tlie T'liioii Agent, Coving^ton, Ky.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

FARM
TOPICS

Farm Topics is a practical farm

publication. Every farmer, gardener,

bee keeper, stock breeder, orchardist.

dairyman and poultryman will find it

crowded full of helpful information. It

aims to be practical rather than theo-

retical, and well adapted to all parts of

the country. It contains a larger vari-

ety' of subjects of interest to farmrs

than any other farm paper.

Subscription 50 cents per year.

FARM TOPICS.
loS W Canal St. Cincinnati. O.
4 t

=:THE "

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,

Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cutler, Dade County, Fia. i-'t^

UDITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION,

(Secretary— Dr. A. B. Mason, Station B, Toledo,

Uliio.

Oeneral Manager and Treasurer—Hon. Eugene
Sueor. Forest (^ity, la

Maritime Homestead
i'^

I

Halifax and St. John, Canada
Is the only farm paper east of Mon-

treal claiming over 6,000 of a circula-
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100.0<X> farm homes in
Xevi- Brunswick. iNova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
priutetl 32-page paper, brim full of up-
to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tt" Halifax, Gan.



Patent WiFdd Comb Fouadation
has no sag in brood frames.

Thin Flat BittimlFouidattoi
l:as no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk
about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.
Circulars and sampler free.

J. VAN DEVSEN <£ SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprout Brook, N. Y.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-

view? of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special art!

cles o\\ important national and historical
events. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
publis'ned. are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Har.dscnie drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable

Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type

that appears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing" all sorts and conditions of

life.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

of the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor femusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.

Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO..
41 E. 21st St., New York City, N. Y.

Money in

Farm Poultry.
when properh' conducted. Let us help

you make poultry and other farm pro-

ducts profitable by sending you the

Feather and Farmer six months for ten

cents. A monthly paper. i2 to i6 pages,

48 to 64 columns, large plain type, 50

cents a vear. Address.
FE.\THER AND FARMER,

tf. Jeflfersonville, Ohio.

A Monthly Journal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting,trapping
and Ra\v Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced hunter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy, 5cts. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. K. Harding-, Publish-
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
ome year for only 75 cents.

Tiie Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural inter(>st.s. Largest
circulation of any agricultural^'pa-
por in the west. It circulates in
Mi.'^souri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.Itf

GET MWm
If you want a husband or wife, we

can assist yon. Send 2 cent stamp for

particulars. Address,

AGENT,
Postoffice Box 850.

DENVER, COLORADO.

_ IS ALL IT TAKESC TO PAY FOR

FANCY FOWLS.
The phenominally successful and

most widely read poultry organ ol

the South. Established in 1897, it

is a credit to its section, the great

and growing South. It is out on
time the tenth of each month, is

prosperous and responsible. As a

low-priced paper it is in a class by
it^^elf and is better than most 50c

[japers. 3B to 60 pages. Largest
circulation in its territory of any
|)oultry paper and unequalled as aa
advertising medium to those want-
ing to reach Southern readers.

Address, enclosing 2oc. in coin or

stamps, FANCY FOWLS CO.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.

tf



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING THf
WAY, BUT BUY AN E IVI P 1 R E
WASHER, with which the

frnihst tcotnon can do an or-

diniin/ washing in one hour,
teithiiut welting her hands.
Sample atrchotc.fale2}rlrr. Satisfaction Ounranteed.
Jyo pai/ vntiltried. Hy(Ve/or Hhinlratpd Catalopve
andprices o/Wringcri<Jroni2W Tahlen, Clothes lUelf,
Dry{ngBars,\ynooi}.Taclcs,<{-e. AepntsM^anted. Lib-
eral Terms. O'lickSnlesl Little Work!! Big Pay!!!
Addres8,'JltL% EmpireWashek Co.,Jamestown,N.Y.

5 YEARS FOR 50 CENTS,
Every M'ide-awake farmer should

send for a copy of the most up-to-date
farm paper. Address at once for free
i<ample copy.

FARMERS' AND PLANTERS' GUIDE,
Baltimore, Maryland.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

?ADE Marks
Decigns

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketrVi and description may

quiclily asrertain our Qpinion free whether an
invention is iirobahly patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confident ial. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn «& Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.36'Broadway. New York
Branch Office, 625 F St.. Washington, D. C.

The Only One of Its Glass
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published monthly. 20 pages. Subscription 50c.

Kstablished IS'.tT. Circulation 5,000.

Devoted c.vclusively to creamery and dairy in

terests and diversified farming. Advertising rates

zcade known on application. J. P. Isuaki,,

Itf Publisher. Lincoln, Xeb.

00 YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understaRds

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

Ttat Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-

load of the aimless nomads that claim to cov-
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THE
AMERICAN BEEKEEPER.

TenDoztnit e jerd / mon d n fonn l-^ ' png
Our New 1 k lit l|>r, mr I'oiilti \ Kitixi*' '"s

how, explains why so many fall anil so few sucieeil.
A Book we can commend with o good conseienie as

a(;REAT HELP to all Poultry Keepers ycuiiy,' or
old. Describes (JU varieties of fowls, well ilhi-truted,
and contains a Poultry Keepers Account .-^hi'UiDg

pain or loss monthly ;on heavy jiaperworih i."> cIs,

This Book Free with our Poultry Paper one year for

2.5c. or Book free with paper 3 months for I Oc.
JJescriptlve circulars Free for stamp t'M>ay po-.ta!:e,

M'av.'!>ide I'oultry to., flintonville, ('onn.

SOUTHERN

PIT GAMES
Is devoted strictly to

PIT GAME FOWLS.
Xow is the time to stiljscrilte.

One dollar per year. Sample
copy free.

JEFF FLEMING,
Blakelj', Ga.

P. O. Box 4.

X, B.—I also breed the fol-

lowing" celebrated pit games;

Fleming's Invincibles, Grist

Champions, ^^'arhorses. Geor-

gia Blacks, etc. Send for new

catalogtie, illtistrated in colors,

and mention this paper r.-4t.

Valuable Poultry Book Free.

Contains over 50 pages practical inforniaMOn
on all phases of the subject. Also 50c C'llec-

1 tion of seeds; 50c due-bill; package Poultry

Tonic: formula for Lice-Killer; subscription to

Poultry I'aper; Calendar for 1902; and our big

catalogue of bargains in -trees, plants, seeds,

poultry, and supplies, telling you how to se-

cure a setting of eggs free and win $5<i in

V)rizes. Send names of five farmers and 20c to

help pav postage. Address.
I. E. BEVER.

Box B-21, Keithsburg. IH.

3-3t.



Webster's Unabnd^ed
Dictiojvary

FRE
Send $1.00. the regular subschplioii price c.f IHK HOUSEHOLD REALM and vou

will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pap^s, size of page s\-^xW/, inches gilt
letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retai'b in
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking. Chil dren Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans
Fashion. Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry. Music. Miscellaneous Articles, etc Established in IS^Jfl'THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 Dearborn St.. Chicago, III.

TQissoari
AND

/trkaivsas

farmer and ']Frj,iim,aa,^'

It tells you where to get cheap farming
fruit, grazing and timbered lands; where to
go to fish, hunt and for health; about nevr
towns, new railroads, and where to make pay-
ing investments. The largest and handsomest
HOMESEEKERS paper in the United States.

Address: R. J. PROFITT. Publisher.
Kansas City, Mo.

If you wiint to hciir

evt'rythiii<j about
tlie South enclose ;t

silver quarter in a
-:oniinoii letter for
:i year's subscrip-
tion to the

i FARM INVESTOR AND
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.

Published once a month, is devoted to ag-
riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-
terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-
vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
tarm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports and
will advise the best time to sell stock' and
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write usm full and save time. Address BELL BROS
Keal Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro'
pnetors of "Farm Investor," Marysville Ohio

Your advevti.sement to be a success
must be placed in the ONLY succe.s.-;-

ful EXCHANGE JOURNAL in exist-

ence. A 30 -worcl ad. costs but 25
cents. Subscription 50 cents a year.
Sample copies 5 cents, none free. Your

monev back if not satisfied.

THIS FOR THAT PUBLISHING CO.,
227 Belden Ave.. Chicago, 111.

V^ Lool^i
'oa

iB^el^W^fG)?
We think not. The West is the direction to

look forward to for business. Have you either

Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, that you
wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon iPo^lf'1

is the best medium of its class through which
to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON. Manager,
Salem, Oregon.

$15,000
IN CASH to be GIVEN A\\AV. By a

special arrangement of the Press Publis'ning
Association, of Detroit, Mich., the readers of
The Farmers and Planters Guide are enabled
to participate in the distribution of JIS.OO') in
c.ish to_ be divided into prizes ranging from
$1 to $5,000. The winning of one of thejc
prizes may be the means of starting you on
the road to fortune. Send a two-cent stamp
to-day for particulars. Address

The Farmers' and P/aniers' Guide,
6 S. Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all
kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Why pav more? Address.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boston. Mass.

Wanted, Local Managers,
to organize and take charge of branch Rabbit-
ries all over the U. S.. Canada. Mexico. West
Indies and Central America. T. V. Cortlez
represents us at Manila, Phillipine Islands.
Send stamp for Large Free Book, particulars,
ind sample copy of Best Belgian Hare and
Poultry paper in the world.

^.ASTERN IMPORTING & BREEDING
COMPANY.

Belfast, Maine.



HougK Rider s«^^^b^"T
Bt^sf shiDper, best keeper, best seller, latest ami most
productive strawberry in existence. ^llSiifn <m 214 acres
in r.ioO. Was shipped to England successfully. We offi-r

5'-") in sold for largest berry produced in lOOii. Agents
wanted in all strawbeny sections. We control the oviii;-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER. Introducer, Box PULASKI. OSWFaoCO . N.V.

ITHB GRAND ARMY WORLD,
Army and Navy Chronicle. The National Illustrated Monthly Magazine

CONTENTS—Stories, reminiscences, illustrations. Special department
"Points on Pensions.."

Year $1.00; six months, $.50; three months. ^-25; copy. ^^-lo.

The Grand Army World and Navy Chronicle, 243 Broadway. New Y.rk
City.

Introdticory three months trial, 10 cents. Sample copy mailed on receipt

of two-cent stamp.
3-2t. PROMINENT WRITERS.

CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Daughters of select, imported and se-

lect, long-tongued breeders. Also se-

lect straight five-banders; bred 3 3-4

miles apart. No impure bees within 3,

and but few within 5 miles. No disease.

Untested. 75c; tested. $1.50. Send for

free circular.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;
Hijas de selectas importadas y de

selectas lenguilargas. '^'-'mbien excelen-

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Sin

abjias impuras en el radia de 3a5 millas.

Sin enfermedades. No probadas a 75

centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase cir-

culares gratis. John M. Davis, Sprin<;

Hill. Tenn., E. U. A.

RELIEF FOR SUFFERERS,
BIG MONEY FOR AGENTS.
Our Wonderful Pocket Inhaler, for

coughs, colds, sore throat, headache,
neuralgia, etc., should be in every

home. Will last a year and be used
eve'ry day. Pleasant and effective. We
want every Bee-Keeper reader to give

it a trial and be convinced of its genu-
ine merit. Sent to any address, prepaid

©n receipt of 25 cents.

We offer imequalled inducements to

agents who will assist in placing this

wonderfully effective and most pleas-

ant remedy before the public. Our
agents are meeting with marvelous suc-

cess. Write for special terms to agents.
We'll do the right thing by you.

W. J. BASS & CO..
Ft. Pierce. Fla. (f

DID YOU KNOW that there was a

new bee-journal in the South?

TheLone Star Apiarist
a live, up-to-date journal; tells about

hundreds of the finest bee-locations in

the world yet unoccupied and also o:

the Editor's extended trip through that

"great South-west Texas bee-keeper;'

paradise."

Having absorbed the "SOUTn
LAND QUEEN" leaves the Apiari-

the only bee-journal in the south. A
dollar-a-year monthly. Subscribe now.

Address,

The Lone Star Apiarist, 1
tf Floresville. Texas.

TT- YOU COULD EXCHANGE

Oive Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep your do'.'.ar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of.

The American^lriN^entor

you will get two-dollar.<; worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 F St.,iN.LW.;Washington, D. C
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ft atul send it to us witli ti'ii ciiits (silver) in-

ft closed, and receive in return a six ujonths'

2 trial subsciption to

ft People's Companion Magazine,
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ft

ft

%
ft

ft
ft
ft
ft

CUT THIS OUT

It's the one you hear so much about. Ad.

rates, .i cts. per line; .'ill cts. per inch, (jive

us a trial ad. and feel wliat a puller it is

Sample copy for two cent stamp.

People's Companion Pub. Co., 1
MILW AlKKE, WIS. S

Ed. De Lonue. Ed, and Pub. ^tfg

To Subscribei-s of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER,
And Others!

Durin? the ^[onths of

January, February, March and April

We Win Send The

Country
Journal

lo any addi-ess in tlie U. S. A., oue
year for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-
]ior printed for the pi'ice.

Address.

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2-ic.

O
Austral Culturist

and Pcultry Gazette.

tries.
Also THE APIARISr. L^aflndus

(Established 10 years).

20 pages njonthly. Subscription 3s. t;d. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and
Tasmania. A good medium to American
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian Colonies,

--'.I rollins stri'f^t,

Melbourne, Australia.

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,

Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8t£ Nashville, Tenn.

Poultry and

Belgian Hare

Standard.
Leader on Poultry and Hares; giving the greatest

amount of practical instruction each issue—just

what every breeder must have to succeed.

A text book of 175 pages is

given with each yearly subscrip-

tion which includes five cents for

postage. State whether poultry

or hare book is wanted and send

fifty-five cents to

STANDARD,
512 Hall Building,

jj^{
Kansas City, Mo.

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

I 8t£ Milwaukee, Wis



PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

"^iiui your business dir«'ct to Wasliington
Saves time, costs less, better service

My office close to tlie U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Tw^enty
years' experience.

Book ''How to Obtain
Patents"' etc., sent fri'.e.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receive

special notice, without charge, in the

INVRNTIVEl AQEl.
I'.lastrateii Monthly. Twelfth.year. Termsflayear

E. G. SICGERS,
•.)is F Street >'. ^\'. Wabhinytcin, I). ('

Still 10c. a Year.
Until fui'thcr notice you can still

^et the POULTRY, BEE AND
FRUIT JOURNAL for 10c. per

vear. Or by getting four of your
friends to send with you, we will

either extend your subscription one
year or make you a gift of a good
poultry book. Send ta-day—NOW
—before it is too late, as this otter

may be withdrawn at any time.

Send your dime and get the neatest,

boiled down, right-to-the-point,

stop-when-you"ve-said-it m o n t hly

journal an entire year.

Thirty words in Breeders' Column for 25c. Dis-
play advertising 75c. per inch. net. No discounts
for time or space. A guarantee of satisfaction
written in every contract.

Poultry, "Res and Fruit Co,,

Davenport, Iowa.

SEE !
-"^^'"^ Older Dealers, in fact

all advertisers wiU find

THIS AND THAT a splendid medium
for results. Give us a trial and be

convinced. Rates, for a short time

only. G cents per nonpareil line. Cir-

<ulaTiou 12,000. Address,

r. FORTSON PRUETT, Publisher,

Sidney, New York.

SEND 29. STAMR.
For printed information regarding the most

fertile unimproved farm in Xlinnesota, where
crops never fail, that can be had from $5. CO

to $12.00 per acre. This spring will be the

last opportunity to 'get lands so cheap, as but
comi^aratively small amount of the best lands
remain, but has already Tjeen purchased by
actual settlers. Prices also will advance rap-

idly. We own and absolutely control 120.C0ii

acres of the choicest land which has ever been
on the market. Also list of o-ood improved
farms ranging in price from $25.00 to $65. Ou
per acre.

VVINON.\ & WESTERN LAND CO..
?,tl. Box 247. \Mnona, Minn.

SEND TO FARMERS WIVES
Names and Postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free

for one year. These names are valuable to vis.

u'e are publishing the handsomest and most
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-
ed exclusively to the interests of the women
folks on the farm at 50 cents a year. If vou
hesitate, send two-cent stamp for a sample
copy and be convinced we are giving you a

verv desirable Journal.
THE F.\R.\IERS' WIFE,

2-tf Winona, Minn.

Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
01 the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that product-

all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all thv-

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

vy good journals than that of the fartneri Unin-

telligent unpronreasiveness has now no excuse.

•^HAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.



Beeswax wanted
Wewillpay28 cents cash or 30

cents in goods for good quality of
Beeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
ER, N.Y. If you have any, ship itto

us at once.
[Prices subject to change without notice.]

The W. T. Falconer Mf&:. Co.

ECCS IN WINTER
p easily obtained under riirht conditions and
or nttontion. Suhscrihe for our poultry pap*T
I'-firn how. 25 .n^. a year. Sample copy free.

THE POULTRV ITEM, Box 190, Fsicks, Pa.

"\V. M. (MTi-ish, East N()ttiiitiii;iiii, X.
H., keops a coitiplcte supply of dur
t;o(ids, and oasK^rn cnstoiiiers will su^n
frcjirlit by ortU'riiijj of him.

TiiR W. T. F.\i,r()NKR MFfi. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
Tlicy are the finest.

TIlorsANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OV SECTIONS,

Ready for Prompt Shipment.

G- B- LEWIS CO.. Watertown. Wis.,—== === U. S. A.

Special Agency, C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington st., Indianapolis, Ind.

Cataloc; Free.
^

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.

Every NEW SCBSCRIBER sending $L00 for the WEEKLY American B&e
Journal for one year will receive a copy of Xewman's li-O page 'B: es and

Honey" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Be© Journal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 144 Erie St.. Chicago. 111.

THEFERRIS
WAX REFINER

to be nsed in connection with steam wax ex-

tractors, increases the value of wax two cents

a pound and pays for itself in refining fifty

pounds of wax. For sale by all dealers or

C. G. Ferris,

Richfield Springs. N. Y.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Every bee-keeper, and especially if he has not

had long experience, should have at least one good

text book upon the subject. The following are

doubtless the very best works On bee-keeping. In

ordering by mail be sure to add the amount of

postage named:
Postage

Price, extia

AlU' of BeeCuIture (A.I.Root).cloth »1 00 2(ic.

I'.ee-keepers' Guide (Prof. A. J. Cook) 1 00 loc.

Langstroth on Honey Bee, rev. (DadantM 10 Lie.

quinbys New Bee-keeping (Quinby) . 1 40 10c.

Thirty Years Among Bees (Alley) 4>i 2c.

How to Manage P.ees (Vandruff i 25 5«

Amateur Bee-keeper (Tiouse) 20 6c.

The W. T. Falconer NIfg. Co.,

POULTRY POINTERS
Published monthly for beginner?. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 2."i cents. Advertising
rates. 25 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

rOT'LTRY POINTERS PUB. CO..
Belding. Mich.

A MOTH-PROOF
BEE HIVE.

For particulars address, with >tamp.
Bryan Tyson. Carthage. X. C. You will

please mention this paper. t, 2t.

HELLO/ Do vou want some eood puri»

^ ^y^^^ POULTRY?
Weca.T furnish you ECCS FOR HATCH-

ING from tine White Wunder fowls. R. C. B. Leg-
horns, B. P. Rocks. Partridge Cochins; S. L.. Gold-
en and Black Wyandottes, Toulouse Geese. Rouen
Ducks and Mammoth Bronze Turkeys. If you want
something good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention this

paper. Address,

Hf The Eureka Poultry Farm,
Established ID years. Hamburg, Wis.

One of the most Northern poultry farms in the L". S.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor Y'ork says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 21 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keex^er,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal,) one

year for 65c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., Higginsvnie, Me.



Do You Produce
Comb Honey?

llerc Is sonit'tliin-- tluiT will iiircresi yoii.

••The I>anzvn]);ikei- Hive I tliiuk will take precedence over all

others. I am deliuhted with it. as it is siiiiple. and easily nia-

nipidated." K. II. PEPWOUTH.
rieterniaritzNur.u-. Naral. Sduth Africa. Nov. :'>(i, lltOl.

If you buy the I>anz. hive you will tind a ready market for

your hone.v. Coud) honey in Dan/,, sectious has never yet I)eeu

licld iie( ause of ••little <leniaud."

Extracted Honey?
You will need jiood hives, knives, and most of all, a jiood

lioney-extractor. Root's Cowan Itapid lieversible Extractors are

used everywhere, and alw.-iys acknowled,i;i'd to be the liest. P>e

sure to ji"et one of our make.

Beeswax?
Y,ou should have the 1iest wax-extr.ictors. else large (luantities

of Avax will be left in the refuse. See wliat one extensive aud
l)ra<-tical bee-keeper s.-iys of our German wax press:

For 20 years past 1 have had to render up oul cond)s or eap-

pinjis in larger or suiall (luantities. and my experience has beeu
<'Xtensive, for I have tried faithfully almost every known method
to get all the wax out. but have never succeeded to my satisfac-

tion until recently. I got of you a German wax-i)ress, that comes
nearer accomplisliiug that ol).ject than anything 1 have ever tried

I am more than satisfied with it. for, if used according to direc-
tions, there is little if any w;ix left in the i-efuse. Any ou<'

used to tlie old nietluxls will be astonished at the i-esults obtained.
In this press you liave given those in need of it the best thing, to

my mind, you have e\er brouglit out. and I really believe all wlio
tiy it will pronounce ;t a real treasure. There ai-e other points
of advantage that 1 could mention, one of which is its perfect
safety—no boiling over and setting tire to everything, and it can l)(.

left alone witliout car*' f<ir iiuite ;i time, and everything can be
kept neat and clean, .mil it occu]iies very little room.

E. T. I'LA\A(4AX.
Helleville. 111.. Dec. 12.

Root's goods are for sale everywhere. See list of joboers
and agents in the .I.inuary bee-journals. A full list of local agents
sent you on I'eipiest. ^^'e will also send you :i little l)ook. ••Facts
About l!ees." desci-iliing tile Danz. liixc. ;iud oui' catalot;- <in i-e-

(p-est.

WA.XTFD.— Heesw ax. I'rice aliout 2Sc cas], ,,r .••,(ic in trade fo^
pure .-iverage beeswax, ih-livered liere. We want also a cai- of
white sage i>xtracted honey, also larg<' lots of ^^'IIITE CO.MP
IIoXFV in DAXZ sections.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.

1



Enteivtl at tlie I'ostortife. Fort Pierce, Fla.. as seeoiul-class mail matter.



I Perfected Von Culin Incubator
is known pretty well all over th<^ t-ountry and has never failed to prove satisfactory

when handled by a person of intelligence and with ordinary attention. We guar-

antee them to be satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. What's more fair than

this offer, and doesn't it show that we mean what w<! say as to its merits? Send

for cataldgui'.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

Success in life depends upon what you read.

Tou surely want to read our paper, SUNSHINE. This paper is pub-

lished for the home, containing :52 pages. The many departments are

made up of CLEAN, BRIGHT. ELEVATING and HELPFUL reading

for every household. Our motto is to help others help themselves Price,

only 25 cents a year.

cricr'IAI in r'CMT OPPPP send us lO cents and the ii.amfs and addresses
OrEvIAL IU=vCn 1 UrrCIV of five persons and we will send you Sunshine

one year. Every reader of this paper should avail themselves of this otter. Address your
1 pft pre t(

»

3 4t. MAYES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.

MONEY IN HENS.
400 per ct. piofitbTour own method;
all explained in our POILTKY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepersi Astonishing results Will surprise and please

TOU BOOKLKT VKKK TO EVKKYKOlM-or Bip Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 nios. for 10 cents. Addrei*,

W. P. CO., Box CllntoMvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
P./V i

JOIN OUR -^ J

50 cts MUSIC CLUB^Octs
Fifty cents pays for one year's membe^sh^p.

You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell fn^m
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yew
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Sheridan foultr;] Yarde.

Sheridan, Mich.,

"Tf*^" P|arred Pl/moutK Rocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Eggs in season, $1.2o per 13; $2.00 for

20. First orders booked, first filled.

1-Gt

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nov-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,

Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern, Jamesto\vn, N. Y.

:^f^Yohlooi^in6 ^of ^ l]orr^e?
Do you wish to make an investment? Have

)OrnC '^ /ou any property which you wish to sell? No
i }

' farmer should think of buying a home until

he has secured a copy of THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. It has the lar-

gest list of farms advertised in it of any paper published in the state of Iowa. It reaches thir-

ty thousand readers each issue. It is one of the best papers to advertise in that there is pub-
lished in the state of Iowa. It has a circulation in nearly every state in the Dnion. Every man
who handles real estate should be a subscriber to this Journal. He will find that it will put
him in the way of making enough deals the first month to more than thirty times pay him
for what the Journal would cost him for one year. Send 75 cents and we will mail you the
Journal one year, or for ten cents in silver or stamps we will send you the Journal two
months on trial. Advertising Rates onlv ten cents per line for one month. Address
THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL, TRAER, TAMA Co.. lA.

Hygienic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN MONIES,

where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hyeienic Water Seal Commode is an absolute necessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed bv leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.



Incubator Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON CULIN— —INCUBATOR
is the moj-it perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and
saved with this most perfect incubator Prices $7.00 up.

Catalog free. Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
(Incubator Department) Jamestown, N. Y

CONE'S POULTRY
AND FARM JOURNAL

AND THE

CHICAGO

Weekly INTER OCEAN
BOTH ONE YEAR

FOR ONLY 50c.

ADDRESS,

COXE'S .JOURNAL,

Saginaw, Mich.

•2-4t.

Just a Minute of Your Time.
Send us a list of the bee-keepers in

your vicinity and we will send them
sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This
will not take much of your time or be
much trouble to you and you will be
doing your friends a favor.

n, If.
If, BINGHAM
has made all the im-

provements in

Bee Smokers and
Honey Knives

made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on' earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too large, sent
postpaid, per mail $1.50

3!^ inch 1.10
Knife, 80 cents. .S inch 1.00

2!^ inch 90

T.F.Bingham, ?!°^'';,;-v- ••:•• '«
wr ii^M- ._ Llttle^Vonde^, 2in. .65
Farwell, Mich.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bce-Karoer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCKY MOUNTAIN BEE OTRNIL

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Bouldef Colo.



SEND US the names and ad-ii

dresses of 20 of your
friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoflRees— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (silver).

8tf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb,

Looking West?
Did you ever think of Oregon or the

Pacific Northwest, the great big coun-
try that is so rapidly developing and
settling up?
Don't you want to know what is go-

ing on out West in the Poultry busi-
ness?
Have you any goods you would like

to sell Western people? if so send for
sample copy of

The Northwest Poultry News.

It's "A Good Egg" full of good news,
has the finest colored cover of any
I)Oultry paper in U. S.

Sample copy free. Subscription, oOc
year. Address,

The Northwest Poultry News
Portland, Ore.

3-4t.

Patents. s.

PATENT and PENSION
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, ;il2 Ind. Ave.,
WASHTNOTON, J). C.

If you wish to know anythinjj

about patents or pensions writ'e to

the above. They have been in th(^

business continuously since 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to ha
credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses
about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does thia btrike jou?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
SIf

THE WEEKLY SUN,
Canada's Great Farm and Home Journal,

Published at TORONTO, CAN.
Special features,

Farmers' market reports.

Full and accurate reports of farmers' gatherings,

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so good a medinm of com-
munication with the best fi> '-mers of Canada, h t>



the Pan,
WITH

Ton FLEHING
ILLUSTRATOR.

All hook dealers.

By mail $2.00.

Nut Shell Pub. Co.

IOS9 Sd Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
•It is the most aniiisinK and entertaining

book relating to the Kxpofition that has been
puhlii^hed."—Buffalo Illustrated Express.

"The hero ia a witty historian who sees more
than any one visitor could possibly observe, and
the illustrations are as eH'ective as the story."
—Leslie's Weekly,

'The book is worth buying if only for the tine

reproduction of a very remarkable portrait of

the late President, drawn entirely with one line

an achievement itself, but a bit of art when the
result is superior to many pictures,"

—

Brooklyn
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
Fxposition is well and cojjiously ilUistrattd.

Its humor is of a Htrikiiig and epieramafK' or-

der, and will suit popular taste." —Lnuisviue
Courier Journal.

"Iti-i a large and handsomely bound v-.ilume.

p.ioperly illustrated in tlie authors own inimit-
ablp way. and tells as plainly as words the story
of the Fxposition from a comic standpoint. In
the iiomain of art Tom Flpming has a touch c f

('vuiksbank in him, and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
original.',

—

Pittsburg Leader.

VoTK—On request within 10 days, a
c»r)V of tlii.s hook will he e.xpressed pre-
paid, on approval, lorespoiisihle jierson.s

EVERY BOY HIS OWN TOY. MAKER.
Tells how to make all kinds Toys,
Bteatn Engines, Photo Cameras,
Windmills, Microscopes, Electric
Telegraphs, Telephones, .Magic
Lanterns. jEoliaa Htii-pa, Boats,

from a rowboat to a schooner; al-

so Kites, Balloons. Masks. Wag-
I ons. Toy Houses. Bow and Arrow.
Pop Guns. Slings, Stilts, Fishing

_ Tackle. nalit>it and Bird Trtips.

and many oi hers.. Al 1 i s made so plain that a Iwy can

?SsilTmIk« them. 2^handso.ne lllus Thisgreal book

DSm»inoc, IDEAS PUBUSHING CO..
Wii-mingtoNa Del.

SHiNE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown.

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with

foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shot

rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-

ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-

atious searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring

The Kecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England,

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly

subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

Overstocked
with Bee Hives!

I am overstocked with hives. Will sell

two thousand at

Prices you cannot duplicate.

St. .Joe, Dovetailed, Wisconsin, Cham-
pion, or Langstroth Simplicity.

Ask for prices and say how many you

want. Can ship at once.

Can Save you Money.
No difference where you live. Other
goods as cheap as anybody.

SUPrrA' BUSINESS for sale cheap.

Address

Emerson T. Abbott,
ST. JOSEPH, MO.tf

Southern farm Gazette
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-

cultural Paper published in Missippi. Sub-
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. It

you are interested in cheap homes and rich

lands learn about them through the Gazette.

Splendid advertising medium. Address
GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO..

Starkville, Miss,

vou details of this and other good things.



AGENTS Wanted "W^^'sh^'ng Machines.

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than e^'er. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

stf

TO RUN AN ORCHARD
OR A FARM PROFIT-
ABLY REQUIRES IM-
PLEMKNTSOF MERIT-

Clark's Cutaway Tools

Are built upon practical and scientific

principles; have every requisite to the

proper pulverization of the soil; best

material, best workmanship; none as

easy to operate; Orchard Harrows have

double levers; extension heads for or-

chard use, and are reversible. Can
thrOAV to or from the trees as you wish.

Goes close to the trees. Requires half

less horsepower than other discs. Send

for illustrated circular. All sizes for

farm use.

E G. MENDENHALL, 1 ^^i
General Agent,

Kinmundy, Illinois.

Also proprietor of The Fark Nursery,
all kinds of nursery stock. Prices on
application. 8tf

(Mention this Paper.)

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
W. F. & T. BARNES CO.,
913 Ruby St., Rockford. 111.

IS a
luxuryA BATH

when UMPIRE
taken in an " Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agen'ts Wanteo.
Catalogue Free.

, The empire
'washer CO.,
Jamestown,N.Y.

BIG MONEY MAKER ^r^!'est CAtai-

ef«e arer Printed Contains doUsn of inform*-
tion. Handsomely illii-trat«d. A funous fruide,

based on practical ezperienc*: S6 Tarietie^ land
and wat«r fowls, diseases and tnrecuxfs, ticusea, *

how to feci hitrh qua it> stock, low prices. Bnnk i

and personsJ referencet. Absolutely HeliaMe.

lO'WA POULTRY CO.
Box K8 icwrnchtaMU Des Moines la

Go South.

The Soil, Climate,

Markets and many

other advantages

invite you. For free copies

of Monthly Journal, and for

Mai)s, Plats, Facts. Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,

851 Main Street,

,,.,. Norfolk, Va,
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A GARDEN.

Say. let u> plant a garden fair.

With old-time flowers in it;

And give it every day some care,

If only for a minute.
Let tender thoughts work out the plan.
And loving words give reasons.

For these can do what naught else can

—

Make summer of all seasons.
Oh, let us build a garden fair

And make it one long summer;
Just one small spot that all may share,

No matter who the comer;
And set therein sweet mignonette.
Whose greetings soft and tender.

May make the shyest heart forget

The outward show and splendor.

Yes, let us make a garden fair,

Of smiling flowers and faces,

To glad the earth where it is bare,

And brighten life's dark places.

Let roses beautify the May,
And winter pinks, December,

.So every one that conies our way
May pass on and remember.

—Selected.

Spring Dwindling of Bees and Its

Causes.

• By W. W. McNeal.)

IX the beautiful spring time when na-
ture l)egins to unfold her charms and
the bee awakens from her long win-

ter's sleep and again assumes the cares
and responsibilities allotted to her. how
important it is that the vitality, which
is now fading so fast, be shielded in

every possible way; for though the sun
may shine brightly, the greater part of

the colony are far on the shadv side of

life.

The movable-comb bee-hive, while
it greatly facilitates work in the apiary,

compromises in a large measure the
natural protection of the old box-hive
to the bees. This must be conceded,
since bees in box-hives nearly always
pass this critical season of the year
more successfully than do those in

frame hives.

You may say it is because colonies in

the larger box hives usually have more
and better stores: that by reason of the

good, ripe sealed honey the bees win-

ter better and they are stronger than
if compelled to feed upon honey that

was gathered late in the fall. This is

all very true and one of the essentials

in the prevention of spring dwindling.

But the natural advantages of the box-
hive is seen further in the fact of the

combs being attached to the cover-
board, thus dividing the spaces between
the combs into so many little rooms.
The bees are enabled to regulate the

heat of the cluster earlier in the season
for it is held right where it is needed.
And by the time the bees can fly act-

ively in the spring, there are a large

number of young bees ready for duty.

In fraine hives the air circulates

freely all round the combs and unless

the hive has abundant protection from
the cold, the actual comb space within

the clusters that is sufficiently warm for

brood rearing, is so small that the col-

ony barely holds its own till the arrival

of settled warm weather. The old bees
wear themselves out from exposure in

a vain attempt to carry on brood rear-

ing. With the air circulating freely

throughout every part of the hive and
a loose cover-board permitting the es-
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cape of warm air, the conditions are

about as adverse as they could be.

These conditions will winter a col-

ony of bees but they won't
carry them safely through the spring.

When the colony is compactly cluster-

ed and quiet during the cold of winter,

upward ventilation will keep the combs
dry and the hive sweeter than when
no means of ventilation is provided.
But notice the difiference in the re-

quirements of the colony during the
two periods. A mild, dry atmosphere
for the former, a warm, moist one for

the latter. Water is almost as essential

to bees when breeding, as pollen;

and if thej' cannot get it within the
hive they will go outside for it on days
that are so cold that hundreds, yes
thousands of them become chilled and
never get back to the hive. There can-
not be a very appreciable gain in the
strength of a colony when an old bee is

lost for every young one reared in this

way. Of what avail is the giving of
good, ripe stores for winter food

—

which contain a very small per cent of

water—and then compel the bees the
following spring to go down to the
branch and sip the cold water to their

almost certain destruction?
These are fine points in the manage-

ment of bees and we cannot afford to

ignore them. By closing the spaces be-
tween the combs at the top, the heat
within those spaces actually occupied
by the cluster, will be enough warmer
than the surrounding atmosphere to
cause a perceptible condensation of

moisture upon the outer combs and the
hive walls on days that are too cold
for bees to leave the hive with safety.

If cool, dry winds prevent the practic-

al efifect of this and the bees give evi-

dence of the fact, I would give them
water in a Doolittle division-board
feeder. It is well known that bees will

not leave the hive only under pressure
during unfavorable weather, and no
progressive bee-keeper will suffer his

colonies to become depicted in number
by searching for water in early spring.

.^s soon as the winter season proper
is over or when the protracted cold of

winter is past, colonies in frame hives
should liavc the cushions removed and
common newspaners laid snug and trim
directly on the frames, within the bcc
space. Then if a telescope cover is

used, several thicknesses of paper
should be laid on extending out over

the edge of the hive far enough to lap

down warm and tight when the cover is

on. An empty super placed on top of

the paper and the cushion again push-

ed down into it, makes the hive condi-

tions as good or better than those of

the box hive. One can often get old

sample copies of newspapers at almost
any postoffice for the asking. The bees

will sometimes gnaw the paper some-
what and some colonies will do this

more than others. But they seldom
gnaw clear through them before it is

time to remove them from the hive. In

fact T regard this rather as a help in

determining the strength of colonies,

for the strong ones will pile up more
paper fuzz at the entrance. Weak col-

onies should have their hives exchang-
ed for clean, dry, warm ones before the

papers are put on. By putting a sheet

of waxed paper next to the frames,

the bees will usually not bother them
much. A little later on, all colonies

should be overhauled to determine the

amount of stores each contains. If

some have died outright the combs- of

honey left can be distributed among
the other colonies verj' advantageously.
Spring feeding is more often a source

of evil than it is one of good; that is.

when liquid honey or syrup is given
the bees daily in small quantities, for

it entices them to fly out on days when
they should remain in the hive. This
kind of feeding is one which beginners
will do well to let alone save on a

small scale for experimental purposes.
When it is absolutely necessary to feed

I advise giving enough at one time
so that the job may be gotten through
with as soon as possible.

To sum it up, spring dwindling is

but the logical consequences of a

wrong usage of the modern hive. Give
the bees a chance by observing the

foregoing regulations and this difficulty

may be entirely surmounted.
Wheelersburg, Ohio. March i, 1902.

Feeding.

my Arthur C. Miller.1

TO FEED or not to feed? That is

the question, and I presume that

for some time yet it will continue
to be answered by most bee keepers
according to their own idiosyncrasies.

However, a few more words may not
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he amiss, even though the editor gave a

very good exposition of the merits and
demerits of the subject.

I have been and am still experiment-
ing with stimulating food for bees, but

I am already satisfied that, here at

least, feeding in the spring is done at

a loss. Cane sugar syrup has to be '"in-

verted" by the bees, and that process
calls for an expenditure of vitality that

old bees, after a winter's confinement,
can ill meet. Under normal conditions

—during the natural flow of nectar-
there are an abundance of young bees
to do such work, and it is believed that

they do much, if not the greater part,

of it. But in the early spring when
stimulative feeding must be done if to

be of any use, there are but very few
young bees and so the labor falls upon
the old ones. If we could afford to feed
honey or honey and W'ater at such
times, would not such evils be avoid-
ed, it may be asked. Not entirely. I

cannot discover that colonies stimulat-

ed with honey and water are in one
whit better condition for the harvest
than are colonies let entirely alone, but
having plenty of honey (and pollen)

left from their winter supply. On the
contrary, even with such skill as I have
acquired in the past twenty and odd
years, spring stimulated colonies are
more often behind the others than
ahead of them. Other things being
equal I believe bees winter better when
they have a superabundance of stores
than they do if they have barely enough
to carry them through.

It may not be considered as econom-
ical management to give colonies
much more honey for winter than will

suffice them till fruit bloom. Perhaps
it is not in some places, but it certainly
is the best plan here and colonies so
supplied are ready for the supers first

and produce as fine a grade of white
comb hone^' as can be desired. The
dark honey, which maj' be in the combs
below, never seems to be carried into
the supers, so that feature is no bug-
bear.

If the bees are in warm, dry hives
in a sheltered and sunny location they
will breed up as fast as any one can de-
sire. Mine began brood rearing in Jan-
uary' this year and now 'March 5) are
busily at it. In the matter of warmth I

find that the wrapping of tarred paper
about single-walled hives continues to
work most satisfactorily. During the

past winter I have had seven colonies
so protected and they are now in prime
condition. The black surface of the pa-
per absorbs the sun's rays and the
hives are warmed through and through
and yet the bees do not seem to fly

almormally or in unseasonable weather.
If any other bee-keepers in any part

of the country have tried this plan I

hope they will report the results. At
present it looks as if an abundance of
stores in warm hives is of more value
than any amount of stimulative feeding,
and certainly such arrangements will

be seen to be far the most economical
when compared with cost of food and
labor of feeding.

Providence, R. I., March 5 1902.

BETTER BEES.

ANOTHEK PROPOSITION WITH .\ VIEW TO

SECURING THEM,

(By A. E. Willcutt.)

THE question is, how are we to get
them? This subject is a very im-
portant one, and is receiving

much attention of late. But there is

one thing we must do before we can
make very fast advancement. We must
control the mating of the queens. If

this can be done, we may be able to

make some wonderful strides forward
in a short time. Some seem to look upon
it as one of the unobtainable things,

and have given it up in despair. Now
let's not give up just yet, for I believe
it can and will be accomplished in time.

Why not make a mighty efifort dur-
ing 1902 to accomplish it? I believe

there has been many more difficult prob-
lems than this one solved, therefore
let's take courage and make the at-

tempt. The plan which looks most
promising is the tent. There is but
little doubt (in my mind^ that a large
enough tent would "do the business."
The cost of a large tent would be more
than most of us w^ould care to invest,

unless pretty certain of success. Why
not every bee-keeper interested in

these experiments, donate a "quarter"
to help along the work? I'm sure this

small sum would be given gladly by a

great many w^ho would be glad to help,

but could not make the experiments
alone. Why could not these experi-

ments be conducted by the "National
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Bee-keepers' Association? Or by a com-
mittee appointed for the purpose. There
are many who would give more than

the "quarter" if the experiments could

be placed in the hands of competent
men. Some may ridicule the idea of

having queens successfully mated in

confinement. But just wait till the thing

has been accomplished, and see how
many will be "claiming the honors."

This isn't a scheme to benefit just those

who rear queens for sale: but will be

a great benefit to the whole bee-keep-

ing fraternity.

Mr. J. S. Davitte, of Georgia, claims

to have had lOO queens successfully

mated in a tent 30 feet high and 30 feet

across, in one season. If this is true,

why can we not, with a much larger

tent, control the mating of thousands.

I shouldn't be much surprised if that

hard-scrabbling old "Deacon"' came
around pretty soon advising us "little

fish," to get out of such deep water,

but we shan't mind him if he does; for

we want to rile up the water, and get

the "big fellows" to using their fins

^pens). If we can get them waked up,

we "little chaps" will get back to more
shallow water and watch proceedings.

Swift River. Mass.. Feb. 10, 1902.

Dividing Colonies.

(By G. M. Doolitlle.)

A SUBSCRIBER to the American
Bee-Keeper wishes me to tell in

that paper some of the plans I

use in dividing bees where I wish to

make just one new colony from each
old one. Says he cannot well look after

swarms, as he must work ten hours a

day in a manufacturing plant.

I have three plans which I have used
successfully, but before giving either of

them I wish to say that no one should
attemjjt the division of any colony of

bees till the combs which said colony
occupies are filled with brood and well

covered with bees. In other words, it

is a loss all around to attempt to mul-
tiply colonies until the hives are in a

condition like they usually are when
natural swarms come out, for to divide

weak colonies discourages both parts

of the division, resulting in no surplus

honey, and generally in colonies poorly

prepared for the winter.

Having a colony strong in Ijees,

brood and honey, you can proceed to

divide it as follows: Go to where it

stands, taking with you a new hive fill-

ed with frames, each of which is full

of comb foundation, or, better still, full

of comb. Remove the old hive from its

stand, setting it near by so you can
have everything handy for manipulat-
ing the same. Now set the new hive

on the stand the old one occupied and
take out four of the frames, providing
your hive is a ten-frame hive. If an
eight-frame hive take out only three.

Next, divide the six frames left in the

new hive, by leaving three of them on
one side of the hive and three on the
other. Now open the old hive and look
the combs over till you find the frame
the queen is on, when you will set this

frame in the new hive, near the center,

taking all the bees on the frame and
comb. Having done this, select three
more combs from the old hive, two of

which are to be those having the most
young brood in them, such as has not
yet been sealed over, and the other
to contain mainly honey. These are to

be set in the new hive, bees and all. on
either side of the frame having the

queen on; when the frames of comb or

comb foundation are to be drawn up
and the whole number of frames spac-

ed as they should be in any well reg-

ulated hive, and the hive closed.

If the season proves favorable the

surplus arrangement should be put on
this hive a week later, as they will be
ready for it by that time. Having finish-

ed all that there is to be done with the

new hive at the time of dividing, take

the old hive and carry it to a new stand,

any place you wish it to occupy during
the remainder of the season when you
will put the four frames of comb or
foundation taken out of the new hive

in this old hive, pushing the six frame?
occupied with bees, brood and honey
to one side of the hive so that these

frames from the new hive may be put

in at the other. This is done so as to

have the brood all together at one side

of the hive so that there will be no
danger from chilling, should the weath-

er turn cold, for the larger part of the

bees present on the combs will go back
to their old stand and into the new
liivc, on their first flight after this di-

vision. Having the frames all arranged
in this old hive in "apple nie order." it

is to be closed and left for two days
when a laying queen is to be given. If
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you have no laying queen, then give
them a virgin queen. And if you do not
have the virgin, give a ripe queen-cell.

If you have neither of the three, they
will raise a queen lor themselves; but
the queen so reared will come into exis-

tence under verj- unfavorable circum-
stances, through lack of sufificient bees
of all ages to produce the best of

queens, and consequently be such an
one as will not give the best results.

I would not advise dividing bees in any
way unless a queen can be given the

queenlcss part in the shape of a ripe

cell or otherwise. As soon as the queen
in the old hive gets to laying, and the

bees have occupied the four frames put
in from the new hive, this colony is

ready for the supers also.

Colonies can be divided in this way
without hunting up the old queen, and
giving the new queen or ripe cell to the

part which is found (jueenless two days
later, but it is much better to leave

the old queen on the old stand in the
new hive, as the returning bees will

make it so that she can keep right on
with her egg laying to the best advan-
tage.

The next plan is to proceed with the

new hive to the colony to be divided

the same as before, but instead of tak-

ing out four frames from the new hive,

take out only two. Then open the old

hive and take out the frame having the

queen on it, and another having some
honey in it, setting the two in the cen-

ter of the new hive, arranging thcf

frames as before and closing the hive.

Now- lift out four of the frames from
the old hive and shake the bees ofif from
them down in front of the entrance to

the new hive, into which they will im-
mediately run. Arrange the combs in

the old hive and carry it to a new stand
giving queen or ripe cell two days lat-

er.

The third plan is to proceed the same
as in the second, except that you are

to shake nearly all of the bees ofif the
eight combs in the old hive, in front

of the new hive, when you are to at-

tach a double screen on the bottom of

the old hive, the same being made by
making a frame out of half-inch stuf?

the size of the hive, which frame has
common window screen wire-cloth
nailed on each side of it. Having the
screen attached, remove the covering
from the top of some populous colony
and set the old hive having the screen

on its bottom on top of the populoui»
colony, covering the lop of this hive as
tightly as possible to keep in the heat
arising from the colony below. The
next day run in a queen or give a ripe
cell to the nearly beeless combs, leav-
ing the combs and old hive on top of
the populous colony five days longer,
when it is to be carried to the stand it

is to occupy and the screen removed.
In this way we get a larger proportion
of the bees in the new hive, and thus
secure a larger surplus from it. By any
division little or no surplus is secured
from the old hive, unless the honey
flow is greatly prolonged.
Borodino, N. Y., Feb. 26, 1902.

Queens in the Supers—Bridge

Combs.

(By M. F. Reeve.)

IF ANY of the readers of the Bee-
Keeper are tempted to discard the
zinc honey boards in placing supers

either for extracting, or when provided
with sections for comb honey in the
spring flow, don't let them place too
much reliance in the published stories
to the effect that queens will not climb
into the second story and lay eggs in
the cells where there are no boards.

I am speaking from experience when
I say they will just do that particular
thing. I have tested the matter pur-
posely this spring. I had several supers
filled with nicely drawn, half depth
comb, left over from last season, which
I distributed among nine colonies as
soon as the bees began storing. Three
suners were left without the honey
boards and the others were given that
arrangement.
Did the queens get into the second

stories V They did. with neatness and
dispatch and in two weeks there was
the nicest lot of capped drone cells

along with brood and queen cells any-
body ever saw. The cappings were
nure white, too. not brown. I cut out
the riueen cells, shaved ofif the cappings
of the drone cells with a very sharp
knife and the bees did the rest. Wi.en
I examined the half depth frames men-
tioned a week later, after honey boards
had been placed between the supers and
bodies, the drone brood was all gone
and the big cells were filled with delic-
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ious honey instead of fat, gluttonous
drones, etc.

WHY JSKIDGK CUMHS.

By the way, can any one explain the
persistency of colonies in building
bridge combs from the bottoms of the
deep half-depth extracting frames to

the top frames of the brood and honey
combs in the main hive body, except
upon the theory that the little creatures
want a sten-ladder arrangement to en-

able them to reach the upper tier of

combs V It may be all right for the
workers, but it is mighty inconvenient
for the party who has the job of over-
hauling the supers occasionally- How-
ever, tile bridge combs come in handy
for making starters for sections, the
combs being peculiarly clear and white,

and apparently much more deceptible

to the workers than undrawn founda-
tion. If any one is disposed to doubt
this, let him or her try a few sample
sections and be convinced. I save all

of it that I can get hold of and it is one
of Doolittle's wrinkles, too, I believe.

Rutledge. Pa.

the best features of the leading hives.
The hive is easily handled and is very
warm. I shall produce all my honey
exclusively in the 4x5 sections.
Last year I sold all my honey to the

consumers, and all of the honey from
the Providence apiary that we could
spare. Some of the questions asked by
people were very amusing, while others
were exceedingly annoying. One lady
asked me if I took the honey and put
it in the comb, while another wanted
to know if I mixed water or some kind
of syrup with the extracted honey. I

find that most everyone likes comb
honej' the best.

Newton Center, Mass-, March 9, igor.

THE LANQSTROTH HIVE.

Observations of a Youthful Bee=

Keeper.

(By Lawrence C- Miller. 1

UNTL about a year ago my only in-

terest in bees was eating the hon-
ey I got without stings. Occa-

sionall}' I helped my father with his

bees and last June he gave me a colony.

As there are many small children near
where we live I was obliged to place
the hive in an upper room in the house
and arange it so that the bees could fly

out of the window.
I had the hive arranged with glass

sides in the surplus cases and the neigh-
bor's children would flock up almost
every day to watch the bees. Later in

the year I took charge of my father's

apiary, near Providence, and enjoyed it,

and the idea of being braver than the
other boys, very much, even more than
I expected. When I began to get cash
for honey from my own colony I be-
came more interested and when Mr.
Hill asked me for an article, I felt as

if I was really becoming a bee-keeper.
This year I am going to make a busi-

ness of it and devote all my time out
of school to it- My father assists and
helps me with his knowledge, I have
got a hive which is a combination of

Ay OLl' 1JKE-KEEPE15 AKlSES IN ITS DE-

FENiSE.

(By John M. Davis.)

IT SEEMS to me that friend Kerr,
p*ige 3, igo2, A, B, K,, is reason-
ing from an erroneous basis. Gen-

erally his ideas are good, so far as I

liave observed, but I beg leave to differ

\ erj- materially with him on this hive
(|uestion. 1 bought my first Langstroth
hive during the winter of '68-'69. Since
then many styles of movable-frame
hives have been patented and lauded to
the skies through our bee journals. I

.could furnish Brother Kerr many cuts
of them from my old files of bee jour-
nals. Like the mushroom, they flour-

ished for a day and died, but the Langs-
troth, like the rock of Gibraltar, stands
as firmly today, as when first given to
the world by Father Langstroth, about
half a century ago. and is spreading
over the entire civilized world, like a

prairie on fire.

Probably Mr. Kerr will say: Oh,
this is because manufacturers push
them. I assent: Yes, they push them,
l)ecause they sell, and thej- sell because
they give satisfaction. Lumber is get-

ting scarce and high, but through this

section thousands of tons of nice wheat
straw is burned or rots. Why not
manufacture this into old style straw
>keps'.' Simply becau.se no one would
buy them. I think, like Brother Kerr,
that the Langstroth hive has some
faults, but I have never found a hive

that did not have more. All the gilt-

edge brain power that has been brought
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to bear on the subject has not improved
upon its general principles- Since Fath-
er Langstroth put the finishing touch
on with his master hand.
The long, shallow frame gives just

what was wanted half a century ago,
and is yet appreciated—the surplus re-

ceptacles right down on the brood
chamber so spread out as to utilize the
heat thereof to the best advantage.

Now. Brother Kerr, that box-hive
comparison shocks my old rheumatic
bones fearfully. I don't believe you
would thus injure me knowingly.

The idea of the box-hive being used
by "bee-keepersi" I arise in their de-

fense and say that Brother Kerr is mis-
taken, and demand that they be pointed
out. Is it Hetherington, Elwood, the
Coggshalls. Mclntire, and others of the
west; our Florida cousins, or was it

Osborne, the Cuban'.' Nay' Even
Rambler in all his travels, failed to find

"ye" box-hive "bee-keeper."'

True, many bees are found in box-
hives, nail-kegs, cracker boxes, and
even round log gums, but they keep
themselves and are not kept, or o'wned
by practical apiarists: and few of their

owners know that the "king" is a

"queen."
When you compare hives. Brother

Kerr, don't look around under hen
roosts, but go to the practical apiarist,

who makes the business a bread and
meat afifair, and see what hive they use

and I will guarantee that if all the other

styles of hives in use in America were
knocked down, they could be stored in

the supers of the Langstroth hives in

use. and not materially interfere with

the storing of surplus honey. Men do
not adopt a special make of a plow,

mower or self binder, nor a bee hive

through sentiment, but on account of

their adaptability to the work for which
they were intended. I have carefully in-

vestigated the claims of all the com-
peting hives, hoping to find a more per-

fect hive than the Langstroth. but have
failed so far. unless my judgment is at

fault.

As to queen nurseries, that is a separ-

ate business. Many queen breeders use

a special-sized small frame, not found in

any make of hive. Others use their

regular hive frames, regardless of make
or size. If nuclei are kept as strong

as they should be to develop the best

queens, the L. frame is all rio-ht.

A queen developed in a strong necleus

will commence laying 24 to .^6 houri^

sooner than one in a very weak nucleus,
thus proving the strong nuclei best.

We should be careful not to lead be-
ginners astrav. Before I bought the
Langstroth I lost l)Oth money and time
on worthless patent hives.

The hives named by Friend Kerr,
however, are in mj' opinion, good
hives, but if I thought tliem best, I

would be using them.
In conclusion, I beg to advise that

I offer no hives for sale, therefore do
not write this from a dealer's stand-
point, and am in no way interested in

the manufacture or sale of anj' hive-

Spring Hill. Tenn., Jan- 25. 1902.

Relating to Foul Brood.

(By W. T. Stephenson.)

^^T~'OUL. Broody" Straws: From
T^ my far more extensive, than

desiral)le experience, with the
great bee plague—foul brood—I have
found these points to be invariable. Pos-
sibly they may be of interest to some
one-

When a colony becomes infected with
foul brood the bees are very irritable.

They are very offensive toward every-
thing—inanimate objects as well as liv-

ing.

I had a foul broody apiary located
near a by-road, and the bees stung my
neighbors and their horses so badly
that they were compelled to quit pass-
ing the apiary. I had to don a wire-
cloth veil, which had previously been
unncessary. They were particularly ma-
licious toward anything black. If I

chanced to open the smoker a swarm
of angry bees %youId immediately at-

tack it. dozens falling into the fire

bax. Here is what I believe to be the
cause of the illenss: The bees are con-
stantly removing the dead larvae, and
they get more or less of the deadly
germs into their stomach, which makes
them like a man drunk on bad whis-
key—showing nothing but the verj--

worst spirit they possess.

In treating the disease, strong colo-

nies are very important- Their value

can hardly be overestimated.

They seem, and eventually do have a

power to ward off disease, where weak
colonies, composed of old bees, would
be a fertile field for its development.

Full sheets of foundation are of more
value in treating foul brood than many
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suppose. In fact, it is impossible (with
me) to affect a cure when using only
starters. We always want to know the
"why and wherefore" of all things.

Here is the Imy) reason why we cannot
cure foul frood when using starters.

When using full sheets a large surface

is furnished to commence comb-build-
ing on, therefore a large number of

cells are started at once, and, before
they arc of the right depth for the bees
to store honey in. all of the diseased
honey is converted into wax. If, on the
other hand, starters two or three inches
wide are used, the bees .start little

'"snears" of comb, which are so small,

that before all the infected honey is

used the cells are deep enough, and
the foul broody honey is stored in the

cells, which again starts the disease.

There are a dozen different methods
of treatment, all of which are guaran-
teed to "kill or cure." There are so

many different plans that a beginner,
unless he "watches closely,'" will be us-

ing a part of several methods- The
result is, no cure is affected, and he de-

spairingly leaves the Ijees to their in-

evitable doom. I doubt if a more effi-

cient method than the McEvoy has
been discovered. Its originator is a
man who has had an extensive experi-

ence with foul brood, and also with
bees in general. I will have to admit
that some time ago I failed to affect a

satisfactory cure with the McEvov
method, but I didn't follow the direc-

tions, closely enough. You know, the
treatment of foul brood is a business of

details. Even if I didn't succeed with
it, Mr. McEvoy has cured thousands
of colonies by his method in Canada.
Surely localities do not differ in regard
to foul brood.
New Columbia. 111.. July i. 1901.

..^ifiiiagai

Do Bees Hear?

Hill. N. H.. March 5. 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

Dear Sir: I have been a reader of

your paper for a short time and like it

very much. It is well worth what it

costs to any one that keeps bees- I

keep quite a lot of bees and could keep
a good many more, but the people
about here have wanted to buy all that
I would sell. Most of the bees here
are black and all were until I got some
Italians, four years ago, and that is wiiy
1 have had a chance to sell so many. I

also rear my own queens- I imported
some from Italy last year; they were
fine looking bees, and great workers

—

far ahead of the blacks.
I don't very often write anything to

be put in print. I can talk on this sub-
ject much easier than I can write.

We had a great crop of honey here
last year, the largest I ever knew for

this place. Some colonies that cast a
swarm the last of May made 75 pounds
surplus. I recently saw a piece in a
bee journal and the writer asked the
question, "Do Bees Hear?" and he
made answer, no, and tried to prove it.

but it did not seem right to me to an-
swer it in that way- Now. I should say
bees do hear. If not. why, after a hive
of bees cast a first swarm, in eight or
ten daj'S you will hear in the parent
hive, if you listen, in the evening, and
you can also hear it in the day time, a

day or two before a second swarm is

to come otit, if the colony should
swarm twice, the piping of the young
c|ueen. and following this sound you
hear it answered by another muffled
sound from a queen in a cell not
hatched. If they can not hear, what is

all this for"' And if the queens can
hear, why not the workers, for they are
nothing but undeveloped females. There
is one other proof, and that is, when
you hive a swarm you shake a few bees
down a little way from the hive and
they will crawl in every direction, but
you shake a few more close to the en-

trance, and they will tip up on their

heads and flutter their wings and by
so doing make quite a noise. You will

see the first lot start for the hive like

a flock of sheep for their pen, and why?
Because they hear.

We see a good deal in the papers
nowadays about mating queens in con-

finement. Now, as I said awhile ago,

I am the only one here that has Italian

bees and I have been troubled but lit-

tle with having my queens mate with

black bees—only one last year. There
is an apiary of blacks only one mile

from me of fifteen colonies and not a

hive of them showed a trace of Italian
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blood last fall, so it does not look as were bees very near, or in the same
.though we should pet all out of pure yard of another kind. Yours,
stock even if it were not mated in con- Chas. W. Cilley.

finement, but I hope to see it done that

way, for it would then be a sure thing P. S.—My bees wintered well.

and a great saving in labor where there C. W. C. I

Dear Brother Hill:

American Bee
then

Did you read the

Journal for February 13? If not
just hear what "Old Grimes" had to

say about me. "Bee-keeping is surely a

new wrinkle"—after all my years

at it, "When John was married to his

first wife"—what do you suppose he

has been drinking?
—
"See here Mr.

Grimes your bees are eating up all our
grapes"—never called him mister in

my life—then he goes on to tell how I

"tired away $3 worth of powder and
shot" to save $3 worth of grapes, kill-

ing a lot of linnets, orioles, etc., and
then tells how he used to shoot king
birds—I'd like to have seen him. He
winds up with these words—-"And then

a deacon in the church—you must have
fallen in. John." Phew! Now I know
why he never even fell into a church.

Why I haven't lived near him since we
were boys. And it stretches my smile

to Us utmost to hear him talk about
birds. Bless his dear soul, he never
could tell a linnet from a sparrow, or

a tanager from a cardinal bird; and
when he talks about shooting the lit-

tle fellows I've a mind to tell voti how

•?' yt ^r »*'3VAA •?' s"> -*• ?' <!' K'it <% o.ViV ^«j%. Si^
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many hours he spent trying to shoot
some of the bright feathered ones for

his best girl's hat. However let me tell

you in a quiet aside that she always -

had to buy what she wore. I wonder if

he never heard that most of the small

birds that are killed are shot because
there is a big demand for them for mil-

linery purposes. Wonder if he ever

heard of the Audubon Society which is

trying to educate women of fjur land

above such savage customs?
Bully for W. W. McNeal! He and W.

S. Hart are after the chief danger to

extracted honey. Boost 'em along.

I got a letter t'other day from a droll

chap up in the Keystone state who is

too bashful to give his name but just

signed "Nim Crinkle." The "Crinkles"
were there all right. First he is living

in the days of the old Mutual .Admira-
tion Society and seems to think it still

exists. Because some contributors are

given precedence and are unduly prais-

ed (we'll agree with him there) he
thinks certain bee papers "are rotten to

the core" and that the editors "can't
tell an honest man when he is pointed
out." He goes on to say that if some
of the boys do as they say they do and
at the same time keep up the same
amount of writing, they would need 600

days in each year and a wife and ten

children (who don't count) to do what
"one man does alone" in 365 days. Nim
is not so far off there, is he? Then
Nim gets after that Chicago editor and
asks what he knows about bee-keeping
from experience. That's a poser, isn't

it? Well, Nim must remember that in

spite of short comings in the editorials

and a meagre knowledge of geography,
and inability to always find room, for

the dates of letters and a dozen or so
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other vagaries, that editor manages
to get out a fairly readable journal

—

even if 'tisnt all original matter.
Parenthetically while writing of joui-

nals, how the Progressive does show
the loss of Will Ward Mitchell's able

hand. It used to be like summer
dreams (somnambulist and all) but if

the simile holds good then the Decem-
ber number was a nightmare. But
when one gets to looking about for

real bee papers, where are they? Most
of them are pseudo-social-farming-rc-
ligious-poultry-p.^ychological-real es-

tate etc., publications. They call them-
selves "bee papers" and then mix in a
lot of mediocre material which some
of us don't believe and manv of us are

-f-f

not interested in—or if we are we get
the best papers specially devoted to the
topic—and then make us pay for the
mixture if we want what bee news they
contain. When we remonstrate they ask
if we are not getting full value for our
money'.' No! Not as values go in the

literary world today.
Now if you ask why I don't start a

paper myself, I'll take the first train

over and we'll have it out. No siree, it's

more fun to sit here and "swat" flies—

and other folks. That word "swat" is

one of Nim's. How do you like it?

Expressive, isn't it?

Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

BOHEMIA.
The things to be remembered in the

winter management of bees, Fobisch

says in Bienenvater, are quietness, ab-

sence of moisture, prevention of combs
becoming moukb'. sufficient ventilation,

protection against wind and the rays

of the sun, in particular as to their

striking the entrance. This latter is of

greater importance with German than

with American hives, as the former
have their entrance away above the bot-

tom board, and the rays of the sun

would have more of a tendency to en-

tice the bees to fly than is the case with

hives like those used here.

Recipe of a gall cure, given in Boh.
Bienenvater: also good for sore neck
or other raw sores caused by harness
rubbing, etc.: Pine-pitch, 20 gram-;
beeswax, 20 gram.; honey. 20 gram.;
fresh lard, 350 gram. Melt ingredients

over gentle fire; apply often.

Schusser has the following to say in

the Bienenvater: It would be a great

mistake for anyone to think he knew all

about bee-keeping, and yet there seem
to be some that do. We are constantly
moving onward and the one who does

not keep his eyes and ears open will
soon be behind in the race. Every bee-
keeper must keep posted and there is

no better way than to studv the apicul-
tural literature. Subscribe for several
bee periodicals, is his advice.

Feeding bees during the winter is not
recommended in B- V., but if necessary
may be done by giving candied honey
done up in paper and placed over the
cluster of bees. If bee-candy is given,
water also should be furnished. The
best and safest way is to substitute full

combs of honey for empty ones.

The artificial comb 'foundation) is ac-
cused and held responsible in Bienen-
vater for causing the death of many
colonies. It is claimed that when bees
build their own combs, they always
leave holes for communication, but not
so when foundation is used. Severe
cold weather compels bees to cluster
closely in the more central part of the
hive when the bees in the different
spaces cannot communicate with one
another, which proves fatal many a

time; as the bees in the outside spacer,

cannot follow up if it should be neces-
sary and the}' perish. It is therefore
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advisable to cut passage ways through
all the combs.
Fobisch writes in Bienenvatti" of Bo-

hemia: There is no better bee for our
country than the native Bohemian bee
(which is of the same type as the com-
mon brown or black German bee).
Some may advocate and advertise- a bet-
ter, a more handsome bee, with foreign
blood, and they really attempt to make
us believe that bee-keeping is nowhere
without such; but that is all bosh. There
is no reasonable excuse for substituting
other bees in place of our good, indu.s-
trious and hardy native bee. It is poor
economy to throw away money for
these foreigners.

GERMANY.

Mr- Weygandt said at a bee-keepers'
convention in Erfurt, that the Norwe-
gian bee suited him best as a bee for
honey-production. He had tested all

or most all the other breeds for many
years and had finally settled on the
Norwegian.

Maeterlink's interesting bee-book ha^i

been translated into the German, and
is now highly commented upon by Ger-
man writers.

The bee-keepers of the Schwarzwald
have good reason to smile this year.
Their honey flow lasted from June to
the last of August. Strong colonies
gathered loo pounds surplus. Some col-
onies that did not have sufficient room
built comb on the outside of their hives
and filled them with honey.
That total shade is beneficial to bees

is stated by Ebster, in Leipz. Bienen
Zeitung. (We have been rather unfortu-
nate in wintering colonies in total
shade, especially when they were facing
north.)

"When do we find our hives without
brood?" This question is inswered in

Leipz. Bien. Zetung, as follows: In
afterswarms brood is quite often found
till clear into November, but surely
none in December and during the lar-

ger part of January. Manv times colo-
nies are found as early as October with-
out brood, but it is not the rule, iln

Western-Central New York, brood-
rearing comes to an end about Sept.
20, and the majority of our colonies
have no brood by October 15.

Horses are sometimes stung to death,
and similar accidents happen occasion-
ally where bees are kept in large num-
bers. The bee-keeper may have to pay
for damage done in such instances. The

bee-keepers in Germany may insure
against such casualties by paying a
small insurance premium (i 1-3 cents)
per hive. Soecial insurance companies
are organized for this purpose.
Fleishman enumerates 118 different

I)ee periodicals as being the number
kept throughout the world. Austria
has 19. Germany 19, Suxemburg 1.

Spain I. Belgium 10, Netherlands i,

Sweden 2, Denmark 2. Russia 2, Am-
erica 18, Australia i. Especial men-
tion is made of the Brazilian Bienen-
phlege. a bee paper of Brazil, printed in

German.
In order to improve our stock of bees

Distler says, in Phaelzer Bienen Zei-
tung, that best results can only be ac-
complished by judicious inbreeding. We
will have to overcome some difficulties

and meet with some failures, but if we
will carefully select the best to breed
from, we will surely make some gain.
Distler's idea is to breed queens and
plenty of drones from our best testecl

colonies, and never use any queen for
breeding, unless she shows the desired
superior qualities. It would be singu-
lar, he says, if bee-keepers should not
succeed in improving their stock, and,
in a measure, also that of their neigh-
bors.

The past honey season has been ex-
ceptional in so far as the red clover has
yielded considerable honey, which the
bees have been able to appropriate.
Austria. America, Germany and other
countries report the same occurrence
in this respect. lAre these exceptional
honey yields due to the long tongues,
the superior stock of bees, or to some
other favoral)le conditions? I believe
the (|uestion is easily answered.) .An-
swer it then, Mr. Greiner-—Ed.
A book on horticulture, written in

1723, in Germany, liy Dahuron. contains
in an annex a long chapter on bee-keep-
ing. The writer had itpparently some
correct knowledge of the bee and its

natural history, although he makes
many mistakes and weaves in myth.
.\bout curing queenlessness, for in-

stance, he says: "'Go to a healthy, strong
colony, cut out two pieces of comb con-
taining young brood, each as large as
a hand or larger, take along the ad-
iiering bees. Cut- out from the afflict-

ed hive similar pieces of comb and sub-
stitute the others with the brood. The
l)ees from the healthy hive brintr with
them the faculty of raising a new king.
This they acconr^lish in about fourteen
days."
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Extracted clover honey brings about
J5 to 30 cents per pound in Germany.
The leading German bee-keepers

have a good deal to say about us Amer-
icans wintering so poorly. Indeed, it's

generally believed that we have not yet
learned to master this problem. From
all that is said, one would be led to

think that the German bee-keepers un-
derstand the matter in all its details,

and are generallj' successful in winter-
ing their bees. The fact however, is

they seem to have as much, or more,
trouble than we have. The wintering
question. I find, little discussed in Am-
erican journals. It is not a burnii/g
question any more. On the other hand
every German journal devotes page af-

ter page to this subject, lamenting over
the many bees dying with dysentery, b}'

suffocation or lack of water to quench
their thirst. (The German bee-keepers
seem to be very thirsty souls themselves
and evidetly think their bees have an
equal weakness: at any rate their win-
ter arrangements are not complete un-
less their bees are furnished a bottle.)

It is a great mistake, says Melzer, in

Central Blatt. to suppose that stunted
or dwarfed blossoms of red clover will

ever secrete nectar and thus enable the
bees to work on clover to advantage.
Such blossoms furnish no honey. When
bees gather honey from red clover
blossoms, either the nectar has risen to
within their reach, or bumblebees and
other insects have first cut holes through
the long tubes at their bases, which
they often do to obtain the sweets.

Dr. Donhof writes in Illustr. Flora
that a queen-bee larva increases 1.500
times its weight during the first five

days of its life, and should an infant in-

crease in weight at that same rate the
child would weigh anywhere between
9.000 and 12,000 pounds when five days
old.

F- Dickel explains in "Die Biene,"
the advantages and disadvantages of

early and frequent flights of bees dur-
ing winter. He rather favors a steady
winter with no flights and thinks if

bees can be kept quiet and undisturbed,
there w ill be no breeding and little con-
sumption of honey, both very desirable
and conducive to good wintering.
Then, when spring comes, they will

nuickly breed up and develop into prof-
itable colonies.

The American system of bee-keeping
and in particular our American hives

are often severely criticised in German
bee iournals. Mr. Stachelhausen and
myself have at different times defended
and explained our system and tried to
show the German readers wherein the
advantages of our hives lie. It seems
these efforts have been effective, at

least, in a measure. I find, that the
hive.s accessible from the top are on
the increase. The Gerstung hive is

making many friends- A straw hiv^
with open top for tiering up, fitted uj^

with frames has been described within
a few years, etc. Four or five years
ago I explained a system of comb-
honey production by the help of shal-
low*, small brood-chambers in one of
Germany's bee journals. I scarcely had
hopes anyone in Germany would
think of trying it, but, on the
contrary, I find that just now a shal-
low-chamber hive is coming to the
front, somewhat similar to the Heddon
and Danzenbaker hives. Unfortunately
the iiiventor has seen fit to follow his
own ideas in the construction of that
hive, instead of patterning closely after
such„ as had been built by American
bee-masters and found good. The re-
sult will be a waste of material and la-

bor, also dissatisfaction on the part of
those buying and trying such faulty
hives. The ordinary square edge of our
hives did not suit the inventor; his hive
telescopes and thus forms a veritable
bee-trap, a regular bee-killer. The
frames of his hive are of the fixed-dis-
tance order, but have not, like the Hed-
don. closed ends. However, they fit

tightly into the hive endw-ise. As long
as the hive is new or has no bees in it,

it will work all right, but after the bees
have had a chance to fix things to their
notion, it will be practically impossible
to manipulate brood-chambers and
frames. Yet it is claimed that it is a
hive for the masses, destined to make
bee-keeping popular, a hive easy to op-
erate, etc.

AUSTRIA.

From Bienenvater (Vienna): Koller
asserts that buckwheat honey produces
dj'sentery in winter, but other bee-keep-
ers do not agree with him. Dzierzon
pronounces it the very best winter food,

and the bees of the writer are wintered
every year largely on such honey with-

out any bad results.

F. Greiner.
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AVISO.

Hemos obtenido una serie de con-

ferencias dadas por el Dr. G. Garcia

Vieta a sus aliimnos de apicultura y nos

complacemos en irlas publicando a la

par que el Guia del Apicultor Cubano
del Dr. J. Pons. Nuestros suscritores

apreciaran este nuevo esfuerzo nuestro

para darle al "American Bee-Keeper"
todo el interes y nierito posible.-—(El

Editor.)

PRIMERA CONFERENCIA.
Sres:

Come veis, a la sombra de unos
mamoncillos, ha colocado este campes-
ino sus cajas de colmenas, que el llama
corchos.

El esmerado cuidado que tiene en
barrer las hojas y el no permitir que
la mas minima yerba crezca en su col-

menar, asi como esos trozos de madera
formando rusticos bancos sobre los

que ha puesto sus cajas a un
paso una de otra, son, unido a la

recojida de la cera en aquel-
las que se le pierden, el unico trabajo
que este apiario primitivo da a su
dueno, a excepcion de los dias de cas-

tra y de la captura de los enjambres.
Cuatro tablas de un pie de ancho y

aproximadamente cuatro de largo,

clavadas entre si formando un cajon
largo y estrecho, descubierto en sus
extremes, constituye sobre la mitad de
las cajas de este colmenar; la otra mitad
son simples porciones de troncos de
cedro, jobo, palma y dagame u otro
arbol hueco, cuyas dimensiones varian
sin bajar de dos pies de largo ni pasar
tampoco de los mismes cuatro que tien-

en las hechas con tablas.

Estas pequenas is dira su dueno que
botan muchos enjambres, mientras que
por el contrario. aquella grandc, que
rindio bastante miel por cierto en las

castras pasadas, solo ha dado dos en
tres anos .

El lo atribuye a las abejas de esa col-

onia.

Si le dijerais que dependia de la caja

en si, veriais que pronto la cambiaria
por otra mas pequeiia. En esto, como
en otras muchas cosas, esta en error.

La caja grande, bastante espaciosa para

que en ella se alojen de cincuenta a

sesenta mil abejas, lucha con las venta-

jas que da la lortaleza. Pequeiia, falta

de potencia, como sucede en las demas-
iado chicas, no solo pueden apenas
atesorar miel en ellas por falta mater-
ial de espacio, sino que. la reina es de-

tcnida en su postura por no tener pana-
les suficientes para desarrollar su cria.

Es cierto que la falta de capacidad
provoca la enjambrazpn 6 salida de en-
jambres, pero estos son pequenos. y
fijaos bien en el siguiente aforismo del

que deseo se compenetren Vdes. Afor-
ismo de! que puede decirse que encicrra
en si toda la ciencia apica: "Keep your
colonies strong" (Gnarda tus colonias
ootentes).

Precisamente tenemos en la actuali-

dad dos de estos corchos vacios de abe-
jas, y no vistos aun por el amo ocupan-
6n por consiguiente el mismo sitio en
que los tenia.

E.ste. mas cercano, tiene, una infiini-

dad de abejas muer tas y ademas en el

londo y delante de ambas aberturas de
lo:, extremos existe abundante polvo
bianco que veis parecido a aserrin y
que no es otra cosa que cera desmenu-
zada
Victima de lo que aqui llaman una

comilona. fue atacada esta colmena por
las dcmas. Sus panales completamente
vacios de miel, solo tienen lo que cono-
cemos con el nombre de "cria sellada"

y que son aquellas celdas que contienen
una ninfa debajo de un sello u oper-
culo abovedado, con que las abejas b.

ban cubierto aislandola del mundo ex-
terior y que ella no rompe hasta ter-

minar su transformacion en insecto per-

fecto. Al septimo dia. sellan la larva

que empieza entonces a tejer su cocon.

se convierte en ninfa y rompe el oper-
culo catorcc dias dcspues.
Pero volviendo al corcho perdido que

observamos, vemos que la otra cria.
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ya en estado dc hucvo 6 ya en el de lar-

va, tanibien ha sido devorada per su

leroces asaltantes.

Diagnosticar a priori la causa del ro-

bo que dio origen a la destruccion de
esta colmena es facil en este case
La cria sellada, unico vestigio que

nos queda para ello, esta como veis,

esparcida, salteada, no contigua ni for-

mando un solo bloc en los panales que
la contienen.
La reina de esta caia era por lo tanto

vieja. ponia poco y iiial. La colonia

fue debilitandose lentamente hasta que
falta de defensores suhcientes pudo ser

facil victima de sus poderosas vecinas.

La edad de la reina. que alcanza a

cuatro anos. influye notablemente en su
manera de poner, siendo rara la que
despues de los dos anos mantiene su
postura hasta dos 6 tres mil huevos
diarios, maximum que alcanzan general-
mente estas abejas negras oriundas de
Espana y llamadas en Cuba, de Castilla.

Una de las principales razones por
las que me vereis cultivar la raza Ital-

iana. es por que con ella obtenemos
reinas que ponen hasta cuatro mil
huevos al dia.

Despues que la reina pasa del segun-
do aiio. disminuye el numero de huevos
que pone diariamente.

E.ste panal que ante vuestros ojos
es';a. conserva su cria sellada salteada

y con este solo detalle, califico la reina
que aqui estuvo, de vieja.

No quiero decir, que con la edad solo
ponen las reinas en celdas separadas
entre si. No. Ella en este mismo panal
tenia cria de diferentes edades. Hubie-
seib visto, a no sufrir el pillaje que la

extermino, huevos de un dia, larvas de
varios dias y cria sellada. Larvas y
huevos fueron devorados; solo per-
manecio la cria sellada que no halaga
al paladar de las ladronas y nos basto
para Diagnosticar en esta caja:

"Muerte por pillaje. debido a debilidad
de la caja por tener reina vieja."

Si este apiario hubiese sido de panales
movibles y atendido por un apicultor,
ya por la manera de poner la reina, ya
por sus libros, habria comprendido la

necesidad de sustituiria por otra nueva
6 joven.

Aun abandonadas a si mismas, las

abejas suel en reeniplazar sus reinas
viejas.

Forman nuevos huevos de reina y al

sellar estos matan la vieja.

Sin embargo se dan casos en que la

uejan vivir hasta que alguna de las hi-

jas nace y en otros muy raros, aun
despues de ser fecundadas estas y estar

ya poniendo en la caja, suele encon-
trarse la madrc tambien en ella.

Este hecho es poco conocido de los

apicultores, que no saben explicarse
como, a pesar de la rivalidad sin cuartel
que existe entre las reinas, ven alguna
que otra rara vez, dos en una misma
caja; ambas fecundas y ambas poniendo.
Inspeccionando la segunda colmena

desierta, vemos que sus panales estan
cubiertos de gusanos y pululan en ellos

pequenas mariposas nocturnas grises.

EI dueno de este colmenar rustico,
nos diria que el enjambre de este cor-
cho "Se fue huyendo de la traza que le

cayo."
!Pobre enjambre 1 No se fue. Lenta-

mente aniquiladas las obreras cada vez
mas escasas, solo un cada dia mayor
numero de zanganos aumentaban en su
hogar las necesidades, sin que una sola
obrera viniese a reforzar el considerable
ejercito necesario en cada colonia para
atender a las mismas, entre las que
figuran ademas de la recolecta de la
miel y polen, la custodia y defensa de la

caja que tiene entre otros enemigos
precisamente "La galleria cereana"
mariposa productora del gusano de la

cera, que es el que aqui veis y el que
precepito su destruccion, por que aun
sin el esta colonia estaba fatalmente
destinada a desaparecer en plazo prox-
imo por ser su reina de las llamandas
Zanganeras.
Como sabeis, la reina tiene su origen

en un huevo exactamente igual al que
por sucesivas transformaciones en
larva, crisalida 6 ninfa e insecto perfec
to, se convierte en obrera.

Esta, como aquella. es hembra; solo
que desarrollada en celda estrecha y con
alimentacion mas sencilla, resulta de
menor tamaiio. con los organos geni-
tales atrofiados e incapaz para la fe-

cundacion y reproduccion.
No asi la reina. cuya celda aumentan

de capicidad las abejas, llegando a
simular un mani y cuya alimentacion
suculenta y ligeramente acida contri-
buj'e con el mayor espacio en que se
incuba. a formarla hembra perfecta,
con sus organos genitales en completo
estado de desarrollo, capaz de ser fe-

cundada y de reproducirse.
Pocos dias despues de nacida sale de
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su caja ell busca de las caricias del por el contrario si el huevo es coloca-

macho. do en celdas anchas y grandes como
Despues del medio dia, cuando la estas que veis, resultaran zanganos.

temperatiira es mas elevada y durante En esta colmena perdida que obser-
nuestras hermosas y apacibles tardes, vamos. la reina era virgen y en vano
habran Vds. oido como el suave mur- intentaba lograr obreras poniendo en
mullo del colmenar aumenta hasta el las celdas que corresponden a estas.

extreme de llamar vuestra atencion. Todos nacen machos, Para permitir
Debese a los zanganos que con vuelo el desarrollo de zanganos en celdas pe-

len to y zumbon toman perj^zosamente quenas de oberas, las abejas se ven
el sol frente a sus respectivas cajas. precisadas a alargarlas sobre el nivel

Entonces y mientras la mayoria de de las demas, hacerles sobresalientes y
las abejas de su colonia se precipitan como ademas estan puestos con cel-

i.legres y bulliciosas hacia la entrada, das vacias intermedias, presenta el pa-
permaneciendo alii, pero no quietas nal un cuadro que no olvidareis jamas
sino correteando de un lado para otro, y que os permitara siempre asegurar
entrando a veces para salir en el acto, sin titubear que la colonia que los pre-

sale la reina y despues de varios circu- sentan tiene una reina zanganera.
los exentricos, que tienen por objeto En vuestras habiles manos no habriais

fijar la posicion de su casa y asegurarse dejado perder esta caja, pues como en
para hallar la a su vuelta, pasa virgen el caso anterior, os hubiese bastado sus-

y coquetona una y otra vez delante y tituir su reina por otra fecunda y que
al rededor de los zanganos hasta que no hubiese estado en el caso de esta.

incitados la siguen. Ella presurosa que solo cria esos seres, de los que con
huye veloz, siendo el premio para el razon podemos decir: "Que no tienen
mas lijero, medio, de que se vale la nat- padre, que son hijos de susabuelo y
uraleza para la seleccion. que jamas conocen a sus hijos." Me

El afortunado entre sus rivales paga refiero al zangano.
empero con su vida el tributo a su G. Garcia Vieta-
amor, pues deja colgando sus organos
genitales en la vulva de su amante de
un segundo, pero que 1e sera fiel hasta Tenemos una lista completa de los
la muerte pues queda fecundada por el apicultores de la Provinria de >anta
resto de su vida. Clara, pero quisieramos poseer los
La reina da tanto viajes nupciales nombres de todos los apicultores de Cu-

como le scan necesarios para ser fecun- ba. A todo aquel que nos envie una
dada; pero si pasan sobre veinte y cin- jista de diez apicultores, fuera de la

CO 6 trein ta dias y ya por falta de Provincia de Santa Clara, mandaremos
zanganos, dias continuados de lluvia 6 el American Bee-Keeper un aiio entero

viento, 6 algun defecto fisico en ella, gratis. tf

esta fecundacion no se realiza, desiste -

de lograrla, pues se ha hecho imposible j _,

y ella, apesar de su virginidad, se decide L3. v-<0rnpnni3.

?arre".i:"e'„"pCradr ''ufZ^JSs Maiiufactufera Americana
obreras. -

,
- j • .

Existe una ley descrita por Dzierzon. otrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

llamada parthenogenesis, de partheno da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

virgen y genesis reproduccion, en virtud Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas

de cuya ley, ciertos insectos se repro- grandes y mas antiguas de America,

ducen sin previa fecundacion y nues- Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
tras reinas en cuestion la siguen, pero para Colmenas, Extractores. etc. In-

de un modo inicompleto pues solo lo- ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
gran reproducirse en la especie macho, articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

Reinas virgenes solo dan zanganos, de tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

aqui el nombre de zanganeras que re- y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

ciben. use a.

En cambio las fecundades, producen THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.
obreras si depositan sus huevos en las

, ki v c 1 1 a
celdas estrechas llamadas de obreras y

Jamestown, N. Y., £. U. A.
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THE W. T. FALCONER MANFG. Co.

H. E. HILL, EDITOR.

TERMS :

Fifty cents a year in advance; 2 copies 85
cents; 3 copies, $1.20; all to be sent to one
postoffice.

Postage prepaid in the United States and
Canada; 10 cents extra to all countries in the
postal union, and 20 cents extra to all other
countries. ^J^

ADVERTISING RATES :

Fifteen cents per line, 9 words; $2.00 per
inch. Five per cent discount for two inser-
tions; seven per cent for three insertions; 10
per cent for six insertions; twenty per cent
for twelve insertions.

Advertisements must be received on or be-
fore the 15th of each month to insure inser-
tion in the month following.

Matters relating in any way to business
should invariably be addressed to

THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
Falconer, N. Y.

Articles for publication or letters exclusively
for the editorial department may be addressed
to H. E. Hill,

Fort Pierce, Fla.

Subscribers receiving their papei in blue
wrapper will know that their subscription ex-
pires with this number. We hope that you
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates thai
you owe for your subscription. Please give the
matter your early attention.

The Bec-Kceper notes with pleasure
that Prof. Frank Benton has been ap-
pointed Apicultural Investig-ator in the
agricultural department at Washington
Prof. Benton is eminently qualified to
serve our apicultural interests in what-
ever capacity; and his recent advance-
ment IS a fitting recognition of his long
and faithful service of the government,
as assistant entomologist.

A slight delay in mailing this num-
ber of The Bee-Keeper, and an abbre-
viation of this department, is a result of
the editor's absence. It was our pleas-
ure during the past month to make the
personal acquaintance of Mr D E
Merrill, of The W. T. Falconer Mfg^
Co., who has been spending several
weeks in the South; and it was a very
pleasant duty to accept a kind invita-
tion, extended by the publishers of The
Bee-Keeper, to accompany Mr. Merrill
on a trip to several of the charming re-
sorts of South Florida and Cuba.

April and May. of all months, are the
ones in which the retention of heat in

the hive should be given especial atten-
tion. A loss of the animal heat gener-
ated at this season is a loss of brood,
bees and honey.

Subscriptions are coming in at a rate
that is truly gratifying to the editor.
We desire to double our present list
during 1902; and as a token of appre-
ciation, to every reader sending us one
new subscriber, together with 50 cents
for same, we wnll mail free one beauti-
ful photograph mounted 8x10 inches,
of either a Florida or Cuban scene.
The editor has a collection of several
hundred negatives taken by himself,
from \vhich to select, and is confident of
his ability to choose something which
will please each and every one who may
send us a new subscriber. When writ-
ing, please state your preference.

One of the interesting sights of the
old city of Havana is Colon cathedral,
which for many years was the resting
place of the (supposed) remains of Co-
lumbus. Few, however, of those who
throng its immense portals to celebrate
mass or on curiosity bent, appear to
notice a small aperture, apparently
caused by the crumbling of the stone,
and from which protrude several combs.
l)lacker. if possible, than the robes of
the officiating "Padres" within, and
from which the bees of an established
colony pass in and out- The cathedral
colony has its entrance just to the right
and slightly above the door of the tow-
er from which the passing hoTs are
proclaimed and echo from the walls of

Morro.



Easter Meanings*

"What's the meaning of Easter?"

I asked of a bee,

Who was flying quite bhthely

All ro'und about me

;

But he only hummed as he floated by,

And looked at me saucily from a small eye.

''Come explain to me Easter"

To a lily I said

:

There came but this answer

—

A nod of the head.

And the flower on its stalk swung stately and grand

;

But what was it saying, who could understand ?

Then I asked of the south wind.

This query again

:

''Canst thou tell me of Easter?"

Alas ! all in vain
;

For the wund only whistled its answer to me,

Which made it no plainer than blossom or bee.

Then I said to myself,

This Easter 'tis plain.

Hath brought back to earth

It's beauty again.

It makes the bee hum and the lily to sway,

And old earth to grow young as the south wind doth

play.

And thus whilst the lily was nodding to me.

And the gay bee was humming "round flower and tree.

And the south wind was whistling in rollicking glee,

Thev all were revealing, as plain as could be.

That Easter is here—^that Easter means life

;

Bringing Joy out of death, and Peace out of strife.

G. M. Howard, in Florida TvTagazine.



HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

Buffalo, N. Y., March 7.—Demand
for honey is verj' quiet, with fair sup-

lily- Fancy comb, we quote 14 to 15c;

extracted, 5 to 6c. Beeswax is in good
demand with short supply- Demand
for honey is decreasing very much and
requires sharp pushing to sell.

Batterson & Co.

iSg Michigan St. "

Kansas City. Mo., March 8.—Demand
for honey is light with large supply ol

comb. We have had a few cases of

Colorado and California comb honey on
the market during last month, and
prices are lower. We quote: Comb.
II to 12 i-2c: extracted, 6 to /c. Good
demand for beeswax at ,30c.

Hamblin & Sappington-

Boston, Mass., March 8.—We beg to
report a fairly good spring demand for

comb honey, and from present indica-

tions stocks will clean up in good shape.
Prices range as follows: Fancy, i6c;

No. I. 13 to 14c; No. 2. none. Extract-
ed is in good supply and moves slowly;
California. 7 i-2c.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Chicago, 111., March 8.—The decline
noted in last quotations are still more
pronounced at this time, large offerings
of Western comb are pressing for con-
sumption, which are difficult to place.

Prices are nominally 13 to 14 cents tor

best white, with travel stained and
light amber, 10 to 12 cents; that which
is candied, selling as low as 7c, %vith

the partially candied at 9 to 10 cents.

No great amount of dark honey is of-

fered. Extracted is steady in price, but
slow of sale, white, 5 i-2c to 7c; amber,
5 1-4C to 5 3-4C; dark. 5c; according to

what it is gathered from and quality.

Beeswax in great demand at 30 cents.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier
should use the All Right Drinking
Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-
ful invention for poultrymen. Saves
time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-
ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.
You can't afford to be without it.

Send for circular, prices and testimon-
ials to

I. E. BEVER.
Box A, 315 Kelthsburg, III.

2-6t

lorin Balryi

Removes paint and grease from clotb-

ing, cai-pets, silk ©r woolen good.s;

cures dandruff and ehapped hands.
Five ounce box and circular

50 c«nt$.

AGENTS WANTED

McCormick & Greening Co.,

Box 2G. MONROE, MICH.

Say, Read This!
POULTRY CULTURE, the latest

and most up-to-dafe Poultry Maga-
zine in the world. Published monthly
16 pages, finely illustrated. Full of
good things that everj' poultry rai.ser

wants to know. The price of one
years subscription is only 25 cents.
Send us the names and addresses of
three of your neighbors who raise
poultry and send us a silver dime also
and we wil send you Poultry Cul-
ture for one year. This is a special
offer, .so send at once.

POULTRY CULTURE,
East St. Louis, 111.

MENTION THIS PAPER

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
1 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouae; written ea-

ircially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

first edition of 1.000 sold in less than two years.

Rilitor York says: "It is the finest little book jnib-

islied at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

jiail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

fa, live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal.) one

year for 6.5c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO,, Higginsv.Ue.Me.



Rough Rider strawberry

Best shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest anrl most
pn K 1 act ive strawberry in existence. $1 150 from 214 acres
in r.«X). Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

S~-") in gold for largest berry produced in 1902. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-
inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer. Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO., N.Y.

THE GRAND ARMY WORLD,
Army and Navy Chronicle. The National Illustrated Monthly Magazine.

CONTENTS—Stories, reminiscences, illustrations. Special department of

"Points on Pensions."
Year $1.00; six months, $.50; three months. $-25; copy, $.10.

The Grand Army World and Navy Chronicle, 243 Broadwav. New York
City.

Introducorj' three months trial, 10 cents. Sample copy mailed on receipt

of two-cent stamp.
3-2t. PROMINENT WRITERS.

CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Daughters of select, imported and se-

lect, long-tongued breeders. Also se-

lect straight five-banders; bred 3 3-4

miles apart. No impure bees within 3,

and but few within 5 miles. No disease.

Untested, 75c; tested, $1.50. Send for

free circular.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;
Hijas de selectas importadas y de

selectas lenguilargas. T'-'mbien excelen-

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Sin

abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil-

las. Sin enfermedades. No probadas a 75
centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase cir-

culares gratis. John M. Davis, Spring
Hill, Tenn., E. U. A. Htf

RELIEF FOR SUFFERERS,
BIG MONEY FOR AGENTS.
Our Wonderful Pocket Inhaler, for

coughs, colds, sore throat, headache,
neuralgia, etc., should be in every

home. Will last a year and be used
every day. Pleasant and effective. We
want every Bee-Keeper reader to give

it a trial and be convinced of its genu-
ine merit. Sent to any address, prepaid
©n receipt of 25 cents.

We offer unequalled inducements to

agents who will assist in placing this

wonderfully effective and most pleas-

ant remedy before the public. Out
agents are meeting with marvelous suc-
cess. Write for special terms to agents.
We'll do the right thing by you.

W. J. BASS & CO.,
Ft. Pierce. Fla. Htf

DID YOU KNOW that there was a

new bee-journal in the South?

TheLone Star Apiarist
a live, up-to-date journal; tells about

hundreds of the finest bee-locations in

the world yet unoccupied and also of

the Editor's extended trip through that

"great South-west Texas bee-keepers'

paradise."

Having absorbed the "SOUTH-
LAND QUEEN" leaves the Apiarist

the only bee-journal in the south. A
dollar-a-year monthly. Subscribe now.

Address.

The Lone Star Apiarist,

tf Floresville, Tex^.

ir YOU conLD exchange

Oive Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep your dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of

The Americr.n Inventor
you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 F. St.. N. W., Washinston I). C.



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF. WASHING THE OLD

WAV. BUT BUY AN E M P I R E
3

WASHER, with ichtch the ,

frailest iroman can do an or-

diiiarv tcasli ing in one hour,

irithout wetting her hands.
Sample atu-hohi:al<-'i>rire. Satisfaction Gunranteed.
No i}au until tried. Writefur Illustrated Catalogue
andpricei ofWringeri>,[roninp Tahlen. Clothes Reelt,

DruinflRari<,\YopovJacks. lie. AsrentsWanted. Lib-

eral Terms. QiiiekSalp;^! Little AVork!! Big PayUl
^c<rfre#«,THEEMPiRKWASHKRCo.,JamestowD,N.Y.

5 YEARS FOR 50 CENTS.
Every Avide-awake farmer should

seud for a copy of the most up-to-date
farm paper. Address at once for free
sample copy.

FARMERS' AND PLANTERS' GUIDE,
Baltimore, Maryland.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confldeiitial. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Slunn & Co. receive

special twtke, without charge, in the

Scientific Jlinerican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, fl. Sold brail newsdealers.

MUNNiCo.36'Broadway. New York
Branch Offlce, 625 F St., Washington, 1>. C.

The Only One of Its Glass
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published njonthly. 20 pages. !?ubscription .Mlc.

Established IS'.C. Circulation 5,000.

Devoted e.xclusively to creamery and dairy in

terests and diversified farming. Advertising rates

made known on application. .1. P. ISRAEL,

Itf Publisher, Lincoln, Neb.

00 YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

Irom 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at :-.i'.e. perd"z. in one ilay form 18i'l!Pns

Our New Hook ••llelpw for Ponllry Ree|ier><" tell-

how, e-xjilaiiis why so many fail and so few succeed.
A Hook wecancoinmend with a gmxl ciUiSCieuce a.s

aCJRKAT HELP to all Poultry Keepers young or
fild. Describes t*) varieties of fowls, well illii>trated.

and contains a Poultry Keepers Account showing
gain or loss monthly;on heavy jiaper worth 2.> cti>.

This Book Free with our 1 'sultry Paper one vi ar fcr

2.5c. or Book free wiili paper It montlis f<'c IV.v.
Descriptive circulars Free fur stamp t'^pay posia^e,

\\'av!iide Poultry to., Cliutouville, t'oiiii.

SOUTHERN

PIT GAMES
Is devoted strictly to

PIT GAME FOWLS.
Now is the time to subscribe.

One dollar per year. Sample
copy free.

JEFF FLEMING,
Blakely, Ga.

P. O. Box 4.

N. B.—I also breed the fol-

lowing celebrated pit games;

Fleming's Invincibles, Grist

Champions, W'arhorses. Geor-

gia Blacks, etc. Send for new
catalogue, illustrated in colors,

and mention this paper, 3-4t.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-
load of the aimless nomads that claim to cov-
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

Valuable Poultry Book Free.
Contains over 50 pages practical information

on all phases of the subject. Also 50c collec-

tion of seeds; 50c due-bill; package Poultry
Tonic; formula for Lice-Killer; subscription to

Poultry Paper; Calendar for 1902; and our big
catalogue of bargains in trees, plants, seeds,
poultry, and supplies, telling you how to se-

cure a setting of eggs free and win $50 in
prizes. Send names of five farmers and 20c to

help pav postage. Address.
1. E. BEVER.

Box n-2]. Keithsburg, 111.

3-3t.



Patent Wired Comb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

Thin Flat Bottom Fouidation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk
about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprout Brook, N. Y.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-

views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti

cles on important national and historical
events, Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that appears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of

life.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

of the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.

Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St.', New York City. N. Y.

Money in

Farm Poultry.
when properly conducted. Let us help

you make poultry and other farm pro-

ducts profitable by sending you the

Feather and Farmer six months for ten

cents. A monthly paper, 12 to 16 pages,

48 to 64 columns, large plain type, 50

cents a year. Address,
FEATHER AND FARMER.

tf. Jeffersonville, Ohio.

A Monthly Journal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting,trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced hunter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding, Publish-
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

Tlie Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.

We will send it ^with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.

GET IARR|[0

If you want a husband or wife, we

can assist you. Send 2 cent stamp for

particulars. Address,

AGENT,
Postoffice Box 850.

DENVER, COLORADO.

IS ALL IT TAKES
I, TO PAY FOR

fANCY FOWLS.
The phenominally successful and

most widely read poultry organ of

the South. Established in 1897, it

is a credit to its section, the great

and growing South. It is out on

time the tenth of each month, is

prosperous and res})onsible. As a

low-priced paper it is in a class by

itself and is better than most 50c.

papers. 3(5 to 00 pages. Largest

circulation in its territory of any

poultry paper and unequalled as an

advertising medium to those want-

ing to reach Southern readers.

Address, enclosing 2r)c. in coin or

stamps, FANCY FOWLS CO.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.

tf



PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, costs less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attinition given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book ''IIow to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent frexi.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receiTe
special notice, without charge, ia the

INVRKO^IVEI AOK.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms $1 a year

El G"i SIGGEEiS,
yiH F street N.W. Washington, 1). C.

Poultry, 15 ees PAY
ai\d Fruit 1^1

a good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can keep them. If you
are now raisino- poultry get some bees
and fruit. They will pay you. The

Poultry, Bee and Fruit
Journal is the only journal devoted ex-
clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it,

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 25c a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dime; stop it if you don't
like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address-

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Connpany.

tf Davenport, Iowa.

3^^ I Mail Order Dealers, in fact

all advertisers will find

THIS AND THAT a splendid medium
for results. Give us a trial and be
convinced. Rates, for a short time
only, 6 cents per nonpareil line. Cir-

culation 12,000. Address.

T. FORTSON PRUETT, Publisher,
Sidney, New York.

FOR SALE—12 Hives Complete; also 2 Col-
onies Italian Bees. Price Low. E. L. MES-
SENGER, 53 Townsend Ave., New Haven,
Conn. 4-2t.

SEND2^ STAMP.
I'or printed iniormation regarding tlie most

fertile unimproved farm in Minnesota, where
crops never fail, that can be had from $.5.00

to $12.00 per acre. This spring will be th,e

last opportunity to 'get lands so cheap, as btit

comparatively small amount of the best lands
remain, but has already "oeen purchased by
actual settlers. Prices also will advance rap-
idly- We own and absolutely control 120,000
acres of the choicest land which has ever been
on the market. Also list of cood improved
farms ranging in price from $25.00 to $65.00
per acre.

WINONA & WESTERN LAND CO.,
3tf. Box 247. Winona, M inn.

SEND TO FARMERS WIVES
Names and Postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free
for one year. These names are valuable to us.
Tv'e are publishing the handsomest and most
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-
ed exclusivelj- to the interests of the women
folks on the farm at 50 cents a year. If you
hesitate, send two-cent stamp for a sample
copy and be convinced we are giving you a
verv desirable Journal.

THE FARMERS' WIFE,
2-tf Winona, Minn.

Homes in

Old Virginia.
It i.s gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large
land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-
ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.
Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

Oy good journals than that of the farmer. Unio-

tellipent uniirogressiveoess has now no eicuso.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
•WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.



J

ATHENS, GA.
The leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.

No farmer fruitgrower, stock raiser,

poultryman, dairyman or even house-

wife can afford to be without this val-

uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on apphca-

tion.

ADVERTISING RATES REASON-
ABLE.

M^alCGiaer^ Jame$lown, N-T-

THAT'S ALL IT'S NECESSARY TO
REMEMBER.

IT'S A HOUSEHOLD WORD THROUGH-
OUT THE BEE-KEEPING WORLD.

IF YOU ARE A BEGINNER, KEEP SAY-
ING IT OVER.

IF YOU USE IT WHEN ORDERING
BEE-KEEPING SUPPLIES,

YOU WILL KNOW THAT NO LIVING
MAN HAS BETTER GOODS THAN

YOUR OWN.
THE REASON IS OBVIOUS—
THEY CAN'T BE MADE.

The W. T. Falconer Mf^. Co

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-
Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rock}' Mountain Bee Jour-
nal $ .50 $ -75

What to Eat i-oo i-oo

Bee-Keepers' Review •• •• i-oo i-35

Canadian Bee Journal • •• i-oo 1-35

Gleanings in Bee Culture- • i-oo i-^5

American Queen 50 .60

Modern Culture i-oo i-oo

Over 100 Leading: lYIa^aziiies and
.\ctvspapcrs for 25 Cents.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mail "The I'nion Affcnt" for 6 months
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it—for 25 cents j'ou

receive $10.00 worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such magazines as the Youths' Cum-
panion, Crntury, JRaiao (4 Hit'inrs, Wonidii's Iloii.e

Conipanion, Farm and Fmfii}( , Etc. Send today!

This offer is for this month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-

ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.
The Union Agent, Covington, Ky.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

FARM
TOPICS

Farm Topics is a practical farm

publication. Every farmer, gardener,

bee keeper, stock breeder, orchardist,

dairyman and poultryman will find it

crowded full of helpful information. It

aims to be practical rather than theo-

retical, and well adapted to all parts of

the country. It contains a larger vari-

ety of subjects of interest to farmrs

than any other farm paper.

Subscription 50 cents per year.

FARM TOPICS.
108 W Canal St. Cincinnati, O.

l^J

—THE===

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,

Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cutler, Dade County, Fla. 12^

UUITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

)*i'<TL't;ir.v - Dr. A. B. Mason, Station B, Toledo,

Oliio.

fleneral Manager and Treasurer—Hon. Eugen*

S«cor. Forest City, la

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over 6,000 of a circuJa-

tion and it affords the best medium of

reaching the 100,000 farm homes in

New Brunswick, l\ova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly

printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-

to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-

scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf Halifax, Can.



QUEENS FOR 1902.
I hcp^ to announce that I have com

fueens of an excellent strain to all \vh
ing 1902.

Purchasers may have their choice
mother, or from a choice golden breed

Of the hundreds of queens sent to
one complaint—which came from a gen
doubtless, injured in the mails; while
ing the merits of our stock. I am. there
all who order in the future.

These queens are carefully bred in

Untested, $1.00 each. Tested, ^2.

Htf.

pleted arrangements for supplying
o niav favor me with their orders dur-

of stock from a superior imported
er.

customers in the past, I have liad but
tleman in Alabama—and his queen was,
we have had scores of letters proclaim-
fore, confident of my ability to please

separate yards, well isolated.
00 each.

H. E. HILL, Fort Pierce, Florida.

Are You Interested

FLORIDA ?

$15 00 A WEEK
__ ^^"« AND EXPENSES,FOR MAX WITH RIG To introduce our

POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; straight sal-
ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. V East St. Louis, Ills,

tf

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weeklv. $1.00 per vear, 50 cents for six
months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample cop-y. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM, San Mateo, Florida-

4-3t.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DONT MISS THIS.

-TME-

QUEENS
Buy them of H. G. Quirin, the largest

queen-breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root & Co. tells us our

stock is extra fine. Editor York, of the
A. B- J. says that he has good reports
from our stock from tiine to time, while
J. L. Gandy, of Humboldt, Nebra., se-
cured over 400 pounds honey (mostly
comb) from single colonies containing
our queens. We have files of testimon-
ials similar to the above.
Our breeders originated from the

highest priced long-tongued red clover
queens in the '[J. S.

Fine queens, promptness and square
dealing, has built up our present busi-
ness, which was established in 1888.

Price of Golden and Leather Colored
queens before July i:

the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.
Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates. 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch.

THE
People's Companion Publishing Co.,

Hathawav Bldg., Milwaukee. Wis.
4-tf.

1
1

i
6 12



others who are interested
in the progress of

ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
HEALTH, etc.. should not fail to

ALL LOWERS OF MATURE
BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE
secure, as a regular visitor to their home,

Popular Science News,
Instructiye. Of great value to teachers, and persons engaged .in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR SC'IBXC'K "N'EWS, the publishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPEQ I /^l^ GOMBiNATiON OFFER for the Summer months:

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months $0 80

Revikw OF Keviews [new] " " 1 2S

SUCCESS [new or renewal] " " 50

The Ameijican BEK-KEErKK [new]. " " 25

All Four for

$1.68.
If2 SO

All Four for

$2.85.

or POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year U 00

Review OF Reviews [new] '" " 2 50

Success [new or renewal] " " 100
The American Bee-keeper [new] " " 50

$5 00

Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

Popular Science News aud The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or reaewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

If POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

TKe Plowshare*
Published monthly at Mayfield, Kentucky.

Reaches 6000 rural readers monthly. A No. 1
advertising medium. Submit your contracts.

Address, PLOWSHARE,
Lock box 203, Mayfield, Ky.

$1.00 will pay for a 1 inch advertisement in

The For Sale and Want columns of the

FLORIDA
MAGAZINE.

An Illustrated Monthly.

One Dollar a Year.

G. D. ACKERLY, Publisher,

Jacksonville, Florida.
j,„

'3

one month

12-6t

• armers si^dvocale.
Try it, if vou want results.

ADVOCATE CO
Morrisvjlle, \'t.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

The Michigan
Belgian Fancier

The leading Belgian Hare paper, and the only

pai)er in Michigan that devotes its pages exclusive-

ly to the Belgian Ilare.

The right pajier for the beginner for the fancier

^for the advertiser.

The regular subscription })rice is

50c. per year. To the readers of

this paper who will clip this adv.

and return it to us with 10c. in

stamps or silver, we will send the

paper for one year. Sample copies

sent on application. Address

The Michigan Belgian Fancier,

8tf Ithaca, Mich.



Webster's Unabridged
Dictioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of 1 HE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 papes, size of page 8V4xl9^ inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only Jl.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all (liat pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion. Fancv Work. Stories, Poetry, Music. Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

itTHE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

TQissoart
AND

/IrkaRsas

If you want to hear
everything about
tne South euclose a
silvpr quarter in a
-oinmoti letter for

a year's subsi-rip-

tion to the

D^ sssuri and^^iT^^rkaasas

yarm.erj'and ^Fro-ilman.,^

It tells you where to get cheap farming
fruit, grazing and timbered lands; where lo

go to fish, hunt and for health; about new
towns, new railroads, and where to make pay-

ing investments. The largest and handsomest
HOMESEEKERS paper in the United States.

Address: R. J. PROFITT, Publisher,
Kansas City, Mo.

Your advertisement to be a success

must be placed in the ONLY success-

ful EXCHANGE JOURNAL in exist-

ence. A 30 word ad. costs but 25

cents. Subscription 50 cents a year.
Sample copies 5 cents, none free. Your

money back if not satisfied.

THIS FOR THAT PUBLISHING CO.,

227 Belden Ave., Chicago, 111.

We think not. The West is the direction to

look forward to for business. Have you cither

Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, that you

wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon IPobtff^

is the best medium of its class through which

to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON, Manager,
Salem, Oregon.

FARM INVESTOR AND
FINflNGlflL OUTLOOK.

lublished once a month, is devoted to ag-
riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-
terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-
vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock aad
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro-
prietors of "Farm Investor," Marysville, Ohio.

1 1 F^ I I ^^T J^o .Vfiu want some ffood
I \i—'L^L^\J \ pure bred POULTRY?
We can furnish you EGGS FOR HATCH-

ING from fine vv hite Wonder fowls, R. C.
B. Leghorns, B. P. Rocks, Partridge Cochins,
S. L. and Golden Wyandottes, Toulouse
Geese, and Rouen Ducks, if you want some-
thing good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention
this paper. Address,

Itf THE EUREKA POULTRY FARM,
Established 21 years. Hamburg, Wis.
One of the most Northern poultry farms in

the U. S.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.

Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boston, Mass.

Wanted, Local Managers,

to organize and take charge of branch Rabbit-
ries all over the U. S., Canada, Mexico, West
Indies and Central America. J. V. Cortler

represents us at Manila, Phillipine Islands.

Send stamp for Large Free Book, particulars,

and sample copy of Best Belgian Hare and
Poultry paper in the world.

EASTERN IMPORTING & BREEDING
COMPANY.

Belfast, Maine.



I CUT THIS OUT
j

A and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- j

® closed, and receive in return a six months'
J

wL trial subscijition to t

i People's Companion Magazine. |

n It's the one yiiu hear so much about. Ad. {

2 rates. Ti cts. ]ier line; Ml cts. per incli. Give
J

S us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. i

8 Sample copy for two cent stamp. |

1 People's Companion Pub, Co.,
]

a MILW.MKEE, WIS. (

S Ed. T>i' Lonue. Ed. and Pub. 8tfl

To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEEKEEPER,
And Others!

During the Months of

January, February, March and April

We Will Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm. Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-
per printed for the price.

Address.

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2-4t.

^ Austral Culturist
and Pcultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARIST. ^^^^Xlnstnes.
(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription .'is. t;d. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and

Tasmania. A good medium to American
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head oflSee for .\ustralian Colonies,

--'J Collins street,

Melbourne, Australia.

^<^afe
rrocj

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,

Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,

Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and

Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

Nashville, Tenn.8tf

Poultry and

Belgian Hare

Standard.
Leader on Poultry and Hares; giving the greatest

amount of practical instruction each issue—just

what every breeder must have to succeed.

A text book of 175 pages is

given with each yearly subscrip-

tion which includes five cents for

postage. State whether poultry

or hare book is wanted and send

fifty-five cents to

STANDARD,
512 Hall Building,

g^j
Kansas City, Mo.

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8t£ Milwaukee, Wis



Beeswax wanted
We will pay,28 cents cash or30

^ents in goods for good quality of
Jeeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
iR.N.Y. If you have any, ship it to

js at once.
[Prices subject to change without notice.]

rhe W. T. Falconer Mfa:. Co.

EGGS IN WINTER
isiir i.hiaiDed uniier riizhl conditions and
tlention. Subsfriho for our poultry paper

n how. 25 ct=. a VI rir. Sample copv free.

THE POULTRY ITKM, Kox 190, Fucks, Pa.

W. :M. Ccirish. East Nottin^'haiii, N.
H., kir-cps a t'ompletc^ supply of our
jroods. and «'astorii customers will save
freight by ordering of iiini.

TiiK W. T. Faix-onkk Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
Tliey are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Prompt SJiipnient.

G- B- LEWIS CO.. Watertown.Wis.,
= ^== u. s. A,

Special Agency, C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Catalos; Free.

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.
f>ery new si'bscriber sending $1.00 for the weekly American Bee

Journal forone year will receive a copy of Newmans liiO page "I'.es and

Huney" free. The old American Bee Journal is great tins year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Journal tree. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 144 Ene St., Chicago. 111.

THEFERRIS
WRX REFINER

to be ttsed in connection with steam wax ex-

tractors, increases the value of wa.x two cents

a pound and pays for itself in refining fifty

pounds of wax. For safe by all dealers or

C. G. Ferris,

Richfield Springs. N. Y.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Every bee-keeper, and especially if he has not

had long experience, should have at least one good

text book upon the subject. The following are

doubtless the very best works on bee-keeping. In

ordering by mail be sure to add the amount of

postage named:
Postace

Price, exit a

AliCof Cee Culture (A. I. Root), cloth *1 00 •.'( c.

Bee-keepers' Guide (Prof. A. J. Cook) 1 00 15c.

Langstroth on Honey Bee, rev. (Oadant) 1 10 i:)C.

Quiiibys New Bee-keeping (Quinby) . 140 10c.

Thirty Years Among Bees (Alley) 48 2c.

Uow to Manage Bees (Vandruff) 25 5«

Amateur Bee-keeper (Rouse) 20 5c.

The W. T. Falconer NIfg. Co.,

POULTRY POINTERS
Published monthly for be>?inners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 2-5 cents. Advertising
rates, 25 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

POVLTRY POINTERS PT'B. CO..
Belding, Mich.

A MOTH-PROOF
BEE HIVE.

For particulars address, with stamp.
Bryan Tyson. Carthage. X. C. You will

please mention this paper. 3 2t.

yALHABLE BOOKS!
SUCCESSFUL PIGEOH BBI2CING - A pra tic:il
book treating in detail all points on success-
ful pigeon breeding, illustrated, price - .1 c
AMEEICAN BEL9UN BASE OOLTUEE-A practical
book treating on all points pertaining to
Hare Culture. Also including the latest re-
vised standard, illustrated, price - - - ."lOc

POULTST, DAIEY AND ACCOUNr BOOS-A vei'y
simple and easy method for keeping a ci r-
rect account of ones poultry for au entire
year, price -- -..-2c
KONEr MAKING SECEETS—Contains a large col-
section of valuable receipts and formulas for
the manufacture of various articles in daily
use, price ----.. . [qc
HOW TO TBAW AMIMALS-Tells how to tea.-h
horses, dogs, cats, mules, gaats. Itirds aii'l
other animals to perform tricks and feats of
intelligence, price. . - - - lOc
E0E8S AND CATTLE DOCTOE — Giving causes,
symptoms and treatment of the various dis-
eases of horses and cattle, price - - lOi",

FAMILY COOK BOOK—Invaluable to every house-
wife, price - - - . . . JO,;

PEACTIOAL P0ULTE7 KEEPEE—Guide to success-
ful poultry raising, including chapter on
making incubators and brooders and how to
operate tliem, etc., price ... joe
Any or all of the above books sent postpaid

on receipt of price named. Address all or-
ders to

" HENRY H. FRICK.
Publisher, FRICKS, PA.



Do You Produce
Comb Honey?

lI(M-e is something tliat will interest, you.

"The Danzenliaker Hive I think will take precedence over all

Dthei-s. I am deliuhted with it. as it is simple, and easily ma-
nipulated." U. H. PEPWORTH.

Pietermaritzliurii'. Natal. South Africa, Nov. 30, 1901.

If you buy the Danz. hive you will tind a ready market f<ir

your honey. Comb honey in Danz. sections has never yet been
held because of "little demand."

Extracted Honey?
You will need jiood hives, knives, and most of all. a good

honey-extractor. Root's Cowan Rapid Reversible Extractors are
used everywhere, and always acknowledged to be the best. Be
sure to get one of our make.

Beeswax?
You should have tlk^ best wax-extractors, else large (luantities

of wax will be left in the refuse. See what one extensive and
l)ractical bee-keeper says of our German wax press:

For 2(» years past I have had to render up oiu combs or cap-

pings in larger or small (piantities. and my experience has been
extensive, for I liave tried faithfully almost every known method
to get all the wax otit. but have never succeeded to my satisfac-

tion until recently. I got of you a German wax-press, that comes
nearer accomplisliing that object than anything I have ever trie<l

1 am more than satistied with it. for, if used according to direc-

tions, there is little if any wax left in the refuse. Any one
used to tlie old methods will be astonished at the results obtained.

In this press yon have given those in need of it the best thing, to

my mind, yoxi have ever brought out, and I really believe all who
try it will pi'onounce it a real treasure. There are other points
of advantage that I could mention, one of which is its perfect
safety—no boiling over and setting lire to everything, and it can be
left alone witliont care for cpilte a time, and everything can be
kept neat and clean. ,ind it occupies very little room.

E. T. FLANAGAN.
Kelleville. 111.. Dec. 1L'.

Root's goods ;U'e for sale cvei-ywliere. See list of joboei's
and agents in the .lanuary l)ee-journals. A full list of local agents
sent you on rctpiest. We will also send yon a little book, "Facts
About Bees,"' describing the Danz. hive, and our catalog on re-
quest.

NYANTEIt.—Beeswax. Prii-e aliout liSc cash or oOc in trade fOr
pure average beeswax, delivered here. \Ye want also a car of
wliite sage extracted honey, also large lots of WHITE COMB
IIOXFY in DAX/ sections.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.



Entered at tlie Postottice, Fort Pierce, Fla., as second-class mail matter.



i Perfected VonGulin Incubator
is known pretty well all over th(! country and has never failed to prove sitisfactniv

when handled "by a person of Intelligence and with ordinary attention. We giuii

antee them to be satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. What's mor<^ fairthjui

this offer, and doesn't it sho'w that we mean what we say as to its merits? Si nd

for catalogue.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

OUCCESS IN LIFE DEPENDS .UPON WHAT YOU READ.

Tou surely want to read our paper, SUNSHINE. This paper is pub-
lished for the home, containing ?>'2 paeres. The many departments are

made up of CLEAN, BRIGHT. ELEVATING and HELPFUL reading

for every household. Our motto is to help others help tliemselves Price,

only 25 cents a year.

QPPflAI lO-fPNX OPPPR Send us 10 cents and the names and addresses
^rCvIrVL, IU=vdi 1 virrErlV of five persons and we will send you Sunshine
one year. Kvery reader of this pa i^er should avail themselves of this offer. Address your
letters tci

3-4t. MAYES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. pi oflt by our own method

;

all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepers). Astonishing results. Will surprise and please
you. BOOKLET FREE TO EVERYBODY..or Big- Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 nios. for 10 cents. Address,

W. P. CO., Box CllntonvlIIe, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
JOIN OUR ^

S^' "^ts MUSIC CLUB 50 cts

Fifty cents pays for one year's membership.
You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell frt^m

40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also job
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III.

Sheridan poultry Yard$.

Sheridan, Mich.,

Barred FI/moutK Rocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Breeder
of

Eggs in season, $1.25 per 13; $2.00 for

26. First orders booked, first filled.

1-Gt

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nov-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,
Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern, JamestO'.vn, N. Y.

A, I I
• > fl I n ^° y" wish to make an investment? Have

I'l^YOulOOKlnp fOt' ^ borne i y°^ any property which you wish to sell? No
i> ' O > > farmer should think of buying a home until

he has secured a copy of THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. It has the lar-
gest list of farms advertised in it of any paper published in the state of Iowa. It reaches thir-
ty thousand readers each issue. It is one of the best papers to advertise in that there is pub-
lished in the state of Iowa. It has a circulation in nearly every state in the Union. Every man
who handles real estate should be a subscriber to this Journal. He will find that it will put
him in the way of making enough deals the first month to more than thirty times pay him
for what the Journal would cost him for one year. Send 75 cents and we will mail you the
Journal one year, or for ten cents in silver or stamps we will send you the Journal two
months on trial. Advertising Rates only ten cents per line for one month. AddressTH£ FARy/l AV3 RI/^L ESTATE JOURNAL, TRUER. TAMA Co., lA.

Hygienic WATER.
SEAL COMMODE
IN SUBURBAN H0M:ES.

where modern bath-room facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hverienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity
for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-
able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed bv leading physicians and nurses, Send for
Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARtiES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como. Bldg., Chicago, 111.



PatMt Wired Comb Fonndation
has no sag in brood frames.

TMd Flat Bottom Foaadatioa
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk
about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.

Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <S SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprout Brook, N. Y.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-

views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti
cles on important national and historical
events, Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that appears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of

life.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

of the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.

Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St., New York City, N. Y.

Money in

Farm Poultry.;
when properly conducted. Let us help

you make poultry and other farm pro-

ducts profitable by sending you the

Feather and Farmer six months for ten

cents. A monthly paper. 12 to 16 pages,

48 to 64 columns, large plain type, 50
cents a year. Address,

FEATHER AND FARMER,
tf. Jeflfersonville, Ohio.

A Monthly Journal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting.trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced iMinter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding-, Publish-
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

The Rauchfuss Combined

Section Press and

Foundation Fastener.

Price, eomplete wilh Lamp,

$5.00.

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.
We will send it with THE BEEKEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.

Patented Feb. 4, 1896.

If you produce Comb Honey you need one-
of these machines. Folds any width of the 414
x4% section and fastens the foundation at
one operation. Capacity 1,000 to 3,000 sections
per day, according to experience of operator.
Used and endorsed by all the large comb
honey producers of Colorado. A wonderful
time and labor saver. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
We guarantee every machine to give satis-

faction.

RAUCHFUSS BROS.
1440 Market street,

Denver, Colo.
Sole Manufacturers and Patentee's.
Our machines are sold by the following

dealers in Bee-Keeper's Supplies.
G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.
W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown,

N. Y.
CHAS. DADANT & SON. Hamilton, 111.,

L. A. WATKINS MDSE CO., Denver,
Colo.
BARTELDES & CO., Denver, Colo.
ROBERT HALLEY, Montrose, Colo.
DELTA FRUIT & PROD. CO., Delta,

Colo.,

THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUC-
ERS' ASS i\'.. Denver. Colo. 5-3t.



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF. WASHING the
WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R E iWASH E R, tvith which the i

frailest woman can do an or-

dinary washing in one hour,

without wetting her hands.
Sample ntwholcsalePrice. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
No pau until tried. Write/or Illustrated Catalogue
andpririit o/Wringers,Ironing Tables, Clothes Reels,

Drj/infjf!ars,WagonJacks,^c. AeentsWanted. Lib-
eral Terms. QuickSales! Little Woric!! BigPay!!!
Address.Ta^ EmpieeWasheb Co.,JamestowD.N.Y.

5 YEARS FOR 50 CENTS.
Every wide-awake farmer should

send for a copy of the most up-to-date
farm paper. Address at once for free
sample copy.

FARMERS' AND PLANTERS' GUIDE,
Baltimore, Maryland.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Slc.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

cjulckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly conBdeiitlal. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest asrency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, vpithout charge, in the

Scientific Hmerican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific Journal. Terras, $3 a
year ; four months, fl. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.36^Broadway, New York
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.

The Only One of Its Glass
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Publislitd monthly. 20 pages. Subscription 50c.

Established 1897. Circulation 5,000.

Devoted exclusively to creamery and dairy in

terests and diversified farming. Advertising rates

made known on application. J. P. Israel,

Itf Publisher. Lincoln, Neb.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-
load of the aimless nomads that claim to cov-
er the whole field. Subscribe now lor THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen
Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 heni in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at 86«. per doz. In one day form 180 hens
Our New Book "Helps for Poultry Keepers" tell.s

how, explains why so many fail and so few succeed.
A Book we can commend with a. good consclunc* as
a GREAT HELP to all Poultry Keepers young or
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well illustrated,
aud contains a Poultry Keepers Account shov.'ing
gainor loss monthly •,on heavy paper worth 2.5 cts.
This Book Free with our Poultry Pap^r one year fc r

2.5e. or Book free with paper 3 months for lOe.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.
Wayside Poultry Co., ClintonviHe, C'onn.

SOUTHERN

PIT GAMES
Is devoted strictly to

PIT GAME FOWLS.
Now is the time tO' subscribe.

One dollar per year. Sample
copy free.

JEFF FLEMING,
Blakely, Ga.

P. O. Box 4.

N. B.—^I also breed the fol-

lowing celebrated pit games;

Fleming's Invincibles, Grist

Champions, Warhorses, Geor-

gia Blacks, etc. Send for new
catalogue, illustrated in colors,

and mention this paper. 3-4t.

Valuable Poultry Book Free.

Contains over 50 pages practical information
on all phases of the subiect. Also 50c collec-

tion of seeds; 50c due-bill; package Poultry
Tonic; formula for Lice-Killer; subscription to

Poultry Paper; Calendar for 1902; and our big
catalogue of bargains in trees, plants, seeds,

poultry, and supplies, telling you how to se-

cure a setting of eggs free and win $50 in

prizes. Send names of five farmers and 20c to

help pay postage. Address.
i. E. BEVER.

Box B-21, Keithsburg, 111.

3-3t.



PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, costs less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent f re«.

I^atents procured through E. G. Siggers receire
special notice, without charge, in the

IMVRNa:^IVR AQK.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms?layear

E. G. SiaCEES,
'.tl8 F street >.'. W. Washington, 1). t'.

Poultry 15265 PAY
:g aixdFrultJ^Al
1 good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can keep them. If you
are now raisino- poultry get some bees

and fruit. They will pay you. .The

Poultry, Bee and Fruity
Journal is the only journal devoted ex-

clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it.

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 25c a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dime; stop it if you don't

like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address.

Poultry/Bee and Fruit Company,

tf Davenport, Iowa.

ICpp I Mail Order Dealers, in fact

all advertisers will find

r
THIS AND THAT a splendid medium
for results. Give us a trial and be

convinced. Rates, for a short time

only, G cents i>er njonpareil line. Cir-

culation 12,000. Address,

T. FORTSON PRUBTT, Publisher,
Sidney, New York.

FOR SALE—12 Hives Complete; also 2 Col-
onies Italian Bees, i'rice Low. E. L. MES-
iSENGER, 53 Townsend Ave., New Haven,
Conn. 4-2t.

SEND 20 STAMP.
For printed information regarding the most

fertile unimproved farm in Minnesota, where
crops never fail, that can be had from $5.00

to $12.00 per acre. This spring will be tlie

last opportunity to 'get lands so cheap, as bat
comparatively small amount of the best lands
remain, but has already "been purchased by
actual settlers. Prices also will advance rap-

idly. We own and absolutely control 120,000

acres of the choicest land which has ever been
on the market. Also list of cood improved
farms ranging in price from $25.00 to $65.00
per acre.

WINONA & WESTERN LAND CO.,
3tf. Box 247. Winona, M inn.

SEND TO FARMERS WIVES
Names and Postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free

for one year. These names are valuable to us.

rVe are publishing the handsomest and most
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-

ed exclusively to the interests of the women
folks on the farm at 50 cents a year. If you
hesitate, send two-cent stamp for a sample
copy and be convinced we are giving you a
very desirable Journal.

THE FARMERS' WIFE,
2-tf Winona, Minn.

Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners

who would not sell until they were

compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at'

very low prices, lands that produce

all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co. , Emporia, Va.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

oy good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-

telligent unprogressiveness has now do excuse.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
•'WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.



La Compania

Manufacturera Americana

ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In-

ventores y perfeccionadqres de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.

GEL. MARRIED

If you want a husband or wife, we

can assist you. Send 2 cent stamp for

particulars. Address,

AGENT,
Postoffice Box 850.

DENVER, COLORADO.

Say, Read This!
POULTRY CULTURE, the latest

and most up-to-dafe Poultry Maga-
zine in the world. Published monthly
16 pages, finely illustrated. Full of

good things that every poultry raiser
wants to know. The price of one
years subscription is only 25 cents.
Send us the names and addresses of

three of j'our neighbors who raise

poultry and send us a silver dime also
and we wil send you Poultry Cul-
ture for one year. This is a special
offer, so send at once.

POULTRY CULTURE,
East St. Louis, 111.

MENTION THIS PAPEK

Ttie Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted tx)

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-

per in the west. ]t circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 va.ge book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two year.s.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 34 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal,) cue

year for t>.")C. Apply to any first-class dealer, nr

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., HigginsTJle, Me.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N, Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alogue.

Go South.

The Soil, Climate.

Markets and many

other advantages

invite you. For free copies

of Monthly Journal, and for

Maps, Plats, Facts, Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,

351 Main Street,

Norfolk, Va.
12-tf



Webster's Unabridged
Dictioivary

^md n 00 the rcEuIar subscription price of THE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you

will receive the Realm^ne full year and \yEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGEp DIC-
TIONARY full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 paj-es, size of page S^^xW^i inches, gilt

letters mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in

many 'stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large handsome, illustrated magazine, deroted to all that pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are, Household. Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,

Fashion Fancy Work Stories, Poetry, Music. Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

fc^M THE HOUSEHOLD KEALM. 325 DEARBORN St.. Chicaqo, III.

Missouri
AND

If you want to hear
everything about
the South enclose a
silver quarter in a

common letter for

a year's subicrip-
tion to the/IrkaRsas^^

J'armerand 'FT'u.ilraaa,^

It tells you where to get cheap farming
fruit, grazing and timbered lands; where lo

go to fish, hunt and for health; about new
towns, new railroads, and where to make pay-

ing investments. The largest and handsomest
HOMESEEKERS paper in the United States.

Address: R. J. PROFITT, Publisher,
Kansas City, Mo.

Your advertisement to be a success

must be placed in the ONLY success-

ful EXCHANGE JOURNAX. in exist-

ence. A 30 word ad. costs but 25

cents. Subscription 50 cents a year.

Sample copies 5 cents, none free. Your
money back if not satisfied.

THIS FOR THAT PUBLISHING CO.,

227 Beiden Ave., Cblcago, 111.

;^ob

We think not. The West is the direction to

look {orward to for business. Haye yoa either

Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, that you

wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon l?ohlff^

is the best medium of its class througji which

to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON, Manager,
Salem, Oregon.

FARM INVESTOR AND
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.

tublished once a month, is devoted to ag-
riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-
terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-
vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock and
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro-
prietors of "Farm Investor," Marysville, Ohio.

HELLO! Do you want some good
pure bred POULTRY?

We can furnish you EGGS FOR HATCH-
ING from fine white Wonder fowls, R. C.
B. Leghorns, B. P. Rocks, Partridge Cochins,
S. L. and Golden Wyandottes, Toulouse
Geese, and Rouen Ducks. If you want some-
thing good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention
this paper. Address,

Itf THE EUREKA POULTRY FARM,
Established 21 years. Hamburg, Wis.
One of the most Northern poultry farms in

the U. S.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price ?1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boston, Mass.

Wanted, Local Managers,

to organize and take charge of branch Rabbit-
ries all over the U. S., Canada, Mexico, West
Indies and Central America. J. V. Cortlez
represents us at Manila, Phillipine Islands.

Send stamp for Large Free Book, particulars,

and sample copy of Best Belgian Hare and
Poultry paper in the world.

EASTERN IMPORTING & BREEDING
COMPANY.

Belfast, Maine.



ATHENS, GA.
The leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.
No farmer fruitgrower, stock raiser,

poultryman, dairyman or even house-
wife can afford to be without this val-

uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on applica-

tion.

ADVERTISING RATES REASON-
ABLE.

M*alconer^ Jame$town, n- t-

THAT'S ALL IT'S NECESSARY TO
REMEMBER.

IT'S A HOUSEHOLD WORD THROUGH-
OUT THE BEE-KEEPING WORLD.

IF YOU ARE A BEGINNER, KEEP SAY-
ING IT OVER.

IF YOU USE IT WHEN ORDERING
BEE-KEEPING SUPPLIES,

YOU WILL KNOW THAT NO LIVING
MAN HAS BETTER GOODS THAN

YOUR OWN.
THE REASON IS OBVIOUS—
THEY CAN'T BE MADE.

Th^ W. T. Fa'coner Mf^. Co

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-
Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-
nal $ -50 $ .75

What to Eat 1.00 i.oo
Bee-Keepers' Review •• •• i-oo 1.35
Canadian Bee Journal.. .. i.oo 1.35
Gleanings in Bee Culture-, i.oo i.?5
American Queen 50 .60

Modern Culture i-oo 1.00

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Acent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Pe.Tine G^ant.
Cutle- Dade County, Fla. i-'t^?

Uver 100 rieadin^ ITEag^aziiies auil
NeTvspapers for 25 Cents.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mail "The tiiiou Ag-eiit " for G montli.^;
and over 100 leading niafjazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it—for 26 cents you
receive .1;1U.0U worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter fur months. You
receive such magazines as the Yauths' Com--
panion, Century, Revirw of Bnicws, Woman's Himif.
Cuvipanion, Farm and Firfsidc, Etc. Send today!
This oflfer is for this month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscriptioii price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines, Agenta
wanted.
The TJniou Ag:eut, Covingrtoii, Ky.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

FARM
TOPICS

Farm Topics is a practical farm

publication. Every farmer, gardener,

bee keeper, stock breeder, orchardist,

dairyman and poultryman will find it

crowded full of helpful information. It

aims to be practical rather than theo-

retical, and well adapted to all parts of

the country. It contains a larger vari-

ety of subjects of interest to farmrs

than any other farm paper.

Subscription 50 cents per year.

FARM TOPICS.
108 W Canal St. Cincinnati, O.
4t

National Bee-Kfepers' Association.

Secretary—Dr. A. B. Mason, Station
B, Toledo, Ohio.
General Manager—Eimerson T. Abbott,

St. Joseph, Mo.

:THE

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over 6,000 of a circula-
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes in
New Brunswick, is ova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-
to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf Halifax, Can.



I CUT THIS OUT
p and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in-

O closed, and receive in return a six months'

S trial subsciption to

i People's Companion Magazine. |
It's the one you hear so much about. Ad.

2 rates, a cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give 9
S us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. S
S Sample copy for two cent stamp. O

5 People's Companion Pub. Co., 1
A MILWAUKEE, WIS. S
S Ed. ])e Loniie, Ed. and Pub. 8tfg

iC€ee€€€e€!€€eee€eeee«x9eeeo

To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER,
And Others!

During the Months of

January, February, March and April

We Will Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-
per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2-4t.

V
Austral Culturist

and Pcultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARIST. Horticulture.
Special Industrie*.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription Ss. fid. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and

Tasmania. A good medium to American
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head oflBce for Australian Colonies,

220 Collins street,

Melbourne, Australia.

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,

Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,

Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee arid

Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

m Nashville, Tenn.

Poultry and

Belgian Hare

Standard.
Leader on Poultry and Hares: giving the greatest

amount of practical instruction each issue—just

what erery breeder must have to succeed.

A text book of 175 pages is

given with each yearly subscrip-

tion which includes five cents for

postage. State whether poultry

or hare book is wanted and send

fifty-five cents to

STANDARD,
512 Hall Building,

^^^
Kansas City, Mo.

Send for onr Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

j

Enclose stamp for mailing,

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8ti Milwaukee, Wis..



ALL LOWERS OT MATURE "^'^''^'^-^'^in^^hTXreaso,

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, HEALTH, etc, should not fail to

secure, as a regular visitor to their home,

Popular Science News,
Instructive. Of great value to teachers, and persons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, the publishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPECIAL COMBINATION QFFER ^°'' ^''^ ^"™™^'' '"°°*''^-

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months $0 80

Review t)F Reviews [newj " " 125
SuccEKS [new or renevyal] " " 50

The American Bek-kekpeb [new]. " " 25

All Four for

$1.68.
$2 80

All Four for

$2.85.

or POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year $1 60

Review OF Reviews [new] " " 2 50

Success [new or renewal] " " 1 00

The American Bek-keepbr [new] " " 50

$5 60

Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

Popular Science News aud The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

TKe PlowsKare.
Published monthly at Mayfield, Kentuclcy.

Reaches 6000 rural readers monthly. A No. 1
advertisinc medium. Submit your contracts.

Address. PLOWSHARE,
Lock box 203, Mayfield, Ky.

Jl.OO will pay for a 1 inch advertisement «

The For Sale and Want columns of the

^ermGRt---

J.- armers si;?ldvocai:£,

Try it, if vou want results.

ADVOCATE CO
Morrisville, Vt.

one month.

12-6t

SUBSCRIBE FOB

FLORIDA
MAGAZINE.

An Illustrated Monthly,

One Dollar a Year.

G. D. ACKERLY, Publisher,

Jacksonville, Florida.
^ff

The Michigan
Belgian Fancier
The leading Belgian Hare paper, and the only

paper in Michigan that devotes its pages exclusive-

ly to the Uelgian Hare.

The right paper for the beginner—for the fancier

^for the advertiser.

The regular subscription price is

50c. per year. To the readers of

this paper who will clip this adv.

and return it to us with 10c. in

stamps or silver, we will send the

paper for one year. Sample copies

sent on application. Address

The Michigan Belgian Fancier,

8tf Ithaca, Mich.



Incubator Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON CULIN

^INCUBATOR

is the most perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and
saved with this most perfect incubator Prices $7.00 up.

Catalog free. Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
(Incubator Department) Jamestown, N. Y.

RIPANS
The simplest remedy for indigestion,

constipation, biliousness and the many
ailments arising from a disordered

stomach, liver or bowels is Ripans Tab-

ules. They have accomplished wonders,

and their timely aid removes the neces-

sity of calling a physician for the many
little ills that beset mankind. They go

straight to the seat of the trouble, re-

lieve the distress, cleanse and cure the

affected parts, and give the system a

general toning up.

At druggists.

The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,

contains a supply for a year.

Just a Minute of Your Time.
Send us a list of the bee-keepers In

your vicinity and we will send them
sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This
will not take much of your time or be
much trouble to you and you will be
doing your friends a favor.

n'
Tf If, BINGHAM
^'J has made all the im-

' provements in.

Bee Smokers and
Honey Knives

made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, i inch stove, none too large, sent
postpaid, per mail $l.oi}

3)4 inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2^ inch 90

T. F. Bingham, ???,^''w-h- •,••
'I?_ ..^_. . Little >V onder, 2 in. .ba

Farwell, Mich.

NA/E WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K^roer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCKT MOONTAIN BEE JOUENAL

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the pub'isher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.



SEND US the names and ad-
|

dresses of 20 of your
friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FOBTSON PRUETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sHver)

JOHN W. HANN,
Btf Wauneta, NeU

.

Looking West?
Did you ever thinli of Oregon or the

Pacific Northwest, the great big coun-
try that is so rapidly developing and
settling up?
Don't you want to know what is go-

ing on. out West in the Poultry busi-
ness?
Have you any goods you would like

to sell Western people? if so send for
sample copy of

The Northwest Poultry News.

It's "A Good Egg" full of good news,
has the finest colored cover of any
poultry paper in U. S.

Sample copy free. Subscription, 50e
year. Address,

The Northwest Poultry News
Portland, Ore.

3-4t.

Patents. Pensions.

PATENT and PENSION
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, .312 Ind. Ave.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

If vou wish to know anvthingf
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously since 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses
about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

THE WEEKLY SUN,
Canada's Great Farm and Home Journal,

Published at TOEONTO, CAN
Special features,

Farmers' market reports.

Full and accurate reports of farmers' gatherings,

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so good a medium of com-
munication with the best f<>''Biers of t'anada. H-U



'*ilround

the Pan,
t

WITH

TOn FLEHING
ILLUSTRATOR,

All book dealers.

By mail $2.00.

Hut Shell Pub. Co.

1059 3d Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
It 13 the most amusinfr and entertaining

bo'^k relating to the Kxpo-itii u that has been
published."—/Judaic lUmlrated Express.

"Th« hero is a witty historian who sees more
than any one vi>itor could possibly observe, and
the ill'istratione are as effective as the story."
—Leslie's H'eekly.

• The book is worth buying if only for the fine

rfprodurtion of a very remarkable portrait of

the lafe President, drawn entirely with one line

an achievement iti'elf, but a bit cf art "when the
result is superior to many pictures,"

—

Brooklyn
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
FipoBition is well and copiously illustrated.

Its humor is of a striking and epier*mafie or-

der, and will suit popular taste." —Loutsvitle

Courier Journal.

"Iti! a large and handsomely bound ^jlume,
pjoperly illustrated in the authors own inimit-
able way, and tells as plainly as words the story
of the Kxposition from acomic standpoint. In
the (iomain of art Tom Fleming has a touch f f

("vuikshank in him. and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
orisiual.',

—

Pittsburg Leader.

*foTE—On request within 10 days, a
Copy of thi.s book will be expressed pre-

paid, on approval, lo responsible person.s

EVERY BOY HIS OWH TOY- MAKER.
Tells how to maKe all kinds Toys,
Bteatn Engloes, Photo Cameras,
Windmlils. Microscopes. Electric

Telegraphs, Telephones, .Magic

Lanterns, ^Eolian Btirps, Boats,

from arowboat toaschooner; al-

, so Kites, Balloons, Masks, Wag-
ons, Toy Houses. Bow and Arrow.
Pop Guns, Slings, Stilts, Fishing

^ Tackle, Halibil and Bird Traps,

Md munVottieriT All Is made so pUIn that a Iwv can

JSsilTmlkc them. 2g0haDdso.ne^imis This ^eat boofe

bymaiUOc ,DEAS PU^ISH^^^^^O.^^

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

[

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
1

foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe
j

rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-

ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it Is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-

atious searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly

subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

Overstocked
-"t Bee Hives!

1 am overstocked with hives. Will .sell

two thousand at

Prices you cannot duplicate.

St. .Joe, Dovetailed, Wisconsin, Cham-
pion, or Langstroth Simplicity.

Ask for prices and say how many you

Vv'ant. Can ship at once.

Can Save you Money.

No difference where you live. Other

goods as cheap as anybody.

SUPPLY BUSINESS for sale cheap.

Address

Emerson T. Abbott,
tf ST. JOSEPH, MO.

Southern -farm GazetU
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agrri-

cultural Paper published in Missippi. Sub-
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. It

you are interested in cheap homes and rich

lands learn about them through the Gazette.

Solendid pdvertisine medium. Address
GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO..

Starkville, Miss,

you details of this and other good things.



AGENTS Wanted ' washi^'
for our

g Machines.

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co. , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

iu fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

,^ Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

Is an up-to-date paper on farm questions

and gives special attention to grasses, clovers,

chemistry and insects, and how to destroy

them.
If you want a hotne in the sunny south,

send 50 cents for this paper.
THOS. J. KEY & SON.Publishers,

Nashville, Tenn.
4-3t

IS a
luinryA BATH

when PNIPIRE
taken in an " Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agents Wanted.
Catalogue Free.
^The empire
*WASHER CO.,-
Jamestown,N.Y. '^^

nmiu
Bi6 MONEY MAKER_„
•f«« •rr Prrat«d. C«nta.ixu d«Um of InforDi*'

tion. Buid*on«l7 Ulm trmi«4. A funoas guid«.
b«s«d am pr*ertie&l «Xj>«ri«&e«: U T&rieties l&nd
and w&ter fowls. d»«asM aiul «r«enr'^, housrt
k*w t9 fe«<l hiph qsAlit) «toc±, lorn pne«a. hunk
and pervonai r«£«rfmoea. AbsoJnt«lT Reliable.

lOW^A POULTBY CO.
Box 88 romrftekto« Dea Moines Is

BELGIAN HARES.
ind lii'iKian Har(!t
luw rciidy, nicely :

(i-<l;iii', witli liiced

PIGEONS.
'cli. I'lofiisi'ly ill

;liorougli and cone
yv.irs expevicnce ii

POULTRY

THE RABBIT; How-
to Sfleet, Breed iuid
Manajjre tlie i;al>l>ic

ind lii'iKian Har(!t()r>'k'a8uri; or Prulit, fifth edlliou
luw ready, nicely illustiaied. eulargetl, tine paper, up-

<lali', witli bleeders directory, etc. Price 25 cents.
THE PIGEON; How to Select,
Breed and Manage tlie Pigeon for
Pleasure or Protit. l)yA.V.Meer-

•h. Profusely illustrated, treating the suiiject In a
;liorougli and concise manner. theauthorUavlngiuany
>a'a_r9 expcncnce in U. S. and Englan<l Price 25 cl-s.

" PAPEIl,illusfd.24pages,2.'>cent.s
per year. 4 months' triallOcents.

. Sample free. 64-page practical
loullry hook free to yearly subscrihcrs. Book alone
cents. The paper one year and either25ct.hook for

lOcis.,or all above for 60 cts. Catalogue of ponlliy
juoksfree. AmericanFouUry Advocate, Syracuse.NY

Save Ue Ortharils dnd Gdrdens
by using the best and latest Improved methods

THE NEW BIoUi Catcher Js a eplendM
Buccess. Spraying and all other devices have
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-
stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catches
the Coddl.iig Slotli, Borer l<'ly, i^tingliig
Fly, Peach and flnm Beetle, C'abbaj^e
Motli, Tobacco 9Iotli, Cotton lifoth. Bee
Moth-also the destroyers of cucumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, etc. Makes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, wholesome and marketable,
besides Increasing the yield. Only one-sixtll
the cost of spraying and does its work at night. No
stock destrovi'd, or trees killed, i^iniple, cheap,
durable. Easily attended and PKHFECT in
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10\14 In., 85c,
by mail, $1.01); P'T dozen, ?'^.50—Large size, 14x201n.
Sl.tKl, by mnJl $1.30, perdozen, SIO.OO. Send forclr-
culars and free sample cepy of the Central Farmer
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.
Agents IVanted JEvervwhere for the Best
seller of the season. Keiv Device. Sells at
pishi. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for
•S^'uts.*

Address,

THE CENTRALFAR/VIER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

614 South 13th Street, 'j tf.
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HEART OF THE SPRINGTIME.

There is bloom upon the orchard

And the birds with joy are singing;

Fragrance rare upon the breezes

And the bees 'mid sweetness winging;

Meadows soft and green, inviting,

With their carpets of rank clover.

And sweet May has flung her mantle

Of delight the broad fields over.

Sunny dandelions springing

From the meadows, bright and yellow,

Like a million suns a-shining

With a glow subdued and mellow;

And upon the meadow's bosom,

Resting close, in sweet confusion,

Modest violets are scattered

In a prodigal profusion.

From the mountain spicy odors

On the vagrant breezes floating;

And the distance softened ditties

Of the pigeons' happy gloating;

Through the vale the rippling music

Of the brook, aye winding, turning.

As it hurries to the river

With its eager Ocean yearning.

Everywhere are hope's sweet tokens

—

Promises of autumn's reaping;

Fruitfulness in bloom and beauty

Waking from its winter sleeping.

And we yield to May our homage
With a grateful heart and willing

For the pleasures that her bounty

In the lap of spring is spilling.

—Selected.

FOUL BROOD.

Somethins of the Characteristics and Treatment

of the Disease—Drugs for Foul Brood and

Paralysis.

(By Adrian Getaz.)

MR. TENOUILLET, president of
the Agricultural Society of

Haute, Savoie, France, read a
paper concerning the methods of curing
foul-brood. Among others he gives the
following remedies:
Formic Acid.—Pour into the cells of

an empty comb, on one side only, a
mixture of ten grams of formic acid
and 90 grams of water. Place two
combs thus prepared in the diseased
colony, one on each side of the brood-
nest. Renew every eight days. The
bees may also be fed with a syrup of

sugar or honey to which the same mix-
ture has been added in proportion, a
spoonful to every liter of syrup.

Essence of eucalyptus.—Put some in

a small box and place it in the hive.

This essence evaporates easily, and the

vapors will reach everywhere in the hive

and destroy the bacilli. A cover of wire-

cloth should be placed on the box to

prevent the bees from drowning in it.

Feed the colony also with a syrup to

which a little solution of essence has
been added. One-tenth of essence to

nine-tenths of pure alcohol. A spoon-

ful of the mixture to every liter of

syrup.
Naphtol B.—To be used as feed. To

every liter of syrup add one-third gram
of naphtol dissolved into one gram of

alcohol. Keep on as long as neces-
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sary. This is one of the best remedies
known.
Naphtahn.—This is used chiefly as a

preventive. Simply by putting some
pieces in the hive and letting it evapo-
rate.

Lysol.—As it does not evaporate
readily it has to be used as a syrup.
Dissolve it in 20 times its weight of

water and spray the combs, bees and in-

side of the hive with an atomizer. Re-
peat every few days until a cure is ef-

fected. The odor of the lysol is very
distasteful to the bees and they some-
times abscond when thus treated.

Creolin.—One of the best remedies
known. To be used in three ways.
(i): As a spray. At the dose of half a

teaspoonful per liter of water. (2): As
feed. One teaspoonful per liter of feed.

(3): It can also be placed in a box as

described above and left to evaporate.
Its chief use is as a disinfectant, in the
proportion of two teaspoonfuls to a liter

of water; to wash the hands of the oper-
ator, the tools, frames, hives, etc.

Mr. Tenouillet also described what
he calls the De Layens or American
method. That is what we call the Mc-
Evoy method. As it is well known, I

shall not describe it.

COMMENTS.

Substantially, all these remedies are
applied in two ways, externally as spray
or evaporation, and internally in syrup
or honey given as feed.

Concerning the external remedies, I

should give the preference to those that
evaporate. Spraying is a disagreeable
operation for the bees and operator. It

is impossible to reach everywhere and
every bee. The vapors reach not only
everywhere in the hive 'except inside

of the sealed cells of honey), but also
the interior organs and the blood of

the bees through their respiratory or-
gans. As to which one to choose, there
ma^ not be any great difference. I

have used camphor, creolin and crude
carbolic acid against bee paralysis with
equally good results. That is, no dis-

ease as long as the remedy is there, but
it reappears more or less about six or
eight weeks after it is discontinued. I

do not use any remedy in summer, be-
cause their vapors give the honey a

bad tast, and I don't want to loose my
surplus. However, the disease has
diminished little by little every year,
until it is now insignificant. In using
creolin or carbolic acid, only a spoon-

ful should be given, otherwise the bees
might abscond.
Concerning the internal remedies the

difficulty is to get the bees to take it.

Many of the above mentioned remedies
have such a bad taste that it is next
to an impossibility to get the bee to
take it unless it be in such a small pro-
portion as to render them almost use-

less. I should give preference to the
naphtol. It has no taste, or but very
little, and is not appreciably poisonous
to the bees. As it will not dissolve in

water, it is necessary to use pure alco-

hol first. Never use wood alcohol, as

it is highly poisonous and has an abom-
inably bad taste.

The most remarkable feature of the
subject, is that the European apiarists

succeed in curing foul-brood by the use
of drugs, and the Americans don't.

But before going into that subject, let

us first consider the disease itself.

This, like the majority of diseases, not
only of bees, but also of higher ani-

mals and the human race, is caused by
a kind of minute living beings called

bacilli, (bacilli is the plural and bacillus

the singular form.)
The special kind of bacillus causing

foul-brood in bees is a rod-shaped or
stick-shaped being about one six-thous-
andth of an inch long and a thickness
only about one seventh of its length.

They multiply in a very singular man-
ner. As long as the blood or juices or
tender parts of bees or brood last, they
continually grow in length, and when
a certain length is attained they divide
in the middle and what was one long
bacillus is now two short bacilli. These
in turn, grow in length and divide like

predecessors. But when the food gives
out the rod-like being ceases to divide
and breaks into a number of smaller,

round, grain-like things called soores.

These spores are very hardy in some
respects. They can resist very high
and very low temperature at least for

a short time, and also very powerful
chemical substances, while the rod-shap-
ed bacilli are comparatively delicate and
easily destroyed.

However, the experiments of Dr.
Howard have shown that a certain
amount of moisture is necessary to the
existence of these spores. In dry air

and sunshine, they die in a day or two
at most. In honey, they live indefinite-

ly, without developing into bacilli. The
water contained in the honey furnishes
the necessary moisture. The formic
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acid also present, while not in sufficient

quantity to destroy the spores, never-
theless, prevents their development in-

to the bacilli.

This last characteristic explains why
infected honey is the chief source of

spreadinff the disease. Spores therein

contained will keep their vitality and
develop as soon as introduced into the

brood or even the adult bees.

It has been observed that adult bees
rarely carry the infection. Some writers

have doubted their being liable to the

disease. But they arc wrong. Micro-
scopic examination of adult bees from
diseased colonies will show bacilli, but
chiefly in their blood. The acid and
gastric juices of the adult bee's stomach
are very powerful antiseptics. The same
fact occurs in higher animals and the
human race.

As long as an adult bee lives, the
bacilli multiply in her body by division.

But when she is about to die she goes
out and dies away from the hive. The
bacilli being then deprived of food, turn
into spores—millions, and perhaps hun-
dreds of millions of them; which es-

cape from her body and float in the air.

But as stated above, they can not live

long in the dry air and sunshine, the

winds carry them away from the hives,

the rains and perhaps the dews also,

into the ground or to the rivers. Only
occasionally some may be carried alive

into another colony. This explains why
foul brood can be starved out without
destroying the adult bees.

On the other hand, the brood dies in

the hive. When dead, the spores result-

ing, spread in the whole hive, on the
combs, in the bodies of the bees, in the
honey, etc., millions and millions of

them. The wonder is that under such
conditions, the disease is not even more
disastrous than it is.

TREATING THE DISEASE.

Now we may be prepared to see why
the European operators may have been
more successful in using drugs than we
have. The details are not always given
in full: but usually the whole apiary
was treated alike, so as to prevent any
possible spreading of the disease. The
use of drugs seems to have been contin-
ued some time after the disease had
apparently disappeared, in some cases,

throughout the whole winter, thus pre-
venting the possibility of the disease

breaking afresh from the use of old. in-

fected honey.
Whatever method I would follow, I

should certainly use some disinfectant
(naphtalin, creolin, etc.) and perhaps
some medicated food with all the colo-
nies, the sound ones as well as the oth-
ers, as a preventive.

In any case, I would destroy at least
the diseased brood, or perhaps to be on
the safe side, all the brood of the dis-

eased colonies. In treating pickled
i)rood, I remove the diseased brood by
raking off cells and brood down to the
septum and return the combs. But
pickled brood and foul brood are entire-
ly different diseases. I do not think
that such combs, in case of foul brood,
could be safely returned without being
disinfected. I suppose a liberal dose of
carbon bisulphide would do the disin-

fecting.

In discussing the possibility of the
transmission of foul brood spores
through wax foundation, a correspon-
dent of a German paper, remarks that,

even if the heat of the melted wax did
not kill the spores outright, they would
be imbedded in it, and never be able
to get out, having no means to bur-
row their way through it. A coat of

wax will eventually kill anj^ living be-
ing anwway, by shutting air and mois-
ture out altogether.

Knoxville, Tenn.. April i, 1902.

Thc'Let Alone" Plan,

(By Arthur C. Miller.*

THE "let-alone" plan of bee-keep-
ing is one of wholesome neglect,
and the term was coined for

use in contradistinction to the systems
o[ excessive manipulations. It is a use-
ful phase and the system is more useful
still. Many bee-keepers, particularly

beginners, feel that unless they are
more or less constantly doing some-
lliing to or for their bees the latter will

not thrive, whereas the contrary is the

rule. Probably the idea that much
handling of the bees is necessary has
been caused partly by a misconception
that all the things recorded in the text

hooks are always needful, and still

more by many articles in the bee press

stating that great results may be

achieved by certain manipulations.

Surely some operations properly con-

ducted at proper times are productive
of good results, but it does not follow

that all persons or all places are adapt-

ed to such proceedings. When the re-

sults are favorable the method; are her-
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aided far and wide, but the failures are
seldom heard of. Often, on the other
hand, bees left almost entirely to them-
selves yield far better returns than
those most carefully handled. Let the
timid or anxious novice and the busy
man who can ill spare the time for at-

tention to his pets, take comfort from
this and fear not to leave the bees to
themselves.
Several years ago I was called away

for a six months' trip, the start being
made early in spring. I had at that
time some dozen or fifteen colonies, and
these I looked over and saw that they
had abundant stores, after which I put
two supers each on most of the colo-
nies, fixed the hives and covers so no

against constant meddling with the
bees, and to call attention to the value
of the"let-alone" plan.

Providence, R. I., April 8th, 1902.

The Bee Hoth.

(By Bessie L. Putnam.)

WHILE this is generally acknowl-
edged as the worst enemy to
the bee, eminent authorities

tell us that Italian or even hybrid col-
onies will seldom be molested, and
there is no surer preventive against
their inroads than a good strong
swarm.
Yet there are many strands of just

NEW COMB, UNMOLESTED BY MOTHS.

ordinary wind could move them, and
left. On my return I found a goodly
crop of honey, the bees in excellent con-
dition for winter and a report of but
four swarms, three of which were hived
for me by a neighbor and one left for

parts unknown. Perhaps other colonies
swarmed, but there was no evidence of

it. Some of the most earnest advo-
cates of much manipulation have made
the least real progress, while some of

the most successful bee-keepers do the
least "tinkering." ,

Do not construe the foregoing as an
advocacy of ignorance of how and what
to do when the need arises, for it is

intended solely as a word of caution

common bees in the country; and even
though so strongly guarded as to be
practically immune from their attacks,

in view of protecting the combs remov-
ed during the summer months, it is

well to understand something of the na-

ture, appearance, and habits of the wily
pest.

The moth is of a dull gray color,

which renders it comparatively incon-

spicuous among old boards and bits of

weather-stained wood. It is exceed-
ingly quick in movement, having been
aptly styled by Reaumer, as "nimble-
footed," and any but a sharp, trained

eye might easily overlook it as it slips

among the crevices. Then its work is
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mainly done after night, when both
bees and their owner are resting.

The moth is about three-fourths of
an inch long, and measures one and
one-fourth inches from tip to tip. The
forewings of the male are deeply notch-
ed at the end; those of the female slight-

ly notched. The eggs are small, and
it is generally stated that two broods
are raised in a year. Prof. Cook, how-
ever, states that he has found them in

every month from May to September,
and has proved by personal investiga-
tion that the complete cycle of life from
egg to imago may be perfected in six

weeks or less. Hence he draws the in-

ference that under favorable conditions

weather a full-fledged moth emerges,
and life history again repeats itself.

Honey that has been removed from
the hive is never safe from them in
warm weather, unless packed in a tight
box to which they cannot gain access.
Many writers claim that for cleaning
combs infested the quickest and neat-
est way is to place them one at a time
in the center of a strong hive of Ital-

ians. The bees will expeditiously re-
move all intruders and their debris.
A standard remedy is burning sul-

phur or brimstone, first placing in an
empty hive or box all combs in which
the wax worm is found. This will de-
stroy the larvae, but not the eggs.

BROOD COMB RAVAGED BY LARVAL MOTH.

three broods may be produced annual-
ly. The moth may deposit the eggs
near the entrance and the newly
hatched larva be left to crawl inside,

or she may slip in at dusk and perfect
her work.
As the larvae hatch they proceed to

spin a silken gallery within which they
may be securely fortified. This is en-
larged as the inmate, gaining in size

every day, has increased needs; and
when ready to pupate it is about an inch
long. It spins once more, this time a

cocoon which is placed on the side of
the frame, in some crevice of the hive
or in the comb. When numerous, these
cocoons may appear in clusters on the
comb. In two weeks or less in warm

Hence the process must be repeated.
Besides, while the smaller worms are
easily killed, to destroy the full grown
ones requires severe fumigation; and
this will very likely discolor the comb,
thus greatly injuring the quality of sec-

tion honey.
Carbon bisulphide has been found

even more effectual since it destroys
eggs as well as larvae, and this with-
out injuring either the honey or the

comb. Extreme caution, however, is

necessary in its use as it is highly in-

flammable; under no circumstances
should a light be brought into a room
containing the fumes. These fumes are

also dangerous to man when inhaled in

a concentrated form. But by closing
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the room or box tightly and allowing
the chemical to do its work, there is

really no danger.
It is a liquid, heavier than air. conse-

quently the dish containing it should
be placed above the articles infected.

The usual allowance is one pound of the
liquid to i,ooo cubic feet of space. As
it diffuses rapidly the box with combs
should be put in readiness before op-
ening the liquid, which may be poured
into a dish and left to accomplish its

work. The pure article is colorless and
leaves no stain. But much of it con-
tains impurities, which may discolor the
articles if poured on them. The fumes,
however, will not injure either food or
fabric. Hence its value to the apiar-
ist.

It is also a simple means of destroy-
ing the homes of another enemy to the
bee, the ant. Make a hole in the hill

and pour in some of the liquid, quickly
covering the aperture with a board to
hold the fumes in. Some advocate
touching a match to it and causing an
explosion, but this is unnecessary, as
the fumes will penetrate to all parts of
the subterranean passages and accom-
plish their fatal work.
The presence of the wax worm may

be detected by stray webs and a fine

dust. Brood combs are preferred to

those of section honey, probably be-
cause the larvae prefers a seasoning
of pollen or dead bees rather than a
pure wax diet.

Harmonsburg, Pa.^ March 22. 1902.

1

Putting on Sections.

(By G. M. Doolittle.)

<*YAM a beginner in bee-keeping, and
have subscribed for the American
Bee-Keeper. Will you please tell

us through the columns of that paper
when it is best to put on the sections
when working for comb honey'?" The
above is something which I find in a
letter, among a number of other ques-
tions, and as it may be a matter of in-

terest to others, as well as this par-
ticular individual, I will try and answer
to the best of my ability.

From thirty-two years of experience
it appears to me that no set time as to

month or day can be given for putting
the sections on the hives in any local-

ity, as all depends on the strength of

the colony and the time of the opening
of the blossoms which give our main

honey crop, both of which are advanced
or retarded in accord with the earli-

ness or the lateness of the season.

Some say, put on all surplus arranf^e-

ments as soon as the first buds giving

our surplus honey are about bursting
open, no matter about the strength of

the colonies. Others tell us to put on
sections as soon as the colonies are
strong enough, without any reference
to the time of the blooming of the flow-

ers, saying, "it is a mistake to put off

putting on sections till the honey har-

vest is upon the bees, as they will some-
times waste time looking through the

surplus apartment before going to

work." I cannot agree with either of

the above, as it savors too much of the

old "luck in bee-keeping" we used to

hear so much about, and does not give

credit to any apiarist of managing his

business intelligently.

After years of experimenting to

know just when the sections should be
placed upon the hives, I have arrived
at this: Wait till the hives become
populous with bees and the combs well
filled with brood, and till the bees are
securing enough honey from the fields

to begin to lengthen the cells along
the tops of the combs next to the top
bars of the frames, or build little bits

of comb here and there about the hive.

When we see this it is time to put on
the sections; for if we delay longer we
are sure to lose in time and honey;
while if we place sections on the hive,

no matter how populous with bees it

may be, before any honey is coming in

from the fields, we shall lose by the
bees gnawing or tearing down more or
less of the foundation placed in the sec-

tions. Where we use only starters of

natural comb in our sections, as was
the case before the advent of comb
foundation, then th^y could be placed
on the hives as 'soon as the colonies
were strong enough in bees and brood,
with no trouble as to the bees tearing
these starters down; for bees rarely, if

e\ er, tear down comb, unless it is infer-

ior from mold, old pollen, or some-
thing of that kind. But even did we so
put them on, I can see nothing gained
over the other, unless we are liable to

be crowded for time, at the right time
for putting them on.

Some have put forth the claim that

it is only after the honey harvest is

over that the bees gnaw holes in and
1ear down foundation, which may be
correct with them in their locality;
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but with me, bees quite generally muti-
late foundation in sections, more or
less, at any time of the year when num-
bers or hot weather crowd them into

the sections, at a time when there is

no honey coming- from any source suffi-

cient to cause them to think of draw-
ing out any foundation about the hive,

which has never been worked upon. I

have had hundreds and thousands of

sections in which ail the upper half of

tlif foundation was gnawed away, but a

little strip or neck from one-half inch
to an mch wide, and when honey be-

g-^.n to come in, and the foundation
was being worked upon, the lower part

would twist and turn to such an extent
that it W'Ould be attached to the separ-
ators on one or both sides. This would
spoil such sections for market, when
th;s attachment was large, or in any
event, rnless great care was used to

separate the attachments from the sep-

arators w'ith a very thin knife, before
they were separated from the super
containing them. But even with the

best of care, those having large attach-

ments could not be saved in this way,
as the removing from the separator
would set the honey to running so that
a leaky mess would be the result. There-
fore, taking all things into considera-
tion, I think I am right in advising not
to put on the sections till honey comes
in from the fields, and then rush them
on all colonies strong enough to enter
them.
Bordino, N. Y., March 29. 1902.

Starting Bees to Work in the

Supers.

(By W. W. McNeal.)

THIS is a fine point in bee-keep-
ing, and every one who has the
care of bees should study it well.

Many promising colonies are spoiled
for section work by improper manage-
ment at the time of putting on the su-

pers. A colt will not pull like the
trained horse. When one considers
that it is the young bees of the colony
that are to be influenced by the super
manipulations, the imoortance of using
coaxing tactics will be seen at once.
Young bees can be scared away from
the supers very easily, and for this rea-

son it should be made as home-like as

possible. When the first impulse to go
above has been turned aside and stor-

ing has begun in the brood chamber
instead, supers of sections will almost
without exception be ignored by them.

It should be remembered that a col-
ony will not occupy a super when not
sufficiently strong to utilize vacant
room in the main hive. It is the sheer-
est folly to put on a super at this stage
of affairs, and expect to see the bees
enter it at once. Moreover much harm
can be done by giving a weak colony
added room early in the season. Should
the weather become unfavorable short-
ly afterwards, much of the brood is sure
to suffer from cold. The loss is not
confined to the immature bees that per-
ish thus; but the natural thrift of the
colony fades away after a few such re-
verses.

Bees cannot work in the super,
though strong, when the supply of nec-
tar is limited to the needs of the brood
compartment. There must be honey
to gather above running expenses of
the hive before they will put any in the
supers.

Having these two all-important fac-
tors—a strong force of bees and a good
honey flow—at our command, the next
essential is to have the desire of the
wax-workers well stimulated. I know
of nothing better for this than the giv-
ing of a case of partly drawn combs of
the current season's make. The fra-

grant orders of new wax and honey will

incite a colony to put forth its best ef-

forts at honey-gathering. But the most
practical, because the most accessible,
comb early in the season, for the pur-
pose of drawing the 3'oung bees into
the supers, is old. black, brood comb,
with a little brood in it. The blacker
it is, the better; just so it is free from
mold and dirt. I could never see that
such combs seriously afifect the color
of the honey put into them, if it was
originally light.

It is better not to put on a queen-
excluding honey-board at the time the
combs are given for the communication
between hive and super should be as

direct as possible. If the queen does
go up and occupy them for a few days
only, no harm will be done. When the
bees are well agoing above, the case of

combs may be exchanged for supers of

sections and foundation. Or, what I

consider better still, if the flow of hon-
ey is good, is to lift the case and put
the section super between it and the
brood chamber. Of course, when this

is done you must make sure that the
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queen is in the lower hive. Usually she
will not pass the section super to again
reach the upper case of combs. By
such manipulation the super, to a very
great extent, takes the place of the
queen-excluding honey-board, with the
advantage of a more direct communica-
tion. The queen should not be allow-
ed to stay in the upper or extracting
case, as we will call it, for the bees will

carry pollen thereto, which will cause
more or less fermentation in the honey
when extracted.
Another point right here: When

there is brood of the proper age in the
super shut ofT from the main hive by
means of a super or a queen-excluder,
the bees are very apt to construct
queen cells. These should be looked
after and removed, or the young queen
will go down and destroy the old one
at a time when her loss may greatly af-

fect the yield of surplus honey.
The super should be made absolutely

air tight above, for the bees hesitate
about placing honey near any opening
that admits air, and to some extent,
light.

If the colony shows by the common
habit of clustering on the front of the
hive, that it wants more and cooler air

within, give it at the bottom of the
hive always. The habit of giving ex-
tra supers of sections to cool the hive,

at a time when the bees are doing but
little work in the one they have, I con-
sider, very impracticable. An auger
hole in the middle of the side boards,
and also end boards of the brood cham-
ber, in addition to the regular entrance,
is a wonderful source of comfort to the
bees. These holes will not be used to
any extent, as flight holes; but aside
from their freer ventilation they aflford,

its tendency is to keep the bees from
storing too largely in the outside combs
for reasons above given.

I do not like drone comb for use in

extracting stories. If there is little or
none in the brood chamber, the queen
is apt to pass through the section super
to get to it, while, a queen-excluding
honey-board will prevent her from do-
ing this. The bees will often reserve a

goodly portion of the comb for her, at

a time when honey is plentiful. This
causes dissatisfaction on the part of the

bees, and I am inclined to the belief

that many excellent queens are "balled"

by the workers simply from an inabil-

ity to get through the honey-board and
gratify their wishes. Drone comb has

one good feature: it is seldom, if ever,
used for the storing of pollen.
Now, it will be seen, I think, that to

^et the bees into the super at the prop-
er time, it must be so snug and warm,
so assuring that the young members of
the colony will feel at home while there.
In all preparatory work keep close to
that which is common to the bees and
their obligations will be dutifully per-
formed.

Wheelersburg, Ohio, March 30, 1902.

Titusville, Pa., March 9, 1902.

Messrs. W. T. Falconer Mfg- Co.,
Jamestown, N. Y.

Gentlemen: I should like to ask
through the columns of the American
Bee-Keeper, in regard to the caging of
queens during the honey season. Will
Mr. Doolittle, or some one else who
has had experience in the matter, kind-
ly let me know when to cage the
queens, and how long'.'' I have twen-
ty-three colonies in chaff hives, which
are located on my farm, three miles
from town, and as I cannot be with
them all the time, and run a grocery,

am interested in the prevention of

swarming. Respectfully yours,

S. Chase.

Murphys, Calif., Feb. 28, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:
Dear Sir: We have had an unusual-

ly dry winter, but February has made
amends in giving the state an unusual
amount of rain. With me it has rained
six inches in four days, and "the end is

not yet." Mr. Bennet. of the P. B. J..

writes me: "We are having a glorious
rain and everything looks promising for

a good season, but it will take a large
amount of rain to make honey." I am
now feeding my bees (outside, or open
air feeders). The winter was so open
that the bees flew every day and in con-
sequence the bees are weak in stores

and numbers. Last year it stormed all

through February, keeping the bees
from building up. and then, in the first
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week in March, it suddenly turned hot to get the bees started to raising brood,
and the hills bursted into bloom before and when the bloom comes they will be
there were any bees to gather the nee- on hand to gather the nectar.
tar. I am trying to get afiead of a rep- Wishing the Florida bee-keepers a
etition of that occurrence, but the prosperous season, I remain,
rains have interfered with my feeding. Yours resoectfully,
Should it now clear ott, I will be able Ernest H. Schoeflfle.

SCRIEIS

Dear Bro. Hill:

Oh, me! Oh, my! Phwat is that
Straw Doctor trying to do? List to
this from his stack in March 1st Glean-
ings: "Bees and poultry have had a
somewhat prominent place in Gleanings
and now a swine department is to be
added."
Did ^he Doctor intend that for a

sugar-coated pill?

"Ye healers of men for a moment de-
cline

"Your feats in the rhubarb and ipecac
live,

"While you shut up your turnpike your
neighbors can go

"The old roundabout road to the re-

gions below."

Say, what's struck some of the pa-
pers? Such jumbles of make up I never
saw before. The whole contents of ye
editor's desk must have been poured
indiscfiminately into the hopper, while
he steadily turned the crank. But the
editor of Gleanings has some excuse,
even if the others haven't. Hark!
"While I was away I made a business

-J

r^^^^^^^^^:^^^^^^^^^

of visiting saloons. . . . Went into
all I could find."—(Glea. Mch. i, p.
i8o).

"Jack, said my lady, is it grog you'll

try,

"Or punch or toddy, if perhaps you're
dry?

"And said the sailor, though I can't re-

fuse,

"You know, my lady, -'taint for me to

choose;
"I'll take the grog to finish off my

lunch,
"And drink the toddy while you mix the

punch."

THE EDITORIAL GRIST MILL.

Harry, what are you trying to do? On
page 42, you let a chap urge all begin-
ners to begin where their grand dad-

dies did. Just tell him to try the same
scheme with all his enterprises and you
will hear something drop. Glad you let

Bro. Rankin use the next page in

shouting Advance! Say, is he married?
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Young lady near here wants to know.
I've just expressed to you a bottle of

arnica, a roll of bandage and a few
other conveniences. Little chaps like

you, shouldn't get so reckless. Pitchin'

into the printer, the inventor, the queen
breeders, the long winded fellows and
lastly settin' up a bit of a dictionary.

Printer will make you so black in the
face, folks'U take you for the "devil"
(not the one E. R. was looking for

though). I've warned you against in-

ventors before, and don't you know
that queen breeders not only have all

red clover queens, but they also have
thoroughbreds; all have raised the av-
erage yield, and as colors vary so, 'tis

wise tc cast an anchor to windward and
shout that "purity is not a chief essen-
tial."—Gle. p- i8i. Say. 'taint fair to

give away their secrets that there way.
But it do be queer how every time a
new idea about queens gets a start the
"boys" in the trade shout, "I've got
'em, and got 'em fust, too!" And when
they can't keep the pace, then, "the
new ideas ain't no good."

"There are three ways in which men
take

Ones money from his purse;
And very hard it is to tell

Which of the three is worse;
But all of them are bad enough
To make a body curse."

I reckon it right mean to shut ofif the
long-winded chaps, particularly those

who keep saying the same thing over
and over each year. Let 'em went, "for
they do be amusin' cusses," as Artemus
Ward would say.

Really bright is this from the pen of
the editor of the A. B. J: "Too much
theory is the complaint Editor Hutch-
inson has from some of his readers.
Children don't • always know what's
good for them, Mr. Hutchinson.
Americans are nothing if not practical.

A man may be a good engineer with-
out knowing just how a locomotive is

built; but he will be a better one if he
knows just how the different parts of

his machine are put together." Just
tell Bro. York to try some more. Ver-
ilj' he is waking.

B}- the way, what has become of the

gentleman from Creek? I don't hear
nothin' nowhore about him nowadays,
and he used to be obiquitious enough,
and had go' d ideas too, even if some
of the rest of us can't make them al-

ways work. And whither has the

swarthy Moor betaken himself? Has
he gone to seek some fair Desdemona,
or is he lost in the mazes of some new
contraption? Get these two boys at

work on some scheme whereby we may
be able to get early drones and queens

backward in late sprnigs such as this

has been. I mean some real good work-
able plant,—not one of the kind that is

evolved by lying awake nights. Let

me know how they succeed.
Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.
T

THE

Bee = Keeping World

GERMANY.

There are a number of mutual insur-

ance companies in existence in Ger-
many, which will insure .bee-keepers

against damage. The premiums paid

are insignificant, amounting to less than

one cent per colony. The Baltische Cen-
tralverein was called on to pay but one
claim (of 51 marks) in five years. All

the other institutions have a surplus on
hand.

Dr. Ejvind Astrup found honey bees
under the 83rd degree of latitude, ac-
cording to Deutcher Bienenfreund.

"Box hives versus frame hives" is a

subject often discussed among our Ger-
man friends. The box-hives are prob-
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ably in the majority in Germany. The
reason for this may be the cheapness
of the former, and the" case of manipu-
lating them, as they require very little

attention. Max Schrotcr says: "The
hive does not produce honey. The prin-

cipal requirement for successful bee-
keeping is skill of the operator. The
box hive is for the ignorant, the frame
hive for the progressive bee-keeper."

Speaking about spores of foul brood,
the Pract. Wegweiser says, they are so
infinitely small that one hundred mil-
lions of them have room in one bee-
egg. He further makes the frame hives
responsible for the frequent occurrence
of the disease and recommends the sul-

phur match for all poor and weak
or diseased colonies. There may
be some truth in the idea
of the frame hive scattering the
disease, still, in my opinion, the
box hive is to be feared a great deal
more than the frame hive, for various
reasons. I would favor the complete
annihilation, or at least, elimination, ot

the box hive from districts having the
disease.

Orf. in Die Biene, fixes the time for

development of the inmates of the hive
as follows: "The drone requires 24
da3's; the worker, 21, and the queen, 17
days." According to my own observa-
tions,, drones develop in 24 1-2 days;
workers, in 20-21 days, and Dr. Miller
says queens come to maturity in 15
days. I do not think the climate re-

sponsible for the difterences.

It has been said of late that in Ger-
many more reliance is placed in drugs
for curing foul brood, than in America.
This may be true, as to the past. But
it seems from what I glean from dif-

ferent publications, that destruction by
fire is now considered the best and saf-

est way to handle the disease. In the
question box the Leipz. Bienenzeitung
recommends the following radical treat-

ment: After sunset, close the hive and
brimstone the bees. Wait ten minutes,
then open up. All combs containing
brood cast into the fire; the honey may
be used on the table without fear; the

empty comb can be rendered into wax.
The hives should receive a thorough
cleaning, by scrubbing with soda water,

and may again be taken into use after

an elapse of two or three years. Ac-
cording to Gavenhorst, 111. Bienenzei-

tung, destruction seems to be the law-
ful remedy. Page 48, I find this, in sub-
stance: Foul brood has made its ap-
pearance in the villages Reinfeld and
ZiezenefT. This means a total loss to
many bee-keepers, as all bees are more
or .less aflfected and have been ordered
to be destroyed to prevent the further
spreading of the disease.

A desire is again manifested for Cyp-
rian bees in Germany. The Italian
race is becoming more and more un-
popular.

One of the most extensive bee-keep-
ers is H. Thie, in Wolfenbuttel, claim-
ing to have 14 out-yards of 200 colonies
each.

Dr. Dzierzon thinks it is possible to
insure the mating of our queens with
drones from our own yards by shorten-
ing the wings of our young queens.

CHILI.

It is said, that but little honey is used
in Chili for culinary purposes; a smal!
amount is made use of in preparing
medicines. However, the climate is

most favorable for honey production,
as the seasons are prolonged, lasting
many months. The swarming season
is during September, and the main hon-
ey flow during December and January.
Thus young swarms have ample time to
become populous before the real honey
harvest. Even the after swarms will be
in good shape for business. The seasons
favor swarming. An apiary of 160 colo-

nies is reported (Rev. Int.) to have
increased to 500, which produced 18,200

kilograms of honey. The bulk of the
honey is exported. The writer has of-

ten eaten Chilean honey during his boy-
hood days in Germany.

ASIA.

The traveler, Farisini, says he found
many colonies of bees with plenty of

stores in an isolated district of Asia

(Kalahira). The natives employ a sim-

ple method to find bee-trees. During
the dry season, they put out water in

different places. The bees in search of

water find this, and whenever they are
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seen working on it, are easily followed
up or lined to their habitation. Mr. H.
L. Chase, of Canandai^a, N. Y., has
practiced this same method of bee-hunt-
ing, for years, and has been very suc-

cessful. He says bees never go far

from their hive for water, and when he
finds bees taking water, he is sure of

them.

candles and comb foundation.
Central Blatt.

-From

The natives of Kalahari not only eat

the honey, but also the brood; and they
understand the preparation of an in-

toxicating drink from the honey, some-
what as the tribes in Germany did near-

ly 2,000 years ago.

ITALY.

A bee-keeper near Pravenna, had an
apiary of 57 colonies to begin the sea-

son with. By natural swarming he had
increased on June 15 his 57 to 90 colo-

nies, and taken 3,500 pounds of honey.
A second swarming period occurred
during July, and when the season came
to a close he had 120 colonies, all of

which had provided themselves with
sufficient stores for winter, and another
2000 pounds surplus could be taken;
making a total of about S.soo pounds,
or very nearly 100 pounds per colony,
spring count-

JAPAN.

Japan has a peculiar kind of tree,

which -"roduces vegetable wax. The
name of the tree is Hajemaki, and re-

sembles our wild apple tree in outward
appearance. During October the tree

sheds its leaves and its twigs adorn
themselves with a berry-like fruit,

which is gathered and dried. These
berries are afterwards subjected to

steaming and pressure; thus a wax is

extracted which is used in Germany and
other countries in the manufacture of

AFRICA.

Northern Africa also has its bee jour-
nal. Its name is Nammla (Bee), Vro-
qua, traveling in Algiers, discovered a
large apiary of 400 hives, kept by an
Arab- The hives he used exclusively,
were made of cork and seemed to an-
swer the purpose well.—Bienenvater,
Vienna.

GUADALOUPE.

The planters on Guadaloupe, one of
the lesser Antilles, keep bees principal-
ly to increase fruit-setting of their co-
coa and cofTee trees. It has been ascer-
tained without any question that wher-
ever extensive apiaries are located, the
surrounding plantations give much
higher yields in fruit than other planta-
tions where no bees are kept. It is not
very long ago that the European bee
was imported into Guadaloupe, but the
climate is very congenial and bees in-

crease fast and do well. There is also

a stingless bee found on the island.

They live in caves and hollow trees, but
are not numerous. They also live in

constant warfare with their European
sisters- They do not build regular
combs, but store their honey in little

tubes of dark wax. The honey is also

of dark color, but of good flavor. No
attempt has been made to domesticate
this bee.

SWITZERLAND.

Switzerland has now 242,411 colonies
of bees. This is 5 per cent, less than in

1896. It seems in many other countries
bees have been on the decrease, Amer-
ica included.

F. Greiner.
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"The American Bee-Keeper" se envia
a principio de cada mes. Si por algun
motive el suscritor no recibe su perio-
dico a su debido tiempo, sirvase notifi-

carnos y les enviaremos otro ejemplar.
Todo asunto relacionado con la Di-

reccion y subscripcion a este periodico,
debe enviarse a "The American Bee-
Keeper, Fort Pierce, Florida. El di-

nero puede remitirse por giro postal.

El giro puede hacerse a The W. T.
Falconer Manufacturing Co., en James-
town, N. Y.. cuando convenga mas a
los marchantes de esa casa.

Cuando el suscritor reciba el periodi-
co con una faja azul es para avisarle

que su subscripcion termina con ese
ejemplar. Esperamos ser favorecidos
con orden para continuar la subscrip-
cion. Rogamos a nuestros correspon-
sales escriban los nombres y direccion-

es bien claro para evitar demoras.
Una faja roja indica que se debe la

subscripcion y esperamos su pronta
atencion al particular.

Subscripcion: 50 centavos al ano.

PROGRESOS DE LA APICULTU-
RA.

Por El Seiior Arturo Villamil.

Antiguamente se creyo que la apicul-

tura seria una industria inactiva y re-

zagada, que marcharia siempre a la

cola de las demas, por la condicion ori

ginal de tener como agente productor
un insecto, que al ser irracional como
todos los de mas animales, se mostra-

ria re belde a las modificaciones que le

fuesen necesarias introducir al hombre
en sus costumbres para explotarlo me-
jor.

Pero esta creencia. concebible so-

lamente en los cerebros de nuestros

abuelos que asesinaban la industria y la

activa raza de insectos himenopteros
con sus procedimientos primitives, ha
desaparecido completamente en nues-

tros tiempos, en que se ha llegado por

el estudio constante de hombres tan

sabios como Huber, Langstroth, Reau-
mur. Layens y tantos otros, a la modifi-

cacion complcta de metodos y aparatos;
pues ellos, dandonos la clave de todos
los adelantos que les han sucedido, abri-

eron a la agradable y lucrativa indus-

tria apicola las puertas del progreso, ca-

mino por el que avanza a pasos agigan-

tados.
El hombre, ser superior, que ha lle-

gado a dominar a todos los demas ani-

males, sometio tambien a su dependen-
cia las abejas, estudio sus habitos y cos-

tumbres, las domestico y por ultimo

las adapto a la explotacion alojando sus

enjambres en colmenas que fuesen de

facil manejo y mayor produccion.

Enumerar todos los progresos ob-

tenidos en esta industria, seria tarea

muy larga de desarroUar en las colum-

nas de un periodico, por lo que me
concretare tan solo a resenar los mas
importantes y que han transformado
completamente este arte.

El primer paso dado por esta indus-

tria hacia el progreso, con siste en

haber sustituido la apicultura fijista

con sus sistemas de colmenas vulgares

de panales fijos, por la apicultura mo-
vilista que adopta cajas horizontales 6

verticales de panales movibles.

Este gran adelanto reporta a los api-

cultores incontables beneficios, faciles

de comprender. al mismo tiempo que

le evita todas las molestias de la api-

cultura fijista, tan primitiva y poco ben-

eficiosa como destructo ra del precioso

insecto, pues para castrar esta clase de

colmenas en la epoca de la gran recol-

eccion, los apicultores que aun las adop-

tcn se ven precisados a destruir poyo y
panales para obtcner la miel.

Hoy dia, debido a los modernos sis-

temas de cajas con bastidores movibles,

el apicultor coope ra a la buena rnarcha

de sus colonias, pues examinando
diagnostica el esta do de ellas pudien-

do auxiliarlas segun sus necesidades,

suministrado un panal de miela la que

este falta de alimento, unbastidor con

poyo al nacer a la que tenga su poblac-

ion muy diezmada, y tambien un basti-

dor con germenes menores de tres dias
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para que se proporcio nen reina 6
madre a las que se encuentren huerfan-
as y asi, en esta forma, el apiarista es-

table se entre todas sus colonias un
cambio que bien se puede llamar de au-
xilio y que coadyuva a sostenerlas po-
tentes en lo cual estriba el exito de es-
ta industria.

Las operaciones de aumento, impos-
ibles de realizarse eh la apicultura fij-

ista por otros medios que no sean los
de la enjambrazon -natural, en la cual
no debe confiar ningun apicultor para
aumentar el numero de sus colmenas,
sehan hecha faciles y sencillas con la

apicultura novilista, pues esta admite
el aumento por medio de la extraccion
de los bastidorecon los que se forman
enjambres arficiales que es el sistema
generalmente usado dentro de la api-
cultura moderna para aumentar, pues
con el se duplica en la epoca de las
divisiones el numero de cajas de que
conste el apiario. Como est, se ban
simplificado considerable mente y se
hen hecho mas practicas todas las op-
eraciones apicolas por medio de esa
sencilla movilizacion de los bastidores
que ha sometido las abejas a la intel-
igencia del hombre no estando ya en
tregadas a su propio instinto, debido
alo cual se ha logrado aumentar satis-
factoriamente la produccion de la in-
geniosa industria apicola.

'Mas, no solo ha progresado la indus-
tria apicola en sus modernos sistemas
de cajas, que es bastante, sino tambien
en un sinntimero de aparatos que han
llevado a la perfeccion es te ranio tan
lucrativo Tenemos los extractores de
cera al sol y al fuego, aparatos sencillos
por medio de los cuales se elabora con
perfeccion este rico producto, el cilin-
dro 6 grabador de celdas, laminando
las planchas de cera inicia y adelanta
de manera asombrosa las construc-
ciones geometricas de las atejas, el
extractor de miel, merced al cual y por
medio de la fuerza centrifuga se ex-
trae este producto sin destruir la cria
ni la obra de los bastidores, y en fin,

ha sido tanto el adelanto de la apicultu-
ra en estos ultimos tiempos que para
todas sus operaciones se han ideado
ingeniosos aparatos que han llevada
esta industria hacia la mas alta perfec-
cion.

La enjambrazion, esa fiebre 6 delirio

que se apodera de las abejas por los

meses de Marzo y Octubre y que las

impulsa a abandonar sus moradas cons-
tituyendo esto un peligro para los api-

cultores que desconocen los procedi-
mientos modernos para contenerla, se

ha logrado evitar gracias a la inven-
tiva de los apicultores americanos, que
han demostrado despues de varios ex-
perimentos practicados con exito com-
plete, que cortandoles a las reinas,
despues de ser fecundadas, el extremo
de una de las alas superiores, se evita
el enjambre de las colonias, pues se
pone a esta en la imposibilidad de vo-
lar, con lo cual se conjura felizmente
el peligro.

Pero uno de los mas curiosos pro-
gresos alcanzados por los apiaristas

americanos, es el haber podido prolong-
ar en unas diez centesimas de pulgada
la extension de la trompa 6 len giieta

de las reinas con lo cual las abejas des-
cendientes de estas pueden al salir a
la pecora, libar en los receptaculos de
las flores en que otras, no sujetas a
esta modificacion le es completamente
imposible por la poca extension de su
trompa.

Los estudios que con grande exito
se vienen haciendo en Francia y otras
naciones de Europa para convertir el

liidromiel en una bebida de tan buenas
6 superiores cualidades como el vino, y
el consumo que de el se comienza a
hacer y que aumentara considerable-

mente cuando su elaboracion sea per-

fecta, le reserva en lo porvenir a la in-

dustria apicola toda la importancia a
que es acreedora por la riqueza de sus

productos.

Por ultimo, la prepaganda apicola

que aumenta cada dia mas por medio
de folletos y revistas. esta haciendo que
se generalice esta industria de gran
porvenir. Hoy muchos que la tomaron
como un sport estan dicados a ella

profesionalmente. convcncidos de lo

muy benefico de sus resultados.

En Cuba, donde las condiciones cli-

matologicas unidas a la riqueza y exu-
berancia de su f^ora hacen de esta isia

un pais esencialmente melifero, por su

constante primavera, la apicultura tien-

de a desarrollarse en alto grado, lo

cual hara de la Isla a no dudarlo, uno
de los paises mas productores del pre-

cioso nectar sacarino.—Cicnfuegos, 13

de Febrero de 1902.
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Subscribers receiving their papei in blue
wrapper will know that their subscription ex-

pires with this number. We hope that you
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates that
you owe for your subscription. Please give the
matter your early attention.

Mr. L. L. Andrews, Corona. River-
side County, California, writes that the
season in his vicinitj^ is fully a month
later than last year.

Send for sample copies for your bee-
keeping friends.

The next annual convention of the
National Association will be held in

Denver, Colorado, in September.

Should the reader receive at any time
an extra copy of The Bee-Keeper, kind-
ly hand it to some bee-keeping friend
who is not a subscriber, and confer a
favor upon us.

The budding young apiarist shown on
page 62 last month, is a son of Mr. Ar-
thur C. Miller, of The Bee-Keeper's
regular staff of contributors. By an
oversight, this fact was not stated.

Subscriptions for several months past

have been coming at a rate to beat all

previous records. New subscription
books and more help have to be added
this month. We greatly appreciate this

increasing patronage.

Most of the exchanges which regu-
larly publish a list of the officers of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, ap-

pear to have overlooked the fact that a

new president was elected last year at

Buffalo. Is it not due to our president

that these lists be revised?

An early spring is reported by Mr.
A. C. Miller, Providence, R. I. Mr.
Miller states that his bees gathered
their first pollen of the new crop,

March 24; while the season's first hon-

ey was gathered from maple, March
.31st. Prospects there are favorable for

the season.

We regret to learn that the Hon. Eu-
gene Secor, Forest City, la., has found

it necessary to resign his position as

general manager of the National Asso-
ciation. It is improbable that the As-
sociation's future history shall disclose

more earnest or efficient ability in its

general manager than has been shown
by Mr. Secor. The board of directors,

it appears, have appointed Mr. E. T.

Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo., to fill the un-

expired term.

Dr. Miller, in Gleanings, insinuates

strongly that super is not correctly pro-

nounced either "sooper" or "supper."

He fails, however, to favor the frater-

nity with the proper pronunciation, a

thing which he is doubtless well quali-

fied to do. Since the Doctor has re-

cently been finding fault with those who
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seem to delight in pointing out the er-
rors of others, without imparting cor-
rect information in regard to the sub-
ject criticised, we shall hopefully anti-

cipate the pleasure of being correctly
informed in this matter.

As an example of the preference of

the wax-moth for combs in which
brood has been reared and pollen
stored, the two engravings shown in

this number will serve. Both were tak-
en from a neglected hive which had
been depopulated by ants, in an out-
apiary, and were therefore exposed
alike to the ravages of the moth. One
was a newly-drawn sheet of foundation
and remains unmolested; while the one
containing pollen and some brood was
totally destroyed. The illustrations are
photographic reproductions.

"The National Bee-Keeper" is the
name of a new journal of twenty-four
pages, which has reached our exchange
table. "The National" was born in

March, is edited by C. B. Bankston, and
hails from Dinero, Texas. It has a de-
cidedly free and easy style about it,

which makes it interesting. This com-
pletes a record of two births and one
death in Texas' bee-paper business since

the beginning of the year, with eight
months yet to hear from. The Ameri-
can Bee-Keeper wishes Brother Bank-
ston and his journal a full measure of

success.

In a letter bearing date of April 7,

from Dr. C. C. Miller, of Marengo,
111., he stated that the temperature in

his locality on that date was 22, and
snow was falling. What a striking

contrast, in so short a distance, with the
conditions prevailing in South Florida
upon the same date: Swarms in the air;

drones in abundance; young queens set-

ting up house-keeping in their new
homes; new, white combs from which
the warm honey drips when shaken;
flowers, birds and sunshine, with new
vegetables and fruit thrown in. Ours
is truly a great country.

DENVER.

The Next Annual Convention of the

National Bee-Keepers'-^Association

to be Held in That City.

The following is received from Presi-

dent Hutchinson:
Denver has been selected as the place

for holding the next meeting of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association—time,

the first week in September. The ex-
act date has not been decided upon, but
the first session will probably be held
Tuesday evening or Wednesday morn-
ing. The West has several times asked
for the convention, and has been put off

with promises—that we must follow the

G. A. R., or something of this sort, in

order to secure the needed reduction
of railroad rates. This year the G- A.
R. meets at Washington, away to one
side of the country We met there sev-

eral years ago, and only about twenty
members were present—the most of

those from near by. The West has been
going ahead with great leaps and bounds
and can rightfully claim recognition.

The Colorado State convention last fall

was equal to many meetings of the

National Association. And in all prob-

ability, the Colorado State Bee-Keep-
ers' Association will meet with us in

joint convention. If held at Denver,
the bee-keepers of Utah, California,

Texas, and all the great West will be

able to "get there." I firmly believe

that a convention can be held at Den-
ver that will be the equal of any ever

held.

Of course, the first question asked

will be: "What about rates?" Well,

they are all satisfactory, or, of course,

we could not have orone to Denver, as

a convention without low rates on the

railroads was never a success. The
National Letter Carriers' Association

holds its annual convention in Denver
during the first week in September, and

an open rate to everybody will be made
at that time. A representative railroad

man told Mr. Working, the Secretary

of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation, that the regular fare outside

of Colorado would be one fare, plus

$2.00 for the round trip, with a regu-

lar rate of one fare for a round trip in

Colorado, while there have been made
some specially low rates from some
points in the East. From Chicago the

fare will be only $25 for the round trip.

From St. Louis it is $21. From St.

Joseph, Kansas City and Omaha, it will

be only $15. Rates from points still

farther East have not yet been definite-

ly settled.

Bee-Keepers in the West will need

no urging to come; to the bee-keepers

of the East, I will say, take the trip. It

will open your eyes, not only in regard

to bee-keeping, but to the wonderful
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possibilities of the great West. • Your
tickets will give you all the time you
wish to see Colorado's beautiful moun-
tain scenery

—"The Switzerland of

America." Don't miss this opportunity

of seeing its wonders, and mingling
with its bee-keepers—the men and wo-
men with great big hearts.

W. Z. Hutchinson, President.

NEW YORK'S NEW LAW.
That New York still continues to set

the pace, in the matter of protecting
apicultural interests, is clearly shown by
the following, from President W. F.

Marks, of the New York State Asso-
ciation of Bee-Keepers' Societies. The
Empire State may not have a promi-
nent apiarist in her legislature, as have
Michigan and Iowa, but in the Honor-
able Jean L. Burnett, member of assem-
bly from Ontario county, its bee-keep-
ers have a friend as staunch and able as

could be wished. Our bee-keepers yet

remember with gratitude the foul brood
law which came into effect April 4th,

1899, through the persistent efforts of

Hon. Jean L. Burnett:
Chapinville, N. Y., Mar. 24, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:
Dear Sir: I hand you copy of a law,

or that portion of the law relative to

honey, which has just passed the leg-

islature and been approved by the gov-
ernor. It explains itself. The duties

of the commissioner of agriculture and
penalties for violation of the agricul-

tural law are provided for in other
sections of said law, abstracts from
which are annexed.
The Hon. Jean L. Burnett, of Can-

andaigua, who secured the passage of

our foul brood law, also introduced and
secured the passage of this law. Val-
uable aid was rendered by many promi-
nent members of the legislature; the

Department of Agriculture: the Direc-
tor of the Experiment Station and
many other advocates of nure food, to

all of whom due credit should be given.

Yours truly,

W. F. Marks.

THE ANTI-BOGUS HONEY LAW.
An Act: To amend the agricultural

law, relative to prevention of disease

among bees and to add sections thereto

relative to honey, to be known as sec-

tions eighty-a and eighty-b.

Section 2. Said chapter three hun-
dred and thirty-eight is hereby amend-

ed by mserting therein, after section
eighty thereof, two new sections, to be
known as sections eighty-a and eighty-
b, and to read respectively as follows:
Section 8o-a. Defining honey. The

terms "honey." "liquid or extracted
honey," "strained honey," or "pure hon-
ey," as used in this act shall mean the
nectar of flowers that has been trans-
formed by, and is the natural product
ot" the honey bee taken from the honey-
comb and marketed in a liquid, candied
or granulated condition.
Section 8o-b. Relative to selling a

commodity in imitation or semblance of
honey. No person or persons shall
sell, keep for sale, expose or offer for
sale, any article or product in imitation
or semblance of honey branded as
'honey," "liquid or extracted honey,"
"strained honey," or "pure honey,"
which is not pure honey. No person
or persons, firm, association, company
or corporation, shall manufacture, sell,

expose or offer for sale any compound
or mixture branded or labeled as and
for honey which shall be made up of
honey mixed with any flther substance
or ingredient. There may be printed
on the package containing such com-
pound or mixture a statement giving
the ingredients of which it is made;
if honey is one such ingredient it shall

be so stated in the same size type as

are the other ingredients, but it shall

not be sold, exposed for sale, or offer-

ed for sale as honey; nor shall such
compound or mixture be branded or
labeled with the word "honey" in any
form other than as herein provided;
nor shall any product in semblance o!

honey, whether a mixture or not, be
sold, exposed or offered for sale as

honey, or branded or labeled with the

word "honey," unless such article is

pure honey.
Abstract from the Agricultural Law

relative to penalties.

Section 37. Every person violating

any of the provisions of the agricul-

tural law shall forfeit to the people of

the state of New York the sum of not

less than fifty dollars nor more than one
hundred dollars for the first violation

and not less than one hundred dollars

nor more than two hundred dollars for

the second and each subsequent viola-

tion. When such violation consists of

the manufacture or production of any

prohibited article, each day during

which or any part of which such manu-
facf.ire or production is carried on or
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continued, shall be deemed a separate
violation of the provisions of this ar-
ticle. When the violation consists of
the sale, or the offering or exposing for
sale or exchange of any prohibited ar-

ticle or substance, the sale of each one
of several packages shall constitute a
separate violation, and each day on
which any such article or substance is

offered or exposed for sale or exchange
shall constitute a separate violation of

this article. When the use of any such
article or substance is prohibited, each
day during which or any part of which
said article or substance is so used or
furnished for use, shall constitute sep-
arate violation, and the furnishing of
the same for use to each person to

whom the same may be furnished shall

constitute a separate violation.

Section 2. This act shall take effect

immediately.

BEESWAX ADVANCED.
Owing to the recent advance in the

price of wax, The W. T, Falconer Mfg.
Co. desire to announce that the price

of foundation «will be three (3) cents

higher than last quotations. Those
ordering foundation will please note this

rise; and those having wax for sale

should note the fact that The Falconer
Company for the present offer 32 cents
in cash, or 34 cents in goods for nice,

pure wax delivered at Falconer, N. Y.

mand will stop. Beeswax wanted. 25 to
33, as to quality. Batterson & Co.

159 Michigan street.

Kansas City, Mo., April 7.—Comb honey
is in larg-e supply and selling as low as
$2.25 to 2.50 for 24—section cases. The de-
mand is good. Extracted sells at from
5% to 7c. Price of beeswax, 30c., with none
on the xnarket.

iHamblin & Sappington.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

Boston, Mass., March 8.—We beg to
report a fairly good spring demand for

comb honey, and from present indica-

tions stocks will clean up in good shape.

Prices range as follows: Fancy, i6c;

No. I, 13 to 14c; No. 2, none. Extract-
ed is in good supply and moves slowly;

California, 7 i-2c.

Blake. Scott & Lee.

Chicago, 111., April 7.—Choice white
comb honey produced from basswood and
white clover is scarce, and brings 15 cents
per lb., all other kinds of white is in over
supply, and the market is weak at 12 to
13 cents li;ght amber grades 10 to 11 cenits;

dark 8 'to 9 cents; candied and mixed lots
7 to 8 cents. Extracted weak with white
ranging from 5% to &V2 cents; amber and
dark 5 to 5% cents. Beeswax selling at 32
cents and in good demand.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., April 7.—Strictly fancy
honey selling better 14 and 15. Other
grades also moving better at 9 to 12 cents.
We advise cleaning up ull the honey now
as when the weather gets warmer the de-

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier
should use the All Right Drinking
Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-
ful invention for poultrymen. Saves
time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-
ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.
You can't afford to be without it.

Send for circular, prices and testimon-
ials to

I. E. BEVER,
Box A, 315 Keithsburg, 111.

2-6t

;.orin Balr[i

Removes paint and grease from cloth-
ing, carpets, silk er woolen goods;
cures dandruff and chapped hands.
Five ounce box and circular

50 c«nt$.

AGENTS WANTED

McCormick & Greening Co.,
Box 26, MONROE, MICH.

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
W. F. & J. BARNES CO..
913 Ruby St., Rockford. Ill



Rough Hider strawberry

II. 'sr stiinpi'r. bt'st keeper, liest seller. l;ite,st and most
pre xhict I veslra\vlx>rry in existence. S 11 r)(3 from 214 acres
in I'.KK). Was shipped to Knglaud successfully. We offer

?-J.") in fjold for larj^est berry produced in l'JU3. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buv at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARHF.R, Introducer. Box PULASKI. OSWEOO CO.. N.Y.

THE GRAND ARMY WORLD,
Army and Navy Chronicle. The National Illustrated Monthly Magazine.

CONTENTS—Stories, reminiscences, illustrations. Special department of

"Points on Pensions."
Year $1.00; six months, $.50; three months, $-25; copy, $.10.

The Grand Army World and Navy Chronicle, 243 Broadway, New York
City.

Introducory three months trial, 10 cents. Sample copy mailed on receipt

of two-cent stamp.
3-2t. PROMINENT WRITERS.

CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Daughters of select, imported and se-

lect, long-tongued breeders. Also se-

lect straight five-banders; bred 3 3-4

miles apart. No impure bees within 3,

and but few within 5 miles. No disease.

Untested, 75c; tested, $1.50. Send for

free circular.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;
Hijas de selectas importadas y de

selectas lenguilargas. T^imbien excelen-

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Sin

abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil-

las. Sin enfermedades. No probadas a 75

centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase cir-

culares gratis. John M. Davis, Spring

Hill, Tenn., E. U. A^ Htf

RELIEF FOR SUFFERERS,
BIG MONEY FOR AGENTS.
Our Wonderful Pocket Inhaler, for

coughs, colds, sore throat, headache,

neuralgia, etc., should be in every

home. Will last a year and be used

every day. Pleasant and effective. We
want every Bee-Keeper reader to give

it a trial and be convinced of its genu-

ine merit. Sent to any address, prepaid

«n receipt of 25 cents.

We oflfer unequalled inducements to

agents who will assist in placing this

wonderfully effective and most pleas-

ant remedy before the public. Our

,

agents are meeting with marvelous sue- !

cess. Write for special terms to agents.

We'll do the right thing by you.

W. J. BASS & CO.,
Ft. Pierce, Fla. Htf

DID YOU KNOW that there was a

new bee-journal in the South?

TheLone Star Apiarist
a live, up-to-date journal; tells about

hundreds of the finest bee-locations in

the world yet unoccupied and also of

the Editor's extended trip through that

"great South-west Texas bee-keepers'

paradise."

Having absorbed the "SOUTH-
LAND QUEEN" leaves the Apiarist

the only bee-journal in the south. A
dollar-a-year monthly. Subscribe now.

Address,

The Lone Star Apiarist,

tf Floresville, Texas.

TF YOU COHLD EXCHANGE

Oive Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep your dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of

The Americ n Inventor

you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 F. St., N. W., Washington D. C.



QUEENS FOR 1902.
I bet' to announce that I have completed arrangements for supplying

rueens of an excellent strain to all who mav favor me with their orders dur-
ing 1902.

Purchasers may have their choice of stock from a superior imported
mother, or from a choice golden breeder.

Of the hundreds of queens sent to customers in the past, I have had but
one complaint—which came from a gentleman in Alabama—and his queen was,
doubtless, injured m the mails; while we have had scores of letters proclaim-
ing the merits of our stock. I am, therefore, confident of my ability to please
all who order in the future. ,

These queens are carefully bred in separate yards, well isolated.

Untested, $1.00 each. Tested, $2.00 each.

Htf. d M . aijH. E. HILL, Fort Pierce, Florida.

Are You Interested ln'Sl5.SS ^«^.f£K

FLORIDA ?

FOR MAN WITH RIG To introduce our
POULTIIY MIXTURE in the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. V Bast St. Louis, Ilia

tf

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published

weekly, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six

months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-

lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

so page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM. San Mateo, Florida.

4-3t.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT ?

don't miss this.

—the:—
PBOi'sGfliDBaiiifflapMs

the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.

Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch. "

People's Companion Publishing Co.

QUEENS
Buy them of H. G. Quirin, the largest

queen-breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root & Co. tells us our

stock is extra fine. Editor York, of the
A. B- J. says that he has good reports
from our stock from time to time, while

J. L. Gandy, of Humboldt, Nebra., se-

cured over 400 pounds honey (mostly
comb) from single colonies containing
our queens. We have files of testimon-
ials similar to the above.
Our breeders originated from the

highest priced long-tongued red clover
queens in the U. S.

Fine queens, promptness and square
dealing, has built up our present busi-

ness, which was established in 1888.

Price of Golden and Leather Colored
queens before July i:

I
1 6 112

Selected, warranted
Tested
Selected tested
Extra selected tested the best that
money can buy

1 00
1 50
2 00

4 00

5 001 9 50
8 00 15 00
10 5C

Hathaway Bldg.,
4-tf.

Milwaukee, Wis.

We guarantee safe arrival to any
state, Continental island or any Euro-
pean country, can fill all orders prompt-
ly, as we expect to keep 3 to 500

queens on hand ahead of orders. Special

price on 50 to 100. (Free Cir.) Ad-
dress all orders t6,

QUIRIN, THE QUEEN BREEDER.
Parkertown, Ohio.

(Parkertown is a P. O. Money Order
office.) 4-6t.



Beeswax wanted
We will pay 32 cents cash or 34

cents in goods for good quality of

Beeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
ER, N.Y. If you have any, ship it to

us at once.
[Prices subject to change without notice.]

The W. T. Falconer Mfs. COc

ECCS IN WINTER
ir-.-ca-ily "'''ained under right conditions and
I'cr arientlon. Subscrihp for otir poultry papor

I Irarn Iio« . 25 ots. a year. Sample copy free.

THE POULTRY ITEM, Box 190, Fbicks, Pa.

"W. M. (Icrrisli, East Nottiiijiluuii, N.
H.. k('<-ps a I'oiiiplctn supply of our
ijoods. and oasiorn custniners will sa^e
froiu^ht by ord(>ring of him.

The AV. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
They are the finest.

THursANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Prompt S.hipn^eiii-

G- B- LEWIS CO., Watertown. Wis.,=====^=== TJ. S, *.

Special Agency, C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington st., Indianapolis, Ind.

CatalocrFr"".

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.

Every NEW srBscRiBER sending 11.00 for tte WEEKLY American Bee
Journal for one year will receive a copy of Newmans 1*;0 page 'Bses and

Honey" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Journal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO., 144 Erie St.. Chicago. 111.

THEFERRIS
Wi^X REFINER

to be ttsed in connection with steam wax ex-

tractors, increases the value of wax two cents

a pound and pays for itself in refining fifty

pounds of wax. For safe by all dealers or

C. G. Ferris,

Richfield Springs, N. Y.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Every bee-keeper, and especially if he has not

had long experience, should have at least one good

text book upon the subject. The following are

doubtless the very best works on bee-keeping. In

ordering by mail be sure to add the amount of

postage named:
Postage

Price, extra

ABC of Bee Culture (A. I. Root), cloth *1 00 2Cc

Bee-keepers' Guide (Prof. A. J. Cook) 1 00 15c.

Langstroth on Honey Bee, rev. (Dadant) 1 10 15c.

Quinby's New Bee-keeping (Quinby) .. 140 10c.

Thirty Years Among Bees (-\lley) 48 2c.

Uow to Manage Bees (Vaudruff) 25 5c

Amateur Bee-keeper (Rouse) 20 5c.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,

POULTRY POINTERS
Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 2.5 cents. Advertising
rates, 25 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

POULTRY POINTERS PUB. CO.,
Belding, Mich.

A MOTH-PROOF
BEE HIVE.

For particulars address, with stamp,
Bryan Tyson, Carthage, N. C. You will

please mention this paper. 3 2t.

VALDABIE BOOKS!
SU00ES:FUL pigeon BSEEDING - a prartlcal
boolv treating in detail all jjoints ou success-
ful piseon lirei-diiitr. illu>i rated, price - 50c
AMEEICAN BELGIAN HAEE CtJLTUEE-A practical
book treatiug on all ponts pertainlns; to
Hare Culture. Also including the latest re-
vised standard, illustrated, price - - - ,50c

P0ULTE7, DAISY AND ACCOUNr BOOK-A very
simple and easy method for keepiug a cor-
rect account of ones poultry for an entire
year, price - - - . . - 3-,c

MONEY MAKING SECSETS-Coii tains a large col-
sectiou of valuable receipts and formulas for
the manufacture of various articles in daily
use. price ------ - lOc
HOW TO T2AIN ANIMALS-Tells how to teach
horses, dogs, cats, mules, goats, birds and
otlier animals to perform tricks and feats of
intelligence, price. . - - . jOc
HOEBB AND CATTLE DOOTOE — Giving causes,
symptoms and treatment of the various dis-
eases of horses and cattle, price - - 10c
PA11IL7 COOK BOOK—Invaluable to every house-
wife, price - - - - . - loc
PSACTIOAL POULTEY KEEPEE-Guide to success-
ful ijoultry raising, iucluding chapter on
malting incubators and brooders and how to
operate them, etc.. price - . - lOc
Any or all of the above books sent postpaid

on receipt of price named. Address all or-

""henry h. frick.
Publisher, FRICKS, PA.



Do You Produce
Comb Honey?

Here is something tliat will interest you.

"The Danzenbaker Hive I think will take precedence over all

otliers. I am delighted with it. as it is simple, and easily ma-
nipulated." R. H. PEPWORTH,

Pietermaritzburg. Natal. South Africa, Nov. 30, 1901.

If you buy the Danz. hive you will find a ready market for

your honey. Comb honey in Danz. sections has never yet been
held because of "little demand."

Extracted Honey?
You will need good hives, knives, and most of all, a good

honey-extractor. Root's Cowau Rapid Reversible Extractors are
used everywhere, and always acknowledged to be the best. Be
sure to get one of our make.

Beeswax?
You should have the tiest wax-extractors, else large quantities

of wax will be left in the refuse. See what one extensive and
practical bee-keeper says of our German wax press:

I'V)r 20 years past 1 have had to render up did. combs or cap-

pings in larger or small quantities, and my experience has been
extensive, for I have tried faithfidly almost every known method
to get all the wax out, but have never succeeded to my satisfac-

tion until recently. I got of you a German wax-press, that comes
nearer accomplishing that object than anything 1 have ever tried

I am more than satisfied with it, for, if used according to direc-

tions, there is little if any wax left in the refuse. Any one
used to the old methods will be astonished at the results obtained.
In this press you have given those in need of it the best thing, to

my mind, you have ever brought out, and I really believe all who
try it will pronounce it a real treasure. There are other points
of advantage that I could mention, one of which is its perfect
safety—no boiling over and setting fii-e to everything, and it can be
left alone without care for quite a time, and everything can be
kept neat and clean, and it occupies very little room.

E. T. FLANAGAN.
Belleville, 111.. Dec. 12.

Root's goods are for sale everywhere. See list of johoers
and agents in the January bee-journals. A full list of local agents
sent you on request. We will also send you a little book, "Facts
About Bees," describing the Danz. hive, and our catalog on re-
quest.

WANTED.—^Beeswax. Price about 28c cash or 30c in trade fOr
pure average l>eeswax, delivered here. We want also a car of
white sage extracted honey, also large lots of WHITE COMB
HONEY in DANZ sections.

THE A. [. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.
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EH Perfected Yon Culin Incubator
is known pretty well all over the, country and has never failed to prove satisfactory

when handled by a person of intciligenco and with ordinary attention. We guar-

antee them to he satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. What's more fair than

this offer, and doesn't it show that we mean what we say as to its merits? Send

for catalogue.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

SUCCESS IN LIPE DEPENDS .UPON WHAT YOU READ.

You surely want to read our paper, SUNSHINE. This paper is pub-

lished for the home, containing 32 pages. The many departments are

made up of CLEAN, BRIGHT. ELEVATING and HELPFUL reading

for every household. Our motto is to help others help themselves Price,

only 25 cents a year.

QDPr'lAI IH-fPNT OPPFR send us lO cents and the names aiul addresses
ornrVlAL IU=vdl 1 VrFrCIX. of five persons and we will send you Sunshine

Every reader of thij- pa per should avail themselves of this offer. Address your

MAYES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.

one year,
letters to

3-4t.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. pi ofit bv our own method

;

all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepersi Astonishing results. 'Will surprise and please

you. BOOKLET FREK TO EVERYBODY.-or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos. for 10 cents. Address,

"W. P. CO., Box Cllntonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
JOIN OUR _^

5^<^tSMUSIC CLUB^Octs
Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh^lj.

You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell frrm
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yoa
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Sheridan foultri^ Yardo.

lireeder
of

Sheridan, Mich.,

' T^arred Fl/moutK Rocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Eggs in season, $1.26 per 13; $2.00 for

2G. First orders booked, first filled.

1-Gt

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nov-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,

Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern, Jamesto\\'n, N. Y.

A. 1 \ •
I Ct I n -Do y°" wish to make an investment? Have

f2y0jlO3kln6 lOl' ^ borne i
/ou any property which you wish to sell? No

'O '3 ^ i > farmer should think of buying a home until
he has secured a copy of THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. It has the lar-

gest list of farms advertised in it of any paper published in the state of Iowa. It reaches thir-

ty thousand readers each issue. It is one of the best papers to advertise in that there is pub-
lished in the state of Iowa. It has a circulation in nearly every state in the Union. Every man
who handles real estate should be a subscriber to this Journal. He will find that it will put
him in the way of making enough deals the first month to more than thirty times pay him
for what the Journal would cost him for one year. Send 75 cents and we will mail you the
Journal one year, or for ten cents in silver or stamps we will send you the Journal two
months on trial. Advertising Rates onlv ten cents per line for one month. Address
THE FARM AVO REAL ESTATE JOURNAL, TRAER. TAMA Co., lA.

WATER" COMMODElenic] ^^EAL
IN SUBURBAN HOIVLBS,

where modern bath-room facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hyerienic Water-Seal Oominode is an absolute necessity
for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitariums
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-
able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses, Send for
Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF. WASHING the
WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R E:
WA S H E R, tcu/i which the

frailest woman can do an or-

dinary washing in one hour,

without wetting her hamts.
Sample aiwholesalfPrice. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Nopav until tried. Write/or PJuslrated Catalogue
and prices of Wringfr-i.Ironinf/ Tables, Clothes Reels,

Dryir\oBars,Vi'aoonJacl-j<,<i-c. Ag-entsWanted. Lib-

eral Terms. QiiickSiilMl Little Work!l Big Pay!!!
Addre«a,1n-& EmfibeWA3HBK Co.,JamestowD.N.Y.

5 YEARS FOR 50 CENTS,
Every wide-awake farmer should

send for a copy of the most up-to-date
farm paper. Address at once for free

sample copy.

FARMERS' AND PLANTERS' GUIDE,
Baltimore, Maryland.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks .

Designs
. . - Copyrights &c.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probablv patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receiye

»pf<?ii7( notice, without charg e, in the

Scientific Jlttterican.
Ahandsomelv ilhistrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of aiiy scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year : four months, |1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.36iBroadway. New York
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.

The Only One of Its Class
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairpan
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published monthly. 20 pages. Subscription 50c.

Established 1S9T. Circulation 5,000.

Devoted exclusively to creamery and dairy in

terests and diversified farming. Advertising rates

made known on application. J. P. Israel,

Itf Publisher. Lincoln, Neb.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This weraan understaRds

her business, 10 Dozen

Cggs at 36c. per dozen

irom 180 hens in

one day.

Tkat Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-

load of the aimless nomads that claim to cov-
er the whole field. Subscribe now fer THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

Ten Dozen at S69. per doz. in one day form 180 bens
Our New Book "Helps for Poultry Keepers" ttlU
how, explains why so many fail and so few succeed.
A Book we can commend with a good conscience as
a GREAT HELP to all Poultry Keepers young or
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well illustrated,

and contains a Poultry Keepers Account sho\Ting
gain or loss monthly;on heavy paper worth 2.5 ets.

This Book Free with our Poultry Paper one year fr r

2.5e. or Book free wiih paper 3 months for JCc.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.

Wayside Poultry Co., Clintonville, Conn.

SOUTHERN

PIT^GAMES
Is devoted strictly to

PIT GAME FOWLS.
Now is the time to subscribe.

One dollar per year. Sample
copy free.

JEFF FLEMING,
Blakely, Qa.

P. O. Box 4.

N. B.—I also breed the fol-

lowing celebrated pit games;

Fleming's Invincibles, Grist

Champions, Warhorses, Geor-

gia Blacks, etc. Send for new
catalogue, illustrated in colors,

and mention this paper. 3-4t.

Valuable Poultry Book Free.

Contains over 50 pages practical information
on all phases of the subject. Also 50c collec-

tion of seeds; 50c due-bill; package Poultry
Tonic; formula for Lice-Killer; subscription to

Poultry Paper; Calendar for 1902; and our big
catalogue of bargains in trees, plants, seeds,

poultry, and supplies, telling you how to se-

cure a setting of eggs free and win $50 in

prizes. Send names of five farmers and 20c to

help pay postage. Address.
I. E. BEVER.

Box B-21. Keithsburg, 111.

3-3t.



Strawberry

Best shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
productive strawberry in existence, f1150 from 2»4 acres

in 19U0. Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

$J35 in gold for largest berry produced in 1903. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer. Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO., N.Y.

THB GRAND ARMY WORLD,
Army and Navy Chronicle. The National Illustrated Monthly Magazine.

CONTENTS—Stories, reminiscences, illustrations. Special department of

"Points on Pensions."
Year $i.oo; six months, $.50; three months, $-25; copy, $.10.

The Grand Army World and Navy Chronicle, 243 Broadway, New York
City.

Introducory three months trial, 10 cents. Sample copy mailed on receipt

of two-cent stamp.
3-2t. PROMINENT WRITERS.

CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Daughters of select Imported, select

long tongue and select straight five-

band breeders, bred three and one
fourth miles apart. No impure bees
within three, and but few within five

five miles. No disease. Untested, 75c;

tested, $i.so. Send for free circular.

Spring Hill, Tenn, U. S. A.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;

Hijas "de selectas importadas y de

selectas lenguilargas. Tambien excelen-

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Sin

abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil-

las. Sin enfermedades. No prabadas

a 75 centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase

circulares gratis. John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn., E. U. A. Htf

$1.00 will pay for a 1 inch advertisement ia

The For Sale and Want columns of the

'^iT'erraoat=^
J.- armers si:^dYocate,

one month. Try it, if you want results,

ADVOCATE CO
12-6t Morrisvillc, Vt.

DID YOU KNOW that there was a

new bee-journal in the South?

TheLone Star Apiarist
a live, up-to-date journal; tells about

hundreds of the finest bee-locations in

the world yet unoccupied and also of

the Editor's extended trip through that

"great South-west Texas bee-keepers'

paradise."

Havjng absorbed the "SOUTH-
LAND QUEEN" leaves the Apiarist

the only bee-journal in the south. A
dollar-a-year monthly. Subscribe now.

Address,

The Lone Star Apiarist,

tf Floresville, Texas.

TV YOU COnLD EXCHANGE

Oive Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep your dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a. year of

The American Inventor

you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address.

The American Inventor,

1302 F. St, N. W., Washington D. C.



Webster's Unabridged
Dictioivary

Send Jl.OO, the regular subscription price of 1 HE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDC.ED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 12S2 pap-s, size of page SV^xl9j4 inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, dcroted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking. Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancv Work. Stories, Poetry, Music. Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

FARM INVESTOR AND
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.

Published once a month, is devoted to ag-
riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-

terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-

vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock and
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro
prietors of "Farm Investor," Marysville, Ohio.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-
views of Art and Artists. The Drama, Music
Mid Literature. (2) It's strong special arti
cles on important national and historical
events. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that appears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of

life.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

•f the fact that instruction need not be dull,

or amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.
Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St., New York City, N. Y.

A Monthly Jotirnal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting,trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced hunter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding, Publish'
er, G.iIUpolis, Ohio.

The Rauchfuss Combined

Section Press and

Foundation Fastener.
If you produce Comb Honey you need one

of these machines. Folds any width of the 4^4
x4i/4 section and fastens the foundation at
one operation. Capacity 1,000 to 3,000 sections
per day, according to experience of operator.
Used and endorsed by all the large comb
honey producers of Colorado. A wonderful
time and labor saver. Send for circulars and
testimonials.

We guarantee every machine to give satis-

faction.

RAUCHFUSS BROS.
1440 Market street, Denver, Colo.
Sole Manufacturers and Patentee's.
Our machines are sold by the following

dealers in Bee-Keeper's Supplies.
G. B. LEW'IS CO., Watertown, Wis.
W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown,

N. Y.
CHAS. DADANT & SON. Hamilton, 111.,

L. A. W^ATKINS AIDSE CO., Denver,
Colo.
BARTELDES & CO., Denver, Colo.
ROBERT HALLEY, Montrose, Colo.

DELTA FRUIT & PROD. CO., Delta,

Colo.,
THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUC-

ERS' ASSN., Denver. Colo. 5-3t.

5 OO A WEEK^f I Vs^ wBsm^ ASH £XP£>:4£S,
rOK MAX "IVITH RIG To introduce our
POULTRY illXiUKE m the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. V. East St. Louis. Ii:s.

tf

Pateit Wired Comb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

Thin Flat Bottom Fomdatlon
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprout Brook, N. Y.



PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, costs less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
OfBce. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receire
special notice, without charge, in the

INVRNT^IVK AG^.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Termsf 1 ayear

E. G. SIGGERS,
918 F Street N. W. Washington, 1). C.

Poultry "Bees PJY
aivd Fruit i^A

a good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can keep them. If you
are now raisino- poultry get some bees
and fruit. They will pay you. The

Poultry, Bee and Fruit

Journal is the only journal devoted ex-

clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it,

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 25c a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dime; stop it if you don't
like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Company,

tf Davenport, Iowa.

1
\ F^ I I r^J Do you want some ?ood

i I L_«L_L_«V^ 1 purebred POULTRY?
We can furnish you EGGS FOR HATCH-

ING from fine White Wonder fowls, R. C.
B. Leghorns, B. P. Rocks, Partridge Cochins,
S. L. and Golden Wyandottes, Toulouse
Geese, and Rouen Ducks. If you want some-
thing good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention
this paper. Address,

Itf THE EUREKA POULTRY FARM,
Established 21 years. Hamburg, Wis.
One of the most Northern poultry farms in

the U. S.

jnissouri
AND

/frkajvsas

If you want to hear
everything about
the South enclose a
silver quarter in u
common letter for
a year's subscrip-
tion to the

jssouri and ^ip^^rkansas

farmer and ']E'ruilTnan,,^

It tells you where to get cheap farming
fruit, grazing and timbered lands; where 10
go to fish, hunt and for health; about new
towns, new railroads, and where to make pay-
ing investments. The largest and handsomest
HOMESEEKERS paper in the United States.

Address: R. J. PROFITT, Publisher,
Kansas City, Mo.

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.

Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce

all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

vy good journals than that o£ the farmer. Unin-

telligent unprogressiveness has now no excuse.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
•WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER both for 51.00.



To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER,
And Others!

During the Months of

Jaaaary, February, March aad April

We Will Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in tlie U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

p*r printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2-4 1.

Austral Culturist
and Pcultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARISr.

HsfOijS

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

oflfice in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8.f Nashville, Tenn.

Horticulture.
Special ladustries.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 3s. 6d. per aDnum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and
Tasmania. A good medium to American
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head oflBce for Australian Colonies,

'I'lM Collins street,

Melbourne, Australia.

SEND TO FARMERS WIVES
Names and Postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free
for one year. These names are valuable to us.

We are publishing the handsomest and most
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-
ed exclusively to the interests of the women
folks on the farm at 50 cents a year. If you
hesitate, send two-cent stamp for a sample
copy and be convinced we are giving you a
very desirable Journal.

THE FARMERS' WIFE,
2-tf Winona. Minn.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interestine,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.

Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Wky par more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boston, Mass.

Wanted, Local Managers,

to organize and take charge of branch Rabbit-
ries all over the U. S., Canada, Mexico, Wcsi
Indies and Central America. J. V. Cortlez

represents us at Manila, Phillipine Islands.

Send stamp for Large Free Book, particulars,

and sample copy of Best Belgian Hare and
Poultry paper in the world.

EASTERN IMPORTING & BREEDING
COMPANY.

Belfast. Maine.

We think not. The West is the direction to

look forward to for business. Have you either

Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, tkat you

wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon IPohlff^

is the best medium of its class through which

to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON, Manager.
Salem, Oregon.



SEND US *^^ names and &([-<

dresses of 20 of your
friends and 5 one-cent stami>s to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRTJETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

Patents. Pensions.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, iu seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sUver)

JOHN W. HANN,
8tf Wauneta, Neb.

Lookinji West?
Did you ever thinli of Oregon or the

Pacific Northwest, the great big coun-
try that is so rapidly developing and
settling up?
Don't you want to know what Is go-

ing on out West in the Poultry busi-
ness?
Have you any goods you would lilie

to sell Western people? if so send for
sample copy of

The Northwest Poultry News.
It's "A Good Egg" full of good news,

has the finest colored cover of any
poultry paper in U. S.
Sample copy free. Subscription, 50c

year. Address,

The Northwest Poultry News
3-4t.

Portland, Ore.

PATENT and PENSION
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, 312 Ind. Ave.,
WASniNOTON, 11. C.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously siuce 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

THE WEEKLY SUN,
Canada's Great Farm and Home Juurnal,

Published ut TORONTO, CAN.
Special features.

Farmers' market reports.

Full and accurate reports of farmers" gatherings,

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so good a medium of com-
munication with the best fa'-mers of Canada, tt-lf
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HAWAII.

A BEE-KEEPEK SUBSCRTBER WRITES ENTER-

TAININGLY OF THE APICLLTUEAL SIT-

UATION IN THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

(By H. H. Smyth.)

ON the island of Oahu, the greater

part of the honey is produced.

There are two large corpora-

tions there; one is incorporated for

$65,000 paid up capital, with a bee priv-

ilege of 75.000 acres. They make a large

amount of honey and ship mostly to

London. The other is not quite so

large, but they make and handle a lot.

There are quite a number of persons,

both white and Japanese, also in the

business. The bees are imported Ital-

ians and of course, hybrids, as well.

The wild bee (of which there are a

large quantity on the islands) are the

black or German brown bee.

Our honey source, that is, the best

quality (light amber,) comes from the

kauvi or algeroba, which blooms more
or less nine months in the year and the

honey is fine flavored. There are also

a great many weeds and much lantana.

which gives a dark honey at certain

seasons.

On Hawaii, 150 miles, a little south
of east, from Oahu, the principal honey
district is, Kona. situated on the south-

eastern or lee side of the island, shelt-

ered from the strong northeast trades,

but having a cool land breeze at night,

while during the daytime the breeze
comes from the sea.

Close to the beach is the algeroba or

kawi, and up at an altitude of, say, 800
to 900 feet, they have some sumac,
weeds and lantana, miles of it—so thick

you cannot pass through it, and cactus.

The honey flow up ("mauka," as we
say) or at that elevation is very un-
certain and the honey is dark. In fact,

I might say, the only real source of

honey is kawi, there is some from cof-

fee blossom, but the flow is so short
that it is hardly worth mentioning.

I think there are only two white men
on the island who are in the business

for money, Mr. Gordon Glore, at Na-
poopoo and myself.

I keep my bees on L frames and in

8-frame hives. The frames (Hoffman)
we import from the states and the hives

we make by hand of 7-8 redwood. Mr.
Glore makes his own frames and hives.

He adopts the Heddon plan. There are

a lot of Japs in the business and they
make lo-frame hives out of anything
that comes along, from a coal-oil box
ot a 2-inch plank, and also use Hof-
fman frames.
The Japs thought all they had to do

was to get a hive of bees, put a su-

per on. and when the super was full

cut the honey out and squeeze out by
hand, then sit down and eat and smoke
till the super was full again; but the

most of them found to their sorrow
that that was a loosing game: and now
there are only a few who have stayed

with it and got extractors, etc. I know
of two who run 200 colonies and un-

derstand the business quite well; al-

though one cannot impress upon them
the necessity of getting good queens,
any queen is good enough for them.
Last year I imported three queens
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from the states and raised quite a num-
ber from them. This year I imported
12 more and all came through alive. I

expect this year to get enough from
them to do away with my black bees.

I have been in the business three

years. I started with three colonies and
did not intend to make it a business,

but I got an "A. B. C" subscribed for

Gleanings, The American Bee-Keeper,
and from the three have learned what
little I know, as I was entirely ignor-

ant of bee-keeping. Last year I took
over two tons from 36 hives; now I

have 88 and swarming is not over yet.

I expect to increase to 100 this year.

The trouble here is our inability to get

supplies. There is no agent here for

Falconer or Root, and only one man in

Honolulu who imports and he just

keeps frames and extractors and
charges enormous prices. I think if one
of the large firms would have an agency
here it would pay well as the Japs are

progressive, and if they see it is money
in pocket they will buy.
Another drawback is, we are so far

from market that the freights eat up all

the profits. My honey is worth 5 to

5 1-2 in the states and we have to sell

here for 3 1-2 to 4 cents, so you see we
are not getting rich, but when the new
steamship lines get into operation
freights will come down.

I have no camera but as soon as I

can get a picture of my apairy I will

send you one. Now, Mr. Editor, if you
think this preamble is worth putting
in print you are welcome to it.

I mighf cay in conclusion that my
apiary is about 100 yards from the sea
and my extracting house and workshop
is an old stone house, 70 years old, the
first house built by the missionaries in

the islands.

Kailua, N. Kona. Hawaii, April 30,

1902.

Box Hives—Hive Covers— cnp=

ping Queens, Etc.

(By T. K. Massie.)

ON the subject of box-hives, page
43, I want to endorse and empha-
size all that W. W. McNeal says.

As long as all goes right with the bees
-^as long as they arc in a normal con-
dition—a box-hive is an "ideal palace."

So far as the welfare of the bees is

concerned a box-hive is far superior
to most all the frame hives in use. Mr.
Adrain Getaz, page 46, in speaking of

the "Ideal home of the bee" practical-

ly endorses the same ideas. Bees in a

hollow tree, surrounded by rotten
wood, shade, etc., are much better pro-
tected than when placed in most of our
"thin walled" hives.

In constructing a hive we should
strive to carry out the principles in

box-hives, thus working for the best
welfare of the bees. It is only when
something goes wrong with the bees

—

when a colony is, from some cause
thrown out of its normal condition

—

that the box-hive is a failure, so far

as the bees are concerned. But so far

as the convenience and interests of the
operator are concerned the box-hive
is always a failure. Then our frame-
hives should also embody all the mod-
ern improvements and conveniences
for ease of manipulation. Chaflf hives
are too costly and cumbersome to

handle.

I cannot endorse what Mr. Getaz
says in regard to "feeding on top of

hives." The proper place to do feeding
is on top of hive in every case. With a

thin super cover board 1-4 to 3-8 inch
thick with a few 7-8 inch holes bored in

it. Hill's pepper box feeders and a tele-

scope cover, we can feed on top of hives
in all cases. With this arrangement all

the escaping heat goes into the feed.

We never have to open a hive and no
robber bees can ever get a taste. When
feeding is done we close up the holes
in super cover with corks.

Of all the nuisances we have to deal
with the ordinary flat covers are the
greatest. After painting and working
all last summer on a lot of 40 of these
flat covers, trying to close up all the
leaks, I now find several of them leak-
ing. Two weeks ago I overhauled my
bees and in four colonies covered with
these flat covers I found everything
wet. The frames were so badly swol-
len that I had to drive the followers out
with a hammer. This operation broke
down several nice combs. Such experi-
ences as this would provoke one to
profanity if he was in the habit of us-
ing profane language.

On the night of the 31st of March we
had quite a storm of wind and snow
and the next morning I found nearly
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half of the flat covers blown off and the

frames covered with snow; most of the

cloths also having blown off- I shall

make kindling wood of all of these

nuisances this season. They are subject

to all the objections that C. A. Hatch
mentions in the Bee-Keepers' Review,

and more too. A telescope cover, cov-

ered w-ith tin or other metal and paint-

ed white, (painted tin seems to be cool-

er in hot weather than wood) fills every

requirement that a flat cover can, and
quite a number that a flat cover can't

fill. It keeps the bees always dry, helps

to retain the heat, never blows off,

protects the bees from robbers in

feeding, etc. If made right they are

nearly as cheap as the flat covers and
are the only sensible cover to use.

"Does clipping queens' wings cause

the bees to supersede their queens,"

is a question frequently asked, and
which I answer both yes and no. If

done in a bungling manner, yes; but if

done right, no. Last fall I ordered a

queen from a prominent advertiser and
directed him to clip the left wing w-hen

caging her. The queen arrived wnth
both wings on each side clipped oflf

close to her body—one of the worst
mangled queens I ever saw. Anyone
doing such bungling work as this ought
to be exposed by name. I now find the

bees preparing to supersede her. A
few daj's ago I was talking with two
of my friends who keep bees and they
both condemned the practice of clip-

ping queens' wings because "the bees
always supersede such queens.'' Upon
inquiry I found they clipped all the
parts of the wings on both sides close.

When only about one-half of the large
wing on one side is clipped (the right
way to clip) there will be but few cases
o-f superseding on account of clipping
the wings.

Tophet. W. Va., April 1902.

Deacon Hardscrabble III.

Instead of the usual letter for his de-
partment this month, the deacon writes
somewhat apologetically, stating that
he had been unusually busy with the
bees, and hoeing his large patch of
sweet potatoes; and as a result of the
violent exercise and extreme hot
weather, he suffered a slight physical
collapse. His somewhat incoherent
style—which may be observed in the

appended criticisms, which were pen-
ned in a nervous hand—together with
the fact that he wished the editor a
very "Merry Christmas," gives some
ground for our fears that the deacon
may have suffered a sunstroke. We
hope next month to present his kindly
face, as usual:

"You beekeepers are. a quarrelsome
lot, you are always fighting among
yourselves" quoth a bugologist of na-
tional reputation to me recently. And
the worst of it is, he's right. Wonder if

it is due to the constant prodding we
get from the bees? Be that as it may,
we're a peppery crowd. For a year
agone we have been lamming each
other's heads over breeding matters;
who's to blame? Why that bland little

Rhode Islander. Didn't ye mind with
what seeming innocence he tossed the
subject at us? And now I reckon he
is laughing in his sleeve.

What's to be the next bone of con-
tention?

Besides pepperiness we are obtuse,

deucedly so. Brother Secor said, "I

can't, shan't and won't serve as Gen-
eral Manager another year,'' but we
elected him nevertheless, and he polite-

ly threw his books at our head and I

presume wished us in some hotter
place than the United States. Leastwise
if he didn't he'd oughter. What of it''

Well, a lot of it, and it's rapidly get-

ting no better. Who's to blame? Oh,
congress I reckon.
What a jolly lot of rot is printed

about manipulations. To some the only
successful path seems to lie through a

labryinth of methods and details. Such
and such things to get bees ready for

the harvest, another such and such to

get 'em over it, another lot to put in

queens. Why if you wnll just kick the
stuffin' out o' them or into them as the
case may be, they'll do your bidding
like little devils set at mischief. Where
do you opine Brother Coggshall
would come out if he worked the "pot-
tering systems" in his yards? Oh, give
us more such "horse sense." Now that
chap up in Cuba, X. Y., needn't take
that as a sugar plum. But he's all right
though and is doing good work along
lines most of trri ara worse than ignor-
ant of. \Vcrse thai^ ignorant of, because
what some know ahs't so. All so afflict-

ed had better shut up and go way back
and sit down.
Wish you'd leave some of those
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queer names out of your "Beekeeping
World" or else translate them. Some
of we uns can't speak 'em nohow. I

was near about used up by a lot of

those pesky Syrians and the May num-
ber of your paper pretty nearly finished

me. Latterly I've thought a right smart

about starting a paper of my own but

opine competition (such as it is) is

strenuous enough for you now.
What a spread the "Review'' is mak-

ing. The November number opens with

a photo of a great yield of honey from
black bees. Now for a lot of ads of

"Choice Black Queens from select

mothers, etc, etc." First thing Brother
Hutchinson knows he'll be charged
with starting a black bee fad. In the

same magazine your lively Tennesseean
and that enthusiast of Cuba, N. Y., are

having a merry-go-round about hered-

ity, etc., Honors at present on the side

of he of Cuba. Fun for the onlookers
and I surmise 'twill be valuable to them
bye and bye. 'Pears to me that some of

the writers on heredity are unaware
that the subject has progressed since

Darwin's time. Don't interfere. Only
just watch how quietly they will steal

away when Mr. S. begins to let out the

latest knowledge on the subject. As I

have once before quoted: "What's the

use of knowing things when so much
we know ain't so?"

Gleanings for December i has an
editorial stating that they are going to

discuss cellar wintering again. Oh
dear! Say, why don't you suggest that

before they do that they collect facts

on which to base the discussions? That
they put self registering thermometers
and hygrometers into about 25 dififer-

ent cellars. That they collect memo-
randa -of every observable detail of

every colony in those cellars and up to

the time they are dead or ready for

supers? Then begin the discussion.

Glad we don't have to fuss with any
such fixins.

?Iope the New Year will bring you
what you want. Can't give you any
better wishes than that.

Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

The world's largest and most suc-

cessful a: arists are subscribers to The
American Bee-Keeper. Perhaps more
would be large and successful if they
•vere subscribers.

Fastening Foundation in Sections.

(By G. F. Herman.)

THERE are not a few bee-keepers
who are seeking diligently for

a good and satisfactory method
to do this work. It is both perplexing
and unprofitable to have a number of

starters tumble down in the midst of a

honey flow. It is very essential to have
the work done thoroughly so that

when the bees cluster on the founda-
tion and begin comb building it will

sustain their weight. I will try to de-

scribe a method which has given me
very good results, it is so simple that

anyone trying it, even the first time,

will succeed fairly well.

On account of doing business in New
York city this winter, I had gotten very
much behind with my preparatory bee
work, so my wife volunteered to fold

the sections and put in the starters, al-

though she has had no experience
whatever in this line she soon became
familiar with the work and did it as

good as I myself could have done it.

In order to get the bees to build their

combs nice and straight in the sections,

the starters must be put in the middle
of the sections. For this purpose we
use a board with four blocks nailed on
to it, 7-8 of an inch thick by 3 and 7-8

inches square. This size is for the

standard section which holds about one
pound of honey. We then pick up four

sections at one time and place them
over the four blocks. The sections

being on their edge, lay in the one-

inch starters, or full sheets, just as pre-

ferred. The blocks bring the starters

just midway in the sections. We n^xt

dip our piece of tin into the heated

wax and touch the starter and sections

at the uniting point, holding the

starter in place with the left hand,

withdrawing the piece of tin instantly,

as it only requires a touch and the

work is done. If full sheets are used we
dip twice, touching the top and one
side, and leaving one side and the bot-

tom loose for expansion.

The size of the piece of tin used in

the operation is three and six-eighths

by five inches with a perfectly straight

edge. The receptacle to hold the heat-

ed wax is a small sardine box two and
three-quarters by four inches, kept

about one-third filled with wax and
placed over a small hand lafnp with ?

?
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tin chimney, having the tops nipped in

a little and then bent out to form a

crown which will give vent to the burn-

ing lamp when the pan of wax is placed

on top. All these utensils are inexpen-

sive and can be picked up around any

home. A little experience will soon in-

dicate the right temperature to keep

the wax for expeditious work.

Englewood, N. J. Feb. 17, 1902.

QUEEN EXCLUDERS.

A FEW GOOD SUGGESTIONS WITH REFER-

ENCE TO TIIEIU USE

(By Dr. C. C. Miller.)

QRi On page 61 M.
F. Reeve seems quite posi-

tive that without queen exclud-

ers queens will be sure to go up into

the supers and lay there. I may say to

Mr. Reeve that I have produced comb
honey for a good many years, and I

have never used excluders to keep the

queens from going up and I would not

be troubled using excluders for that

purpose if they were furnished for noth-

ing. I do not mean that I have never
had a queen lay in a super, but that

the cases are so rare that it would not

pay to use excluders to keep queens
down.
For years there has been this conflict

of opinion, one man saying that exclud-

ers were unnecessary another being
equally positive as to their being indis-

pensable. While my experience is the

reverse of that of Mr. Reeve. I am
quite ready to believe that he is entirely

correct, and that without excluders

queens will be sure to go up into his

supers.

For a long time it puzzled me to

understand how there could be the dif-

ference, but I think I have solved the

mystery. Nowadays there is little or no
drone comb left in the brood chamber,
and the bees make desperate efforts to

secure drone brood. More than once,

when using ten-frame hives, I have
known the queen to go outside the

brood-nest and lay eggs in a patch of

drone,-comb, leaving one or two combs
without any brood between this patch
of drone-brood and the worker-brood
of the brood-nest. You will notice that

Mr. Reeve especially mentions that in

his supers he found "the nicest lot of

•capped drone cells." 1 am not certain

whether this was in working for comb
or extracted honey, and it doesn't mat-
ter; he says at the outset that exclud-
ers are necessary for either. If I am
not greatly mistaken the queen goes
up into the super to lay because the

workers have there prepared drone
cells for her.

If they go up into his supers to rear

drone brood, why don't they do the

same thing for me? Simply because
there are no drone cells in mine to bait

the queen up. I use top and bottom
starters of worker foundation, filling

the sections entirely full. If I should
use small starters I would consider ex-
cluders indispensable.

I would not think of working for

extracted honey without excluders, for

even if only worker comb should be
m the supers there would be at least

part of the time empty comb there, and
whenever the queen should be a little

crowded for room she might find her
way up. When working for comb hon-
ey, I should want excluders, unless

there was so much drone comb in the

brood chamber that there would be no
desire to have any elsew^here, or un-
less the sections were so filled with
vvorl'cr foundation that there was no
chance for drone comb above.
Marengo, 111., April 7, 1902.

A SINGLE ORGANISM.

Being So Regarded, a Colony of Bees Should

Not Be Carelessly Divided—A Field for

the Exercise of Thought.

(Arthur C. Miller.)

TDeCENTLY Mr. Stachelhausen has
^^ been calling attention to the so-

called "Gerstung theory," the essential

factor of which is viewing a colony of

bees as a unit; i. e., no single member
is a perfect individual, but only a part

of a body. In a sense this view is cor-

rect, but not to the degree claimed by
Gerstung's supporters. In the "'Re-

view," of March, Mr. S. D. Chapman,
writing on the causes of swarming,
called attention to the proportions o\

old, j^oung and middle-aged bees con-
stituting a colony. These topics are in-

teresting and worth investigating; but
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many observations must be made be-

fore it will be wise to do much theor-

izing. However, the every-day bee-

keeper has, or should have, an interest

in them to the extent that he should

learn not to indiscriminately break up

the normal proportions of a colony, or

carelessly mix parts of the population

of two or more. Much harm is often

done by taking from or adding to a

colony, brood or bees in such manner
as to disturb the normal constitution

of the population, and this is one of the

reasons why colonies managed by sys-

tems of much manipulating are so often

surpassed by those run on the "let

alone plan."

It will repay the beginner, and also

the rest of us, to observe carefully the

population of colonies, the distribution

of the brood, pollen and honey, make
comparisons and try to obtain a clear-

er view of bee life and bee ways. There
is a vast and unexplored field here in

which even the novice has a chance to

make valuable discoveries.

Among some of the systems by
which parts of colonies are lopped from
the parent stock and united to some
other, is the one of moving a super to-

gether with all the bees in it from one
colony to another, generally for the

purpose of getting the sections com-
pleted, or for the purpose of starting

upstairs some obstinate stock. If the

transfer is made at such time as but

comparatively few old or field bees are

in the super, all will be well, but if at

night or such other time as many field

bees are in it, the chances are that the

honey in that super will diminish rather

than increase. It goes back to the stock

the super was removed from, the field

bees contained in it having turned most
adept "thieves.'' Much the same oc-

curs in the making up of nuclei, build-

ing up of weak cnjonies by adding
brood or bees, etc. These results are

more apparent when the honey flow is

light or stopped than when it is heavy.

To avoid these evils it is well to either

rid the to-be-moved part of all old

bees or else confine them for such per-

iod that when released they stick to

their new location.

Transposing a strong and a weak
colony for the purpose of strengthen-
ing ihe latter, causes a disturbance of

the nati ral balance of parts of the pop-
ulation.":, but the results are seldom

appreciably harmful. Each lot of field

bees on returning to the old stand and
entering the now strange hive will run
about as if queenless, often continuing
such actions for twenty-four hours. If

the lesser of the two colonies chances
to be very weak its queen is often kill-

ed by the alien bees. Mr. Chapman and
Mr. Stachelhausen have done well to
call attention to these matters, now let

the rest of us continue the work.

Providence, R. I., May 8, 1902.

Spring Desertion.

(By G. M. Doolittle).

QUESTION.—Will you please tell

us through the columns of the
American Bee-Keeper what is

the cause of bees leaving their hives
in the spring of the year, where said

hives are clean, the combs bright and
having quite a quantity of honey in

them, and some brood? Three of my
colonies have deserted their hives in

this way on warm days, and although
I have put them back, they will come
out again on the next warm day. What
can I do to remedy this matter?
Answer.—This is a case of what is

termed "swarming out," by some, and
"spring desertion" by others. In an ex-
perience covering nearly a third of a
century I have had about a dozen such
cases, and in each one it has happened
after a hard winter, such as the past
has been, and with colonies which had
wintered rather imperfectly. Some
think it is caused by the bees becoming
discouraged, and abandoning further
efifort to keep up the temperature of

the hive so as to keep the brood from
perishing. In nearly every case which
has come under my notice, colonies de-
serting their hives have become reduc-
ed in numbers to a greater or less ex-
tent by spring dwindling; while the
number of bees, compared with the
amount of brood, was ill proportioned,
considering the outside temperature. I

used to think that such swarming out
could be accounted for on the ground
of lack of stores, moldy combs, etc., as

has been told us many times during the
past in the bee papers, but after hav-
ing several swarm out when all was
clean and nice, the same as is spoken
of by the questioner, I had to give that

up and conclude that those who had
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told us that such was the cause had

made a mistake.

Some seem to think that the chiet

cause of this swarming out mania lies

in excitement on the part of the queen,

the same happening at a time when
few young bees are in the hive to keep

company with the queen, when a gen-

eral liight of the bees takes place, which

often happens during the first warm
days in early spring. During such oc-

casions the queen becomes exited about

being left with so few bees with her,

goes to the entrance, takes wing, and

thus joins the circling bees; and when
once in the air with the bees, the

whole alight as a swarm. But this

hardly seems reasonable, because, as

our questioner states, when we hive

them back again in their own hive, they

will swarm out again, and continue to

so swarm out, till they generally enter

some other colony or go off entirely.

As to the remedy, I doubt whether
there is any better than to unite suck

with some other colony, although 1

have tried giving a frame of emerging
brood from some strong colony to

them, removing all of their brood and
giving it to the colony from which the

frame of emerging brood was taken.

Next, place this frame of emerging
l)roGd together with one frame of hon-
ey next one side of their hive, and con-

fine the bees to these two frames, by
means of a dummy or division board,

till they become strong enough to

tako more frames, when they can be
built up to a full colony. This is a plan

which I have used with good results

where, from i<ny cause. I desired to

save just that individual colony. Since
tJ:e queen excluding zinc has become
common, if I wished tc ttive a certain

colony for some special leason, I have
simply hived back in its own hive the

colony swarming out, and placed a

strip of perforated zinc at the en-

trance, thus keeping the queen from
going out; in w'hich case the bees will

return after each swarming out, and it

the colony so treated does not wear
out its vitality by continued swarming,
and die from dwindling, it can usually

be saved in this way. But, as I said, un-
less for some special reason we wish
to preserve the individuality of any
colony which once swarms out, the best
thing to do is to unite it with some
other colony, as the work required to

, make a good colony of such a dis-

couraged lot of bees amounts to more
than any ordinary colony is worth.

Borodino, N. Y., April 30, 1902.

Transferring.

(By L. E. Kerr.)

BEGINNING February 12, I have
done more transferring this

spring than ever before in my
recollection.

Most anyone can make a success of

transferring bees, if he will only have
confidence enough in himself and use

a small amount of common sense. Of
course, one who has had no experience

would make many blunders if he de-

pended upon his own judgement toe

far. The first thing to be done in such

cases is to read up on transferring in

your books on bees.

The true sort of a bee man considers

transferring great fun. The timid ama-
teur, however, dreads the job. Right
here lies all the difference, in transfer-

ring the combs. The first avoids using

combs daubed and heavy with honey,

and so keeps every thing clean and
bright as a new dollar all through the

operation, while the other ends with a

conglomeration of sticks, honey, wax
and dead bees, because he was so

thoughtless as to use sticky combs of

honey w^hich should have been rejected.

In starting in to transfer a number
of colonies first procure a frame hive

full of combs, and run colony from box
hive No. i, into this; then you can
carry their old. combs into the honey
house and assort them while filling up
frame hive No. 2, to suit yourself, then
tackle box hive No. 2, and run them
on to the old combs of No. i. This way
will always give better results than
tackling each hive separately.

Another important item is the trans-

ferring clamps. Strings are the only
thing for fastening in the combs quick-

ly and securely, that I know of. These
should run lengthwise around and
through the frame. This last is my
own invention. Short pieces are passed
over a long string, through the frame,
between two pieces of comb, over a

long string on that side, and then tied

tightly, drawing the long strings up
closely against the comb.
Wiring can be dispensed with if
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Langstroth frames are used, but it is-

not necessary to leave them out, if

you particularly desire them.

March 26 I began going over my
transferred colonies for the first time.

Every one contained plenty of bees,

honey, brood, sealed and unsealed, and

some young bees just hatched. Con-
sidering the fact that bees were more
than a month later than usual getting

to work this spring I have been quite

successful.

Hurricane, Ark., April 19, 1902.

AN OFFICIAL SEAL.

THE GUARANTEE OF PURITY AND MERIT.

MR. EDITOR.—Sometime ago you
asked me what the duties were
of our honey inspector. As your

readers may be interested in my reply

I beg to present it through the col-

umns of The Bee-Keeper.
Some years ago the Ontario County

(N. Y.) Bee-Keepers' Association de-

cided to place their good, white honey
under the seal of the association. It

was thought that a reputation for On-
tario county honey could thus be bulit

up. I do not know that it occurred to

the instigators of the scheme at that

time, that this seal might act as a guar-
antee of the purity or genuineness of

the article. In these times of mistrust

against even the genuine product of

the bee it would seem all the more de-

s'rable that we should enact a scheme
by which we could strengthen or re-

gain the confidence of consumers of

an article that we know is not, and
never can be, successfully imitated. I

do believe that, if a goodly number
of the bee-keepers' societies all over
our land would act in unison, adopt
our system of sealing their honey, it

would go a long way towards rees-

tablishing the lost confidence.

Our rule is, not to send out any in-

ferior honey under the seal of the as-

sociation. Fancy and No. i white only
are admitted. This rule is all right if

the object is to create a reputation for

a No. I article: but it is a question
whether this is the best course to fol-

low, when we consider that all honey
is to be guarded against any possibility

of suspicion. If I send out a part of my
honey without a seal, would not the
purchaser naturally think this to be

an adulterated article? I confess I do
not know what is the wisest thing for

us to do.

The seal we use consists of a strip

of glazed turkey red paper 4x14 inches,

having the gold seal attached at the
right of the reading matter with the of-

ficial seal of the association impressed
thereon. The reading is as follows:

"Ontario County N. Y. Bee-Keepers'
Association Honey Stamp. This case
of honey has been inspected by the
honey inspector of the Ontario County
N. Y. Bee-Keepers' Association, and
the honey within, if seal is attached and
these stamps remain unbroken, is

guaranteed to be grade No. i white.''

From the reading it appears that the
stamp or seal is pasted around the case
of honey in s'ich a manner that the
honey cannot be removed therefrom
without breaking the seal.

The honey inspectors' business is to

go to the different honey producers, on
solicitation, and inspect the honey. If

he finds it all right and up to the stand-

ard he attaches a seal to each case.

For this service he receives from the
owner of the honey eight cents per
case, and fifteen cents from outsiders.

He also receives mileage.

I am sorry to say not many mem-
bers of our association have availed
themselves of the privilege of sending
out this honey under the seal of the
association; but those who have, say
they are well pleased with the success
they have had. Freidemann Greiner.

Secretary Ont. Co., N. Y. B. K. As-
sociation.

Naples, N. Y., May 3, 1902.

We have recently, through the kind-

ness of the manufacturers—The W. T.

Falconer Mfg. Co.—been permitted to

test a new smoker—the "Ferris." It

is finished in the neatest style of any
smoker we have seen; has an unique
device for extinguishing the fire, by
excluding the draft: a novel shield for

protecting the operator's hand from
the hot stove, and throws a good blast

of smoke. The sample to hand has a
stove nearly four inches in diameter,
an ample valve and splendid bellows.

It is doubtless another brain child of

C. G. Ferris, the versatile inventor,

who gave us the steam wax extractor
which is now becoming so popular, and
the wax refiner.
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AUSTRIA.

Winkler, of Vienna, advocates clos-

ing up the hives during unfavorable

weather in the spring. He says, he has

observed that on cool windy days

sometimes nearly all fields bees were

lost. To prevent the colonies from be-

coming uneasy and excited when shut

in he has invented a peculiarly con-

structed ventilator, two of which are

attached to each hive, one at bottom

and one at top. These ventilators ex-

clude all light. Confined bees are to

receive water. (Bienenvater.)

Rev. Adamec says in Deutsche lin-

ker, apiculture has sustained an injury

by large importations of foreign honey

bees.

Dr. Semeleder asserts that one ot

his colonies consumed I2 quarts ot

water from February to May. The bees

had constant access to a feeder filled

with water.—The doctor's bees must

have been immoderate drinkers like the

German friend in my town who said

at court under oath, that he "drinked

27 glasses of hop-soda inside of an

hour" (and didn't get befogged either.)

GERMANY.
A new bee book is advertised in Get-

man bee periodicals under the promis-

ing title. "Returning to Nature." or

"Apiculture According to Nature.'' The
writer of the book. E. Kirchner, has a

superior hive to sell, which may ac-

count for the pompous title, and the

unwarranted claim made. The hive may
be a good one. It is made of straw and

some wood; it is horse-shoe shaped

and fitted out with suitable frames,

selling, complete, for $4.25 to $4.75- Mr.
Kirchner must have made a val-

uable discovery, for he says the bees

can build only worker comb in the
brood frames, while the cells of the
combs in the honey chamber are of
such depth that the queen cannot de-
posit eggs in them.

It is a common practice in Germany
to strengthen weak colonies by the
feeder process. A feeder filled with
syrup is placed under a strong colony
and when well covered with bees is re-

moved and placed under the weak one.
This is repeated several times. The
younger bees remain with the weak
colony to strengthen it. The older bees
will naturally return to their own hive

in the morning. The feeding, of course,

is done at night.

Bienenzucht gives a long list of nec-

tar secreting plants; it is also stated

what the colors are of the different

honeys. According to this list, location

and nature of soil has a marked in-

fluence upon the color of the honey.
For example the linden furnishes a

dark-yellow honey on sandy alluvial

soil, yellow honey on clay soil, dark
honey on limestone soil. The color

of locust honey changes according to

soil from yellow to greenish and wa-
ter-white, of Esparsette-honey from
light yellow to red-yellow, etc It has

also been observed that the same
plants will yield differently colored hon-

ey in different years. However, this

may be due to a slight admixture of

other honey.
Phacelia tanacetifoliji receives great

praise as a heavy producing plant of

late in Germany. As is said, the plant

is a native of North America. It is rec-

ommended as a fodder-plant, used in

its green state. It may be cut two or

three times in a season. The seed has

a market value of $30 per 100 pounds.

Five pounds of seed is sufficient to seed

one acre of land. It is claimed the
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Phacelia nectar contains but 55 per

cent of water, which is a very con-

densed form of nectar. Of other

plants the nectar contains as high as

75 per cent of water. Phaceha honey
is said to be of exquisite taste and of

a brownish color.

W. Gunther has observed that bees

do not forget their location during a

long winter's confinement and thinks

it not advisable to change colonies

about. The month of October he con-

siders the best time to make any
changes, if such seem desirable, as

bees are not active during this time
and are quite apt to mark their loca-

tion when leaving their hives.

(Deutsche Bienenfreund.)

Editor Reidenbach makes light ot

the new American bee disease, "black
brood." He says, any brood comb left

in a warm room and unprotected for a

few hours will show black larvae, and

says, substantially,

is an American
'Bienenzeitung.)

the whole matter
humbug. (Phaelzer

AUSTRALIA.

The natives of Australia are very
fond of the products of the honeybee.
The manner in which they find bee-
trees is very simple. When they ob-
serve bees carrying water from any
pool, they carefully approach one as

she is sipping water and spray her. For
this purpose they have the mouth fill-

ed with water, which they administer
Chinese fashion. The bee is then easily

caught; a little flake of wool or cotton
is then attached to her and she is lib-

erated. The cotton hinders the bee
fi'om trying very fast and the native is

enabled to easily follow her to the tree

she inhabits. (Centralblatt.)

F. Greiner.

HONEY WAREHOUSE OF l!liID.\.T, MONT' ROS & CO., HAVANA, CUBA.
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SECCION ESPANOLA.

"The American Bee-Keeper" se envia
a principio de cada mes. Si por algun
motive el suscritor no recibe su perio-
dico a su debido tiempo, sirvase notifi-

carnos y les enviaremos otro ejemplar.
Todo asunto relacionado con la Di-

reccion y subscripcion a este periodico,

debe enviarse a "The American Bee-
Keeper, Fort Pierce, Florida. El di-

nero puede remitirse por giro postal.

El giro puede hacerse a The W. T.
Falconer Manufacturing Co., en James-
town, N. Y., cuando convenga mas a
los marchantes de esa casa.

Cuando el suscritor reciba el periodi-

co con una faja azul es para avisarle

que su subscripcion termina con ese

ejemplar. Esperamos ser favorecidos
con orden para continuar la subscrip-

cion. Rogamos a nuestros correspon-
sales escriban los nombres y direccion-

es bien claro para evitar demoras.
Una faja roja indica que se debe la

subscripcion y esperamos su pronta
atencion al particular.

Subscripcion: 50 centavos al aiio.

MISTERIOS DE LA COLMENA

ns.8.
'^

Guia del Apicultor Cubano.

por el

DR. JUAN B. PONS Y FONOLL
y anotada por el

DR. GONZALO G. VIETA.

(Continua.)

La obrera Ytaliana, se distingue

prontamente por el brillante color am-
arillo de los anillos del abdomen en su

base.

Unas son de color amarillo de oro y
otras son color amarillo anaranjado 6

color de cuero. Estas son la mejor va-

riedad. Si es de pura raza, cada abeja

mostrara tres bandas 6 fajas amarillas.

Lo dos primeros segmentos 6 anillos

del abdomen y la base del tercero, son
de color amarillo, el resto de color ne-

gro, en el dorso, y completamente am-
arillos en la parte inferior. Las patas

tambien son de este color mas 6 menos
brillantes.

Los zanganos son mas variables, pues
algunas veces, los anillos son comple-
tamente amarillos y otras veces oscur-

os, casi indistinguibles, pero la parte

inferior del cuerpo s^iempre es de color

amarillo.

Hay una variedad de abejas Ytalian-

as, Uamadas alhinas que presentanhile-

ras de vellos blancos en el borde de los

segmentos.
La progenie de una reina Ytaliana

fecundada por un zangano negro 6 ale-

man, 6 al contrario. de una reina ale-

mana y un zangano Ytaliano, sera mes-
tiza, mal llamada hibrida por los api-

cultores. Esta mestiza, se distingue de
la raza alemana en que presenta fajas

amarillas en los segmentos del abdo-
men, pero solamente dos. las corres-

pondientes a A. y B. de la Fig. 8, de

modo que, para distinguirla de la ver-

dadera Ytaliana, no hay mas que ver si

presenta los tres primeros anillos A. B.

y C. de color amarillo. Si no presen-

ta mas que los dos primeros A. y B.

podemos decir, con seguridad, que es

hibrida 6 viestiza. Este cruzamiento, 6

mejor dicho, el producto de este cruz-

amiento, presenta todas las buenas cu-

alidades de la raza Ytaliana, y todos los

defectos de la alemana. Son buenas
recolectoras, prolificas, defienden bien

la colmena, pero en cambio, son mas
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irascibles, mas inclinadas a picar y al

robo.
Los zanganos hijos de una reina

Ytaliana, fecundada por un zangano
aleman, son Ytalianos puros en virtud

de la porteno genesis y los hijos de re-

ina alemana, fecundada por un zangano
Ytaliano, seran negros 6 alemanes. Este

hecho debe tenerse muy presente al tra-

tar de Ytalianizar un colmenar 6 apiar-

io.

Si en un mapa de Europa tiramos una

linea diagonal, que empezando al N.

de la provincia de Genova. en Ytalia.

termine en Tripoli (Africa) a traves del

Mediterraneo, veremos que las abejas,

al E. de esta linea, son de raza amarilla

(Ytalia. Grecia, Turquia, Siria, Egipto),

mientras que al O. solo se encuentran

abejas negras 6 grises, (Tunes, Argel,

Marruecos Espaiia, Francia, Alemaniay
parte O. de Zuiza. En el N. del Med-
iterraneo, los Alpes son el limite y el

Desierto de Libia forma la barrera del

Sur.

Razas de Chipre y Siria.

A. D. A. Jones ya Frank Benton, de-

bemos el estudio y cultivo de estas

razas. Mr. Benton cree que las abejas

de Chipre son descendientes de las de

Siria, asi como las Ytalianas descienden

de las Chipriotas. La abeja de Chipre

se parece mucho a la Ytaliana disting-

uiendose en una raya de color amarillo

de cuero en el anillo posterior del tor-

ax.

Son mas activas y las reinas mas
prolificas que las Ytalianas de pura ra-

za.

Las de Siria se encuentran en la Tur-

quia Asiatica y Palestina al N. del

Monte Carmelo. Se pare con mucho a

las Ytalianas; son muy activas y pro
lificas; son mas amarillas cuando son

adultas pues cuando acaban de nacer

son de color mas oscuro. no tienen in-

clinacion a picar y se manejan facilmen-

te.

La abeja de Chipre, solo se encuentra

en esa isla, no son muy apacibles y
tranquilas. Son exelentes recolectoras

tanto, que escenden en esta cualidad

a todas las otras razas conocidas. Los
operculos de sus panales son muy del-

gados y tenuos de modo que la miel se

derrama con facilidad. Son mas prolifi-

cas que las Carniolas. En cuanto a su

carater, dice Mr. Benton, que no se

apaciguan con el humo. y cuanto mas se

les ahuma, mas irritables, se vuelven.
Son muy sensibles a la luz; de modo
que al abrir una colmena hay que hac-
erlo gradualmente.
Mr. Benton cree que para dedicar a

miel extraida, son las mejores del mun-
do.

Las Carniolas, Uamadas tambien de
Krainer, por que proceden de la mon-
tafiosa region del Krain en Austria, son
de color negro 6 gris de acero, pero
muy poco diferentes de la abeja ale-

mana, y son mucho mas grandes que
las Ytalianas. Son exelentes recolec-
toras de miel y operculan los panales
con cera blanca. Producen mucha cera

y recogen muy poco propoleos. Son
muy prolificas, aunque no tanto como
las razas orientales, y en cuanto a su
carater, no se le pueden comporar las

otras razas, por su bondad y su poca
inclinacion a picar. La perdida de su
reina les afecta grandemente, y en cu-

anto al robo. no son peores que las ot-

ras razas. El defecto mayor, es la in-

clinacion que tienen a enjambrar con
esceso.

Las abejas de Dalmacia se encuen-
tran en la costa E. del Mar Adriatico.

Son parecidas a las Carniolas, exelentes
recolectoras de miel. pero son muy
vengativas e irritables.

< Las abejas Aticas 6 del Monte Hime-
to, se encuentran en las llanuras del

Atica, y son las recolectoras de la fa-

mosa miel de los Dioses, de las antigu-

as epocas. Se parecen mucho a las

Carniolas, aunque son muy irritables,

son muy buenas recolectoras de miel.

La aficion a picar y su colera las hacen
poco simpaticas para el cultivo.

La abeja de Tunez 6 Punica se en-

cuentra en el Noroeste de Africa. Se
parece mucho a la abeja alemana aun-

que es mucho mas negra y mas pe-

quefia que las Ytalianas.

Vuelan muy rapido y son buenas rec-

olectoras de miel. activas, buenas cons-

tructoras de panales, pero en cambio,

son muy inclinadas a recoger propoleos

con el que, a veces, casi cierran la en-

trada de la colmena. Es tanto el pro-

poleos que recojen. que a veces cubren
con el los operculos de los panales. Son
muy vengativas e irritables. y por lo

tanto, deben proscribirse de los col-

menares.

La Apis florea—construye sus panales
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al aire libre en las ramas de los arboles,

y no se pueden domesticar.
La Apis indica—Son muy pequenas,

con cinco fajas 6 bandas aniarillas y
aunque pueden cultivarse son poco pro-

ductoras.

La Apis dorsata—Es la mas grande
de las abejas cuya descripcion hemos
hecho en paginas anteriores.

CAPITULO IL

Anatomia y fisiologia de la abeja.

En cada colonia de abejas hay tres

distintos individuos que difieren en
forma, color, estructura, tamaiio. habi-

tos y funciones. Asi tenemos, la Reina,

y un numero mas 6 menos grande de

machos 6 zanganos y un mayor numero
de obreras 6 neutras.

La Reina.

La iinica abeja fertil 6 fecunda de la

colmena, la madre, es a la que se' ha
dado el nombre de Reina y es la unica

hembra fecunda cuya sola funcion es

poner huevos en las celdas. Sus ovar-

Reina.

ios son tan grandes, que casi ocupan su

largo abdomen y estan situados uno-a
cada lado de la cavidad abdominal, y
desde ellos es estienden los dos oviduc-
tos, los cuales se unen formando un so-

lo conducto por el que pasa el huevo a)

ser depositado.

En la Reina de abejas asi como en
todos los himenopteros el oviducto esta

en relacion con un saco llamado espcr-

matccn el cual recibe el semen del ma-
cho en el acto de la copulacion.

Este saco. fue descubierto por Mal-
pighi en i686 pero sus funciones no fue-

ron demostradas hasta 1792 por el gran
anatomico J. Hunter.
Los ovarios son organos multitubul-

ares, alcanzando el numero de mas de

cien tubos en cada uno. En estos tubos
crece y se desarrolla el huevo cuyo nu-
mero es muy variable. El extremo del
oviducto se llama ovopositor esta con-
stituido de anillos circulares y concen-
tiicos.

La Reina, como todos los individuos
pertenecientes al orden de los Articu-
lados, tiene su cuerpo dividido en tres

porciones distintas. bien marcadas; la

cabeza; el torax y abdomen.
La cabeza, contiene los organos de

la boca, los ojos simples, los compues-
tos y las antenas. Los organos de la

boca son los mas prominentes y con-
sisten. en un labio superior 6 labrum,

un labio inferior 6 labium y dos pares
de quijadas que se mueven a un lado y
otro de la boca: las mas fuertes y grue-
sas, se llaman mandihulas y las mas
membranosas y mas largas se llaman
maxilas.

El labnwi 6 sea el labio superior, es-

ta unido por una articulacion 6 juntura
al cUpeus y este ultimo al epicraneo el

cual contiene las antenas y los ojos. El
labium 6 labio inferior, forma el suelo
de la boca cuya base, bastante ancha,
forma tXmentony desde este se extiende
la ligula 6 lengua. Cerca de la union de
la ligula y el menton se insertan los dos
palpos labiales y en el angulo formado
por estos y la ligula. se encuentran los
paraglosos, uno a cada lado.

Las mandibulas. se insertan una a
cada lado del labrum y debajo de este.

y estan provistos de dientes rudimen-
tarios. Debajo de las mandibulas y un
poco mas lejos, se insertan el segundo
par 6 ma.rilas menos densas y firmes
que las mandibulas. (Zada maxila se in-

serta, por medio de una pequena jun-
tura. al ca7-(1o y proximo a este, se en-

cuentra una mas grande juntura, hacia
afuera de los anchos lacinia, las estipas.

y al lade de estos se insertan los palpos
maxilai-es los que son muy cortos.

Las antenas situadas. entre. debajo y
al frente de los ojos compuestos. Estan
acodadas y la primera articulacion, que
es la mas larga. es el scape, y las demas
junturas. el flagellum.

La antena. es un organo sumamente
delicado, que esta circundado de un sin

numero de nervios que terminan en
vellos tactiles sumamente sensibles.

Continuara.
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Co.

TERMS :

Fifty cents a year in advance; 2 copies 86
cents; 3 copies, $1.20; all to be sent to one
postoffice.

Postage prepaid in the United States and
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postal union, and 20 cents extra to all other
countries.

ADVERTISING RATES :
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inch. Five per cent discount for two inser-
tions; seven per cent for three insertions; 10
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for twelve insertions.

Advertisements must be received on or be-
fore the 15th of each month to insure inser-
tion in the month following.

Matters relating in any way to business
should invariably be addressed to

THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
Falconer, N. Y.

Articles for publication or letters exclusively
for the editorial department may be addressed
to H. E. Hill,

Fort Pierce, Fla.

Subscribers receiving their papei in blue
wrapper will know that their subscription ex-
pires with this number. We hope that you
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates that
you owe for your subscription. Please give the
matter your early attention.

If you feel that you can speak favor-
ably of The Bee-Keeper to your ac-
quaintances who are not taking it, with-
out offending your conscience, and will

do so, you will thereby confer an obli-

gation upon the editor.

• Brother Hutchinson, of the Review,
saj's neatness can be carried to excess;
but in all his travels among bee-keep-
ers he has not found an instance in

which it appeared to have been done.

Have you a bee-keeping neighbor or
friend who is not 'a subscriber to The
Bee-Keeper? If s'^, will you not let us
have his name, and do what you can to

assist us in enrolling him upon our
list?-

We are still offering a year's sub-

scription for ideas expressed in writ-

ing. The idea, of course, must be per-
taining to bee-keeping, and of interest

to the fraternity. Have you one to ex-

change?

Our thanks are due many of our rea-

ders this month for their kindness in

having sent in lists of bee-keepers'

names, to whom we are sending sample
copies. More than ought else, we ap-

preciate these expressions of kind rem-
embrance.

The Irish Bee Journal, published at

Lough Rynn, Dromod, Ireland, and
edited by J. G. Digges, M.A., celebrat-

ed its first birthday last month. It is

a promising youth, and a welcome ac-

quisition to our exchange table. Broth-
er Digges gets out one of the best.

We are in receipt of a copy of the

Report of the Proceedings of the

Thirty-Second Annual Convention of

the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion, which was held last September at

Buffalo. In addition to the complete
report, the book contains a list of the

names and addresses of the members,
the constitution, and many portraits of

those active in the work. It is con-
veniently and neatly gotten up, con-
tains about eighty pages, of this size;

costs 25 cents and is published by Geo-
W. York & Co., 144 Erie St., Chicago.

The latest acquisition to our ex-
change list is the Jamaica Times, the
official organ of the Jamaica Bee-Keep-
ers' Association. The apicultural de-
partment is edited by Secretary C. W.
McHardy, and contains much of inter-

est to the bee-keepers of this charming
isle of the Caribbean. In welcoming the

Times to our table, we might suggest
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that its interests and influence would
probably not become less were it tO

give due credit to The American Bee-
Keeper, for the columns of matter
taken therefrom.

A photo engraving shown in this

number will give a glimpse of one of

the rooms in the establishment of

Messrs. Bridat. Mont Ros & Co.. Ha-
vana, Cuba. This house is doubtless the

most extensive exporter of honey on
the island; their annual sales approxi-
mating half a million dollars. The hon-
ey is put up in tierces holding 112 gal-

lons each, of which the greater por-
tion is shipped to Hamburg, Germany.
During last March a Bee-Keeper rep-

resentative called upon the firm at its

immense place of business, 35 Mi>r-

caderes street, and was pleasantly re-

cej^-ed by the proprietors. It was there

learned that the monthly shipments
were something in excess of 500 tier-

ces. Of the honey then in sight upon
the floors of the establishment, prob-
ably not one-tenth was within range
of the camera; but the picture will

serve to give our readers a glimpse of

the peculiar architecture characteristic

of that country, the busy workmen and
checking clerk who have charge of

this department and a typical native

bearing a bale of tobacco near the

foreground. This house is also exten-
sively engaged in the export tr^de
otherwise; and import largely of the

island's necessities from foreign coun-
tries, including Falconer's bee-keeping
supplies, upon which it has a large and
increasing trade.

CONCERNING OUR MUTUAL IN-

TERESTS.

With the recent influx of new sub-
scribers comes renewed hope of a reali-

zation of our dream of the past—

a

dream of a larger and better journal
than we are yet able to give our read-
ers. In fact, we are ?o much encourag-
ed that we shall put forth an extra ef-

fort to begin the new year with a list

sufficiently large to justify a long step
in the direction of our cherished am-
bition. We believe the bee-keeping in-

dustry worthy of something handsomer
and larger than any magazine now pub-
lished in its interests.

By authority of the publishers, the
editor has undertaken to materially ex-
tend the circulation during the remain-
ing seven months of the current year,
in order that he may introduce some '

of the projected improvements with the
beginning of 1093. Success in this line
presupposes the good will and kind co-
operation of the majority of our pres-
ent subscribers. We want to appoint
each mernber of every household into
which The Bee-Keeper now goes, a
representative of the journal, with au-
thority to distribute sample copies and
solicit subscriptions. We know, by
what some of our friends are doing in
this way, that thousands of new names
may be added to the list before the De-
cember number is issued, if our read-
ers will give the matter a little atten-
tion. We do not ask this wholly for
our own benefit; but to the end that we
may be able to give our readers great-
er value than at present, for their fifty

cents. Neither do we ask it without
offering direct compensation for the
service. This journal, thus far, has not
deemed it advisable, nor good business
form to ask alms from any source. It

stands strictly upon a "value received''
basis.is always grateful to its supporters,
and earnestly endeavors to serve the in-

terest of its patrons. With a wider
circulation, it would be enabled to give
greater value without increasing the
cost to the subscriber. That's what we
are striving for, and hereby invite each
reader to co-operate with us to that end,
and tender the followmg propositions:

I.—When requested to do so, we will

be pleased to extend the date of ex-
piration six months, to each subscriber
who will send us one new subscriber, at

50 cents a year. The remittance to ac-
company the order.

2.—When so requested, we will enter
every new subscription received this

year to begin with number following
date of receipt, and to expire with De-
cember, 1903. Thus, all subscriptions
received at the regular rate of 50 cents
a year, during this month, will entitle

the new subscriber to eighteen months'
numbers—the remainder of 1902 and all

of 1903.
3.—-When preferred, and the subscrib-

er says so, we will enter the new name
to expire one year from date of re-

ceipt, and send all the back numbers
for 1902. This ofTer remains good only
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during this month, and is necessarily-

limited to the stock of back numbers
on hand.
The agent, in any case, is entitled to

six months' extention on his own ac-

count. Furthermore, it being under-

stood that no list of less than ten new
subscribers will be awarded the "Grand
Prize," the editor, personally will pay
for the American Bee-Keeper Five

Years in Advance to the subscriber

sending in the largest list of new sub-

scribers before January ist, 1903.

If a cash commission is preferred,

write us, and we shall gladly quote gen-

erous terms. We want at least a thous-

and new subscribers before January. If

our readers will kindly help us to secure

them, we will endeavor to convince
them that it is to their interest to stay

with us. What do you say"-^

Ah,—thank you!

A NEW STAR.

The Bee-Keeper Discovers one in the

Apicultural Firmament.

A recent acquisition to our local bee-

keeping fraternity is a somewhat mys-
terious individual of stalwart physique

who enthusiastically proclaims, in

broken English, an endless array of

the most magnificent theories in rela-

tion to the bee-keeper's art, that it

has been our pleasure to listen to

since our interest in this fascinating

subject was awakened.
It was a chilly morning, last spring,

while the thermometer was away
down to 65, or thereabouts, and a

gloomy March sky overhead, that The
Bee-Keeper man sought vainly for a

subject that would stimulate a more
active circulation of the blood and di-

vert his mind from the sombre weath-
er conditions which temporarily ob-
tained, that the new bee-keeper walk-

ed into the sanctum, apparently in a

great hurry, and inquired whether we
could not supply him with a few hun-
dred colonies of bees, as he had decid-

ed to engage in the business on the
coast. The very many prevalent fala-

cies abroad in the land were forthwith
elucidated, and the cause of failure in

all cases so lucidly explained as to
cause his audience to marvel at the
stupidity of the fraternity.

At this writing, the new bee-keeper

is discharging from a steamer some-
thing like 300 colonies of bees in a very
limited range, on the islands near Fort
Pierce—a range already containing
nearly 200 colonies. The gentleman,
upon the painted side of a hive, with
occasional intermissions in which a new
point is given his well-worn pencil,

clearly shows by figures, the exact
area of the accessible field range, the
number of bees in the field at this

date and the number for each month
hereafter, the approximate nectar pro-
ducing capacity of the territory, and
the otter impossibility of the bees to
gather ten per cent, of the product.
Overstocking, he asserts, is one of the
most ludicrous notions of our time.

"That extensive increase is obtained at

the expense of the honey crop," says
he; "is an idea even more foolish. It

is impossible for any one to secure a
full crop of honey without at least

doubling his colonies. If he will but
increase them by my method to a still

greater extent, his crop of honey will

be proportionately increased."
The gentleman expects to invade

Cuba this fall with from 800 to 1000
colonies—the product of his original

270, with which he began the present
season—and says he will be in Ft.

Pierce next spring with not less than
2000 colonies, which he will make from
the 800 or 1000 which he will take
over this fall.

"Where will this thing end; will not
a few years of this high pressure sys-

tem of yours result in securing' more
bees and more honey than you can
handle?" inquired the Bee-Keeper man.

"Not a bit of it," says he, with em-
phasizing gesticulations, "there is no
limit. Ranchmen number their herds
by the tens of thousands; the success-
ful- farmers in the West have their

thousands of acres, and there is no rea-

son why the same rule should not ap-
ply to bees.''

The gentleman has some original
methods in handling bees, and we shall

watch his course with much interest,

and acquaint our readers with his plans
and progress as they develop. We
have already secured some interesting
pictures of his apiaries, etc., which will

appear in these columns. In the mean-
time, we give W. L. Coggshall due
v/an.iing to clear the track. The gen-
tleman says he has had ten years' prac-
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tical experience as a bee-keeper, and

has observed and practiced the intrica-

cies of the art in many different parts

of this and the old world. The gentle-

man has subscribed for the Bee-Keep-

er, but prefers to call at the oftke for

his paper, rather than have it mailed,

and objects to publicity very emphat-
ically; so our readers will please say

nothing about the matter to their

neighbors. Just keep it quiet and
through the colunms of the Bee-Keep-
er observe the new star.

but to write and request it. It's free,

and will not take long to give it.

THINGS NEW OR WONDERFUL.
The appearance of an advertisement

of a moth-proof hive in this journal

has elicited some criticism upon the

part of an exchange,the inference being

that such contraptions are useless, arid

therefore liable to deceive the inexperi-

enced. The editorial and business de-

partments of The American Bee-
Keeper are entirely separate, and ad-

vertising contracts are invariably ef-

fected through the home office, by the

publishers and proprietors. The W. T.

Falconer Manufacturing Company,
Falconer, N. Y., and we are sure that

the publishers are as careful as pos-

sible to see that none but responsible

persons and firms use these columns.
We presume any man who thinks he
has discovered a moth-proof hive, or a

method for mating queens in confine-

ment, or a metalic brood comb, a strain

of bees with tongues an inch long, or
a nonswarming variety; a practicable

plan for mating one thousand young
queens in one thousand section boxes;
a hive, the construction of which pre-

vents disease; the greatest, best and
only bee journal, of any of the other
suspicious things of which we occasion-
ally hear, it is his privilege to advertise
the fact and invite investigation. If he
chooses to make a charge of two cents
or a half-dollar for furnishing particu-

lars regarding his eighth wonder of

the world, that is also his privilege, we
presume; and those who desire to in-

vest in such information have the

right to do so. However, if any read-

er of this journal at any time desires

the personal opinion of the editor in

regard to any moth-proof device or

hive, or any of the many other wonder-
ful things the mention of which has ar-

rested his attention and interest, he has

THE COMING CONVENTION .AT

DENVER.
Of course, we naturally expected,

that if the National Convention went
out to Denver that those w^estern peo-

ple would do the handsome thing, but

the present indications are that they

are going away ahead of anything that

any of us have dreamed of. Some things

have come to me in private letters, giv-

ing hints of what may be expected, but

all of their plans are not yet sufficient-

ly completed to be given to the public;

however, I have a letter from Secre-

tary Working, that I have permission

to publish, and here it is:—
Denver, Colo., April 26, 1902.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Flint, Michigan.

Dear Sir:

We have put both feet into it! Yes-
terday and the day before our execu-

tive committee (Harris, Gill, Rauch-
fuss and Working) made the prelimina-

ry arrangements for the big meeting
in September. Following are the chief

points decided upon:
The Colorado Association will meet

on Tuesday morning, September 2, and
devote the day to busmess. in the even-

ing and the following days taking part

in the general sessions of the National

Association. Our program committee
will work with yours.

We will give a complimentary ban-

quet to members of the National As-
sociation coming from other states

than Colorado and a "Seeing Denver"
trolley ride to all the attractive places

in the city to the same people- Our
members and those of your association

who have the good fortune to live in

Colorado will have the good fortune

of sharing in these pleasures for a fix-

ed price—to be fixed later.

We will plan for special excursions

at low rates to places of interest i(» va-

rious parts of the state.

We gave our committee on exh'ibits

fifty dollars and the authority to beg
a thousand for the purpose of making
a great exhibition.

We decided to "spread" ourselves in

such a way as to make the visiting bee-

keepers forever proud of having at-
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tended the Denver meeting, and those

who don't come, everlastingly ashamed
of themselves. And we have persuaded

the mayor of the city and the governor
of the state to do their utmost to make
the occasion memorable; and the men
who hold the purse-strings of the city

are interested. Promises later. Then,
too, the secretary of the Denver
chamber of commerce, who is a past

master in such matters, has become an
enthusiastic member of our banquet
committee—a committee that is not too

big to do things.

That ought to be enough to tell you
now. You are to tell us when we may
give the banquet. You are to name us

three men, including yourself, who will

respond briefly and thankfully to ad-

dresses of welcome by President Har-
ris, Governor Orman, and Mayor
Wright. As for the banquet, you are

to prepare for it and nothing more

—

to be in good humor, in good appetite

and in large numbers.

As for our people? With the kind co-

operation of the railroads, we'll bring
them to Denver in crowds. There'll be
as many of our folks as of yours, if you
dare! And before we are done with you,

you'll be ours and we'll be yours.

Scatter the news! Tell it in Gath and
Askelon. We'll tell it wherever Den-
ver papers circulate.

Yours trulv,

D. W. Working,
Secretary Colorado State Association.

It is very evident to me that the man
who misses the coming convention at

Denver will miss the treat of his life

time. I expect to see it outstrip its

predecessors in every possible man-
ner—and that is saying a great deal.

But look at the conditions: In the
heart of the great West, and for the

first time. Bee-keepers of both high and
low degree, all over theWest, will flock

to it. The local arrangements, upon
which the success of a convention is so
largely dependent, are in the hands of

very capable men. The rates on the
railroads will be low. It is at the right
time 'of year—^before cold weather, and
after the work and heat of the season
are over. The sights to be seen in and
around Denver are equal to any on
earth. Go to Denver, meet the boys.
have one grand holiday, and go home
loaded with enthusiasm and new ideas

—the two things upon which all suc-

cesses have been builded.

W. Z. Hutchinson.
President.

Literary Notes.

The American Bee Journal says

State Inspector of Apiaries, N. E.

France, Plattsville, Wis., has issued an
8o-page pamphlet, fully illustrated with
pictures of apiarian fixtures and Wis-
consin apiaries, which is really a pam-
phlet on practical bee-keeping. It is

to be sent free to anyone who may
ask for a copy, providing the applicant

lives in Wisconsin. It's no use for out-

siders to write for one, however; for

they are not for sale. If any reader de-

sires a copy, in order to know what is

going on in the apicultural field of Mr.
France's home state, he must first move
to Wisconsin, then advise the inspector

of the fact that he is domiciled within

the proscribed limit, and request a copy
of Bulletin No. 2. We believe there is

no law at present to prevent anyone
from moving out of the state after hav-
ing secured a copy of the pamphlet.

A QUICK CUKE FOK BEE STINGS.

First pull the sting from the flesh,

then bruise the fresh leaves of the com-
mon weed known as vervain and rub

the wound well with them, after which
bind to it a plaster of the crushed
leaves well moistened. This will prevent
swelling and ease the pain. Vervain
may be used in its dried state by
steeping the leaves in hot water. It is

gathered in September by negro nurses
in the South and hung up to dry for

winter use-—May Ladies' Home Jour-
nal.

A series which should have been
named "The Enchantments of our
Modern Aladdins," if considered solely

from the point of view of romance, is

begun in the May Cosmopolitan. But
these sketches possess as well a busi-

ness interest equally for clerk and cap-

italist, for manufacturer, farmer and
merchant. The man who would under-
stand the drift of our news in finance

and business must read these lives, so
full of incident, of chance, of hard la-

bor and marvelous success. As it is the
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series receives only the common-place
name of "Captains of Industry." Eaclv

character is treated by a noted writer

familiar with his subject.

WHAT TO EAT, FOR MAY.

Waldon Fawcett's article on "Mod-
ern Dining Cars" is a splendid resume
of the working of the system of which
travelers are fed. The hand of Mrs.
Carrie Nation is an interesting study

in Nellie Simmons Meier's "Practical

Talks on Palmistry." "The Club Wo-
man and Her Toast'' by Laura A.

Smith, together with the collection of

"Famous Toasts" are articles of wide-
spread interest. W. D. Nesbit, the hu-

morist, has an original poem "Adulter-
ation's Limit" and hereafter will con-
tribute original after-dinner stories.

The editorials consider "Vegetarians
vs. Meat Eaters," "Facts About Adul-
teration," "Harmony and Gastronomy
and "Chew Slowly." "The Youngster"
is a charming story of art student Hie
in Paris, by Kilbourne Cowles. The
magazine has the usual number of orig-

inal entertainments, practical recipes
and miscellany.

The association is prospering finely,

new members are enrolled daily, and
shipments of honey are sent abroad by
every steamer. On Thursday 70 bar-
rels went and for the next steamer it

is expected that not less than 100 bar-
rels will be ready.—Jamaica Times,
May 3, 1902.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET,

Kansas City, Mo., May 8.—"We have a
fair demand for honey with a good sup-
ply. We quote comb. 10 cents to 12^4. Ex-
tracted, 5J^ to 6% cents. Beeswax In good
demand with light supply at 30 to 32 cents.

Hamblin & Sappington.

Buffalo, N. T., May 7.—Demand for hon-
ey is gradually decreasing and we advise
any who have old honey to sell to mar-
ket it. Strictly fancy comb honey, we
quote, 14 to 15 cents; No. 2, 11 to 12 cents;
No. 3, 9 to 10 cents. Beeswax wanted at
from 25 cents to 33 cents, as to quality.

Batterson & Co.

Boston, May 8. 1902.—We quote our hon-
ey market as follows: Fancy, 1 pound car-
tons, 16 cents: 1 pound, glass fronts
14 to 15 cents; No. 1, glass front cases, 13-

14 cents; No. 2, none. Ample supply and
light demand.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Chicago, May 8.—The trade in honey ot
all kinds is light, especially is this true
of comb, the little trade that exists is for
the best grades. Basswood ranges from
14 to 15 cents, that having more or less
basswood willow or other white nectar 13
cents; off grades of white 10 to 12 cents,
amber 8 to 9 cents, extracted white 5^4

to 6 cents, amber 5 to 51^ cents, some lots
of new extracted offered but no sales have
been made
Beeswax Is very scarce and can be sold

upon arrival at 32 cents,
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier

should use the All Right Drinking
Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-
ful invention for poultrymen. Saves
time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-

ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.
You can't afford to be without it.

Send for circular, prices and testimon-

ials to

I. E. BEVER,
Box A, 315 " Keithsburg, 111.

2-6t

BARNES'
Foot Power MachiDery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
W. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
913 Ruby St., Rockford.in.

Over 100 lieadin^ ITfag^azines and
Newspapers £or 25 Ceuts.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mail "The XJiiion Agent " for 6 months
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it—for 25 cents you
receive $10.00 worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such magazines as the Youths' Cotw
panion, Century, Review of Rcriiws, Woman's Home
Companion, Farm and Fireside, Etc. Send today!
This offer is for this month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. iJo you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.
The Union Ag:ent, Covington, Ky.



AGENTS Wanted
in every town for our

Washing Machines-

You can double your money every time you sell one

and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They

are cheaper than cer. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co. , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Hoi'ticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot

be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,
Mt. Vernon, Iowa,

stf

Is an up-to-date paper on farm questions

«nd gives special attention to grasses, clovers,

chemistry and insects, and how to destroy

them. ,,

If you want a home in the sunny south,

6«nd 50 cents for this paper.
THOS. J. KEY & SON, Publishers,

Nashville, Tenn.

4-3t

A BATH
UMPIRE

." Portable

IS a
luxury

when
takea in an

Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agents Wanted.
Catalogue Free.

^The empire
*WASHER CO.,
Jamestown,n.y.

BELGIAN HARES.
THE RABBIT; How-
to Select, Breed tini!

Manage the Itii1)biC

lUilUelKiaa llavelurfleasuic'or Profit, fitlh eilUioa
lowreaily, uicely illust rated, enlarged, fine paper, up-

odale, with l)reeders directory, etc. Price Zj cents.
, THE PIGEON; - How to Select,
Bleed and Manage the Pigeon for

. .^_^.._« Pleasure or Profit, hy A. V. Meer-
uli. piofusely illustrated, treating the sutiject In a
lorough and concise manner, the author having many
•ars experience m U.S. and England. Price 2.'"> els.

-"
PAPER,illusfd.94pages,2.^cent3
per year. 4inouths' tiial lOcents.

. „w_.... Saniple free. 61-page praclicaj

loultry hook- free to yearly subscribers. Book alone

Ocents. Thepaperone year and either2.5ct. hook for

10 CIS., or all above for 00 cts. Catalogue of poulli^

)ool[3 free. AmericanPoultry Advocate, Syracuse,NY

Save the Orchards and dardens

by using the heat and latest Improved methods

ilUNE Z' Cairo

-Ti-iGi;iG'"7l^<g FRUIT

BIG MONEY MAKER rd^
•n* (Trr Printed. Centajiu doUan of inform»-

tieo. HandsoRielT Ula«tr>t«A. A tamoas guid*.

based Ml practical ei!>«ri«nc»i H Tarietie* land

and water fowls, dueaaat> and rere car'*, liousfi,

haw to fe«d hieh qaality ftoek, low prices Bank

and penonaJ rafarencet. Abaoiut^lv Reliable.

IO"WA POUIiTBY CO.
.Box SS iTMjiirttin Dea Moines la

THE NEW Motix Catcher Is a splendid
success. Spraying and all other devices har*
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-

stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catches

the Coddl.iig Moth, Borer f'ly, Stinging
Vly, Peach and I'lum Beetle, fabbage
9Ioth, Xotoaceo Moth, Cotton Moth, Bee
Mot li-al80 the destroyers of cucumbers, squashes,

tomatoes, etc. Makes your fruit and vegetables

pmmp sound, wholesome and marketable,
besides Increasing the yield. Only one-slxtft
the cost of spraying and docs its work at night. No
stock destroyed, or trees killed. Simple, cheap,
durable. Easily attended and I»JKK*'ECT in
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10.\14 In., 85c,

by mail.Sl.OO; per dozen, ?8.50—Large size, 14x201n.

81 00, by mail $1.30, per dozen, $10.00. Send for cir-

culars and free sample c»py of the Central Farmer
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.

Aleuts Wanted liverywhere for the Best

seller of the season. Keiv Device.'Sells at

stchi. Kvcrybody wants It. A money-maker for

*e.ut8. «
Address,

THE CENTRALFARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

,614 South 13th Street. tf.



Incubator Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON CULIN

INCUBATOR
is the most perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and
saved with this most perfect incubator Prices $7.00 up.

Catalog free. Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
(Incubator Department) Jamestown, N. Y.

RIPANS
I have been taking Ripans Tabules

for the dyspepsia, and they have helped
me wonderfully. I do not know any
particular way they affect me, but they

seem to give vigor to the entire system.

I had a sort of languid feeling, but

since taking the Tabules I feel spirited

and have not that melancholy way
about me. I think they are good for a

general build-up of the system, as they

seem to act like a tonic.

At druggists.
The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-
dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,
contains a supply for a year.

Just a Minute of Your Time.
Send us a list of the bee-keepers in

your Ticinity and we will send them
sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This
will not take much of your time or be
much trouble to you and you will be
di>iDg your friends a favor.

n'
Tf If, BmGHAM
-'-"'J has made all the im-

'
provements in

Bee Smokers and
Honey Knives

made in the last 30 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too largt;, sent
postpaid, per mail $1.50

3!^ inch 1.10
Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2!^ inch 90

T.F.Bingham, ??°?''w-y„-:- -^J
.- .. «« ^ Little bonder, 2 in. .65
Farwell, Mich.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bce-K^eper to

write for a. free sample copy of the

EOCKI Wmm BEE JOnRNiL

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big cropf that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.



"ilround

the Pan,"
WITH

TOn FLEHING
ILLUSTRATOR,

All book dealers.

By mail $2.00.

Nut Shell Pub. Co.

1059 3d Ave N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
"It is the most amusing and entertaining

book relating to the Exposition that has been
published."

—

Buffalo Illustrated Express.

"The hero is a witty historian, who sees more
than any one visitor could possibly observe, and
the illnstrations are as effective as the story."
—Leslie's Weekly.

"The book is worth buying if only for the fine

reproduction of a very remarkable portrait of
the late President, drawn entirely with one line
an achievement itself, but a bit of art when the
result is superior to many pictures,"

—

Brooklyn
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
Kxposition is well and copiously illustrated.

Its humor is of a striking and epieramafin or-

der, and will suit popular taste." —LouisviUe
Courier Journal.

"Iti'f a large and handsomely bound volume,
pjoperly illustrated in the authors own inimit-
able way, and tells as plainly as words the story
of the Exposition from acomic standpoint. In
the domain of art Tom Fleming has a touch cf
Cruikshank in him, and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
oiifimiil.',—Pittsburg Leader.

'Vote—On request within 10 days, a
Copy of this l)ook will be expressed pre-
paid, on approval, lo responsible persoDn

EVERY BOY HIS OWN TOY. MAKER.
Tells how to mate all kinds Toys,
Stecftn Engines, Photo Cameras,
WindmUls. Microscopes, Electric
Telegraphs, Telephones, Magic
Lanterns. .Solian B«jt)8. Boats,
from a rowboat tea schooner; al-

I
so Kites, Balloons, Masks. Wag-
ons, Toy Houses. Bow and Arrow.

' Pop Guns, Slings, Stilts, Fishing

'^i'^ F^^^A^'WW Tackle. Rabbit and Bird Traps,

and many others. All is made ^o.Pl^'n'hat a boy can

easily make them. aoOhandsome illus. ThlsCTeat book

bymaiUOc /D£AaPUBXJSH/A/G^^^^

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the tcx-

atious searching after these articles which_ is

altogether too common. A postal will brinjr

The Eecord.
" The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly

subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

Overstocked
^'^ Bee Hives!

I am overstocked with hives. Will sell

two thousand at

Prices you cannot duplicate.

St. Joe, Dovetailed, Wisconsin, Cham-
pion, or Langstroth Simplicity.

Ask for prices and say how many you
want. Can ship at once.

Can Save you Money.
No difference where you live. Other
goods as cheap as anybody.

SUPPLY BUSINESS for sale cheap.

Address

Emerson T. Abbott,
tf ST. JOSEPH, MO.

Southern farm Gazette
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the
Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural Paper published in Missippi. Sub-
scription price 60 cents for fifty-two copies. It

you are interested in cheap homes and rich

lands learn about thesn through the Gazette.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkrille. Miss.

vou details of this and other good things.



ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

FARM
TOPICS

Farm Topics is a practical farm

publication. Every farmer, gardener,

bee keeper, stock breeder, orchardist,

dairyman and poultryman will find it

crowded full of helpful information. It

aims to be practical rather than theo-

retical, and well adapted to all parts of

the country. It contains a larger vari-

ety of subjects of interest to farmrs

than any other farm paper.

Subscription 50 cents per year.

FARM TOPICS.
108 W Canal St. Cincinnati, O.
4t

THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICILTURAL MONTH-

LY IN THE INITED STATES .^^dt^^'^r^.^^

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
G-7 tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

:THE

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over 6,000 of a circula-

tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes in
New Brunswick, In ova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim fuU of up-
to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents i)er year. Ad-
vertising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf Halifax, Can.

THE SOUTHERN FaSe,
ATHEKS, GA.

The leading Agricultural Journal of
the South.

No farmer fruitgrower, stock raiser,

poultryman. dairyman or even house-
wife can afford to be without this val-

uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on applica-

tion.

ADVERTISING RATES REASON-
ABLE.

lorin Balryi

Removes paint and grease from cloth-

ing, carpets, silk er woolen goods;
cures dandruff and chapped hands.
Five oxmce box and circular

50 c«nt$.

AGENTS WANTED

McCormick & Greening Co.,
Box 26, MONROE, MICH.

A Moth Proof Bee Hive.

Enclose 50 cents to Bryan Tyson,

Carthage, N. C-, and receive full in-

structions for constructing such hive,

or for attaching necessary device to

any hive.



QUEENS
Buy them of H- G. Quirin, the largest

queen-breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root & Co. tells us our

stock is extra fine. Editor York, of the

A. B. J. says that he has good reports

from our stock from time to time, while

J. L. Gandy, of Humboldt, Nebra., se-

cured over 400 pounds honey (mostly

comb) from single colonies containing

our queens. We have files of testimon-

ials similar to the above.

Our breeders originated from the

highest priced long-tongued red clover

queens in the U. S.

Fine queens, promptness and square

deahng. has built up our present busi-

ness, which was established in 1888.

Price of Golden and Leather Colored

queens before July i:

6 1 12

Selected, warranted 11 00

Tested U 50

Selected tested 2 00

Extra selected tested the best that

money can buy |4 00

5 00
8 00
10 Si.

9 50
15 00

We guarantee safe arrival to any

state, Continental island or any Euro-

pean country, can fill all orders prompt-

ly, as we expect to keep 3 to 500

queens on hand ahead of orders. Special

price on 50 to 100. (Free Cir.) Ad-
dress all orders to,

QUIRIN, THE QUEEN BREEDER,
Parkertown, Ohio.

(Parkertown is a P. O. Money Order
office.) 4-6t.

Are You Interested In

FLORIDA ?

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weekly, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six

months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-

lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM. San Mateo, Florida.

4-3t.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT ?

DON'T MISS THIS.

-THE-

's:

the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.

Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $x.oo per
inch.

TH©
People's Companion Publishing Co.

Hathawav Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.
4-rf.

National Bee-Keepers' Associatiou.

Seci-etary—Dr. A. B. Mason, Station

B,. Toledo. Ohio.
General Manager—Emerson T. Abbott,

St. Joseph, Mo.

Money in

Farm Poultry.
when properly conducted. Let us help

you make poultry and other farm pro-

ducts profitable by sending you the

Feather and Farmer six months for ten

cents. A monthly paper, 12 to 16 pages,

48 -to 64 columns, large plain type, 50
cents a year. Address,

FEATHER AND FARMER,
tf. Jefifersonville, Ohio.

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate,

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Pe.'riue Grant.
Cutle- Dade County. Fla. i^tf

""clubbing LIST.
We will send The American Bee-

Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-
nal $ -50 $ -75

What to Eat i-oo i-oo

Bee-Keepers' Review .... i.oo 1.35

Canadian Bee Journal. . .. i.oo 1.35

Gleanings in Bee Culture., i.oo 1.^5

American Queen 50 '60

Modern Culture i-oo i.oo



ALL LOWERS OF NATURE ""^"""'"''^'"in'fhTi^oV.of

BIOLOGY. ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, H EALTH, etc., should not fail to

•ecnre, as a regular Tisitor to their houic,

Popular Science News,
Instructiye. Of great value to teachers, and persons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further intrt)dnce this magazine, and to induce many to subscrihe who are not now readers of

POPULAR Si'IENCK NEWS, the publishers liavc secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following QPEGlAL COMBINATION OFFER *°''*'^^^"™™'''' '"°"'''*'

POPULAR SCIENCE NEW^ [new] six months JO 80
Review OP Reviews [ncwj " " 125
SrrCKKS [new or renewall " " 50

The A.MKUiC/i.v Bek-keepek [new]. " " 25

All Four for

$1.68.
*2 SO

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year $1 60
Review OF Reviews [new] " " 2 50
StTCCESS [new or renewal] " " 1 00
TuE A.mekican Bee-keei>ek [new] " " 50

All Four for

$2.85.
15 60

Subscriptions may he sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,
Popular Science News aud The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable
to Popular Science New.s. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

/r /^ ^ 4O ~rf-»

j"»iu>--'-i,.'",'>»|iC»lla:rfi»llnl.i.,n,u,.T|„i^;s,jU5.U^^

^.^=:r^•

Send for onr Free Catalogne
of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

stf Milwaukee, Wis

I
CUT THIS OUT

I
@ and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- i

^ closed, and receive in return a six months' f
A trial subsciption to 3

I People's Companion Magazine.
|

® It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. f

2 rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts.jier inch. Give |

^ us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. |
© Sample copy for two cent stamp. |

I People's Companion Pub. Co., I

S MILWAUKEE, WIS. |

X Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. stff

SEND 20 STAMP.
For printed information regarding the most

fertile unimproved farm in Minnesota, where
crops never fail, that can be had from $5.0*
to $12.00 per acre. This spring will be the
last opportunity to 'get lands so cheap, as bftt
comparatively small amount of the best lands
remain, but has already oeen purchased by
actual settlers. Prices also will advance rap-
idly. We own and absolutely control 120,000
acres of the choicest land which has ever been
on the market. Also list of o-ood improved
farms ranging in price from $25.00 to $65.00
per acre.

WINONA & WESTERN LAND CO..
Stf^ Box 247. Winona, Minn .

FOR SALE—12 Hives Complete; also 2 Col-
onies Italian Bees. Price Low. E. L. MES-
SENGER, 53 Townsend Ave., New Haven,
Conn. 4-21.



La Compania

Manufacturera Americana __

ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In-

ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.

GET MARRIED

If you want a husband or wife, we

can assist you. Send 2 cent stamp for

particulars. Address,

AGENT,
Postoffice Boi 850.

DENVER, COLORADO.

Say, Read This!
POULTRY CULTURE, the latest

and most up-to-dafe Poultry Maga-
zine in the world, Published monthly
16 pages, finely illustrated. Full of
good things that every poultry raiser
wants to know. The price of one
years subscription is only 25 cents.
Send us the names and addresses of
three of your neighbors who raise
poultry and send us a silver dime also
and we wil send you Poultry Cul-
ture for one year. This is a special
offer, so send at once.

POULTRY CULTURE,
East St. Louis, 111.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

tf

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

»ail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a. live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal.) one

year for tioc. Apply to any first-clasa dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., HiggmsTiUe, Me.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alogue.

Go South.

The Soil, Climate,

Markets and many

other advantages

invite you. For free copies

of Monthly Journal, and for

Maps, Plats, Facts, Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,

851 Main Street,

,,.,£ Norfolk, Va.



Beeswax wanted
We will pay ^^ cents cash or 32

ents in goods for good quality of

leeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
•:R, N.Y. If you have any, ship itto

js at once.
[I'rices subject to change without notice.]

rhe W. T. Falconer Mfs:. Co.

EGGS IM WINTER
ondilsilv ol.taini-d utliier

llontion. Suheerilio fur our poultry paprr

a how. 25 cts. a vc-ir. S:iui|ilc; copy free.

THE POULTRY ITEM, Box 190, Fricks, Pa.

W. M. Oorri.sh, East Noltiii<;h;iin, N.
H., kocps a complete supply of our
f:;(io(ls, and caslcrii (.'ustomers will save
friMj^ht by ordering of lilin.

The W. T. Fai-coner Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
They are tlie finest.

THOUSANDS Ob' i;Kl<: HIVES,
.MILLIONS OV SECTIONS,

Ready for Prompt Shipment.

G- B- LEWIS CO.. Watertown, Wis.,
'

U. 5. A,

Special Agency, C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington st., Indianapolis, Ind.

Catalog Free.

[60 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.

Every NEW SUBSCRIBER sending fi.00 for t!-c wEEKi.v American Be©
Journal forone year will receive a copy of Ncwiuans IGO page "B^es and

Honey" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sanfple of Bee Journal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.. 144 Erie St., Chicago, III.

THEFERRIS
WilX REFINER

be ased in connection with steam wax ex-

ractors, increases the value of wax two cents

1 pound and pays for itself in refining fifty

)ounds of wax. For safe by all dealers or

C. G. Ferris,

Richfield Springs, N. Y.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Every bee-keeper, and especially if he has not

had long experience, should have at least one good

text book upon the subject. The following are

doubtless the very best works on bee-keeping. In

ordering by mail be sure to add the amount ol

.postage named: _
Post a at

Price, extra

A B C of Bee Culture (A. I. Root), cloth U 00 2tc

Bee-keepers' Guide (Prof. A. J. Cook) 1 00 15c.

Langstroth on Honey Bee, rev. (Dadant) 110 15c.

Quinby's New Bee-keeping (Quinby).. 140 lUc.

Thirty Years Among Bees (Alley) 48 2c.

How to Manage Bees (Vandruff) 25 5c

Amateur Bee-keeper (Rouse) 20 5c.

The W. T. Falconer NIfg. Co.,

POULTRY POINTERS
Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 25 cents. Advertising
rates, 25 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

POULTRY POINTERS PUB. CO.,
Belding, Mich.

A MOTH-PROOF
BEE HIVE.

For particulars address, with stamp,
Bryan Tyson, Carthage, N. C. You will

please mention this paper. 3 2t.

TALIIABLE BOOKS!
SUOOES'FUL PIGEOtT BEEEDING - A pra' tical
book t reatiiit,'- in detail ah points on succoss-
fnl piL'con lirecdin?. illustrated, price - iiOc

AMEEIOAN BELGIAN HAEE CtJLTUEE—A practical
lionk tieatiuK on all po nts portainino; to
llai'e Cullure. Also inrludiiii; the latest re-
vised standard, illustrati'd. price - - - fiOc

P0ULTE7, DAIS? AND AOCQUNr BOOS— A very
simple and easy method for keeping a cor-
rect account of ones poultry for an entire
year, price - - - . _ - 3-,^

MONEY MAKING SECEETS—Contains a large col-
seL-ti(5n of valuable receipts and formulas for
the manufacture of various articles in daily
use. price ------ - iCh-

HOW TO TEAIN AHIMALS-Tells how to teach
horses, dogs, cats, mules, goats, birds and
other animals to perform tricks and feats of
intelligence, price. - - - lOc
H0E3B AND CATTLE DOOTOE — Giving causes,
symptoms and treatment of the various dis-
eiises of horse-, and cattle, price - - 10c
FAMIL7 COOE BOOS—Invaluable to every house-
vv'ife. price - - - - . - jOc
PEAOTICAL P0ULTE7 2BEPEE—Guide to success-
ful poultry raising, including chapter on
making incubators and brooders and how to
operate them, etc., price - . . loc

Any or all of the above books sent postpaid
on receipt of price named. Address all or-
ders to

" HENRY H. FRICK,
Publisher, FRICKS. PA.



IDo You Produce
Comb Honey?

Here is something that will interest you.

"The Danzenbalver Hive I think will take precedence over all

otliers. I am delighted with it, as it is simple, and easily ma-
nipuhited." R. H. PEPWORTH,

Pietermaritzhurg. Natal. South Africa, Nov. 30, 1901.

If you buy the Danz. hive you will find a ready market for
your honey. Comb honey in Danz. sections has never yet been
lield because of "little demand."

Extracted Honey?
You will need good hives, knives, and most of all, a good

honey-extractor. Root's Cowan Rapid Reversible Extractors are
used everywhere, and always acknowledged to be the best. Be
sure to get one of our make.

Beeswax?
You should have the best wax-extractors, else large quantities

of wax will be left in tlie refuse. See what one extensive and
practical bee-keeper says of our German wax press:

For 20 years past I have had to render up oia combs or cap-

pings in larger or small quantities, and my experience has been
extensive, for I have tried faithfully almost every known method
to get all the wax out, but have never succeeded to my satisfac-

tion until recently. I got of you a German wax-press, that comes
nearer accomplishing that object than anything I have ever tried

1 am more than satisfied with it. for, if used according to direc-

tions, there is little if any wax left in the refuse. Any one
used to tlie old methods Avill be astonished at the results obtained.

In this press you have given those in need of it the best thing, to

my mind, you have ever brought out, and I really believe all who
try it will pronounce it a real treasure. There are other points
of .advantage that I could mention, one of which is its perfect

> safety—no boiling over and setting fii-e to everything, and it can be
left alone Avithout care for quite a time, and everything can be
kept neat and clean, and it occupies very little room.

E. T. FLANAGAN.
Belleville, 111., Dec. 12.

'voot's goods are for sale everywhere. See list of jobuers
.and agents in the Januai-y bee-journals. A full list of local agents
sent you on request. We will also send you a little book, "Facts
About Bees," describing the Danz. hive, and our catalog on re-
quest.

WANTED.—Beeswax. Price about 28c cash or 30c in trade fOr
pure average beeswax, delivered here. We want also a car of
white sage extracted honey, also large lots of WHITE COMB
HONEY in DANZ .sections.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.



Entered at the Postoffice, Fort Pierce, Fla., as second-class mail matter.



CD

Perfected Von Gulin Incubator
is known pretty well all over the country and has never failed to prove satisfactory

when handled "by a person of intelligence and with ordinary attention. We guar-
antee them to he satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. What's more fair than
this offer, and doesn't it show that we mean what w(^ say as to its nu^rits? S(>nd

for catalogue.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

OUCCESS IN LIFE DEPENDS UPON WHAT YOU READ.
You surely want to read our paper, SUNSHINE. This paper is pub-

lished for the home, containing 32 pages. The many departments are

made up of CLEAN, BRIGHT ELEVATING and HELPFUL reading
for every household. Our motto is to help others help themselves Price,

only 25 cents a year.

QDPflAI 10 rPNT nPPPI? Send us 10 cents and the names and addresses
*jrLiVl/\L, lU-Wlwn 1 \Jl I 1-<I\ of live persons and we will send you Sunshine
one year. Every reaiier ol' this p.'i per should avail themselves of this offer. Address your
letters to

3-4t. MAYES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. piofitby our own method;
all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keeijersi Astonishing: results. Will surprise and please

you. BOOKLET FKEK TO EVERYBODY. -or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultrv Paper, S mos. for 10 rents. Address,

W. P. CO., Box Cliiitoiivllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
JOIN OUR _^

5<><^ts^^USIC CLUB5<>cts
Fifty cents pays for one year's membership.

You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell from
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yoifi

receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St..

Chicago, 111.

Sheridan poultry Yard$.

Breeder
of

Sheridan, Mich.,

T^arred PI/moutK Rocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Eggs in season, $1.26 per 13; $2.00 for

2G. First orders booked, first filled.

l-6t

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nov-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,
Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mig.
Concern, JamestO'vn, N. Y.

Rough Rider strawberry

]!(>sti shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
productive strawberry in existence. flL^Ofrom 214 acres
in 1900. Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

$25 in gold for largest berry produced in 1902. Agents
wanted in all strawberry se"ctions. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer, Box PULASKI, OSWEGO CO., N.Y.

ienicT ^^^-
IN SUBURBAN HOIVLES,

COMMODE
where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hyerienic Water-Seal Oomniode is an absolute necessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitariumi
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.



"Around

the Pan,"
WITH

Ton FLEniNG
ILLUSTRATOK,

All book dealers.

By mail S2.(in

Nut Shell Pub. Co.

1059 3d Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
•'It is the most amusing and entertaining

book relating to the Kxposition that has been
published."

—

Buffalo Jliustrated Express.

"Th^ hero 13 a witty historian, who sees more
than any one vi.-itor could possiHIy observe, and
the illnstralione are as efl'ective as the story."
—Leslie's iVeekly.

•The book is worth buying if only for the fine

reproduction of a very remarkable portrait of
the late President drawn entirely with one line
an achievement iti^elf, but a bit cf art when the
result is superior to many pictures,"

—

Brooklyn
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
Fiposition is well and copiously illustrated.

Its humor is of a striking and epieramntic or-

der, and will suit popular taste."—LouisxnUe
Courier Journal.

"Iti- a large and handsomely bound •^•jUimf,

pjoperly illustrated in tlie authors own inimit-
able way. and tells as plainly ?..s words the story
of the Kxposition from acomic standpoint. In
the fiomain of art Tom Fleming has a touch cf
CStiikshank in him, and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
ori:;inal ',

—

Pittsburg Leader.

Vote—On request xrithin 10 days, a
ot.|)V of tlii^ liook Avi!l he e.xpre.ased pre-
uaid, (HI approval, lorespoi:sible jjerson.s

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with

foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shot

rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it i-

made to be fastened to the wall of the toile

room or kitchen, it does away with the ve.T

atious searching after these articles which ir

altogether too common. A postal will bring

Southern farm GazetU
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the
Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural Paper published in Missippi. Sub-
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. Tt

you are interested in cheap homes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starlrrille. Miss,

vou details of this and other good things.

The Kecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England,

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department-

One copy worth the yearly

subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

Overstocked
^-^'^ Bee Hives!

I am overstocked with hives. Will sell

two thousand at

Prices you cannot duplicate.

St. Joe, Dovetailed, Wisconsin, Chaiu-
pion. or Langstroth Simplicity.

Ask for prices and say how many you
want. Can ship at once.

Can Save you Money.
OtherNo difference where you live

goods as cheap as anybody.

SUPPLY BUSINESS for sale cheap

Address

Emerson T. Abbott
I tf ST. JOSEPH, MO.

J» mmi ^ERSOFBEESandtho^ein-
IJv B^ Bv tending to keep bees should
WM ^M BB B^writeusforlargeillust'dcat.
Hm ^^ ^^ ^^ alogue and copy of A.mkki,'m ^M ^^m CA.V BEF.-KEEPKR.I^IOnthly.^ ^^ ^^ Out prices a.T&lo\cestanAstod
largest. We keep everything
used by bRe-keeprs.ineluding, I

text books, comb foundations^".
|

all stvleshives.ctc. ,\'llr'-f

W. T. Falconer Mfgl
Co.Jamestown,N .YT I

ir xces diT&lo\cesta.ndstod

BEES



ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

FARM
TOPICS

Farm Topics is a practical farm

publication. Every farmer, gardener,

bee keeper, stock breeder, orchardist,

dairyman and poultryman will find it

crowded full of helpful information. It

aims to be practical rather than theo-

retical, and well adapted to all parts of

the country. It contains a larger vari-

ety of subjects of interest to farmrs

than any other farm paper.

Subscription 50 cents per year.

FARM TOPICS.
108 W Canal St. Cincinnati, O.
4t

:THE:

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada
Is the only farm paper east of Mon-

treal claiming over 6,000 of a cJrctda-
tioQ and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes in
New Brunswick, I\ova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-
to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD.
tf. St. .Johns. >^. B.. Canada.

THE SOUTHERN FUKMER,
ATHENS, GA.

The leading Agricultural Journal of
the South.

No farmer, fruitgrower, stock raiser,
poultryman, dairyman or even house-
wife can afford to be without this val-
uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on applica-

tion.

ADVERTISING RATES
ABLE.

REASON-

Say, Read This!
POULTRY CULTURE, the latest

and most up-to-dafe Poultry Maga-
zine in the world. Published monthly
16 pages, finely illustrated. Full of
good things that every poultry raiser
wants to know. The price of one
years subscription is only 25 cents.
Send us the names and addresses of
three of your neighbors who raise
poultry and send us a silver dime also
and we wil send you Poultry Cul-
ture for one year. This is a special
offer, so send at once.

POULTRY CULTURE,
East St. Louis, 111.

MENTION THIS PAPER

1

If

;.orin Balrp

Removes paint and grea.se from clotb-

ing, carpets, silk er woolen goods;
cures dandruff and chapped hands.
Five ounce box and circular

c«ni$.

AGENTS WANTED

McCormick & Greening Co.,
Box 26, MONROE. MICH.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.
Nuestra Fabrica cs una de las mas
grandes y mas aiitiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractorcs, etc. In
ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-
tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

There is qo trade or profession better catered to

VJ good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-

telligent uaprogressiTeness has now no excuse.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they

place then- advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over oO,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buyiing fai-mers eveiy is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new snfi-

scriptions (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, four columns to
page. Departments covering evei-y
branch of farmting and stock-raising
The little journal that is "read and re-

read by its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Farmer. No. 22 North Second st,
>;t. I.ouis, Mo. Ttf.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

•lid your business direct to Wasiiingtou
.Saves time, costs less, bettor service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
)ffice. Personal attention given. Twenty

years' experience.

Book '"How to Obtain
Patents"' etc., sent free.

I';itents procured through E. G. Siggers receiro
siiecial notice, witliout charge, in the

INVRNT^IVR AGR.
Illustniteil Montlily. Twelfth year. Terms$layear

El Gr. SIGGERS,
Washington, I). (!.'.118 F Street N.W.

Poultry, 15ees DAY
aRd Fruit

a good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can keep them. If you
are now raisino- poultry get some bees
and fruit. They will pay you. The

Poultry, Bee and Fruit

Journal is the only journal devoted ex-
clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it,

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 25c a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dime; stop it if you don't
like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Company,
tf Davenport, Iowa.

3ELCIAN HARES.
1.1(1 iJi-l^;iau llnri'l - • - -

low i-eaiiv, nicely
(>-(l;ilc, with liieL'd

PIGEONS.
I'h. li(iiM,M-lv ill

li(iroir-cIi :nicl ((inc

PilfRY

THE nAEEIT; How
Icct, Brecil iimf

-7-,—— --,-,-- —w. M:innf,'o tlu" l;:il.l)it
1. 1(1 jji-i^'iaii llnri'l. jrl'lcaaiiio or Pmtit, filih pilliioa
low ready, nicely lllusi laied. enlarged, Bne luipcr, up-
-daie. with liicL'deis djredory. etc. price 'ij ccnt.s

THE PIGEON; How to Select,
Breed and Manage tlie Pigeon for

, ^- Pleasure or Prolit, liyA.V. Meer-
h. lidlMseiy illuslraled, treating the siiliiect in a
iroij_cIi aticl <(iiK-i.seiiiauupr. ilieaiithorbavingniany""" lUlT. S. and Knplaiid I'riceS") cLs.

PAPEU. iliiij,t'd,21pages,2.'icenta
per year. ^1 mouths' trial lOcenla.

- — ^,— .... Sample free. 6l-pag(> praclicii;
lOiiirry boulv tree to yearly suhscrihcis. r>ook alone
Dt-ent.s. The paper one year and oil her2.5ci.l)ook for
iiris,orallal)ovefor(iij cts. Catalogue of poullry
joots flee. American Poultry Advocate, SyracuscNY



Webster's URabrid^ed
Dtctioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of i HE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one hill year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, L282 pap'is, size of page 8%xlft}4 inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails is
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only Jl.

THE HOUSEHOL.O REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, deroted to all tliat pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are, Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion. Fancy Work. Stories, Poetrv. ilusic. -Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

FARM INVESTOR AND
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.

Fublished once a month, is devoted to ag-
riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-

terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-

vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock and
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro
prictors of "Farm Investor," Marysville, Ohio.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

food, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: <1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-
views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
aad Literature. (2) It's strong special arti
cles on important national and historical
events, Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's
book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that appears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting; and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of
life.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

•{ the fact that instruction need not be dull,

mor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.
Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St., New York City, N. Y.

A Monthly Journal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting.trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced hunter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding, Publish-
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

The Rauchfuss Combined

Section Press and

Foundation Fastener.
If you produce Comb Honey you need one

of these machines. Folds any width of the 4%
x4^ section and fastens the foundation at

one operation. Capacity 1,000 to 3,000 sections
per day, according to experience of operator.
Used and endorsed by all the large comb
honey producers of Colorado. A wonderful
time and labor saver. Send for circulars and
testimonials.

We guarantee every machine to give satis-

faction.

RAUCHFUSS BROS.
1440 Market street, Denver, Colo.
Sole Manufacturers and Patentee's.

Our machines are sold by the following
dealers in Bee-Keeper's Supplies.

G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.
W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown,

N. Y.
CHAS. DADANT & SON, Hamilton, 111.,

L. A. WATKINS MDSE CO., Denver,
Colo.
liARTELDES & CO., Denver, Colo.

ROBERT HALLEY, Montrose, Colo.

DELTA FRUIT & PROD. CO., Delta,

THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUC-
ERS' ASS iN., Denver, Colo. 5-3t.

^1 1:^ OO A WEEK
»'OK MAX WITH Rltii To imroducc our

roULTKY MIX'l UKE in the country, straight sal-

arv; weekly pay; yenr's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. v. East St. Louis, Ills,

tf

PateBt Wired Comb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

Tliin Flat Bottom Fouidation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprout Brook, N. Y.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICILTLRAL MONTH-

1

LY IN THE LNITED STUtS ..<j«,*e„««.,4,'«,'«,««

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-
ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-
tains a department for the household,
which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every
number contains articles of real prac-
tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
6-7 tf. BLUFFTOX, OHIO.

Are You interested In

FLORIDA ?

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent T.and Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Pen'iiie Grant.
Cutle' Dade County, Fla. i-'tf

Subscribe for the ITEM. Publishedj
weekly, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six
months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM, San Mateo, Florida.

4^^^

National Bee-Keepers' Assoclatiofl.

Secretary—Dr. A. B. Mason, Station
B, Toledo' Ohio.
General Manager Eu.s:ene Secor, For-

est City, Lft.

Money in

Farm Poultry.
when properly conducted. Let us help

you make poultry and other farm pro-

ducts profitable by sending you the

Feather and Farmer six months for ten

cents. A monthly paper, 12 to 16 pages,

48 to 64 columns, large plain type, 50
cents a year. Address,

FEATHER AND FARMER,
tf. Jeflfersonville, Ohio.

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE TOURNAL is 50 cents.

We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1.000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a. live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal,) one

year for 6oc. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., HiggmsriUe, Me.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alojjue.

Go South,

The Soil, Climate,

Markets and many

other advantages

invite you. For free copies

of Monthly Journal, and for

Maps, Plats, Facts. Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,*

;i51 Main Street,

,,,, Norfolk, Va.



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING THEOLD^

WAV. SUT BUY AN E IVI P I R E J^MIimgl

VV A S H H R, with which the ' ^]

frnili at woiitnn can do an or- -, ^ ffl

diiiiinj washing in one hour,

without wetting her hands.

Sample afii-hflc^aleprire. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
No pat/ vntil.tried. Vfritefor Illvstrated Cntalopue

anrlprie/x ofWringern,Ironing Tahlen. Clothes Reelt,

JDryina liars, WagonJacks,,i-c. AsentsW anted. Lib-

eral Terms. QuickSales! Little Work'.l Big PayHI
.4ddre««,THBEiiPiRKWASHEBCo.,Jamestown.JN.i.

BARNES'
Foot Power Maclinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for

Catalogue and Price List.

W. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
913 Ruby St., Rockfor4.IIl

50 YEARS'
XPERiENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

.... Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probaMy patentable. Comniunifa-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Jfmcrican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. I^argest cir-

culation of any scientific .lournal. Terms, *3 a
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN XCo-^^^^^"^""^^' New York
Branch Office, 625 F St.. Washington, U. C.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

The Only One of Its Class
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published monthly. 20 pages. Subscription Mic.

Established ISilT. Circulation 5,tlO».

Devoted exclusively to creamery and daiiy in

terests ^d diversified farming. Advertising rates

made known on application. J. P. ISRAEi.,

Itf Publisher. Lincoln, >;eli.

Among industrial organs, a small paper tlmt

sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-

load of the aimless nomads that claim to cot
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THK
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

Ten Dozen at. ."G. [.riu-i. i^.u^-, ...... l^^l^f""--

Our New Book "Helps for Poulliy Keeper.* tei.

how, fxplaiiis wliv so niftuy fail and so few succt^i..

A 15ook wecancoiiimend with » good conscit-nee ;..-

aGRB4T HELP to all Poultry Keep<rs yuug or

old. Describes «J varieties of to wis, wt-il hhistriitci ,

and contains a Poultry Keepers Aco< urt sbov. n .,•

gaino^ loss niontlilv ;on hi-avy paper vonh i';> «

This Book Free wiih our I'oultry Pap. r one year J

25c. or Book free with papt-r S n.onti... fr.i- 1« t.

Descriptive circulars Free lor stamp I'lpay pos'; l •

.

Wayside Poultry Co., Clintonville, Com

DID YOU KNOW that there was a

new bee-journal in the South?

TheLone Star Apiarist

a live, up-to-date journal; tells about

hundreds of the finest bee-locations In

the world yet unoccupied and also of

the Editor's extended trip through that

"great South-west Texas bee-keepers'

paradise."

Having absorbed the "SOUTH-

LAND QUEEN" leaves the Apiarist

the only bee-journal in the south. A

dollar-a-year monthly. Subscribe now.

Address,

The Lone Star Apiarist,

tf Floresville, Texas.

WHEN WUrriNO TO ADVKRTISERS
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Leaving Honey in the Hive Till

Fully Sealed—Honey Candy=

ing in the Comb, Etc,

(G. M. Doolittle.)

QUESTION:—Would you leave

honey on the hive till all or
nearly all the cells containing

honey in the sections are sealed overV
Or would it do to take the sections off

while there are quite a few unsealed
cells having honey in them? Please an-

swer through the American Bee-Keep-
er.

Answer:-—I would always advise leav-

ing honey on the hive till it is sealed,

with the exception of times when other
honey of different color or inferior na-

ture is likely to be mixed or stored

with it. Other things being equal, tlie

fewer unsealed cells there are in any
section of honey, the better price it will

bring in the market, and all should
strive to put their honey before the oeo-
ple in the most marketable shape. But
where there comes a time, or season
where dark or inferior honey is likely

to be mixed with the white or best, the

"other things" would not then be
equal; hence I think it better to take
off all sections, whose combs in which
are three-fourths seale3, when this dark
honey is about to be mixed with it, and
try to ripen them so that they will be
fairly good for market, for such sec-

tions of honey if properly attended to

will bring very much more than they
would after they were left on the hive
for completion. The "properly attend-

ed to'' consists, in my opinion, of stor-

ing said honey, as soon as taken from
the hive, in a dry airy room, which can
be kept at a temperature of about nine-

ty degrees, for. in such a place the

lioney will be growing better all the

time, whether sealed or unsealed- In
this way honey soon becomes so thick

that the honey in these unsealed ceHs
will not run out in crating or market-
ing, and if tipped over so that the cells

itand on end. as it were, not a drop will

t)e found to daub other sections or the

case or counter where it is stored. If

the reader has been a close observer he
has noted, that it is the "dauby, sticky

mess," that is always used as the rea-

son why honey that is unsealed should
not be taken from the hives. Why hon-
ey in unsealed cells seems to swell, and
gets thin and sour, and runs all over
things, is because the honey is kept in

an improper place, such as a cellar or
other cool damp room, where the best

of honey will deteriorate in time.and be-

come unfit for food. But at this day
and age of bee-keeping, all should know
that such are not proper places in which
to store honey, and the more that is said

in our bee papers against so storing,

the sooner will all bee-keepers know
better than to do so. With the right

kind of a place to store comb honey. I

think it is always best to take all sec-

tions which are from two-thirds to
three-fourths sealed over off the hive

just before the flow of inferior honey
commences, store them for a time as

above advised, and then crate them by
themselves, so as to make a grade of

such honey by itself. When so treated,

I find that it sells at from two to three
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cents per pound above buckwheat hon-

ey, and this proves that Mr. Quinby
was right when he said in the sixties,

that "all boxes two-thirds sealed over,

containing white honey, should be taken

off before buckwheat honey was stored

in them at the beginning of that yield,

as partly sealed boxes of white honey
w^ould bring more than when finished

with dark honey."

HONET CANDYING IN THE COMB

Question:—A neighbor tells me that

honey never candies in the combs, and
thinks it strange that I think otherwise.

I am sure I have seen comb honey can-

died, and I told him' that honey did

candy in the comb. Which of us is

right?
Answer:— If the honey is left in the

hive the year around, then your neigh-

bor .may be very nearly correct; but I

have never, in my recollection, had seal-

ed honey away from the bees over win-

ter without its candying, except where
it was stored in a room kept warm by
a fire all the while. Now, while this

candying of honey in the combs is of

no great disadvantage when such honey
is to be lised by the bees for the pur-

pose of feeding themselves, yet it is

a great misfortune to have section hon-
ey candy, for it spoils its looks or its

selling readily in the market, and, as

far as I know, there is no way of get-

ting it from the combs, or of liquify-

ing it in the combs by any plan, which
will leave it in shape to ever become
marketable. Where we have much
section-honev which is liable to l)e left,

so as to go into the cold of winter be-

fore it is sold, it is always best to car-

ry it into a room where the tempera-
ture is kept at from 70 to 75 degrees all

the time for where so left, it will not

candy, and will keep perfectly for an in-

definite number of years. I once visit-

ed a bee-keeper in the dead of winter,

and noticed that he had a portion of

one side of his living room, near the

s*(0ve partitioned off by a large curtain

hanging down from the sealing above.

After a little I was that curious to know
what was behind there, (mistrusting

that he had comb honey behind) that I

asked him about it. He immediately
lifted the curtain, and behind it was
nearly two tons of comb honey all nice-

ly crated for market; the crates so piled

that the warmed air from the base-burn-

ing coal stove, which made this room
so comfortable during winter, could cir-

culate all about each crate, and in this

way he had kept honey from a year of

plenty over till a poor year, and reaped
a good sum of money on the extra

price he obtained in the poor year, over
and above what he could have gotten for

it the year before. He had some of

this honey on the table for supper, and
I thought it of better body and flavor

than was the same honey the fall before,

as I had sampled his honey during the

September before.

Could a large store-house be built

and kept at the right temperature dur-
ing winter, I believe it would pay bee-
keepers well to store their honey and
hold it over when there were years of

a downpour of honey, and tl*ius make
a good thing by the high price in a

year of scarcity, as well as to keep from
breaking down the market by rushing
all produced in the plentiful year into

market during the fall and winter of

the same.
Borodino. X. Y., May 29, 1902.

INDEPENDENCE OF THOUGHT.

IT IS URGENTLY RECOMMKNDED IN THE

STTTDY OF APICULTURE

(Arthur C. Miller.)

APPARENTLY one of the needs
of bee-keepers today is clo-

ger observation. We look but do
not see. Since the beginning of

bee culture it has been the belief

of observers that bees offered

food to the queen, drones, and to each
other with their tongue. I too believed
this and for nineteen years thought I

so saw it but closer observation induc-

ed by a study of the structure of the

bee, led to the discovery that the former
belief was an error. After once having
seen how the feeding was actually done
I wondered how I could ever have
thought I saw otherwise. Many theories

of practice have been built on the er-

roneous idea of feeding, and I think it

will be found that other practices in re-

gard to bees are founded on equallv er-

roneous beliefs.

For a long time it has been claimed
that the Italian bee was superior to all

others, and any attempt to controvert
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such belief has been met with vigorous

opposition. It is not my purpose to

assign any reasons for this, but only

to ask that each bee-keeper carefully

watch and test for him or herself the

different races and crosses. I venture

to assert that a careful and unprejudic-

ed examination will show things that

will prove a decided surprise to many.

I have in my apiaries some of the best

strains of Italians to be obtained, also

some pure Blacks, and many shades

of the crosses of the two races. Accord-
ing to the generally accepted view re-

garding Italians, such colonies should

excel the others, but that has not pro-

ven to be the case. The Black bees

have bred up the fastest, have stored

the most honey and entered the boxes
most readily. Also they have proved
to be better tempered. The hybrids

came next to the Blacks in the poses-

sion of these virtues, and the Italians

last. Such has been my experience this

spring and the contrast has been so

marked that I have considered it worth
recording. The Blacks will not cling

so quietly to the combs during manipu-
lations, but that is as often an advant-

age as otherwise. The novice must not
judge from this that the black bee is the

ne plus ultra in beedom, but before dis-

carding the queens he has, let him study

the character and work of their progeny
most carefully. In this connection he
may discover that some colony is not
as populous as it should be. and that it

does not increase rapidly. The bees

may seem to be hustlers, good comb
builders and gentle, and he may think

it wise to rear a new queen from such
stock. Before doing so. exchange the

queen with one from some other colony
and watch the results. Not infrequent-

ly they are anything but what was ex-

pected. Both queens seemingly lay

equally well but the lesser colonj' gains

no better than before, while the other
colony thrives as usual. But when the
young bees from the transposed queens
begm to get numerous a change will

be noted. Are the bees from the poor-
er nueen cannibals or simply poor nurs-

es? It is well to consider these things
before condemning a new or purchased
queen.

Again, in judging of the comb build-

ing qualities of a colony, try to esti-

mate the relative proportions of oW
and young bees: if the former predomi-

nate the wax work will be slow and
l)oor: if the latter are in the ascendency
the work will be quite different.

Things are not always what they
seem and effect may be due to causes
(luite foreign to what we believe. Oft-
times the novice will see what the vet-
eran fails to notice because the former
looks with no preconceived notions. A
too implicit faith in the text books is

accountable for the long life of many
an error. By all means let the novice
familiarize himself with some one or
more standard works on the bee, but let

him go to his bees feeling that what he
has read may not be right, and that to
be sure he must see the things for him-
self and prove them. If we will assume
this mental attitude we may hopefully
look for a great advance in bee culture.

In the A. B. K. for April, Mr. Mc-
Neal spoke of the value of old black
comb with brood for drawing bees into
the supers. He is quite right, but old
black comb empty and dry will work
almost equally well. The only word of
caution needed in regard to the use of
such combs is to have them sound and
unbroken, for if the bees have to pull

away and repair parts of them the re-
moved bits not infrequently are worked
into the new combs in tne boxes.

Providence. R. I., June 2, 1902.

A New System of Bee Keeping.

(Adrian Getaz.)

THE GREATEST subject now dis-

cussed in the European bee pa-
pers is a method of bee keeping

invented by Mr. Preuess, a German
leading apiarist. It has been published
in pamphlet form, both in German and
French. The method is briefly this:

1st.—As a number of bees come out
in the fair days of the latter part of the
winter and early spring, and get chilled

before they can return, heavy losses re-

sult. To prevent these losses, Mr.
Preuss places before the hive an ad-
ditional department, which' can be dark-
ened. The bees can come in this apart-
ment or vestibule, (they call it a "con-
signator") whenever the weather in-

fhices them to come out. As bees must
have plenty of water, a water feeder
is attached to the "consignator.'' Un-
fortunately, the number of the Progres
.\])icole containing a full descri]ition of
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the consignator has not reached me.

Mr. Greiner; might, perhaps, find some-
thing in the German papers.

2nd.—Equalization. That is taking

brood from the stronger colonies to

strengthen the weak ones. This is al-

most an entirely new thing in Europe-
3rd.—Transposition. The hive is what

we would call here a double decker, two
bodies, one on top of the other. The
transposition consists in changing the

place of the two bodies, putting the

lower one on the top. The queen
starts then anew, in what is now the

lower story. This prevents swarming
eflfectually. It will be perceived that this

method applies exclusively to raising

extracted honey.
4th.—Reclusion. That's what we

would call Lere "contraction." The
queen is confined on two combs only by
means of a perforated zinc partition.

The honey which would have been used
for a large amount of brood is saved,

and a number of what we would call

here "useless consumers" are also saved
or rather the honey they would have
consumed.
5th.—Fall feeding. Later in the sea-

son, sugar feeding is resorted to for

several reasons. It is cheaper than
honey, therefore it pays to extract en-
tirely and feed sugar in the place. I"

order to build up fast, in the spring it

is necessary that the colonv should hav'e

an abundant store of provisions. But
Mr. Preuss goes farther than that. He
feeds earlv in the fall, so plenty of

young bees are raised, and his colonfes
are at the opening of the season, strong
in young bees and provisions.

By the us.e of this method. Mr. Preuss
has obtained far greater yields of honey
than by the ordinary management.
The only two points that can be con-

sidered new for the American readers,
are the use of the consignator and the
fall feeding, or rather the fall breeding
of young bees. I cannot say much on
the first point, but I can say something
on the second. With me. the colonies
that are strong in bees, or rather in

young bees in/<he fall, are those that
winter well, breed fast in the following
spring, and give the big surplus. It may
be a question of locality, and possibly
of oroper management. Many of our
leading writers, Doolittle, Hutchinson,
etc., advise letting down breeding dur-
ing and after the honey How and hav-

ing in each colony, only the necessary
number of bees to keep alive through
the winter and then build up in the
spring as fast as possible.

In a discussion on the question of

large versus small brood nests that
took place some two or three years
ago, I asked them something like this:

"Do j'ou not lose more than you gain
by discouraging brood rearing? You
barely succeed in getting bees and
brood enough to fill an eight-frame
hive in time for the honey flow. Start-

ing in the spring with a stronger colony,

could you not just as well; and, in fact,

more easily fill a Dadant hive (about
12 frames standard size) and have some-
thing like twice the number of field

workers at the opening of the flow?"
To this, Hutchinson replied that the

very strong colonies do not winter well
in cellars. They get restless, raise

brood, eat pollen, contract the dysen-
tery, and come out in the spring in a

bad fix, if they don't die out entirely.

Well, I didn't have much to say in re-

ply, having no experience in cellar win-
tering. I suggested, however, that the
temperature which was just right for

the small colonies might be too high
for the large ones, because the heat pro-
duced by the bees was added to that of

the cellar, and since the large colonies
produce more heat, the cellar ought to

be kept colder m order to make com-
pensation.

Knoxville. Tenn.. May 20, 1902.

Bees and Nature Study.

(Bessie L. Putnam.)

THE WINTER vacation of the
northern apairist, though one of

enforced physical inactivity, may
be a rich mental feast. The practical

bee-keeper is. whether or not he him-
self realizes the fact, considerable of a

naturalist. He can at once pick out a
queen or queen cell; he knows just

how many daj's after a swarm emerge?
before the second swarm may be ex-

pected; the '^asturage. periods of great-
est activity, methods of work, enemies,
all these phases and many more are
familiar to him. Yet if his observation
ends with that which seems to promise
pecuniary benefit, the greatest charm in

b«e-keeping is lost.

It IS noteworthy that many passion-
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ately fond of honey could not be in-

duced to keep bees because of their ter-

ror of the stings. On the other hand,

some of the most enthusiastic and suc-

cessful of bee-keepers on a small scale

care little for the sweets but delight in

working with the bees. Only those who
have tested the enjoyment to be found
in the various departments of nature's

workshop can appreciate the genuine
pleasure to be derived therefrom: and
the more intimate the associations, the
more thorough the enjoyment.
Bee-keeping presents a phase which,

while one of the oldest industries in the
history of man, still there is something
unexpected at everj- turn. Apiarists are
every day recording something new
about the habits or methods of this

most intelligent and most useful of in-

sects: and still the half has never been
told. Those who fail to add yearly to
their own knowledge that of recognized
authorities do themselves as well as
their charges an irreparable damage.
Of course all progressive bee-keepers

take and read regularly at least one re-
liable journal. Through this they are
kept informed on the improved methods
of handling, markets, etc. But during
the winter every bee man should make
it a point to carefully read, study, a
standard work on the life history of the
bee. There are numerous books on the
subject at reasonable price. It will do
one good to learn of the functions of
the various members, even if such
knowledge does not increase the honey
flow^ The experiments whereby the
sense of smell was located in the an-
tennae are most interesting. Prof. Cook
heartily recommends a small lens in
dissecting, and says of its results: "I
would much rather that my boy should
become interested in such study than to
have him possessor of infinite gold
rings, or even a huge gold watch with
a tremendous charm. Let such recrea-
tion gain the attention of our boys, and
they will ever contribute to our delight
and not. sadden us with anxiety and
fear."

It is certain that a study of any part
of the bee or its habits reveals unex-
pected pleasures. The narrow line be-
tween instinct and reason becomes un-
certain. What colors do bees prefer?
What power over them has odor, be it

of flower or crushed bee? Under what
conditions are they most liable to sting?

What is the physiological result to the

bee of stinging? These are but a few

of the queries. that will suggest them-

selves, and he who adds annually to his

knowledge of bees and their habits is

bound to become more observing, en-

thusiastic, and sympathetic. He be-

comes not only a better bee-keeper but

a better citizen. Life is broader, more
noble. A comprehension of the won-
drous unity in the creation results in

the more perfect development and en-

joyment of its masterpiece, man.

Harmonsburg. Pa.. Jan. 22. 1902.

Swarming Conditions—Long

Tongues.
Misquoting the Markets.

(M. W. Shepherd.)

WHAT is the matter with Deacon
Hardscrabble? There seems to

be doubts in his mind as to the

value of the advise put forth by some
of the prominent teachers in beedom.

He says "what a jolly lot of rot is print-

ed about manipulation." Bro. H.. it may
not be so jolly, but it is rot, and no
mistake.
Bro. Coggshall don't play such a fool-

ish part in such a matter as to consult

a set of rules about manipulating a hive

of bees. Most bee-keepers know that

hardly two colonies of bees in a yard

will accept the same treatment in the

same way. We were told in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal a few weeks ago that

queen cells were always left by the re-

tiring queen, and in about a week after

the swarm had issued, the cells would
begin to hatch. Perhaos that is the

way. but if it is. then our bees made an
awful mistake in the matter. We had
484 swarms issue, led by clipped queens;
of course, the old queens were caught
and returned, after we bad cut out all

queen cells, but we often found there
was no cells started, so had none to
cut out. but we did find that in 25 per
cent of the swarms that came out. there
were 'virgin queens with the bees, and
the old queen safely back in her old
home. As a matter of course, the bees
with these virgin queens had to be car-
ried back in a swarming box or basket:
for as long as a virgin queen was with
them, just so long they would stay out.
and finally leave for good. I believe
bees acting in this way do so in direct
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opposition to the teachings of Dr. Mil-

ler.

Has everybody all the long-tongue

bees they need, and what queen breed-

er that has such queens for sale, will re-

queen our 1000 colonies, and guarantee

their bees to be superior to the odds

and ends we now have which have come
from everywhere and nowhere in

l)articular.

I have noticed this season that the

bees doing the least, were those beau-

tiful bees, and those colonies filling their

supers were—well they had neither

breeding nor manners, but honey.

galore; and would sting you for pure

love, (perhaps). Their tongues might

have been longer than their stings.

Is it the proper thing for a dealer to

quote prices two cents above the mar-

ket and remit in final settlement two

cents per pound below market prices.

We have in mind 40 barrels of honey

that was bought and paid for on such a

l)asis. Yet the buyers furnish quo-

tations for publication. We are lead to

wonder if such dealers expect to have

any part in the great hereafter. Am
afraid they could not be trusted.

Hollister, Fla., June 14, 1902.

(If at auy tiiue our readers fail to receive hon-
est treatment at the hands of those who quote the

markets in these oolunins. they will confer a fa-

vor by advising us of the fact.— Editor.)

Giving Surplus Room.

(L. E. Kerr.)

PRODUCERS of extracted honey
have only to give a lot of extra

room when the honey flow comes
on and then go and sit in the shady
corner of the apiary and watch the bees

work. The extracted honey man never

worries over the amount to be added,

whether one or five supers, only so

there is enough; he has no swarming,
in fact, none of the troubles which as-

sail the comb honey man at every turn,

in his troublesome career.

The comb-honey producer is very
particular as to the amoimt of extra
room given^ and even then, perhaps,
will fail to get the bees above. Many
losses arise from this state of affairs,

one of which is that the nice, clean su-

per will be all colored up in a few days,

when perhaps, the bees will go to work

and store a few pounds of dark look-
ing honey. Should they go to work at

once they will produce nice honey, but

they cannot work to any advantage if

too much room has been given.

Why do we practice tiering up at all?

Why not give all the supers at once and
save work? The answer is plain, be-

cause caution is required to avoid the

giving of too much room, or the bees

cannot work to advantage. A certain

condition of the atmosphere must be
obtained around the bees before they
can work to advantage, and this can-

not be obtained when too much room
is given. Let the man who would call

these facts "theory," try giving three,

four or five supers at a time and see

how it works.

In tiering up. after the first super
is getting pretty well filled, it is still

more important to not give more room
than the bees need. Still they must nev-
er be crowded. Most any one can learn
to give room just as the bees require

it if he is painstaking. Careless state-

ments that have crept into the bee jour-

nals of late to the effect that the average
bee-keeper does not give enough super
room, has caused me to sound this lit-

tle note of warning, and I only hope
that some who might make such a blun-

der may be caused to pause and reflect.

Hurricane, Ark.. June 10, 1902.

Transferring.

(E. H. SchaefTle.)

TO TRANSFER bees in midsum-
mer I don't think a better method
can be devised than to drum the

bees into a box, set the new hive, fill-

ed with worker com.bs, of full slieets of

foundation, on the old stand, place a

queen excluding zinc on the new hive;

over this place the old box, in three

weeks' time slip a bee-escape board un-
der the box and when the bees have
all gone down, take the box off. It

will then have nothing but the combs
and what honey may be in the comb,
no bees to mash, no brood to kill, and
all the brood hatched out and added to

the hives' army of workers.
This season I have had an unusual

amount of transferring to do, from bees
bought in. 1 wanted to do this work
early and return the stores to the

bees. As February with me finds the
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bees with light stores, few bees and but

very little brood it is the right time.

Before starting I provided myself

with a transferring kit. This consists of

a bee brush, smoker, long bladed carv-

ing knife, vineyard pruning knife blade

eight inches long, set in the handle,

and temper down sufficiently to permit

of prying oflf •^ side of a box with-

out snapping the stout blade. A trans-

ferring knife made out of the half of a

buck-saw blade, two inches wide and 12

inches long, ground sharp on one edge
and across the two inch end, a hive

filled with empty combs and a stand to

work on.

The bees were smoked and the hive

or box to be operated on, placed on
the table and the hive, with the empty
combs, placed on the stand formerly oc-

cui)ied by the bees. Next the box was
opened at its w-eakest part. If the top
was started, the blade of the transfer-

rin?^ knife was slipped in and shoved
across, chiseling ofT the combs, if the

top was there to stay, then the box
was turned over and the blade of the

knife sent down all around the inside

of the box, severing the combs from
the sides. Next a side was taken off

and the combs removed, the bees shak-
en and brushed onto the empty combs
in the hive, on the old stand, the combs
removed were placed in a roomy box.
When the combs had all been removed
and the bees brushed off, the old box
was looked over carefully to make sure
that the queen w-as not hiding on it;

then the combs were taken to the hon-
ey house, and with a hot knife fitted

into frames, sufficient frames, filled with
worker combs, then added to fill a hive.

This hive was taken to the old stand
and placed under the hive with the
empty combs. In about two hours'
time the bees were nearly all down and
the bees remaining were brushed ofT

the combs and the bees left with the
hive containing their old combs and
stores.

I found that where the hive was left

on over night the bees would carry the
honey from the leakmg combs up
stairs into the empty combs. As I

wanted all the stores with the bees. I

found it necessary to remove the empty
combs before the bees got started to
transferring.

Where the transferring is to be done
from hives, it is an easy matter to turn

the hive over, cut the combs loose on
all sides and then slip the hive up over
the combs and leave them all exposed.
In fitting in combs that have brood, it

is necessary to have a cushion to lay

the comb on. otherwise the brood will

be crushed.
Murphy. Cal.. Feb. 28. 1902.

A Sensation in Jersey.

(M. F. Reeve.)

SOME fearful and wonderful bee
stories get into the newspapers.
A corresDondent who sent a dis-

patch to the Philadelphia North Ameri-
can from Millville. N. J., giving an ac-

count of a "bee farm" down there own-
ed bv M. E. Chance, who has "13 hives

at work, and all are in first-class shape"
goes on to say:

"It is often said that bees cannot be
taken from one hive to another unless
they swarm. This year Mr. Chance in-

tends trying an experiment in a closed
room and attempt to get the bees from
the old hives into the new ones."
Wonderful! Veteran bee-keepers

will all hope he may succeed in this

daring venture. But why go indoors
when he might have done it just as well

in the open? Hear this concluding sen-

tence:

"On a clear day the bees sometimes
go as far as ten miles from home, often

flying home in the evening with their

legs full of the sweet luxury."

"Legs full of the sweet luxury'' is

good. How about a "ten mile fly" also.

Those must be long-distance stock.

The next thing,everybody will be cross-

ing them on "long-tongue" bees, and
improving the breed. The news editor

headed the item:

BEE FARM THRIVES
TOWN

IN JERSEY

Millville Man Has an Industry That
Plucks Money From the Flowers.

Rutledge, Pa., June 15, 1902.

"If that severe doom of Synesius be
true

—
'It is a greater offence to steal

dead men's labor than their clothes,'

what shall become of most writers?"

—

Burton.
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APATHUS AND THE BUMBLEI
BEE.

Oh! an Apathus sat on a Clivrysanthe-

mium
A-cleaning her antennae

And she little thought of the Pyre-

thrum
That would take her life away.

And there she sat, a-taking a rest,

And smiled in a satisfied way
For she'd laid ten eggs in a Bombus

nest

And there'd soon be the deM to pay.

For her offspring dear, her very first

brood,
Would hatch in a very short time.

And no trouble she'd have a storing up

food,

For she worked on the Cuckoo line.

Her young would hatch ere the young
Bumblebees,

And the young Bumblebees would

die,

When the young Apthi would live at

their ease

And fatten like pigs in a sty!

So she sat in the sun, this wicked old

bee,

And scratched her tibiae.

And chuckled inside in lazy glee.

At the business she'd done that day.

* * * *

But the Chrysanthemum on which she

sat

Belonged to a neat old maid,

Whose plants were her pride (next to

her cat)

And that day she was out on a raid.

Against Aphids and slugs, with a

Buhach-gun,
Filled Peters & Milco's best,

And seeing the Apthus, just for fun,

She dusted her yellow vest.

1

How the cheat kicked as she fell on the

groun!
And how she did buzz and hum!

But she never got well—she never
"came round,"

Her fraudulent life was done.

* * * *

From this little tale can a moral be
drawn—

'

How the Bumblebee loafs not a bit;

But works all day from the earliest

dawn.
And thus 'scapes the death dealing

hit?

This moral is good, but please don't

forget
Those eggs that the x\pthus hid!

The Bombus is working and slaving

yet,

But it's all for the other one's kid!

— L. O. Howard in "The Insect

Book.''

THE ANARCHISTIC WASP AND
THE BEES.

A wasp, admitted to a hive

Of bees, and managing to thrive

Upon their industry by sipping
The honey from the comb a-dripping.

Resolved that he would kill the qUeen.
"So vile a tyrant ne'er was seen,"

He said. "And see those idle drones

—

Each villain of them thinks he owns
The hive and everything that's in it.

If wax were flint the rogues would skin

it!

They are a product of a law
That I do not assist to draw.
Laws, drones and queens—abolish these
And we'll be happy, happy bees!"
So with a patriotic pride

He stung the queen until she died.

The workers, and the drones as well.

In righteous rage upon him fell

And sealed him in a vacant cell.

Then held a council to determine
The fittest fate for such vile vermin.
One said "starvation," and another
Declared 'twere best the wretch to

smother;
And some proposed to skin his moth-

er.

In brief, there were a thousand laws
Drawn up, and each evoked applause

—

As many plans as bees that knew
Not what (nor clearly whom) to do.

Then rose a wise and aged bee.

"My friends, I pray you pause," said

he,

"And well consider whether any
Of us—and we are very many

—

Merits the satisfaction all

Would get from harming him at all.

It seems to me 'tis rather late

To do a service to the state

By laying hands upon this bummer;
We've known he was a wasp all sum-

mer."
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That set them thinkino;. and they pass-

ed
A law that gave them peace at last.

'Twas made a capital offence

To be a wasp. The moral thence

Draw for yourself; enough for me
If man will ever learn from Bee.

—Ambrose Bierce.

children and grandchildren how bees
were kept in the nineteenth century;
just as we keep our old spinning-wheel,
tallow candle and other things of the
past. But I cannot conceive of any
one of the twentieth century keeping
bees in these "ideal palaces."
As for queen-excluders. 1 agree with

A MmRATOHY APIAKY OX INDIAN RIVER.

Grafton, Mass., June lo, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

I have never seen anything in The
American Bee-Keeper from the pen of

a Massachusetts bee-keeper, and as 1

am interested in the subject, I thought
I would just let our southern and west-
ern bee friends know that we can keep
bees in Massachusetts.
Much has been written about keep-

ing bees in box hives, but we have no
use for them here in Massachusetts,
only as relics of the past; to show our

Dr. Miller—we never have used one,
nor have we had occasion to. Keeping
bees in New England is different from
keeping them in almost any other part
of the United States. We have never
been troubled with foul brood; but our
winters are long and cold and bees of-

ten come out in spring much reduced
in numbers.

Our honey season is short and we
haven't such large numbers of honey
nroducing plants as our southern and
western bee-keepers; but we get far bet-
ter prices for our product. Fifty pounds
surplus is a good summer's work for a

colony, and we are satisfied with the
profit. Yours truly,

E. P. Goddard,

Pres. Worcester Co. Bee-Keepers
Association.
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Dear Bro. Hill:—

What do yon think of a chump who
hives a swarm of bees bv putting bees,

branch, leaves and all, right into the

hive and leaving them there?' That's
what one of the boys found had been
done when he tried recently to transfer

a colony from a box hive.

Have )'ou tried one of the new Bun-
comb Brass Smokers? Most wonder-
ful sort of brass: more of it in the

manufacturer than in the smoker, which
is half tin. And you should see some
of the M'onderful rivets in it, with sol-

dered ends. They stay put almost long
enough for you to light the smoker.
The results of trying to use one

'minds me of some of the fine gentle

queens some of the boys are sending
out. Their bees got after one of my
black boys t'other day. When he .got

cooled down a bit he said: "Mars John,
whar yo' get dem yaller dcbbils?" I

told him. "Dat man is shore >?ettin'

ready for de hot place."

Our genial general manager knows
how to make things hot, too. If you
want to prove it, just go to printing
something inimical to the best good
of beedom-
He is already after some of the boys

and first thing they know they'll be
punctured by that virile pen and will

have a most awful pneumatic tired feel-

ing.

Did you mind the self-complacency
with which the Review's editor quoted
my remarks about bee papers which
mixed other topics with their bee lore?

Has he forgotten his free ad of some
"Yellow Zones" and some other similar

slips'.'

In the A. B. J., May 22, a chap in

South Dakota (if you want to know
what part you'll have to ask York)
writes of mixing sweet clover honey
with "shoe-strings, snowdrops, etc.''

There is no accounting for tastes.

What do vou think of Hutchinson's
idea of wearing a bill board on our
coats annoimcing that' we are bee
cranks? Great, Isn't it?

I notice Carniolan ciueens arc being
idvertised by several persons. Cer-
tainh'. of course, just as was to be
expected. The Italian boom is about
over. Color, gentleness, long tongues,
have all been exploited, and now it must
needs be a new race. Next-

Yours as ever.

John Hardscrabble.
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AUSTRALIA. 31. 1901 and Jan. i, 1902, about 15,000 or
, ,, , r^ 20,000 bees which were unable to re-

Bees are verj- succcssftilly and proht- g^in their hives on those two days Af-
ably kept m Austraha as is well known. ^^^ go^^g calculating and figuring he
Of late years a new enemy, a beetle, ^n^s he has saved each of his colonies
Thillotochus IMacleayi. has been dis-

covered troubling the bees. Formerly
this beetle secured his sustainance from

certain nectar-secreting blossoms, b^it

the Entomologist, Fraggelt, has observ-

ed that for two years past it has found

an easier way to secure his living. He

about 250 bees. His conclusion is, that
the worth of this .saving is out of pro-
portion to the labor required.

When one has become accustomed to
a certain kind of hive, be it a German

enters the hives and takes the honey cupboard-fashioned hive, a Graven-
from the comb. The insects make their horst Bogenstuelper or an American
raids after sunset and during the night, open-at-the-top hive, he is aot to under-
sometimes in large numbers. One bee- estimate others, because in his awkward-
keeper, in Rumpong Cooma, caught in ness and prejudice he cannot easily

one night seven liter full of the robbers manipulate them.—Matthes. in Deuts-
by trapping them in dishes filled witli cher Bienenfreund.

honey water placed at the entrance of

his hives. (Bienenvater.) Ebstern has arrived at the conclusion
" that colonies standing in intense shade,

AUSTRIA. store more honey than those not so
shaded.

It is proposed to have an internation-

al exhibition of bees, hives, implements. It is recommended in Deutscher
etc.. during 1903 in Vienna. It is hoped Bienenfrund to apply honey in case of
that bee-keeping, as it is carried on in scalds or burns.
different countries may be shown there.

The exhibit is to be divided into six Guehler, of Berlin, believes tlie con-
classes as follows: i. Live bees. 2. fidence of the honey consuming nublic
Hives. 3. Implements. 4. Products, could be gained by the bee-keepers
5. Artificial products. 6. Literature. adopting a special and uniform pack-

age and a properly devised label. Such
a course would prove beneficial in
America as well. The name and ad-

ALGERIA.

This country is reported in the Leip- dress of the producer should always be
ziger Bienenzeitung as having 24.776 on all packages, even on section hone3%
bee-keepers, with 229.143 colonies of

bees. Editor Reidenbach (Thaelzer Bienen-
zeitung) favors increase by natural

GERMANY. swarming. Queens reared under the
swarming impulse he finds superior. He

It is recommended quite often by has observed that such queens often
German authorities to gather up chilled weigh as high as 300 milligram. Queene
bees on cool and windy days, warm reared under forced methods from
them and give them back to the colo- larvae never attaining a weight above
nies. Jilulot tells or gathering on Dec. 245 milligram.
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Relative to the use of comb founda-

tion the Phaelzer B. Z. says this: Dur-
ing the first two weeks, young swarms
build only worker comb, and a swarm
weighing two kilogram will fill about
five frames full of such comb during
this period. After this time the use of

foundation is advantageous. Old colo-

nies should never be allowed to build

comb in the broodnest without comb
foundation.

Goeken gives the following good
hints about introducing queen bees:

Mailing-cages are not suitable for in-

troducing. They have a peculiar odor
which is slow to leave and in a meas-
ure prevents the new queen from tak-

ing the odor of the colony. A cage ad-

mitting of confining the queen upon a

comb is the safest. A queen confined

in this manner is more quiet—is in clo-

ser contact with the bees. She is de-

pending upon the bees of the hive for

being fed, and is fed. She will thus

take on the hive odor in the shortest

time and be accepted.

Mulot says he has entertained the
hopes for years, that the numerous lit-

tle bee-papers in Germany might be
consolidated into one great weekly
journal to which all noted bee-keepers

might contribute. Such a journal would
necessarily cost more than any one now
printed, but after all a good deal less

than the many printed now. He finds

it impossible to read all the journals,

even if he felt disposed to pay for them;
the one large paper he could master.

I have often thought just so about our
American bee-keepers, but I am afraid

that the obstacles are too great to be
surmounted and to meet the idea of

Mulot. For instance: who is to say
what sball go into the journal and what
not? The manager or editor would
have to be a most wise and absolutely
unbiased man, such as cannot be found
any where. Some things would be sup-

pressed that should be published, other

would be published that should be sup-

pressed. Considering the matter from
all sides, I believe it is best to have
several journals in a country.

It is a common practice among Ger-
many's bee-keepers to feed the young
swarms for a week or two after hiving.

In this locality, (N. Y. state) May
swarms often need feeding to keep them
from starving, but June and July
swarms nearly always do well without
feeding and store surplus besides. May
swarms are undesirable with me.

F. Greiner.

MOVING 15KES TO THE MANGROVE. (See Editorials.)
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"The American Bee-Keeper" se envia
a principio de cada mes. Si por algun
motivo el suscritor no recibe su perio-
dico a su debido tiempo, sirvase notifi-

carnos y les enviaremos otro ejemplar.
Todo asunto relacionado con la Di-

reccion y subscripcion a este periodico,
debe enviarse a '"The American Bee-
Keeper, Fort Pierce, Florida. El di-

nero puede remitirse por giro postal.

El giro puede hacerse a The W. T.
Falconer Manufacturing Co., en James-
town, N. Y., cuando convenga mas a
los marchantes de esa casa
Cuando el suscritor reciba el periodi-

co con una faja azul es para avisarle

que su subscripcion termina con ese

ejemplar. Esperamos ser favorecidos
con orden para continuar la subscrip-
cion. Rogamos a nuestros correspon-
sales escriban los nombres y direccion-

es bien claro para evitar demoras.
Una faja roja indica que se debe la

subscripcion y esperamos su pronta
atencion al particular.

Subscripcion: 50 centavos al afio.

MISTERIOS DE LA COLMENA

Guia del Apicultor Cubano.

por el

DR. JUAN B. PONS Y FONOLL
y anotada por el

DR. GONZALO G. VIETA.

(Continua.)

Se cree que el sentido del olfato res-

ide en las antenas y, segun Latreille y
Newport, tambien contienen los organ-
os del oido. Cheshire apoya este aserto,

aunque no lo prueba y sin embargo,
todos los insectos tienen conciencia de
los sonidos 6 mejor dicho, de las vibra-

ciones, las cuales causan los sonidos.

Esto es evidente, y todo ap-
icultor concienzudo. puede observar
el efecto producido en las abejas por el

zumbido emitido por sus compafieras
de colmena, y cuan contagiosa es la es-

tridente nota de ira. asi como el bajo
sonido de temor. distintos completa-

mcnte del alegre zumbido de un en-
jambre al salir de la colmena, en busca
de nueva localidad.

Hay pues razon para creer, que este
delicado organo tactil, puede hacerles
distinguir perfectamente las vibracion-
es, aun mas sensibles que podamos ha-
cerlos nosotros con nuestros oidos, y
si estos insectos, pueden apreciar con
gran delicadeza las diferentes condici-
ones vibratorias del aire, por un ex-
cesivo desarrollo del organo del tacto,
indudablemente que las antenas, pue-
den ser los mejores organos de tras-
mision, pues, hasta el presente, no se ha
encontrado otro organo cuya estructu-
ra demuestre el sentido del oido.

Cheshire considera, que las pequeiias
cavidades que se encuentran en mayor
numero en la punta de la antena, cuya
ultima articulacion contiene cerca de
veinte, constituyen el organo del oido,
sobre todo, por que estas cavidades
son mayores en las antenas de los ma-
chos, que son los que mas necesitan de
este sentido, para distinguir el vuelo
de las Reinas.

Las cavidades del olfato (colocadas
entre los pelos que cubren la antena),
estan formadas de una pelicula muy del-
gada extendida en forma de vaso cer-
rado por el cual pasa un nervio, ter-

minado por una celula. Estas cavida-
des en forma oval no pueden, en man-
era alguna, servir al tacto a causa de su
depresjon y si sirven, ciertamente al

olfato como se ha demostrado por el

siguiente hecho: Si se presenta un poco
de miel a una abeja, las puntas de sus
antenas se acercan alternativ amente
antes que alargar su lengua. Si el ali-

mento contiene alguna sustancia de
olor desagradable, la abeja retira las

antenas inmediatamente; pero si la sub-
stancia no tiene olor, como el sublima-
do corosivo, por ejemplo, la antena no
descubre su presencia, pero la lengua
sufre inmediatamente, lo que se nota
por la retirada svibita de la abeja y por
los esfyerzos que hace, para desembar-
azarse de la causa de su sufrimiento.
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//. « ovA-rvaS
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S . pyidxicto conit-^yt"

J), e.^fteri7isteca..

A. reser^ovip oIb venena

H.. recto.

Comparando las antenas de los tres

sexos, observamos que el flagclnm^ que
es la parte sensitiva de la antena, pres-

enta, en cuanto a su superficie, la pro-

porcion siguiente en los tres casos: la

Reina uno, la Obrera dos y el Zangano
tres. Sin embargo, el macho, no tiene

mas que dos mil pelos tactiles, es de-

cir, un sexto 6 un octavo del numero
que posee la Obrei'a. Pero cuanto a

las cavidades del olfato, las obreras tie-

nen, en las ocho articulaciones movi-
bles, un promedio de quince hileras de
veinte cavidades cada una, 6 sea, dos
mil cuatrocientas en cada antena. La
Reina posee menos ntimero, cerca de
i6oo en cada antena. La razon de esta

diferencia, es obvia, puesto que la Ob-
rera tiene necesidad de sentir los olores

del nectar.

En las antenas del macho tenemos
trece articulaciones, cuyos nervios for-

man especialmente el flar/clum, y estan

completamente cubiertos por las cavid-

ades del olfato y cada cavidad es, mas
pequena que las de la Reina y la Obre-
ra.

Un promedio de 30 hileras de estas

cavidades, tiene 70 en cada hilera sobre
cada una de las nueves articulaciones

de cada antena. dando el increible nu-

mero de 37,800 organos distintos.

(Cheshire.)

Nadie puede dudar que las abejas es-

tan dotadas de una maravillosa facultad

de descubrir el olor de la miel en las

flores 6 donde quiera. y que en su vuelo

se guian por el olor de la miel 6 nectar

de las flores, aunque esten a dos kilo-

metros de distancia.

Ademas, no solamente tienen un olfa-

to extremadamente fino y delicado, si

que tambien, unen a esta ventaja la

memoria de las sensaciones.

A Huber se debe el siguiente experi-

mento que pryeba dc sobra esta facul-

tad de la abeja. En otono coloco un
poco de miel en una ventana; las abe-

jas acudieron enseguida en gran mon-
ton. Se quito la miel y se cerro la ven-

tana que permanecio asi todo el invier-

no. La primavera siguiente. cuando
abrieron de nuevo la ventana, las abejas

acudieron por mas que no habia miel y
sin duda. se acordaron que la habia ha-

bido antes.

Si se alimcnta una colmena a una
hora fija durante dos dias seguidos y
en un mismo lugar sc les coloca el ali-

niento. las abejas se acuerdan y esper-
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aran el tcrccr dia. a la mi»nia, bora y
eii el mismo lugar.

La aniputacioii do una sola de las an-

tenas de la Reina, no ofrece ningun

cambio en su conducta, pero si se cor-

tan las dos antenas cerca de sus raices,

se nota que estos seres privilegiados

pierden toda su influencia, el instinto

de la niaternidad desaparece, y en lu-

gar de depositar los huevos en las celd-

as, los dejan caer per donde quiera.

Las obreras privadas de sus antenas

vuelven a la colmena y alii permanecen
inactivas y conipletamente iniitiles para

el trabajo.

Asi inismo los machos desertan y se

pierden.

Los ojos son de dos clases; los ojos
cninpiu'stos y los oceli, (ojos simples.)

Los ojos conipuestos, son un conjunto

de ojos simples aglomerados y en for-

ma exagonal. La cornea es trasparente

y precisamente por cada faceta, corre-

ponde una lente del cristalino, desde el

cual se estiende hacia atras una varilla.

forinada de unidos hilos quitinosos.

Cada varilla esta rodeada por ocho col-

umnitas redondeadas

—

retinula—las cu-

ales estan cerradas por membranas de
pigmento.
En la base de los hastoncitos, se reun-

en los hacecillos nerviosos de la term-'

inacion de los grandes nervios opticos,

los que se estienden desde el ccrebro, y

antes de llegar al ojo forman un abul-

tamiento ganglionar.
El color depende del pigmento, y la

forma, tamafio y posicion de los ojos,

varia mucho, como puede notarse la

diferencia que existe, entre los ojos de
los zinganos y los de la obrera y
Reina.

Continuara.
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As it now appears, 1902 will not be
referred to in the future as "the year of

the big honey crop."

Of the 707,261 bee-keepers in the
United States, it is safe to say that 95
per cent do not take a bee paper.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY
^/[j.. w. H. Pridgen, the noted queen

THE W. T. FALCONER MANFG. Co breeder of North Carolina, is engaged
in wrting a new book on the subject.

H. E. HILL, EDITOR,

TEEMS :

Fifty cents a year in advance; 2 copies 86
cents; 3 copies, $1.20; all to be sent to one
postoffice.

Postage prepaid in the United States and
Canada; 10 cents extra to all countries in the
postal union, and 20 cents extra to all other
countries.

ADVERTISING RATES :

Fifteen cents per line, 9 words; $2.00 per
inch. Five per cent discount for two inser-
tions; seven per cent for three insertions; 10
per cent for six insertions; twenty per cent
loi* twelve insertions.

Advertisements must be received on or be-
fore the 15th of each month to insure inser-
tion in the month following.

Matters relating in any way to business
should invariably be addressed to

THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
Falconer, N. Y.

Articles for publication or letters exclusively
for the editbrial department may be addressed
to H. E. Hill,

Fort Pierce, Fla.

Subscr^ers receiving their papei in blue
wrapper will know that their subscription ex-
pires with this number. We hope that you
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates thai
you owe for your subscription. Please give the
matter your early attention.

Mr. Adrian Getaz, of Knoxville,
Tenn.. in Gleanings, estimates the an-
nual consumption of honey per colony
at 200 pounds- This is a question yet

undecided, and one very difficult to de-
termine; but. for the South, we are in-

clined to regret Mr. Getaz's estimate as

more nearly correct than any we have
seen heretofore.

A revised, and very handsome edition

of "Advanced Bee-Culture" has been is-

sued by the author, Mr. W. Z. Hutch-
inson, Flint, Mich., to whom we are in-

debted for a copy of the work. The
field of practical bee-keeping is concise-

ly covered, in thirty-two chapters of

well-printed text interspersed with col-

ored plates. The price is the same as

for the first edition—fifty cents.

That honey in plain sections sells

more readily and at higher prices, than
that in the standard bee-way style, is

discredited by F. L. Thompson, in the

Progressive Bee-Keeper. According
to Mr. Thompson's expressed opinion

there is nothing in the "superior finish"

idea to justify the bee-keeper in making
an}' expensive change from the bee-

way to the plain style of section.

"Bees," is the name of a new ex-

change recently added to our list. It is

a very readable monthly, edited bjr Ed-
ward A. Geary, Oxford Road, Upper
Norwood, London, Enn^land. "Bees''

lias one bad habit—a habit quite prev-

alent with European journals— i. e.,

I he habit of leaving its home before it

has been stitched, thus permitting it?

leaves to fall apart in the hands of the

The picture, "A Migratory Apiary on reader.

Indian River," shown in this number.
is situated on the islands opposite Ft.

Pierce, and shows our prosperous little

town in the dim distance, on the main-
land.

A private letter from our old friend.

M. W. Shepherd, who has been operat-

ing for some time on the west coast

of Florida, states that he is again at
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home, after having experienced a fair

season with the bees on the Apalachi-

cola river. Mr. S. advises us that as a

result of the season's operations they

now have to their credit 150 barrels of

extracted, and 20,000 pounds of comb
honey. We believe the apiaries produc-
ing this crop include about 900 colo-

nies.

In response to our request for infor-

mation as to the proper pronunciation
of the word, "super," Dr. Miller, in

Gleanings, explains that the "u" in

"super'' has precisely the same sound
as in "cue," "bugle,'" "fury," "pure,"
etc.; and the editor of Gleanings con-
curs. This being the case, it appears
that hereafter a word which comes
might)' near being "sooper' will have
to be substituted for "supper'' in the
vocabulary of some who speak as if by
authoritv.

This is one of Dr. Miller's Stary
Straws in Gleanings: " 'As for robbers,
since our bees are all Italians we have
almost forgotten there are any. and
scarcely take any precaution at all, now.'
That's what A. I. Root said in American
Bee Journal, 1870, page 259. It's just

as true now." The Doctor promised us
some years ago to label his jokes in

the future, and as this appears without
the label, we are led to wonder if he
was serious in making the observation.
For persistent rol)l)ing propensities we
have had to do witli pure Italians which
we should not hesitate to match against
the world.

In The Bee-Keeper for February, Mr.
W. W. McNeal took bee-keepers to

task for their untidy, careless and
uncleanly methods in handling and pre-
paring for fnarket their crops of ex-
tracted honey. Mr. McNeal's charges
have elicited some criticism of a sar-
castic trend upon ihe part of an ex-
change. Mr. McNeal's critic thinks
any nastiness on the part of bee-keepers
in this line should be detected and com-
plained of by the consumer, and not by
another bee-keeper; and further, that
he knows of none among us at this day
and age who does not take every pre-
caution to put nothing but the best be-
fore the public. Mr. McNeal's article
would certainly lead one to believe that
he has encountered an extraordinary

case of nastmcss or ignorance. That
carelessness is the rule rather than the
exception, we doubt. Our observations
in this particular line have not been lim-

ited to a few instances. It has been
our privilege to witness the methods in

various parts of this and adjoining coun-
tries; and we believe that the honey
producing specialists as a class, exer-
cise the utmost care and cleanliness in

handling their product. When reading
Mr. McNeal's copy, however, we were
occasionally reminded, by his remar-ks,
of corresponding instances which we
ourself had met. No, Mr. McNeal's
picture was not overdrawn—it fell away
short of a faithful portrayal of careless,
ignorant handling of honey which we
had seen. We do not wonder at Mr.
McNeal's "ugh!" We refrain, howev-
er, from elaborating upon the proposi-
tion—it's not pleasant. It is a shame
to the perpetrators and' an injustice to
the fraternit)''; a truth, nevertheless.
That carelessness and ignorance among
us is on the increase, as might be in-

ferred, is quite improbable. That it

should be so among the readers of our
aoicultural literature, is incredible; for
it must be known that the handling of
such a delicate commodity as honey de-
mands scrupulous cleanliness, and that
a disregard of this demand must result
disasterously to the industry upon which
we depend for a livelihood. The incom-
parable delicacy of pure honey, its de-
licious flavor and appetizing aroma are
the ver3- foundation walls of our in-

dustry; hence the importance of their
preservation. We ofifer no apology for
referring to the matter in these col-

umns. We believe the evils as well as
the commenda1)le things should be treat-

ed, and treated thoroughly, through the
medium of the trade journals. By what
other means are existing evils to be
brought to the attention of those upon
whom the success of the business de-
pends—the bee-keepers themselves. Are
we here only to pat upon the back those
whose operations or expressions accord
with our personal ideas, and to turn our
backs upon menacing tactics which
promise ruin to the indu^ry in the in-

terests of which we were born, just be-
cause the offender masks as an apiarist'?

It is due the interests of our art that

a greater altitude and a broader view
be sought. We sympathize with Mr.
McNeal, and enjoin upon our younger
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readers the absolute necessity for a sys-

tem of careful attention to this matter-
studied determination to so prepare

their honey as not to degrade, but to

elevate our product upon markets of

the world.

OUR PICTURES.

Last month we referred to a new
bee-keeper who recently set in to cut

a swath of extraordinary width down
the Florida coast and through the api-

cultural field of Cuba and other islands

of the sea. The keen edge of his blade

appears not to have been blunted at all

by the discovery, on June 4th, that 16

of his nuclei had departed this life, as

a result of inadequate forage and no
stores. This is experience No. i in the

long list awaiting one who discounts,

it not wholly ignores by habit, the prac-
tical experience of the veterans but as-

sumes to justify his theories by figures

and fancy.

We show in this number of The Bee-
Keeper a view of the new man's trans-

ports and hustling assistants hurriedly
planting' apiaries upon the over-stock-
ed shores of Indian river. We do not
assert that all localities on the river

are over-stocked with bees; but the
immediate vicinity of the scenes depict-

ed were fully stocked prior to his ar-

rival, hence the loss which must of

necessity result, not only to himself, but
also to those whose prior occupation
should be respected.
During the leisure time usually at the

disposal of a bee-keeper in an over-
stocked locality, the gentleman lays his

plans for the move to Cuba with his

800 colonies this fall, argues with him-
self or others on the absurdity of the
statement that the surplus season in

Cuba is confined to a few brief months
in the winter, and strives to glean from
his "Diccionario de Bolsillo'' (pocket
dictionary.) the necessary Spanish words
to start with in the land of his future
hope and endeavor, accross the Straits

of Florida.

The gentleman appears quite familiar

with the apic'ultural situation on the
Pacific coast, and advises us that he will

be in close touch with that country dur-
ing his Cuban sojourn, and that in the
event of 15 inches of rainfall in the
southern counties of California next
winter, he will make a bee-line for that

country, and there establish other apiar-

ies.

Our readers will, therefore, note that

strict vigilance is necessary in order to

keep this migratory fellow in sight; but
we have undertaken to do so, for the
l)enefit of our readers who admire api-

cultural enthusiasm.

COOK'S MANUAL OF THE API-

ARY.

For nearly twenty years this work
lias occupied a high place among the

standard books on apiculture, and the
author has for many months been la-

boriously engaged upon a new and
thoroughly revised edition, which is

now out. We have not yet had the op-

portunity to review a copy of the 1902

edition, just received from the publish-

ers, Messrs. Geo. W. York & Co.,

Chicago; but Prof. Cook's established

reputation for painstaking and thor-

oughness in his literary work are a suf-

ficient guarantee of the feast in store.

It is a volume of 543 pages, beautifully

printed, profusely illustrated and hand-
somely bound—a work creditable to the

makers as well as the author.

We are tin receipt of a neat little

booklet entitled. "Fonl Brood," issued

by the Colorado Bee-Keepers' A.sso-

ciation. for Coloi-ado bee-keepers.

Aside from the full text of the law re-

latins to foul brood, approved Api'il,

O.ltMji, in that state, the disease tis

concisely treated under three lieadin.a's

—Tlie Disease. The Symptoms, The
Cure. It contains also the speciific

rules for the grading of comb honey
adopted by tlie. Association, of which
.T. U. HaiTis, Grand Junction, is presi-

dent; The other officers are: Vice-
l^resident. M. A. Gill. Lo'ngmont. D.
W. Working. Denver: Treasurer, INIrs.

M. A. Rliodes, Ft. Dupton; Member Ex.
Committee, F. Kauchfnss, Denver.

The following notice received at this

office explains it self:

EUGENE SKCOK STILL GENEK.\^L MAN.VGEK
OF THE NATIONAL BEE KKEPERS'

ASSOCIATION

Some little time ago it was announc-
ed that Mr. Eugene Secor, General
Manager of the National Bee-keepers'
Association, had sent in his resignation,
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and that the Board oi Directors had
selected E. T. Abbot, of St. Joseph,
Mo., to fill out his unexpired term.
But tlie Board, in reviewing its work,
after a great deal of writing I)ack and
forth, during which valuable time has
been lost, finally discovered that Mr.
Secor's resignation was never formally
accepted; that the procedure was ir-

regular and out of order by which Mr.
Abbot was supposed to be elected.

Some complications having arisen, it

was decided by the Board not to accept
Mr. Secor's resignation, and to request
him to fill out the unexpired time, or
till the next general election. To this,

Mr. Secor has agreed. All dues and
membership fees, hereafter, should be
sent, as before, to Mr. Eugene Secor,
Forest City, la., who is still the Gener-
al Manager, and will continue to be
such till his successor is elected and
qualified. E. R. Root,
Acting Chairman of Board of Directors.

MR. SWIXK AT THE TOP.

The followilng extract from a letter

sent out by the pi-e.ss bureau of the
Louisiana Purchase Exposition man-
agement, is quoted from a speecli of
Mr. Van E. Rouse, Colorado Springs,
Col., before the World s Fair commis-
sion at St. Louis, where the big sliow
is to be held in 1904:
"The "World's Fair management in

their plan and scope of the Exposition
declared they wanted live exhibits, so
in casting about for plans to make
our exMbit conform to that idea we
interested one of our wealthiest and
mo«t public spiri'ted citizens, Mayor
Swnnk of Rocky Ford. Mr. Swink is

an apiarist, and be nas, perhaps, the
largest bee plant in America. He lis

going to bring* his bees to the World's
Fair, and they will work here from the
time the Exposition oi>ens until it

closes. Mr. Swink's pian, which wtill

cost fully .$10,000 of his own money, is

to bring to St. Louis enotigh beehive.?
to construct in minature a counterpart
of the Colorado State House at Den-
ver. The bees will then be turned out
to find material for honey-making in
the country suroundiing the World's
Fair grounds. It will require about
640 hives to construct the little State
House and in it about five and one-half

niilliou bees will work. It will be a

great exhibit. In Colorado we make
the finest in the world. We have one
bee man wbo works Ms bees all the

year through. In summer tliey work
in his alfalfa fields in Colorado, arid in

the fall he ships them to his planta-

tion in Florida, where they work
among the flowers and orange groves
until time to return them to the west
in the spring."

FROM DELAWARE.
The following, clipped from The

Times. Smj^rna. Del., for Mav 28. 1902,

was sent us by a Philadelphia reader,

and gives a pleasant glimpse of the

situation about the apiary of an old

Bee-Keeper subscriber. It would af-

ford us much pleasure to receive pho-
tographs of the many neat and attrac-

tive apiaries of otir readers, such as Mr.
Smith's evidently is:

One of the largest apiaries on the
Peninsula is situated at Willow Grove,
and is the property of former Sheriff J.

Colby Smith. There are about seventy-

five colonies of the bees, which are ar-

ranged in rows and numbered. Mr.
Smith has laid out a good-sized park,
but instead of the green sward, he has
cleared the ground and it is entirely

bare of the grass. Rose bushes of fine

varieties adorn this park, and in the
centre is a small lake from which the
bees get water. As many as six

swarms may be seen daily on this bee
farm of Mr. Smith, flying in the air.

The bees are fed principally on scarlet

clover, now. Mr. Smith has just fin-

ished clipping the queen bees' wings,
preventing them from flying away,
and thus losing the swarm. Sheriff

Smith expects to have at least two tons
of honey this summer.

NORTHERN-BRED, red clover
Italian Queens: bred for business by
the best methods and from the best red-

clover strains, honey-gathering and win-
tering qualities—the prime objects.

Queens by return mail. Untested, 75
cents; tested, Si. 25. Send for descrip-

tive circular and price list.

I. F. Miller, Knox Dale, Pa.

7-2t.

He that expecteth nothing generally

gets it.—Max O'Rell.



HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

The honey market, is in a waitinj;: at-

titude, there is more comb on sale than

for several Junes of recent years; most
of it is out of condition from one cause
and another, chiefly by having grain-

ed; therefore a light yield this year
would not help the crop on hand of

last. Prices are without special change
in either comb or extracted honey from
those given in your last issue. Con-
sumers are not in the market for other
than small quantities. Beeswax is

very scarce and brings 32 cents upon
arrival. R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City. Mo., June ii.—The old
crop is well cleaned up. and with the
low prices prevailing demand has been
very good for past 60 days. We quote:
Comb honey, 10 to 12 1-2 cents- Ex-
tracted, 5 to 6 1-2 cents. Beeswax is in

good demand, with supply light, at 30
cents per pound.

Hamblin & Sappington.

Buffalo, N. Y., June 11.—Fancy comb
honey, 13 to 14 cents. Other grades,
8 to 13 cents. Too early now to ship
new crop. Wait until September or
October. Batterson & Co.

Boston, Mass., June 10.—Stocks are
being rapidly depleted and prices are
nominal; but will range about the same
as our last quotations.

Blake, Scott <fc Lee.

Tenemos una lista completa de los
apicultores de la Provinria de Santa
Clara, pero quisieramos poseer los
nombres de todos los apicultores de Cu-
ba. A todo aquel que nos envie una
lista de diez apicultores, fuera de la

Provincia de Santa Qara, mandaremos
el American Bee-Keeper un afio entero
gratis. ti

CLUBBING LIST.
We will send The American Bee-

Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-
nal $ -50 $ .75

What to Eat i.oo i-oo
Bee-Keepers' Review •• •• i-oo 1.35
Canadian Bee Journal.. •• i.oo 1.35
Gleanings in Bee Culture- • i-oo i-"?5

American Queen 50 .60

QUEENS
Buy them of H- G. Quirin, the largest

queen-breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root & Co. tells us our

stock is extra fine. Editor York, of the
A. B- J. says that he has good reports
from our stock from time to time, while
J. L. Gandy, of Humboldt, Nebra., se-
cured over 400 pounds honey (mostly
comb) from single colonies containing
our queens. We have files of testimon-
ials similar to the above.
Our breeders originated from the

highest priced long-tongued red clover
queens in the U. S.

Fine queens, promptness and square
dealing, has built up our present busi-
ness, which was established in 1888-

Price of Golden and Leather Colored
queens before July i:

12

Selected, warrauted
Tested
Selected tested
Extra selected tested the best that
money can buy

1 OOi 5 00
1 50 8 00
2 00 10 b!j

4 OOl

9 50
15 00

We guarantee safe arrival to any
state. Continental island or any Euro-
pean country, can fill all orders prompt-
ly, as we expect to keep 3 to 500
queens on hand ahead of orders. Special
price on 50 to 100. (Free Cir.) Ad-
dress all orders to,

.

QUIRIN, THE QUEEN BREEDER,
Parkertown, Ohio.

(Parkertown is a P. O. Money Order
office.) 4-6t.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE
.J,

the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.

Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to
them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch. *

People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis-
4-tf.



tabator Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON COLIN

=— -INCUBATOR
is the moiit perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and
saved with this most perfect incubator Prices $;7.00 up.

Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:Catalog free

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
(Incubator Department) Jamestown, N. Y.

RIPANS
I had nervous indigestion and a gen-

eral derangement of the entire system.
It had been a continual torture for 12
years. My blood became very poor
and at times my toe and finger nails

would be diseased. After eating I would
sit in a chair and put my feet on some-
thing to keep them from swelling, and
at times would take ofT my shoes for
the misery I had. Whenever. I experi-
ence anything to remind me of past
aches I cannot be too elated to tell what
Ripans Tabules have done for me. 1

still take one now and then, because I

know how bad I have been. They were
just what I needed.

At druggists.
The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,

contains a supply for a year.

Just a Minute of Your Time.
Send us a list of the bee-keepers in

your Ticinity and we will send them
-sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This
will not take much of your time or be
much trouble to you and you will be
doiug your friends a. favor.

n'
Tf If, BINQHAM
-"'J has made all the im-

' provements in

Bee Smokers and
Honey Knives

made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too large: sent
postpaid, per mail $1.60

3^ inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. .3 inch 1.00
2V2 inch 90

T. F. Bingham, T-f^'^vv y •o-- "I?
.- .. «- .- Little Wonder, 2 in. .64
Farwell, Mich.

WE WANT
Every reader of tie American Bec-K»^oer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOSKY M03STAIN BEE J0DRN4L

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the ereat bif crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Addres*

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Bculdef Colo.



ALL LOWERS OP NATURE ''''''''''""'''
^^^X,re..ot

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY. ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, H EALTH, eic, si.ould not fail to

secure, as a regular visitor to tbeir Lome,

Popular Science News,
iDstrnctire. Of great value to teachers, and persons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To furfUer introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR SCIENCR XEWS, the publishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPECIAL GOMBIMATION Q FFE R ^°'' ^"^^ ^"™"®'' """""*

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months ?0 SO

Review i)F Reviews [newj " " 12.')

Si'ccESS [new or renewal] " " 50

The A.MEKic^N Bek-keepeu [new]. " " 2r>

All Four for

$1.68.
*2 SIJ

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year fl (JO

Review OF Reviews [new] '" " 2 50

Sttccess [new or renewal] " " 100
The A.mekican Bee-keepek [new] " " 50

All Four for

$2.85.
$5 00

Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

Papular Science News aud The Aiaerican Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

cither new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extr.i. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIE;^NCE news, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

MZ^n.d../.

v>^,i,,,iu^:,,,4..i:*^i!t'C.£.

Send for onr Free Catalogue
of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

stf Milwaukee, Wis

\ GUT THIS OUT
J

and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- f

closed, and receive in return a six months' j
trial subsciption to 1

People's Companion Magazine.
\

It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. \

rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give S

us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. 5

Sample copy for two cent stamp. |

People's Companion Pub. Co.,
|

n MILWAUKEE, WIS. «
^ Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tf2

SEND 2^ STAMP.
For printed information regarding the most

ertile unimproved farm in Minnesota, where
_rops never fail, that can be had from $5.0#
o $12.00 per acre. This spring will be the
iast opportunity to 'get lands so cheap, » bmt
comparatively small amount of the best lands
remain, but has already 'oeen purchased by
actual settlers. Prices also will advance rap-
idly. We own and absolutely corrtrol 120,000
acres of the choicest land which has ever been
on the market. Also list of food improved
farms ranging in price from $25.00 to $66.00
per acre.

WINONA & WESTERN LAND CO..
3tf. Box 247. Winona. Minn .

FOR SALE—12 Hives Complete; also 2 Col-
onies Italian Bees. Trice Low. E. L. MES-
SENGER, 53 Townsend Ave., New Haven,
Conn. *-8t.



SEND US the uames and ad-
^

(Iresv^s of 20 of your
friends and 5 oue-cent stamps to help

par postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSOX PRUETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

Patents. Pensions.

MAPS-
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many-

towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. "We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (silver).

8tf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb,

Looking West?
Did you ever think of Oregon or the

Pacific Northwest, the great big coun-
try that is so rapidly developing and
settling up?
Don't you want to know what is go-

ing on out West in the Poultry busi-

ness?
Have you any goods you would like

to sell Western people? if so send for
sample copy of

The Northwest Poultry News.

It's "A Good Egg" full of good news,
has the finest colored cover of any
poultry paper in U. S.

Sample copy free. Subscription, 50c
year. Address,

The Northwest Poultry News
3-4t.

Portland. Ore.

^Sf. H. WILLS
PATENT and PENSION

AGENCIES.
Wills Huikling, ':-V> Ind. Ave.,

W ASHINOTONf, D. r.

If you wish to know anything

about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the

business continuously sir ce 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does thia strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-

paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South

Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,

Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
Rtf

THE WEEKLY SUN,
Ca-nada's Great Farm and Ilonie Jonrnal,

Published at TORONTO, CAN
Special features.

Farmers' market reports.

Full and ac^curate report-sof farmers' gatherings,

Interviews with progressire farmers on timely

topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so fiood a medium of eom-
BuuicatiOD with the best farners of Canada. 8-W



" TfIB GRAND ARMY WORLD,
Army and Navy Chronicle. The National Illustrated Monthly Magazine.

CONTENTS—Stories, reminiscences, illustrations. Special department of

"Points on Pensions." *!

Year $i.oo; six months, $.50; three months, $-25; copy, $.10.

The Grand Army World and Navy Chronicle, 243 Broadway, New York
City.

Introducory three months trial, 10 cents. Sample copy mailed on receipt

of two-cent stamp.
3-2t. PROMINENT WRITERS.

CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.

Daughters of select Imported, select

long tongue and select straight five-

band breeders, bred three and one
fourth miles apart. No impure bees

within three, and but few within five

miles. No disease. Untested, 75c; tested,

$1.50. Send for free circular.

John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn, U. S. A.

'' %

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;

Hijas de selectas importadas y de

selectas lenguilargas. Tambien excelen-

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Sin

abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil-

las. Sin enfermedades. No prabadas
a 75 centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase
circulares gratis. John M. Davis,

Spring Hill. Tenn.. E. U. A. Htf

TF YOU COnLD EXCHANGE

Oive Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep your dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of

The American Inventor
you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 F. St, N. W., Washington D. C.

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier

should use the All Right Drinking
Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-
ful invention for poultrymen. Saves
time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-

ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.

You can't afford to be without it.

Send for circular, prices and testimon-

ials to
I. E. BEVER,

Box A, 315 Keithsburg, Ul.

2-6t

OT-er 100 Kiea.d.ing' ITIag'stzines a.nd
Ne^v^spapers for 2d Cents.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mail " Ttie TJnian A^ent " for tj months
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think ofit—for 26 cents you
receive $10.00 worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such magazines as the Youtlis' Covu
panion, Century, Revieic of Rrvkws, Woman's Home
Companion, Farm and Fircide, Etc, Send today!
This offer is for this month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 percent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.

The Union Agent, Coving^ton, Ky.

HELLO! Do vou want some $rood
purebred POULTRY?

We can furnish you EGGS FOR HATCH
ING from fine White Wonder fowls, R. C,

B. Leghorns, B. P. Rocks, Partridge Cochins
S. L. and Golden Wyandottes, Toulouse
Geese, and Rouen Ducks, if you want some
thing good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention
this paper. Address,

Itf THE EUREKA POULTRY FARM,
Established :.'! years. Hamburg, Wis
One of the most Northern poultry farms in

tke U. S.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at Jl.OO a year. We will send
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEEKEEPER both for $1.00.



AGENTS Wanted ' w^
•y town for our

ashing Machinej

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sfll easily. We liave sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than e"er. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cent^»

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

gj^
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

Is an up-to-date paper on farm questions
and gives special attention to grasses, clovers,

chemistry and insects, and how to destroy
them.
If you want a home In the sunny south,

send 50 cents for this paper.
THOS. J. KEY & SON,Publishers,

Nashville, Tenn.
4-3t

A BATH luxury

when
taken in an

yMPIRE
^ Portable

Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room
Agents Wanteii
Catalogue Free.

, ThS: EMPIRE iv

WASHER CO., ft

Jamestown,N.Y

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
BEES. POULTRY OR BELGIAN
HARES. WRITE TO THE W. T.
FALCONER MFG. CO., JAMES-
TOWN, N. Y. THEY WILL BE
PLEASED TO MAKE YOUR AC-
QUAINTANCE; AND THEIR CAT-
ALOGUES WILL INTEREST YOU.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, I(>vva

and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Save the Orchdrds and Oardens
by using the best and latest Improved methoda

CUT
ORM
MOTH

THE NEW Mota Catcher is a eplendW
success. Spraying and all other devices bar*
proven more or less a failure, but this "tran" de-
stroys tbe moth before any eggs are laid. It catches
the Coddl.ug: Moth, «orer JKly, Stinging
*'ly, reach ana rium Beetle, Cabbage
Moth, Tobacoo Moth. Cotton Moth, See
Molh-also the destruytrs of cucumbers, squashes,
tumatoes, itc. Maki-8 your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, wholesome and marketable,
besides Increasing tbe yield. Only one-sixth
the cost of spraying and docs Its work at night. No
stoc'k destroyed, or trees kil:ed. $iiniple, cheap,
durable. Easily attended and PKKJ'ECT in
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 in., 85c,
by mail, $1.00; per dozen, ?S.50—Large size, 14x20 In.
?l.(X), by mail $1.30, per dozen, $10.00. Send for cir-
culars and free sample copy of the Central Farmer
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.
Agents IVanted livervwhere for the Best
Seller of the season. Siow I>evice.*Sell3 at
^f?hi. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for8 -nts. «

Address,

THE CENTRAL FARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

614 South 13th Street tf



To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER,
Aud Others!

Duriug the Months of

Jaonary, February, March and April

We Will Send Tbe

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
jear for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden. Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-
per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2-4t.

The only strictly agricultural
paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published
every week. It goes to every post
office in State of Tennessee and to
many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-
tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

Btf Nashville, Tenn.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine deroted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Wky pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boston, Mass.

^ Austral Culturist
and Pcultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARISr. "^'fi!cuit»ire.

Special Indnstnes.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription :;s. »;d. per 'annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and
Tasmania, A good medium to American
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian Colonies.

--U Collins street,

Melbourne, Australia*

5END TO FARMERS WIVES
Names and Postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free
for one year. These names are valuable to us.

^'e are publishing the handsomest and most
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-
ed exclusively to the interests of the women
folks on the farm at 50 cents a year. If you
hesitate, send two-cent stamp for a sample
copy and be convinced we are givinjf you a
very desirable Journal.

THE FARMERS' WIFE,
2tf ' Winona. Minn.

Wanted, Local Managers,
to organize and take charge of branch Rabbit-
ries all orer the U. S., Canada, Mexico, West
Indies and Central America. J. V. Cortlez
represents us at Manila, PhilHpine Islands.
Send stamp for Large Free Book, particulars,
and sample copy of Best Belgian Hare and
Poultry paper in the world.

EASTERN IMPORTING & BREEDING
COMPANY.

Belfast. Maine.

We think not. The West is the direction to

look forward to for business. Hare yon either

Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, tkat you
wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon IPohlff^

is the best medium of its class through which
to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON, Manager.
Salem, Oreyon.



Beeswax wanted
We will pay 3° cents cash or 32

rents in goods for good quality of

Beeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
ER, N.Y. If you have any, ship itto

us at once.
[I'rices subject to change without notice.]

The W. T. Falconer Mfs. Co.

ECCS IN WINTER
[tention. Suhscribp for «iir poultry pap<T
how. 25 ot5. a year. Pnmpl"' cnpr free.

THE POULTRY ITEM, Box 190, Fbicks, Pi.

"W. M. Ccrri.sli. East Ndtliiitiiiaiii, N.
H., keeps a cininjlcii? supply of our
poods, and casiciii fiistoiiiers will save

freijrlit bj' oiiieriiij^ of him.

The W. T. F.\i-ct)NER Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF r>P:E IlIVKS,

MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,
Ready for Prompt SJiipn;eni.

G- B- LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.,
==^=====^==^ U. S. h.

Special Agency, C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington st., Indianapolis, Ind.

Catalog Free.

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.

Every NEW si'BSCRiBER sending $1.00 for the WEEKLY American Bee
Journal for one year will receive a copy of Newmans 100 page "Bees and

Honey" free. The old American BeO Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Joumal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.. 144 Erie St., Chicago. 111.

THE FERRIS
W^X REFINER

to be Bsed in connection with steam wax ex-

tractors, increases the value of wax two cents

a pound and pays for itself in refining fiftv

pounds of wax. For safe by all dealers or

C. G, Ferris,

Richfield Springs, N. Y.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Every bee-keeper, and especially if he has not

had long experience, should have at least one good

text book upon the subject. The following are

doubtless the very best works en bee-keeping. In

ordering by mail be sure to add the amount of

postage named

:

Postage
Price, extra.

A B C of Bee Culture (A.I. Root) , cloth $1 00 20c.

Bee-keepers' Guide (Prof. A. J. Cook) 1 00 15c.

Langstroth on Honey Bee, rev. (Dadant) 1 10 loc.

Quinbys New Bee-keeping (Quinby) .
. 1 40 10c.

Thirty Years Among Bees (Alley) 48 2c.

How to Manage Bees (Vandruff) 25 5«

Amateur Bee-keeper (Rouse) 20 6c.

The W. T. Falconer NIfg. Co.,

POULTRY POINTERS

Published monthly for beginners. Sent one
year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 25 cents. Advertising
rates, 25 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

POULTRY POINTERS PUB. CO.,
Betding, Mich.

$1.00 will pay for a 1 inch advertisement ia
The For Sale and Want columns of the

Vermont-

J.- armers «j:^dvocale,

one month. Try it, if you want results.

ADVOCATE CO
12-6t Morrisville, Vt.

VALDABLE BOOKS!
SUCCESSFUL PiaEOM BEEBDIHQ — A practical
book treating io detail all points on success-
ful piseon lireeding. iUuslrateri, price - 50c
AMEEICAN BELaiAN HAEE CULTURE—A practical
book treating on all points pertaining to
Hare Culture. Also including the latest re-
vised standard, illustrated, price - - - 50c
P0ULTE7, DAIEY AND ACOOUNI BOOE - A very
simple and easy metliod for keeping a cor-
rect account of oues poultry for an entire
year, price - - - - - - s^c
MONEY MAKING SECEETS—Contains a large col-
section of valuable receipts and formulas for
the manufacture of various articles in daily
use, price ------ - lOc
HOW TO TEAIM ANIMALS—Tells bow to teach
horses, dogs, cats, mules, goats, birds and
other animals to perform tricks and feats of
intelligence, price. . - - - jOc
HOBSE AND CATTLE DOCTOE — Giving causes.
symptoms and treatment of the various dis-
eases of liorses and cattle, price - - 16c
TAUILT COOE BOOK—Invaluable to every house-
wife, price - - - - . - lOc
PEAOTIOAL POULTEY KEEPEE—Guide to success-
ful poultry raising, including chapter on
making incubators and brooders and how to
operate them. etc.. price - - - 10c
Any or all of the above books sent postpaid

on receipt of price named. Address all or-

ders to

" HENRY H. FRICK,
Publisher, FRICKS, PA.



Do You Produce
Comb Honey?

Here is something that will interest you.

"The Danzenbaker Hive I think will take precedence over all

others. I am deli£;hted with it, as it is simple, and easily ma-
nipulated."

"

R. H. PEPWORTH,
Pietermaritzburg, Natal, South Africa, Nov. 30, 1901.

If you buy the Danz. hive you will find a ready market for
your honey. Comb honey in Danz. sections has never yet been
held because of "little demand."

Extracted Honey?
You will need good hives, knives, and most of all, a good

lioney-extractor. Root's Cowan Rapid Reversible Extractors are
used everywhere, and always acknowledged to be the best. Be
sure to get one of our make.

Beeswax?
You should have the best wax-extractors, else large quantities

of wax will be left in the refuse. See what one extensive and
practical bee-keeper says of our German wax press:

For 20 years past I have had to render up old combs or cap-

pings in larger or small quantities, and my experience has been
extensive, for I have tried faithfully almost eveiy known method
to get all the wax out, but have never succeeded to my satisfac-

tion until recently. I got of you a German wax-press, that comes
nearer accomplishing that object than anything I have ever tried

I am more than satisfied with it, for, if used according to direc-

tions, there is little if any wax left in the refL-^e. Any one
used to tlie old methods will be astonished at the results obtained.
In this press you have given those in need of it the best thing, to

my mind, you have ever brought out, and I really believe all who
try it will pronounce it a real treasure. There are other points
of advantage that I could mention, one of which is its perfect
safety—no boiling over and setting fire to everything, and it can be
left alone without care for quite a time, and everything can l:»e

kept neat and clean, and it occupies very little room.
E. T. FLANAGAN.

Belleville, 111., Dec. 12.

"oot's goods are for sale everywhere. See list of jobuei's
and agents in the January bee-journals. A full list of local agents
sent you on request. We wiU also send you a little book, "Facts
About Bees," describing the Danz. hive, and our catalog on re-
quest.

WANTED.—Beeswax. Price about 28c cash or 30c in trade fOp

pure average beeswax, delivered here. We want also a car of
whit© sage extracted honey, also large lots of WHITE COMB
HONEY in DANZ sections.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.



Entered at tlie Postottice, Fort Pierce, Fin., as second-clas!; ruail matter.



Perfected Von Gulin Incubator
is known pretty well all over the country and has never failed to prove satisfactory
when handled "by a person of intelligence and with ordinary attention. We guar-
antee them to be satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. What's more fair than
this offer, and doesn't it show that we mean what we say as to its merits? Send
for catalogue.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

Success in life depends .upon what you read.
Tou surely want to read our paper, SUNSHINE. This paper is pub-

lished for the home, containing 32 paees. The manv departments are
made up of CLEAN, BRIGHT ELEVATING and HELPFUL reading
for every household. Uur motlo is to help others help themselves l^rice,

only 25 cents a year.

QPPriAI Ift-rPNT nPPFP S<'iid us lO cents aiKltlienanK's and addresses
•jrl^*^'^*^ lU-VLfll 1 VJl I L#l\ of five persons and >ve will send you Sunshine
one year. Every reader ol this paper should avail themselves of this offer. Address your
letters to

3-4t. MAYES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Louisvilie, Ky.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY iN HENS.

400 per ct. piofltby our own method;
all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepersi. Astonishing results. Will surprise and please
you. BOOKLET FREE TO ETERlBODY-.or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, S mos. for 10 cents. Address,

W. P. CO.; Box Cllntonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
JOIN OUR _^

Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh't.
You receive one piece of New Sheet Musir
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell fr^ m
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yow
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St..

Chicago, 1)1.

Sheridan poultry Yard$.

Sheridan, Mich.,

""'IT' T^arred ?I/moutK Rocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Egss in season, $1.2o per 13; $2.00 for

2(;. First orders booked, first filled.

l-()t

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nov-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,
Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern. JamestO'vn, N. Y.

Rough Rider strawberry

Best shipper, best keeper, best seller, latent and most
productive strawberry in existence. $1150 from 314 acres
in 1900. Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

^25 in gold for largest berry produced in 1903. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer. Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO., N.Y.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN MONIES,

where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hveienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute iiecessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

iMiic rniMcic.l «ith disinfectant cup. Indorsed bv leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illn.'tra.rd Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 centsadditional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, BIdg., Chicago, 111.



Webster's Ui\abnd^ed
Dictioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of THE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pages, size of page 8\^xl9'/3 inches, gilt
letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
i» a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancy Work. Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

FARM INVESTOR AND
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.

Fublished once a month, is devoted to ag-
riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-

terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-

vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock and
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
ior catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro-
prietors of "Farm Investor," Marysville, Ohio.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-
views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti
cles on important national and historical
events. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's
book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that appears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of

IHe.
The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

of the fact that instruction need not be dull,

mor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.
Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St., New York City. N. Y.

A Monthly Journal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting,trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced bunter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding, Publish'
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

The Rauchfuss Combined

Section Press and

Foundation Fastener.
If you produce Comb Honey you need one

of these machines. Folds any width of the 4^4
x4J4 section and fastens the foundation at
one operation. Capacity 1,000 to 3,000 sections
per day, according to experience of operator.
Used and endorsed by all the large comb
honey producers of Colorado. A wonderful
time and labor saver. Send for circulars and
testimonials.

We guarantee every machine to give satis-

faction.

RAUCHFUSS BROS.
1440 Market street, Denver, Colo.
Sole Manufacturers and Patentee's.

Our machines are sold by the following
dealers in Bee-Keeper's Supplies.

G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.
W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown,

N. Y.
CHAS. DADANT & SON, Hamilton, 111.,

L. A. WATKINS MDSE CO., Denver,
Colo.
BARTELDES & CO., Denver, Colo.

ROBERT HALLEY, Montrose, Colo.

DELTA FRUIT & PROD. CO.,_ Delta,

Colo.,
THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUC-

ERS' ASSN., Denver, Colo. 5-3t.

OO A WEEK^^ I ^^ K^B AND EXPENSES,
I'OK MAX WITH RIO To introduce our

POULTRY MIXTUKE m the country; straipht sal-

ary; weekly pay; years contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. Y. East St. Louis, Ills,

tf

Patent Wired Comb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

Thin Flat Bottom Foundation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish

a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to

wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprout Brook, N. Y.



THE GRAND ARMY WORLD,
Army and Navy Chronicle. The National Illustrated Monthly Magazine.

CONTENTS—Stories, reminiscences, illustrations. Special department of

"Points on Pensions."
, , a. a-

'

Year $i.oo; six months, $.50; three months, $-25; copy, it- 10.

The Grand Army World and Navy Chronicle, 243 Broadway, New York

City.
introductory three months trial, 10 cents. Sample copy mailed on receipt

o_Mwo-cent stamp.
^^^^^^^^^ WRITERS.

CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.

Daughters of select Imported, select

long tongue and select straight five-

band breeders, bred three and one

fourth miles apart. No impure bees

within three, and but few within five

miles. No disease. Untested, 75c; tested,

$1.50. Send for free circular.

John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn, U. S. A.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;

Hijas de selectas importadas y de

selectas lenguilargas. Tambien excelen-

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Sin

abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil-

las. Sin enfermedades. No prabadas

a 75 centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase

circulares gratis. John M. Davis,

Spring Hill. Tenn., E. U. A. Htf

TP YOU COnLD EXCHANGE

Oive Dollar for^^Two
you could not afford to keep your dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of

The American Inventor
you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 F. St., N. W., Washington D. C.

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier

should use the All Right Drinking

Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-
ful invention for poultrymen. Saves

time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-

ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.

You can't afford to be without it.

Send for circular, prices and testimon-

ials to
I. E. BEVER,

Box A, 315 Keithsburg, 111.

2-6t

Over 100 lieading' Mag^azines a.iid
JVevpspapers for 23 Cents.

Send us 23 cents and we will send you by
mail '*Tlie ITnion Ag:ent" for ti months
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it—for 25 cents you
receive .1;10.00 worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such, magazines as the Youths^ Com=
panion, Century, Review of Rrrinrs, Woman's Home
Companion, Farm and Fiir.^ide, Etc. Send today!
This offer is for tbis month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Ageuta
wanted.
Tbe Union Agent, Covington, Ky.

HELLO! Do you want some pood
purebred POULTRY?

We can furnish you EGGS FOR HATCH
ING from fine White Wonder fowls, R. C
B. Leghorns, B. P. Rocks, Partridge Cochins,

S. L. and Golden Wyandottes, Toulouse
Geese, and Rouen Ducks, if you want some
thing good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention
this paper. Address,

Itf THE EUREKA POULTRY FARM,
Established 21 years. Hamburg, Wis.
One of the most Northern poultry farms in

the U. S.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.



ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

FARM
TOPICS

Farm Topics is a practical farm

publication. Every farmer, gardener,

bee keeper, stock breeder, orchardist,

dairyman and poultryman will find it

crowded full of helpful information. It

aims to be practical rather than theo-

retical, and well adapted to all parts ot

the country. It contains a larger vari-

ety of subjects of interest to farmrs

than any other farm paper.

Subscription 50 cents per year.

FARM TOPICS.
loS W Canal St. Cincinnati, O.

4 t

Say, Read This!
POULTRY CULTURE, the latest

and juost up-to-daff Poultry Maj^a-

zine in the world. Published monthly
lb pages, finelv illustrated. Full of

good things that every poultry raiser

wants to know. The price of one
years subscription is only 25 cents.

Send us the names and addresses of

three of your neighbors who raise

poultry and send us a silver dime also

and we wil send you Poultry Cul-
ture for one year. This is a special

offer, so send at once.

POJJLTRY CULTURE,
East St. Louis, 111.

:THE:

MEXTIOX TmS PAPER.

tf

^.orin Ba

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over 6,000 of a circula-

tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes in

New Brunswick, xNova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-

to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, ^i. B., Canada.

THE SOUTHERN FAEIER,
ATEEXS, GA.

The leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.

No farmer fruitgrower, stock raiser,

poultryman, dairyman or even house-

wife can afford to be without this val-

uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on applica-

tion.

ADVERTISING RATES REASON-
ABLE.

Removes paint and grease from cloth-

ing, carpets, silk or woolen goods;

cui-es dandruff and chapped
_

hands.

Five ounce box and circular

o«nt$.

AGEiNTS WANTED

McCormick & Greening Co.
Box 2G, MONROE, MICH.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana

ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica es una de las
^
mas

grandes y mas antiguas de America.

Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In-

ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.



ALL LOWERS OF MATURE ^*'^"^''^"^in*S?oVessof

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, HEALTH, etc., should not fail to

secure, as a regular visitor to their home,

Popular Science News,
Instructive. Of great value to teachers, and persons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, the publishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER ^'^''*''®^"™™^'"'"°°*''^ •

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months.
Review OF Reviews [new] "

Sl^CCE.ss [new or renewal] "

The A.MERiCAX Bee-keeper [new]. " "

.$0 80

. 1 25

. 50

. 25

All Four for

$1.68.
$2 80

All Four for

$2.85.

or POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [newj one year fl 60

Review OF Reviews [new] " " 2 50

Success [new or renewal] " " 100
The American Bee-keeper [new] " " 50

?5 60

Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

Popular Science News and The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

OUT THIS OUT
and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in-

closed, and receive in return a six months'

trial subsciption to

People's Companion Magazine.

It's the one you hear so much about. Ad.
rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give
us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is.

Sample copy for two cent stamp.

People's Companion Pub. Co.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tf3

Send for onr Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8tf Milwaukee, Wis

SE/\/D 20 STAMP.
For printed information regarding the most

fertile unimproved farm in Minnesota, where
crops never fail, that can be had from $5.00
to $12.00 per acre. This spring will be the
last opportunity to 'get lands so cheap, as but
comparatively small amount of the best lands
remain, but has already been purchased by
actual settlers. Prices also will advance rap-
idly. We o\ni and absolutely control 120,000
acres of the choicest land which has ever been
on the market. Also list of P'ood improved
farms ranging in price from $25.00 to $65.00
per acre.

WINONA & WESTERN LAND CO..
3tf. Box 247. Winona. Minn.

FOR SALE—12 Hive* Complete; also 2 Col-
onies Italian Bees. Price Low. E. L. MES-
SENGER, 53 Townserd Ave., New Haven,
Conn. i-2t.



To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER,
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We Will Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,

2tf

Allentown, Pa.

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published
every week. It goes to every post
office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-
tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boston, Mass.

^ Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARISr. fp^edal^Industries.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 3s. 6d. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and

Tasmania. A good medium to American

firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian Colonies,

220 Collins strp<-t-,

Melbourne, Australisu

SEND TO FARMERS WIVES
Names and Postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper fre«

for one year. These names are valuable to us.

We are publishing the handsomest and most
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-
ed exclusively to the interests of the women
folks on the farm at 50 cents a year. If you
hesitate, send two-cent stamp for a sample
copy and be convinced we are giving you a

very desirable Journal.
THE FARMERS' WIFE,

2-tf Winona, Minn.

Wanted, Local Managers,

to organize and take charge of branch Rabbit-
ries all over the U. S.. Canada, Mexico, West
Indies and Central America. J. V. Cortlez

represents us at Manila, Phillipine Islands.

Send stamp for Large Free Book, particulars,

and sample copy of Best Belgian Hare and
Poultry paper in the world.

EASTERN IMPORTING & BREEDING
COMPANY.

Belfast, Maine.

Ve Llool^it^l

We think not. The West is the direction to

look forward to for business. Have you either

Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, that you

wish to sell in the West? The

(Dfe^on IPohlff;^

is the best medium of its class through which

to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON, Manager.
Salem, Oregon.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners

who would not sell until they were

compelled to do so. There are some
of the. finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce

all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries ; fi.ne for stock. You
j

find green truck patches, such as
j

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all th& i

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, costs less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured throueh E. G. Siggers receive
special notice, without charge, in the

INVRNT^IVB. AGR.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Termsflayear

E. G. SIGGERS,
918 F Street N. W. Washington, D. O.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

t)y good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-

telligent unprogressiveness has now no excuse.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they

place their advertising money, use

BARNUM'S

MIDLAND FARMER
which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,

wide-awake, buyfing farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agaite

line, but send us a trial order at 10

cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),

and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, four columns to
page. Departments covering every
branch of farmdng and stocli-raising

The little journal that is "read and re-

read by its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second St.,

St. Lonis, Mo. 7tf.

Poultry 15ees PAY
a7^rl TRv-zrlf 1 Jtllai\d Fruit

a good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can keep them. If you
are now raisino- poultry get some bees

and fruit. They will pay you. The

Poultry, Bee and Fruit

Journal is the only journal devoted ex-

clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it,

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 25c a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dime; stop it if you don't

like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Company,

tf Davenport, Iowa.

BELGIAN HARES.
in<l UiUglan Harcf
low ready, nicely
,0-dale, with lireed

PIGEONS.
icli. I'roliiscly 111

lioroiiLcli and cone
n':irs experience i;

POULTRY

THE RABBIT: How-
to Select, Breed and
Manage the Kalil>it

in<l Belgian Hare for Pleasure or Profit, fifili editiou
low ready, nicely lllusuaied, enlarged, fine paper, u\y

dale, with lireedersdireeiory, etc. Price iO cents.
THE PIGEON; How to Select,
Breed and Manage the Pigeon for
Pleasure or Profit, hy A. V. Meci^

icli. Proluscly Illustrated, treating the suiiject in a
liorougli and concise manner, tlieautliorhavinginany
rears experience iu U. S. and Englan<l. Price 'ii els.~^*""

PAPER,illusfd,2lpages,a'iccnt3
peryear. 4niODtlis' irial lOcenls.

. Sample free. 61-page practical
wultry hook free to yearly siihscrihers. Book alone
cents. The paper one year and eilherS.'Jct. hook for

10 CIS., or all above for 60 cts. Catalogue of pdiilliy
)ouk8 free. AmerlcauFoultry Advocate, SyracuscNY

i
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THE QUEEN.

Rules To Be Observed in Her Selection—Intro-

duction, Clipping, Etc.

(Arthur C. Miller.)

THE QUEEN, the center of the

bee universe offers the most fas-

cinating field for study to be

found in all apiculture. Notwithstand-

ing the volumes that have been written

on the subject, it is comparatively a vir-

gin soil. To the beginner the queen is

an almost mythical creature, and when
found is to be gazed upon with awe
and reverence- Truly she is wonderful

and the better she is known the more
wonderful she will become, and as the

traits and habits are learned the field

broadens and queen rearing becomes
the chief part of bee-keeping, at least

to the amateur.
As size, color and shape of queens

naturally first engage the attention it

may perhaps be best to first consider

those factors. Size is the most decep-

tive of all attributes; the large queen
today is small next week and even in-

significant at some seasons. The large

bright "Virgin'' becomes a "Whopper"
as she begins to lay, only to shrink to

normal soon after. It is somewhat the

same with color; at one tinTe a queen
looks bright, at another time much
darker. These variations are seemin^g-

ly great because we judge of a queen
almost solely by the color and size of

her abdomen. According as this is con-
tracted or shrunken, or is distended

with eggs, so varies size and shade of

color of the queen. But a dark queen

will never be light or vice versa; each

will retain her original markings, some
being like rich, mottled mahogany, and
others golden yellow, almost to the

very tip.

But color and size of abdomen are of

little value in selecting queens. For
fine queens select those with a large

thorax, long wings and legs, and who
stand high, or as a fancier of game
fowl would say who have a fine "sta-

tion." Such queens will necessarily be

long in abdomen, even though it may
not be apparent at time of selection.

Queen raising is a subject by itself

and can be but alluded to here. What-
ever system the bee-keeper adopts, let

every energy be bent towards produc-

ing the very best possible under that

system, not towards raising the great-

est number. The veteran. Dr. Gallup,

has recently in the American Bee Jour-

nal been urging the need of raising

long-lived queens; and hence, of neces-

sity, long-lived bees. It is a need of

bee-keeping that deserves the greatest

publicity and a virtue in queens which
each bee-keeper should foster by every

possible means-
Queen introduction, once the great

worry to the bee-fancier, is fast losing

its terrors, and soon will have none
at all except, perhaps, for the veriest

tyro. Among all the systems I have
found the "direct'' method of introduc-

tion to be the safest as well as the most
expeditious and economical. It matters

not to me whether the old queen has

just been removed or has been out sev-

eral days (provided they have no seal-
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ed cells), nor whether the queen to be
introduced came by mail or was taken
from a neighboring colony. Nor does

it make much difference whether or

not the honey flow is good or bad.

The new queen is caged alone in any
conveinent receptacle .and kept warm
for twenty or thirty minutes- Then a

few puffs of smoke blown well into the

entrance of the hive, and a few more
puffs over the frames when the cover

is removed, and the queen is allowed

to run down on the combs and it is

done. I often pick out a comb and let

the queen out onto it, watching her

ask first one bee and then another for

food vmtil one is found who will give

the desired luncheon. I never hesitate

. to look into such a colony at any time
thereafter, and i have yet to lose a

queen so introduced. Several times re-

cently, when hurried, I have kept the

queens "in solitary" but ten minutes,

and yet was successful. I put in virgins

in the same way and with equal suc-

cess. For smoke I generally use pine

planer-shavings, sometimes tobacco. I

can see no difference in results, and
under some circumstances I am equal-

ly successful where no smoke at all is

used.

I clip all queens. To do this I grasp

at the thorax with the thumb and fore-

finger of the right hand. That avoids

pinching the abdomen and gives me
firm hold of the wings; I next pass

the queen to the left hand grasping her

by the sides of the thorax, which pre-

vents her getting hold with her feet

and pulling and twisting. Then with a

pair of fine scissors I clip such wing
as I choose and release the queen on
the comb. The only time the picking

up process is not all that could be

wished, is when the fingers are daubed
with soft propolis, as they sometimes
are in very hot weather. It takes but

a little practice to be able to handle

queens quickly and safely.

Providence, R. I., June 30, 1902.

Is Red Clover a Honey Producer?

(G. M. Doolittle.)

44^^ OOD MORNING. Mr. Doo-

^J little. I see by the American
Bee-Keeper that you answer

questions for readers of that paper

sometimes, so I have come by letter

all the way from Michigan to ask you
about honey from red clover.

"I was reading in one of my papers
a day or two ago, when I came across

the statem'ent that red clover is a hon-
ey producer, and today I told a bee-
keeping neighbor what I read and he
claims that it is not. Will you please

tell us which is right? I am a begin-
ner in apiculture."

The above is a part of a letter lately

received, and in reply would say that

perhaps both the writer in the paper
and the bee-keeping neighbor are right,

as they view the matter from different

standpoints, I calculate. Red clover is

certainly a honey producer, as any one
can tell by pulling the blossoms from
the head and squeezing them between
the thumb and fingers. In fact, I believe

that red clover gives more nectar than
any plant or tree with which I am ac-

quainted, not excepting that famous
honey- producer, the basswood, or

linden. I never pulled the blossoms
from a head of clover yet but what
there was honey or nectar in them, no
matter at what time of the year it was;
and in this locality the result is always
some nectar, the same year after year,

whenever the clover has blossomed; so

I think the question should be a settled

one by this time, and the fact become
prominent, that red clover always se-

cretes nectar, or produces honey, if you
please to so put it. Now this fact dcres

not clash in the least with the state-

ment of your neighbor who told you
that the honey bee did not bring in

honey from red clover, as that is what
is undoubtedly meant by red clover

giving no honey.
A plant may secrete honey profusely

and yet the blossoms be so shaped that

the honey bee cannot reach this nectar

without the aid of some other insect

or bird to break open the corolla, or

blossom near the base, as is the case

with the flowers of the plant known in

this locality as "comfrey," and with the

l)lossoms of the common whitewood. In

both of these, wasps, other insects and
birds, bite or peck through at the base

of the flower to get at the sweets, .af-

ter which the honey bee comes in for

its share, swarming about these bitten

flowers, and collecting what the others

do not consume. In certain seasons and
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in some sections of the country, the

corolla of the red clover grows so

short, from drouth or otherwise, that

the honey bee can reacii the nectar se-

creted by the blossoms, in which case,

from a fair to a good yield of honey
is secured by the bee-keeper from red

clover, as has been reported several

times in our bee papers. In other sea-

sons the secretion of nectar may be
nearly. if not quite so good; but the cor-

olla grows so rank and long that it is

of little use except to the bumble bees,

as wasps and other insects do not bite

the clover tubes. Any person viewing
the fields of red clover during a seasoil

like the one last spoken of, with a view
of deciding as to the value of this plant

to the honey bee, would be apt to de-

cide that "honey bees never work on
red clover."

Again, we sometimes have a season
when the weather is so favorable for

the secretion of nectar with red clover,

that said nectar rises so high in the

corolla of the blossom that the honey
bee can reach it, no matter how long
these corolla are, as was the case here
last year. After considerable examin-
ation, I could not discover that the
bloom was more dwarfed than usual,

but I could discover that the little tubes
containing the nectar were nearly half

full in some instances, while the ma-
jority of these tubes had so much nec-

tar in them that the honey bee could
easily reach this nectar and lirain it

off as far as they could reach, the result

being that I secured an average yield

of over 100 pounds of red clover hon-
ey from all colonies worked exclusively

for comb honey. And the strange thing
was that this great secretion was only
very local, right here between Skan-
eateles and Otisco lakes,which are only
about four miles apart: little or no red
clover honey being secured on the
other sides of these lakes, nor beyond
them at either head or foot.

However, as a whole country, we
can hardly calculate on many seasons
in which much honey is obtained from
this plant, for there are far more years
in which the bees get little or nothing
from it. than there are those when the

hives showa gain while it is inblossom.
Borodino. N. Y.. July i, 1902.

ITALIANS AS ROBBERS.

Also Something About Clipped Queens and

Virgins in Swarming.

(Dr. C. C. Miller.)

OX PAGE 129 the editor quotes me
as saying in effect that when afi

the bees of an apiary are Italian

there is scarcely any need of precaution
against robbers, and closes by saying:
"For persistent robbing propensities
we have had to do with pure Italians

which we should not hesitate to match
against the world. "' Now Mr. Edrtor,
rather than to come to blows,, Tm
willing to arbitrate the matter, taking
Deacon Hardscrabble as umpire.

First. Mr. Editor let us look at your
view. You think Italians, at least some
of them, great on robbing. Taking the
standpoint of a bee. I don't see any-
thing wrong in that, and I don't sup-
pose you do. To the bee the main
thing is to get something, by prefer-

ence from the flowers, from the IiTves

of other bees if need be, and front that
it follows that the more persistent

gatherer they are the more persistent

robbers. So I'm quitt. willing to believe

that among Italian bees you may find

the champion robbers, and our qijar-

rel cannot be on that point.

Now% for the other side- If in a time
of scarcity. I have a w'eak colony of

queenless black bees, and my neigh-
bor's bees come and rob that colony.

I have no right to blame my neighbor's
bees; the fault was in the defenceless

condition of my colony. We do not
seek to prevent robbing by doing any-
thing with the robbers—any bees will

rob under circumstances favoring rob-

bing—but we depend upon the defence.

Italians are good defenders as well as

good (or bad) robbers, so when "our
bees are all Italians we need take lit-

tle precautions against robbing.

Now I rest the case for John's de-

cision: indeed I'm not sure but I'rh

ready to leave the decision with you_
Mr. Editor.

But that's not the only trouble for

me in the Julj- number. I have safd

if a colony with a clipped queen should
swarm and the clipped queen should
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remain, she would be killed when •'the

time came for the young queens to

take charge. M. W- Shepherd says I'm

wrong. I'll not arbitrate the case, for

he has the facts on his side, having had

25 per cent of such colonies swarm with

the young queen while the old queen
remained in the hive- I had never had

his experience, and so far as I remem-
ber his is the first experience of the

kind I have known to be reported.

Thanks, friend Shepherd, for making
me know better. ,

Mr. Shepherd says we are told in the

American Bee Journal "that queen cells

were always left by the retiring que_^n,

and about a week after the swarm had

issued, the cells would begin to hatch/'

but he often found that no cells were
started. The statement in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal is all right except the

"always,'' for there are exceptions, es-

pecially since .' introduction of

Italians.

Possibly I don't understand him cor-

rectly about swarms issuing with a vir-

gin while the old queen remains un-

harmed. Pm a little puzzled to under-

stand where the virgin comes from if

he has cut out all cells. Or does he

mean that a virgin will be reared and

the swarm issue with that virgin with-

out any swarm having first issued with

the old queen? In either case it is

something that has not been given be-

fore to my knowledge.
Marengo, 111.. July 8. 1902.

Philadelphia Bee=Keepers Have an

Outing.

(M. F. Reeve.)

MR. HAROLD HORNOR, a

young and energetic New Jer-

serseyman who combines the

business of a nurseryman along with

bee-keeping outside the town of Mt.

Holly, N. J., invited the members of

the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion to take their July field outing at

his place on Saturday, July 5.

As Hornor's name is a symbol for

hospitality and as his apiary is regard-

ed as not only the largest but the best

kept one anywhere around Philadel-

phia, twenty-four men and women
availed themselves of the invitation.

.

Mr. Hornor is up-to-date in all his

methods and appointments and is very

fond of making experiments in testing

new methods of queen rearing, etc His
queens are raised by the Pridgen sys-

tem with Hornor's improvements, and
the samples submitted wer^ certainly

of fine coloring and said to be of good
honey gathering quafities. It was a

treat to the spectators to inspect the

hives tiered up five stories high and
filled with heavy sheets of white clover

honey, so heavy that a filled box was
a good lift for a man. These were ready

for the extractor. Mr. Hornor said

that he expected to get 3000 pounds of

extracted from upwards of forty col-

onies. He uses a Cowan No. 15 ex-

tractor.

One of the sights that attracted most
attention was a couple of diminutive

hives illustrating the Swarthmore plan

of queen rearing.

These hives each contained two little

frames about the size of honey s,ec-

tions.

E. L. Pratt, of Swarthmore, who de-

vised the system and who was a pupil

of Alley, the Massachusetts breeder,

happened, by good luck to be along

with the party as the "baby" member
and he had to explain the whole thing

to President Townsend and the oth-

ers. After the inspection the members
held a business m'eeting under the shade

of the maple trees surrounding Mr.
Hornor's home and discussed "loul

brood" and Vice-President Flower's

"queen breeding in confinement under

a tent"' and other topics and after a

rousing vote of thanks to Mr. and
Mrs. Hornor, for their generous hos-

pitality were driven to the train for

Philadelphia.

The June meeting was held at the

apiary and home of W. A. Selser, at

Jenkintown. and the next one will be

at Vice-President Flowers's apiary, at

Ashbourne.
Rutledge. Pa., July 6, 1902.

Forecasting the Honey Crop—

A

Good Season for White Clover.

(J. H. Andre.)

FOR several years past I have been

wondering if a good maple sugar

season was also a good honey

season. There has been no good sea-
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sons for either for a number of years

until this season, which was the best

for sugar niiaking of any season in

many years. During the same lengtll

of time there was but Httle white clov-

er and scarcely any at all last season.

This season the pasture fields are

whiter w'ith blossoms than I ever

knew them to be before. The lawns are

more or less seeded, meadows and
highways have considerable and even

fields that grew tilled crops are sprinkl-

ed with it. There is a great mystery
among farmers as to how the land be-

came so fully seeded after several sea-

sons of scarcity. There can be only one
solution—the seed does not always

grow the first season.

Bees are busy on clover when it is

not too cold for them to work. It is

too early to predict on the season but

it would be well to watch in different

localities to see if there was plenty of

nectar wdiere there was plenty of sap

during the sugar season. If the two
run together generally it will give bee-

keepers an idea of what they will need
each season.

Waverly, N. Y.. June 22, 1902.

currence. There were eggs and larvae

in the hive at the time of giving the

cell-cups.

Naples, N. Y., June 30, 1902.

Bees rioving Eggs and Larvae.

(F. Greiner.)

IT
is a question with many bee-

keepers of this and foreign lands

whether or not bees ever move eggs
or larvae from one cell to another.

Rauschcnfels of Italy denies that bees

can do so. Staeule of Switzerland is

not satisfied that they can or cannot
transport eggs or larvae. Gerstung of

Germany thinks now, that some evi-

dence that he has had of late point out
that they may. Dzierzon does not be-

lieve in it. Dr. Gallup, of California«,

thinks bees cannot do so. Certainly we
have very little evidence that bees can
do such a thing.

Among fifteen artificial queen-cups,

that had been stocked with young
larvae by myself, the larger part of

which had been built out and finished

up to near maturity. I found one the

other day with a half-grown larva in

it. The cells had been glued to a nak-
ed wooden bar. This is a singular oc-

The Editor and the Bird.

THE Gainesville Sun states a fact

and asks a question thus: As a

newspaper representative and
three candidates were entering about
dusk, on Thursday evening, the great

plain known as Payne's Prairie, a

chicken hawk shot past the carriage

seemingly in great terror. Strange to

say, perched on the back of the hawk
was a bird about the size of a canary,

pecking the hawk's head with all the

power he had in his little bill. Who
knows the name of this brave httle

bird? Can any reason be given why the

hawk did not turn and rend it?

In the days that have passed and
gone the chicken yards of the South
usually contained poles from which
gourds were hung, on one side of

which an opening had been made for

the entrance of a little bird that guard-
ed the vicinity from birds of prey In

return for a home and shelter. The
boys of the family were rigidly enjoin-

ed against disturbing these friends, and
strenuous application of the paddle was
the certain punishment exacteH when
the amateur marksman sought practice

or fun at the expense of this mosf ef-

fectual protector of the barnyard. Ke
was called the kingbird or the bee
martin, and he never shirked battle

with any antagonist—he would attack

a soaring hawk or eagle as quickly and
fiercely as a noisy crow, but never mo-
lested the songsters or the grain-eat-

ing members of the family.

Lately a farmer, mourning the lack

of profits from grove and garden, was
asked why he did not try chickens, and
made answer that the woods were full

of hawks; he did not have time to hunt
them like a little boy! Half-science has

clearly convicted our little friend of

eating bees, and he is denounced by
those who never gather a pound of

honey except from the market in aH
their lives. It has been also groveJ
that the kingbird is a friend as well as

enemy to the bee, since he catches alsO

the moth that enters their homes to de-
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stro}' the young, but the one sin seems
strong enough to beat down a thou-
sand virtues, and the little king has
been driven to wage warfare on His

enemies and ours in the wastes and
wilds like Payne's Prairie, while a pa-
per that is a friend and advocate of the

farmer has forgotten his name and ex-

istence. It is to our shame that this is

so.

What was the name of the little fel-

low that sat on the hawk and "peckea
and pecked?" Kingbird, beemartin, Ty-
rannus carolinensis, a flycatcher. "WTiy

talons by sudden turns and quick rushes

to get in. But woe to the hawk that

delays to strike at her—her mate has
rushed above and then down—he
clutches the feathers at the base of the

skull and strikes straight for the eyes

while Beating with his wings to confuse

and distract. Then the hawk takes to

headlong flight and will dive through
thick trees to free himself, or, blinded

by the wings. wFll sometimes kill him-
self by striking against an obejct in

the way-
Let the Florida farmer recognize

OPERATIONS OP PAT, THE NEW STAR, ON INDIAN RIVER.

did not the hawk turn and rend him?"
Just then because the hawk could n'of

shake ^ him off and the dwarf warrior

was striking for his eyes and he was
keeping his head down to save that

organ. When the hawk appears the

king calls to his mate and the two rush

to the attack with the directness of

Schley's ships and almost with the

swiftness of a shell from the Brooklyn.
They attack on opposite sides and each
tries to rise above the other—the fe-

male distracts the attention of the en-

emy wHile eluding blows from beak and

the kingbird as his friend and give him
the toll of a few bees gladly—he has
earned them. We heard lately of a

farmer, not considered penurious by his

neighbors, complain of the protection

our law gives to mockingbirds, "be-

cause they ate his grapes and seeds!"

Shall we take all and give nothing'.'

Why not adopt Burns's feeling for the

mouse that took a little of his grain:

'Til get a blessin" with the lave.

And never miss it."

—Florida Times-Union and Citizen.
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The Best Bee— Neatness in the

Apiary.

(W. W. iMcNeal.)

LAYING aside all idle dreams and
taking the facts for what they

are worth, the much abused hy-

brid bee is a pretty safe one to tie to

in the race for honey.

I do not mean that class of hybrid

which shows but one yellow band, but

a first cross of the old Italian with

the common black race. This combines

in one colony the good qualities of

both races with an added tinge of vi-

tality that is refreshing to look upon.

The queen of a hybrid colony com-
mands the admiration of all by reason

of her great size and capabilities, for

she is of the flower of the Italian race

of bees. It is a great pity that these

representative queens cannot be con-

trolled when taking their mating

flight and not allowed to roam far be-

yond the range of choice drones in the

home yard. As it is, second rate

queens are of necessity largely used

for breeders for the sake of yellow

bands.
I believe I am safe in saying, that, as

a rule, bees are kept for honey, which

in short means money, for ought bee-

keepers may say they are in the busi-

ness for fun. At any rate "the fun"

seems to materialize best when well-

filled supers are in evidence. And for

this reason the type of bee that is best

fitted for rough and tumble work
should be given the preference over

the others. Yes sir, all things consider-

ed, the bee that suits me best is a first

cross of the original Italian with the

common black bee.

SE4TNESS IN THE APIARY.

I love neatness in the apiary. I love

to see the grass well-kept as on the

lawn. I love to see the hives clean and
white with paint, standing in military

order throughout the yard. I love to

see every stone and chip in its place be-

yond the bounds of the apiary. In

short I do love to see the apiary in

apple-pie order and at all times. But
does it pay in dollars and cents? Nay,
verily! I am sorry to admit this, but

in the flurry and bustle of "the funny"
season when one has to get his dish

right side up and get it that way
quickly, then it is seen that the stone

and the chip are conveniently arrang-

ed when lying promiscously about the

yard- A hive-stand needs to be leveled

up; a coverboard weighted down and
—well isn't it annoying to be compel-
led to run to the wo..idyard for every

little piece that is needed'-'' Then again

how nice it is to always have your bee

brush right at hand in th'^ shape of a

tall bunch of grass. What is more
suitable for brushing bees than a hand-
ful of these grassy tender shoots?.

Bees show as little resentment when
using such a brush as it is possible to

receive from them at any time. But in

brushing bees off their combs it is best

to give the combs a gentle tremulous
twirling or shaking before the brush
is applied. Dipping the brush in water

adds much towards the prevention of

stings; but the real beauty of a brush
of grass and of having the grass right

at your feet is that so soon as it be-

gins to smell of poison from the bees
it can be thrown away and replaced

with another-
Then we find that the practical and

the ornamental effects do not readily

combine in the bee, nor apiary either.

River Forest, III, July 14, 1902.

A Home=Made Decapper—An Im=

proved Section,

(M- F. Reeve.)

I
have made handy uncapping devices

out of two wooden chopping bowls
or dough trays which I picked up

one day on the bargain table of a de-

partment store at ten cents apiece.

They were over two feet long with

handles at the ends. I bored inch and
a half auger holes in the center, and
painted the whole inside of the bowl
with melted paraffine making them
honey proof. Then I made a frame to

fit on top of the bowls, from wooden
strips one-half inch wide on which I

tacked screen cloth. When I have any
uncapping ' to do I set the w^ooden
trays over enamelled or agateware
dishes, put on the screen wire frames
and drop the capping on them- The
honey runs down to the center hole

and into the bov.'l beneath and the cap-

pings drain themselves nicely ready for

the solar extractor.

A little warm water cleans the bowls
and they dry off soon behind the stove

or range; and there you are.

Mr. John Hooker, a veteran bee-
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keeper, who is up-to-date, said at one

of the recent meetings of the Philadel-

phia Bee-Keepers' Association that he

could not understand why the Amer-

ican supply manufacturers did not cat-

alogue a section which had a great sale

in England, and which was manufac-

tured and exported by at least one

large American concern. He said that

the top fourth of the section instead of

being in one piece was divided length-

wise and each half was provided with

a bevelled central cut. In placing sheets

of foundation in the sections, one-half

of the top was pressed into place, the

sheet of wax was then pressed down
upon the top with the fingers; the oth-

er half of the wood was brought down
and secured and this served to fasten

the foundation snug and hard without

the need of a Daisy or any fastener.

He said he guessed the only reason

why this form of section was not put

on the market was because it would

interfere with the sale of foundation

fasteners. Not one present at the meet-

ing had ever seen such a section but

Mr. Hooker, and general surprise was
expressed that it was not put on the

market.
Rutledge, Pa., July 20, 1902.

PROGRAM

Of the Thirty-Third Annual Convention of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association To Be

Held in Denver, Colo., Sept. 3, 4

and 5. 1902.

FIRST DAY—WEDNESDAY.

Evening Session, 7:30 p. m.

Invocation.
Music.
Addresses of Welcome by President

Harris, Mayor Wright and Governor
Orman.
Responses by President Hutchinson,

Secretary Mason, and Director Miller.

8:30 p. m. "Bee-keeping from the At-

lantic to the Pacific, as seen through
the Camera and Stereopticon." By E.

R. Root, Medina, Ohio.

SECOND DAY—THURSDAY.

Morning Session, 9:00 a. m.

Music.
President's Address, "The Future of

Bee-Keeping."
Discussion.
10:00 a. m. "Which is the Most

Hopeful Field for the National Asso-
ciation?" By Dr. C. C. Miller, Mar-
engo, 111.

Response by Rev. E. T. Abbott, St.

Joseph, Mo.
Discussion.
11:00 a. m. Question Box.

Afternoon Session, i: 30 p. m.

Music.
"Reporting of the Honey Crop,

When, and How it Should be Done,"
By C, A. Hatch, Richland Center,

Wis.
Response by Frank Rauchfuss, Den-

ver, Colo.
Discussion.
2:30 p. m. "Bee-Keeping Lessons

That May be Learned from The Word
Locality.'' By H. C. Morehouse,
Boulder, Colo.
Response by E. R. Root, Medina,

Ohio.
Discussion.

3:30 p, m. Queetioii Box
Evening Session, 7:30 p m.

Music.
"The Outside and Inside of a Hon-

ey Bee." Illustrated by Stereopticon,

By Prof. C. P. Gillette, Ft. Collins.

THIRD DAY—FRIDAY.

Morning Session, 9:00 a. m.

Music.
"Selling Extracted Honey at Whole-

sale—How to Get the Best Prices." By
J. F. Mclntyre, Sespe, Calif.

Response by T. Lytle, Manzanola,
Colo.

Discussion.
10:00 a. m. "Putting up Extracted

Honey for the Retail Trade." By R. C.

Aikin, Loveland, Colo.
Response by G. W. York, Chicago,

111.

Discussion.
11:00 a. m. Question Box.

Afternoon Session, 1:30 p. m.
Music-
"Managing out Apiaries for Comb

Honey." By W. L. Porter, Denver,
Colo.
Response by M. A. Gill, Longmont,

Colo.
Discussion.
2:30 p. m. Question Box.
3:30 p. m. Trolley Ride

—
"Seeing

Denver.''
Evening Session. 9:00 p. m.

Banquet.
A- B. Mason, Secretary.
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Silvara, Pa., July 2, 1902.

Editor Bee-Keeper:—Which is the

best way to tier up supers on a hive.

to put the empty one oft top or to

raise the filled one and place the emptv
one under? Please answer through Tlie

Bee-Keeper.
On June 6 I hived a swarm' on nine

L. combs; June 20 I put on the sur-

plus case and on the 28th they were
storing honey. Who has a colony to

beat this record? Yours.
Z. Cornell.

If the nectaryielding bloom is plenti-

ful and indications are favorable for a

continuation of the flow, it is advisable

to raise the super in which the work
is nearing completion and set the

empty one below, as you suggest. H
the one is "filled," however, it is TJet-

ter to remove it as soon as the bees

begin work in the new one, if not at

the time of' placing the empty one in

position. The usual method, is to give

the new super as soon as the first is

about two-thirds completed; though, in

the event of a cessation of the honey
flow at this time, there is some danger
of the bees carrying the honey from the

upper to the lower super. If the con-

tinuation of the flow is a matter of

question, and yet the bees appear to be

in need of more storage room, it

would be safer to place the new super

on top, thus allowing the partly finish-

ed sections to remain nearer the brood
to be completed as far as possible. Lo-
cal conditions must necessarily gov-

ern this operation, and the bee-keeper

must rely largely upon his judgment as

to the best thing to do under existing

conditions. The plan of raising and
tiering from below is thoroughly prac-

ticable, with some experience as a

guide; but rather a dangerous proce-

dure otherwise.—Editor.

BULGARIA.

A bee-keeper living in a district of

Bulgaria between the Danube and the

railroad Rustschuk-Varna has this to

say about his bee business: "Our hives

are made of willow, basket fashion.

When the swarming season is over we
have from five to six hundred colonies

m two yards. Little attention is paid

them after swarming time. About twice

each week we visit them, passing

through between the long rows of hives

and where we notice any bees dancing

around the entrance of a hive, the bees

letting their legs dangle down, that

hive is doomed and we brimstone it at

our earliest convenience. It is queen-

less and would be ruined by robbers
and waxmoth long before we would get

around to take up the others. We have
no other way of ascertaining queenless-
ness. Of the five or six hundred colon-
ies all but one hundred or one hundred
and ten are brimstoned.

•BRAZIL.

Gunther of Brazil reports in Central-

blatt that bee-keeping does not pay
there very well. The climate is so mild,

bees can fly every day in the year, con-

sequently they breed without interrup-

tion and so use up about all the hon-
ey they gather. Pollen is brought in

every day, honey very irregularly, some
years almost none at all- Still many
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bees are kept—five or six hives to

every household. In poor years whole
apiaries die out; in good years they do
quite well. But it is rare to find wild

bees in the forests; which perhaps may
be considered proof that the conditions

are not favorable to bee-keeping. The
wax-moth is the worst enemy of the

bee, but there are many others, such

as ants, birds of various character,

toads, etc. Where bees are not watched
daily it is not an uncommon occurrence

to find all gone without being able to

ascertain the cause. Honey is not safe

except when kept in tightly covered

glass or earthen vessels. Wooden re-

ceptacles will not do as ants will soon

destroy them and tin rusts out very

soon.

FRANCE.

To prevent the rearing of brood in

the extracting supers the Frenchman,
Derauchelle has developed the idea of

constructing combs or foundation with

square cells andJilling the supers with

such foundation. Haineause in Revin

offers to make the m'ills.
I

GERMANY.

Dr. Miller is quoted in Deutsche,

B. Z. as saying: "Queens develop in

strong colonies inside of thirteen days."

one might better not get a crop of

hcrey from it and make good use of

all the cells built. It will pay better in

the end.

Reidenbach says: "A queen is in the.

egg state three days, in the larval state

six days in the pupa or nymph state

seven days. According to my observa-

tion the larval state lasts nearer five

than six days.

To get his New Bee-Journal into

circulation the editor of Freudenstein

promises to make good to his sub-

scribers all winter losses caused by

cold, dystentery, starvation, dwindling,

etc., when such losses are not brought

on by neglect, accidents, etc. He will

also sell to subscribers only celebrated

American long-tongued red-clover

queens at ten marks for fertile queens,

three marks for virgin queens.

Reidenbach says, in Phaelzer, B. Z.:

For the purpose of requeening it is

best to use swarming cells. If one of the

best colonies can be made to swarm,

The Leipziger, B. Z., says that in

manufacturing districts the presence of

coal smoke from the furnaces has ma-
terially lessened the j'ields from the

hive. This is not mere opinion as the

evidence seems sufficient to prove that

flowers do not secrete honey freely

where coal ^moke is present.

In "Die Biene" Dickel points out the

defects of our present hives. They
should be so constructed as to more
resemble the box-hive. The combs
should be attached to the walls of the

hive or the equivalent of it. There
should be no bee-space above the

combs, etc. Dzierzon would sanction

all this. However, the majority of bee-

keepers everywhere want their hives

more convenient and willingly put up
with the disadvantages pointed out.

F. Greiner.

GERMANY.
Measurements of bee's tongues with

glossometers have given lengths of 71

to 95 tenths of millimeter. These were
rather tongue reach, being measured
from the surface of the honey to the

thin tin surface through which the bees
had sucked it. The holes through which
the bees thrust their tongues were
round and of a diameter of two milli-

meters.

BELGIUM.
Planting trees along the public roads

is a subject often mentioned in Europe.
Of course the agriculturists want some
trees that would be useful to them or

rather to their bees. The lindens (bass

wood) are often mentioned. There are

in Belgium several varieties, ist. The
small-leaved linden, which grows'' wild

in Holland and is often planted in

parks, promenades, etc- It blossoms in

June.
2nd. The large-leaved llnclen. It is

a larger and better looking tree than

the preceding one. In 1901 the trees of

that kind planted at J*"loberg were in

blossom from the 26th of June to July

16. Some of the trees blossom sooner

than others.
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3rcl. The silver-leaf linden. This has

been imported from Turkey and Hun-
gary. It has a splendid shape and foli-

age and a profusion of blossoms. These
open in July.

4th. The American linden. Imported
from the United States into Europe in

iS/i, It blossoms- in Holland in''Au-
gust-

By combining the four kinds a Hon-
ey flow from June to August, inclusive

could be obtained in Holland. But the

summer climate of Holland is much
colder than ours. The efifect of it is a

much larger and a much later blossom-
ing period. Nevertheless, it remains

certain that the four kinds blossom in

succession. And should they be intro-

duced here, the linden flow would be

twice or three times as long as it is

now with only one kind.

Adrian Getaz.

^
MANY THtNG.^

Dear Brother Hill:

"Let Hercules himself do what he

may,
The cat will mew, the dog will have

his day."'

Which is quite apropos of the cats

and dogs who are having their day at

the head of the "National," and from
the ructions I surmise they are hav-

ing their last days, and high old ones
too. Deucedly secretive they are, but
just wait until the boys get at tfie true

inwardness of matters and the whole
top of the thing will follow the top of

old Mt. Pelee. If we uns don't get some
sound scheme for electing officers and
directors by a popular vote that can't

be "fixed." we'll 'wake some fine day to

find our beloved little association has
become a veritable "Old Man of the

Sea" and we'll have a tougher job than
did Sinbad to get rid of him.

TTie endless term directorate business

IS generating unsavory odors. Two
terms are enough and they. shouldn't be
consecutive .

"When impious men bear sway,
The post of honor is a private station."

Some of the "dearly beloved" are
trying to run the thing as they; want it,

not as is best for all. Hope you won't
say nothin' about this, for if it got out
'mongst tITe boys 'twould raise a right

smart rumpus and Denver couldn't hold
the ex-directors. No siree, they'd' skip

into their holes quicker and take the
holes in after thent. "To reign is pleas-

ant though it be." etc., but to lose the
job—say Harr}', that would be some-
thing awful to contemplate.
What will the editor of Gleanings do

next? June 15 he had a picture of per-

sons he thought were "twins." One
was the genial doctor of "Straw" fame,
who is some seventy odd years of

youth and t'other governor publishes a

bee paper in Cook county. North
America, and rejoices in forty j^ears

and sundry other things. Poor E. R.,

the camera is too much for him. for

one picture shows a cigar in his mouth
and now he is very busy explaining.

Condone with him, can't you?
Have you heard the latest news from

Rambler? Well, he went to Cuba just

to "prospect" don't you know. Find-
ing the laws more liberal or lax than in

Utah vicinity he's squatted and has now
sent to a friend for a score or so of

"esposas." Ye shades of Brigham
Young! Lively times ahead for the
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that the healthy, wholesome, fighting
days were coming. Let 'em come, I'm
ready, are you? Some of the older vet-

erans are already kicking vigorously
because they and their foibles are being
assailed and they are wildly cracking
every head in sight. Hurrah for a Uon-
ny Brook Fair!

Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

poor wanderer. Let us hope he will get
a fufl assortment.
Now what sort of a grudge has

Brother Kerr got against .the novices
for d'ye mind his rentark "the true sort

of a bee man considers transferring

great fun." Well it may be when done
Jimmy Heddon's way, but by t'other

ways 'tis "sulphurous.''

Didn't I tell you the quiet, peace-
ful, soft-soapy times were passing and

5ECCI0N ESPANOLA.

"The American Bee-Keeper" se envia
a principio de cada mes. Si por algun
motivo el suscritor no recibe su perio-
dico a su debido tiempo, sirvase notifi-

carnos y les enviaremos otro ejemplar.
Todo asunto relacionado con la Di-

reccion y subscripcion a este periodico,
debe enviarse a "The American Bee-
Keeper, Fort Pierce, Florida. El di-

nero puede remitirse por giro postal.

El giro puede hacerse a The W. T.
Falconer Manufacturing Co., en James-
town, N. Y., cuando convenga mas a
los marchantes de esa casa.

Cuando el suscritor reciba el periodi-
co con una faja azul es para avisarle

que su subscripcion termina con ese
ejemplar. Esperamos ser favorecidos
con orden para continuar la subscrip-
cion. Rogamos a nuestros correspon-
sales escriban los nombres y direccion-

es bien claro para evitar demoras.
Una faja roja indica que se debe la

subscripcion y esperamos su pronta
atencion al particular.

Subscripcion: 50 centavos al ano.

MISTERIOS DE LA COLMENA

Guia del Apicultor Cubano.

por el

DR. JUAN B. PONS Y FONOLL
y anotada por el

DR. GONZALO G. VIETA.

(Continua.)

Los ojos son velludos, apareciendo
los vellos en la union de las facetas, y
el numero de estas, es extraordinario

pues son cerca de 17,000 en un solo ojo
compuesto.

Estos ojos no tienen movimiento, es

decir, que estan fijos, pero como son
bastante convexos y sus facetas dispue-
stas en todos sentidos, pueden ver de
todos lados a la vez, y sin embargo, no
se ajustan a la vision de diferentes dis-

tancias, siendo mas apropiados para lar-

gas que no para cortas distancias, lo

que se prueba al mover una colmena

Geo. if^c^e.'Ot^

de lugar, aunque sea solo mos cuantos
pasos. Las abejas se mueven y recol-

ectan en el primitive lugar, hasta que al

cabo de cierto tiempo, mas o menos
largo, se aperciben de la colmena.

Cheshire ha probado, que la Obrera
que tiene que trabajar en plena luz y
al aire libre, posee en sus ojos compues-
tos6,30ofacetas. La Reina que sale poco

y que por lo tanto vive casi siempre, en
la oscuridad, solo posee 4.920 facetas.
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pero los machos 6 zanganos que neces-

itan ver mucho cuando la Reina sale a

su paseo de boda, tienen tan extraor-

dinario desarrollo de sus ojos compues-
tos. que estos poseen 13,900 facetas.

Sir John Lubbock ha probado, con
interesantes esperimentos, que las abe-

jas pueden distinguir los colores. Col-

oco un poco de miel en un pedacito de
papel azul al lado de otros pedazos de
papel del mismo tamaiio y de distintos

colores. Enseguida acudieron la abe-

jas y cuando se retiraron, cambio la

posicion de los pedazos de papel colo-

cando, el azul, en otra posicion y sin

miel en el. Las abejas acudieron y se

dirijieron rectas al papel azul.

Otra prueba convincente, es la de que
las abejas cuando recolectan polen, se

le ve que cada una carga deun mismo
color, es decir, que se empieza a carga
polen amarillo, seguira recogiendo del

mismo color hasta completar la carga;

nunca mezclara polen de varies colores.

Dentro de la cabeza, se aloja el cere-

bro, muy desarrollado en la obrera y es

^^4 J-
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digno de observarse, que los machos
que tiene la cabeza mucho maj^or, pos-
een un cerebro mas pequeno, esto co-
incide con el hecho de que los zangan-
os, son poco inteligentes. mientras que
nadie rehusara la inteligencia a las ob-
reras, nodrizas y constructoras.

El cerebro, asemejanza del nuestro,
esta encerrado en membranas y esta

compuesto de substancias blanca y gris,

y es indudablemente el asiento de la in-

teligencia, siendo la abeja el mas inteli-

gente de los insectos, como lo indica el

tamaiio de su cerebro que es, como i-

174 del total de su cuerpo, mientras que
en la hormiga es solo como 1-286 y en
los demas varia de 1-3900 a 1-4200.

Los nervios estan compuestos de un

en la cavidad general. Asi el corazon,
solo sirve para conservar la sangre en
movimiento.

Esta formado de cinco partes 6 cam-
aras colocadas unas despues de otras,

comenzando en el abdomen y terminan-
do en el torax y la cabeza. por la aorta,

que no es contractil. Cada una de las

camaras del corazon presenta una aber-
tura para la sangre de retorno. La san-
gre que corre por el cuerpo, encontran-
dose con el aire contenido en las ram-
ificaciones traquenanas> se revivifica y
despues vuelve al corazon.
La abeja no posee vasos sanguineos

6 limfaticos visibles que lleven la san-
gre a las varias partes del cuerpo, ni le

es tampoco necesario, porque el fluido

hacecillo de fibras, algunas sensitivas y
otras motoras, los cuales forman abul-

tamientos ganglionares que corren a lo

largo del cuerpo separandose proximos
a la cabeza, y despues de passar al rede-

dor del esofago, se ensanchan formando
un gran ganglio que es el que forma el

cerebro. Desde este se extienden in-

numerables fibras que a cada lado lle-

gan a los ojos compuestos. Segun Gi-

rard en la larva de la abeja existen 17

ganglios. El supra esofagico 6 cerebro,

tres sub-esofagicos, tres toracicos, uno
para cada anillo y diez abdominales.

Estos ganglios se unen de tal modo,
que en la abeja adulta solo existen nu-

eve ganglios por todo.

El aparato circulatorio es casi insig-

nificante. El corazon es un largo tubo
situado a lo largo del dorso. al cual se

sostiene, por poderosos musculos y re-

cibe la sangre por aberturas valvulares

las que solo permiten pasar el fluido

hacia dentro, cuando es forzado, por la

contraccion, hacia la cabeza y vaciado

nutritivo bana el canal digestivo y asi

facilmente recibe la nutricion por os-

mosis; por toda partes rodea la traquea
6 tubos de aire, los pulmones, y asi reci-

be el oxigeno y expele el acido carbon-
ico.

Continuara.

IMIRA! IMIRA!

Tenemos una lista complet^a de los

apicultores de la Provincia de Santa
Clara, pero quisieramos poseer los

nombres de todos los apicultores de
Cuba. A todo aquel que nos envie una
lista de diez apicultores, fuera de la

Provincia de Santa Clara, mandaremos
el American Bee-Keeper un ano entero

gratis. tf
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the report from tliis section of the

coast. Yet, at this date (July 14) the

mangrove is yielding honey finely, and

hee-keepers are actively engaged.

ruBi-ih;nEU monthly bv

THE W. T. FALCONER MANFG. Co.

H. E. HILL, - EDITOR.

"Gloriously hot weather, in sharp

contrast to the cold and wet, up to

July 2," is reported from Illinois.

TERMS
Fifty cents a year in advance; 2 copies 85

cents; 3 copies, $1.20; all to be sent to one
postoffice.

Postage prepaid in the United States and
Canada; 10 cents extra to all countries in the
postal union, and 20 cents extra to all other
countries.

ADVERTISING RATES :

Fifteen cents per line, 9 words; $2.00 per
inch. Five per cent discount for two inser-

tions; seven per cent for three insertions; 10

per cent for six insertions; twenty per cent
for twelve insertions.

Advertisements must be received on or be-

fore the 15th of each month to insure inser-

tion in the month following.

Matters relating in any way to business
should invariably be addressed to

THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
Falconer. N. Y.

Articles for publication or letters exclusively
for the editorial department may be addressed
to H. E. Hill,

Fort Pierce, Fla.

Subscribers receiving their papei in blue
wrapper will know that their subscription ex-
pires with this number. We hope that you
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates that
you owe for your subscription. Please give the
matter your early attention.

A profuse white clover bloom, with

scant nectar secretion is the report of

some of our New England correspon-

dents.

The convention of National Bee-

Keepers' Association will be Held in

Denver. Colo., this year. September 3,

4 and 5.

In response to Deacon Hardscrab-

ble's question, first paragraph, July

number, a subscriber writes that in his

opinion the '"chump" referred to must

have learned the business from "an-

other chump," whom he knew to wire

foundation in the sections; and when

moving, confined I
'•''» his bees with a

zinc excluder.

Again we desire to call the attention

of our advertisers to the notice print-

ed regularly at the head of this depart-

ment, and ask them to bear in mind

that copy for changes of advertise-

ments must be received at this office

not later than the 15th of the month

preceding date of issue in which change

is desired.

The east coast of Florida has experi-

enced a drouth the like of which has

It has been said that sealed in

beeswax foul brood spores must neces-

sarily die, by reason of having the air

excluded, and therefore no danger

could result from the use of founda-

tion thus contaminated. Mr. Henry W.

not been known in many years. Not Brice, one of England's most pr»nnc

to exceed 15 hours rain in eleven apicultural writers, in the Bee-Keep-

weeks. with intensely hot weather, is ers' Record, says the spores may be
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liberated by the bees in drawing out

foundation, etc., and thus such founda-

tion become a very dangerous source

of contagion.

If our readers everywhere will kind-

ly let us have a brief and general re-

port of the season, it will give valu-

able and interesting information for

our next number. A postal card will

do.

When receipting for our annual

dues, July i8, General Manager Secor,

Forest City, la., wrote as follows in

regard to the season in his section of

the country: "Basswood is just over,

and it was pretty good; but the hives

were so light when the flow began that

there will not be as much surplus as

there ought to be."

As ft appears to us, nothing but un-

usually heavy importations of West In-

dian honey can prevent a decidedly

better condition of the extracted hon-

ey market during the coming winter.

Notwithstanding much that has been

written to the effect that West Indian

goods can cut but little if any figure

in our markets, these goods are large-

ly responsible for the present limited

demand for the home production. We
hope and look for an improvement in

the markets.

one hundred colonies from native logs

and boxes. In March last twenty more
of these crude stocks were added to

the yard. From the first one hundred,

an average of two hundred pounds of

honey has been extracted, and the yard

now has three hundred and twenty-four

working colonies. Foul brood is re-

ported to be not so bad in that sec-

tion as it is said to be in other portions

of the island.

Our old friend, E. M. Storer, who
has contributed an occasional letter to

these columns in the past, from Georg-

ia, Florida and Jamaica, has turned up

again—this time at Bermeja, Cuba. Mr.

Storer finds Cuba to be an excellent

country for honey.jproduction, but the

low prices prevailing at present for Cu-

ban honey are not at all encouraging.

In the employ of a Matanzas firm, op-

erating about two thousand colonies,

Mr. Storer last September transferred

From Dr. Miller's explanation, in

this number, it will be seen that it was

not the nonrobbing propensities of tfie

Italians, but, rather their vigilant qual-

ities in protecting themselves against

robbers, which gave rise to liis dh-

servations upon this subject, as quoted

on page 129, July number. TBe doc-

tor's explanation is entirely satisfac-

tory even though it may suggest some-

thing approaching stupidity upon the

part of his commentator. However, it

may not be amiss to state, in this con-

nection, that the word "Italian'' is too

broad and sweeping to be satisfactorily

explicit. Especially of some strains of

the golden varieties, it may safely T)e

said that they are most persistent rob-

bers; while some of those more nearly

related to imported stock are much less

determined in their marauding tenden-

cies; and, we think, sometimes hardly

more vigilant in guarding their hives

than ordinary German stock. Continued

breeding in this countrj', for color, or

other points, generation after genera-

tion, for years, has changed to a large

extent other original traits, as well,

though they are still on the "Italian"

list. There are Italians and Italians.

Some display marked traits of charact-

er quite opposite to those possessed by

others; and it is not improbable

that traits well defined and quite uni-

form', existing in 1870, have now be-

come uncertain.
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"If you have a colony with lots of

drones, or a quantity of drone brood

on hand, please express me a nucleus

colony at once as I have no drones

in the yard, owing to the bad weath-

er." Thus wrote a prominent queen

breeder recently to a friend who
know absolutely nothing about the

stock in his yards, farther than

that they are bees- The bees in his

charge are entirely made up of pick-

up, hit-and-miss stock from a dozen

small apiaries. If such carelessness

were shown generally in the breeding

of queens for the market, there would

be little wonder that complaints and

disappointment should so frequently

come to those who order from and

depend upon the extensive advertisers

to maintain the quality of their stock.

If, on account of adverse conditions, a

breeder finds it impossible to provide

himself with a supply of drones the

superiority of which he has demon-

strated, it would appear more honor-

able to cancel his advertising for the

season, and await the advent of more

favorable conditions. A breeder who
seeks nothing farther than yellow

bands of a satisfactory number in the

selection of his breeding drones is ob-

viously w^orking a permanent injury

to the commercial queen rearing in-

dustry. The day and age for "any old

thing" in the way of drones, we had

supposed long since passed. However,

it is morally certain that "the coming

bee.'' of which we used to hear so

much, will never be developed by such

careless methods; and it is equally

certain that if a patron of such a breed-

er should get value received, he has to

thank his lucky star, and not the skill

or fidelity or the one upon whom he

depends for superior stock.

OVERSTOCKING — "PAT" THE
NEW STAR.

For convenience sake we take the

liberty to coin a name for the gentle-

man who came all the way from

Asiatic Europe to revolutionize api-

cultural methods in the western hemi-

sphere, to whom we have referred in

recent issues- "Pat" is more convenient

than "the gentleman," and as we offer

it, not a whit less respectful.

At Pat's urgent request, TTie Bee-

Keeper man recently visited his apia-

ries in order to give him the opportun-

ity to demonstrate the foolishness of

our claim' that he had overstocked tHe

range. Pat took great satisfaction in

exhibiting the greater quantity of hon-

ey found in the hives in the locality

having the larger number of colonies.

As a matter of fact, the extraordinary

spirt of nectar from the mangrove
bloom has made overstockingwell nigh

impossible at this time; so that in a

range in which over 300 colonies are

foraging the showing of honey in the

hives is fully equal, if not better than

another one a mile and a half distant, in

which there are but 200. Possibly, dis-

advantages of wind, condition of colon-

ies, characteristics of the stock, inac-

cessibility of flora, etc-, may be respon-

sible for a possible lack in the showing

of the smaller force as against that of

the larger. In any event, it is improb-

able that any superior showing of the

bees in the more crow^ded range, might

be justly attributed to the fact that a

greater number of colonies are kept

there.

Pat says Mclntyre, of California,

wath six hundred colonies in a yard,

got an average per colony of 17a

pounds of Honey, while smaller apiaries

all around his starved to death. Says he,

"If a locality will support one colony,

it will in all probability as well sup-

port 100 colonies. The fact is, the nec-

tar comes into the flowers for only a

short time, and if the bees are not

there to gather it at once, it is lost by
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evaporation. One coloiw would not Be
able to gather, say, more tHan one

pound while it lasted; while if. lOO col-

onies were in the field, each would get

one pound.'' Continuing along this fa-

vorite line of reasonmg. he demanded
an explanation of "the fact" that '^out

in California, in 1900, an apiary of sev-

eral hundred colonies, with the excep-

tion of one starved to death. Is it pos-

sible that there was not enough honey
in the field to keep that one lone coTony

alive? Evidently not; for it too 'Siecl

soon after the others, of starvation. If

but the one had been in the range from
the first, it would a!so have died. If

there had been sufificient honey to pre-

vent starvation in the case of the single

colony, so tliere would have been afso

enough to have pulled through the sev-

eral hundred colonies-'"

He agrees emphatically with Arthur

C. Miller, in the belief that bee-keep-

ers read and for years continue to be-

lieve, simply because it has been print-

ed, that which is positively false, in-

stead of experimenting and thinking

independently. There may be more to

Pat's idea than all would be ready to

admit. It appears quite in line with an

apt illustration ofOettl which is quot-

ed in the revised edition of "Lang-
stroth on the Honey Bee." as follows:

When a large flock of sheep is graz-
ing on a limited area, there may "soon
be a deficiency of pasturage. But this

cannot be asserted of bees, as a good
honey district cannot be readily over-
stocked with them. Today, when the air

is moist and warm, the plants may
yield a superabundance of nectar, while
tomorrow, being cold and wet, there
may be a total want of it. When there
is sufificient heat and moisture, the sac-

charine jvjices of plants will readily ITn

the nectaries, and will be quickiy re-

plenished when carried ofif by tne oees.

Every cold night checks the flow of

honey, and every clear, warm day re-

opens the fountains. The flowers ex-
panded today must be visited whTle

open, for, if left to wither, their stores
are lost. The same remarks wiFl apply
substantially in the case of honey-dews~
Hence, bees cannot, as many suppose,
collect tomorrow what is left ungath-
ered today, as sheep may graze here-
after on the pasturage they do not need
now.

W'e are glad indeed that favorable

conditions this season are promising a

profitable crop of honey in Pat's loca-

tion and wish it might be clearly dem-

onstrated that overstocking was an im-

possibility at all times and in all places;

a thing which is not liable, in our opin-

ion, to preceded the millennial dawn
very many seasons.

We show in this number another

photograph of Pat's operations—dis-

charging a cargo of bees from the

steamer which shall be retained in

memory as the bearer of this human
cyclopedia of apicultural knowledge.

Developing the Market.

The following is an extract from

a circular of the Jamaica Bee-Keepers'

Association, issued last March. It may
contain an idea which might be utiliz-

ed by our- own National Association;

although it would be unnecessary to

send our representative abroad until he

had thoroughly worked the United

States:

Kingston. March 6, 1902.

Heads of Agreement Between the Ja-
maica Bee-Keepers' Association

and Mr. W. H. Dickson.

The Association having procured
Mr. W. H- Dickson a return passage
from Jamaica to Bristol on the Port
Antonio leaving today, and having
paid him the sum of thirty shillings for

expenses on board, and the sum of six

pounds on account for journey from
Bristol to London, and for expenses of

board, lodging and business locomotion
from the time of landing until the
fifth of April. Mr. Dickson agrees to

act for the Association as traveller or
agent, and to devote the whole of his

energy and time in business hours to
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forward its aims and interests so long
as his engagement under this agree-
ment shall continue, by selling honey
and other goods entrusted to him at

as good a price as possible, by acting
harmoniously with Messrs. Brandon &
Co., or any other merchant to whom
he is accredited by the Association, by
trying to improve the reputation of

the Associations' goods, and by collect-

ing and sending to the General INIan-

ager information that may be useful to

the Association.
If the General Manager shall so in-

struct him he is, on landing at Bristol,

to call on Messrs. Elders «fc Fyffes,

with a letter from J\lr. Haggart and
one from the Association. (Asking
them to receive consignments from the
Association at a commission of only i

per cent., which Mr. Dickson sells

there, and to bank the proceeds for the
Association, paying Mr. Dickson his
actual expenses if any are incurred in

Bristol after the 5th of April, and re-

mitting the balance to the Association.
But, unless the General Manager shall

so instruct him, he is to proceed as
soon as possible to London, and there
call on Messrs. Brandon & Co., at 32
Fenchurch street, present his letter of
introduction from !Mr. Wigan, and
complete the arrangements proposed
to them by Mr. Wigan for the issue
of sampling orders, and the keeping
of a banking account of the Associa-
tions' funds in their own names.
Messrs. Brandon & Co. will give Mr.
Dickson authority to issue sampling
orders, and, on his effecting sales, will

give delivery orders to buyers in ex-
change for payment. They will, on be-
half of the Association, pay Mr. Dick-
son his expenses of board, lodging and
business locomotion to the extent of
about 2 pounds a week.
The Association besides providing

Mr. Dickson's return passage and pay-
iiig him the sums set out at the begin-
ning of this agreement will, so long as
he is their agent under this agreement,
pay his actual expenses at about the
above rate and after the honey season
is over for this year, say early in the
month of August, they will pay him
such further sum, if any, as may be left

to them after paying him the said trav-
veling and living expenses out of a
fund made up; firstly, of any percent-
age commissions which they may have
earned on the honey or other goods

sold by him, and secondly of any sums
received by them by special arrange-

ment from members whose honey has
been sold by Mr. Dickson at a price

certified by the directors to be higher
than the contemporary price for that

class of honey in Mincing Lane. And in

case, owing to Air. Dickson not having
been entrusted with large enough
quantities of honey or other goods to

enable him to earn enough commis-
sions or special sums as above, the di-

rectors may, in their discretion, allot

him some special remuneration, having
regard both to the means at their dis-

posal and to their opinion of his de-

serts.

It is agreed that the Association may
at any time terminate this agreement
summarily, or by notice, by word of

mouth, letter or telegram, leaving Mr.
Dickson, however his return ticket

and his right to his expenses to the
sailing of the next direct line steamer,
though it is contemplated to continue
it at least till the beginning of June.
If Mr. Dickson satisfies the directors
they will consider that he has the first

claim to act as agent for them next
season.

Mr. Dickson may terminate this

agreement at any time by letter or
telegram and making proper arrange-
ments with Messrs. Brandon & Co., or
other merchants, to whom he may be
accredited, but if he terminates it be-
fore the loth of June he agrees that
he will refund to the Association the
whole of the sums which they have
paid, or caused to be paid to him, less

a sum equal to 2 1-2 per cent on the
sales effected by him and approved by
Messrs. Brandon & Co.

Signed, on behalf of the Association,
by

H G. Burnet, General Manager,
A. E. Wigan, one of the Directors

of the J. B. K. A.
W. H. Dickson.

Southern farm Gazette

Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the
Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
fultural Paper published in Mississippi. Sub-
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. It
you are interested in cheap homes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkrille, Miss.



HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached

to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-

ed by travel stain or otherwise; all the cells

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or

with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,

amber and dark. That is, there will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Below we give the latest and most authentic

report of the Honey and Beeswax market in

different trade centers:

Buffalo, N .Y., July 9.—Fancy new honey,

15 to 16 cents. Moderate demand as yet. No
demand for extracted. Beeswax is wanted at

from 30 to 33 cents for fancy.

Batterson & Co.

Kansas City, Mo., July 10.—Old crop of

comb honey cleaned up; new crop on the

market. Prospects for a big crop good. The
supply is good, with light demand. We quote:

Comb, 10 to 12 1-2 cents; extracted, 5 1-2 to 6 1-2

cents. Beeswax is in good demand, with light

supply, at 30 cents a pound.
Hamblin & Sappington.

Chicago, 111., July 7.—The honey market may
be said to be on a vacation so far as actual busi-

ness is concerned. Should the harvest of 1902

be practically a failure there will be no dearth
of extracted honey, as there is more of it in

storage than we have ever known at this sea-

son of the year. If the consumers are not
too greatly impressed with the idea that the
honey harvest is a failure tnis season it may
be worked off at an advance in price. Bees-
wax is lower, yet sells well at 30 cents per
poimd. R. A. Burnett & Co.

"In the world of thought majorities
count for nothing. Truth has always
dwelt with the few.

WHAT TO EAT
is replete with novel entertainments. Humor-
ous bits for the entertainer. Table stories,

ideas for the after dinner speaker, toasts, sen-

timents, etc. "Six dinners"—our little book
telling how to send out invitations, prepare
and serve six dinners and luncheon, and the
"Schley" and "Maine Steel" souvenir fob will

be sent free, postage prepaid, to all who send
us $1.00 for a year's subscription to WHAT
to E.^T.

WHAT TO EAT, The Pierce Publishing Co.

171-173 Washington St., and 93-95 Fifth Ave.,
Chicago.

QUEENS
Buy them of H. G. Quirin, the largest

queen-breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root & Co. tells us our

stock is extra fine. Editor York, of the
A. B. J. says that he has good reports
from our stock from time to time, while
J. L. Gandy, of Humboldt, Nebra., se-
cured over 400 pounds honey (mostly
comb) from single colonies containing
our queens. We have files of testimon-
ials similar to the above.
Our breeders originated from the

highest priced long-tongued red clover
queens in the U. S.

Fine queens, promptness and square
dealing, has built up our present busi-
ness, which was established in 1888.

Price of queens after July ist.



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING THE

WAY. BUT BUY AN E IVI P I R E
WASHER, with which the

fraihat woman can do an or-

dinary washing in one hour,

taithout wetting her hands. - —
Sample at wholcmleprice. Satisfaction Gnnranteed.
Nona!/ until tried. Vi'ritefor Pluntrntrd Catalogue
andpricm o/Wringem.Ironiniy Tnlile/i. Clothes Reels, <

£>rtjinaRars,\Vaoon.fijck-s.<ie. AtrontsWnnted. Lib- '

eral Terms. QuickSales! Little Worii!! Big Payllt

.4c<rfre«»,THK EmpirkWasher Co.,Jamestown,N.Y.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

irom 180 hens in

one day.

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for

Catalogue and Price List.

^^VV. F. & J. BARNES CO..
^913 Ruby St.. Rockford. Ill

.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

. . Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a pVetch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free vphether an
Invention Is probaWv patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest aeencv for securing patents.
Patents taken through JIunn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Hitterican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year : four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN JCo.3«'«-^«'-^'Newyork
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, O. C.

The Only One of Its Class
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published monthly. 20 pages. Subscription 50c.

Established 1897. Circulation 5,000.

Devoted exclusively to creamery and dairy in

terests and diversified farming. Advertising rates

made known on application. J. P. Israel,

Itf Publisher. Lincoln, Neb.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-
load of the aimless nomads that claim to cov-
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ton Dozen at "Co. per doz. in one day form 180 hens
Our New P.<iok "HelpH for PonKry Keepers" tells

how, explains why so many fail and so few succeed.
A Book we can commend with a good conscience as
a GREAT HELP to all Poultry Keepers young or
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well illustrated,

and contains a Poultry Keepers Account showing
gain or loss monthly -.on heavy paper worth 2,5 cts.

This Book Free with our Poultry Paper one year for

25c. or Book free with paper 3 months for 10c.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.

SVayside Poultry Co., Clintonville, Conn.

DID YOU KNOW that there was a

new bee-journal in the South?

TheLone Star Apiarist
a live, up-to-date journal; tells about

hundreds of the finest bee-locations in

the world yet unoccupied and also of

the Editor's extended trip through that

"great South-west Texas bee-keepers'

paradise."

[Having absorbed the "SOUTH-
LAND QUEEN" leaves the Apiarist

the only bee-journal in the south. A
dollar-a-year monthly. Subscribe now.

Address,

The Lone Star Apiarist,

tf Floresville, Texas.

WHEN WniTING TO ADVERTISERS

PLEASE MENTION THE

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER



SEND US the names and aa-
dresses of 20 of your

frienids and 5 one-cent stamps to tielp

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

Patents. Pensions.

20 cents (silver).

Btf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, NeU

.*

PracticalAuthorship
Cloth, 8vo., 300 pp., $3.00.
BY .JAME.S KNAPP REEVE,

"The bestibook pu)ilish«d on the trade mt
authorsnip."—Christian Endeavor World,
Boston.

THE EDITOR CO.,
Circulars Free. FRANKLIN, OHIO.

8tf

ITALIAN QUEENS by return mail.
Young fertile queens 50 cent.s; war-
ranted purely mated, 75 cents; Tested,
$1.00. My bees work on red clover.
Queens equal to the best. Full colo-
nies on application. Bees and queens
warranted free from all diseases. Re-
mittance with order. Preferably P. O.
money order.
Address,

8 3t.

W. .J. DAVIS 1st.

Yoimgsville, Pa.

W. H. WILLS
PATENT and PENSION

AGENCIES.
WiUs Building, 312 Ind. Ave.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously siirce 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other
cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

THE WEEKLY SUN,
Canada's Great Farm and Home Journal,

Published at TOKONTO, CAN.
Special features.

Farmers' market reports,

Full and accurate reports of farmers' gatherings.

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so good a medium of eom-
munication with the best fs''Biers of Canada, i-tt



AGENTS Wanted waThi^^^^^

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co. , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

g,{
Mt, Vernon, Iowa.

Is an up-to-date paper on farm questions
and gives special attention to grasses, clovers,
chemistry and insects, and how to destroy
them.
If you want a home in the sunny south,

send 50 cents for this paper.
THOS. J. KEY & SGN.Publishers,

Nashville, Tenn.
4-3t

A BATH
when UMPIRE

taken in an ^ Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agen'ts Wanted.
Catalogue Free.
, Th£ empire
^WASHER CO.;
Jamestown,n.y.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
BEES, POULTRY OR BELGIAN
HARES. WRITE TO THE W. T.
FALCONER MFG. CO., JAMES-
TOWN, N. Y. THEY WILL BE
PLEASED TO MAKE YOUR AC-
QUAINTANCE: AND THETR CAT-
ALOGUES WILL INTEREST YOU.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Save tlie Orclidrds and Gardens
by using the best and latest Improved method*

CUT

Mona.

THE NEW MoUi Catcher Is a splendW
success. Spraymg and all other devices hav«
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-
stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catches
the Coddling: Sloth, Borer Fly, iStinj^ing
*'ly, Peach and riun* Beetle, Cabbage
Moth, Tobacco Sloth, Cotton Moth, Bee
Moth-also the destroyers of cucumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, etc. Makes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, Rholesomo and marketable,
besides Increasing the yield. Only one-sixth
the cost of spraying and does its work at night. No
stock destroyed, or trees killed. Siiiinple, cheap,
durable. Easily attended and PERFECT lu
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 In., 85c,
by mail, sl.OO; per dozen, $8.50—Large size. 14x20 In.
81.00, by mail $1.30, per dozen, $10.00. Send for cir-
culars and free sample c«py of the Central Farmer
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.
Agents Wanted Everywhere for the Best
seller of the season. Seiv Device.^ Sells at
sight. Everybody wants It. A money-maker fort 'nts. ii

Address,

THE CENTRAL FARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

614 South 13th Street. tf.



Incubator Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON CULIN

=

—

—'INCUBATOR

is the most perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and

saved with this most perfect incubator Prices $7.00 up.

Catalog free. Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
(Incubator Dej^artment) Jamestown, N. Y.

RIPANS
For twenif\' years I have been a suf-

ferer from bronchial troubles accom-
panied with a hacking- c'oug-h. I at

times suffered from extreme nervous

prostration. About four years ago I

beg-an taking- Ripans Tabules, and

since then I have used 'them pretty

constantly. I rarely retire at might

without taking my Tabule, and I find

they keep my digestive organs (which

naturally are weak) in good order, and
they also allay my tendencj^ to ner-

vousness and make me sleep.

At druggists.

The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,

contains a supply for a year.

If. If,

Just a Minute of Your Time.
Send us a list of the bee-keepers in

your vicinity and we will send them
sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This
will not take much of your time or be
much trouble to you and you will be
doing 70ur friends r tavor.

If, BINGHAM
has made all the im-

provements in

h Bee Smokers and
'i Honey Knives

made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too large, sent
postpaid, per mail $1.50

3!^ inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2^ inch 90

T.F.Bingham, V?^^-:^---o--- 'I_ .. .«. . Little Wonder, 2 in. .65
Farwell, Mich.

we: want
Every reader of the American Bee-Korcer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCRT MOBSTAIN BEE JOURS AL

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICULTURAL MONTH-

1

LY IN THE UNITED STATES .ji.jt.Jt^^^t^.^.^* \

FARM UND HAUSj
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal- It is brimful of'

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and

remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
6-7 tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

FLORIDA ?

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Ao-ent Land Department,

Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cutle'-, Dade County, Fla. 12tf

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.

We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weekly, $1.00 per j'ear, 50 cents for six'

months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM, San Mateo, Florida-
4-3t.

National Bee-Keepers' Associatioii.

Secretary—Dr. A. B. Mason, Station
B, Toledo, Ohio.
General Manager Eugene Secor, For-

est City, Iowa

Money in

Farm Poultry.
when properly conducted. Let us help
you make poultry and other farm pro-
ducts profitable by sending you the
Feather and Farmer six months for ten
cents. A monthly paper, 12 to 16 pages,

48 to 64 columns, large plain type, 50
cents a year. Address,

FEATHER AND FARMER,
tf. Jeflfersonville, Ohio.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,

a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the £nest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive. 28 page monthly journal.) one

year for Boc. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higgmsviiie, Me.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG.. CO.,
Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alosue.

60 South.

The Soil, Climate,

Markets and many

other advantages

invite you. For free copies

of Monthly Journal, and for

Maps, Plats, Facts. Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,

351 Main Street,

,, ., Norfolk, Va.



"/Iround

the Pan,"
WITH

TOn FLEHING
ILLUSTRATOR,

All book dealers.

By mail $2.00.

Nut Shell Pub. Co.

1059 3d Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
"It is the most amusing and entertaining

book relating to the Exposition that has been
published."

—

Buffalo Illustrated Express.

"The hero is a witty historian, who sees more
than any one visitor could possibly observe, and
the illustrations are as effective as the story."—Leslie's Weekly.

' 'The book is worth buying if only for the fine

reproduction of a very remarkable portrait of
the late President, drawn entirely with one line
an achievement itself, but a bit of art when the
result is superior to many pictures,"

—

Brooklyn
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
Exposition is well and copiously illustrated.
Its humor is of a striking and epigramatic or-

der, and will suit popular taste." —Lomsvitle
Courier Journal.

"Iti'i a large and handsomely bound ^-Jlume,
pjoperly illustrated in the authors own inimit-
able way, and tells as plainly as words the story
of the Exposition from a comic standpoint. In
the domain of art Tom Fleming has a touch of
Cruikshank in him, and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
original.',

—

Pittsburg Leader.

^yoTE—On request within 10 daj's, a
Copy of tbi3 book will be expressed pre-
paid, on approval, to responsible person.s

Blocks

of Four
We will furnisli the Modern Farmer

and Busy Bee in blocks of four at the

special price of 25 cents, and give the

club winner a copy one year for his

trouble.

See bow easy you can get four sub-

scribers. Samples free. Cash Pre-

miiums paid to agents. Wi'ite for

terms.
Address,

MODERN FARMER
ST. JOSEPH, MO.

tf.

NORTHERN-BRED, red clover

Italian Queens; bred for business by
the best methods and from the best

red-clover strains, honey-g'atheri'ng- and
wintering qualities—the prime objects.

Queens by return mail. Untested, 75

cents; tested, $1.25. Send for descrip-

tive circular and price list.

I. F. Miller, Knox Dale, Pa.

7-2t.

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly

subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

Advanced Bee Cnltnre
Is a bock of nearly 100 pages that I

wrote and published in 1.S91. A new
and revised edition, which lincludes the
improvements of ten years, is just out,

and is as handsome a little book as
ever was printed. The paper is heavy,
extra machine finished book, and there

are several colored plates printed on
heavy enameled paper. For instance,

the one showing a comb badly affected

with foul brood is printed in almoet
the exact color of an old comb. The
cover is of enameled azui*e, printed in

three colors.

Price of the book, 50 cents. Tlie Bee-

Keepers' Review for one year and the

book for only $1.25.

Address,

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
FLINT, MICH.



Beeswax wanted
We will pay ^^ cents cash or 52

cents in goodS for good quality of
Beeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
ER, N.Y. If you have any, ship it to
us at once.

Prices subject to change without notice.]

The W. T. Falconer Mfe. Co.

0_ECCS IN WINTER
A-.'ia-iir ..r.:ain,-.1 und.r ri.-ht conliiions «nd
"I rr aitrntion. Sub>rrihe for ©tir pouItrT paper
J 1. arn how. 25 ct^. a r.ar. Sample oopv free.

THE POULTRY ITEM, Box 190, Fricus, Pa.

^V. M. CrfM-risli, East Nottingham, N.
II., keeps a coinpleie supply of our
goods, and oastern (.•ii-^toiuers will sa^e
freiglit !)}• ordering of him.

TuK W. T. Fai-coner Mfg. Co

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Prompt SJiipnieul.

G- B- LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.,=^=^=^==== TI. S. A,

Special Agency, C. .\1. SCOTT & CO.,
1UU4 East Washington st., Indianapolis. Ind.

Catalog Free.

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.
Every NEW SUBSCRIBER sending $1.00 for the WEEKLY American Bee

Journal forone year will receive a copy o£ Newman's ItiO page '"Bses and
Ilnncy" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Journal ^I'^e. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.. 144 Erie St., Chicago, 111.

THEFERRIS
W;iX REFINER

to be trsed in connection with steam wax ex-

tractors, increases the value of wax two cents

a pound and pays for itself in refining fifty

pounds of wax. For safe by all dealers or

C. G, Ferris,

Richfield Springs, N. Y.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Every bee-keeper, and especially if he has not

had long experience, should have at least one good

text book upon the subject. The following are

doubtless the very best works en bee-keeping. In

ordering by mail be sure to add the amount of

postage named:
Postage

Price, extru.

A B C of Bee Culture (A.I. Root) , cloth $1 00 20c.

Bee-keepers" Guide (Prof. A. J. Cook) 1 00 15c.

Langstroth on Honey Bee, rev. ( Dadant) 1 10 15c.

Quinby's New Bee-keeping (Quinby) .
. 1 40 10c.

Thirty Years Among Bees (.\lley) 48 2c.

How to Manage Bees (Vandruff) 25 5c

Amateur Bee-keeper (Rouse) 20 6c.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

POULTRY POINTERS

Published monthly for beginners. Sent one
year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 25 cents. Advertising
rates, 25 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

POULTRY POINTERS PUB. CO..
Belding, Mich.

$1 .00 will pay for a 1 inch advertisement to
I be For Sale and Want columns of the

pernior.t=
farmers sf^^dvocale,

one month. Try it, if you want results.

ADVOCATE CO.,
12-6t Morrisville, Vt.

ymBLE BOOKS!
SUC:ES:FnL pigeon BEBSDINa - A pra.-ticat
Viook treating in det;iil all points on success-
ful pis-con lireedinir, illustrated, price - .50e

AMEBIOAN BEL3IAN HAEE CaX-TUEE—A practical
hoi'k treating on all po nts pertaining tO'

Hare Culture. Also including the latest re-
vised standard, illustrated, price - - - 50c-

P0ULTE7, DAIEY AND AOCOUNr BOOS - A very
simple and easy method for keeping a cor-
rect account of ones poultry for an entire
venr. price - - - - . . 2')C

itONEY MAEING SEOEETS-Contains a large col-
section of valuable receipts and formulas for
the manufacture of various articles in daily
use. price ------ - lOc
EOW TO TEAIN AMIMALS-Tells how to teach,
horses, dogs. cats, mules, goats, birds and
other animals to perform tricks and feats of
intelligence, price. . - - . joc
H0E3E AND CATTLE DOOTOE — Giving causes,
symptoms .and treatment of the various, dis-
enses of horses and cattle, price - - lOe
FAMILY COOZ BOOS—Invaluable to every house-
wife price - - - - . - loc
PEAC^IOAL POULTET KEEPEE—Guide to success-
ful poultry raising, including chapter on
making incubators and brooders and how to
operate them. etc.. piice - . - ]0c
An v or all of the above books sent postpaid

on receipt of price named. Address all or-

""henry h. frick
Putlisher. PRICKS, PA.



Entirely Up With
Orders

After workliijj oveivime for niiUiy inontliis, runutiug- everything to its full-

est capacity, we have tiually caujilit ui) with orders, aud now can ship, with
some few exceptions, by first train.

OUR SHIPPING CASES
Now is the time when you will be needing these. If you have not tried

our Cases, send a sample order to your nearest dealer, and see what fine

goods you cau get.
;

PORTER BEE=ESCAPES
We are tlie exclusLve wliolesale agents for these goods. There is no

Escape that has ever been put on the market that can compare with it; aud
tlic fact that the Porter has driven all competitors from the field, is one of
tile l>est evidences of its merit.

THE ROOT HONEY=EXTRACTORS
These have won a repuration for themselves. For ease of ruuuiug, and

for (lualuy of workmausliip throughout, we believe there is nothing on the

market equal to them at any price.

I'.KAXCIl UxFlCES.

The A. I. Root Co., 10 \'ine St., Philadelphia,

I'a. Wm. A. Selser, Manager.

The A. 1. Koot Co., Syracuse, N. V.

F. .\. Salisbury, Manager.
The A. 1. Root Co., Mechanic Falls. Me.

). r.. Mason, Manager.
The A. 1. Root Co., 1024 Miss St. St. Paul,

Minn. 11. (i. Acklin, Manager.
Tlie A. I. Root Co., San Antonia. Te.xas.

Toepperwein & Walton, Managers.
The A. 1. Root Co., 1200 Md. Av., S. W.,

Washington. Saffell & TIerrick, Mg'rs.
The A. I. Root Co.. San Ignaeio 17, Havana,

Cuba. F. IT. de P.eche. Manager.

JOlsr.ING AGENCIES.

c;eorge W. i ork & Co., 144 & 14r, Krie St ,

Chicago, 111.

C. 11. W. Weber, Cinciiiiiati, Ohio.

M. II. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch., Mich.

Walter S. I'ouder, Indianapolis, Ind.

Jos. Nysewander, Ues Moines, Iowa.

Jno. Nebel & Son, High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

I'rothero & Arnold, Du Bois. Clearfield Co.,

Penn.

Carl F. Buck, Augusta, Butler Co., -^an.

W. W. Gary & Son, Lyonsville, Mass.
The L. A. Watkins Mdse. Co., Denver, Colo.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.
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EH Perfected Von Culin Incubator
is known pretty well all over the country and has never failed to prove satisfactory
when handled by a person of intelligence and with ordinary attention. We guar-
antee them to be satisfactory or you needn't pay for tbeni. " What's more fair than
this offer, and doesn't it show that we mean what we say as to its merits'? Send
for catalogue.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

Success in life depends .upon what you read.
You surely want to read our paper, SUNSHINE. This paper is pub-

lished for the home, containing 32 pages. The many departments are
made up of CLEAN, BRIGHT. ELEVATING and HELPFUL reading
for every household. Our motto is to help others help themselves. Price,
only 25 cents a year.

^PFrJAI lO-fFNT OPPPP Send us 10 cents and the names !ind addresses
*jrL,V./l/\U, IV-WL,!-^ 1 \Jl I L,l\ of five persons and n-e will send you Sunshine

Every reader of this paper should avail themselves of this offer. Address your

MAYES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.

one year,
letters to

3-4t.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. piofitbjour own method;
all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepers). Astonishingr results. Will surprise and please

you. BOOKLET FREE TO EVERYBODT.-or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos. tor 10 cents. Address,

W. P. CO., Box Cllntonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
JOIN OUR „

5^<^'SMU8IC CLUB^Octs
Fifty cents pays for one year's inembersh't<

You receive one piece of New Sheet Musir
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell >" m
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also t<->u

receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III.

Sheridan foultrij Yardo.

Sheridan, Mich.,

^Tf'" 'Barred Pl/moutK Rocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Eggs in season, $1.2o per 13; $2.00 for

26. First orders booked, first filled.

l-6t

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nor-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,
Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, ic

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern, JamestO'.vn, N. Y.

Hough Rider strawberry

Best shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
productive strawberry in existence. $1 150 from 2)4 acres
in 1900. Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

$25 in gold for largest berry produced in 1903. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer, Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO., N.Y.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HOIVIES,

where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hyffienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs", made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE W-OO. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, BIdg., Chicago, III.



Webster's Uixabrid^ed
Dictiojvarjf

Send Jl.OO, the regular subscription price of THE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pajr-s, size of page 8%xiej4 inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails ia
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only Jl.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancy \\ork. Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

FARM INVESTOR AND
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.

l-ublished once a month, is devoted to ag-

riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-

terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-

vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock and
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro
prietors of "Farm Investor," Marysville, Ohio.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

g:ood, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-

views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti

cles on important national and historical
events. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that appears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of

IHe.
The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

of the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.

Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St., New York City, N. Y.

A Monthly Jottmal-w
HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting,trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced htinter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding, Publish-
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

The Rauchfuss Combined

Section Press and

Foundation Fastener.
If you produce Comb Honey you need one

of these machines. Folds any width of the 4^4
x4^ section and fastens the foundation at
one operation. Capacity 1,000 to 3,000 sections
per day, according to experience of operator.
Used and endorsed by all the large comb
honey producers of Colorado. A wonderful
time and labor saver. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
We guarantee every machine to give satis-

faction.

RAUCHFUSS BROS.
1440 Market street, Denver, Colo.
Sole Manufacturers and Patentee's.

Our machines are sold by the following

dealers in Bee-Keeper's Supplies.

G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.
W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown,

N. Y.
CHAS. DADANT & SON, Hamilton, 111.,

L. A. WATKINS MDSE CO., Denver,
Colo.
BARTELDES & CO., Denver, Colo.

ROBERT HALLEY, Montrose, Colo.

DELTA FRUIT & PROD. CO., Delta,

Colo.,
THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUC-

ERS' ASSN.. Denver, Colo. 5-3t.

tlC.Ool^ WEEK
4^J I V^ ^^^ AJVI> EXPENSUES,
FOR MAX "WITH RUi To introduce our

POULTRY MIXTURE m the country, straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with Ptamp.

EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. v. East St. Louis, Ills

tf

Patent Wired Comb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

Thin Flat Bottom Foundation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the

quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish

a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to

wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprout Brook, N. Y



THE GRAND ARMY WORLD,
Army and Navy Chronicle. The National Illustrated Monthly Magazine.

CONTENTS—Stories, reminiscences, illustrations. Special department of

"Points on Pensions."
Year $i.oo; six months, $.50; three months, $-25; copy, $.10.

The Grand Army World and Navy Chronicle, 243 Broadway, New York
City.

Introductory three months trial, 10 cents. Sample copy mailed on receipt

of two-cent stamp.
3-2t. PROMINENT WRITERS.

CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Daughters of select Imported, select

long tongue and select straight five-

band breeders, bred three and one
fourth miles apart. No impure bees
within three, and but few within five

miles. No disease. Untested, 75c; tested,

$1.50. Send for free circular.

John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn, U. S. A.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;

Hijas de selectas importadas y de
selectas lenguilargas. Tambien excelen-
tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a
tres millas y quarto separades. Sin
abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil-

las. Sin enfermedades. No prabadas
a 75 centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase
circulares gratis. John M. Davis,
Spring Hill, Tenn., E. U. A. Htf

TP YOU COULD EXCHf^NGE

Oive Dollar for^Two
you could not afford to keep your dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of

The American \nver\tor

you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.
For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 F. St., N. W., Washington D. C.

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier

should use the All Right Drinking
Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-
ful invention for poultrymen. Saves
time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-

ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.

You can't afford to be without it.

Send for circular, prices and testimon-
ials to

I. E. BEVER,
Box A, 315 Keithsburg, 111.

2-6t

Over 100 Xieadiug' Mag^aziiies aiid
Newspapers for 25 Cents.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mail "Tlie l^iiion A^eiit " for « months
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it—for 25 cents you
receive .$10.00 worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such magazines as the YuiUhs' Com'
panion, Century, Revieiv c^ Erriews, Woman's Home
Companion, Farm and Fir(»ide, Etc. Send today!
This offer is for this month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.
Tbe Uuiou Agent, Coving^tou, Ky.

HELLO! Do vou want some good
purebred POULTRY?

We can furnish you EGGS FOR HATCH-
ING from fine White Wonder fowls, R. C.
B. Leghorns, B. P. Rocks, Partridge Cochins,
S. L. and Golden Wyandottes, Toulouse
Geese, and Rouen Ducks. If you want some-
thing good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention
this paper. Address,

Itf THE EUREKA POULTRY FARM.
Established 21 years. Hamburg, Wis.
One of the most Northern poultry farms in

the U. S.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.



ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

FARM
TOPICS

Farm Topics is a practical farm

publication. Every farmer, gardener,

bee keeper, stock breeder, orchardist,

dairyman and poultryman will find it

crowded full of helpful information. It

aims to be practical rather than theo-

retical, and well adapted to all parts oi

the country. It contains a larger vari-

ety of subjects of interest to farmers

than any other farm paper.

Subscription 50 cents per year.

FARM TOPICS.
108 W Canal St. Cincinnati, O.
4t

:THE

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over 6,000 of a circula-

tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes in

New Brunswick, JNova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly

printed 32-page paper, brim fuU of up-

to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, >i. B., Canada.

THE SOOTHEl FAeiEE.
ATHEN'S, GA.

The leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.

No farmer, fruitgrower, stock raiser,

poultryman, dairyman or even house-

wife can afford to be without this val-

uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on applica-

tion.

Say, Read This!
POULTRY CI I.TURE, the latest

and most up-to-dafc Poultry Maga-
zine in the world. Published monthly
16 pages, finely illustrated. P'ull of

good things that every poultry raiser

wants to know. The price of one
years subscription is only 25 cents.
Send us the names and addresses of

three of your neighbors who raise
poultry and send us a silver dime also

and we wil send you Poultry Cul-
TfRE for one year. This is a special

offer, so send at once.

POULTRY CULTURE,
East St. Louis, 111.

MENTION Tms PAPER.

tf

ADVERTISING RATES
ABLE.

REASON-

".orin Balrfi

Removes paint and grease from cloth-

ing, carpets, silk or woolen goods;
cures dandruff and chapped .

hands.
Five ounce box and circular

50 c«nt$.

AGENTS WANTED

McCormick & Greening Co.
Box 26, MONROE, MICH.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana

ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antignas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In-

ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Envianios gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.



ALL LOWERS OF MATURE ""'''''

""'"'^t^l^.res. of

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, HEALTH, etc, should not fail to

secure, as a regular visitor to their home,

Popular Science News,
Instructive. Of great value to teachers, and persons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR SCIENCK ?s'EWS, the publishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPECIAL GOMBIMATIOM Q FFE R ^°'' *^^ ^""™®'^ ™°°*^^ =

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months $0 80

Review OF Reviews [new] " " 12.5

Success [new or renevTal] " " 50

The AMERICAN' Bee-keeper [new]. " " 25

All Four for

$1.68.
$2 80

All Four for

$2.85.

or POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year $1 60

Review OF Reviews [new] " " 2 50

Success [new or renewal] " " 100
The American Bee-keeper [new] " " 50

15 60

Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

Popular Science News and The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

Send for our Free Catalogue
of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8tf . Milwaukee, Wis,

CUT THIS OUT
and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in-

closed, and receive in return a six months'
trial subsciption to

People's Companion Magazine,

It's the one you hear so much about. Ad.
rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give
us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is.

Sample copy for two cent stamp.

People's Companion Pub. Co.,

MILWAUKEE, M^S.

Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8t

SEND 20 STAMP.
For printed information regarding the most

fertile unimproved farm in Minnesota, where
crops never fail, that can be had from $5.00
to $12.00 per acre. This spring will be the
last opportunity to get lands so cheap, as btJt
comparatively small amount of the best lands
remain, but has already been purchased by
actual settlers. Prices also will advance rap-
idly. We o\fn and absolutely control 120,000
acres of the choicest land which has ever been
on the market. Also list of rood improved
farms ranging in price from $25.00 to $65.00
per acre.

WINONA & WESTERN LAND CO..
3tf^ Box 247. Winona. Minn.

FOR SALE—12 Hive« Complete; also 2 Col-
onies Italian Bees. Price Low. E. L. MES-
SENGER, S3 Townsend Are., New Haven,
Conn. i-2t.



To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER,
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We Will Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-

try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2tf

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-
tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.

Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boston, Mast.

Also THE APIARISr. Horticulture.
Special Industries.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 38. 6d. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and

Tasmania. A good medium to Americas

firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian Colonies,

229 Collins street,

Melbourne, Australiafci

SEND TO FARMERS WIVES
Names and Postoffice and eight two-ceat

stamps and we will send you our paper free

for one year. These names are valuable to us.

We are publishing the handsomest and most
practical monthly illustrated magazine, derot-

ed exclusively to the interests of the women
folks on the farm at 50 cents a year. If you
hesitate, send two-cent stamp for a sample
copy and be convinced we are giving you a
very desirable Journal.

THE FARMERS' WIFE,
2-tf Winona. Minn-

Wanted, Local Managers,

to organize and take charge of branch Rabbit-

ries all over the U. S., Canada, Mexico, West
Indies and Central America. J. V. Cortle*

represents us at Manila, Phillipine Islands.

Send stamp for Large Free Book, particulars,

and sample copy of Best Belgian Hare and
Poultry paper in the world.

EASTERN IMPORTING & BREEDING
COMPANY.

Belfast, Maine.

We think not. The West is the direction to

look forward to for business. Hare you either

Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, tkat yo«

wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon IPohlff^

is the best medium of its class through which

to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON, Manager,
Salev, Oregon.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fi.ne for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-
ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

oy good journals than that o£ the farmer. Unin-

telligent unprogressiveness has now no ezcus*.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they

place their advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, four columns to
page. Departments covering every
branch of farming and stock-raising
The little journal that Is "read and re-

read by its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second St.,

St. Louis, Mo. 7tf.

PATENTS
Caveats, Tra(ie Marks
Copyrights and Designs

SoHd your business direct to Washington
iSaves time, costs less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receive
special notice, without charge, in the

INVRNa:^IVR AGR.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Termsfl ayear

E. G. SICGERS,
<J18 F Street N.W. Washington, D. C.

PouItr^l^eespAY
and Fruit

a good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can l-ceep them. If you
are now raisino- poultry get some bees
and fruit. They will pay you. The

Poultry, Bee and Fruit

Journal is the only journal devoted ex-
clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it,

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 2Sc a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dime; stop it if you don't
like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Company,

tf Davenport, Iowa.

THE RABBIT; How-
to Select, Breed and

- T-T,—,-r --,-,-- ...—r. Manage the KabWt
111(1 Belgian Hare for Pleaiuro or Profit, flfili edlUoa
low ready, nicely ilUistniU'd, eulargod. fltic paper, up-

;2;.'ilPi^'2i'il'iI'^'^*^"'"'''^'^''»OVet<;. Price 2o cents.

ninrnyP the pigeon; now to Sele«.
rlMrllll^ Breed and Manage the Pigeon for
I lUUUIlUa Pleasure or Profit, by A. V. Mcei^
ich. Profusely Illustrated, treating the subject In a
ihorougli and concise manner, theautliorhavlnguiany
reiirs experience in U.S. and England. Price 25 018.

" " PAPER, lllusfd, 24 pages, 25 centa
per year. 4tnontlia' trial lOcents.

. _w -•>.. Sample free. 6-1-page prucllcnj
Wultry hook free to yearly Bubscrlbers. Book alone
:0 cents. The paper one year and eltlier25 ct. hook for
10 CIS., or all above for 60 cts. Catalogue of poultiy
X>0K8 free. AuiericoBPoultryAdvouAte, 8yracuse,NY
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REARING GOOD QUEENS.

A General Discussion and Comparison of Prev-

alent Methods, by One of the Veterans.

(Henry Alley).

UEEN REARING has
been my special hobby
fcr more than forty

years Have, during
all these years, been
through all the ups
and downs connected

-«v^Mw*K«|f;; with the business. I

mMoF' have tested all the best
methods for producing queens, and
many processes that have never been
made public
Now, I have never found any good

reason for trying to outdo nature by
forcing a colony to build queen-cells
in a way they surely would not do if

they had their own way in the matter.
I see no reason why artificial cell-cups

should be made and eggs or larvae
transferred to them, and then compel
the bees to rear queens, when they al-

ready have a good, prolific queen in the
hive. Is that the way bees do if left

to select for themselves? Is such a
method an up to date plan? Just think
for a moment what the effect is on a
colony when in a strictly normal con-
dition to have a lot of cell-cups thrust

in their hive at a time when they are
not in condition for rearing queens. I

think it requires from 12 to 24 hours
to prepare a colony of bees for cell

building. Nothing can be done with
the cell-cups until the nurse bees have
formulated the proper food for nursing
and feeding the royal lavae. Now it is

evident that there is an interval of

many hours in which the royal lavae

are not matured at all; and in the case

of rearing queens in a chamber over a

normal colony, the young queens are

never properly fed-

I discovered several years ago that

queens reared over a hive of bees hav-

ing a good, prolific queen were short-

lived and practically worthless. I found

that fairly good queens could be reared

in above way when bees were gather-

ing honey from the fields. But do such

queens compare with those reared

where the bees make preparation to

swarm? They do not! When cell-cups

are given the bees during the swarm-
ing period, do the bees, as soon as the

queen cells are capped, cast a swarm as

they do when they construct cells in ac-

cordance with their own will? Do
these people who rear such queens

have swarms issue at such times? No!
And why not? It is the unnatural way
for bees to rear queens. But some of

the bee-men who rear queens by this

unnatural way advertise that they are

rearing queens in the only natural way.

These fellows are about as bad as the

parties who advertise that they have

queens whose bees will gather honey
from red clover. A man wrote me the

other day and wanted a queen whose
bees would gather honey from red clo-

ver. I replied that I had no such bees

and would pay one hundred dollar for

such a queen.
Dr. Gallup has written several ar-

ticles on queen-rearing for another

bee-paper. The articles are generally

good and much the doctor has said is

painfully true; but when Dr. Gallup or

any other man says good queens cannot
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be reared in nucleus hives, he is wrong.
Now, I do not rear queens in nucleus
hives, but I know good queens—yes,

queens far ahead of those reared under
the swarming impulse can be reared in

very small nuclei; and I now have the

queens to show and to prove my state-

ments. The nucleus hives I use for

keeping my queens in until they become
fertile, are only 5x5, 6 inches deep.

They take four small frames.

Now, the fine queens spoken of

above were reared in these little hives.

After the queens are fertilized and fill

the combs with eggs they are sent off

to customers and in a few days after

queens are introduced and the same
process is gone over again in the ship-

m'ent of other queens. Sometimes when
I go for a second, or third queen, as

the case may be, I find several fine

queen-cells or a nice large queen.

These queens are always allowed to be-

come fertile and in all cases prove to

be the finest queens.

One of the best queens I ever owned
or ever saw was reared in a nucleus

hive. The bees were not fed nor nurs-

ed while queenless. This queen lived

four years and two months and could

not have had less than 500,000 chil-

dren. Does this look as though good
queens cannot be reared in small hives

with about a pint of bees? I challenge

any one to produce better queens than

can be reared by the nucleus method.
You know, friend Hill, that I have al-

ways claimed that I could rear better

queens by a method I persue than can

be reared at swarming time. When a

colony of bees rear queens in prepara-

tion for swarming they have a laying

queen in the hive. They are in no
special need of a queen; and do not

produce such good queens as they

surely will under other conditions. Now
what are the conditions under which
bees will rear queens superior to those

reared at swarming time? When a

strong colony is made aueenless either

by accident or by dequeening, there not

only is a desire for another queen, but

an absolute necessity for one. In this

case there is a double reason why bees

work and bend all their resources to-

ward producing another queen. The
bees work with a will; every bee in the

hive seems to have a hand in rearing a

new queen. How is it in cases where
a fertile queen is present? The bees

seem to argue in this way: "Well,

there are some cell-cups and we are

expected to take care of them; we do
not need another queen," and the re-

sult is, a lot of sickly, inferior queens
are born into the world- Bees can't

be fooled into rearing queens in that

way. They understand that they have
all the queens necessary to their ex-

istence, and do not work with so much
interest as do queenless bees.

In speaking of making artificial cell-

cups, instead of allowing the bees to

do it for themselves, prompts me to

say that such work is not up to present

day improvements. What would we
say of a farmer if he were to throw
aside his plow and dig ud his land with

a common garden fork? Well now, as

bees will, if given a chance to do so,

make all the cell-cups that are neefled,

why should one spend his time in such

a foolish way? Some of the men wnu
work the cell-cup plan claim that

queens so reared are better than those

reared by bees that form their own cell-

cups. It would be interesting reading

if such reasons could appear in one of

the bee journals- Better in what way?
Why, the claim is a most foolish one.

As everybody knows who has purchas-

ed such queens, they are short-lived

and worthless. Very few can rear

queens by the cell-cup plan and I never

could believe the originator of the

method used it himself.

I have found that the least disturb-

ance to a queen cell, or the contents

of a cell-cup, was sure to be noticed by

the bees and all such cells were soon
destroyed. For this reason I do not

understand how it is that the bees do
not remove all the transferred larvae

and jelly from the artificial cell-cups,

especially where cell-cups are given a

colony that is in no need of a queen;

or in other words, have a good laying

queen. I'll pay the expenses of Mr. D.

or any man who will come to Wenham,
prepare a lot of cell-cups, transfer

larvae to them and put them in a hive

of bees having a good queen if these

cell-cups are matured into queens that

are worth five cents per 100. I don't

believe even one cell-cup would be built

down to a finished queen cell. The
whole business is contrary to nature, or

just the opposite to the way bees do
business.

Wenham, Mass., Aug. 6, 1902.
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HIVE ENTRANCES. get a habit of using this ventilator for
an entrance, so that, when it is finally

But On. Is Needed for Each Colony, and Why f^o^ed the bees which haye been accus-
tomed to use this as an entrance to the

This Is True. hjve, go out at the regular entrance,

(G. M. Doolittle). '^"^ return to the old place only to
find it closed, thus causing a great

T THE bee-keepers' in-
commotion and loss, as they know of

stitutt held at Auburn. "*^
^^^l'^^ P'ace of getting into their

N. Y., last winter I
"'^"''S' havmg so marked on their first

heard 'one or two bee- ^^S^^^- ^"^' '^^°''st of all, unless the

keepers telling about ''^^f
entrance is closed during cool

the several entrances "'^V^s. it makes the hive so cool by the

they had to their bee
^""^'^ °^ ^'^ thus caused, that the bees

hives; one who had for ^'''""°^ '^^''^ t° advantage at comb
years kept bees in box-hives arguing building or evaporating nectar,

that an entrance was necessary on all ^^ ^° ^" entrance into or near the

four sides, so that the frame hive could surplus apartment, anyone arguing that

be something on the plan of the old
s"'^^ is a necessity shows a lack of a

box-hive set upon blocks so the wind thorough knowledge ot the inside work-

could pass under the hive from' all di- '"^^ of the hive. And also such en-

rections during the summer to give am- trances retard work on cool nights in

pie ventilation. And he was just as
t^e same way, or even worse, than does

sure that an entrance was needed for a rear entrance, as spoken of above, and

the supers as that his hives needed en- should never to tolerated for this rea-

trances on all four sides, "for," said he, s°"' ^^ ^°^ "^ other,

"some way must be provided for the When I first began bee-keeping I used
bees to go directly into the sections an entrance just under the supers to

with their loads of honey." my hives, and after a little while began
He was so positive in this matter plugging them up, and found that those

that I saw there was little use in try- plugged did much better in surplus than
ing to make him believe otherwise, so those open, which resulted in the plug-

I simply said, "I think you are mis- ging of all, in hives already made," and
taken." But now comes a person, who in making no more such entrances in

says he takes the American Bee-Keep- new hives. But why did I say above,
er, with these questions, "How many that such an entrance showed the lack

entrances should be allowed when mak- of a thorough knowledge of the inside

ing bee-hives? I am told that, besides workings of the hive? Because the bees
the front or main entrance at the bot- which gather the nectar from the fields

tom of the hive, an entrance should be are not the ones which deposit it in

made at the rear also for ventilation, the cells, as I have several times proven
to be opened during hot weather, and by taking away a queen of one variety

one near the top of the hive to be open of bees and introducing a queen of an-

at all times wh»n the bees are storing other variety. For instance, I once
surplus honey, so they need not have took away the queen of a black colony
to travel so far to carry honey from the in June, and noted the time the last

entrance to the top of a second or black bee emerged from its cell, and
third story hive. What is your opinion also when the first Italian bee came
in the matter? Please tell us in the forth from its cell. As young bees do
American Bee-Keeper." This brings not gather nectar till they are sixteen
afresh to my mind what I heard at days old, where the colony is in a nor-
Auburn, and so I think it might be well mal condition, on the fifteenth day after

to say a few words in the matter. the first Italians emerged from their

Regarding the ventilation matter, I cells none were seen going in and out
much prefer to make the entrance large at the entrance but black bees, while
enough to give all the needed ventila- an examination of the surplus apart-

tion in times of extreme heat, and have ment, in which the bees were briskly at

it so arranged that it can be easily con- work building comb and depositing

tracted to meet the requirements of the honey, showed scarcely a black bee
smallest colony when desired. My rea- there, but all were Italian. And this is

sons for so preferring are that, the bees only one instance among many which
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have proven the same thing. Conse- more delectable one,—in the product of

quently I am opposed to more than one the hive.

entrance to any hive, under any cir-

cumstances, or at any time of the year.

Borodino, N. Y., Aug. 2, 1902.

HONEY VS. SUGAR.

A Comparison of the Relative Food Value

These Commodities.

(Bessie L. Putnam).

Says T. G- Newman, "It is nature's
ofifering to man—ready for use, distill-

ed drop by drop in myriads of flowers,

by a more delicate process than any hu-
man laboratory ever produced.'' Al-
most every one likes it, and the fact

that comparativeljf few can indulge in

it on account of the price should ren-

der every bee-keeper appreciative of his

privileges. As to the cost, there are

two ways of looking at the matter.

With the market price alone in view it

seems a little extravagant to substitute

honey for granulated sugar which is

sold for half the price; on the other
hand, the honey is converted from nec-
tar which would have been lost but for

the bees. It really costs the owner of
the hive but little save his labor, and
may be regarded as largely an inexpen-
sive way of converting unavailable ma-
terial into the choicest food.

A tourist calls attention in Gleanings

HILDREN hanker for

ugar, although it has

long been regarded as a

delicacy of doubtful

propriety. In the form
of candy, however, it

was indulged in with

more or less liberality

as the purse and the

rules of hygiene dictated. That it was

harmful was believed by many; the idea

that it possessed anv special food value to the fact that chocolate, cofifee, rolls

would have been scouted a generation and honey are a staple breakfast menu
ago. throughout the continent, including

Since it is one of the most commonly Holland, Belgium, Germany, France,

adulterated foods, promiscuous use of Italy, Austria, and Switzerland. Some-
manufactured candy cannot be recom- times marmalade is substituted for the

mended. That of home manufacture, honey, but meat is not indulged in,

however, has been shown to be not on- the extracted honey, which is used en-

ly wholesome but a necessary food. The tirely, furnishing necessary fuel-

carbonates essential to perfect physical Cake, candy, pudding, all culinary

development are found in sugar as well products requiring sugar are more
as in meat, and in the former much wholesome and in many instances more
more easily assimilated. appetizing by a substitution of the hon-

Statistics show that civilized nations ey. The cereals used as breakfast food

are each year using more sugar and have a delightful flavor all their own
less pork, and the substitution proves when sweetened with honey, and all

a healthful one to the purse as well as that has been said advocating the use

to the body. The average consumption of sugar applies more emphatically in

by Americans is 63 pounds annually by the apiary. If it causes "honey sick-

each man, woman and child. Our own ness" try scalding a small quantity.

credited as containing the Just imagine for a time that it is

after which come made from left-overs and see how fast
nation
greatest sugar eaters.

the Danish, Swiss, Dutch, French Ger-

mans and Swedes. The nations of South-

ern Europe indulge less freely as their

warm clime permits of less heat-pro-

ducing foods. "Generally speaking,"

says a recent writer, "sugar is one of

the indices of national progressiveness;

the more enterprising and energetic a

people, the more sugar they eat."

It is generallv conceded that honey
is much more easily digested than su-

gar; in fact, it is sugar partly digested.

The virtues of the latter all exist in a

it will grow in popularity. Use it free-

ly as a food, rather than a luxury.

Harmonsburg, Pa., July 30.

BISULPHIDE OF CARBON.

CIosed-Hnd vs. Hangint Frames -Old and Nev^

Combs.

(F. Greiner).

T HAS been said that the bee-keep-

er who does not use carbon bisul-

phide for destroying waxmoth lar-
I

simpler form,—and to most people in a vae is behind the times. I am not fully
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convinced of this. ^[r. E. R. Root now
advises in Gleanings, to use the drug-
out of doors only, for safety's sake,

for the gas formed by evaporation is

very explosive.

If other bee-keepers do as I do, they
store honey and combs inside of their

buildings, shops, honey houses, etc. Do
I now understand that I must set all

this out in order to have the privilege

of being up to the times V That would
be paying dear for a quf-stionable priv-

ilege. It would be simpler and cheaper
to keep on using salphur InsiJe with-

out moving a full SMpc: tf honey v>r :i

hive body full of combs. Mr way of

doing is to store my honey and como;
in the supers lo or 12 high.
When I deem it best, or find it nec-

essary to do something to stop or pre-
vent the work of moth larvae I place
an empty hive body on top of a stack
of combs or honev. This leaves room
for a four-quart pail which I partly fill

with ashes. A small quantity of live

coals are placed upon this every tim'e

a stack of honey is to be sulphured and
a handful of sulphur is burned on top
of each stack. Of course, all has to

be covered up tight and left thus for

half an hour. As is the case with car-

bon, the sulphur fumes settle and fill

the whole stack of combs or honey and
kill moth larvae.

I do not find it necessary to sulphur

comb-honey more than once. The use

of too large a quantity of sulphur caus-

es comb honey to turn green in spots,

particularly along the edges where the

comb is attached to the section bojc.

Care is required to avoid this.

CLOSED-END FRAMES.

In the same journal it appears that

some German authorities pronounce
our modern hives illy adapted to the

needs of the honey bee- The passage
ways between the combs.they say,should

form closed chambers, and the combs
in the brood-nest should be continuous
planes uninterrupted by wooden bars

and bee-spaces, as in shallow sectional

hives. These defects have been harped
upon by Dzierzon for nearly half a cen-

tury- A few American bee-keepers have

also pointed out the same features as

being detrimental to bees.

Perhaps it is possible to construct a

hive possessing the features peculiar

to the box hive, and still have the

combs readily movable. The closed-end

frame was devised probably to accom-
plish this object. I myself have been
inclined to the German view. To test

the matter I built about twenty-five
closed-end frame hives, quite a num-
ber of years ago. The frames were elev-

en inches deep. I cannot remember
howf many years I had them in use but
I finally discarded them for the more
convenient loose hanging frame and
others of similar construction.

In comparing the closed-end frame
hive with the other as to wintering,
breeding up in the spring, etc., I have
about concluded, that the difference in

these respects is slight. If the former
has any advantage. It is not to be com-
pared with the advantage the latter has
in respect to greater ease and rapidity in

manipulating; but supposing there was
a marked difference in favor of closed-

end frames, I have this to say: Myself
as well a^ the great majority of bee-

keepers keep bees not for the sake of

the bees, but principally for the profits

from the business; or, in other words,

to make a living.

Any method or any devices which
give the greatest profit with the least

labor, we are in for; even should the

bees have to sufifer. Of course, the

bee business could not be carried on
successfully very long unless the hives

used met the requirem'ents of the bees.

About this there can be no doubt. But
I believe the bad efifect claimed result-

ing from the use of open-top and open-

end frames is nearly if not quite coun-

terbalanced by improved methods of

wintering and the improved features of

our modern hives.

OLD VS. NEW COMBS.

It is claimed by some authorities that

bees prefer old comb to new, other

things being equal. I have never seen

evidence of this- What I have ob-

served of late seems to point the other

way. When it became apparent that

the colony containing one of my breed-

ing queens made preparation to swarm
I removed the queen with two brood
combs and adhering bees, thus forming

a nucleus colony. I gave it two extra

combs one at each side, and after a

week's time an empty frame at one side.

One comb was promptly occupied with

brood, and I expected the other would

be also; but instead, the empty frame

was being built out. Evidently the

bees seem to think new comb, even if
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it has to be first built, is better or more
to their liking than the old, but good
comb at the other side of their brood
nest.

Naples, N. Y-, July 13, 1902.

QUEEN REARING.

"Swarthmore" Demonstrates His Method Be-

fore the Philadelphia People.

(M. F. Reeve).

H E NOTED
queen breeder,
E. L. Pratt,

gave the Phila-
delphia Bee-
Keepers' Asso-
ciation a clean-

cut talk on
queen rearing
in artificial cell-

cups by im-
proved meth-

ods, through a paper read by Secre-

tary Hahman, at the outing on July 20,

at Vice-President Flower's apiary, Ash-
borne, Pa.

The distinctive feature of Mr. Pratt's

plan is the rearing of queens in mina-

ture hives, either isolated or over

strong colonies.

Nothing would do then but that Mr.
Pratt should give a practical illustra-

tion of his manner of transferrins: lar-

vae from combs to cell-cups, which he

proceeded to do. He had brought a

press and empty shells or cups, along

with him. Mr. Flower provided wax
and a cup and oil stove. Melted wax
was poured into the cups and when it

had hardened, the cups were placed

under the press and given a stamp, and
were ready for the larvae. Mr. Flower
opened a hive and took out a comb
with eggs. Mr. Pratt fashioned a

sharp-pointed stick inserted it in sever-

al cells, pulled out the larvae and de-

posited each in a cup and the cups in

a frame and the frame was put back in

the hive for the bees to finish out the

drawing of the cells and to do the rest.

The visitors were taken into the apiary

and were shown frames containing

larvae which had been inserted by Mr.
Pratt at his home place just a week
previously and had been accepted.

Some of the drawn cells provoked ex-

clamations of surprise on account of

their great length.

Mr. Flower also exhibited his im-
proved tent with which he is conduct-
ing experiments on the mating of

queens in confinement, a subject on
which he spent considerable time last

year, and the results of which were em-
bodied in a paper read before the Bee-
Keepers' Association last winter.

By the way, I omitted in my hurry
last week to mention the fact that at

the Mt. Holly meeting, Mr. Hornor
showed a new bee escape which he said

was a Canadian invention and had been
exhibited at the Pan-American Expo-
sition. It was claimed to be a big im-
provement over the ordinary escape in

the fact that there were nine separate
escapes instead of one. These were in

a row across a board, thus making a

very rapid clearing of the supers. Mr.
Hornor said the bees went down in

"no time," being attracted towards the

light, which was admitted through
screen clothing on the edge of the
board- He said the drones would not
"ball up" or obstruct the escape.

Rutledge, Pa., July 20, 1902.

A VERMONT BEE=KEEPER.

Oneiof Our Regular Contributors Has a Pleas-

ant Visit to the Green Mountain State.

(A. C Miller).

MONG trees and shrubs,
picturesquely scattered,
well up on one of Ver-
mont's green hills lies

the apiary of E. L Bragg.
It was my good fortune
to call upon him one af-

ternoon in mid July, and my reception
was most pleasant.

Mr. Bragg has 50 or 60 colonies all

in the original type of Langstroth
hives, with portico and cap- Also his

bees contain the blood of the strain of

Italians first sent out by Mr. Lang-
stroth, Mr. B's father having purchased
some of the stock. Today his yard con-
tains only hybrids, but Mr. B. says the

vigor of those Italians is still apparent.
He has tried some other strains but
only to discard them, finding his hy-
brid stock better fitted to his needs. He
follows the simplest methods possible

as his large farm calls for much of his

time, but the results soeak well. Na-
tural swarming is allowed, and swarms
are hived on the old stands, but in-
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stead of using only starters in the
frames he says he finds it profitable to
have part of them filled with comb. His
surplus arrangements were an illustra-
tion of how location modifies practices.
Instead of putting on a full case of 28
boxes he finds it better to have his

cases contain but 14, and one of these
he first puts across the rear part of
the frames; later another case covers
the front part, and as work progresses
ordinary storifying is practiced. Mr.
B's main crop of white honey comes
from raspberry, vast quantities of which
are within reach of his bees.

He winters his bees in the cellar, but
often does not put them in until the

middle of December. He says that if

they get a chance to fly once in Decem-
ber they will winter all right, but oth-

erwise they often suflfer from dysentery.

In the spring he does some feeding and

says he believes it pays, but I inferred

from some other remarks that as yet

he is only trying it experimentally.

He produces a nice grade of honey,

puts it up in cartons and ships only

the well filled boxes, saying the others

break out in transportation and that he

can sell such just as profitably at home.

Together with many another bee-keeper

he has this season gotten little more

than his labor for his pains, the crop

having been very meagre, and several

swarms had to be fed to keep them

alive.

Providence, R. I., Aug. 6, 1902.

AUTUMN SUGGESTIONS.

Preparing in the Fall for Winter and Spring.

(L. E Kerr).

USUALLY receive but lit-

tle attention after the close

of the honey season; and
this is well enough, provid-
ing all colonies are all in

first-class condition; but, if

not, then we should not ne-

glect to do the work necessary to make
them so.

Bees, perhaps, are better off when
not unnecessarily handled in autumn
and late summer, and especially so if

much smoke is to used upon them to

bring them under subjection. If they
have an abundance of honey in the hives

so that stores are no object, it will then

do no harm, but frequent handling will
increase their food consumption, and
perhaps will be but little benefit in
stimulating their queen to laying.

If queens are. to be introduced to
colonies, it should be done early in

auturnn, so that every colony will be
in good housekeeping shape before win-
ter. Queens introduced in early au-
tumn will begin laying and will produce
young bees which are very essential to
the welfare of the colon3\ and by the
time winter is on they are in good con-
dition to winter, if thev have plenty of

stores. If bees lack stores and are to

be fed, this also should be done early,

giving them warm weather to store and
seal their honey. Early feeding will

also incite brood rearing and a quanti-

ty of young bees will be hatched, while
late feeding will not have this eflfect.

The surplus boxes should be taken
of? all the hives thus early, unless a
good honey flow is on, when the bees
may be working in the boxes; but only
in very rare cases is it best to let them
store honey in the surplus boxes at

this season of the year, but better to

have all honey now stored in the brood
chamber for the bees t y winter on and
carry them through until the next sea-

son. We should always leave enough
honey in the hives to "spring'' the bees,

as well as "winter" them.
Bees consume honey more heavily

after spring opens and brood rearing

begins; and at no time in the whole
year will it be more important to keep
them supplied with a good reserve

store.

Hurricane, Ark., Aug. 2, 1902.

White Clover.

(H. E. Hill).

HE accompanying
picture reflects a
scene with which
every dweller in the
clover belt is famil-

iar; but there are
thousands of Bee-
Keeper readers
whose knowledge
of this great honey
producing plant
has necessarily

been restricted to that gleaned from the
pages of books and magazines, having
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not been permitted to observe the busy-
workers actually jostle one another in

their eagerness to secure the nectar
from its tiny corollas. It was taken by
the editor of The Bee-Keeper as he
strolled, several years ago, among the
hills of Western Pennsylvania-

"O country lanes, white-starred with
bloom,

Where wild things nestle, shy and
sweet.

Where all your waving grasses laugh
And part before my eager feet."

Of white clover, a popular encyclope-
dia well says: "The flowers of all

kinds of clover are the delight of bees,
but those of this species perhaps par-
ticularly so." It might as truthfully

have been added that in all the floral

realm no more delicate and delicious
nectar is offered the eager gatherers,
nor sweeter perfume wafted from the
rose, the "queen of flowers,'' than that

which greets the admirer of nature who
wanders among fields of white clover
on a June morning.

Fort Pierce. Fla., Aug. i8, 1902.

Sample copies are still free, and it's

a pleasure to submit them to those who
request it. Ask for as many as you can
use to advantage.

After having read this number of The
Bee-Keeper, if you decide that it is not
worth four cents—about its cost—please
tell your bee-keeping friends that the
paper isn't worth it- Tell them truthful-

ly what you think; but be sure to tell

them something about it.

As a special inducement to new sub-
scribers, we ofifer this month to send
The Bee-Keeper six months on trial

for twenty (20) cents. Will our friends

kindly make the fact known to bee-
keepers of their acquaintance who are
not taking The Bee-Keeper?

As we think a comparison will show,
The American Bee-Keeper prints a
greater quantity of original matter than
any other monthly bee journal in the
world, while if there is one published
at a lower price, we have not seen it.

Many cost twice as much, and they are
worth it. Please ask your friends to

give The Bee-Keeper a six months'
trial. The cost is 20 cents-

A laugh is worth a hundred groans
in any market.—Charles Lamb.
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Bee -Keeping World

AUSTRIA.

To find a queen bee Zeiler advises, in

Bienenvater, Vienna, to hang the

brood-frames with adhering bees in

pairs upon an open, purposely con-

structed frame (comb-horse-Waben-
bock). In a short time uneasiness will

be manifested by the bees upon those

combs not having the queen on them.

The bees that have the queen with them
will remain ouiet. The finding of the

queen will then be easy as but two
combs have to be examined.

SWITZERLAND.

Honey is usually served for break-

fast in the hotels of Switzerland. In re-

gard to *his custom "Die Weltauf Rei-

sen" has this to say in substance: It

has been observed that honey gives

strength and endurance to the travelers

who climb the mountains, which ex-

plains why honey is served. Wheel-

men would do well to indulge freely

in honey-

IRELAND.

An organization of bee-keepers has

been organized in Ireland. Its main ob-

ject is to effect the sale of the honey of

its members, also purchase supplies. It

is said the bee-keepers have realized

nearly 50 per cent, more for their pro-

ducts. The seat of the organization is

Dublin, its officers are elected annual-

ly.

GERMANY.

As regards the problems before bee-

keepers of the 20th century. Valentin

Wuest suggests rather ironically in

Deutsche Illustr. B. Z., that there are

some other things besides long tongues

and short tubed blossoms to be worked
for. He enumerates: Enlarging of the

honey-sack of the bee to enable her

to carry larger loads; Nubbing ofif the
stmger of the worker to prevent its
penetrating the human or animal skin;
Increasing the honey-secreting propen-
sity of the blossoms. Electricity prop-
erly applied might be a factor of con-
sideration in this last named matter.
When successful in all the above, re-
sults might be greatly increased by
illuminating earth's honey fields by elec-
tric lights to keep the industrious in-
sect everlastingly at gathering honey,
night and day. Finally hypnotizing of
the bees in the fall of the year, so they
will pass the winter sleeping and with-
out taking food.

Deutsche Bicnenfreund has the follow-
ing criticism about judging honey at
fairs: "It is a common practice for a
judge to go from exhibit to exhibit with
a spoon, a pencil, a penholder, a jack-
knife or key, dip into one kind of hon-
ey and lick offthe instrument used, then
dip into another kind of honey and lick
off again, etc., etc- The judge may
be a perfectly competent man, but it

cannot be known whether he is in good
health or not. If he is not, licking off
the instrument used and dipping into
other honey afterward may infect the
different honeys with disease germs. A
practice of the kind cannot be too
strongly condemned No one would,
think of putting his knife, fork or spoon
after being used by him, in contact with
another man's food at table. If he did,

he would be considered an uncivilized
person who does not know even the
first principles or elementary rules of

decency and cleanliness. Why should
such or a similar course be admissible
when judging honey or butter, jellies

etc., at fairs?"' We have a cheap and
suitable little instrument, which would
answer the purpose of taking up hon-
ey for sampling, even from the cells of

nice comb honey, in the shape of a lit-

tle glass tube drawn to a point at one
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end and a rubber bulb attached to the

other. It is the implement we use in

taking up ink for filling fountain pens.

This tool should of course, never come
in contact with one's mouth while at

work judging, but the liquid taken up
should be deposited in a spoon or in

absence of such upon a card and thus

conveyed to the mouth. I could sug-

gest other ways: Little wooden splints

for instance to be thrown aside after

sampling each kind of honey, etc.

A writer in Deutsche B. F., suggests

to breed drones for trout-food. He
says a good profit could thus be made.

He thinks from 20 to 40 pounds of

drones could be raised by one colony,

which in turn could be converted into

10 to 14 pounds of trout meat.

ton of hay," etc., has long been explod-

ed. Just so.

The Leipziger B. Z-, reports that the

Arsenic Factory at Marfritzdorf dis-

tributes death and destruction among
bees of that locality every year. The
escaping poisonous fumes leave a de-

posit of arsenic upon all vegetation.

With the pollen and nectar the stufi is

thus carried to the hives. In feeding

the young with it they die in large num-
bers.

E. Stoerzer, in Schleswig Holstein B.

Z., says it should be a matter of honor
for every bee-keeper never to ofifer un-

ripe honey for sale. Honey is not ripe

till it is sealed.

In the same paper it is said that

young swarms are most valuable when ' For the common bee-keeper the best

issuing at the beginning of a good hon- way of rearing good queens is to accept

ey flow; and that the truth of the old a good lot of after swarms. Wurth in

addage, "a swarm' in May is worth a Die Biene. F. Greiner.

^1

1

Dear Bro. Hill:—

Don't you worry about your lapsing

into that spirit of lethargy which fol-

lows inaction, otherwise called "loaf-

ing." A chap who edits a paper, runs

a pineapple plantation, a bee farm and
a small boy, don't often have such

things happen to him. However if you

really fear such a state, run over and
see me and I will let you wrestle with
some "choice finely marked Italians''

that I have. As they are really_four-
fifths Syrians you can guess near about
their heat. They'd be good up North
next winter to keep folks hot during
the coal famine. Strange how india-

rubbery some of the boys' consciences
are, to work Syrian blood into their

Italians to get color and then call them
pure- Heard a man swearing a blue
streak over such bees t'other day.

Couldn't help but admire him even the'

I felt constrained to quote the old

Quaker's remark to the angry teamster:
"That's right my friend, swear away
and get all that vile stuflf out of thee."

What shall we say of and to the men
who cause the profanity?

Now Bro. York has done joined Bro.

Root in the explainin' line. Says he

leaves the address ofif of articles so the

dear contributors will not be bothered
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by correspondents. I reckon he leaves
the dates off for the same reason.

Say, a most impertinent cuss (yes I

mean "cuss." that just fits) blew in on
me near a week ago, and say sir, he
just criticised nigh about everything I

had—even my tobacco after he'd bor-
rowed all I had about me. Said things
unprintable about those "Italians" and
left without saying good-by—but then.

he was hardly to blame for that, for

those bees seemed to take a likin' to

him. 'Bout half the colony followed
him out of sight. I wonder if I hit that

hive while he was admiring them?
It's mighty queer how some people

are always criticising everything and
everybody; ain't it? I can't understand
it. Now there's one of the boys out
in Colorado who is great in that line;

keeps himself in hot water most of the

time—I understand he don't like hot wa-'

ter, either. Then there is another "boy"
in York state who can't agree with no-

body nohow unless they believe in him.
Deucedly odd. Then in Tennessee is

another fellow who gets everybody all

mixed up on hereditarial laws and is

cock sure the other boys are away off.

Gee whiz! Say, the woods are full of

them. But most reckless of all, is our
old friend Dr. Gallup; why he's just

gone and slapped the faces of every
queen raiser in the land. Says all their

queens are degenerates. Seems as how
a boy of his years ought to know better

than poke sticks into such a hornet's

nest. Just won't he catch it. I opine
he is right certain of his ground tho';

he generally is before he makes state-

ments.

Didn't I tell you that ructions were
coming, be more of 'em too, see if

there ain't. Here is food for some of

them: "Mr. G. apparently saw only

one side or a part of the other side. If

he will withold judgement until he re-

ceives a full statement I think he will

see the matter in a different light." So
wrote E. R. Root on the National Man-
agership muddle, in the A. B- J. July 31

1902 P'r'aps E. R. R., while he is in

the explainin' line, can explain to the

membership why they do not receive a

"full statement" and that before the

next election.

So Dr. Miller wants me to say which
of you are right. Faith and ye are

both right and both wrong. It all de-

pends on whose bees ye are talking

about. The pure Italian is a mighty

scare bird among domestic ones now-a-
days; most of 'em have Syrian blood.
Now both of ye go and get Cyprians

and be happy.
Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

In the Bee-Keepers' Record for July.

twenty-seven bee and honey exhibitions
are scheduled to occur in England from
July 5 to October 10, inclusive.

"The great secret of successful bee-
keeping lies in having strong colonies
always readj?^ to gather surplus whenever
a good honey-flow comes."—British

Bee-Keepers' Guide Book.

Mr. Charles Dadant, of the firm of
Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton. 111.,

a respected and prominent figure
throughout the bee-keeping world, died
at his home, July 16.

The Central Association of Austrian
Bee Keepers have arranged for an in-

ternational exhibition of bees, supplies,
honey and apicultural literature, at
Vienna, during the festival of Easter,
1903. *

Editor Morehouse, of the Rocky
Mountain Bee Journal, on June 11, lost

his beloved father, Thomas H. More-
house, aged about 62 years. The sym-
pathies of the fraternity are with the
bereaved brother.

J. W. A. inquires: "Do you think I

can raise as good queens by his (Al-

ley's) plan as by any of the others?"
Yes. There is no apparent reason why
they should not be fully equal to queens
reared by any known method.

It has been proven by various tests

that more depends on the nourishment
supplied for the first two or three days

than is generally conceded, not only by
the longevity of the queens and their
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offspring, but their prolificness as well, strict further introduction of bees from
—W. H. Pridgen, in Gleanings. other sections. As a result of over-

stocking the ranges it is said the av-
One word about ripe and unripe hon- erage honey crops of recent years have

ey. It appears that much depends upon been reduced fifty per cent.

the season—upon the honey flow—as
to whether there will be much unripe James Heddon, author of "Success
honey. Much wet and cloudy weather in Bee Culture," inventor of the hive
is conductive to there being unripe which bears his name, and for many
honey in the hive.^—Prof. Shutt. years a beacon light in American bee-

dom, is now distinguishing himself in

It is an interesting fact that in honey the realm of sports; having invented an
we are dealing with a substance which especial bait for alluring the wily black
has been an article of food from pre- bass, and being now engaged in writ-

historic times; for ages and ages before ing a book upon the same subject.

Christ it was the only form of sugar
known to the world.—Address of Prof. "I have to record that I did not get

Shutt, before Ont. Bee-Keepers' Ass'n a half-dozen stings during the whole
season, until today, when I think I got

It has been said that those who put my supply all at once from a strange
unripe honey on the market are as bad stock I ventured to look at. The own-
as others who adulterate, and so they er afterwards informed me that the
are. Away with all those who extract bees were 'Russians.'" It struck me at

and sell unripe honey. Nothing will the time that they were something out
discourage the consumer of honey as of the usual."—H. W. Brice, in Bee-
will eating this unripe stuff.—G. A. Keepers' Record.
Deadman. in Canadian Bee Journal.

- A New England correspondent dwells

Mr. J. T. Hairston, Salina. I. T., at length upon the great importance of

writes that the present season has given early preparation of bees for winter in

him the first fairly good honey crop in his latitude. He says: "In this part

three years—50 pounds, comb, and 75 of the U. S. a full storehouse in Sep-

pounds, extracted per colony, spring tember means good wintering, perfect

count. Bees elsewhere in the Cherokee "springing' and big colonies for the har-

Nation, however, have not done so well, vest next season—if the queens are

Prospects are fair for a fall flow, also, good.'' The necessity for this prepara-
— tion is by no means confined to New

Under date of Aug. 10, Mr. F. L. England. It is important in the South,

Powers, Groton, N Y., who is one of as well.

W L Coggshall's staff of apiarists,

writes that the sea,son has been so ex- p^t, the stalwart hustler who came
ceedingly wet that the honey crop is out of the East to "star" for a season
short, only about 10,000 pounds of white or two before retiring, on America's
clover honey having been secured from apiarian stage, is dodging about like "a

the nineteen apiaries operated in New ^gg in tar-bucket,'' these days, making
York state preparations for the move to Cuba

—

not with the 800 colonies originally

The British Bee Keepers' Record for planned, but with 20a—and we must re-

July devotes its editorial space to a dis- peat the advice to "the Cubebs in Cu-

cussion of the King's indisposition and ba." as Josiah Allen's wife would say,

expressions of gratitude for his recov- to meet him at the Havana wharf in

ery. It says: "To occupy this column September and then and there annihi-

with such commonplace matters as bee late the whole outfit, or peacefully sur-

work, or writing of the season's pros- render the island to him.

pects, would be singularly inopportune "

at this time." Now, if those scientific bee men can

and have bred up a strain of bees with

To such an extent has the Arkansas an unusually lengthy tongue, why on

Valley, Colo., been overstocked that the same hypothesis, can't they^ breed

the bee-keepers' association of the same up a strain with a short stinger. If I

name has taken offtcial steps to re- were in the queen rearing business I
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would advertise my bees as having iin- but I think for soHd comfort they are
usually short stingers, and an unusual working on the wrong end of the bee.
inclination not to use them, and I would —J. R. Gray, in Rockj Mountain Bee
get the trade, too. These bee experts, Journal.
no doubt, know what they are about;

(President National Bee-Keepers' Association.)
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"The American Bee-Keeper" se envia
a principio de cada mes. Si por algun
motivo el suscritor no recibe su perio-
dico a su debido tiempo, sirvase notifi-

carnos y les enviaremos otro ejemplar.
Todo asunto relacionado con la Di-

reccion y subscripcion a este periodico,
debe enviarse a "The American Bee-
Keeper, Fort Pierce, Florida. El di-

nero puede remitirse por giro postal.

El giro puede hacerse a The W. T.
Falconer Manufacturing Co., en James-
town, N. Y., cuando convenga mas a
los marchantes de esa casa
Cuando el suscritor reciba el periodi-

co con una faja azul es para avisarle

que su subscripcion termina con ese

ejemplar. Esperamos ser favorecidos
con orden para continuar la subscrip-

cion. Rogamos a nuestros correspon-
sales escriban los nombres y direccion-

es bien claro para evitar demoras.
Una faja roja indica que se debe la

subscripcion y esperamos su pronta
atencion al particular.

Subscripcion: 50 centavos al ano.

LAS PICADAS DE ABEJAS-

El Dr. Sere, de Marburg, ha tratado

casi un centenar de reumaticos por

medio de las picadas de abejas, habien-

do llegado a las siguientes conclusion-

es: El veneno de la abeja conviene

para toda clase de dolores reumaticos.

En las afecciones agudas y poco graves,

el efecto es rapido y la curacion viene

tras un corto numero de inyecciones;

los casos mas graves y cronicos exigen

a veces centenares de picadas. En los

casos ligeros 6 recientes, la curacion

por las abejas ha de preferirse a todas

las demas; para los casos mas graves,

no se ha de rccurrir a esas inoculacion-

es por las abejas sino cuando los medios

usados generalmente han resultado

ineficaces- Las complicaciones numer-

osas de estas afeciones, su duracion

prolongada, denotan un mal grave, in-

verterado, que exige imperiosamente

el empleo del veneno de las abejas.

Hasta cuando llega a presentarse una

especie de consuncion, en que todos

los demas medicamentos son ineficaces

o no ocasionan mas que una mejora
pasajera, la cura por las abejas pro-
porciona una curacion radical- Solo
que no ha de perderse la paciencia y
continuar las inyecciones tanto como
duren los accesos. A pesar del dolor
local provocado por las picadas, pro
diicese un gran bienestar, notable
consuelo ya antes de la desparicion de
la enfermedad, y esto basta para quitar
el temor de las inoculaciones y para
levantar el estado moral de los enfer-
mos.

(Prager med. Worchenchrift)-

LA PIQUERA.

La piquera ha de estar al nivel del
tablero por las razones siguientes:

a) Las abejas tienen mas facilidad

para arrastrar al exterior los cadaveres,
los deshechos de todas clases, cuyo
amontonamiento vicia el aire de la

colmena y ofrece un refugio a las

polillas, a los piojos y a otros enemigos;
b) La renovacion del aire se verifica

mucho mas facilmente; el acido car-

bonico, mas pesado que el aire, cae
sobre el tablero, se escapa por la

piquera y no incomoda a las abejas,

sobre todo en invierno;

c) La vigilancia de la puerta se hace
mas eficaz, las guardianas estan en
mejor posicion para recibir convenien-
temente a las ladronas;

d) La ventilacion, durante los

calores estivales, es mas activa; el

numero de ventiladoras y la disposicion

de ellas hacen mas rapida la renovacion
del aire y permiten evitar una elevacion

de temperatura que ocasiona a veces el

hundimiento de la reciente obra.

Existen, sin embargo, apicultores que
prefieren la piquera situada a alguna
distancia del tablero.

(Praktische Wegweiser).

POBLAR LAS COLMENAS DE

CUADROS,

Muchas veces se ha dicho: "Para
poblar una colmena de cuadros, no os
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contenteis, pues, en alojar en ella un
pequeno enjambre de colmena vulgar,
porque no podra obrar sus panales ni

recoger suficientes provisiones; poned
dos, tres, cuatro enjambres, de manera
que haya unos 4 kilogramos de abejas
en la colmena, y haccd esta operacion
lo mas pronto posiblc."

A pesar de este consejo, tantas veces
repetido, hemos visto todavia, en octu-

bre ultimo, hermosas colmenas de las

que se esperaban maravillas, no conten-
er sino cinco 6 seis cuadros obrados,
algunos kilogramos de miel y un pufiado
de abejas.

!Se ha querido tener demasiado
pronto un colmenar importante, se ha
cometido la mayor falta que un apicul-

tor pueda cometer, y, en primavera,
ante la colmena vacia se ha maldecido
de las colmenas de cuadrosi

(El Colmenero Espanol).

IMPRACTICABLE.
Jones—"Good morning, Mr. Brown;

I've come all the way from Kalamazoo
to find out what to do with my queen-
less bees. It's too late to raise a new
queen this year; and I'm in a peck o'

trouble. I don't want to lose 'em, and
knew you'd know what is best."

Brown—"Unite them with
—

"

Jones
—"Hang at all! that's what a

lot o' folks have told me, and it ain't

practicable. How's a fellow 'goin'

to—"
Brown—"There's no difficulty about

uniting bees if
—

"

Jones
—

"I tell you it can't be done,

because—^"

Brown—"What's the use of asking
advice then, if you know it can't be
done?"
Jones

—"Because I ain't got but one
hive."

PARA REUNIR ENJAMBRES.

Para ahadir enjambres a otro ya alo-

jado en cuadros, ha de ahumarse este

ultimo convenientemente, al obscurecer,

con humo de tabaco. Transcurridos
cinco minutos, se destapa los cuadros,
entre los cuales se proyectara tambien
un pocode humo, luego, de un golpe
seco sobre el vaso que contiene el en-
jambre que ha de aiiadirse, se hara caer
este encinia de los cuadros que se

cubrira diligentemente con un lienzo-

Una hora despues se pondra la tapa

y al dia siguiente se reemplazara el

lienzo por la manta ordinaria.

(Rucher Beige).

AL COLMENERO.

Ten compasion de la abeja
cuando vengas a castar,

no le vayas a quitar

hasta llegar a la teja.

No quites ni aun cera vieja,

y tratala con cordura,
que si te lleva la usura
a quitarle lo que tiene,

en el invierno que viene
su muerte sera segura.

Toribio Martin, en El Colmenero Es-
pafiol-

Orange blossoming begins here the

1st of March and continues up to the

1st to 15th of June. While in bloom
the whole atmosphere is scented with

perfume, which accounts for the hun-

dreds of tramp swarms flocking into

the vicinity of orange orchards this sea-

son; outside there was nothing for them
to gather. By the way, I was up to the

orange packing house one day when
they had just loaded a car, and a swarm
flew inside, and the agent closed up the

car; the engine hooked on, and they

started on .the road for Chicago.—Dr.

E. Gullup, (California) in Am. Bee
Journal.

He is a wise man who wastes no

energy on pursuits for which he is not

fitted.—Gladstone.

IMIRA! iMlRA!

There is nothing so powerful as ex-

ample. We put others straight by
walking straight ourselves.—Mme.
Swetchine.

Tenemos una lista completa de los

apicultores de la Provincia de Santa
Clara, pero quisieramos poseer los

nombres de todos los apicultores de

Cuba. A todo aquel que nos envie una
lista de diez apicultores, fuera de la

Provincia de Santa Clara, mandaremos
el American Bee-Keeper un aiio entero

gratis. tf
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As a candidate for general manager
of the National Association, the name
of Mr. N. E. France, Plattville, Wis.,

State Inspector of Apiaries, has come
to us from several sources- We doubt

if the United States can supply a more
capable gentleman to succeed Mr. Se-

cor.

TERMS
Fifty cents a year in advance; 2 copies 8&

cents; 3 copies, $1.20; all to be sent to one
postoffice.

Undoubtedly the largest straw hive,

or skep ever made is the one construct-

ed in Ireland for use as an exhibition

building at the Cork International

show. It stands twenty feet high and

WePostage prepaid in the United States and ^y^s illuminated by electric lights
Canada; 10 cents extra to all countries in the

, r i

postal union, and 20 cents extra to all other have a photograph ot this monster
countries.

ADVERTISING RATES :

Fifteen cents per line, 9 words; $2.00 per
inch. Five per cent discount for two inser-
tions; seven per cent for three insertions; 10
per cent for six insertions; twenty per cent
for twelve insertions.

"skep," and will soon present it in these

columns.

We have pleasure in presenting in this

number the latest and best photograph

Advertisements must be received on or be- taken of President W. Z. Hutchmson,
fore the 15th of each month to insure inser-

f ^j^ National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion in the month followmg. ^

,, ^^ t ^- ^ u tion, which convenes at Denver this
Matters relating in any way to business '•'^"•

should invariably be addressed to month from the 3rd to Stll- Whether at

THE AMERICAN ^BEE^EE^PER.
.^^.-entions, as editor or author Mr

Articles for publication or letters exclusively Hutchinson is a tireless toiler for the

for the editorial department may be addressed welfare of beedom; and no m&n living
to H. E. Hill,

, .,,,.,., ^ t- xt.
Fort Pierce, Fla. today is held m higher esteem by the

Subscribers receiving their papei in blue fraternity. The likeness shown was ta-
wrapper will know that their subscription ex-
pires with this number. We hope that you
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates that
you owe for your subscription. Please give the
matter your early attention.

ken and engraved especially for The

American Bee-Keeper.

This is the month to

dwindling.

There exists among the leading bee-

keepers of this country a very admirable

degree of friendship. It is, doubtless,

for the good of the industry that this

spirit should be maintained; but is it

the part of wisdom, _pr prudence for

promoters of the National Association

to permit their social regard for any

member to influence their labors in the

cause of advancement, to the obvious

detriment of the enterprise and the in-

cure spring
^^^^ ^^ every mfember, simply through

fear that the feelings of some one in-

No man who is not a thoroughly dividual may be harrised? As it ap-

practical apiarist should be considered pears to us, it is hardly worth while to

for general manager of the National cuhivate the friendship of any one who

Bee-Keepers' Association. is disposed to take offence at courte-
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ous, candid statements, even though the other of the present schools must
they should run to some extent counter stand accused of having tenaciously

to his wishes or aspirations. held to their false premises, either
through prejudice or ignorance- The

Do not begrudge the bees sufficient merits of the product of the two sys-

honey for their needs during winter and terns will ultimately decide who are the
spring. Leave them enough and to victors—who were right and who,
spare; that which is not consumed is wrong,

not wasted. It is evidently an encour-
~

agement to the bees in spring to have ^^^- Geo. W. York, editor of the Am-
even more than is needed for brood erican Bee Journal, has repeatedly and

rearing—and a large amount is absolu- emphatically declared that no editor of

tely essential. Twenty pounds may a bee paper should hold the position of

carr^y the colony through the winter general manager of the National Asso-

months, but the bee-keepers' chance of ciation. Mr. York displayed wisdom
success next year is largely increased ''^ such a stand. We believe he oppos-

by leaving 50 or 60 pounds. One hun- ed Mr. Hutchinson at one time, quite

dred pounds per colony would be no strongly, upon this ground. It appears,

detriment to the bees; so it is well to however, that from Mr. York's view

be on the safe side- Some one report- Point, it makes "all the diflference in the

ed the Dutchman to have said, "Too world" who the "editor'' is. It seems

much peer is shust enough." He prob- ^^at an "editor" of a self-styled "Old

ably never said such a thing; but. in
Reliable," should be an exception to

the preparation of bees for winter, we ^^^ ^"'^' ^^^ °"^ ^^ ^^^- York's person-

do not hesitate to paraphrase—Too ^^ friends in Chicago (without Mr.

mucli honey is just enough. York's knowledge, of course) has nomi-

nated the "Old Reliable" editor for gen-

In this number. Mr. Henry Alley, the eral manager,and it was anticipated that

veteran queen breeder of Massachusetts said nomination would "raise a breeze
arrays himself in a very positive manner with Mr. York." It did; but instead of

against the use of artificial cell-cups in being an invigorating, health-giving
the rearing of good queens. It may be zephyr in support of his expressed con-
interesting information to many of our victions upon this point at a time when
readers to learn that Mr. E. L. Pratt, another "editor" was being considered
to whom Mr. Reeve refers also in this for the place, it came with stifling and
issue, and who is an enthusiastic advo- suffocating effect, like a blast from
cate of the cell-cup method, is a student Sahara- With an attitude of submission
of Mr. Alley's. It is well to take ample to the will of the people, which under
time, and even to experiment to some other circumstances might appear corn-
extent ourselves before definitely draw- mendable, Mr. York asserts his will to
ing conclusions in all matters up for labor where he is wanted by the ma-
discussion in the journals. Good men jority. "Consistency, thou art a jewel."
differ widely in opinions in relation to

the most ordinary subjects. With direct Occasionally some of our readers

—

reference to the matter in question, it readers who have long since mastered
it not improbable that it shall become the ordinary routine of practical api-

very generally settled in the minds of culture—think it necessary to remind
bee-keepers before the lapse of many us of the fact that space is given to the

years, and, as a logical result of its fi- discussion of subjects very generally

nal settlement, those of either one or conceded, or that trifling things take
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up space which might better be devoted tion which we frequently hear. The

to the weightier questions, in which fact is, taken as a whole, American

direction their interest lies. We would bee-keepers are falling behind other

kindly ask all such to bear in mind that honey producing countries in the mat-

the current year has been ordinarily ter of developing the market. The

productive of young bee-keepers, hun- same haphazzard, unbusinesslike man-

dreds of whom have subscribed .^ince ner of honey selling which prevailed in

the beginning of the year for The Bee- our grandfathers' day, still prevails in

Keeper. In the selection ot material the United States. There are a few

for these pages we strive to meet, as isolated exceptions, of course, where

nearly as may be, the' wishes of the honey exchanges have taken in hand

diversified tastes, or needs of our pat- the local case, and strive agamst great

rons. Have those who fail to appre- odds to better the financial condition

ciate the varied demands made upon of its patrons, through a system which

such a publication, so soon forgotten ig capable of eflfecting much benefit to

the first year of their own bee-keeping the fraternity if it were but national

experience; when these unimportant instead of local in its scope.
""

items were so eagerly read and relish-
, -pj^g market problem is today the par-

ed? Sometimes one who is just learn- amount question which confronts the

ing to take his first step in apiculture honey producer of the United States^

is inclined to think his case is neglected. Large hives, small hives, when to put

and complains that there is too much qj-j supers, how to clip queens, the win-

that he cannot understand. He, also, ^^^ problem, etc, etc., all lose their in-

should bear in mind that there terest if there is no demand awaiting

ard those who have been glean- the product. If the bee-keepers of the

ers in the field of apicultural United States would throw one-half the

knowledge for many years, and energy and pluck into this question that

that in addition to the visible sheaves ig displayed by the honey producers of

of the present, in years long since past the little Island of Jamaica, the Na-

a wealth of the golden grain has been tional Bee-Keepers' Association would

garnered. So, even in the same lati-
j^qj^j ;„ its treasury many thousands of

tude, it should not be expected any one
dollars, and maintain permanently upon

article or item will gratify the wishes
^j:^^ j.^^^ ^^ least two expert salesmen

of all. That which is commended by ^^hose business it would be to see to a

one will be condemned by his neighbor, pj-^per distribution of our honey crops.
~—

^

Fraudulent goods exposed for sale

^a^j^j^_^g^-^^jaWtT A H-A^-H^I? throughout the country would fall un-

A writer in the Australasian Bee- der their official eye, and the perpetra-

Keeper bewails the fact that while tons tors of the fraud traced and brought to

upon tons of nectar are wasted annual- the attention of the Associations at-

ly in that country, for the want of bees torney.

to gather it, there are those who seek A Rational association with ware-

to discourage others from embarking housed and permanent officers advan-

in the business of honey production, tageously located, to whom every mem-

This condition of affairs is by no ber may ship his product with a feeling

means confined to the Island Conti- of assurance that it will be so placed

nent. A quite general misconception as to yield the best returns, is what is

of the situation in our own country is needed. A system of management in

responsible for the cry of overproduc- the distribution of the nation's honey
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product, that will see to it that Ameri-

can producers profit by every advan-

tage afforded in the world's markets.

As it appears to The American Bee-

Keeper, such a course must necessarily

precede any substantial condition of

apiculture. We must see, first, to the

outlet, systemize our marketing opera-

tions, and lay our plans sufficiently

broad to accommodate and facilitate a

work of this magnitude.

Whatever may be said of Yankee in-

genuity and progress in other lines.

when restricted to the bee-keeping fra-

ternity^and applied to the marketing of

his product, he must plead guilty of

being decidedly a back number. He
can look to and learn something along

this line from any one of the British

colonies- Ireland can give him point-

ers; Australia has her board of ex-

ports; Canada had, and we think, still

has* a government aporopriation espec-

ially for this work; Jamaica sends her

honey representative to England to

look after the bee-keepers' interests;

but the proverbial Yankee contents

himself with methods of his ancestors

—though accepting one-third to a half

less for his goods—and attributes the

dullness of trade to overproduction.

How long is such a condition of af-

fairs to continue? The answer is not

difficult: Just so long as bee-keepers

maintain their present indifference. It

may be terminated at any time- Is the

reader taking any hand in the upbuild-

ing of the industry?

FROM OLD IRELAND.

"Bee-Keeper" seems to be a favorite

name with apicultural publications. The

latest acquisition to the list is the Bee-

Keeper of Ireland, published at No- 20

Temple Bar, Dublin. Ten of its six-

teen pages are devoted to -advertise-

ments, while the remaining space ear-

nestly discusses the interests of apicul-

ture in the Emerald Isle. The following

is extracted from its leading editorial in

the July number:

If Ireland does not "buck up" in the

bee business before long, some Ameri-
can will come over and "exploit" the

Emerald Isle in the production of honey
and beeswax. It is absolutely disgrace-

ful that in a country so near London,
the orincipal market of the world, in

a country with a flora probably unequal-

led in the temperate zones, there are

not three apiaries of over 100 hives

and that Ireland markets a miserable

100,000 pounds of honey per annum.
The poverty-stricken inhabitants eat

the other 600,000 pounds produced. If

there be not soon a rustle among the

dry bones, the aforesaid American,
when he comes, will make his "pile.''

He will turn out from each of his sta-

tions nearly as much honey as is now
obtained from the whole country. Ire-

land is, without question, able to sup-

port 200,000 stocks, capable of yielding

200 pounds each, or 40,000,000 of

pounds, and until it turns out that quan-

tity the business will not be attended

to properly. At 6d. per pound (the

price of sections in America, with its

hundreds of tons of production has nev

er fallen so low as sixpence, but take

it at that) there is nectar worth a mil-

lion of m'oney going to waste.

VERILY, IT "DO MOVE."

Our enterprising contemporary,
Gleanings in Bee Culture, has discover-

ed a bee-keeper in Nebraska, a Doctor

J. L. Gandy, who sows catnip for his

bees—acres of catnip, and sweet clover.

This gentleman has cut a bee-tree in

his vicinity which gave 517 oounds of

honey. He secures annual averages per

colony of 400 pounds, and he has thou-

sands of colonies. As a result of his

bee work (and catnip), since 1884, he

has paid off $25,000 indebtedness and
now has twenty thousand acres of

choice farm lands, valued at more than

a million dollars, to say nothing of con-

siderable city property. Last year the

doctor bought $40,000 worth of land,

and of this amount $15,000 was the re-

ceipts of his honey sales. Next year

—

or the year after—it will be in order
for some enterprising queen breeder to

discover in his yard a strain of bees

possessing remarkable wing-power,
"warranted to work on Candy's catnip."



HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached
to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-

ed by travel stain or otherwise; all the cells

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well -filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or
with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.
In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is,TTiere will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Chicago, Aug. ii.—Some comb hon-
ey produced in 1902 is now on sale.

Fancy brings 15 cents; anything off in

appearance or quality sells at 13 to 14
cents for white; amber grades 2 to 3
cents per pound less. Extracted selling

at 6 to 7 cents for white, light amber
5 1-2 to 6 cents, dark 5 to 5 1-4 cents.

There is a fair demand for all grades
and kinds. Beeswax steady at 30 cents.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

QUEENS
Buy them of H- G. Quirin, the largest

queen-breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root & Co. tells us our

stock is extra fine. Editor York, of the
A. B- J. says that he has good reports
from our stock from time to time, while

J. L. Gandy, of Humboldt, Nebra., se-

cured over 400 pounds honey (mostly
comb) from single colonies containing
our queens. We have files of testimon-
ials similar to the above.
Our breeders originated from the

highest priced long-tongued red clover
queens in the U. S.
• Fine queens, promptness and square
dealing, has built up our present busi-

ness, which was established in 1888.

Price of queens after July ist.

6 112

Buffalo, Aug. 8.—It is too early in

the season to ship new honey to Buf-

falo. Demand is too small as yet. There
is too much small fruit in market and
will be for some time. A very few ar-

rivals of fancy new in pound combs are

selling at 15 to 16 cents. Dark and
poor proportionally lower from 14 to

8 to 8 and 10 as to quality.

Batterson & Co.

New York, Aug. 11.—The demand
for honey is quiet with plentiful supplv.

We quote: Comb, 11 cents to 14 cents;

extracted, 4 cents to 5 cents per pound.

The demand for beeswax is easier with

more liberal supply; prices, 28 cents to

29 cents pound.
Francis H. Leggett & Co.

Kansas City, Aug. 9.—Honey is in

poor demand, with good supply. We
quote: Comb, 11 to 12 1-2 cents; ex-

tracted, 5 to 6 1-2 cents. Receipts of

new comb honey, large and good.

Beeswax is in good demand, with light

supply; price, 30 cents per pound.
Hamlin & Sappington.

Selected
Tested
Selected tested
Extra selected tested, the best that
money can buy

75
1 00
1 50

4 00
5 00
8 10

7 00
9 CO

Just a Minute of Your Time.
Send U3 a list of the bee-keepers in

yonr riclnity and we will send them
sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This
will not take much of your time or be
much trouble to you and you will be
doini; your friends t (aver.

3 00

We guarantee safe arrival to any
state. Continental island or any Euro-
pean country, can fill all orders prompt-
ly, as we expect to keep 3 to 500
queens on hand ahead of orders. Special

price on 50 to 100. (Free Cir.) Ad-
dress all orders to,

QUIRIN, THE QUEEN BREEDER,
Parkertown, Ohio.

(Parkertown is a P. O. Money Order
office.) 4-6t.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

mmi
the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.

Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to
them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch.

THHJ

People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg.,

4-tf.

Milwaukee, WiS"



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING THE

WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R E
WA S H H R , n- iV/t xch ich th e

frniU'st u-oman can do an or-

dinnry washing in one hour,

without u-elfinij her handf.
Sat)tple atu-holcnaleprice. Satisfaction Gnnranteed.
No paij until tried. Write/or Phiyttrafrd Cnfologue
and jiricm ofVi'ringer!>,Ironin'i Tnhlen, Clothes lieeh,

Dri/inoBam, WaaovJ'xcJ:s.i<-c. AsentsWanted. Lib-

eral Terras. QuickSnlesl Little Wori;!! Big Pay!!

t

Addresa.Taz EmpireWasher Co.,Jamestowii,N.Y.

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for

Catalogue and Price List.

.AY. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
>^913 Ruby St., Rockford. Ill

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

.B^*^?^-

Trade Marks
Designs

. . Copyrights &c.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion fr«8 whether an
invention is protiably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Hmcrican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of anT scientific journal. Terms, fo a
year; four months, 11. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN&Co.3«'B-'^-v. New York
Branch Office. 626 F St.. Washington, P. C.

The Only One of Its Class
Published in the St»t«.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published monthly. 20 pages. Subscription 50c.

Established 1S97. Circulation 5,000.

Devoted exclusively to creamery and dairy in

terests and diversified farming. Advertising ratei

made known on application. J. P. Israel,

Itf Publisher, Lincoln, Neb.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the
Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural Paper published in Miss ss ppi. Sub
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copiej. It

you are interested in cheap homes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkville. Miss.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

Irom 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at 3fie. per doz. in o s

Cm- Xew Book "Helps for Poiiiii > .v< < i— -'^

how, explains why so many fail and so iew buccecd.
A Book we can commend with a good conscience as
a GREAT HELP to all Poultry Keepers young or
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well illustrated,
and contains a Poultry Keepers Account shoK'ing
gain or loss monthly;on heavy paper worth 2.5 ots.
This Book Free with om- Poultry Paper one year for

2.>c. or Book free with paper 3 months for 10c.
X>escriptlve circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.
Wayside Poultry Co., Clintonville. Conn.

DID YOU KNOW that there was a
new bee-journal in the South?

TheLone Star Apiarist
a live, up-to-date journal; tells about

hundreds of the finest bee-locations in

the world yet unoccupied and also of

the Editor's extended trip through that

"great South-west Texas bee-keepers'

paradise."

Having absorbed the "SOUTH-
LAND QUEEN" leaves the Apiarist

I the only bee-journal in the south. A
dollar-a-year monthly. Subscribe now.

Address,

The Lone Star Apiarist,
tf Flore sville, Texas.

$25,000 IN 1,000 CASH PRIZES
to be g-iven away. First prize, $10,000.
Second prize, $.3,000 Third prize,

$1,000. Five special prizes of $1,000
each. Nine hundred and ninety-two
other prizes from $500 to $5 each. Put
on your thinking cap, and share in the
distribution of there magnificent priz-

es in this great profit-sharing contest.
This is your opportunity. Send your
name and address for full particulars
to

THE WELCOME VISITOR,
404 S. TROY ST., CHICAGO, ILL.



SEND US

Bt(

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb.

PracticalAuthorship
Cloth, 8vo., 300 pp., $3.00.
BY JAMES KNAPP REEVE,

"The best'book published on the trade of
autliorsuip."—Christian Endeavor World.
Boston.

THE EDITOR CO.,
Circulars Free. FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Hf

ITALIAN QUEENS by return mail.
Young- fertile queens 50 cents; war-
ranted purely mated, 75 cents; Tested,
$1.00. My bees work on red clover.'
Queens equal to the best. Full colo-
nies on application. Bees and queens
warranted free from all diseases. Re-
mittance with order. Preferably P. Q.
money order.
Address,

8 3t.

W. J. DAVIS 1st,

Youngsville, Pa.

the names and aa-^f
dresses of 20 of your

friends and 5 one-cent stami)S to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices — and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sHver)

Patents. Pensions.

PATENT and PENSION
AGENCIES.

M'ills Building, 312 Ind. Ave.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously since 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Dally Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

THE WEEKLY SUN,
CaTiada's Great Farm and Home Journal,

Published at TORONTO, CAN.
Special features,

Farmers' market reports,

Full and accurate reports of farmers' gatherings.

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so good a medium of •«>-
munication with the best fj> '-Biers of Canada. S-(f



AGENTS Wanted "wasNng'M
You can double your money every time you sell one

and they soil easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

gjf
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

Is an up-to-date paper on farm questions
and gives special attention to grasses, clovers,
chemistry and insects, and how to destroy
them.
If you want a heme in the sunny south,

send 50 cents for this paper.
THOS. J. KEY & SON.Publishers,

Nashville, Tenn.
4-3t

A BATH len
when rMPIRE

taken in an AJ Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agexts Wanted.

,

Catalogue Free. ^̂ ^^^̂ e£^^
« The empire ^ ^T^ IK^^
^WASHER CO.,
Jamestown,N.Y.

TERRACE QUEENS
Bred from selected stock; best of
workers: very g-entle, and fine
color. Warranted, 75 cts.; six for
$4..50; dozen, .$8.00; tested, $1.00.

Harold Hornor, Terrace Apiary, Mt. Holly, N. J

9 Ih.

The ITebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
cijxulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Save tlie Orcliarils M Qaiim
by using the best and latest Improved methods

THE NEW MoOi Catcher la a splendM
success. Spraying and all other devices hav»
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-
stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catcheg
the Codaiing: Sloth, Borer Fly, Stingine
*"ly. teach ana Hlum Beetle, Cabbage
Moth, Tobacco Moth, Cotton Moth, Bee
Moth-also the destroyers of cucumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, etc. Makes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, -n-holesome and marketable,
besides Increasing the yield. Only one-slxtb
the cost of spraying and docs its work at night. No
stock destroyed, or trees killed. Simple, cheap,
durable. Easily attended and PEKi'ECT in
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 in., 85c,
by mail, $1.00; per dozen, S8.50—Large size, 14x20 In.
Sl.OO, by mail SI. 30, per dozen, $10.00. Send for cir-
culars and free sample copy of the Central Farmer
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.
Agents fVanted Everywhere for the Best
seller of the season. Keiv I>evice.*Sella at
^'hi. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for
tents.

«

Address,

THE CENTRAL FARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

614 South lath Street tf.



taktor Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON CDLIN

= ^INCUBATOR

is the most perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and

saved with this most perfect incubator Prices $7.00 up.

Catalog free. Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
(Incubator Department) Jamestown, N. Y.

RIPANS
'Ripans Tabules hold their place as

the supreme remedy which cures dys-

pepsia, indigestion, stomach, liver and

bo^yel troubles, sick headache and con-

stipation. No other single remedy has

yet been found since the twilight of

medical history which is capable of do-

ing so much good to so large a major-

ity of mankind.

At druggists.

The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,

contains a supply for a year.

NORTHERN-BRED, red clover

Italian Queens; bred for business by
the best methods and from the best

red-clover strains, honey-ga'thering and
wintering qualities—the prime objects.

Queens by return mall. Untested, 75
cents; tested, $1.25. Send for descrip-

tive circular and price list.

I. P. Miller, Knox Dale, Pa.

KTf If, BINGHAM
•*—'^ has made all the im-

3 provements in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too large, sent
postpaid, per mail f 1.50

SM inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2!^ inch 90

T.F.Bingham, y-^^-,- 2-^; f,
Farwell, Mich.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-KurDcr to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCKY MOOSTAIN BEE J0DRN4L

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICILTIRAL MONTH-

LY IN THE UNITED STATES ,'*j*^'tji^j*.^<,t

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-
ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-
tains a department for the household,
which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every
number contains articles of real prac-
tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
6-7 tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

FLORIRA?
Subscribe for the ITEM. Published

weekly, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six
months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for
SO page Illustrated Number and free
sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM, San Mateo, Florida.
4-3t.

National Bee-Keepers' AssociatloD.

Seci-etary—Dr. A. B. Mason, Station
B, Toledo, Ohio,
General Manager Eugene Seeor, For-

est City, Iowa.

Money in

Farm Poultry.
when properly conducted. Let us help
you make poultry and other farm pro-
ducts profitable by sending you the
Feather and Farmer six months for ten
cents. A monthly paper, 12 to 16 pages,
48 to 64 columns, large plain type, 50
cents a year. Address,

FEATHER AND FARMER,
*f- Jeffersonville, Ohio.

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cutler. Dade County, Fla. ^2tf

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.

We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. .1. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 21 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal,) one

year for 65c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., HlggmsvUle, Me.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alogue.

Go South.

The Soil, Climate,

Markets and many

other advantages

invite yon. For free copies

of Monthly Journal, and for

Maps, Plats, Facts. Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,

351 Main Street,

,,.t£
Norfolk, Va.



"/Iround

the Pan/'
WITH

TOn FLEniNG
ILLUSTRATOR,

All book dealers.

By mail $2.00.

Nut Shell Pub. Co.

1059 3d Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
"It is the most amusing and entertaining

book relating to the Exposition that has been
publislied."

—

Buffalo Illustrated Express.

"The hero is a witty historian, who sees more
than any one visitor could possibly observe, and
the illustrations are as effective as the story."—Leslie's Weekly.

"The book is worth buying if only for the fine
reproduction of a very remarkable portrait of
the late President, drawn entirely with one line
an achievement itself, but a bit of art when the
result is superior to many pictures,"

—

Brooklyn
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
Kxposition is well and copiously illustrated.
Its humor is of a striking and epierainntic. or-
der, and will suit popular taste." —Louisvitle
Courier Journal.

"Itis a large and handsomely bound ^•jlume,
pjoperly illustrated in the authors own inimit-
able way, and tells as plainly as words the story
of the Exposition from acomic standpoint. In
the domain of art Tom Fleming has a touch of
Cruikshank in him, and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
oiiginah',—Pittsburg Leader.

'Vote—On request within 10 days, a
Copy of this book will be expressed pre-
paid, on approval, to responsible personn

Blocks

of Four
We will furnish, the Modern Farmer

and Busy Bee in blocks of four at the
special price of 25 cents, and give the

club winner a copy one year for his

trouble.

See how easy you can get four eub-
scribers. Samples free. Cash Pre-
miiums paid to agents. Write for

terms.
Address,

MODERN FARMER
ST. JOSEPH, MO.

tf.

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England,

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

BELG IAN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET*
The Belo-ian Hare meat is becoming

very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in iflavor.

They are easy to raise, and are much
more profitable than ponltr3% several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any oither animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belgian
hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap fhe
harvest of 'the breeding stage. Boys,
if you have a back j'nrd and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and I

watch your money grow. One young
man in a little over a 3'ear has sold

$1800.00 worth of stock, from an
original $30.00 investment.
Booklet and Tist free.

Grove Stock Farm, Warreiiton,;Ohi<>

FOR SALE,
"^

ITALIAN BEBS.

Address, HRS. P. A. BIRCH,
Meadville, (Kerrtown,) Pa.



Beeswax wanted
We will pay 28 cents cash or 30

r*^nts in goods for good quality of

Beeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
ER, N.Y. If you have any, ship itto

us at once.
Prices subject to cbange without notice.]

The W. T. Falconer Mfa:. Co.

^_ ECCS IW WINTER
a>i)r ohiained under ri^ht conditions and

int-ntion. Subscribe for ©ur poultry paper

rn how. 25 cts. a year. Sample copy free.

THE POULTRY ITEM, Box 190, Frick's, Pa.

W. M. Gerrish, East Nottinjrhain, N.

H., keeps a complete supply of our

goods, and eastern customers will save

freight by ordering of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIO^'S OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Prompt Siiipmeuu

G- B- LEWIS CO.. Watertown, Wis.,

Special Agency, C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Catalog Free.

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal,

Every NEW SUBSCRIBER sending 11.00 for the WEEKLY American Be©
Journal forone year will receive a copy of Newmans 100 page "Bees and

Honey" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Joumal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.. 144 Erie St., Chicago, 111.

THEFERRIS
WRX REFINER

;o be nsed in connection with steam wax ex-

:ractors, increases the value of wax two cents

t pound and pays for itself in refining fifty

pounds of wax. For safe by all dealers or

C. G. Ferris,

Richfield Springs, N. Y.

BOOKS FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Every bee-keeper, and especially if he has not

had long experience, should have at least one good

text book upon the subject. The following are

doubtless the very best works on bee-keeping. In

ordering by mail be sure to add the amount of

postage named:
•^ " Postage

Price, extra.

AB C of Bee Culture (A. I.Root), cloth $1 00 20c.

Bee-keepers' Guide (Prof. A. J. Cook) 1 00 15c.

Langstroth on Honey Bee, rev. (Dadant) 1 10 15c.

Quinby's New Bee-keeping (Quinby) .
. 1 40 10c.

Thirty Years Among Bees (Alley) 48 2c.

How to Manage Bees (Vandruff) 25 5«

Amateur Bee-keeper (Rouse) 20 6c.

The W. T. Falconer NIfg. Co.

POULTRY POINTERS

Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 25 cents. Advertismg
rates, 25 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

POULTRY POINTERS PUB. CO..
BeWing, Mich.

Jl.OO will pay for a 1 inch advertisement itk

The For Sale and Want columns of the

]Farm.ers siP^dvocale,

one month. Try it, if you want results.

ADVOCATE CO.,

12-6t Morrisville, Vt.

TAIHABLE BOOKS!
SUCOES'TUL PIGEON BEEBDINa — A practical
book treatiiis in detail all points on success-
ful Dispou breeding, illustrated, price - 50c
AMEEIOAN BELaiAN HAEB OtJLTUEE—A practical
l)Ot)k treating on all points pertaining ta
Hare Culture. Also including tlie latest re-
vised standard, illustrated, price - - - .iOc

POULTET, DAIE7 AND ACCOUNT BOOS — A rery
simple and easy method for l<eeping a cor-
rect account of ones poultry for an entire
year, price - - - - - - 3ic

MONEY MAZING SECEETS—Contains a large col-

section of valuable receipts and formulas for

the manufacture of various articles in daily
use. price ---"" " ^^'^

HOW TO TEAIN AHIUALS—Tells how to teach
horses, dogs, cats, mules, goats, birds and
other animals to perform triclis and feats of
intelligence, price. - -

.
- - 10c

HOESB AND CATTLE DOOTOE — Giving causes,
symptoms and treatment of the various dis-

eases of horses and cattle, price - - lOc

FAU1L7 COOZ BOOS—Invaluable to every house-
wife, price - - - - - - 10c

PEAOTICAL POULTET EEEPEE—Guide to success-

ful poultry raising, including chapter on
making incubators and brooders and how to

operate them. etc.. price - - - 10c

Any or all of the above books sent postpaid

on receipt of price named. Addre.ss all or-

ders to .,—_-.--.w-.

« HENRY H. FRICK
Publisher, FRICKS, PA.



Comb Honey In Danzenbaker Sections.

W'e have a market for large quantities of Fancy Comb

Honey in Danzenbaker Sections, and shall be pleased to hear

from parties who have any to offer. In writing please state

:

I St.—From what source gathered.

2nd.—Color, (\A''hite or Amber) and grade

(Fancy or No. i).

3rd.—In what size cases.

4th.—Price at which you will sell f. o. b. your

_ station or delivered at Medina. (Preferably

the latter).

We can also use moderate quantities at once in Ideal

(3 5-8x5) and 4 1-4x4 1-4 Sections. Also extracted. Send

sample of extracted putting your name on the same, and giv-

ing us particulars as to amount, source, size of package and

price. Extracted honey is preferred in 5-gal. square cans.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.



Entered at the Postottiee, Fort Pierce, Fla., as second-class mail matter.



Perfected Yon Culin Incubator
Is known pretty well all over the country and has never failed to prove satisfactory

when handled by a person of Intelligence and with ordinary attention. We guar-

antee them to be satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. What's more fair than

this offer, and doesn't it show that we mean what we say as to its merits? Send
for catalogue.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y,

Sl-CCESS IN LIFE DEPENDS .UPON WHAT YOU READ.

You surely want to read our paper, SUNSHINE. This paper is pub-
lished for the home. containin<? 32 pa^es. i he manv departments are

made up of CLEAN, BRIGHT ELEVATING and HELPFUL reading

for every household. Our motto is to lielp others help themselves Price,

only 25 cents a year.

SPECIAL 10=CENT OFFER—^Fni^pir^of;'*
"'"'''' '"'"^ "''"""

one year,

letters to

3-4t.

and we will send you Sunshine
uld iivail themselves of this offer. Address yourEvery reader of ihi:^ piiper

MAYES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Louisville, Ky

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. pi otit by our own method

;

all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

KeeperMi Astonishing results. Will surprise and please

you BOOKLET FREE TO EVERYBODT-or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 nios. for 10 cents. Address,

W. p. CO., Box Cllntonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
_ - ^ JOIN OUR _^ ,

SOctsj^USIC CLUB^Octs
Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh'p.

You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell from
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yo«
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St..

Chicago, 111.

Sheridan foultn^ Yards.

Sheridan, Mich.,

"^:;f'" Plarred FI/moutK Kocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Eggs in season, $1.2o per 13; $2.00 for

26. First orders booked, first filled.

1-Gt

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nor-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,

Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern, JamestOA'n, N. Y.

Rough Rider strawberry

Best shipper, best keeper, bestseller, latent and most
productive strawberry in existence. §1150 from 2^ acres

in 1900. Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

$25 in gold for largest berry produced in 1903. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free. ,_ _ „

L. J. FARMER, Infroducer, Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO.. N.Y.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN MONIES,

where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,

the Hveienic Water Seal Commode is an absolute necessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitariums

and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-

EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-

Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

tim.. Providrd with disinfectant cup. Indnr-sed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

IlTu5\ra,ed Circular PR^^^^^^ PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WF FURNf^^H DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.



Webster's URabrid^ed
Dictioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of THE HOUSEHOLD KEALM. and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 12S2 papis, size of page S^A.xiej/^ inches, gilt
letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are, Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion. Fancv Work. Stories, Poetry, ^Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1SS6THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. ILL.

FARM INVESTOR AND
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.

Fublished once a month, is devoted to ag-
riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-

terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-

vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock and
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the Am.erican Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro
prietors of "Farm Investor," Maiysville, Ohio.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-
views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti

cles on important national and historical
events, Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that anpears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of
life.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration
of the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.
Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St., New York City, N. Y.

A Montlily Joamal

—

Hunter-trader-
trapper tells all
about hunting,trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced hunter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding-, Publish-
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

The Rauchfuss Combined

Section Press and

Foundation Fastener.
If you produce Comb Honey you need one

of these machines. Folds any width of the 4^4
X414 section and fastens the foundation at
one operation. Capacity 1,000 to 3,000 sections
per day, according to experience of operator.
Used and endorsed by all the large comb
honey producers of Colorado. A wonderful
time and labor saver. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
We guarantee every machine to give satis-

faction.

RAUCHFUSS BROS.
1440 Market street, Denver, Colo.
Sole Manufacturers and Patentee's.

Our machines are sold by the following
dealers in Bee-Keeper's Supplies.

G. B. LEWIS CO., Watertown, Wis.
W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO., Jamestown,

N. Y.
CHAS. DADANT & SON, Hamilton, 111.,

L. A. WATKINS MDSE CO., Denver,
Colo.
BARTELDES & CO., Denver, Colo.

ROBERT HALLEY, Montrose, Colo.

DELTA FRUIT & PROD. CO., Delta,

Colo.,

THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUC-
ERS' ASS N., Denver, Colo. 5-3t.

'

d^iC.OO A WEEK
4^[3 I \J "^"^ A>» EXPENSES,
rOK M.4l>' with RIO^ to introduce our

POULTRY MLXTUKE m the country; straipht sal-

ary; weekly pay; venr's contract. We furnish bank
reference o'f our reliability. Address, with ftamp,

EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. v. East St. Louis, llis.

tf

Pdteat Wired Comb Foundatton
has no sag in brood frames.

TMn Flat Bottom Fouidation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the

luickest of any foundation made. The talk

lii'jut wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish

-i Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
11! d not half the trouble to use that it is to

A-ire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <S SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Spit^rst Brook, N. Y



THB GRAND ARMY WORLD,
Army and Navy Chronicle. The National illustrated Monthly Magazine.

CONTENTS—Stories, reminiscences, illustrations. Special department ^i

"Points on Pensions."
Year $i.oo; six months, $.50; three months, $.25; copy, $.10.

The Grand Army World and Navy Chronicle, 243 Broadway, New York
City.

Introductory three months trial, 10 cents. Sample copy mailed on receipt

of two-cent stamp.
3.2t. PROMINENT WRITERS.

CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.

Daughters of select Imported, select

long tongue and select straight five-

band breeders, bred three and one

fourth miles apart. No impure bees

within three, and but few within five

miles. No disease. Untested, 75c; tested,

$1.50. Send for free circular.

John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn, U. S. A.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;

Hijas de selectas importadas y de

selectas lenguilargas. Tambien excelcn-

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Sin

abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil-

las. Sin enfermedades. No prabadas
a 75 centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase
circulares gratis. John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn., E. U. A. Htf

TP YOU COULD EXCHANGE

Oive Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep your dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of

The American Inventor
you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 P. St., N. W., Washington D. C.

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier

should use the All Right Drinking
Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-
ful invention for poultrymen. Saves

time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-

ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.

You can't afiford to be without it.

Send for circular, prjces and testimon-

ials to

I. E. BEVER,
Box A, 315 Kelthsburg, 111.

2-6t

Over 100 Lieading' ITIag'aziiies and
Newspapers for 25 Cents.

Send us 25 cents and -we will send you by
mail '*Tlie Union Ag'cnt " for ti mouths
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it—for 25 cents you
receive iflO.OU worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such magazines as the Youths' Coim
panion, Ccntun/, Mcview of Jirvieivs, Woman^s Home
Compavion, Farm and Fireside, Etc, Send today!
This offer is for this month. When ordering
state whether j-ou prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.
Tbe Union Ag'ent, Coving^ton, Ky.

HELLO! Do vou want some [rood

purebred POULTRY?
We can furnish you EGGS FOR HATCH-

ING from fine White Wonder fowls, R. C.
B. Leghorns, B. P. Rocks, Partridge Cochins,
S. L. and Golden Wyandottes, Toulouse
Geese, and Rouen Ducks. If you want some-
thing good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention
this paper. Address,

Itf THE EUREKA POULTRY FARM.
Established 21 years. Hamburg, Wis.
One of the most Northern poultry farms in

the U. S.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
HEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.



ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

FARM
TOPICS

Farm Topics is a practical farm

publication. Every farmer, gardener,

bee keeper, stock breeder, orchardist,

dairyman and poultryman will find it

crowded full of helpful information. It

aims to be practical rather than theo-

retical, and well adapted to all parts ot

the country. It contains a larger vari-

ety of subjects of interest to farmers

than any other farm paper.

Subscription 50 cents per year.

FARM TOPICS.
loS W Canal St. Cincinnati, O.
4 t

:THE:

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada
Is the only farm paper east of Mon-

treal claiming over 6.000 of a circula-
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes In
New Brunswick, In ova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-
to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application.

Address,

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, iSJ. B., Canada.

ATHENS, GA.
Tlie leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.
No farmer fruitgrower, stock raiser,

poultryman, dairyman or even house-
wife can afford to be without this val-
uable paper.
Sample copies sent free on applica-

tion.

ADVERTISING RATES REASON-
ABLE.

Say, Read This!
POULTRY CULTURE, the latest

and most up-to-dafc Poultry Maga-
zine in the world, Published monthly
10 pages, finely illustrated. Full of
good "things that everj' poultry raiser
wants to know. The price of one
years subscription is only 25 cents.
Send us the names and addresses of
three of j'our neighbors who raise
poultry and send us a silver dime also
and we wil send you Poultry Cul-
ture for one 3-ear. This is a special
offer, so send at once.

POULTRY CULTURE,
East St. Louis, 111.

MENTION THIS P.\PER.

tf
«l

Strawberries.
Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.

AH

Leading

V a r ieties

Write for prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-
da clase de articulos para Apicultores.
Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In-

ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-
tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.



ALL LOWERS OF MATURE "'^^^^^^•'^^^rAT^roVessof

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, HEALTH, etc., should not fail to

secure, as a regular visitor to their home,

* Popular Science News,
Instructive. Of great value to teachers, and persons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR SCIENCE Tn'EWS, the jiublishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPECIAL GOMBIMATION OFFER ^°'"*'^^S"™°'®'"'"°°'*^^

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months ?0 SO

Revtksv tn' Reviews [newj " " 125
St'CC'ESS [new or renewal] " " 50

The Amekican Bee-keeper [new]. " " 25

All Four for

$1.68.
*2 SO

All Four for

$2.85.

or POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year fl tiO

Review OF Reviews [new] " " 2 50

Success [new or renewal] " " 1 00

The American Bee-keeper [new] " " 50

$5 60

Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

Popular Science News aud The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

'>»./^ OUT THIS OUT
and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in-

closed, and receive in return a six months'

trial subsciption to

People's Companion Magazine.

It's the one you hear so much about. Ad.

rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give

us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is.

Sample copy for two cent stamp.

.€^'iX€^.x. ^. *^x.^^ I

I
People's Companion Pub. Co.,

SMS^"^ -Cj'y^*// i'x:? cX^

r^n

Or-' -^'
M€l'C'f^^&''^-^^-^'

Send for onr Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8tf Milwaukee, Wis,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub.

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and cloviiT are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country[also produces the famous higli-

frrade barley us(;d by the larpe breweries, for which
extra liigh prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions alford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
aud churches; rural mail delivery anil farmers'tele-
phone lines are advantages seldom olfered where
iinprovedllands sell for ?25 to $50 an acre. Send for
our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm will

suit, and we will give you special information re-

garding baruuins that'will int(uvst you. All cor-
res|)on(iencc strictly conlidcntiai.

Winona and VVestern Land Company,
310-311 Choate lilock, Winona, Minn.



To Snbscribei-s of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER,
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We Will Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm. Orchard and Garden, Poul-

try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,

2tf

Allentown, Pa.

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

^ Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARISr. ^priaflndustrie-.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 39. Rd. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and

Tasmania. A good medium to American

firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head oflace for Australian Colonies,

~2d Collins street,

Melbourne, Australia.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting;,

illustrated monthly magazine deroted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.

Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price |1 per

year. Whv pav more? Address,
THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,

Boston, Mass.

5END TO FARMERS WIVES
Names and Postoffice and eipht two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free
or one year. These names are raluable to u».

'\'e are publishing the handsomest and most
practical monthly illustrated magazine, deyo*-
d exclusively to the interests of the women
fojks on the farm. If yo« hesitate, send
two-cent stamp for a sample copy and be
convinced we are siTins you a irery desirable
lournaf.

This offer is a special one. The regular
price is 50 cents « vear. pav a hie in advance.

THE FARMERS' WIFE.
2-tf Winona. M inn.

HARE,r HUTCH AND HENNERY
SAMPLE COPY FREE.

The only paper in the U. S. devoted
to BELGIAN HARES.
Leave.s out all frills and fads and

talks straight business. Shows how
profits five times as larg-e as can be
made on poultry is now being made
raising Belgians. Address.

R. H. CASSENS, Pub., Belfast, Maine.

V« Liool^ir^^

We think not. The West is the direction to
look forward to for business. Hare you either
Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, that jou
wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon IPohlff^

is the best medium of its class through which
to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON, Manager,
Salesi, Orefon.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; f.ne for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct toWasliington
Saves time, costs less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Tersonal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receive
special notice, without charge, in the

INVRNTIVB. AGR.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms$layear

E. a. siacERS,
Washington, B. C.1)18 F Street N. W

There is no trade or profession better catered to

oy good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-

telligent unprogressiveness has now no excuse.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they

place their advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, four columns to

page. departments covering every
branch of farmdng and stock-raising
The little journal that is "read and re-

read by its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second St.,

St. Louis, Mo. 7tf.

Poultry 15ees DAY
and Fruit ^"^

a good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can keep them. If you
are now raisino- poultry get some bees
and fruit. They will pay you. The

Poultry, Bee and Fruit

Journal is the only journal devoted ex-

clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it,

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 25c a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dime; stop it if you don't
like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Company,

tf Davenport, Iowa.

THE RABBIT; How-
to Select, Breed and

..... ... ...nwi Manure the l:al>l>ii;
lud BelKiau liaretiirrieasuK; or I'mtit. fifili edition
jow ready, nicely illustrated, enlarged, tine p.tper, up-
:o-daie, witli breeders diieetory. etc. Pike '..'j cents.

THE PIGEON; How to Select,
Breed aud Matiage the Piseoii for

. .^ _. PleasureorProlit. liy A. v. Meer-
icli. Proliisely ilhisirated, treating tlie siiliject in a
lioroutjli and cdiieise niauner, I lie author havingmany

exiierieiice in U. S. and Knslniid. Price 25 cLS.
PAPEIi. illiisf(l,24papes,ascent3
per year. 4 months' t rial lOcents.

. .... Sample free. GIpage praeliea?
loiiitrj* itook free to yearly stihscrlheis. Book alone
cents. The paper one year and eii her2r) ct. hook for

lOcts., or all above for (iO cts. Catalogue of pnultry
jooksfiee. AmericanPoultry Advucate, SyracuscNY

:o-date, witli hieud

PIGEONS.^
icli. profusely ill

horoutjh and cone
(•riirs experii'iice i,

POULTRY
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QUEEN REARING.

Prejudice, Ignorance and Mis-Statcments the

Rule in the Profession -Alley's System

Championed.

(Arthur C. Miller.)

4^ SAVE at the spigot and waste at

the bung," quite aptly fits most
of the so-called economical sys-

tems of queen rearing now in vogue.

Each system has its champions, but un-

fortunately the discussion of the merits

of each has thus far been carried on al-

most entirely by those who have for

sale queens reared by the method they

are advocating, or who have for sale

implements for use in some system, or

both. Such evidence is of necessity

biased, and of little or no value to the

practical bee-keener who desires to get

at the meri'ts of the subject.

Labor and time are used to make ar-

tificial cell-cups; much more time is

used to stock them with larvae, and all

to what purpose V That the queen cells

may "be built conveniently on a stick"

and that ''valuable combs may not be
mutilated." Could any seemingly plaus-

ible statements be more fallacious?

And those two statenrents are absolute-

ly the only ones used in defense of the

pernicious cell cup system of queen
rearing.

At the invitation of Mr. Alley I re-

cently visited his apiary to inspect his

new system of queen rearing, and the

queens reared by it, and I will here try

to describe some of the features which
s:o to make his svstem the most thor-

ough, complete, economical and effici-

ent of any now in use.

His method of preparing the bees for
cell building is as given in his book, as
is also the keeping of his breeding queen
in a small hive and the stripping up of

the egg-filled combs for cell building,
l)Ut Irom that point on, many changes
have been made. Instead of fastening
the strips of cells to the lower edge of
a half comb, he now attaches them to
strips of wood and places several of
them in a frame just as is done with
artificial cells. The results are as good
as by ihe old way and the cells can be
removed with ease. This is particularly
so v/hen he leaves two vacant cells be-
tween those with aii egg. Regarding
the mutilation of combs to obtain eggs,
Mr. Alley had sulistantially this to say:
"Which is better for me, to strip up in

ten seconds a bit of comb four inches
square, costing nothing and furnishing
eggs for one hundred queens, or spend
many minutes and much good eyesight
transferring larvae from comb to cell

cups, just to save mutilating a piece of
comb? The comb costs me nothing; m\
time is worth money. Those little combs
are built by otherwise useless bees, for
the little nuclei from which the queens
are fertilized will build combs in those
frames when otherwise they would be
of no value except as homes for the
young queens." But suppose he did not
use the small hive plan for his "stock"
queen, and instead had to cut into the
comb of a full L frame. Two cuts made
diagonally across the comb will remove
as many rows of cells as desired, and
the comb thus cut when returned to the
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bees, will be quickly and neatly rebuilt.

If but one row of cells is removed in a
place, the renewed part will be worker
comb. 1 know these facts because I use
that method.
But the small comb plan has a par-

ticular advantage over the use of a

large comb, either for slicing up or for
transferring larvae, in that all the eggs
it contains are within a few hours of the
same age, which is never the case with
an L or other large comb. Mr. Alley
is able to know almost to an hour the
age of the eggs he uses.

After the prepared strips are given to
the bees and all building is well started,

Mr. Alley makes a radical change from
his old system, and from both a theo-
retical and practical point of view I

believe the change is a most decided
ad\ance in queen rearing. From the ap-
pearance of the queens and the work
they are doing I feel sure that the re-

sults are sustaining the theory. He as-

sured me that queens thus reared were
as good the second season as the first,

and the work of two year old queens
that I saw sustained his contention.

I could not persuade Mr. Alley to let

me publish the details of his present
method, at least not before another sea-

son. He wants to test his queens over
another winter and to make further ex-

periments before making public his dis-

coveries. Also he is to put some of his

queens into a comparative test with
queens of several other breeders, and if

they are really as superior as believed,

it will soon be apparent.

To his system of small framed hives

Mr. Alley attributes his success in per-

fectly and cheaply caring for the

queens after they have hatched. Twenty-
four hours before the cells are due to

hatch they are placed in cages of the

well known "queen nursery" and as

soon after the queens emerge as is con-

venient they are transferred to the little

nuclei. But if no nuclei are available the

queens are retained in the nursery until

later, it thereby temporarily serving

the purpose and saving the expense of

many nuclei. These latter consist of a

little box about six inches square and
six high, having the bottom nailed fast

and the cover loose. Each contains four

frames 5x5 1-2 inches square, outside

dimension.^. Through the cover of each

is a hole of one inch diameter, and into

them are slipped the funnel shaped

feeders. Through these holes he also
introduces the queens and very con-
venient they are for the purpose.
Without the feeders he could hardly

do, for on them depends much of his

success in maintaining these diminu-
tive colqnies, and his particular style

of feeder is simple, cheap and perfectly

adapted to the purpose. The chief ob-
jection to special frames and hives for

nuclei has been the labor and trouble of

stocking them in the spring, and of dis-

posing of them profitably and readily

in the fall. Mr. Alley's system well

meets these points and should be of in-

terest and value to all bee-keepers. He
has special hive bodies built, which take

13 of the small combs. As they have no
top or bottom they can be tiered to any
desired extent, though he generally

uses but two for wintering. To start,

he fills a hive of three or four such
chambers with framies filled w'ith foun-

dation, and into it rims a queen and
bees. Soon the frames are filled with

comb, brood and honey, and the colony
is ready to be broken into parts, each
part of four combs w^ith adhering bees

forming one nucleus. The queen and
some of the combs and bees are left in

the hive, more frames of comb or foun-

dation are added and soon the process

may be repeated.

In the fall as fast as the queens are

disposed of the combs and bees are re-

moved from the little hives to these

larger chambers, which in turn are com-
bined until a strong colony is formed,

a queen is given and in a few days they

are ready for winter. Mr. Alley says

such colonies in such hives winter per-

fectly and in the spring are ready to re-

commence the chain. He winters his

bees in a cellar. His breeding queen is

kept in one of the little hives and in the

fall is put into the larger chamber and

given sufficient bees, combs and

brood. Thus a few score frames at less

than a cent each, some fifteen special

chambers at about twenty cents each,

his nucleus hives and feeders at about

a quarter each, and his system is com-
plete. Could anything be cheaper and

at the same time more simple and per-

fect?

Now compare with his system, the

sticky, fussy, dauby way used by some
in making nuclei, or the pains and ex-

pense of getting little combs in sections

stocked with brood and bees as used
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by others, and the useless expense of

large nuclei of standard frames as advo-
cated by still others. When the expo-
sitions of all these other various sys-

tems are analyzed, it will be seen that
they are naught else than advertising
matter, just something on which to

base a claim for superiority of queens
reared by the^system used by the advo-
cate.

I haveyet to see published a state-

ment of the real conditions necessary
to the production of normal, healthy
queens. One man says that the best can
be produced only by transferring the

larvae to an artificial cell; another that

all queens must be reared in a full col-

ony with a laying queen; another, that a

small nucleus will rear as good queens
as a large one; and so on in endless

confusion, and not one of them knows
the true why and wherefore of success-

ful queen production, or if knowing,
has failed to tell it. As fine queens as any
one should desire can be raised with a

cupful of bees, and as poor queens as

ever lived may be produced by a bush-

el of bees. Perfectly strong and vigor-

ous queens may be "mothered" in a

small nucleus, and queens constitution-

ally strong may be ruined in a large

one. The amount of error and senseless

matter that has been going the rounds
of the press is astounding, and yet what
else should have been expected when
so many of the prominent writers scofif

at all attempts to have the work and
investigations truly scientific, i. e., to

ascertain the truth or facts, the funda-

mental causes. To be sure, one or two
call their systems ''scientific." but
nothing could be less so, and if they
are asked to define the "laws" on which
their system is based, they can only
reply in the most vague way. If the fun-

damental laws are unknown, how can

a system be devised which will conform
to those laws?

Lest some of the earnest bee-keepers
who are without a college training des-

pair of doing aught towards a scientific

study of bee life, let me assure them
that a college degree does not necessar-

ily make a scientist, and that some of

the very best work is done by men of

quite modest erudition. It is the faculty

of getting at the root of matters that

counts; the ability to see the true rela-

tion of one fact to another. Mr. Alley

has never had the advantasre of what

may be called a scientific training, and
yet he gets at the root of things most
effectively, and not only has he recog-
nized the essential elements governing
good queen rearing, but he has sup-
plemented it with a system which en-

ables him to conform to those laws in

the easiest and cheapest manner. Be-
cause Mr. Alley has recognized the fun-

damental laws and because he has suc-

cessfully and simply applied them, I say

he is the ablest queen breeder of the

country today, and his system is the

best.

Providence, R. I., Aug. 30, 1902.

Bee- Keeping for the Masses.

WHEN I look into the future I see

millions of small farms, where
neat and comfortable homes

furnish all things that are good for the

sons and daughters of the household.

The old time idea of a good land was
one flowing with milk and honey. In

the ideal home there should be several

cows, one or more horses, some fowls,

a good fruit garden and orchard, and
several colonies of bees. I hold it to be
quite true that when we produce lux-

uries we are quite sure to have some of

them on our tables; but if they have to

be purchased we get along with less, or

go without altogether.

Our fruit growing friends know well

the importance of mixing brains with

the soil in which to produce the paying

crop. The same mixture of brains is

needed in producing a crop of honey
for the table. Now let me suppose you
have a few colonies to begin with.

Of course, you must have some tools

to work with. Let me suggest that you

at once subscribe for a good bee Jour-

nal.

Then purchase a standard, up-to-date

bee-book. You will also need a good
smoker and bee veil. A pair of gloves

may help at first, but you will soon pre-

fer the hands uncovered and the fingers

free.

Now this outfit need not cost more
than four or five dollars, but don't try

to get along without these things. Now
you should know, what to do, and how
to do it.

Not being able to answer these ques-

tions correctly is the secret of all fail-
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Lire—success lies in the path of him who
knows his duty and does it.

What to do. See that your hives are
uniform in size and standard make, with
all frames movable. See that you have
two supers full of empty, clean sections,

and an extra hive for each colony.
These should be ready by the first of
May. Use starters of comb foundation
in sections and also in empty frames,
so as to ensure straight work. Level
the hives carefully in the spring and
keep them level. Read your bee papers,
and then see that your hives all have
good laying queens. Read your bee
book and learn about foul brood. Find
out what are the signs of queenlessness
and see that each colony has a good
queen at the close of the season and
thirty pounds of honey for winter. Con-
tract the entrance so mice cannot en-

ter.

When to do it. Open your hives often

in the spring, but always when the bees

are flying freely.- When any hive is

short of stores you can exchange an
empty comb for a full one taken from
an extra heavy colony, or feed white

sugar syrup or honey- You can feed in

the super by pouring the syrup or thin

honey into a shallow dish placed on
the brood frames, and covered with a

bit of sack to retain the \varmt?i and
yet give the bees a chance to come up
easily to the feed. A few sticks or shav-

ings placed in the dish will keep the

bees from drowning.

Do not set apart the day of rest to

do the needful work about your bee
yard. In the long race of life six days
of labor per week amounts to more
than seven days of continuous toil and
care. And it is wise to set a good ex-

ample.

How to do it. In all your work with

the hive have your smoker lit, and use

plenty of smoke, and learn to use it

just a moment before it is needed. A
hive thoroughly subdued soon learns to

behave properly and can often be op<!n^

ed without smoke or veil. But the wise

worker will have his smoker lit and
within easy reach-

To get a large yield of honey, have

your hives full of bees by June first, and

keep them so through the summer. See

that they go into the supers early

—

June 1st to 15th, and never let them be

lacking room to store surplus. Take
honey from the hives as fast as finished

so it ma}- be clean and white. Keep in

a dry, warm room; it must not get
damp or freeze. Box it safe from bees,

mice and dust. Melt some of it care-

fully to preserve the flavor, thin it so

it will spread easily and set a dish of it

on the table every day in the year.

A glass of milk, a plate of butter and
good bread makes a diet for growing
children more wholesome than beef,

pork, potatoes and pastry, washed down
with strong coffee. Give the children

bread and honey. It will make the cook-
ing problem simpler for the housewife,

save many doctor bills, and make a

first class market for your honey.—A.

F. Porter in Rocky Mountain Bee
Journal.

THE SITUATION IN IRELAND.

An Interesting Letter from the Editor of the

Irish Bee Journal.

ij. G. Digges, M. A.'i

THE differences of climate and sea-

son between Ireland and Flor-

ida are wide enough to admit of

a variety in the methods 9f bee-keep-

ing in the two countries-

Our honey gathering extends over a

period of a few weeks in the year. Dur-
ing the rest of the time we are working
either to build up our stocks prepara-

tory to the honey flow, or to prepare

them to endure the trials of our win-

ters. As our climate is perhaps the

most variable on the face of the earth

—

varying chiefly from infamous to more
so—our hives must be capable of being

adapted to the quick-change tricks of

the weather.
The hives most commonly used in

Ireland are the "C. D. B." and the "Fe-

deration" hives. The former is accord-

ing to the design of the "Congested

Districts Board" and the latter of the

"Irish Bee-Keepers Federation, Ltd."

The parts are interchangeable- They
consist of floor-board and legs, body-

box, super-box and roof. The body-

box contains eleven ''standard frames"

(14x8 1-2 inch deep) and a "Dummy."
The super-box is capable of holding

three crates of twenty-one sections,

each. The roof is fitted with escape cones

used for clearing crates of bees and in

the "Federation" hive, is slightly sloped

to the back and covered with zinc. To
protect against the cold of our winters.
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the super-box is inverted and tele-

scoped over the body-box, tlie porch
being transferred from the latter to the
former.

Dr. Smyth, of Dovemana. whose art-

icles upon Foul Brood in the Irish Bee
Journal have awakened considerable in-

terest pven in the Stpt*"? a^rl ^1na'^a.

hive that it's"A i."for the prevention of

foul brood, but the critics, to whom any
departure from the standard measure-
ments is of the nature of mortal sin, see

nothing but devilment in the design. It

is impossible to say where the contro-
versy may end.

Till' Trish bce-mnn's thoughts are, at

THE MAMMOTH 'SKtP AT CORK, IRELAND.

has recently designed a hive around
which a fierce controversy is raging.
The hive is absolutely free from de.-'.vl

air spaces; the floor-board may be
raised and lowered at will; the frames
are iron. As to the sides and bottom
and the roof, they are flat and canvas
covered. The designer claims for his

present, mainly directed towards Cork,
the beautiful city on the Lee, where an
International exhibition is in full swing,
and where the Irish Bee-Keepers Fed-
eration, Ltd., to the order of the De-
partment of Agriculture, has erected a

mammoth straw bee-skep to contain the

exhibits of hives, honey, etc. The skep
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is twenty feet high. It is lighted with
electricity and is the centre of interest

for multitudes of visitors. The tent

which belongs to the Irish Bee-Keep-
ers Association, is much in evidence all

over the country during the season. A
hundred spectators can witness the
manipulations while themselves fully

pro.ected from assault by the bees.

Candidates *'or certificates as experts
are examined in the tent, before the

public and Mr. M. H. Read the Hon.
Sec. I. B. K- A. (shown in the illustra-

tion in shirt sleeves; see page 182) gen-'
erally takes charge of the operations.

A great development of the industry

is taking place in Ireland this year. The
principle of co-operation has been in-

troduced and has done a great deal to

improve the prospects for bee-keepers.
Co-operative societies are being form-
ed all over the country and these are
federated in the metropolis where a de-

pot has been organized for the purpose
of marketing the honey and of supply-

ing all requisites at co-operative prices.

The government also has taken up bee-

keeing this year as an industry deserv-

ing of support, and in every county in

which the local council votes a grant of

money to promote bee-keeping the de-

partment puts down a more than equiv-

alent grant for the same purpose. The
fund thus formed is used to pay an in-

structor to grapple with foul brood and
to assist persons to start bee-keeping
by supplying them with hives and bees
and requisites at low rates and upon a

scale of deferred payment. Altogether
things are looking up in old Ireland,

from the bee-man's point of view, and
if you American cousins would only eat

up your own honey and so keep it out
of our markets, we should soon be in

a fair way to i^ake the business, as well

as the bees, hum.

Lough Rynn, Drombd, Ireland.

July 23. iQo:>.

DOWELEARNATCONVENTIONS

The Lone Star Apiarist, which began
life so full of promise last January, died
a natural death in April. The National
Bee-Keeper appears to have also join-

ed the silent majority, and Texas is left

without a single bee journal thus early.

That "the good die young," has long
been said; and the instances noted cor-

roborate the adage. They were both
good little papers.

A Number of latcrciUng: Subjects Tersely

Touclied up by Our Gleaner of the World's

Bcc News.

(F. Greiner.)

THE above question was asked me
recently by a friend. In reply I

want to say this: It is a fact, that

many times those who can write or

make a good speech are unsuccessful in

their business; and those who are suc-

cessful cannot write. At bee-keepers'

conventions the two meet face to face

and the first named will glean good
ideas from the other one, not only for

his own individual benefit, but also to

the advantage of the fraternity in gen-

eral, for it seems next to impossible for

him to keep all the good, helpful things

to himself after he gets hold of them.

Thus, of course, the practical and suc-

cessful man, the bee-master, may not
learn a very great deal; but the many
are greatly benefitted by him.

Now, really, are there any such bee-
masters among us, that could not learn

something more? I am reminded here
of an historical incident.

GUNDELACH KNEAV IT ALL.

'Sixty years ago a few bee-keepers in

Germany conceived the idea' of starting

annual conventions. In order to or-

ganize they sent invitations to the
known bee-keepers and finally did or-

ganize what is known as the Wander-
Versammlung. Mr. Gundeiach, a not-

ed bee-keeper, wrote to Dzierzon in

response to the invitation: "I do not
sec the need of attending such a meet-
ing as I don't believe anybody can en-

lighten me on the subject of bee-keep-
ing; in other words, I think I know all

that is worth knowing." Friends,

think of it. A man living 60 years ago
had an idea of himself, that he had
reached the climax! Did he? Do you
believe he had? Certainly not! You
may be sure the next 50 or 60 j'ears will

bring even greater achievements than
the past, and in order to reap the full

benefit we will need to keep in close

touch with one another. In fact, that

is one of the secrets, the essentials, of

our success. A single bee would not

make any showing as to laying up a

supply of stores; thousands working to
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gether in harmony fill their hive with
honey and may furnish you and me
with a nice surplus.

If each one of us add but one little

kernel to bee-knowledge, the wisdom
gained will fill an encyclopedia. So it

will be seen that it will handsomely pay
us to improve these opportunities,

looking for more light even at bee-

keepers conventions.

FEEDIXG BACK.

I did not go away unsatisfied from
our last meeting. I heard Mr. Hutch-
inson say some new things m regard to

feeding back to get unfinished sections

finished up, which impressed me favor-

ably, and may be new to many others.

Supposing you have 12 cases of unfin-

ished honey at the close of your honey
season. Place them on as many colo-

nies, selecting j'our best comb builders,

preferably of native blood. When the

bees have taken possession of the sec-

tions, take six of the twelve ofif and
place them with all the bees on top of

the others; then feed the six. each hav-

ing two cases, as much as they will car-

ry down. The object is to add more
bees to the colonies that are to do the

worjc. As soon as any case is done, re-

move it and replace by one taken from
another colony; take bees and all. Fol-

low up this method, thus all the time

reducing the number of the colonies

kept at work, till finally you are feeding

but one colony, and all your once unfin-

ished sections are finished.

CLEANING UNFINISHED SECTIONS.

Mr. M. F. Marks was caught letting

out a secret in regard to having honey
removed from partly filled sections or

any honey combs, that, if true, will

prove a great help sometimes. Take a

hive-body and fill full of such sections or
combs as you wish to have cleaned out.

Carry one section to a colony that needs
feeding and place it inside of the hive

for a few moments. When well cov-

ered with bees take it back to the hive

prepared before, which should be a

short distance from the apiary. You
will thus start a case of robbing. Ad-
just cover bee-t'ight and contract the

entrance so that but one or two bees

can go in at a time. It is said that the

robbing bees will protect the robbed
hive against other bees as they would
their own. One colony might, in this

manner, be utilized to clean out a good
many sections, or a number of colonies
might be set to work at one time, each
one having their own feeding ground.
The thing looks almost incredulous;
we will try it next year.

KEEPING DOWN THE GRASS.

For a bee-yard no place suits me as

well as a nicely kept lawn somewhat
shaded by fruit-trees. To keep down
the grass has bothered many a one. My
method used to be, to allow the first

growth in the spring to grow tall

enough to cut with the scythe; after

that to use the lawn mtower frequently.

The weak point is that the grass near
the hives cannot be reached and will

grow very tall unless it is removed by
hand. I have been pretty sure that a

few sheep or a lot of hares could be
used in place of the lawn mower, and I

am pretty well convinced now that it

will work nicely. Mr. Marks says, he
kept two or three lambs in his apiary of

about 80 colonies and they did the busi-

ness to his entire satisfaction. This is

surely worth knowing. I think I shall

fence in my yard and build a shelter for

the lambs in the spring. . Perhaps I

may thus save time when it is most val-

uable.

I am impressed with the great impor-
tance of the fact that we must make a

stand against the many enemies we
have: adulterators, dishonest commis-
sionmen, ignorance, spitefulness, etc

Join the United States Bee-Keepers'
Association. Apply for membership to

Eugene Secor. Forest City, Iowa.

Naples, N. Y., Dec. 28 1900.

Once more we beg to assure our

readers that so long as this paper
is sent in a white wrapper, it is paid for.

When the blue one appears, it is time

to renew or request it stopped. When
the wrapper is red, the subscriber ad-

dressed is in arrearsupon our books. So
long as this system of notification is in

force, no one will be asked to pay for

papers he has received in a white wrap-
per. It is therefore not necessary for

any subscriber to write us in order to

learn whether his subscription has ex-

pired or not. as some occasionally do.

Watch for the blue one—that tells the

story.
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Uniting Bees.

(G. M. Doolittle.)

QUESTION:— I think I have seen
somewhere that it is best to
unite weak colonies of bees for

wintering, but cannot turn to the mat-
ter now that I wish to. Will you
please tell us in the American Bee-
Keeper how to unite two or more weak
colonies so that they may be strong
enough for winter? I have some small
colonies which I wish to put together
this fall; and as I consider myself only
a beginner in bee-keeping, any advice
would be acceptable to me.
Answer:—It is a very proper thing to

do always, to unite two or more weak
colonies of bees for winter; for two
weak colonies, kept separate, will con-
sume nearly twice the stores that both
together would united, and very likely

perish before spring; while if put to-

gether, they would winter as well as
any good colony. A good way to pro-
ceed is as follows: If one of the col-

onies has a queen known to be feeble,

or inferior in any way, hunt her out
and kill her, so that the best queen
may survive; otherwise pay no atten-
tion to the queens, for one of them will

soon be killed after the uniting. Or if

both have good queens, (and it is not
too late in the season), and you have
any colony having an inferior queen, it

is well to hunt out the inferior queen
and introduce this better one in her
place, rather than kill her, for, in this

way, you will have a good queen in this

last colony next spring, instead of a

poor one.

It is well to look toward improve-
ment at all times, when we can do it to
advantage. Having the queen matter
disposed of. go to the colonics you wish
to unite, and blow smoke quite freely

in at the entrance, pounding on the top
of the hive at the same time with the
doubled up fi.st, a stick of wood or a

light mallet. When both have been
treated in this way, go to the first

again, and afterward to the second,
treating as before, when the one to be
moved from its stand is put on a wheel-
barrow and wheeled rapidly to where
the one it is to be united with stands.

This smoking and pounding causes the

bees to think som'ething quite seriou:;

is happening and tends to make them
mark their location on their first flight

afterward, so that it helps to keep them
from returning to their old stand. Hav-
ing both close together select out the
combs from both hives which contain
the most honey, and come the nearest
to filling the frames, (should any frames
be only partly filled), setting these well-

filled frames into one hive, and that,

the one which occupies the stand the

united colony is to occupy. In thus set-

ting in the combs it is always best to

alternate the frames, whereby the bees
are so mixed up that they have no de-

sire for fight, for each bee touched by
another is a stranger; the bees thus
uniting as peacably as do two swarms
when they come together, as they of-

ten do in swarming time, when two go
together and cluster on one limb. Af-
ter the hive is filled, arrange the quilt

or honey board and put on the cover.

Next put a wide board or sheet in

front of the hive, fixing so it leads up to

the entrance, and proceed to shake the

bees ofif the remaining frames, taking
first a frame from one of the colonies

and the next from the other, thus mix-
ing these shaken bees as were those on
the frames set in the hives. After all

the bees have run in the hive, set a wide
board up in front of the same, stanching

it up sloping over the entrance, so that

the next time the bees fly they will be
compelled to fly against it, or crawl out

around it. thus giving them an addi-

tional caution to mark their location

on their first flighl^afterward.

We cannot guard too closely about
those having been moved going back •

to their old home. As =;aid before, the

smoking, pounding, wheeling and mix-
ing of the bees, all have a tendency to

cause the bees to look after their loca-

cation, and the wide board helps also

in this direction. Then, if in addition

to this, all relics of the old hive are re-

moved, so there will be nothing home-
like about the old location to entice

them back, scarcely a single bee wnll at-

tempt to go back there to stay.

Put the remaining combs away in

some safe place for the next season's

use. and the work is done. If this unit-

ing is done near the evening or on
some cool, cloudy day. and the bees

are caused to fill themselves thorough-
ly with honey, very few will fly away in

the uniting process.

Borodir.o. N. Y.. Sept. 2. 1902.
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Cyprio—Golden Bees.

I
SHOULD like to enquire after the
number of yellow bands carried by
your breeding queens'? This may

lead me to send you along a lot of sub-
scribers.

Under heading of Editorial Chat,
there is a question I may answer. Mr.
W. Reid asks has any of your readers
tried pure Cyprian's results, and where
obtainable.

I am not a Yankee student. ^ly
knowledge has been obtained in Eng
land and the reply gleaned from the
British Bee Journal twenty years ago.
With the British boom came the

Italian.

The Britishers knowing that black
bees were plentiful in Italy soon dis-

covered the source of the yellow bands,
the}' were brought by the Monks from
the Holy Lands. Benton established a

trade and afterwards discovered a more
golden marked bee in the Island of

Cyprus, these and the Holy Lands are

the source of the American Goldens so

called Italians. I have kept them in

England and Australia, have a few now
not quite pure. All those with a cross

are what is called by me good Italians,

the less black blood the better they
work and can be handled best without
smoke. When pure, good allround bees

are so beautiful to handle and look
upon that the novice never tires of

opening up and exhibiting to his friends;

the result is foul brood and disgust

with Cyprians.

There is small diflferenece between
Holy Lands and Cyprians for work, no
blacks will ever lay such solid masses
of brood proving whole frames are

covered at short intervals. Under care-

ful treatment they will not fizz, they are

first in the morning and last at night,

rarely ever hang round entrance. Pre-

vent your Cyprians laying out of sea-

son and they will make a brood-nest

in the spring covering 20 simplicity

frames, from these, honey can be pro-

duced at a price to compete with

treacle always providing that you steer

clear of the hundred and one useless

inventions that go to make the supply

dealer fat.

When roughly handled they will

clearout the novice.—John Jordan-

<^Friend J. my breeding queen pro-

duces bees with three bands. I believe

you are wrong when you say that the

Goldens of America were produced
from the Cyprian and Holy Land bees.

I believe it was Messrs. G- M. Doo-
little and Hearn, who originated the

Goldens, and that they used only pure
Italian bees to breed from.—Ed.)

—Australian Bee-Keepers' Review.

CATCHING A BEE.

Clever Idea of a Timid Bce-Keeper—Is Red Ob-
jectionable to Bees?

(Kate V. Austin.)

WHAT may seem a trifle is often

worth mentioning. For in-

stance does everybody know just

how to entrap a bee when it is buzzing

on a window pane?
The other day, one of my bees flew

into the house, and began capering

upon the window. I could not raise the

sash to let it out, on account of the

screen barring its flight, and I was for

a moment at a loss just what to do;

for I was afraid of handling so delicate

and yet so piquant an insect. But sud-

denly a bright idea buzzed into my
head and this is what was done:

I took an envelope that was cut open

at the end and gently pushed the open

end up under the bee. and down into

the paper trap it fell; then carrying my
prisoner {o the door I saw it fly safely

and joyously away.
Now this way of catching a bee is

familiar, no doubt, to both man and

bee, but neverthelejs the idea was new
to me and so I thought to give it \ving

in case that such a simple method might
not occur to everyone-

There is a question which I wish

some one would answer for me, and

that is, does the color of red anger

bees? Not the color of red in flowers,

but the color of red tn dress. Would
a flaming red dress worn by a keeper of

bees irritate them beyond endurance?

I fancy it would, but have no wish to

try the experiment- I like my bees,

and then, besides, I want to keep on

the good side of them, or rather, I \yish

to keep at that end oposite the sting.

But there are those who delight in ex-

periments, absurd and otherwise, and I

wish they would inform me whether

bees have an abhorrance of red in gar-

ments, like unto the turkey gobbler.

Centerville. Ind- July 21. 1902.
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AUSTRIA.

Alfonsus says, in Bienenvater, that

the Central Verein has designed and
adopted a honey jar which is sold by
the manufacturers to bee-keepers only.

It is hoped that when the fact becomes
generally known all honey put up in

these jars will stand above suspicion.

The Austrian Bee-Keepers complain
of poor honey seasons. Rain and cool

weather have prevailed there as well as

in the United States during the honey
season. Only a few bee-keepers report

fair honey crops.

SPAIN.

Workingmen, who were engaged in

the construction of the Trafalla rail-

road, Spain, while cutting up a huge
elm tree found a cavity inside of the

body of the tree. It had no exit. The
wood and bark around the cavity were
perfectly sound. Fifty rings of wood-
growth could be counted, each repre-

senting a year's time. In the cavity was
found a squirrel's skull and otherwise it

was well filled Avith combs full of honey
in a fair state of preservation.

GERMANY.

The display of electricity in the skies

diminishes the secretion of nectar in the

blossoms, sometimes entirely stops it.

says the Preussische Bztg. It also af-

fects the temper of the bees, causing

them to be ill natured.

Dzierzon tells in Leipziger Bztg. how
to obtain a good stock of pollen-filled

combs to be used in the spring for

stimulating. It will be remembered that

D. uses twin-hives. The partition

(wood) between the two colonies is re-

moved and replaced by a screen-board.

The queen of one colony is removed.

The queenless colony having a queen-
right colony on the other side of the

screen does not feel its hopeless con-
dition and keeps right on working. As
the amount of brood to be fed decreases
from daj' to day more and more pollen

i>; stored from day to day and the result

will be poUen-fiUed combs. They should

be removed occasionally and empty
comb given. Sealed brood should be

added from time to time for obvious

reasons. A queen should again be intro-

duced in time that a generation of bees

may yet be reared before winter sets

in. The pollen-filled combs may also be

used to good advantage in the fall to

fix up late young swarms having a short

supply of pollen in their hives.

The bee-keepers of Germany, and

even a few German bee-keepers in

America condemn the American hives

as impractical on account of the open

top feature. Usually they condemn be-

fore they give them a thorough trial.

Once in a while I find a venturesome

fellow over there that actually tries

them. E. Stolzer says in Bztg. for

Schlesurg Holstein in substance:

"Among the American bee-keepers the

principle 'time is money,' is the leading

and deciding one when selecting a hive.

Where bees are kept by the hundred

colonies, hives m'ust admit of being

manipulated easily and quickly. The
American bee-keeper does not often

handle single frames but prefers to

handle them in whole sets. Thus he can

manage large apiaries without extra

help. By adding or renewing these sets

of combs the hives may be enlarged to

any extcni: or reduced to the minimum.
This ir business and only practicable

with hives accessible from the top. The
principle is worthy of applying to con-

ditions here, etc''

In the Bztg. for Scleswig-Holstein
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Air. Stecnhiu^en gives among other in-

structions lor the production of comb
honey the following. "Comb founda-
tion should not be used, not even for

starters. It spoils the pleasure in eating
comb honey. From a young swarm
having occupied its hive 24 hours suit-

able starters for sections may be ob-
tained-" (The writer of the above is

satisfied that extra-light section foun-
dation is practically unknown in Ger-
man}-, still he feels like endorsing what
Steenhusen says. He thinks full sheets
of comb foundation in section honey
are an abomination and should never
be used.—F. G.)

dence of every one, as they all thoro-
ughly understand the business they are
about to embark in, and are throwing
their whole energies into making it a

success. The advent of this company
places the J. B. K. A. on a sound and
secure footing. The management and
members are to be congratulated on
the success of their efiforts in this direc-

tion.

The total quantity of honey exported
during the year ended 31st March
1902 was 16,804 cwt. an increase over
the previous year of 3,380 cwt.

Stahl. of Rudesheim. has come to the
conclusion that bees are often attracted

by the imsound or bruised peaches and
work on them. After having extracted
the juices from drop-peaches they will

search to find vulnerable spots on the
fruit still on the tree. Many observers,
he says, are thus misled and it prompts
them to say: "Bees do sting peaches."
—Leipz Bztg.

Bees are offered at 25 cents per
pound in Schlesuig-Holstein. A young
laying queen is included at that price.

(Cheap enough.)

It is asserted in Deutsche Bienen-

zucht that queens reared in the natural

order of things—at swarming time

—

are always larger and of greater long-

evity than the queens reared from
worker larvae.

F. Greiner.

JAMAICA.

A FLOURISHING SOCIETY.

There are now 143 members on the

roll of the J. B. K. A. This does not
represent one half of the bee-keepers in

the island. Every bee-keeper should
make it a point to join the Association

and that promptly. The full measure of

success can only be attained when every

bee-keeper becomes identified with the

movement. And the good work the As-
sociation is doing is sufficient induce-

ment.
The 'Jamaica Preserves and Honey

Company. Ltd.. which is about to be
registered, promises to be a success

from the start. The men identified with

the undertaking must inspire the confi-

JAMAICA PRESERVES AND HONEY CO., LTD.

The chance now oft'ers for the Bee-
keepers of Jamaica to assume almost
entire control of all that appertains to

the welfare of their industry, and we
sincerely hope they will not be slow to

take advantage of this opportunity.
The success of the J. B. K. A. has ex-
emplified the truth of the adage "The
Gods help those who help themselves"
and has shown conclusively (if proof
were wanting) th^t in co-operation lies

the safety of the industry.

If every bee-keeper had seized the op-
portunity of joining the Association at

its inception, the hands of the manage-
ment w'ould have been strengthened
financially and otherwise and the good
results would have been far in excess of

what they are, gratifying as these re-

sults are. The management realized

from the start that if the Association
were to become a fixed institution and
to carry on the work undertaken effici-

ently and creditably, capital would be
necessary and could only be obtained
partly by co-operative effort and part-

ly by the aid of capitalists. Bee-keep-
ers are not capitalists, and knowing this

the management have interested those

who are able to help them financially

by submitting a sound business prop-
osition and on the understanding thaj:

the bee-keepers will do their share and
thus show what they are capable of

helping and are willing to help them-
selves. The Jamaica Preserves and
Honey Company, Ltd. is the outcome,
and now that the shares are being plac-

ed on the market it is the duty and
privilege of the members of the J. B. K.
A. primarily and secondarily of the en-

tire body of bee-keepers to support the

undertaking by taking up as many of
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the shares offered as they can aft'ord

to, and even to do so at some sacrifice

if necessary. The company is not in-

tended to supercede the Association

but it is a distinct concern created for

the purpose of developing and carrying

out on business lines the aims and as-

pirations of the Association. As the

officers of the Company are practically

members and officers of the Association

there is no room to doubt that the in-

terests of all parties will be thoroughly

conserved. Bee-keepers! Arise and be

doing!—Jamaica Times.

fmm}k¥0i^^*

Dear Brother Hill:

''Leave hope behind, all ye who enter

here"

was the legend Dante put over the

gates of Hell, and its what I stuck

above the door of the "House of Crit-

ics." If the critic says not what he be-

lieves, he despises himself and if he

states as he believes he is hated by the

criticised. It be rough either way.

Now, "Stenog," of Gleanings, don't

like the critic with a sting, prefers "the

good natured man," presumably one of

the colorless, lackadaisical chaps, of

the type who on Sunday mornings ask

their wife if "we may put on our

Sunday breeches." He says some funny

literature consist of nothing but stings.

Well I reckoned that sooner or later

some one would "discover" that stings

were funny. Always thought so myself.

What's he'spose a critic's for? Just to

holler about the good and skip the

bad? Huh! And there's a powerful lot

of folks who wear a perpetual broad

grin carry their religion on their coat

and at the same time pick your pock-
ets. Huh! I surmise Stenog ain't right
sure what he does like, for he com-
mends Brother Dadant for fighting
and calling a man a fool. Did the man
good and relieved Brother D. Tell
Stenog to go way ofif and sit down and
look at himself, and when he wants to

make comments to be careful how he
does it. Huh!
Rip Van Winkle has been ripping

things in the American Bee Journal,
calling folks liars and cheats for mis-
ciuoting the money market, takes tiheir

own words and proves it so plainly that

those who run may read- And yet even
now Editor York can't see it. Just drop
a line to George and tell him he is

dense. To call him dense is charitable

and fits George's ideas of ethics. It just

''happened" that all the testimony for

the quoters was given by themselves or

their associates and was printed by
those to whose financial interest it is

to have the market misquoted. Every
mother's son of them is a honey buyer.

And then they have the face to pose as

"The people's champion." Hurrah for

Rip Van Winkle! A few more like him
and that Donnybrook Fair will be well

under way and the mutlifaced "cham-

pions" will have the "scrap" of

their lives.

What do you think of a "leader," a

"teacher." a ''shining light" who thinks

his colonies free from drones until he

puts on traps and finds them full of

drones no larger than workers. Queer

sort of "experienced bee-keeper" who
can't tell a drone from a worker except

bv size. Queer sort of trap that will

not let workers through and catch
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drones of the same size. Guess that trap
was sot for the "leader" that time, sure.

'Twas a Tennessee boy who gave him-
self away that time- Well the poor fel-

low isn't alone. Hark ye—A New
York boy writing on "Missing Links"
in queen rearing and citing Brother
'Lisha's remarks about "umbilical"

cords, says "since the doctor wrote his

articles I have examined more closely

into the matter and every cell which I

could spare since has been carefully

opened, only to find in each the tendrils

he speaks of as they run from this cord
up inside the base to the wax cell-cups,

and all under and through the royal

jelly in every conceivable direction."

What d'ye think of that? Got 'em, and
got 'em fust, too! D'ye spose he'll be

dealers, queen breeders, honey mer-
chants, etc-? But their bait is not for

bass, but for suckers. "Big Hives,"
"Small Hives," "Yellow Queens,"
"Brown Queens," "Wax Extractors"
(which don't extract), "Smokers" just a

little change from some other, but not
worth lighting. Tell W. Z. that fish bait

is an invention as old as bee-keeping.
You wijl note I said "of nearly all, etc-"

Well there are just one or two excep-
tions to the rule.

Shouldn't speak the .truth at all

times, did I hear 3'ou say? Harry, Har-
ry, is it possible that you are becoming
imbued with the spirit of the evil prac-

tices of the day?
Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

THE MOST PROMISING AriARY IN THE WOKLD

—

(PAT's).

able to find a hole to crawl into when
he learns what that so-called "umbili-
cal cord" really is? And to make the
thing complete Georgie winds up the
article with a neat little "ad" of the
book describing the system by which
only the "Missing Link" may be pro-
duced. And this in "The Old Reliable,"
the "Peoples Champion."

It calls to mind Grandpa Hutchin-
son's expressed astonishment over the
versatility of Jimmy Heddon, a bee
man, in getting up a fish bait for bass.

Bless his dear old heart, don't he know
that fish bait is the stock in trade of

nearly all the leading bee men, supply

''The tobacco smoke method of in-

troducing queens is giving me better
satisfaction again this year than any
other method."—Review.

Of the Messrs. L. L. and T. O. An-
drews, subscribers of The American
Bee-Keeper at Corona, Calif., the Pa-
cific Bee Journal says these gentlemen
have harvested about ten tons of hon-
ey this year, although the best reports

from this section thus far is 20 per cent,

of last year's yield. Messrs. Andrews
move their bees from place to place as

prospects invite, doing so at night.
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"The American Bee-Keeper" se envia
a principio de cada mes. Si por algun
motivo el suscritor no recibe su perio-

dico a su debido tiempo, sirvase notifi-

carnos y les enviaremos otro ejemplar.

Todo asunto relacionado con la Di-
reccion y subscripcion a este periodico,

debe enviarse a "The American Bee-
Keeper, Fort Pierce, Florida. El di-

nero puede remitirse por giro postal.

El giro puede hacerse a The W. T.

Falconer Manufacturing Co., en James-
town, N. Y., cuando convenga mas a

los marchantes de esa casa.

Cuando el suscritor reciba el periodi-

co con una faja azul es para avisarle

que su subscripcion termina con ese

ejemplar. Esperamos ser favorecidos

con orden para continuar la subscrip-

cion. Rogamos a nuestros correspon-

sales escriban los nombres y direccion-

es bien claro para evitar demoras.
Una faja roja indica que se debe la

subscripcion y esperamos su pronta
atencion al particular.

Subscripcion: 50 centavos al ano.

MISTERIOS DE LA COLMENA

Guia del Apicultor Cubano.

por el

DR. JUAN B. PONS Y FONOLL
y anotada por el

DR. GONZALO G VIETA.

(Continua.)

En la abeja adulta no pueden verse

las pulsaciones del corazon, que se not-

an perfectamente al traves de la fina

piel de las crisalidas. A los lados hay
musculos poderosos que forman una
especie de diafragma horizontal los que
se contraen y ayudan a la circulacion.

La sangre no tiene color y casti esta

destituida de globules y corpusculos, y
Schonfeld ha demostrado que la sangre
quilo y alimento de las larvas son muy
parecidos.
Los organos respiratorios de la abeja

(Fig. 2.) se extienden por todo su cuer-
po y estan formados de vasos membran-

€i^€^€:€€^€i^$i^$i$i$i€$€i^^^$!€€i^: R-

osos 6 traqueas, cuyas ramificaciones se

dividen 6 penetran en los organos como
las raicillas de una planta se esparra-
man por el suelo. Estos vasos se unen,
de cada lado de la cavidad abdominal,
formando un gran saco tra queano var-
iable en forma y dimensiones segun la

cantidad de aire que contienen. Las
abejas respiran por agujeros 6 estig-

matas, colocados a cada lado del cuer-
po y que se abren en los sacos traque-
anos y las traqueas.

/-/. Cora 7.0 7^-

Newport ha demostrado, que en las

abejas, la rapidez de la respiracion va-

ria entre 20 y 60 por minuto manteni-
endo el calor en la colmena.
*Segun Packard, el acto de la respira-

cion es producido por la contraccion y
dilatacion sucesivas de los segmentos
del abdomen. Llenando 6 vaciando es-

tos sacos de aire, la abeja puede cam-
biar su peso especifico.

Cuando una abeja se prepara a volar,

el acto de su respiracion se parece al

de los pajaros en el vuelo. En el in-

stante que tiende las alas, lo cual es un
principio de respiracion, los estigmatas
6 agujeros respiratorios, se abren y el

aire precipitandose por ellos se distribu-
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ye por todo el cuerpo, aumeiitando su del aerostatico para<lisminuir 6 acelcrar

volumcn y disminuyenJo su peso espec- el vuclo por variacion de la densidad

ifico, aunque, cuando los estigmatas es- media, segun su extension y el peso

tan cerrados, el insecto, dando su pri- variable de aire que encierran. Lste

mer golpe de alas es capaz de elevarse aire acumulado, cs un poderoso elemen-

en los aires y sostencrse en un vueio to de resistencia a la asfixia, fenomena

rapido y poderoso sin gran fatiga mus-
cular. El desarroUo del calor en todos

los animales depende de la cantidad de

aire respirado, de la actividad de la res-

piracion y del volumen de la circula-

cion.

que se produce muy lentamente en los

insectos. En fin estas ampulas 6 vesi-

culas de aire tienen un uso anexo k la

reproduccion, en el macho 6 zingano,

pues el auraento de volumen de estas

vesiculas es indispensable para la erec-

Se ha podido observar, que aun en cion del peno.

pleno vigor de salud y juventud, muchas Dentro de cada estigmata, hay un ap-

veces las abejas nu pueden volar, pues arato obturador, necesario para asegur-

cuando estan espantadas 6 atonitas si er el mecanismo de la respiracion.

se las toca con el dedo no hacen mas En reposo, permanecen abiertos, pero

que saltar. Esta incapacidad para el el aparato obturador interno puede cer-

vuelo, temporalmente, es debida a la rarse a voluntad del insecto, de man-
pequena cantidad de aire que sus sacos era queampide la entrada y salida del

traqueanos contienen. Estando en re- aire, asi es, que durante el vuelo, el

poso, la sangre circula lentamente, y arre queda, encerrado en los gruesos

siendo su cuerpo comparativamente troncos traqueanos a fin de aumentarja
pesado y sus musculos distendidos, no ligereza especifica media. Cuando el in-

puede volar, pero asi que fextiende las secto cae en el agua, 6 es sumergido

alas, algunos movimientos energicos en gases 6 vapores toxicos, cierra este

del abdomen Uenan los sacos de aire asi sistema obturador, de modo que asi re-

como las traqueas, que un momento siste a la asfixia.

antes estaban vacios, aplastados, y en- El organo sonoro de los zanganos es

tonces emprende el vuelo. un velo membranoso colocado entre los

En la practica se ve que se les puede borbes de las hendiduras estigmaticas,

cojer a jarros como si fuesen semillas encontrandose por delante de este apar-

6 granos, se les puede pesar y medir en ato obturador, situado a la entrada de

vasos abiertos sin que vuelen. La razon la traquea.

de este hecho esta esplicada en el par- Cheshire nos dice que algunos de los

rafo precedente. espiraculos 6 tubos de aire son tan ex-

Cuando los sacos traqueanos estin tremadamente pequenos, que uncuarto

llenos de aire, la abeja tiene el poder de de million de estos tubos unidos en un
descargar su abdomen de los residues haz, es tan pequeno 6 grueso como un
que contiene y su conformacion natural cabello, humano.
las fuerza i elto durante el vuelo. En la Estas tubos de aire, recorren cada

Reina no sucede asi, pues ocupando sus parte, cada miembra, cada organo por

ovarios toda el abdomen y no dejando pequefio y delicado que sea. La abeja

lugar para los sacos de aire, le obligan respira con regular movimiento, pero

a hacer sus necesidades dentro de la en vezde ensanchar y contraer el torax,

colmena. alarga 6 acorta el abd6men, .
Observad

Segun Girard, los dos grandes sacos una abeja detenida en la piquera de la

traqueanos abdominales, que se podrian colmena intes de entrar y vereis que

Ilamar pulmones abdominales, tienen palpita jadeante como un caballo can-

muchos usos; conservan en reserva el sado de una carrera., ?! aire que res-

aire necesario para la hematosis, y para piraraos est4 comipuesto de tres gases;

la produccion de fuerza muscular y de carboRO, hidrogeno y oxigeno. Este ul-

calor unidos k la potente. Idcomocioh timo es el elemento que sustiene la vi-

del insecto, siendo indispensable este da, tan bien conro la llama del |hogar.

calor libre para mantener la -tempera- La vida puede decirse que no es mas
tura elevada de 'la colmena, necesaria que unproceso de combustion.

para el trabajo arquitectinico de las <
-f-';*

Continuari.

obreras y la iricubacion de laslarvas.
Las vesiculas a^reas aumentan la re-

gonancia y la intensidad d<;^l,sOriido del

zumbido y sirven tambien, S la manera

^*Life is a frost of cold feliciti*.

Aad death the thaw of allow vanj-

;. tic,*'^Christokro's Epigrams.

'^4^^i&^^^ h'^^j^^k^^^l^^^M^if^^^S:^f0f,>J^^^^^

'>ifeivi:Ms-iaiegiA.irg:-i'^Xibi-^a<att;^
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Mr. E. A. Johnson, East Pepperell,
Mass., writes that the season in his lo-
cality has been a complete failure, and
that wild aster and burdock are mak-
ing more of a showing (Sept. 3) than
any source ."^ince apple bloom. Some-
how, the thought of burdock honey
doesn't beget a longing to taste it.

The Annual meeting of the New Jer-
sey Bee-Keeers' Association was held
at Trenton last week, during the agri-
cultural fair.

The great number of recent renewals
received, paying in advance for from
two to five years for The Bee-Keeper,
is a gratifying index of the way the jour-
nal is received by its patrons. We ap-
preciate it, too.

Hon. Eugene Secor, general manag-
er of the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation, has been appointed by the gov-
ernor of Iowa, a delegate to the Farm-
ers' National Congress, to be held at

Macon, Ga., from the 7th to loth of this

month. We hope to have the pleasure
of meeting Mr. Secor during his south-
ern trip.

A very handsome booklet of forty-

eight pages, entitled, "Bees in Colora-
do," has reached us. It was designed as
a souvenir of the Denver meeting of

the National Association, last month.
It is profusely illustrated and artistical-

ly gotten up; contains pictures of abotxt

all the dignitaries out that way, besides

.several craftsmen of note, farther east.

The credit and our thanks are due
Secretary D. W. Working, of the Col-

orado State Bee-Keepers' Association,

who compiled the booklet.

Our Dumb Animals, is the name of

a humane journal which comes quite

regularly to our office. The powerful
influence for good which it must have
upon the mind and character of any
child, should give it a place in every
home where there are children. A
monthly perusal of this journal might
prove the salvation of many colonies of

bees which, through neglect, arc left

to starve or freeze during the winter,

after having toiled all summer to pro-
vide honey for their owner's (able.

Fifty cents, with a request, addressed
to Geo. T. Angell, 19 Milk st.. Boston,
Mass., will bring it every month for

a vear.

As will be seen by referring to the
department of bee-keeping news in this

number, Jamaica has scored several

points along the line of solving the mar-
ket problem. The little Island in the
sea, having an area considerably less
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than the state of Massachusetts, now
has a corporation with an authorized
capital of about $50,000 to look after its

honey crops, and their profitable dis-

position. The new organization, we are

pleased to note, has chosen Mr. H. G.

Burnet, of Kingston, an old and esteem-

ed friend of the American Bee-Keeper,
for its business manager. We trust the

company may meet with the success

which the enterprise deserves, in float-

ing its stock.

On page 140 of The Bee-Keeper for

August, Mr. Reeve's contribution is

concluded by an expression of wonder
why American supply manufacturers do
not list and sell an "improved section,"

having a split top for the, reception of

the edge of the foundation sheet. The
Phil^^delphia people may, possibly, find

a satisfactory solution of the question

as to why this improvement (?) has

not been introduced here, in the follow-

ing paragraph which the Canadian Bee
Journal attributes to Mr. J. B. Hall,

one of the world's brightest and most
successful producers of comb honey,
who, having been asked if he had ever

used this style of section said: " I am
very happy to say that I never did.

—

With the split bar you have to put your
foundation through, and wherever there

is beeswax the bees add more to it, and
you have to 'scrape it ofif. It does very

well for the amateur who raises a few

pounds for himself and his friends,

which do not need any scraping, but not

for the professional; his time is too val-

uable."

product as it is dealt out by the retailer

to his patrons. Will not Messrs. Bur-
nett & Co., or other dealers kindly in-

form our readers as to the source of the

honey which afifords to the greatest ex-

tent this coveted quality? It would be

interesting to learn from what flowers

it is gathered.

Messrs. R. A. Burnett & Co., exten-
sive dealers in apiarian products, of

Chicago, under date of Sept, 9, write:

"More than ever before, dealers are

seeking what they term 'a honey flavor,'

as they say their customers demand
more than a pleasant sweet taste in

honey." This "honey flavor," so much
desired by manufacturing confectioners

and bakers is generally more pronounc-
ed in the darker than the light grades
of honey. The light sample of honey
having a delicate, or mild flavor, so uni-

versally sought for table use, licks the

chief requisite of the manufacturer.
They are looking for a honey flavor that

will come through the boilers and ovens
manifesting the unquestionable flavor

. of genuine honey in the manufactured

Pat, the expert manipulator of bees,

theories and promises, who was due to

begin a staoon's engagement in Cub.\

last month, with his unparalleled ag-

gregation of 800 to 1000 colonies, where
he goes to put to shame the would-be

lightning operators of that land of sum-

mer and insurrections, is still on the In-

dian river, Fla. He informs The Bee-

Keeper that he has deferred the move
until October, in order to have more
congenial weather. We predict that it

will be even later, before the Cubans
will be honored ' with his presence—
though he says nor. Pat has learned

from Rambler's letters in Gleanings,

that a space of nine miles exists be-

tween the apiaries of Mr. Moe and the

Rambler, in' Cuba, and says he, "That

space was left purposely for me. I'll

move direct from Havana to that field;

begin at once to rear queens andincrease

my bees. Why, with such a honey loca-

tion as Rambler describes, I can increase

to 1000 colonies, quick." Pat says he

knows Rambler, personally, very well,

that he's a good fellow, and that just

as soon as he gets his bees liberated

in Cuba, he will go at once and see him.

After this projected meeting, we think

the Rambler will require at least one

cork-soled shoe,if not two, and"Somer-

ford" will get a rest. Pat is somewhat

of a talker himself. Our staff artist has

sketched Pat's apiary on Indian river,

which is under course of preparation

for the Cuban trip. We present it else-

where in this number.

"A carload of honey has been shipped

to the National Tobacco Company
(trust) of rLousville, by. A. Gregory.

The use made of the article is in the

manufacture of certain kinds of plug

tobacco,—Redlands (Calif.) CitTograph.

FOR SALE-12 Hivej Completer aJeo 2£^-
oniM Ttalian Bees. Price Low. E. L. MES-
?KNGER, 61 Tovwuend A**., K«w Hftven,

Conn. '.'"" :';"::' ''"'

'*-Wr'



> HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—AH sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness aad firmly attached
to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-

cd by travel stain or otnerwise; all the cell*

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or
with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.
In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, there will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

New York, Sept. 8.—Faricy comb
honey brings i6 c; No. i, 14 to 15c,

The demand is good, with fair supply.
Beeswax, 27 to 28c and dull, with fair

supply. We invite correspondence with
holders of comb honey.

Francis H. Leggett & Co;

Buffalo, Sept. 8.—This market has
somewhat improved of late for fancy
one-pound sections ^ of comb honey,
which sell mostly for front 15 to 16c.

Other grades range from 14 to 19c as
to quality. We advise moderate ship-
ments at this time. Extracted honey
not wanted. Beeswax (fancy) we quote,

32 to 33c. Battcrson & Co.

QUEENS
Buy them of H. G. Quirin, the largest

queen-breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root & Co. tells us our

stock is extra fine. Editor York, of the

A. B- J. says that he has good reports

from our stock from time to time, while

J. L. Gandy, of Humboldt, Nebra., se-

cured over 400 pounds honey (mostly

comb) from single colonies containing
our queens. We have files of testimon-
ials similar to the above.
Our breeders originated from the

highest priced long-tongued red clover

queens in the U. S.

Fine queens, promptness and square
dealing, has built up our present busi-

ness, which was established in 1888.

Price of queens after July ist.

1 I

75
1 00
1 50

4 00
5 00
8 to

Too
9 CO

Kansas City, Sept. 8.—One sale of

35,000 pounds was made at $3.00 a

case of 24 sections. The demand for

comb honey is good, with supply light.

selling at 11 to 13c. Extracted, 5 1-2 'to

6 I-2C. There is a good demand for bees-
wax at 30C with light supply.

Hamblin & Sappington.

Chicago. Sept. p.—Comb honey is be-

ginning to come forward, and is meet-
ing with a fair demand. The prices ?_t

present are 15 to i6c for best lines of

fancy No. r. Other grades are wanted
?t 2 to 5 cents less, hut thev are scarce.

Extracted sells at 6 to 8c for white, ac-

cording to kind and quality. Five and
a half to 7 c is obtainable for the atn-

ber grades. Beeswax is scarce and
brings .-^oc. R. A. Burnett & Co.

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS
A monthly for 'the beginner in the

poultry ynrrl.

One, yenr on trinl for 10 cents.

Send tnrlay, jiddre.ss,

rOITT.TRY POTNTKRR PT'B. CO.,
Lock Box 83.5.

10-tP. BET.DING, MICH.

Selected
Tested
Selected tested
Extra selected tested, the best that

money can buy 13 00

We guarantee safe arrival to any
state, Continental island or any Euro-
pean country, can fill all orders prompt-
ly, as we expect to keep 3 to 500

queens on hand ahead of orders. Special

price on 50 to 100. (Free Cir.) Ad-
dress all orders to,

QUIRIN, THE QUEEN BREEDER,
Parkertown, Ohio.

(Parkertown is a P. O. Money Order
office.) 4-6t.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

miii
the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading

public which you should not miss.

Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per

inch.
the;

People's .Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis-

4-tf.



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING the

WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R E
WASHER, icitktchichlhe

frailest icoman can do an or-

dinary wasliiyig in one liour,

without icciting her hands.
Sample atn-holcsaleprice. Fntisfnction Gnnranteed.
No pay vnlil tried, y^ritefor HhiKtratrd Catalogue
and prices ofWringers, Ironiiifi Tables, flathes Reels,

DryingRars, Waoon./acks,(i-c. AgentsWantecl. Lib-

eral Terms. QiiickSales! Little Wori»!l Big Pay n!

^tWrM»,THBEMPiBKWASHERCo.,Jamestown,N.Y.

Foot Power MacMnery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for

Catalogue and Price List.

VV. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
913 Ruby St.. Rockford.111

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is proljablv patentable. Communica-
tions strictly eonfldential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agencv for securing patents.
Patents taken through Slunn & Co. receive

special notice, without chart'e, in the

Scientific JImerican.
Ahandsonipiv illustratPd weekly. liargest cir-

culatimi (.f aiiY scieiitiHe jnurnal. Terms, $o a
ve.ir : four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN&Co.^^'^-^''^^^' New York
Branch Office. 625 F gt. . ^yashi^gton. O. C.

The Only One of Its Class
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published monthly. 20 pages. Subscription 50c.

Established 1S97. Circulation 5,000.

Devoted exclusively to creamery and dairy in

terests and diversified farming. Advertising rates

made known on application. J. P. Israel,

Itf Publisher. Lincoln, Neb.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville. Miss., edited by members of the
Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural Paper published in Mississippi. Sub-
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. It

you are interested in cheap homes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazett«.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkville, Miss.

DO YOUR KENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen ;i .inonp(la\ form ISO hens
Our New Book ^ ...r I'ouUrv Kioiu r'- ' tills

how, explains why bo many fall and so few succeed.
A Book we can commend with a good conscience as
aGHEAT HE[>P to all Poultry Keepers young or
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well illustrated,

and contains a Poultry Keepers Account showing
gain or loss monthly ;on heavy paper worth 2.5 cts.

This Book Free with our Poultry Paper one year for

2.>o. or Book free with paper 3 months for lOc.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.

Wayside Poultry Co., Clintonville, Conn.

1^E~STANDARD.
An Up=to=Date Poultry and Pet Stock Journal.

Monthly.

Sample free to all who mention the

Aiuerican Bee-Keeper.

Leader on Poultry and Hares giv-

ing the greatest amount of practical

instruction each issue—just what ev-

ery breeder must have to succeed.

A TEXT BOOK OF 175 PAGES IS
Griven with each yearly subscrip-

tion which includes five cents for pos~

tage. State whether poultry or hare
book is- wanted and send fifty-five

cents to

THE STANDARD,
3817 East 13th St.,

10-tf Kansas Citv, Mo.

$18 to $25 a Week.
OUTFIT FREE.

We want live, wide-awake agents ev-

ervwhere to take subscriptions for

THE WELCOME VISITOR, Ameri-
ca's great family magazine. Our offer

is such that j'ou can make from $18

to $25 a week representing us. Sample
copj- and outfit free. Write today for

full particulars. Address,

THE WELCOME VISITOR,
404 South Trey St., Chicago Illinois.



SEND US *^^ names and aa-
dresses of 20 of your

friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

Patents. Pensions.

20 cents (silver).

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb,

PracticalAuthorship
Cloth, 8vo., 300 pp., $3.00.
BY JAMES KNAPP REEVE,

"The best Ijook published on the trade"of
authorsnip."—Christian Endeavor World.
Boston.

THE EDITOR CO.,
Circulars Free. FRANKLIN, OHIO.

^^AUAN^UiilSIS by return mail.
Young- fertile queens 50 cents; war-
ranted purely mated, 75 cents; Tested,
$1.00. My bees work on red clover'
Queens equal to the best. Full colo-
nies on application. Bees and queens
warranted free from all diseases. Re-
mit'tance with order. Preferably P. Qmoney order.
Address,

W. J. DAVIS 1st,

Youngsville, Pa.
o ot.

PATENT and PENSION
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, 313 Ind. Ave.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously sirce 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

THE WEEKLY SUN,
Canada's Great Farm and ITome Journal,

Published at TORONTO, CAN.
Special features,

Farmers' market reports,

Full and accurate reports of farmers' gatherings,

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so good a medinm of •©m-
manication with the beet fii'-mers of Caaada. t-ttf



AGENTS Y/anted "w
ery town Tor our

ashing Machines.

You can double your money every time you sell one
and tbey soil easily. AVe liavo sold ovor 150,000 in the last fouricen years. They
are cheaper than e-'-cr. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co. , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

Is an up-to-date paper on farm questions
and gives special attention to grasses, clovers,

chemistry and insects, and how to destroy
them.
If you want a home in the sunny south,

send 50 cents for this paper.
THOS. J. KEY & SON.Publishers,

Nashville, Tenn.
4-St

A BATH
when UMPIRE

taken in an " Portable
Folding BATH TUB
Used in any room
Agents Wanted
Catalogue Free.

, Ths empire
^washer co.,-
jAIVIESTOWN,N.r.

IS a
luxury

TERRACE QUEENS
Bred from selected stock; beS't of

workers; verj' fyentle, and fine

color. Warranted, 75 cts.; six for

?4.50; dozen, $8.00; tested, Sl.OO.

Harold Hornor, Terrace Apiary, Mt. Holly, N. J.

9 th.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Save tlie Orclidrds M ddrdens
by using the best and latest Improved methods

THE NEW BfotJi Catcher Is a splendW
success. Spraymg and all other devices har*
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-
Etroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catcheg
the Coddl.ng Slotli, Borer Fly, Stinging
I'ly, Peach and l»lnm Beetle, Cabbage
Moth, Tobacco Moth, Cotton Moth, Bee
Motli-also the destroyers of cucumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, etc. Makes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, wholesome and marketable,
Iresides increasing the yield. Only one-eixth
the cost of spraying and docs its work at night. No
stock destroyed, or trees killed. [Simple, cheap,
durable. Easily attended and PEKJ'ECT in
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 in., 85c,
by mall, Sl.OO; per dozen, SS.50—Large size, 14x20 In.
81.00, by mail SI. 30, per dozen, 810.00. Send forclr-
culars and fre^; sample copy of the Central Farmer
giving full desciiption of the Moth Catcher.
Agents IVanted Everywhere for the BesJ
feller of the season. Sew Bevice.^ Sells at
Phrhi. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for
*R -nts. ^

Address,

THE CENTRAL FARMER, •

Omaha, Nebraska.

614 SoHth 13th Street. tf.



Are You Looking for a Home?
No farmer shoiild think of buy-

ing- land before seeing a copy of
THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largest
list of lands for sale of any jjaper
published in Iowa. Reaches 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to
reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that 3'ou can advertise in.

For Toe we will mail you the Jour-
nal for 1 3'ear, or for tea cents in
silver or atamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

The Woman's Poultry Journal.
The Feather and Farmer of Jeffer-

sonville, Ohio, will be known hereafter
as the Womans Poultry Journal, and
at 25 cents a year.

RIPANS
For years I had been a sufiferer with

chronic stomach trouble, pressure of
gas and distress of my bowels. I con-
tracted what the doctors pronounced a
low type of malaria. I could not take
solid food at all, and only a very little

of the lightest of diet would create fev-
er and vomiting. The druggist sent
me a box of Ripans Tabules, saying he
sold more Ripans than anything else
for stomach trouble. I not only found
relief, but believe I have been perman-
ently cured.

At druggists.

The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-
dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,
contains a supply for a year.

NORTHERN-BRED, red clover
Italian Queens; bred for business by
the best methods and from the best
red-clover strains, honey-gathering and
wintering qualities—the prime objects.
•Queens by return ma'il. Untested, 75
cents; tested, $1.25. Send for descrip-
tive circular and price list.

I. F. Miller, Knox Dale, Pa.

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-

Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-
nal $ .50 $ .75

What to Eat i.oo i-oo
Bee-Keepers' Review •• • i-oo 1.35
Canadian Bee Journal. . .. i.oo 1.35
Gleanings in Bee Culture-, i-oo i.-^s

American Queen 50 .60

Modern Culture i.oo i.oo

The American Boy i-oo i-oo

TO
^
EXCHANGE for extracted or

section white clover honej'. Chad-

wick Two Avheeler, in good condition,

used 8 months. Harness made espe-

cially for it. For particulars write,

DR. J. B. ENDS,
Charleroi, Pennsylvania.

10-2

n' If If, BIITGHAM
-^'5 has made all the im-

'
provements in

Bee Smokers and
Honey Knives

made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too largt, sent
postpaid, per mail $1.50

3!^ inch 1.10
Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch l.QO

2^ inch 90

T.F.Bingham, ??°^'^w-Vo--- "I?
rr II »- - Ldttle W under, 2 in. .6&
Farwell, Mich.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K»<'oer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOIY MO^JiTAIN BEE JOUBHL I

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address-

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICULTURAL MONTH-

!

LY IN THE UNITED STATES .:t.,t,'t^<.ji.^<.jt.^

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
6-7 tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

FLORIDA ?

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Ao-ent Land Department,

Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cutle*-, Dade County, Fla.

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weekly, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six
months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keepcr. Ad-
dress ITEM, San Mateo, Florida-
4-3t.

National Bee-Keepers' Association.

Secretary—Dr. A. B, Mason, Station
B, Toledo, Ohio.
General Manager Eugene Secor, For-

est City, Iowa

WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL.

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry
journal published. Send us "the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.
Address,

WOMAXS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. Jeffersonville, Ohio.

12tf

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents^

We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 2i cents; by

mail 23 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal.) one

year lor 65c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., Higglnsville, Mo.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N, Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alogue. •

Go South.

The Soil, Climate,

Markets and many

other advantages

invite you. For free copies

of Monthly Journal, and for

Maps, Plats, Facts. Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,

351 Main Street,

,_,^j
Norfolk, Va.



"ilround

the Pan,"
WITH

Ton FLEniNG
ILLUSTRATOR,

All book dealers.

By mail $2.00.

Nut Shell Pub. Co.

1059 3d Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
"It is the most amusing and entertaining

book relating to the Kxposition tiiat has been
published."

—

Buffalo Illustrated Express.

"The hero is a witty historian, who sees more
than an)- one visitor could possibly observe, and
the illustrations are as effective as the story."
—Leslie's Weekly.

' 'The book is worth buying if only for the fine
reproduction of a very remarkable portrait of
the late President, drawn entirely with one line
an achievement it?elf, but a bit of art when the
result is superior to many pictures,"

—

Brooklyn
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
Exposition is well and copiously illustrated.
Its humor is of a striking and epieramafid or-
der, and will suit popular taste." —Louisville
Courier Journal.

"Iti^ a large and handsomely bound ^jUime,
pioperly illustrated in the authors own inimit-
able way, and tells as plainly as words the story
of the Exposition from a comic standpoint. In
the domain of art Tom Fleming has a touch of
Cruikshank in him, and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
original.',

—

Pittsburg Leader.

'Vote—On request within 10 days, a
copy of this book will be expressed pre-
paid, on approval, to responsible persons

Blocks

of Four
We will furnish the Modern Farmer

and Busy Bee in blocks of four at the
special price of 25 cents, and give the

club winner a copy one year for his

trouble.

See how easy you can get four sub-

scribers. Samples free. Cash Pre-

milums paid to agents. Write for

terms.
Address,

MODERN FARMER
ST. JOSEPH, MO.

tf.

The Record.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England,

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

BELG/AN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET,
The Belgian Hare meat is becoming-

very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being- white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They are easy to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any either animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such,

quick returns as breeding- Belgian
hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the
harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,
if 3^ou have a back j-ard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch your money grow. One young
man in a little over a year has sold

.$1800.00 worth of stock, from an
original $30.00 investment.

Booklet and list free.

Qrove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio

FOR SALE,

ITALIAN BEES.

Address, flRS. P. A. BIRCH
Meadville, (Kerrtown,) Pa.



Beeswax wanted
We will pay 28 cents cash or 30

cents in goods for good quality of

Beeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
ER, N.Y. If you have any, ship itto

us at once.
[Prices subject to change without notice.]

The W. T. Falconer Mfs:. Co.

ECCS IN WINTER
ion. Subscribe for our poultry paper
V. 25 CIS. a year. Sample copy free,

THE POULTRY ITEM, Box 190, Fricks, Pa.

\V. M. Gorrish, East Nottingham, N.
H., k(M>ps a cdiiiplcio supply of our

froods. ;uul eastern cu.stoiners will save

freight by ordering of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
Tliey are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OP SECTIONS.

Ready for Prompt Siipniout.

G- B- LEWIS CO., Watertown.Wis.,—^==== U.S.A.

Special Agency, C. M. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Catalog Free.

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.

Every XE-n- srBSCRiBER sending 11.00 for the WEEKLY American Be©
Journal for one year will receive a copy of Newman's IGO page "Bees and

Honey" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee JOUmal free. Write lor it.

GEO, W. YORK & 00„ 144 Erie St., Chicago, 111.

FARMS FOR SALE.
THERE will probably nev<T again come a time when l,")nds can be bought at so low a price as

at present. Prices have advanced steadily for a few years, but they are going higher. If

you want to buy land, i-onsult us. We have reliable agents North. East, South and West. We
offer some excellent bargains, which, if bought now. will •(.tow" into money, both by increase of
value and from the products of the land.

A FEW VIRGINIA BARGAINS.
We call especial attention to Virginia. This is .; fertile, lovely country. Delightful climate,

blue grass, timothy and clover flourish. Mountains in sight, but much of the country looks like
prairie, and all kinds of modern machinery used to great advantage. Noted stock region. Equal-
ly good for corn, wheat, oats and fruit. The highest priced apples produced here. Great cities

within a few hours: many of the farms within 20 to^SO miles of the National Capital. Country
settled by fine class of people; best educational and social advantages, best markets, yet at pres-
ent land and labor are cheap.

NO. 438.—420 acres, five miles town; good
road: splendid schools; 300 acres cultivated; 120

oak forest; 80 acres creek bottoms: 7-room
nouse; new barn and stable: tenement houses; 300
apple trees. 300 peach, cherries, pears and quinces,
bearing. .?.5.000, oue-third cash.

NO. 9s8.—250 acres 2»i miles station: 12.5

acres cleared; 40 acres oak and hickory; balance
second growth: creeks, springs and 40 acres bot-
tom; house 6-rooms, newly repaired; orchard
125 trees. 1 to 4 years. 11,700, half cash.

NO. 1,005.—71 acres in village, at station and
county seat; churches and public school; land
fenced ; creek runs through ; mostly cultivated

;

mostly smooth; large two-story dwelling, square

hall: ice house, meat house, barn, corn house,
stable. J2.000, half cash.

NO. 1,021.—Remarkably cheap place, Va.: 167
acres; ten miles from Remmington ; good 6-room
house, outbuildings: nice orchard; tine water;
nearly all in cultivation. Only Sl,.5O0. half cash.

NO. 1,106.—Great bargain in Southern Va.:
cost S30,000. price f9.f00: splendid stock farm of
1,200 acres, nice smooth land, good quality; 36
miles Richmond. Va.; P. O. on place; large
house and barns; silos in good repair.

NO, 1,119.—Brick mansion and farm near
Lynchburg, Va.. (30,000 pop.); 250 acres smooth,
fertile land, well watered and fenced; handsome
house 12 rooms, 14 mile depot and village; •f6,.500.

We have many other farms and country seats in Virginia and other states. Send for large

catalogue "Virginia and Carolinas Illustrated." It contains descriptions of hundreds of farms,

with photographs of buildings. If your choice is for land in some other state; let us know. We
have some especially good Alabama, Texas. Wisconsin, Minnesota and Dakota bargains.

THE AMERICAN LAND CO., 60 Kelly Building, Springfield, Ohio.

$1.00 will pay for a 1 inch advertisement ia
The For Sale and Want columns of the

ferment—
farmers >i:?^dvocate,

one month. Try it, if you want results.

ADYOCTATE CO.,

12-6t Morrisville. Vt.

POULTRY POINTERS

Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 25 cents. Advertising

rates, 25 cents per inch each issue. Sample

free. Address,

rOULTRY POINTERS PUB. CO.,
Beldingr, Mich.



r

Coib Honey In Danzenbaker Sections.

W'e have a market for large quantities of Fancv Comb

Honey in Danzenl^aker Sections, and shall l)e pleased to hear

from parties who ha\'e any to offer. In writing please state

:

I St.—From what source gathered.

2nd.—Color, (White or Amber) and grade

(Fancy or No. i).

3rd.—In what size cases.

4th.—Price at which you will sell 1. o. b. your

station or delivered at Medina. (Preferabh^

the latter).

\\"e can also use moderate quantities at once in Ideal

(3 S'S-'^S) '^"d 4 1-4x4 1-4 Sections. Also extracted. Send

sample of extracted putting- your name on the same, and giv-

ing us particulars as to amount, sovuxe, size of package and

price. Extracted honey is preferred in 5-gal. square cans.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.



Entered at the Postollice, Fort Pierce, Fla., as secoud-class luail matter.



o^ Perfected Yon Gulin Incubator
Is known pretty well all over the country and has never failed to prove satisfactory
when handled by a person of intelligence and with ordinary attention. We guar-
antee them to 1)0 satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. " What's more fair than
this offer, and doesn't it show that we mean what we say as to its merits? Send
for catalogue.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

Success in life depends .upon what you read.
Tou surely want to read our paper, SUNSHINE. This paper is pub-

lished for the home, containiiis: 32 pasres. The manv departments are
made up of CLEAN, BRIGHT ELEVATING and HELPFUL readincr
for every household. Our motto is to helpothers help themselves Price,
only 25 cents a year.

^PFriAI lO-fFNT OFPFR S.'ml uslOcMitsund the nnmrsand addresses
'-'r*-*^'^'-' iU-VL-l^ » VJl I L,IV of five persons and >ve will send you Sunshine
one year. Every reader of this paper sliould avail themselves of this offer. Address your
letters to

3-4t. MAYES PUBLISHING COIHPANY, Louisville, Ky.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. pi ofit by our own method -,

all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepers) Astonishinsr results. Will surprise and please
you. BOOKLET FREK TO EVKUYBODT-or Bipr Poultrj' Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos. for 10 cents. Address,

W. P. CO., Box Cllntonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
„ JOIN OUR _^

5<*cts MUSIC CLUB^O^^ts
Fifty cents pays for one year's membership.

You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell from
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yo«
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Sheridan poultry Yards.
Sheridan, Mich.,

bre.xier ^^^rei FI/moutK Kocks
Ducks and Belgian Hares.

Egg.s in season, $1.2.j per 1.3; $2.00 for

2(!. First orders booketl, tii-st filltnl.

1-Gt

The finest line of Wooden Advertising Nov-
elties, such as Thermometers, Match Safes,
Rulers, Yardsticks, etc. made in the world, is

the line manufactured by The American Mfg.
Concern, Jamesto\v.n, N. Y.

Rough Rider strawberry

Best shipper, best keeper, bestseller, latest and most
productive strawberry in existence. $1150 from 2>4 acres
in 19(X). Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

$25 in fjold for largest berry produced in 1903. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer. Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO., N.V.

lenic WATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN

COMMODE
HOIMES,

where modern bath-ro iin lacilitics arc denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hverienic Water Seal Commode is an absolute necessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time Provided with disinfectant cup. Indor-rd bv leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRTTE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CIIA'-'fiF'^

WE FURNISH DISIN '-'FrTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 2.=i cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.



Webster's URabrid^ed
Dicttoivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of _ _ _
wHl receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED'd'IC

IHE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you

TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pa(?es, size of page S^xW/i inches, gilt
letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails la
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Flans,
Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in ISSs'THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

FARM INVESTOR AND
FINANCIAL OUTLOOK.

Published once a month, is devoted to ag-
riculture and stock husbandry, also to the in-

terests of the homeseeker, capitalist and in-

vestor. Will keep you posted about desirable
farm homes everywhere. Free legal column to
answer legal questions, will portray the gener-
al financial outlook and give crop reports, and
will advise the best time to sell stock and
grain; in fact is devoted to the best business
interests of the American Farmer and the
realty world. Price 50 cents per year in ad-
vance. If you desire to purchase a farm, send
for catalogue. If you desire to sell, write us
in full and save time. Address BELL BROS.,
Real Estate and Loan Specialists, and pro
prietors of "Farm Investor," Marysville, Ohio.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-
views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti
cles on important national and historical
events. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's
book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that anpears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of
li-fe.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration
of the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.
Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St., New York City, N. Y.

A Monthly Journal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting.trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced hunter, trap-
per and trader. Sam-
ple copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding, Publish'
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

Yast Honey Crops
The United States produces 8,000

cars per annum.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCES 500 CARS
or twice as much as other states and

makes double the profits on 'the da-

vestment.

The U. S. Report shows that Bees

produce 100 per cent, on the invest-

ment per annum.

A Corporation Organized to Handle

the crop.

Sample Copies Free.

Read the

PACIFIC BER JOURNAL
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

00 A WEEK
V^ I ^^ ^""^ A>I> EXPENSES,
rOR MAX T*'ITH Rlfci To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE m the country; straight sal-

ary: weeklypay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. y. East St. Louis, Ills,

tf

Patent Wired Coml) Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

Thin Flat Bottom Fouidation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the

quickest of any foundation made. The talk

ibout wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish

i Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
ind not half the trouble to use that it is to

vire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprcrt Brook, N. Y



THE GRAND ARMY WORLD,'
Army and Navy Chronicle.^ The National Illustrated Monthly Magazine.

CONTENTS—Stories, reminiscences, illustrations. Special department ^f

"Points on Pensions."

Year $i.oo; six months, $.50; three months, $.25; copy, $.10.

The Grand Army World and Navy Chronicle, 243 Broadway, New York
City.

Introductory three months trial, 10 cents. Sample copy mailed on receipt

of two-cent stamp. „_„„
3-2t. PROMINENT WRITERS.

CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.

Daughters of select Imported, select

long tongue and select straight five-

band breeders, bred three and one

fourth miles apart. No impure bees

within three, and but few within five

miles. No disease. Untested, 75c; tested,

$1.50. Send for free circular.

John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn, U. S. A.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;

Hijas de selectas importadas y de

selectas lenguilargas. Tambien excelen-

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Sin

abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil-

las. Sin enfermedades. No prabadas
a 75 centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase
circulares gratis. John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn., E. U. A. Htf

TP YOU COULD EXCHANGE

Oive Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep yot.r dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year ol

The American Inventor
you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1302 F. St, N. W., Washington D. C.

Every Farmer, Poultryman

and Fancier

should use the All Right Drinking
Fountain and Feed Cooker. A Wonder-
ful invention for poultrymen. Saves
time, labor, money and expense; is

economical, durable and cheap. Perfect-

ly safe; warms the poultry house; in-

creases egg production.

You can't afford to be without it.

Send for circular, prices and testimon-
ials to

I. E. BEVER,
Box A, 315 Keithsburg, 111.

2-6t

Over 100 Lieading' VtsLgsixines a.nd
NeTvspapers for 25 Ceuts.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mail *'Tlie Uniou Aa:oiit " for ti months
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publisliers. Think of it—for 25 ceuts you
receive .flO.OU worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such magazines as the Youths' Coim
panion, Century, Kevicw of Frriews, Woiii(ni''s Home
Companion, Form and Fireside, Etc. Send today!
This offer is for this month. «When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Bend us the subscription price
less 10 per eeut. discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.
Tlie TJuioii Agent, Coving^tou, Ky.

HELLO! Do you want some pood
purebred POULTRY?

We can furnish you EGGS FOR HATCH-
ING from fine White Wonder fowls, -R. C.
B. Leghorns, B. P. Rocks, Partridge Cochins,
S. L. and Golden Wyandottes, Toulouse
Geese, and Rouen Ducks. If you want some-
thing good send for our illustrated catalogue
and price list, which is free when you mention
this paper. Address,

Itf THE EUREKA POULTRY FARM,
Established 21 years. Hamburg, Wis.
One of the most Northern poultry farms in

the U. S.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.



Needed in Every Home
THE NEW

E.DITION OF

webster's

International

Dictionary
A Dictionary of ENGLISH.

Biography, Geography, Fiction, etc

New Plates Throughout

25,000 New Words
Phrases and Definitions

Prepared Tinder the direct suixr-

vision of "W. T. HARRIS, Ph.D., LL.D.,

United Slates Commissioner of Edu-
cation, assisted by a large corps of com-
petent specialists and editors.

Rich Bindings 2364 Quarto Pages
5000 Illustrations

'he International ivasfirst issued

in 1890, succeeding the "Unabridged."
The JVew and Enlarged Edition of the

International teas issued in October,

1900. Oet the latest cnid best.

We also publish

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
with Glossary of Scottish "Words and Phrases
1100 Pages. liOO Illnstrations. Size TrJOiS 5-8 inches.

"First-class in quality, second-class in size."

Specimen pajres, etc. of both
books sent on application.

G. & C. MERRIAM CO.
Publishers,

Springfield, Mass.

THE:

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming? over 0,000 of a circula-
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes in

New Brunswick, is ova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up>
to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, N. B., Canada.

Say, Read This!
POULTRY (.1 LTURE, the latest

and most up-to-dafe Poultry Majja-
zine in the world. Published monthly
16 pages, finely illustrated. Full of
good things that every poultry raiser
wants to know. The price of oiie
years subscription is only 25 cents.
Send us the names and addresses of
three of your neighbors who raise
poultr3' and send us a silver dime also
and we wil send you PorLXRY Cul-
ture for one year. This is a special
offer, so send at once.

POITLTRY CULTURE,
East St. Louis, III.

MENTION" THIS PAPER.

tf

Strawberries.
Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.

All

Leading

Varieties
Wiite lor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos.precios en to-
da clase de articulos para Apicultores.
Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In-

ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-
tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.



ALL LOWERS OF MATURE "^''"^''^''"^rATXressof

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, H EALTH, etc., should not fail to

secure, as a regular visitor to their home,

' Popular Science News,
Instructive. UE great value to teachers, and i)ersons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPrL\R SCIENCE NEWS, the iiublishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPECIAL COMBINATION Q FFE R ^^^ ^'^^ Summer months:

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months $0 80

Review OF Reviews [newj " " 125
SUCCESS [new or renewal] " " 50

The A-MEiiiCAN Bee-keeper [new]. " " 25

All Four for

$1.68.
«2 80

All Four for

$2.85.

or POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year $1 60

Review OF Reviews [new] " " 2 50

Success [new or renewal] " " 100
The American Bee-keeper [new] " " 50

$5 60

Subscriptions may be sent to one or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

Popular Science News and The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

tf POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, I08 Fulton St., New York City.

UA.XJA.dXif't'C*
\ ^»*r^i»»*»«'U«l"*Vi« ' t:wiur'''''l.'llL«'"'»;J

' ''UIiiHihdt^lt'tftF

\
OUT THIS OUT

I
I and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- f

' closed, and receive in return a six months' 1

I trial subsciption to |

I People's Companion Magazine.
|

i It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. f

? rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give J

^ us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. 3

i Sample copy for two cent stamp. |

I People's Companion Pub. Co.,
j

I
MILWAUKEE, WIS. \

I Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tff

j-'tiir'''

V
C4

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing,

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8t£ Milwaukee, Wis.

Southeastern Minnesota
Has befoiue fnnious as a st(ii-k and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper <Toi)S. This sec-
tion of the country"also produces the famous liigh-

L'rade barley used by the large breweries, for which
extra high ])rices are paid. Soil a rich black loam.
Willi eliiy sul,-s(Jil. Healthful climate, i)ure water
and enough timber for cheap fu(;l. Trunk lines of

railroads in all directions atTord good markets for

all products. Oreamerics. cbeesc factories, schools
and churches ;rural mail delivery and farniers'tele-

|)hone lines are advantages seldom offered where
improvedilands sell for J25 to $.i!) an acre. Send for
our list, which gis'es descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Writi; us, stating amount
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm will

suit, and -we will give you special information re-

garding l)ari;ains that'will interest you. All cor-
ri'S])ondenci' strictly contidential.

Winona and VVestern Land Company,
aiO-314 Choate Block, Winona, Minn.



To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER,
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We WUl Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,

2tf

Allentown, Pa.

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

m Nashville, Tenn.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.

Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
Boston, Mass.

^ Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARIST. Horticulture.
Special Industries.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 3s. 6d. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-
asian Colonies, including New Zealand and
Tasmania. A good medium to Americaa
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Hea4 office for Australian Colonies,

229 Collins stref t,

Melbourne, Australia.

SEND TO FARMERS WIFE
Names and postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free
for one year. These names are valuable to us.
We are puiilisj.nij the handsomest and mosi
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-
ed exclusively to the interest of the women
folks on the farm. If you hesitate, send two-
cent stamp for a sample copv and be convinced
we are giving you a very desirable Journal.
This offer is a special one. The regular

price is 50 cents a year, payable in advance.
THE FARMERS WIFE,

2tf Winona, Minn.

HARE, HUTCH AND HENNERY
SAMPLE COPY FREE.

The oalv paper in the U. S. devoted
to BELGIAN HARES.
Leaves out all frills and fads and

talks straight business. Shows how
profits five times as large as can be
made on poultry' is now being made
raising Belgian.*. .\d dress.

R. H. CASSENS, Pub., Belfast, Maine.

We think not. The Wesr is the direction to
look forward to for business. Have you either
Bee or Poultry Supplies, or Stock, that you
wish to sell in the West? The

Oregon IPohlif^

is the best medium of its class through which
to reach breeders. The OFFICIAL ORGAN
of the OREGON STATE POULTRY ASSO-
CIATION.
Advertising rates on application.

Subscription 50 cents per year. Address

C. D. MINTON, Manager,
Salem, Oregon.



Homes in

Old Virginia-
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slavesj and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

ATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and "Designs

'('lid your business direct to Washington
Saves time, costs less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
)frice. Personal attention given. Twenty

yoars' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured throuRh E. G. Siggers receire
s;iocial notice, without charge, in the

INVRNTIVR AQ^.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms $1 a year

E. G. SIGGEES.
i F Street N. W.

'J

WashiriRton, D. C.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

*y good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-

telligent unprogressiveness has now no excuse.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they

place their advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, four columns to
page. Departments covering every
branch of farmtng and stock-raising
The little jom-nal that is "read and re-

read by its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second st.,

St. Louis, Mo. 7tf.

Poultry, T^ees DAY
and Fruit a Al

a good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can keep them. If you
are now raisino- poultry get some bees
and fruit. They will pay you. The

Poultry, Bee and Fruit
Journal is the only journal devoted ex-
clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it,

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 25c a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dime; stop it if you don't
like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Company,

tf Davenport, Iowa.

THE KABr.IT; How
, .„.. .,_,.. .. '<> Select, Breed iiml

"rr.*",*^"'?." iiriilS-U. Miuuijfc ilie i;alibic
ml belKian ll;<ie l.ir Pieasun; or Pmtit. Cftli cdiiiou
low rea<ly, nicely illusi raied. culargecJ, tine paper, up-

J:r[e^V2tM hre^eders direiiorv. etc. Price 'ij cents.
- THE I'ltiKOX; How to Select.
Breed and Manage tlielMsjeoii for

-, PleasuicorProlil. hy A. \'. Mecr-
icli. I'roiusely illustrated, troatiug the Riiiiieet in a
iliorouLTli and ec incise nianuer. I lie author liaviiii-'niany--••' p\]U'_ni:uci' in V.S. and Knglaiid Price 2r. ct.s.

PAPEIl, illnsfd,2lpafres,2.')cents
per year, 'hnoullis' trial lOrents.

- --, ... Sample free, (il-pase practical
wiiltry book tree toyearly snliscribers. Book alone
U cents. 1 lie paper one year and eilherS.Tct.liook for
IOcis.,orall al)ove fortii) cis. Catalogue of imnltry
jooks free. AmericanPouUiy Advocaie, SyracuscMY

,o-ciaie, Willi iireed

PIGEONS.
icli. I'rolusi'lv ill

iliorouLTli and cone
>-ears experience 1

POULTRY
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A DAY WITH MR. POPPLETON.

The Editor Is Entertained at the Bee Camp of a

Popular and ^Progressive Apiarist.

(H. E. Hill).

XDIAX RIVER honey,
like Indian river or-
anges and pineapples, is

becoming well known
in Northern markets.
One of the finest va-
rieties of honey ship-
ped from this section of
the country is gathered
from the mangrove
which PTows in great

profusion upon the islands. It is

this source of nectar which brings
Mr. O. O. Poppleton with his
bees from his home on the St. Lucie
river, every year. For many years Mr.
P. has found it profitable to transport
his apiaries to this locality for man-
grove bloom. The hives are tempor-
arih^ placed at convenient points on the
river bank, and when the rnangrove
ceases to yield, are again carried abroad
of Mr. Poppleton's launch, "Thelma,"
a commodious craft built especally for
the business, and returned to the pen-
nyroyal fields of the St- Lucie, for win-
ter.

It was on a morning calm and cloud-
less, last July, that the editor, by in-

vitation, went abroad the "Thelma," for

a day's outing at Poopleton's bee camp.
Those conversant with the habits of

naptha launches in general, will readily

admit that they are, to say the least,

erratic. Thelma, however, seldom ob-

jects to her captain's orders, and we
were very soon ruthlessly disturbing
the placid waters of the river, from
which stately groups of tranquil palms
mirrored near the banks, and it was
not long until the hum of bees an-

nounced the proximity of the apiar}-,

which lay hidden behind a dense growth
of vines, palms and other shrubbery.

As we hauled alongside the improvised
wharf naught but a white tent near the

landing marked the location as one of

such activity.

This juncture recalls to mind IMr.

Poppleton's assistant. Mr. Geo. Saun-
ders, Jr., a rising young apiarist of

no mean promise, a subscriber to the

Bee-Keeper and a member of the Na-
tional Asociation, who really seems
hardly less important in the conduct of

the Poppleton apairies than the veteran

bee-keeper himself- George hopped up-

on the dock and started for his coon

trap. He had him all right, but he

proved to be an opossum, and the mis-

ery which the poor fellow was suffering

as a result of terrestrial life, steel

traps and boys, was ended by the man-
date of Mr. Poppleton, which conclud-

ed the preliminary, and the day's busi-

ness was proceeded with.

In the palmy days of Jones of Beeton,
that worthy was wont to liken the

Quinby hive unto an infant's cradle, by
way of contrast with his own model,
short and deep. If D. A. were to walk
down a row of hives of the Poppleton
style, they would probably suggest so

many coffins, to his mind. They are of

the style known as the "Long Ideal,"

and present a strange appearance to

one accustomed to the Langstroth pat-
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tern. The brood nest is kept in the
center of the hive, and the surplus ex-
tracted from frames at the ends. Only
one end is extracted at a time, and they
are taken alternately—first one end
and then the other in each successive
extracting. Mr. Poppleton is not so
particular as are some people in regard
to the percentage of capped honey. He
is guided rather by experience than
cappings as to vi^hen the honey is in a
fit condition for the extractor. Some
honey without a sign of capping has
better keeping qualities than others all

of which is sealed.

Mr. Poppleton's system of colony re-

upon. They were scattered about in

great numbers, and seemed to serve the
purpose very well. They were of a

substantial kind, rather pretty in shape
and uniform in size. We wanted to in-

quire as to the source of the supply,

but upon second thought decided that

it might be improper to do so, and
suppressed the desire. The water-drink-
ing habit, that is, when carried to ex-
cess, in a hot climate is detrimental
to health, and upon this pleasant occa-
sion we were provided with an abun-
dance of refreshing drink, which was by
no means straight water. Lemons in

abundance were gathered from the ov-

P0PPI.ET0>''S l.AXDINr..

cord is simple, yet elaborate. Hiero-
glyphics are not employed, and one
conversant with the management of

bees will readily recognize most of the

abbreviations used. It is all done upon
the side of the hive with a lead pencil.

Owing to the fact that the hives set

very low, it requires some experience

and practice to make entries that are

legible, without standing on one's head;

but Mr. Poppleton has become profi-

cient in the work. Bottles are used in-

stead of bricks or hive stands in these

temporary locations, to set the hives

er hanging branches of wild lemon

trees about the apiary; and with nu-

merous barrels of pure honey at hand
we were supplied with the best sweet-

ening in the world for a lemonade. It

was but little trouble and no expense at

all to make up a few pailfuls as it was
required. Surely, with such delicacies

at our finger ends, direct from Dame
Nature's own ranch, we were in a posi-

tion to enjoy the day, as we did, hearti-

ly.

Mr. Poppleton is not one of the class

of bee-keepers whose chief aim in op-
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erating is to find short cuts and quick
methods of doing things. His gait is

easy and assuring. He knows what to

do, and goes about doing it in a meth-
odical style that suggests thoroughness
in its accomplishment. During the hot
weather he takes frequent rests, leisure-

ly sips his lemonade and is always ready
to discuss any apiarian (juestion; being
especially well informed on historical

points relating thereto, but never wear-
ies his audience with tales of the great
amount of honey extracted in "one
hour, twenty-two and a half minutes."
He is not in the lightning class; but,

nevertheless. Vear in and year out can

A-ery likely show results that will fa-

vorably compare with most of those
whose chief pride is in doing a lot

in "little or no time." The comparison
suggests the tale of the tortoise and
the hare; and Mr. Poppleton, "gets

there, just the same."
At noon we repaired to the cabin of

the Thelma; the coffee pot was placed

upon the stove and forthwith Mr. Pop-
pleton proceeded to demonstrate his

asserted claim that we were lying di-

rectly over one of the best pools for

fish. The hook baited and cast over the

gunwale, Mr. P. settled himself upon a

campstool to resume the story of four-

cent honey, which had been under con-
sideration, and wait for a "bite." "Yes,"
he continued, "Morrison's little story
of the insignificance of West Indian
competition, is nice to read, and plau-
sible; but all such arguments fall flat

in the face of statements from Northern
dealers which I have recently received,
to the effect that our honey can not be
sold at this time for four cents a pound,
because of the great amount of Jamai-
can honey in stock." The absolute
worthlesness of such talk in the jour-
nals was just beginning to create an
impression upon his listeners, when,
with a vigorous "swash" as it parted
the waters and started for the sea, the
fish-line drew our attention, and Capt.
Poppleton's chain of thought was rude-
ly severed, as he proceeded to altern-

ately pay out and houl in, hand over

hand, with the dexterity of an Isaac
Walton, notwithstanding the numerous
protestations and instructions showered
upon him by his assistant apiarist.

Gradually the runs of the big fish be-

came shorter, until the mottled sides

of a ten-pound Jewfish came to the sur-

face of the deep blue brine and over
the gunwale of the launch; and for a

time gave the impression of its having
come abroad for the purpose of "clear-

ing the ship," so forcible were its

bounds and flops. By this tme, the cof-

fee pot was singing, and the repast was
spread. It was interesting to listen to

the history of the solar wax extractor,

and how the use of the sun's rays under
glass, in extracting honey from the

combs, had led to the present device

now so universally used for extracting

wax. Mr. Poppleton has in use a "so-

lar" built upon the original plans, as

first used by himself: and it is his opin-

ion that the majority of solar extractors

are sadly wanting, by reason of the

meagre area of glass surface. Relying
solely upon our memory of the device

there seen, it was a box quite forty

inches square, with the top entirely

covered with glass; while the tin upon
which the combs were placed was, ap-

proximately, 18x24, and the receptacle

for the wax was placed inside the box,
so as to keep the melted wax at a
high temperature; thus allowing all for-

eign matter to settle or rise to the sur-

face, as dictated by its specific gravity.

The melted wax is then dipped careful-
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ly into moulds and set outside to cool;

and as there is no .sedimont to clean

from the bottom of cakes of wax thus

made, and the fact that before mould-

ing it is kept at a high teniperatur>%

beautiful cakes result.

During the excellent flow of honey

then on, Mr. P. was extracting in an

open tent. The process being as fol-

lows: With wheelbarrow and carrying

box handy, as shown in our sn.all en-

graving, the hive was opened ind a

frame removed. After dislodging the

greater part of the adhering bees by

shaking, the frame is rested upon the

other frames, while Mr. P. at the right

and his assistant at the left, each pro-

vided with strong feathers, quickly

brush the bees into the hive. By thus

brushing both sides at the same time,

there is little chance for dodging from'

side to side, and it is readily cleared,

and passes to the hands of the assistant,

who places it in the carrier while an-

other is withdrawn and treated as be-

fore.

Mr. Poppleton has a home-made un-

capping device which works very satis-

factorily; being a box of the same size

as the hive, the frames, when ready for

the extractor, hang nicely within, so

that all drip falls into the cappings

and passes through a screen upon
which the cappings rest, and into a

tank below which is provided with a

gate for drawing of the accumulation
of honey. It is inounted at a conven-
ient height for the operator, upon
legs. This Mr. Poppleton calls the

"decapper," a very convenient and sig-

nificant appellation. Here is, obvious-

ly, an opportunity for those who seek

to improve the bee-keepers' vocabu-
lary. Decapper should supercede "un-

capping can," or "uncapping box."
Mr. Poppleton uses no tank. The

honey is transferred from the extractor

directly to the barrels which convey it

to the markets, a modus operandi which
may not be unsuccessful in such skillful

hands, but which the novice should not
attempt.
Fort Pierce, Fla., Oct. i8, 1902.

"Official figures at the Chamber of

Commerce show that there were about

100 cars shipped from San Deigo coun-

ty last season, says the Julian Miner, in

reference to the output of honey from

this portion of California.

Putting Up Extracted Honey for

the Retail Trade, a
(By R. C. Aiken.)

Delivered at the Denver Convention of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association.

WITH many this is a burning
question. For .several years

there has been a subdued and
smoldering fire going, sometimes a

good sized smoke and considerable

darkness, now and then enough light

to let us see what the smoke was
about. Well, I think there has been
some of the brethren around poking
the fire to make the blaze shoot up on
high so that those at a distance could
see, and I have a suspicion that that

Irishman and Stone man from Toledo,

Ohio, assisted by that other Irishman
from Flint, Mich., has been putting up
a job on me. Just think of it, after all

the rumpus I have had with the Ohio
Fowls and others, then to cap the cli-

max ask me to treat this subject be-

fore this body of the wit and wisdom
of the land, and me to prepare in ad-

vance what I have to say and send a

sample of the whole thing to that Chi-

cago Irishman so he could come pre-

pared to lick me. But, brethren and
sisters, I am still up on the "ridge

pole" and as happy as an owl, and I

will bet that I can fight just as long in

this high altitude as all three of the

other Irishmen, so up goes my sleeves

and now watch the sparks fly.

You want to know how to put up ex-

tracted honey for retail, do you? Well,

ask Yor-rick; he will tell you to find

the Root of the matter in his catalog

printed down at Medina, and when
you have found that the price of one

pound glass jars is almost four cents

each at New York, Philadelphia and
Cincinnati, and even four cents each at

Indianapolis, just send in an order and

put your honey up in these. Jones
pays the freight on these jars, and
stands breakage, of course the supply

dealer could not do it. You see that

your honey is thoroughly liquid, if any
granulates, melt them, and as the

wholesale price of extracted honey de-

livered in Chicago is five to six cents

—

call it six, then deduct three-fourths of

a cent a pound for freights (that's the

car rate to Chicago), and another

three-fourths for cans in which to ship
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it. then 5 per cent, commission which cause they have so very many other
IS three-tenths of a cent, then allow good things.
two-tenths of a cent more for freights if you have to sell to people like
on the package (cans and boxes) and yourself who have to work on from
for postage, collections etc., and you $200 to $600 salaries and economize
have just four cents left as the worth very closely to make ends meet, they
of your honey. We mean that when cannot and will not pay 15 cents for
honey delivered from Denver to Chi- glass and things to get five cents worth
cago brings six cents there in car lots of eating, and for that trade you must
It is worth four cents at your honey put up your honey so as to get it to
house. Put the four-cent honey m the them with the least possible expense
four-cent jar, then add one cent for the for fancy wrappings. They want some-
freights you paid on the jar, and one thing to put to their ribs and to keep
cent more for your trouble in filling the babies from actual starvation. This
and boxing these jars for shipment, is the big—let us spell that with capital
and you have a net price of 10 cents as b, I, and G—class of consumers. Put
the cost of your honey ready for the their honey into common lard pails,

railroad—^^four cents for honey and six wooden or pasteboard boxes, paper
cents for the other things. bags or some other cheap way so it

Let me tell a little story. Once on a carries the goods to the consumer, or
time there was a great hooting by one some other cheap package that will get
of the big owls down east, just to scare the goods there cheaply yet neat and
some of the other tribes out west. Well clean. If you want to sell lots of hon-
I just thought I would try an experi- ey at retail, just cater to this trade
ment and see if high-priced, glass- and you will enter a field that is as

packed honey in the lower altitudes wide as the commercial world, few
was a myth or not, so I sent some hon- competitors and a vast hord of hungry
ey into,—well away beyond Chicago, mouths. Do not go on trying to feed

with instructions for the receiver, who and stufif the wealthy who are already

was an honest man, to sell it and after too full, but reach out to the middle

paying himself, freights, etc., to send and lower classes who must of neces-

me the balance; and, sir, not one cent sity look twice and think many times

came back. before buying a useless and expensive

If you live near a big city and have piece of glassware to get a little sweet,

wealthy and stylish customers who do Not one in 100 have any use for the

not care for price, so the honey looks S^^ss bottle after the honey is out ot

nice through clear glass and costs more it- Some tell us these packages are

than common people pav for it, pack valuable after the honey is out of them

it in glass every time and stick ^n^the but I tell you that very few of tho e

price. I have figured it was worth at ^^^^ ^o and who o"ght to consume

your honey house in those iars to honey, such as the ^ery ^vealthy

cents each."^ You are caerfng to the who live in brown stone fronts and the

users of luxuries, and a lux^ur es do laborers who have not a fruit tree to

not sell so well because the consumers their name, would or could use empty

of them have other luxuries of many honey jars, that argument does not go

kinds and are a set of dyspeptics and where proper intelligence prevails,

eat very light at best, and because lux- Then, too, honey in glass is and must
uries are always uncertain of sale and be fancy, it will not hold its place unless

subject to fluctuations, vou ought and it is. It must be put up so that it will

must have a good commission to pay remain liquid and clear, which means
for insurance, taxes and vour own trou- an expensive bottling plant such as tlie

ble and risks. You sho'uld add about ordinary bee-keeper cannot have. Or,

40 per cent, for your profits, another in heu of this the goods must not get

40 for the retailer and others, and say beyond the immediate neighborhood of

20 per cent, for the railroads and car- the producer or packer; for he must
riers; this will make the honey sell at exchange or reliquefy when it candies

20 cents a pound and upward. This is or gets cloudy. The great producing

for the small per cent, of the very weal- districts are altogether too far from the

thy who do not eat much honey be- consumer for this taking back method;
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and, even if close, it is a very unsatis-
factory and expensive plan and cannot
prove practical with one producer in

lOO—for general results it is a mere
makeshift.

I do not denv that there is a demand
for fancy goods put up in fancy style,

such has a place; but, that such is prac-
tical for the average producer, and for

the wholesale producer in the average
locality I do most emphatically deny.
Give me 100,000 pounds of No. i ex-

tracted honey to pack in lard pails be-

fore it has had time to candy the first

time, and I will guarantee to sell it

within a year and get better prices than
can be had for the same honey in five-

gallon cans, and better prices than
can be had for the same in glass out-

side of the limited fancy city trade.

When I say -better prices remember
that I do not mean that the gross price

will be more, but I do mean that the
producer will net more out of his crop,

also mean that the goods will reach

a field that is neglected, and where it

"^ will do the most good to suffering hu-

manity-
But some honeys will not candy free-

ly and quickly, which is the misfortune

of those who have such, it will not be
long until many will be hunting meth-
ods by which to cause rapid and com-
plete candying, which probably will not

be a serious problem. We want the

honey to candy quickly and solid, be

packed right into the retail package
from the settling-tank, and the package
to be the very cheapest that will suc-

cessfully carry the goods to the con-

sumer at a minimum of cost. At the

present time lard pails and paper bags

are the most feasible thing available

until something better is invented. This
may seem strange to many, but the

proof is in the eating of the pudding,

and I have partaken thereof. To get

into the fore front of the battle is to be
a target for the bullets of the enemy,
but it is good for the cause. Every
good thing has to run the gauntlet of

criticism and meet with opposition, and
the lard pail, paper bag candied honey
scheme is and will be no exception to

the good old rule-

In short, extract your honey into the

big—yes BIG honey settling-tank, from
the tank draw it into nothing more ex-

pensive than tin, that which will candy
into pails and that which will not can-

dy into sealinp- packages, and then put
it into the hands of the retailer, and it

is bound to sell. Every package must
have printed instructions for liquefy-

ing, and the producers or packers guar-

antee. Put out nothing of which you
are ashamed or unwilling to back up.

Now brethren, pile on a few more
sticks to the burning, let us have a big
fire and warm up to the subject, hew to

the line and make the chips fly.

Loveland, Colo.

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

An Interesting Batch of Items Gleaned from

the Foreign Press.

(Adrian Getaz).

LAYING WORKERS.

QUITE a discussion concerning
"laying workers" has been run-

ning in some of the Belgian pa-
pers. Some of the best writers deny
the existence of them and claim that
the presence of drone brood is due to

small queens raised by the bees from
larvae too old to give a fully developed
queen- The articles are too long to be
quoted, but it seems clear that in some
cases, at least, the brood is due to such
queens rather than laying workers.

In one case a colony of laying work*
ers was united with one having a good
queen. The most remarkable feature
is that the worker-laying continued
during several days after the uniting.

WORKING THE RIETSCUE PRESS.

A novice in apiculture, somewhat self-

conceited, thought he would make his

own foundations. He went to a neigh-

bor and borrowed a press- The neigh-

bor offered to give some information

as to its use. but Mr. Novice declined,

he didn't think he needed any—not he.

Well, home he went. He knew how
wafifles are made and thought that

would be the way to make foundation.

A piece of hot bacon was procured, the

press well greased, the melted wax
poured in. and the press closed.

Next thing the press would not open.

A chisel or something like a crowbar
was used to force it open- An hour or

two later a brother bee-keeper found
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Mr. Novice trying to clean the wax
from the press with his penknife!

AGE OP THE BEES.

The "Abbe" Collins was, during the

last century, one of the leading writers
of France. When the Italian bees were
first introduced, he took advantage ol

it to discover how long worker bees
live, in summer especially. A great
many are destroyed by birds and in-

sects. Man}' '^erish when caught by a

storm or heavy rain. A large number
have their wings torn accidently or
worn out and can often be seen crawl-

ing on the ground in the apiary. In

the winter, they rest and do not wear
out so much.
Mr. Collins in the "Guide du Pre-

prietaire d "Abeilles" thinks the popu-
lation of a colony is renewed once be-

tween October and April and about
three times during the summer. An
Italian queen was introduced in a

black colony the 26th of September,
1862. By the nth of April, 1863, the

black bees had entirely disappeared.

Mr. A. Wathelet introduced in Sep-

tember, 1901, a five-banded queen in a

black colony. On July 25, 1902, there

were yet a number of black bees. The
new queen was not very prolific and
the colony did not build up well. It

was the only black colony in the apiary,

it could not be said that these black

bees came from outside. Here it is

admitted that the bees in summer live

only six weeks, that is a much shorter

period.

According to my own experience this

length of time may be too short. I

don't bother my brood nests very
much, and some are not opened from
one end of Uie year to the other.

Sometimes a queen is lost during her
wedding trip and I fail to notice it.

Often in such cases, I have found a

fair amount of bees three months after

the swarming occurred. That may not
be very conclusive because the queen-
less bees may possibly not work as

actively and therefore not wear out
as rapidly as those provided with a

queen.

SIZE OF SWAKMS.

A box hive was to be transferred.

The bees, however, swarmed the day
before. The swarm weighed five and
one-half pounds which would gve about

25,000 bees. The old colony transferred
the next day gave less than one and
one-half pounds which would give about
7,000 bees. There was enough brood to

fill four frames 12x12. The conclusion
was that, 7,000 bees may be enough to
care for that amount of brood at least.

IN THE OPEN AIR,

The nth of August a swarm was
found hanging under a cherry tree
limb. Five combs were already built,

the center ones about eight inches
long. Three of them contained brood.

DEATH OF MR. DUBINI.

Dr. D. Angelo Dubini, the leading
apiculturist of Italy, died at the age of

89 years, from the effect of a fall which
he sustained in his house. During 38
years he was attached to the Grand
Hospital at Milan. In 1868 he founded
the Apicoltore and has written for that
paper until his death. His extracts
from foreign papers were much appre-
ciated. He has also published an
Apicultural Guide in Italian, consider-
ed the equal of any in the world.

SAINFOIN.

The sainfoin, also called esparcette or
bourgogne (the botanical name is Ono-
brychis sativa), has been extensively
cultivated in Europe for forage, or.

rather, hay since 1629, according to ag-
ricultural authorities. It is regarded
as the equal of red clover and alfalfa.

It is not so difficult as alfalfa by any
means; but requires limestone or limed
ground with a permeable subsoil as it

has very long roots. Hard grounds
should be subsoiled as deep as possible.
It lasts a number of years-

The best part of it is that it is one
of the best honey plants known. The
honey is light amber and in taste the
equal of white clover. Still better, it

is at its best for hay when cut at the
end of the blossoming season. This
insures a crop of honey, wherever the
sainfoin is used. Sooner or later Am-
erican farmers will find that to give the

best hay, the alfalfa should be cut just

before blooming, and that source of

honey will then be lost.

Like all the other legumes, the sain-

foin improves considerably the land on
which it is raised.

Knoxville, Tenn., Oct. i, 1902.
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Selling Extracted Honey at Whole=
sale—How to Get Best Prices.

(By J. F. Mclntyr).

Delivered at the Denver Convention oi' the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Association.

I

BELIEVE the president and sec-

retary have dehberately and with
malice aforethought run me up

against the hardest problem in apicul-
ture, agriculture, horticulture or any
other producing business that is not a

monopoly. I have only agreed to write
a paper, however, not to solve the
problem.
The statement, "To him that hath

shall be given," etc., still holds good,
only it should be made plainer. To
hitn that hath money shall be given a

high price for his produce; and from
him that hath not money his produce
shall be taken at a very low price, is

the saying up-to-date. I believe that
this law is as inexorable as fate when
the words "at wholesale" governs what
is said. A poor bee-keeper could ped-
dle his honey, and sell directly to con-
sumers who do not know his weakness
at a good price; but the large pro-

ducer cannot do this; his honey must
pass through several hands to reach

the consumer, and the price is govern-
ed by the market. ,

It is said that "All things come to

him who can wait." Ah, there is the
rub; how can a man wait with hungry
mouths to fill, and interest gnawing at

his vitals. I have before me San
Francisco prices current, dated July 4th,

1902. Under Honey it says, "Buyers
and sellers are too far apart in their

ideas of values for much trading." Do
you know what that means? It means
that the men who have honey to sell

now in California can wait. If there
was one man who could not wait the
buyers would get his honey at the
present low price.

I don't know a single neighbor bee-
keeper that has his last year's honey
crop on hand now. They have all

sold at a low price to speculators.

Only a small part of their honey has
reached the consumer; the remainder
is in the hands of strong men who
bought it at a low price and are hold-
ing for a high price.

At our conventions the question is

often asked, "What are we going to do
with the small producer who is too

weak to hold his honey and breaks the
market?" I always look at the ques-
tioner to see if he wants to kill the

small producer, let the speculators eat

him up, or organize him. The ques-
tion has never been answered to the
satisfaction of every one present, but
nearly all seem to feci as if the man
had done wrong by selling so cheap.
The big-hearted man with the love of

humanity thrilling his breast, gets up
and says, "We really must organize
these poor fellows so they will be able

to hold their honey for a better price."

The stoic gets up and asks how much
longer 100 of them could hold than one.

if they were all in the same fix, and
must have money. The dealers would
laugh at such a weak corner on honey,
and wait a very short time until it

went to pieces. The "Bulls" must have
real strength. Bellowing and pawing
the dust does not scare the "Bears" very
much, so the organization fails to make
its corner effective, the offtcers are

blamed, and things are in a worse shape
than they were before.

Is there no hope then for the man
who is too weak to hold his crop? Yes.
there is still hope.

The citrus fruit grower of southern
California have done much to solve the
problem. Their product was perisha-
ble and could not be held, no matter
how much money they had. Their
business got in such bad shape that
they were receiving expense bills in-

stead of returns for carloads of or-

anges shipped East. They had to do
something or quit the business, and
they did it. They organized to sell

their fruit and get honest returns.

They placed agents under bonds in ev-

ery large city in the United States.

These agents kept the head office in

Los Angeles posted, and pushed the

sale of fruit. Eleven million dollars

worth is now consigned to these agents
annually, and honest returns made to

the grower, and the average of citrus

fruits doubled instead of declining.

This organization. The Southern Cal-

ifornia Fruit Exchange, has been so

successful that they have all become co-

operative cranks, and now propose to

give other producers, who are too weak
to maintain agencies of their own, the

benefit of their agencies to sell their

products. The weak bee-keepers in this

"neck o' the woods" may now organ-
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ize and market their lioney at any. time
of the year, through these agents. The
producers are finding out that the con-
sumers are paying a good price for all

the honey they use. The speculator.

who is alwaj's a "bear" to the producer
and a "bull" to the consumer, has over-
reached himself, and the bee-keepers
now have an avenue through which
they may market their honey without
letting it pass through his hands.

Scspe, Calif.

THE USE OF. STARTERS

And Their Influence Upon the Natural Utiliza-

tion of LWax—Source of Discoloration in

Combs, Etc.

(Arthur C. IMiller.)

AIMONG the tenets of good bee-
keepers there has long stood al-

most unchallenged the belief that
unless bees were given a chance to
build comb wax was lost; this being
particularly the case when swarms were
hived on combs instead of starters.

Nature never wastes and products
that are not used in their legitimate
channel either are used in others or re-

verting to their elements pass into com-
pounds- But neither does Nature pro-
duce more than is necessary for the
best accomplishment of ends. In other
words, and as applied to bees, animal
life is "SO adapted to normal surround-
ings that, that is not produced which is

not utilized. With this in mind I have
made experiments to see how far our
methods of keeping bees forced them
from normal conditions and habits as

regards wax production and utilization.

A swarm when hived on empty
frames or starters gathered in a com-
pact mass, generate much heat and
convert into wax the honey and pollen

in their stomachs and honey sacs. The
combination of food, heat, moisture and
inactivity are necessary to the highest

production of wax, and under any other

conditions it is produced sparingly and
with exceeding slowness.

That much was readily determined
and it settled the question as to wheth-
er wax was saved or lost by hiving

swarms on starters or combs- In lo-

calities where short and heavy flows of

honey are the rule it is, of course, bet-

ter to hive swarms on starters, putting

the supers above with an excluder be-

tween. But that is a matter of honey
and not of wax; though experiments

indicate that more honey will be se-

cured where the bees have one comb
in the brood nest. Such a comb gives

the queen room at once and the bees

seem inclined to bend their energies

more to honey gathering than wax se-

creting.

I next turned my attention to the

loss of wax through scales dropping to

the floor and being swept outi Loss

by such channels is more apparent than

real. Some scales are brushed out with

the dirt and excrement which accumu-

lates on the floor, but most of the

scales are picked up and utilized. Com-
paratively few scales are dropped how-

ever, the average from normal swarms

hived on combs or starters, when re-

duced to wax, will not be one-half tea-

spoonful per colony.

HOW COMBS ARE DISCOLORED.

In conducting these experiments I

was surprised to see the large quantity

of faeces passed by a colony. It has

been claimed that bees never pass dry

faeces but always excrement in fluid

form. Such belief is erroneous, as any

one may see if care is taken in look-

ing. It is the dry faeces which, to-

gether with pollen, make combs black

and which discolor the cappings of

honey when left on too long. Not a

pleasant thought, but true neverthe-

less.

Providence, R. I., Oct. 12, 1902.

One of the largest honey dealers in

the United States, located in New York
Citv. sends this month a quotation of

the honey market in which appears this

line: "Southern honey in barrels, 4 1-2

to S 1-2 cents per pound." We are very

much disinclined to admit any such mis-

leading and insignificant quotation to

our market column. "Southern honey"
is no more specific in designating qual-

ity than would be "Northern," "West-
ern" or ^'Eastern" honey. This unjust

manner of quoting is a relic of days

gone by; there are too many progres-

sive producers of honey in the "South-

ern" belt today to admit of the degrad-

ing inference, and The Bee-Keeper
declines to serve as a medium for con-

veying the insult.
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Asylum, Pa., Sept. 28, 1902.

Editor Bee-Keeper.

Dear Sir:—I have read many 1902
honey crop reports, and most of them
at the opening of the honey flow—like

"counting chickens before they are

hatched." What I appreciate is a re-

port after the season has closed.

I like topics in season, not out of sea-

son; for instance, now is the time to

learn how to prepare our honey for

market and our bees for winter quar-
ters, and not next spring. Further-
more I would like to see reports on
crops from established apiarists, not
from beginners.

Just one more and I will get to my re-

port—I would like to see the latest

market reports to be had during the

selling season.
This is said to be the banner honey

and wax producing section of this state.

It's not much now, if that be true, for

the last two winters have wiped out

more than one-half the bees. I think

it is a fact there was more nectar this

year than any in my five years' bee-

keeping.
The old bee-keeper got but little hon-

ey, but the up to date man has a good
crop.
From 85 colonies, spring (May 15)

count, I increased to 130, and took

5,000 sections; and the frames have

enough for winter.

If this don't find the waste basket,

I may come again and tell how I do

some things.
D. C- Bacon.

Cienfuegos, Cuba, Oct. 7, 1902.

My Dear Mr. Hill:

Your favor of the 17th ultimo receiv-

ed yesterday upon my return home
from the apiaries. I am very busy at

present, starting another apiary of 200

colonies in El Valle del Infierno, four

miles distant from the Excelsior apiary.

The honey crop is at hand. Since the

2nd instant I have been extracting ev-

ery day. Though the aguinaldo (bell-

flower') does not bloom until Novem-
ber, there are now a great many trees

and vines of other kinds in full bloom.
We hope for a wonderful honey crop
this year, in this country. I think it is

a great mistake that we Cubans are

obliged to send our excellent honey to

Germany instead of to the United
States. Fraternally yours,

Dr. J. B. Pons.

Sta. B., Toledo, O., Oct. 10, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper,
Dear Sir:—I have received the fol-

lowing notice. Will you please insert

it in the next issue of the American
Bee-Keeper?

Yours very truly,

A. B. Mason.

Streetsville, Sept. 19, 1902.

Dr. A. B. Mason,
Sec Nat. Bee-Keepers' Association.

Dear Sir:

I am directed by the executive com-
mittee of the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association to extend to the officers

and members of your association a very
cordial invitation to attend the annual
meeting of the Ontario B. K. Assoc, at

Barrie in early December. The dates

not being finally set we cannot be defi-

nite but hope to soon know, when we
will advise you.

We look forward to having a very
pleasant meeting.

Yours truly.

W. Couse, Sec'y.

Foul brood is said to be on the in-

crease in the southern portion of Ire-

land.

England and Scotland have joined in

the general chorus, and from the api-

aries of the British Isles goes forth the

cry, "Another short crop!"

"There is an apairian proverb which

says: 'Year rich in honej', poor in
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swarms; year poor in honey, rich in would be an advantage to bee-keepers
swarms.' "—Cohnenero Espanol. at large."—E. T. Abbott.

"Bisulphide of carbon will not only
kill the larvae of the bee moth, but it

will also kill the eggs. At least this is

the conclusion of most of those who
have used it."—Bee-Keepers' Review-

A corporation, with an authorized
capital of $50,000 has been organized
in California, to produce and market
honey. The new organiaztion has its

office in Los Angeles, with B. S. K.
Bettett as president and general man-
ager.

From a report of the last meeting of

bee-keepers there, by the Canadian
Bee Journal, it appears that cedar bark
is the favorite smoker fuel with the

Canucks. Some, however, use and pre-

fer planer shavings, and still others, old

sacks. The latter, if thoroughly dry, is

a fuel hard to beat.

"It is possible that clipped queens are
superseded sooner than those that are
not clipped, but the probability is that

some have been lead to think that clip-

ping leads to supersedure simply be-
cause clipping marks the queen so that
they know it when they are supersed-
ed."—Review.

In dealing with robbers, "a remedy
that has been successful with us in the

worst cases," says the Rocky Mountain
Bee Journal, "is to saturate a cotton

rag with a dilute solution of carbolic

acid and lay it at the entrance of the

hive that is being robbed. The robbers

will summarily leave in great disgust,

never to return."

"I can buy queens for 60 cents, but I

don't believe the breeder can give us
all good queens for 60 cents- We
should not encourage that kind of busi-

ness ... I think if queen breeders
would sell none but tested queens, it

''Blake & Jefferson, Safiford's enter-

prising bee-men, have constructed on

wheels a machine for the extraction of

honey. They intend moving it from

place to place, where it is needed. A
glance at it yesterday moving east

along Tenth street and turning the cor-

ner into M street, looked for all the

world like an electric car.—Pacific Bee

Journal, Los Angeles, Calif."
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GERMANY.

The well known Emil Hilbert cele-

brated his 50th anniversary as a bee-

keeper July 15, 1902. Hilbert discov-

ered early in the seventies that the ba-

cillus alvei could be killed with salicilic

acid. This was the beginning of the foul

brood-cure. Hilbert was the first to

use milk and egg for feeding bees in

the spring, thus bringing his colonies

to an astonishing state of populousness
and general prosperity. He was and is

yet a diligent student and careful ex-

perimenter; received many honors from

his own and other governments. Ho-
mage has been paid him by the bee-

keepers of many lands. The Bienen-
vater gives his portrait and a reproduc-
tion of a photo, of his apiary.

The September number of Leipziger

B. Z. is filled with advertisements of-

fering Carniolan and Heath-bees, naked
swarms weighing from four to six

pounds, young queen included at 3.50

to 4.50 mark.

The practice of watering bees inside

their hives is considered beneficial by
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German authorities- K. Toenges. how-
ever, says in Gravenh, 111. B. Z. that
the taking of liquids into the system
IS largely habit vi^hich could be over-
come. (This is true with man, why
not with bees? American bee-keepers
do not water their bees and still are
successful).

A. Kiefer believes it within reach
of possibility to produce a constant red-
clover strain of bees, although this idea
is generally ridiculed by the Germans.
Kiefer thinks the Italian and Carniolan
bees are to furnish the material for
such a strain as both of these races are
known to work on red clover. The
breeding should be done in an isolated
yard where the flight of drones should
be controlled. The Carniolan race
should furnish the drones.

Dumler proposes to open a depart-
ment in the Luxemb. B. Z. in which
bee-keepers may tell from month to
month of the new things they have
been humbugged with. He enumerates
among such, certain patent hives, en-
trance-slides, and a steam-wax press.
(I could enlarge upon the list, I am
sorry to say. Several hundred dollars
would be in my pocket if it was not for
that experience).

Otto Schulze is probably the most
extensive comb foundation manufac-
turer in Germany. He produces half a
dozen dififerent styles, among which is

one-sided foundation with metal back.
This is used princpally for the produc-
tion of the thick heath-honey so diffi-

cult to extract. The high speed neces-
sary to throw it out of the comb would
cause ordinary combs to break out. His
regular wired foundation is becoming
more and more popular. How exten-
sive his other makes with veneering and
wire gauze partition is used I am not
informed. The Schleswig-Holstein B.
Z. speaks of Schulze's drawn comb as
a master piece of mechanical perfec-
tion. The depth of cell of these combs
is i8 millimeter. The bees, it is said,

use them readily for brood rearing or
storing honey.The drawback is, that the
comb has to be cast right in the frame.
This, it would seem, makes it expen-
sive. I believe the bees can draw our
comb from ordinary foundation cheaper
than man can do it.

Wehl reports unfavorable results
(Schleswig-Holstein B. Z.) in trying to
unite after swarms with prime swarms;
the bees of the former being killed and
thrown out. d find that usually there
is trouble when prime, and after
swarms go together; but a great deal
depends upon locality, honey flow and
time of the year.)

AUSTRALIA.

Rumler writes, in Bienenvater of the
bees in one of his eight colonies carry-
ing into their hive small bundles of
stamens- The bees carried them in

their mouths. The same bundles were
cast out the next day but examination
showed their being minus the pollen

they contained when carried in.

Klossel has observed a case of like na-

ture.

The month of July has been the hon-
ey month in Austria. May and June
have disappointed the bee-keepers gen-
erally, not only in Austria, but Germany
and America also.

SWITZERLAND.

According to Revue Internationale

Gubler had had a queen bee in one of

his hives which laid only sterile eggs.

They neither produced workers nor
drones. (The writer had such a queen
some years ago. She filled the combs
with eggs, but none ever hatched.

Finally the queen disappeared).

F. Greiner.

The Bee-Keeper learns wth regret of

a misfortune which recently befell Mr.
Thos. Chantry of Meckling, S. Dak.
The house in which the greater part of

his 1902 crop of honey was stored,

without insurance, was destroyed by
fire, entailing a loss of several thou-

sand dollars. Mr. Chantry is an ex-

tensive honey producer, and, fortunate-

ly, has taken some fall goods since the

fire. He gets from 12 1-2 to 16 cents

a pound for his honey wholesale. His
average per colony this year was about

60 pounds; and of this the greater part

was burned.

We always may be what we might have been.
—Adelaide A. Proctor.
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dercurrents sometimes evade me. I
thought as how as I'd get to go to the
convention and drop onto some of the
wire pullin' but the trip was too much
for me.
What d'ye think of Catnip for hon-

ey? Coin' to try it on a large scale?
Wal sir, I reckon you won't imless you
can write your name Vanderbilt Rocky-
fellow. The catnip seed market was
cornered long ago. Don't believe it?

Huh, just try to buy live seed reason-
able like- How do I know? Wal, I'm
old, but not dead yet. I'll send to

those of my friends who'd like to try

it small packets of seed at two bits the

package—while they last. For your
own information let me say that that

as the price nets nigh eight hundred per cent,

profit, and the supply is big enough to

last as long as is seemly, b'gosh!

Fact is Harry, this climate is all fired

and if I blow dust in your eye think o' debilitatin' and I want to buy a farm in

the beam in your neighbor's. So also the north woods and I reckon this cat-

doeth that ubiquitous "world" boiler nip fad will fetch it. Think I won t

of vours, but if ve have any considera- sell enough seed for that? Say, you re
' ' '

'-

.
. . .

giQ^y -^Yhy next fall I'll advertise for

Dear Brother Hill:

"I must have liberty

Withal as large a charter
wind.

To blow on whom I please"

tion for him ye'd better let on to him
to go easy in his raillery agin comb
foundation in box honey, and the
"gobs" it makes. The whole blessed
lot of manufacturers, their satellites and
hangers on will wipe the "world" up
with him. Nigh on to two pages of

such condemnation did the reckless boy
have in the Review- Oh yes, he's right

Catnip Honey in my own patent sec-

tions and so get two booms. These

'ere bee chaps are "easy." dead easy.

Let me give you a pointer: If you

want to win out do the oldest tricks in

the newest kind of ways.

I 'low as how the great showman was

dead right when he said "the American
Hum-
ind.

John Hardscrabble.

enough; but gosh! d'ye spose the name people like to be humbugged,

of Greiner will save his scalp? "The bugged—he must a had bees m
truth," ye know, "should not be spoken Yours as ever,

at all times"—it may hurt the "elect."

And "the greater the truth the greater

the libel" so let him be keerful.
, <n>T

I 'low as Nim Crinkle had a better Dr. J. B. Pons, author of Mysteries

line on the in'ards of things than did the of the Hive," now runnmg m the Span-

old Deacon, and Nim, you may remem- ish department of the Bee-Keeper, has

her, said there was an unholy, close cor- his home in Cienfuegos (meanmg, in

poration a-runnin' of the whole she- English, a hundred fires), and is estab-

hang. lishing an apiary of 200 colonies m El

W^ell Harry you see I'm a-gettin' old— Valle del Infierno—Hell valley. The

tho by the way you're a consumin' of doctor must be calculating to avoid any

time iest as fast as I be—and these un- chances of loss bv chilled brood.
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"The American Bee-Keeper" se envia
a principio de cada mes. Si por algun
motive el suscritor no recibe su perio-
dico a su debido tiempo, sirvase notifi-

carnos y les enviaremos otro ejemplar.
Todo asunto relacionado con la Di-

reccion y subscripcion a este periodico,
debe enviarse a "The American Bee-
Keeper, Fort Pierce, Florida. El di-

nero puede remitirse por giro postal.

El giro puede hacerse a The W. T.
Falconer Manufacturing Co., en James-
town, N. Y., cuando convenga mas a
los marchantes de esa casa.

Cuando el suscritor reciba el periodi-

co con una faja azul es para avisarle

que su subscripcion termina con ese

ejemplar. Esperamos ser favorecidos
con orden para continuar la subscrip-

cion. Rogamos a nuestros correspon-
sales escriban los nombres y direccion-

es bien claro para evitar demoras.
Una faja roja indica que se debe la

subscripcion y esperamos su pronta
atencion al particular.

Subscripcion: 50 centavos al afio.

MISTERIOS DE LA COLMENA

Guia del Apicultor Cubano.

por el

DR. JUAN B. PONS Y FONOLL
y anotada por el

DR. GONZALO G VIETA.

(Continua.)

El aparato digestivo es muy inter-

esante. Despues de la boca, que des-

cribiremos detalladamente al tratar de

la obrera, sigue la garganta 6 faringe y
luego el esofago el cual se dilata para
formar el saco de miel y el verdadero
estomago, y de aqui sigue el intestino

separado en dos porciones, el ileo y el

recto que termina en el ano. Unida a la

boca estan las glandulas salivares las

que segregan un liquido viscoso que en
las larvas se transforma en hilo con el

que tege el capullo. Como se vera mas
tarde, estas, glandulas son muy com-
plejas y la funcion de la secrecion muy

variada. A los lados de todo el canal ali-

menticio, existen glandulas mucosas
que segregan un tluido viscoso que
sostiene el tubo blando y promueve el

paso del alimento.

El verdadero estomago (Fig. 2^. d.),

es muy muscular y en su interior se

segrega el jugo gastrico que diluye el

alimento para que pueda ser absorvido

y pase del canal alimenticio a la sangre.

Unidos y adheridos a la porcion in-

ferior del estomago hay numerosos
tubos urinarios, que algunos han 11am-

ado tubos biliares. Siebold cree, que
algunas de las glandulas mucosas se-

gregan bilis y que otras actuan como
pancreas.

El intestino es corto y poco mas lar-

go que el abdomen. Las heces fecales

en la abeja, son liquidas.

El aparato sexual de la Reina, que en
parte hemos descrito Fig. 9, consiste en
los ovarios. el espermateca, los oviduc
tos, la vagina y la vulva. Los ovarios
son tan grandes que casi ocupan todo
el abdomen. Los tubos, ya descritos,

son muy numerosos, mas de cien, mien-
tras que el espermateca es bien visiblo.

Este consiste en un saco membranoso
de 1-20 de pulgada de diametro; esta

completamente cubierto de filetes ner-
viosos entrelazados y tiene un corto
conducto al que se unen las dobles
glandulas apendiculares que abrazan el

espermmateca.
Siebold y Leuckart que lo describier-

on, suponen que tales glandulas segre-
gan un fluido mucoso que hace mas
movibles las celdas espermaticas de
modo que se muevan con mas libertad.

Tambien describen musculos que uni-

dos al conducto del espermateca actuan
como esfinteres 6 dilatadores de este

conducto a fin de detener 6 permitir el

paso de los espermatozoos. Cuando el

conducto esta abierto, la siempre activa
celda espermatica sal ayudada en su

carrera por la secrecion mucosa de las

glandulas mencionadas. Segun Leuckart
el espermateca puede contener 25,000,-

000 de espermatozoos.

Los huevos son un poco mas largos,
de 1-16 de pulgada ligeramente encor-
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vados y mas delgados por el extreiiTo

en que se unen al fondo de la celda.

La membrana exterior aparece celu-

lar y demuestra el inicropilo en la ex-
tremidad maj'or.

La.posesion dc los ovarios y de sus
anexos es la peculiaridad caracteristica

que determina la Reina de las abejas
como la linica fecunda y madre de la

colmena.
Adenias, hay otros caracteres que

diferencian a Reina de las otras abejas,

que son dignos de mencionarse.
La Reina es mas larga que los zanga-

nos y que las obreras, pues tiene 7-8 de

pulgada de largo.

Los organos de la boca estan menos
desarrollados, sus mandibulas son mas
debiles, con dientes rudimentarios y su

guen perfectamente en las obreras. Sus
movimientos son lentos.

La Reina posee un aguijon que es

mas largo que el de la obrera pero es

encorvado hacia la punta y solo tiene

tres ganchitos mas cortos. Raras^ veces
usa la Reina su aguijon, solo cuando
lucha con sus rivales. El cerebro es

muclio mas pequeiio que el de la obrera,

pues sus funciones son vegetativas; la

Reina pone huevos y I'a obrera se ded-
ica a todos los trabajos de la colonia.

"

Segun el profesor A. J. Cook la Rei-
na pane cerca de 3000 huevos diarios,

que pesan 0.3900 miligrama, mientras
que ella solo pesa 0.2299 miligramo, asi

es que la Reina puede poner diariamen-
te casi doble de su peso en huevos.
Hoy esta probado que niuchas Rei-

«f7lt'
^''i

ly.

A. /^ueN/o'

??2 icr'ohxja

lengua 6 ligula. asi como los palpos la-

biales y maxilas son mas cortas. De los
cuatro pares de glandulas. la Reina
tiene el primer par muy rudimentario y
los otros bien desarrollados. Los ojos
tan grandes como los de la obrera, son
mas pequenos que los de los zanganos
y los tres ocelos estan situados entre
y encima de los ojos compuestos.

Las alas son rclativamente mas cor-
tas que las de las obreras .y zanganos y
en vez de alcanzar el extremo del ab-
domen, alcanzan solo el tercer anillo.

Aunque la Reina tiene la tibia y tarso
de la pata posterior caracteristica. no
tiene la cavidad y los vellos que la ro-
dean formando el cestito de polen de
las obreras. Las patas de la Reina son
largas y fuertes. pero como su cuerno.
son poco velludas. vellos que se distin-

m^ B.yor ^ clei Ku.evo

nas en circunstancias favorables ponen

3,500 huevos en 24 boras durante la es-

tacion de la abundancia y Mr. P. Bois.

de Jersey asegura que una de sus Rei-

nas puso como 5,000 huevos en 24
horas. Por mi parte he visto, en mi col-

mena de observacion, a una Reir»^

Ytaliana importada, poner seis huevos
en un minuto, lo que haria un total de
360 huevos por hora, 6 sean 3.600 en
diez horas 6 4,320 en doce horas.

Si consideramos que un huevo tarda
21 dias en desarrollar una abeja perfec-
ta y si suponemos que la Reina. ponga
solo 3,500 huevos diarios, necesitara un
numero de celdas igual a: 3,500x2^ 6
sean 73.500 celdas.

(Continuara.)

Levity in behavior is the bane of all that is
good and virtuous. Seneca.
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A fair crop of fine honey is reported
by our readers in the Boise river region
of Idaho.
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Beyond the banks of ice and. snow
another springtime awaits the North-
ern bee-keeper.

Editor Hutchinson, of the Review,
wants someone to formulate and sub-
mit a working plan for co-operative
marketing. Here is the opportunity
for some bright fellow to distinguish

himself.

We are in receipt of a business com-
munication, postmarked, "Cudahy, Wis-
consin," without either date or signa-

ture. We shall have to wait patiently

until our correspondent "calls us down"^
for negligence.

The trip recently taken to the Den-
ver convention seems to. have wonder-
fully dilated the comprehension of

some, in regard to the magnitude of

the world; yet, we understand there is

still a portion lying even beyond Den-
ver.

A too prevalent error among bee-
keepers is the robbing of colonies of
their stores. Indiscreation in the mat-

At the Denver convention, Mr. Hut-

chinson was re-elected president; Jas.

U. Harris, Grand Jimction, Colo., suc-

ceeds Mr. Hershiser as vice president,

and Geo. W. York, Chicago, captured

the secretaryship.

The past season in Ireland is charac-

terized as "disastrous" by the Irish

Bee Journal. "Failure, such as the long-

est memory cannot recall from by-

gone years." With such general re-

ports of failure and small crops, better

prices should result-

Any of our readers having experience

with a Carniolan-Italian cross, are in-

vited by a western subscriber to tell

us something of their characteristics.

"How about their swarming propen-

sities, the amount of brood comb to

give them, etc.," are questions of par-

ticular interest to our correspondent-

We call the attention of our readers

to the cheap advertising column which
ter of taking honey from the hives, we begins with this number. If you want
believe, is responsible for the loss of to buy, sell, exchange, beg, borrow or

more bees than the ravages of all dis- give away anything, this department
eases combined. will enable you at at trifling cost to.
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state your case to at least five thou-
sand readers of The Bee-Keeper.

The big catnip balloon seems to have
been pierced quite early in its vigorous
flight by the snag of personal investi-
gation. It is disappointing to be
obliged to pursue old channels in quest
of forage so very soon after having our
catnip enthusiasm wrought to the ex-
tent of ecstatic anticipation; but it now
appears that we shall have to come to
it.

a piece of stout wire cut one inch lon-
ger than the frame in use. A half-inch
at each end is bent at a right-angle.
These slip firmly over the frame, and
readily support any part of a comb
that may need holding in position.
They are instantly adjusted, always at

hand, simple, inexpensive, and a great
convenience.

To those favorably situated for the
production of comb honey, and having
some knowledge of the business, this
branch offers inducements for which
the extracted specialist need not hope.
Prices and demand, for some time past,
lend encouragement to the production
of more comb and less of extract-
ed honey.

Mr. Geo. W. York, who was recently
elected secretary of the National As-
sociation, has becomingly withdrawn
his candidacy for the position of general
manager of the Association, and
through his publication, the American
Bee Journal, says: "Please don't vote
for the editor of the American Bee
Journal, as he is not a candidate for

any office in the National Association."
That's a very proper and wise decis-

ion, which The Bee-Keeper commends.

Editors Root and Hutchinson stopped
off at Humboldt, Neb., to look into the

catnip business, when returning from
the big convention. The latter, spent

several days with Dr. Gandy, drove all

over the country with him, discussed
the catnip question from subsoil to

bloom, luxurated on catnip honey aid
sipped the doctor's catnip tea; and now
the October number of the Review
(which it not yet out at this writing) is

to be a catnip special.

For securing broken combs, or in

transferring, strings, fine wire, wooden
slats, etc., are usually recommended.
These have to be tied, twisted or neal-

ed, as the case demands, and are -awk-

ward. A little "kink" in regular use in

Mr. Poppleton's apiaries, we consider

quite noteworthy: A box in the tent,

or honey house, always contains a good
supply of wire clamps; which are simply

One of our readers thinks it strange
that we should publish without com-
ment statements from our contributors
which are "obviously misleading if not
untrue." The columns of this jour-

nal are open for the expression of opin-

ions relative to questions in which bee-
keepers are interested. If any reader
desires to take exceptions to any idea

expressed, he is at liberty to use the

same columns to do so. It is not for us

to exclude all matter with which we do
not agree; nor to discourage by com-
ment the free expression of ideas. The
editor is but one man, while the read-

ers, all of whom are invited to partici-

pate in the discussion of any question

eliciting their interest, number into

the thousands. It should be under-

stood, therefore, that becauseany idea

is published in these columns, is no rea-

son for supposing the editor takes any

stock in that idea. Let the reader who
objects to any particular article freely

assert his objections. The American
Bee-Keeper is simply a medium for the

dissimination of ideas relating to our

art or industry. To set in judgement

upon the thoughts of thousands, sep-

arating the good from the indifferent

or bad, it a task too great; and one for

which perhaps no individual is fitted.

ORGANIZATION.

"I firmly believe that we are upon

the eve of the next great stage in api-

culture, viz., that of organization; par-

ticularly as i<- may be applied to the

marketing of our product," says Presi-

dent Hutchinson of the National As-

sociation, in his journal, the Bee-Keep-

ers' Review. He says, in substance,

that we need a leader—some one to for-

mulate and submit a working plan by

which the entire honey crops of the

United States may be handled on a

co-operative basis.

This appears to be a problem "one

too many" for the honey producers of
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this country; though it seems that quaintance with him, I have taken pains
there should be lots of men in our to make inquiries regarding his fitness
ranks quite equal to the requirements, for the position, and find that he is a
The difficulty is, each one is waiting to thoroughly honest and capable business
have another act m the matter. If any man; in the prime of life; temperate in
one of the experienced organizers, who all his habits; is accustomed to speak
has had experience in the management i„ public has labored inceasingly and
of capital, were to be appointed to the unselfishly in the interest of bee cul-
task there IS little doubt that a plan ture, having spent considerable moneywhich with some amendments and and time in the interest of his chosenmodifications, would well serve for a pursuit securing the passing of law"beginning, at least. Take for example, ;„ the interest of bee-kLpers^and p^e-B. S. K. Bennett, of California. How renting the passing of such as wereong does the reader suppose it would opposed to their interests,
take him to Morganizethe_ world sapi- He is one of the speakers at Far-
cultural interests? Nothing of this ^^ers' Institutes, often neglecting his
kind IS desirable, however. Such a man own business to work in the interest of
as General Manager Secor, of the Na- bee-keepers. He manages several api-
tional Association. IS eminently capable aries and has produced hundreds of
of drafting a safe and practicable work- tons of honey. For several years he
ing plan; and there are others, doubt- .^as secretarv of the Southwestern Wis-
less, not less competent. While there consin Bee-Keepers' Association, and
are numerous minor details to be dealt for ten years was its president. He was
with in the formation of such a scheme, for seven years secretarv of the Wis-
the problem is confined to the simple consin State Bee-Keepers' Association,
matter of marketing our honey. It is and for four vears has bees its presi-
neither a very gigantic nor complex ^fent. He secured the passage of the
undertaking, the consideration of which Wisconsin Foul Brood law. and is

resolves itself into the simpler prob- state inspector of foul brood,
lems of transportation, storage, distri- j i.^now of no one in our ranks better
bution, etc fitted to fill the office of general mana-
Of course, any attempt at thus bet- ggj. ^f the National Bee-Keepers' Asso-

tering the bee-keepers condition, pre- ciation than is Mr. France, and I hope
supposes their desire for improved con- he will receive the hearty support of
ditions, and consequently their interest the members at the election in Decem-
and hearty co-operation in perfecting ber next.
such a plan. A. B. Mason.—

—

Sta. B., Toledo, O., Oct. 6. 1902.

N. E. FRANCE FOR GENERAL
MANAGER. t^u a • tj t w c .Ihe American Bee Journal for Sept.

The following, received from Secre- 25. presents a picture of the apiary of

tary A. B. Mason of the National Asso- Mr. Wm. H. Horstmann, of Chicago,
ciation. is worthy of careful study and which is something of a novelty. In

thought by those readers who hold the foreground is shown a hive, which
membership in that organization: is nothing less than the national capitol

„,.^ . . -n T^ building, at Washington, in miniature.
Editor American Bee-Keeper: ^^ Horstmann, who is a government
There is no\y practically no nomina- employe, constructed this wonderful

tion for successor to Hon. Eugene hive himself; and the efifect is to give
Secor as general manager of the Na- his lawn the appearance of a young
tional Bee-Keepers' Association, to be Washington. Other things in sight
elected next December, and after con- rnake plain the fact that Mr. Horst-
sulting with some of our leading bee- niann is an up to date bee-keeper; while
keepers at the Denver convention, and our subscription book attests the fact

since, it has been thought best to nomi- that he is away ahead of date in some
nate Mr. N. E. France, of Plattville, things, at least.

Wisconsin, for the position, which I

now do.
.

_ In great attempts it is glorious even to fail.

Not having an intimate personal ac- ^Longinus.



Cent=a=Word Column.
It frequently occurs that some member of the

Bee-Keeper family desires to advertise for sale

some article the value of which will hardly
justify the payment of our regular rates; and
yet it would be an accommodation if he were
permitted to tell others what he has to offer.

Some other reader may be in need of just such
an article as that of which he wishes to dis-

pose. Again, it is as frequently desired to ex-

change commodities for which we have no
especial use, for something more desirable, and
such exchanges are often made to mutual ad-

, J J I -r. , ,, u ..T- I

vantage. We have, therefore, decided to place
amber and dark. That is, there will be Fancy

1 ^^ ^^^ disposal of our readers a column devot-
while," "No. 1, dark," etc.

I ed to the accomplishment of these ends; though
! we cannot be responsible for any possible dissat-

New York- Sent S^Fanrv rnmh isfaction which might arise as a result of suchiNCW lOFK, ^epi. O. rancy COmO
^^^^^^^^^^ -Yhe rate will be uniformly one cent

noney brings lO c; JSo. I, 14 to 150. 1 for each word, each month; no advertisement

The demand is good, with fair supply. ' however small will be accepted for less than

Beeswax 27 to 2Sr anrl rlnll vuhh fpir twenty cents, and must be paid in advance,
rseeswax, 27 to 26c and dull, witn tair ^^^^^^ ^j^^ ^^.^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^-^ ^.-^^^^ order accord-
supply. We invite correspondence with
holders of comb honey.

Francis H. Leggett & Co.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached

to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-

ed by travel stain or otucrwise; all the cells

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or
with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.
In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,

Chicago, Oct. 9.—The advance noted in our
last quotation has been maintained and there
is a very good demand for honey at the present
time. No. 1 to fancy white comb brings 15 to
16 cents per pound with the lower grades sell-

ing at from 2 to 3 cents less; this includes the
light amber. Dark grades of amber sell at about
10 to 11 cents and buckwheat 9 to 10. Extracted
is steady with white bringing Byi to 8 cents, ac-

cording to color, flavor and quality. The am-
bers bring from 6 to 7 cents per pound, dark
5% to 6 cents. Beeswax in good demand at 30

cents per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

ingly.

Buffalo, Oct. 8.—Buffalo honey market has
considerably improved lately and we believe

moderate shipments will do well. Strictly fancy
1 pound comb selling at 15 and 16 cents. Com-
moner grades selling from 14 down to 10. Ex-
tracted is not wanted except in small tumblers
about $1.25 to $1.50 per dozen for strictly pure.

Beeswax -wanted at from 25 to 33 cents per

pound as to quality.
Batterson & Co.

WANTED—To sell for cash, several barrels of

light amber, extracted honey. For particu-
lars, address. Honey, care Bee-Keeper, Ft.
Pierce Fla.

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 20

cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED To~sell "advertising novel-
ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-

logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00,

will sell w^ith leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad-
dress Empire Washer Co.. Falconer, N. Y.

WANTED^To exchange two-ounce samples of

wild pennyroyal honey for samples of like

size of white clover, basswood. alfalfa or sage

honey. Address, H. E. Hill, Ft. Pierce. Fla.

Kansas Citv. Oct. 9.—Good demand for comb
honey with light supplv, at 11 to 14c. Extracted.

5y? to 61/-.. Beeswax at 30c. is in light supplv

with good demand. Verv little comb or extracted

honey on the market. Stock is well cleaned up.

We look for higher prices.

Hamblin & Sappington.

Cincinnati, Oct. 13.—The demand for extract-

ed honey in this market is joo.l. and finds

ready sale as follows: Amber, 5% to fi cents.

White clover. 7 to 8 cents. Beeswax, 2S cents.

We are cash buyers. ,„,-., .l /-
The Fred W. Muth Co.

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS
A monthly for 'the beginner in the

poultry yard.

One year on trinl for 10 cents.

Send" today, addre??.

POULTRY POINTERS PUB. CO.,

Lock Box 8.3.5.

10-tf. BELDING. MICH.

WANTED—To exchange fine golden or leather-

colored Italian queens for an old-fashioned

straw skep. Queens will be mailed from the

South at any time. Skep wanted at once.

Address. Lock Box 38. Ft. Pierce, Fla .

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)

cost $150. in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction
.

guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

fcrM.\KE CLEAR, beautiful photographs use

a Turner Camera. Simple, excellent, inex-

pensive. Dixie Developing paper and Tubes
have simplified the picture-making art. We
refer, by permission, to editor of The Bee-

Keeper, who has used over fifty gross of

Dixie paper. Sample dozen (4x5) paper, 20

cents. WVite today for fuller information.

M. K. Turner, 102 N. Pryor St., Atlanta, Ga.

Just a M inutg- Of ^o"** '*^''^^-

Send U3 a list of the bee-keepers in

your Ticinity and we will send them
sample copies of The Bee-Keeper. This

will not take much of your time or be

much trouble to you and you will be

doing your friends r favor.



QUEENS
Buy them of H- G. Quirin, the largest

queen-breeder in the North.
The A. I. Root & Co. tells us our

stock is extra fine. Editor York, of the

A. B. J. says that he has good reports
from our stock from time to time, while

J. L. Gandy, of Humboldt, Nebra., se-

cured over 400 pounds honey (mostly
comb) from single colonies containing
our queens. We have files of testimon-
ials similar to the above.
Our breeders originated from the

highest priced long-tongued red clover
queens in the U. S.

Fine queens, promptness and square
dealing, has built up our present busi-

ness, which was established in i888-

Price of queen.s after July ist.

11 6 112

Selected
Tested
Selected tested •

Extra selected tested, the best that
money can buy

1 00
1 50

4 00
5 00
8 10

3 00

We guarantee safe arrival to any
state. Continental island or any Euro-
pean country, can fill all orders prompt-
ly, as we expect to keep 3 to 500
queens on hand ahead of orders. Special

price on 50 to 100. (Free Cir.) Ad-
dress all orders to,

QUIRIN. THE QUEEN BREEDER,
Parkertown, Ohio.

(Parkertown is a P. O. Money Order
office.) 4-6t.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

iQiai
the most popular paper of its kind, of-
fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.
Send this acl. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch.

THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

i

'

f

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis
4-tf.

ic Rhenmatic Cure
It absolutely does cure. It is net a
cheap remedy, but it is a cheap cure.

Mark the distinetion! There are a

thousand remedies to one cure. This
is a cure. It costs $2.00 a bottle, and
is worth $20.00 to any sufJerer. Sold
only by our authorized agents or di-

rect by us. We will send prepaid for

$2.00.

Write for booklet. Agents Wanted.

MACIC CURE CO.
R 331-315 Dearborn Street Chicago
tf.

Wanted==t:xtracted Honey
We are cash buyers of Extracted honey. If

you have any to sell, mail sample quoting best
price delivered Cincinati. We pay prompt on
delivery. Reference, German National Bank,
Cincinnati, O. or O. O. Poppleton, Stuart. Fla.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
Front and Walnut St,, Cincinnati, O.
11—3t

am ^m mm m^ ERS OF BEES and those in-

WlB ^tending to keep bees shoulcl

wBM MB na H^ write us for large 11 lust' dcat^
Hm B^ H^ W^ alogue and c(j[iy of A»ikri,
H^k ^^ i^H I ^^^ Bee-Keeper, (monthly.'" ^ ^^B Ouriir2cesare^otoe«<and«?oc/
largest. We keep everything
used by bee-keeprs,ineluding,

j

text books, comb foundatiotis.
all styles hives.ottf. AdJr>'^
W. T. Falconer Nlf^
Co.Jamestown,N.Y\

)r tees are totoe«iand«?oc/

BEES

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

PLEASE MENTION THE

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER

SHINEI '

The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,
N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
loot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it Is

made to ije fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-
atious searcliing after these articles which is

ahogether too common. A postal will bring
vou details of this and other good things.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that

sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-

load of the aimless nomads that claim to coy-
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THE
AMEIUCAN BEE-KEEPER.



DON'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING THE^LD^
WAY, BUT BUY AN E IVI P I R E ^iaMIBU

WASHER, with witichihe ^
frailrnt icoman can do an or-

dinary' washing in one hour,

without wetting her hands.
Sample atwliolcnaleprice. Pntisfaction Guflrailteed.
No pa}/ until fried. Writefnr Illuntrated Catalogue
andprirr^ o/WringeriJroninr; Tnhlex, Clothes Reelt,

DryinoRars,WaoonJacl-s,>{'(\ AcontsWanted. Lib-

eral Terms. QiuckSalesI Little Work!! Big Pay!!

I

" BARNES'
Foot Power MacMnery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
lor use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
VV. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
913 Ruby St., Rockford. Ill

Trade Marks
Pe:^igns

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our oiiinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confideritial. Handbook on Patents
sent free, oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific jcmrnal. Terms, $3 a
vear : four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN&Co.36iBroadway. New York
Branch O ffice. 625 F St.. Washington, B. C.

The Only One of Its Class
Published in the State.

The Nebraska Dairyman
(and Up-to-date Farmer),

Published monthly. 20 pages. Subscription 50c.

Established 1897. Circulation 5,000.

Pevoted exclusively to creamery and dairy in

tercsts and diversified farming. Advertising rates

made known on application. J. P. Israel,

lt£ Publisher. Lincoln, >reb.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural paper published in Mississippi. Sub
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. It

you are interested in cheap homes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkville, Miss.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

<rom 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at le. pcrdi/ in one (la\ form l'*!' hens
OurNtw Book ' llelpo lor I'oulli V Keei>ei >.' tells

how, explains why so many fail aud so few succeed.
A Book we can commend with a good conscience as
aGREAT HELP to all Poultry Keeper.s youn;? or
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well illustrated,
and contains a Poultry Keepers Account shovvicg
gain or loss monthly; on heavy paper worth 2.5 c)s.

This Book Free with oiu- I'oultry Paper one year for

2.5f. or Book free with paper .3 mouths for 10c.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.
Wayside I'oultry Co., Clintonville, t'onii.

THESTANDARD
THE MOST PROGRESSIVE

tfP-TO-DATE

Poultry and Pet Stock Monthly

EVER PUBLISHED

Sample free if you mention Ameri-
can Bee-Keeper, clip this ad aacl send
with 50 cents and get 'the Standard
until Jen 1, 1904. See our list of
premiums.

You'll have to hurry and address,

THE STANDARD CO.
3S17 E. 13 St.,

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

$18 to $25 a Week.
OUTFIT FREE.

We "\vant live, wide-awake agents ev-

erywhere to take subscriptions for
THE WELCOME VISITOR, Ameri-
ca's gi'eat family magazine. Our offer

is such that you can make from $18
to .$25 a week representing us. Sample
copy and outfit free. Write today for
full particulars. Address,

THE WELCOME VISITOR,
404 South Troy St., Chicago Illinois.



SEND US *^® names and au-
dresses of 20 of your

friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sHver)

8tf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb,

PracticalAuthorship
Cloth, 8vo., 300 pp., $3.00.
BY JAMES KNAPP REEVE,

"The best book published on the trade of
authorsnip."—Christian Endeavor World,
Boston.

THE EDITOR CO.,
Circulars Free. FRANKLIN, OHIO.

Stf

THE SOUTHERN FAeiEE,
ATHEMS, GA.

The leading- Ag-ricultiiral Journal of
the South.

No farmer, frmtgrower, stock roiser,
poultryman, dairyman, or even house-
wife can afford to be without this val-
uable ptiper. Sample copies sent free
on application.

ADVERTISING RATES REASONA-
ABLE.

Patents. Pensions.

PATENT and PENSION
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, 312 Ind. Ave ,

W ASIIINGTOX, D. ('.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been iu the
business continuously sirce 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-

'

paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

THE WEEKLY SUN,
Canada's Great Farm and FTome Journal,

Published at TOSONTO, CAN.
Special features,

Farmers' market reports,

Full and accurate reports of farmers' gatherings,

Interviews with progressive farmers on timely
topics; stories and selections for the home.

No other paper offers so good a medinra of com-
munication with the best fi> •-mers of Canada. 8-tf



AGENTS Wanted "waThing'M
You can double your money every time you sell one

and they soil easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than e'"er. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

g,j
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

Is an up-to-date paper on farm questions
and gives special attention to grasses, clovers,

chemistry and insects, and how to destroy
them.
If you want a home in the sunny south,

send 50 cents for this paper.
THOS. J. KEY & SON.Publishers,

Nashville, Tenn.
4-at

A BATHiuxu^,
«hen UMPIRE

takeainani^ Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Lsed in any room.
Agents Wanted.
Catalogue Free.

, The£ empire
washer co.,
Jamestown,N.Y.

TERRACE QUEENS
Bred from selected stock; bes't of
svorkers: very gentle, and fine

color. Warranted, 75 cts.; six for

$4.50; dozen, $8.00; tested, $1.00.

Harold Hornor, Terrace Apiary, Mt. Holly, N. J.

9 th.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Save tlie Orcliarils and Garitens
by using the best and latest improved methoda

**** STriGi;JG"^>^ FRUIT ,

"-^ '-' -"^ 'im MOTH

CUT
W0RI4
Mona.

THE NEW Moth Catcher l8 a splendW
Bucceas. Spraying and all other devices hav*
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-
stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catchea
the Coddl-ng aiotti. Borer Ji'ly, Stinging
Vly, JPeach and Vlnm Beetle, Cabbage
9Iotli, Tobacro 9IotIi, Cotton 9Ioth, Be«
aioth-also the destroyers of cuiumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, ( tc. Makes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, wholesome and marketable,
besides increasing the yield. Only one-elxtb
the cost of spraying and does its work at night. No
stock destroyed, or trees killed, i^iniple, cheap,
durable. Easily attended and PEKJFECT in
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 In., 85c,
by mail, Sl.OO; per dozen, $8.50—Large size, 14x20 In.
?1.00, by nieil 81.30, per dozen, 810.00. Send for cir-
culars and free sample copy of the Central Farmer
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.
Asents IVanted Everywhere for the Best
feller of the season. Aeiv I>e»ice. * Sells at
M'-'hl. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for
*S nts. >

Address,

THE CENTRAL FARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

,
G14 South 13th Street. tf.



Are You Looking for a Home?
"No^farmer should thialc^oinbuy-
ing land before seeing a copy of

THE FARM AKD REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largest

list of lands for sale of anj^ paper
published in Iowa. Reaches 30,-

OOO readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising medivims to

reach the farme<rs and the Home-
Seekers that you con advertise in.

For 75c we will mall you the Jour-
nal for 1 yeer, or for ten cents in

silver or sitamps 'we will send you
the Journal 2 months ion trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

The Woman's Poultry Journal.
The Feather and Farmer of JefEer-

sonville, Ohio, will be known hereafter
as the Womans Poultry Journal, and
at 25 cents a j^ear.

RIPANS
I had been troubled with my stom-

ach for the past sixteen or seventeen
years, and, as I have been acting as a
drug clerk for the past thirteen years,
I have had a good chance to try all

remedies in the market, but never found
anything, until we got in a supply of
Ripans Tabules, that did me any good.
They have entirely cured me. At times
I could hold nothing on my stomach,
and I had a sour stomach most all the
time; in fact, I was miserable, and life

was hardly worth living. I was called

cross and crabbed by my friends, but
now they all notice the change in me.

At druggists.

The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,

contains a supply for a year.

NORTHERN-BRED, red clover
Italian Queens; bred for business by
the best methods and from the best
red-clover strains, honey-gathering and
wintering qualities—the prime objects.

Queens by return mail. Untested, 75
cents; tested, $1.25. Send for descrip-

tive circular and price list.

I. F. Miller, Knox Dale, Pa.

• CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-

Keeper with the —
Price Both

Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-
nal $ -50 $ -75

What to Eat i-oo i-oo

Bee-Keepers' Review •• •• i-oo 1.35

Canadian Bee Journal. . •• i-oo 1.35

Gleanings in Bee Culture i-oo 1-35

American Queen 50 -60

The American Boy i-oo i-oo

TO EXCHANGE for extracted or

section white clover honey. Ohad-

wick Two wheeler, in good condition,

used 8 months. iTarness made espe-

cially for it. For particulars write,

DR. J. B. ENOS,
Charleroi, Pennsylvania.

10-2

njf If, BIKGHAM
-^'"5 has made all the im-

^ provements in

Bee Smokers and
Honey Knives

made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too largt, sent
postpaid, per mail $1.50

3\4 inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2^ inch 90

T.F.Bingham, 2^1-^^-,^^;-.; f^
Farwell, Mich.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K«>^oer to

write for a free sample copy of the

^EOCKYgMOOmDi? BEEUCDEML

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H, C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Oolo.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICULTURAL MONTH-

LY IN THE UNITED STATES ..^..•it,<^'t.jt,<,<.j*

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
6-7 tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

FLORIDA ?

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weeklv, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six

months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM. San Mateo, Florida-

4-3t.

National Bee-Keeiiers' Association.

Secretary—Dr. A. B. Mason, Station
B, Toledo, Ohio.
General Manager Eugene Secor, For-

est City, Iowa

WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL.

Devoted to Poultrj-, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry
journal published. Send us the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.
Address,

WOMANS POULTRY .JOURNAL,
tf. Jeffersonville, Ohio.

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Accent Land Department,

Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cutler, Dade County, Fla. 12rf

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.

We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal.) one

year for 65c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., Hlgginsville, Me.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alogue.

Go South.

The Soil, Climate,

Markets and many

other advantages

invite you. For free copies

of Monthly Journal, and for

Maps, Plats, Facts. Figures

and full information, write

A. Jeffers,

351 Main Street,

,,,, Norfolk, Va.



**ilround

the Pan,
WITH

Ton FLEHINO
ILLUSTRATOR,

All book dealers.

By mail $2.00.

Nut Shell Pub. Co.

1059 3d Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
"It is the most amusing and entertaining

book relating to the Kxpositiou tliat has been
published."

—

Buffalo lUusirated Express.

"The hero is a witty historian who sees more
than any one vi.aitor could possibly observe, and
the illustrations are as effective aa the story."
—Leslie's Weekly.

' 'The book is worth buying if only for the fine

reproduction of a very remarkable portrait of

the late President, drawn entirely with one line

an achievement it^^elf, but a bit of art when the
result is superior to many pictures,"

—

Brooklyn
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
Exposition is well and copiously illustrated.

Its humor is of a striking and epieramatic or-

der, and will suit popular taste." —LouisviUe
Courier Journal.

"Iti^ a large and handsomely liound^-^Uime,
p.ioperly illustrated in the authors own inimit-
able way, and tells as plainly aa words the story
of the Kxposition from acomic standpoint. In
the domain of art Tom Fleming has a touch of
Cruikahank in him, and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
original.',

—

Pittsburg Leader.

'Vote—On request within 10 days, a
copy of this hook will be e.xpressed pre-
paid, on approval, to responsible ])ersonn

Blocks

of Four
We will furnish the Modern Farmer

and Busy Bee in blocks of four at the

special price of 25 cents, and give the

club winner a copy one year for his

trouble.

See how easy you can get four sub-

scribers. Samples free. Cash Pre-

miiums paid to agents. Write for

terms.
Address,

MODERN FARMER
ST. JOSErH, MO.

tf.

The Kecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England,

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

BELGIAN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET.
The Belsfian Hare meat is becoming-

very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They are easy to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several

hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any other onimal. There is no indus-

try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belgian
hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the

harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,

if you have a back yard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch your money gTOw. One young
man in a little over a year has sold

$1800.00 worth of stock, from an

original $30.00 investment.

Booklet and list free.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio

FOR SALE,

ITALIAN BEES.

Address, HRS. P. A. BIRCH

Meadville, (Kerrtown,) Pa.



Beeswax wanted
We will pay 20 cents cash or "^l

cents in goods for good quality of
Beeswax, freight paid to FALCON-
ER, N.Y. If you have any, ship itto

us at once.
[Prices subject to change without notice.]

The W. T. Falconer Mfs. Co.

EGGS IN WINTER
A r.' i-asily obtained under riijlit conditions and

p-<i|tLT aitention. Subscribe for our poultry paper

and I'-arn liow. 25 els. a year. Sample copy free.

THE POULTRY ITEM, Box 190, Fricks, Pa.

\V. M. (icrri.sli. East Nottingham, N.
H., k(M>ps a eoniplcto supply of our
goods, and eastorn customers will save
freight by ordering of him.

TiiR W. T. r.\i.coNER Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
Tliey are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OP SECTIONS,

Ready for Prompt SJiipnient.

G- B- LEWIS CO.. Watertown.Wis.,=^===^ TJ. S, A,

Special Agency, C. U. SCOTT & CO.,
1004 East Washington st., Indianapolis, Ind.

Catalog Free.

160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Jonrnal.

Every NEW SUBSCRIBER sending $1.00 for the WEEKLY American See
Journal for one year will receive a copy of Newman's liJO page "Bees and

Huuey" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Journal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.. 144 Erie St., Chicago, 111.

Incubator Free
on trial.

The PERFECTED YON CULIN

-INCUBATOR
is the most perfect in Ventilation, Moisture and Heat. It

hatches every hatchable egg. Money can be made and
saved with this most perfect incubator Prices |7.00 up.

Catalog free. Poultryman's Plans, 10c. Address:

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.
(Incubator Department") Jamestown, N. Y.

$1.00 will pay for a 1 inch advertisement ia
The For Sale and Want columns of the

^erniORl=
^Farmers >^dvocale,

one month. Try it, if you want results.

ADVOCATE CO.,

12-6t Morrisville, Vt.

POULTRY POINTERS

Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send

today. Regular price 25 cents. Advertising

rates, 25 cents per inch each issue. Sample

free. Address,

POULTRY POINTERS PUB. CO.,
Belding, Mich.



Comb Honey In Danzenbaker Sections.

We have a market for large quantities of Fancy Comb

Honey in Danzenbaker Sections, and shall be pleased to hear

from parties who have any to offer. In writing please state

:

I St.—From what source gathered.

2nd.—Color, (White or Amber) and grade

(Fancy or No. i).

3rd.—In what size cases.

4th.—Price at which you will sell f. o. b. your

station or delivered at Medina. (Preferably

the latter).

We can also use moderate quantities at once in Ideal

(3 5-8x5) and 4 1-4x4 1-4 Sections. A-so extracted. Send

sample of extracted putting' your name on the same, and giv-

ing us particulars as to amount, source, size of package and

price. Extracted honey is preferred in 5-gal. square cans.

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY
MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.



Entered at t^e Postoffic-e. Fort Pierce, Fla., as secoad-dass mail matter



Perfected Yon Culin Incubator
Is known pretty well all over the country and has never failed to prove satisfactory
when handled by a person of intelligence and with ordinary attention. We guar-
antee them to he satisfactory or you needn't pay for them. What's more fair than
this offer, and doesn't it show that we mean what we say as to its merits? Send
for catalogue.

The W. T. FALCONER MFC. CO., Jamestown, N.Y.

yy-Tyy t "r y y r r r r -ryy y y yyy^ryy t''

t
I The Best Advertising School i

I
teaching advertising l)y mail, with offices 10 SjiruceThere is a sc

.Street. New York.
It is not called an advertising school; but it is without a doubt the best ad-

vertising school in existence.

This school is nothing more nor less than PRINTERS' IXK, a weekly
journal for advertisers.

It dese"-es the well-earned title: THE LITTLE SCITO()LM.\STER.
For twelve or fifteen years PRINTERS' INK has been the recognized au-

thority on good advertising throughout the whole civilized world.
PRINTERS' INK is so valuable to the business man, because:
It teaches the underlying principles of advertising.

It distinguishes between good and bad advertising.

It teaches good display.

It teaches retail, wholesale, department store, mail order and every other
kind of advertising.

It tells why some advertising has been successful and why some has failed.

It teaches sound business principles.

It describes the world's best window displays.

If vou are engaged in business of any kind you can"t invest $5 more profitab-

ly than by subscribing for PRINTERS' INK.
Many a single idea will be worth more than the subscription price.

PRINTERS' INK easily slips in your coat pocket—the busy man can read it

at odd moments as when waiting for a car, a shave, etc.

10c. brings a sample copy—$5 pays for 52 weeks.
Write for SPECIAL CLUB OFFER, which expires December 31.

Printers' Ink
lO SPRUCE STRFET NEW YORK CITY

Hough Rider strawberry

Pest shioper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
productive strawberry in existence. $11501rom 'ZK^ acres
in 1900. Was shipped to Elngland successfully. We offer

f'^f) in pcold for largest berry produced in 1!KI3. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, latroducer. Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO . N.Y.

Hygienic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HOMLES,

where modern bath-ro uni lacilities are denied from lack of sewerage,

the Hverienic Water-Seal Commode >« an absolute necessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

Providcd with disinfectant cup. Tndor=ed bv leadine physicians and nurses, Send for

PKICE $300. PIKCTTASER PAYS EXPRESS CHAK'CES.
DISIN '"FCr \\T WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents ^idditional.

4^m
time
Illustrated Circular
WE FURNISH

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL CO.MMODE CO.. Como, Bldg.. Chicago, 111.



Webster's Ui\abnd$ed
Dictioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of 1 HE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 payis, size of page S^xl9yi inches, gilt
letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails ia
many stores for $9 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOl-O REALM
if a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden. Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancv Work, Stories, Poetry, Music. Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886*

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-
Keeper with the—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-
nal $ .50 $ .75

What to Eat i.oo i-oo

Bee-Keepers' Review •• .. i-oo 1.35

Canadian Bee Journal.. .. i-oo 1.35

Gleanings in Bee Culture-, i.oo 1.35

American Queen 50 .60

The American Boy i.oo 1.00

Pacific Bee Journal 1.00 1.00

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

jood, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-

views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti

cles on important national and historical

events. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that aopears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of

IHe.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

«f the fact that instruction need not be dull,

•or amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.

Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,
41 E. 21st St., New York City. N. Y.

A Monthly Journal

—

HUNTER-TRADER-
TRAPPER tells all
about hunting.trapping
and Raw Fur Trading.
Published by an old ex-
perienced hunter, trap-

> -et^/S^ *.M^H ^,^, per and trader. Sam-
" pie copy. Sets. Only 50
cents a year. Address,
A. R. Harding, Publish'
er, Gallipolis, Ohio.

Yast Honey Crops
The United States produces 8,000

cars per annum.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCES 500 CARS

or twice as much as other states and

makes double the profits on the in-

vestment.

The U. S. Report shows that Bees

produce 100 per cent, on the invest-

ment per annum.

A Corporation Organized to Handle

the crop.

Sample Copies Free. $1.00 a year.

Read the

PACIFIC BEE JOURNAL
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

We club with tjie American Bee-
Keeper. Both papers. i?l (H) tf.

00 A WEEK
^^ I ^^ M^^ AND EXPENSES,
FOR MAX "WITH RlCi To introduce our

POULTKV MIXTUKE in the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp.

EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. v East St. Louis, Ills-

tl

Pdteit Hired Comb Fonndation
has no sag^ in brood frames.

ThiQ Flat Bottom FoQidation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the

quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish

1 Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to

.vire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Spret Brook. N. Y



Two Years for $1.00
After a man succeeds in publishing a good

journal the next step is tnat of getting it

into the hands of the people, of getting them

to reading it, and becoming acquainted with

its merits. This can be done by advertising,

sending out sample copies, circulars, etc. All

this costs money. I think I am safe in say-

ing that for every new subscriber I have re-

ceived, I have paid out §2.00 in advertising;

hence I have often said that a publisher ol

a good journal could afford to send his paper

one year free, for the sake of getting it into

new hands. It would cost no more than other

forms of advertising and would be very ef-

fective, but, for obvious reasons, this plan

could not be put into practice, but I am go-

ing to come as near to it as I can. I have

ebtween 200 and 300 complete sets of back

numbers for the present year, and as long as

the supnly holds out I will send a complete

set, and the rest of this year free, to any

one who will send me $1.00 lOr the Review for

1903. For a few particulars regarding the

numbers already published this year, read

the following:

There is not room here to say very miuch

about the back numbers for this year, but I

will mention one prominent feature of each

issue.

JANUARY is a Coloraao number; six pages
being devoted to a beautifully illustrated

"write-up," by the editor, of that para-

dise for bee-keepers. This issue also shows
how to make a cheap hive-cover that will

neither split, warp, nor leak, in any cli-

mate.

FEBRUARY contains the beginning of a

series of articles by M. A. Gill, who last

year managed 700 colonies of bees, and
produced nearly two carloads of honey.
These articles are written from the full-

ness of his experience.

MARCH has an article by S. D. Chapman,
on "What Makes Bees Swarm, that I

consider the best I have seen on the sub-
ject. It gets right down to the founda-
tion of the matter. In lact, so thoroughly
does Mr. Chapman understand the matter

that he has so made up a colony that one
half would swarm, leaving the con^bs de-
serted, while the other half would not
budge.

APRIL ushers in some typographical changes.
The smooth, shiny, glazed paper was laid
aside for a soft white paper that gives to
printing a clean, tasty, tempting look. The
frontispieces are printed in colors instead
of somber black. The cover is of Court
Gray printed m two colors—Umber and
Milori blue.

MAY contains a five-page review of a book
by E. A. Morgan, entitled "Bee-keeping
for Profit." It was rightly named, the
author getting right down to basic princi-
ples, and giving the chit of profitable honey
production, particularly in the Northern
States.

JUNE shows how a man may practically defy
foul brood; how he may keep bees in a
foul-broody district, all surrovinded by dis-

eased colonies, yet keep his apiary so free

from it and its efifscts as to secure a good
crop of honey each year.

JULY has an excellent article by Mr. Gill

on the management of out-apiaries for the
production of comb honey, showing how
the work must be generalised, yet system-
atic, and done just a litttle ahead of time.

AL^GUST illustrates and describes the handi-
est and best bee-tent for circumventing
robbers that I ever saw. It also has an
article by Mr. Boardman on "shook"
swarms, showing how we may practically
take swarming into our own hands.

SEPTEMBER illustrates and describes a
cheap but substantial bee-cellar, built
something like a cistern with a roof over
it. This issue also gives some of the best
papers read at the Denver convention, to-

gether with a lot of interesting items picked
up at that convention.

OCTOBER gives a three-page illustrated

write-up of Dr. Gandv and his artificial

pasturage. While on his way home from
the Denver conventon the editor of the Re-
view spent three days witn Dr. Gandy, using
his eyes, ears, and camera, and this write-

un is the result. If you want to know the
truth of the matter, read this issue.

Remember that each issue contains dozens

of interesting and instructive items aside

from the ones mentioned.

Send $1.00, and the back numbers for this

year will be sent at once, your name put

upon the subscription list, and the Review

sent to the end of next year.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint Michigan



Needed in Every Home
/^^\ THE NEW
(Sr-l) AND ENLARGE.D

\J^™^ E.DITION OF

webster's

International

Dictionary
A Dictionary of ENGLISH,

Biography, Geography, Fiction, etc,

New Plates Throughout

25,000 New Words
Phrases and Definitions

Prepared under the direct super-

Tision of W. T. HARRIS, Ph.D., LL.D.,

United States Commissioner of Edu-
cation, assisted by a large corps of com-
petent specialists and editors.

Rich Bindings 2364 Quarto Pages
5000 Illustrations

e International ivasfirst issued

>n 1890, succeeding the ''Unabridged."

The Neiv and Enlarged Edition of the

International was issued in October,

1900. Get the latest and best.

We also pulilish

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
withGlossaryof Scottish Words and Phrases-

1100 Pages. 1100 Illustrations. Size 7x10x2 6-8 inches.

'Fii-st-class in quality, second-class in size."

Specimen pages, etc. of both
books sent on application.

G. & C.MERRIAM CO.
Publishers,

Springfield, Mass.

THH:

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada
Is the only farm paper ea.st of Mon-

treal claiming over G.OW of a circula-

tion and it affords the best medium of

reaching the 100,000 farm homes In

New Brunswick, iNova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly

printed 32-page paper, brim full of up
to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, >J. B., Canada.

n'
Tf If, BINQHAM
*-»-J has made all tlm im-

J provemeuts in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
ho makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too lurgt ?ciit

postpaid, per mail *1 iJO

3^ inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 100
2^inch 90

r. F. Bingham, 2^i-^^^^,-V.,; -^

Farwell, Mich.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that

sticks closely to its subject is wonli a cart-

load of the aimless nomads that claim to cov-

er the whole field. Subscribe now tor THK
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

Strawberries.
Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.

All

Leading

Varieties
wiitti lor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana

ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

X'nestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In

ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicui-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

THE AMERIC/<tJ MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.



ALL LOWERS OF MATURE '^"''' ''''''

"''^t^^.re.sot

BIOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, BOTANY, MINERALOGY, ASTRONOMY, ENTOM-
OLOGY, PHOTOGRAPHY, CHEMISTRY, HYGIENE, H EALTH, etc., should not fail to

secure, as a regular visitor to their home,

• Popular Science News,
Instructive. Of great value to teachers, and persons engaged in educational work. Interesting.

To further introduce this magazine, and to induce many to subscribe who are not now readers of

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, the publishers have secured special terms whereby they are enabled to

make the following SPECIAL COMBINATION QFFE R ^o"" ^i^^ ^"'""'e'" ""'""'^^

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] six months.
Review OF Reviews [new] " ''

St'CCES.s [new or renewal]
The A.MERicAN Bee-keeper [new]. " "

.$0 80

. 1 25

. 50

. 25

All Four for

$1.68.
»2 80

All Four for

$2.85.

or POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS [new] one year $1 60

Review OP Reviews [new] " " 2 50

Success [new or renewal] " " 100
The American Bee-kekper [new] " " 50

f5 60

Subscriptionsmay be sent toone or different addresses. Subscriptions to the Review of Reviews,

Popular Science News and The American Bee-keeper must be new, but subscriptions to Success may be

either new or renewal. Whenever possible remittances should be made by check or money order payable

to Popular Science News. If money is sent the coin should be gummed to a piece of cardboard before

placing in envelope, to insure safety. Foreign postage extra. Address all communications to

POPULAR SCIENCE NEWS, 108 Fulton St., New York City.tf

(y''^if./'/«.*^.'/i!?-rr'
'Ilia-

^^i-tyk'O mi 4^'tYr£c J^'^i

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

Milwaukee, Wi&

\
OUT THIS OUT

\
I and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- i
' closed, and receive in return a six months' f

I trial subsciption to 1

I People's Companion Magazine.
|

i It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. |

P rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give J

^ us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. 9

m Sample copy for two cent stamp. \

I People's Companion Pub. Co,,
|

I
MILWAUKEE, WIS. }

I Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tfJ

8tf

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a st<)<-k ami dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous hi^h-
grade barley used by the larjie breweries, for which
e.xtra high prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
witli clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enoufih timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all direciions afford ;;ood markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
and churches ;rural mail delivery and farmers'tele-
lihone lines are advantages seldom ottered where
iniprovedllands sell for 125 to 150 an acre. Send for
our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest and it you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm will
suit, and we will give you special information re-

garding bargains that will interest you. All cor-
respondence strictly confidential.

Winona and Western Land Company,
31C-314 Choate Block, Winona, Minn.



To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Unti Further Notice
We Will Send The

Country
Journal

ro any address iu the U. S. A., one
rear for 10 cents, providing you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden. Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

f)er printed for the price.

.Address.

The Country Journal,
.Mlentown. Pa.

2tf

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

Nashville, Tenn.8t£

A BATH IS a
luxury

when
taken in an

IRE
Portable

Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room
Agents Wanted
Catalogue Free.

, Ths: empire
^WASHER CO., L

jAMESTOWNfN.Y

^ Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARISr. H^fM'^ViV"'*' , .^'' Special Indastnes.

(Kstablished 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 3s. fid. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand and
Tasmania. A good medium to AmericaH
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian Colonies,

Melbourne, Australia.

SEND TO FARMERS WIFE
Names and postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free
for one year. These names are valuable to us.
We are pu'oiisj/nij the handsomest and mos;
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-
ed exclusively to the interest of the women
folks on the farm. If you hesitate, send two-
cent starnp for a sample copy and be convinced
we are giving you a very desirable Journal.
This offer is a special one. The regular

price is 50 cents a year, payable in advance.
THE FARMER-S WIFE,

2tf Winona, Minn.

HAREJHUTCH AND HENNERY
SAMPLE COPY FREE.

The only paper in the U. S. devoted
to BELGIAN HARES.
Leaves out b11 frills and fads and

talks straight business. Shows how
profits five times as large as can be
made on poultry is now being made
raising Belgians. Address.

R. H. CASSENS, Pub.,Belfast, Maine.

50 YEARS'
PERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights &.c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly conflderitial. Handbook on Patents
sent free, oldest apenov for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special ruitice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN SCo.^^'^-"-^- New York
Branch Office. 625 F St.. Washington, D. C.



Homes m
Old Virginia.

It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners

who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce

all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

ond your business direct to "Washington
Saves time, josts less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
y^'ars' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Ta'-ents procured through E. G. Siggers receire
i;iu' ialuotice, without charge, in the

INVRNTIVR AGR.
must rated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms$l ayea-r

There is no trade or profession better catered to

vy good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-

telligent unprogressiveness has now no ezcnse.

Good Advertisers
Those who nre careful where they

place thtlr advertising money, use

BARNUM'S

MIDLAND FARMER
which reaches over 30.000 prosperous,

wide-awake, buying farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10

cents per liue (.$1.40 per luch time),

and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-

scriptions (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, /cur columns to

page. Departments covering every
branch of farming and stock-raising

The little journal that is "read and re-

read by its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Fanner. No. 22 North Second st-.

St. Louis, Mo. 7tf.

E. G. SIGGERS
!IU F Street N.W. Washington, D. C.

Poultry, 15ecs PAY
anri FrMif 1/11and Fruit

I good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can keep them. If you
are now raisinr" poultry gel some bees

and fruit. They will pay you. The

Poultry, Bee and Fruit

fournal is the only journal devoted ex-

clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it,

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 25c a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dmie; stop it if you don't

like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Company,

tf Davenport, Iowa.

WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL.

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The onlj' woman's poultry
journal published. Send us 'the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.

Address,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. Jeflfersonville, Ohio.
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'SHAKEN" OR
"BRUSHED" SWARMS.

Interesting Experiences and Observations of a

Bee-Keeping Lady. Also Something About
Clipping Queens. Florida

Ants. Etc.

(Mrs. Sarah A. Smith.)

QUITE a bit is being said these
days in our bee-papers about
brushed, shaken, or shook swarms.

I am surprised that it seems new to
any up-to-date bee-keeper. I have used
the method for ten years, and in soine
cases nothing answers better. But when
you hear some one say. to brush all the
bees off of the combs, and set them
aside until enough young bees hatch
out to take care of the brood, then you
should use a little of your own common
sense, and do nothing so foolish. At
least, that is what it would be, if done
here.

Every natural colony of bees I have
ever examined, always has brood in all

stages of development. Now, if you
take all the bees away, the brood must
suffer before enough young bees will

be hatched out to go on with house-
keeping. And is it well to keep food
from the unsealed brood for so long?
Then, even in our warm climate, I

do not believe it would be warm enough
for the brood. And last but not least,

with us, just as soon as the combs were
freed of the bees; the ants would start
in, and clean out all the brood, and
honey. We have ants for all things.
Some only eat sweets, others only
meat: between them all, they very soon

clean up anything they can get at, so

you would lose all the brood left with-
out bees to protect it: I think too,

that other places may have as many
ants as we do here; so I say, lookout
for your brood, as it is too valuable to

throw away.
I have always found this way of

"swarming" very useful when a colony
does not do as well as others of equal
strength are doing. Then I "swarm"
them, and tell them to "fish or cut bait."

Then too, it is a very good way to

get good worker combs. Have good
young queens, put empty frames be-

tween drone combs, so they will

build straight and take out your drone
combs and keep putting in empty
frames and you will get better worker
combs than if you used foundation.

I have four out-apiaries with no one
to hive swarms if they should come out
when I was not there. So without this

artificial swarming (that is my name for

it) I don't know how I could take care

of so many as I do without loss.

I use the brood to build up good
working colonies. I would rather have
fifty thousand bees in one hive than in

two, and that is the plan I work on.

Of course, no one, I should think,

would do this swarming when there is

no honey. Don't get the idea that

your bees are lazy, for as a rule

they are as anxious to work as you
are to have them; but I have often

thought that in very poor times, bees
get hopeless, just like we all do. You
should never let them get so poor, for

it don't pay in pennies, and it makes
you feel very mean, which is worse. If

the honey flow came to a sudden stop
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after I had "swarmed" some colonies,
I would g-ive back brood and honey, for
bees are like people, they must have
some good reason to stay in a place
happily and contented, and I suspect
that the ones who have had their
swarms leave for parts unknown have
forgotten this fact. Only "Pat's" bees
can thrive on air.

A funny thing happened to me last

spring. I read one evening G. M. Doo-
little's article on clippng queens in

Gleanings, and as each point in favor
of clipping came up, I, like the three
good school trustees, nodded my head
and thought "Them's my sentiments
too," and rather patted myself on the
back and thought "Sally, aren't you
glad yours are all clipped."
Well, next morning my daughter re-

ported a swarm. I went out and looked
to see where it had come from, and soon
I found the hive with the queen in

front dead, with about one hundred
meat-eating ants stinging her and try-

ing to move her to their nest. I looked
and thought of the evening before, and
could only sit down on a hive and laugh.
As you perhaps know, Mr. Editor, such
subjects for merriment are the only
ones we Florida bee-keepers have had
for some years.

I still believe in clipping all queens,
but scald your ant nests before swarm-
ing time.

I also believe that Mr. Doolittle is

the best bee-keeper of us all. There is

good hard common sense in all that he
writes or does. May he live long and
his bees always find nectar.

But, Mr. Editor, you don't know how
you make me tremble for yourself at

times. When the other editors are
throwing each other bouquets of for-

get-me-not, aren't you afraid that they
may get hold of some of A. I. R's. cab-
bage or potatoes and throw them your
way? You do say so much right out
in meeting, and J. Hardscrabble don't
help you to keep quiet, either. Do let

me give you some motherly advice, be
careful, if not for your own sake then
for ours.

Grant, Fla., Oct. 16, 1902.

MERITS OF QUEENS.

Like Mr. Somerford, of Cuba, Mr.
Albert Gale, of Australia, thinks the
cement or concrete bottom for hives
quite the proper thing. Their durabil-
ity is, of course, the chief claim of mer-
it.

Suggestions of a Careful Observer in Regard to

the Qualities of the Mother Bee, and their Re-
lation to the Honey Yi«Ul—Statements of

a Misleading Character Overhauled,

(Arthur C. Miller.)

IN
the Bee Keeper for October, page

l''^l, at the foot of the second column,
appears this paragraph, apparently

written by the editor: "The writer has
received a queen by mail at a cost of
$1.50, whose colony filled over 200 one-
pound sections, and that in a season
when no other colony in the yard gave
over So pounds."
This was called forth by some of the

recent statements regarding the rela-

tive value of queens. The remark was
timely, but was too broad, and without
explanation or modification may be the
basis of error.

Except where the surplus crop conies
late in the season the progeny of a

queen purchased that season seldom has
much to do with influencing the amount
secured by the colony in which she is.

In the northern states few queens are
received before May 15, and at the best
very few are introduced and laying be-
fore then. Allowing thirty days from
egg to the field bee, how many workers
from the new queen are likely to be of

value in the gathering of a white clover
crop? But suppose for the sake of ar-

gument that the new queen is intro-

duced and laying by May 1st, and that
she quickly reaches a high rate of pro-
duction. If such is the case she may
have put a considerable number of bees
in the field by June 15, but the bulk
of that colony at that time is composed
of bees from the original queen, and
the majority of them are under thirty

da3'S old. Allowing sixty days as the
average life of the workers, it will read-
ily be seen that from a third to a half

of the crop is all that should be cred-
ited to the new blood. But it is folly

to attempt to say that the large crop
was really due to that source.
Mr. Hill, I believe, is well aware of

these facts, as are also other thought-
ful and observant bee-keepers, but
many persons are not, particularly the
novices, and such unqualified state-

ments as in the paragraph noted, and
manv of which slip into the papers,

lead them astray.
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All the habits peculiar to a strain of

bees cannot be determined in one sea-

son, and it is unfair to the breeder and

also to one's self to condemn a strain on

the showing of a queen tested but one

season. There are many things which

combine to make a colony profitable or

a failure, and so subtle are many of the

factors of such combination, that it is

at present practically impossible to de-

termine the proportion each bears to

the whole. The work of a colony com-

posed of two strains of bees, as in the

above supposed case, cannot be fore-

casted. The elder strain may be ex-

ceptional field workers and the young-

er strain exceptional housekeepers, and

if the proportions are right at the

time of the honey flow, the results will

be very gratifying: but should the

traits of the strains be the reverse, the

colony would probably be classed as a

failure, and either way the queen

would be held accountable under the

prevailing custom of judging.

Again, the elder strain may be excep-

tionally good nurses and so give to the

ofTspring of the new queen a start and
vigor they would not possess if cared

for by their own sisters. Such a factor

should be considered when weighing

the value of a new strain.

Nurse influence, within certain lim-

its, is indisputably a factor to be con-

sidered. Of course in a general way
good bees are good all around, and
poor bees are poor, but the goodness
or poorness may lie in functions

which we quite overlook.

After all, Mr. Mclntyre's way of

testing strains is, thus far, ahead of any
other: It is to put into ten or more
colonies queens of a given strain and
compare the work of the whole group
with that of the rest of the apiary.

Such a comparison of averages is worth
something.
Providence. R. I.. Xov. 7, 1902.

HONEY.

Tlie Importance of Maiutaining a Hi^h Grade.

Suggestions OD the Market Problem.

(F. Greiner.)

IF
we will take the pains and canvass

our great big country, we will find

that about every railroad station

has its produce buyers. Nearly all

things the farmer produces, grows or

gathers is bought up for cash by them—
except honey.
President W. F. Marks has labored

hard for years to convince the bee-keep-

ers that honey should not be shipped to

commisson men. but sold outright in-

stead. He thinks this would give a

steadier tone to the honey market.

Probably it would, but I am afraid this

thing cannot be brought about in the

twinkling of an eye. It will take time

for the honey buyer to develop. He is-

surely coming. Evolution will bring

him forth. In the meantime we will

have to do the best we can according

to the conditions that surround us and

exchange our product for the desired

cash, following our best judgment.

The average honey producer can usu-

ally produce better than sell. If this

was not so, we would not find so much
honey in the hands of commission men.

It is my opinion, the commission man
is all right; he has served a good pur-

pose and is still continuing to do good.
On general principles I believe in spec-

ializing: the producer to produce only,

the salesman to sell only; but in case

of the honey-producer, it seems, an ex-

ception may be made. The bee-keeping
specialist's time is not fully occupied.

There is a time when the work with his

bees is not pressing; this time he may
well devote to the sale of his crop.

I am aware that many bee-keepers
have some other business beside caring

for bees, and many of these will un-
doubtedly continue shipping their hon-
ey to commission men. But if we all

follow this practice, the city market
will be over-supplied, as it has in the
past, and the consequence is: prices
will drop. In fact, we know they have
dropped. TJie store-keepers in the
small towns know this. They are jiKt

as well posted on the prices of prod-
ucts as other people and so we have
low prices everywhere.
The remedy seems very simple: Keep

the honey out of the city market as
much as possible. Then the price can-

not help getting back where it once
was. This, however, means making
more sales in the home market. I

know from my own experience that

every bee-keeper by a little effort on
his part could greatly increase the con-
sumption of honey in his own vicinity,

if he will go and see the people in their

own homes, talk honey and bees, show
photos of his apiary, his honey extract-
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'or while being operated by him, etc.

This interests the people and gives con-

fidence. If one wants to sell comb
honey to his townsmen, let him produce

it without comb-foundation. One friend

told me recently he got so that he

would eat his comb honey with a spoon,

digging it off from the foundation leav-

ing this article untouched. Comb-
foundation does not improve the qual-

ity of our comb honey. Editor Hutch-

inson says in a recent number of the

Review, he would pay five cents more
per pound for honey produced with-

out its use if he was to eat the honey

hmself. Would it not be reasonable to

suppose that other consumers are just

as sensitive in the matter? Our aim,

therefore, should be to please the peo-

ple by not using comb-foundation in

sections. If we succeed we will build

up a lasting trade.

If one starts out to sell honey to his

townsmen it will be a good thing to

also carry extracted honey. I myself

am very partial to this kind of honey.

I believe it is more wholesome than in

the comb. Several years ago I melted

up 27 sections in my solar; as a result

I have a neat little cake of wax weigh-

ing 121/3 ounces. It seems to me the

human system would have quite a job

to do away with the wax where one

partakes freely of honey in the comb.
I always cry to '>ush the sale of ex-

tracted honey wherever I can. But we
must produce a good article. Above all

things it must be heavy in body. I

bought some maple syrup once which
was half water—I didn't buy any more
of it. For same reason I would not sell

water to my neighbors for honey—most,

people hereabouts had all they wanted

of it this season without buying it.

I make it a rule to let my combs be-

come sealed from top to bottom be-

fore extracting. I am then reasonably

sure to have good, thick honey. I

would rather have my honey off in col-

or than in body. As to allowing the

queen to roam all through the hive, I

am opposed to it. I want my extract-

ing combs free from brood. If I could

have things always just as I wanted
them. I would only use clean combs for

extracting supers, or such as had not
contained brood at any time and were
free from pollen. There might not be a

perceptible material difference in the

honey, but it certainly would be more
appetizing to me.

A great many people would use ex-

tracted honey if they only knew the

article, and it was brought to them.

It requires a little strategy sometimes
to even induce people to taste of it.

They know, of course, what "strained"

honey is like; they ate it when their

grandfather took up his bees each fall;

thev don't like it! That is quite natural.

All the more I want to be particular

with my extracted honey as to eliminat-

ing all hive flavor or pollen flavor.

The purer our honey is, the more con-

verts we will make.
I tried a scheme at our agricultural

fair with good success, and where peo-

ple are not yet familiar with good ex-

tracted honey, it will pay any one to

do as I did.

When the crowd began to increase

toward the middle of the day, I pro-

duced a quantity of nice white biscuits

from my limch basket, and with my
honey knife—clean and bright—I cut

some of them into slices. I then open-
ed a can of my finest honey and spread
a little of it on each slice, using a small
silver spoon for the purpose. Every-
body was then invited to sample the
honey. Hundreds of people undoubted-
ly had their first taste of extracted hon-
ey on those two days I kept up my
lunch counter, and many sales were
made right there and then. When peo-
ple become acquainted with a good ar-

ticle of extracted honey, they will often
buy it in preference to comb, even at

the same price, for it is more con-
venient to use. The only drawback to
handling extracted honey is its tenden-
cy to granulate. A few people prefer

it thus, and I aim to have it for them,
but the great majority of people want
it liquid and transparent. It causes a

great deal o£ work sometimes to liquefy
honey. We must be on our guard not
to have it become solid in our barrels.

Before it gets to that point it must be
drawn off and melted over a moderate
fire. Granulated honey in small glass

or tin packages may be liquefied in a
solar machine, if one can induce the
sun to shine any. In using the sun's

heat there is no danger of impairing
the quality of the honey or breaking
packages. It has given me good satis-

faction.

For retailing extracted honey from
the store a one-pound package seems
desirable. I am in search of a cheaper
one-pound glass package than the 25-
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cent jar or the Muth square jar, but

have not succeeded in finding anything

suitable. Generally speaking, I can sell

more honey in larger packages, one

and two-quart Mason jars, than in the

pound packages. I have about conclud-

ed to use pint Mason jars for smallest

packages in the future.

Naples, X. Y., Oct. 13. 1902.

FASTENING FOUNDATION I N
SECTIONS.

F:icis About the Split-To p Sectiou—A British

Phin Advocated by :; Bee-Keeper

of Experience.

(John M. Hooker.)

ON page 1^0 of the American Bee-

Keeper ]^Ir. Reeve refers to

some remarks that I made at a

meeting of the Philadelphia Bee Keep-
ers' Association, as to the ready way
in which full sized pieces of founda-

tion could be securely fixed in sections

without the aid of melted wax or any

special fastener.

In your editorial remarks, page 191,

you say "an expression of wonder why
supply manufacturers do not list and
sell an improved section having a split

top." It was simply, to my mind, an

improved way of fixing foundation in

the ordinary ^^Axi^A section by ineans

of a bevelled saw cut in which to fix

the foundation.
You refer to and quote a paragraph

which the Canadian Bee Journal at-

tributes to Mr. J. B. Hall, who hav-

ing been asked if he had ever used
this style of section said: "I am very
happy to say that I never did," and
gives some imaginary reasons for not
doing so. He then goes on to say,

it does very well for the amateur who
raises a few pounds for himself and
his friends, but not for the professional;

his time is too valuable. Mr. Hall is

satisfied with the plan he adopts, but

had he tried the plan suggested, his

reply would have been of more value.

In England this method is almost
universally adopted by bee-keepers
who keep bees for profit and who are
as careful of their time, and keep the

wood of the sections as clean as any
of the professionals to which Mr. Hall
refers. I did not recommend this plan

withcnit having tried many others, and

gave it the preference.

I have kept bees for 50 years, first

in Grecian straw hives, Huber hives

and then in movable frame hives, as

soon as introduced, and have always

endeavored to keep pace with the times.

I spent the summers of 1893, 1898 and

1902, in the United States, and on

occasion visited several apiaries; and I

am bound to say that bee-keeping is

as well understood both scientifically

and practically in Great Britain as in

America. Of course honey is not pro-

duced to anything like the same ex-

tent in England that it is here. In

England there are comparatively few

acres of land not under cultivation and

the wild flowers and other sources

from which honey is gathered are much
less than here. In this we are handi-

capped, but the quality of the honey,

and manner in which it is put on the

market, will compare very favorably

with that on this side of the Atlantic.

Philadelphia, Pa.. Oct. 23,1902.

i^

ENCOURAGING FRAUD.

(Old Grimes, Jr.)

MORNIN", friend Grimes."
"Mornin", Bro. Kleinmacher.

I thought I'd come over and
ask what you think about Editor Am-
sterdam's fight agin manufactured
comb honey."'

"Well, what don't you want to

know''"
"Are we fightin' manufacture or adul-

eration^'"

"Why. adulteration of course. You
see they lie about making artificial

comb, but you can't do it. and folks

has offered as much as $1,000 for a

pound of it."

"Wal, I vum, so if I get away with a

good counterfeit in New York State,

these folks will pay me $1,0(X) for vio-

lating the bogus honey law^? Guess I'll

try counterfeits."

"No—er—ah—not exactly.*'

"Well, you manufacture foundation
out of pure wax and you'd have just as

much right to draw the comb, put ex-

tracted honey in and seal it over,

wouldn't you".'"

"Yes, if it wasn't adulterated, then

every section would look alike and
prove its artificial qualities."

"You're off there Kleinmacher; thev
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manufacture Turkish rugs that fool the

pubhc and they manage to put in the

irregularities of the hand-made gen-

uines, so only experts can tell—but the

public is fooled."

"Yes, but it can't be done, because
it's impossible.'

"Well, supposing that it is in the case

of comb honey, how about extracted?

There is not a case of manufacture
there is there?"
"Excuse me, friend Grimes. I think

I hear the horn, and Mrs. Kleinmacher
wants me at the house. Come again,

Grimes."
"Mornin', Kleinmacher."

THE CARNIOLAN=ITAUAN
CROSS.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

In response to your call in Novem-
ber issue for information concerning

Carniolan-Italian crosses, will say: I

have in one of my apiaries side by side

five colonies in 10-frame hives, repre-

sentatives of their respective strains,

each having characteristics of their

own, and I could not say which I pre-

fer.

First in the row is the Buckeye three-

banded long tongue, every bee alike.

Next, imported Carniolan, just ended
her third season; next the Muth Strain

Gol«[en Italian; then two Carniolan-

Italians.

It was exceedingly interesting to

closely study the nature of each during
the last three seasons. Early this

spring the first three mentioned started

ofif with the Carniolan, the strongest,

the three-banders second, and goldens
third. For a time Heither seemed to
prosper, owing to the very late spring.

Then all at once the Carniolans began
to increase rapidly, just seemed to
boom. It was not long until I gave
the other two each a frame of brood
and bees from them, to start them ago-
ing, because it was getting late. One
could see the improvement in the two,
very quickly.

The latter part of May I noticed

queen cells in my Carniolan colony,

and knowing their willingness to

swarm, I quickly changed their minds
by making two nuclei, when it was time
for mating, placed entrance guards in

front of all hives except the three-band-

ers, and I now have two, true to name
Carniolan-Italians. Their bees resem-
ble the three-banders, though some-
what darker, and bands more narrow,
with characteristics of Carniolans, gen-
tie to the extreme, boil over when you
open the hive, and breeders you never
had better. It was no time until these
two nuclei were as strong as any in

the lot, the only thing that prevents
them becoming popular, is their swarm-
ing propensity. However, I must say,

I give them close attention, and seem
to catch them in the nick of time, as

they have never swarmed tor me.
In the fall of 1901 I presented a friend

of mine with one of my fine Carniolans,.

because he was taken with their gentle-

ness, but last August he did away with
them, because he said, "that colony
swarmed only seven times in less than
three months." So it seems I averted
their swarming impulse, and my friend

failed to understand.
My Carniolan-Italians will always

have my closest attention. I find they
winter better, and breed up better in

the spring.

I help strengthen my weaker colonies
with frames of brood, and bees from
them.
Please remember that other strains

have good qualities these do not pos-
sess.

I have often thought if I could com-
bine the good qualities of these difYer-

e4it strains, I would have a race, that
might be christened, "Eureka" bees.

Yours truly,

Fred W. Muth.

Mr. Jacob Alpaugh, of Gait, Ontario,
a Canadian specialist, writes that the
past season was too wet for best results.

He secured an average per colony of
150 pounds (spring count) and 100 jer
cent, increase. Mr. A. is making prepa-
rations to test a modification of John
McArthur's old scheme. He will prob-
ably devote the winter months to build-
ing up an apiary in South Florida, and
take the bees to Canada in early spring.
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As the home of short-lived bee jour-

nals. Texas easily "takes the bakery."

It is said another will soon be launch-

ed, and we hope it may be more suc-

cessful than its predecessors.

IN AUSTRALIA.

"Springtime is coming;
Just hear its low humming

Off where the blue waters sweep.
Sandled w^ith gold.

It breaks the brown mould,
Waking the blossoms from sleep."

Every reader of the Bee-Keeper is

invited to put on his thinking cap and

go after ideas relative to the co-oper-

ative marketing of the honey crops of

the United States. "What do you

think?"

Virgil, it is said, claimed that bees

did not live over seven years. There
are still lots of people who believe the

same thing.

Just at present the business end of

bee-keeping, the marketing of the prod-

uct, is the factor most in need of at-

tention.—Review.

The next convention of the Chicago-

Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion will be held at the Briggs house,

Chicago, December •! and -4.

It is a common practice m some
parts of the world to feed a swarm
for the first day or two, and it is no

doubt a profitable thing to do. It ought

to be a good thing for a forced swarm
as well.—Dr. Miller, in Gleanings.

A disgruntled fossil out West writes

that The Bee-Keeper is "getting too

gay." What does he expect of a "young
thing." in the best of health and hand-

somely clad, who is just entering her

teens? The Bee-Keeper has no occa-

sion to be otherwise than "gay."

Who is it that squanders his money
on worse than useless patents and fix-

tures? He who "can not afford" to

take a bee-paper.—Prof. A. J. Cook.

We regret to state that our "shadow,"

who undertook to follow "Pat" into

Cuba, was taken ill at Miami, and was
therefore unable to proceed farther.

Short cuts and quick methods
should not be the chief aim of the be-

ginner. To do well that which is to

be done is a more commendable ambi-
tion.

There is no breed of bees which are

more hardy than the others. The com-
mon black bee, the ItaHan, the Cyprian,

the hybrids between these different rac-

es, all winter equally well or badly. We
must therefore look elsewhere than in

the race for the cause of death or life

during the cold winters.—C. P. Dadant,

in Modern Farmer.

Among our correspondents, there are

none who have shown a greater inter-

est in keeping our directory columns
correct than Editor H. E. Hill, Am-
erican Bee-Keeper. We are glad to

add that this publication is one of the

best in the line of bee culture and is

quoted from and recognized every-
where.—Trade Press List, Boston.

In the construction of a solar wax-
extractor, the use of the wire-cloth

strainer should not be thought of. It

is worse than useless; it's a genuine

nuisance.

Rev. W. F. Clark, one of Canada's
foremost authorities on bees, and of

whom James Heddon has said, "he is

the ablest apicultural writer in the
world," died at his home in Guelph,
Ont. Sept. 26.

Tlie difficulties between the pear
growers and the bee-keepers of Cen-
tral California, which were so much dis-

cussed a year or so ago, seem to not to
have been settled by the removal of the
apiaries from the pear-growing dis-

trict. Poisoning of the bees and other
troubles are anticipated to break out
afresh when the blooming season re-

turns. As a result, Secretary F. E.
Brown, of the Central California Bee-
Keepers' Association was delegated to

make a formal appeal to the National
Association for advice and protection in
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the event of the anticipated recurrence

of trouble. The Central California

people are members of the National
also, a fact upon which they are to be
congratulated.

Mrs. Sarah A. Smith, of Grant. Fla.,

who contributes this month an interest-

ing letter, advises us that her colonies

were increased from 80 to HO, and
about a ton of honey was secured. Mrs.
Smith believes in thoroughly studying
the apiarian journals, and has promis-
ed Bee-Keeper readers an article deal-

ing with this subject.

Mr. John M. Rankin has resigned his

position as inspector of apiaries for the

State of Michigan, and Mr. W. Z.

Hutchinson takes up the work. We
are pleased to announce, however, that

Mr. Rankin's retirement from the in-

spectorship will not prevent him from
favoring our columns with an occasion-

al article during the coming year.

According to the Bee-Keepers' Re-
view, the Dr. Gandy, of Nebraska, who
was reported to have made a fortune

by the production of catnip honey,
owns numerous farms which are work-
ed by his tenants for one-half of the

product; the shrewd doctor simply ab-

sorbing the other half as rental. Hon-
ey money is one thing, and oppression
monej' is another thing.

fence separator and 'knock the stuf-

fing' out of them, then you will have

a yard of peaceable bees. A 'fence'

makes a dandy weapon to kill bees."

Bees, if once thoroughly maddened,
say by an accident, will certainly keep
it up, and bees that have only venom
in the "stuffing" ought to be out of

harm's way. But there are better in-

struments than a "dandy fence."—Irish

Bee Journal.

Alley's system of nueen rearing is

strongly championed in the American
Bee-Keeper by Arthur C. Miller as the

best, and he says that Mr. Alley is

testing some changes not yet made pub-
lic. L. Stachelhausen also uses the

Alley plan and has less trouble than
the cell-cup plan. There is no doubt
that good queens can be reared by
either method. The small frames used
in nuclei do not necessarily form a part

of either plan, but not all will agree
with the first part of his statement when
he says: "As fine queens as any one
should desire can.be reared with a cup-
ful of bees, and as poor queens as ever
lived may be produced by a bushel of

bees." Unless he means that the cells are

to be first reared in a strong colony.

—

American Bee Journal.

"Hitter," in Australasian Bee-Keep-
er, says: "The best method for pre-

venting bees swarming is to manipulate
them so as to get as large a yield of

honey as possible per hive." If asked
as to the best method for securing the

largest possible yield of honey per hive,

"Hitter" would probably advise us to

manipulate them so as to prevent
swarming. That's simple enough, sure-

ly.

Everyone knows what it is to have a

dozen angry bees pestering him while

the rest of the colony remain quiet and
peaceable under manipulation. Is this

wrath inherent in the dozen, and will

they keep it up the next day and next
month? Shiber, in the American Bee-
Keeper, says that they are the incurable

few. "Don't leave the apiary and leave
this guard to keep this thing up as long
as they live, for they will. Pick up a

The Canadian experts are dead nuts
on split tops. J. B. Hall, one of the

largest comb honey producers in the
world, is happy in having never used
them, says they are good enough for an
amateur, but require too much scrap-

ing for a professional, for "wherever
there is beeswax the bees add more to

it and you have it to scrape ofif," and
the convention cried out "agreed." I

suppose we use 1,000 snlit tops to one
not split in Ireland, aye, and three split

sections also. Do we have to scrape

more now than in the old days of the

melted-wax fixing? I think not. Friend
Hall is in for saving time. He ought
to come over here and see our "ama-
teurs'' fixing foundation in three sec-

tions at one squeeze. Give me the

three split for time saving. We have
never had bees add wax to the foun-

dation outside of the sections, whether
one split or three split; they don't get

the chance with one-fourth inch car-

riers. Editor Hill does not consider
the split top an improvement, but per-

haps like friend Hall, he hasn't tried

it.—Irish Bee Journal.
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TRINIDAD.

The following is extracted from a

letter to the editor of The Bee-Keep-

er, dated at Arima. Trinidad. British

West Indies, Oct. 29, 1902, and is from

a progressive subscriber who keeps

bees in" that far-ofT island on the Ven-
ezuelan coast'-

Trinidad is a very beautiful island;

the scenery is indescribable, and must
be seen to be appreciated. The luxuri-

ant vegetation commands the admira-

tion and wonder of all tourists from
Europe and America. They find no
words to describe it. The richness of

our soil exceeds that of all other West
Indian islands. I regret to say that

our people have not the pushing, pro-

gressive spirit of Americans, and they

fail to take advantage of all new ideas;

though the Imperial Government is

trying to do something, by the estab-

lishment of the Imp. Department of

Agriculture. Unfortunately, though, we
have not a reading public; and as

Coggshall says, only the person who
reads is progressive.

Our staple products are sugar and
cocoa, and you know the present con-

dition of the sugar business. Cocoa
is now what the people think of, and it

is extensively produced; but the culti-

vation is not carried on under the best

conditions, as the present planters do
it as their grandfathers did. The plan

practiced here is to put the seed (all

kinds) in the ground, and let it grow.
That's all. No tillage.

In its cosmopolitan aspect Port of

Spain is the London, while commer-
cially it is the Hong Kong of the West
Indies, as all produce from the main
or north coast of South America—Ven-
ezuela. Columbia and North Brazil
passes through Pt. of Spain. Its

stores are favorably compared with
those of Europe and America. The
people are cosmopolitan in the fullest

sense of the word. From New Zea-
land to Alaska, Japan, Hawaii and
from every part of the world, you will
find people here; and all conduct them-
selves properly under the British flag
and institutions. We are governed as a
Crown Colony, and of course there are
complaints, but few would care to see
a change.
For the production of honey Trinidad

is an ideal location, but as to the dis-
posal of the product, we have the same
difificulty as in Jamaica, Australia,
America, etc. I have been developing
a home market, but cannot dispose of
all my product, as honey has never been
used here except in pharmacies.
Hurrah for The American Bee-Keep-

er. Faithfully yours,

C. M. Carmona.

ENGLAND.

The following notes are gleaned from
the Bee-Keepers' Record:

"J. P." puts up his extracted honey
in one-pound jars and readily sells it

at 25 cents for light and 20 cents for

the dark. He relates also the follow-

ing strange experiences: "I had three

frame-hives which swarmed last year,

not one of which has done anything
this year. This raises the question,

'What about the young queen theory?'
Another strange thing: My strongest
stock this season was a swarm of 1889,

and the stock is consequently thirteen

years old. This hive has never had a

frame lifted from the brood chamber,
nor has the hive been once moved from
its floor-board. How is that for the

let-alone plan?"

An interesting state of affairs was
brought to light the other day. It has
been known for some time that a swarm
of bees had made the clock turret of

the national schools their home, but
owing probably to the difificulty of ac-
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cess, no eflforts were made to dislodge

the imruders until recently when the

clock stopped. This, of course, could

not be tolerated, and the examination
of the turret which followed revealed

the fact that the bees had accumulated
therein between 40 and o'> pounds of

honey. Some of the honey had evi-

dently been made as long ago as last

season, but by far the greater part of

it was in excellent condition, at least

20 pounds of it being saleable. The
natural resentment of the bees at being
interfered with made the work of ex-

tracting the honey decidedly lively, and
several of those who participated in the

work carried off souvenirs in the shape
of stings. The clock, it may be added,
is still stopped, and as bees remain in

the turret the visit of the clock-maker
may prove interesting.—Sussex Daily
News.

ISLE OF WIGHT.

Here in this "Garden Isle," as else-

where, the 1902 honey crop has been a

comparative failure, except in a few
favored spots, among which latter, hap-
pily, my own apiary is included. It is

situated in a sheltered nook and open
to the sun. The busy workers made the
most of their opportunities, and my
twelve stocks have a surplus of 640
pounds of honey, as well as giving me
two swarms. In the other apiaries near
here the yield has been very small, the
average varying from nothing to fifteen

pounds. In many cases the bees refus»
ed the supers altogether. I find that
the brood chambers are nearly empty,
so shall have to feed to get ready for
the coming season of 1903, which we
all hope will be more prosperous than
the one just past.—Sam Yanks, Sept. 16.

HUNGARIA.

Six hundred bee-keepers attended the
late convention of the German-Aus-
trian and Hungarian bee-keepers at

Temesvar, Hungaria. Dr. Dzierzon,
now in his 92nd year, was among them.
There are two reasons why meetings

of this kind are more freely attended
in Europe than in America. 1. Dis-
tances are not as great; 2. bee-keep-
ers are more numerous. However, it is

a fact that bee-keepers are not as ex-
tensively engaged in bee culture as in

America; in otlier words, there are a

great many small bee-keepers in

Europe.
W. Gunther said in an address before

the convention that it was generally

accepted: the production of one pound

of wax cost the bees anywhere from

ten to twenty pounds of honey. He
had experimented along that line late-

ly and had come to the conclusion that

under favorabl> conditions six pounds

of honey would be sufBcient to produce

one oound wax.
M. Hamsch spoke on American "red

clover queens," and cautioned his hear-

ers not to spend their dollars on them.

Lichtenthaler's subject was foul

brood, and he said that the disease had

spread for the past twenty years and

that the frame hive was largely to

blame for this, as the diseased combs
were often distributed among the other

hives, the bee-keeper not knowing that

the combs were affected; thus the dis-

ease was carried from hive to hive.

I The writer believes, in America it

works different. Where the frame hive

is found there is also usually sufficient

intelligence to recognize and combat
the disease. Of course there are ex-

ceptions I suppose.)

FRANCE.

Prof. Dulfour, of Paris, after care-

fully counting and estimating the num-
ber of eggs a queen bee lays during

the course of a year, says she lays from
150,000 to 200,000. (Evidently the pro-

fessor has not made the acquaintance

of a Gallup queen.)

SERVIA.

At the close of 1900 there were in

the kingdom of Servia T,T47 colonies

of bees in frame hives and 104,055 in

box, and other hires. A bee-keepers'

society has been organized in Belgrad
and has 204 members. It is under the

special protection of the queen, accord-

ing to the Deutsche Bztg.

SWITZERLAND.

To subdue the grass around hives

the Schweizer Bztg. advises to use a

copper sulphate solution, one kilo to
50 liter water. (I have tested it. I

would rather use it than salt for the

latter attracts stock; the former does
not. However, sheep and hares do the
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business in an enclosed yard and no- Ferdinandsruhc for the purpose of

thing better need be invented.) breeding the native German bee.

The Schweizer Bztg. also says, that

queens may be marked with any pow-
dered color, moistened with fishglue.

Such will last years.

GERMANY.

Editor Steenhusen says in Schleswig

Holstein Bztg. that extra strong col-

onies will winter better and use less

honey than those of medium strength.

He favors uniting in the fall and feed-

ing up, though, he says, it may be nec-

essary- to give an empty brood cham-
ber below, to give bees a chance to clus-

ter under the frames. Upward ventil-

ation he deems beneficial.

Peterson says, in the same paper,

that he does not purchase any new un-

tried tools and apiarian implements un-

til they have been found a success with

the general bee-keeping public. (That

is a safe policy, but if all bee-keepers

followed it. progress would be slow.

Peterson, for example, uses wire the

thickness of a knitting needle for wir-

ing brood frames. He says bee-keep-

ers have reported unfavorably of the

light wire, so he don't use it. I won-
der how many more years the bee-

keepers of the United States will have
to use No. 30 wire for the purpose be-

fore Peterson will become convinced
that it can be used successfully?)

According to Claussen it has just

been discovered by the firm. Knud
Nissen in Altona that honey may be
used to make vinegar. Such vinegar is

kept for sale by this firm.

Goeken speaks highly of the Cyprian
bee, says, she is the equal in every re-

spect of any known bee. The only ob-
jection he has against her is her vicious-

ness.

Gerstung says, that it is as yet an
unsettled question whether a balled

queen dies of suffocation or from
being stung.

Dzierzon favors the "long-idea" hive

When such a hive is used, he says, bees
never starve.

The Seipziger Bztg. contains each

month a paragraph giving instruction

to box-hive bee-keepers; another for

frame-hive bee-keepers. The former are

written by Seidel, the latter by

Benende. Both gentlemen withhold

their permission to copy their writings

into other papers. Isn't it a little selfish,

friends? Remember, about all you

know vou have learned from others!

The bee-keepers of Machren have es-

tablished a queen rearing station in

Our German friends have a good deal

to say about the American long-

tongued, red-clover queens, as intimat-

ed before. Mulot in a humorous frame
of mind has this to say in a late num-
ber of Die Biene: "The reason why
the demand for the red clover queens
cannot be satisfied lies probably in the

fact that the new larvae transferring

machine does not work as well as ex-
pected. He therefore proposes to feed

the colonies from which the larvae are
to be taken, a syrup containing pulver-
ized iron, but not more than 150 gram
of the latter to one liter of the for-

mer (? !!). After such a feeding he
thinks the larvae may be picked up
readily with a small magnet and trans-
ferred uninjured to other cells. (Mu-
lot ought to take out a patent on this.)

F. Greiner.

DEATH OF DR. MASON.
Dr. A. B. Mason, secretary of the

National Bee-Keepers' Association,
died at his home in Toledo, O., Nov.
12, 1902. The sad intelligence comes
to us at a late hour, through President
Hutchinson, who states that the doc-
tor's unexpected death resulted from
very severe burns inliicted by an ex-
plosion of gas at his home on Oct. 30th.
He would have completed the 69th
year of his age on the 18th of Novem-
ber.

In the death of Dr. Mason, the
American Bee-Keeper not only very
keenly feels the loss of a true friend,
but is forcibly impressed with the great
loss sustained by the bee-keeping fra-
ternity of America, whose condolence
goes forth to the bereaved family.
While the history of modern apicul-

ture endures, the name of Dr. A. B.
Mason will ever be revered.
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Q?iil

then in the November Bee-Keeper
Artie said bees pass dry faeces. Gosh,
don't he know all the veterans say

taint so? Where does he get all his

notions anyhow? Bye the bye, Georgia
makes mighty peculiar remarks 'bout

l)ees now and again. Never kept any,

did he?
"Foul brood is said to be on the in-

crease in the southern portion of Ire-

land," which, I believe, coincides with

the notions of some alien landlords.

"Another short crop" in the British

Isles. We have 'em every year, and
consider "shorts good hog feed; also

"shorts are the mainstay of the

"bears"—the Wall street variety. No-
thin' 'tall to do with bees.

Editor Hutchinson wants some one
needn't be so all fired complaisant. I to formulate and submit a working plan
reckon he will find it warm enough for co-operative marketing. Modest in

without his bees. I'd pick out some his demands, isn't he? Just tell him
other spot than El Valle del Inferno that the producers of successful

for an apiary, 'specially if my bees were schemes of that sort get a goodly per
Syrians . cent of the capitalization, and the latter

A powerful bad "spell" your compos- must be big or they don't do the work,
itors have had. Been up against some see!

Dear Bro. Hill:

So 'tis to Hell Valley, is it, that Dr.

Pons is going? Who told him to? He

'lection "spell binders" aint they?
President-Grandpa Hutchinson says

he believes "we are upon the eve of

This 'ere way o' askin' the simple-

minded gullible boys to "give" what
costs red corpuscles just because "we

the next great stage in apiculture." be bretheren" is—ah—wearisome. You'll

Well, here's hoping that he and the

rest of we uns don't get stage struck.

Strange sort of "locality" in Medina,
O., where "second crop" red clover

yields honey and "second crop" white
clover doesn't.

Quoth Bro. Aiken: "Putting up ex-

tracted honey for the retail trade is a

burning question." Humph! If that's

find the gentle beggars are "heeled"
either in cash or associates so as to

wax fat on the fruit of the gullible

brothers' blood.

"Would you, when thieves are known
abroad.

Bring forth your treasures in the road?
Would not the fool abet the stealth.

his way I don't trade with him I don't Who rashly thus exposed his wealth?"

like burnt honey. He also talks of the
Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.
efforts to make both ends meet on $200

to $600 per year. Tell the boys to try

Rambler's way—one end meat and t'oth-

er vegetables. The Fred W^ Muth Co., who quotes

If that little Rhode Island Miller the Cincinnati market in our columns,

don't look out he'll be asked to "splain" advise us that their quotations are the

some of his revolutionary statements, selling price, and not the prices which
Georgie York calls him down for some they pay. Bee-keepers should l)ear this

things he said about queen rearing, and in mind.
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Tlie publishers and editor join in

wishing each and every reader a very-

Merry Christmas, a Happy New Year
and many happy returns of the festal

season.
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Subscribers receiving their paper in blue

wrapper will know that their subscription ex

pires with this number. We hope that yov

will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates tha-

you owe for your subscription. Please give the

matter your early attention.

An index to the twelfth volume is

herewith presented. A perusal of the

list of subjects treated during the past

vear will be found of interest.

Owing to the space occupied in this

issue by the index and other material

which was crowded out last month, the

Spanish department does not appear.

Next month we hope to show a

group of portraits of the gentlemen
comprising The Bee-Keeper's staff of

writers for 1903. No bee-paper in the

United States will be more ably sup-

ported in this line.

Messrs. Beniamin Parks, Stuart, Fla.;

C. S. Harris, Holly Hill, Fla., and J. B.

Case, Port Orange, Fla., are three

progressive and prosperous apiarists of

the "Land of Flowers" who have re-

cently honored the editorial sanctum of

the Bee-Keeper with their presence.

We enjoy these calls from our readers,

immenselv.

It appears that a very determined ef-

fort is being made by a few Dublin
business houses to dominate the afifairs

of the Irish Bee-Keepers' Association,

while the majority of the membershio
object as strongly in allowing the or-

ganization to become subservient to

trade interests. Selfishness has no
business within the paling of fraternal-

ism.

Le Rucher Beige, for November,
which comes to hand as we are making
up the forms for this edition of The
Bee-Keeper. discusses at length a recent

discovery of Professor Lambotte, of the

University of Liege, wherein it is claim-

ed that the foul brood microbe. Bacil-

lus alvei, and the common Bacillus

mesentericus, are identical. Editor
Wathelet is very enthusiastic over the
discovery; and, indeed, if the professor's

findings are as reported, some very im-
portant developments may be looked
for in the near future.

Shaking bees from the combs of a

colony liable to cast a swarm and
thus produce an artificial swarm in-

stead is a plan that has largely en-
grossed the attention of some of the
bee journals of late. The main point
at issue now seems to be whether such
divisions shall be designated as "shook
swarms." "shaken swarms," "brushed
swarms'' or "forced swarms." It's an
important matter in which The Bee-
Keeper has not meddled, but with a
view to its earlier settlement, we beg
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to ^suggest that they be called "shaken- terests of the association V In the pos-
ed" swarms, and the space devoted to

gj^^j^ ^y^^^ of very many members of
the discussion of other equally import-

^^le association becoming as prolific
ant question s now waiting their turn. nominators as some have been this

year, the Journal's idea of editorial pro-
Deacon Hardscrabble recently "sot" priety would give the papers rather

for a new picture especially for these more of a list of candidates than they
columns, and our readers will have the could handle conveniently.
benefit next month. It's a "good
thing," and no mistake. The portrait This number completes The Bee-
was executed by the editor, who regards Keeper's twelfth and most successful

it as one of the "nicest" things he ever year of publication. That it has added
did. While at the Bee-Keeper office to its subscription list a larger per cent

the deacon expressed deep regret that of new subscribers than any other bee
the reforms which he had hinted at in journal in America during 1902 is an
the past had not followed his adraon- unquestionable fact, which the many
itions to a satisfactory extent, and that friends, who have kindly assisted in in-

if they were not soon forthcoming he troducing it into new homes and api-

would discontinue his hints and get aries, will be pleased to learn. Our
down to plainer expressions of facts sincere gratitude goes forth to these
in general. With a tear in his eye the friends, as we formulate our arrange-
good old deacon assured us that he nients for 1903, and pledge our earnest
had "done got tired of beatin' around efforts to give them a bee-paper which
the bush." vvill constantly grow better. We shall

diligently seek that which we deem of

"Old Grimes" and "David Grimes" interest, and helpful; faithfully labor to

have interested and instructed readers advance the cause of improved methods
of the American Bee Journal and in apiculture and increase the remuner-

Gleanings in times past, by their orig- ation of its pursuers, defending their

inal ideas and entertaining style. The rights and interests without fear or fa-

American Bee-Keeper presents in this vor; and we solicit the kind co-opera-

number the initial contribution of "Old tion of every reader in our efiforts to

Grimes, Junior," who is a new contrib- faithfully serve the fraternity.

utor, wherein he evidently seeks to im-
press his readers with the wickedness FLORIDA'S RAMBLER,
of ofifering a premium to some one for ,r ^ ^ i-. i , i

•
i

committing a crime. May be Old ,

^^^- O- O- PoPP'eton, the big bee-

Grimes, Jr., has a better plan in mind ^'^^Pe'" '" regard to whose operations

for forestalling the lies in circulation in ^^^ ^rote at length in the November
regard to artificial comb honey being "umber of The Bee-Keeper, has return-

sold. He appears to have not reached ^^ from a northern trip and is now
this point yet. It must be admitted cruising with a party of friends among
that the $1,000 reward to which he re-

^he Florida Keys with his launch. In

fers has not been efifectual in headin? a letter^ to the editor dated at Miami,

off the base canard
' Nov. lo, just before heading his craft

for the open sea, and in reference to
his recent visit to Washington, he

With reference to the present race for writes:
the position of general manager of the "I attended, at Mr. Benton's house a
National Association, the American very interesting bee convention, con-
Bee Journal says: "To be just and sisting of Mr. Benton, Capt. Hether-
fair, any bee paper that mentions one ington and myself. It lasted way into
candidate must mention all candidates, the 'wee sma' hours' of the morning.
An editor's personal views have no That was the kind of a convention in
bearing in a matter of this kind." which I was much more interested in
Just why "an editor's personal views" using my ears than mv tongue. I
should not have as much bearing in a think you would have enjoved being a
matter of this kind, as the personal quarter of that convention." Wouldn't
views of any other member, is not read- we though!
ily apparent. And is it not the duty Capt. Poppleton expects to be among
of each member to use his influence in the Keys, and consequently "dead to
every possible way to advance the in- the world" for about six weeks.
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A VISIT FROM COL. VIETA.

We have recently had a most enjoy-

able, though brief visit from Col. Gan-

zalo Garcia Vieta, one of Cuba's most

extensive producers of honey. With-

out previous knowledge of the business,

the colonel purchased the apiary estab-

lished on the south coast of Cuba by

the editor of The Bee-Keeper, some
sixteen years ago. During the late

war the Spanish burned all his bees,

which numbered about 2,000 colonies,

and also his very complete apiarian

equipment. Since then, however, Col.

Vieta has gone up again like a rocket,

and now has about l.^'^OO colonies, in

five or six apiaries, scattered through

the mountains. Since his return to

Cuba, we are advised that even before

the bellflower had begun to bloom,

about 15 tons of honey had been ex-

tracted. The prospect .for 150 tons of

honey this winter is very favorable;

and the colonel's enterprise is deserving

of all the success which may come to

him.
With their apiaries conveniently lo-

cated about and near their homes, it is

improbable that many American bee-

keepers appreciate the difificulties un-

der which bee-keepers of the Cuban
mountains have to labor. Colonies of

bees, supplies, the honey produced, and
all incidentals have to be "packed" up-
on the backs of horses, mules or oxen,
along the mountain trails, a great dis-

tance, to and from the apiaries. Think
of having to "pack" 200 tons of

honey in this way to the seashore,
thence thirty or forty miles by boat to

a shipping point. Do Americans rec-

ognize no competition in people who
display such remarkable pluck and en-
terprise'-* Everything about Colonel
Vieta's apiaries was of the most im-
proved order; steam power for extract-
ing, and an automatic system of con-
veying the combs from the apiaries to
the extracting house, or room. The
new equipment will doubtless be even
more complete and much more exten-
sive. One case, of two cans on each
side—240 poi»ids— constitute a load for

a horse or mule in transporting honey
from the mountains. In moving colo-
nies of bees, five are taken at once—two
on each side and one secured on top.
Few -Americans, we think, would care to

undertake such difficulties in order to
succeed in bee-keeping; yet it is this

sort of pluck and determ^ation which

wins out in this as in anv other busi-

ness.

Owing to the fact that Col. Vieta is

a member of congress in the young re-

public, and at present necessarily in

Havana a great part of the time, he is

unable to give the bees the personal at-

tention which he formerly did; though
he makes it a point to visit each apiary

once a month, at least, and give per-

C01>. (i. G.AKCI.V VIETA.
Representa nte.

sonal directions as to their manage-
ment.
The subject of this brief sketch has

for many years been one of the editor's

warmest friends, and a staunch support-
er of The American Bee-Keeper, and
we have pleasure in presenting herewith
a snap shot of our Cuban visitor, which
was taken while he gazed with evident
compassioa upon the poverty-stricken
sands o-f Ft. Pierce, and mused with
sympathetic feelings upon the plight of
its inhabitants.
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GROUNDLESS SUSPICIONS.

It is often amusing to observe the

feeling of antagonism toward the supply

manufacturer possessed by some bee-

keepers. A casual reader of some of

the pen productions actuated by this

spirit, would be led to suppose the

manufacturer of the necessary apiarian

appliances, was one of the obstacles to

be dealt with. In fact, the idea, in

some easels, seems to be that the supply

man is an unscrupulous trickster whose
chief aim in life is to impose worth-

less traps upon the unsuspecting bee-

keeper. Nothing could be farther from
the truth. Certain bee-keepers may
differ in opinion with the manufacturer
of any article, as to its merits; yet the

fact is self evident that the success of

the manufacturer depends almost entire-

ly upon his ability and willingness to

provide his patron with such goods as

he actually needs and give him satisfac-

tion. There can be no question as to

the honest efforts of most American
supply manufacturers to meet the de~

mands of the business, as manifested by
the bee-keeper. It is, further, evident
that, in consideration of the diversity

of ideas among bee-keepers as to what
is the proper thing for this and for that,

that the manufacturers are meeting with
remarkable success in pleasing their
customers. Ours would be a sorry
plight indeed if we were to be suddenly
deprived of the factories which now
turn out the appliances used in the
apiary.

With some, too, the notion prevails
that if a manufacturer publishes a jour-
nal, it is for the sole purpose of boom-
ing his own line of supplies. Has any
one ever seen Falconer's supplies
crowded to the front through the col-
umns of the American Bee-Keeper?
The publishers of this journal are one
of the largest manufacturers of bee-
keepers' supplies in the world. The
American Bee-Keeper is their own ex-
clusive property, and they are therefore
at liberty to direct its course as they
desire. It might be made a "house or-
gan," the object of which would be to
laud the ^merits of their products, and
sandwich everything in its columns with
references to goods which they offer
for sale.

_
They have, instead, engaged

the services of a bee-keeper, over a
thousand miles away .to take entire edi-

torial charge of their publication, with-

out even once, in live years hinting at

the idea that their goods should be
mentioned. It may be of interest to

some of our readers to learn that The
W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co. know^ no more
of what is to appear in their journal

from month to month than do their

competitors in the supply trade. Their

sole object in publishing a bee journal

is, evidently, to assist bee-keepers in

achieving success; knowing that when
bee-keepers are prosperous, bee-

keeping appliances will be in demand,
and that correct and courteous business

methods and excellent goods will bring

them regularly their portion of the

trade.

The first number of The American
Bee-Keeper was published in January,
1891—twelve years ago. On page 11

of the first number, that deep-thinking,

and highly esteemed veteran bee-keeper
of Marengo, III, Dr. C. C. Miller, had
this to say:

"I am glad to have one of the old

journals pass into the control of so well

established and reputable a concern as

the W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co. I would
rather see every bee journal free from
all connections with the supply business,

if we could have just as good journals

in every other respect, and in addition

have the editorials entirely impartial.

But an observation extending through
the life-time of bee journalism in Am-
erica shows me that, as a rule, a paper
without connection with the supply

business has not a very long lease of

life. So a good strong backing gives

us promise of greater stability and of

greater usefulness."

For five years The Bee-Keeper has
had no more connection with any sup-

ply house than if it had been the per-

sonal property of the editor. It has,

however, the advantage of the same
"strong backing," financially, as if edit-

ed by the publishing firm. The editor
of the American Bee-Keeper, in the
pursuit of his duties, thinks first, last

and all the time of the welfare of bee-
keepers. The W. T. Falconer Com-
pany's business is not lagging, nor will

it do so, so long as bee-keepers are
doing a prosperous business.

As we start upon our thirteenth year,
we earnestly invite every one of our
thousands of readers to help us in our
efforts to give them an impartial and
helpful journal.
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MR. N. E. FRANCE.

We present herewith a portrait of N.

E. France, the candidate for general

manager of the National Bee-Keepers'
Association, who was nominated by

Secretary Mason last month, and who
is indorsed by several of the leading

journals. Editor Root expresses him-
self in unmistakable terms as favor-

ing ^Ir. France's election. Editor

Hutchinson says he will vote for Mr.
France and hopes all his readers will

do likewise. Editor York attributes in-

justice and unfairness to any editor

who does not squarely present all nom-
inees. It is not quite clear as to wheth-

Director Dadant, of the National, has
tendered his resignation.

er this was intended for a shot at Ed-
itor E. T. Abbott, of the Modern Farm-
er and Busy Bee, who is Mr. France's
opponent in the field, and who n^t only
confines his mention of candidates to

himself, but puts forth a very strong
plea for election; but it has that appear-
ance. These are all men active in the
work, and holding office in the National
Association, and their judgment as to
what is best for the Association's in-

terests ought to carry weight.
Cards will soon be sent out to all

members, giving them an opportunity
to vote for their choice of men to fill

this important office. Every member
will wish to see the best man win. Let
us hope it may be so.

"Pat" has pitched his tent at Cabanas,
Cuba.

According to the U. S. census report
Texas produced 220 carloads of honey
in 1^99

Dr. Miller thinks "shaken swarms"
should be ued to disignate colonies pro-
duced by shaking. Editor Root strong-
ly contends for the introduction of
''forced swarms." The doctor's choice
is decidedly more appropriate and to
the point.

There will be three vacancies on the
boar dof directors of the National, to
be filled by vote of the members this
month. The following gentlemen have
been nommated for the positions: Wm
McEvoy, Ontario; G. W. Vangundy"
Utah: Wm. A. Selser, Pa.; Udo
I oepperwin. Tex. Messrs. N. E. France
and E. T. Abbott are the nominees for
the position of general manager.

Aged persons who are thoothless
says Dr. Fernie. in his work entitled
Herbal Simples." can live almost ex-

clusively on honey. The great Duke
of Beaufort, whose teeth were white
and sound at seventy-five years of age,
while his general health was likewise
excellent, had for forty years before his
death used a pound of sugar daily in his
wine, chocolate and sweetmeats. Taci-
tus informs us that the Germans gave
credit for their great strength and their
long lives to the mead or honey beer
on which they regaled themselves.
Pliny tell of Rumilus Pollio, who enjoy-
ed marvelous health and vitality when
over a hundred years of age. On be-
ing presented to the Emperor Augus-
tus, who inquired what was the secret
of his wondrous longevity, Pollio re-
plied: "The eating of honey and an-
ointing with oil." Honey has certain
claims as a food which sugar does not
possess. It is a heat former and a
producer of vital energy, both in the
human subject and in the industrious
little insect which collects the luscious
fodder.—Irish Bee Journal.

Better be driven out from among
men than to be disliked by children.

—

Dana.
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HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached

to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-

cd by travel stain or otherwise; all the cellg

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or

with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,

amber and dark. That is, there will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

New York, Nov. 7.—Demand for comb hon-
ey is good; extracted, quiet. The supply is

more liberal, but yet limited. We quote: Ex-
tra fancy comb, I6J/2 cents; fancy, 15^. New
York state extracted, 514 to 8 cents. Bees-
wax in fair demand with good supply at 27
cents.—Francis H. Leggett & Co.

Buffalo, Oct. 8.—Buflfalo honey market has
considerably improved lately and we believe
moderate shipments will do well. Strictly fancy
1 pound comb selling at 15 and 16 cents. Com-
moner grades selling from 14 down to 10. Ex-
tracted is not wanted except in small tumblers
about $1.25 to $1.50 per dozen for strictly pure.

Beeswax wanted at from 25 to 33 cents per
pound as to quality.

Batterson & Co.

Kansas City. Nov. 11.—We quote comb
honey, 14 to 16 cents. Goood demand and
fair supply. Extracted, Wz to SV2 cents. No
beeswax on market, at 30 cents.—Hamblin &
Sappington.

CONTRI
G. M. Doolittle.
Bessie L. Putnam.
Geo. H. Mobley.
A. E. Willcutt.
F. L. Powers.
T. E. Hand.
\V. W. McNeal.
\'. R. Wooster.
Henry Reddert.
John M. Rankin.
C. M. Herring.
John M. Davis.

John Hardscrabble.

BUTORS.
-S. Chase.
IT. H. Smytke.
F. G. Herman.
I). W. Working.
L. O. Howard.
E. P. Goddard.
Henry Alley.

A. F. Porter.
Geo. Shiber.
R. C. Aiken.
D. C. Bacon.
\\'. Couse.
Arthur C. Miller.

Cincinnati, Oct. 13.—The demand for extract-

ed honey in this market is a-ood, and finds

ready sale as follows: Amber, 514 to 6 cents.

White clover, 7 to 8 cents. Beeswax, 28 cents.

We are cash buyers.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

Chicago, Nov. 7.—Prices remain steady but

the dem'and is small. We are not selling the

quantity that we have done ordinarily at this

season of the year. The advance in price has

checked the trade in addition to which re-

tailers have got the impression that honey
is going to be verv scarce and they are not

pushing its sale. Fancy white comb brings

15 to 16 cents, with travel-stained from one to

Putting on Sections 80

Program of Denver Convention 140

"Pat," The New Star 149

Preparing for Winter 182



two cents per pound less; amber honey brings
12 to 13 cents, according to kind and style ot
package. There is very little call for the
dark amber and buckwheat grades. Extracted
honey, white, sells at 7 to 8 cents per pound;
the dark and amber brings 6 to 7 cents.
Beeswax sells upon arrival at 30 cents ner
pound.—R. A. Burnett & Co.

Cent=a=Word Column.
It frequently occurs that some member of the

Bee-Keeper family desires to advertise for sale
some article the vahie of which will hardly
justify the payment of our regular rates; and
yet it would be an accommodation if he were
permitted to tell others what he has to offer.
Some other reader may be in need of just such
an article as that of which he wishes to dis-

pose. Again, it is as frequently desired to ex-
change commodities for which we have no
especial use, for something more desirable, and
such exchanges arc often made to mutual ad-
vantage. We have, therefore, decided to place
at the disposal of our readers a column devot-
ed to the accomplishment of these ends; though
we cannot be responsible for any possible dissat-
isfaction vihich might arise as a result of such
exchanges. The rate will be uniformly one cent
for each word, each month; no advertisement
however small will be accepted for less than
twenty cents, and must be paid in advance.
Count the words, and remit with order accord-
ingly.

\\'ANTED—To buy 50 or 75 colonies of bees
in Florida. Address Jacob Alpaugh, Box
S, Gait, Ont., Canada.

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 20
cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-
ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-
logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00.

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co.. Falconer, N. Y.

WANTED—To exchange fine golden or leather-

colored Italian queens for an old-fashioned
straw skep. Queens will be mailed from the
South at anv time. Skep wanted at once.
Address. Lock Box 38. Ft. Pierce, Fla.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and ladyl

cost $150. in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y^

FOR SALE.—U. S. patent apiary, new inven-

tion, best hive support out. Protects bees
against everything that obstructs in one
simple structui'e. Great profit to bee-keepers.
Will sell state, county and farm rights upon
application. Address

CHAS. O. LETT, Eclectic, Ala.

TO MAKE CLEAR, beautiful photographs use
a Turner Camera. Simple, excellent, inex-
pensive. Dixie Developing paper and Tubes
have simplified the picture-making art. We
refer, by permission, to editor of The Bee-
Keeper, who has used over fifty gross of
Dixie paper. Sample dozen (4x5 paper, with
developer, 20 cents. Write today for fuller in-

formation.
M. K. Turner, 102 N. Prycr st., Atlanta, Ga

SEND 51X CENTS IN STAMPS
to cover
cost of
mailing
and t h c

LINCOLN
HISTORY
SOCIETY

will m.'iil

you the fol-

iowin tr_/r^t'

ef cost.

1. A beau-
tiful photo-
g r a v u r e

copy of the
e a r 1 i e s t

portrait of
A b r a h am
Lincoln.en-
larjied from
the original
daguerreo-
type now in

possession of the Hon. Robert T. Lincoln.
2. Facsimile of Lincoln's marriage license.

3. Facsimile of check drawn by Lincoln.
4. Two Lincoln anecdotes.
. . Description of scone in his nomination

in 1860.

0. A Lincoln story.

All the above material is taken from the new

Life of

Abraham Lincoln
By IDA M. TARBELL

juBt published by this Society. This offer is

made to enable us to send fnll information re-

garding it to Lincoln admirers in each locality.

This offer is not made to agents or for agents,
but to responsible history and book-lovers
only.
Send name, address, and six cents in stamps

to pay postage expense, to

Dept. Q, The Lincoln HistorySociety
igo Ftfth Avenae New York.

Mention American Bee-Keeper.

Magic Rheumatic Cure
It absolutely does cure. It is not a

cheap remedy, but it is a cheap cure.

Mark the distinotion! There are a

thousand remedies to one cure. This
is a cure. It costs $2.00 a bottle, and
is worth $20.00 to any sufCerer. Sold
onlj' by our authorized agents or di-

rect by us. We will send prepaid for

$2.00.
"

Write for booklet. Agents Wanted.

MACIC CURE CO.
R 331-315 Dearborn Street Chicago
tf.



CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Daughters of select Imported, select

long tongue and select straight five-

band breeders, bred three an.d one
fourth miles apart. No impure bees
within three, and but few within five

n:iles. No disease. Untested, 75c; tested,

$1.50. Send for free circular.

John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn, U. S. A.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS;

Hijas de selectas importadas y de
selectas lenguilargas. Tambien excelen-

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Sin

abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil-

las. Sin enfermedades. No prabadas
a 75 centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidase
circulares gratis. John M. Davis,
Spring Hill, Tenn., E. U. A. Htf

Wanted==bxtracted Honey
We are cash buyers of Extracted honey. If

you have any to sell, mail sample quoting besl
price delivered Cincinnati. We pay prompt on
delivery. Reference, German National Bank,
Cincinnati, O, or O. O. Poppleton, Stuart, Fla

THE FRED \V. MUTH CO.,
"Front and Walnut St.. Cincinnati, O.
11— t

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DONT MISS THIS.

-THE-

i
the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.

Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to
them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates. 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch.

THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee. Wis
4-tf.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

(rem 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at "?fie. per doz lnonpfla\ form I'Olpns
Our .New Book ' Helps for Poult I \ Kk pii- ' t< ll3

how, explains why so many fail aua so lew succeeu.
A Book we can commend with a good conscience as
aGRE\T HELP to all Poultry Keepers young or
old. Describes 60 Tarieties of fowls, well illu.strated,

and contains a Poultry Keepers Account showing
gain or loss monthly; on heavy paper worth 25 cts.

This Book Free with our I'oultry Paper one year for

2.'>c. or Book free with paper 3 months for lOc.
DescriptlTe circulars Free for stamp topay postage.

>Vayside Poultry Co., Clintonville, Conn.

Dl'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING THE.

WAY, BUT BUY AnEMPIREj
WASHER, with ichich the (

frailest woman can do an or-

dinary leashing ifi one hour,

without wetting her hands.
Sample atwholesaleprice. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
No pay until tried. Write/or Plustrnfed Catalogue
andprices ofWringer"droning Tables, Clothes Reeh,
DryingBars, WagonJacTcs,<f-c. AffentsWanted. Lib-

eral Terms. QuickSalesl Little Workll Big Paylll
Adrfre»»,THBEMPiEKWASHEECo..Jamestown,N.Y.

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.

^^W. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
'^91.? Rubv St.. Rockford. Ill

m ^B H^ ERS OF BEES and those in-Mm M tending to keep bees should
WjW ^M HH H^ write us for largeillust'd cat,

Im ^i ^^ ^^ alogue and copy of Amkri,
m^k ^^m ^^ I C.^N BEE-KEEPER.(monthly." ^ ^^" ^^ " Ouriirtce»are^otoe«<and»/oc/
largest. We keep everything r

used by bee-keeprs.including.
text books, comb foundations,

|

all styles hives.etc Addre-i
W. T. Falconer Mfjgl
Co.Jamestown, N.YT I

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interestinc

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.

Sample copy mailed to any addrets on receipt

I

of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
Boston, Mass.

irices are iotoes^and stoci

BEES



SEND US

20 cents (silver).

8tf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb,

PracticalAuthorship
Cloth, 8vo., 300 pp., $3.00.
BY JAMES KNAPP KEKVE,

"The best book published on the trade of
authorsnip."—Christian Endeavor World,
Boston.

THE EDITOR CO.,
Circulars Free. FRANKLIN.OH 10.

tf

ATHENS, GA.
The leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.
No farmer, fruitgrower, stock raiser,

poultryman, dairyman or eve a house-
wife can afford to be without this val-
uable paper. Sample copies sent free
on application.
ADVERTISING RATES REASONA-

ABLE.

the names and ao- '

'

dresses of 20 of your
friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, ia seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

Patents. Pensions.

W. H. WILLS
PATENT and PENSION

AGENCIES.
Wills Building, 312 Ind. Ave.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the

business continuously sirce 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other
cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA. NEB.

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,
Pe.-rine Grant.

Cutle r>ado «"?ounty, Fla. n tf

The subscription price of the ROCKY
\rr>l'XT.MN BEE TOURNAL is 50 cents.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
'Mif vear for only 75 cents.



AGENTS Wanted 'wa^hTng Machines.

You can double your money every time you sell one

and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They

are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co. , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot

be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

8tf

RIPANS
I have experienced a wonderful re-

sult in using Ripans Tabules. I was
seriously affected with indigestion and
heartburn. A friend suggested trying

Ripans, and I was surprised at the im-
provement. On making application a

few years ago for policy of insurance I

was refused on account of a weak heart

but the same company passed me re-

cently, and I give Ripans Tabules
credit for the health I am enjoying. I

can certainly recommend them to any
one suffering with palpitation of the

heart or indigestion.

At druggists.

The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,

contains a supply for a year.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly iournal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-

per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Save the Orthards and Oardens
by using the best and latest Improved methods

^ r^-^*^^^' ;^S"^^! FRUl

CUT

Mom

THE NEW BIoUi Catclier If a eplendM
Buocess. Spraying and all other devices hsr*
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-
stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catches
the Coddling: Slotli, Borer JPIy, Stlngrln^
Fly, Peach and Plum Beetle, C'abbag;e
Hotli, Tobacco Slotli, Cotton Blotli, Be«
9Iotb-also the destroyers of cucumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, etc. Makes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, wholeBome and marketable,
besides Increasing the yield. Only one-Blxtb
the cost of spraying and does Its work at night. No
stock destroyed, or trees killed. Simple, cheap,
durable. Easily attended and PERFECT In
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 In., 85c,

by mall, 81.00; per dozen, S8.50—Large size, 14x20 In.

81.00, by mall $1.30, per dozen, «10.00. Send for cir-

culars and free sample c»py of the Central Farmer
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.
Agents n'anted Everywhere for the Best
seller of the season. Keiv I>evlce.*Sell8 at
Bight. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for
Henta. *

Address,

THE CENTRAL FARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

1 614 Sontti 19th Street tf.



WITH THE NAMES
AND ADDRESSES
OF FIVE FARMERS
BRINGS THE BEST

FARM PAPER ON EARTH
FOR THE MONEY ONE
YEAR ON TRIAL. GOOD
ONLY A SHORT TIME.
SEND NOW. SAMPLE COPY
FREE. ADDRESS

The Modern Farmer,
307 North 3rd St.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.

Say, Read This!
POULTRY CULTURE, the latest

and most up-to-dafe Poultry Maga-
zine in the world. Published monthly
16 pages, finely illustrated. Full of
good things that every poultry raiser
wants to know. The price of one
years sub.scription is only 25 cents.
Send us the names and addresses of
three of your neighbors who raise
poultry and send us a silver dime also
and we wil send you Poultry Cul-
ture for one year. This is a special
offer, so send at once.

POULTRY CULTURE,
East St. Louis, 111.

MENTION THIS PAPER.

SHINE/
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shot
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet
room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-
atious searcliing after these articles which i.>.

altogether too common. A postal will bring
you details of this and other good things.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural paper published in Mississippi. Sub
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. Il

yon are interested in cheap homes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkville, Miss.

E. B. BLETT, of Belding, Mich., has.

secured full control of Blett's Poultry

Pointers, formerly published by Poul-

try Pointers Pub. Co., of the same
place. He will move the office to Fen-

wick, Mich., and publish it from there.

$1,000
Fo^ a LitllE of Im Im !

Drop a postal with your name and
address to The Standard Co., 509-510

Shukert Building, Kansas City, Mo.,
and receive by return mail the easiest

method of picking up $500 or $1,00<)

within the next few weeks. You can't

fail. Send to-day.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

PLEAS e5) MENTION THE

AMERICAN BEE-KEEFER

ONLY 10 CENTS A YEAR.
Ten cents pays for a year's subscrip-

tion to our interesting and instructive

l)ublication.

THE WELCOME VISITOR is a

large, illustrated monthly magazine for

the home. It contains short stories by
the best writers; articles on popular
subjects and of present importance by
the best talent of America and Europe;
poems, jokes, sketches, household ar-

ticles, fashion talks, women's doings,
children's topics; thoughts that live,

being extracts from the best authors of
all tim»; farm and garden news; also a
mail order department; in short, it con-
tains something of interest to every
one.

Do not let this chance go by, but send
us 10 cents in silver to-day. and re-

ceive The Welcome Visitor for one
vear. Address THE WELCOME VIS-
ITOR, 404 South Troy St., Chicago,
Illinois.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICULTURAL MONTH-

LY IN THE LNITED STATES ^-Jt.jUjtjt^t^^jt.jt

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
6-7 tf. BLUFI^ON, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

Florida ?

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K»^oer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCRT- MOOmiNJEEJCDEML

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tire honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.

There was a man in our town who thought
him wondrous wise; he swore by all the fabled

gods he'd never advertise. But his goods were
advertised ere long, and therby hangs a tale;

The ad. was set in nonpareil (this size), and
headed SHERIFF'S SALE.—M. T.

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weekly, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six

months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
(Jress ITEM. San Mateo, Florida.

4-3t.

TF YOU COULD EXCHANGE

Oi\e Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep yotj dollar. If

you will exchange that dollar for a year of

The American Inventor

you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-dato il-

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address.

The American Inventor,

i.'^AQ F. St. N. W., WaghiiigtoD D. C

BEGINNERS.
shon.d have a copy o£

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prol. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal.) one

year for 65c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., Higgmsville, Me.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will tend
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
BEE-KEEPER both for H-OO.

Are You Looking for a Home?
No former should think of buy-

ing land before seeing a copy of

THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largest

list of lands for sale of any paper
published in Iowa. Reaches 30,-

()00 readers each issuje, and is one

of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mail you the Jour-

nal for 1 year, or for tea cents in

silver or stamps we will send you
the Journal 2 moaths on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,

TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.



"Around

the Pan/*
WITH

TOn FLEniNO
ILLUSTRATOi:,

All book dealers.

By mail $2.00.

M Shell Pub. Co,

1059 3<1 Ave., N. Y.

WHAT OTHER PEOPLE SAY.
"Tt is the most amusing and entertaining

bo'>k relating to the Kxposition that has been
published."—^u/Uio lUustraied Express.

"Th<» hero ia a witty historian, who sees more
than any one visitor could possibly observe, aid
the illustrations are as effective as the story."—Leslie's Weekly.

' The book i^ worth buying if only for the fine
reproduction of a very remarkable portrait of
the late President, drawn entirely with one line
an achievement itself, but a bit of art when the
result is superior to many pictures,"—Brooi/yTj
Eagle.

"The funny side of the recent Pan American
Exposition is well and copiously illustrated.
Its humor is of a striking and epieramatii^ or-
der, and will suit popular taste." —LouisvitU
Courier Journal.

"Iti^ a larpe and handsomely bound volume,
pioperly illuntrated in the authors own inimit-
able way. and tells as plainly as words the story
of the Kxposition from acomic standpoint. In
the domain of art Tom Fleming has a touch of
Cvuikshank in him. and that peculiar, subtle,
satirical humor which in character makes him
OT\s\na\.',—PitUburg Leader.

'Vote—On request within 10 days, a
Copy of this book will be expressed pre-
paid, on approval, lo responsible person.s

Over 100 JLicading' Ma.g'azines a.nd
Neivspapers for 25 Cents.

Send us 25 cents and we will send you by
mall "The Union Ag-ent" for B months
and over 100 leading magazines direct from
the publishers. Think of it—for 25 cents you
receive $10.00 worth of literature. It will fur-
nish you reading matter for months. You
receive such magazines as the YoutW Cmv
panion, Century, HeviewofEem-eivs, Woman's Home
Companion, Farm and Fireside, Etc. Send today!
This offer is for this month. When ordering
state whether you prefer story papers, relig-
ious papers, farmers' papers, labor or any
special kind. Do you subscribe for any paper
or wish to? Send us the subscription price
less 10 per cent, discount from the publishers'
price on all papers and magazines. Agents
wanted.
Tbe Union Agent, Coving^ton, Ky.

"We have an awful appetite for orders."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG.. CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

alogue.

The Kecord.

R.

The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

BELGI AN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET'
The Belg-ian Hare meat is becoming

very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.
They are easy to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any other animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belgian
hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the
harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,
if you have a back yard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch your money grow. One young
man in a little over a vear has sold
$1800.00 worth of stock, from an
origi'nal $30.00 investment.

Booklet and list free.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio

FOR SALE,

ITALIAN BEES.

Address, HRS. P. A. BIRCH

Meadville, (Kerrtown,) Pa.



Beeswax wanted
We will pay 20 cents cash or ^i

'^nts in goods for good quality of

Zeesv« ax, freieiht paid to FALCON-
1."?, N Y. If yoj iiave any, ship it to

js at once.
'I'rioes subjci't to change withdiit notice.]

rhe W. T« Falconer Mfs:. Co.

ECCS IN WINTER
Ar.' rn<ilv iihTaincd under ri'.-ht conrtilions Hud

p-..|iiT ani'ntion. Subsc-riho for our poultry paper

ami l.nrn how. 25 el?, a year. Sample copy free.

THE POULTRY ITEM, Box 190, FaicKS, Pa.

W. M. Gerrish, East NnttiiiKh*'"' N.

II., keops a c-omplcKi supply of our

floods, and eastern custoiners will sa^e

freight by ordering of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

BEE SUPPLIES from LEWIS
Thuy are the finest.

TIIOl'SANDS OF BEE HIVE-;,

MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,
Ready for Prompt S,hipn;on».

G- B- LEWIS CO., Watertown.Wis.,

Special Agency, C. iM . SCOTT & CO.,
10U4 East Washington st., Indianapolis. Ind.

Catalog Free.

1 60 Da2;e ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ American Bee Journal.

Bee Book

Free!

Every NEW SUBSCRIBER sending $1.00 for the WEEKLY American Bee
Journal for one year will receive a copy o£ Newman's IcO page "B^es and

Honey" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Joumal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.. 144 Ene St.. Chicaoo. 111.

. The Centuiy Magazine
|

—or—

ST. NICHOLAS at a low urice.

\vc will mail THE CENTURY
for a year with

]

The : American : Bee=Keeper
fur only $3.T-.), or

St. - Nicholas - Magazine

AMERICAN = BEE=KEEPER
for -^-.TS. each offered for less than the i

regular subscriptions.

BETTETrHAlTrGOLDlnNE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400perc_t. pi nfitby our own mfthiid;
all exiJlaint'd In our POULTRY Book

,^^L^ (The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keeper><i Astoiiishinfr results. W^ill surprise and please

vou. BOOKLET FREE TO EVERYBODT-or Big Poultrj' Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos. for 10 cents. Address,

"W. p. CO., Box CllntoBvlUc, Conn.

:i

y^

X

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
_ - ^ JOIN OUR _^ ,

50 cts MUSIC CLUBSOcts,
Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh'p '

You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
e»ch month. (12 pieces in all) which sell frrm
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also you

I

receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111

uVun sot iVwuoi ««« i^^v* ^

-it

fc^^.t

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
BEES, POULTRY OR BELGIAN
HARES. WRITE TO THE W. T.
FALCONER MFG. CO., JAMES-
TOWN. N. Y. THEY WILL BE
PLEASED TO MAKE YOUR AC-
QUAINTANCE; AND THEIR CAT-
ALOGUES WILL INTEREST YOU.

.Six niiinths trial, 2U cents. Sample Free.

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS
l'ul)lished monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 40 cents. Advertising

rates, 40 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS,
Fenwick, Mich.



THE HERSHISER

HONEY=JARS

clearly how the jar is sealed. The rubber ring

between the rim of the glass top and tht

shoulder in the opening of the jar"s mouth
with the pressure exerted by the spring

the center of the to]), makes a perfect sea

with continuous pressure, because of thi

These jars were designed for use in the honey
exhibit at the Pan-American Exposition in liuf-

falo, and are very neat and attractive. They have
cork-lined aluminum caps which seal them tight.

The fact that the molds are constructed for mak-
ing the jars by hand instead of by machine, and
the addition of tl'.e aluminum caps, makes the jars

somewhat more expensive tnan the oru.uaiv jars.

They are made in four sizes square and three sizes

round, as shown in the illustration. \\ e can sup-

'•ly them either fxom Medina or from Philadelphia

at the folUowing prices:

1/4 lb. square Her. jars, doz., 50c; $ 5.40 per gr.

i/i. lb. snuare Her. jars, doz., 55c; 6.00 jier gr.

r lb. sipiare Her. iar-. doz.. Mic. 9.(10 iier gr.

2 lb. square Her. jars, doz., 1.00 10.80 per gr.

'/2 lb rouHu Her. jars, doz., 60c; G.60 per gr.

1 lb. round Her. jars, aoz., /5c; 8.40 per gr.

2 lb. round Her. jars, doz., 1.10 12.00 per gr.

These prices, although rather high in compari-
son with other jars, are as low as can be made on
hand-made jars, and afford us a smaller margin o{

profit than other styles.

TIP TOP HONEY-BOTTLES OR .l.\I<S.

We believe many bee keepers will be interested

in a honey-jar with spring-top fastener which we
show here. The following illustrations show very

spring of the metal clasp. With this kind <

a fastening the jar is very quickly sealed-

mi ire quickly and securely than with a rin

1 he cover fits down in so neatly that, i

Older to remove, you may have to insert tl

end of the spring under the edge to pry it ou

There is a great variety of bottles and ja

of numerous sizes made with this kind

fastening. Even the one and two poui

square honey jars may be had with this f:

tenin™ at an additional cost of 75 cents p

gross over those with a cork. \\"e show he

two styles which seem best adapted for ho

ey. The round tapering jar is the one we ci

Tip Ton. We can supply those in two siz

—%lb. at $4.50 per gross, and the 1 lb jar

$5.00 per gross. Put up in partition cas

of 2 dozen each. $1.00 per gross extra.

Tlie octagon jar we will not keep in stoc

but can ship from the factory in Ohio
$o.(M) per gross for the 1-lb. size. Wi»

supply this to hold 3-4 lb. or 14 oz. Orde

should be for at least 5 gross at a time. T

Ti]) Top is a little scant measure, the 1

size holding 15 oz. and the half-pound abo

TVi oz., actual weight of noney. The jars m
be" used for fruit or preserves or pickles aft

they are emptied of honey, which fact adds

their value as a honey-iar.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Oh



EuieieU at tiie Postottice, Fort Pierce, Fla., as second-class raail matter.



Webster's Unabridged
Dictioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of iHE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pap-s, size of page S^A^WA inches gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in

many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household. Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,

Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music. Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

Hyp:ienic COMMODESEAL
IN SUBURBAN MONIES,

where modern bath-ro cm facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hysrienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity
for comtort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed bv leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.

I

I

0'

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous its a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous hish-
fjrade barley used by the large breweries, for which
extra high 'prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions atford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
.-iiul churches;rural mail delivery and farmers'telf-
plione lines are advantages sefdom offered wIhiv
improved,lands sell for tio to $5(1 an acre. Send i> 'V

our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of far'm will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding bariraiiis that will interest you. All cor-
resiiondenre strictly coiiHdential.

Winona and \Vest<»rn I and Company,
31<i-314 Choate Block, Winona, Minn.

Patent Wired Como Foundation
has no sag in brood frames

Thin Flat Bottom Foandation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked th<

quickest of any foundation made. The taU

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish

a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper

and not half the trouble to use that it is to

wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS.
Soie Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprc^ Brook, N. V

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-
Keeper with the -

Price Both
Rocky Moimtain Bee Jour-

nal $ .50 $ .75

What to Eat i.oo 1.00

Bee-Keepers' Review •• .. 1.00 1.35

Canadian Bee Journal.. .. i.oo 1.35

Gleanings in Bee Culture., i-oo i.'?5

American Queen 50 .60

The American Boy i-oo i-oo

Pacific Bee Journal 1.00 1.00

Irish Bee Journal 3G 6.5



Almost Given Away.
HIGHEST BRED BELGIAN HARES.

We have a small stock left of these hares, which

are from stock that we imported, and no finer can

be fownd anywhere. Some of these hares have

been listed as high as $50 each. We are going

out of the Belgian Hare business, and will sell

every hare we have at a little more than cost of

making ready to ship— i. e.

$3.00 a PAIR.

First Come, First Served,

Fine Hutches that Cost $10.00

each, for $2.50 each, delivered on cars.

Remember that the above is a genuine bargain. The

Hares are worth $2.00 a pair for eating alone, and will

readily sell for fancy prices for breeding.

ADDRESS

W, T. FALCONER JVIANFG. CO.,

JA\MESTOWN, N. Y.



CHOICE ITALIAN QUEENS.
Daughters of select Imported, select

long tongue and select straight five-

band breeders, bred three and one
fourth miles apart. No impure bees
within three, and but few within five

miles. No disease. Untested, 75c; tested,

$1.50. Send for free circular.

John M. Davis,

Spring Hill, Tenn, U. S. A.

ESCOJED REINAS ITALIANAS:

Hijas de selectas importadas y dt-

selectas lenguilargas. Tambien excelcn

tes reinas de cinco bandas, criadas a

tres millas y quarto separades. Siti

abejas impuras en el radia de 3 a 5 mil

las. Sin enfermedades. No prabada-
a 75 centavos; probadas a $1.50. Pidast

circulares gratis. John M. Davis.

Spring Hill, Tenn., E. U. A. Hti

Wanted==l:xtracted Honey
We are cash buyers of Extracted honey, li

you have any to sell, mail sample quoting best
price delivered Cincinnati, ^\'e pay prompt on
delivery. Reference, German National Bnnk
Cincinnati, O. or O. O. Poppleton, Stuart. Fla

THE FRED W. MUTH CO..
Front and Walnut St,, Cincinnati, O.
11-t

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

-ttif:

the most popular paper of its kind, of

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.

Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you will get a six months"
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 i^

inch.

THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg.,
4-tf.

Milwaukee, Wi-

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at 3Co. per doz. In one day form 180 hens
Our New Book "Helps for Poultry Keopera" tells

how, explains why so many fall and so few succeed.
A Book we can commend with a good conscience as
a GREAT HELP to all Poultry Keepers young or
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well illustrated,
and contains a Poultry Keepers Account showing
gainer loss monthly ;on heavy paper worth 25 els.
This Book Free with our Poultry Paper one year for
25c. or Book free with paper 3 months for lOc.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.
Wayside Poultry Co., Clintonville, Com;.

YOURSELF, WASHING the old
WAY, BUT BUY AN E IVI P I R E
WASH t R. with which the C
frailest woman can do an. or-

dinary washing in one hour,

without wetting her hands.
Sample atwholenalePrice. Satisfaction Gnflranteed.
No pay tintil fried. Write for JUuntrnted Catalogue
and prices ofWringers,Ironing Tahlen, Clothes Reelt,
Dri/inijBars, WagonJacks,<{-c. As:<*ntsWanted. Lib-
eralTerms. QuickSalesl Little Workll BigPaylll
4(icire»»,THK EmpirkWasher Cc.Jamestown.N.Y.

Foot PtWtr MacciD ry,
Thi> cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for

Catalogue and Price List.

V\-. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
^913 Ruby St., Rockford. Ill« H^ ERS OF BEES and those in-

m J HTI tending to keep bees should
Hjl ^B B^ write us forlargeillust'dcati,

^^ ^^ ^^ alogue and copy of A.mi.ri,'

^^m RM I CAN BKK-KEBPKR.(nKmthly.'^^^ ^^" 0\XT iiriccs axeloiccstixuCLiitocI
largest. "We keep everything ,

used bybee-keeprs.includiiig,
|

text books, comb foundations
all styles hives, etc. Adir;^
W. T. Falconer Wlfgl
Co.Jamestown, N.Y.

THE NATIOfiJAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine deroted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 10 cents in stamps. Sub.scription price $1 per
year. Why par more? Addre»,s.

THE NATIONAL SPORTS\fAN.
Boston, Mass.



Needed in Every Home
^^X THE NEW

LrSy AND ENLAF.GE.D
^dictionary/ E.DITION OF

webster's

International

Dictionary
A Dictionary of ENGLISH,

Biography, Geography, Fiction, etc,

New Plates Throughout

25,000 New Words
Phrases and Definitions

Prepared under llie direct super-

vision of W. T. HARRIS, Ph.D., LL.D.,

United States Commissioner of Edu-
cation, assisted by a large corps of com-
petent specialists and editors.

Rich Bindings 2364 Quarto Pages
5000 Illustrations

lie International u'asfirst issued

in 1S90, s\icceeding the "Unabridged."
The Neio and Enlarged Edition of the

International was issued in October,

1900. Get the latest and lest.

We also publish

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
with Glossary of Scottish "Words and Phrases
1100 Pages. 1100 lUnBtrations. Size TilOxS 5-8 inches.

'First-class in quality, second-class in size."

Specimen pages, etc. of both
books sent on application.

G. <5 C.MERRIAM CO.
Puhlishers,

Springfield, Mass.

FHt:

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over G.OOO of a circula-

tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 1(X),0{)0 farm homes In

New Brunswick, rsova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up
to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rales on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD.
tf. St. Johns, ISi. B., Canada.

HTf If, BINGHAM
-—'J has made all the im-

' provcments in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in ihe last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inclifttove, none too largt. sent
postpaid, per mail fl.hO

A^i inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2}iJ inch 90

r. F. Bingham, ^i-^^^^,--^.; f,
Farwell, Nlich.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-
load of the aimless nomads that claim to cov-
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THK
\MER1CAN BEE-KEEPER.

Strawberries.
Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.

All

Leading

Varieties
Wiiie lor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.
Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas. Extractores. etc. In
ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos de suma utilidad en la .'Kpicui-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A



Bee
Keepers'
Supplies
Includes Hives, Extractors, Smokers, Comb

Foundation, Sections and a^^-very long list of

other articles essential to th* proper and most
profitable conduct of the apiary.

There are different kinds of supplies—differ-

ent lines and different qualities. "Excellence"
is our watchword. Those who have been ac-

customed to the other kind and for the first

time come in contact with FALCONER
quality, usually talk like this:

^ Matanzas, Cuba, Dec. 7, 1903.
Editor Bee-Keeper:—^This apiary is complete-

ly fitted out with Falconer supplies. Hives
complete with honey-boards; which is a great
advantage for rapid work in a large apiary.
I must compliment the Falconer Company up-
on the excellent workmanship displayed in
their goods. They certainly come as near to
perfection as can be. Yours truly,

H. H. Robinson.

It costs no more to be equipped with goods
of the Falconer "kind" than with the "other
kind." A trial order will convince. May we
have it?

The W. T. Falconer Mfg., Co.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DO IT QUICK!

Sam-

ple

Free.

The Modern Farmer and
, Busy Bee, 5oc.

The 'American Poultry
Journal, 50c.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

SI.OO.

All for, $1,00, if you
mention this paper, and
address

The

Modern Farmer,

St. Joseph, Mo.

SEND SIX CENTS IN 5TAA1PS
to cover
cost of
mailing
and the

LINCOLN
HISTORY
SOCIETY

will mail
\ 111 tlie fol-

1' iUiiiLryWc

"1. A bfau-
lilul plicito-

K r a V u r e

copy of the
earliest
portrait of
A br a ham
Lincoln,en-
lartied from
tlieorijjinal

daguerreo-
type now in

possession oith.' Hon. Robert T. Lincoln.
2. Facsimile of Lincoln's marriage license.
3. Facsimile of check drawn by Lincoln.
4 Two Lincoln anecdotes.
. . Description of scone in his nomination

In 1360.
6. \ Lincoln story.
All the above material is taken from the new

Life of

Abraham Lincoln
By IDA M. TARBELL

just published by this Society. This offer is

made to enable us to send fnll information re-
garding it to Lincoln admirers in each locality.

This offer is not made to agents or for agents,
l)ut to responsible history and book-lovers
only.
Send name, address, and six cents in stamps

to pay postage expense, to

Dept. Q, The Lincoln HistorySociety
150 Fifth Avenue New York.

Mention American Bee-Keeper.

Magic Rheumatic Cure
It absolutely does cure. It is not a

cheap remedy, but it is a cheap cure.
Mark the distinction! There are a

thousand remedies to one cure. This
is a cure. It costs $2.00 a bottle, and
is worth $20.00 to any sufeerer. Sold
only by our authorized agents or di-

rect by us. We will send prepaid for
$2.00.

Write for booklet. Agents Waated.

MACIC CURE CO.
R 331-315 Dearborn Street Chicago
•tf.



To Sul)8cril)«r« of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Unti Further Notice
We Will Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 centg, proTiding you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm. Orchard and Garden, Poul-

try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2tf

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,

Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

A BATH
UMPIREU Dnrt:

- _ _ _ _ _ luiur»'

wher „ ....
taken in an" Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room
Agexts Wanted
Catalogue Free.

. The empire
^WASHER CO.,
Jamestown,n.y.

^ Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARISr. ^^l^TiIL.iri.s.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Sabscription 38. 6d. per annum.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New^ Zealand and
Tasmania. A good medium to American
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian Colonies,

-2y Collins ' '"pet,

Melbourne, Australia.

SEND TO FARMERS WIFE
Names and postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free
for one year. These names are valuable to us.

We are publishng the handsomest and mos.
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-
ed exclusively to the interest of the women
folks on the farm. If you hesitate, send two-
cent stamp for a sample copy and be convinced
we are giving you a very desirable Journal.
This offer is a special one. The regular

price is 50 cents a year, payable in advance.
THE FARMER'S WIFE.

2tf Winona, Minn.

HARE, HUTCH AND HENNERY
SAMPLE COPY FREE.

The only paper in the U. S. devoted
to BELGIAN HARES,
Leaves out all frills and fads and

talks straight business. Shows how
profits five times as large as can be
made on poultrj^ is now being made
raising Belgians. Address,

R. H. CASSENS, Pub., Belfast, Maine.

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anvone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
iuTentinn is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
"perial notice, without charge, in the

cientific Jittierican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, fS a
vear ; four months, $1. Sold ty all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.3^^«^°^''*^^' New York
Branch Office. 625 F St.. Washingion, i>. C.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

There is bo trade or jirofession better catered to

»y good journals than that of the farmer. Unia-

telligent unprogressiveness has now no excuse.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they

place their advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent together). 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, lour columns to
page. Departments covering every
branch of farming ' and stock-raising
The little journal that is "read and re-

read by its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Fariiiei-. No. 22 Nortb Second st,
St. Louis. Mo. 7tf.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

iend your business direct to "Washington
Saves time, josts less, better service

My oflRce close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receire
^Iiecial notice, without charge, in the

INVRMTIVR AGK.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Termsfl ayear

E. G. SIGGERS,
Washington, D. C.iU8 F Street N. W.

Poultry 15ees p A Yai\d Fruit
d good profit every year. No crop fail-

ure. Any one can keep them. If you
are now raisincr poultry get some bees
and fruit. They will pay you. The

Poultry, Bee and Fruit
Journal is the only journal devoted ex-
clusively to this money making com-
bine. Its readers tell how they do it,

give their experience and answer any
questions. It has a free Exchange
Column for the use of its readers. It

will cost you 25c a year or sent on trial

6 months for a dime; stop it if you don't
like it. Send today, you can't get a good
thing too soon. Address.

Poultry, Bee and Fruit Company,
tf Davenport, Iowa.

WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry
journal published. Send us 'the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.
Address,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. Jeffersonville, Ohio.
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'SOUTHERN HONEY."

A Southern Producer Raises His Voice Against

the Use of the Pernicious Word in

Quotations.

(By C. S. Harris.)

BROTHER bee-keepers of the

South, let us freely and openly
support the editor of this journal

in his eftort to break dealers of the

bad habit of lumping our product un-

der the head of "Southern" honey.

Since the beginning of my bee-keep-

ing days, some dozen years ago, this

unjust and unfair method of quoting

the honey of the South has irritated me
whenever and wherever I have run

across it.

It may be that in former years the

honey from this section of our country

was marketed in such shape as to merit

this style of quotation, but at the pres-

ent time that certainly is not the case,

for there are many up-to-date bee-

keepers located throughout the South,

and there are some classes of honey
found here that compare favorably

with any produced north of the Mason
and Dixon line.

I have no personal knowledge, it is

true, of the better grades of honey of

the South beyond this immediate sec-

tion, but it is not likely that Florida

has a monopoly in this respect, and for

light and amber honey of good body
and fine fiavor that from mangrove and
saw and cabbage palmetto is hard to

beat.

I v/as born and bred a Buckeye, and
am acquainted with the brag honey of

the north-middle states, and yet I

would hesitate to place either clover or

basswood ahead of saw palmetto hon-
ey, usually the main crop in this local-

ity and second in color, if nothing
more, to mangrove honey, produced
further south. I have sold palmetto
honey in Cincinnati for a number of

years at a figure above the market
quotations of basswood and clover. The
past two seasons have been failures

here, however.
Editor Hill sounds a true note when

he says that " 'Southern' honey is no
more specific in designating quality

than would be Northern, Western or
Eastern honey." It is high time that

dealers were made to understand that

our honey should also be quoted by
name or grade.

I would like to hear an expression
on this subject from other parts of the

South, for it can do no harm, and per-

haps much good, to let the dealers

know that we are in sympathy with the

stand taken by Mr. Hill in our behalf.

Holly Hill, Fla., Dec. 1. 1902.

BACILLI.

Something About Dr. LamboH's "Discovery."

(By Adrian Getaz.)

IN the December issue of the Amer-
ican Bee-Keeper there is an edi-

torial stating that Prof. Lambotte has

published in the Rucher Beige, a series

of experiments tending to prove that

the Bacillus alvei. which produces foul

brood in bees, is the same as that call-

ed bacillus mesentericus, which is found
sometimes in decomposed bread or

cheese.

Before going further, it must be re-
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membered that the bacillus mesenteri-

cus is not always, and in fact not often

met in decomposed and putrefying sub-

stances. Wet bread and old cream, are

the substances on which it is usually

seen. The numerous germs which are

always present in the air, and so rapidly

decompose dead substances belong
nearly all to another order of beings.

Briefly, the arguments presented by
Dr. Lambotte are these:

1. The bacillus mesentericus and ba-

cillus alvei have the same shape, the

same size and present the same ar-

rangement when cultivated.

2. Both bacilli produce (out of the

matter in which they live) a ropy, glue-

like substance.
3. Both have the same effect on the

serum of the bloodj when injected in

the veins of an animal. This last con-
sideration is presented by Prof. Lam-
botte as conclusive.

4. A "culture"' of Bacillus mesen-
tericus was spread over some brood to

give them the disease. The larvae were
killed, but after three days the bees
had cleaned them out and no further

damage was observed. This experi-

ment was repeated a number of times
with invariably the same result.

5. Prof. Lambotte then tried another
plan. He took a number of larvae,

ground them and made a "culture"
with it. In this culture, he introduced
some bacilli mesentericus—repeated
the operation on the same set several

times, so as to get them used to that

kind of food. These are not the terms
that he used, but it is the meaning.
Then he applied the culture to a comb
of brood. The result was that about
one-fifth of the larvae were diseased
and the remainder had been cleaned
out by the bees, when examined.

Well, as Dr. Miller says, sometimes:
"I don't know," but judging by Dr.
Lambotte's own report, I should rath-

er think, he is wrong.
As to the first item, I may say that

the two bacilli, though apparently iden-

tical, may yet be different. Bacilli are

very small things, and only their gen-
eral size and shape can be ascertained

under the microscope. It is very much
like looking at two men at a distance of

a quarter of a mile with our natural

eyes. Their general size and shape can

be seen but all the details of the face,

hands, etc., escape our sight entirely.

As to the second point, while the

products obtained are in both cases

ropy, glue-like and of about the same
consistency and color, they may yet not
be identical. And if they were it would
not be impossible that two different ba-

cilli could produce the same substance.

The fourth item seems to me a

clincher against the professor. A cul-

ture of bacillus alvei from a diseased

colony applied to sound brood as the

professor did, would have, in each and
evrey instance, developed a raging case

of foul brood, while the application of a

culture of Bacillus mesentericus failed

to produce any disease. However, I

do not want to be too dogmatic. The
professor says that some of his at-

tempts at introducing the Bacillus alvei

also failed.

The fifth item is not verj' conclusive.

One-fifth of the larvae got sick and
very sick at that, and their sickness was
almost if not altogether like foul brood.
Still it might not have been foul brood.
We might prepare a concoction of

putrid meat, "embalmed beef," or such
things like that, which when eaten
might produce a sickness very much
like cholera morbus, and yet it would
not be a case of cholera morbus.

If that fifth of the larvae which got
sick were really a case of foul brood, the
whole colony would become diseased
entirely in the course of a few months.
Unfortunately nothing is said on that

point.

In view of his failure to develop foul

brood by inoculating cultures of Ba-
cillus mesentericus, it may seem
strange that Prof. Lambotte still in-

sists that it is the same bacillus which
produces foul brood. He claims, how-
ever, that the spores are probably
always present and only develop when
the conditions are favorable, that is,

lack of proper food, too much damp-
ness, etc.

Those who know how rapidly foul

brood spreads throughout a w-hole

apiary even when the colonies are in

the very best condition, are not likely

to accept such an explanation.
Knoxville, Tenn.. Dec. 9. 1902.

Honey is frequently recommended as

a substitute for butter, to spread on
bread; but no one appears to have ob-
served the fact that butter and honey
constitute a combination that's not at

all disagreeable to take.
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SHAKEN SWARMS.

Something of the Origin, History and Practice of

the New Fad.

(By Arthur C. Miller.)

FOREMOST in apicultural discus-

sions of to-day is the subject of

forced swarms. From the atten-

tion it receives one might alm'ost be-

lieve it was something new. Graven-
horst, the great German bee master
was, I believe, the originator of the

plan "which he made public some time
in the 'TO's. Mr. Stachelhausen, of

Texas, brought it to the attention of

Americans in the early '80's by a se-

ries of articles in the American Agri-

culturist, but it met with a cold re-

ception by the then veterans; men who
are now either grudgingly giving it it's

due, or trying to make good their

former mistakes by fulsome praise.

However, a goodly number of enthusi-

asts gave the method a thorough trial

and most of them have used it ever

since.

Like many another thing related to

bees, the ever ubiquitous "locality" was
found to make necessary varying mod-
ifications and those bee-keepers who
have used the method from the start

have gradually changed little details to

make it more conformable to their

conditions. Here in southern New
England, I have found that the follow-

ing conditions give the best results:

First, a strong colony with an abund-
ance of young bees; second, a shallow

hive with two or more of the frames

containing comb, the rest starters;

third, that the shaking off be done at

the opening of the honey flow.

In elucidation of these conditions, I

would emphasize that a "strong col-

ony" to me means one that when shak-

en into the new hive, the bees will com-
pletely fill the "half depth" brood nest,

and quarter to half fill the super. Then
if the honey flow comes on well, anoth-

er super will be needed in a very few

days. But it should be understood

that there seldom occurs a "honey
shower" here; the flows open slowly,

rise steadily to a maximum, and as

slowly decline. That of course being

the normal way, but drouths, storms,

etc.. aflfect it as elsewhere. Owing to

the uncertainty of the weather along

the New England seacoast I find it is

much the safest plan to give tlie

"swarm" a combful of honey, otherwise

a cold storm may reduce a powerful
and would-be profitable swarm to a

mere handful of enfeebled bees.

Mr. Crane, of Middleboro, Vt., re-

cently stated that he practices the same
plan of giving honey to the swarm and
finds it profitable so to do. Any old

honey will answer the purpose, unless

too many combs of it are given, for

the bees will consume it all. I even
prefer a comb- that has much pollen as

well as honey.
The combining of the bees from two

or more colonies to make a strong

"forced swarm" I have already discuss-

ed in the columns of this paper. It is

a subject which will well repay the bee-

keeper to study carefully; I mean, to

experiment with, and to observe the

difference in results between "swarm's''

where the percentage of young bees ex-

ceeds the old, and vice versa. A com-
bination which works well under some
conditions may be a total failure un-

der others, and J doubt if any absolute

rules regarding it can be formulated,

the nearest I know being, that for a

short heavy flow, particularly if for ex-

tracting, use all the "old" or field bees

possible, and for a slower flow and for

comb honey have a large percentage of

5'oung bees.

The starters I use consist of two to

four rows of cells left when cutting

combs from frames. I like such start-

ers far better than those of foundation,

and as by the shake off plan combs are

always increasing, cutting out surplus

combs and turning them into wax kills

several birds with one stone; it yields

cash, saves cost of foundation and

leaves starters in frames ready fasten-

ed, and which no weight of bees can

pull down.
The size of the brood chamber to use

is a subject in itself, and together with

style of hive and surplus case, must be

left for another article.

Providence, R. I., Dec. 9, 1902.

It would be hard to find a bee-keeper

these days who is not "surprised" to

note that the "shaken swarm" idea

has been regarded as a new thing. It

seems that all bee-keepers have been

practicing the plan right along, but

have simply failed to mention the fact.

This time, they have all "got 'em fust."
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A MILD AUTUMN.

And Its Remarkable Result in Little Rodey.

(By Samuel Bridgham, 2nd.)

HAS anyone told you about the

weather lately? Please don't

laugh. I mean it, that is to say

the kind of weather we have been en-

joying here in Rhode Island. Warm,
balmy, enticing. The kind of weather

that makes one want to take a long

walk in the country to see the wonder-
ful autumn tints of foliage and sunset.

You see I am speaking from the point

of view of the city fellow just now,
and the truth is that a blank brick wall,

(no not even one window wherein per-

chance I might see a pretty face to be-

guile the hours, breaks the monotony
of it), helps to cut ofif the sunshine.

This sort of rot is rather far from
my subject, however, and is not at all

what I started to write.

The truth is that the "pussywillows,'*

are budding in my neighborhood rather

profusely for this time of year, to-

gether with quite a number of blooms
of other species. Not at all an un-
usual thing, say many of the old people
hereabouts, but, coupled with the ex-

tended warm spell which is rather pro-
longed even for St. Martin's sunimer in

this latitude, it has caused a state of af-

fairs among the bees in my yard, and
the state of affairs is this:

The weather being warm you can
can see, I was about to say all the bees,

at any rate a goodly number, flying

briskly nearly all day. This is partic-

ularly noticeable in the morning and
afternoon. In the morning the major-
ity of flying bees in the yard seem to

be departing from the hives. At noon-
time what bees are in the air are hov-
ering close by, and at nightfall there is

a grand rush to get inside out of the

cold, nevertheless there does not seem
to be so great a number of bees return-

ing as went out in the morning.
Besides all this I have noticed that

hives which were quite well filled at the

close of the honey harvest, and which
gave promise of wintering well, are

now rather too light, while those hives

whch were on the ragged edge, so to

speak, that is to say those hives on
which, at the close of the honey sea-

son it was safe to run a risk in regard

to their wintering, at the present time

need feeding very badly.

That is the state of afifairs. Now
what does it mean? Good, "hefty"

hives suddenly gone light, questionable

ones now undoubtedly in need of sup-

plies, and light ones on the verge of

starvation. Surely something is wrong.
Som'eone will say, "that chap did not

leave enough honey in the hives," but I

want to say right here that the only

honey removed was from those hives

which had the brood chamber filled

solidly with stores, while those hives

in which the brood chamber and supers

were only partly filled were left alone,

in order that the bees might remove
what honey they had stored in the su-

pers to the brood chamber, which oper-

ation they have performed in every in-

stance.

As a rule the weather at this date is

so chilly that but few bees are abroad,

except now and then for a cleansing

flight in the middle of the day, and it

seems to me that the warm weather of

the past few weeks has stimulated them
to too great activity, so that they range

the fields in quest of nectar and, their

search being vain, are compelled to re-

turn to their hives and draw heavily

upon their resources in order to main-

tain their vitality and strength. As a

matter of fact I have seen bees far

from the apiary, which is the only one

that I know of in the neighborhood,
vainly alighting upon the frost-wither-

ed blossoms of the goldenrod, and
eagerly appropriating what scanty food

the infrequent pussy willows, anemones
and other blossoms afford, while the

part of the dwelling house where the

honey is kept is continually visited by
numbers of bees almost daily.

Are the bees over-stimulated by the

warm weather and compelled l)y the

lack of supplies afield to draw too much
upon their honey supply? I am inclin-

ed to think that this is the explanation

of the case, and that it will be neces-

sary, even at this late date, to resort to

artificial feeding in order to enable the

bees even in the strongest hives, the

hives that have the most honey, to win-

ter successfully. In fact, I have al-

ready begun to do so. Has anyone else

been troubled in this way? If so, what
explanatioa have they to offer?

Providence, R. I., Oct. 18, 1902.
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KEEPING BEES ON SHARES.

(By L. E. Kerr.)

IT would not be suri)rising if some
of the brethren have had sutficient

experience along this line to do them
for a good while; but this is no reason
for supposing that bees cannot be prof-
itably kept on shares, or that all who
meddle with this kind of fire are bound
to get their lingers burned. In fact,

I have found that this is sometimes a
very good way for the apiarist who is

overstocked to manage his surplus col-

onies, and is also a good and cheap
way to get started in bee culture.

One hundred colonies are as many as
can be profitably kept in a place here;
and I find this to be much better than
starting a number of out-apiaries,

which entails a large expenditure of

money and constant attention.

I have kept bees on shares and have
let them out on shares, for a number
of 3-ears, and I have yet to have the
slightest trouble with anyone with
whom I have dealings in this respect.

A division of stock is made in early
autumn and each party takes his

chances of wintering. The old colo-
nies, of course, are not divided, but
remain the property of him who lets

them out in the spring, for a share of

what they may produce in swarms and
honey.

In letting bees out on shares, I am
free to turn my attention to other mat-
ters, and at the end of the season my
number of colonies is somewhat in-

creased and I get a nice lot of honey
from each of the parties who are keep-
ing bees for me in this way, and all

this is clear gain. While one has the
whole product of an out-apiary, after

the expenses are taken out the profit
is more than apt to fall below what it

would have been if the bees had been
out on shares, for half.

It was necessity which compelled me
to adopt this method of managing my
surplus colonies at the start; but 1

am free to put my surplus of some 200
colonies into out-apiaries and attend
them myself, and do not care to.

For the man who has nothing else

to do but to go around and tend to his

out-apiaries, these may sometimes be
made quite profitable; but for one who
has other matters to claim a good
share of his attention, it may be the

best to let his surplus colonies out on
shares.

Hurricane, Ark., Nov. 20, 1902.

WINTERING.
How a Maine Bce-Keeper Avoids Carrying Bees

to and from the Cellar.

(By Rev. C. M. Herring.)

MY last device is a saving of time,
labor, and profit. To carry bees
into the cellar in autumn, and

then lug them out in the spring, is

hard work. During hot weather, in

the cellar, when there comes a thaw,
if the bees are fastened into the hives,
they become restless, and are liable to
relax into filth and disease, but if they
are left open they crawl out, and are
wasted on the cellar bottom'; so that
recently I have found a better way. I

winter my bees now, without moving
them from their summer stands.

My hives are arranged on two con-
tinuous planks, eight inches from the
ground, in a long line, on the south side

of my buildings, four feet away.
In front of this line, about two feet,

I have planted a row of grape vines,

which are on posts and wires, and
they go up about eight feet. These
vines, in the first of the season, are
without leaves; but as the heat of sum-
mer comes on, they are covered with
dense foliage, which affords the bees a
delightful and refreshing shade.
These vines also furnish the family,

in various ways, with refreshing con-
diments, and a sweet beverage, besides
giving me first premiums at our fairs.

Inside the hives I spread over the
frames, lifted one-half inch, four or
five warm blankets, and outside, I wrap
the hives carefully and snugly, in tarred
paper, fastened closely with strips of

wood. Then I cover each hive with a

strongly made cao. nearly three feet

square, which in summer aflfords shade,
and in winter gives protection from
storms and wet.

Sometimes I wrap my hive in a warm
blanket, old coat, quilt, which under
this cap. gives grand success.

Then when I contract the entrances
three-fourths I say to old winter: "You
may do your best; my bees are safe:

let the frosts sting, and let the tempests
howl, my bees will conquer the ele-

ments, and will show up well in the
opening season."
Brunswick, Maine, Nov. 23, 1902.
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APICULTURE IN MEXICO.

The following article, from the Mex-
ican Herald of Dec. 7th, by Carl Lud-
loff, was sent to us by Mr. F. Bussler,

of Orizaba, V. C, Mexico. In view of

the fact that it is difificult to obtain api-

cultural information from that section

of the country, and but little is heard

from Mexican bee-keepers, it will

doubtless be of interest to our readers.

However, experienced bee-keepers will

be more inclined to attribute Mr. Lud-
lofif's losses to the great increase of

colonies, rather than the faulty hive

construction, of which he speaks, since

he notes the fact that he is young in

the business:

San Pedro de los Pinos, Tacubaya,

D. F.—The high table lands of Mexico
olifer a splendid opportunity for bee-

keeping. Bees find plenty of honey
flowers all the year round, especially

in those parts of the country where
there exists already irrigation. The
quality of the honey gathered excels

the best brands of the northern and
western states of the American union.

The main honey plant is a weed (Sy-

cios angulatus), belonging to the cu-

curbitacoes, known by the Mexican
name of "Chayotillo;" it is a creeper

and grows almost everywhere. The
season of the honey flow lasts exactly

so long as this plant flowers, from Au-
gust to the beginning of November.
There is no such danger of loss con-

nected with wintering the bees as in

colder climates; all that is necessary

to warrant success in bee-keeping is--

besides a fair knowledge of this

branch of business—a hive construct-

ed according to the climatic peculiari-

ties of this country with its sunny, hot

days and cool, sometimes even frosty,

nights during the dry season.

The writer of these lines commenced
apiculture in this country during the

spring last year, and so far he is more
than satisfied with the results he has

obtained.
From fourteen (14) nuclei of thor-

oughbred bees—Italians, Cyprians,

Carniolans, Holy-Lands, Blacks

—

which he had ordered from the north

at that time and which had arrived

here in a pitiful condition—only the

queen and merely a handful of halt

starved bees were left in each box. He
succeeded in getting, during the first

season, fifty (50) hives of bees and a
crop of 300 to 400 pounds of splendid
honey.
From those fifty hives he lost dur-

ing last winter thirty from spring-
dwindling as a consequence of the un-
fit hives which he had ordered from the
United States. He had to discard
everyone of them. From the twenty
hives left in poor condition he man-
aged to get during this summer
eighty-six hives of bees and a very
considerable crop of excellent honey.
There is no trouble whatever to sell

this kind of honey.
Experience has taught me that the

secret of success rests almost exclu-
sively in the proper construction of
the hive itself. The main condition is

to select a material which keeps the
interior of the hive warm, or better,

independent from the changes of the
outer temperature allowing the bees
to create themselves that degree of
temperature which they need for their

subsistence and raising brood.
After many experiences and trials-

costing considerable time, patience,

work and money—he succeeded in

constructing a hive which fits exactly
the purpose in view.
He improved the Mexican hive ac-

cording to modern ideas, put in mov-
able frames, made it about five times
larger and this is exactly what the

country needs. This is the improved
Mexican tunnel hive.

These hives may be made by anyone
who understands how to handle tools;

they are made from the cheap materi-

als of which the country abounds. Any-
one who starts in bee-keeping may
make use freely of this invention, as I

do not desire to take a patent for it.

I do not wish to multiply the number
of patents which in most cases are

nothing better than a source of incon-

venience, trouble and loss for the in-

ventor and the public.

Bee hives must be cheap. Expensive
hives and complicated, fancy imple-

ments are a hindrance to apiculture.

The system of bee-keeping must be
simple, cheap and efficient.

The main reason that bee-keeping

has not so far been a success in this

country has been that the hives have
been too cold for the dry season. Oth-
erwise, since centuries, this country

would flow in honey ,

Bee-keeping ought to be encouraged
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in this country by every means. The
crop of honey of best quality is aston-
ishing. An average of fifty (50) kilo-

grams per hive each year may be ex-
pected by proper management. By the
aid of the new inventions for extract-

ing the honey it is turned into a first

class article of commerce for home
consumption and export which means
a new great source of wealth for this

country.

This kind of honey obtained by the
use of the extractor, a centrifugal ma-
chine of simple construction, must not
be compared with the stuff the Indians
bring to the city. The extracted Mex-
ican honey from the high table lands
may conquer the world's market. It is

of light, bright wine color, clear like

crystal, of a pleasant sweetness and
the finest fiavor.

Bee-keeping in this country is quite
different from that of the northern
countries. This my experience has
taught me. The bees act different and
it is the same with their system of in-

crease.

bees that gave me H-l one-pound sec-

tions of as nice honey as I ever saw;
and they are in fine condition for win-
ter. They would work when the others
were not out of their hives.

Success to the American Bee-Keep-
er! Yours truly,

Jas. Godfrey.

Appleton, N. Y., Nov. 24, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

I am a reader and one of the great-

est admirers of the American Bee-
Keeper. I used to keep bees in the
eastern part of this State and have
been here three years, though I have
kept bees but one year here. I think
it a good location for the business, but
the past season has been too wet for

the secretion of honey, though we have
an abundance of clover and other flow-

ers. It is a fruit-growing district, and
the fruit men welcome any one who will

keep bees here. Many keep a few col-

onies, mostly in box hives and in a

careless way. The only two practical

bee-keepers anywhere near here claim
to do very well with their bees. 1

have some of those yellow bees. They
are very gentle—so much so that they
will hardly gather enough honey to

winter on. I have one colony of brown

Volant, Pa., Nov. 25, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

I am a reader of your journal and
keep a few colonies of bees. Will
you please tell me through your col-

umns how I can keep them from
swarming? They swarm so much that

I get but very little honey.
Yours truly,

W. E. Armstrong.

(Excessive swarming may be the re-

sult of an inherent disposition of the
particular strain of bees against which
the complaint is lodged. This trait is

very marked in certain strains, while
others, under the same conditions,

show no disposition to swarm. A
small hive is conducive to swarming.
Lack of ventilation, and the direct rays
of the sun upon the hive tend to induce
swarms. Hence, a reversal of these
causes will doubtless result in different

effects. A queen of the current year's
raising is not so liable to swarm as are
those in the second or third year of
their age. Therefore, requeening each
season might yield the desired effect.

However, casting of a prime swarrri

should not materially affect the honey
crop, it being understood that the su-

pers should be transferred to the
swarm soon after the swarming occurs,
and the bulk of the force of workers
be thrown into the new colony, by the
Heddon, or other plans of operation.
It is exceedingly difficult to recom-
mend any fixed rule for the manage-
ment of all cases. Manipulations must
be governed by the conditions existing
in each particular case, as has been re-

peatedly demonstrated. Study, first,

the cause, then proceed to remove it.

—Editor.)

Pulaski, N. Y., Nov. 17, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

I send you herewith an article for

publication, on the Carniolan-Italian
cross, which I think may be of interest

to your readers. I like the American
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Bee-Keeper very much. In my judg-
ment, it is the best bee-paper publish-
ed for the beginner. We have had a
very poor season here this year. Next
season I shall move my bees about 40
miles to vi^hat I think a better range.
The farmers near here have discontin-
ued the raising of buckwheat, so that I

now get but about half a crop.
Very truly yours,

L. H. Perry.

(Mr. Perry's article, referred to
above, will soon appear in these col-

umns; and we are pleased to present
"his experience with the Carniolan-
Italian cross to our readers.—Editor.)

Meadville, Pa., Dec. 15, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

Dear Sir: The advertisement which
you inserted in The Bee-Keeper has
sold my entire stock of Italian bees, for

which you have my thanks. Also I ex-

tend thanks to the W. T. Falconer Mfg.
Co., for the kindness, and the elegant

and neat supplies I have received from
year to year, while keeping bees. Their
promptness in shipping and the superi-

ority of their goods cannot be surpass-

ed. Your American Bee-Keeper has
been everj^thing to me. I could not
have gotten along without its help in

ll'C ai.;ary. iX-nv. thi t I am out of the

bee business, I must ask you to stop

sending it. It am sending you a list of

bee-keepers to whom you can send
samples and get others to take my
place. I remain,

Yours truly,

P. A. Birch.

Cincinnati, Dec. 3, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

Enclosed find remittance for next
year's subscription.

All the honey I sold this season
went direct to the consumer. Out of

four hives I took 72 pounds of comb,
and 19 gallons of extracted honey. I

did not increase. I kept them all in

their homes close to work, hence good
results. I am getting ready for next
season, extending the height of my
hives 12 inches above the extracting

super, for three tiers of comb cases.

I've learned a point or two by experi-

menting with one hive. Next season

they'll all be on the same principle.

The said hive had four stories of sur-

plus, one extracting, three comb honey
cases of 24 sections apiece, jammed to
the roof with honey. A prominent bee-
keeper of our town after seeing my
comb honey said he never thought I

had such neat, clean and full sections.

This is the second year of bee-keeping
for me. The first year not a spoon-
ful of honey on account of the drouth,
the second year, a signal success.

"Stick to it," is my maxim, "nothing
succeeds like success." Next year I'll

double my colonies, not by swarming,
v.t by bu3ang full colonies from so-

called bee-keepers, of which I know a

number. Eight colonies and no honey,
one colony and no honey, and so on.

Such are the reports we hear here and
there from unscientific bee-keepers.

Those are the kind I buy from; they
are glad to sell out. As long as their

bees are in good health and halfway
strong, I buy them. After I have them
they are built up ready for the field.

Respectfully yours,

Henry Reddert.

POOR LITTLE WILLIE.

A swarm of bees chased Willie

Till the boy was almost wild;

His anxious parents wondered
Why the bees pursued the child.

To diagnose, they summoned
Their physician, Doctor Ives,

"I think," he said, "the reason's clear.

Your Willie has the hives."

—Irish Bee Journal.

Gleanings says there is a greater
scarcity of honey this fall than has ever
been known before.

J. F. Garratt, in American Bee Jour-
nal, says there are over ninety liee-

keepers in Uvalde county, Tex., and of

these about one-half are specialists,

and that apiaries average about 1"0
colonies. "On account of the drouth,"
says he, "this has been the worst year
for bee-keepers in the history of the
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county. Not one apiary in ten has

yielded any surplus, and many have re-

quired feeding."

A Frenchman, Derauchelle, has de-

veloped the idea of constructing foun-

dation with square cells, for use in su-

pers, to prevent the queen from laying

in them.—Irish Bee Journal.

The December number of the Bee-

Keepers' Review contains a number of

excellent articles on the subject of na-

tional organization for the development

and maintenance of the honey market
of the United States.

as to strength and stores, than usual.

In concluding a personal letter, he

says: "White clover is wonderfully in

evidence, and the yield from it during

the past season was better than for a

number of years past. So, you see,

my hopes for a good crop of honey
next year, are pretty well sprouted."

We have no worse wish for Mr. Mc-
Neal than that his hopes may be fully

realized.

"If you would have a first-class, high-

toned, way-up, crackerjack smoker fuel,

take cedar bark, tie it in bundles the

proper size for your smoker, and cut it

off the right length."—J. H. Wing, in

American Bee Journal.

Capt.H. H. Robinson, of Port Or-
ange. Fla., one of the "big guns" of

East Coast beedom, and an old-time
friend of The Bee-Keeper, dates a re-

cent letter to this office from Matanzas,
Cuba, where he has accepted a posi-
tion in the Woodward & Landeta api-

aries. The Captain has been having a
tug of war with Bacillus alvei for sev-
several months, on Cuban soil; and
thoughtfully suggests that he is pre-
pared to supply large, fat microbes in

large or small quantities, to any Bee-
Keeper readers who think of introduc-
ing foul brood into their apiaries.

R. F. Whiteside, Little Britain, Ont.,
writes that on an average, every 100

acres in his vicinity raises ten to twelve
acres of alsike. He secured an average
per colony of about "0 pounds last sea-

son One-half of the crop had been
contracted a year ago at 7 1-2 cents.

For the other half, he got eight cents
per pound. He states that J. L. Byer,
24 miles north of Toronto, secured 20.-

000 pounds from 190 colonies, and the
crop was taken at 8 1-2 cents a pound
by Christie, Brown & Co., the well-
known wholesale bakers of Canada.

Mr. Jas. Godfrey, of Appleton, N. Y.,

sends us a page from an "agricultural

paper" called the "Country World,"
published somewhere up in Western
New York. It is the apicultural page
from its September, 1902 issue, and
gives a lengthy account of the Utter

vs. Utter case as if it were something
to be tested in the courts at a future

date. This "agricultural editor" has "a

dispatch from Warwick, N. Y., to the

effect that if the justice's decision is

sustained on appeal, serious conse-
quences to bee-keeping interests of

New York State will result. Has the

Country World's "dispatch" been two
whole years in transit, or has the
Country World been dead for two
years?

Mr. W. W. McNeal. our correspond-
ent who represents the Buck-eye State
in our full-page group this month,
writes that his bees went into winter
quarters this season in better condition,

As a result of the publicity which
"Pat" has acquired through these col-

umns, the eyes of the bee-keeping
world seem to be focused upon him.
American, European and Australian
journals have copied and commented,
while we have received numerous letters

of inquiry in regard to his operations.
To his many friends and admirers we
have to report that under date of Nov.
21. 1902, he writes The Bee-Keeper
from Cabanas, Cuba, stating that he
was delayed at the custom house at Ha-
vana for three days, and again three days
by storm, so that his loss of field bees
amounted to about one-half of the
force, and fort}^ colonies were so depop-
ulated as to necessitate doubling up. He
had then bought ten colonies in boxes,
a beautiful pen-sketch of which he has
kindly set us. We are pleased to re-

port, in his own words, the following:
"I have at present 218 swarms, working
just as good as I want them to work.
Breeding and whitening the combs and
honey coming in just as good as I want
it to come." He has deferred queen
rearing operations until Dec. 15, when
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things will be more favorable. Pat

says the Cubans in his vicinity look

with wonder upon American hives and
operations, and that his is the first

modern apiary ever exhibited in his sec-

tion of the country, though he has a

Cuban neighbor who has •^('O colonies

in native boxes, etc. Pat favored us

also with a sketch in black and white

of the native houses and the public

thoroughfares. The roads, he says, are

something like this, on the surface,

mmmmmmmmmm. We shall endeavor
to have the sketches reproduced for

the benefit of those who desire to fol-

low Pat closely, as the details are char-

acteristically minute, and will prove a

veritable delight to his students.

Mr. John M. Hooker, the venerable
apiarist of Philadelphia, whose por-

trait appears in our group this month,
sends us the following clipping from the

New York Evening Post. Like our-
self, Mr Hooker does not take any
stock in the theory advanced:

Careful study has revealed the fact

that the relation between flowers and
bees is more complicated than was ever
believed. The eating or gathering of
honey is not peculiar to the bee alone,
but is indulged in by wasps, hornets,
flies, ants, humming birds and other ani-

mal species. Probably all of these carry
pollen from one blossom' to another
and bring about the fertilization so
needful to the perpetuation of plant life.

The short-billed humming birds are
found to carry away pollen upon the
feathers of *^he head, while bumblebees
and several species of hornets often ri-

val the honey bee in the completeness
wherewith they rub off pollen from
every flower.

Recent investigations seem to indi-

cate that the production of honey is not
natural to flowers, but is the result of

a pathologic process based on the ac-

tion of an animal ferment introduced
into the base of the petal from the sa-

liva or other secretion of a bee. The
sap of the petal contains a very small

amount of sugar, but larger quantities

of soluble and insoluble starch. A
slight scratch or perforation will cause
an exudation of this sap, which is not
particularly sweet and not at all like

honey. But if to this sap be added a

ferment, such as ptylin or yeast, the
starch, and, it may be, a small amount

of cellulose, are converted into glucose,
and saccharine fluid is the result.

The fact seems to be utilized by the
honey bee On entering a flower he
apparently'scratches or abrades the base
of the petals near the sap vessels, mois-
tens the raw surface with saliva or oth-
er secretion, gathers honey or flies on
to the next flower. In the ensuing-
twenty-four hours a globule of sap
forms on each abrasion, in which the
starchy elements have undergone a fer-
mentation into sugar.
The flavor of the honey depends part-

ly on the flower and partly on the fer-
ment.

It is the latter which causes all honey
to taste more or less alike, and which
prevents the Western manufacturers
from making a good artificial honey
out of glucose. They can imitate the
color, consistence, and even the floral
flavor perfectly, but the so-called honey
flavor has never yet been obtained.

An anonymous writer m Progressive
Bee-Keeper tells of having received
from the mails a No. lo shoe-box con-
taining two worker bees. These were
escorts which had escaped from a cage
containing a queen that had been mail-
ed him by a breeder. The postal clerks
had captured the workers, perhaps think-
ing them valuable, put them in the big
box, wound it with fifty feet of twine,
punched it fulfof air-holes and marked
it in several places, "Bees." The
thoughtful employees of the govern-
ment had placed in the box a little dry
sugar, as provision for the remainder
of the trip. The two workers were thus
delivered to the hand for which they
were intended by the shipper. The au-
thor of this interesting item of bee
news, rem'arks: ''Say, is it not amusing
how little some people know about
bees!" Well, perhaps, but may be not
more so than the "average" bee-keep-
er would be if unexpectedly required to

assume the duties of one of Uncle Sam's
postal clerks.

The gift of silence has saved many a

reputation.

The hard-headed man is sometimes
an easy mark.

Happiness and success are synonyms,
but success and happiness are not.
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a week or so. Then you see when I

ship a queen I always picks one with a

ample sack, pour some royal jelly in it,

and she's sure to go through all right.

I thought that out while lying awake.
Then I always picks up bees as I

see backed into a cell. Them's the

boys as has been getting pollen and
thev makes the best attendants. And
too, it's better for them to be picked

up by the head than the wings. You
see they can't then spill any of the

honey from their honey sacks and a

pickin' of 'em up by the wings strains

the muscles of their backs and is lia-

Dear Bro. Hill:
l^jg ^^ develop lumbago, ruining 'em

Talk about a-taking off of your coat for future use even if they don't die

and a-rollin' up of your sleeves to get in transit.

a ready to do things, why 'taint in it The Humane Society oughter get af-

with ex-manager Bro. Abbott, who ter those boys who don't take care of

has even a taken off his whiskers in them attendantsa
preparin' for the fray, and say he's

just a whooping things. He's a-makin'
our "humble servants" look like thirty

cents. Gosh, but how he shows up
their wire pullin'. If they ever should

that come with a

queen. It's cruel to turn 'em loose in

a cold and heartless world to shift for

theirselves with neither home or moth-
er. It's agin natur', and 'taint politic

neither. Like as not they'll get in

get to their feet long enough to hit som'ebody's bonnet and make 'em vote

back, how they would slug him. Just against the meek and lowly, though

tell Emerson to rip along and never thoughtless gent as turned them adrift,

fear, for their footing is too uncertain, him as holds office by divme right.

It's only the wicked who stand on slip- Tell Emerson it is sacrilegious to try

pery places; t'other kind of folks can't, to^preyent their continooin' m^office.

and you know all those dearly beloved
insist that they ain't wicked a little bit,

and they ought to know. Modesty is

a great thing, a very great virtue. I'm
a modest man myself as you well know,
Harry.

While I was a reading of that sim-

posyum on shocked swarms, I most
choked a-laughin' over the boys as

thought it something brand new. Why,
sir, my granddad did that afore I was
born and my earliest remembrance of

Ah. I'm tired of hearin' the boys say bees was his a-tryin' to shooken a

my umbillycussed queens aint no bet-

ter than theirs without the cuss. Why
my queens have it so perfectly develop-

ed that it forms a mighty cute little

sack and they carry their extra food

about in it. Yes siree! The idea of a

calling queens good that leave the um-

shooked swarm from a shaky gum, and
the blam'ed thing shaked in two, a-let-

tin' all the combs and a whole passel

of mad bees into a heap on the ground.

Gosh, I can feel them stings yet.

Granddad quoted scripter faster than

any of the boys do it now. You see

billycuss a ramifyin' through the royal the shaky shooked gum was too long,

jelly in the cell after they've a left it. slim and tall and wouldn't let the bees

Why sir, my queens carry off the jelly be shooked out easy, so granddad was

in their sacks and use it for lunch for a thumpin' it on a springy fence rail,
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just same principle as Rambler's joun-
cer. (Say. tell R. that name is wrong,
it oughter be a "shookeree".) After
that the old gent cut his gums from
large logs and in short or shallow sec-

tions, and he got a right smart more
honey and the shooking business was
a heap easier.

One winter most of the bees died in

them shallow gums and the old man
was a—goin' to burn 'em, but one day
a feller who was going down the river

stopped over for dinner and seein'

them hives asked about 'em. Say,

you'd a grinned to split to have heard
the virtues of them ere gums. 'Fore

that feller went he'd traded a hog for

all the empty gums 'cause where he
lived 'twas prairie country and big
logs warnt to be had. It seems grand-
dad had heard that great big gums was
the best, so he went in for 'em, regular
Jumbos. But he had to give up the
shakeree biz because it took two men
to move the big gums when full. But
them big gums was the thing for his

locality, sure.

I learnt from that, that when my
goods aint no good in some other
chap's hands, it's the fault of "locality"

b'gosh. Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

-M-M-f^
THE

Bee -Keeping World
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SWITZERLAND.

Honey bees are not taxed in Switzer-

land. The government considers bee-

keeping a branch of agriculture, and
nothing pertaining to this is subject to

taxation.

on a frame 27 centimeters wide than
in one 23i/2.

GERMANY.
In speaking of a certain recently in-

troduced bee-hive Wilkins says in

Phaelzer B. Z. that many bee-keepers

imagine that bees require but very lit-

tle air and they therefore neglect to

ventilate their hives sufficiently. The
consequence is, that such hives are too

damp in winter. Dystentery and other

diseases are then the result and the

bees die. He wants his bees well pro-

tected against cold, but at the same
time well ventilated. He also favors a

larger brood-frame than the standard

German frame which is 37x201/2 cen-

timeters, thinks that 37x27 centime-

ters give better results, as the bees

have then a chance to store an ample
supply of food in the upper part of the

frames. Honey thus stored is always

accessible to the bees, and as long as

it lasts they cannot starve. In the

spring bees bred up much faster when

When the bee journals of Germany
speak of artificial queen cells, they do
not mean the cell-cups as used for

queen rearing by American breeders,

but the large, roomy cell used for con-
fining the queen when introducing her.

This method of introducing queens by
a large wax cell, seems to be very
popular. The cells are made very light,

dipping but once.

Dickel says in Die Biene that he can-

not understand how people who are

fully acquainted with the unvarying be-

havior and the general conduct of the

bee can attribute to so low an order

of creation, intelligence, faithfulness,

love, industriousness and other virtues,

and represent them as worthy of imi-

tation by human beings. He says that

all the actions of the bee serve uncon-
sciously to them, the only purpose of

self-preservation and the propogation
of the race; that all members of a col-

ony contribute their share according
to their individual animal instinct and
desires to accomplish this end.
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Kaemph writes in Illustr. Bztg. that

one of the mistakes beginners often

make is to pack their bees too warm.

Gravenhorst's III Bztg. publishes a

historical sketch of the life of the late

Chas. Dadant in which, by the way, it

is said that when Mr. D. was in the

queen business he found that when
queen cages were provided with heath
or buckwheat honey queens invarial:)ly

died before reaching their place of des-

tination. Esparsette honey and "Good"
candy proved a success.

Phacelia as a honey plant is talked of

a great deal ir Germany as well as

America. (Singularly enough, after

making several plantings the past sea-

son the writer of this article is not at

all satisfied that the plant is of any
value.)

Schroeder in Centralblatt is clamor-
ing for uniform prices of honey. This
is no wonder, for prices do vary greatly

in different markets, ranging from 75

to 125 marks per pound. Schroeder
does not favor a honey trust, but thinks

the Government might do something
to give firmness to the honey market.
It seems the German government is-

sues a circular or bulletin from time
to time in which the prices of the prin-

cipal articles of food are published.

"If," he says, "the prices of honey were
included in these, a uniform price

would be established."

ITALY.

The bee-keepers of Italy have form-
ed an association with the seat in Ra-
venna. The object is the purchasing
of supplies and the disposing of their

honev.

ENGLAND.
The British Bee-keepers' Association

has arranged for special market days
on which honey is to be offered for

sale in London. It is hoped to thus
bring buyers and producers too^ether

and affect many sales.

HUNGARIA.
During 1901 the Hungarian Honey

Commission has disposed of about 110,.

500 pounds of honey for the bee-keep-
ers of that land. As is known the bee-

keepers of Hungaria, Austria and Ger-
many have held joint meetings for

years, still the interests of the Hun-
garians somewhat collide with those
of Germany. The former want a low
tariff on honey in order to unload their

surplus upon Germany. The Hungari-
ans seem to have a surplus of honey,

while the Germans cannot boast of this.

There is another unpleasant feature

about these joint sessions. When meet-
ings are held in Hungaria the Hungarian
language is the predominating one, and
the bee-keepers from Germany, having
traveled many miles to attend the ses-

sions, lose the greater part of the dis-

cussions, etc. How these matters may
be harmonized is a question.

A large experimental apiary has been
established in Goedoelloe near Buda-
pest by the Hungarian government.
Three hundred colonies are kept. In-

structions in bee-keeping and hive-

making are given gratis, including
board and lodging. Bee-keepers with-

out means are often materially assist-

ed and receive bees and hives free of

charge. This, it seems, ought to stim-

ulate the business.

BRAZIL.

It is stated in Schlavg. Hoist. Bztg.
that a Brazilian bee-keeper has invent-

ed a honey-extractor by which the hon-
ey from! both sides of a comb may be
thrown out at one operation. [The
idea is not a new one. The honey from
a whole super may be thrown out at

one operation without moving one
comb separately, providing no comb is

allowed to become sealed.]

AUSTRIA.

The Austr. Bztg. says: It is useless

to furnish a young swarm with a full

set of combs. Experiments made, show-
ed that the swarms hived on starters

only were heavier and in better condi-
tion than those hived on full combs.
[Location(?)]

Baron Ambrozy, also Alfonsus,

claimed before the Wanderversamm-
lung that the feeding of sugar makes
bees susceptible to disease, particularly

to foul brood. Rcidenbach has long
ago come to the conclusion that sugar
is lacking the antiseptic properties the
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honey has, owing to the formic acid,

etc., contained in the latter.

Goebharter has this to say in Bien-

en-Vater about queens: "As every

bee-keeper knows the extreme age of

a queen is four years. Should per-

chance she live beyond this age she is

worthless. Even in their third year

many queens do not come up to the re-

quirements. A good prolific queen is

necessary for best results and the wise

bee-keeper will therefore see to it that

his colonies are always headed by
such." On this point Fraberger says in

the same number of B.-V. that the

bee-keeper should not be satisfied to

merely have a queen in each hive, but
he should also know whether she is old

or young, prolific or not, fertile or not,

etc. Still, he says, it is not advisable
to interfere with the brood nest very
often. A few examinations each year
will suiTice. Queens older than three
years should always be replaced by
younger ones.

FRANCE.
The honey crop is light. In the best

localities 20 to 30 pounds has been
taken from each colony, but the aver-

age throughout the land is less than
10 pounds.

F. Greiner.

GRADING RULES OF THE COL-
ORADO STATE BEE-KEEP-

ERS' ASSOCIATION.

COMB HONEY RULES.

No. I. section to be well filled and
capped, honey white or slightly amber,
comb white and not projecting beyond
the wood, wood to be cleaned; cases of

separatored honey to average 21 pounds
net per case of 24 sections, with a min-
imum weight of not less than 20 pounds
for any single case; cases of half-separ-

atored honey to average not less than
21 3-4 pounds net per case of 24 sec-

tions, with a minimum weight of 20 3-4

pounds for any single case; cases of un-

separatored honey to average not less

than 22 1-2 pounds net per case of 24

sections, with a minimum weight of 21

1-2 pounds for any single case.

No. 2. Includes all amber honey of a

pronounced tinge and all whit-e and am-
ber honey not included in No. i; to be

fairly well sealed, uncapped cells not to

exceed fifty in number exclusive of the

outside row, wood to be well cleaned;
cases of separatored honey to average
not less than 18 pounds net per case of

24 sections; cases of half-separatored
honey to average not less than, 19

pounds net per case of 24 sections;

cases of unseparated honey to average
not less than 20 pounds net per case of

24 sections.

EXTRACTED HONEY RULES.

Extracted honey shall be classified as

white and amber, shall weigh 12 pounds
per gallon, shall be perfectly free from
particles of wax, and shall always be
marketed in new cans. All rendered
honey, whether obtained by solar heat
or otherwise, shall be classed as strain-

ed honej^ and not as extracted.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

It is recommended to sell all cull hon-
ey around home as much as possible, to

grade only in daylight, near a window:
to use the standard 4 1-4x4 1-4x1 7-8

inch section and the 24 pound double
tier shipping case, in order to have uni-

formity in loading cars; to stamp all

cases of No. i honey with the owner's
name above the hand-holes; to mark
all cases of No. 2 honey with two dashes

in the handholes at each end of the

case, and with no other marks whatso-

ever; to use no second-hand cases for

No. I and No. 2 honey; to pack all

sections with paper below and above,

and in double-tier cases to put a sheet

of paper between the tiers; to store

comb honey in a warm', dry place, pro-

tected from flies and dust: and to haul

carefully, well protected from dust and

rain.—From an official circular issued

by the Association.

We are indebted to the A. I. Root
Co.. Medina, Ohio, for a copy of the

1903 edition of the A B C of Bee Cul-

ture. In the new edition a pleasing

change has been made in the binding;

many new engravin^^s and much inter-

esting matter have been added. By a

system of constant revision, the ABC
is kept as nearly up-to-dnte as is possi-

ble, and is, unquestionably, the most
exhaustive and minutely explicit work
on bee-keeping that we have. The new
volume contains nearly oOO pages, and
in typography and general make-up,
reflects much credit upon the publisher.
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A REFORM WHICH MUST COME.

It seems necessary to again refer to

the injustice which honey dealers are

doing the Southern producer, by quot-

ing "Southern" honey. Every few

years this habit breaks out anew, and
the progressive bee-keeper of the South
is obliged to enter into lengthy corre-

spondence with the dealer, in defense

of his product. Being a clear case of

misrepresentation, the dealer soon rec-

ognizes the fact and promises to dis-

continue the practice. The reform lasts

until a change is made in the clerical

force, or other circumstances are

brought to bear which result in its

utter disregard, when the apiarian jour-

nals are again supplied with a batch of

quotations in which the word "South-
ern"'stands for inferiority.

It is doubtless a fact that the South
puts upon the market a larger percent-
age of low grade honey than any other
section of the country. The unpro-
gressiveness of many sections of the
South is well known. The product of
the "bee-keeping" element in such lo-

calities, as well as that of other branch-
es is necessarily inferior; but this is no
reason why the up-to-date producer of
the South should have to sufifer the
stigma which belongs, obviously, to a
product which he has not been guilty
of placing upon the market. The fol-
lowing paragraph is extracted from a
letter recently received from a north-
ern dealer, and was written in the
course of some correspondence upon
this subject:

"We will agree with you that there
are many good honey raisers in the
South, who put up their honey as it

should be; but, so long as there is so
much 'Southern' in evidence, the inno-
cent will have to sufifer."

Well, maybe they will; but they need
not, if the dealer and the editors of the
journals through which the dealer
quotes, will see to it that this unfair
practice is discontinued. The writer
is not altogether green in the matter
of honey and the different grades and
degrees of merit which is in fact, and
by supposition contained in the prod-
ucts of the various parts of America.
He has produced and handled honey
more or less extensively for the past
twenty-two years; and by practical ex-

perience has become tolerably conver-
sant with the regulation product of the

Northern States, Canada, California,

Florida and Cuba; and without fear of

successful contradiction, he asserts

that all the inferior honey on the mar-
kets is not barreled by Southern bee-

keepers, by a long shot. And if it was,

this would be no valid reason why dirty

honey should be characterized as
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"Southern," so long as all Southern
honey is not dirty. Supposing, for ex-

ample, there existed in New York
City or in Cincinnati, a fraudulent hon-

ey dealer. Continue the supposition to

the point where it might be acknowl-

edged that it was impossible to obtain

a pure article of honey from this dealer

in New York or Cincinnati. Suppose,

again, Chicago and Boston were not

known to harbor any such fraudulent

element. Would the dealer in New
York or Cincinnati who did a square

and upright business, contend that hon-

ey of an inferior quality—honey that was
known to be adulterated and filthy

—

should be designated habitually as

"New York," or "Cincinnati" honey?
Such a plan of quoting would be very

unjust to the fair business man in New
York or Cincinnati; but not one whit

more so than the present manner of

quoting dirty honey as "Southern."
Why not, instead of quoting "South-

ern," at two or three cents below the

ordinary market, when it is intended

to specify filthy stufT, "inferior," "dir-

ty," "low grade," etc., etc. Our lan-

guage is not so poor that appropriate
words are not to be found to say about
what is meant.
The South produces hundreds of tons

of honey annually, which is not at all

inferior to the average product of the
Pacific Slope, or the Northern or New
England States. And the producers of

such goods are "sick and tired" of the
persistance with which some dealers

continue to call inferior honey, "South-
ern."

inging, but we were unable to secure
photographs.

For the benefit of the younger sub-

scribers who may not be able to identi-

fy all the pictures shown, and as an in-

troduction of the new faces to all, we
append a "key:"

1. F. Greiner; 2. Thos. Chantry; 3.

James Fleddon; 4. C. S. Harris; 5.

O. O. Poppleton; 6 E. F. Atwater;
7. W. S. Hart; 8. John M. Hooker;
'J. Deacon Hardscrabble; 10. Arthur

C. Miller; H. John M. Rankin; 12.

Frederick B. Simpson; 13. W. W. Mc-
Neal; 1-i. Harold Hornor; 15. Adri-

an Getaz; 10 M. F. Reeve.

The gentlemen comprising the group
have all won success and distinction

with the smoker, and most of them
have acquired additional honor with the

pen. Without exception their motives

in writing for the press is to assist in

the development of our industry, and
their pen-productions have not that ma-
chine-made air about them, which
characterize the writings of those who
put the pen to paper only for so much
a word, and market it where the high-

est cash price can be obtained. To such

men the bee-keeping fraternity owes a

debt of gratitude. To the unselfish ef-

forts of such men we must credit a

large proportion of modern apiarian

achievements, and to such magnani-
mous minds we must look with hope for

future progress and the ultimate estab-

lishment of apiculture upon a solid and

systematic basis among the recognized

industries of the United States.

OUR CONTRIBUTORS.
In presenting the pictures of sixteen

of the gentlemten who will help to make
the American Bee-Keeper for 1803,

which is shown on another page of this

number, our pleasure is mingled with a

degree of pride, which we believe is

justifiable; and we congratulate our-
selves and our readers upon our mutu-
al good fortune in having elicited such
an aggregation of experience and tal-

ent, not only in the line of practical

and scientific apiculture, but as enter-

taining and instructive writers. We
should have been pleased to show pic-

tures of others whose friendship has
been asserted, and from whose pens
our readers will have instructive read-

ARE WE DOING OUR BEST?

Reflecting upon the disadvantages

under which the past generation has

had to labor, in the acquisition of apia-

rian knowledge; and in view of the im-

proved methods, appliances, numerous
good periodicals and books within

reach of every present-day devotee, we
have many times been led to wonder
whether we fully appreciate and make
the best of our privileges. The thought
has again been aroused by the receipt

of a recent letter, from a struggling

bee-keeper in the interior of far-oflf

Japan. In order to learn what is be-
ing accomplished in the great round
world, this isolated aspirant of the

Land of the Mikado, is obliged, first, to

acquire a knowledge of a foreign
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tongue. His love of bees has stimula-

ted an appetite for knowledge beyond

that afforded in the literature of his

own country. Every item of informa-

tion which sheds a ray of light upon

the subject by which he has been fas-

cinated, is appropriated and cherished

as a precious morsel. As an example

of his commendable efforts, and as an

illustration of the great difficulties un-

der which these efforts are exerted, it

is no violation of confidence, we think,

to reproduce in his own style an ex-

tract from the missive referred to:

"Mr. H. E. Hill,

My Dear Sir. I am a poor bee-keep-

er who have a few colonies in my
back-yard, and am also a reader of The

American Bee-Keeper, and I ask you

the question on the bee-keeomg.

Please send me the answers by mail.

"1. How will do to compound the

royal ielly to rear queen cells?

"2. How will to do the proportion of

feet to be give instead of coUen for the

broods?
"3. What are very best m all the

methods of queen-rearing performing

in American at present?
"4. Which are most appropriate for

a beginner in the text-books on a list

of 'books for bee-keepers' in the ad-

vertisement in the American Bee-Keep-

er?"
Observe the candor, of our corre-

spondent. Reflect upon the exertion

which was necessary in order to make
the appeal for light. Consider the de-

termination which actuated his effort.

Imagine, if possible, the delight that

he would derive from' an ability to read

and comprehend all that is written in

English upon the subject of apiculture.

Consider his great disadvantage, as

compared with ourselves.

Is there not something in such an ap-

peal which touches the heart of every

bee-keeper, and reveals the opportunity

that is before him? As wc have ob-

served elsewhere, we are led to wonder
whether we are making the best of our

advantages.

A rem'arkable example of comb-
building in the open air, and an instance

in which the combs penetrated the

snow which spread to the depth of a

foot upon the ground, is illustrated in

the September number of the Bee-
Keepers' Record, of London, England.

Through the kindness of Editor W.
Broughton Carr we have secured the

original photograph, which will be re-

produced in these columns next month.

Every subscriber to this journal is in-

vited to freely participate in the dis-

cussion of any and all subjects in which
he feels an interest. All apicultural

knowledge is derived either through the

generous courtesy of our co-workers

or a combination of this and personal

observation and genius; hence our re-

sponsibility one to another, for a free

and unselfish exchage of ideas, in order

that the wheels of progress may not be

staid by the necessity for individual ex-

periment at each step.

Maurice Maeterlinck's charming

book, "The Life of the Bee," which has

been repeatedly derided, ridiculed and

defamed by a few of that class who
grasp every opportunity to air their su-

perior knowledge of apicultural mat-

ters, is refreshingly defended by Mr. C.

P. Dadant, in a recent number of the

American Bee Journal. It's a blessed

good thing for the fraternity, and hu-

manity in general, that the self-suffi-

ciency and egotism of all men is not

such as to preclude charity for the triv-

ial failings of their fellows.

The Rocky Mountain Bee Journal ob-

serves that "production is the easy side

to successful bee-keeping. Distribu-

tion is the hardest task." And this fact

is becoming daily more apparent.

The editor of Gleanings has reliable

information to the effect that at pres-

ent Cuba produces about 200 carloads

of honey annually, and that it is not

too much to suppose that it is capable

of producing 5(X) carloads. He says:

'•California has put out in one season

an amount equal to this. But prob-

ably Cuba has better and more ex-

tended resources than any other prov-

ince, state or island on this hemi-

sphere." And still. West Indian com-

petition cuts no figure (?). We wonder
what has become of the American Bee
Journal's correspondent. Mr. Rocken-
back, who gave up Cuban apiculture as

a lost cause, several years ago.
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Mr. C. A. Hatch, Richland Center, We have a solid twelve months be-

Wis.. has been appointed to fill the fore us, in which to put those good

vacancy in the board of directors, resolutions into effect,

caused by the resignation of Mr. Da-
dant, which was noted in our last is-

sue. Mr. Hatch will be "rieht at

home" in his new position, as he has had

C. A. HATCH.

considerable experience in the honey-
producing sections of the far West,
and was there associated with some of

the honey exchanges. While all regret
the retirement of Mr. Dadant, it must
be acknowledged that the National's

executive committee has made a wise

choice in the selection of Mr. Hatch
as his successor.

As a means of conveying ideas in

many instances the camera serves even
better than the pen. Many of the edi-

tors of bee journals, as well as many
bee-keepers, of this and foreign coun-
tries are quite expert photographers,
and the resulting pictures are an inter-

esting feature of the journals. We
should be pleased to publish more pic-

tures in the American Bee-Keeper, if

they were obtainable; and would take
pleasure in rendering any possible as-

sistance in helping any reader to get
started in the photographic field.

We have been somewhat surprised to

note the interest manifested by our

readers, in the editorial which appeared

n the December number, entitled,

"Groundless Suspicions." The many
letters received, commending the atti-

tude of The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.,

reveal the fact that their patrons have

viewed the situation from the same
standpoint as the writer, and that they

-hare his appreciation of the impartial

efforts in behalf of bee-keepers, which

lie publishers are putting forth.

Press Bulletin No. 29, issued Sept. 1,

!iy the Agricultural Experiment Station

oi Florida, entitled "Food Adultera-

tion," deals in a forcible and logical

manner with this subject, and presents

a long list of food products that are

frequently adulterated with cheap, and

in many instances injurious substances,

which includes extracted honey and

glucose. In view of the fact that many
states have stringent laws for protec-

tion against such imposition, the adul-

terator's field is being slowly narro%ved

down; and, as a result, the state which

has failed to take legislative action in

the matter, has become the common
dumping-ground for all sorts of un-

wholesome mixtures excluded from
others more progressive, as being unfit

for food.

Owing to the fact that the introduc-

tion of queens in the spring necessarily

interferes to a greater or less extent

with brood rearing, etc., at a time

when every day should be made to

count in building up the colony, it has

long been advised to requeen in the

fall; that is if any changes are to be

made. Queens are usually more plenti-

ful and consequently cheaper in the fall

than in early spring, too. In the Pro-
gressive Bee-Keeper for November Mr.
Doolittle calls attention to an addition-

al advantage of fall requeening. He
says: "It is almost the easiest thing
imaginable to introduce a queen in the

late fall, after the brood has emerged
from the combs." He simply removes
the old queen, waits two or three days
and then drops the new one right in

among the bees.
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We desire to say to our subscribers
that if any wish The Bee-Keeper dis-
continued at the expiration of the time
for which it is paid, it is necessary only
that they notify us to that effect. We
have no inclination to impose our jour

hardly be called a hopeful field, "For
what a

^
man seeth why doth he yet

hope for?"
There is the fight on adulteration. A

lot of good has been done in working
that field, and the end is not yet.

nal upon those who are not interested Possibly the end is yet so far of? that
in it; but when a subscription is re
ceived, the supposition is that the sub-
scriber desires it continued to his ad-
dress until such time as he may order
it stopped. It is neither business-like
nor honorable for a subscriber to re-
ceive copies of a publication for six
months or a year in advance of the
time paid for, and then "refuse" to
take it from the postoffice. We have
no difficulty in placing our monthly
editions in the hands of those who are

the greatest hope lies in that direction.

It is quite possible, however, that a

more hopeful field lies in another di-

rection. Consider what has been done
by the government for all the different

branches of agriculture except bee-

keeping. The direct governmental aid,

the able work done at the various ex-

periment stations there is need only
to make the merest suggestion of such
things to bring before your minds the

millions of benefit to the country from
interested in them and are willing to them. Compared with all this, what
pay for them. We cannot say that we
"are pleased" to strike a name from
our list; we dislike very much to lose
a single subscriber, but we dislike
much more to print and mail papers for
several months to some one who does
not appreciate them. A request to dis-
continue The Bee-Keeper will always
have the same promot attention that is

given a new subscription, and the time
to make the request is before the sub-
scriber has allowed himself to become
indebted to the publishers for papers
sent to him in good faith. There is a
manly, business-like, way of doing it,

and a very discourteous, sneaking man-
ner of accomplishing the sam.e end.
The editor's former connection with
several newspapers, however, clearly
demonstrate the fact that bee-keepers,
generally, are of the "manly" class. We
very seldom have occasion for com-
plaints of this kind against our sub-
scribers; but there are evidently a few
in the field who, probably through ig-

has been done for bee-keeping? The
one man in Washington, the profes-

DR. C. C. MILLER.

sors at some of our colleges and exper-
imental stations so few in number that
their names are soon recited—these are
not forgotten; but however able may

norance, disregard every rule of busi- have been the services they have ren-
ness etiquette. dered, "what are they among so

WHICH IS THE MOST HOPEFUL
FIELD OF LABOR FOR THE
NATONAL ASSOCIATION.

Delivered at the Denver meeting of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association b3' Dr. C.

Miller.

Candidly, I don't know. There is the
protection of bee-keepers in their
right to keep bees where they like, a
field that has been well worked, and
rich has been the fruitage. But it can

many

:

Some may be surprised to know that
this nation is decidedly behind other
nations in this respect. Cross the wa-
ter and you will find various govern-
ments making direct grants of con-
siderable money to the various bee-
keepers' associations. Whether that
be desirable here may be subject to
question, but it would not be hard for

this association to formulate a request
for aid that might be of immense ben-
efit. One of the maxims of a man who
claims to get an imusually high price
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for honey, "If you don't ask it you

won't get it." Possibly it may be worth

the while for us to consider whether

we should not do some asking.

It is reported that a St. Louis boy

ate so much honey he was attacked by

hives.

this season of the year and the cold may in-

duce people to buy more freely. Best lots

of fancy white comb honey bring 16 cents per
pound, No. 1 to choice 15 cents, ofT grades
2 to 5 cents less and not much demand for

them. Extracted 7 to 8 cents for white, amber
6 to 7 cents. Beeswax 30 cents.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N Y makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with

foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shot

rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-

ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-

atious searching after these anicles which is

altogether too copimon. A postal will bring

you details of this and other good things.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached

to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-

ed by travel stain or otherwise; all the cells

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.

No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs
uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or

with but few cells unsealed; both wood and

comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,

amber and dark. That is, there will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark." etc.

New York, Dec. 16.—There is a fair suppK
of honey, though the demand is not as brisk

as it has been. We quote, fancy comb, 11 1-2

to 15 cents. Extracted, 4 1-2 to 5 1-2 cents.

Beeswa.x: The supply is not liberal. Supply,
fair. Francis H. Leggett & Co.

Kansas City, Nov. 11.—We quote comb
honey, 14 to 16 cents. Goood demand and
fair supply. Extracted, 5^/^ to 6V^ cents. No
beeswax on market, at 30 cents.—Hamblin &
Sappington.

Cincinnati, Oct. 13.—The demand for extract-
ed honey in this market is .?ood, and finds
ready sale as follows: Amber, 5% to 6 cents.

White clover. 7 to 8 cents. Beeswax, 28 cents.

We are cash buyers.
The Fred W. Muth Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 9.—The Bufifalo honey
market has been a very firm one so far this

season, and receipts are light. Sales at pres^

ent, fancy. 16 to 17 cents. Other grades from
15 down to 12 cents. Prices will probably be
sustained. Some extracted is selling in small

tumblers at about $1.00 per doz.
Batterson & Co.

Chicago. Dec. S.—There is no special charge

in the honey market, prices remain as last

quoted and the volume of sales are not large.

The weather is such as usually prevails at

Cent=a=Word Column.
It frequently occurs that some member of the

Bee-Keeper family desires to advertise for sale

some article the value of which will hardly
justify the payment of our regular rates; and
yet it would be an accommodation if he were
permitted to tell others what he has to offer.

Some other reader may be in need of just such
an article as that of which he wishes to dis-

pose. Again, it is as frequentiv desired to ex-

change commodities for which we have no
especial use, for something more desirable, and
such exchanges arc often made to mutual ad-

vantage. We have, therefore, decided to place

at the disposal of our readers a column devot-

ed to the accomplishment of these ends: though
we cannot be responsible for any possible dissat-

isfaction which might arise as a result of such
exchanges. The rate will be uniformly one cent

for each word, each month; no advertisement
however small will be accepted for less than
twenty cents, and must be paid in advance.
Cuunt the words, and remit with order accord-

ingly.
^^^

WANTED—To buy 50 or 75 colonies of bees

in Florida. Address Jacob Alpaugh, Box
8, Gait, Ont, Canada.

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-

scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 20

cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-

ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-

logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00.

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDFM BICYCLE (for man and lady")

cost $150 in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-

dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

TO MAKE CLEAR, beautiful photographs use

a Turner Camera. Simple, excellent, mex-

pensive. Dixie Developing paper and Tubes

have simplified the picture-making art. We
refer, by permission, to editor of The Bee_

Keeper who has used over fifty gross of

Dixie paper. Sample dozen (4x5 paper, with

developer, 20 cents. Write today for fuller in-

formation.
M. K. Turner, 102 N. Pryor St., Atlanta, Ga

W. M. Gerrish, R. F. D., Epping, N. H..

keens a complete supply of our goods, and

Eastern customers will save freight by order-

ing of him.

The W. F. Falconer Mfe. Co.



SEND US ZJ^T2oZ%ZA Patents.
friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT,

Sidney, N. Y.

Pensions.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index aad population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

PATENT and PENSION
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, 312 Ind. Ave.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

20 cents (silver).

8tf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb.

PracticalAuthorship
Cloth, 8vo., 300 pp., $3.00.
BY JAMES KNAPP REEVE,

"The best book pul>lislied on the trade of
authorsnip."—Christian Endeavor World,
Boston.

THE EDITOR CO.,
Circulars Free. FRANKLIN.OHIO.

ATHEjYS, ga.
The leading Agricultural Journal of

the South.
No farmer, fruitgrower, stock raiser,

poultryman, dairyman or even house-
wife can atford to be without this val-
uable paper. Sample copies sent free
on application.
ADVERTISING RATES REASONA-

ABLE.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the

business continuously since 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Dally Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cutler, Dade County, Fla. i2tf

The subscription price of the ROCKYMOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.



AGENTS Wanted "waThTng'Machmes.

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They

are cheaper than e"er. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co. , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot

be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITxMAN,

Mt. Vernon, Iowa.
8t(

RIPANS
I doctored for a year and a half for

what the doctor told me was gall

stones. I had read so much about the

relief Ripans Tabules gave other people

I thought I would get some. I have

used eight of the 5-cent boxes and have

not had a spell since.

At druggists.

The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,

contains a supply for a year.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Save tlie OrcBdrils and Gardens
by using the best and latest Improved methods

CUT
WCRH
Mont

THE NEW BIoUx Cmtcber Is a gplendW
uocees. €praying and all other devices h*v«
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-
stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catches
the Coddl-ng aiotli. Borer JFly, Sting^lns
Vl-y, Peach and I'Inm Beetle, Cabbag*
Blotb, Tobacco Sloth, Cotton Sloth, Be*
Moth-also the destroyers of cucumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, etc. JIakes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, wholesome and marketable,
besides Increasing the yield. Only one-slxtb
the cost of spraying and dues its work at night. No
stock destroyed, or trees killed. Simple, cbeap,
flarable. Easily attended and PEK*"ECT in
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 in.- 85c,
by mall, 81.00; per dozen, SS.50—Large size, 14x20 In.

«1.00, by man«1.30, perdozcn, $10.00. Send forclr-
culars and free sample cepy of the Central Fanner
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.
Asrents %Vanted Jiverywbere for the Best
seller of the season. Sew I>e» ice.* Sells at
^hi. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for

Address,

THE CENTRAL FARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

614 SoHth Uth Street tl.
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^^'ITH THE NAMES

III" AND ADDRESSES
lll|OE FIVE FARMERSWU BRINGS THE BEST
FARM PAPER ON EARTH
FOR THE MONEY ONE
YEAR ON TRIAL. GOOD
ONLY A SHORT TIME.

SEND NOW. SAMPLE COPY
FREE. ADDRESS

The Modern Farmer,
307 North 3rd St.

ST. JOSEPH, MO.

•\Ve have an awful appetite for order*."

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y
Send us your name and address for a cv

alogue.

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8tf Milwaukee, Wis

Ctil^ 00 A WEEK
FOIt MAN WITH RI€J To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. y East St. Louis, Ills

tf

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
BEES, POULTRY OR BELGIAN
HARES, WRITE TO THE W. T.
FALCONER MFG. CO., JAMES-
TOWN, N. Y. THEY WILL BE
PLEASED TO MAKE YOUR AC-
QUAINTANCE; AND THEIR CAT-
ALOGUES WILL INTEREST YOU.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri
cultural paper published in Mississippi. Sub
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. I

you are interested in cheap homes and ricl

lands learn about them through the Gazette
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
StarkviMe, Miss.

E. B. BLETT, of Belding, Mich., has

secured full control of Blett's Poultry

Pointers, formerly published by Poul-

try Pointers Pub. Co., of the same

place. He will move the office to Fen-

wick, Mich., and publish it from there.

Ffl^ a Litllfi of Yfiiir

Drop a postal with your name and
address to The Standard Co., 509-510

Shukert Building, Kansas City, Mo.,
and receive by return mail the easiest

method of picking up $500 or $1,000

within the next few weeks. You can't

fail. Send to-day.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

PLEASE^o MENTION THE

AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER

ONLY 10 CENTS A YEAR.
Ten cents pays for a year's subscrip-

tion to our interesting and instructive

publication.

THE WELCOME VISITOR is a

large, illustrated monthly magazine for

the home. It contains short stories by

the best writers; articles on popular

subjects and of present importance by
the best talent of America and Europe;
poems, jokes, sketches, household ar-

ticles, fashion talks, women's doings,

children's topics; thoughts that live,

being extracts from the best authors of

all time; farm and garden news; also a

mail order department: in short, it con-

tains something of interest to every
one.

Do not let this chance go by, but send
us 10 cents in silver to-day, and re-

ceive The Welcome Visitor for one
vear. Address THE WELCOME VIS-
ITOR. 404 South Troy St., Chicago,
Illinois.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICILTURAL MONTH-

LY IN THE INITED STATES ^^j*^^^^c.*«

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful d
practical information and useful hint>

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted tu

stock raising, general farming, garden
ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,
which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every
number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
G-7 tf. BLUFFTOX, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

Florida ?

Subscribe for the ITEM. Publisht-d
weekly, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six

months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING m FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free
sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM, San Mateo, Florida.
4-3t.

TT YOU COULD EXGHA.NGE

Oive Dollar for Two
you could not afford to keep yotx dollar. 1

1

you will exchange that dollar for a year <j

The Amehccin \nver\tcr

you will get two-dollars worth of up-to-date 1:

lustrated scientific news. Agents wanted.

For sample copy address,

The American Inventor,

1.^02 F. St. N. W., Wa.shing:ton D. r

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K^roer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCKY MOUKTABIJEEUCDEML

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tire honey selling and the great big cropi that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H CtMOREHOUSK,
Boulder' Colo.

There was a man in our town who thought
him wondrous wise; he swore by all the fabled
gods he'd never advertise. But his goods were
advertised ere long, and therby hangs a tale:

The ad. was set in nonpareil (this size), and
headed SHERIFF'S SALE.—M. T.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will send
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN'
BEEKEEPER both for tl.OO.

BEGINNERS.
shou.d have a copy ot %

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; -written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just out.

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 23 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

^'a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal,) one

year for 6oc. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., HiggmsTille, Me.

Are You Looking for a|Home?
No farmer should think of buy-

ino- land before seeing a copy of

THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL,. It contains the largest

list of lands for sale of any paper
published in Iowa. Reaches 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mall you the Jour-
nal for 1 3'ear, or for ten cents in

silver or atamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months 'on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real EstateiJournal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.



RoUgK Hider strawberry

Best shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
productive strawberry in existence. $1150 from 2]4 acres

in 1900. Was shipped to England successfully. "We offer

g25 in gold for largest berry produced in 1903. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
Diants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer. Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO.. N.Y.

Yast Koaey Crops
The United States produces 8,000

cars, per annum.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCES 500 CARS

or twice as much as other states and

makes double ithe profits on the in-

vestment.

The U. S. Report shows that Bees

produce 100. per cent, on the invest-

ment per annum.

A Corporation Organized to Handle

the crop.

Sample Copies Free. $1.00 a year.

Read the

PACIFIC BEfi JOURNAL
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

We club with t]tie American Bee-

Keeper.- Both papers, $1.00. tf.^

Ten Charts, Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin;

Banjo, Guitar, Viola, Violoncello; Contra

Bass, Cornet, Fife, Chart of Chords, 50 Studies;

17 Dances and Dictionary, 8 page, only 10

cents for all.

JOHN PICHT,

73 Ave. C, New York, N. Y.

l-3t.

I CUT THIS OUT I
6 and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- O
© closed, and receive in return a six months' 9
& trial subsciptiOD to S

i People's Companion Magazine, S
5 It's the one you hear &o much about. Ad. Q
© rates, 5 cts. i)er line; 50 cts. per inch. Give 9
S us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. 8
O Sample copy for two cent stamp. 2

1 People's Companion Pub. Co., S
S MILWAUKEE. WIS. O
2( Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tfJ

The Kecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
r. MACON , MO.

BEL.GIAN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET.
The Belg-ian Hare meat is becomlDg-

very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being- white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They are easy to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several

hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
nny other animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such
qiiick returns as breeding Belgian
liares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the
harvest of Ihe breeding stage. Boys,
if you have a back yard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
natch your money grow. One young
man in a little over a year has sold

nSOO.OO worth of stock, from an

original $30.00 investment.

ETooklet and list free.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio



160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Book sent free with American Bee Journal.

Every NEW srBscRinEH sending $1.00 for the wEKKi.Y American Bee
Journal for one year will receive a copy of Newmans ir.O page "Hues and

Honey" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Joumal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.. 144 Erie St, Chicago, 111.

The Century Magazine
"or- -

ST. NICHOLAS at a low price.

Wo will mail THECHNTURY
lor a 3-car with

The : American : Bee=Keeper
for only $3.75, or

St. - Nicholas - Magazine
—and

—

AMERICAN = BEE=KEEPER
lor -f-.Tr). each offered for less than the

regular subscriptions.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ot. ]iiolitby our own method;
all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

KeepersV Astonishing: results. Will sm'prise and please
you. BOOKLET FREE TO EVKUVnODT.-or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 nios. for 10 cents. Address,

W. P. CO., Box Cllutottvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
JOIN OUR

5^ ^^s MUSIC CLUB^^^ts
Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh'n

You receive one piece of New Sheet Musir
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell irrm
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also you
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in g-oods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.

Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

WtLSOhl'S
New Gfeen Bone, Shell
and Vegetable Cuiief
for the Poultryman,

Also Bone .>lills fur making phos-
phate and fertilizer at small cost for
the farmer, from 1 to 40 horse-
power. Farm Feed Mills grind

fine, fast and easv. Send for circulars
WILSON BROS., Sole Mfgrs., Easton, Pa.
l-6t

.1^^

pWuxvx

rtktk Set iVv\u0^ 'ft«« t''*^A 1 %
+

'..^K^^-

^v

Six months trial. 20 cents. Sample Free.

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS
Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 40 cents. Advertising

rates, 40 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS.
Fenwick, Mich.

J^ee Supplies from Lewis
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES.
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS.

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

J. B. Lewis Co. n?IT?:A.
EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M. Scott &

Co.. 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO..

Front and Walnut Sts..

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free.



THE HERSHiSER

HONEY=JARS

clearly how the jar is sealed. The rubber ring

between the rim of the glass top and the

shoulder in the opening of the jar's mouth,
with the pressure exerted by the spring on
the center of the top. makes a perfect seal

with continuous pressure, because of the

These jars were designed for use in the honey
exhibit at the Pan-American Exposition in Buf-
falo, and are very neat and attractive. They have
cork-lined aluminum caps which seal them tight.

The fact that the molds are constructed for mak-
ing the jars by hand instead of by machine, and
the addition of the aluminum caps, makes the jars

^iisui man the onuiiary
ui sizes square and three

souiewhal more e\|i

Tiiey are made in fc

round, as shown in the illustration. W e can sup
"ly them either from Medina or from Philadelphia
at the folllowing prices:

^4 lb. square Her. jars, doz., 50c; $ 5.40 per gr.

^2 lb. sfTuare Her. jars, doz., 55c; 6.00 per gr.

1 lb. square Her. jars, doz., 80c, 9.00 per gr.

2 lb. square Her. jars, doz., 1.00 lO.SO per gr.

li lb roun^ Her. jars, doz., 60c; 6.60 per gr.

1 lb. round Her. jars, doz., 75c; 8.40 per gr.

2 lb. round Her. jars, doz., 1.10 12.00 per gr.

These prices, although rather high in compari-
son with other jars, are as low as can be made on
hand-made jars, and afford us a smaller margin of

profit than other styles.

TIP TOP HONEY-BOTTLKS OR -I.VRS.

We believe many bee keepers will be interested

in a honey-jar with spring-top fastener which we
show here. The following illustrations show very

S^EI

spring of the metal clasp. \\'ith this kind o

a fastening the jar is very quickly sealed-
more quickly and securely than with a rim
The cover fits down in so neatly that, ii

order to remove, you may have to insert thi

end of the spring under the edge to pry it out

There is a great variety of bottles and jar

<<i numerous sizes made with this kind o
fastening. Even the one and two poun<
Miuare honey jars may be had with this fas

.enin'T at an additional cost of 75 cents pe
iiss over those with a cork. We show her'

styles which seem best adapted for hon

the round tapering jar is the one we cal

'on We can supply those in two size

—V'lb. at $4.50 per gross, and the 1 lb jar a

•I^S.OO per gross. Put up in partition case:

of i dozen each. $1.00 per gross extra.

1 1

I

||i i

I i

The oci.ngon jar we will not keep in stock,

but can ship from the factory in Ohio ai

$5.00 per gross for the 1-lb. size. We car

supply tliis to hold 3-4 lb. or 14 oz. Order?
should be for at least 5 gross at a time. The
Tip Top is a little scant measure, the 1 lb.

size holding 15 oz. and the half-pound about

lYz oz., actual weight of noney. The jars may
be used for fruit or preserves or pickles after

they aie emptied of honey, which fact adds tc

their yalue as a honey-jar.

The A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohic



EuLeied at tiie Postottice, Fort Pierce. Fla., as second-class mail matter.



Webster's Unabridged
Dictioivary

HOUSEHOLD KEALM. and you
COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-

inches, gilt

retails ia

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of IHE
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth. 1282 papes, size of page 8%3cl8j4
letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only Jl.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
ii a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all tliat pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

lenic WATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN

COMMODE
HONIBS,

where modern bath-ro im facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the HYgcienic Water-Seal Ctominode is an absolute necessity
for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-
able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. i."roviaca a an disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PKICF. $^00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago. 111.

^
PateDt Wired Comb Foundation

has no sag in brood frames

Thin Flat Bottom Foundation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.

Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN A SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprp^ Brook, N ^

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous hic;h-
grade barley used by the large breweries, for which
extra high prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay suVj-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions atford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
and churches ;rural mail delivery and farmers'tele-
phone lines ai'e advantages seldom offered where
improvedilaiids sell for 1*25 to $5i) an acre. Send for
our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding bargains that will interest j'ou. All cor-
rcspcnulence strictly confidential.

Winona and Western Land Company,
Sl'^-HH Choate Block. Winona, Minn.

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American
Keeper with the—

Price
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-
nal $ -50

What to Eat log
Bee-Keepers' Review •• .. i.oo

Canadian Bee Journal.. .. log
Gleanings in Bee Culture., log
American Queen 50

The American Boy log
Pacific Bee Journal 1.00

Irish Bee Journal 36

Bee-

Both

$ -75

i-oo

1-35

1-35

1-^5

.60

I -GO

1.00

65



Bee H ives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE

PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

W^HERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You

THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now

ready. Send for one on a postal card.

The W. T.

FALCONER IVIANFG. CO.
JAMESTOW^J, N. Y.L_



$2.50
'

a Bbl.POTATOES
LargeRt growers ofSeed Potatoesln Amorioa.
The "Kural New Yorker" gives SalzerV Ear-
lyW lsoon»in a yield of ?42 bu. per n. Prlees
dirt cheap. Mammoth seed book and sample of
Teoslnte, Speltz, MaearoulAVlicat, <>8bu. per
a,. Giant Clover, itc.upoa recei|it of lOe pust:ige.

JOHN A. 8AI.ZER SEED CO. Lo Cronio, Wis.

The Campaigns of the Confederate

Army will be published serially in

ATHEXS, GA.
Begining with the March number.

FROM REV. J. P. SMITH, Rich-

mond, Va.

"Stonewall" Jackson's Adjutant-Gen-
eral.)

The author has done an excellent

thing. There is no sectional bitterness

nor any unjust criticisms. We have
found no harsh words. It can be read

by the young without, making them in

the slightest degree disloyal to the

country they are now to help forward
in prosperity and harmony.

YOUR REAL ESTATET YOUR I

I I
or baslr

l-" what it iiII I H [^ nPililiO'" business, do matter
U iilJ UJJU IJ what it is or where locat-
ed Wherever mail is d-^livered. 1 do bus-

iness If you want to sell a farm, timber land,
ranch, residence, store building, mill factory,
iumberorcoal yard, stock of goods (any line),

patent right, or want a partner, send two
stamps for my Booklet. If you want to BL) Y
send for FRBE copy of Barron's Monthly
Bulletin, it is fnll of bargains A. M, B aK-
ROiN, Station C, SOUTH BEND, IND.

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shot
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to he fastened to the wall of the toilet
room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-
atious searching after these articles which i->

altogether too common. A postal will bring
you detafls of this and other good things.

Oe YOUR MEKS PAY?^

This weman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one da}.

S^ND US *^^^ names and au-
*^ '" "^ dresses of 20 of your
friends and 5 one-cent gtampe to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT,
Sidney, N. Y.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at 36o. perdoz. In one day for
Our New Book "Helps for Poultry lif
how, explains why so many fail and so 1'

A Book we can commend with » gf>od c
aGREAT HELP to all Poultry Keepi-:
old. Describes CO rarieties of fowls, well

.

and contains a Poultry Keepers Accoum
gainor loss monthly ;on heavy paper worth l... . •.

This Book Free with our Poultry Paper one year for

25e. or Bool: free with paper S months for lOc.
Pescrlptlve clrcularg Frre for stamp to pay postage.
Wayside Poultry Co., C'lintonville, Coim.

DON'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING THE
WAY, BOT BUY AN E M P I R E^
WASHER, wjuA which the ? ^ j
frailest icoman can do an or- ff

dinnry washing in one hour,

vtith'iut wetting her hands.
Sample atwholeaaleprice. Satisfaction Qniranteed.
No pay until tried. Write/or PhiKtrnted Catalogue
andprirei ofWringers,Ironing Tnhles, Clothes Reeh,
J}7'yinr) Bars, WapovJacks, i{~c. ApentsWanted. Lib-

eral Terms. QuickSales! Little Workil Big PayU!
io{(ire«»,THBEMriEEWASHKECo.,JMaestown,N.Y.

^K^^^^^^^T';—

^

BARNES'
Foot Power MacMnery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
fur vise in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
\\. F. & J. BARNES CO..
31!? Kubv St.. RocVford. 111.

m ^m Hi B^ EBS OF BEES and those in-mW B BTj tending to keep bees should
Um Um ^H Hm write us for largeilliist'dcat^
Hm ^^ ^p ^^ alogue and copy of Aiikri,

^ jkg ^^1 CAN BF.K-KREPKR.(monthly.'^ ^"^ ^^ Our/irjce*are/ou-es(and6(oc^
largtet. We keep everything
used by bee-keeprs,including.

|

te:it books, comb foundations,
alistileshives.otc. Addr h
W. T. Falconer Mfgl
Co.Jamestown,N .YT i

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interestinc

illustrated monthly magazine dcTOted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
Boatoa, Has*.



Needed in Every Home
X'@\ THE NEW
LSn^y AND E.NLAF.GE.D

\^^^^°^ E.DITION OF

webster's

International

Dictionary
A Dictionary of ENGLISH,

Biography, Geography, Fiction, etc.

New Plates Throughout

25,000 New Words
Phr&ses and Definitions

Prepared under the direct super-

vision of W. T. HARRIS, Ph.D., LL.D.,

United States Commissioner of Edu-
cation, assisted by a large corps of com-
petent specialists and editors.

Rich Bindings 2364 Quarto Pages
5000 Illustrations

The International teasfirst issued

in 1S90, succeeding the "Unabridged."
The Neiv and Enlarged Edition of the

International was isstied in Octoher,

1900. Oet the latest and best.

"We also publish

Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
with Glossary of Scottish Words and Phrases
1100 Pa^s. 1400 lUuatrations. Size 7x10x2 5-8 inches.

'First-class in quality, second-class in size."

Specimen pages, etc. of both
books scut on application.

G. d C.MERRIAM CO.
Publishers,

Springfield, Mass.

iTHE:

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claim in j:^ over G,0()0 of a circula-

tioD and it affords the best medium of
i-eacbing tbe 100,0(X) farm homes in

New Brunswick, iNova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim fuU of up-

to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price. 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
Y, St. Johns, N. B., Canada.

n'
Tf If, BmaHAM
•*"'-J has made all thn im-

j provements in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in the last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too large, sent

postpaid, per mail JioO

3^ inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2!^ inch 90

r. F. Bingham, 2j-^^-,--.„; ;•«

Farwell, Wlich.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-

l.jad of the aimless nomads that claim to coy-
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THE
\MERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

Strawberries.

Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.

All

Leading

Varieties
Wiue lor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana

ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In-

ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicui-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo solicitcn. Dirija-

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A



u
Keys to Success^^

SENT FREE

Mr. Edward Bok, Editor The
Ladies* Home Journal, tells

yoting: men how, without help

or influence, they can rise to

the highest success.

^'••^

The present century abounds with

examples of young men who, alone
and unaided, have risen to the very
highest pinnacle of success in their

chosen callings.

The great captains of industry of

to-day were the poor boys of thirty

years ago. They made their opportunities; they depended solely upon
their own personal efforts. It was not a wealthy parent, nor an influential

friend who started these men on the road to fortune.

What, then, is that irresistible force which enabled them to overcome
all obstacles?

Every ambitious young man is searching for this secret. He
believes that honesty, sobriety, perseverance, and determination are essen-

tials in the foundation on which to build a successful career, and yet he

realizes that he must possess something more than these prerequisites,

if he would achieve conspicuous success.

Those who study the lives of successful men will tell you that they all

possess a certain force of character—the power to mould the opinions and

direct the actions of others. John D. Rockerfeller has often said that he at-

tributes his success largely to his ability to influence and control the minds

of men. How to acquire that power is told by Mr. Edward Bok. in his lec-

ture "Keys to Success," the most inspiring address to young men ever

heard from an American platform. Mr. Bok does not preach theory; he

gives, good, sound, practical advice. He tells young men just how they

can develop those qualities indispensable to success, and win both money

and power. Every word is suggestive and inspiring.

Tho publishers of this lecture are desirous that every reader of The American Bee
Kteper Rhoultl possess a copvof "Kevs to Success," and they will send, compiiinentary,

a complete copy of this address to every reader who will write for it. enclosing: 6 cents

tocovercost of mailing. "Keys to Supcess" is one of the many inspiring speeches con-

tained in Modern Eloquance. a" library of Famous After-Dinner Speeches, A ddresses and
Lectures, in ten volumes, edited bv the Hon. Thomas B. Reed. The publishers bebeve
that these complimentary copies of Mr. Boli'a "Keys to Success" will prove eftectivc

advertising for the sale of Ex-Speaker Reed's reiniirlcable work; hence this liberal oticr.

John D. IHorris and Company, Publishers,

Suite 127, Commonweahh BIdg., PHILADELPHIA



To Subscriber* of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Unti Further Notice
We WUl Send The

Country
Journal

to any address In the U. S. A., one
jear for 10 cente, proTiding you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa,-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2tf

The only strictly agricultural

paper published la this State. The
only agricultural paper published
every week. It goes to every post
office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-
tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Cor,

M Nashville, Tenn.

A BATH
wher UMPIRE

taken in an " Porta
Folding BATH
Used in any room.
Age\ts Wanted
Catalogue Free.
_ Thb empire
^washer co.,
Jamestown,n.y.

^ Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARIST, ^^l^^^;,,^
(Est»blishtd 10 yeari).

20 pages montbly. Subscription 3s. Sd. per aauM.

This joamal circulates in all the Aastral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand ami
Tasmania. A good medium to Amcriefta
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head ofikse {or Australian Colonies, '

229 Collins strp^-t

Melbourne, Australia^

SEND TO FARMERS WIFE
Names and postoffice and eight two-cent

stamps and we will send you our paper free
for one year. These names are valuable to us.
We are pubiisjiH? the handsomest and mos.
practical monthly illustrated magazine, devot-
ed exclusively to the interest of the women
folks on the farm. If you hesitate, send two-
cent stamp for a sample copy and be convinced
ue are giving you a very desirable Journal.
This offer is a special one. The regular

price is 50 cents a year, payable in advance.
THE FARMER'S WIFE,

'-'f Winona, Minn.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

vgricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
iiltural paper published in Mississippi. Sub-
cription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. It
-lU are interested in cheap homes and rich
nds learn about them through the Gazette.
plendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO..
Starkville, Miss.

50 YEARS'
RIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion fr«e whether an
inrention is prohably patentable. Commnnica-
tionsstriotly confidential. Handbook on Patents
gent frea. Oldest agency for securinepatents.
Patents taken throush Munn A Oo. receive

special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific JInierican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year : four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

iyiUNN4Co.^«'«-«'-^Newyork
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.



Homes in

Old Virginia-
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

Th«re ii bo trade or profession better catered t«

«7 good joursaU than that oi the farmer. Uni>-

teUisent naprogregziveness has now no excuse.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they

place thtlr advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, four eoluinns to
page. Departments covering every
branch of farming and stock-raising
The little journal that Is "read and re-

read by its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second st,
St. Louis, Mo. 7tf.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to "Washington
Saves time, josts less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receiTB
special notice, without charge, in the

INVRMTIVR AGR.
Illustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms $1 a year

E. G. SIGGERS
918 P Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.
Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch.

THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee, WiS'
4-tf.

"We have an awful appetite for order*."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a eat-

logue.

ISO
article f(ir daily use in every house
(city or country), factory, bank,
business concern; sells like wild-

fire; millions will be sold; a necessitr thst
will sell in the same territory over and ov»r
again; to show is to sell. Agents wanted,
men or women. Sample 10 cents; mon«T
back if yon say so. Write quick for exclus-
ive territory. " ZENO M O. SUPPLY CO,,
Station C, SOUTH BEND, IND.
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BEE=HIVE5.

The Merits and Disadvantaces ot Modern Types
Discussed.

(Arthur C. Miller).

IT
Was Mr. Hutchinson, I think, who
said that in the line of hives and
implements we have gone about as

far as we can; that from now on we
must look to co-operation and organi-

zation to improve our condition. He
used the Heddon hive, but could suc-

ceed with ''any old thing." So far as
it goes, the Heddon hive is good and
emb(5dies many excellent features, but
it is by no means near enough perfect

to warrant the belief by Mr. Hutchin-
son that no improvement can be look-
ed for. The cry of '"perfection" is as

old as man, but still each successive
generation sees the old ways and im-
plements supplanted by new.

It is the purpose of this article to

point out some of the shortcomings of

tj-pes of hives now in use—and later

possibly of some other instruments

—

hoping thereby to stimulate effort to

overcome such evils, to the end that
better hives may be evolved. I shall

not assail any hive, but shall allude
only to principles involved. Before go-
ing further let me say it should be
borne in mind that no one style of

hive is adapted to all climates and all

S3\stems.

The essentials of a hive are simpli-

city, durability, adaptability to a maxi-
mum number of systems of manage-
ment, and low cost. A rectangular
box, loose hanging frames, flat bottom

and top is doubtless the most simple
form of movable comb hive, but its

simplicity is secured at a cost of sever-

al essential features. The frames swing
loose with all the evils that implies.

When storified, the bees connect the
two sets of frames, and attempts to
move the upper disturbs the lower, and
trouble ensues. Spacing between combs
is not constant. To overcome part of

the trouble the closed end or "self-

spacing" frames were devised. It was
an advance, but with them came other
evils. Unless the frames were press-

ed together the bees would work pro-
polis between them until it was dififi-

cult to get frames back into a hive
once they were removed. It also hin-

dered ready mjanipulation. Without
compression much the same trouble
was met in storifying as with unspaced
frames. Again, with or without com-
pression, it was found best to use a
"follower" to keep the bees out of the
spare space necessary in such hives.

Such followers either swell fast or are
glued fast and by many bee-keepers are

well considered an abomination and a

needless expense.
The next step was so to fit frames

to hives as to prevent bees getting
behind the frames to glue them (Hed-
don and Danzenbaker types), but in

many climates the wood of both frames
and hives were so swollen that it is im-
possible to remove the frames. Again,
the hive-sides and ends swell so that the

space below hanging frames and above
standing frames is increased to such
an extent that when storified the "bee
space" is much too great, or in exceed-
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ingly dry climates the other extreme
occurs, and the bee-space is too small.

So much for boxes with frames in

them.
Mr. Quinby devised a standing-

frame hive, a modification of the Huber
"leaf hive," putting hooks on the cor-

ners of the frames so that when proper-

ly placed on the bottom-board hey
would remain erect. This hive had sev-

eral vital defects. The bottom-board
was complicated, the hook arrangement
awkard, the hive could not be readily

storified and the block of frames com-
prising a "hive" could not be readily

or safely handled without the bottom.
Mr. Bingham devised a shallow stand-

ing-frame hive, the "frames'" having no
bottom bar. Being pretty securely

clamped together a set of frames can be
handled without the bottom-board, and
they can be storified. But the lack of

a bottom bar is a serious fault in the

eyes of many. Also in order to get a

simple bottom-board Mr. B. places his

frames side to the entrance instead of

end to it, a practice pretty universally

objected to by bee-keepers. It certain-

ly has some disadvantages, but is not
vital. The hive is a long step forward,
its shallowness and storifying giving it

many of the virtues of the Heddon,
while avoiding the evils of that hive,

but it must be handled more carefully.

It would never do to try to "jounce" it

a la Rambler. The "panels" used to

close the sides of such hives are trou-
blesome. When properly constructed
they are more expensive than is desira-

ble. One other, and a great trouble
with such hives, is the liability of the
frames tumbling over onto the ground
like a row of bricks, when the com-
pression is released, and manipulation is

in progress. A few such experiences is

generally enough to convince the ex-
perimenter that he does not want them.
But they have come to stay.

So much for the broad chamber.
Supers and covers are next considera-
tion. Bottoms are about as simple as
they can be, and either of several now
on the market embody excellent fea-

tures. Possibly they might advantage-
ously be made of more durable wood
even if at slightly increased cost, and
certainly thicker and stronger bottoms
than some now sold would be better.

Of covers there are none yet on the

market that come anywhere near per-
fection. They twist, ^ they crack, they
shrink, they swell, they are clumsy or
complicated to make, and a dozen other
evils, and ofttimes one almost believes

each style is worse than the other.

There is a large field here for some
budding genius.

In the construction of supers, the

great desideratum is keeping the sec-

tion clean. It is also essential that

they be kept square, may be readily in-

serted and as readily removed. With
the majority of cases on the market,

the sections separators, wedges, &c.,

swell so that it is often impossible to

remove the sections at all unless the

side of the super is first pried partly

off. Frames and section holders only

aggravate the trouble.

Some bee-keepers want to move out-

er rows of sections to the centre, and
vice versa; some want everything firm

and rigid; some want separators, others

do not. On scarcely any part of bee-

keeping do we dififer more than in our
likes and dislikes in "supers." After

trying all or nearly all styles and ob-

serving the tendency of the "craft," I

am inclined to believe that the "section

holder" without top-bar, and either

with loose or fastened separators will

be the leading and most satisfactory

all-around super. Also I believe that

they will be used clamped together

somewhat after the manner of Mr.
Bingham's frames, and will be used in-

dependently of an outer case, though
perhaps protected by one. I think

some arangement similar to Mr. Bing-

ham's cover with canvas drop
—

"petti-

coats." Rambler called them—will be

found most satisfactory for protection

of supers.

Providence, R. I., Dec. i6, 1902.

^'Sttcc-fss to The American Bee-Keeper. It is im-
proving fast.'"—L. F. Hnncgan.

The Canadian bee-keepers have fallen

into line, in the mater of honey ex-

changes; having organized and pro-

ceeded to execute plans for future op-

erations.

Of the 91 apiaries visited in Ontario,

by Inspector McEvoy, during the past

year, foul brood was found to exist in

30 of them.
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QUEEN=REARINQ.

Another Method Described -The Present Con-

troversy as Seen by One of Oui- Staff.

(C. S. Harris.)

THE queen-rearing subject has
occupied considerable space of

late in many of the bee periodicals

but has not been so generally discussed

bj' the actual main body of queen-
bieeders as might have been expected.

Possibly some have been deterred from
writing by a distaste for the appearance
of free advertising; and others by the

opinion that the subject was one of lit-

tle interest or benefit to the ordinary
bee-keeper and, besides, had assumed
the very unpleasant aspect of personal

attack. No doubt many have been so

busy rearing what Dr. Gallup styles

worthless queens, that they have not
found time to enter the arena.

Mr. Doolittle says these controver-

sies are productive of much less good
than plain statements of facts and ex-

periences, and I have no doubt he is

correct, and yet. if the bitter, personal
feeling could be excluded, much might

be learned by a comparison of several

prevailing methods. It is impossible,

and unnecessary, for all to work alike

to arrive at one and the same high
point. After trying the various plans,

my preference is for the Doolittle,

with some variations of my own.
I believe that good and bad queens

may be reared by any or all the meth-
ods in use, depending partly upon con-

ditions over which we have little or no
control and largely upon the care ex-

ercised by the queen-breeder himself.

The Doolittle plan of transferring the

larvae may, possibly, admit in careless

hands^ of more latitude for error than
the Alley plan of using eggs, but there

is no place in queen-rearing for the

careless man and he cannot long re-

main there.

My manner of work diflfers mainly
in the use of two queens in cell colon-

ies, and while this, perhaps, has been
tried and rejected by many, there may
be some who, like myself, will find an
advantage in it, and for the benefit of

those I will describe it.

I use the ten-frame simplicity and
dove-tailed hives, which admit of a

tight-fitting, half-inch division board,
with four frames and a Doolittle feeder
on either side. I place a super, or
hive-body, so arranged over a strong
colony, using two queen excluders be-

tween it and the brood nest below,
which, while allowing the bees to
mingle, prevents the queens of the
colony and the queen above (for I

have a queen in one side of this super)
from coming in contact. As con'
ditions warrant it, additional supers
of empty combs can be placed
under the super prepared for cells

and the queen-excluders shifted, if

thought best, to give the lower queen
more room.
A flight hole is provided at the rear

of each compartment of the divided

super, and these holes may be closed

by a cork, a wooden button, or a piece

of queen-excluding metal, as desired.

The bees are allowed to fly from the

side containing the queen, the other
hole being closed with queen-excluder
while in use for cells. If closed, it is

necessary to see that some of the

combs within contain pollen at all times
when cells are being built.

This plan gives me very strong col-

onies and brood is always at hand for

the cell compartment, as all that is nec-
essary is to exchange combs of honey,

or empty combs, for brood from the

compartment having the queen, making
sure, of course, that she is left at

home.
I use two combs of brood and two

frames prepared for cell sticks which,

with the feeder, fills the compartment.
If honey is not coming in freely, I feed

syrup enough to keep them at the comb
building point. It is not necessary to

feed where the queen is, as the bees are

stimulated by the feed from the other
side, and I use here either a plain di-

vision board, or "dummy" frame, or a

fifth comb. This is a good place to re-

tain choice drones in a poor season, or
they may be placed in the full colony
below. If you wish, the queen can be
transferred, on a comb of brood, to the

cell compartment and cells started on
the side from which she was removed,
and these bees, with the strength of a

full colony, will accept and build cells

as if completely queenless. Although
the plan as ordinarily used is that o*'

snpercedure, and it is my belief that
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queens from supercedure cells average
better than those from swarming cells.

A greater number of cells can be ob-

tained in other ways, but except with a

colony particularly good at cell build-

ing, I think it can be overdone and
quality sacrificed for the sake of quan-

tity. By this plan a strong force of

bees is engaged upon not more than a

dozen or fifteen cells at one time, as the

second stick of cells is not given until

the first is sealed. I quite frequently

have queens live to four and even five

years of age, but I do not consider

longevity of such prime impo<rtance

and would prefer to re-queen each sea-

son, retaining only such queens as I

desired to further test for use as breed-

ers.

I scarcely know what to think of Dr.

Gallup's attack. Certainly his "missing

link" is found in dipped as well as nat-

ural cells, the attachment evidently be-

ing made by the larva itself, as a

means of support in the cell, and prob-

ably for no other purpose. His whole-

sale condemnation of queens and meth-

ods is an evidence of the weakness of

his charge.

Mr. Alley's lately-put-forth claim

that the best queens are only produced

by queenless bees is certainly not m ac-

cord with nature's usual ways and, if

true, it seems strange indeed that the

Creator passed it by for the inferior

plans of supercedure and swarmmg to

continue the species.

Holly Hill, Fla., Dec. 3, 1902.

"/ Me your American Bee-Keeper ve'-y much"
—Dr. O. M. Blanton.

Selling Extracted Honey at Retail.

(W. W. McNeal.)

THIS is a seasonable subject, and

as interest in it seems to be awak-

ening I would like to twitter a

small twit.
. ,

I was much pleased with Mr. Aiken s

article in The Bee-Keeper. In my opin-

ion that matter of selling liquid honey

has never received the attention its im-

portance demands. As the years go by

we see unmistakable evidence that the

extracted honey is growing in favor

nmong producers. This is due largely

to the fact that there is more certainty

of a crop in this form than when work-
ing for comb honey. The floral con-
ditions are changing for the worse in

many places thus making the produc-
tion of extracted honey almost a neces-

sity. But bee-keepers are not laboring

as they should to create a market
for these goods. The very best grades
of liquid honey may, however, not com-
pare favorably with the ready sales of a

gilt-edge article of comb honey in cer-

tain circles, though there is much room
for improvement in a general way. The
ornamental effects of the latter exceed
those of the former. Moreover, we are

told that •'he flavor of newly-made
comb lends a charm to the eating qual-

ities of honey that can never be real-

ized in any other way. Be this as it

may, a strictly fancy grade of comb
honey is a luxury in the majority of

homes, and, being a luxury, will be

used sparingly; hence there is left to

the producers and dealers in extracted

honey larger possibilities, by a right

handling of his goods, notwithstanding

the increased competition of glucosed

syrups and those of fine commercial
sugar for table use.

Mr. Aiken's idea of a cheap package
for honey is all right, if one is to deal

directly with the consumer. For a

house to house canvass, a paper bag, a

bucket, in fact most anything will do

—

anything holding more than a pound.

With his delicious alfalfa honey and dry

climate I can see how his paper bags
would work admirably. But where else

can one find honey that will candy so

obligingly and climatic conditions cor-

respondingly favorable? For a direct

service from the producers to the con-

sumer the package never plays the im-

portant part it does when honey is sold

through the grocery stores. Your
customer is not compelled to rely so

much on the looks of the article as seen

through a package, but he assures him-

eslf of the honesty of the goods by the

form of the purchase. He will buy a

three or five pound jar in preference to

a one pound jar; which to my way of

thinking, or in other words, to my sur-

roundings, is a more practical way out

of the difficulty. For while the cost of

the larger package will lower the cost

price to the consumer, it does not les-

son the retail price to the producer.
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Neitlier does it detract from the ap-

pearance of the article to be sold, but
rather is enhanced in looks for the
display of water-white honey in a five

pound glass jar is better than the same
grade in a one pound jar. I sympa-
thize with Mr. Aiken in the fact that it

is the middle classes who .ire the real

consumers of honey and any reduction
in the cost of package means increased
sales of honey through this channel of

trade.

When selling honey through the me-
dium of the grocery stores, the half-

pound glass packages hold unbounded
sway. These same lovers of honey who
would buy the larger packages when
brought to their own door will here
show a preference for the smaller ones,

buying often and paying the higher
price. If Mr. Aiken were to bring or

send his paper buckets over into these

regions and distribute them about to

await the poor man's call for honey, I

fear that he should find some difficulty

in getting them disposed of in time for

the succeeding crop. Yes, I make the

venture that they would grace the

shelves of those houses till so many
generations of bees came and went that

he would find himself lost in the count.

The old adage that it is a poor rule to

buy a cat in the bag seems to be well

impressed on the mind of the intending

purchaser of honey, whoever he may be,

and he will not buy it in a bag without
consuming valuable time trying to dis-

cover if it is not merely. a "doctored"
article of granulated sugar. If granu-
lated honey could be sold in the east-

ern markets at the price of cane or
beet sugar then this, together with the

inferior flavor of honey, might so les-

sen the amount or parleying over the

purity of the article as to make friend

Aiken's rule for selling honey a pleas-

ant and practical possibility.

Wheelersburg, Ohio, Dec. 5, 1902.
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DEEP AND WIDE TOP=BARS
VS. HONEY=BOARDS.

" 7".4/f American Bee-Keeper is a ivelcome vis-

itor.'"—James Heddon.

The Worcester, Mass., Bee-Keepers'
Association held a very successful

meeting, Jan. 24th, notice of which
reaches us, just as we close the forms,
Jan. 30th, from Secretary C. R. Rus-
sel.

Something of Their History And Relative Merits.

From an Experienced Apiarist.

(James Heddon.)

DEAR BROTHER HILL: As you
are aware, my experience in bee-
keeping dates back thirty-three

years, and it was during the first two
years that I began experimenting with
honey-boards. About this time Mr. R.
C. Otis owner of the Langstroth pat-
ent for Michigan and adjoining states,
visited me, exhibiting a thick, bungling
honey-board, covering the entire top of
the hive and containing three slots
crosswise.

Soon after this, I adopted small three
pound honey boxes, with two glass
sides, each having one slot in the bot-
tom. Finding the bees did not finish
the outside capping of the combs well,
I corrected this by adding two more
slots or passage-ways through which
the bees entered the boxes; this left
the bottoms of the little boxes practic-
ally composed of slats. Next, I made a
honey-board containing passage-ways
to correspond with the bottom of these
boxes. That worked very well but was
quite sticky with glue. To avoid this,
I made a three-eigth rise all around
the sides and twice across the middle,
lifting my little boxes up bee-space, and
this worked much better. Next, I
wondered why the top-bars of the
brood frames could not be made to
serve as a honey board, and right here
I experimented largely with deeo and
wide top bars. I made them dififerent

widths, up to I 1-8 inches (which would
leave 1-4 inch space between them)
and various depths from 1-2 inch to
I 1-8 inches. Now, it is a fact that deep,
wide top-bars tend to prevent the
building of brace-combs between the
tops of these bars and the bottom of
the surplus receptacles, but in the mat-
ter of brace-combs between the sides of
the top-bars, making them almost im-
movable laterally: such top-bars are
something villainous, and so I again
turned attention to the honey-board,
and soon developed the slatted board
possessing bee-space and brake-joint
principles, that is, the center of each
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COMB-BUILDING IN THE OPEN. See ta^e S6
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slat in the honey-board comes directly

over the space between the top-bars

and this prevented the building of

brace-combs anywhere above the honey
board, while at the same time admitting

freely the heat and odor of the brood-
chamber, as well as the bees them-
selves.

Next came the queen-excluding met-

al, invented by Father Langstroth, I

guess, but pushed prominently to the

front by D. A. Jones and others of Can-

ada. This metal added to my honey-
board by sliding strips into saw cuts in

the edges of the slats, and a perfect

honey-board resulted, and how any one
can be content to handle bees without

this honey-board is more than I can

conceive. That it does not have the

least tendency to dissuade bees from
entering the surplus receptacles just as

soon as there is any surplus honey, is

something that I know from repeated

demonstration. I have placed honey
boards on one hive, jogged side-ways

to make all brake-joints with each oth-

er, and had the bees enter the surplus

receptacles just as readily as where no
honey-board was used. One season in

one apiary of eighty colonies, I used
honey-boards on about half, and the

others without any, and there was no
difference perceptible in the quick and
successful working of the bees. I am
confident that no kind of top-bars can

ever take the place of the honey-board
where the latter is properly made and
manipulated, and I am astonished that

such a question should remain under
discussion at this late date.

I wish you would say in your journal

(a monthly visitor I prize very much)
that the patent on my hive expired last

September and so all are free to make
and use it. I furthermore wish other
journals would copy.

Dowagiac, Mich.. Dec. 31, 1892.
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THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

''''The Atner'can Bee-Keef>e-r kas {mpr<nied luon-
derfully during the last year.''—J. B. Hall.

To die without having w-on a friend—
a true and loved heart comrade—is to
die a failure. No am'ount of fame or
wealth or power can make up for this

lack. To be without a friend is to be
without the seal of highest success.

Propositions ol a New York Member as to Me*ns

Whereby Its Greater Usefulness May
Be Effected.

(Frederick B. Simpson.)

IN
the first place, the name of this

association should be a guide as to
who should conduct it. Probably

the quickest way to realize what might
be, is to imagine a board of directors
and all officers, chosen solely from
among those members who are bee-
keepers in the largest and broadest
sense of the word, that is, specialists
whose main or entire business consists
of the keeping of bees, during the time
they are holding otifice.

With such a body there would be no
doubt of quick action in the matter of
co-operation, as the interests of all

would be similar and directly so; and
such a board could pass on many ques-
tions from local boards, that could not
be passed on by any board consisting
in the majority of men who make their
living by selling something to the bee-
keeper; or who sell his products on
commission.

Suppose, in the recent antagonisms,
no man who could take advantage of

the second-class pound rate of postage,
had been in a position of candidacy or
ofBce; but that all editors had main-
tained a position of total equality to-

wards all members acting as editors
only. Then if the board of directors
had published a verbatim report of all

their proceedings and had further in-

vestigated all claims to the utmost, giv-

ing all facts to the membership with
some promptness, the membership
would be in a position to act intelli-

gently.

The report of the annual convention
should also be in the hands of all mem-
bers before an election, so that they
might be able to judge in what manner
the meeting was conducted, and also
that they would have a permanent rec-

ord of what was accomplished. With
bee-keepers only as officers, there
would be a greater incentive for local

associations to send representatives,

and there would still be a large enough
number of commission men and supply
dealers and editors there in their own
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interests to keep things moving in

their lines.

A complete list of members with
their names and addresses should be
supplied to all members at frequent in-

tervals as the association should en-

courage correspondence.

All proceedings of the board of direc-

tors and of the annual convention
should be reported verbatim and
promptly published in permanent form.

It is well that the association has
hitherto been assisted by some men of

activity who have secured reports

where there would have otherwise
been no report taken. But the associa-

tion should be based on a sufficiently

solid foundation so that there would be
thorough independence and no need of

philanthropy. There are a number of

matters on which the membership
should vote individually instead of leav-

ing them to the board of directors,

particularly the publishing of proceed-
ings.

I have above outlined what I believe

might be possible if none but bee-keep-
ers held office. It might be ar-

gued that others might
_ do better

work, but I am sure if men whose
chief interest is directly in the
production of honey, found that
they were not sufficiently up on par-
liamentary practice or anything else

necessary for the exercise of official

duties, they would very likely be anx-
ious to delegate such matters to com-
mittees chosen with special reference
to their fitness. If, however, such a

board of directors should fall far short

of doing as well as some whom I have
heard of, I will miss my guess.

Finally, I do not believe we will ever
have any restriction as to who shall

hold office, but that every member is

equally entitled to nomination; but I

think by a larger, broader, less small,

standard upon which to base all the as-

sociation's doings we will get a large

enough membership to make the asso-

ciation national in fact as well as in

name.

In my opinion all who had anything
to do with printing Mr. France's name
on the official ballot, should be ex-

pelled from the association.

Most of us have some individual axe
to grind and it is well that we have,

but the axe of the specialist bee-keep-
er is the production of honey in most
cases, and our officers should be those
who are actually doing some exten-
sive grinding in that line. At the same
time we should avoid having on the
board a majority of men who are
grinding another axe and all grinding
it together.

Cuba, N. Y., Jan. 9, 1903.

"The American Bee-Keeper has been everything
to tne."—P. A. Birch.

Notes from Idaho.

WIRE FRAMES.

(E. F. Atwater.)

MUCH useless wiring is being
done, says Gleanings. True.
More than two horizontal wires

is a useless expense. Two wires give
best results, and I owe the idea to Har-
ry Howe. Now, don't be skeptical; try

it. For our part we will never go
back to the old plan of using three or

four horizontal wires to the L. frame.
Editor Root and Dr. Miller have been
having a lively "set-to" about brood
coming to the top bars of the L. frame.
Dr. Miller's frames are filled with
combs built from full sheets of foun-

dation staid with splints; no sagging
there; so brood is much more likely

to extend to the top bars. Root's
combs are built from foundation staid

with horizontal wires, consequently sag-

ging all along the top bars, and bees
dislike to rear brood in cells ever so

slightly elongated, consequently, an
inch or so of honey along the top bars.

Mr. Yoder, of Mampa, Ida., an apia-

rist of many years experience suggest-
ed this to me and I am satisfied of its

truth, though there are exceptions to
this rule.

GOOD QUEENS WITH CELL CUPS

Alley and his armed knight (A. C.
M.) may hammer away forever on the
inferiority of the cell-cup plan of queen-
rearing, but they cannot alter the fact

that queens properly reared by the cell-

cup plan are as good as any that' can
be reared. Come, you combative Dea-
con Hardscrabble, join me in "The
cell-cup plan forever."
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"The tobacco smoke method." etc.

Yes, sir, that plan of introducing

queens is all right, where one can be

around at the proper time, (evening).

For this reason it is seldom that we
can use it at our out-yards.

GRASS FOR CONFINING BEES

In grouping my hives, ready for the

temporary sheds (the way we winter

our bees in Western Idaho) all known
plans were tried to make the bees ad-

here to their new location, but results

were unsatisfactory until we hit on the

plan of stuffing the entrance full of

grass. Next morning when the bees

find themselves shut in. there is great

excitement until they work their way
out. and few bees return to the old

stand. We believe that this principle

is of great value where bees are to be

moved a short distance.

DEFECTIVE SMOKERS.

Yes, Deacon H., you are right about

the "Buncombe Brass Smoker." I had

one come by mail; the springy brass

came apart at the joints, and the tin

back came off enroute. After spend-

ing "two bits" for a new back and

several rivets in the weak places it

looked nice, but the stove was fasten-

ed to the bellows with a bit of baling

wire which soon parted. The old and

useless thing is laying around the back

yard, and I am using a real smoker
with substantial iron legs between
bellows and stove.

Boise, Ida., Oct. 17, 1902.

"TAe sample of The American Bee-Keeper is

equal to some for -which I pay a dollar.^''—A. A.
Lyon.

INSECT5 AND PLANT DISEASES

At the Universal Exposition of St. Louis, 1904.

UNDER the classification of Useful

Insects and Their Products, In-

jurious Insects and Plant Dis-

eases, there will be installed in the

Agriculture Palace of the Universal
Exposition of St. Louis, 1904, displays

as follows:

USEFUL INSECTS AND THEIR PRODUCTS.

INJUHOUS INSECTS AND PLANT DI8-

KASES.

Systematic collections of useful and
injurious insects. Bees. Silkworms

and other bombycids. Cochineal in-

sects.

Systematic collections of vegetable
parasites of plants and animals.

Appliances for rearing and keeping
bees and silk worms. Their products,
honey, wax, cocoons.

Appliances and processes for destroy-
ing plant diseases and injurious in-

sects.

SPACE AND POWER FREE OF CHARGE.

There will be no charge for space oc-
cupied by exhibits, and a limited

amount of power for the operation of

mechanical devices to illustrate pro-
cesses of special interest will be furn-
ished to exhibitors without charge.

"The Atnerican Bee-Keeper is [the best paper
published, for the beginner, in my opinion.'' ,—Jas.

Godfrey.

Romulus, N. Y., Jan. 6, 1903.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

A series of Bee-Keepers' Institutes

will be held in this state as follows:

Canandaigua, March 2-3.

Romulus, March 4.

Auburn, March 5.

Cortland, March 6.

Fulton, March 7.

Syracuse, March 9-10.

Amsterdam, March il.

Prof. Frank Benton, of Washington,
D. C, who is furnished by the U. S.

Department of Agriculture at the ex-
pense of the Bureau of Institutes of the
State Department Qf Agriculture, will

address the meetings.

The New York State Association of

Bee-Keepers' Societies will hold its an-
nual meeting at Syracuse March 10, at

10 o'clock a. m., in the city hall. Prof.

Benton and other prominent bee-men
have informed us of their intention to
attend this meeting, and a profitable
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and interesting session is in store for

those who attend.

Special rates have been secured for

entertainment at the Manhattan hotel,

Fayette St., at $i.2c per day.

C. B. Howard, Sec,
Romulus, N. Y.

THE CARNIOLAN-ITALIAN
CROSS.

Pulaski, N. Y., Nov. 17, 1902.

Editor Bee-Keeper:

As some of the readers of The Bee-
Keeper are anxious to learn what kind
of a bee results from a cross between
the Carniolan and Italian, I herewith
present my experience:

I have crossed them for several years,

and with me the cross is a better bee
than either race in its purity. The most
satisfactory results have been from the

use of a Carniolan queen—the drone
being Italian. In most cases this gives

me a bee that sticks right to business

m a honey flow, and also a prolific

queen. They are not trying constantly

to swarm, and are quite as gentle as

either of the races from which the cross

originates, and are beautiful bees, as

well.

I have kept Carniolans for many years,

and with the exception of their two
bad traits—excessive swarming and ex-

cessive brood rearing after the close of

the honey flow—I find them superior to

the Italians in every way. The use of

the Carniolan queen with Italian drone,

has given me the bee best suited to my-
self, and I have no doubt the experi-

ence of my brother bee-keepers would
be the same. The colonies which gave
me the most honey this year were all

bred in this way, and I am well pleas-

ed with their actions, Best of all, they

did not ofYer to swarm, but kept right

at work, storing honey. It is my firm

belief that the more Carniolan blood
one can get into them, without retain-

ing the disposition for excessive late

breeding, the better bee he will have. I

have the "red clover" strains of Ital-

ians, but they do not work as well on
red clover as my Carniolans do.

Though I have never measured their

tongues, I believe they can reach far-

ther than the Italians.

It should not be understood that all

crosses of this kind are as satisfactory

as those mentioned above, for about

33 per cent, proved to be determined
swarmers. However, as the majority
suited me "to a T," I took about 20

young Carniolan queens, reared from
imported mothers, to my Italian yard,

and all were successfully mated. These
I am now wintering with expectations
of good results next season.

Several queens of this cross were
sent as "mismated" to my customers,
and several of them have written that

they were better pleased with them than
with any bees they ever had.

Brother bee-keepers, let us join

hands in perfecting this grand cross,

and thereby secure a bee that will be
the pride of the American bee-keeper.
Wishing you all success, I remain,

Yours truly,

L. H. Perry.

Madison, Me., Jan. 7, 1903.

Editor Bee-Keeper:

In a recent issue I noticed an item
which read something like this: "It is

not known whether a queen is killed by
stinging or suffocation.

"

Now while I am not very well ac-

quainted with the anatomy of the bee,

it is reasonable to suppose that there

is not very much difference in the suf-

focating qualities of the queen and the

drone, and the drone will not suffocate

when completely immersed in water for

fifteen minutes, and I have not found
out how much longer. The first trap-

full of drones I submerged until all

were quiet, then I emptied them out.

The next day the drones were as

thick as ever. I recaptured them, kept

them under water fifteen minutes and
set them aside to "dry." About nine

out of ten revived and were as lively as

ever. Try it. I shall keep them 20

minutes next time.

In regard to cedar bark for smoker
fuel as recommended by J. H. Wing,
would say: In my opinion, it is poor
"stuff." I used it one year and my
bees nearly all died. I attributed it to

the oil of cedar causing the queens to

abort. Without joking, I would not

use cedar bark if I could get anything

else. Did J. H. Wing ever use cedar

bark for smoker fuel to any extent?
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The "Deacon" may object to our it on lightly, deacon, as I am only an

using the word "abort"' but it is a amateur, and enclose 50 cents for an-

short word and comes nearer express- other year's subscription.

ing what I want to say than any other Yours truly,

at my immediate command. But rub W. G. Sawyer, M. D.

Dear Bro. Hill:

"The editor of Cleaning's has reliable

nformation"—Catnip?
"The gift of silence has saved many

I reputation." Better shut up. Sorry
;'or the "penny-a-liners."

"A man is known by the company he
keeps" and there I be along with them
three would-be scientific chaps when I

elong a peg above with t'other gray-
beards. You and I'll quarrel yet,

i)"gosh.

"We are doing our best?" Course
we be. Your livers twisted. Jest as

if the "elect" won't above question.

P'rhaps you didn't mean 'em, but we
uns. Lookee here and recollect my say-

in's. Apiaryanism is perfect, the vet-

"There do ahvavs be room at the rans hath said it and that they done it

top" 'cepting o' the National where by and b'gosh they aughter know better'n

thunder a sight more is needed. A re- a chicken like you or a ancient like

sign or kick out o' the whole blamed me.

"push'' or "pull," then a kept out would Powerful mean cuss that Baron Liew-
clear the atmosphere. "Were a long ful, went and give away the umbillycuss

time dead"—not. "dead a long time" secret now Borodino Boy is huntin'

tell Ernest—and b'gosh let's have senses. Nary a chap tumbled to Bro.

suthin' good while we be a livin'. That 'Lisha's dry wit, the kind "made in

ere "of^cial ballot" stunk to high hea- California." 'Twas sich food for fishes

ven and a parent do be judged by his and Jerusalem how the suckers bit. "I

offspring. found the umbillycuss a ramyfying all

Fust thing you know you'll get dis- through the royal jelly and my queens

loved. Crazy to say there be folkses as is away beyond." Oh say, Harry, do

writes regular to the papers machine- choke ofif Bro. Gallup afore he undos

made articles at cents a word. They'll any more of the saints,

swat ye sure. 'Spose they do be "pen- "Funny wasn't it? Made me laugh,—

ny-a-liners" its no reason for spilin' He's too modest, he is by half,

their green-goods biz. You uns is get- Made me laugh as though I sh'd split-

tin' keerless. * *

D'ye imagine we're bloated bond- Fellah's keep sayin'—well now that's

holders? The idee o' thinkin' we can nice

aflford butter and honey together on 'Did it once but cahn' do it twice,'

—

the same piece of bread. Course it's Don' you b'lieve the'z no more fat,

good. Lots in the kitchen 'z good 'z that
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Know he'll try 'n' guess he'll win

Here she goes for hit him ag'in."

"Von Humbug is the man wot owns all

these ere shows,

,, i_ . 1 ^ 'T • 1 ' ^;^ And if you'll give him half a chance
Arter all guess best let Lish np ^>,j, ^^j,^ ^^ ^^^^,^ ^^ ^^^^^_„

along. It s royal fun for em as amt -'

blind in their own conceits. John Hardscrabble.

414414»»»»» -M-M-^4- ^H^A

THE

Bee -Keeping World

4444M»H-
AUSTRIA. GERMANY.

E. L. Gatter was probably the origi-

nal inventor of the drone trap having

constructed one in i860. The honey

extractor received his attention in 1870,

a comb-basket was added making it

possible and practicable to reverse the

combs without removing from the ex-

tractor.

To relieve the pain of a bee sting
Grundig says strong salt brine rubbed
into the wound is very beneficial.

In speaking of the honey producing

plant phacelia, Mr. Bela Ambrozy says,

the plant proved to be a great success

with him; that he had planted about

one acre in the spring of 1902 and that

the larger part of his honey was the

result of this planting. The little blos-

soms he says are visited by the bees

from early till late; generally three or

four blossoms would furnish enough
honey for a bee-load. He estimates

that from two to four acres, planted to

phacelia, furnish sufficient forage for a

large apiary. (Let the reader remem-
ber here that an apiary consisting of

20 colonies would be considered a large

one in Austria). The harvesting of the

phacelia. Ambrozy says, is attended with

some dif^culties. The plant ripens seed,

and continues to bloom right along;

the proper time to harvest the crop

will have to be judiciously selected.

The seed shells easily. The best tirne

to cut, bind and set up the bundles is

early in the morning^ before the dew
is ofif. Canvas-covered wagons are

used to convey the crop to the barn.

The curing takes two or three days.

A phacelia association is talked of in

Hungaria.

A cement made of plaster Paris, thin
glue and iron-filings answers well for
repairing ant-eaten hives and bottom-
boards, or to stop up any holes or
cracks in hives. This cement is recom-
mended in Deutsche Bzcht for smooth-
ing motheaten frames.

Gerstung says, the bee-keepers of all

other countries, but Germany, have ad-
opted such hives as are accessible from
the top only.

To preserve pollen filled combs:
Sprinkle with pulverized salt or brine.

—

Illstr. Bztg.

The presence of formic acid in the

honey is explained by Reidenbach by
the discovered fact that all combs are

more or less impregnated by this sub-

stance which is a necessary antiseptic

to preserve the health of all bee colo-

nies. On account of its volatile char-

acter it is all present in the hive, af-

fects the food, the honey, the young
bees and all.

It is not a very uncommon thing that

colonies die of starvation with plenty

of honey in the adjoining combs. If

the bees had any recollection or know-
ledge that they had stored a supply of

honey for their need in any part of the

hive they could easily, and would, move
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over to that part ami save their lives,

says Dickel in Die Biene.

The use of honey for inducing sleep

and quieting the nerves is a new thing.

Wurth tells in Die Biene that one night,

when unable to sleep, he arose from
his bed and helped himself to some bis-

cuit and honey. The effect was grati-

fying. Since then he has taken two or

three tablespoonfuls of extracted honey
at a dose frequently at night when rest-

less and has always experienced the

same result—sleep. Nervous people

ought to make a note of this.

thickness of the walls is of less im-

portance, the broader and the deeper

the hive is„

H. Petersen, the leader of the Central

verein, died Nov. 14, 1902 in Schleswig-

Holstein.

The Centralblatt says of him: From
childhood up he associated with the

bee; his spare time was given them.

The success of the Centralverein was
his aim and hobby. To advance the

interests of this he neither spared time

nor money. A powerful orator, he was
great as an organizer of bee-keepers*

BEE-KEEPERS "TO SELl,.
'

"

Whether the hive question in connec-
tion with the wintering problem is fully

solved is doubtful at the least. Rev. Mr.
Smith says on this point, in Deutsche
Bzcht, As far as the bees are concerned
it is immaterial whether their hives are

of wood, straw or anything else, as

long as the material used, is a poor con-

ductor of heat, it is immaterial whether
a box-hive or a frame hive; this is a

matter of convenience to the bee-keep-

er. It matters not where the entrance
is located. The principal consideration

is. the hive must be sufficiently roomy
to allow the storing of an abundant
supply over the cluster of bees. The

societies. Modesty and unselfishness

were traits of his character worthy of

imitation. The bee-keepers will always
honor his memory.

F. Greiner.

The engraving herewith presented will

give our readers a glimpse of a corner
of the editor's "sanctum" on publica-

tion day; showing over three thousand
copies of The Bee-Keeper partly wrap-
ped for mailing.

An autograph letter written by
Charles Dickens has been presented to
the public at Kingston-on-Thames.
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paugh's Florida visit was cut short by
the news of his loss. Our contempo-
rary, Gleanings, has Mr. A. in Cuba,
with A. I. Root; which we believe is

an error, as he boarded a north-bound
train at Fort Pierce, complaining of

our hot weather.
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As a ventilator, in moving bees, the
portico screen appears to be growing
in popularity. To obstruct the entrance
with screen or block, in many instances,

tends to confuse the bees, and this ir-

ritation in turn results in suflfocation;

while if the screen is placed some dis-

tance from the entrance, allowing the

bees to pass freely in and out at the

accustomed place, their actual confine-

ment seems not to be taken so serious-

ly, and quite general contentment fol-

lows. Our friend "Pat," used a frame
made of half-inch stuff, three inches

wide, against the front of the hive,

in moving to Cuba. This was covered
with screen, allowing the bees to crawl
about the entrance and upon a portion
of the end of the hive, which appeared
to meet with their approval. Mr. Al-
paugh, however, pronounces this device

too small, using himself a four-inch box
with wire-cloth side, against the front
and the full size the end of the hive. In
this, he says, the bees cluster as if up-

on the summer stands; and. even with-

out top or bottom screens, carry safely

upon long moves.

Mr. Jacob Alpaugh, the Canadian
bee-keeper occasionally referred to in

these columns of late, had the misfor-

tune to lose all his 119 colonies of bees

and entire apiarian equipment by fire,

last month. They were packed for win-

ter in a house in Ontario, and Mr. Al-

"Pat" writes, Jan. 8th, that he is do-
ing business still at Cabanas, Cuba. He
had at that date extracted about 200
gallons, and was very much of the

opinion that the season in his locality

would not prove to be a very good one
I'or honey. He had been favored with
\ visit from Mr. W. W. Somerford, of

Caimito, who has something like 1,400

'olonies, and who had then taken out,

approximately, 2,000 gallons; and he
considered one-third of the flow past.

Mr. P. had just begun increasing opera-
tions, by starting queen cells for 120
nuclei, and is filling in time bv pre-
paring for the return trip to the Florida
coast in the spring. He has decided
to make a change in the manner of pre-
paring hives for the move. Says he,

"If the best results are to be secured,

it is necessary that the bees have ven-
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tilated room provided, not above, but

below the frames. The hives which
have permanent bottom-boards, will

have the frames securely fastened, a

tv/o-inch rim with screen attached to

top, and the hive inverted in transpor-

tation." He desires information in re-

gard to the Ten Thousand Island or

Caloosahatchee river country, on the

west coast of Florida, for mangrove.
We shall be pleased to receive any
pointers that any reader may be able

to give, upon this point.

Last month we promised our readers

a series of articles to run through the

present year, from the pens of able

writers and upon live apiarian subjects.

We invite particular attention to the

contents of this number of the Bee-
Keeper, as evidence of our good faith

and a suggestion as to that which will

follow. But one new subscriber from
each of our present readers, would
make possible several other improve-
ments which we hopefully contemplate.

Just now is an excellent time to men-
tion the matter to your bee-keeping
friends, as they could secure the vol-

ume complete.

life. But to introduce an older one, un-
der the circumstances mentioned, is

one of the dif^cult things that confront
us all occasionally.

During his recent visit to the Bee-
Keeper office, Mr. Alpaugh, of Canada,
explained a method which he has used
with unvarying successs for some time,
as follows: The virgin to be introduced,
is caged, with the reigning queen, over
hatching brood, honey, etc., exactly as

is practiced so generally, with the open-
sided, square introducing cage, cut
from a piece of wire-cloth. Mr. A. says
the virgin will kill her old rival in-

variably, and that in forty-eight hours
the cage may be removed with the as-

surance that the virgin is accepted. He
attributes this result to the immediate
contact of the two in combat, and the
consequent odor derived in this way
from the former mistress, by her suc-
cessor, which is recognized by the bees,

and seems satisfactory.

The Idaho State Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation held a very successful meet-
ing at Parma, Dec. 19 and 20, 1902, at

which the following officers were elect-

ed: President, F. R. Fouch, Parma;,
vice-president, A. I. McClanahan, Fa-
yette; general manager and treasurer,

E. F. Atwater, Boise; secretary, Miss
B. F. Peterson, Lower Boise. The
Parma association met with the state

society, in the Presbyterian church, and
a basket dinner was an enjoyable fea-

ture of the occasion.

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS

During the active season in the api-

ary, it frequently occurs that the api-

arist has on hand a virgin queen which
he would like very much to substitute

for some certain queen in the yard
that is not deporting herself entirely to

his satisfaction. However, to remove a
laying queen and replace her with a

virgin, is sure death to the latter. Of
course, if the young queen can be per-
mitted to run from the cell directly

among the bees, she has a chance of

COMB HONEY IN FLORIDA.

A Wisconsin subscriber who con-
templates locating in Florida, writes:

"As I understand it. extracted honey,
more than comb, is produced in Flor-
ida. If so, why?" Perhaps the chief

reason is the fact that, owing to the
humidity of our climate, it is very dif-

ficult to keep comb honey any length
of time oflf of the hive as it will "weep,"
or sweat. Constant and expensive vigi-

lance is also required to save comb
honey from the ravages of the moth
larvae, a very minute species of which
abound. Its greater liability to dam-
age in shipment to northern markets,
is also against it, as well as the higher
freight rate. The additional fact that

much available surplus comes too slow
for the production of first-class comb
honey, probably has had its influence

in diverting greater attention to the

extracted product.

Another correspondent thinks it

strange that comb honey may be tak-

en in Cuba, if it is impracticable to

do so in South Florida. It should be
borne in mind that Cuba's surplus flow

comes during the winter months—the
dry season—w-hile in this country we
secure our surplus, or the greater por-
tion of it, during the summer. The
climates of Cuba and South Florida, in
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respect to seasons, are quite similar,

but the nectar-yielding vegetation of

the respective countries are quite op-
posite in their seasons of bloom, giv-

ing Cuba the advantage of the dry sea-

son for the handling of her honey
crops.

THE QUEEN REARING DISCUS-
SION.

Under the caption, "Can Good
Queens Be Reared by a Cupful of

Bees?" Mr. Alley, in the American Bee
Journal, takes up the cudgel in the affir-

mative, and cites instances in which
he has accomplished this very thing.
Indeed, a certain queen which was but
a chance product from one of the min-
iature boxes that he uses as a fertiliz-

ing hive, proved to be so valuable as

a breeder that he would not think of
selling her for $ioo. In reference tq
this observation, Mr. Alley takes oc-
casion to remark: "How this state-

ment will make Editor Hill, of the
American Bee-Keeper, jump! Mr. Hill
does not think any queen is worth
$ioo. I do; and I know the full value
of a good breeding queen, and I think
there are many queen-dealers who ap-
preciate the value of a good queen."
Brother Alley is an expert in His line.

It is doubtful if the world holds a more
proficient queen breeder. His obser-
vations in regard to queen-rearing mat-
ters are full of interest and instruction.

He is a master whom we all respect;
but the origin of some of his notions
in regard to other people's ideas and
plans, has long been somewhat of mys-
tery to us. The above quotation is a
case in point. He says we do "not
think any queen is worth $ioo." As
we have never said we did not think
any queen is worth $ioo, we question
the source of Mr. Alley's knowledge.
If his conclusions have been arrived at
through telepathic influence we have
to assure him that his apparatus is

"out of fix." Perhaps an evil spirit

has censored the telepathic message
enroute. Maybe Brother Alley really
don't care to see the point in regard
to high-priced queens, which we have
discussed in this journal. "There's
none so blind as those won't see." We
are inclined rather to attribute Mr. Al-
ley's misconstruction of statements to

careless reading, ratl:er than wilful

misrepresentation. This idea is borne
out to some extent in the article re-

ferred to above. Mr. Alley takes unto
himself a quotation as the text for his
article, which is not his at all. Ho
starts out by saying, "On page 707 I

am quoted thus:" and proceeds to re-

produce what Arthur C. Miller has
written in the American Bee-Keeper.
Mr. Alley should give others a more
careful reading before diving into them
and making public statements as to

their position. It is a courtesy due
alike to his coadjutors and opponents
in discussion.

COMB-BUILDING IN THE OPEN.

Owing to the retiring nature of the

honey-bee—its natural habit of conduct-
ing its domestic operations behind
"closed doors"—its admirers usually

take great interest in observing their

home life, whenever opportunity is af-

forded.

In tropical countries it is not so rare

to find a colony doing business in the
open air. We well remember a scene

of this kind, in which we were intense-

ly interested, many years ago. on the

south coast of Cuba. The horizontal
hollow log, placed about a foot from
the ground, which served as a "hive"
for an enormous colony, found its

capacity inadequate during the honey
flow, and had extended its beautiful

white combs some distance from the

open end of the log, connecting them
with adjacent shrubbery and vines.

Several of these honey-laden combs,
attached to delicate vines and fragile

stalks of grass, had weighted them to
the ground. The vines of the wild
morningglory from the blossoms of

which nectar was gathered, grew
through the solid combs of glistening
honey and spread their foliage about
it. It was a novel sight to a northern-
er. We have since seen several sim-
ilar instances of comb-building in the
open air, both in the north and in

southern countries.

The picture on page 26 from the
British Bee-Keepers' Record, of Lon-
don, was sent to that journal by Mr.
J. B. Hewett, and shows an extraor-
dinary case of open air comb-building
in the garden of Bitterly Court, Lud-
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low. England. Following is the com-
ment of Mr. Hewett in relation there-

to:

"I enclose a photo which I think will

interest your readers, as bearing on the

question often discussed, of winter
quarters.

"We pack up our bees with every
care as winter approaches, and yet here
is a stock which passed last winter
without any shelter whatever, beyond
the shelf from which the combs are

hung and the two side walls of the
little old-fashioned bee-shed project-
ing just far enough to break the force

of the wind.
"The photograph shows them exact-

ly as I saw them at the beginning of
last April, and I .was assured by their

owner that they had remained so
throughout the winter, though at one
time there was a foot of snow on the
ground.

"It will be seen that their combs cov-
er nine courses of brickwork, and
therefore hang to a depth of 31 1-2

inches. I need hardly explain that the
stock was placed on the shelf in the
box-hive shown, and worked their way
down through a hole in the wood of the
shelf."

HERE WE ARE AGAIN.

The following letter, relative to the
"Southern" honey question, presents
the view of one of the northern dealers:

Cincinnati. Jan. 14, 1903.
Editor American Bee-Keeper:—

I notice latelv yon desire that dealers
use the term "Amber," when quoting
"Southern" honey.
We being exclusive honey dealers and

receiving shipments from the North,
South. East, West, as well as Cuba, and
other foreign countries can speak from
experience.

"Amber" and "Southern" are trade
terms, thoroughly established, repre-
senting two distinct characters of hon-
ey, and should not be changed.
We do not believe in confusing terms

with buyers. If the South, as a whole,
produced the finest on earth, you would
be anxious to have the term "South-
ern" used. It devolves upon the pro-
ducers to take more pains with their
product, and when they do, you will

be proud of that term. By educating
them in the proper care of honey, and
urging them to put theirs in market-
able shape, you will accomplish the
desired result.

Many big buyers refuse to buy
"Southern," "Cuban," or any "For-
eign" honey, because of the poor pack-
ages, lack of care, and the amount of
foreign matter, found in many ship-
ments. A number of producers in the
South on the contrary, market their
honey in first-class shape, and if all

would follow their example you would
soon change your opinion.

Yours truly,

Fred W. Muth.

Mr. Muth has the honor of being the
only dealer of our acquaintance who
refuses to see the injustice of this prac-
tice, and his argument in favor of con-
tinuing the habit is exceedingly weak.
Let us notice points which he sets forth
in support of his position:

"I notice lately you desire that deal-

ers use the term 'amber' when quoting
'Southern' honey," says Mr. Muth.
Where our correspondent "noticed"
this fact (?) he does not say. We have
never even suggested the use of the
term, "amber." in quoting southern
honey. We do not recommend the
use of the term "amber." On the con-
trary, we heartily disapprove of its

use, for many reasons. Some south-
ern honey is white, some is dark and
some is amber, as is the case with hon-
eys from other divisions of the United
States. "Amber" would be no less ab-
surd, though perhaps less unjust, than
"Southern." Amber honey, from what-
ever corner of the earth, should be call-

ed "amber," and white, should be call-

ed "white."

Mr. Muth says: "We being exclusive

honey dealers and receiving shipments
from the North, South, East. West, as

well as Cuba, and other foreign coun-
tries, can speak from experience."
Just what bearing this "experience" has
on the question in point, is not ap-
parent. Would Mr. Muth have our
readers believe that experience as a

honey dealer carries with it license

to slander and degrade the products of

those upon whom he is dependent?
Does "experience' as a honey dealer
give him the right to drag into disre-
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pute all the honey produced in the

South? Are the progressive bee-keep-

ers of the South expected to accept Mr.
Muth's "experience" as compensation
for the annual losses resulting from the

absurd practice which he defends? Mr.
Muth should not assume that he holds a

monopoly upon "experience;" and we
predict that he will have had more ex-

perience when he has been in the busi-

ness longer that he now has.

Mr. Muth tells us that " 'amber' and
'Southern' are trade terms, throughly
established, representing two distinct

characters of honey, and should not
be changed." If Mr. Muth will observe
very carefully he will discover the fact

that the latter trade term is not so
"thoroughly established" as it once
was. If he is progressive, he will readily

relinquish bad customs, though "thor-
oughly established" in earlier days, and
adopt the usages incidental to modern
advancement. In the days during
which this trade term became establish-

ed, we were without a honey ex-

change or any recognized system of

grading and quoting honey. "Trade
terms" established in those days are

necessarilv inadequate to present con-
ditions, and their continued use by a
very few dealers at this time tends not
to enhance the progressiveness of their

adherents in public estimation.

In his fourth paragraph Mr. Muth
makes a wild shy. and goes after va-

garies which belong not to this genera-
tion. We beg to remind him that it is

a condition which concerns the imme-
diate present, in which we are interest-

ed, and which is under discussion. If

the South, as a whole, produced the
finest on earth, we should not want nor
expect that the product be quoted any
differently than the products of other
sections—that is, in accordance with es-

tablished customs of classifying differ-

ent grades; as, for example, "white,"
"amber," *"dark," etc., the system al-

ready in vogue by the most progressive
dealers, producers and associations of

our country. Our efforts to correct an
erroneous and unjust habit with a very
few dealers, is not actuated by any per-
sonal motive. This journal has no sec-
tional interests; its home is in the
North, but it is pledged to serve the
interests of all American honey pro-
ducers, wherever located. Not to ex-

ceed twenty per cent, of jts patrons are
located in the South, but no fair-mind-
ed producer in the North or West
would wish to see the gross injustice
to the progressive Southern bee-keep-
er, which Mr. Muth defends, continued
The South does, today, claim to pro-
duce honey that merits a olace beside
the best grades_ of the North and to
quote the most inferior products of the
slipshod bee-keeper as "Southern," is

an act that is wholly unwarranted, un-
fair and insulting. Mr. Muth will find

few sympathizers in any part of the
country, even among the dealers, we
believe and it is difficult to comprehend
his motive in standing alone in defense
of a practice which is without a single

commendable feature, and is so ob-
viously unjust to those for whom he
professes friendship.

During the past season Mr. O. O.
Poppleton shiped to Mr. Muth's com-
pany something over sixty barrels of
honey. According to Mr. Muth's con-
cluding paragraph, "many big buyers"
would "refuse to buy" this honey, be-
cause of the poor packages used, lack
of care and the amount of foreign mat-
ter in it. For Mr. Muth plainly says
"many big buyers refuse to buy south-
ern honey," for the reasons stated; and
Mr. Poppleton's honey was certainly

"Southern." His final sentence con-
tradicts the preceding one. If "south-
ern" honey is dirty honey, it cannot be
marketed in first class_shape.

Honey of a high and desirable grade
should be thus classified, regardless of

the section of the country from whence
it comes. The intermediate grades and
colors should be designated by a term
that will apply to similar grades the
country over. Inferior honey should
be given a- name that would fit it

wherever found, without needlessly re-

flecting upon first-class goods which
may have been marketed from the

same locality; and brother Muth, if he
proposes to remain in the business and
retain the respect and patronage of the

bee-keepers, might as well abandon the

old-fashioned ways which seem so near

and dear to him. There is no alterna-

tive.

If you like The Bee-Keeper, please

tell your friends so, and ask them to

subscribe.
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THE "NATIONAL" ELECTION tlierefore came to me officially, and 1

was obliged to notice it."

The following announcement of the Referring to irregular nominations
result of the December election is re- contributed to the press from various
ceived from President Hutchinson: members, Mr. Secor says: "I now

I think I remember one pefson who
Flint, Mich., Jan. 3, 1903. nominated several mfembers for the

Editor American Bee-Keeper: same office, in this manner By what
constitutional provision is the board of

Having received from Ellis E. Ma- directors, or general manager required
son, Secretary of the National Bee- to take cognizance of every suggestion
Keepers' Association, the results of the that every person may write to per-
December election for General Mana- iodicals published in the United States?
ger and three Directors. I make the Why were not these nominations made
following announcements: to the proper officials of the Associa-

Whole number of votes cast for Gen- tion? Unless these matters are brought
eral Manager, 610. of which N. E. to me officially, I cannot take the re-

France received 489, E. T. Abbott 117, sponsibility of endorsing them."
scattering, 4. Mr. N. E. France is here- With regard to vthe constitutional

by declared elected as General Mana- amendments proposed at the Denver
ger. convention, it is explained by Mr. Se-

Whole number of votes cast for Di- cor that he never saw a copy of them

rectors. 567, of which G. M. Doolittle ""^'^ ^"^'^ ^he voting blanks had been

received 364; W. F. Marks, 262; Thos. l^"^ °"t to the membership; and then

G. Newman, 240; Udo Toepperwein. ^^e copy which came to his notice was

149: Wm. A. Selser. 105; Wm. McEvoy °"t a stenographers report. It is,

86; G W. VanGundy. 74- The rest of
theretore, evident that Mr.. Secor could

the votes are scattered among 120 "°t well submit to vote so important a

members, no one of them receiving proposition without having official in-

more than 32 votes. Mr. G. M. Doo- formation as to its details. His mature

little, having received a majority vote,
experience as a legislator eminently

is hereby declared elected. No other ^"^I'fies him to act in such matters

candidate for Director having received '" ^^"ct accord with parliamentary pro-

a majority vote, no other is elected, priety: and we doubt not that official

The constitution says that the direc- business through regular channels has

tors' term of office "shall be four years, received due attention,

or until their successors are elected ^^e legality of the election, which

and qualified."' This leaves Mr. Thos. some have drawn into question, has

G. Newman and Mr. W. F. Marks still
been ascertained and established beyond

in office—at least, for the present. question, according to the best authori-

W. Z. Hutchinson, ty. Therefore, to^et aside a legal elec-

President National Bee-Keepers' Asso- ^^on would preclude the possibility of

ciation. conducting another legal one. The con-
stitution makes no provision for more

Considerable dissatisfaction has been than one legal election each year. It

expressed in regard to the form of the now behooves each member to stand
ballot used in the above mentioned by the new general manager, a gentle-

election, upon which was printed the man of ability and universally respect-

name and endorsement of Mr. France ed, and assist his efforts in our behalf
for general manager, and the author of during his term of office. Factional-

the form used has been subjected to ism and strife should be put down, and
very severe criticism in several instan- the business wheels of the Association
ces. In explaining the circumstances machinery set in motion. If neglect

responsible for the act, Mr. Secor says: or failure to comply with the require-

"He (France) was the only person ments in such cases has resulted in the
nominated in a proper manner. His disappointment of some members, the
name had been regularly presented to the opportunity to rectify former mis-
the chairman of the board, and second- takes will soon come again. Mr. France
ed by at least half a dozen members. It is a oractical bee-keeper and has been
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chosen by bee-keepers as one amon?
their number qualified to fill the posi-

tion of general manager. Perhaps his

election proclaims the. advent of a new
and more useful era in the Associa-

tion's history, as foreseen by Mr. Simp-
son, and discussed elsewhere in this

number of the American Bee-Keeper.

LOADING THE TEXT WITH ADS.

A Michigan reader writes that our

remarks in regard to the publishers'

habit of not stufBng the text of these

columns with advertisements of their

bee-keepers' supplies, are exactly as he
has always seen it, and that it is a

feature which our subscribers should

appreciate.

Another subscriber in one of the

West India islands, writes: "I do not

agree with you in the matter of The
Falconer Company's advertising, in

The American Bea-Keeper. I think

they should have at least a whole page

in each issue. They turn out the best

supplies in the world, and should not

be so modest about it." Evidently our

southern correspondent has misunder-

stood our meaning. Advertising in the

advertising columns is appropriate and
legitimate. We quite agree with him
that it would doubtless be an advantage

to the Falconer Company, as well as of

interest to our readers if more frequent

announcements of this kind were in-

serted in our advertising columns, and
we have called their attention to the

matter. It was not to this class of ad-

vertising to which we had reference,

however; but the very prevalent habit

of so editing manuscript that the par-

ticular attention of the reader is drawn
to certain articles, with the evident

purpose of eliciting his interest and
efifecting sales.

Modesty, no doubt, may be carried to

extremes; yet it is a virtue no less ad-

mirable in the business world than in

social life. Publicity is a prerequisite

to business success, but there are legi-

timate methods ©f acquiring notoriety,

and the infusion of personal references

into the text of a trade journal is not

one of them. This practice of booming
their own goods through the columns

or what purports to be a trade journal,

and thus transforming it into a house

organ, in the narrowest sense, is re-

sponsible for the recent action of Third
Assistant Postmaster-General Madden
in attempting to deprive all month'y and
semi-monthly publications of the sec-

ond-class postage rate, which, if enact-

ed, will result in the necessity of the ad-

vertising schemes having to pay full

price for the "whistle," after all. It

will further, cause the innocent to suf-

fer equally with the guilty. The public

appear to more patiently endure the

imposition than our Uncle Sam.

Gen. Manager Burnett, of the Jamai-
ca Bee-Keepers' Association, writes
that his society is in a very flourishing

condition; and the list of its members,
with which he has favored us. attest

its rapid growth. We note also that
while the local price of honey has been
from i8 to 25 cents a gallon, the asso-

ciation has advanced, in some instances,

the latter figure to its members; and
when account sales have arrived from
the European markets, where the as-

sociation representative keeps hustling
fnr business, an additional "shilling"

has come to the producer—thus giving
him 50 cents per gallon. Verily, the

bee-keeping world is awakening. The
old-time interest in merely "social"

g'atherings of bee-keepers, is giving

place to business meetings and substan-

tial, hard thinking, as to means by

which honey production may become a

more reliable source of livelihood. It

is well that things have taken this turn.

The Progressive Bee-Keper has put

on several new editors lately, and yet

it seems the force is unable to grind

out enough original mater to fill its

columns, or to see that proper credit

is given the American Bec-Keeper for

the editorial items taken bodily from

our pages. There is evidently some

chance yet for even the "Progresive"

to progress, just a little.

King Oscar of Sweden has conferred

the royal Order of Vasa upon Dr. John

A. Enander. of Chicago, the oldest edi-

tor of a Swedish newspaper in this

countrv.

Pierpont Morgan is undoubtedly the

most fascinating figure before the w^orld

today. "Mr. Morgan, His Advisers
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and His Organization" are discussed wax is good, with insufficient supply at 29 to

at length in the January Cosmopolitan ^'^ cents.-Francis H. Leggett & Co.

bv John Brisben Walker, who spent ,. „. ,,
~

i'j u<. Tif nf 'J Kansas Citv, Mo.. Tan. 12.—There is a eood

l^"" t'^P ^^^^f^" ^^'-•- Morgans and demand for comb hinev. with the supplv ifght.
Mr. John MUchell S ottices, in Septem- at 12 to 15 cents per pound. Extracted sells at

ber. in the attempt to settle the coal- 6 to 8 cents. Beeswax sells at 30 cents, with

g^rjj-g
a light supply.—Hamblin & Sappington.

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 12.—The honey market
at present is quiet, but very firm on all

grades. Strictly fancy white comb, 16 to 7
cents, and occasionally IS cents. Other grades,
12 to 15 cents. Receipts are %ery light and are
likely to remain so. Prices should be well
maintained the balance of the season. Mod-
erate demand for small lots of extracted at

from 6 to 8 cents. Beeswax, 25 to 33, as to

quality.—Batterson & Co.

Pelicans Have an Island Colony on

Florida's East Coast.

From time immemorial this little is-

land has been the principal, if not the
only, breeding-ground of all the brown
pelicans of the east coast of Florida
Though there are hundreds of other is-

lands, apparently just as good, this one
alone attracts the pelicans. Dastardly
plum^-hunters have, at times, all but
annihilated them; egg-hunters have
robbed them of every egg in sight; yet

they remain faithful to the home-land
of their ancestors. Creatures of habit,

they are, like chickens that persist in

roosting in the orchard, despite the

advent of winter, cold and storms.
Naturally, we were interested to

make an estimate of the population of

Pelican Island. As nearly as we could
count, there were 450 nests at the east

end, 512 at the southwest, and 14 at the

northwest, making 976 in all . This
means 1,952 adult birds on the island.

—

From the City of the Pelicans, in Jan-
uary Outing.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached
to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-
ed by travel stain or otherwise; all the cells

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but cembs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or
with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.
In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, there will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Cincinnati, Jan. 10.—The demand for all

kinds of honey has fallen off considerable in

the last few weeks, owing to the many other
sweets offered at this season of the year. Low-
er prices are no inducement to increase the

consumption, as the demand is not there, and
will not be until about the end of the month;
consequently it is folly to offer at lower prices.

We quote amber extracted in barrels at 5 3-4-

6 1-2 cents; white clover and basswood 8-9 1-2

cents; fancy white comb honey 16-17 cents.

Lower grades hard to sell at any price. Bees-
wax firm at 29-30 cents.—The Fred W. Muth
Co.

Cent=a=Word Column.
It frequently occurs that some member of the

Bee-Keeper family desires to advertise for sale

some article the value of which will hardly
justify the payment of our regular rates; and
yet it would be an accommodation if he were
permitted to tell others what he has to offer.

Some other reader may be in needof just such
an article as that of which he wishes to dis-

pose. Again, it is as frequentlv desired to ex-

change commodities for which we have no
especial use, for something mere desirable, and
such exchanges are often made to mutual ad-

vantage. \\'e have, therefore, decided to place

at the disposal of our readers a column devot-
ed to the accomplishment of these ends; though
we cannot be responsible for any possible dissat-

isfaction which might arise as a result of such
exchanges. The rate will be uniformly one cent
for each word, each month; no advertisement
however small will be accepted for less than
twenty cents, and must b» paid in advance.
Count the words, and remit with order accord-
ingly.

$40 per month and expenses paid good men
for taking orders. Steady work. Apply Pro-
tective Nurseries, Geneva, N. Y.

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 20
cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

New York Jan. 10 —The supply of honey is AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-
not very liberal. Demand, fair. We quote ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-
comb. 12 to 15 cents per pound. Extracted, logue and terms. American Manufacturing
4 1-2 to B 1-2 cents. The demand for bees- Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

Chicago, Jan. 9.—Best grades of white comb
sell, 15 to 16 cents per pound. Travel-stained
and light amber. 13 to 14 cents. Darker
grades. 10 to 12 cents. Extracted, 7 to 8 cents
for w^hite, and 6 to 7 for ambers. Beeswax,
steady at 30 cents.—R. A. Burnett & Co.



FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00,

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)
cost $150, in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,
Jamestown, N. Y.

TO MAKE CLEAR, beautiful photographs use
a Turner Camera. Simple, excellent, inex-
pensive. Dixie Developing paper and Tubes
have simplified the picture-making art. We
refer, by permission, to editor of The Bec-
Keeper, who has used over fifty gross of
Dixie paper. Sample dozen (4x5 paper, with
developer, 20 cents. Write today for fuller in-

formation.
M. K. Turner, 102 N. Pryor St., Atlanta, Ga.

W. M. Gerrish, R. F. D., Epping, N. H.,
keeps a complete supply of our goods, and
Eastern custon^ers will save freight by order-
ing of him.

The W. F. Falconer Mfg. Co.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
BEES, POULTRY OR BELGIAN
HARES, WRITE TO THE W. T.
FALCONER MFG. CO., JAMES-
TOWN, N. Y. THEY WILL BE
PLEASED TO MAKE YOUR AC-
QUAINTANCE; AND THEIR CAT-
ALOGUES WILL INTEREST YOU.

DO IT QUICK!

/I

XI

Sam-

ple

Free.

The JVIodern Farmer aad
Busy Bee, 5oc.

The American Poultry
Journal, 50c.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

$1.00.

All for $1.00, if you
mention this paper, and
address

The

Modern Farmer,

St. Joseph, Mo.

$15 OO A WEEK
_ """"^ AND EXPENSES,

FOJt MAN -WITH RIG To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; gtraight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. v East St. Louis, Ills,

tf

WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry
journal published. Send us the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.

Address,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. Jeffersonville, Ohio.

E. B. BLETT, of Belding, Mich., has

secured full control of Blett's Poultry

Pointers, formerly published by Poul-

try Pointers Pub. Co., of the same

place. He will move the ofifice to Fen-

wick, Mich., and publish it from there.

$1,000
Ffl^ a Little of Jm
Drop a postal with your name and

address to The Standard Co., 509-510

Shukert Building, Kansas City, Mo.,

and receive by return mail the easiest

method of picking up $500 or $1,000

witHin the next few weeks. You can't

fail. Send to-day.

ONLY 10 CENTS A YEAR.
Ten cents pays for a year's subscrip-

tion to our interesting and instructive

publication.

THE WELCOME VISITOR is a

large, illustrated monthly magazine for

the home. It contains short stories by
the best writers; articles on popular
subjects and of present importance by
the best talent of America and Europe;
poems, jokes, sketches, household ar-

ticles, fashion talks, women's doings,
children's topics; thoughts that live,

being extracts from the best authors of
all time; farm and garden news; also a
mail order department; in short, it con-
tains something of interest to every
one.

Do not let this chance go by, but send
us 10 cents in silver to-day, and re-

ceive The Welcome Visitor for one
year. Address THE WELCOME VIS-
ITOR, 404 South Troy St., Chicago,
Illinois.



AGENTS Wanted ' washinrMg Machines.

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. "We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They

are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co. , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot

be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

„. Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

RIPANS
My skin was sallow, I had a bad taste

in my mouth in the morning and my

breath was ofifensive at times and occa-

sionally I had a bad headache. By the

use of Ripans Tabules I am now in a

condition to attend to my daily duties,

my appetite is excellent and my diges-

tion much improved.

At druggists.

The Fiye-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 ceats,

contains a supply for a year.

The Nebraslia Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Save tlie Orciidrds M dardens
by using the best and latest Improved methodt

CUT
WORM
Mom.

THE NEW Moth Catcher ! % gplendW
Bnccess. Spraying and aU other derlces bar*
proTen more or less a falluro, but this "tra:i" d«-
Btroj-s the moth before any eggs are laid. It tatche*
the Coddling: Moth, Borer Fly, Stingrins
Fly, reach and Plum Beetle, Cabbaj;*
noth. Tobacco 3Eoth. Cotton Moth, Be*
XIoth-alBO the destroyers of cucumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, etc. Makes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, wholesome and marketable,
besides Increasing the yield. Only one-alxtb
the cost of spraylug and does Its work at night. No
Btoclc destroyed, or trees killed. Simple, cheap,
durable. Easily attended and PEKFKCT im
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 In., 85c,
by mall, tl.OO; per dozen, t8.50—Large size, 14x20 In.

ei.OO, by mall $1.30, per dozen, $10.00. Send for cir-

culars and free sample c«ry of the Central Farmer
glTlng full description of the Moth Catcher.
Affeuts IVanteA Everywhere for the Beat
seller of the season. New Bevlce. Sells at
slchi. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for
^.-nta. a

Address,

THE CENTRA L FARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

S14 South ISth Street «.



Wanted==I:xtracted Honey
f Patents.

We are cash buyers of Extracted honey. If
you have any to sell, mail sample quoting best
price delivered Cincinnati. We pay prompt on
delivery. Reference, German National Bank,
Cincinnati. O. or O. O. Poppleton. Stuart. Fla.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
ront aud Walnut St,, Cincinnati, O.

Pensions.

—It

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, ia seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices—• and many
towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (siwer)

Stf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb.

Send for onr Free Catalogue
of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

»« Milwaukee, Wig

POULTRY CULTDKJl
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-
try paper published in Kansas City.
Full of poultry news and has a large
circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultry Culture Pub. Co.,
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a vear. W'e wiM Ret<l
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAK
HEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.

VsT. H. \sriLLS
PATENT and PENSION

AGENCIES.
Wills Building, 312 Ind. Are.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

If you vs^ish to know anythina
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the

business continuously sirce 1882.

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various
features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,
Perrine Grant.

Cutie' Dado County, Fla. I2tf

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN REE JOURNAL i-, BO cent*.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 cents.



THE ONLY :GERMAN AGRICILTIIRAL MONTH-

LY IN THE UNITED SJKJtS ^Jtjt^Ji^Ji^

FARM UN.D HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to >

stock raising, general farming, garden- i

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-
i

tains a department for the household,
j

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
G-7 tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

Florida ?

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bec-K»^ncr to

.»rite for a. free sample copy of the

I.OIY MCUKTAIN BEEUODEML

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tiTe honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C.i.MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.

There was a man in our town who thought
him wondrous wise; he swore by all the fabled

gods he'd never advertise. But his goods were
advertised ere long, and therby hangs a tale;

The ad. was set in nonpareil (this size), and
headed SHERIFF'S SALE.—M. T.

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weeklv, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six
months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM, San Mateo, Florida.

4-3t.

Rheumatic Cure
It absolutely does cure. It is net a

cheap remedy, but it is a cheap cure.

Mark the distinetion! There are a

thousand remedies to one cure. This
is a cure. It costs $2.00 a bottle, and
is worth $20.00 to any sufferer. Sold
only by our authorized agents or di-

rect by us. We will send prepaid for

$2.00.

Write for booklet. Agents Wanted.

MACIC CURE CO.
R 331-315 Dearborn Street Chicago

BEGINNERS.
shou.i hare a copy ot

The Amateur Bee-keeper,

a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just ou'

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 2S cents. The little book and

Tlie Progressive Bee-keeper,

('a live, progressive. 28 page monthly journal,) on«

year for (i5c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., Higginsvxlle, Me.

Are You Looking for a Home?
No farmer should think of buj'-

ing land before seeine^ a copy of

THE FARM AND HEAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largest

list of lands for sale of any paper

published in Iowa. Reaches 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one

of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For Toe we will mail you the Jour-

nal for 1 year, or for ten cents in

silver or stamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.



Rougk Hider sf^'^b^^y

Best shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
productive strawberry in existence. §1150 from 2^^ acres

in 1900. M'as shipped to England successfully. We offer

$25 in gold for largest berry produced in 1903. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free. „ _^ ,, „

L. J, FARMER, Introdacer, Cox PULASKI. OSWEGO CO.. N.Y.

cYast Honey Crop
The United States produces 8,000

cars per annum.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCES 500 CAR:

or twice as much as other states and

makes double the profits on the in-

vestment.

The U. S. Report sliows that Bee^

produce 100 per cent, on the invest

ment per annum.

A Corporation Organized to Handh

the crop.

Sample Copies Free. $1.00 a year.

Read the

PACIFIC BEE JOURNAL
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

We club with tjie American Bee

Keeper. Both papers, $1.00. tf^

Ten Charts, Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin^

Banjo, Guitar, Viola, Violoncello; Contra

Bass, Cornet, Fife, Chart of Chords, 50 Studies;

17 Dances and Dictionary, S page, only 10

cents for all.

JOHN PICHT,

73 Ave. C, New York, N. Y.

l-3t. J

I OUT THIS OUT I
S and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- 8
2 closed, and receive in return a six months' 9
S trial subsciption to q

People's Companion Magazine. S
It*» the one you hear so much about. Ad. Q
rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give 9
us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. X
Sample copy for two cent stamp. Q

People's Companion Pub. Co.

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interested, don't fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

O MILWAUKEE, WIS. >«

|[|
Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tf8

eoeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeee®««soeeo

BELGIAN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET.
The Belg-ian Hare meat is becoming'

very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They are easj' to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed fester than
any oither animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belg-ian

hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will

be .sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the
harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,
if you have a back j-ard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch your money grow. One young
man in a little over a year has sold

$1800.00 worth of stock, from an
original $30.00 investment.

Booklet and list free.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohi



160 page

Bee Book

Free!

Eook sent free with American Bee Journal.

Every NEW srBscRiBEH sending $1.00 for the WEEKLY American Bee
Journal for one year will receive a copy of Jsewmans liiO page "Bees and

Honey" free. The old American Bee Journal is great this year.

You ought to have it. Sample of Bee Journal free. Write for it.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.. 144 Erie St., Chicago, 111.

The Century Magazine

ST. NICHOLAS at a low price

We will mail THECKNTURY
for a year with

The : American : Bee=Keeper
for only $3.7o, or I

St. - Nicholas - Magazine
—and

—

AMERICAN = BEE=KEEPER
for ^-.'i'K each offered for less than the I

regular subscriptions.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ot. piofit liTour own method;
all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepersi Astonishing resnlts. Will surprise and please

you. BOOKLET FREE TO ETEKYBODT.-or Big Poultry Book I

with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos. for 10 cents. Address,]

W. P. CO., Box Cllntonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
JOIN OUR _^

50 els MUSIC CLUB 50 cts.

Fifty cents pays for one year's membershi(-
You receive one piece of New Sheet Musi '

e»ch month. (12 pieces in all) which sell fron

40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yoi

receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ar
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

!!^iL± .±^1^

W\?iu\ \ bee W«P"o ^^^

Gem\.vt:u.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in goods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.

Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

Six months trial, 20 cents. Sample Free.

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS
Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send

today. Regular price 40 cents. Advertising

rates, 40 cents per inch each issue. Sample

free. Address,

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS,
Fenwick, Mich.

WiLSON^S
Nb\m Green Bone, Shell
and Vegetable Cuttef
for the Poulttyman,

Also Bone 3Iills for making phos-
phate and fertilizer at small cost for
the farmer, from 1 to 40 horse-

f power. Farm Feed Mills grind
fine, fast and easv. Send for circulars.

WILSON BROS., Sole Mfgrs., Easton, Pa.
l-6t

15ee Supplies from Lewis
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES.
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS.

Ready for Promr)t Shipment.

G. B. LewisCo.^^STS:A.
EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M. Scott &

Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free.



NEW

IDEAS
Contained in

ROOT'5
CATALOG

FOR
1903

The

A. I. ROOT CO.

Medina, Ohio,

The New Danzenbaker Nailess Cover
This is one which we beHeve will become
very popular. It is a reversible flat cover.

The FLAT cover is preferred by many large

bee-keepers. It is metal bound and already

put together before leaving the factory.

See catalog for illustration. This can be or-

bered for our regular Dovetailed hive either

S-frame or 10-frame. Investigate the merits

of this cover before placing your order.

The "A" Bottom-board
This is something entirely new this season.

It consists of a 2 5-8-inch rim with a tilting

floor-board, allowing an adjustment of depth
of entrance to suit season or individual pref-

erence of user. This bottom will also be

found very valuable for cellar-wintering, and
for moving bees there is nothing equals it

for convenience and safety. Mr. F. A. Salis-

btiry. of Syracuse, N. Y., a bee-keeper and
supply-dealer of over 25 years' experience,

savs: "The new-style 'A' bottom CAN NOT
BE BEAT. We put up one, and it is THE
THING."

German Wax-press
This we've improved since a year ago, plac-

ing a heavy oak cross arm above in place of

coverplates. We believe it is perfect in con-
struction.

Cornell Smoker
For 1903 has a new nozzle which is not in-

clined to topple over at the most inopportune
time; this nozzle is supplied with wire-coil

handle. The bellows is bound with project-

ed metal bindings which protect the leather,

strengthen the bellows-boards, prevent warp-
ing of same, and form a very convenient hold
in operating the smokers. The general plan
is the same as heretofore, but these added
improvements make it much superior to any
thing we have formerly supplied. Made in

three sizes. Prices: Jumbo. $1.25; Standard,
85c.; Junior. 65c. Postage 25c. extra.

Vesuvius Smoker
This is the name of the new smoker we are
prepared to furnish this year, which is en-
tirely diflferent from anything we have here-
tofore offered. It is breech-loading hot-blast,
with removable grate attached to cover. The
nozzle of this smoker is fastened permanent-
I5' to barrel. This has the same metal binding
as the new Cornell. Price: $1.00; postage 25c.

extra. See illustration in catalog.

Brass Smokers
We can su])]ily the Cornell. X'esuvius, and
large-size r.ingham smokers with brass stoves
at 25c. each additional.

Super Springs
The supers sent out this season will contain
removable springs instead of the stationary
springs as formerly supplied.

Other Goods
We are always on the lookout for improve-
ments in bee-keepers' supplies, etc., and will

introduce such as soon as we are satisfied of
their superiority over the ones now in use.

Agencies
Carrying a stock of our hives, etc., will be
supplied with these imijrovements in good
time for this season's trade. If you are not
posted as to where you can buy our supplies
advantageously, write us.

Catalog
If you have not received a copy of this year,

we shall be jileased to mail same on receipt
of your request.



Entered at the Postoffice, Fort Pierce, Fla., as second-class mail matter.



Webster's Uivabrid^ed
DictioRary

HOUSEHOLD KEAI.M. and you
COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of THE
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth. 1282 pap-s, size of page Sh^xW/2 inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails ia

many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only Jl.

THE HOUSEHOi-O REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all tliat pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HOMES,

where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hysrienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity
for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitariums
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-
able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.

HTf If, BINGHAM
J—'-J has made all the im-

} provements in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in ihe last 20 years, undoubtedl}
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too largt, seni
postpaid, per mail $1 5L'

3)4 inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

21^ inch 9U

r. F. Bingham, 2j^^^^,--.; -H
Farwell, Mich. ^_^

d^ie;.oo A WEEK%V I ^^ ^^"^ AKD EXPENSES,FOR MAX WITH RXCJ To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; straipht sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. y East St. Louis, Ills.

tf

Patent Wired Comb Foundation
has no sig in brood frames.

TiiiD Flat Bottom Fouidatioi
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk
about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.

Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprc* Brook, N. V

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous high-
ofrade barley used by the large breweries, for which
extra high "prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions afford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
and churches ;rural mail delivery and farmers'tele-
phone lines are advantages seldom offered where
improved,lands sell for 1*25 to $5 1 an acre. Send for
our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pav cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding bargains that will interest you. All cor-
respondence strictly confidential.

Winona and Western Land Company,
:iin-314 Choate Block, Winona, Minn.

:THE:

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada
Is the only farm paper east of Mon-

treal claimuig over G,000 of a circula-
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes In
Xew Brunswick, is ova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of ui>-

to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
Tertlfiflng rales on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
St. Johns, N. B., Canada.



Bee H ives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

WHERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You

THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now

ready. Send for one on a postal card.

V.

The W. T.

FALCOWER IVIANFG. CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.



POTATOES ^^eti:
I^nrgest crowerHofSeed Potatoonin An:cr:ea. 1
The "Kural >ic\v Worker" gives >«aIzerV Mar- j
ly \Vi»eon»in a yield of 74'2 bii. per a. I'riees Jdirteheap. Mammoth Heed book aiidHampleof^
Teosinte, Speltz, Maearon! AVheat, <>S bu. per C
a.. Oiuiit Clover, iic.ui.on rccciiit of 10c ixistat-e #
JOIIVA. SALZCRSEEDCO. I.o Crosse. Wie. {

The Campaigns of the Confederate
Army will be published serially in

L or business, do matter
what it is or wliere locat-

ed. Wherever ruiiii is dt livered. I do bus-
iness If .Tou want to sell a farm, timber lanu.
ranch, residence, store buildiug. mill factory,
lumberor coal yard, stock of jrnods (any line),
patent right, or v ant a partner, send two
stamps for my Booklet. It you want to liLi Y
send for FREE copy of Barron's Monthly
Bulletin, it is fnll of bargains A. M, BaR-
ROx\, Station C, SOUTH BEND, IND.

SHiNEf
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet
room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-
atious searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring
you details of this and other good things.

American
BEE

Journal
l()-p. Weekly.
Sample Free.

JO" All about Bees and their
profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Dept. for beginners. Sample
of paper and catalog of bee-
supplies free. Address,
QEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144 & 146 Erie St. Chicago.Ill.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

. ATHEJVS, GA.
Begining with the March number.

FROM REV. J. P. SMITH, Rich-
mond, Va.

"Stonewall" Jackson's Adjutant-Gen-
eral.)

The author has done an excellent

thing. There is no sectional bitterness

nor any unjust criticisms. We have
found no harsh words. It can be read

by the young without^ making them in

the slightest degree disloyal to the

country they are now to help forward
in prosperity and harmony.

YOUR REAL ESTATE

Ten Dozen at .ifio. per doz. In one day for
Our New Book "Helps for Poultry Re-
how, explains why so many fall and so {
A Book we eau commeiul with a good cc
aGRKAT HELP to all Poultry Keeper,
old. Describes 6U Tarieties of fowls, well i

and contains a Poultry Keepers Account „

gainor lossmont-hly;onheavy paper -worth 2., v ,.m.

This Book Free wlih our Poultry Paper one year for
2.5e. or Book free with paper 3 mouths for lOc.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.
Wayside Poultry Co., Cllntonville, Coun.

DON'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING the old
WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R E ,

WASHER, -with lohich the i

frailest xcomnn can do an or-

dinary washing in one hour,
with-mt loe/ting her hands.
Sample atwholesal<-'Price. Satisfaction Gtinranteed.
No pail until fried. Writefor JIIuRtraffd Catatogue
andprirrs ofWringern,Ironing Tahhii,(^lothet Reels,
DryinpBars, Waoon,Jack^,d-c. AprentsWanted. Lib-
eral Terms. QtiickSalesl Little Workll BigPaylll
Addreaa.TEs EmpiebWashes Co.,Jamestowii,N.Y,

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
VV. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
913 Ruby St.. Rockford. 111.

S€ND us ^^^ names ana au-
db-esses of 20 of your

friends and 5 one-ceut stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'
trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUBTT,
Sidney. N. Y.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interestinc,

illustrated monthly magazine dcToted to alt

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 16 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSUAN,
Bo««»H, Mass.



The Book

of Bugs
\\ ith numerous illustrations

by Frank \'erbeck and other
artists. There are chapters on
flies mosquitoes, fleas, the
busy bee, the ingenious spi-

der, foes of clothes and car-

pets, the aristocrats of the
kitchen, and many others, all

told in a style full of rare

wit and humor, and still teem-
ing with valuabje informa-
tion. Mr. Sutherland, who is

fully as much of a scientist

as a humorist, tells of how
these creatures build their

homes, prey upon their neigh-
bors, have mimic battles, go
courting in their most shin-

ing colors, make slaves of

other insects, and do a hun-
dred and one other things of

which the average person
knows but little. The volume
contains forty-two scientific

illustrations of bugs.

Handsomely bound in cloth,

unique cover design in gold

and silver.

Price $1.25 Postpaid.

STREET & SMITH, Publishers. New York.

Ten Charts, Piano. Organ. Violin, Mandolin;
Banjo. Guitar, \'iola. \ ioloncello; Contra
Bass, Cornet, Fife, Chart of Chords, 50 Studies;
17 Dances and Dictionary, 8 page, only 10
cents for all.

JOHN PICHT,
73 Ave. C, New York, N. Y.

l-3t. _^_____,

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana

I ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da cla«e de articulos para Apicultores.
Niiestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
F.spccialidnd en Colmcnas. Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In
ventores y perfeccionadores de muchos
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-
tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, X. Y.. E. U. A.

Strawberries.

Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.

All

Leading

Varieties
wiiLC lor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.



WOULDN'T YOU LIKE
To Be

Able

Whenever so minded, to pass an hour or two listening to the brainiest, wit-
tiest, and most eloquent English-speaking men alive, or who have lived in the
past half century? To hear the wisdom of years epitomized in a brilliant

speech of a half-hour's length?

Wouldn't You Like to Feel
that while laughing, you were learning— that your mind was getting stored with
valuable information, your outlook broadened, your value to yourself and oth-

ers increased, your prejudices yielding to facts, your knowledge of your own
language increasing?

Wouldn't You Like to Find
reading which contained more entertainment, instruction, and amusement to

the page than can be found in most volumes—reading as interesting as the

wildest flight of romantic fancy, and as profitable as the most serious text-

book?

The
Answer is: "MODERN ELOQUENCE"

Bx=Speaker TH. MAS B. REED'S

GREAT LIBRARY
In Ten Elegant Vollumes.

A vast compendium of brilliant After-Dinuer
Speeches, Classicand Popular Lectures, Great
Addresses, Anecdotes and Stories, besides
many Special lArticles by the E;ditor-in-Chief
and his associates

ASSOCIATE EDITORS
JjisVn UcC.rtby Champ Clark Geo. McL Harpe:

John B. Gordon Eflw. Everett Hale Ua cus Benjamin

Edwin U. Bacon Nat. an n. Dole Albert E. Bergh

Wi liam W. Mates J. W. UoSpadden Lorenzo Sears

James B. Pond H W. Mabie T. A. DeWeese

P. Luncliff Owen J.P, DoUiver Gl.rk Howell

Wouldn't You Like to Read
the views of the biggest men on the bigges,t subjects, the speeches of those
who know accurately and thoroughly what they are talking about, who weigh
every word — and be sure in advance t hat in 4.500 pages you would not meet
one useless or stupid paragraph?

Wouldn't You Like to Own
a work in which you are sure to find a mine of information upon the many
subjects which constantly occupy the attention of the thoughtful and the edu-
cated—a mine which will never be exhausted'-'

Wouldn't You Like to Get
complete details of this truly remarkable and valuable work from the publish-

ers? If so, write.

A FINE PORTFOLIO MAILED FREE.

JOHN D. MORRIS & CO., 1201 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Gentlemen:—Refcrjing to vour advertisement of Thos. B. Reed's library of Modern Eloquence
in Amkrican Bke-Kf.eper. sh'all l)e pleased to receive portfolio of sample pages, photogravures,

and chromatic plates; also full particulars regarding bindings, prices, etc.

Name

Business

Street

City AND St.\te



To Sub8cril>«r« of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We Wm Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in tlie U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, proriding you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2tf

The only strictly ^grlcultura

paper published in this State. Tht

only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

sti Nashville, Tenn.

A BATH lur-
cher UMPIRE

taken in an ^ Portable
Folding BATH TUB
Used in any room.
Agents Wanted.
Catalogue Free.

^The empire
washer co.,
Jamestown,n.y

It rwrjip,'>''nfn;fifin.y;.7U[miat(ir^<ini

WHEN YOU WRTTR TO OUR A.nVRRTISERS

KINDLY MENTION

The AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER

There was a man in our town who thought
him wondrous wise; he swore by all the fabled
gods he'd never advertise. But his goods were
advertised ere long, and therby hangs a tale:

The ad. was set in nonpareil (this size), and
headed SHERIFF'S SALE.—M. T.

ADE Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anrone sending a fiketoh »iid description may

quickly ascertain our opinion frse whether an
inrention is probahlT patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent frfe. ol.iest agency for securine patents.

Patents taken throuuh Munn tt, Co. reeelTe

special nijtic(, without charge, in the

Scientific Jtnterican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culatinii of any scientific journal. Terms, $6 a

year ; four months, $1. Sold by «11 newsdealers.

MUNN SCc^^'^^"^"*"^ New York
Branch Office, 625 F St.. Washington, D. C.



Homes in HATEilT^
Old Virginia, r A I t R I d

It is gradually brought to light
that the Civil war has made great CaveatS, Trade Maiks
changes, freed the slaves and in CopvriffhtS and DesimS
consequence has made the large ^J <=> " o^"
land owners poor and finally freed •'"^end your business direct to Washington
the land from the original owners '
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OBSERVATION.

The Bee Still Affords a Rich Field for the Stu-

diously Inclined.

(Arthur C. Miller).

IT
MAY sound pedantic to say that

knowledge of bee life is as yet in

its ABC but be that as it may
and at the risk of calling down upon
myself a deluge of denial and counter
assertions. I here make that statement
and will give some of my reasons, hop-
ing thereby to stimulate observation,

to the end that light may be shed on
many at present unsolved problems of

practical apiculture.

Thanks to the patient labors of such
men as Cowan, Cheshire and others be-

fore them we have a very full knowl-
edge of the anatomy of the honey bee,

of the functions of some organs and an
inkling of the use of some others, but
of still others we have no idea at all

of the part they play in the bees' life

and work.

Many plausable but unsupported
statements of the internal life of the

hive are accepted without question. "It

is so because the text books say so."

But who informed the author of the
book, or how came he by his knovvl-

edge? Only too often he has taken it

from some prior work or seeing in

some magazine a plausable statement
by some popular or temporarily promi-
nent writer, has copied it as fact. An
example of this is the belief that bees
use their head to ram the pollen into

the cells, a notion too absurd to de-

serve attention were it not for its wide-
spread acceptance.

As the pellets of pollen are dropoed
on the floor of the cell bj^ the gathering
bee, a mere ramming in by the head
of any bee would pack it very unevenly,
much at the lower side and little or
none at the upper, a consideration
which heretofore seems never to have
atracted attention. Also as every or-
gan is adapted to its particular func-
tion we should expect to find the front
of the bee's head hard and smooth, if

it was intended and used for this pur-
pose, whereas it bears a pair of deli-

cately articulated antennae, and simple
and compound eyes protected by a mul-
titude of fine hairs, surely anything
but a battering ram. As a matter of
fact, the pollen is packed by the bee with
its mandibles and is a process of push-
ing, kneading and spreading. The work
can often be found in an incomplete
stage and the pollen will then be found
thickest at the low^er part of the cell,

but it does not remain so. for that, or
the next lot will be worked into the
upper part making all even.
While investigating the storing of

pollen I discovered that bees are decid-
edly fond of the freshly gathered ar-
ticle, licking it up and biting it ofif from
the dropped pellets as well as from the
legs of the laden bees, an action to
which the latter always object. The new
pollen is readily taken up by the pro-
boscis and passes directly into the
mouth. Just how it gets from the
mandibles to the mouth I do not know,
but it is done rapidly and in most sur-

prising quantities.

We sav that nectar is converted into
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honey in the bee's honey-sac. That this

is but the begining I feel very sure. I

have reasons for believing that the pro-

cess continues in the comb. (I refer

to chemical change, not to mere thick-

ening.) I have w^atched individual bees
spend ten to fifteen minutes licking

over every bit of the inside of a cell

of virgin wax, (not varnishing it with
propolis) and surely that deposit of

saliva (?) was for a purpose. Knowing
the active properties of saliva in mam-
mals, is it unreasonable to believe that

the gland secretion put on the walls of

the cells have a specific action on the

nearly raw nectar stored in them, par-

ticularly when we consider the tem-
perature at which the hive (colony) is

normally kept?
Another matter that often puzzles bee-

keepers, veterans as well as novices, is

to readily determine when bees are gath-

ering nectar and if so from what source.

It is the easiest thing in the world
when you know how. I learnt <the kink
from Mr. Alley. With the thumb and
forefinger grasp an incoming worker
by the wings; with the second finger

of the same hand, push against her ab-

domen near the end but just above the

sting, and at the same time place a

finger of the other hand against the
worker's mouth. The nec,tar will flow
out upon it and taste will readily de-

termine the source from whence it

came. If the novice is afraid of push-
ing on the sting, let him "set" the
worker down on the hive cover. Any
means that will cause the telescoping
of the abdomen will accomplish the

purpose. The bee is not injured and is

soon off after another load.

Whether or not propolis is used in

refinishing recently vacated brood-cells
I cannot yet positively say, but I doubt
it. In the manipulation of this substance
bees use either mandibles or proboscis
as circumstances of temperature, space
.worked in, etc., dictate. One prominent
author has stated that "the use of bee
glue is to cement the combs to their

supports." As propolis is nearly fluid

at 90 degrees F. it may be readily im-
agined of how much value it would be
in supporting a large comb full of hon-
ey!

One of tl ">, strange tliii'gs of bee life

',' ii'ch I will Ivc th'inlNiui to have ex-
plained is the habit the bees have of
"grooming" the queen and each other.

The queen will pause on the comb, a

few bees will gather about her and gen-
tly and steadily begin to bite or pull

at the hair covering her body, head and
leg?. They will keep it up for ten min-
utes at a stretch, she standing perfectly

still, only now and tli mi slowly waving
ber antennae. Unally one bee will

stop, then another and in a moment
more all hive- ceased and the queen
i;roceeds on liei duties. Workers will

treat each v)Lher U'. a similar way, but
for shorter periods.

Another puzzle awaiting a solution is

what governs a queen in her acceptance
or refusal of cell for the depositing of
an egg. She will walk rapidly across
several cells, then pause and inspect
several, possibly lay in one, then move
on. She will lay in a deep one here, a
shallow one there. At this cell she
faces the top of the hive; at that, the
bottom, and at the next one she turns
around two, three or four times after

her abdomen is way into the cell. Into
some cells she has scarcely backed be-
fore the egg is deposited; in the nexjt

few she spends from ten to forty sec-

onds each. Could we but learn what
makes a cell attractive to a queen, we
could then, possibly, contrive to have
artificial queen-cell-cups so treated that

the queen would put an egg in each.
Regarding the control of sex of the

egg, it has been suggested that possibly

the straddle of the queen's legs when
depositing the egg, might in some way
affect the muscles controlling the sper-
matheca. A little close study of the mul-
titudinous attitudes taken by a queen
show that theory to be untenable.
At one time the queen moves slowly

among the bees—who, by the way, sel-

dom deign to notice her—and a
few moments later she is ranging ner-
vously among the combs and again
she stands motionless in some out of

the way "spot, until the watcher's pa-
tience is exhausted. Though the bees
become very much disturbed when the
queen is removed, they treat her in any-
thing but a respectful manner while
present; they scramble over her back,
rudely jostle her and push her about
and leave her to beg for food when she
wants any.

The study of the queen's movements
in the hive is intensely fascinating and
it is always with great reluctance that
I cease from watching her. Parenthet-
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ically I would say tliat I had to devise
novel methods for \va,tching her, details

of which will be g-ivcn in a future ar-

ticle.

Here is another unexplained bee
trick: At times a bee will cling firmly

to the comb, slightly elevate her wings
and then shake as with the ague; a

little further on another bee will take
it UD. then another and another, until

manv of them are at it. Each bee con-
tinues but for a moment or two. What
the object is I know not, but I have
several times noticed that it preceded
the absconding or abnormal swarming
of the colonies sometimes by a day or

two, sometimes by a few hours.

Another strange act of the bees is

"raking." Poised on the middle and
posterior pairs of legs, the bee swings
forward and backward, at the same
time rythmically opening and shutting

the mandibles, and with the anterior

legs "raking" seemingly imaginary

matter backward and beneath, much as

a dop^ or rabbit rakes back excavated

earth. Sometimes the alighting board

and whole front of the hive will be

covered with a single layer of bees, all

busilv "raking," and the same individu-

als will continue it until the observer

tires of watching them. Some strains are

more addicted to it than others: sorne

rarely show it. What its object is,

whether it denotes unfavorable condi-

tions, pleasure or distress, I am unable

to even guess.

The correct answer to some of the

foregoing questions may help us to bet-

ter practices of many parts of bee cul-

ture, such as queen rearing, queen in-

troduction, honey ripening, stimulative

feeding, etc., etc.

Providence. R. L. Ja«. 22, 1903.

SAVING TIME.

A Peculiar Letter from a Peculiar Individual.

(A. Q. Cumber).

EDITOR Am. Bee-Keeper: I've

been reading your yellow jour-

nal for the last ten years. I've

been satisfied to soak what t'other fel-

ler has had to say in all the bee pa-

pers, until I'm swelled up like your cat-

nip balloon, with ideas of quck meth-
ods, short cuts and s,tre?ak-lightning

ways of doing things.

I wouldn't have felt called upon now
to spill some of the contents of my
dilated brain before the readers of your
paper, only for your remarks in the

December number, page 217, where you
attempt to discourage the youthful bee-

keeper from developing ,the faculty of

time-saving. You are evidently like

lots of others, who seem to go about
their business just as though they had
always to live in ,this world, or else

could take the job with them to finish

it in eternity. Here I draw the line.

I can't keep silent. I want to warn the

young that you speak tO; agains,t a vio-

lation of the sixth ^ommandment.
"Thou shalt not kill." That means you
shall not kill time, as much as anything
else. People who take the long way
to do things will have to answer for

the murder of time. It makes me
tremble to think of the account thai

Old John Hardscrabble will have to

render for ,the time he has lost sitting

on that bee-hive. It's a horrible ex-

ample to se,t your young readers. Oh,
that I could impress upon their young
hearts the necessity of doing things

quick, and getting them out from under
foot, and ready for another job. How
I do admire those "lightning operat-

ors." so full of "kinks" and short cu,ts.

Think of the fund those boys will have
to their credit on the balance sheet of

time when they are called hence, if

they will only keep up the pace while

on earth and what a genuine satisfac-

tion it will be to contemplate this

wealth of accumulated time, as a re-

sult of the savings of each day. It's

a grand and inspiring thought tha,t

should be taken home to the heart of

every young bee-keeper.

I haven't time to say very much along

this line just now, but I have saved

enough time in the last year to give

me plenty of surplus ,to draw on, if I

can induce your young readers to do
the same thing, by pursuing the sub-

ject further in a future issue. Think
of the time we could save jointly if we
all adopt the quick ways of doing ev-

erything. I'll just give them a little ad-

vice this time, and will come again lat-

er.

Now listen, my young friend! If

you've got a job on hand, do it, and do

it quick, and get it ofif hand. If you've

got honey to extract, extract it. Some
will say. "wait till it's sealed." I say,
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sling it oii,t. You lose time waiting for

the bees to seal it; besides it slings out

so easily when it's thin, too; and here

again is another important saving of

time. Time is saved in cutting of the

caps and twisting the extractor. Lots
of people don't know the difference

between thick and thin honey, and you
can sell it to them. If it sours before

you can find a customer who don't

know the difference, you can make it

into vinegar. You will have saved

enough time to half pay the cost of

production, anyway; and as it will be
already sour, you will save almost
enough time in waiting for it to finish

up souring into good vinegar to cover
the other half, and the result will be

clear profit. I expect Old John Hard-
scrabble will attempt to make it appear
that 'taint so, and maybe will liken

my logic to the Irishman who went ,to

buy a stove. The dealer strongly re-

comtnended a certain stove, saying, "If

you take that stove, you'll save half

your wood." "I will?" says Pat, "then

be jabbers. I'll take Iw'o av em, and
save all the wood." The reader can
figure it for himself. Figures don't lie.

It don't pay to be too exact and par-

ticular, if you figure your time as you
ought to. "Time is money." Don't
forget that wisest of proverbs. Cut it

out of this page, my dear young reader,

and paste if- m that new bee hat—when
you have time—and make a break for

the apiary. If you are to accomplish
anything in this busy world you will

not have wasted time in hunting up old

sacks, rotten wood, saltpeter-rags or

any such luxuries for smoker fuel.

Grab a wisp of grass or catnip (I

haven't got over that catnip fever yet)

as you run and stuff it into the smoker
upon arrival. The bees don't care what
kind of fuel you use, nor whether it

burns well or not. That's all bosh.

Then, the time you will spend in trying

to light it. will put you in proper hu-

mor for rapid work when you do get

s.tarted, so if a lid fails to respond to

your gentle touch when ready to op-
erate on a hive, it will be promptly
kicked off in true Coggshall style, and
your business will be in plain view.

The grass-stalks and catnip stems (cat-

nip again, by Jove.) which stick out all

round the nozzle of the smoker will

help to keep i,t propped up in proper
position. If the nozzle keeps coming

off, you can write to the editor of The
American Bee-Keeper and give the
manufacturer general fits. Tell every-
body that the smoker is '"buncomb.

"

that it is made only to sell, no,t to use.

This will be found a great relief when
the strain of modern apicultural meth-
ods is beginning to tell upon your ner-

vous system. The smoker will be out
again by this ,time. but you can try

again to light it. and the few stings,

more or less, which will probably be
administered while doing so. will have
no bad effect. In fact, they will have
much the same effect as "a few fleas"

on a dog; they will keep you from
brooding over the catnip fields that
you haven't got. If, perchance, you
should get a couple or three etxra
sharp ^tings—say, under the thumb-
nail or on the end of the nose—^and

drop a comb of honey on the corner
of the hive, while the smoker is out,

don't worry because some one has said

you should take more time and be care-

ful. You are still ahead of the game,
by reason of the tiine to your credit,

and the bees will lick up all the honey
again and pu,t it back in the hive. The
comb, when melted up, is worth 30
cents a pound, and you will sooner
get your cash out of it. What if the
colony should be robbed out? Probab-
ly this set of combs is just what you
need for a new swarm or to upper-
story another colonv tha,t would oth-
erwise have had to build its combs.
And the idea of people using arti-

ficial cell-cups to rear queens. Think
of the time if takes to graft the cells;

and the time it takes to make the cups
is simply a wanton waste of God-given
time, for which you will be held ac-

countable. Don't think of it—not for

a moment—it's wjcked. Get the cells

started at once. Think of ,the time
that the cells might be maturing if you
hadn't stopped to graft them. Compute
the saving of time in the ha,tching

of the batch, if only you had used na-
tural cups or cells already stocked.

Bear in mind, my dear young reader,

that the three and a half minutes that

would thus get past you, go in,to the

eternal beyond, never to be recalled.

The thought itself is a sad one, when
we consider the brief duration of life.

Those 210 seconds are 210 messengers
which will proclaim throughout eterni-

ty this catastrophe (that makes me
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think of catnip again! in your business

life. When the queens hatcli, the

quickest way to introduce them' is by

the "dropping" method. That is. first

drop them into a saucer of honey, then

drop, them down between the frames.

The bees will soon cafch (almost like

cainip) the spirit and promptly drop
them out of the entrance. It's the

quickest way to do it, though: and
unless your nam'e is Alley, the chances

are nine and a half in ten that the

queens are more profitable dead than
living, anyway; so you have no real

cause to grieve.

The burden of my mind for a year

or so has been the length of .time it

takes to clip a queen, and I am perfect-

QUEEN FERTILIZINa ATTACH.'WENTS.

How from Eighteen to Twenty-four Queens a

Month May Be Mated from a Three- or

Four-Frame Nucleus Colony, Each

Thirty Days.

• Swarthmore).

TO THE inside of an ordinary
8-frame dovetailed hive attach
six Swarthmore fertilizing box-

es, three on each side, laid flat against
the side-walls of the hive. Provide a

3-4-inch flight-hole into each box. two
on each side and one at each end of the

hive-body.
Supply each box with small combs.

OPEX-TOP BROOD FRAME WITH NURSERY CAGES IN PLACE.

ing a beautiful little gun for shooting
oflf the wings. It's a repeater, self-

cocking, side-ejector and uses smoke-
less powder. No infringement on
Krupp. Winchester. Catling or other
rapid-firing arms. Strictly original,

and fills a long-felt want. I have figur-

ed the time it will save when in use in

all the apiaries of this country, but I

haven't time to place the figures before
my readers just now.
And doesn't it make me tired to hear

people advise young readers who have
a hive of bees to move, to move it

fifteen inches, or even a foot each day
for two weeks; when it could be lifted

and carried bodily in two seconds, in-

stead of nipping—Oh, catnip, c-a-t-n-i-

containing honey, pollen, etc., (brood
is not imperative) and hang four large
brood combs in the space between the
boxes. Two of the large combs be-
tween the boxes should be the open-top
type to receive four Swarthmore nur-
sery cages in the usual manner.
Now set this prepared hive onto an

isolated stand, in the open, and run
iiWo it a goodly number of bees that
have iust been used in securing a batch
of cells, making sure that no queen of

any kind is with them.
After the bees are nicely settled in

the hive drop a just-hatched virgin

queen into each box, or, insert a ripe

cell in the top opening of each box by
means of Swarthmore shells, if you use
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that con\'enient method of queen rear-

ing.

In due time the young queens will

fly from the boxes and return mated;
during which time queen cells of dif-

ferent ages are placed in the nursery
cages, between the boxes, in such com-
plete system that young queens are con-

tinually hatching in the nurseries, at

least six every ten days.

The moment the queens in the boxes
are found laying remove them all and
in a day's time draw from the nursery
cages six virgins to re-queen the boxes
and thus proceed throughout the en-

ment, to guard against starving the
young queens. The other ,two cages
are provided with perforated zinc so as

to admit the workers who will care f"r
and protect the cells from chilling until

the day they are due to hatch, at which
time they are shifted over into the
screen-covered compartments to hatch.
In brief, the scheme of proceeding

is as follows: Start your cells at in-

tervals of three, five or ten days, ac-

cording to the rapidity with which you
wish to turn out queens; have them
completed in full colonies and as soon
as capped remove them and place them

FERTILIZING BOXES INSIDE ATTACHMENT.

tire season, occasionally strengthening
the colony by using bees that have been
taken up for the purpose of starting
other queen cells.

In this manner from eighteen to

twenty-four queens per month may be
fertilized from a single four-frame nu-
cleus colony without the trouble of

feeding, swarming out, etc.

It might be well to state, in this con-
nection, that two of the cages between
the boxes are covered on both sides

with wire cloth, and candy is place'd in

the feeding holes, inside each compart-

in tile zinc-covered cages; ius,t previous
to their hatching, jump them over into

the wire-covered cages to hatch; when
the laying queens are taken from the

boxes draw six of the virgins from the
screen-covered cages and run them
into the boxes, always taking the six

oldest queens. By the above outlined
proceeding it will be seen that supplies

of virgins, about the correct age to fly,

will be constantly on hand, already in-

troduced, waiting their turn at the
boxes, and if the system is followed
closely from five to six fertile queens
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will be ready for caging every ten days.

The photographs heuewith will give

a correct conception of the details o{

the fertilizing boxes for inside attach-

ment, also the open-frame with cages
in place. The manner of applying the
Swarthmore removable shells is also

shown and the facility with which
queen cells may be handled when har-

nessed in this manner will doubtless be
appreciated by those interested in la-

bor-saving devices and short-cuts.

Swarthmore, Pa., Jan. 19, 1903.

SHAKEN OR BRUSHED SWARHS

As Made Use of During the Buckwheat Season.

(F. Griener).

WHILE it is a pleasing sight to the

enthusiastic bee-keeper, especi-

ally the beginner, to see the bees

oour forth from their hives Dclle-melle

in the act of swarming, the sentimental
part of the bee-keeping pursuit is of

secondary consideration with the man
who has hard work to provide the
bread as w-ell as some other things for

his family. He would li!ke it a great
deal better if the "plaguy"' things would
never think of swarming.

I have read many articles on the sub-

ject of "shook" swarms in the different

bee papers during the past year; the
mpst of the readers will probably be
familiar with them; suffice it for me to

say here, that the object sought in mak-
ing this kind of artificial swarms is

principally to prevent natural swarming
and thus do away with continuously
watching our yards during a large part

of the season. Even during the buck-
wheat season we are not entirely safe

to leave our bees without an attend-

ant. I have had heavy losses in some
seasons. How to prevent them, has been
a problem.

The majority of bee-keepers who
practice the method of shaken or brush-
ed swarms naturally increase the num-
ber of their colonies considerably.
This is no more desirable with me. and
others may be "in the same boat." We
don't wish to increase any more than
to make good the winter losses. We
don't care to build any more new hives.

We want to begin with so many colo-

nies each year, etc. I therefore find

it advisable to decrease my stock of
bees after the honey season from clo-

ver and basswood is over, exchanging
as much as possible "bees for honey."
Before describing "how I proceed," I

wish to make the statement that the lo-

calities giving us the greatest yields in
white honey are little to be depended
upon for fall honey, and vice versa.
On this account I have come to the
conclusion that migratory bee-keeping
is the thing for me. In the spring,
when the colonies are light, I take
them to the best clover locality I can
find within a reasonable distance. When
the season is over I again move. This
time into the hilly, buckwheat sections.
It seems to be a fact that, though buck-
wheat fields may be plentiful on the
flats and within easy reach of our bees,
very little honey will be stored from
them. Buckwheat on the hilly portions
of our country yields abundantly, and
the bees just boom. I find it therefore
advisable to move. However, I do not
move all colonies. Those that were
made up from the full sets of shaken-
ofif broob-combs are left. They are us-
ually heavy and have the young queens.
The "shooks" with the old aueens

are the ones we move. They are light
in bees as well as stores, and a great
many may be taken at one load. It

will be remembered that, when practic-
ing shaking or brushing ofi swarms
during the early part of the season, we
give each swarm a reduced brood
chamber in order to secure the largest
possible white honey crop. These
small brood chambers con,tain scarce-
ly any honey and are in the
best possible condition to move
into the buckwheat. Before moving
them they are carefully looked over
and the age of the queens is conspicu-
ously marked upon the outside of each
hive, so that, when moving them, it

will be an easy matter to place an old
and a younger queen side by side.in the
new place, for each two of the colonies
are to be united as a "shook," giving
us an opportunity to dispose of the
oldest queen.

At this time of the year it is a good
plan to give each "shook" a set of

combs, not less than eight L frames,
providing we expect to winter them.
If not, then fewer frames with comb
or starters will do. The object of giv-

ing comb is apparent. We all know
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that more honey will be stored in the

brood chamber when same is furnished

with comb at the beginning. This is

desirable, for we don't care to bother
with feeding. Each colony must come
out of the campaign ready for winter,

though we may not obtain the greatest
possible amount of surplus. One of

my objects, anyway, is 'to obtain honey
for wintering, not only for the colonies

moved, but also such as were left in

the clover region and failed to get their

supply. Should I secure a surplus of

heavy buckwheat combs, containing
also pollen, I do not extract them, but
use them in exchanging heavy combs
filled with white honey from the colo-

nies left. While I don't think honey
extracted from the brood chamber is

of as fine flavor as honey obtained from
the clean combs of extracting supers,

still the article is good enough for ta-

ble use if we are not too exacting. It

is always of good body at the least,

and I find sale for it at a slightly re-

duced price. In order to obtain a good
lot of these heavy buckwheat combs,
I set apart a portion of the colonies

moved at the beginning. The hives

are not only filled with the brood
combs from the shaken colonies but
an extra set of them is given to each
over an excluder. While it may not
be necessary to make use of the ex-

cluder in this case I consider it safer

to do so. The combs are more apt

to be solidly filled with honey at the

close of the season. As the season ad-

vances it may even be necessary to

give an extra extracting super, should
the season be favorable.

We must watch things and use our
best judgment. No two seasons are

exactly alike, and dififerent treatment
may be necessary in dififerent seasons.

I have found it profitable, for instance,

to shake a part of the tierdnip colonies
•—those which were not shaken at the

beginnmg of the buckwheat season

—

about the time when the season was
nearly half over. This was done to

further decrease the stock. They were
shaken on half stories filled with comb
or with empty frames and run for

comb honey. Finally after the close of

the season their bees were used to

help up such colonies as proved too

light in bees for successful wintering.

They contained two pounds of bees

and were a welcome acquisition to col-

onies that could not be expected to

winter when left on the summer stand.

This practice again gives us an oppor-
tunity to cull out undesirable or old

queens. It pre-supposes that the bee-

keeper has kept a record of his queens,

their age and qualities.

Before settled cold weather comes
I make a practice of moving my bees

back to the home yard. I am trying

to winter a part of them in the out

yards according to the Arthur Miller

plan, wrapping up in tarred paper, upon
which I hope to report at some future

time.

Naples, Ont., Co,, N. Y., Dec. 24, 1902,

WAX PRODUCTION.

Its Honey Cost, and Methods by Which it May
Be Ascertained.

(Adrian Getaz),

HOW many pounds of honey do the

bees use to produce one pound
of wax?

That is the question which has been
agita,ted in the Revue Internationale

and in the Apiculteur for some time,

chiefly by Messrs. Sylviac and Alan-
jean.

Experiments have also been made to

determine the ratio. All were made in

the same manner. A swarm either na-

tural Or artificial; I mean by "artificial"'

that which we would call "shaken
swarm," was weighed and hived. Three
days later, the combs built were cut

out and weighed.
The assumption is that during these

three days, but little honey is brought
in, since there is no place to store it,

and it is supposed tha,t what may be
brought in, does not more than make
up for what the bees need to sustain

life. Therefore it may be assumed
,that what honey they had in their stom-
achs when the swarm issued, represents

the quantity necessary to produce the

amount of wax found at the end of

three days.

The correctness of the above as-

sumption has been contested. Quite a

discussion has also arisen as ,to whether
all the bees of the swarm took part in

the production of the wax or not, since

a portion of them are necessarily old

bees. To this it has been answered that
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the distinction be.twecn nurse bees or
wax-producing bees, and field bees is

not real, and that in case of necessity,

old and young bees can do whatever
work may be necessary.

It has also been stated that the ratio

between the honey consumed and ,the

wax produced cannot be less than about
two and a half, or thereabout. A pound
of wax contains as much carbon as

about two and a half pounds of ordi-
nary honey; and, therefore, much hon-
ey, at least, is needed for the produc-
tion of one pound of wax.
Unfortunately I have only a few scat-

tered numbers of the above mentioned
papers, and those containing the figures

are missing. The only information I

have is that it takes from three to six

pounds of honey to produce one of

wax. that is, according to this method
of determining the ratio.

An exceptional case is given by Mr.
Sylviac. A swarm of approximately
ten thousand bees (^estimated by their

weight), built in three days 900 grams
(nearly two pounds,) of wax.
Suppose that each of the bees secret-

ed ,the same amount of wax every day
during each of the three days, that

would make three-hundredths of a

gram per bee, per day. As such a con-
dition is impossible, some of these bees
must have secreted considerably more.

It might be well to state here that

one American pound equals 452 1-2

grams.
In line with the above question, it

might be well to investigate how much
honey a bee eats simply to keep alive.

Mr. Harroult has experimented on this

question. He put (in November 1900)

a certain quantity of bees in an obser-

vatory hive. That hive was in a warm
room. The temperature during the day
was from 60 degrees to 64 degrees Fah-
renheit, and never below 48 degrees
during the night. At first the hive was
opened during the day. Quite a por-
tion of the bees wen,t back and carried

away some of the honey given. A lit-

tle pollen was brought in.

From November 17th to the 9th of

December the hive remained closed.

The total weight November 17th, hive,

bees and honey was S50 grams to which
should be added 30 grams of honey giv-

en December 5th. On December 9,th

no honey was left. The bees and hive
weighed 793 grams, the hive without the

bees. 734 grams, giving the weight of
bees at 59 grams. The weight of 63
of these bees was found to be six and
nineteen-one hundredths grams. There-
fore the weight of one bee, something
less ,than one-tenth of a gram. The
honey consumed from November 17
to December 9th was then 880,—less
than 793 grams for 22 days; which is

very near four grams per day. The
number of bees, very near 600. The
amount of honey consumed daily by
each bee, four six-hundredths or
one one-hundred and fiftieth of
a gram. That is one-fifteenth of
the weight of the bee. A colony of
bees weighing, say five pounds would
then consume one-third of a pound of
honey daily, merely to keep alive.

Knoxville, Tenn., Feb. i, 1903.

SELLING EXTRACTED
HONEY AT RETAIL.

The Subject Continued from February Number.

(W. W. McNeal).

AS TO the matter of labels for
packages containing honey I deem
it imperative that all honey sold

by retail should thus be stamped with
the name and address of the party who
put it up for market, with his guaran-
tee of purity. But I believe the term
extracted is worse than superfluous
when appearing on the labels. There
are so many extracts of one kind or
another for sale that the very first im-
pression the interested public gets is

misleading-. The word seems to con-
vey a dififerent idea entirely from the
one intended and the retailer is thus
made to proclaim his goods to be an
"extract" of honey, an extract of some-
thing,—anything in fact, but "pure bees'
honey" as the common version puts it.

Being so understood that the article

is a manufactured one, its reputation
is made bad and a ban is put upon the
genuine article by the seemingly harm-
less little statement, "pure extracted
honey."
The fact that the patrons of the bee

hive, generally expect pure honey to
show no tendency to granulate, all per-
sons putting it up for retail will find

their interests best served by adopting
measures to keep it in a clear liquid
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state. By heating- the honey and seal-

ing it up while hot, granulation is prac-
tically overcome. For my own per-
sonal likes I would have extracted hon-
ey thoroughly candied. Its luscious
sweetness when eaten with light flaky

biscuit is then above comparison with
anything we know of. I speak of the
best grades only as inferior honey is

poor eating at any time. But, since

the natural trend of the wants of the

honey-eating public seems to be for

honey in a pure liquid state when it is

taken out of the comb, I would advise

a somewhat strict conformity to the

prevailing conditions rather than by
education seek to establish a demand
for granulated honey which in many
instances is not only inferior but must
be sold at a figure considerably higher
than granulated sugar.

From the view point of my little

perch, the different associations might
help the sales of liquid honey by
adopting a package best suited to the

markets of their own section, and then,

by an order il. the faciory guarantee-

ing a given number of a large denomi-
nation, place the jars in the hands of

their respective members at a very mod-
ernte price. Ihc pa(l:^:ge should be
attractive and a rapid filler also. A bot-
tle sealed with a cork and then waxed
will probably preserve the delicate fla-

vor of honey better than a jar that

closes by means of a cap and a rubber
ring. But the work of sealing them is

so tedious; besides, the purchaser rare-

ly values a bottle so highly as he does
a jar. The "Tip-Top" jar, holding one
pound, is really the most practical of

any that have come under my notice.

This jar is bound to supercede the No.
25 jar— if the former preserves honey
in a liquid state as well as the latter.

The Tip Top jars are delightfully rapid

in,the matter of sealing and they are just

as far ahead of the others just men-
tioned, in point of display. They look
bigger and sell more readily than a
squatty iar holding the s'lU.c amount of

honey. If this jar was reduced in size

at the shoulder, making it uniform from
the bottom to the neck but enough tall-

er to retain its present capacity, the

display would be siill better and the

sales of honey more froiiuent.

Jelly glasses hoi ling a half pound of

honey are very popular n-ili a large

class of consumers ^'ho wai t "just a

little" honey, but want that little often.
Some styles of these glasses are very
pretty when empty but after being filled

and neatly labeled are most catchy in

appearance. Could we but have a pack-
age of this capacity, sealing as rapidly
as the Tip-Top jars, though not exseed-
ing the cost price of the jelly glasses,

extracted honey would be moved in

quantities more satisfactory to the
trade. The retail price of honey in

them being "only a dime!" a great deal

of it would be used in the homes of

the honest poor where children seldom
have ,the pleasure of eating the sweets
gleaned from the clover fields by the

honey-bee.

Wheelersburg, O., Dec. 5, 1902.

CUBAN COHB HONEY.

How It Compares 'With the New England Pro-

duct.

(Samuel W. Bridgham, 2nd).

I
SAW it in the window of the gro-
cery store as I was passing, and I

immediately proceeded to buy a

comb, and to ask where it came from.

It was the finest looking honey I

ever saw in sections. As white as driv-

en snow, nearly every cell capped clear

to the wood, and remarkably free from
stain of any kind, either on ,the comb
or on the box. I picked out a section
that had but five uncapped cells in it,

and filled, as stated, clear to the wood,
to take home as a sample.

That which I bought was part of a
lo,t that was standing without any cov-
ering i. e. not in any carton, but on
top of a pile of cartons from a Vermont
apiary. The latter was in the ordinary
section boxes, while that which I

bought was in Danz. sections. I asked
the clerk where it came fronr and he
said "Vermont," whereupon I went at

once to Bro. A. C. Miller in the hope
of palming it off on him for local pro-

duct, but the joke didn't work worth a

cent. He is "a cleaner" on matters
"apistical." What he doesn't know or
find out about bees in some way or
other isn't worth the knowing; so when
I opened up the package, he said, "So
you have got some of that Cuban hon-
ey, too." "Not much," said I. "that

honey came from Vermont." But he
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replied. "They told me it came from
Cuba.'

Back I went to the store again, and
the clerk asked the buj'cr, and came
to me with the statement that Bro.
Miller was right; and then I perambu-
lated over to the aforesaid Bro. Mil-
ler's place of business, and we pro-
ceeded to discuss the merits thereof
from the outside of the comb. Later I

sampled it on some hot biscuits at

home, said biscuits being made for the

occasion.

There seems to be no question in re-

gard to the magnificent appearance of

this honey. Never has such beauti-

ful comb been exhibited for sale in this

city, for it surpasses in its texture and
whiteness anything I ever saw.
The honey, however, is too sickish-

sweet in comparison with our native

product, and the flavor is rather more
ethereal than material, (for lack of

better words to express the compari-
son) to suit the taste of most of those
who assisted in the demolishing of the
comb I had.

The taste of it was rather an aroma
than a flavor, and the general idea

is that it lacked "body." Of course
tastes differ very much indeed, and I

found several who liked this honey
very much, but I do not think that it

will displace our native product, in

spite of its superfine appearance.
A day or two afterwards I procured

as fine a comb of what I consider the
best Vermont honey as I could find,

and compared both kinds with our local

product. The local honey and that

from Vermont had identical character-
istics, and both were superior to the
Cuban product in what I call the
"body" or the flavor as well as in firm-

ness of comb, while the Cuban honey
had much whiter comb and a far more
subtle aroma.
The price at which it was sold tells a

story of its own too—from four to five

cents less per pound at retail than our
native honey—nevertheless its price

will aid in introducing honey to many
who would not o.therwise get it, and
for those who like a honey with an
aromatic, evasive and almost imper-
ceptible flavor, it is most excellent.

Give me ,the home grown product ev-
ery time; but I am glad to see the
foreign honey in the market, for I

think it will sell many pounds of that
raised nearer home.

Providence, R. I., Jan. 26, 1903.

.*'?_^^^r:-s'c,

Grafton, Mass., Feb. 2, 1903.

Editor American Bi-e- Keeper:

I am very much interested in bee-
keeping and an admirer of your paper.
I wrote you an article some time ago
advocating the good advantages of old
New England as a place to keep bees.
During the past season, although all

admit it has been a poor year for bees,

I took seventy-five pounds of comb
honey from one colony and left half as

much more for the bees during the long
winter before them. Others report
even better success. Our bees seem
to be wintering all right, but it is the
damp spring weather which is so dis-

aSptrous to all bees in this section and
no doubt it is the same everywhere.
The Worcester County Bee-Keepers'

Association met last Saturday in Wor-
cester, for the election of officers. Mr.
Chas. E. Prouty was elected president
and Air. C. R. Russell secretary and
treasurer. We have started a boom in

our association, and hope to carry out
all we have undertaken.

The first thing will be a banquet, and
we hope to see all our bee-keeping
friends in this county. We wish, Mr.
Editor, you could drop in and see us

on that occasion. We would treat you
to New England honey, all right.

The next on our program will be
some interes,ting speaker who will tell

us how we can keep bees to better ad-
\ani;age in New England. Then we
hope to have several cut-door meet-
ings during the summer with our broth-
er b'"e-keepers which will add interest

and instruction.

Yours very truly,

E. P. Goddard.
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Lima, N. Y., Dec. 25, 1902.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

I should like to ask a question rela,t-

ing to taking bees on shares: A hav-

ing a larger number of colonies than

he wishes to handle, and desiring to es-

tablish an apiary some distance from
his home, B proposes to take the bees

on shares; A to furnish all material

—

hives, foundation, bees, etc., and B to

do all the work. What proportion of

the honey crop and swarms ought B
to receive for his share'? Will some
bee-keeper please answer through the

American Bee-Keeper?

Respectfully yours,

J. Butler.

(Mr. James Heddon, in his book,

"Success in Bee Culture," says: "The
increase belongs to the apiary, always;

and any system that gives a share of

the increase to the laborer, will defeat

itself and prove in the end damaging
to both parties." Mr. Heddon has had
extensive experience along this line,

which has resulted in firmly established

ideas as to plans that are both prac-

ticable and just to all parties concerned.

Mr. Heddon's book was written eight-

een years ago, and he is still quite

largely engaged in bee-keeping. It is

rather a note-worthy fact that at ,the

very moment while the writer was con-

sidering Mr. Butlers' belated question,

above given, Mr. Heddon walked into

The Bee-Keeper office, and the ques-

tion was submitted to him in person.
in order to ascertain whether he had
changed his mind in regard to the mat-
ter. He read the question and prompt-
ly replied: "There is but one sort of

understanding that will fairly en,title

B to any share of A's swarms, and
that is the understanding that B is to

run A out of the bu'siness in a short

time. The natural increase is neces-

sary to off-set the death rate, and the

swarms should and must always be con-
sidered as belonging exclusively to the
apiary, as much as the original colo-

nies. If the apiary is to be maintained,
the natural increase, or swarms, must
be kept in the apiary. B is entitled, of

course, to his share of the honey pro-
duced by the swarms, but the swarms
themselves, should not be separated
therefrom, as they are needed to keep
up the honey-producing capacity of the

apiary." Mr. H. further says that, the

honey crop should be equally divided

between A and B, and that B should
be required to stand the expenses of

packages necessary to market his por-

tion of the crop, whether barrels, cans,

or sections and cases; and in case of

producing comb honey, also the cost

of his proportion of the surplus foun-

dation consumed in its production
In order to secure the largest possible

returns in honey, it is important tha,t

increase, or division of colonies by any
means, should be discouraged. It is

therefore quite obvious that some ar-

rangement which gives ,the manipulator
Or laborer only a share of the hone}"^,

would be more likely to terminate in

general satisfaction, than would a plan
authorizing him to claim a share of all

colonies m excess of the original num-
ber. His proportion of the crop,

would, of course, necessarily need to

be greatei* than if he were to become
part owner of the swaims. His com-
pensation would not necessarily be
lessened, but it would come from a

more practicable source, and in a more
satisfactory way.—Editor).

Cienfuegos, Cuba. Feb. 3. 1903.

Dear Mr. Hill-

I see by the December number of

'J'l;e Bcc-Ke.;per that Mr. John Hard-
scrabble is inclined to worry about my
having established an apiary in Hell
Valley which he seems to regard as a
\ery bad place. But if Mr. Hardscrab-
ble could but have a glance at Valle
del Infierno, he would doubtless change
his mind; for this beautiful spot is lo-

cated in the uplands—in the very heart
of the mountains—some 800 or 900 feet

above the sea level, and in a bee-line,

25 miles southeast from Cienfuegos.

The valley is four to five miles in width,

entirely surrounded by high mountains
upon which ever grow tall ,trees of the

wild forest, and are green throughout
the year. Several extensive coffee plan-

tations are cultivated in the valley,

which is traversed bj' the cool, clear

waters of th« Matagua river, which
makes the wonderful fall of over 300

feet. Here .the heat never troubles us.

In the winter time

—

?t this very season
—it is cold, descending now and' then
nearly to the freezing point.

I am very busy now; though January
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gave me but little honey; but now the

hives are full, and 1,000 to 1,500 gal-

lons should be gathered during Febru-

ary. Our honey now is all from the

coffee, mango and pomarosa trees,

which are in full bloom, and the bees

are frantically busy. Last month I

sent 2,000 gallons of honey in five-gal-

lon cans—two in a case—to Hamburg;
put on board at 46 cents a gallon.

With best wishes for yourself and the

American Bee-Keeper, I remain,

Fraternally yours,

Dr. J. B. Pons.

Hallowell, Me., Feb. 2, 1903.

American Bee-Keeper:

I have a hive of bees which I think

has pickled brood. The brood seems

to die all the way from just before cap-

ping the cells until the bee is developed

and trying to crawl out of the cell.

There is no odor; r.either is it ropy.

The "pees remove it after a few days.

La5,t August I shook them onto frames

of foundation, but left on the sections,

and it was just as bad afterwards. The
old hive I gave a queen-cell, and just

before the queen begun to lay, I put

them on foundation, and all was right.

What I am anxious to know is whether
there is any way that I can save the

old combs. I will have 16 fine ones,
and nine of them heavy with pollen and
honey. I can't find anything in rny

books or papers that gives me any in-

formation in regard to it. The dis-

eased colony is wintering finely, so far.

Yours truly,

Albin N. Lehr.

(It is exceedingly difficult for us to

arrive at any definite conclusions as to

the cause of ,the pupae dying in the

inanner stated; though it is not very
improbable that you have correctly

diagnosed the trouble. In the event of

your being sa,tisfied that the disease is

nothing more malignant than pickled

brood, we should not hesitate to make
use of the combs. It might be prudent,

however, to extract the honey and give

the combs and remaining pollen a very

thorough sun-bath. Tha,t is, expose

both sides of the combs to sunshine

for a considerable length of time before

placing bees upon them. Such treat-

ment, we imagine, would tend to

cleanse the combs and kill the fungi

responsible for the malady. Having
such a few combs from infected colo-

nies, will enable you to conduct some
experiments along this line, which need
not be expensive, yet very useful to

yourself and others, as well as a source

of satisfaction.—Editor).

THE

Bee -Keeping World

AUSTRALIA.

Mr. Colbourne, editor of Farm, Bee
and Poultry Review, writes me under
date Dec. 24, 1902: "Australia has pass-

ed through the most severe drouth the

white man has ever experienced. In

some parts, not 200 miles from me,
there are children seven years old, who
never saw it rain until a month ago.

We have now had good rains, so I

hope the old man's drouth has broken
nil. This is rather a poor season for

honey almost all over Australia. I

have not been able to extract an ounce
as yet. although i,t is nearly mid-sum-
mer here now."

ENGLAND.

.For the past three years the English
government has had some investiga-

tions made in India as to whether Apis
dorsata was suitable for importation.
After carefulK' studying all the reports
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Mr. H. Harris has come to the conclu-
sion that any experim'enting with Apis
dorsata might as well be dropped as
an unprofitable project. The northern
part of India, it is said, harbors honey
bees closely related to our own, but no
case of crossing with Apis dorsata has
com'e to the notice of anyone. It

seems therefore probable that efforts

made by man to accomplish this object
would result in failure.—Heberly, in

Deutsche 111. Bztg.

SWITZERLAND.

Prof. E. Keller of Zurich recntly
made an autopsy of a peculiar year-old-
queen. This queen had been in a nor-
mal condition during the first period of
her life, but after enduring the winter,
all at once, in April laid no more
eggs. The microscope showed her
ovaries to be diseased or degenerated.
There were no eggs present and the
spermatheca was empty. A parasite
was discovered within the queen be-
tween the alimentary canal and the re-
productive organ which led the pro-
fessor to suppose this to have been the
cause of the queen's failing at an early
age.—Schweiz-Leztg.

BRAZIL.

The inven,tor of the queen excluder,
Mr. A. Hannemann, has a lengthy ar-
ticle in the Bienenvater, Vienna. It ap-
pears from this that even in Brazil
there are poor honey seasons, for he
says, that in one season from 80 to 90
per cent, of all bees starved. He him-
self saved his bees by feeding his re-

serve honey and 750 kilograms of su-

gar. Usually the seasons are good in

South Brazil. The two weak, dragged-
out colonies Mr. H. brough,t with him
across the water in 1855 increased dur-
ing the first season to 28 colonies. The
second year he commenced with 23
colonies and increased them to 250.
Bees seem to be given to swarming in

South Brazil, and his management aims
to make the best use of the swarms.
His giant hives, holding from 12 ,to 20
swarms with queens all caged, I have
described before on these pages. Mr.
H."s object in keeping the large num-
ber of bees is to produce chunk honey
and extracted honey. Formerly it used

to be strained honey. It seems the ex-
tractor has found its way even into Mr,
Hannemann's yard. Late years Mr. H.
has also adopted more practical hives
than years ago, when he had to resort
to the knife to obtain his honey. The
L. hive seems to be in greater favor
with him than formerly, when it ex-
cited his ire. He now storifies. This
is gratifying to me; as I had occasion
raany years ago to cross swords—pens
—wi^h him. Hannemann believes in re-

newing queens often and says, it seems
to him that the Italian bee is shorter-
lived than the black bee.

RUSSIA.

Wurth says in Die Biene it has been
ascertained tha,t bees may endure con-
finement for eight months without be-
coming diseased. It is a common prac-

tice in Russia, he claims, to keep colo-

nied buried in the ground for seven
months during winter.

HOLLAND.

An effort is being made to induce the

government in Holland to pu,t the

teachers in a position to keep bees; in

other words, furnish them the bees, on
the grounds that they are best fitted for

the bee-keeping pursuit.

GERMANY.

The Rhein. Bztg. has figured out that

the bottoms of sixty bee fee,t measure
over one square centimeter of surface,

and that ten bees could hold in sus-

pense a weight of two kilograms.

The transferring of larvae was the in-

vention of the German bee-master,
Mehring, but American bee-masters
have made a science of it and have
brought it to perfection. While Meh-
ring emptied a natural built cell, thus

preparing it for the reception of a
selected larva, the American bee-mas-
ters make their queen cells or cups
artificially, stock them with royal food

and larvae, or even eggs. This Ameri-
can method is beginning to become
iec(guJ;'.cd as ot value by our friends.

Rev. Klein describes it in Deutsche
Bzcht. and gives credit to America.
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The following would be considered
too risky by the careful bee-keeper:
"Queen bees will be readily accepted

by a queenless colony, if the cage con-

taining the queen is first immersed in

cold water. A queen ,thus treated be-

comes very quiet, it is asid in Rhein.
Bztg.

R. Spiegler, Saxony, has compounded
a liniment or salve from bee-glue, nam-
ed Propolisin. It is recommended as

a family medicine, excellent in case of

scalds, burns, cuts, boils and skin dis-

eases. He will send samples for the
postage. I have sen,t for it.

To test the purity of beeswax, drop
a little piece of the wax into a testing
tube (glass) filled with benzine. If pure
the wax will all disolve, if adulterated,
some parts will remain.—^Gavenhorst's
111. Bz,tg. /

man; "but it is a common thing in New
England where people have beehives to
put black around them when somebody
in the family dies. They believe the
bees will fly away from the hive and
go to some other place if they are not
notified of this domestic sorrow in this

way. You know bees are very punctili-

ous," she added convincingly.

"And I know New Englanders have
horse sense," he rejoined drily. "You'd
better send this point in apicultu^ to

our friend Maeterlinck.—Philadelphia
Public Ledger.

Die Biene & Thre Zucht reports an
effective introduction of bees thus: A
tavern-keeper in the Altmark was un-
able to clear his apartments after a

dance, as a certain number of the
guests would not give up their game.
He finally used a little strategy, went
out into his back yard and when he re-

turned brought with him a little box
containing some bees which he liberat-

ed. There was a hustling and the room
was vacated.

F. Greiner.

A FANTASTIC NOTION.

Riding through a country part of

Penn.sylvania recently, a man noticed a

beehive with a black ribbon wound
around i,t. "That is a singular way of

holding a hive together," he remarked.
"Why don't they use a piece of rope?"
"That isn't to hold the hive togeth-

er," returned his companion, a woman
who had live<d most of her life in the
country. "There has been a death in

the family, and the beehive has been put
in mourning."
"Dead bees?"
"No. A dead man, woman or child

in jthe family."

"Well, why on earth do they put that

black ribbon on the hive? Do they
bind crape on the horns of the family

cow, or tie up the plow horses' tails

with it, when anybody dies?"

"You may laugh,' returned the wo-

LITERARY NOTES.

The Youth's Companion for IQ03 is

one of the mos,t interesting volumes of

this charming weekly that we have
known. The Companion has been pub-
lished continuously for over three-

quarters of a century, and it does seem
that each year's numbers grow better

Men and women prominent in every

walk of life are contributing to ,the 1903

volume. The special features which
render this volume of especial interest

in the home circle are: Serial stories,

each a book in itself, reflecting Ameri-
can life in the home, camp and field.

Ffty special articles are contributed by

famous sta,tesmen, travelers, scientists

and essayists. The editorials, on_ im-

portant public and domestic questions,

are thoughtful and timely. Numerous
short stories by the best living story-

writers, of character, adven,ture and

humor. The thousand short_ notes on

current events, and discoveries in the

field of science and natural history, are

a feature which invariably instructs and

entertains; while the endless array of

anecdotes, bright and amusing, items

of strange and curious knowledge,

poems and sketches, captivate both old

and young. The American Bee-Keep-

er has pleasure in commending The
Companion to those of its readers who
appreciate sparkling and wholesome

literature abou,t the family hearthstone.

The fountains of the eternally virgin-

al spring in every human heart, and

keep the world of new emotions pe-

rennially fresh and beautiful; and to

each of us is given the right not only

to possess them, but the obligation to

cherish them.—From "My Old Maid's

Corner," The Century, February, 1903.
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The Pacific Bee Journal has failed to
appear at this office for several months.
Inquiry by letter fails to elicit any ex-
planation as to the cause.

At this writing, Feb. 17, bees are in

b- tter condition in the vicinity of Ft.

Pierce than for several years past, at

the same season. Honey has been com-
ing quite freely, and breeding is being
carried on quite extensively.

The Australian Farm, Bee and Poul-
jtry Review say« "The long-tongued
bee craze appears to be dying a natur-
al death. We wonder what will be the
next craze for American queen breed-
ers to put forth." At this writing, the
American queen breeder's stock in

trade runs heavily to "umbilical cord."

The Bee-Keeper office is being hon-
ored just now with daily visits from
Mr. James Heddon, the veteran api-

arist, inventor and author, of Dowa-
giac, Mich., who, in company with his

urbane son "Billy." of Chicago, arriv-

ed in Florida on the 12th ultimo. The
Messrs. Heddon are enthusiastic and
distinguished sportsmen, as well as ex-

pert apiarists, and will probably fit out

a commodious yacht at this point and
do the coast in true sportsman style.

It is said by certain manufacturers of

tobacco that Florida mangrove honey
does not possess the flavor necessary to
their business. We ,think ourselves
that the consumer would probably rel-

ish it better spread upon hot cakes or
biscuits.

The Bee-Keepers' Review for Febru-
ary makes a strong appeal to bee-keep-
ers for neatness and order in the apiary
and honey-house. Editor Hutchinson
directs attention to the fact that a pro-
fitable business is never conducted in

a slovenly manner. Not that neatness
is the chief cause of success, but that

order and a disposition which takes
cognizance of cleanliness and beauty
are traits of character usually well de-
veloped in the man otherwise fitted to
achieve success, and are an index of his

possession of the right stufif to succeed
in any business. After reading Editor
Hutchinson's remarks, Mr. James Hed-
don. who is sojourning with us, wrote
with pencil upon the margin of .the

page, "Order amounts to a perpetual
invoice."

The editor of Gleanings says he does
no,t believe there is much choice be-
tween queens put out by our old breed-
ers who have had years of experience
in the business. Notwithstanding the
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broad claims of superiority for their 60 colonies each, they bring to this

own stock, and the general condemna- market abou,t 20 barrels of honey, in

tion of the product of others, which is all. We are introducing into this coun-
being indulged in by certain breeders ty sweet clover and other honey plants,

at jhis time, there is very good reason as most of the honey-producing forest

to believe that Editor Root is quite trees, vines, etc., are being cut away
correct in his surmise. Some of the for the cultivation of cot,ton; though
poorest queens that we have ever vve find the cotton bloom excellent for

bought, came from those who do the honey." Here is an example of the
loudest talking about .their superior kind of business enthusiasm that wins
strains and methods. Unfortunately, success.

mere assertions do not materially effect
~

the quality of stock in this line. It is Writing from Chicago, under date

the practical test that tells the story, of Jan. 9, R. A. Burnett & Co., a large

and the bee-keeper who invests his concern which deals in honey, has this

cash in queens is loth to accept verbal to say: "The demand for honey is not
or written claims instead of intrinsic more than usual; hence, stocks are suf-

merit. ficienc, especially as Cuba has now
comb honey on this market. This 13

The Rocky Mountain Bee Journal a new source of supply, and is a factor

says of the Cuban bell flower: "It that must be reckoned with, as it ob-
yields a light, mild-tlavored honey that viates the necessity of laying in a stock
is in every way fitted to successfully during,the summer and autumn to draw
compete with the best products of the from in the winter and spring months."
states. The honey resources of this Carry the news to Morrison. Last
rich tropical isle are just beginning June Mr. Morrison hooted the idea

to be exploited in characteristic Yan- that West Indian honey was to become
kee style and the production will in- a "factor" in American markets. Edi-
crease wi,th amazing rapidity in the tor Root approved his view, and Mr.
next few years." Truer words were R. A. Burnett, whose firm is quo,ted

never spoken. The Cuban product, above, took occasion to corroborate
from this source, is "number one," and Mr. Root's observations. Mr. Root
the business of production is fast com- then followed up Mr. Burnett's testi-

ing into the hands of capable and en- mony in this wise: "I do not think
terprising apiarists. The result may the bee-keepers of ,the United States

be easily foreseen. Editor Morehouse need to worry a particle over any pos-

says commercial co-operation is the sible effect that Cuban honey may have
remedy to apply if this competition is on American markets." Whether we
to be forestalled, and he is doubtless worry or not. the fact presents itself

correct. that the .tropics give promise of the
s,trongest competition with which the

Dr. O. M. Blanton, of Greenville, American producer of the future will

Miss., one of the progressive veterans have to contend.
who is now in his 75th year, and in

excellent health, writes us that he is One of fflie young queen breeders,

making preparations to increase his just becoming known to the bee-keep-

195 colonies during the present year to ing world, recently informed us that his

400. Speaking of his locality (the Mis- firm's greatest difficulty was to keep
sissipi Delta.) and conditions, the doc- pace with the orders for its stock, and
tor writes: "I have all the different this rush of business was a result of ad-

strains of bees, but am at a loss as to vertising but periodically in but one of

which are the best honey gatherer*, the apiarian journals. He was per-
This country is a very good locality for fectly satisfied wi,th the volume of busi-

bee-keepers, as we never have an entire ness coming his way, and could foresee
failure, and often secure very large naught but a disastrous flood of orders
yields. Strange to say, there are bu,t in case of extending his advertising.
six bee-keepers in this county (Wash- It must, indeed, be pleasant to have
ington), and three of these are negroes one's business ambition 30 fully grati-

who have taken it up after working fied; but is it not exceedingly unfor-
with whites; and with an average of tunate that such stock—stock for which
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the world fairly clamors—should be
controlled by persons whose ambition
finds such complete p;ratification in two
or three hundred nuclei? No Schwab
or Morgan blood in this firm, verily. In

it lies no hope for the University of

Chicago. Those who seek endowment
of public libraries must continue to

look for such to those who have devel-

oped superiority in armor-plate, and not

in queen bees. What a pity a mere an-

tipathy to publicity should preclude

the achievement of so much good, and
thwart such a noble example of the

strenuous life.

Many and earnest are the commenda-
tions we have received from bee-keepers
for the stand we have taken against

the quoting of inferior honey as

"Southern." One corresponden,t be-

lieves that the use of the word in quo-
tations, as it has been used by some,
affords the dealer an excellent method
of disposing of the nation's dirty, sour,

good-for-nothing "honey," at the ex-

pense of the reputation of but one-

quaner thereof. There may be some
tru'h in this assumption; but so far as

Mr. Muth is concerned, we do not now,
nr.r liave we at any time,, believed that

he would willfully wrong the bee-keep-

ers in any quarter of ^
the country.

Quite an extended correspondence with

Mr. Muth himself in regard to the mat-
ter, convinces us that his firm desires to

do only that which is right and fai--

v/it 1 the producers evevywhere. The
difficulty has been in his inability to

fully appreciate the damage that the

practice is doing the progressive pro-

ducers of the South. We hopefully

anticipate a conclusive announcement
from Mr. Muth on this point, in time

for our next issue; and believe bee-

keepers will find therein the evidence

of his readiness to change his mind,

when shown his error.

Professor Fred W. Mally and Mr.
Wilmon Newell have issued a very in-

teresting report of the past season's

work in the experimental apiary of the

Agricultural and Mechanical College of

Texas, "together with practical sug-

gestions in modern methods of bee-

keeping as applied to Texas condi-

tions." The Report comprises 53 pages
and presents much of interest to the

general student of apiculture. Statis-

tics compiled by Prof. Mally place the
valuation of Texas apiculture in 1900
at $2,153,225.20. Mr. Newell, as Prof.
Mally's assistant, is conducting opera-
tions at the experimental apiary with
commendable enthusiasm and energy,
and we have been much interested in

looking over his report. It's a poor
book, though, that will not afiford its

reader one smile. Here is where we
found ours, on page 52: "Upon bee
culture there are a number of reliable

text-books, adapted to the beginner in

about the order named: Roo,t. 'A B C
of Bee Culture;' Maeterlinck, 'The
Life of the Bee;' Cook. 'Manual of

the Apiary;' Dadant, 'Langstroth on
the Honey Bee;' Cheshire. 'Anatomy,
Physiology and Floral Relations of the
Hive Bee;' Morley. 'The Honey Mak-
ers;' L. C. Root. 'Quinby's 'New Bee-
Keeping.' and Doolittle. 'Scientific

Queen Rearing.'
"

"RAMBLER" IS NO MORE.

Mr. John H. Martin, better known as
"Rambler," under which name he has
written ex,tensively for Gleanings, re-

cently died in Cuba, where he has been
conducting apicultural operations since

Novembei. igoi. The loss which the
fraternity has sustained through Mr.
Martin's death, is so fittingly express-

ed in a private letter from A. C. Miller,

that we can do no better than present
Mr. MiJler's words, as follows:

"I learned yesterday by Gleanings of

Rambler's death, and it came as a pain-

ful shock. I knew him well and we
have corresponded for years. Kindly,
genial, gentle-spirited, large-hearted

and always tolerant of the failings of

0|thers. believing that all persons pos»

ses some good, and looking for that

and not for their shortcomings, in his

quiet way he steadily tried to make life

more worth the living. Broad in his

own religious belief, trusting implicit-

ly in the goodness and wisdom of his

Creator, his was a quiet, praqticaj,

workaday Christianity. Full of dry wit

and gentle satire he made us smile

while showing us our foibles. The bee-

keeping world can ill spare such as he

and to those of us who were so fortu-

nate ,as to be called his friends, the loss

is irreparable.

Following so closely as it did after

the death of genial Dr. Mason, his
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passing is even heavier ,to bear. Two
such men taken from us leaves a void

which we cannot fill even should we
care to try."

USE ONLY IF NECESSARY
QUEEN CELLS.

Their Presence may not Always Indi-

cate Queenlessness.

It has long been considered the

orthodox thing to say that the build-

ing of queen cells, or the toleration ot

their presence, was a sure indication

of queenlessness, but Dr. Miller, in

Gleanings, brings up a point upon
which I believe there has been but

little, if any, reported experience. He
says

:

"To decide whether a virgin queen

is present, a common way is to give a

frame of eggs and young brood, with

the understanding that, if a young
queen is present, no queen-cells will

be started. It is pretty safe to follow

the rule that, if no queen-cells are

started, there is a queen present; but

I have ceased to put faith in the oppo-
site rule, that the presence of cells

shows the absence of any queen; for

too often cells will be started, even

with a good virgin queen present. I,t's

a good thing, all the same, to give the

young brood. (You are just right.

The presence of cells under some cir-

cumstances does not necessarily indi-

cate the absence of a queen; but thev

may show that the old queen-mother
is playing out, or they may show the

fact that the hive was queenless at

one time, and that a virgin present

for some reason had not seen fit to de-

stroy the cells and thus put out of

the wa3^ any possible rival.—Ed.)"
In my experience as a queen breed-

er, I have often noticed this same
point that the doctor brings up. Sup-
pose that a nucleus has been queenless

three or four days, and then a virgin

queen is given, and the cells they

have started are left undisturbed, they

are quite likely to be left, undestroyed

by the bees for sevral days. If a

queen is given to a nucleus at the

same time that the laying queen is

removed, or before the bees have
strir.ted any queen cells, it is very sel-

dom that cells will be staued, but af-

ter they are once start'-d the bees seem
loth to destroy them, or to allow the

queen to do so, until she has actually

bt-en fertilized. It seems strange that

they should do this, when they will

allow the first-hatched queen of a

batch of cells that they have built

themseixos. to go on and destroy all

of the ether cells, and even help her

to Jo it.

When I go to a nucleus to introduce

a virgin queen, or to put in a cell, and

find cells started, I always destroy

them, because, unless the queen is

lost, they will seldom start others, and,

if I do find them starting others I can

feel that it is quite likely that the

queen is lost, and govern myself ac-

cordingly.—Bee-Keepers' Review.

EVERY BEE DEAD.
Worcester, Mass., Jan. 27, 1903.

Such would be your inference if you
wer to judge by the amount of enthu-

siasm shown by the Worcester, (Mass.)

Bee-Keepers' Association during the

year 1902. But I am pleased to state

that the association woke up Jan. 24,

1903, elected officers and laid plans for

1903, which if carried out, will add an

impe,tus to bee-keeping in this vicinity.

The March meeting will be devoted to

the discussion of Fruit Tree Spraying

in Connection with Bee-Keeping. For
one of our spring meetings some of

our lady members are going to be

asked to prepare papers. A banquet is

in the works, to be given separately

or in connection with the Market Gar-

deners' Associa,tion. The reports that

came in from the bee-keepers them-
selves were on,the whole about as usual;

some reporting a large amount of sur-

plus, others havin? practically none.

There has been some adulterated honey
put on the local market; but more of

this at another time. There is a very

brigh,t prospect for something doing

along the "Bee-Line" this year. Next
month figures will be ready to show
how many colonies are kept within the

limits of a city of 125,000 inhabitants

and the number renrescnted by our as-

sociatioik.

BLACK HONEY,

Considerable discussion was stirred

up at the regular monthly meeting of

the Worcester County Bee-Keepers'
Association, Feb. 14, by samples of

black honey. The boxes were not filled

out, giving one an idea that the honey
was gathered late. Some was so black
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that President C. E. Prouty, of Au-
burn, suggested that the bees must have
worked in districts where soft coal was
freely used. At any rate, none of the
members could explain the cause of it

although some were bee-keepers of

nearly fifty years' duration.
In two cases it was shown that the

honey was gathered about the time
blackberries were ripe. This thought
had many followers, for the honey had
every appearance of being "fruit hon-
ey." Its taste was not agreeable, for
there was some flavor of poor molasses
in it. One of the exhibitors who had a
large quantity of it refused to eat it

himself or allow his family to eat it.

Another theory that had many back-
ers was that of honey dew from maple
and oak trees.

Both sides acknowledged that the
flowers had disappeared, and during
the gathering of this black honey the
bees were exceptionally busy.

F. E. Drake, of East Brookfield,
showed samples of extracted honey in
almost as many colors as those in the
rainbow, running from very light gold-
en, to almost black, a very curious con-
trast. If any readers of the American
Bee-Keeper have had a similar experi-
ence, we should be pleased to hear from
them, direct or through this paper.

C. R. Russell.
Worcester, Mass., Feb. 17, 1903.

Clifton Springs. N. Y.. Feb. 17, 1903.

Editor American Bee-Keeper,
Fort Pierce, Fla.

Dear Sir:

—

N. E. France, Platteville. Wis., Gen-
eral Manager and Treasurer elect of the
National Bee-Keepers' Association, has
qualified by furnishing a bond as re-
quired by the Constitution of said As-
sociation. He is, therefore, duly qali-
fied to perform the duties of such of-
fice. Very respectfullv.

W. F. Marks,
Chairman Board of Directors.

IS S\VEFT CLOVER GOOD FOR
• PASTURE?

Some report that ca,ttlc and horses
will not touch it, others that they will

eat it greedily. Both are no doubt
correct; at least those who say ca,ttle

will not touch it are so far correct that
cattle unacquainted with it must learn
to like it. But that argument might
apply to corn as a feed for stock, for

it is said that cattle which grow up
without ever having had a taste of In-

dian corn must learn to like it. Look
at the cultivated taste of a cow for

"slops." The family bossy will eat a
mixture of dishwater and almost any-
thing else, while a cow that has never
had anything besides green feed or
grain will snifif at it in disdain.

An editorial in the Bee-Keepers' Re-
view has this upon the subject:

Sweet clover as a pasture has been
condemned by some people, but down
in Lenawee County, Mich., I -recently

saw a striking illustration of the man-
ner in which stock will eat it down.
Mr. C. A. Huff, of that county, seeded
down 12 acres to sweet clover. By the
way, he secured an excellent ca,tch by
sowing the seed in the spring with
oats. One portion of the field was
fenced ofif and rented to a neighbor,
\vh) put in plent\' of stock, and they
kept it chopped down close. Mr. HufI
put in only a small amount of stock,

nQt enough to keep the clover down,
and it grew as high as a man's head
nearly all over his part of the field.

Here comes a note from Dr. Miller

bearing in the same direction:

"At one time one or both of the
Dadants said that sweet clover would
not- be allowed to grow if cattle were
allowed access to i,t when young. I

don't know that I ever said so out
loud, but I thought that was putting

the case a little strong. For the un-
kindness of tha,t thought toward such
reliable men I have been personally
punished. Last year I turned m.y

horses into a field which contained a

patch of sweet clover some rods in

extent. It was luxurious in its second
year's growth. I wanted it to re-seed

the ground, but those horses kept it

eaten down so closely that scarcely a

seed was allowed to mature, and what-
ever seed may have fallen and started

into growth this year, not a thing has
been allowed to continue in growth,
and the place is now bare of sweet clo-

ver. Last year was an exceedingly

dry season and the pasture a little

short, or the case might not have been
so bad. This year has been as wet as

last was dry, and the horses have had
more pasture than ,they could manage,
so another field with a good start of

sweet clover has been cropped by the

horses in moderation."—American Bee
Journal.
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HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached

to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-

ed by travel stain or otherwise; all the cells

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or
with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.
In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, there will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark." etc.

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 9.—The honey sup-
ply is light, with demand good. We quote
comb honey. 12 to 16 cents. Extracted, 6 to
7 cents. Good demand for beeswax at 30
cents a pound. Supply light.—Hamblin &
Sappington.

New York, Feb. 9.—Trade in honey very
quiet at present. Supply is more than demand.
We quote fancy comb, 15 cents. No. 1. 13 to
14 cents. Extracted, 5 to 8 1-2 cents. There is

a good demand for beeswax at 29 to 32 cents,
with short supply.—Francis H. Leggett & Co.

Chicago, Feb. 9.—The market is in rather an
unsettled state, the offerings of late having
been numerous, and there is a tendency to-

ward lower prices, owing to the supply being
much larger than expected at this season.
The fancy grades of white v/ill sell at 15 to
16 cents per pound, but anything below this
grade is diflflcult to place at above 10 to
12 cents. Extracted honey is also easy with
the best grades white obtainable at 7 to 8

cents, and ambers at 6 to 7 cents. Beeswax
steady at 30 cents upon arrival.—R. A. Bur-
nett & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 12.—The honey market
at present is .quiet but very firm on all

grades. Strictly fancy white comb, 16 to 7

cents, and occasionally IS cents. Other grades,

12 to 15 cents. Receipts are very light and are
likely to remain so. Prices should be well

maintained the balance of the season. Mod-
erate demand for small lots of extracted at

from 6 to 8 cents. Beeswax, 25 to 33, as to

quality.—Batterson & Co.

Cincinnati, Jan. 10.—The demand for all

kinds of honey has fallen oflf considerable in

the last few weeks, owing to the many other

sweets offered at this season of the year. Low-
er prices are no inducement to increase the

consumption, as the demand is not there, and
will not be until about the end of the month;
consequently it is folly to offer at lower prices.

We quote amber extracted in barrels at 5 3-4-

6 1-2 cents; white clover and basswood 8-9 1-2

cents; fancy white comb honey 16-17 cents.

Lower grades hard to sell at any price. Bees-
wax firm at 29-30 cents.—The Fred W. Muth
Co.

Among industrial organs, a small paper that

sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-

load of he aimless nomads that claim to cov-

er the whole field. Subscribe now for THH
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

Cent=a=Word Column.
It frequently occurs that some mernbcr of the

Bee-Kccper family desires to advertise for sale

some article the value of which will hardly
justify the payment of our regular rates; and
yet it would be an accommodation if he were
permitted to tell others what he has to offer.

Some other reader may be in need of just such
an article as that of which he wishes to dis-

pose. Again, it is as frequently desired to ex-

change commodities for which we have no
especial use, for something more desirable, and
such exchanges arc often made to mutual ad-

vantage. We have, therefore, decided to place

at the disposal of our readers a column devot-

ed to the accomplishment of these ends; though
we cannot be responsible for any possible dissat-

isfaction which might arise as a result of such
exchanges. The rate will be uniformly one cent

for each word, each month; no advertisement
however small will be accepted for less than
twenty cents, and must be paid in advance.
Count the words, and remit with order accord-
ingly.

$40 per month and expenses paid good men
for taking orders. Steady work. Apply Pro-
tective Nurseries, Geneva, N. Y.

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 20

cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-
ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-

logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—Twenty colonies of Italian bees
in L. hives. Address, F. P. Catherman. 623

St. Louis St., Lewisburg, Pa. (3-lt)

WANTED—To print your return envelopes. 25

No. 6, XXX, for 10 cents. Address, Bee
Farmer, Woodstown, N. J. (3-lt)

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00,

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)

cost $150, in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

TO MAKE CLEAR, beautiful photographs use

a Turner Camera. Simple, excellent, inex-

pensive. Dixie Developing paper and Tubes
have simplified the picture-making art. We
refer, by permission, to editor of The Bee-

Keeper, who has used over fifty gross of

Dixie paper. Sample dozen (4x5 paper, with

developer, 20 cents. Write today for fuller in-

formation.
M. K. Turner. 102 N. Prycr St., Atlanta, Ga.

W. M. Gerrish, R. F. D., Epping, N. H.,

keeps a complete supply of our goods, and
Eastern customers will save freight by order-

ing of him.

The W. F. Falconer Mf^. Co.



0-Dav Introductory Offer to ''Bee-Keerer" Readers

THE NEW 1902 IMPERIAL EDITION

the; tJlfits® 8Ti£T] m

No American home, however humble,
should be without some readable and authen-
tic narrative of the struggles and triumphs
of that land whose home has become the
synonym of liber-

ty. Such a work
is Dr. Ridpath's
POPULAR HIS- . T^z-MiTT A ,,T^x-TORY OF THE A ROMANCE
U. S. It is a

READS LIKE

compendium of the stirring facts of our his-
tory woven into a narrative so brilliant as
to leave an ineiTacable impression on the
mind of the reader. The images rise from
these pages like the' creatures of fiction, and
the great acts of our national drama are
set on the historic stage like the scenes of
the Histories of Shakespeare.

NEW FEATURES IN THE NEW
EDITION.

In this New Edition 150 pages are devot-
ed to the fascinating subject of Physical
Geography and statistics. Eight pages
are given to the new census returns of
1900. These are valuable features not
found in any other history.

LATEST AS WELL AS BEST
In all its five volumes will be found all the

main facts of our history, from the earliest
times down to the terrible ending of the
McKinley administration,—and the first year
of President Roosevelt.

D FIVE SUPERB

ROYAL OCTAVO
VOLUMES

Containing Many Hundred Il-
lustrations. Together with over
100 Full-page Photogravures and
Half-Tone Etchings of Famous
Historical Paintings, by TRUM-
BULL, CHAPPEL, and other
Great Artists, making a most
valuable collection of historical
illustrations.

Every American Home
Should Possess This

Instructive History

Only 50 Cents

Required

OUR OFFFP ^^^ work is issued in five
,'^ V ^^»V royal octavo volumes, and

IS bound very handsomely and durably in
heavy cloth in imitation of half seal leather
which we offer to send Free for Examination',
express paid, on receipt of 50 cents, balance
to be paid in twelve monthly payments of
one dollar each. We also bind it in the
elegant half calf style, gold top, for 50 cents
per month additional. This binding we
specially recommend.
We Make it Easy to Secure These Matchless

Books.

Sign this Coupon or w.ite for particulars.

HENRY G. ALLEN & CO.
150 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

I accept your special offer to the Ameri-
can Bee-Keeper Readers of Ridpath's
History of the United States, and enclose
50 cents as initial payment. Send full
particulars, and if satisfactory, will order
the set, otherwise the 50 cents is to be
returned to me.

HENRY O. ALLEN & CO. Publishers
150 Fifth Ave., New York.



AGENTS Wanted ' wTshTng^M
You can double your money every time you sell one

and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than e^or. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co. , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

^ Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

RIPANS
I had suffered for over a year with a

sore mouth and tongue. The doctor

said it came from the stomach. I was

advised to try Ripans Tabules and have

found them the best thing I have yet

taken. I would advise everybody that

has any stomach trouble to try Ripans

Tabules.

At druggists.

The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 80 cents,

contains a supply for a year.

Tiie ITebraska; Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Save ttie QkMs and Gardens
by using the best and latest Improved methad*

STiNO!N^-jn^*^ FRUIT ,

THE NEW BIoUi Catcher It % tplendW
BuocesB. Spraying and all other devices have
proven more or les8 a failure, but this "trap" de-
stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catcheg
the Coddlinsr Bloth, Borer l''ly, Stinging
Vly. Prach and flum Beetle, Cabbag;e
moth, Tobacoo Slotli, Cotton Sloth, Be*
Moth-also the destruyers of cucumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, etc. Makes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, wholesome and marketable,
besides Increasing the yield. Only one-elxtit
the cost of spraylug and docs its work at night. No
stock destroyed, or trees killed. Simple, eh«ap,
durable. Easily attended and P£Rf£CT ia
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 In.. 85c,
by mail, $1.00; per dozen, 88.50—Large ilze, 14x20 In.
81.00, by ro.ail$1.30, per dozen, «10.00. Send for cir-
culars and free sample c«py of the Central Farmer
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.
Assents n'anted tver.vwhere for the Best
seller of the season. Kew Device. •Sell* at
elshi. Everybody wants It. A money-maker forH nts. ^

Address,

THE CENTRAL FAR A^ER,

I

Omaha, Nebraska.

'614 SoMth l»th Street tf.



V
|f Austral Culturist

and Poultry Gazette.

Patents.

Also THE APlARISr. Horticulture.
^{jecial Industrie*.

(Established lOyeais).

20 pages luonthly. Subscription 38. Hd. pe' anavjJ*.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asis-ii Colonies, including New Zealand a,ni

Tasmania. A good medium to America*

firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian ColonisSi

229 Collins St., Melbourne, xA.ustraHa.

MAPS. "
A Test pocket Map of your State

New issue. These maps show al

the Counties, ia seven colors, z-j

.

railroads, postoffices— and man\
towns not given in the postal guic

—rivers, lakes and mountains, will

index and population of counties

cities and towns. Census—it give

all official returns. We will senc

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (siuer)

JOHN W. HANN,
iti Wauneta, Neb

"40 Years Among
the Bees "By Dr. C.C. Miller.

A new book every bee-keeper
should have. Over 300 pages,
cloth-bound, $1.00; or with the
weekly American Bee Journal
one year—both for only $1.75.
Sample copy of Journal and
Catalog of Bee-Supplies free.
GEORQE W. YORK & CO.

144 E. Erie St., Chicago, III.

POULTRY CULTURE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-
try paper published in Kansas City.

Full of poultry news and has a large
circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultry Culture Pub. Co..
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURL

W. H. WILLS
PATENT and PENSION

AGENCIES.
Wills Building,

^\ A^HINOTOX, O. C.
1,

If YOU wish to know anvthiiigr

about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously sirce 1882

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will brinr; returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
8tf

S. H. RICHMOND.
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,
Pe.'rine Grant.

Cutle- Dade County. Fla. "t*

The subscription price of the ROCKYMOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 60 cent*.
SVe will send it witk THE BEE-KEEPER
one year .for only 7S cents.



THE ONLY ;GERMAN AGRICULTURAL MONTH-

LY IN THE 'united STATES ^ji^'i^J*.<.-*-Ji

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and

remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
G-7 tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

Florida ?

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K»^Der to

write for a free sample copy of the

mm MouMii bee: jcubml
Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

.EH. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weekly, $1.00 per year, 50 cents for six

months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING in FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send ic cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM, San Mateo, Florida-

4-3t.

Magic Rheumatic Cure
It absolutely does cure. It is not a

cheap remed3% but it is a cheap cure.

Mark the distinction! There are a

thousand remedies to one cure. This
is a cure. It costs .$2.00 a bottle, and
is worth .$20.00 to any sufferer. Sold
only by our authorized agents or di-

rect by us. We will send prepaid for

$2.00.

Write for booklet. Agents Wanted.

MACIC CURE CO.
R 331-315 Dearborn Street Chicago
•tf.

Wanted==l:xtracted Honey
We are cash buyers of Extracted honey. If

you have any to sell, mail sample quoting best

price delivered Cincinnati. We pay prompt on
delivery. Reference, German National Bank,
Cincinnati. O. or O. O. Poppleton, Stuart. Fla.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

—Frout and WalnutSt,, Cincinnati, O.
It

BEGINNERS.
shou.d have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,

a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es'

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just ou'

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years

Editor York says: "It is the fiiiest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 21 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

;a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal.) on*

year for 65c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., Higglnsville, Ma.

Are You Looking for a Home?
No former should think of buy-

ing land before seeing a copy of

'THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largest

list of lands for sale of any paper
published in Iowa. Reaches 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mail you the Jour-

nal for 1 year, or for ten cents in

silver or atamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.



WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL.

Devoted to Poultry, Form and
Household. The only woman's poultry
journal published. Send us "the names
of three or more farmers' Avives and a

dime and get this journal one year.
Address,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. JefPersonrille, Ohio.

Vast Honey Crops
The United States produces 8,000

cars per annum.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCES 500 CARS
or tv/ice as much as o'ther states and
makes double Ihe profits on the in-

vestment.

The U. S. Report shows that Bees
produce 100 per cent, on the invest-

ment per annum.
A Corporation Organized to Handle

the crop.

Sample Copies Free. $1.00 a year.

Read the

PACIFIC BER JOURNAL
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

We club with t_he American Bee-
Keeper. Both papers, $1.00. tf.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural paper published in Mississippi. Sub
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. Ii

you are interested in cheap homes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Bplendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkville, Miss.

OUT THIS OUT I
and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- Q
closed, and receive in return a six months' 9
trial subsciption to g
People's Companion Magazine. |

A It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. Q
2 rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give 9
{us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. S

Sample copy for two cent stamp. J

^ People's Companion Pub, Co., 1
8 MILWAUKEE, M'lS. 8
8 Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tf8

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8t£ Milwaukee, Wisi

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interestea, don t fail to
send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

BELGIAN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET.
The Belg-ian Hare meat is becomiag

very popular wi-th the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being- white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.
They nre easy to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any oither animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding- Belg-ian
hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will
be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the
harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,
if you have a back yard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch j'our money grow. One young
man in a little over a year has sold
$1800.00 worth of stock, from an
original $30.00 investment.
Booklet and list free.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio



Hough Rider Strawben-v

1>i'st shipper, best keeper, bestseller, latest and most
productive strawberry in existence. giir)i)frem 3!4 acres
ill I'.ioo. Was shipped to England suct'essfully. We olTtn-

Sx;r> in trold for largest berry produced in 1902. Agents
wanted in all strawV)erry sections. We control the orit;-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. CalaloETue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer, Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO., N.V,

The Century Magazine
— c r

—

ST. NICHOLAS at a low price.

We w,ii tttaii THECKNTURY
for a year with

The : American : Bee=Keeper
for onl\- $3.75, or

St. - Nicholas - Magazine
—and—

AMERICAN = BEE=KEEPER
for '$2. 75. each oiYered for less than the

regular subscriptions.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

too per ct. pi oflt by our own method
all explained in our POULTKY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepers), .Astonishing: results. Will surprise and please
you. BOOKLET FREE TO EVERYBODT.-or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos. for 10 cents. Address,
W. P. CO., Box Cllutonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
_^ JOIN OUR ^
5*^ "^'s MUSIC CLUB^Octs

Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh'o
You receive one piece of New Sheet Mu.sic
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell irrm
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also you
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
dress. MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St..

Chicago, 111.

DO IT QUICK!

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in goods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.

Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

XI

Sam-

ple

Free.

The Modern Farmer and
Busy Bee, 5oc.

The .\merican Poultry
Journal, 50c.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

$1.00.

All for $1.00, if you
mention this paper, and
address

The

Modern Farmer,

St. Joseph, Mo.

'WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. W t will se.jrf

"W HAT TO EAT" and THE AMERICAN
CEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS
Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 40 cents. Advertising

rates, 40 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS,
Fenwick, Mich.

yyiLSON*s
Netv Green Bone, Shell
and Vegetable Cutter
for the Poultryman,

Also Bone .Hills for making phos-
phate and fertilizer at small cost for
the farmer, from 1 to 40 horse-
power. Farm Feed Mills grind

fine, fast and easv. Send for circulars
WILSON BROS., Sole Mfgrs., Easton, Pa.
l-6t

T^ee Supplies from Lewfs
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

G. B. Lewis Co.^^Si!'?!:^.

EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M. Scott &
Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free.



NEW

IDEAS
Contained in

ROOT'5
CAT4L0G

FOR
1903

The

A. I. ROOT CO.

Medina, Ohio,

The New^ Danzeubaker Nailess Cover
This is one which we believe will become
very popular. It is a reversible flat cover.

The FLAT cover is preferred by many large

bee-keepers. It is metal bound and already

put together before leaving the factory.

See catalog for illustration. This can be or-

dered for our regular Dovetailed hive either

S-frame or 10-frame. Investigate the merits

of this cover before placing your order.

The "A" Bottom-board
This is something entirely new this season.

It consists of a 2 5-8-inch rim with a tilting

floor-board, allowing an adjustment of depth
of entrance to suit season or individual pref-

erence of user. This bottom will also be
found very valuable for cellar-wintering, and
for moving bees there is nothing equals it

for convenience and safety. Mr. F. A. Salis-

bury, of Syracuse, N. Y., a bee-keeper and
supply-dealer of over 25 years' experience,

says: "The new-style 'A' bottom CAN NOT
r.F BEAT. We put up one. and it is THE
THING."

German Wax-press
This we've improved since a year ago, plac-

ing a heavy oak cross arm above in place of

coverplates. We believe it is perfect in con-
struction.

Cornell Smoker
For 1903 has a new nozzle which is not in-

clined to topple over at the most inopportune
time; this nozzle is supplied with wire-coil

handle. The bellows is bound with project-

ed metal bindings which protect the leather,

strengthen the bellows-boards, prevent warp-
ing of same, and form a very convenient hold
in operating the smokers. The general plan
is the same as heretofore, but these added
improvements make it much superior to any
thing we have formerly supplied. Made in

three sizes. Prices: Jumbo. $1.25; Standard,
85c.; Junior, 65c. Postage 25c. extra.

Vesuvius Smoker
This is the name of the new smoker we are
prepared to furnish this year, which is en-
tirely different from anything we have here-
tofore offered. It is breech-loading hot-blast,

with removable grate attached to cover. The
nozzle of this smoker is fastened permanent-
ly to barrel. This has the same metal binding
as the new Cornell. Price: $1.00; postage 25c.

e.xtra. See illustration in catalog.

Brass Smokers
We can supply the Cornell, \^esuvius, and
large-size Bingham smokers with brass stoves
at 25c. each additional.

Super Springs
The supers sent out this season will contain
removable springs instead of the stationary
springs as formerly supplied.

Other Goods
We are always on the lookout for improve-
ments in bee-keepers' supplies, etc., and will

introduce such as soon as we are satisfied of

their superiority over the ones now in use.

Agencies
Carrying a stock of our hives, etc., will be
supplied with these improvements in good
time for this season's trade. If you are not
posted as to where you can buy our supplies
advantageously, write us

Catalog
If you have not received a copy of this year,

we shall be pleased to mail same on receipt
of your request.



I
En,tered at the Postoffice, Fort Pierce, Fla.. as second-class mail matter



Webster's Unabridged
Dictioivarir

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of THE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1^82 papcs, size of page S^xliyi inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails la

many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only Jl.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
it a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, deyoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,

Faahion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1888.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN MONIES,

where modern bath-room facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,

the Hyeienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitariums

and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

lUus'trated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago. 111.

nTf If, BINGHAM
--Lj has made all the im-

^ provements in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in ihe last 20 years, undoubtedh
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine. 4 inch stove, none too large, seni

postpaid, per mail $1.5(

AM inch l.lt.

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2!.^ inch 9U

r. F. Bingham, y-^^-,--,:„; f,
Farwell, Mich.

^ICv.OO A WEEK
FOR MAN WITH RIO To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
BUKEKA MFG. CO. Dept. y East St. Louis, Ills.

tf

Patent Wired Comb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames

Thin Flat Bottom Fouadatloii
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it it to
wire brood frames.

Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Spr ^ Brook, N. V

Southeastern Minnesota
Has beoorae famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous hish-
fjrade barley used by the large breweries, for which
extra high prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions afford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
and churches ;rural mail delivery and farmers"tele-
phone lines are advantages seldom offered where
improvedilands sell for ¥25 to 15:) an acre. Send for
our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to iuvest and if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding barirains that 'will interest you. All cor-
respondence strictly eonlidentia).

Winona and Western Land Company,
31(1-314 Choate Block, Winona, Minn.

THE

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over G,000 of a circiUa-
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes in
New Brunswick, ]Nova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-
to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rales on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
St. Jolrns, N. B., Canada.



Bee H ives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

\\'HERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You
THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW^ YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now
ready. Send for one on a postal card.

The W. T.

FALCONER IVIANFG. CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.



rfWWWMMMMWMMMMMMMW^WWM^AAAa
$2.50
a Bbl.POTATOES

Largest growers ofSeed Potatoes In America. ^The "Rural New Vorker" gives SalzerV Ear- m
ly Wisconsin a yield of ~49 bii. per a. Prices J
dirt cheap. Mammoth seed bonk and sample of S
Teosinte, SpcUz, Macaroni Wheat, (iSbii. per <
a., f-iunt t'lover, clc.uiiou recL-ipt of 10c post;icre m
JOII\ A. SALZERSEEDCO. Ea Crosse, « is. ^

The Campaigns of the Confederate
Army will be published serially in

ATHEXS, GA.
Begining with the March number.

FROM REV. J. P. SMITH, Rich-
mond, Va.

"Stonewall" Jackson's Adjutant-Gen-
eral.)

The author has done an excellent

thing. There is no sectional bitterness

nor any unjust criticisms. We have
found no harsh words. It can be read

by the young without, making them in

the slightest degree disloyal to the

country they are now to help forward
in prosperity and harmony.

IP AM QUIT YOUR REAL ESTATE
I I n ll II hi ill or business, no matter
U1111 UUJJ U what it is or wliere locat-
ed. Wherever mail is df livered. 1 do bus-

iness If you want to sell a farm, timher land,
ranch, residence, store building, mill factory,
lumberorcoal yard, stock ut goods (any line),

patent right, or v ant a partner, send two
stamps for my Booklet. If you want to BU Y
send for FKBE copy of Barron's Monthly
Bulletin, it is fnll of bargains A. M, B.^R-
ROxN, Station C, SOUTH BEND, IND.

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shot
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-
atious searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring
you details of this and other good things.

American
BEE

Journal
16 - p. Weekly.
Sample Free.

J8®" All about Bees and their
profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Dept. for beginners. Sample
of paper and catalog' of bee-
supplies free. Address,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

144& 146 Erie St. Chicago.Ill.

D0 YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen
Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

ene day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at 36o. per doz. In one day 1017
Our New Book "Helps for Poultry Ret-
how, explains why so many fail and bo ft*
A Book we can comm«Kl with a good coi
a GREAT HELP to all Poultry Keepers
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well iU
and contains a Poultry Keepers Account a. o
gain or loss monthly; on heavy paper worth 3.> ots.
This Book Free with our Poultry Paper one year for
2.5o. or Book free with paper 3 months for lOc.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postagesi
Wayside Poultry Co., Cllntonville, Conn.

DONTKiir
^

YOURSELF, WASHING!
WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R Ej
WASHER, with which the (

frailest woman can do an or-

dinary washing in one hour,

withovi wetting her hands.
Sample aticholesaleprice. Satisfaction Gtiaranteed.
No pau until tried, ^ritefor Illustrated Catalogv
andpriees o/Wrinaers,Ironing Tables, Clothes Reels,
Drying Bars, WagonJacks, ii~c. ApentsWanted. Lib-
eral Terms. QinckSalesl Little Work! I BigPaylll
.^(i(2re««,THB EhpibbWaseeb Co.,Jamestown.N.T.

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
W. F. & J. BARNES CO..
913 Ruby St., Roskford. 111.

SEND US ^^^ names ana au-
""

dresses of 20 of your
friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETT,
Sidney, N. Y.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsoBiest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.

Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 16 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per

vear. Why pav more? Address,
THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,

Bo****, Mass.



*P^ ^^iffli MUTH'S SPECIAL THE BEST.

Regulation dovetail with seven-eighths

WARP PROOF Cover and Bottom,
(same price as regular). A complete
line of bee-keepers' supplies. We sell

Lewis' matchless supplies at factory

prices.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.
iiUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER
QUEENS, made their mark as honey
gatherers, they roll in honey, while the

ordinary starve. Be convinced of their

wonderful merit by a trial.

MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALL\NS are "wonders." they are the

best in the land. CARNOLIANS. no one has better.

We NEVER figure the COST, when we purchase breeders, OUR AIM
IS QUALITY, and our PATRONS GET THE RESULT.
Large reserve for early orders. Ready to mail when weather permits,
safe arrival guaranteed.

riite.stt'd SI. 00 each, 6 for $.5.00. Tested S2.U0 eaoh, H for SIO.OO.
Selected untested S1.2o each. 6 for 86,00. Select tested 83.00 each, 6 for S1.5.00.

Best money can buy $5.00 each.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
FRONT AND WALNUT,

Send for catalog and see special inducements. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Strawberries.

Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.

All

Leading

Varieties
Wiue lor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.

Ten Charts, Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin;
Banjo, Guitar, viola, \ioloncello; Contra
Bass, Cornet, Fife, Chart of Chords, 50 Studies;
17 Dances and Dictionary, 8 page, only 10
cents for all.

JOHN PICHT,
73 Ave. C, New York, N. Y.

I l-3t.

I

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural paper published in Mississippi. Sub
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. If

you are interested in cheap homes and rich
lands learn about them through the Gazette
Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,
Starkville, Miss.

Sunshine
is gaining ad-
miration a.s a
IKirmlar litera-
ry family""" MAGAZINE.

It entertain.s its readers witli good short stor-

ies, sketches and poems by the most famous
authors of the day and is a magazine of supe-

rior merit.

It is a welcome visitor in every home.

Price 25 cents a year.
We wish to haye our magazine in your

vicinity and as a special otTer for new readers
we will >end you

Sunshine for I Year for lOc.

Think of it. less than one cent a copy. Can't
yon act as our iigent?

ADD. MAYES PUB. CO.,

LOUISVILLE, = KENTUCKY



WOULDN'T YOU LIKE
To Be

Able

Whenever so minded, to pass an hour or two listening to the brainiest, wit-
tiest, and most eloquent English-speaking men alive, or who have lived in the
past half century? To hear the wisdom of years epitomized in a brilliant

speech of a half-hour's length?

Wouldn't You Like to Feel
that while laughing, you were /e«r»('«fif—that your mind was being stored with
valuable information, your outlook broadened, your value to yourself and oth-.

ers increased, your prejudices yielding to facts, your knowledge of your own
language increasing?

Wouldn't You Like to Find
reading which contained more entertainment, instruction and amusement to
the page than can be found in most volumes—reading as interesting as the
wildest flight of romantic fancy, and as profitable as the most serious text-

book?

The
Answer is: "MODERN ELOQUENCE"

Ex=Speaker THOMAS B. REED'S

GREAT LIBRARY
In Ten Elegant Volumes.

A vast compendium of brilliaut After-Dinner
Speeches, Classioand Popular Lectures, Great
Addresses, Anecdotes and Stories, besides
many Special iArticles by the Editor-in-Chief
and his associates

ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Justin McCarthy Champ Clark Geo. MacL Harper

John B. Gordon Edw.Everett Hals Marcus Benjamin

Edvin U. Bacon ITathan H. Bole Albert E. Bergh

William W. Mates J. W. McSpadden Lorenzo Sears

James B. Pond H. W. Mahl; T. A. DeWeese

F. Cunliffe Owen J. P. EoUiver Gl:rk Howell

Wouldn't You Like to Read
the views of the biggest men on the bigges,t subjects, the speeches of those
who know accurately and thoroughly what they are talking about, who weigh
every word —• and be sure in advance that in 4,500 pages you would not meet
one useless or stupid paragraph?

Wouldn't You Like to Own
a work in which you are sure to find a mine of information upon the many
subjects which constantly occupy the attention of the thoughtful and the edu-
cated—a mine which will never be exhausted?

Wouldn't You Like to Get
complete details of this truly remarkable and valuable work from the publish-

ers? If so, write. "

A FINE PORTFOLIO MAILED FREE.

JOHN D. MORRIS & CO., 1201 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Gentlemen:—Referring to vour advertisement of Thos. B. Reed's library of Modem
Eloquence in American Bee-Keeper, I shall be pleased to receive portfolio of sample
pages, photogravures, and chromatic plates; also full particulars regarding bindings,

prices, etc.

Name

Business

Street

Y127 City and State
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THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We Will Send Tbe

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
jenr for 10 cents, proTiding you
mention Aiuerican Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm. Orchard and Garden, Poul-

try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Adilress,

The Country Journal,

2tr

Allentown, Pa.

The only strictly ?2Ticu]tura

paper published in Ihisbtate. Tin

only agricultural paper publishef;

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

A BATH uiui:»' ; i^

wher
t«kea i& an

UMPIRE
^ Portable

Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agents Wanted.
Catalogue Free.
^The EMPIRE
WASHER CO.,
jAMESTOWN,N.r.

..*vi- •'•i'*' -I ".. !•rwn, rrf'^'ftj) L:f i'"t*j I :iu/uHif.i;tr«u.'i(tf

Sll'RAPE^gfrii
Greatest, Cheapest Food
on Earth for Sheep, Swine, p

Cattle, etc.
Will he worth ?ino to yoii to xfM\ what
Salzer's catalog says abou t rapo.

Bullion Dollar Grass
will positively make you rich; \l toDS

of hay and lots of pasture per acre, so

also Bromus, Peaoat, Speltz, Macaroni
wheat for arid, hot soils, C3 bus. per

acre. 20th Century Oats, 250 bus. per

acre and Teosinte, Yields 100 tons
Green Fodder per acre.

For :hls Notice and 1 0c.
tre mail big catalog and 10 Farm Seed

Novelties, fully worth $10 to get a start

JoiiNASALZERMaCay:^

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sVetrVi and description may

quicklv ascertain our opinion fr-^e whether an
inrention is probably patentable. Communipa-
tiona strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free, olde.-t agency for securine patents.

Patents taken through Munn k Co. recelye

iVtnnl notUf, without charge, in the

Scientific Jlmerican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly, rargest cir-

culation of any scientific journa . lerms, fJ a
year: four months, $1. Sold bjall newsdealers.

MUNN SCc^^'^^"^"*"^' New York
Branch Office, 625 F St.. Washington, O. C.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large
land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-
ter. The climate is the best all the
year around to be found, not too
cold nor too warm. Good water.
Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

Th«r« is BO trade or ijrofession better catered to

VJ good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-
iellijCaat mprogressiveness has now no exeuw.

Good Advertisers I

Those who are careful where they
place thtir advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agaite

line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent together), 20 cents per
y«ar. Sixteen pages, four columns to
page. Departments covering every
branch of farming and stock -rai.sing
The little journal that i.s "read and re-

read by Its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Fanner. No. 22 North Second st-.

St. Louis, Mo 7t^

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

')''nd your business direct to Washington
Saves time, jo.sts less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents'" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receir*
special notice, without charge, in the

INVEIMTIVR AGK.
"llustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Termsflayear

E. G. SIGGERS
.-118 F Street N. W, Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

11 Mai
he most popular paper of its kind, of-
icrs now an inducement to the reading
')ublic which you should not miss.
Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

hem and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, lo cents per line, $i.oo per
nch.

THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis-
4-tf.

"We have an awful appetite for orderi."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

logue.

EVERY MO^TH'Sir'L^?^!
:u t icle lor dully use in every house
• oily or couutry), factory, bank,
business concern; sells like wild-

fire; millions will be sold; a necessity that
will sell in thesaroe territory over and ovsr
ascain; to show is to sell. Agents viranted,
men or women. Sample 10 cents; money
liack if you saj' so Write (luick for exclus
ive territory. ZENO M. O. SUPPLY
Station C, SOUTH BEND, IND.

CO,,
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Successful Queen=Rearing.

(Arthur C. Miller).

IX THE BEE-KEEPER for Febru-
ary, Mr. Atwater in referring to

the cell cup plan of queen rearing

says: "Mr. Alley and 'his armed
knight' (A. C. M.) cannot alter the

fact that queens properly reared by the

cell cup plan are as good as any." Tha,t

word "properly" tells the story. In

the same issue Mr. Harris says "Queen
rearing has not been so generally dis-

cussed by the main body of queen
breeders as might have been expected."

If we may judge from what some of

them have said they evidently know lit-

tle of the laws governing it.

It is exceedingly difficult to get into

the short space of a magazine article

all things appertaining to the writer's

view of the subject under consideration
and I now see wherein I have led oth-

ers astray as to my views on queen
rearing. I was writing chiefly for the
benefit of the novice and the busy man,
not for the professional queen raiser.

The latter as a rule keeps his methods
out of print and also he sticks to his

accustomed way in preference to new
ones. I will agree with Mr. Atwater
that queens when "properly" reared
in cell cups are as good as any. My
contention is that a great mass of the
bee-keepers have neither the knowl-
edge of what is proper nor the ability

and patience necessary ,to make a suc-

cess of that plan, and that for another
large class it calls for too much time
and bother. I have used it enough to

know, and I have used about every
known plan, and for simplicity, econ-

omy and speed nothing is ahead of the

Alley plan. Unfortunately Mr. Alley's

firs.t book was not as lucid as desirable

and it was to make his system more
plain that I undertook writing about
it. To be sure of my ground I visited

his apiary several times, and this, to-

gether with my own experience of

many years seems a fair basis for rea-

sonably accurate judgment. I have
studied bee-keeping bo.th here and on
the Pacific slope and from Maine to

South Carolina, so I am not entirely

ignorant of conditions of different lo-

calities.

In what follows I shall endeavor to

show the WHY of things, not simply

the methods, and to r.void misunder-
standing let it be mted that I am
not ?ssailing thr: cell cu]- plan for those
who have the skill ano time to use it;

ni'- warning ag^in?: it being for those

who look upon it as a sure source of

;;"ti\ct queens ;ust because "cell cups"
are used. It would perhaps surprise

Mr. Atwater to know how many per-

sons so view it. Farther let me .say

that I am under no obligation to Mr.
Alley, nor do I in any Vvay receive

compensation from him.

I believe it is generally conceded
that the best queens are ordinarily

reared at that season ot the year when
increase (swarming) usually occurs,

and certainly they are more easily

reared then. There must he a reason
for this, and if we can find it, it will

materially assist us in so shaping our
methods when rearing queens "out of

season" as to mos,t nearly approach the

normal conditions. At "swarming
time" colonies are overflowing with
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bees; young bees (nurses) are super-

abundant; combs are loaded with
stores of honey and pollen; field bees
are busy bringing in more, and tem-
perature and humidity are high. These
two latter items should receive special

attention, and I cannot do better than
quote from Cowan's "Honey Bee." On
page 60, quoting Newport, he says

"the temperature of the brood nest in

the swarming season averages 96 de-

grees, while in August it is seldom
over 80 degrees or perhaps 86 degrees,
even in the middle of the day when out-
er temperature is often more than 78
degrees. He then proceeds to give the
scientific reasons therefor. At swarm-
ing time the air of the hive is saturat-
ed with moisture, a matter almos,t

never alluded to as a requisite for suc-
cessful queen rearing, whereas it is one
of the essentials.

It is due to such causes as above
that Dr. Gallup's "rousing colonies"
produce fine queens, not to any sup-
posed "umbilical cord," the latter being
merely the last "cast" of the larva
with its silken attachments.

Stating the essentials another way,
they are, sufficient nurse bees, eggs or
larvae under three days from the egg,
and food. Sufficient nurses may be ex-
t)lained as enough to fill the chamber
in which they are ,to build the cells.

These nurses must be young bees and
under the customary artificial condi-
tions the presence of old bees is a detri-

ment, particularlv so during a dearth
of natural pasturage, as they are too
fond of "pap."
Young bees are the sine qua non of

successful queen rearing, without .them
it is impossible to rear good queens.
Here is an illustration: Last summer
I took a hive containing ten Lang-
stroth combs, some four or five of
which were filled with honey and pol-
len, packed it with field bees from the
best cell building stock I had, o-ave
them eggs from a queen of the first

grade, and to make the conditions still

more favorable I kept them supplied
with syrup even though nectar was be-
ing gathered. They built seven fine

great cells, but no,t one queen of the
lot was worth the trouble of killing.

This is negative evidence. The positive
side is well shown by the Alley nuclei.
Here are little colonies in hives of
about five inches cube; they are over-

flowing with young bees, few or no
old bees are present. They are never
without food in the feeder, the open-
ing of which is within the hive, and
thus aids in maintaining a humid at-

mosphere. These colonies are used
for caring for young queens until they
are laying and sold. Sometimes the

replacing of a queen is overlooked
and then they proceed to raise one for

themselves, building one, two or some-
times three cells. The conditions are
practically normal, i. e. the hive is

packed with bees; they can and do
maintain a high temperature and hu-
midity; food is plenty and the larvae
are well fed. The resulting queens are
as good as can be desired. I have seen
a queen thus reared the mother of just

such a rousing colony as Dr. Gallup
claims is necessary to produce a queen
capable of making and keeping it big.

The second essential, i. e. eggs or
larvae under three days from the egg,
is too well known to need explanation.
The third condition, i. e. food, is all

too often forgotten, particularl)^ ,the

pollen part. It should receive special
care.

Given a nurse force of young bees
proportionate to size of chamber and
season of year (climatic conditions.)
with abundance of food, and the tem-
perature and humidity will (within cer-

tain limits) take care of themselves.
From experiments I am satisfied that

very few bees can feed a comparatively
large number of larvae, so that a large
nurse force is of value chiefly for its

heat producing power. If the law of
higher temperature of young animals
than old ones applies ,to bees as well
as to higher organizations we can read-
ily see another advantage of a nurse
force of young bees, and also we have
further light on the cause of the high-
er temperature of the brood nest at

swarming time than at others.
The absolute need of young nurse

bees has been decided upon by Mr.
Simpson, Mr. Pratt, Mr. Alley and my-
self, each independently of the other.
But I am of the opinion and Mr. Simp-
son concurs with me in it. that the
more nearly we approach the normal
conditions (i. e. full colony at swarm-
ing time) the more vmiformly success-
ful we will be in producing serviceable
queens. The beginner and small bee-
keeper had better depend for cells on
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colonies just swarmed. There is as

yet no evidence that he will fix or in-

crease the swarming habit by so doing.

For him who must raise a batch or two
of queens out of season let him endeav-
or to fulfil the conditions I have enum-
erated and his chances of success will

be good.
A word about artificial cell cups and

I will close. Those made in a wooden
base have just one advantage over cells

built from Alley strips; they are more
readily caged. , It is a small matter ob-
tained at the cost of much labor and
time.

Providence, R. I., March ii, 1003.

Deep Frames for Good Wintering

and Early Breeding,

(W. W. McNeal).

SAY WHAT you will about that
''impractical" thing, the deep
brood frame my observations ini-

pell me ,to add testimony in their favor
for a cold-weather frame. I have
watched this matter closely and fairly,

and I am firm in the belief that wher-
ever cold winters prevail bees thrive

better on combs deeper than the stand-
ard or L. frame. The cluster is so
compact that there is less of that crimi-
nal waste of bees on the outer combs
which is apparent upon the arrival of

each warm spell of weather when these
little frozen bunches of bees are dis-

lodged and carried out of the hive by
the more fortunate inmates.
Were it not that bee-keepers pre-

sume so much on the completeness of

the present mode of packing the hives

at the top only, generally speaking, the
advantages of deep frames would be
more clearly demonstrated. A merely
local packing of a deep-frame hive may
be worse than none for it serves to
increase the tendency on the part of

the bees to climb up close to the warm
packing material, thus endangering the
life of the colony from s,tarvation.

When the hive is evenly packed or
likewise exposed, the position of the
cluster will be down near the entrance
just where it should be. This is the
natural onder of the hive; the stores
are then above the bees, and they climb
up the combs no faster than the hon-
ey is consumed. The empty comb is

right where it can be used for breeding

purposes and the danger of starvation
is avoided so long as there is honey in

the hive.

In connection with this it might be
well to consider briefly the subject of

hive ventilation. I,t is clearly evident
to all that the hive and combs must be
kept dry or the colony will never sur-

vive the long, bitter cold of winter.

But the best means of accom-
plishing this is no,t so easily arrived
at. Perhaps there is no better way, if

the apiary is small and the colonies
short of stores, than to put each hive
into a larger box, filling in with forest

leaves or straw so that frost will never
penetrate.

When this cannot be done, a super
of chaff or leaves may be placed on top
and an outer casing sufftciently large

to telescope the brood-chamber being
put on, the super-cover proper may
then be removed from the hive, and a
gentle upward ventilation will be es-

tablished. The super-cover should nev-
er be left on the super for it would
then defeat the purpose of the pack-
ing, causing it to become wet and de-
s,tructive to the bees. The amount of

packing material in the super should
be in keeping with the protection af-

forded the sides of the hive by the
casing or telescope cover, for rea-
sons already mentioned.
In any instance where packing ma-

terial is not easily obtainable but the
colonies are rich in good ripe stores,
,they will get along fairly well by lift-

ing the hive clear off the bottom board
sustaining it by other means. The
cover board must be sealed air tight
allowing all ventilation to come from
below. Of course the hive will be cold-
er and consequently the bees will con-
sume more honey; but a cold dry air

won't hurt them so long as their stores
are good and ripe.

This method is open to the objection
of being conducive to robbing should
there be several warm days in succes-
sion. And moreover if the stores are
fall gathered I would not advise it for

the large consumption of honey would
bring on dysentery.

I would invite the attention of honey
producers to this subject to the extent
that a thorough and impartial test be
made of the merits of brood frames
deeper than the Langsworth. It is bet-

ter, far better to rely upon strong
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colonies that have the ability to make
honey in the good old-fashioned way
than it is to keep small hives and
frames that are easy to handle though
the bees have been taught to suck up
sweetened water from little wooden
troughs.
Wheelersburg, Ohio, March 12, 1903.

Spring Losses.

(L. E. Kerr).

TO THE enthusiastic and wide-
awake keeper of bees there can
be no more critical period

than that in which he is endeavoring to

get his colonies, somewhat weak and
demoralized from the ravages of win-

ter, safely over to settled, warm weath-
er. He knows, or ought to know, that

every worker now is more valuable

than a dozen will be in the course of

a few weeks when all danger of dwind-
ling is past and new honey and pollen

is coming in plentifully, and he will

let no opportunity pass to give his

bees all the protection and aid that lies

within his power.
It is a matter of history where whole

apiaries have, after coming safely

through the ordeal of winter, succumb-
ed to the condition of things that conies

about naturally during a cold and back-

ward spring when they have not been
properly prepared to withstand the

greater ravages of those months. It

would be safe to say that a strong col-

ony, in a warm hive, with an abun-
dance of the best honey, would pull

through any kind of a spring, and come
out in the bes,t possible condition, if

left entirely to themselves.

I have been experimenting, more or

less, every spring since I first began
keeping bees thirteen years ago, with

foods calculated to stimulate the bees

to rearing brood which would become
mature bees in good time to take the

place of the old ones which would be
dying of?. As far as inducing the bees

to begin brood rearing goes I have
been successful in this, but for every
young bee added to a colony by spring
feeding, two old ones will be lost by
venturing out in the fields at a time
when it is impossible for them to ever
return to their hive. When left to

themselves bees keep to their hives

at such times and though they are a

little slower to begin brood rearing
they will ultimately outstrip those that
have been fed.

It is imperative to not handle bees
in the very early spring. Where a hive
cover is pried loose at that season,
those bees are left in '. bad way to car-

ry on brood rearing, if not, indeed, in

a fair way to join th2 silent maioiivy.
Hurricane, Ark., Feb. 16 i'j03.

Self Dependance—Winter Work.

(Bessie L. Putnam).

BEE-KEEPING, perhaps more
than any other rural pursuit,

tempts the amateur to depend
upon some one else when the difficult

times come. This may be pardoned in

the beginner providing he shows a dis-

position to learn how and has the
"nerve" to carry this knowledge into
practical use. But the one who is

afraid of bees and bound to remain
afraid of them had better buy honey
than bees: the purchase of the latter is

pretty sure to render him an annoy-
ance to his neighbor.
There conies to mind a man whose

house had a room built in the cham-
ber, after the old-fashioned plan, exclu-
sivelv for bees, a hole being made in

the outer wall for their exit. Seeing
some swarms oflfered cheap at a public
sale, he invested, having no idea of how
to care for his new purchase and no
inclination to learn. They were placed
in their apartment and allowed to at-

tend to their domestic afifairs without
being molested by any of the family.

Finally it was discovered tha,t they had
accumulated a goodly store. A neigh-
bor who was a practical bee-keeper was
summoned, and spent a day trying to
bring order out of chaos. For, as

might be expected, the bees had fash-

ioned their comb into all conceivable
shapes and places. Much of their la-

bor was wasted by not being properly
directed in the beginning; much by no,t

being attended to at the proper time.

Time passed, and the bees worked as

before,. The next year the same man
was c^led to collect the season's store,

not a member of the family having the
courage to face the insect band. The
result was as before,—there was a large
percentage of waste on account of the
neglect. But the most discouraging
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feature of the case was that the owner
was no nearer to a position for bet,ter-

ing the condition of his little wards
than he had been before. He did nof
even watch the me,thods of his employee.

It may not be amiss to add that the

practical bee-man now resides hundreds
of miles away. The bees in ,that cham-
ber are probably dead or running riot.

It is wise for the beginner to use all

helps available. Books and bee jour-

nals are necessarj-, yet the help of a

skilled workman if rightly used, is cer-

tainly not to be despised. To depend
upon this, however, year after year, is

no way to progress; and the one who
is unwilling to take his chances on get-

ting stung will never make a success

of bee-keeping.

As independence in manipulation is

essential, so self-reliance should be cul-

tivated in regard to tools. It is very

easy to get into the habit of borrowing.

A bee veil is a small matter, and some
beginners seem' to consider it imneces-

sary to own it. Yet they are the very

parties who must have it when occa-

sion demands work with bees. It is

scarcely worth while to invest in a

smoker when one can borrow of a

neighbor. Maj-be it will be found con-

venient to keep it a few days un,til the

new queen ordered arrives. Bui jus,t

a few days of course won't matter.

Does Mr. Borrower ever stop to con-

sider that his neighbor's bees may have
the swarming fever at the same time?

or there may be honey to remove? that

the busy season in one colony is apt
to be contagious? It is scarcely just

to expect the large apiary to furnish

implements for any protracted time to

run the small one. If the beginner

forms the habit of self-reliance he will

suceed better, and will be more es-

teemed by his fellow workers.

Northern apiarists find comparatively

little w^ork at this season, yet there are

some important features which can be

much more profitably looked after be-

fore the rush of work. There are de-

tails which mean besides time when
time is money, bringing with them pro-

fit or loss, as facilities for work are pro-

vided or lacking at the proper season.

A complete inventory of bee fixtures

should be taken and plans made for the

supplies needed during the coming
year. If veil and gloves are used, they

should be repaired if necessary, or new
ones arranged for. See that the smoker
is in good shape. When chopping
wood in winter one frequently finds a

stick filled with "fox fire," which dried

forms fine fuel for the smoker.
Be sure to have plenty of hives and

sections. Such goods shipped by
freight cost very little for transporta-
tion in quantity; when if the order is

delayed until nearly time for use it may
be necessarj' to order by express in

order to have them reach you at the

desired time. There is often, too, a

greater demand than supply in ,the sec-

tion department, and while the bees
c've gathering the white clover or bass-

wood honey and storing it in all sorts

of undesirable manners, for lack of suit-

able receptacles, you receive word from
the manufacturer that he is "a month
behind on orders and cannot get ma-
terial to fill contracts already made."
This state if affairs happens every year

with many, and still they delay their or-

der until time for use.

Have the hives clean and all ready to

set up at a moment's notice. The bees

will be apt to be that much more con-

tented. If any of the old sections are

to be used, clean them well. Put small

pieces of foundation in the sections and

pack them into supers, all ready for

use. Gather the bits of broken and re-

fuse comb and melt into wax.

Good wax is always in demand at a

good price. There are so many do-

mestic uses for even an inferior grade

that it pays to save even the small bits.

The seamstress is saved annoyance
from knotting by slipping her thread

over the wax before using. A small

piece of wax tied up in a thin cloth to

rub over the flatiron will keep it

smooth. Equal parts of beeswax and
rosin make r. ni'X finish for waxing
floors. These are small matters, yet

the orofit lies in a,1:tending to such little

things.

Conneaut Lake, Pa., Jan. 3, 1903.

Contract the hive to concentrate ani-

mal heat where necessary, during
April.

Several of our exchanges still con-

tinue to carry advertising of a Texas
bee journal which has been dead more
than a year.
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FLORIDA.

Mr. Heddon Tells Our Readers of Things He
Sees and Hears in the Land of Flowers.

(James Heddon).

IT \\'AS indeed a great plensure to

assist the editor of this journal in

looking over the colonies in his

neat and tidy apiary, 300 miles south of

the north line of Florida on the justly

celebrated Indian river, at Fort Pierce.
The accompanying picture was taken
while Mr. Hill and myself were dis-

cussing the breeding qualities of one of

his fine queens, and at the same time
the peculiar tendency of bees in this

climate to store their honey closely

over and around the brood, often leav-

ing the outside combs nearly dr-" and
empty. It was on the 8th of March
when the bees were gathering penny-
royal honey quite rapidly and the hives
averaged about five combs of brood
each. This was quite a different ap-
pearance from what might be seen in

the hives at mj- home in Southern
]\Iichigan.

In many localities this wild penny-
royal blooms from December to

March, inclusive, and often some good
surplus honey crops are taken from
this plant alone. The honey is light,

of heavy body and of very good flavor.

The next source for surplus is the
saw or scrub palmetto, growing pro*
fusely all over the country. It is a

little palm, usually called saw palmet-
to because of saw-teeth along the
stems. It varies in height from three
to six feet, averaging about four to

five. The honey from this plant is of

a dififerent flavor but very agreeable
to the taste.

Next, about June 15th to 20th, and
sometimes as late as July ist the black
mangrove blooms, remaining about six

weeks, as does also the scrub palmet-
to, its predecessor. The mangrove is

confined to low marshy ground, always
salty, so it is found mostly on the is-

lands of Indian river and on the nar-
row strip of land dividing the river

from the sea. The honey taken from
this tree is white, of a mild and deli-

cious flavor as I know by sampling it,

but I learn from Mr. Hill and other
Florida bee-keeoers that it is of light

body, and many of them use dififerent

methods of evaporating it before it

goes to market. This tree may be
called the basswood of Florida but as

it usually grows in places not desirable

for homes, many Florida bee-keepers
move their apiaries to it, which prac-

tice is very safe and practical because
of this excellent water-way—Indian

river. Then the cabbage palmetto, a

palm tree, blossoms almost simulta-

neously, yielding much the same quality

of honey as does the mangrove, but it

is not as certain a yielder.

Then there are numerous minor hon-
ey-yielding plants blooming all the

year round, of which the Spanish need-

le is among the best. Bees here gather
some pollen and perhaps honey from
some source every week in the year.

I have visited all the sources above
mentioned and sampled the honey
therefrom, but, of course, haven't seen

many of them in bloom, not being
here at the right time of year. I can-

not conceive why Florida honey should

be graded as second class without ref-

erence to the source and way it is

handled. I cannot imagine anything

nicer than properly handled mangrove
honey in the comb.

L am firmly impressed with the be-

lief that many locations in Florida are

excellent for the pursuit of apiculture,

I bqlieve colonies can be increased

more rapidly and with greater certain-

ty than in the northern states. I fur-

ther believe that more bees die from
neglect here than in the north and
more from that cause than all others.

There is this difference: The watch-

ful apiarist has more control over evil

causes here than in the north.

The readers of this journal are likely

aware that the production of oranges,

pineapples, bananas and other fruits is

followed to no small extent all along

this west shore of Indian river. Truck
gardening is also profitable, principally

because of the fancy prices received for

cabbages, tomatoes, s,tringbeans, etc.,

grown during the winter season.

The experience of tourists here, as

well the vital statistics of the state,

show the climate to be healthful al-

though in many localities mosquitoes
and flies are very annoying during the

summer months. Everything here is

dififerent from conditions in the north,

and not a few who change locations
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from there here are disappointed with
the appearance of things. But people
here thrive and fail just as elsewhere
although I am informed that .there is

not a poor-house in the state.

With the thermometer ranging from
65 to 85 nearly every day of the winter,
living is greatly cheapened, so it is sel-

dom tha,t families come to actual want
here.

It would be superfluous for me to

speak of the neatness, order and dis-

patch witnessed in Mr. Hill's apiary
and his manipulation of bees. But at

the risk of his refusing to publish it

(for I find him an over modest man) I

am going to tell his subscribers of his

genius as an artis,t, especially in the
photographic art. By nosing about his

office I find that he is so considered
by the art journals of the country, and
it is worth a trip to Florida, even from
far-away Michigan, to look over the
beautiful productions of his skill with
the camera, especially among the tro-

pics of Cuba and Florida.
Fort Pierce, Fla., March 14, 1903.

Building Up Strong Colonies in

the Spring.

(Harold Hornor.)

THIS subject has been brought up
a great many times, but for some
beginner who has not seen any

of the former articles, this may give
hiin one or two little hints which may
be useful.

A crop of honey depends mainly on
the strength of the colony; of course,

there must be pasture for them to

gather their stores from.
The lat,ter part of February, when the

bees commence flying, I set out some
very fine cornmeal in a warm, sunny
place. The bees go to work at it with
a will and carry it into the hives, work-
ing as late in the afternoon as it is

warm enough for them to fly. Some
bee-keepers put a little honey in the

meal, but I have found the bees will

not take any notice of the honey as

long as they can get the meal. They
seem to be very anxious for pollen in

some shape, and if they cannot get it

from the flowers they are glad to have
this substitute.

As soon as the weather gets warm
enough to open the hives, examine the

condition of the bees and see if the
queen is all right. If I have any frames
of honey, I put them in hives having
the least supplies, and put feeders on
all hives examined. The feeder I use
is a home-made one—a cigar box di-

vided lengthwise into three sections,

the divisions coming within three-

eights of an inch of the cover and hav-
ing the bottom corners cut ofif to allow
syrup when poured in to enter each
section.

Next, cut one end three-eights of an
inch below cover t let bees enter box;
coat inside with parrafine; put one
small nail in cover; bore a half-inch

hole in one corner of cover opposite

pptrpn. e. to put funnel in for filling

with syrup. I put this feeder in fron,t

end of hives. This brings the hole in

cover close in one corner.

All hives are slooed down in front

one-half of an inch. The feeder in this

position leaves the open end in highest

part of hive. The feeder will hold more
in this way, without running over. An
ordinary cigar box will hold one quart.

Cover the feeder with several thick-

nesses of burlap or old bags.

When feeding, slip cover off a li,ttle,

turn back burlap to uncover auger-

hole, insert funnel and pour in a little

feed (from one-half to a full pint, ac-

cording to strength of colony) and re-

place burlap. No trouble with bees

coming out. If there are any bees in

feeder it does not make any difference;

they walk up ,the partitions inside.

The syrup should be slightly warmed
and not too thick—little more than

sweetened water. The feeding should

be done towards night, to prevent rob-

bing.

In two weeks examine again, and
spread brood a little until brood-
chamber is full of brood, then put an-

other story of drawn combs on, rais-

ing a few of the solid frames of brood
up from the lower story to the top
one, putting drawn combs in their

places.

By this method I have had two
brood-chambers, sixteen frames, boil-

ing over with bees and ready for the

honey-flow.

Mt. Holly. N. J., Jan. 21, 1903.

Don't handle bees during chilly

weatlier.
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ARE BEE JOURNALS READ?
Worcester, Mass.. March 16, 1903.

Editor Bee-Keeper:
Under date of February 17, I wrote

you about black honey, not expecting
to hear any more from it. March 14,

just before our regular bee meeting I

received an interesting letter from J. R.

Common of Angelica, N. Y., which is

worthy of repeating in these pages, as

follows:

"Twenty-five years ago I had about
30 colonies and they stored several

boxes of just such honey as has been
made by Worcester bees. No one
could eat it; one taste was enough. It

was gathered where there were no
blooms of any kind. It was honey dew
ga,thered from hickory trees.

"Every morning the hickory grove
was alive with bees working for all

they were worth. The worst of it was
thev stored a lot of it around and in

the brood nests. The result was that

when the bees ate it, dysentery result-

ed, and I lost most of them the fol-

lowing winter. The stuff was thicker
and more solid than any honey I have
ever seen in my 50 years' experience in

bee-keeping.''

One of our members did not agree
with Mr. Common, for he says:

"I do not agree with Mr. Commoh
regarding the taste of black honey, nor
regarding it as a producer of dysentery
among bees. I kept 50 sections as
black as my sample, and some a good
deal better, thinking the honey would
improve in time. But it hasn't changed.
At first we wouldn't eat it, but now we
find it delicious. One small member
of our family even prefers it to the
white article.

The Worcester County Bee-Keepers'
Association will close its winter season
with a banquet early in April. It is ex-
pected that the flow of honey will be
enormous. Another instance that bee
journals are read: We received a let-

ter from a New York bee inspector
warning us that foul brood was enter-
ing Massachusetts, but more of this

later. Both of the letters mentioned
above came as a result of reading bee
iournals. C. R. Russell.

.l-f-f^^^^^^
THE

Bee -Keeping World

AUSTRALIA.
An interesting article on the "Three

Chief Varieties of Bees" by D. M. M.
appears in the Farm. Bee and Poultry
Review. The writer finds that the
black bee is the best bee yet discovered.
The editor adds: "There is no doubt
that a good strain of black bees is

equal if not superior to any other
breed. That they are more hardy few,
who give the matter unbiased thought,
will deny, etc. Take the yellow bands
from the Italians, and I am of the opin-
ion there would not be half the trade
in queen bees."

The editor of the same bee journal
is crying for a commonwealth bee-
keepers' association. He also says-.

"Something must be done to regulate
the price of honey or else bee-keeping
will never be placed on a sound com-
mercial footing."

GERMANY.
At a bee-keepers meeting at Rack-

enhausen the subject of stimulating
bees was discussed. It was held that
honey is much more effective than
sugac syrup. The latter, however, was
recommended for winter s,tores.
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Brossard is a follower of Wygandt.
He heats his bee house in winter; says

he may warm his bees up to 86 degrees

F. and not a bee will Hy out, providing

they have water given them. When I

come to the aoiary and find bees flying

out when the weather is not suitable

I know they have no water in the hive,

and I must supply them—from Phael-

xer Bztg.
* * *

Speaking about some honey crystal-

lizing sooner than others, even of the

same batch Otto Schulze says this in

Deutsche Bienenzucht: "Take honey
from combs ,that have not been sealed

and fill some glasses. Wait a few days,

or till the combs are sealed. Now ex-

tract, and with the product fill some
more glasses. Seal these, also the o,th-

ers. Take another quantity of the

same honey as last lot, heat it to not
over 122 degrees F., allow it to cool

and fill another number of glasses.

Seal them as ,the others and label all

of them. Store them in the same
place. Lot No. i will crystallize first.

Lot No. '2 after a time. Lot No. 3
will remain liquid a long time." The
editor, Gerstung, comments, and says:

"Crystallization will be deferred by stir-

ring the honey occasionally."
Deutsche, B. Z.

* * *

The equalization of our colonies in

the spring, in other words, the

strengthening of weak colonies at the
expense of the, strong is a matter of

consideration only for those who have
a fall or la,te honey flow. The better

way for those who have an earlj' flow
is to make the good colonies still bet-
ter by taking from the weak and giv-

ing to the strong.
* * *

Wurth in Die Biene Freudenstein
seems to have advocated the feeding of

sugar syrup; ,then extracting it and
selling it as honey. The bee-keepers
of East Prussia are entering a vigorous
protest against anv such practice.

* * *

According to F. Goeken's investiga-

tions in Centralblatt the jarring of the
hives by passing railroad trains does
not produce an eff'ect detrimental to
the welfare of bees during winter. Mr.
Dathe has kept several colonies of

bees in his living room in which a coal

fire is kept all winter. They have win-
tered O. K. although often jarred, and
they develop earlier in spring than the
others. When giving water to his bees
Mr. Dathe adds a little salt to the wa-
ter.

^ ^ ^

Dizerzon says his twin-hive is the non
plus ultra of a bee-hive and cannot be
improved.

* * *

The Bienenvater reports an inhabited

old log gum which cast three swarms
in 1878 and has not cast another one
since. It is a large one. The colony
is very populus and the annual yields

from it have been good.
F. Greiner.

Notes from the Bee-Keepers' Institute.

March 2 and 3, 1903, Canandaiqtia, N. Y.

Naples, N. Y., March 4, 1903.

The bee-keepers were welcomed by
Mr. H. S. Case of Canandaigua, in a

well worded address. He said he
wanted everybody to feel at home and
ask for the information they wanted.
By hearing the experiences of the

others and by comparing notes every
one could learn something. He con-
tended that the bee-keepers as a class

did not do business on business prin-

ciples like other classes of men and
urged co-operation, especially as to

marketing our product.
Prof. F. Benton remarked that gov-

ernmental crop reports would have a

tendency ,to give stability to the mar-
ket.

W. F. Marks addressed the meeting
on the advantages of the spaced frame.

He uses a metal spacer which he be-

lieves is superior to the wooden bear-

ings of the Hofifman. This style of

frame was condemned in common by
the bee-keepers present that had any
experience with it.

Speaking on the "requirements of

the hive" F. Greiner held that the pres-

ent hives were constructed on faulty

principles, but were quite well suited

to the wants of man. He criticised the

thin bottom-boards and flimsy hive-

covers and the section-holders which
do not protect the top of the sec-

tion.

Prof. Benton said ,that by suitable

and sufficient protection he could pro-
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duce better conditions for the bees

than they found in their natural abodes
in the woods.
The addres* of Prof. Benton on the

Cyrio-Carniolan bee was listened to

with interest. He thought that such a

bee was the best bee for honey pro-
duction.

The question-box conducted by the

professor proved to be most interest-

ing, and many a nut was cracked by
him to the satisfaction of all.

"How to clip queens and how ,to hive

swarms with clipped queens" was treat-

ed by H. C. Roat. Many others gave
their methods of clipping. Nearly all

used scissors for ,the purpose.
Mr. H. L. Case keeps a goodsized

apiary in the village of Canandaigua
and his son is his right-hand man in the

management of the bees. Master Case
described the different operations and
their whole management in clear, con-
cise language. Clipping queens is

practiced, also spring feeding. The
apiary is run for comb honey principal-

ly, with as little increase as is con-
venient.

Queen rearing was gone over in all

its details by Mr. Benton, who covered
all methods. Other speakers, down on
the program for the same subject
could add but little more.
"The use of comb foundation in sec-

tions" received the attention of the b.ee

keepers. C. C. Southerland opened the
discussion. Although the majority of

bee-keepers used full sheets, it was nev-
ertheless admitted that comb honey
without foundation (except for s,tart-

ers) was better and to be preferred.
During an intermission of the in-

stitute the Ontario Co. Bee-Keepers'
association elected officers as follows:

President, H. L. Case, Canandaigua;
First vice president, C. C. Souther-
land; Second vice oresident, G. S. Pell-

ing; Third vice president, Chas. Rose;
Secretarj', F. Greiner; Treasurer, H.
C. Roat; Honey inspector, E. H. Per-
ry, Manchester. Delegates to state

convention, F. Greiner, E. H. Perry.
Alternates, H. C. Roat, C. C. Souther-
land.

The meeting was well attended and
many new members joined the asso-
ciation. F. Greiner, Sec.

Dear Bro. Hill:

It's a philogical scrap Doctor Saw-
yer would fix for me. 'Twon't work
nohow. Doctor Miller is his boy, sic

him and see the Saw-Mill.

"Philologists who chase
"A panting syllable through time and

space,

"Start at home and hunt in the dark,
"To Gaul, to Greece and into Noah's
Ark."
It's not in my "cups" that I'll be get-

ting for any man. Bro. Atwater asks
it, but think of me with that Rhode
Island peppercorn on one side and
iracible Alley on to.ther! No-sir-ree-
Bob, not if the Deacon knows hisself

and he reckons he does. No cell cup
mixture for me: a tin dipper with some
of Popp's lemonade is good enough.

Gently Harry, go easy with Friend
Muth. You muth remember thath
Muth ith not in the buthineth for hith
health, Thir!

S'prised be you cause a fellow bor-
rowed your copy for his editorials and
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forgot to give credit? You poor, dear
little Innocent. Don't you know some
of us always do that way. Credit!

Bless your soul, it's a game of give and
take. We done "takes" all the credit

ofifered and "gives" ourselves the rest.

See! It is a foine way to build up a rep-

utation. We can't help it, we was
born that way. You is young yet Har-

"Dear Deacon Hardscrabble: It

grieves me much to see you assailing

everyone with whom you do not agree
and ridiculing those we lean upon. It

seems out of harmony with the spirit

of gentleness we expect in the deacon
of a church." &c., &c.
Ahem! A-H-E-M! That is an ex-

tract from a letter a sweet young thing
sent to me and jerminy hoe cakes it

came nigh to bustin my family rela-

tions. I've no,t the slightest bit o' ob-
jections to the dear girls writin to me,
—quite to the contrary,—but thunder-
ation if they don't use a typewriter or
a man for addressin their envelopes I'll

have to move. But to that letter. I

ain't attackin the dearly beloved, I'm
only just a callin of your attention to
what they say and do. I reckon I ain't

to blame for their doins and sayins.

Golly Harry, what be I to do? I

write you things as I see em and times
is when I repeats what folks say that
it don't sound lovely sure, but be I to
blame for the way they said it? When
petition don't work try repetition. The
dear girl says "gentleness." Phew!
She'd better ask the parson about that.

Fact is Harry, when a man says "dear
brother," holds my eye with that in-

tent look of sweet solicitude, and si-

multaneously I find his fingers in mv
weskit pocket—well, I lambast him fust

and considers arterwards.
Say Harry, what is a HUMBLE ser-

vant?
I was sure that if you'd give him

time enough Prest. Hutchinson would
show his sand. Go read what he said
on the Nat. in February's Rev.,
it's bully good. Now if he can get the
directors to back him up, things will

be doin.

Did ye moind what the Taylor of
Lansing had to say on foul brood :n

the same paper? Fine, mighty' fine.

Now that W. Z. has pulled him out I

hope he'll put a chock behind him and
keep him from slippin into his shell

aagin.

What d'ye think of AH Barber and
his Forty Hives in a cellar? Gives
me the shivers. Not his article, but
the recollection of old times.

Art thou surprised cause A. Q.
Cumber talks Hustle with a big H?
He has to, cause A Q Cumber goes to

seed so quick.

Dr. Pons paints a charming picture

of Hell Valley. Sounds like a good
substitute for Paradise Alley.

Bulh' for you, Harry. You've got
Bro. Blanton out again. Keep him
coming. Got the Swarthy Moor, too.

Can't you fish up Bro. Pridgen from
,the Creek? He seems a lively sort

of fish. P'raps some of Heddon's fi.->h

bait will land him.
Had the Grippe, Harry? I have and

it beats Syrians for doing thiuj^s to

you, and if I don't get bef^ter of 't

soon I'll be "yours forever" instead

of

Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

Sixth Annual Report of the National

Association.

Forest City, Iowa, Dec. 1902.

To th'.- Members of the National Bee-
Keepers' Association:
The pas.t year hac been ,1 busy one for

the General Manager. Bee-Keepers
seem to have more trouble with their

neighbors than formerly. When the

country was sparsely settled and life

was not so strenuous as at present, it

was a rare case when neighbors sought
to restrict the acknowledged right of

the bee-keeper and honey producer.
But severe competition in all lines of

business and the crowding of people
in,to towns and cities has developed a

selfish spirit which crops out on many
occasions.

But with one exception, no serious

legal conflicts have occurred. The past

decisions of courts establishing and
confirming the rights of bee-keepers
are of great importance whenever
threats are made or actions begun to

determine ,the legal rights of our mem-
bers. Many of these decisions have
been briefed and printed in pamphlet
form for use in just such emergencies.
Whenever a member gets into trouble

because of his bees and is threatened
with damages or ordered to remove
them, the printed matter we have i3
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sent ,to him or his attorney, and in a

majority of cases the matter is dropped
without further proceedings. It has
been my practice not to encourage liti-

gation. If I have reason to believe

from the statement of a case ,that the
bee-keeper is at fault, that he has so
managed his bees that they have an-
noyed his neighbors needlessly. I do
not encourage resistance to reasonable
authority, but endeavor to have him
reform his me,thods and avoid trouble.

Bee-keeping is respectable, and I would
have it respected through a proper sys-

tem of management and the high char-

acter of its followers.

The most important case which has
been referred to the General Manager
during the past year was one from
Minnesota. Mr. V. Shebat of Wabasha
wro,te me in July that he was likely to

get into trouble on account of his bees,

stating the case in a very clear, busi-

ness-like manner. I sent him such ad-

vice and help as I thought necessary.

In a hotly contested case which follow-

ed, he was triumphantly vindicated.

He was so grateful for the assis,tance

rendered that he wrote the following

to the American Bee Journal, which 1

hereby copy, as it states the matter
fully and is of enough importance, per-
haps, to warrant the use of the space it

occupies.

STATEMENT OF MR. SHEBAT.

"I desire to say a few words through
the American Bee Journal to the bee-

keepers of America.
I have been a member of the Nation-

al Bee-Keepers' Association for I2

years, and for more than 13 years have
kept about 60 colonies of bees on a lot

that I own here, and have never had
any complaint made to me about my
bees doing any damage or being a

nuisance until this summer.
A large church is situated on the

corner opposite the lot on which my
bees are located, but no complaint was
ever made that they annoyed or injured
anyone. This summer a large church
school for girls was commenced on the
lot adjacent ,to mine, and a city ordi-

nance was manipulated through our
city countil declaring it a misdemeanor
for anyone to keep bees in our city,

'within 600 feet of any church, school
house or other public building, or

within 300 feet of any dwelling in said
city.' This ordinance was passed in the
latter parjt of July and within a few
days thereafter two actions were be-
gun against me under said ordinance,
and one under our state law which de-
clares, "any act or omission which in-

jures, annoys, or endangers the com-
fort, repose, health or safety of any
considerable persons, a public nuis-
ance." These were all criminal actions,
and I was arrested in each case.

The case under the Sta,te law was
virtually abandoned for lack of evi-
dence and I was declared not guilty, but
the case under the new city ordinance
was prosecuted with bitterness and
venom. The trial was in our recorder's
court, before a jury, and lasted the
whole of one day.

My aj,torney. Col. J. T. Bowditch,
defended me on the following grounds,
viz:

1st. That the ordinance was not au-
thorized by our city charter.

2d. That the city council had no
power to make a nuisance of any act by
passing an ordinance agains,t it unless
the act itself was in fact a nuisance.

3d. That the ordinance in question
resulted in taking and damaging prop-
erty for public use without just com-
pensation to the owner, contrary to the
Constitution of the United States and
of this state; that it abridged the na-
tural rights of private citizens, that it

was unreasonable and unjust.

4th. That if ,the keeping of bees con-
trary to the terms of this ordinance was
a nuisance at all, it was a private nuis-

ance, for which all persons injured
thereby had their ledress in the courts,

and was such a nuisance as could not
be regulated by any general ordinance
or law.

These were the main pcr'rts of my de-
fence, but, of course, each was greatly
elaborated by my attonit-y.

I am happy to ".ay the jurv returned
a verdict "Not Guilty," and I have
since received the congratulations of

many bee-keepers on the happy end-
ing of ,the vicious fight that was made
against me.
My chief object in writing this com-

munication is to ,thank the National
Bee-Keepers' Association publicly for

the valuable aid rendered me in this

fight, and to impress upon all bee-keep»
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ers the benefits to be derived from be-
longing to such an organization.

In the beginning I informed the of-
ficers of the association (the General
Manager) of the passage of the or-
dinance and the danger threatened.
They at once forwarded to me valuable
briefs for ,the use of my attorneys and
suggestions now to proceed if I should
be_ arrested. My attorney says the
briefs furnished were of the greatest
assistance in preparing my defence,
that, in fact, they lightened his labors
fully one-half.

After the case was decided, I sent to
the General Manager, Eugene Secor,
a statement of the cos,ts against me and
also a s,tatement of the costs I had in-
curred in defending myself. I at once
received a check for $40 to pay a part of
the expenses I had been put to. Surely
this is an association worth belonging
to, and it seems to me we ought to do
all in our power to support and aid
any insti,tution that does as much for us
as the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion."—V. Shebat.
Quite a number of other appeals for

help and advice have been received, but
none of them required any financial
aid. The printed matter and letters
were all that they required.
The correspondence and the rou,tine

work of the office are considerable. In-
deed the duties have been more bur-
densome than I felt like carrying, con-
sidering the unjust criticism of a few
ambitious members. In my last an-
nual report I asked to be relieved, and,
later, tendered my resignation, but was
prevailed upon to serve ou,t the present
year. I now repeat that I wish the
voting membership to elect my suc-
cessor.

In severing my official relationship
with the Association, perhaps the
friends will allow me space to call at-

tention to some things that have been
undertaken or accomplished during my
incumbency.
When the Association was organized

in 1896, it commenced business without
funds and without prestige. I was its

first and only Grand Manager.
Through the hearty support and in-

defatigable labors of many loyal and
influen,tial friends it has grown from
zero to nearly a thousand members;
and although a good deal of money has
been spent in defence of bee-keepers

and to advance their interests, the
financial statement submitted herewith
shows its healthy condition. It is no
boast to say it is the largest and most
influential bee-keepers' society in the
world and is doing work that no other
Association attempts, since the volun-
tary withdrawal of the old "Bee-Keep-
ers' Union," under the leadership of
that successful manager, Thos. G. New-
man.
Here is a statement of some of the

more important things accomplished or
attempted by this association during
the last five years.
In 1898 a good deal of time, energy

and money was spent in promoting
Pure Food Legislation and in trying to
prevent the rescinding of a classifica-

tion rule by railroad authorities in re-
gard to shipping fees.

The same year an attempt was made
by the city authorities in an Illinois

town to remove all bees from the cor-
poration. This was prevented by help
of the Association.
In 1899 the Association attempted to

stop the sale of adulterated honey in

Chicago, and spent $300 therefor.

While the suits were not successful, the
publicity which the sui,ts brought about
educated the people to such a degree
that an Illinois Pure Food law was
passed the next year.

A number of bee-keepers were also

successfully aided by advice and help
11 om the Association.
In the year 1900 the celebrated Utter

V. Utter case was successfully fought
out, and the court rulings and decision
will be valuable as a precedent when-
ever quoted in like cases.

The same year a case testing the Pure
Food law of Michigan was brought
against a retailer o"^ adulterated honey
and the party found guilty and fined.

During the year igcf ?nother impor-
tant suit was determinea in Rochester,

N. Y., fully testing the right to keep
bees in cities. (The City of Rochester
V. Taunton.)
These cases, in addiiio.i to the many

settled out of court tiirough the ef-

forts of the Association anri therefore

never heard of, will iniorm the new
members what the organization has
bten trying to accomplifh.

It has also published for reference

and distribution wherever needed, the

following pamphlets and folders:
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1st. Bees and Horticiil,ture: A 14-

page pamphlet (2d Ed.) in which is

brought together the latest and best

thoughts on the value of bees to the
fruit grower, danger ar.d uselessness of

spraying during bloom, etc., fiK^iorsed

by leading editors and agriculjtural

writers.

2d. The City of Rochester v. Taun-
ton: A brief of the law case above re-

ferred to.

3d. A New York Supreme Court
Case defining property in swarms.
4th. A New York Case as to the lia-

bilities of bee-keepers for injuries done
by bees.

5th. The Widely Quoted Arkadel-
phia Case successfully fought by Mr.
Newman as to the rights of bee-keep-

ers.

Newspaper articles the tendency of

which was to prejudice the public

against the use of honey, written in ig-

norance or by sensational reporters,

have been replied to and in many cases

satisfactory retractions secured.

Members of Congress and Chairmen
of impor,tant Committees have been

asked to favor and promote pure food

legislation with a view to stopping the

sale of glucose syrup under the guise

of honey.
In this, my final ofBcial report, I wish

to acknowledge my obligation to many
friends and loyal supporters and to ex-

press my thanks for kind and encourag-

ing words. But I am firm in the con-

viction that it is time for me to slacken

the speed of over-driven machinery and

turn the affairs of the association over

to a younger or more vigorous man.

I have had no conflict with the pres-

ent Board of Directors nor with any of

the Association officials. The utmost

harmony has prevailed in our delibera^

tions. I feel grateful for ,the confidence

reposed in me and the unceasing loyalty

shown by them.

FINANCIAL REPORT.

Receipts.

Amount on hand at last rcpOrt.$ 718.67

Received for membership fees

during year 546-50

Total $1,265.17

Disbursements.

Printing last year's report, etc.,

not in last statement $ 4^.15

107

Paid G. W. York printing Buf-
falo's Convention Report-. •• 100.00

Paid for defense of Mr. Shebat 40.00
Paid for 1000 buttons for mem-
bers 50.60

Paid envelopes, postals and
Stamps used 60.72

Paid letter heads for associa-
tion 5.25

Paid pamphlets, briefs, etc- •• 28.76
Paid use of piano at Buffalo
Convention 6.00

Paid legal counsel 10.00

Paid stenographer and clerk- • 15.00

Paid printing this report, bal-

lots, names 22.00

Salary, 15 per cent, of amt. re-

ceived for membership • • • • 81.97

Balance on hand 803.72

Total $1,265.17

Note.

If it is observed that the above item

from membership fees is out of pro-

portion to the number of names, it is

stated in explanation:

ist. That a large number joined

through local or state associations at

50 cents each.

2d. That I have not received a cent

of the money paid to Mr. Abbo.t by
members ,although their names are on
the list.

3rd. The untimely death of the sec-

retary. Dr. Mason, probably accounts
for his no,t remitting money in his

hands for dues collected at Denver and
at other times. He sent list of names
in September but no money.
Respectfully submitted.

, Eugene Secor,

Gen. Mgr. and Treas.

The money received by Mr. Abbott,

to which Mr. Secor refers, was, we are

assured, properly turned over to Dr.

Mason; hence no blame can be attach-

ed to Mr. Abbott.—Editor.

Help weak colonies this month by
economizing heat in every possible

way.

Let your hive manipulations be short

and that during the warm, sunny time

of day, this month.
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Terms.

TRUTH.
Truth crushed to earth, shall rise again

;

The eternal years of God are hers
;

But Error, wounded, writhes in pain,
And dies among his worshipers.—Bryant.

In the presentation of arguments it

is a grea,t thing to be able to always
adhere strictly to the truth. Minds
are sometimes biased, unwittingly, by
our personal beliefs in which we are
sincere. However, these beliefs may
be based upon ignorance to some ex-
tent, or upon a misconception of prin-
ciples involved. The infinite diversity
of belief upon any popular question has
absolutely no influence upon existing
facts. It has been written that "be-
lief admits of all degrees, from the
slightest suspicion to the fullest as-
surance;" but the actuality—reality

—

truth, remain unaltered by any degree
of belief.

This journal has no higher ambition
than the development and presenta-
tion of facts and truths which may ap-
ply advantageously ,to the labor and
life of the bee-keeper. We strive to
treat all with courtesy and due con-
sideration; and especially to give those
who differ in opinion with us, an equal
opportunity with ourself. Being quite
human, we fully appreciate our com-
mon liability to error; though, we
hope, we are ever willing to frankly
confess an error when shown that we
are wrong. We have ample evidence
in support of our belief that our read-
ers so regard The Bee-Keeper, but
there is, at least, one exception among
them, and we give below his com-
munication in full:

Wenham, Mass., March 9, 1903.

H. E. Hill:—I am sorry to be obliged
to say many of your editorials must
be prompted by jealousy and spite.
Seems to me I can read these things
between the lines. This intimating
that some people are all wrong, with
no facts to back up assertions,
cannot be anything but as above in-

dica,ted. Am sorry to have to enter-
tain such an opinion, but when you
run people down regularly in your pa-
per, I cannot keep from using my
opinion on such matters.

Henry Alley.

Have you ordered all the supplies If Mr. Alley will kindly point out
iTecessary for the season? an instance in which we have intimated

Fifty cents a year in advance; 2 copies 85
cents; 3 copies $1.20; all to be sent to one post-
office.

Postage prepaid in the United States and
Canada; 10 cents extra to all countries in the
postal union, and 20 cents extra to all other
countries.

Advertisinc Rates.
Fifteen cents per line, 9 words; $2.00 pei

inch. Pive per cent, discount for two inser-
tions; seven per cent, for three insertions
twenty per cent, for twelve insertions.

Advertisements must be received on or be-
fore the 15th of each month to insure inser-
tion in the month following.

Matters relating in any way to business-
should invariably be addressed to

THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
Falconer. N. Y.

Articles for publication or letters exclusively
for the editorial department may be addressed
to H. E. Hill,

Fort Pierce, Fla.

Subscribers receiving their paper in blue
wrapper will know that their subscription ex
pires with this number. We hope that yoi-
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates thai
you owe for your subscription. Please give tht
matter your early attention.

Spring is here.

How are the Bees?
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that some people are all wrong, with lips firmly in or against the aperture,

no facts to back up assertions, we shall draw into the lungs and exhale through
either supply the missing facts or tend- the nose all the air possible, by re-

ar our apology publicly. We presume peated draughts, which necessarily be-

Mr. /Alley's grievance comes in on come shorter as the air is pumped out

page 36 of The Bee-Keeper, for Feb- of a tight recep.tacle. By this means
ruary. We confess, the . comment much more power, with less efifort, is

might have bee'n made much more exerted; and in case of a leak, in test-

pointed, but we preferred to be mild, ing cans, the inrushing air from out-

It would seem, however, that any care- side, while the breath is momentarily
ful reader might have understood that held to listen, will reinflate the partly

Mr. Alley took it upon himself to collapsed tin, thereby keeping up a

make a statement through the medium constant crackle and ring as the sides

af the public press, concerning the readjust themselves to the original po-

editor of The Bee-Keeper, which is un- sition. In testing barrels, when a leak

true. If he himself will present "facts" occurs, and while ,the bung is yet stop-

instead of "assertions," reflecting upon ped by the human pump, the hissing

the capabilities of those whom he ap- of rushing air may be audible or if

parently seeks to ridicule, they will the leak be very small, the suction at

be thankfully received, and a public bung will be gradually reduced, and
confession of our error, with apolo- readily recognized by the pumper,
gies to him, will be promptly made. These we believe to be facts, but we
At present we have no -apology to of- appreciate the fact that if Mr. Alley
fer. Mr. Alley himself opened the should demand tha,t we prove it, in-

discussion by an affirmation which we stead of making mere assertions, it

challenge him to "back up" with might be inconvenient for us to call

"facts" as he demands of us. These upon all bee-keepers with a barrel and
columns are open to him for the pre- can to demonstrate our claim. We
sentation of these "facts." Our read- therefore ask our readers who may
ers will please keep an eye out for have occasion to test such packages to

them. They will be published as soon simply give ,the plan a trial and ex-

as received, although it must neces- onerate us from our obligation to back
sarily be a humiliating ordeal for the up our assertions with facts,

editor.

We are not jealous of anyone. We West Indian competition is a factor
do not believe a drop of blood tainted which materially concerned the pro-
with jealousy ever coursed in the veins moters of the Canadian Honey Ex-
of the writer or any of his ancestors, change at the last meeting of the On-
We consider oursalf fortunate in a tario people, the fact being there de-
disposition which finds genuine pleas- veloped that considerable of the tropi-
ure in contempla,ting the success of cal product was already upon the Ca-
even a competitor, which Mr. Alley is nadian markets, and that it was selling
not. That we should harbor "spite" at a lower price than the home goods,
towards our fellows, our co-workers

—

Since these little islands of ,the tropics
those upon whose patronage our bus- produce no bread at all, and are decid-
iness depends for success, appears un- edly "shy" on butter, both of which
reasonable. One thing we do, though, Canada produces extensively for ex-
is to hold fraternal interests far above port, the Canadians should enter into
individual ambitions, and we love to negotiations with the islands for a
meet in discussion a truthful opnon- wholesale exchange of commodities,
ent. With i,ts efficient management the new

'

exchange ought to be able to place and
"To test honey barrels before wax- profitably control all imports of foreign

ing, a bicycle pump is recommended in honey into the Dominion.
Gleanings in Bee Culture, instead of

blowing into the barrel with the

breath."—American Bee Journal. The Australian Bee Bulletin says:

Blowing the breath into a barrel or can "The English market for Australian

to test it for leaks, is very unreliable, honey so far has only been touched

A decidedly better way is to place the with losses."
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Mr. L. B. Smith of Rescue, Texas,
writes that bees in his vicinity are in

excellent condition, and that prospects
for a good crop of honey were never
better. Mr. Smith joins the multitude
in commending our efiforts to save the
reputation of Southern honey.

Francis H. Leggett & Co., of New
York, one of the largest dealers in

honey in the United States, and who
quote the market regularly in these
columns, wrote at the bottom of their

monthly report for March, "Market
weaker on comb honey on account of

liberal receipts from Cuba." Who's a
prophet?

The Australasian Bee-Keeper, usual-
ly above criticism,has imbibed the "pro-
gressive" spirit, and accordingly makes
free to dish up without credit matter
clipped from The Bee-Keeper. We are

pleased to note that so much of our
material is deemed worthy of reproduc-
tion by our esteemed contemporaries;
but if worthy of reproducing, it ought
to be worth crediting.

While we believe there are parts of

Cuba entirely free from foul brood,
we feel strongly impressed with the
imprudence of any American bee-keep-
er ordering queens from ,that island;

and would, farther, suggest that in

ordering early queens from any source,
the buyer first thoroughly assure him-
self that his order will not be filled

with stock reared in Cuba and import-
ed by the dealer.

Mr. C. C. Parsons, through the
American Bee Journal, takes excep-
tions to some of our remarks concern-
ing the South, as presented during the
discussion of the practice of quoting
inferior honey as "Southern." Editor
York takes considerable space to ex-
plain our position in a more lucid

manner than we could possibly have
done ourself. He recognizes the valid-

ity of the points we have honestly and
earnestly endeavored to present, and
we thank him for "lending a hand."

In this number of The Bee-Keeper
we present General Manager Secor's
sixth annual report of the National
Bee-Keepers' Association. In severing
his official connection with the asso-

ciation Mr. Secor takes occasion to re-

count the many worthy accomplish-
ments of the organization under his
leadership; a perusal of which should
convince every one of the genuine bene-
fits derived by bee-keepers through
membership, and to impress all with
our obvious duty to lend our hearty
support.

It is quite generally believed that

bees in winter quarters must be ven-
tilated, the supposition being that it

would be fatal to cut off the supply
of oxygen regarded as essential to an-
imal life. In the Bee-Keepers' Re-
view Ira Barber says: "Doolittle
never wrote or said a truer thing than
he did when he' said in Gleanings,
that airing bees in winter quarters was
a step backward." Mr. Heddon says
the ventilation idea is all nonsense.
"Stuff all the bees you can into the
cellar—pack them in tight—smother
them if you can, and the closer you
can keep the room the better will be
the result in wintering," says he.

The change from a northern mid-
winter to tropical sunshine naturally

enthuses the observant traveler. His
mind is wrought upon and influenced

by the agreeable change. Perhaps the
commonplace presents to his enchanted
eye a spectacle of grandeur. In his

ha'^ny mood, that in which he is espe-
cially interested becomes extraordinary
and he is eminently inclined to look
pleasant, feel truly affable, see the
nices,t side of everything and to speak
kindly to and of those with whom he
comes in contact. We feel constrained
to offer this word of explanation in

regard to the flattering things which
Mr. Heddon has written of ,the editor,

in this number.

There are various methods recom-
mended with a view to having bees
remain upon the new stand when form-
ing nuclei. This is considered espe-
cially difficult when bees are taken
from a colony having a laying queen.
Mr. Doolittle, in American Bee Journ-
al, tells of an experiment in which he
formed a nucleus with such bees, but
the bees were shaken at a time im-
mediately following a spell of bad
weather during which the bees had
necessarily been confined to the pa-
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rent hive for a week or so, and the

result was that, contrary to all his

previous experience, the bees remained
satisfactorily. This is a point which it

may be an advantage to jot down in

memory.

Dr. C. C. Miller, the world-renowned
apiarist of Marengo. 111., whose domi-
nant traits are deep thinking and cheer-

fulness, has recently published another
work on bee-keeping, entitled, "Forty
Years Among the Bees." The new
volume is a real gem, of 327 pages,

beautifully bound in cloth and hand-
somely embellished in gold. It is pro-

fusely illustra,ted with half-tone en-

gravings reproduced entirely from
photographs taken by the author, and
the Doctor's concise style and cheerful

vein is maintained throughout. We
have to thank Dr. Miller for the priv-

ilege of perusing this splendid book,
and can heartily commend it to our
readers as a most entertaining and in-

structive treatise. The price is $1.00.

Mr. Heddon says it took him twenty
3^ears at bee-keeping to learn that
moisture, not warmth, was the chief

essential to successful brood rearing.

He says brood rearing is favored rath-

er by cool than hot weather, if the hu-
midity is right. If this is so, in the
rearing of worker brood, why is it not
equally desirable for the most perfect
development of the royal larva? In
discussing the queen end of the ques-
tion in this number, Mr. A. C. Aliller

includes a mention of the importance
of young nurse bees, high tempera-
ture and humidity. The former req-
uisite is not new, but we do not re-

member having seen the point in re-

gard to the two latter propositions so
clearly presented. What knowledge
have our readers upon these ques-
tions?

Ft. Pierce, Fla.. will have prompt at-

tention, as we keep a supply of copies

on hand here. Articles for publication,

or questions relating to bees, etc., may
be sent to the Florida office, or to

Falconer. N. Y.. as may best suit the

convenience of the correspondent. If

our readers will kindly bear these

points in mind, our work will be great-

ly facilitated.

The belief now gaining ground, that

,the foul brood germ, bacillus alvei, is

one of the commonest birds that fly,

and is found practically everywhere,
fails to find a peaceful resting place

in the mind of the writer. The Irish

Bee Journal calls attention to a state-

ment of one of its stafT of contribu-

tors, a Dr. Smyth, who asserts that

bacillus alvei is an inhabitant of the

human mouth, and further quotes Ed-
itor Root as saying that he had found
a large variety of bacteria in his own
mouth. Editor Root, however, we be-

lieve has not said that he found the

bacillus alvei in his mouth. If he has
really done so, we are forced to the
conclusion that the examination was
made immediately after a repas.t con-
sisting in part of honey from; that

Cuban apiary of his. We have never
known of an instance in which foul

brood originated spontaneously. We
should not like to say that it has never
occurred, but our experience has failed

to elicit an instance of this kind. On
the other hand, once a case of foul

brood is introduced into any locality,

we have never known it to fail to

spread unless checked. All these in-

vestigations and theories are com-
mendable, and may lead to the revela-

tion of valuable facts in regard ,to the

matter, but in themselves are quite too
contrary to the observations respon-
sible for our present status of mind.

Again, the editor kindly asks his read-
ers to make all remittances and address
all business correspondence to The
American Bee-Keeper. Falconer, N. Y.,
and not to send renewals, or cash for
other purposes, to Fort Pierce. Money
orders sent to Florida, have to be reis-

sued for remittance to the home ofifice.

Applications for sample copies, or re.

ports of nonreceipt of copies by sub-
scribers when sent direct to H. E. Hill,

The Rocky Mountain Bee Journal
has ente;;-ed upon its third year of pub-
lication, and bears greater evidence of
stability than any of the recent arrivals

have done. We wish it continued suc-
cess.

We learn through the Rocky Moun-
tain Bee Journal that the Pacific Bee
Journal of Los Angeles, Cal., is dead.
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The Chicago-Northwestern bee-keep-
ers' Association is working hard for
the passage of a foul brood law in Il-

linois.

Pollen, or its substitute, is equally
as important as honey or syrup in
brood» rearing. See that these are
available.

"Pat" says not to exceed six per
cent, of queens are capable of building
up to strong colonies, wholly upon
their own resources, during an average
season, from a three-frame nucleus.

SAY, ALL BEE-KEEPERS, ONE
QUESTION, PLEASE.

If you were ofifered a hive that would
save you one-half of your time and la-

bor in its manipulations; one that

would save you more than $i.oo per
hive in the cost of extra equipments;
one which received diploma at the Pan-
American; or a double walled hive for

the price of a single wall hive would
you not investigate its claims or mer-
its? MASSIE'S TWENTIETH CEN-
TURY DOUBLE-WALL IDEAL
COMBINATION has all the above
grand features and more too. Then
why not be on time and send for des-

criptive circulars today?
It is the best "all-purpose" hive, the

nearest perfect; has more conveniences

for the apiarist; better suited to .the

welfare of the bees; has more good
principles with fewer objections than
any hive in existence.

"THE QUEEN BEE"
tells how to rear the

BEST OF QUEENS;

1
"= the cause of and remedy for in-

jury in shipment; how they may be
directly introduced with positively no
risk of loss or injury. It gives much
other valuable information. See The
Review for February, pages 48 (excuse

the errors on that page) and 60. The
hive and book are two of the grandest
"hits" of the age. Order copy of
book today. Price 25 cents and your
money back if ydu are not satisfied.

T. K. MASSIF,
Tophet, W. Va.

1

HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached
to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-
ed by travel stain or otherwise; all the cclli
sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or
with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.
In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, there will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 9.—The hon-
ey supply is light, with demand good.
W^e quote comb honey, 12 to 16 cents.
Extracted, 6 to 7 cents. Good demand
for beeswax at 30 cents a pound. Sup-
ply light.—Hamblin & Sappington.

New York, March 7.—The honey
market is quiet, with plentiful supply.
We quote comb, iic. to 13c. Ex-
tracted, 4 I-2C. to 8 I-2C. There is a
good demand for beeswax, with limit-
ed supply at 30C. to 32c.

Francis H. Leggett & Co.

Chicago, March 7.—The demand for
comb honey has been and is of small
volume, prices are weak, concessions
being made where necessary to effect
sales. Fancy white comb honey held
at 15c. to i6c. all other grad-es of
\yhite are irregular at 13c. to 14c.,

light amber loc. to 12c., dark ambers
9c. to IOC. Extracted clover and bass-
wood 7c. to 8c., other white grades
6c. to 7c., amber 5 i-2c. to 6 i-2c. Bees-
wax steady at 30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Bufifalo, N. Y., March 7.—There is a
good demand for honey for this sea-
son of the year. We quote comb,
fancy iSc oommon, 12c. to 14c. Ex-
tracted, 6c. to 8c. Beeswax, 25c. to
30c. Common honey is much scarcer
than fancy and would sell well.

Batterson & Co.

Cincinnati, O., March 11.—The de-
mand for extracted honey is good at
the following prices: Amber, barrels,

5 1-2 to 6 1-2 cents, according" to quali-

ty. White clover 8 to 9 cents. Fancy
comb honey 15 1-2 to 16 1-2 cents.

Beeswax strong at 30 cents.—The Fred.
W. Muth Co.
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Cent=a=Word Column.
It frequently occurs that some member of the

Bee-Keeper family desires to advertise for sale
some article the vahie of which will hardly
justify the payment of our regular rates; and
yet it would be an accommodation if he were
permitted to tell others what he has to offer.
Some other reader may be in need of just such
an article as that of which he wishes to dis-

pose. Again, it is as frequently desired to ex-
change commodities for which we have no
especial use, for something more desirable, and
such exchanges are often made to mutual ad-
vantage. We have, therefore, decided to place
at the disposal of our readers a column devot-
ed to the accomplishment of these ends; though
we cannot be responsible for any possible dissat-

isfaction which might arise as a result of such
exchanges. The rate will be uniformly one cent
for each word, each month; no advertisement
however small will be accepted for less than
twenty cents, and must be paid in advance.
Count the words, and remit with order accord-
ingly.

$40 per month and expenses paid good men
for taking orders. Steady work. Apply Pro-
tective Nurseries, Geneva, N. Y.

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 20
cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-
ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-
logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—Twenty colonies of Italian bees
in L. hives. Address, F. P. Catherman, 623

St. Louis St., Lewisburg, Pa. (3-lt)

WANTED—To print vour return envelopes. 25

No. 6, XXX, for 10 cents. Address, Bee
Farmer, Woodstown, N. J. (3-lt)

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00,

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)
cost $150, in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

There was a man in our town who thought
him wondrous wise; he swore by all the fabled
gods he'd never advertise. But his goods were
advertised ere long, and therby hangs a tale:

The ad. was set in nonpareil (this size), and
headed SHERIFF'S SALE.—M. T.

W. M. Gerrish, R. F. D., Epping, N. H.,
keeps a complete supply of our goods, and
Eastern customers will save freight by order-
ing of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

SEND SIX CENTS IN STAMPS
to cover coKt
of mailing
and the

LINCOLN
HISTORY
SOCIETY

' w i 1 1 m a i 1

yon the fol-

liiwing free
of cost.

1. A beau-
tiful photo-
t; r a V u r e
<-(ipyof the
(a r 1 i e s t

portrait of
Abraham
Lincoln, en-
larged from
the original
d a g u erreo-
type now in

possession of the Hon. Robert T. Lincoln.
2. Facsimile of Lincoln's marriage license.

3. Facsimile of cheek drawn by Lincoln.
4. Two Lincoln anecdotes.

. 5. Description of scene in his nomination in

1860.

6. A Lincoln story.

All the above material is taken from the new

Life of

Abraham Lincoln
By IDA M. TARBELL

just published by this Society. This offer is

made to enable us to send full information re-

garding it to Lincoln admirers in each locality.

This otl'er is not made to agents or for agents,

but to responsililehistiiryandbook-loversonly.
Send name, address, and six cents in stamps

to pay postage expense, to

Dept G, The Lincoln History Society,

150 Fifth Avenue, New York.

4-2t Mention American Bee-Keeper.

$1,000

Among industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-
load of 'he aimless nomads that claim to cov-
er the whole field. Subscribe now for THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

FOR A LITTLE OF YOUR TLHE

Drop a postal with your name and
address to The Standard Co., 509-510
Shukert Building, Kansas City, Mo.,
and receive by re.turn mail the easiest

method of picking up $500 or $1,000
within the next few weeks. You can't
fail. Send today.



Two Years for $1.00
After a man succeeds in publishing a good

journal the next step is t'liat of getting it

into the hands of the people, of getting them

to reading it, and becoming acquainted with

its merits. This can be done by advertising,

sending out sample copies, circulars, etc. All

this costs money. I think I am safe in say-

ing that for every new subscriber I have re-

ceived, I have paid out $2.00 in advertising;

hence I have often said that a publisher oi

a good journal could afford to send his paper

one year free, for the sake of getting it into

new hands. It would cost no more than other

forms of advertising and would be very ef-

fective, but, for obvious reasons, this plan

could not be put into practice, btit I am go-

ing to come as near to it as I can. I have

ebtween 200 and 300 complete sets of back

numbers for the present year, and as long as

the supnly holds out I will send a complete

set, and the rest of this year free, to any

one who will send me $1.00 lor the Review for

1903. For a few particulars regarding the

numbers already published this year, read

the following:

There is not room here to say very much
about the back numbers for this year, but I

will mention one prominent feature of each

issue.

JANUARY is a Colorado number; six pages
being devoted to a beautifully illustrated
"write-up," by the editor, of that para-
dise for bee-keepers. This issue also shows
how to make a cheap hive-cover that will
neither split, warp, nor leak, in any cli-

mate.

FEBRUARY contains the beginning of a
series of articles by M. A. Gill, who last
year managed 700 colonies of bees, and
produced nearly two carloads of honey.
These articles arc written from the full-

ness of his experience.

MARCH has an article by S. D. Chapman,
on "What Makes Bees Swarm, that I

consider the best I have seen on the sub
ject. It gets right down to the founda-
tion of the matter. In tact, so thoroughly
does Mr. Chapman understand the matter

that he has so made up a colony that one
half would swarm, leaving the combs de-
serted, while the other half would not
budge.

APRIL ushers in some typographical changes.
The smooth, shiny, glazed paper was laid

aside for a soft white paper that gives to
printing a clean, tasty, tempting look. The
frontispieces are printed in colors instead
of somber black. The cover is of Court
Gray printed in two colors—Umber and
Milori blue.

MAY contains a five-page review of a book
by E. A. Morgan, entitled "Bee-keeping
for Profit." It was rightly named, the
author getting right down to basic princi-

ples, and giving the chit of profitable honey
production, particularly in the Northern
States.

JUNE shows how a man may practically defy

foul brood; how he may keep bees in a
foul-broody district, all surrounded by dis-

eased colonies, yet keep his apiary so free

from it and its effects as to secure a good
crop of honey each year.

JULY has an excellent article by Mr. Gill

on the management of out-apiaries for the

production of comb honey, showing how
the work must be generalized, yet system-

atic, and done just a litttle ahead of time.

AUGUST illustrates and describes the handi-

est and best bee-tent for circumventing
robbers that I ever saw. It also has an
article by Mr. Boardman on "shook"
swarms, showing how we may practically

take swarming into our own hands.

SEPTEMBER illustrates and describes a

cheap but substantial bee-cellar, built

something like a cistern with a roof over

it. This issue also gives some of the best

papers read at the Denver convention, to-

gether with a lot of interesting items picked

up at that convention.

OCTOBER gives a three-page illustrated

write-up of Dr. Gandv and his artificial

pasturage. While on his way home from
the Denver conventon the editor of the Re-

view spent three days with Dr. Gandy, using

his eyes, ears, and camera, and this write-

un is the result. If you want to know the

truth of the matter, read this issue.

Remember that each issue contains dozens

of interesting and instructive items aside

from the ones mentioned.

Send $1.00, and the back numbers for this

year will be sent at once, your name put

upon the subscription list, and the Review

sent to the end of next year.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flinty Michigan



AGENTS Waillted '

W^sTfng'lviachines.

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than cer. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

iu fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

^^ Ml. Vernon, Iowa.

RIPANS
Owing to close confinement in busi-

ness I suffered from a bad touch of in-

digestion, so much so as to cause me
intense pain. My tongue was coated;

had severe pains around my eyes and

felt miserable. Through the persuasion

of a friend I tried Ripans Tabules, and

after taking them for two days I ob-

tained relief. I kept on taking them,

and can safely say they have cured me.

At druggists.

The Five-Cent packet is enough for an or-

dinary occasion. The family bottle, 60 cents,

contains a supply for a year.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Sdve the Orchards and Qrdens
by using the best and latest Improved methods

THE NEW Motit Catcher ] a, ipiendM
Buccess. Spraying and aU other derlceg har*
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-
stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catcheg
the Coaaiug Jtloth, Borer fly, Stinging
*'l}-, I»eaclx ana Fliim Bertie, I'abbag^e
Xloth, Tobacco Ilotli, Cotton Slotli, Bea
Bloth-also the destroyers of cucumbers, squashes,
tomatoes, etc. Makes your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, -n-holesome and marketable,
besides Increasing the yield. Only one-slxtb
the cost of spraying and does its work at night. No
stock destroyed, or trees killed. Simple, ctaeap,
durable. Easily attended and PEKi'ECT iu
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 In.. 85c,
by mail, sl.OO; per dozen, $8.5U—Large size, 14x20 in.

81.00, by roeil$1.30, per dozen, eiO.OO. Send for cir-
culars and fre.; sample c»py of the Central Farmer
giving full description of the Moth Catcher.
Agents Wanted iiveryirliere for the Beit
seller of the season. Kew Device. ^ Sells at
sl?hi. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for
H'nts. •>

Address,

CENTRAL FARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

614 SoMth l»th 9tr«eL *t



^ Austral Culturist
and Pcultry Gazette.

Also THE APlARISr. ^priafl^dustria*.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages moBthly. Subscription 3s. 6d. per anavuB.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

aaicr. Colonies, including New Zealand ani

Tasmania. A good medium to America*
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head oflice for Australian Colonias,

229 Collins St., Melbourne, Australia.

MAPS.
A Test pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show aU

the Counties, ia seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and man^

towns not given in the postal guic^

—rivers, lakes and mountains, will-

index and population of countie.s.

cities and towns. Census—it givis

all official returns. We will senc

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sHver)

»tf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb

"40 Years Among
the Bees" By »r-C-C. Miller.

A new book every bee-keeper
should have. Over 300 pages,
cloth-bound, $1.00; or with the
weekly American Bee Journal
one year—both for only $1.75.
Sample copy of Journal and
Catalog of Bee-Supplies free.
GEORQE W. YORK & CO.

144 E. Erie St., Chicago, III.

POULTRY CULTUKE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-
try paper published in Kansas City.

Full of poultry news and has a large
circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultry Culture Pub. Com
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

Patents.

W. H. WILLS
PATENT and PENSION

AGENCIES.

I

Wills Building, 31i xnd. A, i.,

I WASHINGTON. 1>. V. ,

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously sir ce 1882

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses
about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other
cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very lov/.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
itt

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Perrine Grant.
Cut le' DadQ County. Fla. iztf

The su1>scription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cents.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
'>ne year for only 75 cents.



THE ONLY ^GERMAN .AGRICILTIRAL MONTH-
j

LY IN THE UNITED SJKJZS jtjtjt^jt.jtji.ji

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and

remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
6-7 tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

Florida ?

WE WANT
Every reader of tte American Bee-K^'oer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCKY MOUNTADI BEE JCDEE6L

Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tire honey selling and the great big crops tkat

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the pmblisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Cclo.

Wanted==l:xtracted Honey
We are cash buyers of Extracted honey. If

you have any to sell, mail sample quoting beit

price delivered Cincinnati. We pay prompt on
delivery. Reference, German National Bank,
Cincinnati. O. or O. O. Poppleton. Stuart. Fla.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

—Front and WaluutSt,, Cincinnati, O.
It

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weekly, $i.co per year, 50 cents for six

months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING m FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free

sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM, San Mateo, Florida.

4-3t.

Magic Rheumatic Cure
It absolutely does cure. It Is net a

cheap remedy, but it is a cheap cure.

Mark tbe distinction! There are a

thousand remedies to one cure. This
is a cure. It costs .$2.00 a bottle, and
is worth $20.00 to any sufferer. Sold

only by our authorized agen-ts or di-

rect by ua. "We will send prepaid for

$2.00.

Write for booklet. Agents Wanted.

MACIC CURE CO.
R 331-315 Dearborn Street Chicago

-tf.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,

a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es'

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just ou'

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years.

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

Eail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a lire, progressive, 28 page monthly journal.') one

year for 65c. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., Hlggiiisville, Me.

JAre You Looking for a Home?
No farmer should think of buy-

ing land before seeing a copy Cfi

THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largest

list of lands for sale of any paper

published in Iowa. Reaches 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one

of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mail you the Jour-

nal for 1 year, or for ten cents in

silver or srtamps we will send you

the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,

TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.



WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL.

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry

journal published. Send us "the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.

Address, ;,l

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. Jeflfersonrille, Ohio.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica cs una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores. etc. In

ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown. N. Y.. E. U. A-

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American

Keeper with the

—

Price

Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-

nal $ -50

What to Eat i.oo

Bee-Keepers' Review i.oo

Canadian Bee Journal- • •• i.oo

Gleanings in Bee Culture-, i.oo

American Queen .50

The American Boy i.oo

Irish Bee Journal .36

Bee-

Both

$ -75

I.oo

1-35

1-35

1-35

.60

I.oo

•65

I CUT THIS OUT
I

1 and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- i

' closed, and receive in return a six months' 1

K trial subsciption to 2

I People's Companion Magazine.
|

S It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. |

2 rates, 5 cts. per line; 60 cts. per inch. Give
J

^ us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. 3

ft Sample copy for two cent stamp. |

!*

People's Companion Pub. Co.,
j

MILWAUKEE. WIS. i

Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tf!

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing,

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8tf Milwaukee, Wi*

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interestea, aon t fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
12 MACON , MO.

BELGIAN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET.

The Belg-ian Hare meat is becomiQg
very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being- white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They are eas^'' to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultr3^ several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any other animal. There is no indus-
try or bu.<iness that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belgian
'lares. The demand for good breeding
.<tock is so preat that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the

harvest of 1he breeding stage. Boys,
if j-ou have a back yard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch 3'our money grow. One 3'oung

man in a little over a year has sold

i
$1800.00 worth of stock, from an

]

original $30.00 investment.
Booklet and Tist free.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio



Rough Rider strawberry

Host shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
procluctive strawberry in existence. SUS^J from C14 acres
in r.iiNi. Was shipped to EnKlaudsuccessfnlly. We otTer

S-.'.") in froKl for lar;,'est berry produced in PM)2. Ap;ents
wanti»il in all strawberry sections. We control the oriu'-

inaior's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER. Introducer. Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO.. N.Y.

H^QQll^r P'"'ce $1 Each.
IICJOOICI Discount dozen lots

Simple, Durable,
Economical.

BURAL MAIL BOX.

ROUND. STRONG, HEAVY. Lowest in price,
highest in quality. A sample best evidence.
Roapproved Jan. 2."). iS«»3. Circulars sent free.
Orders promptly slii))ped. We sell direct to
the farmer. H.E. HESSLEK CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. ]ii ofit IjT our own method
all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepersi. Astonishing results. Will surprise and please
jou. BOOKLET FREE TO EVERYBODT.-or Big Poultrj' Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos. for 10 cents. Address,
W. P. CO., Box. Cliiitonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
_„ JOIN OUR
^'^'^ts MUSIC CLUB^Octs

Fifty cents pays for one ytar's membersh'p.
You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell frr m
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also you
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St..

Chicago, 111.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in Roods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.
Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

DO IT QUICK!

WILSON'S
I

New Green Bone, Shell
and Vegetable Cutler'
for the Poultryman.

Also Bone .'>Iill8 for making phos-
phate and fertilizer at small cost for
the farmer, from 1 to 40 horse-

J power. Farm Feed Mills grind
fine, fast and easv. Send for circulars.

WILSON BROS., Sole Mfgrs., Easton, Pa.
l-6t

The Modern Farmer and
Busy Bee. Soc.

The American Poultry

Journal, 50c.

Gleanings in Bee Culture
$1.00.

The National Fruit

Grower, or the Western,
if prefered, SOc.

All for $1.00, if you
mention this paper.

Xi'w subscribers can have
the .\meriean Bee Journal

instead of Gleaning.s, if pre"

I'erreil.

ADDRESS

The

Vlodern Farmer,
St. Joseph, Mo.

°'

"WHAT TO EAT" is a monthly magazine
published at $1.00 a year. We will se^i
"WHAT TO EAT" and THE AMERIC/tK
SEE-KEEPER both for $1.00.

BLETT'S POLLTRY .POINTERS
Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 40 cents. Advertisine

rates, 40 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS,
Fenwick, Mich.

l^ee Supplies from Lewfs
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

G. B. Lewis Co.^^J!^:,.

EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M. Scott &
Co.. 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free.



.EVERYTHING.

for

Bee=Keepers

Our catalog for this season has

been fully revised. This quotes our

latest prices on our full line of

supplies for the apiary. It contains

valiiable information, and is free

for the asking. If you have not al-

ready received a copy send to the

address nearest, and by placing

your order there, you ivill save in

freight charges and secure quick

delivery.

Iia correspondencia puede ser en

Espanol.

A solicitud se envia el catalogo

Espanol gratis.

THE

A. I. ROOT CO

TheAKSIRootGo-
.0 MEDIMBsTegx' OH 10- 0.

MEDINA, OHIO, U. S. A.

BRANCH OFFICES

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,

10 A'ine St., Philadelphia. Pa.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,

S.vracuse. N. Y.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,

:\I?chanic Falls. Me.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,

102 1 Alisi-. St.. St. Paul. Minn.

THE A. i. ROOT CO.,

San Antonia, Texas.

THE A, I. ROOT CO.,

]-'oo Maryland Ave. S. W., Wash-
ino"t<in. D. C.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,

San Ignacio 17. Havana. Cuba.

AGENCIES

George W. York & Co., 144 Erie St., Chicago.
Montgomery Ward & Co.. Michigan Ave., Clii-

cagt).

Hilrtreth c^- yegelli;en. I'JO West Broadwav, Xcu
Yorlv Citv.

C. H. W. Weber. 214(i Central Ave.. Cincinnati. O.
Rawlings Imjilement Co.. 2()(i So. Charles St.. Balt-
imore, Md.

F. H. Farmer, 182 Friend St.. Boston. Mass.
Walter S. Ponder, 512 Mass. Ave.. Indianai)olis,

Ind.
Vickerv Bros.. Evansville. Ind.
M. H. i-Iunt i^c Son. Bell Branch. Michigan.
Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont. Michigan.
,Ios. Xysewaiider. Des Moines. Iowa.
Protheni A: Arnold, Dn Bois. I'a.

Carl F. Buck. An,giista. Bntler Co.. Kan.sas.
(iritfsrs Bros.. •_'14 .Tackson Ave.. Toledo. Ohio.
.loiin XcIk'I ^ Sou. Hitrli Hill, Montg. Co. Mo.
The Watkins Mdse. Co.. Denver. Colo.
Delta Fruit A- Produce Co.. Delta. Colo.
Smith's Casli Store. San Francisco. Cal.
Lilly. Bogardus A- Co.. Seattle. Washington.
Portland Seed Co.. Portland. Oregon-
.1. B' Haniel, Cardenas, Cuba.
Hoo]icr Bros.. t;(i Harbour St.. Kingston. .Jamaica.
Wm. Bo.xwell, Patrickswell. Limerick. Ireland.

LOCAL DEALERS
Besides these dealers who get carload lots there

are many local dealers handling supplies for their

localities who obtain their sup)>ly either at Medina
or of one of t lie above named jobbers, as may bi

most convenient. These are dealers in general

merchandise, or progressive bee-keepers, or others

interested in im])roved methods of bee-keeping in

their locality. If there is .snch a dealer in your

vicinity, it will l)e to your interest to place your

order with him: but be sin-e to in.sist on having
Root's Goods, and do not accept inferior substi-

tutes.



Entered at the Postoffice, Fort Pierce, Fla., as second-class mail matter



Webster's Uivabrid^ed
Dictioivary

HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-

Send $1.00, tne regular subscription pru
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pajres, size of page 8J^xl»}4 inches, giU
letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails ia

many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, deroted to all that pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

tf.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HONIES,

where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hygienic Water Seal Commode is an absolute necessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitariums
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, BIdg., Chicago, 111.

tf.

If,n,
If, BINGHAM
has made all the im-

provements ii,

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in ihe last 20 years, undoubtedh
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too largt, senl

postpaid, per mail $1.51

3^ inch l.K

Knife, 80 cents.

r. F.Bingham,
Farwell, IVIich.

3 inch l.Ot

21^ inch 90

2 inch VCi

Little Wonder, 2 in. .65

^1£^00 A WEEK
^t^ I V^ "^^ AND EXPENSES,FOR MAN TVITH RIG To introduce our
PODLTRY MIXTUKE in the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of o\ir reliability. Address, with stamp.
KUBEKA MFG. CO. Dept. V East St. Louis. Ills

tf

PatODt Wired Comb FoundatloD
has no sag in brood frames

TblQ Flat Bottom Foandation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk
about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it ii to
wire brood frames.

Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN tf SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, SprcTt Brook, N. V

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try-. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous high-
grade barley used by the large breweries, for which
extra high "prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions afford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
and churches; rural mail delivery and farmers'tele-
phone lines are advantages seldom offered where
improvedilands sell for ?25 to $b') an acre. Send for
our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding bargains that will interest you. All cor-
respondence strictly coufldential.

Winona and Western Land Company,
310-314 Choate Block, AVinona, Minn.

t_f^
\

— THE

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over 6,000 of a circula-
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes in
New Brunswick, JSova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-
to-date farm and home information. It

Is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising ratea on application. Addrees

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, N. B., Canada.



Bee Hives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

WHERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You

THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now

ready. Send for one on a postal card.

V,

The W. T.

FALCONER IVIAIMFG. CO.,
JRMEiSTO\A/N, N. Y.



The Campaigns of the Confederate

Army will be published serially in

THE SOUTHERN FAIER,
ATHEjyS, GA.

Bcgining with the March number.

FROM REV. J. P. SMITH, Rich-

mond, Va.

"Stonewall" Jackson's Adjutant-Gen-
eral.)

The author has done an excellent

thing. There is no sectional bitterness

nor any unjust criticisms. We have

found no harsh words. It can be read

by the young without^ making them in

the slightest degree disloyal to the

country they are now to help forward

in prosperity and harmony,

tf.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

trom 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
teils the

story.

I

HAM OTjTT your real estate
I I A « n n I 1 1 I

or business, no matter
Ullii UUiJlJ what it is or where locat-
ed- Wherever mail is d livered. 1 do bus-

iness If you want to sell a farm, timber land.
ranch, residence, store buildiug. mill factory,
iumberor coal yard, stock t^f goods (any line),

patent right, or want a partner, send two
stamps for my Booklet. It you want to BLi Y
send for FREE copy of Barron's Monthly
Bulletin, it is full of bargains A. M, BaR-
ROIS, Station C, SOUTH BEND, IND.

tf.

American
BEE

Journal
16 -p. Weekly.

_ Sample Free.
Its' All about Bees and their
profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Dept. for beginners. Sample
of paper and catalog' of bee-
supplies free. Address,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144 & 146 Erie St. Chicago.Ill.

Ten Dozen at 36e. per doz. in one day fo-

Onr New Book "Helps for Poultry He
how, explains why so many fail and so f

A Book we can commend with a good c

a GREAT HELP to all Poidtiy Keep, i

old. Describes 61) varieties of towls, we.l ;

and contains a Poultry Keejjers Accoui i

gainor loss monthly ;on heavy paper won h i

i This Book Free with our Poultry Paprr one year l^r

; 2.5c. or Book free wiih p.^per S D'Onths for 10c.
I Descriptive circulars Free for stamp t'Tay postage.

>\av-<i(le IViuKrv < o., ClintonviMe. Conn.

OdN'T KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING 1

WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R Ej
WASHER, with which the •

frailest looman can do an or-

dinary washing in one hour,

without wetting her hands. —_-

Sample atwholesaleprice. Satisfaction Gnoranteed.
No pav until tried. "Writefor Illustrated Catalogu*
andprices ofWringersJroning Tables, Clothes Eeell,

I>ryinoBars,WagonJacks,(tc. AerentsWanted. Lib-

eral Terms. QiiickSales! Little Work!! Big PayUI
kddre«»,THBEMPiBHWASHKBCo.,Jame3towD.N.¥.

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for

Catalogue and Price List.

VV. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
913 Ruby St., Rockford.Ill.

BEGINNERS.
shou.d have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just ou

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

niaJ 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progrosKive. 28 paee monthly journal ) one

year for Hoc. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., HiggmsvUle, Mo.

S ' ND US ^^^ names ana au-
dresses of 20 of your

friends and 5 one-t^ent stamps to help

{ii\j postage and receive a 12 months'

trinl subscription to THIS AND
THAI'. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETI,
Sidney. N. Y.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interestmg,

illu.strated monthly magazine devoted to all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.

Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 10 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per

year. Why pay more? Address,
THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,

^1^
Boston, Ifass.



^0^m MUTH'S SPECIAL THE BEST.

Regulation dovetail with seven-eighths
WARP PROOF Cover and Bottom,
(same price as regular). A complete
line of bee-keepers' supplies. We sell

Lewis' matchless supplies at factory

/^ < prices.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS-
BUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER
QUEENS, made their mark as honey
gatherers, they roll in honey, while the

ordinary starve. Be convinced of their

wonderful merit by a trial.

MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS are "wonders," they are the
best in the land. CARNOLIANS, no one has better.

We NEVER figure the COST, when we purchase breeders, OUR AIM
IS QUALITY, and our PATRONS GET THE RESULT.
Large reserve for early orders. Ready to mail when weather permits,
safe arrival guaranteed.

Untested Sl.OO each, 6 for S5.00. Tested 82.00 each, 6 for «10.00.
Selected untested 81. ii each, 6 for $6,00. Select tested 13.00 each, 6 for $15.00.

Best money can bviy S5.00 each.

THE. FRED W. MUTH CO.
FRONT AND WALNUT,

Send for catalog and see special inducements. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Strawberries.
Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.

All

Leading

Varieties
VviiLc lor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural paper published in Mississippi. Sub
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. Ii

you are interested in cheap homes and rich

lands learn about them through the Gazette
Splendid advertising medium. Address

tf.

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,

Starkville, Miss.

National Bee-Keepers' Association,

The largest bee-keepers' .society in thi

world

.

Organized to protect and pronidtc tht
interests of its meniliers.

Membership Fee, $1.00 s Year.

N.E.FRANCE, Platteville, Wis.,
General Manager and Treasurer

Sunshine
is gaining ad-
miration as a
popular litera-
ry family
MAGAZINE.

It entertains its readers with good slmrt stor-

ies, sketches and poems by the most famous
authors of the day and is a magazine of supe-

rior merit.

It is a welcome visitor in every home.

Price 25 cents a ytai*.

We wisli to haye our magazine in your
vicinity and as a special clVer for new readers
we will send you

Sunshine for I Year for lOc.

Think of it. less than one cent a copy. Can't

you act as our agent'?

ADD. MAYES PUB. CO.,

LOUISVILLE, = KENTUCKY.



WOULDN'T YOU LIKE
To Be

Able

Whenever so minded, to pass an hour or two listening to the brainiest, wit-
tiest, and most eloquent English-speaking men alive, or who have Jived in the
past half century? To hear the wisdom of years epitomized in a brilliant
speech of a half-hour's length?

Wouldn't You Like to Feel
that while laughing, you were ?ear/(//(fir—that your mind was being stored with
valuable information, your outlook broadened, your value to yourself and oth-
ers increased, your prejudices yielding to facts, your knowledge of your own
language increasing?

Wouldn't You Like to Find
reading which contained more entertainment, instruction and amusement to
the page than can be found in most volumes—reading as interesting as the
wildest flight of romantic fancy, and as profitable as the most serious text-
book?

The
Answer is: "MODERN ELOQUENCE"

Bx=Speaker THOMAS B. REED'S

GREAT LIBRARY
In Ten Elegant Volumes.

A vast compendium of brilliant xVfter-Dinner
Speeches, Classic and Popular Lectures, Great
Addresses, Anecdotes and Stories, besides
many Special lArticles by the Editor-in-Chief
and his associates

ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Jus' in McCarthy Champ Clark Geo. MacL Harper

John B. Cordon £dw. Everett Hale Marcus Benjamin

Edwin M. Bacon t7athan H. Dole Albert E. Bergh

William W. Mates J. W. McSpadden Lorenzo Sears

James B. Pond H. W. Math T. A. DeWeese

F. Cunliffe Owen J. P, Colliver Gl.rk Howell

Wouldn't You Like to Read
the views of the biggest men on the bigges,t subjects, the speeches of those
who know accurately and thoroughly what they are talking about, who weigh
every word — and be sure in advance that in 4,500 pages you would not meet
one useless or stupid paragraph?

Wouldn't You Like to Own
a work in which you are sure to find a mine of information upon the many
subjects which constantly occupy the attention of the tkoughtful and the edu-

cated—a mine which will never be exhausted?

Wouldn't You Like to Get
complete details of this truly remarkable and valuable work from the publish

ers? If so, write. 2-6t.

A FINE PORTFOLIO MAILED FREE.

JOHN T). MORRIS & CO., 1201 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Gentlemen:—Referring to vour advertisement of Thos. B. Keed's library of Modem
Eloquence in American Bek-Keepkr, 1 shall be pleased to receive portfolio of sample
pages, photogravures, and chromatic plates; also full particulars regarding bmdmgs,
prices, etc.

Name

Business

Street

Y127 City and State



To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We Will Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, proTiding you
mention American Bee-Keei>er.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard ajid Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2tf

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published
every week. It goes to every post
oflfice in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-
tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

at Nashville, Tenn.

lux lieA BATH
wher UMPIRE

taken in an " Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
fseel in any room.
Agexts Wanted.
Catalogue Free.
^THii EMPIRE
'washer CO.,
Jamestown,n.y.

50=Cent Queens

G'laranteed as good as $1.00
Queens. Untested, 50 cts.

Tested, Golden or 3-Banded
Italians, 75 cts. Test* d
Holy Land, Carniolan and
Cyprians, $1.00.

For further informjTtion, write to

New Century Queen Rearing Co.,

Berclair, Texas.» 4»»^»

Trade Marks
Designs
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Old Virginia-
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that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

Th«re is no trade or profession better catered to

•y good journals than that of the famer. Ubib-

tellipeBt mBprogrcssiveness has now do excas«.

tf.

Good Advertisers
Those who a.re careful where they

place thtir advertising money, use

BARNUM'S

MIDLAND FARMER
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wide-awake, buying farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per aga/te

line, but send us a trial order at 10

cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),

and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent to«:eLher). 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, four columns to

page. Departments covering every
branch of farming and stock-raising

The little journal that is "read and re-

read 1iy its readers." Barnnni's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second st,

St. T.ouis. Mo 7tf.
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Copyrights and Designs
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My office close to the U. S. Patent
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Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receire
special notice, without cliarge, in the
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HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

I
the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.

Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to
them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch.

THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis-
4-tf.

"We have an awful appetite for ordcri."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,
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Station C, SOUTH BEND. IXD.
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QUEEN REARING.

(F. Greiner.)

NATURE has undoubtedly prac-
ticed the most natural and prop-
er method of rearing queen

bees. At least I cannot comprehend
how more favorable conditions can be
produced than those usually present
when our bees take to swarming, viz.:

Warm weather, a honey flow and a
hive full of bees. The majority of
queens have been reared under just
these most favorable conditions for un-
told centuries, and it would seem ihat

our queens today would have to be
about as perfect as it is possible to
have them.

If certain properties can be fixed by
such a certain course of breeding, they
must have become fixed in our queens
in an intensified degree. I believe they
are so fixed, and to undo what has
been done by nature would take a great
deal of persistent effort on the part of
man.

It has been only a brief space of

time since man has attempted to med-
dle with this affair of breeding queens.
In fact, a very large per cent, of the
queens are reared by nature's plan to-

day, and I do believe that all talk of

our bees having degenerated is non-
sense, and out of place. Of course
we ought to exercise some care and
a little judgment (if these articles can
be obtained), in breeding queens, so
that their excellence may be main-
tained.

We had not ought to make the mis-
take of setting your ideals too high
and expect to produce by a few years'
exceptional favorable breeding a race
of bees that will in a few weeks of
time fill with comb, brood and honey
a 30x40 feet gamble-roof barn with
18 feet posts. Or attain the age of a
Methusalem. These things are not
within scope of the possible. If there
is in the present race of bees a lack
of uniformity—if some strains have
greater wing power, or longer tongues
Or longer something else, then, per-
haps, we might select those which pos-
sess such qualities as seem to us de-
sirable; but, generally speaking, our
bees are very good already, even the

'ative brown or black bee, a'hd if we
wish to maintain the high standard we
must follow nature very closely. That
is what Dr. Gallup says too.

We all know that when a colony
in normal condition makes preparation
for swarming, queen cells or cups are

constructed and the queen undoubtedly
lays eggs into them. As soon as these

eggs hatch, the tiny young larva is fed

with royal food which, it is said, differs

but very little, if any, from the food
given to young worker or drone lar-

vae, but in such a manner that a great

abundance of the food is always in

reach of the little voracious eater. In
transferring larvae t^his condition is

not fully met. It would be better

if we transferred eggs a la Willie

Atchley, or made use of cells that

were constructed by colonies under the

swarming impulse. How to do the
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latter and still breed from our breed- be stocked with brood and honey be-
ing queen only is difficult and a prob- fore forming nuclei, or for uniting the
lem I have not solved to my satisfac- nuclei in the latter part of the season,
tion. (Of course I am not a profes- In order to use these small sectional
sional queen breeder and am rearing frames as hanging frames in the mat-
queens during the swarming season ing boxes a projecting top bar must
only). The difficulty is in always hav- be fastened to each frame, which is

ing ripe cells and not having them easily and quickly accomplished by the
destroyed by bees or hatched queens. use of two window-blind staples. I

If we can make the Swarthmore borrowed the idea from the Swarth-
method of miniature nuclei a success more mating box.
it would not be so very expensive and Too much stress canot be placed
difficult to make use of a large batch upon keeping careful record of all our
of cells at a time and thus use every queens and what their colonies are
one our swarming colony builds; but doing. It matters not whether one
heretofore we had to break up valu- uses a book, a tag, a slate or a piece
able colonies to form four or five nuc- of board. I write on the honey-boards,
from each. Manjr of us hesitated to and on many of them may be found
do so, and often many of the best the record of ,the past ten or fifteen
queen cells were lost. Swarthmore, years. This record is necessary so we
Alley and others have been studying rnay know what queens to breed from,
how to cut down the expenses of get- Anything remarkable about a colony
ting queens fertilized. It would seem or their queen ought to be noted down
to me that Swarthmore has almost for reference. We are then in shape
gone to the extreme. While I have to select our breeders from among our
succeeded with his liliputian fertilizing own bees. We bee-keepers are quite
boxes, yet I believe the average honey apt to send to some breeder for a
producer would succeed better by using choice queen, paying from three to five
a larger frame than one 4 1-4x4 1-4 or more dollars for one, often to find
and a larger body of bees. I think that our own stock is just as good. I

a half-story frame cut in two vertically have been there myself and have come
safer; each nucleus formed to contain to the conclusion that I would have
two frames of brood and one of honey been just as well off if I had kept the
to start with,, and two more frames money and bred from my own bees,
may be added later. I could form Naples, N. Y., March 20, 1903.
about twelve or fifteen nuclei from the
brood oi one hive. The stocking up Equalizing for The Honey Flow.
with bees is best done by bringing
them from the out-yard. I have prac- (Arthur C. Miller.)

ticed that with good success; but have ^ir'HE following remarks are partic-
alsp used the bees from queenless col- J[

ularly for persons of but few
onies of the same yard. With us the years' experience, the veterans,
swarming season continues over a long presumably, know most of it, but even
period, commencing May 28 and last- they may well recall that it is the num-
ing till August 15, and when a nucleus ber of strong colonies that count for
hive of above size is once stocked up, a surplus crop and not the number of
quite a number of queens may be mated hives with bees. How to get all the
during this swarming period in every colonies strong has been the subject
o"^-

_ of many an article, and what I have to
My mating hives, just built, are con- say here may not add much to what

structed on the tenement plan, four has already been said, but perhaps by
little colonies under one roof—each saying it in a different way I may
one flying from a different side of the make some points more clear,
hive. Each compartment is large When this meets the eyes of the
enough to take in five frames. Four readers of the Bee-Keeper it will be
of these may be slipped into my regu- too late to look for stimulative feeding
lar brood frame the same as the eight for aid even if it were a really profita-

4 1-4x4 1-4 Pratt frames, and may thus ble aid, which I believe it is not, so
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some other method must be found.

The first step is to go over all the

colonies, note those that are really

strong, those that might advanta-
geously be a little stronger, and the

moderate to weak stocks. For the,

purpose of honey we should class the
only-fair stocks with the weak, while

if looking for increase we would do
differently. The first class need no
present attention; to the second, those
nearly strong enough, give frames full

of brood from the moderate stocks,

those of the third class. If the stocks

to receive this brood have brood in

nearly everj' comb, take away the least

filled combs and replace with combs
full of sealed brood. Follow this until

every stock of the second grade is as

strong in brood as the strongest.

This can be done very safely in May
if the stocks are really fairly strong
and sealed brood is given. Of course

the combs may have a little unsealed
brood in them, but the more fully

sealed the better. This puts the second
grade of colonies nearly on a par with

the first.

Next, proceed to the now weakened
colonies of the third grade and by a

judicious uniting of brood and bees
make as many strong stocks as possi-

ble. Previously we have only trans-

posed combs of brood, now we use bees
and brood. In this last work strive

to get the combs having the most un-
sealed brood in the center of the hive,

and those having the most sealed, at

the sides. It may take the best part

of three or more colonies to make one
fairly good one from the stocks in the

third class and even they will not equal

stocks of the first or second class in

piling in the surplus unless the har-

vest is exceptionally late.

The balance of the brood and bees
left in the third class must be gathered
together as well as possible and later

they may be strong enough to break
up for nuclei or to brace up some
other stock.

In all this work an eye should be kept

on the supply of stores. Really this

part should have been seen to last fall

and then there would have been more
strong colonies and the stores would be

in the right part of the brood nest.

May is perhaps the hardest month
of all for most bees in southern New
England. Strong stocks have drawn

heavily on their stores for brood food
and unless they have a good reserve
a cold storm often brings disaster. If
any stocks are found short of food or
are likely to run short ' before the
clover flow, they should be supplied at
once, that is, given all they are likely
to need just as quickly as it can be
done.

The Quinby plan, for the keeping
alive of which we are indebted to Dr.
Miller who always most carefully takes
pains to give the credit to Quinby,
is the easiest and I think one of the
best for use at this season. It con-
sists of filling combs with hot syrup
and hanging one or more of them in

the colony to be fed.

A little later in the season, say at

the opening of the harvest, I would
not advise the novice to do much
uniting. Sometimes it pays and some-
times it does not. It seems impossible
for man to then unite bees of the vari-

ous ages in proper proportions for
uniformly favorable results.

The foregoing is an intensive form of
bee-keeping and one which I now
seldom use, preferring to so prepare
my stocks the previous fall that such
methods are not necessary, and when I

do think it wise to do some such com-
bining I do it by the wholesale, tak-
ing a whole shallow brood chamber in-

stead of one or two combs. But know-
ing that few beginners have such hives
I have described the methods I used
with L hives.

Intensive bee-keeping may be very
pleasant to the bee enthusiast but it

is very costly in human labor.

Providence, R. I., April 7, 1903.

ARTIFICIAL POLLEN.

(John M. Hooker.)

MR. HAROLD HORNOR in his

article on page 100, of this pa-

per, advocates the setting out of

"very fine cornmeal in a warm sunny
place, the latter part of February,
when the bees commence flying."

This feeding of artificial pollen, if

done at all, must be done with great

care. The bees will work "with a will

and carry it into the hives" and store-

it solidly in the cells in great quanti-

ties. If this is not required for imme-
diate use, it becomes very hard. The
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bees later on, being able to get pollen
in the natural way, which they can
manipulate more easily, and it is al-

lowed to remain in the hive partly fill-

ing numbers of cells which otherwise
would be used for brood.

I tried the feeding of pea meal in

England, where at one time its use
was advocated by man}', but only in

exceptional districts is it now used,
where little or no early pollen can be
obtained in the natural way until

much later in the season. It was
found that many of the combs were half

filled with this meal, honey being plac-

ed on the top of it and sealed over,
having both the weight and appearance
of being full of honey. Little honey,
however, was obtained from them in

the extractor, and the pollen-bound
combs had to be melted down. Some-
times the bees will bite away the comb,
down to the midrib, and roll the hard
masses of meal out at the entrance and
the labor and time occupied in doing
this is considerable. I have seen this

occur in my own apiary.

In going over the colonies in the au-

tumn, the bee-keeper often feeds some
of them with insuiTicient stores and
gives the combs taken from the brood
nest sealed over in the early season,

and being dark in color does not ex-
tract them, but keeps them for this

purpose, to find later on that the
weight of combs was not all honey,
and that the bees have sufifered for

want of stores.

PHILADELPHIA BEE-KEEPERS.

I would like to say I spent a very
pleasant day at Mount Holly, N. J.

with the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation, which Mr. Harold Hornor
had kindly invited, and was much pleas-

ed with all I saw. The apiary consist-

ing of more than loo colonies, was ex-

ceedingly neat and well kept, and all

appeared to be strong in bees, which
had given him a considerable harvest

of very good honey which I sampled.
He evidently has a good strain of very
gentle bees, the members of the asso-

ciation walking about and standing

among the hives and I did not see a

single angry bee.

Philadelphia, Pa., April 15, 1903.

The editor is expecting a letter from
you.

Old Comb vs. New for Extracting

Purposes.

(W. W. McNeal.)

TO A MAN up a tree it looks very
much as though honey pro-
ducers in many instances are

making the same mistake in this mat-
ter they did with queen bees—losing
sight of practical worth and following
the color line.

When I speak of old comb don't
understand me to mean any old thing
in that respect; I mean combs that
are nicely built in the frames, the kind
you are proud of in the brood chamber.
One of the nice points in the manage-
ment of bees is to make them show a
willingness to enter the supers. Un-
less the apiarist is master of this, he
holds a very uncertain hand. But the
trick is easily turned by the use of

those old blackened combs so assuring
to the younger bees. There can be
no question as to the superiority of

such combs for this purpose. The bees
recognize in them greater warmth and
protection and having been the cradle
of bees gone before, the wax-working
element of the colony feel right at

home while upon them.
Give a colony a super of combs made

up alternately of old and new comb
and in nearly every instance the bees
will seek the former, storing thfe first

honey in them that is carried above.
I admit the newly-made comb looks
more tasty, but that the honey stored
in it is really superior I am not so
certain.

Honey taken from black combs con-
taining large quantities of pollen and
brood in all stages of development
cannot help bring inferior in quality.

But there is no necessitj' of such a

state of things in the extracting
supers. Combs made black by usage
may be entirely free from everything
save the thickened linings of the cell-

walls. This I do not believe, at pres-
ent, to be sufficiently detrimental to

warrant their exclusion as extracting
combs. Better compromise the matter
by keeping about one-half of each kind,

using the older combs early in the sea-

son to coax the bees above, and then
the others when work is well agoing in

the supers.

The fear that black combs will dis-

color honey is usually much greater

than the facts will bear out. While
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much of the discoloration which comes
of soaking old combs in water is due
to the residue of pollen and refuse not
present when honey is stored, this sim-

ple test should not be taken conclusive-

ly. The action of w-aler upon old hon-
ey comb is such as to cause disintegra-

tion of its parts. It penetrates, loos-

ens and breaks down the structure of

the walls of the cells and eventually

rots them away from the base that is

composed of pure wax or the founda-
tion of commerce. But not so with
honey- It may be held stored in the

comb in solution for years without
weakening the strucure of the combs.
We see the same difference when hon-

ey is put into a barrel; instead of en-

tering the fibers of the wood as water
would do causing the staves to expand,
it draws out what little moisture that

remains, causing the wood to shrink

and the barrel to leak.

Old combs may be handled so rapid-

ly without fear of their being broken
that this point alone is worth much
in the production of honey on a large

scale- When spaced a little wider apart

than it is natural for store combs to be,

the bees extend the cells till there re-

mains but the usual distance of about

one-fourth inch between the capped sur-

faces- This gives to the operator the

advantage contained in newly made
comb, as he wields the uncapping
knife; the keen blade shoots through
the tender strip just above the tough-
ened combs beneath, with ease and sat-

isfaction.

It is my desire to point out to the

beginners in apiculture the best meth-
ods to pursue in the production of hon-

ey and also that of the highest quality.

Fully realizing the fact that we cannot

be too careful of the quality of the

goods we sell. I would not discard,

however, the use of old combs wholly
till it has been more fully established

that merely color alone is a source of

contamination to honey store<i.in them.
Where climatic conditions are such

that warmth of comb is not a factor to

be considered, newly made combs in

frames substantially wired may be pref-

erable. They are lighter to handle
and much more catchy in appearance
to the eye of a fastidious purchaser of

honev. But in many places in early

spring the bees show such a decided
preference for the warm, black ones
that their places can hardly be filled

with those pretty w-hite. delicate combs.
Wheelersburg, Ohio, April 9, 1903.

A MELLIFLUENT SUBJECT.

(Kate V. Austin.)

WHAT an ideal rural life Aristaeus
must have led! Reared by the
nymphs, who fed him on nectar

and ambrosia, thus rendering him im-
mortal; taught by them the culture of

the olive, and the art of bee-keeping;
paid divine honors by the ancients for

having first invented the art of draw-
ing oil from the olive, and the intro-

duction of apiculture, what wonder that
the name of Aristaeus should suggest
sylvan shades and hum of bees.

But "the fair humanities of old re-

ligion" have passed away, and with
them has gone the son of Apollo and
Cyrene, while as for the bees of Aris-
taeus, they are without doubt, to this

very day, gathering honey in the Ely-
sian fields.

Among the various names ascribed
to Aristaeus, certainly the one of Mel-
issoeus falls the most mellifluently up-
on the ear. Every letter of that name
is honey-combed together in the most
delightful manner! Alas, for the de-
parture of the introducer of bee-cul-
ture! Now, mankind must seek its

Melissoeus in manuals and magazines,
albeit their authors and editors have
tasted no other nectar and ambrosia
than that delicious substitute furnished
by bees-

It would seem that in order to have
a sympathetic knowledge of the bee,
that one should have a certain kin-
ship Or affinity with this dainty visitant

of flowers. Notwitstanding the fact

that he is to be read with indulgence,
old Charles Butler must have belonged
to this happy class. Regarding But-
ler's intimate friendship with bees, one
remembers what Thomas Fuller so
quaintly records of him, that "either
he had told the bees things or the bees
had told him."
Those who love the occupation of

-Aristaeus are many indeed- But even
the best bee masters tell us that there
are yet unexplained mysteries. Aris-
taeus no doubt, possessed the key to
all this occultness. but he did not leave
it behind him, dangling in the lock.
Perhaps it is right that many of these
mysteries should remain hidden, and in

the words of that strangely impres-
sive tale of "Vathek," it is reserved
for man in this instance "to be ignor-
ant and humble."

Centerville, Ind., Jan. 16, 1903.
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A New Oueen=-CelI Register.

(Swarthmore.;

THE REGISTER I am sending
you has been used by myself
with a great deal of satisfaction.

It is not by any means perfect yet, but
by another season I hope to improve
it and shall be glad of any suggestions
with a view to perfection. Even in its

present crude form this register has
been a saving to me and a convenience
worthy of consideration.

indicator is forthwith placed to the
date they were laid- This at once gives

all the data for the starting and hand-
ling of queen cells up to the time of

their hatching. For instance: Say we
have eggs laid April i; place the dart

"Deposited" to the point on the disc

marked April i and fix it there by tisht-

ening the thumb screw. Now by refer-

ring to the second dart will be found
the date on which the cells should be
started or "grafted" according to the

method used. The third dart indicates

the day upon which the cells may be

As you, Mr. Editor, have already

suggested, some three or four more
months are needed upon the card to

make it useful to the southern rearer

—

these I believe can be added without
over-cramping the calculating spaces.

By the Swarthmore plan of queen
rearing the breeding queens are forced

to deposit their eggs directly in the

compressed cups, and when secured the

expected to hatch and the line just be-

fore gives the date of their removal
previous to hatching.

Hang the register up on a peg, in

plain view, until all the cells in a given

batch have been disposed of, when it

may be broken and used for recording
other batches of cells as stated- If

many batches of cells are to be started,

one directly after the other, several
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registers will be needed to properly re-

cord all the cells.

The number of the breeding queen,

used in a certain batch of cells, is in-

dicated on the upper disc and is re-

corded by moving the binding wire to

the right or left so as to enclose the

desired figure.

When remq,ved, after starting, the

cells are classified and are placed in

full colonies to be completed. At this

time lead pencil records are made
(which are quickly erasable with the

thumb) opposite the numbers around
the outside of the disc, which will tal-

ly with the numbers given the full

colonies used in completing the cells.

The small disc is for indicating the

number of cells started in each batch

which will be readily understood by re-

ferrfrig to the drawing above.

Swarthmore, Pa., June 17, 1903.

exceedingly strong and giving to the
weaker. I allow the bees all the hon-
ey gathered before raspberry bloom,
then I put on all the sections that I

think they can keep at normal heat and
add as fast as consistent, keeping drone
cells uncapped. At the close of the
honey fiow I take off all capped sec-

tions and return to them the uncapped
ones, and wait for goldenrod to finish

up.

Last season was a very poor one
here, but I got 750 pounds from 23
colonies, with an increase of nine col-

onies. This was 400 pounds comb and
350 oounds, extracted. I have forty

hives, extractor and sufficient stock of

supplies for this year, and the apiary

has a credit of $7-84- My crpp for

1902 netted me a total of $79.00.

Yours truly,

C. W. Sewell.

Keating Summit, Pa., Jan. 5, 1903.

Editor Bee-Keeper:

]\Iy apiary is located in McKean
county, thirty miles from the New
York line, where the hemlock forests

stood very thick a few years ago. Our
honey crops are obtained in early

spring from sumac and fire cherry. In

June we have the raspberry and white
clover, with an occasional fall run from
goldenrod.
In May, 1898 I bought two colonies

in story-and-a-half chafT hives. Since

then I have used nothing but the Fal-

coner chafif hive, and believe they are

the thing for this climate. I set my
hives on the ground and cover them
with "Red Rope" roofing paper and
keep them well painted. At first the

bees made it very warm for me, so
I ordered a smoker, rubber gloves and
the American Bee-Keeper, and began
to study. The first year, I took 135
pounds of honey. I clip all my queens,
and have never lost a swarm to my
knowledge; or have I ever fed my
bees a dollar's worth of anything but
honey. I keep each colony strong in

summer by taking from those that are

Knox, Pa., March 26, 1903.

Editor Bee-Keeper:

Last season I was troubled with a

few of my bees collecting and cluster-

ing at the entrance of the hive, and not

working, although the fields were full

of honey. They would only work a

few hours in the morning, then would
cluster about the entrance during the

afternoon, while my neighboring col-

onies were still in the field. How can

I prevent this, this season?
I was also bothered a great deal dur-

ing the swarming ' season. Several

colonies had the swarming fever, and as

fast as I would cut out the queen-cells

they would rebuild them. What meth-
od would you use to keep bees from
swarming? The bees are shaded dur-

ing the hottest part of the day, and I

alwavs give them plenty of room with
sections.

Yours very truly,

Emory Beck.

(Perhaps the treatment for the pre-

vention of swarming, which you prac-

ticed, was responsible for the idleness

of the bees. Continually cutting out

the queen-cells as a means of prevent-

ing swarming is not generally regarded
as practicable, for the reason that suc-

cessively thwarting their swarming
plans in this way, seems to discourage
the bees, and they become sulky and
indolent. Dififerent strains of bees are

not uniformly active. Possibly, a

change of queens early enough in the
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season, would afford relief from your find some of the whitest honey I ever

trouble. Try a little upward ventila- saw. It was gathered from the tupelo.

tion during hot weather. He said, "dat honey not like my hon-

We regret our inability to outline a ey; my honey black and red. Dem
practical method for the prevention of bees do better in dem hives dan in

swarming. Indeed, it is doubtful if mine." He had some strained honey

there is any known plan by which that was very dark. We extracted

swarming may be profitably prevented, some honey from an apiary at same
The subject is one of the oldest and place and got some tup^o honey that

most perplexing that bee-keepers have had a fine body and almost water-

discussed. For something exhaustive white. Many people have confounded

in this line, we recommend a reading extracted honey with strained honey,

of Dr. Miller's new book, "Forty when there is a vast difference.

Years Among the Bees," just publish- The man that puts his money and labor

ed. To anyone interested in bees, this into the business on the modern plan

new volume is invaluable; in fact, we and oroduces an article of honey that

know of no other means by which the is as far superior to strained honey as

apiarian student may possess himself extracted honey is to black molasses,

of so much information by little read- And then to have his honey classed

ing and at small cost.^-Editor. with strained honey is not doing ^im
justice. He should have the encour-
agement of all honey buyers and con-

Jasper, Ga., March i/, 1903. sumers. This strained honey business

. . is not confined to any certain locality
Mr. iiditor- ... or section of country; but it will be

I have read with much satisiaction found south, north, east and west—
what you and others have said on wherever the hollow-log and box-hive
"Southern" honey. There should be ;,- j^^p^

more said, and the subject sifted until Yours truly,
our words mean what they say—until

'

every honey eater, buyer and seller, will ^- '^^ '^^^'•

understand at a glance the difference

between extracted and strained honey. Rock Valley N Y April n 1903
There are several ways to get up '

strained honey; by dripping, by squeez- Dear Editor:

ing and boiling, wherever you find the Perhaps some of my experience in a
log and box-hive, you will find strained case of wholesale starvation of bees,

honey. With few exceptions, there this past winter, may be a help to some
is a certain time to "rob" bees by these other bee-keeper if I give it to the pub-
primitive bee-keepers. Some "rob" on lie.

the old of the moon, some wait until Going over my bees late last fall after

corn "tassels out," and rob mostly "of the worst honey season I have ever ex-

a night." Their smoker consists of a perienced, I lifted each as I usually

roll of rags, with some one to do the do to see which needed feeding. I

blowing and ashes are blown into the did not take into consideration a larger

honey. It is cut out to the cross- number of bees in. a hive and also the

sticks. Black comb, young bees and increased weight of old combs, which
"bee-bread," as they call it ,all togeth- most of my hives are filled up with,

er, and it is mashed up and allowed to Thus the 500 pounds of sugar I fed

drip. Or it is squeezed out, or the whole last fall was in most cases thrown away
is put into a pot and boiled, and the; for it was not more than one-third that

wax, bees and pollen skimmed off. An ought to have been fed. But now,along

old gentleman said to me that he could the latter part of February I find only

not sell his honey at all. I asked him one-half of my fall count alive and in

what shape it was in, and he said it was need of stores. Many of them weak
strained and in a barrel. I asked him, in numbers, and to feed with the Miller

how he_separated it from the comb or feeders as I did in the fall might be

wax, and he said he "just put it all fatal, so I have fed a barrel and over

into a large pot and boiled it." Then up to present date, and expect to feed

he said, "dem bees done gone and just still another by disolving one pound

made a mess of dat honey." I took off of sugar in one pound of water and fill-

the supers and the sections and, to ing my best worker combs, pouring the
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syrup from the coflfee pot into a pail-

cover having a dozen or more holes
pnuched through it. from the inside. If

these holes are punched just right one
con fill combs quite fast, and after fill-

ing them over a vessel that will catch
the drip, then hanging them up to drip

off. after filling is of 20 I commenced
placing them inside the brood chamber
close up to the cluster, exposing the
bees little as possible and repacking
them snug and warm again. This way
seemed to me to be the best, under the
circumstances to feed them; although
several have been robbed out and have
died of starvation since I first fed. The
weak colonies I have united with
strong ones. I do not expect to have,
out of my 150 colonies in two apiaries,

more than 50 left. Others are in the

same boat, in this part of the country.
Yours truly.

E. J. Haight.

Philadelphia. Pa.. April 15, 1903.

Editor Bee-Keeper:

The Philadelohia Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation, one of the oldest, if not the old-

est bee association in the United
States, met at the residence of Dr.
Townsend 1514 Vine street, Philadel-

phia in April, where Air. E. L. Pratt
read a very interesting paper, "What
I Saw in Florida." Several matters
from the question box were afterwards
discussed.

On the 13th at Forest Hall, Colum-
bia Ave.. Philadelphia, by invitation

of "The Royal Arcanum" Mr. W. E.

Flower, vice-president of the Bee As-
sociation gave a lecture on bees, illus-

trated with many stereoptician lantern

slides of bee life, and views of apiaries

in the neighborhood, in Canada, Eng-
land and France.

Yours truly,

John M. Hooker.

Shoemakersville, Pa., April 17, 1903.

Editor Bee-Keeper:

There are so many bee-keeping
friends who go to great trouble and
expense in making bee-cellars and put-

ting bees in the cellar in the fall and
out on the summer stands in the

spring, which I think is not necessary.

I winter my bees just as well on the

summer stands with very little trouble

and expense, and I have very little

loss. About November I put corn-

fodder around the hives except in front,

and in the spring I generally have
strong colonies: and in March, or as

soon as the bees commence to fly I

put wheat flour in pans and place them
about a rod or two in front of the
hives: and when the honey flow comes
I have strong colonies and early

swarms. I have tried the corn-fodder
for five years with good success. Last
winter or the winter of 1901-2 was a

severe one for bees: nearly all the bee-
keepers around here lost half or even
nearly all their bees, while I lost only

one out of six colonies and last winter
I lost none, out of eight colonies and
my bees are in first-class condition, and
I exoect early swarms this summer .If

you think it proper j'ou can publish my
plan of wintering bees in the American
Bee-Keeper for the benefit of our
brother bee-keepers.

Yours truly,

F. F. KaufTman.

With the return of spring—the sea-

son of gentle showers alternated with

balmy days and fitful bursts of sun-

shine, apple blossoms, dandelions, hum-
ming bees and yellow pollen—the en-

thusiasm of the bee-keeper is rekindled.

There is a peculiar fascination about
the sight of the first pollen-laden work-
ers returning from the fields of early

springtime, and the thought that once
morp we are at liberty to mingle with
our pets and assist their faithful ef-

forts to accumulate a store. We are

not all similarly constituted, of .course,

but to us it seems that the bee-keeper
who fails to derive a large degree of

inspiration from this glorious awaken-
ing of nature, had better discontinue

his apicultural efforts, trade his bees for

a very poor boat and take to the high
seas.

With reference to the Mississippi

floods, of which he himself, had been
living in danger for some time. Dr.

Blanton wrote us April ist, from
Greenville, Miss.: "Mr. Robert Adams'
apiary of 200 colonies, in suburbs of

the city was in a few hours swept away,

and his extracting house was rolled up
against the Illinois railroad, 300 yards

distant. Where his apiary stood the

water is now twelve feet deep." This

is indeed a great loss, and one which
will elicit the sympathy of bee-keep-
ers.
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AUSTRALIA.

The bee-keepers of Australia are in

need of a honey-exchange as much as

those of other countries. Mr. Col-

bourne says in February Review:
"With but one-fourth of a crop of

honey the Sidney commission houses
are glutted with honey, yet in many
of the country towns honey is scarce

and selling from three and one-half d

to five d per pound. The bee-keepers

of some towns are shipping their honey
to Sidney commission houses, yet there

is a good demand for honey in their

own towns at four d per pound. When
will this state of things cease to ex-

ist?" It is the opinion of the Gleaner
that the bee-keepers of the world ought
to do business on business principles.

Mr. Colbourne also says in the same
number that he does not wish to "make
a lot of new bee-keepers, but to make
those better already embarked in the

business."

queen lays the egg is, she crawls over
the comb with her head swaying from
one side to the other apparently look-
ing for empty cells and simply laying
the eggs on top of the comb as she
comes to the cells requiring eggs. She
just stops for a moment and you can
see an egg protrude, a worker taking
it with her front legs then diving down
into a cell in which it may be found
securely fastened." The Gleaner has
seen queens depositing eggs in combs
many times but his observations do
not coincide with the above.

FRANCE.
The minister of war has concluded to

open a course of lectures on apicultural
subjects for the benefit of the sol-
diers.

A society is to be established among
the bee-keepers of France. Its object
is the mutual protection of its mem-
bers.

Mr. Sidwell proclaims a new discov-

ery as regards the laying of eggs by
the aueen, he says in substance: In
observing a very large queen deposit-

ing eggs in worker-cells I concluded,
from the distance she backed down in

the cell that she never got the ex-

treme part of her body near the bottom
of the cell. To see what was going on
I blocked a cell with my pen-knife as

soon as the queen withdrew her body
from the cell to prevent the workers
from poking their noses in. The egg
was at the -bottom of the cell laying

on its side and not in the center. It

was not long before a worker entered
the cell and on looking afterward the

egg was on its end in the center of the
cell. As the queen crawled over the

comb there were always two or three
workers following her. As soon as

one poked into a cell another took up
the running. The general way the

SWITZERLAND.
Young bees do not begin active work

till four days old. They pay no at-
tention to a queen until then. Only
a portion of the young bees act as
nurses. A part of the field bees act as
nurses. These assertions are made by
Kramer in Schweiz. B. Z.

It has been stated in Bienenvater,
that the honeys gathered from Aconi-
tum napellus, Acelia pontica, and Rho-
dodendrum ponticum have poisonous
properties and that at one instance two
shepherds in the Alps died from eating
such honey.

It is not fully settled whether or not
the larval food given to workers dif-

fers from that given to drones and
queens, so it is said editorially by
Deutsche 111. B. Z. It is also said that

Schoenfeld's assertion that larval food
being a fully digested food and identi-
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cal with bee-blood is not recognized by
all. How can it be? Planta's investi-

gation regarding the larval food are

not in harmony with Schoenfeld. If

the larval food is fully digested food
—pollen, honey-water—there cannot be

any difference between royal food,

worker larva or drone larva food.

Nearly all authorities in Germany
claim it of importance to give the bees

water in their hives. Herr Miecr of

Gera claims in Bienenvater that an am-
ple supply of good well-ripened and

sealed honey is all that is necessary: to

this the editor, says: '"Yes it is true, it

is not necesary to water bees in their

hives but it is much better to do so."

AFRICA.

H. Wiese, a young German bee-keep-

er started from Germany for German
Southwest Africa last fall with a

number of colonies of bees. He writes

from Swakopmund that his bees are

alive and flying but that they suffered

a loss of nine-tenths of the bees on
the voyage.

honey production by the natives of

Togoland, that they use decoy-hives
made of clay—a sort of earthen pot,

sometimes open at the bottom, some-
times closed up to within a small en-
trance hole; they are placed among the
twigs of the trees, and when occupied
by wild bees and filled, are taken up.

The honey is said to be strong and in-

clined to soon ferment.

GREECE.
The honey from the mount Hymettoj

had a great reputation even among the
ancients. An apicultural school with
experimental apiary is to be establish-

ed on the same mount. A bee-keep-
ers' association has been organized for

the promotion of apiculture there.

The Africa-Explorer, Klose says of

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.
According to a private letter from

Mr. Noelting Arg. R. bee-keeping is

not as profitable there as it is in the
United States, and he thinks the trou-
ble may be in the stock, their bees be-
ing of an inferior strain. Ten to fifteen

kilos is considered a good average
yield.

F. Greiner.

Dear Bro. Hill:

"In every age and clime we see
Two of a trade can never agree"

and if ye would doubt it my boy just

cast your eye over the uneasy sea of

beedom. Mind the April number of
The Bee-Keeper. It starts out with
Bro. Miller's disagreement with Bro.
Gallup over queens; then Bro. McNeal
differs with the boys about frame sizes;

then Bro. Kerr differs with the Spring
Stimulaters—say d've suppose he ever
tried "sulphur anVi molasses'' as a
spring tonic for his bees?—next Sister
Putnam steps hard on Mr. Borrower.
He's a mighty useful chap; keeps our
tools and our temper from P'etting

rusty for want of use. At bottom of the
same page you yourself complain
cause some of your contemporaries ad-
vertise a very dead paper—which was
never much alive. Oh, that is by no
means all for Bro. Heddon sweetly dis-

a"-rees with your ideas of self efface-

ment. It's a "scrap" from cover to
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cover. But "scraps" have their uses
b'gosh, 'tickularly scraps of gossip.
Have you read Gleanings for April
1st? You should have. Lots o' queer
thing-s in it and useful too. Ernest tells

how McEvoy works when bees get up
all at once and swarm—just pulls the
blanket up over their heads. Odd con-
ceit, but he says it works.

Bro. McEvoy is also quoted as say-
in' that foul brood will soon be a thing
of the past in Ontario. Let's send him
to Cuba.
But you just oughter hear how

they're agoin' to stop pear blight.

They're agoin' to keep a surgeon with
anaesthetics, antiseptics, cosmetics and
other 'ticks in each orchard and when
a tree is taken sick the surgeon is

to amputate the sick spot.
Bro. Pridgen has part of quite a

long story about some queen rearing
hives he's made. Let us hope he is

not going to try to sell 'em to us.

We'll buy his queens but not his fix-

ins'.

Bro. Holterman does some good
emphasizing about comb foundation
but I reckon a good many of we uns
won't agree with all he says just the
same.
Then there is a chap named Girruls

who is a shouting for "chunk" honey.
By the way if you want a jolly scrap
say something against "chunk honey"
and Bro. Hyde will accommodate you.
'Pears as if he's afraid that if he don't
holler, and holler loud, the sale for it

will stop.

Bro. Aiken and Ernest are having
a little tilt over philological matters
and I note that "shooked" swarms are
now "forced." Slowly the world do
move.

I see Bro. Moorehouse of the Rocky
Mt. has got the "foot note" disease.

Wonder did he get it from nightly
promenades with that new assistant of

his? However, he's got it, its bad,

powerful bad. 'Minds me of an old
woman who is bound to have the last

word, and its discourteous to his con-
tributors and readers both, whether the

foot note commends or condemns.
Here's a hopin' he soon gets over it.

Wish Ernest could get over it too, but
I fear tis bred in his bones, b'gosh.

"To the makin' of books there is no
end" for which same we uns should be
truly grateful elsewise Dr. Miller's

latest might not have appeared. Pow-
erful obliged to you_for the copy you

sent me. Here's hopin' again that
you'll live to write about your forty or
more years among the bees—if you
don't get switched off on cameras.

Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

NEXT NATIONAL CONVEN-
TION-

Chicago, 111.. April 14, 1903.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:

Los Angeles, California, has been
selected by the Executive Committee
as the place for holding the next an-
nual meeting of the National Bee-
Keepers' Association, and August 18,

19 and 20, 1903, are the dates.

The main reason for deciding on
Los Angeles was on account of the low
railroad rates in force at the time of
the Grand Army meeting at San Fran-
cisco, which is held the same week,
and the same rates apply to Los An-
geles.

Further particulars will appear in

the regular official notice to be issued
by the Secretary of the Association lat-

er on as soon as definite arrange-
ments can be made as to hall for hold-
ing the meeting, hotel accommoda-
tions, etc.

We maj' say that San Antonio, Tex.,
and Salt Lake City, Utah, made honor-
able strenuous efforts to secure this

year's meeting of the National Bee-
Keepers' Association, but those who
have had the most experience know
that in order to have the best and full-

est attendance, the meeting must be
held when low railroad rates all over
the whole country can be taken ad-

vantage of, and the Grand Army beats

them all in that line. So that fact

had great weight with the committee
in deciding the matter.

Executive Committee,
George W. York, Sec.

As is quite usual under such condi-

tions, the beautiful weather of March
so genera! throughout the country, was
followed by an April more winter-like,

and serious losses to bee-keeping in-

terests have doubtless resulted. From
information at hand, we incline to the

belief that very heavy losses in bees
have been experienced in many north-

ern localities during the past winter.

The greater, then, is the necessity for

care of the remaining stock.
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wrapper will know that their subscription ex

pires with this number. We hope that yof
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates that

you owe for your subscription. Please give tht

matter your early attention.

It is now over five years since the

writer stepped from the subscription

list into the editorial chair of the

American Bec-Kceper; and he has

great reason to regard with pleasure

the circumstances which brought about

this change. It has afforded an op-

portunity to form acquaintances with

thousands of bee-keepers, and called

for a constant correspondence with this

vast circle of newly acquired friends.

Our humble efforts to serve the fra-

ternity have been a source of constant

pleasure, made doubly so by the ap-

preciative response to which our sub-

scription list attests. During this, our

sixth year, we most earnestly desire

to join hands with the bee-keepers

throughout the land in the interests of

our pursuit—see if we cannot induce

our subscribers to contribute more
freely their ideas in regard to bee-

keeping matters. In a multitude of

counsel there is wisdom, and the coun-

sel of the beginner, if not always en-

tireb^ practicable, is often valuable and
leads to the agitation of interesting

subjects by the more experienced. We
want the reader to feel that The Bee-
Keeper is his representative journal,

and that its columns are open to him
for the presentation of his apiarian

thoughts. We want every interested

reader to tell us what he likes best

about the paper, and to offer sugges-

tions for its improvement. Every sug-

gestion received will have due con-

sideration, and where practical will be

adopted. If each present subscriber

could but send us one new subscriber,

we would thereby be enabled to greatly

improve the present style of the jour-

nal. We believe this could be done
with less effort than is generally im-

agined. Whether you can favor us

with the new reader or not, we shall

hope for at least a short item from
each during the season. Will you help

us?

The Florida office of the American
Bee-Keeper has recently -enjoyed a brief

visit from Mr. D. E. Merrill, of the

publishing firm, at Falconer, N. Y.

The American Bee-Keeg.er's thir-

teenth year is not proving at all "un-

luckv."

Nothing connected with agriculture

responds more readily to careful at-

tention and intelligent manipulation,

than bees. As with fruits, grain, vege-

tables, etc., there is sometimes a fail-

ure due to causes over which the api-

arist has no control, and therefore such

failures reflect nothing to the discred-

it of the manipulator. But failure,

through simple neglect to avail our-

selves of that which nature bestows, as

is too frequently the case, is criminal.
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REARING GOOD QUEENS.

Mr. Greiner in this number makes
some interesting observations in re-

gard to the results of natural selection,

as tending to uphold the standard of

excellence in our queens, and the im-
probability of man's early undoing of

nature's work. In its broadest sense,

there is evidently some foundation for

Mr. Greiner's theory; yet the whole-
sale methods of today, practiced in

commercial queen rearing, as a result

of which thousands uoon thousands of

colonies are requeened annually with
stock produced under artificial treat-

ment or improved (?) plans, the undo-
ing might be surprisingly rapid, if it

were, a fact that modern methods of

queen rearing were really productive of

inferior stock. There is no means at

our disposal at this time by which com-

parisons between the bees of fifty years

ago and those of the present might be

made. As to honey-gathering qualities,

however, it is very doubtful if aiv real

advancement has been made. Such a

suggestion will doubtless be regarded
by some as real heresy; but where is

the evidence of superiority feo generally

boasted?
Mr. Alley, in the American Bee Jour-

nal presents an illustration of several

queen-cells built, he says, by a method
with which few bee-keepers are ac-

quainted. The picture is shown, ap-

parently, to display what Mr. Alley

considers an unusual amount of wax
used in their construction, for he says:

"You will see that every cell is large,

long and heavily waxed. This latter

feature is the strongest indication that
the occupant of each cell is as good as
can be reared."

Alley has been studying this matter
of rearing good queens perhaps longer
and on a more extensive scale than any
man in America, if not in the world,
and his observations carry weight. Yet,

he has denounced queens reared by the
cell-cup plan, genially, as worthless.

In this connection we take occasion to
show herewith a batch of cells, re-

produced from a small photograph
that has been lying arpund The Bee-
Keeper office for several years, which
was taken by the editor, and which
deoicts a batch of cells from artificial

cups made by himself. It is evident

that, if Mr. Alley's heavily-waxed cells

produce queens as good as can be
reared, the domestic races are not de-

teriorating as a result of artificial

methods, and that (as the picture

shows) cells equally well waxed re-

sult from other and better known
methods than the one to which Mr. Al-

ley refers.

We are not vet able tc shape our
f.xith in heavily waxo.'l eels to coincide

exactly with Mr. Alley's view, but be-

lieve conditions which have no in-

fluence upon the quality of the result-

ing queen to be largely responsible for

the excess of wax frequently observed
in the construction of cell>, regardless

oi the system employed in their devel-

opment. That is to say, a strain of

bees which is prone to build burr and
brace combs excessively will be more
liable to finish cells of this style than

are the others. Closely grouping the

cups has also a tendency towards the

same result. Crowded apartments
combined with a fiow of honey are con-
ditions which yield a larger percentage
of heavily waxed cells than a roomy
hive and scanty forag?.

Just now we are oarticularly fortu-

nate in having several deep-thinking
investigators at work upon these prob-

lems. Doolittle, Alley, A. C. Miller,

Pratt, Greiner and many others, are

helping us to a better understanding
of the subject, and it is hoped that valu-

able facts may be developed and estab-

lished while the matter is up for dis-

cussion.

By the death of Mr. Newman, anoth-
er vacancy is created upon the Na-
tional board of directors.
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Marking Our Shipping Packages.

Considerable has been written in the
several bee journals of late in regard
to the propriety or advisability of pro-
ducers marking shipping packages with
their name and address. The following
from Secretary Howard, explains it-

self, and is doubtless an outgrowth of

the discussion:

Romulus, N. Y.. April 3. 1903.

Editor American Bec-Keeper:
I hand you herewith the following

resolution:

Resolved, That this, the New York
State Association of Bee-Keepers' So-
cieties, in convention assembled at

Syracuse, March 10, 1903, recommend
and urge the bee-keepers to place their

name and address upon the packages
containing their honey, both comb and
extracted, and that this resolution be
forwarded to the bee journals for pub-
lication.

Yours truly,

C. B. Howard, Sec.

In many instances it is desired to

develop a trade for our individual pro-

duct, or for that of a certain associa-

tion of bee-keepers. In such cases,

it is important that some mark be used
as a designating brand, so that the con-
sumer may know specifically what he
is buying, and thus be enabled to place
duplicate orders for that which suits

him, or to avoid that which has not
been regarded with favor. This meth-
od necessitates the placing of our pro-
duct directly with the retailer or in the
hands of the consumer, and is, doubt-
less, the most profitable plan where
practicable. However, if sales are to

be made to the "middleman," such as
a wholesale grocery firm or those who
habitually repack the goods under their

own private mark, the placing of the
producter's name upon the package
availeth naught, for neither the con-
sumer, nor the retailer will be permit-
ted to look upon that name.
Under existing conditions, many

producers find it advisable to avail

themselves of the ready cash market
afforded by the middleman, and thus
divide profits and labor of seeking bet-
ter prices. While this plan is often the
most expeditious one of realizing? up-
on a crop of honey, it is rarely the
most profitable. The resolution of the
N. Y. S. A. B. K. S. is obviously in

line with the best interests of the pro-
ducer, and if closely adhered to, and
some effort put forth in the direction
of developing a more direct outlet for
their product, will surely result in
greater profits to the producers of that
state

Last season The Bee-Keeper em-
phatically protested against the ab-
surd practice of advertising queens the
chief merit of which was that they were
bred from a mother upon which the
vendor had placed an almost fabulous
valuation. Our complaint was regis-
tered solely in the interest of the inex-
perienced buyer; and, be it said to the
credit of those who first made the mis-
take of thus attempting to express
merit, the practice was discontinued,
as a result of our protest. We shall

not renew the subject now, and hope
to be spared the necessity of ever hav-
ing to renew it. In view of some mis-
understanding now abroad, however, in

regard to our former position in this

connection, we beg to say that it was
never our intention to intimate that a
"raiser" of queens might not possess
a breeding queen which might be in

fact worth hundreds of dollars to him,
as a breeder. We do not believe we
have a single reader financially dis-

interested in the queen-rearing business
who has misunderstood our argument;
but some of those whose financial in-

terests may have suffered to some ex-

tent as a result of our plea for its dis-

continuance are prone to deliver left-

handed swipes at this journal, even to
this day. Advertising stock from a
thousand-dollar queen deceives only the
ambitious tyro, often a beginner with-
out means who is honestly struggling
to establish himself in a business which
he loves and looks forward to, fre-

quently, with fondest hopes, as a life

vocation. The American Bee-Keeper
has, perhaps, a thousand such read-
ers; and in the interests of these, we
repeat our only objection to the prac-
tice, that it is taking an unfair ad-
vantage of those who are by reason of

inexoerience unable to comprehend the
advertiser's point. We do not worry
for the old, experienced "bee-man."
He'll look out for himself; never fear.

While it is doubtless a fact that bees
left entirely to themselves often prove
more profitable than do those which
have been the victims of constant dis-
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turbance, without a knowledge of their

requirements, the additional fact re-

mains that under careful attention to

details directed by an experienced hand,
•they may be made doubly profitable.

Not that the bee-master exercises any
magic wand or influence whereby the
bees become more active at honey-
gathering, but that the experienced eye
readily recognizes the general and spe-
cific conditions existing, and a chain
of thought linking together the vari-

ous causes and effects responsible for

these conditions, inadvertently flit

through his mind, and guide the hand
which administers the treatment. A
single reading—or a dozen readings

—

of any text-book, or the monthly per-
usals of a bee journal, alone, cannot
qualify the student to take the best pos-
sible advantage of the various problems
which present themselves. It is only
by familiarizing ourselves with the
practical side of the question that the
strain of mind is relieved and the api-

arian work pursued with a feeling of
confidence.

fore been obliged
stigma placed upon
exceedingly unjust
our readers know
honey buyers, deal
producer, who still

fashioned method o
shall appreciate be
track.

to labor under the
their goods by this

practice. If any of

of another firm of
inp direct with the
adheres to this old-

f quoting honey, we
ing put upon its

Mr. Thomas G. Newman, for many
years editor of the American Bee Jour-
nal and general manager of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union, died in

San Francisco, California, March lo,

1903. Mr. Newman was one of the
most popular apiarian writers and as-

sociation workers of America for many
years. We recall with feelings of sin-

cere gratitude the kind personal let-

ters from his friendly pen received
some twenty years ago when the bee-
fever of our youth was taking root.

Mr. Newman's demise was due to gas-
tritis, and he was 69 years of age. His
memory will ever be revered by those
whose pleasure it was to know him.

Under the active leadership of Gen-
eral Manager France, the National As-
sociation is progressing "beautifully,"
notwithstanding the evident determina-
tion of certain individuals to breed
discord and consternation. We wish
every bee-keeper in the land might be
able to recognize the great advantage
to himself and the fraternity to be
gained through membership in this, the
greatest and strongest association of
bee-keepers in the world. If it were
so, our fraternal rights and interests
would be at once recognized by the
national government and others. Con-
sidermg the fact that it costs but one
dollar a year for the enjoyment and
satisfaction to be derived from such a
condition of affairs, it seems that we
are justifiable in anticipating an early
consummation of the end so much de-
sired.

The queen-cell register shown in

this number of The Bee-Keeper,
though yet incomplete, is an interesting

product of the versatile mind of that
inventive genius. "Swarthmore." When
perfected, it will doubtless be the most
convenient and practical of cell regis-

ters. The automatic computation of

dates is a feature of especial value, and
the positive manner of registration is

particularly pleasing.

The decency to give credit to others

when re-printing articles, is a matter
that should lie very near the conscience
of every editor. It does not detract

from the position of any paper, to ac-

knowledge in full the brain work of a

contemporary.—Trade Press List.

The honey-dealing firm, Fred W.
Muth Company, of Cincinnati, an-
nounce that they have discontinued the
practice of quoting inferior honey as
"Southern," and that they will do so
no more. In behalf of the progressive
producers of the South, The Bee-Keep-
er tenders its assurance of apprecia-
tion, and guarantees that the act will be
appreciated by those who have hereto-

Our readers are promised something
rare, in a short series of letters treat-

ing upon what the author tems, the
"Odor-of-Direction," a fascinating the-
ory which has to do with the life and
language of the bee.

The Jamaica Times says that last

year, up to March 28, the Jamaica Bee-
Keepers' Association had shipped five

barrels of honey. At same date, 1903,
four hundred barrels had been shioped
since the beginning of the year.
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WISCONSIN BEE=KEEPINQ.

From the annual report of State In-

spector of Apiaries-

Platteville, Wis., ^March 31, igo.^-

To His Excellency. Robert M- LaFol-
lette.

Governor of the State of Wisconsin.
I have the honor of presenting to

you. as provided bj^ law, my sixth an-

nual report, as State Inspector of Api-
aries.

UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPING.

The bee-keeping of the U. S- is of

great importance as is proven by the

last U. S. Census Report, vol. 5, part

I-

Seven hundred and seven thousand,

two hundred and sixty-one bee-keeping
farms, containing 4,109.620 colonies or
swarms of bees. They produced 61,-

196,160 pounds of honey and 1.765,3x5

pounds of wax. A'aluation of bees,

$10,186,513, of honey and wax, $6,664,-

904.

WISCONSIN BEE-KEEPING.

Although some states have more
bees and produce more honey, none
produce a better quality of honey, nor
will records show a greater profit per
colony than those kept in the Badger
State"

Ten thousand, five hundred and thir-

ty-three bee-keeping farms, containing
106.090 colonies of bees.

They produced 2,677,100 pounds of

honey and 44.870 of wax.
Valuation of bees, $377,105, of honey

honey and 44,870 of wax.
One-sixteenth the total number of

farms in Wisconsin have bees, and pro-

duced 16 pounds of honey for each
bushel of apples raised in the state,

three pounds of honey for each bushel
of strawberries and 31 pounds of honey
for each bushel of clover seed.

A colony of bees for each nine head
of sheep, or milch cows in Wisconsin.
Many carloads of honey are used by

Wisconsin bakers, also largely used in

manufactures, such as candy, etc., even
to the making of honey vinegar for

large pickle factories, also in making
wines.

The season of 1502 in Wisconsin was
too cool and rainy for a good honey
harvest, but was more favorable for

the spread of various diseases among
bees. I inspected 145 apiaries, and
found 35 per cent, had foul brood, and

as many more with other troubles,

such as pickled brood, chilled brood,
starved brood. In the above apiaries
of 8,108 colonies of bees, I found 681
infected with foul brood, a contagious
and fatal disease among bees. I also
found 570 infected with pickled brood,
many colonies weak and starving.

RESULTS OF INSPECTION AND TREATMENT.

July I, in the evening, I inspected
an apiary and found every hive infected
with foul brood. I gave careful in-

structions how to treat the bees, which
the owner did next evening. I rein-
spected the apiary 24 days later and
found every hive healthy, with full

drawn combs of brood, hives full of
honey and 48 little section boxes per
colony of choice basswood honey to
spare.

June 4, I inspected an apiary that
last year had 20a colonies of bees and
harvested 12,000 pounds of choice comb
honey. To better increase his bees the
owner bought some brood combs. Not
knowing they were diseased, he used
them freely, and also was careless

about old combs, foul brood had re-

duced the apiary to six diseased col-

onies. In the apiary I found uncover-
ed barrels and boxes containing dis-

eased combs, and robber bees from
several apiaries carrying home the dis-

ejased honey. Within two miles I

found an apiary with half the colonies

dead and the rest diseased. After
treating them, I followed another line

for four miles and found another api-

ary, with only two live colonies out of

90.

One bee-keeper bought several

combs of sealed honey from an apiary

where bees had died. Not thinking of

any danger, the combs were used, and
in time foul brood apeared. I was
called at first appearance and the dis-

ease stopped at once.

May 12 to 16, I inspected several

apiaries that a year ago were diseas-

ed, and treated, and now each was in

perfect health and bees working nicely.

I also inspected two apiaries where
the owners were not very careful in

treating their bees, and I found some
disease there. I at once treated the

bees. I find it hard to get careful

bee-keepers to treat bees. A little care-

lessness will cause great mischief.

BULLETIN No. 2.

There being need of better methods
of handling bees, and to leave full
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pryited instructions how to successful-

ly treat diseased bees, May 23 I issued
1,000 copies of Wisconsin Bee-keeping
Bulletin No. 2. The cost of the same
was $110.00 including: a few half tone
cuts and the expressage on several

borrowed cuts. There are at least 11,-

000 bee-keepers in Wisconsin. This
bulletin should be in the hands of every
Wisconsin beekeeper. As the total ex-

penditure for such purposes shall not
exceed five hundred dollars per year,,

which shall pay salary and all other

expenses, I was compelled to save the
balance to treat bees. A bill has been
introduced in the legislature asking for

$200.00 per year more to suppress dis-

eases among bees in Wisconsin. The
amount asked for is very light, but

after six years of testing I believe it

is necessary.

IMPORTING DISEASE.

Each year several apiaries from oth-

er states or Canada are imported into

Wisconsin and in them, also in ship-

ping cages of imported queens, are

germs of foul brood. It will there-

fore be necessary to keep an inspector

to orotect beekeeping, the same as

a state veterinarian to protect the live

stock of the state.

bee-keepers' investments in WIS-

CONSIN.

In Reedsburg are two residences,

costing respectively $1,200 and $2,000^

belonging to an aged bee-keeper. Each
was built with the returns of one sea-

son's honey harvest. At Dilly is a

$2,500 residence, from two years' har-

vest. At Monroe, a barn 40x60, cost-

ing $1,280. Another in Sauk county,

each built with the returns of one sea-

son's honey harvest. In Clark county,

a little farm and 400 colonies of bees

worth $10,000 paid for by 16 successive

honey harvests.

In 1875, Adam Grimm received $10,-

000 for honey and bees sold, reserving

1,400 colonies. Four hundred thousand
pounds of honey is the total amount my
bees produced in 16 successive years.

Yours respectfully,

N. E. France.

Excellent Advice.

The following excellent advice is ex-

tracted from a bulletin on "Bee-Keep-
ers' Rights," recently issued by General
Manager France, of the National Bec-

Keeoers' Association. While the sug-
gestions are offered for the guidance of

members, it would be well for every
bee-keeper to "read often, think much
and inwardly digest:"

TO THE CITY BEK-KEEPERS.

There are many keeping bees in^the

suburbs of cities, and whose bees are
an annoyance to neighbors.

1. Spotting Cloths.—This is general-

ly worst the day bees are set out on
summer stands. _Bees go only short

distances at that date. It is best not
to set the bees out on wash days, but
the day following; by next week the

trouble will be over. If they must be
set out and it is wash day go to the

neighbor who is washing, explain the
situation and offer a present of some
honey if they will delay washing one
day.

2. At Watering Places.—Always pro-

vide abundance of water in several plac-

es for bees. Shallow, wooden dishes

with sloping sides, with a slatted board
float, is a good form of watering dish.

Somewhere have some salt, also air

slacked lime which bees can otq to.

There is something about it bees like,

and it will save trouble to supply the
bee's demands. If your bees bother
a neighbor's pump, go and put a piece

of cheese cloth over the spout and
fence the bees out as well as furnish

a strainer for the water. Stock tanks
are places of annoyance. Just
above the water line on inside of the

tank fasten a 3-inch strip, it will not
bother the stock, and will keep the
bees from going there. Also see to it

that overflow is so arranged as to not
make a mud hole near the tank.

3. In the Neighbors' Garden or

Field.—If your neighbor or his horse
is stung by your bees in his garden
or field, I find it a good plan to donate
some honey, at the same time ask him
to do such work on cool days or early

mornings. If he is unable to keep the
ground clean then some early morning
surprise him by taking your own horse
and cultivate for him up to breakfast.

Generally one such act will establish

such good feelings no farther trouble
will arise. I have proven it so.

4. At Grocery SuOres and Residences
in the Fall.—After the honey season
often bees are a great annoyance at

above places, especially in empty sugar
and sirup barrels, and candy shops. Go
to those places and ask to place the
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packages where bees cannot get to

them. Go to sugar cane mills and

keep the premises cleaned up, -and to

neighbors' kitchens where bees come in

and bother while canning fruit, and
ask them to keep the door and win-

dows screened while at such work.

Bees do not go where sweets do not

aboimd.
5. In the Highway and the Public

Places.—If people or teams are stung

in such public places by your bees it

is your duty to so locate the bees,

or change the surroundings that they

do not disturb the public. If damage
to person, stock or property is done
by the bees, the owner is liable for

damages. And if it continues, may be-

come a nuisance. High board fences,

or high hedges are a great help. Even
with all possible precaution if bees are

near the street, the bees will at times

bother. Keep out of trouble if possi-

ble. Don't get the idea that the Na-
tional Association can win every case.

We must keep within the law if you
want protection. Avoid conflicts, com-
promise, and live up to the Golden
Rule.

N. E. FRANCE.
General Manager National Association.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached

to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoilr

ed by travel stain or otherwise; all the cells

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or

with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comb unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.

Im addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,

amber and dark. That is, there will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Kansas City, Mo.. April 8.—The sup-
ply of comb honey is light, with good
demand. Prices of comb, white, 15c.,

Dark, 12 i-2c. Extracted is in light

demand, with hea^'y supply at 6 to 7 1-2

cents. Beeswax, good demand at 30
to 32 cents. Supply light.

Hamblin & Sappington.

New York, April
ties of comb honey
prices to dispose of

more than sufficient.

We quote comb, 10

tracted, 4 1-2 to 5 i-

is in good demand
to 3"? cents.

Francis H.

7.—Large quanti-
are offered at low
it. The supply is

with fair demand.
to 14 cents. Ex-
2 cents. Beeswax
and scarce at 32

Leggett & Co.

x-Vs will be seen by referring to the

notice issued by Secretary York and
published elsewhere in this number of

The Bee-Keeper, the next annual meet-
ing of the National Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will be held at Los Angeles,
Cal., August 18, 19 and 20, 1903. Los
Aneeles is one of the most charming
cities of the Pacific coast country, and
is situated in the midst of an excellent

honey producing territory, near the

western foothills of the Rockies, with

orange groves and oil wells galore ad-

jacent. Visiting bee-keepers from the

east will find no lack of interesting

sights about the city of the angels.

As we go to press we learn, through

the American Bee Journal, that Dr.

E. Gallup, the veteran bee-keeper, died

at his home in California on the 5th

ultimo.

Chicago, April 7.—Choice to fancy

comb honey sells in a limited way at

15 to 16 cents. There is no certain

price for other grades, but they sell

slowly at 3 to 5 cents less per pound.
Extracted, 6 to 7 cents for white
grades, amber. 5 1-2 to 6 1-2 cents.

Beeswax wanted at 32 cents.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., April 7.—The supply
of fancy honey is light, and the de-
mand is better than is usual for April.

We advise clearing up honey now.
Some poor grades are selling at 10 to
12 cents. We quote fancy comb, 15c.

Extracted, 5 to 8 cents. Beeswax is

in good demand at 28 to 32 cents.

Batterson & Co.

"L'Apicoltore," published at Milan,

Italy, is a well gotten up bee journal

which comes regularly to us. It would
doubtless be very interesting— if we
could read it.

Cincinnati, O., March 11.—The de-
mand for extracted honey is good at

the following prices: Amber, barrels,

5 1-2 to 6 1-2 cents, according to quali-

ty. White clover 8 to 9 cents. Fancy
comb honey 15 1-2 to 16 1-2 cents.

Beeswax strong at 30 cents.—The Fred.

W. Muth Co
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We are in receipt of a letter from
Mr. N. E. France, General Manager of

the National Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion, Platteville, Wis., in which he

states that in a train wreck two mail

bags were burned which doubtless con-

tained a number of packages of litera-

ture addressed by him to members of

the Association. These packages con-
tain interesting information to bee-

keepers, and Mr. France requests all

members who may fail to receive these

circulars and leaflets to notify him, so
that others may be sent at once.

SAY, ALL BEE-KEEPERS, ONE
QUESTION, PLEASE.

If you were offered a hive that would
save you one-half of your time and la-

bor in its manipulations; one that
would save you more than $i.oo per
hive in the cost of extra equipments;
one which received diploma at the Pan-
American; or a double walled hive for

the price of a single wall hive would
you not investigate its claims or mer-
its? MASSIF'S TWENTIETH CEN-

TURY DOUBLE-WALL IDEAL
COMBINATION has all the above
grand features and more too. Then
why not be on time and send for des-

criptive circulars today?
It is the best "all-purpose" hive, the

nearest perfect; has more conveniences

for the apiarist; better suited to the
welfare of the bees; has more good
principles with fewer objections than
any hive in existence.

"THE QUEEN BEE"
tells how to rear the

BEST OF QUEENS;
L

''= the cause of and remedy for in-

jury in shipment; how they may be
directly introduced with positively no
risk of loss or injury. It gives much
other valuable information. See The
Review for February, pages 48 (excuse

the errors on that page) and 60. The
hive and book are two of the grandest
"hits" of the age. Order copy of

book today. Price 25 cents and your
money back if you are not satisfied.

T. K. MASSIE,
Tophet, W. Va.

r SCIEMTIGIC RECTAL TREATMENT
N!^W METHOD WHICH INSURES A CURE

IVIos-t S-tcj t>h>orr» Oase^s CSured in 30 Days.

FISSURE, PILES, FISTULA and CONSTIPATION
SEIM

SURE
CURE FOR

THE ANALOIN DILATOR AND HEAT APPLICATOR.
Showing plunger wtiich forces uintiuf 111 out through the holes in extreme end.
The syringe is attached to the nipple having largest hole and hot water passes between the outer
wall and the tube containing the ointment, thus thoroughly healing the outer rarface of the Dila-
tor and passing out of the smaller nipple.

The Analoin Rectal treatment is now a dem-
onstrated success and the hundreds cured are
strouK in their praises of its merits. The won-
derful ointments which go with this treatment
are the same as used by the greatest rectal hos-
pitals in the world and the instruments used
are patlerned after those in use by the most
successful rectal specialists, only designed for
use at home and to save ti e needless expense
ot traveling to some distant city.

If afflicted with Constipation, Piles. yiMure
or Fistula, send us your name on a postal oard
and we will mail free an illus'ratfld book about
our treatment and a symptom blank, which,

^u when properly filled out, will enU;".« you to an
-^ opinion on your case free of cost. Do not waits

any more money on worthless patont uediolnai
for these diseases, but write us at ono« and
learn of this new scienliflc method whloh
always cures when recommended by n«.

ArMAL.OIIM A.F=>f=>UIAIMOE OCD.,
SI2 S*-»uiU;er-t Btlds- - - Karisas City, ^^0.
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If you have a good idea, tell it to

others. We'll print it.

Ask for desired information from the
craft, through The Bee-Keeper.

Cent=a=Word Column.
It frequently occurs that some member of the

Bee-Keeper family desires to advertise for sale
some article the value of which will hardly
justify the payment of our regular rates; and
yet it would be an accommodation if he were
permitted to tell others what he has to offer.

Some other reader may be in need of just such
an article as that of which he wishes to dis-

pose. Again, it is as frequently desired to ex-
change commodities for which we have no
especial use, for something more desirable, and
such exchanges are often made to mutual ad-
vantage. We have, therefore, decided to place
at the disposal of our readers a column devot-
ed to the accomplishment of these ends; though
we cannot be responsible for any possible dissat-

isfaction which might arise as a result of such
exchanges. The rate will be uniformly one cent
for each word, each month; no advertisement
however small will be accepted for less than
twenty cents, and must be paid in advance.
Count the words, and remit with order accord-
ingly.

$40 per month and expenses paid good men
for taking orders. Steady work. Apply Pro-
tective Nurseries, Geneva, N. Y.

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 20
cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-
ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-
logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkey e, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00,

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)

cost $150, in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

There was a man in our town who thought
him wondrous wise; he swore by all the fabled

sods he'd never advertise. But his goods were
advertised ere long, and therby hangs a tale:

The ad. was set in nonpareil (this size), and
headed SHERIFF'S SALE.—M. T.

W. M. Gerrish, R. F. D., Epping. N. H.,
keeps a complete supply of our goods, and
Eastern customers will save freight by order-
ing of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

',C.

SEND SIX CENTS IN STAMPS
to cover cost
of m a ill n g
and the

LINCOLN
HISTORY
SOCIETY

w i 11 m a i 1

you the fol-

lowing free
of cost.

1. A beau-
tiful photo-
g r a V u r e
copy of the
earliest
portrait of
Abraham
Lincoln, en-
larged from
the original
d a g u erreo-
type now in

possession of the Hon. Robert T. Lincoln.
2. Facsimile of Lincoln's marriage license.

3. Facsimile of check draAvn by Lincoln.
4. Two Lincoln anecdotes.
5. Description of scene in his nomination in

1860.

6. A Lincoln story.

All the above material is taken from the new

Life of

Abraham Lincoln
By IDA M. TARBELL

just published bv this Society. This offer is

made to enable us to send full information re-

garding it to Lincoln admirers in each locality.

This oft'er is not made to agents or for agents,

but to responsible history and book-lovers only.

Send name, address, and six cents in stamps
to pay postage expense, to

Dept G, The Lincoln History Society,

150 Fifth .Avenue, New York.

4-2t Mention American Bee-Keeper.

Aaaonc industrial organs, a small paper that
sticks closely to its subject is worth a cart-

load of the aimless nomads that claim to cot-
•r the whole field. Subscribe now for THE
AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER.

$1,000
FOR A LITTLE OF YOUR TIME

Drop a postal with your name and
address to The Standard Co., 509-510

Shukert Building, Kansas City, Mo.,
and receive by re.turn mail the easiest

method of picking up $500 or $1,000

within the next few weeks. You can't

fail. Send today.



Two Years for $1.00
After a man succeeds in publishing a good

journal the next step is tnat of getting it

into the hands of the people, of getting them

to reading it, and becoming acquainted with

its merits. This can be done by advertising,

sending out sample copies, circulars, etc. All

this costs money. I think I am safe in say-

ing that for every new subscriber I have re-

ceived, I have paid out $2.00 in advertising;

hence I have often said that a publisher ot

a good journal could afford to send his paper

one year free, for the sake of getting it into

new hands. It would cost no more than other

forms of advertising and would be very ef-

fective, but, for obvious reasons, this plan

could not be put into practice, but I am go-

ing to come as near to it as I can. I have

ebtween 200 and 300 complete sets of back

numbers for the present year, and as long as

the supnly holds out I will send a complete

set, and the rest of this year free, to any

one who will send me $1.00 lor the Review for

1903. For a few particulars regarding the

numbers already published this year, read

the following:

There is not room here to say very much
•bout the back numbers for this year, but I

will mention one prominent feature of each

issue.

JANUARY is a Colorado number; six pages
being devoted to a beautifully illustrated
"write-up," by the editor, of that para-
dise for bee-keepers. This issue also shows
how to make a cheap hive-cover that will
neither split, warp, nor leak, in any cli-

mate.

FEBRUARY contains the beginning of a
series of articles by M. A. Gill, who last

year managed 700 colonies of bees, and
produced nearly two carloads of honey.
These articles arc written from the full-

ness of his experience.

MARCH has an article by S. D. Chapman,
on "What Makes Bees Swarm, that I

consider the best I have seen on the sub-
ject. It gets right down to the founda-
tion of the matter. In lact, so thoroughly
does Mr. Chapman understand the matter

that he has so made up a colony that one
half would swarm, leavmg the combs de-
serted, while the other half would not
budge.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,

APRIL ushers in some typographical changes.
The smooth, shiny, glazed paper was laid
aside for a soft white paper that gives to
printing a clean, tasty, tempting look. The
frontispieces are printed in colors instead
of somber black. The cover is of Court
Gray printed in two colors—Umber and
Milori blue.

MAY contains a five-page review of a book
by E. A. Morgan, entitled "Bee-keeping
for Profit." It was rightly named, the
author getting right down to basic princi-

ples, and giving the chit of profitable honey
production, particularly in the Northern
States.

JUNE shows how a man may practically defy
foul brood; how he may keep bees in a
foul-broody district, all surrounded by dis-

eased colonies, yet keep his apiary so free

from it and its effects as to secure a good
crop of honey each year.

JULY has an excellent article by Mr. Gill

on the management of out-apiaries for the
production of comb honey, showing how
the work must be generalized, yet system-
atic, and done just a litttle ahead of time.

AUGUST illustrates and describes the handi-

est and best bee-tent for circumventing
robbers that I ever saw. It also has an
article by Mr. Boardman on "shook"
swarms, showing how we may practically

take swarming into our own hands.

SEPTEMBER illustrates and describes a
cheap but substantial bee-cellar, built

something like a cistern with a roof over
it. This issue also gives some of the best

papers read at the Denver convention, to-

gether with a lot of interesting items picked
up at that convention.

OCTOBER gives a three-page illustrated

write-up of Dr. Gandv and his artificial

pasturage. While on his way home from
the Denver conventon the editor of the Re-
view spent three days with Dr. Gandy, using

his eyes, ears, and camera, and this write-

up is the result. If you want to know the

truth of the matter, read this issue.

Remember that each issue contains dozens

of interesting and instructive items aside

from the ones mentioned.

Send $1.00, and the back numbers for this

year will be sent at once, your name put

upon the subscription list, and the Review

sent to the end of next year.

Flint Michigan



AGENTS Wanted "waThing'lviachine

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,
-. Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

WE WANT
Every reader of tte American Bee-K»eDer to

write for a free sample copy of the

EOCRY MOaSTAIN BEE J0U8ML
Tells you about Western methods, co-oper»-

tire honey selling and the ereat big crops tkat

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Oolo.

tf.

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with

foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shot
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-

ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it Is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-

atious searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring
you details of this and other good things.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

. C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

Sm the Orchdrds and dardens
by using the best and latest Improved methods

THE NEW BEotJi Catcher Is a splendW
success. Spraymg and all other devices h»r»
proven more or less a failure, but this "trap" de-
stroys the moth before any eggs are laid. It catches
the Coddl ng Moth, Borer Fly, Stinging
Fly, Peach and ••Initt Beetle, Cabbage
Moth, Tobacco Moth, Cotton Moth, Be«
Moth-also the dcstruytrs of cucumbers, Bquashes,
tumatoes, ( to. Mak<-8 your fruit and vegetables
plump, sound, wholesome and marketable,
besides IncTiaslng the yk-Id. Only one-sixth
the cost of spraying and does its work at night. No
stock destroy-d, or trees killed, ftiiniple, cheap,
durabie. Easily attended and PICKFECT in
execution. Two sizes: small size, 10x14 in.. 85c,
by mall, SI.OO; per dozen, $8.50—Large size, 14x201n.
Sl.(X), by mail 81.30, per dozen, 410.00. Send for cir-
culars and fre ; sample copy of the Central Farmer
giving full desc'iption of the Woth Catcher.
Asejits Wanted tvervwhere for the Best
seller of the season. Aewr Beiice. Sells at
^'hi. Everybody wants It. A money-maker for8 nta. H

Addreas,

CENTRAL FARMER,
Omaha, Nebraska.

614 Bowth l»th Street «t



^ Austral Culturist
and Pcultry Gazette.

Also THF APIARI'sF hurticulture.
/\is>o inn AriAKisi.

^^^^.,^i industries.

(Established 10ytal^).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 3s. Kd. per anaiia.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asi£,:u Colonies, including New Zealand ani
Tasmania. A good medium to Amerieaa
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian Colonies,

229 Collins St., Melbourne, Australia.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, ia seven colors, all

railroads, postofifices— and man,
towns not given in the postal guid,

—rivers, lakes and mountains, will;

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census— it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (suve

)

JOHN W. HANN,
»tf Wauneta, Neb

1 40 Years!

I
Among

1: the Bees H

I
"40 Years Among
the Bees "By »•••«« Miller.

A new book every bee-keeper
should have. Over 300 pages,
cloth-bound, $1.00; or with the
weekly American Bee Journal
one year—both for only $1.75.
Sample copy of Journal and
Catalog of Bee-Supplies free.
QEORQE W. YObK & CO.

144 E. Erie St., Chicago, III.

POULTRY CULTURE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-
try paper published in Kansas City.
Full of poultry news and has a large
circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultry Culture Pub. Co^
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

Patents.

^^f. H. WILLS
PATENT and PENSIO:^

AGENCIES.
Wills Building, 3ii *nd. A, fc.,

I \VASHINGT')\, r». (

If you wish to know anvthino-
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously sir ce 1882

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses
about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year,

tf.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very lov/.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
m
S. H. RICHMOND,

Real Estate.
Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,
Pe:rine Grant.

Cutle - Dade County. F la. iztf

The subscription price of the ROCKYMOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 60 cent..
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 75 centi.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICULTIRAL MONTH-

LY IN THE INITED STATES Ji^Ji^JiJi^S

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-
ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every
number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
6-7 tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Are You Interested In

Florida ?

Are You Looking for a Home?
No farmer should think of buy-

ing land before seeing a copy of

THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largest

list of lands for sale of any paper
published in Iowa. Reaches 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mail you the Jour-

nal for 1 yeer, or for ten cents in

silver or srtamps we vpill send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

Subscribe for the ITEM. Published
weekly, $1.00 per vear, 50 cents for six
months. Tells about FARMING AND
FRUIT GROWING m FLORIDA. A
ten page paper, the largest weekly pub-
lished in the state. Send 10 cents for

50 page Illustrated Number and free
sample copy. Mention Bee-Keeper. Ad-
dress ITEM. San Mateo, Florida-
4-3t.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Bee Supplies.

Root's Goods at Roots' Factory Prices,

Prompt -ervice,

And Satisfaction Guaranteed.

QUEENS
Bred from only Selected Mothers, proven by their
workers to be far superior to common Stock In-
gathering and Storing Honey.

Golden Italians
Untested 75e, Untested $1,00

Untested 51. CO.

Cataloor Free. .Send for one.

Attica Lithia Springs Hotel
Lithia-Sulptjur Water aud Mud Baths

N.lture's Own Great Cure for

...RHEUMATISM....
aad Kindred Diseases, such as Liver
aad Kidney Complaints, Skin and
Blood Diseases, Constipation, Nervous
Prostration, etc.

A new and up-to-date liotel. Larjje, airy,
litriit and finely furnished rooms, with Steam
Heat, islfcctricLi'/hts, Hot aud Cold Water
on each floor. Rates ini-ludingRoom, Board.
Mud Baths, Lithia-Sulphur Water Baths and
Medical AtteadHure (no extras) $2.50 and
13.00 a dav. accordlns: to room.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
Address Box 3,

tf
Lithia Springs Hotel, Attica, Ind.

If you iiave any Honey or Beeswax to

offer, mail sample and state price.

C. H. W. WEBER,
Office and Salesrooms

:

2146 Central Avenue, CINCINNATI, 0.

^"My Book, "Formaline Gas as a Cure for Foul
Blood," sent upon receipt of 25c.

5-12t

Never forget to mention

The American Bee=Keeper

wlien writing to an advertiser.



WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL.

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry

journal published. Send us the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.

Address,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. JeffersonTille, Ohio.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica cs una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmcnas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In

ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y.. E. U. A-

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-

Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-

nal $ .50 $ .7.5

What to Eat _
i.oo i.oo

Bee-Keepers' Review i.oo 1.35

Canadian Bee Journal.. •• i.oo 1.35

Gleanings in Bee Culture- • i.oo 1.35

American Queen .50 .60

The American Boy i.oo i.oo

Irish Bee Journal .2>^ .65

OUT THIS OUT
5

and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- C

closed, and receive in return a six months' 3
trial subsciption to ?

People's Companion Magazine. \

It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. |

rates, 5 ets. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give f

us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is.
|

Sample copy for two cent stamp. |

People's Companion Pub. Co.,
|

MILWAUKEE, WIS. \

Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tf!

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8t£ Milwaukee, Wis.

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interestea, aon t fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
^^' MACON , MO.

BELGIAN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET.

The Belgian Hare meat is becoming
very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being white,
tender, .juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They are easy to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any other animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belgian
hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the
harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,
if you have a back yard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch .your money grow. One young
man in a little over a year has sold

$1800.00 Avorth of stock, from an
original $30.00 investment.
Booklet and list free. tf.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio



Hough ilider strawberry

Host si lipper, best keeper, bestseller, latest and most
proiluctive strawberry in existence. $1150 from '-(-^ acres
in UliM. Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

S','5 in ^old for largest berry produced in 19(>2. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get geuuiue
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER. Introducer, Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO., N.Y.

I lie IIOOOIOI Discount dozen lots
Simple, Durable,

Iv'onomical.is the Best

BURAL MAIL liOX.

ROUND. STRONG, HEAVY. Lowest in price,
highest in quality. A sample best evidence.
Roapproved Jan. 25, i903. Circulars sent free.
Orders promptly shipped. We sell direct to
the farmer. H.E. HESSLER CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. iJiofltbyour own method
all explaintil in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepers) Astonishing results. Will Burprise and please
you. BOOKLET KREE TO EVERYBOnV-.or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 nins. for 10 cents. Address,

W. P. CO., Box Cllnton-vllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
JOIN OUR ^^^^^s MUSIC CLUB^^^^s

Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh'p.
You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
e»ch month. (12 pieces in all) which sell from
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also jov
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in goods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.
Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

WILSON^S
New Green Bone, Shell
and Vegetable Cutter
for the Poultrymanm

Also Bone >I ills for making phos-
phate and fertilizer at small cost for
the farmer, from 1 to 40 horse-
power. Farm Feed Mills grind

fine, fast and easy. Send for circulars.

WILSON BROS., Sole Mfgrs., Easton, Pa.
l-6t

SEE THIS !

The Modern Parmer and
Busy Bee, Soc.

The American Poultry
Journal, 50c.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

$1.00.

The National Fruit

Grower, or the Western,
if prefered, SOc.

All for $1.00, if you
mention this paper.

Xew subscribers can have
the American Bee Journal

instead of Gleanings,.if pre-

ferred .

ADDRESS

The

Wodern Farmer,
St. Joseph, Mo.

tf.

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS

Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 40 cents. Advertising

rates, 40 cents per inch each issue. Sample

free. Address,

BLETT'S POULTRY POINTERS,
Fenwick, Mich.

J^ee Supplies from Lewis
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

G. B. LewisCo.^^SS!?ri:A.

EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M, Scott &
Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MXTTH CO..

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free. tf.



ITALIAN BEES AND QUEEN!
In connection with and directly adjoining

our large manufacturing plant we have a
large apiary; and this is further supplemented
by a yard in the West- Indies and several out
yards near Medina. Nearly all of these are
devored to the rearing of high-class honey
queens or queens for business. In charge of
this department -we have a queen-breeder of
many years' experience, carejul and competent,
and one who uses the latest and best methods
lor producing vigorous healthy stock. None
but honey queens are used for breeders (usu-
ally imported—queens whose progeny have
excelled everything else in the yard). Some
of them are from our celebrated imported
red-clover mother, the bees of which will excel
any thing else in the yard during the time
that red-clover is in bloom. Then we have a
breeder whose bees stored 160 lbs. of surplus
from clover and basswood, in a yard where
there are already fi-50 colooies.
On account of the intrinsic inerit of breed-

ing stock and the.paius we take in rearing
our queens, we are compelled to charge a
slight, advance over ruling'prices.

PRICES OF QUEENS RE.\RED IN THE
A. I. ROOT COMPANY'S APIARIES.

Untested queen $1.00
Selected untested queens 1.25
Tested queen 2.00
Select tested queen 3.00
Breeding queen 5.00
Select breeding queen 8.00
Extra select breeding queens one year old 10.00

Imported Italian Queens.

We are prepared to furnish from the best
breeders in Italy, imported Italian queens.
They are put into our own yards and tested
before sending out. \Ve have, onlj' two
grades—best and fair imported, ' and prices
are given in the table below:
Best imported queens $ 5.00
Fair imported queens 3.00

Untested Queens.

An untested queen is one raised from an
imported mother, or a Dreeding-queen whose
bees are e.xtra honey-gatherers. She is untest-
ed because she has laid only a frame or two
of eggs; and as these eggs or brood have not
hatched into young bees, we do not know
yet whether she will be a tested Italian or a
hybrid. All we guarantee in an untested
queen is, that she was raised from a pure
mother, and fertilized in an apiary where Ital-

ian drones largely predominate.

Select Untested Queens.

Wc have calls for yellow imtested queens.
\N'hile we do not regard them any better for

real business there are some who go in for

beauty. Their bees (for we don't know what
,

they are yet )may not 'be any yellower than
those from our ordinary untested, and may
prove to be hybrids.

Tested Queens.

ihere are queens that have been iaying_
a month or so, and their young bees h:
already emerged from their "cells. They h.

been in the cell long enough so that we' kn
their progeny are pure Italians—that is, b
having yellow bands, and, as a natural cor
quence, are gAitle. The queens are not bri;
yellow, but ^re usually striped with yeli
and black. For real business they're just
goc^d as

Select Tested Queens.

Like the t^ted, their progeny is pure;
"

the queens ttiemselves are large and yelli

younq' and prolific. Their bees are gentle :

fineb- marked. The progeny of these quci
for real business will probably be no bet
than those from the ordinary tested. ]

there are those who wish beauty and uti
combined, and, so far as possible, we int(

to fill that want.

Nuclei and Colonies of Bees.

We are prepared to furnish one, two, e

three frame nuclei and fiill colonies of b
in eight-frame Dovetailed hives or Danzenba
hives. The nuclei are put up in light si
ping-boxes made of basswood, the sides
wdiich are only 3-16 inch thick, and the er

V2 inch. The top and bottom are covered w
wire cloth. This makes a very light packa
affords plenty of ventilation, and is stro
enough to stand sliippin.^ from 500 to 1
miles. The bees so put up almost invaria'
go through in good order with little or
loss.

EXPRESS CHARGES ON BEES.

The express rate on bees is 1J4 first cla

A one-Jrame nucleus will weigh about 7 lb

two-frame. 10 lbs. ; three-frame, 15 lbs. ; a f

colony, 40 lbs.

WHAT CAN BE DON"E WITH OUF
NUCLEI.

y\nv of our 'nuclei, even flie one-frame, w
make good strong colonies by fall if prope;
handled. The three-frame, if properly ma
aged, can be increased tour, five, or ev
ten full colonies by f.Tll if bought in t

spring.

PRICES OF MCLEI.
Ship wcig'

1-fr. nucleus, no queen $2.

2-fr. nucleus, ,rio queen ' 3.

3-fr. nucleus, '.no queen 3.

One colony or bees in S-frante hive, no
qyeen 7.

W'c can supply with the nuclei any of t

queens mentioned in the table of prices,

queens. When one bu.Vs an e.xtra select que
or any liigh-priced nueen he would do well

have iier come in a nucleus. This will insu

safe arrival and do away with the hazard
introducing.

La correspondencia puede ser en Espanol,

A solicitud sc envia el catalogo Espanol gratis.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio.



Entered at the Postolfice, Fort Pierce, Fla., as second-class mail matter.



Webster's Uixabrid^ed
Dictioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of THE HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pajrcs, size of page 8^4xl»j4 inches, gilt
letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails ia
many stores for $3 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, deroted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 188S.THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN St., CHICAGO, ILL.
tf.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HOMES,

where modem bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hyeienic Water-Seal Oommode is an absolute necessity
for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitariums
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-
able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time. Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for
Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.

tf.

If.K
If, BINGHAM

5 has made all tlie im-
provemeiits in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in ihe last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too largt,, seni

postpaid, per mail $1 .5C

S14 inch I.IC

Knife, SO cents.

r. F.Bingham,
Farwell, Mich.

3 inch 1.00

2!^ inch 90

2 inch 70

Little Wonder, 2 in. .65

^If^.OO A WEEK^V I ^^ ^^ AND EXPENSES,FOR MAST WITH RXOr To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. Y East St. Louis, Ills,

tf

Patent Wired Comb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

Tbln Flat Bottom Foandation
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is
_
usually worked the

quickest of any foundation made. The talk
about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <£ SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery County, Sprcr* Brook, N. V

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as .i stock .and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous high-
grade barley used by the large breweries, for which
e.xtra high prices are paid. Soil a rich bhick loam,
with clay sub-soil. Healthful olimate, pure water
and enougli timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions afford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
and churclies ; rural mail delivery and farraers'tfle-
phone lines are advantages seldom offered where
improved lauds sell for J25 to ?5'i an acre. Send for
our list, which gives de'scriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding bargains that will interest you. All cor-
respondence strictly confidential.

Winona and Western Land Company,
31C-314 Choate Block, Winona, Minn.

tf.

_ THE=
Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. Jolin, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over G,000 of a circular
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes In
New Brunswick, is ova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It Is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim fuU of ujh-

to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sul>-

scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. Sit. Johns, M. B., Canada.



Bee Hives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

WHERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You

THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now
ready. Send for one on a postal card.

The W. T.

FALCONER IVIANFG. CO.,
JAMESTONA/N, N. Y.



The Campaigns of the Confederate

Army will be published serially in

TM SOOTHEl FiKffiER,

ATHENS, GA.
Begining with the March number.

FROM REV. J. P. SMITH, Rich-

mond, Va.

"Stonewall" Jackson's Adjutant-Gen-
eral.)

The author has done an excellent

thing. There is no sectional bitterness

nor any unjust criticisms. We have

found no harsh words. It can be read

by the young without.making them in

the slightest degree disloyal to the

country they are now to help forward

in prosperity and harmony,

tf.

I
CAN SELL

YOUR REAL ESTATE
or business, do matter
what it is or wliere locat-

ed- Wherever mail is delivered. 1 do bus-
iness If you want to sell a farm, timber land,
ranch, residence, store building, mill factory,
lumber or coal yard, stock of goods (any line),

patent right, or want a partner, send two
stamps for my Boolilet. If you want to BU Y
send for FKBE copy of Barron's Monthly
Bulletin, it is fnll of bargains A. M, BaR-
EON, Station C, SOUTH BEND, IND.

tf.

American
BEE

Journal
16 -p. Weekly,
Sample Free.

All about Bees and their
profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Dept. for beg'inners. Sample
of paper and catalog: of bee-
supplies free. Address,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144 & 146 Erie St. ChicaGO.Ill.

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. House; written es'

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just ou'

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lislied at the present time." Price 24 ceuts; by

Biail 28 ceuts. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, proeresaive, 23 page monthly journal,) one

year for 6oc. Apply to any firBt-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG. CO., HiggmsrUle, Me,

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at le pordoz monc (la> foi

Our New Book' ilelitn for I'oultrv Kt
how, explains why so many fail and so f

A Book we can commend with a good c<

aOaEAT HE LP to all Poultry Keeper,
old. Describes 60 rarletiesof fowls, well il.

and contains a Poultry Keepers Accour.t ti : o

galnorlossmonthly ;on heavy paper worth 2.'> vjs.

This Book Free with our Poultry Paper one year for

25c. or Book free with paper 3 months for lOc.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.

AVayside Poultry to.. <'lin«'>nville. Conn.

DONTKilL
YOURSELF, WASHING THE I

WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R Ej
WASH ER, with which the (

frailest looman can do an or-

dinary washing in one hour,

without wetting her hands.
Sample atwholesaleprice. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Nonav until tried, Writefor Flhistralcd Catalogu*
anaprices ofWringersJroning Tablet, Clothes ReeU,
DvyingBars.WagonJackst&c. ApentsWanted. Lib-

eral Terras. QuickSalesl Little "Workll Big PayMI
.k(i^re««,THB EufirbWashxe Co.,JainestowQ>N.Y.

BARNES'
Foot Power Machinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, wbicb
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
W. F. & J. BARNES CO.,

'^ 913 Ruby St., RockforilU.

S^ND us ^^^ names and aa-^ dresaes of 20 of your
friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postage and receive a 12 months'

trial Bubecription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUBTT,
Sidney. N. Y.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interestine,

illustrated monthly magazine deroted t» all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.

Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 1© cents in stamps. Subscription price Jl p«r
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
if

So«to«, Ifast.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-
ter. The climate is the best all the

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

Th»r« is mo trade or profession better catered to

9J good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-

tellifaat mBprogreRsiyeBcss has now bo exea>«.

tf.

Good Advertisers
Those who a.re careful where they

place thfej'r advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers every Is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent tosc^tlier), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, four columns to

page. Department.^ covering every
branch of farming and stock-raising
The little journal that is -"read and re-

read by its readers." Barnum's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second st-.

St. Louis, Mo 7tf.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, josis less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
yeacs' experience.

Book "IIow to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receiTe
special notice, without charge, in the

INVEIMTIVR AGR.
"llustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms$I ayear

E. G. SIGGERS,
Washington, D. C.918 F Street N. W.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

?.DONT MISS THIS.

THE-

i
the most popular paper of its kind, of-
fers now an inducement to the reading,
public which you should not miss. .

Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to
them and you will get a six months';
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, lo cents per line, $i.oo per
inch.

THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis-
4-tf.

"We have an awful appetite for order*."
THE VV. T. FALCONER MFG.. CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us your name and address for a cat-

logue.

mil
EVF.RYMO'^iTH''"""^'*'^"'"''''popular useful
rticle for dully use in everv house

(city or covmtry), factory, bank,
business concern; .sells like wi)d-

Hre; millions will be sold; a necessitv that
will sell in the same territory over and ovar
iffain; to show is to sell, Agents wanted,
men or women. Pamole 10 cents; money
back if you sav so Write quick for exclus-
ive territory. ZENO M O. SUPPLY CO,,
IStation G, SOUTH BEND, IND.



Your choice of these booklets will be mailed you, complimentary

WE have the happv fortune to be the publishers of the late Speaker Keed's uniqwe

litirarv of Modern Eloquence, and ^^•e know that if you were to read any one of the oOO

brilliant After-Dinner Speeches. Lectures, and Addresses found in this library of the \Vorld s

ELOQUENCE itself, each speech is given in full, just as it Avas delivered. Please indicate

your choice of Booklets on the printed form below and mail the coupon to us.

Booklet Xo. 14.

MERCHANTS AND MINISTERS
1?Y Henky Ward Beecher.

THE BENCH AND THE BAR
By .Joseph Hodges Choate.

THE MEDICAL PROFESSION
By Sami-ei. Baldwin Ward.

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
By William Maxwell Evakts.

Here are topics that are timely and vital

to you no matter what your occupation
mav be.

It is not necessary now to allude to the
elo(iuence and intellect of Beecher. Never
before was his theory that the church and
the store have a common interest in the
foundation of morality so applicable to

(•onilitiiins.

KmbaNsador Choate was a lawyer before
lie was a diplomat, and whatever he has
to say of his profession is replete with
humor and truth

.

Dr. Ward's opinions of physicians and
their practice are also tinged with levity

wliiU' containing at the same time much
f 1 for tliuught.
As for William M. Evarts, no man stood

higlierasaii exjionent of law and few ex-

celled him in beauty of expression.
There is instruction as well as entertain-

ment in these speeches.

Booklet No. 11.

ACRES OF DIAMONDS

By Russell Herrman Conwell,

The mammoth temple wherein Dr. Con-

well preaches is filled to overflowing by

thousands at every service, and wherever

he delivers his great lecture, "Acres of

Diamonds," in the United States, or

Canada, or England, thousands rush to

heariim. He must possess some mar-

velous secret of success.

His world . famous lecture has started

many men and women on the road to suc-

cess, as a consequence of hearing or read-

ing it ; and by "many" is not meant hun-

dreds, but thoiLsands. He has mingled,

during his long life, with the mighty as

well as with the lowly and unfortunate,

and his every word breathes the spirit of
experience and practicability.

This lecture has improved the fortunes
of thou.sands of listeners. It is the most
suggestive and inspiring address ever
heard from an American iilatform.

%^" Please name your choice of

Booklets, and enclose 6 cents in

stamps to cover cost of mailing.

JOHN D. MORRIS AND COMPANY,
Suite 127 Co.mmonwealth Blim;.,

PUBLISHERS = - PHILADELPHIA.

C9»:e:^oce»:8:8:e:^:8»:9:0:85^»:0:9:0:8»:^

READERS OF %

AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER Z

Desiring to l<now the results of my
40 years' experience in rearing queen

bees should read my

-IMPROVED QUEEN REARING,"

a l)()ok of 60 pages, 24 illustrations, bringing

queen rearing down to the year 1903.

Book and select tested Adel Breeding

Queen 82.00. Queens at usual prices.

Send for catalog.

HENRY ALLEY.
6-tf] WENHAM, MASS.

Never forget to mentiot\

The American Bee=Keeper

when writing to an advertiser.

Apiary for Sale

AT A SACRIFICE.

Mrs. Wm. Wray, Ashley, Mich.,

whose husband died last fall, writes that

she has an apiary of about. 100 colo-

nies, some of which have a touch of

foul brood, but otherwise in excellent

condition, that will le sold vdy cheap

—in f-'ct, no reasonable ofifer will be

refused. Bees are nearly all Italians,

in chaff hives, and the equipment com-

prises -t lot of valuable ..aaterial, all

of which, t^geher with a splendid lo-

cation, will be sold very low. Mrs-

Wray states that State Inspector of

Apiaries, W. Z. Hutchinson, ccm-

siders this a good investment. Any
one interested will please address Mrs.

Wray, as above. 6ti.



To Subscribers of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We WUl Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, proTiding you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
AUentown, Pa.

2tf

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

ABATHixuc,
wher UMPIRE

taken in an " Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room
Agents Waxteo
Catalogue Free.

, Ths empire
^washer co.,
Jamestown,n.y.

wnj^i»ni(ryj»ift»^/IUf^ftji;-,U.,jl,

#
w

/'

U

50=Cent Queens 'i

Gnaranteed as good as $1.00

Queens. Untested, .50 cts.

Tested, Golden or 3-Banded
Italians, 75 cts. Testt d
Holy Land, v'arniolan and
Cyprians, $1.00.

For further information, write to

New Century Queen Rearing Co., \
Berclair, Texas.

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a ntcetph and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion fnse whether an
inTention is p^o^ablT patentable. Cbmmunica-
tiong strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent I"re«. <>lde.-,t aseiicy for sfcnnne patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. recelre

sprrial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific JUnerican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. I.arKest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, JJ a
year : four months, $1. Sold ty all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.3^^«^°»''*»^ New York
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, X). C.



MUTH'S SPECIAL THE BEST.

Regulation dovetail with seven-eighths
WARP PROOF Cover and Bottom,
(same price as regular). A complete
line of bee-keepers' supplies. We sell

Lewis' matchless supplies at factory
prices.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS.
BUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER
QUEENS, made their mark as honey
gatherers, they roll in honey, while the
ordinary starve. Be convinced of their

wonderful merit by a trial.

MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS are "wonders," they are the
best in the land. CARNOLIANS, no one has better.

We NEVER figure the COST, when we purchase breeders, OUR AIM
IS QUALITY, and our PATRONS GET THE RESULT.
Large reserve for early orders. Ready to mail when weather permits,
safe arrival guaranteed.
Untested $1.00 each, 6 for S5.00. Tested $2.00 each, 6 for SIO.OO.
Selected untested $1.25 each, 6 for $6,00. Select tested $3.00 each, 6 for $15.00.

Best money can buy $5.00 each.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
FRONT AND WALNUT,

Send for catalog and see special inducements. CINCINNATI, OHIO.
4-I2t.

Strawberries.
|

Young, healthy, fresh, vigor- i

ous stock in prime condition for
|

spring planting.
;

All
I

Leading
I

V a r ieties
Wiiie lOr prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starkville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural paper published in Mississippi. Sub
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. I1

you are interested in cheap homes and rich

lands learn about them through the Gazette.
Bplendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,

^f_
Starkville, Miss.

National Bee-Keepers' Association,

The largest bee-keepers' society in the
world

.

Organized to protect and promote the
interests of its members.

Membership Fee, $1.00 s Year.

N.E. FRANCE, Plafteville, Wis.,
General Manager and Treasurer.

is gaining ad-
miration as a
popular litera-
ry familV

Sunshine—"'^—""~^~-~"" MAGAZINE.
It entertains its readers with good short stor-

ies, sketches and poems by the most famous

authors of the day and is a magazine of supe-

rior merit.

It is a welcome visitor in every home.

Price 25 cents a year.

We wish to haye our magazine in your
vicinity and as a special offer for new readers
we will send yon

Sunshine for 1 Year for lOc.

Think of it. less than one cent a copy. Can't

yon act as our agent?

ADD. MAYES PUB. CO.,

LOUISVILLE, = KENTUCKY.
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work the cube is the nearest approach
to it. But is such a form ac'tuallv the

best? The best in brood rearing, in

honey production and in wintering?
For honey production the rectangular

hive which is slighth- shallower than
it is long or broad oJ)lains widest use

and variations from that form mav be
traced most frequently to one cause,

namely: belief in the securing of better

wintering- Such belief is based on the

claim that under natural conditions

bees always put their stores at the top

of .the cavity they occupy and cluster

below it- As most natural cavities

in which such tendencies are seen are

tree cavities, there is little other place

for the bees to put sufficient honey for

winter needs. Such being the most
frequently observed method the infer-

ence was that above and not at sides,

back or front was the natural way-
When bees are in cavities longer and

wider than high, what do they do?
They put the honey at tha't part of

the cavity farthest from the entrance

and form their winter cluster between
the honey and the entrance.

Having first noticed these peculiari-

ties in colonies which I have taken
from buildings I began experimenting
to discover what the law or habit of

the bees was, and to avoid wearisome
details I will omit a description of

them and give the results only.

Broadly speaking, a hive as long as

wide should be twice as high to give

'the most ideal conditions for winter-

ing with stores above the bees, but the

breadth and length have definite lim-

itations. For a "shallow" hive the

width and height should be only great
enough to T>ermit the cluster which
forms near the entrance to touch the

sides, top and bottom, and long
enough from front to rear to allow for

needed stores. Or stated differently,

the "shallow" hive to give ideal condi-

tions should be twice as long from
front to rear as it is high or wide, but

its height should not be great enough
for the storing of much honey above
the cluster.

With the flat solid combs v/e use in

order to create ide^l conditions, it is

necessary in the shallov/ hive that the

combs run from front to back. In a

natural state bees leave so many pas-

sages that they can and do work back
on the stores without breaking cluster,

even when all combs are not so built.

Please note that the foregoing ap-
plies particularly to out of door condi-
tions. Bees wintered in a cellar are
not under normal conditions- They
can break their cluster or change its

position within the hive readily with-
out loss of much heat or endangering
their lives.

A colony's winter cluster is a fairly

compact and nearly spherical body and
largely confines within it, the heat
generated. It draws to one side or
the top of a chamber not to get against
a warm (?) wall or cushion but to

avoid drafts around it. There is no
warmth in a cushion. There is no-
thing warm about it or a chafT wall

to cause bees to draw against it- Where
a hive chamber is relatively too large
for the contained cluster they move
to that part of it where they least

feel the wind and cold- Put a plain

cover on and let it be well sealed
and if the chamber is too large for the
cluster they will be found against the
cover, not against any chaff cushion
at side or bottom. If one wall was
chaff-packed and the other was not,

the bees might be found nearer the
packed side than the other because
the down draft of chilled air was less.

But as a matter of fact, they almost
always have a comb b.gtween their clus-

ter and the hive side.

In considering the foregoing let the
reader distinctly understand and re-

member that the cluster of bees does
not keep the whole hive chamber warm
in winter, but only the cluster and the
air immediately in contact with it- The
slow movement of this slightly warmed
air does in a very slight degree mod-
ify the temperature within the chamber
but it is so slight as not to be worth
considering in connection with the
problem of hive shapes-

From the ideal type we may vary
considerably and still seture good re-

sults but the more nearly we keep to

the proportions I have stated, the bet-

ter. A divisible brood chamber hive

enables us to have a shallow brood
chamber for the honey crop and a deep
one for wintering. It is the most
easily elastic hive yet devised and
slowly the bee-keepers are coming to

see the value of what Mr- Heddon so

earnestly, so long and so persistenly

championed.

Providence. R- I., April 30, 1903.
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GETTINQ A START.

How a Young Man Without Capital May Sur-

roumtf Himself With an Apiary.

(E. F. Atwater.)

YOUNG MAN, (the one with a

small apiary in the back yard),

you want increase, but bees and
hives cost money. Perhaps a few sug-

gestions from my experience may help

you.

Formerly I lived in South Dakota
where black and hybrid bees were kept

by the farmer-bee-keepers. I bought
(worked a week for one fine breeder)

queens of Italian stoclc and Italianized

my bees. On any and all occasions I

called in the farmers who were inter-

ested and showed them my bees. The
breeding queen mentioned above was
a wonder, her bees fine workers and
remarkably gentle. When showing
this colony I never used smoke or veil

and so quiet were they that, if the
hives were carefully opened and frames
removed without much snap or jar,

the queen would continue laying right

before our eyes. Mr. Farmer was al-

most invariably anxious to have his

bees I'talianized and this was the plan:

When his colonies became fairly strong
I would go to each and take out a

frame of brood and a frame of honey,
well covered with bees, but not taking
the queen. These frames were put in

nucleus hives and taken home, and a
ripe queen-cell given to each. When
the first queen began to lay and had
filled her combs she was removed and
another ripe cell given to the nuc-
leus.

These early queens were then in-

troduced among Mr. Farmer's bees,

in payment for the frames of brood,

honey, and bees. When the second
queen in each .nucleus began to lay the

nuclei were carefully built up to full

colonies, and, if the honey-flow con-

tinued, sometimes yielded a small sur-

plus, or were again divided.

I always tdok every opportunity to

show the farmer or would-be bee-keep-

er the tiered-UQ supers of honey on
my hives- Then if he expressed any
dissatisfaction in regard to his own
honey-crop, I then and there ofifered

to handle his bees on, shares, for half

the product of honey, wax, and in-

crease. Of course, if you can get bees
on better terms, do so.

Don't despise the "puttering" with
very small apiaries, unless you can use
your time to better advantage else-

where, as every pound of honey so se-

cured helps to buy supplies- By these
and similar methods, working perhaps
a day a week and that mostly morn-
ings and evenings while attending
school, one can secure quite an apiary

at small cost.

For the above plans, and many an-

other, I am indebted to Mr. Thos-
Chantey, of Meckling, S. D., who, like

Doolittle, seems always willing to give
freely the results of his many years'

of work and study with the bees.

Boise, Idaho, Feb. 10, 1903.

BEES AND YELLOW ' JESSAMINE.

Its Poisonous Effect Upon the Bees Sometimes
Alistaken for Paralyses, Which inlSome

Respects it Resembles.

(C. S. Harris.)

I
HAVE the misfortune of having
within easy reach of my bees great
quantities of yellow jessamine, or

jasmine, gelsemium sempervirens being
its botanical name, I think. In sev-
eral places the vines cover nearly an
acre of ground, while almost every one
around me cultivates one or more" of
the vines because of the beauty of the
flowers.

When I began keeping bees here
and discovered, in the spring, great
numbers of bees dying and dead in

front of the hives, I supposed they
were stricken with paralysis, and yet
the symptoms did not appear exactly
.those of that disease. Most of the
bees efifected were the just-hatched,
downy ones and they had no trembling
motion, but seemed stupefied or intox-
icated. The old bees effected had the
distended, shiny appearance of bee-
paralysis, it is true, but ordinarily they
were few, except in queenless colonies

or where, for any reason, but little

brood was being reared- Very for-

tunately the queens are seldom ef-

fected.

After a few seasons I found that this

trouble made its appearance with the
jessamine bloom, from which the bees
stored some honey and considerable
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pollen, and disappeared entirely with

the end of that bloom. One point that

made this more noticeable was that

the blossoming of this vine is a mova-
ble period, varying with the season

from December to March, and even
April, remaining in bloom from four

to six weeks. I have discussed this

trouble with several physicians and all

of them say it is undoubtedly jessa-

mine poisoning, having almost the same
action upon the bee as the poison ex-

tracted from the root of the vine has
upon the human system-

A few years ago a bee-keeper from
another section on going into my
apiary at this season of the year, re-

marked at once, "I see you have paraly-

sis," but on a closer examination said

he was mistaken, it was certainly not

paralysis, with which disease he was
acquainted. It is bad enough, how-
ever, while it lasts, as it keeps 'the

colonies from building up during that

time, by destroying the young bees

needed to replace the old ones which

are wearing out.

This spring my bees suffered more
than usual, owing to an extra heavy
bloom of jessamine at a time when
there was li'ttle else for them to work
upon.

I suppose the queens are so seldom

effected from the fact that they are fed

by the bees and in the preparation of

the food the poisonous qualities are

eliminated, while the young bees, upon
hatching, help themselves to the raw
nectar and pollen, and sufifer accord-

ingly, r have a friend some ten miles

distant, whose bees suffer somewhat
from this source, but not nearly so

much as mine, from the fact that his

locality is freer of jessamine, and I

suppose a location could be selected

in which it would cut no figure-

This appears to be a case where na-

ture fails to protect the insect from
self-injury. Instinct, as we term it,

seems to be lacking here. I believe

honey from some sources is said to be

poisonous to man, but whether it is at

the same time poisonous to the bees

I have never seen stated. Possibly

jessamine honey would prove poison-

ous if we obtained it, but it comes at

a time when it is all consumed for

breeding purposes.

Holly Hill, Fla., March 20, 1903.

LANGUAGE OF THE BEE HIVE.

La Inttrpretation of S:me of the Most Important of the

Signs and Signals Used by Honey-Bees in Communi-

cating With Each Other.—A Better Understaid-

iag of the Language of the Bee Should

Eelp in Manip'.;lation.

(Swarthmore.)

COME, let us go to the hives and
study the language of our bees.

'Tis true they do not talk in

English tongue; yet they speak as
plainly as humans, and if we would
but listen we could understand.

Let us approach this hive. See,
there stand the guards, ever alert. I

will place my hand close down by the
entrance. Do they not plainly say, by
their movement and sudden stand,

"take care now!" They certainly do.

Bees are fair, they never attack with-

out first giving warning—but we must
understand the words. What is this

warning? It is a sharp, quick snap of

the wings and a sudden stand about,

face to the enemj-. If we insist upon
further intrusion, what then? A bee
or 'two will perhaps dive at us but real-

ly not with the deliberate intention of

stinging but more to investigate—man
is usually the first to declare war, not
the bee. She will perhaps light upon
the clothing and, if \ve are quiet, will

find nothing to be particularly alarmed
at. She will crawl about a bit and at

last return to her place by the guards
with the message, quite plainly spoken,

''no danger." Now let us fight those

same bees; what say they now when re-

turning to the entrance? As quick as

a flash they return, hug close to the

opening and shriek their note of

"alarm" which instantly brings to view
a phalanx of fully aroused and well

armed men ready for any attack. They
seldom attack at once, however. We
must make further advances- Bees are

never offensive, on the contrary they
are entirely defensive; and defend they

will to the very last of their mature
members, heroically—at the expense of

life itself-

A puff of smoke will change the tone
of "warning" very quickly to one of

"fright." We all know the sudden
"s-h-r-r-r" of a colony smoked una-

wares; and then the quiet tone of "sub-

mission," and later the combined move-
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ment upon the stores of the hive. All

this is so well known by those who
have ever opened a bee-hive that fur-

ther interpretation of. the language em-
ployed by the bees at this time is hard-
ly necessary. But there is a point I

wish to speak of here, if you will al-

low the digression. Some have said

bees so gorge themselves when being
driven, that it is a physical impossibili-

ty for them to sting. This I cannot
credit. I believe it to be a misinter-

pretation. They can sting and would
if it was to their advantage to do so-

They have no need to sting for they
have nothing now to defend but per-

son, and that we know they will nev-

er defend- What they had Jthey have
surrendered—they are practically pos-
sessionless, or believe they are soon to

be. All they would own they must
needs sacrifice- They have been over-

powered and they know it. Resent-
ment to personal destruction would be
madness—at least I have credited my
bees with this bit of common sense.

Returning to our language lesson-
Now let us remove a comb. What

say they, those first to discover their

separation from the mass? In the

plainest of language ever tongued by
men they hum their note of "assem-
bly." Now if we observe closely we
can quite readily understand the mean-
ing of all this commotion by fanning.

It is to transmit that wonderful odor-
of-direction; which fluid, by 'the way,
plays a very important part in the
language of honey-bees. I spoke of

this odor and pointed out its missions
years ago in the old "American Api-
culturist" but strange enough it was
passed over—yet it is the most beauti-

ful feature in all bee communication.
This odor and its many, man}- uses by
the bees in conversation, should be as

thoroughly understood by the apiarist,

as the weight of honey in super, which,
naturally, interests the most of us in

this day of competition, more than an
exhaustive study into the private habits
of the bee. One day. if given sufficient

encouragement, I shall venture a chap-
ter which will be entirely confined to

this marvellous, and. I may say, ab-
sorbingly interesting and important
subject, which I have called odor-of-
direction.

Just to see how many of our crude
English words it has taken already to

define but a few of the most common
phrases in the bee language! There
are hundreds more of these phrases you
may be assured. Those employed at

swarming time, at the loss and gain
of queen, in the finding of sweets, dur-
ing robbing time, etc., etc.,—even elec-

tions, in which there is no human-de-
vised jobbery, are actually conducted,
systematically, in the bee-hive; say
naught of the thousands of little econ-
omies apparent to the close student.
To cover these only in part would. I
fear, try the editor and monopolize
quite all his valuable space, so I had
better close right here and say, more
anon.

Swar'thmore, Pa., March 23, 1903.

FROM OUR FRENCH EXCHANGES.

Inttresting ITotes Gleaned and Translated for The Bee

Zteperb; Adr:in Getaz.

BEES AND RED CLOVER

Mr. R. Chas. Perin, (L'Apiculteur
February, 1903,) passing one day
by a field of red clover noticed
that a number of bees were gath-
ering honey there. Knowing that as
a rule, bees do not gather honey from
red clover, he decided to investigate.

He found it somewhat difficult to

make observations, but finally discov-

ered that the bees invariably introduced
their tongues, not inside the flower,

but between the corolla and the calyx.

Furthermore, that the flowers on which
bees were found sipping the nectar,

had been punctured near the base of
the corolla, and the nectar was escap-
ing through the puncture.

Next thing was to find who did the
puncturing. Further observations re-

vealed the presence of at least four
difterent kinds of bumble bees, prob-
ably more. Only one kind, of medium
size, a gray-white body, took the nec-

tar from the opening; all the others
took it through the punctures they had
made, or which were already made. He
could not discover which kind made the

openings, as nearly all the flowers were
found punctured.

I wish to add that there is quite a

number of difTerent species of bumble
bees, and the European species are not

the same as the American. However,
the idea struck me that it would be well
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to investigate which kinds puncture the

red clover flowers, and introduce them.
This would enable our bees to obtain

the red clover nectar, and also increase

the yield of seed.

SAINFOIN.

Three forage plants are very exten-

sively cultivated in Europe. Red clov-

er, alfalfa and sainfoin. The sainfoin

more probably than the alfalfa, or at

any rate not less extensively. By long

experience, the Europeans have found

that the alfalfa must be cut just before

blossoming in order to give the best

hay. With the sainfoin it is the re-

verse; it must be cut just at the closing

of the blossoming period.

In very rich lands the alfalfa yields

the most, but in grounds of medium
fertility, the sainfoin is the best- How-
ever, the soil must contain a large

proportion of lime, either natural or

applied, and if not permeable, must be
deeply subsoiled, as the sainfoin is also

a deep rooted plant.

In a great part of Europe, the land

is so thoroughly cultivated that the na-

tural resources of nectar have practi-

cally disappeared, and in many portions

the sainfoin is the main supply of hon-
ey. It is cut twice a" year and there-

fore gives two separate yields of honey,
each lasting about twenty-five days.

The second yield is somewhat uncer-
tain, as sometimes the weather is too
dry.

FOUNDATION

In looking over the illustrated ad-

vertisements of the French bee-papers
I note that the foundation is sold there

often in rolls, the apiarist cutting it

himself in proper lengths.

COLD AND WARM FRAMES.

It is often insisted in Europe that the>

frames placed across the entrance are
warmer than those running from front

to back- At first sight it looks ridicu-

lous; yet when the wind strikes at the

entrance it can blow clear to the rear

between the combs placed lengthwise,

while the frames placed across obstruct

it. Mr. E. Laglaine, (Revue Eclectique
February, 1903,) discusses the question
of warmth and" ventilation thoroughly.
Among other interesting points, he
says that there is no need of top ven-
tilation, and that the entrances do not

need to be very large (in winter), be-
cause the carbonic acid produced by the
respiration, being heavier than the air,

will, so to speak, fall down to the floor

and escape through the entrances.

This point is certainly worth consider-
ing.

POLLEN IN THE SPRING.

Often in the spring, there is not
enough pollen to be had for all the

brood that could be raised. Often also,

the weather is too bad for the bees
to take the flour outside. Mr. Leon
Bierlaen (Le Progres Apicole, Novem-
ber, 1902,) advise to throw some flour

between the combs. The bees will take

care of it.

INTRODUCING QUEENS

Mr. Fitzhofif, (Journal de 1' Abeille

rhenane), says he put the caged queen
in the hive. Next day, he takes the

cage (queen included) puts it in a cup
of cold water and then turns the wet
queens loose. He says he has never
lost a queen, even when introducing to

colonies with fertile workers. Though
he does not say so, I presume that the

queen is alone in the cage, without
candy or attendants.

APIFUGE.

In a quart of boiling water put one
ounce of carbolic acid (crystals) and
one ounce of glycerine. When needed,

wet a cloth with thejnixture and put

on the supers to be cleared. A few
minutes will empty them of all the

bees.

DRONES OR NO DRONES.

L'Abbe Martin ( L'Apiculteur No-
vember, 1902), asks whether it is well

to curtail the production of drones, as

much as is generally done, or rather

claimed- He goes over the well known
arguments, pro and con, and finally

gives his opinion that the amount of

worker eggs that a queen can lay may
be limited, and that the suppression of

some four or five ^thousand drones
might not mean an increase of some six

or seven thousands of workers, but

simply a loss of drones and a loss of

the heat they produce, thereby forcing

a portion of the field worker to stay

at home.
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DO BEES MOVE EGGS .'

Mr- Gallet (Apiculteur) says yes. In

July 1889 he introduced a queen in a

wire clot^i cage without attendants and
without food (the usual process in

Europe) to a colony having no un-

sealed brood. Some accident prevented
him from releasing the queen until four

days later. To his surprise, he found
eggs in several of the cells around the

cage- He supposes that the queen
dropped her eggs which fell 'through

the meshes of the wire cloth, and were
carried by the bees into the cells.

PARAFFIXE AND "WAX

The adulteration of wax with paraf-

fine is not often practiced here, but it

may be well to know how to ascertain

the fact-

Heat the suspected wax in a porce-
lain vessel with a large quantity of

concentrated sulphuric acid- There
will be a considerable foaming. Keep
the heat a few moments yet and let

cool. The wax will be transformed
into a- semi-liquid black residue; while

the paraffine will remain intact, come
on the top and solidify. The acid must
be as concentrated as possible, other-

wise it would act only very slowly and
imperfectljr on the wax. It must be
in excess, otherwise the residue would
be too thick and retain the parafifine. A
portion of the paraffine remains in the

residue even then. A mixture of 50 per

cent- of paraffine gave only 45 at the

end, and a mixture of 75 per cent, only

68. (From Le Rucher Beige-)

Knoxville, Tenn., May i, 1903.

PUTTING THE NAME OF THE PRODUCER

ON HONEY P.\CKAGES.

(W. W- McXeal.)

THERE still remains a wide dis-

crepancy, it appears, in the
views of many of the leading

producers and the dealers in honey as

to the rights of the former in putting

his name on honey packages. I have
acted in the capacity of both—a pro-

ducer and a dealer in honey to some
extent and, though I am inclined to-

wards the dealers' side of the question,

I am open to conviction.

I am in full sympathy with any move-

ment that will foster the best efforts

in the field of production; but I be-

lieve that skill and labor honestly per-

formed is best rewarded by the natural

results of its own merits- That which
is right cannot be made more so by
showing petty favors. These only

serve to break down in human nature

those sterling qualities that impel one
to do right for rights' sake- The "pro-

ducer who contends that he is robbed
of his rights when he is denied the

privilege of ornamenting small honey
packages with his name, and address,

when such are not to be delivered to

the consumer by himself, is certainly

laboring under a mistaken idea of what
constitutes justice in the art of trade.

He may feel a pardonable pride in the

excellence of his goods, but he should
not allow his pride to lead him to

trespass on the other man's rights. He
should not insist on having all the glory

and profits, too, when he reaps the

benefits of a wholesale disposal of his

crop to the dealer.

The dealer who caters to the retail

trade has much to contend with and
he should be given a clear title to his

purchase, unincumbered by the name
and address of the producer. When he
has succeeded in creating a demand for

honey in this more expensive way, his

name is the one for the lovers of honey
to become familiar with. When he has
paid for any given number of pounds
of honey he should be accorded the

right of his own name on his (then)

own goods if he chooses to exercise

that right just as truly as though he

w^ere to purchase any other of the farm
products. This is only playing fair

—

only giving him a chance, and in no
\v\se can it be said to be a slap at in-

dustry and a defeat of those principles

of justice and right which inspire to a

betterment of present conditions.

The legitimate stamp of quality is

the one for the producer to use indis-

criminately when he commands the

buyers in the markets for a wholesale

purchase of his crop- But if he works
the retail trade he has a right to an

unlimited indulgence of his fancy and
wield the influence of his name on the

goods in the full measure of its

weight.
Why should a man be given any

more rights in this respect when sell-

ing honey of his own production than
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if he were to buy it of another to use

as merchandise? Why should the pro-

ducer be given a free use of the deal-

ers' best efforts at establishing a trade

in honey when the advertisement is

productive of gain tojiim? In no wise

does his name on the goods benefit the

specialist dealer, but rather it is an
impediment to him. The producer be-

ing 'the recipient of all the advantages
thereof he should not object to a just

compensation for the service perform-

ed- Would he recognize a counter

claim on 'the part of the dealer which
might compromise the sale of future

crops?
Sordid propensities are hard to ban-

ish even though we deluge our inner

composition daily with the crystal

juices of the flowers.

If this marking of the section boxes
is right with the producer of comb
honey it is also right with him who
produces extracted honey and the deal-

er who bottles his purchased goods,
with much care must shoulder the oth-

er man's burden and put on the name
of 'the producer. When thus encum-
bered the dealer becomes the servant

of the producer. The more proficeint

he is as a salesman the more grievious

the burden; for when he has set the

pace in the markets for the honey of

a certain producer, he may see the

fruit of his toil plucked by another for

said producer claims 'the right to sell

to whomsoever he will.

This seemingly modest assumption
of the producer of his rights is made
such only by degree. To follow up the

principle it would mean the ultimate

defeat of the dealer, for in every possi-

ble way he might advertise, the name
of the producer mus't be toted along. If

he were to contract a year in advance
for honey and wished to advertise

through the press, he must pay for the

added space that the name and address
of the producer would require. In short

he must see to it that the glory of the

producer swallows up the glimmer of

his own little light. The general de-

mand for honey will not be increased

nor the sales of it augmented by muz-
zling the hopes of the dealer. When
left entirely to his own jurisprudence

ht will seek the various avenues for

reaching the homes of the consumers
with his produc't in a much more ef-

fective way. Upon the other hand, if

there is any deterioration due to mis-
management or possibly misuse of the
goods what pre-eminence hath the pro-
ducer as a market builder?
When honey is all that its name im-

plies, when it is so sw.^e't, so rich, so
wholesome that all who partake of it

are sure to praise it, then will the af-

fatus of its own sweet merit be all-

sufficient to meet the abilities of 'the

producer to supply the demand.
Give the retailer of honey that which

he has rightly earned. Do not ask him
to carry another's burden, for in climb-
ing the heights of arts there are diffi-

culties enough that naturally fall in

one's way to make one footsore and
weary. There must be a mutual benefit

or the act becomes an imposition. For
such proceedings are contrary to basic
rules in business mat'ters and any in-

dividual, firm or corporation who would
extensively advertise the name of a

probable competitor must have the as-

sistance of a theocracy for the con-
summation of personal interests-

Wheelersburg, O., May, 8, 1903.

Pearson, Ga., Sept. 10, 1902.

Editor Bee-Keeper:

As most of your readers know, a

great deal has been said through the

bee journals about having combs wired
to prevent breakage. In line with the

idea of securing strongly built combs,
some have invented invertible combs
and invertible hives, which will make
the average bee-keeper swear when he

tries to manipulate them. Bees will

fasten combs to the bottom bar if the

frames are turned upside down, but

they will make a poor job of it at best

—or this is my experience. Now, I

am going to tell you how to get combs
attached solidly to the bottom-bar, and
in a manner that will leave no chance

for drone comb in the corners of the

frame:
Anv time when there is a honey flow

on and bees are building comb, will

do. Remove every other frame from
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the hive to be operated on- Brush
bees carefully into the hive, being care-

ful not to injure the queen. Trim off

the rounding bottom of the comb, with
a thin-bladed knife and cut the comb
lose from the frame all around, letting

it rest on the bo'ttom-bar, and wind it

with a No. lO sewing thread to hold
comb in position, and replace in hive.

In two to four days you can treat the

other combs likewise.

Now, dear reader, this operation

takes less time than it does to wire
frames, and according to my idea

combs so treated are much stronger
than those wired. And if you don't use
full sheets of foundation, you will have
more or less drone comb to contend
with; and you can't cut out and re-

pair wired combs.
Yours truly,

Geo. B. Crum.

Cienfuegos, Cuba, April 20, 1903-

My Dear Mr. Hill:

The swarming season is at hand, and
we are now very busy in our efforts

to suppress it. The honey harvest is

over for the present year; and while
I obtained some four thousand gallons.

the markets are so dull that the re-

turns fail to reward the necessary la-

bor of production. Though I secured
46 cents per gallon for the first lot of

2,500 gallons, f. o. b- at this port, I am
unable to obtain more than 34 cents

for the remaining 1,600 gallons yet gn
hand, which is unprofitable-

Fraternally yours,

Dr. J. B. Pons.

Glenwood, Wis., May i, 1903.

Editor Bee-Keeper:

Bees wintered poorly in this locality.

From what I can learn I think the

loss is about 40 per cen't. and weather
stays cold and windy. Elms and maple
are just in bloom. Clover wintered

splendidly and is making a fine start.

I have wondered quite often why it is

that we never see your face in the

journals- I, for one, would like to see

your picture. Am better pleased with

your journal every issue. I have seen

nearly every bee journal in the world,

and for fifty cents I do not know where
I can get a better jnonthly bee journal

than The Bee-Keeper.
Fraternally yours.

Leo. F. Hanegan.
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AUSTRIA.

The bee-keepers of Austria are in

hot water because their government
has seen fit to reduce the tariff on
honey and all honej--substitutes.

The Bienenvater, \'ienna, is asking
its subscribers and all Austrian bee-
keepers to use their influence that the
old rate on adulterated honey will be
maintained, that on "bee-honey" the

tariff will be increased and that an im-
port tax will be levied on hives with
bees when such hives weigh over 15

kg.

Oswald Muck describes his -.jow hive

in Bienenvater. It is made of wood
and straw (straw-covered). He uses a

deep frame composed of two halves

jointed or held together by a wire-
clasp. The hive is accessible only from
the top. The introduction of such a

hive is remarkable as the American
hive feature (access from the top) is

generally condemned in Germany and
Austria-

SWITZERLAND.
To observe the behavior of the bees

—young versus old—toward the brood
and the queen, Kramer of Zurich made
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up a small colony of hatching Italian

bees (brood combs) and the flying bees
of a German colony and watched it.

After two days many Italian bees had
emerged- He observed the queen lay-

ing eggs in the central portion of a
comb closely followed by a circle of

brown bees. The yellow bees were
loafing around upon the warm sealed
brood and paying no attention to the
unsealed brood and queen. Even on
'the fourth day no yellow bees seemed
to take any notice of the queen as yet,

but some could be seen occasionally
entering empty cells, seemingly pre-
paring them for the reception of eggs.
On the fifth day yellow bees began to

wait on the queen. Only brown bees
were seen near the periphery of the
cluster, and many yellow bees were still

inactively gathered on the sealed brood.
On the sixth day some yellow bees
came to the outer edge and had a play
spell after noon.
The queen was removed on that day.

On the eighth day brown and yellow
bees could be seen busily engaged con-
structing queen cells and apparently
feeding the royal larvae- There were
more brown (old) than yellow bees
seen nursing 'the unsealed brood, and
yellow bees were hovering around and
at the entrance and some came in load-
ed for the first.

is quoted as saying some years ago:
We have neither found it practical nor
paying, not even for the extensive bee-
keeper, to enter into queen-rearing be-
fore the regular swarming season.,

Perhaps, adds Wurth, he was as satis-

fied as we are of the changing of queens
unbeknown 'to the bee-keeper.

Roth says, in Inkerschule: "Swarm-
ing cells produce better queens than
emergency or post-constructed cells,

although he admits that good queens
may be reared from the latter."

As to the necessity and advisability

of restricting the queen at times to less

breeding room there exists a diversity

of opinion among the Germans as well

as elsewhere. The Schleswig-Holstein
Bztg. advises: By all means to use the
excluder, preferably one made of paste-

board on account of cheapness- Sied-

lofif of the Seipz. Bztg- advises against
its use.

GERMANY.
From a honey leaflet sent out by P.

Waetzel, Freiburg, I take the follow-
ing recipes:

"Honeywater flavored with fruit juice,

lemon or berry, make a good drink for

fever-patients."

"Honey desolved in hot wat^r is good
for hoarseness and coughs, beneficial

in dip'theria, influenza and lagrippe."

"Honey and unsalted butter made in-

to a salve is excellent^in case of scalds

and burns."
"Apply a plaster or poultice of honey

and flour on severe burns, also on
boils."

"Sleeplessness yields to internal hon-
ey treatment."

Der Traktishe Wegweiser favors the
facing of hives to the nor'th, says: The
warm rays of the sun often mislead
the bees in March and April to fly

when they had better not do so, as

many never return, on the o'ther

hand, when colonies are faced north
they often show no signs of activity

till the end of April, and yet they de-

velop better than the others which are

active early. Then again, colonies with

entrance to the south or west s,ufifer

more from heat during the hot sum-
mer than the others. Shading the hives

has become very popular for this rea-

son.

Is it advisable for the small bee-
keeper to rear his own queens, is an-
swered by Wurth in Die Biene with a

decided no!

The great bee-master, Gravenhorst,

Rundschauer (Gleaner) of the Scll-

Holst- Bztg. entertains the fear that

the Phacelia as a honeyplant may sink

into oblivion like some other plant

which enjoyed a reputation of being
honeysecreting plants for a time.

A questioner says in the same paper
he would like some information as to

how to best arrange his hives for sec-

tion honey-production- He would like

to fit up hives and appliances during his

leisure hours on the Sundays to come.

Goeken in Centralblatt cannot under-

stand how it is possible that America
can expor't honey and sell it at such
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low prices when the American bee-
keepers have had such poor honey sea-

sons for the past two years. He asks

that some American-German bee-keep-

er will arise and explain.

Mrs. Lizzie Coton of "remote fame"
has found a follower of late m Freuden-
stein, Germany- The latter does, as the

former did many years ago, advocate
feeding sugar syrup to bees and selling

the product as pure honey, claiming
that the syrup will be changed into

honey by the bees. The Freudenstein
idea, however, does not take well in

Germany.

^'alentin Wust says in Leipz. Bztg.
the reason why pear blossoms are not
visited by bees to any great extent
is because the nectar they secrete,

though plentiful, contains but little

sweetness.

GERMAN EAST AFRICA.

East Africa is well supplied with hon-
ey bees. The natives use wooden tubes
for hives, also tube-shaped hives braid-
ed from grasses, coated with clay and
closed at both ends with wooden disks.

But many of the honey-loving negroes
are too lazy to keep bees in hives and
obtain the honey by hunting bees in the
woods-

ENGLAND-
The voracity of the spider is general-

ly well known and it is therefore well
to keep our hives clear of them. Sir

John Lubock has figured out that if a
man should eat as much in proportion
to his weight as does the soider he
would consume inside of 24 hours as
much as two whole beeves, thirteen
sheep, ten hogs and four tons of fish.

F. Greiner.

My Dear Bro. Hill:

On the left lies the Deep Sea of Sub-
scribers, on the right the Devils of con-
tributions and atwixt are the Editors
and a jolly nice fix they're in, thank
goodness. But for the land sakes what
for do they class nic along with you
uns? I got a letter tother day fairly

blue with brimstone flames. 'Twas
good tho', jolly good. Here be some

of its terse things thoughtfully trans-
cribed:

"If you're afraid use a nom de
plume."

"If you're licked, lie-"

"If you'd be popular try the sancti-
monious style."

"If your 'c py' don't 'go,' borrow
tother fellows."

"If in doubt, lie awake o' nights and
you'll guess as near as you'll ever
come to it-"

"If the system won't work, blame the
originator."

"If the bees sting, blame the breed,
not your own clumsiness." (Wonder
if he meant me and my Syrians?)

"If the queens ever die, blame the
breeder."

"If lost in introducing, 'blank' him.''

"If you're s'^upid, use other folks'

thoughts-"
"If supers stay empty, the hive is too

smj^ll—or too big-"

"If the flowers don't yield, 'tis the
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editor's fault for not telling you of a

better spot."

"If the price is small, cuss the com-
mission man, not your own sloppy
work."

"If your life is a failure, cuss every-

body but yourself—you're all right."

"The king can do no wrong" but
"woe unto ye Scribes and parasites,

hypocrites,

'The future'll look bright

'When yer come to expire

'But don't be too sure

'For it may be ther fire'-
"

Say, but he was "hot" wasn't he?
Kind of banged some of us boys, didn't

he? I'm glad there's somebody asides

me as gits riled. But say, hold on.

Away down at the end o' his letter he

writes: "Say, Deacon, you need a

looking glass." Hum! P'r'aps. And
there be others.

Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

COLORADO'S PURE HONEY LAW.

HOUSE BILL 244.

(By Mr. Murto.)

AN ACT.

To regulate the adulteration or imita-

tion of bee products, govern labels

on packages or cases containing any

of such articles, and to provide pen-

alties for the violation thereof, and
repealing all ac'ts and parts in con-

flict herewith.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly
of the State of Colorado:
Section i. No person, firm or cor-

poration shall have in his, its or their

possession any adulterated or imitation

bee products, or substance which has

been stored or made by honey bees

from sugar, syrup, or any other materi-

al or substance fed to them, or shall

adulterate or cause or solicit any per-

son, firm or corporation to adulterate

any bee products, or to mix or com-
pound any substances so as to resemble

bee products, or sell or offer to sell,

or solicit others to sell or oflfer to sell,

exchange or give away any adulterated

Or imitation bee products, or any com-
pounds purporting to be or to imitate

bee products, or sell or offer to sell,

be used as a substitute for bee products

unless each and every package of such

adulterated or imitation bee products
or compound articles is clearly, dura-
bly, and prominently either labeled or
marked so as to inform the purchaser
of tlie exact ingredients and the exact
percentage of each ingredient used, or
is labled or marked "Imiiation Honey"
or "Imitation Beeswax" as the case
may be, in heavy Gothic type of not
less than forty-eight points, printers'

measure, in size, and the words "Hon-
ey" or "Beeswax" shall not be used
upon any package of material described
in this section unless the same shall

be preceded by the word "Imitation";
and no person, firm or corporation
shall sell such goods unless he or they
themselves inform the purchaser or

his representative of the exact ingred-
ients and percentage of each; and the

possession of such goods shall be held

to imply knowledge of the true charac-

ter and name thereof, and the intent

to use them in violation of this act;

Provided, That this section shall not

be deemed to apply to persons having
such goods in their possession for ac-

tual consumption by themselves or their

families.

Section 2- The word "Honey" shall

not be used as part and parcel of the
trade designation of drugs, medicines,

confections, or any other articles of

trade or commerce, unless honey is

actually employed as one of their in-

gredients, and to the full extent to

which the use of such designation shall

lead the purchaser to expect.

Section 3. Whoever shall deface,

erase or remove any label or mark pro-

vided for by this act, with intent to

mislead, deceive or to violate any of

the provisions of this act, shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor.
Section 4- No person, by himself or

others, shall ship, consign, or forward

by any common carrier or otherwise,

public or private, any adulterated or

imitation bee products, or other com-
pounds provided for in this act, unless

it or they shall be labeled or marked
on each case or shipping package in

plain lettering, according to the provis-

ions of this act, and receipted for by
the true name thereof; Provided, That
this act shall not apply to any goods
in transit between other and foreign

states across the state of Colorado.

Section 5. Whenever any state office

regulating the adulteration or imitation
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of any food products exists in this stored by honey bees, and it shall be
state, it shall be the duty of the execu- held to have been adulterated when
tive of such office to take, in a lawful glucose, cane sugar, grape sugar or
manner, samples of suspected bee prod- any other substance or compound has
ucts, or imitations or compounds there- been mixed with or added to it or fed

of, reasonably compensating therefor to bees; and the word "Beeswax" shall

from any funds in his hands belong-

ing to his office, and cause such sam-
ples to be immediately analyzed, or

otherwise satisfactorily tested, by a

be held to be the wax rendered from
combs built by honey bees, either with-
out foundation, or upon a foundation
of pure beeswax, and it shall be held

practical chemist, at a cost not to ex- to have been adulterated when paraffine,

ceed twenty (20) dollars in any case, tallow, or any other wax or fat, min-
and if the result of such analysis shows eral or vegetable, or any other sub-

that the provisions of this act to have stance or compound has been mixed
been violated, to immediately make with or added to it.

complaint before a justice of the peace Section 7. No court of this state

of the county in which the ofifense was shall sustain any action brought to re-

committed or such product was found, cover any sum due or alleged to be due
and the justice of the peace shall there- by reason of the purchase of any adul-

upon take full jurisdiction and hear and terated bee products, or compounds
determine all matters connected there- specified in this act. unless the same
with, and enter judgment accordingly, shall have been labefed or marked as

and the analysis herein mentioned shall provided in this act, which duty of la-

be recorded and preserved as evidence, beling or marking shall be proven as

and the expense for making such anal- part of the case in chief,

ysis or test may be taxed as costs in Section 8. Any person, firm or cor-

case the prosecution shall be success- poration violating any of the provisions

ful; the certificate of such result, sworn of this act shall be deemed guilty of a

to by the chemist, shall be competent misdemeanor, and on conviction there-

evidence in all prosecutions under this of shall be fined for the first ofifense not
act; Provided, That the person accus- less than twenty dollars ($20), nor more
ed may, by subpoena, compel the at

tendance in court of such chemist. In

all cases where the defendant is found

guilty of a violation of this act, such

product shall be confiscated and may

than one hundred dollars ($100), and for

the second and subsequent offenses not
less than one hundred dollars ($100),

nor more than five hundred dollars

($500), together, in all cases, with all

be destroyed or sold by an officer of costs of suit; and justices of the peace
such court, and the receipts thereof, af- may have jurisdiction of all ofifenses

ter being applied to the costs of the arising under this act.

case, any balance remaining shall be Section 9. All acts and parts of acts

turned into the state treasury. If any 'that conflict with this act are hereby re-

food officer whose duty it is to inspect pealed.

or bring proceedings as herein provid- Section 10. In the opinion of the

ed, shall corruptly or negligently fail General Assembly an emergency exists,

to do so he shall be deemed guilty of and this act shall take effect from and
malfeasance and shall be fined and de- after its passage.

barred from his office, the amount of

such fine going to the informer of such THE LITTLE BUSY BEE.
malfeasance; all proceedings provided Every head of clover consists of about
and mentioned in this act, to be brought ^ flower tubes, each of which contains
against a person, firm or corporation

^^^ infinitesimal quantity of sugar. Bees
for violation thereof, or against any

^^j,, ^^^^^^ ^.j^j^ ^ hundred different

officer for malfeasance, shall be in the j^g^^g of clover before retiring to the

name of the people of the state of Col-
j^j^.^^ ^^^ j^ order to obtain the sugar

orado, and in no such case shall any necessary for a load must therefore

advancement of costs for any bond or thrust their tongues into about 6,000

other security be required. different flowers. Sometimes a bee will

Section 6. For the purpose of this draw 'the sugar from 120,000 dififerent

act the word "Honey" shall be held to flowers in the course of a single day s

be the nectar of flowers gathered and work.—Home Queen.
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Subscribers receiving their paper in blue
wrapper will know that their subscription ex
pires with this number. We hope that you
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates that

you owe for your subscription. Please give tht
matter your early attention.

We have a number of large photo-
graphs from Dr. Blanton, Greenville,
Miss., illustrating the recent floods
along 'the Mississippi river, the broken
levees and the work of reconstruction.
The Doctor has our thanks for having
thus kindly remembered us.

Pat writes from Cabans, Cuba, April

12, that his bees werejdoing better bus-

iness in honey-gathering at 'that time
than at any time since his arrival there,

and ascribes the activity to accessible

mangrove foimd in abundance about
one mile distant, on the sea shore. He
was preparing to transport his apiary

of 320 colonies by schooner to an even
denser field of this great honey yielder.

If enthusiasm and hard work will

bring success, success is assured to

Pat.

After an extended period of hiber-

nation, the Southland Queen, Beeville,

Tex., .has again entered the realm of

active life; beginning with "Vol. i.. No.
I." The Queen is nominally a south-

ern journal, though specifically repre-

sentative of Texas apiculture, and its

contents are generally decidedly prac-

tical and instructive. One of the ar-

ticles in the new number, however, is

not particularly meritorious. I't was
originally an editorial taken from our

columns by the Australian Bee Bulletin

and republished by the Queen and cred-

ited "exchange-'' We welcome the re-

newed visits of .the Queen, and wish it

abundant success.

An accident to our linotypes is re-

sponsible for a delay of several days
in mailing this issue of The Bce-Keep-
er.

The National Bee Keepers' associa-

tion now has away over a thousand
members; and under the management

"The Queen Bee and the Palace She
Should Occupy," is the singular title of

an interesting booklet recently issued

by T. K. Massie, Tophet, W. Va. The
author is evidently a very practical

apiarist, and the motive behind the en-

terprise appears to be a desire to ac-

quaint 'the bee-keeping public with a

new hive, of which he is the inventor,
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and for which broad claims of merit

are put forth. While the work partakes

largely of the nature of an advertise-

ment for the new hive, Mr. Massie dis-

plays an admirable degree of independ-

ent' thinking which leads us into new
fields of thought along apicul'tural lines,

and we have perused the book with

much interest. It is sold at a quar-

ter-

their share towards the discouragement
of Cuban immigration. The fact re-

mains, though, that there are many oth-
ers who, like Mr. Howe, like Cuba
sufficiently well to make it their choice
of locations for a home.

As we have stated before, .the queen

is the hub of the apicultural wheel, and

it appears that at present her majesty

is receiving full attention through the

public press. Insofar as wholesale

methods of rearing and fertilizing are

concerned, the plan set forth in this is-

sue by Mr. C. B- Bankston is quite in

line with the Swarthmore system.

However, the idea of casting the mini-

ature hives to the four winds and later

raking them together, is original, with-

out a doubt, with Bankston. It is

just a little strange, however, that

no claim is made in this case for the

superiority of queens resulting from
such handling of hives. To have been
in line with modern tactics, as practiced

by inventors of queen-rearing devices

and systems, Mr. Bankston should have
observed a wonderfully beneficial ef-

fect upon the resultant queen of this

aerial transit, from buggy to brush.

Our old friend and former contribu-

tor, Mr. Harry Howe, gives in a re-

cent number of the Bee-Keepers' Re-
view a very terse account of the ob-
jectionable features with which the Cu-
ban bee-keeper's life is attended- Mr.
Howe's extensive experience in New
York enables him to draw comparisons
that are of value to those with an eye

on Cuba as a prospective field of

operation. Mud, extreme moisture,

low prices of apiarian products and
high prices of supplies, unsanitary

conditions, insects and short and de-

creasing crops of honey are some of

the obstacles encountered; while rob-

beries and murders, he infers, are com-
monplace afifairs. However, Mr. Howe
concludes wi'th the assertion that he

likes Cuba well enough to stay there;

though he thinks the public has not
been fully informed in regard to the

dark side of Cuban life, which is, doubt-
less, a fact; though Mr. Rockenbach
and a few others have certainly done

As an example of the kind of bus-
iness the Colorado Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation does for its members and
apiarian interests of the state, we pub-
lish elsewhere in this number the full

text of a law recently enacted there,
and now in full force. That the
bill has been drafted by thoroughly
competent and practical minds is clear-

ly shown in the complete manner with
which it covers every essential of an
ideal law for the protection of the pro-
ducer of pure honey. It is doubtless
the most specific law bearing upon
honey adulteration ever enacted. The
pity is that it should not be national

in its scope; but it is a beginning

—

an example which should be extended
to the statute books of every state in

the Union. The Colorado State Bee-
Keepers' Association is to be congrat-

ulated upon this happy triumph of its

well-directed effort, and bee-keepers

of that state should appreciate their

good fortune in having an association

with such able minds to direct its af-

fairs-

Jessamine, like the mountain laurel,

is one of the most beautiful of flowers

—the former a rich yellow, the latter

a most delicate pink. Both are early

spring bloomers. The fragrance of the

jessamine is very pronounced, and is

used quite extensively by manufactur-
ers of perfumes. In the East Indies,

it is said, jessamine bloom is strewn

through the houses and temples, and
thus the air is permeated with the ex-

quisite odor. Is it any wonder, then,

that the innocent bee in quest of nectar

in the early spring, should be beguiled

by its fragrance to sip the poison sweet
secreted amid its j^olden petals? Man,
by virtue of reason born of experience,

is tempted not by poisonous, though
attractive, fruits; but the instinct of

the bee serves not to protect her

against the deadly morsel of nectar by
which she is tempted. The writer has

seen the ground about the apiary

strewn with writhing bees in the throes

of death, as a result of gathering nee-
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tar from this beautiful and fragrant

fiower- We are fortunate in having ab-

solutely no jessamine in the vicinity

of our present location. Its habit seems
to be in richer lands. We believe it is

usually found where 'the magnolia

grows to greatest perfection. At least,

such has been our observation- The
article by Mr. Harris, in this number,

and the full-page picture of jessamine

bloom also shown, will be of interest

to our readers. For the splendid pho-

tograph, we are indebted to Mr. E- G.

Harris, Daytona, Fla-, one of the most

progressive photographers of the state.

A REMARKABLE INCIDENT.
Mr. M. A. Gill, one of Colorado's

most progressive and reliable apiarists,

in the last issue of the Review, relates

a most remarkable incident in regard

to the introduction of an Italian queen

into a three-frame nucleus of black

bees. The self-introducing cage (so.

called) containing the new queen v^as

inserted in the nucleus about the mid-

dle of last July. The case was neglec-

ted, and the bees built comb over the

open end of the cage, in which the

queen remained until the loth of the

following October, when she was found,

without an escort, still alive, and was

liberated; as Mr. Gill says he thought

she had been caged long enough (?)•

However, she was immediately balled

by the bees, and would have been kill-

ed, had he not administered a liberal

dose of tobacco smoke, which resulted

in her acceptance, and by Christmas,

with stimulative feeding, she had be-

come the mother of a good colony.

This experience has given rise to the

query, by Mr. Gill, whether the estab-

lished theory that 45 days is the aver-

age life of the bee during the working
season, is not an error, as the nucleus

was still in fair condition when the

queen was released. Also, does it not

clearly prove that the length of time

during which a queen may be confined

in the cage, has nothing to do with the

matter of her being accepted by the

bees? Does it not show, too, that long

confinement within a cage does not

necessarily impair her laying power or

function? The incident appears to

bear out the idea held by Mr. Gill for

some time that the life of certain fami-

lies of bees reaches 60 days; and he of-

fers the significent suggestion that if

this be so, here is the trait that can be
and should be established by careful
breeding. He concludes: "Never
mind the number of gold rings, nor the
length of tongue, nor how bad they
sting—but a queen-breeder who can as-

sure me that his bees have an average
life of 60 days can sell me a lot of

queens."
In this connection, we may quote a

significent paragraph from the Ameri-
can Bee Journal of May 14, by Mr.
Doolittle: "Some seem to think that
nothing has been said or written about
long-lived bees and queens till of late.

This is not so^ Dr. Gallup does not
stand alone in this matter, neither is

it a new thing. This part has been em-
phasized during the past by one of

Canada's greatest honey producers, Mr.

J. B. Hall; also by Mr. Riker, Doo-
little and others; but if I am right,

Mr. Hall was the pioneer in calling

attention to the matter. There is a

great advantage in such queens and
bees, especially where the latter are

reared with an eye on the coming har-

vest."

CONFINING BEES FOR SHIP-
MENT.

In the preparation of an apiary for a

long move, there are innumerable de-

tails which develop to keep the man-
ager thinking and conniving. In order
to avoid a loss of field bees it is neces-

sary that they be confined after all have
returned for the night. Considerable
time and labor are required to affix

proper entrance screens; and time, un-

der such circumstances, is usually at a

premium. As a possible helpful sug-

gestion to those who have such work
to do, we shall endeavor to explain the

ingenious plan adopted by our old

friend, Pat, when preparing for the Cu-
ban trip:

Several days previous to the date up-
on which it was desired to make the
start, Pat bestirred himself in quest of

about a bushel of old corks of uniform
size. Having ascertained the exact size

of the stoppers at his command, he pro-

ceeded to bore a hole into which they
would snugly fit, in the front end of

each hive, about centrally located. Wide
entrance screens were now adjusted to

prevent the bees from using the ordi-

nary entrance. These screens were sup-
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ported by frames made of lath, and per-

mitted the bees ,to come out and move
about upon the front of the hive across

its full width and upward about four

inches. The bees soon became accus-

tomed to the new opening, and through

it work proceeded as formerly, though

the old entrance was stopped by the

screen device-

On the evening of the departure, with

car I'pon the side-track, and drays in

waiting. Pat might have been seen peer-

ing into space and anxiously scanning

the western horizon, while he held in

his hand a commodious basket of corks.

The exact moment for operation must
have been very definitely decided by vis-

ible conditions, for when it arrived, a

handful of corks was grabbed, and be-

ginning at one corner of the apiary,

with but a single step from hive to hive,

they were inserted with mechanical reg-

ularity, and the whole 200 or more col-

onies were ready for loading in less

time than it will take the reader to hear

how he did it.

T. F. Bingham, "the smoker man,"
in the April Review, contributes gen-
erously to the fresh air fund—of infor-

mation—relative to the wintering of

bees. He is an ardent advocate of air,

pure and fresh, and plenty of it in bee
repositories, and says bees will not roar
in the cellar if the air is as pure and
fresh indoor^ as out. He is as em-
phatically opposed to moisture as he is

in favor of fresh air. Though Mr.
Bingham seems to assume that all

Michigan bee-keepers would readily

concede to his view of the matter, it is

a noteworthy fact that Mr. Heddon,
who is also a Michigander., takes op-
posing ground very strongly, in regard
to both the air and moisture phases
of the question. When the doctors dif-

fer so widely upon such a plain, prac-
tical question, what is left to us but
to believe that they are both pursuing
extreme lines, and that the golden
mean is the safer ground? However,
Arthur C. Miller, in the same journal,
puts forth a strong plea for a copious
supply of oxygen, which he would sup-
ply by means of a wide entrance, with
hives protected upon the summer
stands by a black, water-proof cover-
ing. Upward and lateral ventilation

should be precluded. Chas. S- Blake,

in Gleanings, another extensive bee-

keeper, of Massachusetts, takes occa-

sion to strengthen the plea for fresh

air in the cellar, while Editor Hutch-
inson goes over the whole ground,

citing numerous and conflcting experi-

ences bearing upon the matter. Here
is a field for scientific research that

ought to satisfy even A- C. Miller or

Frederick B- Simpson.

IMPORTATION OF BREEDING
STOCK.

The following interesting observations

are extracted from a letter to the edi-

tor by the well known breeder, E- L.

Pratt, of Swarthmore, Pa.:

We have made and are still making

such decided improvements in our

American-bred Italian bees, not alone

in color but in working qualities, pro-

lificness, size, hardiness, gentility, etc-,

that many of the leading queen rearers

are beginning to feel that further im-

portation of Italian queens from their

native land will be productive of no

particular gain in the qualities most
sought after by purchasers of queen

bees.

There are specialists on this continent

who now export not only to Italy but

to many other foreign countries be-

cause of the excellence of the Ameri-
can stock. It is admitted the world
around that American-bred Italians

lead in brilliancy of color and beauty

of markings- For raisers of such stock

importation of the darker bees from
Italy would be nothing short of sub-

version. Therefore, it were folly for

him to import more.
Carniolans from their native land

have a decided tinge of reddish yellow

in two spots at either side of the ab-

domen—at least all I ever imported
were thus marked—while in this coun-
try we have succeeded in breeding
them true, showing naught but the
brownish brands. Our advancement
has been due to careful selection of

queen mothers and watchful control of

the drones neither of which is practiced
abroad as far as I can learn.

Swarthmore.

MORE BLACK HONEY.
In The Bee-Keeper for March, Mr.

C. R. Russell, of Worcester, Mass.,
mentioned a peculiar black honey which
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his bees had gathered. In reference

to this item Mr. Lawrence C. Miller,

Providence, R. I., writes as follows:

In my apiary, then located in Newton,
Mass., I also noticed that kind of hon-
ey and some of its peculiarities. The
honey was not all discolored but the
clear honey had mixed in it drops and
streaks of a cloudy or sooty-looking
substance very much as if a bee had
occasionally brought in a load of nec-

sufficient to protect the glass in hand-
ling; the block or tube to be impervious
to liquids, including oils, and to be
inclosed by a tight-fitting lid or cover,
so adjusted as to make the block or
tube water tight and to prevent the
leakage of the conten'ts in case of
breakage of the glass.

Queen bees and their attendant bees,
may be sent in the mails when properly
put up so as not to injure the person

tar different from that which the rest of those handling the mail, nor soil the
were gathering. From its disinclina- mail bags or their contents,

tion to mix with the other honey and Never send comb honey by mail, and
from its "dusty" appearance I was lead see 'that all other packages conform to
to believe it was "honey-dew" mixed
with soot from the soft-coal smoke.
Where the honey contained but lit-

tle of the substance no unusual flavor

was noticed, but where the admix-
ture was more liberal it had a very
musty taste. It was all gathered dur-

ing Ti-Ugust and September. The bees

had quite a lot of this honey for winter

stores but it did not harm them.
Lawrence C- Miller.

.ABUSE OF THE U. S. MAIL.

Gen. Manager France, of the Na-
tional, is sending out to members a

leaflet which bears the following in-

formation and good advice:

Section 496 U. S. Laws and Regula-
tions.

(a) When not liquid or liquefiable,

they must be placed in a bag, box or
removable envelope or wrapping, made
of paper, cloth or parchment-

(b) Such bag, box, envelope or
wrapping must again be placed in a

box or tube made of metal or some
hard wood, with sliding clasp or screw
lid.

(c) In case of articles liable to

break, the inside box, bag, envelope or

wrapping must be surrounded by saw-
dust, cotton, or other elastic substance.

When in glass bottles or vials, such
bottles or vials must be strong enough
to stand the shock of handling in the

mails and enclosed in a metal, wooden
or papiermache block or tube not less

than three-sixteenths of an inch in the

thinnest part, strong enough to sup-

port the weight of mails piled in bags

and resist rough handling; and there

must be provided, between the bottle

and said block or tube, a cushion of

cotton, felt or some other absorbent.

U. S- Postal laws. I have received by
mail several broken boxes of comb hon-
ey for inspection. I also find unlawful
queen cages and packages with honey
sent by mail.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Beginning this month, subscriptions

to The Bee-Keeper will be received and
entered three full years for one dollar.

This exceptional ofifer is made for ad-
vance payment only, but applies alike

to new subscribers and renewals. The
American Bee-Keeper publishes more
original matter than any other monthly
bee journal in America. As to the
quality, the reader must be the judge.

By taking advantage of this ofifer, cop-
ies cost the subscribe^ l«ss than three

cents each. Does the reader know of
equal value oflfered elsewhere, in the
apicnltural periodicals? If he does,

our advice would be to accept it at

once.

Connecticut will have one of the most
unique exhibits at the World's Fair,

St. Louis. The exhibit will show the
growing oyster, Large glass tanks,
filled with runnig sea water, will con-
tain living oysters of various ages.
In some of the tanks will be placed
the enemies of the oyster. Star fish

and borers will be allowed to carry on
their work of deadly attacks upon the
living bivalves that the spectators may
see the work of destruction. A fine

collection of curios picked up while

dredging for oysters will also be in-

cluded in the exhibit.

Every new subscriber helps us to

make The Bee-Keeper better.
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HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached
to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoit
e<l by trayel stain or otherwise; all the cells

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or
with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comk unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.
Im addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, ther« will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Kansas City, Mo., May 8.—Honey
is in good demand with very light sup-
ply- We quote comb honey, 12 1-2 to
16 cen'ts. Extracted. 6 to 7 1-2 cents.
Beeswax is in good demand at 30 to
32 cents, with light supply. Old comb
honey about cleared up—only a few
lots of poor on market.—Hamblin &
Sappington.

New York, May 7.—The demand for
honey is quiet, with liberal supply. We
quote comb, 10 to 14 cents. Extracted,

5 to 8 cents. Beeswax is in good de-
mand, with limited supply.—Francis H.
Leggett & Co.

Chicago, May 7.—The past winter
and present spring have been a disap-
pointment to the producers and deal-
ers in honey, in that the consump'tion
has been away below the average of
the past decade. Choice to fancy comb
is held at 10 to 16 cents per pound with
off grades 2 to 5 cents less per pound.
Extracted white 6 to 7 cents, ambers
6 to 6 1-2, dark 5 1-2 to 6 cents. Bees-
wax in good demand at 32 cents.—R.
A. Burnett & Co.

white sells at 15 to 16 cents in small
way. We quote Amber Extracted, 5
1-2 to 6 1-2, White Clover, 8 to 9c.

Sales not as lively as expected this

season of year. Cuban extracted is of-

fered on all sides, and future prices are
awaited with intense interest- Bees-
wax strong at 30 cents.—The Fred W.
Muth Co.

Cent=a=Word Column.
The rate is uniformly one cent for each

word, each month; no advertisement however
small will be accepted for less than twenty
cents, and must be paid in advance. Count
the words and remit with order accordingly.

$40 per month and expenses paid good men
for taking orders. Steady work. Apply Pro-
tective Nurseries, Geneva, N. Y.

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Kceper for 20
cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-
ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-

logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost J8.00,

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)

cost $150, in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

W. M. Gerrish, R. F. D., Epping, N. H.,

keeps a complete supply of our goods, and
Eastern customers will save freight by order-

ing of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.. May 8.—Our honey
market is somewhat more qu'et as it

is getting a little too late for it. Honey
should be pretty much cleau'^d up by
this time. We quote strictly fancy i

pound combs at 15 to 16, choice and
No. I, 14 to 15, and other grades from
13 down to 9 cents, with somewhat of

an accumulation of lower grades. Bees-
wax 25 to 32. Extracted honey from 6

to 8- Moderate demand.—Batterson &
Co-

Cincinnati, May 9-—Little demand
for comb honey at present. Fancy

F
ROYIDERCE HUEERS^

ROYE THEIR IjoALITIES

to be unexcelled by any strain of

Italian bees on earth. A rare embodiment

of all the desirable traits with the bad

eliminated. A strain evolTed by years of

constant study and endeavor. I want every

progressive bee-keeper to test this new
strain, and ^yill be pleased to fill orders for

untested at 81. 00 each. Special pnces

cheerfully quoted on special queens ana on

quantities. Let me send you^my circular.

It's ready now.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER,
P. O.Box 1113. Providexce, R. I.
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THE INTREPID BEE.

There lived a bee, who, though quite

small

Was not a busy bee at all.

No aim in life, no cares, had he:

This bee had naught to do but be..

One day by chance he overheard

A passing stranger's passing word;
Deeply and long he pondered on it

—

'Twas of a bee in some one's bonnet.

"A bonnet!!" thought the bumptious
bee;

"That would be just the place for

me!
"What residence is so correct

"For one exclusive and select?"

Now it fell out that very day
Miss Amorilla came that way:

Wearing (as you no doubt foresee)
A rose decked bonnet- Then the bee

Exclaimed: "Hurrah! My luck is

great

"How all things come to those who
wait!"

And with a sudden cry, "Here goes!"
He plunged into the reddest rose!

Its honey he essayed to suck,

But found instead that he was stuck;

And from a snarl of cotton-wool
In vain his legs he tried pull.

Within his mouth was such a taste

—

Aniline dye and glue and paste

—

While wires and stiffened muslin
^'things

Scratched his poor eyes and tore his

wings-

But though in dire and luckless flight,

He kicked and pushed with all his

might.
And somehow managed to get free,

A sadder and a wiser bee.

A moral, pointed like the bee's own
sting

Adorns the tale, and should a lesson

bring; »

A little learning is a dangerous thing.

—Caroline Wells, in The House Beau-
tiful.

A copy of Mr. Alley's new pamphlet,
"Improved Queen Rearing," comes to

hand this month too late for review.

A glance through its 60 pages yields a
promise of something interesting, when
we have time to read more carefully.

Tell others what you think, through
The Bee-Keeper.

Don't be afraid to ask for sample
copies for your friends.

If you wish to make a success of your bce^

you should read the Farm, Bee and Poultry

Review. It is the cheapest and best Bee-

Joumal published in Australia.

Subscription price in Australia,

2=6 per year, in advance.

Subscriptien price in America,

72 cents per year, in advance.

Advertisers should find the Review a good

investment as it circulates widely through

the world. And its rates are the lowest oi

any Journal in the Universe. Write ff>r

prices and free sample copy, to the proprietor

Q. COLBOURNE, JNR.,
MEDINA,

G-03-tf] N. S. W. AUSTRALIA.

GINSENG,
The most valuable and [)rofitable crop in

the world. Easily grown in all parts of the
United States and Canada. Demand increas-
ing. Room in your garden to grow thousands-
of dollars' worth. S25,000 profit was made
from a half acre in one year. Fall or spring i<

time to transplant.

THE GINSENG CULTURE
is an illustrated quarterly magazine devoted
excUisively to the great ginseng industry,
dealing in reliable and authoritative infur-

mation on the culture of the plant.
GINSENG CULTURE is the leading pub-

lication on ginseng. Subscription price, 25e.

a year, in advance. Address

THE GINSENG CULTURE,
Campbell Block. JOPLIN, MO.

G-03-e.o.m.



AGENTS Wanted 'washing Machines.

You can double your money every time you sell one

and they sell easily. Wc have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They

ire cheaper than c'er. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot

be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bec-K«<^oer to

write for a free sample copy of the

ROCKY MODMTAIN BEE JODRMiL

Tells you about Western methods, co-oper«-

tire honey selling and the great big cropa that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Oolo.

tf.

SHINE.'
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe
rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it Is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-
atious searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring
yov details of this mnd other good things.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-

per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

HONEY GATHERERS.
By accurate scientific breeding I

have produced a strain of bees which
cannot be beaten for o-athering honey,
gentleness and prolificness- Last sum-
mer I divided one hive three times
and still took out ii2 pounds of comb
honey. My Queens are quite large;

and sruaranteed as represented. Will
replace any queens not all right.

Queens raised by methods of my
own. All queens, t'^-sted or untested
$2.oo. Two frames "with brood and
honev with queen, $4.00.

Address, 6-it.

FRANK M. KEITH, Littleton, N. H.

AUSTRALIANS.

NOTE the address—

Pender Bros.,
WEST MAITLAND,

New South Wales, Australia.

The largest manufacturers of Beekeepers'
Supplies in the Southern Hemisphere,
and publishers of the AUSTRALASIAN
BEEKEEPER, the leading bee journal south
of the equator.

Sample copy and 64-page catalogue, FREE
6-tf



jS Austral Culturist
and Pcultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARIST. J,'Orticulture.""•• Special IndustrMS.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 3s. fid. per anciuB.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asiai. Colonies, including New Zealand a.ai

Tasmania. A good medium to Ameri«»a
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian ColonieB,

229 Collins St., Melbourne, Australia.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and niarv>

towns not given in the postal guid

—rivers, lakes and mountains, will.

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it givL'>

all official returns. We will senc;

you postpaid any state map yc:

wish for

20 cents (silver)

ttf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb

"40 Years Among
the Bees "By Dr. C.C.Miller.

A new book every bee-keeper
should have. Over 300 pages,
cloth-bound, $1.00; or with the
weekly American Bee Journal
one year—both for only $1.75.
Sample copy of Journal and
Catalog of Bee-Supplies free.
QEORQE W. YORK & CO.

t*
- 144 E. Erie St., Chicago, III.

PODLIRY CULTURE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-
try paper published in Kansas City.

Full of poultry news and has a large
circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultry Culture Pub. Com
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

Patents.

W. H. WILLS
PATENT and PENSION

AGENCIES.

I
Wills Building, 2iA Aud. A,e.,

I WASHINGTON, O. C. ^

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously slice 1882

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year,

tf.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily news-

paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,

Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
ett

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Pe rrine Grant.
Cutle' Pade Coun ty, Fla. izt*

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 60 ceati.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
one year for only 7S centi.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICULTURAL MONTH-

LY IN THE INITED STATES JtjtJi^^JtJtjt

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-
ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-
tains a department for the household,
which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every
number contains articles of real prac-
tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
& tf. BLUFPTON, OHIO.

Attica Lithia Springs Hotel
Lithia-Sulpbur Water aud Mud Baths

Nature's Own Great Cure for

...RHEUMATISM....
and Kindred Diseases, such as Liver
and Kidney Complaints, SIcin and
Blood Diseases, Constipation, Nervous
Prostration, etc.

A new and up-to-date hotel. Large, airy,
lit;ht and finely furnished rooms, with Steam
Heat, l^lectric Lights, Hot and Cold Water
on each floor. Rates inc-ludint; Room, Board,
Mud Baths, Lithia-Sulphur Wuter Baths and
Medical Attendance (no extras) $3.50 aud
13.00 a day, according to room.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
Address Box 3,

tf Lithia Springs Hotel, Attica, Ind.

Are You Looking for a Home?
No farmer should think of buy-

ing land before seeing a copy at
THE FARM AND REAL ESTAl^
JOURNAL. It contains the largest
list of lands for sale of any paper
published in Iowa. Reaches 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to
reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mall you the Jour-
nal for 1 year, or for ten cemts in
silver or stamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

QUEENS
Golden and Leather colored Italian, warranted to
give satisfaction. Those are the kind reared by
QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER. Our business
was established in in 1888. Our stock originated
from the best and highest priced long tongued,
red clover breeders in the U. S. We rear as many
and perhaps more queens than any other
breeder in the North. Price of queens before July
1st : Large select, $1.00, six for 80.OO; tested stock,
81.00, six for 18.00; select tested, 12.00 each;
Breeders, $4.00. Two-frame nuclei, (no queen),
$2.50. Special low price on queens in lots of 25 to
100. All queens are mailed promptly, as we keep
from 300 to 500 on hand ready to mail. We guar-
antee safe delivery to any State, Continental
Island, or European Country. Our circular will
interest you. It is free.

Address all orders to

QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER,
6-6t Parkertown, Ohio.

HEADQUARTERS ggg SUPPLIES.
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.
Prompt service, And Satisfaction Guaranteed. *

r\\ TCC ]^C Bred from only Selected Mothers, proven by th«ir workers to be far jt

NC^ *-<*-' ^^ *-' stiperior to common Stock in Gathering and Storing Honey. [
«^

GOLDEN ITALIANS, untested, 75c. RED CLOVER, untested, $1.00.

CARNIOLANS, untested, $1.00.

ATALOG FREE. Send for one.
If you have any HONEY or BEESWAX to ofiEer,

mail sample and state price.

C. H. W. WEBER, Office and Salesrooms

:

2146 Central Avenue, CINCINNATI, 0.

5-r2t My Book, "Formaline Gas as a Cure for Foul Brood," sent upon receipt of 25c.



WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL.

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry

journal published. Send us the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.

Address,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. Jeffersonrille, Ohio.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrcce los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.

Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In

ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-
Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-

nal $ .50 ^ .75

What to Eat _
i.oo i.oo

Bee-Keepers' Review i.oo 1.3S

Canadian Bee Journal.. •• i.oo 1.3S

Gleanings in Bee Culture- • i.oo 1.35

American Queen 50 -60

The American Boy i.oo i.oo

Irish Bee Journal 36 .65

Farm, Bee & Poultry Re-
view 72 I.oo

\
OUT THIS OUT I

I and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- 6
* closed, and receive in return a six months' 9
Z trial subsciption to A

I People's Companion Magazine. S
i It'8 the one you hear bo much about. Ad. O
9 rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give 9

E

us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. S
Sample copy for two cent stamp. Q

J
People's Companion Pub. Co., |

I MILWAUKEE, WIS. 8

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing,

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8t£ Milwaukee, Wis.

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interestea, aon t fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
^^ MACON , MO.

Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. 8tf2

BELGIAN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET.

The Belgian Hare meat is becoming
very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being' white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They are easy to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any cither animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belgian
hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares wiU
be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the
harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,
if you have a back yar(J and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch your ntoney grow. One young
man in a little over a year has sold

$1800.00 worth of stock, from an
original $30.00 investment.
Booklet and list free. tf.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio



Hough Rider §M^wberry
Ht^vr shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
pi-i II Imtive strawberry in existence. Sil50 from "Jki acres
111 I'li'ii. Was shipped to England successfully. AVe cITer
^•.'"i 111 f^old for largest berry produced in 1903. Agents
waiu.'d in all strawberi-y sections. We control the orig-
iirii . i[-'s plants. Buv at headquarters and get genuine
plu's. Catalogue free.

L. J. lARMER, Introducer, Box PULASKI, OSWEGO CO., N.Y.

Hp»QQlpkr P'"'ce $> Each.iiCJOOici nispount dozen lots
Simple, Duriiliie,
]ronomical.

RURAL MAIL BOX.
ROUND. STRONG, HEAVY. Lowest in price,
highest in tiuality. A sample Best evidence.
Roapprovea Jan. 25. 1'Mi. circulars sent free.
Orders promptly shipped. We sell direct to
the farmer. H. E. HESSLER CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ot. pi ofit by our own method
all explaineii in oul- POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultrj-

KeeptTsi, .\stcinishingre.sults. Will surprise and please
you. BOOKLET KREE TO EVF.RVBODT-or Big Poultrj- Book
with our Poultrv Paper, 3 nn ; for 10 cents. Addre-^,
W. P. CO., Box Cllntonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
_^ JOIN OUR _^

Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh'p.
You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell from
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also you
receive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in g-oods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.
Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

WILSOIM^S
New Green Bone, Shell
and Vegetable CuUer
for the Poultryntan,

Also Bone .>Iill9 for making phos-
phate and fertiiizer at small cost for
the farmer, from 1 to 40 horse-
power. Farm Feed Mills grind

fine, fast and easv. Send forcircnlars.

WILSON BROS., Sole Mfgrs., Easton, Pa.
l-6t

SEE THFS !

Ill

Sam-

ple

Free.

The iModern Farmer and
Busy Bee, 5oc.

The American Poultry
Journal, 50c.

Gleanings in Bee Culture
SI.OO.

The National Fruit

Grower, or the Western,
if prefered, 50c.

All for $1.00, if you
mention this paper.

Xow .subscribers can have
the American Bee Journal
instead of Gleanings,_if pre-

ferred.

ADDRESS

The

Modern Farmer,
St. Joseph, Mo.

tf.

BLETT'S POLLTRY POINTERS
Published monthly for beginners. Sent one

year on trial for ten one-cent stamps. Send
today. Regular price 40 cents. Advertisinj;

rates, 40 cents per inch each issue. Sample
free. Address,

BLETT'S POULTRY, POINTERS,
Fenwick, Mieh.

IJee Supplies from i*ewTs

They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

G. B. Lewis Co. '^^Sru'^l^.

EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M. Scott &
Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free. tf.



e^ WAX PROFITS ^

]y^ ANY bec-keepers allow old combs and scraps

of beeswax to collect, which, for lack of time

and proper utensils, are scattered or eaten up by

moth-worms. A big item would be

^ added to the year's profits by the

timely rendering of. said wax by an

econominal process. We believe the press illus-

trated herewith fills a long-felt want in rendering

wax.

B. Walker. Clyde, 111., says:

"Was inclined to believe at firs't tha'

the German wax-press was a failure;

but after a thorough trial I was wel
pleased. I secured 30 pounds mor(
wax from one day'-s use of the machin(
than I would have secured by the ordi
nary method of rendering."

Fig. 169

Steam Wax=press
=The Root=Qerman N. E._ France, Platteville, Wis.^ State Inspectoi

of Apiaries, and General Manager National Bee

Price. $.4.00.
Keepers' Association, says:

c, . , i.^ ...
J^"^ German wax-press is by far 'ch(

Shipping weight, 70 lbs. best machine or process to save waj
form old black brood-combs."

BEE=KEEPERS, Supply Dealers and Manufacturers as well are now
very busy. If you have deferred placing an order un-

til this time, it will tend to hasten the filling of-the same to see that it con-

tains nothing odd size, or irregular, and that you specify ORIGINAL pack-

ages. We put up hives and supers in lots of five each, frames and section-

boxes of 500 each;Weed New Process
Foundation in boxes of i, 2. 3, 5, 10
and 25 pounds; shipping-cases' in

crates of 50, glass in boxes of 50 sq.

feet, glass jars by the gross, etc. The
buying of Root's Goods in original
packages will prevent your being im-
posed upon by an unscr jprlous dealer
in the substitution of somethitig "just
as good." Your supplies will be de-
livered in good condition and you will

have the satisfaction of knowing "Ou
have the best. Look for these
brands.

The A. I. Root Co.,

7VTEOINK, OHIO, U. S. K,
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Webster's Unabridged
Dictioivary

Send ;i.OO, the regular subscription price of 1 HE HOUSEHOLD KEALM. and yom
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pajrss, size of page 8Vixl9j4 inchei, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails ia
Bany stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only SL

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
U a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, deyoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of
the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 188J.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.
tL

rlygienic seal
IN SUBURBAN MONIES,

where modem bath-room facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hyeienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity
for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitariums
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable m every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 6 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

lUustrated Circular. PRICE 53.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, lU.

tf.

COMMODE

n.H. If, BINGHAM
has made all the im-

provements in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in ihe last 30 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too large, sent

postpaid, per mail $1.50

Z\i inch 1.10

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch l.OU

2^ inch 90

r. F.Bingham, ^incu to

Farwell, Mich.
Little Wonder, 2 in. .65

OO A WEEK^0 I ^^ ^M"^ AND EXPENSES,
FOR MAN WITH RIC} To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; straight sal-

ary; -weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
BUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. v East St. Louis, Ills.

tf

Patent Wired Comb Foundation
haa no sag in brood frames.

Tliln Fiat Bottom Foundation
has ao Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN A SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Moatgomery County, Sprc*7t Brook, N. V

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous high-
grade barley used by the large breweries, for which
extra high prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions afford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
and churches ;rural mail delivery and farmers'tele-
phone lines are advantages seldom offered where
improved lands sell for f25 to 85!) an acre. Send for
our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding bargains that will interest you. All cor-
respondence strictly confidential.

Winona and Western Land Company,
31C-3H Choate Block, Winona, Minn,

tf.

THE

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. Jolin, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over 6,000 of a circuliir

tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes In
New Brunswick, In ova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of ui>-

to-date farm and home information. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per yeer. A.d.

Tertising rates on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, N. B., Canada.



Bee H ives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

WHERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You

THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now
ready. Send for one on a postal card.

The W. T.

FALCONER IVIANFG. CO.,
JAMESTONA/'^', N. Y.



The Campaigns of the Confederate
Army will be published serially in

THE SOOTHERN FAEMER.
ATHENS, GA.

Bcgining with the March number.

FROM REV. J. P. SMITH, Rich-
mond, Va.

"Stonewall" Jackson's Adjutant-Gen-
eral.)

The author has done an excellent

thing. There is no sectional bitterness

nor any unjust criticisms. We have
iound no harsh words. It can be read
'by the young without making them in

the slightest degree disloyal to the

country they arc now to help forward
in prosperity and harmony,

tf.

DO YOUR HCNS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 heas in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

IP AM QUIT ^^^^ ^^^^ ESTATE
I I n 1 1 IllililiOr business, no matter
UllXi UJJJJIJ what it is or wheie locat-
ed Wherever mail is d livened. 1 do bus-

iness If you waut to sell a farm, timber laud,
rauch, residence, store building, mill factory,
iumberorcoal yard, stock of lioods (any line),
patent right, or v ant a partner, send two
stamps for my Booklet. If you want to B\J Y
send for FRBE copy of Barron's Monthly
Bulletin, it is full of bargaitis A. M, BaII-
ROJN, Station C, SOUTH BEND, IND.
tf.

American
BEE

Journal
16 - p. Weekly.
Sample Free.

US' All about Bees and their
profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Dept. for beginners. Sample
of paper and catalog- of bee-
supplies free. Address,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144 i& 146 Erie St. Chicago.Ill.

Ten Dozen at 36o. per 6ciz. in one day for
Our New Book "Helps for PouUry Kc
how^, explains why so many fail and so f

A Book we can commend with a good c
a GREAT HELP to all Poultry Keepn
old. Describes 60 varieties of fowls, well

.

and contains a Poultry Keepers Account .

gain or loss monthly ;on heavy paper worth « .,

This Book Free with our Poultry Paper oue y^ar for

25c. or Book free with paper 3 months for 10c.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.

\Vayside Poultry to., C'liiitoiiville, Conn.

OONTKIlL ^
i
YOURSELF, WASHING THE OLD
WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R E
Vt/ASHER, with which the

I

frailest rcoman can do an or-

! dinary washing in one hour,

j
urithout wetting her hands.

j

Sample atwholeaaleprice. Satisfaction Gnaranteed.
' No pay until tried. Write/or Plustrated Cafaloffu*
andpricetofWringersJroning Tahl«»,Clothet Reeh,
DryinpBarii,WagonJackji,d-c. AgentsWanted. Lib-

I

eral Terras. QuickSalesl Little Workll BigPaylll
Addrett.la^ EmpibbWasbeb Co.,JamestoiVB.N.Y.

BARNES'
Foot Power MacMnery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, whicb
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
W. F. & J. BARNES CO..
913 Ruby St., Rockford. Ill

BEGINNERS.
should have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
la 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; writtem es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just ou'

jFirst edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years

Editor York says: "It i« the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, proeressive, 28 page monthly journal,) on«

year for ti.ic. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., HigsinsTiiie, m».

S ND US ^^® names ana au-
dresses of 20 of your

friends and 5 one-cent stamps to help

paj po«ta}re and receive a 12 months'
trial subscription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUErrr,
Sidney, N. Y,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interestinf,

illustrated monthly mag^azinc dcToted ta all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of 19 cents in stamps. Subscription price (1 per
year. V\ hy pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
tf. >ort»n. Has*.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-
ter. The climate is the best all th»
year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.
Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

Th«r« it mo trade or profession better catered to

*T e^od jourBals than that of th« fartaer. Unia-

telU(«Bt BmprogrcisiTeats* has now bo ezeoM. i

tl. I

Good Advertisers
I

Those who are careful where they
place their advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers every is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
ind we will place it where it will do
tie most good. Two or more new sub-
icriptiona (sent together), 20 cents per
fear. Sixteen pages, four columns to
pa^e. Departments covering every
branch of farming and stock-raising
rhe little journal that is "read and re-

read by its readers." Bamum's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second st.,

It Louis, Ma 7tf.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business L'.irect to Washinfjton
Saves time, josts less, belter service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
jears' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents"' etc., sent free.

Patents procured throiiah E. G. Siggers receiTe
special notice, without charge, in the

INVRKTIVR AGR.
"llustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms? 1 ayear

E. G. SIGGERS
HIS F Street >:.W. Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.
Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you wili get a six months'
lubscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch.

THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee. Wis
i-tf.

The Carniolan-Italian Cross
are the coming bees for comb honey. My .strain

combines the great working powers of tlieltalian,
the prolificness and gentleness of the Carniolan;
the bee for basiness and a red clover worker. Se-
lect young queens reared from a fine breeder, 65c
each; four for S2.25. A trial order vnll convince
you. L. H. PARRY, CLAY, N. Y. 7-2

BRED FOR 'WORK.
Terrace Queens, have given best of satisfaction,

bred from selected stock: best of workers: very
gentle and fine color. Warranted, 76c each, six
for S4.25. dozen 88.00. Tested. 81.25 each.

HAROLD HORXOR, Terrace Apiaries.
7-3 MT. HOLLY, N.J.



Your choice of these booklets will be mailed you, complimentary
\

wfK have the happv fortune to be the publishers of the late Speaker Reed's unique
library of Modern Eloquence, and we know that if you were to read any one of the 500

brilliant After-Dinner Speeches. Lectures, and Addresses found in this library of the World's

best spoken thought, vou would surely be enthusiastic in your appreciation, and would
probably never be quite satisfied until you had read the complete Library. This, then, is

the plain reason why we are going to mail you, upon receipt of 6 cents in stamps to coyer

postage, vour choice of the booklets described below. All we ask is that you read the first

page and we know vou will read what follows. In these Booklets, as in MODERN
ELOQUENCE itself, each speech is given in full, just as it was delivered. Please indicate

your choice of Booklets on the printed form below and mail the coupon to us.

Booklet No. 14.

MERCHANTS AND MINISTERS
By Henry Ward Beecher.

THE BENCH AND THE BAR
Hy .Joseph Hodges Choate.

THE MEDICAL PPOFESSION
By Samuel Bai,d\vin WAiut.

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
Bt William Maxwell Evarts.

Here are topics that are timely and vital

to you no matter what your occupation
may be.

It is not necessary now to allude to the
eloquence and intellect of Beecher. Never
before was his theory that the church and
the store have a common interest in the
foundation of morality so applicable to

conditions.
Emba.ssador Choate was a lawyer before

he was a diplomat, and whatever he has
to say of his profession is replete with
humor and truth.

Dr. Ward's opinions of physicians and
their practice are also tinged with levity

while containing at the same time much
food for thought.
As for William M. I^varts, no man stood

higher as an exponent of law and few ex-

celled him in beauty of expression

.

There is instruction as well as entertain-
ment in these speeches.

Booklet No. 11.

ACRES OF DIAMONDS
By Russell Herrman Conwell,

The mammoth temple wherein Dr. Con-

well preaches is filled to overflowing by

thousands at every service, and wherever

he delivers his great lecture, "Acres of

Diamonds," in the United States, or

Canada, or England, thousands rush to

hear him . He must possess some mar-

velous secret of success.

His world famous lecture has started

many men and women on the road to suc-

cess, as a consequence of hearing or read-

ing it ; and by "many" is not meant hun-

dreds, but thousands. He has mingled,

during his long life, with the mighty as

well as with the lowly and unfortunate,

and his every word breathes the spirit of
experience and practicability.

This lecture has improved the fortunes
of thousiinds of listeners. It is the most
suggestive and inspiring address ever
heard from an American platform.

JS^ Please name your choice of

Booklets, and enclose 6 cents in

stamps to cover «ost of mailing.

JOHN D. MORRIS AND COMPANY,
Suite 127 Commonwealth Bldg.,

PUBLISHERS - - PHILADELPHIA.

Never forget to mentioti

The American Bee=Keeper

when writing to an advertiser.

HARE, HUTCH AND HtNNERY
SAMPLE COPY FREE.

The only paper in the U. S. devoted

to BELGIAN HARES.
Leaves out all frills and fads and

talks straight business. Shows how
profits five times as large as can be

made on poultry is now being made
raising Belgians. Address,

R. H. CASSENS, Pub.,Belfast, Maine.

"We have an awful appetite for ordcri."

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG.. CO..
Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.

Send Ub your name and addres* lur a cat

logue.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

good, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-

views of Art and Artists, The Drama, .Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti

cles on important national and historical
events. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the

tield of letters.

Hand.some drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable

Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type

that aopears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions o)

IHc.

The CRITERION "Is a living iUustration

jf the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.'

Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $L00 a year, 10c a copy

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,

41 E. 21st St.. New York City, N. Y.



To Snbscribeni of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We Win Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the II. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, proTiding you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

! Farm. Orchard and Garden, Poul-

try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

--*• --^ "->'-

REMEMBER t
IF YOU SUBSCRIBE NOW, YOU CAN 4^

nAVE THE -f

American Bee=Keeper ^^

T sent to your a<ldress regularly

1 Three Full Years for One Dollar.

T Of all offers in the line of bee literature, this

T caps the climax. Please tell your friends

T what we are offering. Send all subscriptions

T to the Falconer, N. Y., office.

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-

tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Oor,

i«tt Nashville, Tenn.

(f
50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

A BATHluxar^
^h«M- TNIPIRE

jikeninan" Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Csed in any room.
^GKNTs Wanted.
Catalogue Free.

,Tnt, EMPIRE
WASHER CO.,
jAMESTOWN,N.r.

Trade Marks
Designs

. . Copyrights Ac.
Anrone sending » sketoh «iicl dcicription may

quickly asifertain our opinion fr«« whetner an
inyention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
ient fre«. Oldest agency for secunne patents.

Patents taken through Munn « Co. recelre

sptrial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific Jlnterican.
A handsomelT illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of aiiT scientific journal. Terms, fd a

year: fnur months, »1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN fiCc^^'B'""*'^' New York
Branch Office. 625 F St.. Washington, D. C.



MUTH'S SPECIAL THE BEST.

Regulation dovetail with seven-eighths
WARP PROOF Cover and Bottom,
(same price as regular). A complete
line of bee-keepers' supplies. We sell

Lewis' matchless supplies at factory-

prices.

STANDARD BRED QUEENS-
BUCKEYE STRAIN RED CLOVER
QUEENS, made their mark as honey
gatherers, they roll in honey, while the

ordinary starve. Be convinced of their

wonderful merit by a trial.

MUTH'S STRAIN GOLDEN ITALIANS are "wonders," they are the

best in the land. CARNOLIANS, no one has better.

We NEVER figure the COST, when we purchase breeders, OUR AIM
IS QUALITY, and our PATRONS GET THE RESULT.
Large reserve for early orders. Ready to mail when weather permits,
safe arrival guaranteed.
Untested fl. 00 each, 6 for $.5.00. Tested $2.00 each, 6 for 810.00.

Selected untested S1.25 each, 6 for $6,00. Select tested S3.00 each, 6 for $15.00.

Best money can buy $5.00 each.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,
FRONT AND WALNUT,

Send for catalog and see special inducements. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

4-I2t.

Strawberries.
Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.

All
I

J

Leading

Varieties
wiiLc tor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONRO E. MICH.

SOUTHERN FARM GAZETTE
Starlcville, Miss., edited by members of the

Agricultural College Faculty. The only Agri-
cultural paper published in Mississippi. Sub
scription price 50 cents for fifty-two copies. Il

you are interested in cheap homes and rich

lands learn »bout them through the Gazette.

Splendid advertising medium. Address

GAZETTE PUBLISHING CO.,

tf Starkville, Miss.

National Bee-Keepers' Association,

The largest bee-keepers' society in the
world

.

Organized to protect and promote the
interests of its members.

Membership Fee, $1.00 Ye«r.

N.E.FRANCE, Platteville, Wis.,
General ISIanager and Trea.surer.

Sunshine
is gaining ad-
miration as a
popular litera-
rv family—^^^^™—"—^~" MAGAZINE.

It entertains its readers -with good short stor-

ies, sketches and poems by the most famous

authors of the day and is a magazine of supe-

rior merit.

It is a welcome visitor in every home.

Price 25 cents a year.
\\\- wish to have our magazine in your

vicinity and as a special offer for new readers
we will send you

Sunshine for I Year for lOc.

Think of it. less than one cent a copy. Can't

you act as our agent '.'

ADD. MAYES PUB. CO.,

LOUISVILLE, = KENTUCKY.
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FROM MISSISSIPPI.

Several Subjects Discussed by Ome of the Vet-

erans.

(Dr. O. M. Blanton.)

ADVANTAGES OF THE ONE-STORY HIVE.

1^' WORKING two-story hives for

extracted honey there is a complete
evolution of combs from the lower

to the upper story every year. The
tendency of the bees is to ascend to

the upper story to deposit honey and
the queen follows to deposit her eggs
where the food for tlie young is most
abundant. The result is the honey
deposited in the lower story is con-
sumed or carried to the upper and in
the close of the season the low-
er combs are. to a great extent, empty,
requiring the combs of honey and
brood in upper story to be removed
to lower and vice versa. This process
entails a great aniount of work.
To place the brood with what honey

is necessary in the lower story and
remove all together to the upper story
combs at close of season is impracti-
cable in our country, where we have
to store them secure from the moths.
To construct a house and fumigate

the combs would be too expensive in
a large apiary. With a one-story hive
the above trouble would be obviated,
and the bees could pi-otect all the
combs from moths. With sheet or
board cover the combs could be easily
exposed and the combs of surplus hon-
ey removed with ease and rapidity and
the condition of coml»s inspected and

regulated easily; a great desideratum.
I prefer all one-story hives, with

from 18 to 20 Langstroth frames with
division Ijoard and to-~add the frames
as requii'ed.

THE doctor's start

In 1874 I captured a large swarm in

a common box; purchased soon after
ten Langstroth hives and increased to

that number.
Finding the yield of honey so great

I visited my friend, Chas. F. Muth, of
Cincinnati, and gained from him a
great amount of apicultural knowledge.
I increased from time to time to four
hundred colonies, but from various
causes am now only in possession of
one hundred and ninety-five, Itut hope
yet to reach my previous number.
My largest yield was fourteen gal-

lons to the hive, spring count, owing
to an exceptional season. Such can-
not be realized now as the forest is

almost entirely destroyed near me. I

have averaged in all seasons about five

gallons per colony, spring count.

CONTENDING AGAINST THE NATURE OF

THE BEE

Many of the new inventions and
modes of management of an apiai-y

are in direct opposition to the nature
of the bee. Queen excluders give a
disposition to the bees to swarm in-

stead of working in the upper story

for surplus honey.
In regard to the drone trap it pre-

vents their services as designed in the
ov.uanization of the colony. Much is

vet to be learned in rc>gard to the du-
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ties of the drone. Many years ago I

selected two strong colonies and de-

capitated the heads of all brood from
time to time. In course of the season

they became queenless and I believe

this was caused from Want of services

of the drones. I now only curtail the

quantity of drones.

I never now clip queens' wings as

i am satisfied it results in their being

lost on the ground if not present at the

swarming or being superceded by the
bees.

In very hot weather bees cannot
work in close hives with only the en-

trance for ventilation. They will hang
on outside of hive and idle, instead of

gathering honey. In such cases I turn
back the corners of the sheets and
with fresh air they soon get to work.
As a proof of the need of ventilation,

how often do the bees cut holes in the

DR. O. M. BLANTON.
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sheet evidently to obtaiu fresh air.

Bee escapes are useful to apiarists

who have a few hives and worli only

for home needs and pleasure. They
occupy too much time and labor in a
large apiary.
Small hives ai'e another drawback,

as they fail to give capacity for the
brood and honey and the bees swarm
from over-crowding. Give bees room
with no obstructing traps and remove
the surplus honey wherever there is

no brood.
Simplicity and ease of manipulation

of hives and due regard to the natui'e

of the insect is of vital importance to

the apiarist working for profit.

BRUSHED SWAKMS.

So much has been written in regard
to brushed swarms. I determined to

try the process without combs and use
frames with starters or full sheets of
wired foundation, and add a Doollttle

feeder with three pounds of extracted
honey.

I place an empty hive In rear of a
sti'ong colony, removing the combs one
by one, and brushing all the bees from
them back into the old hive, and place
the combs in the empty hive. Then
remove the hives with brushed bees
and feeder to another stand, and place
the hive with combs of honey and
brood in place of the 'old hive just re-

moved. The returning bees with cap-
ped brood soon hatch out another
queen and the feeding of extracted
honey enables the bees to build up
combs rapidly and prevents a disposi-

tion to abscond. It would be a great
advantage to introduce a young queen
if you have one, but I am experiment-
ing without. I have tried the plan
on quite a number, and so far have
succeeded, and no absconding has oc-
curred.
Although in its experimental stage,

to test the non-use of a brood comb,
I would prefer using in addition a
comb of brood with eggs and larvae
to insure a queen being hatched, in
the event of the loss of the old one.

I shall continue the experiments dur-
ing the season so as to decide its util-

ity.

Greenville, Miss.. April 27, 1903.

Don't be afraid to ask for sample
copies for your friends.

THE REARING OF THE QUEEN BEE.

(W. W. :\IcXeal.)

SUCCESS with bees depends so
much on the queen that I feel
constrained to again caution the

amateur to be careful when they take
hold of this branch of apiculture.
The thrift of the apiarist may be

commendable and the crystal tide of
nectar may flow on in its silent way,
but neither of these can atone for any
departure from the standard of per-
fection Nature has laid down for the
queen. She must be a queen-bee in
all that the term implies, in her tem-
perament and her capabilities, or she
may block the way in the pursuit of
honey-raising.

In a state of Xatui-e bees* laWsh
their attentions upon a queen larva
from the very dawn of its existence.
The mystic current of life that quick-
ens and transforms is never broken by
intermission, but the favored one sips
at the royal fount from its earliest
youth. This gives it greater stability
and a longer lease of life. In proof of
which I have only to call attention to
the behavior of queens reared to su-
persede the old one.
There never was and never will be

better queens than these. I don't
mean that all queens reared at such
times are perfect, but the best of them
are better than the best of those reared
by any other method. This is signifi-
cant, and bee-keepers will do well to
ponder over it. Queens reared from
larvae that are 36 to 48 hours old may
have the outward semblance of a
perfect queen, but the grosser sensi-
bilities of commoner bees are a part of
their inheritance.
The grafting method of queen rear-

ing has probably wrought as much
harm as it has good to honey pro-
ducers. This is not saying it is not
capable of much good, but it is attend-
ed with the danger of using larvae
that are too old even according to the
ideas of the devotees of the grafting
method. The older the larvae used,
the more pronounced are the wayward
tendencies of the mature bee. For just
as a queen is reared along the lines
of a worker-bee will she prove herself
susceptible to those influences which
excite the workers to acts which cul-

minate in swarming. I would not be
understood as claiming that a return
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to primitive methods or to conditions
governing in cases of a supersedure
will malve a queen immune to the
swarming "fever," but it is the nearest
approach to that goal of the bee-keep-

er's ambition. Being polished fully in

accordance with the laws governing
her development, the queen is an an-

chor to the colony when internal con-

ditions are grievous and the natural

honey resources are favorable to

swarming.N
When artificial cell-cups with sup-

plied roj-al jelly and larvae are given

to a colony of bees they at once begin

to lick up the jelly just as they are

wont to do when a frame of honey
is placed in their midst. By the time
their excitement has subsided the cups
have l^en cleared of about all trace of

food. The larvae, mind :\;T)n. is still

receiving the mark of a starvation
stunt and makes no advancement dur-

ing the interval as a queen, but as a
worker. The nurse bees having re-

gained their composure supply^ the

needs of the larvae, but it has then
lost irretrievably in the more distin-

guishing features of a perfect queen.
That tiny speck of insect life by Na-
ture caudled for the perfecting of the

highest form of insect life in the col-

ony is thus robbed of the graces that

come of early training. AVhat a for-

lorn hope! the hope that such (pieeus

are the peer of those reared uainter-

ruptedly from the egg!

The true form of grafting larvae
consists in transferring them to cell-

cups already accepted b.y the bees. By
carefully removing the first larvae
used so not to disturb the food the
cell contains, the second larvae can be
substituted with the least possible

amount of interference with its

growth, but this entails just double
the amount of work; hence the meth-
od is often abused with the residts be-
fore stated.

The hand of art may lend enchant-
ment from a commercial point of view,
but Nature is not beguiled by any
artificial effects that are not in strict

harmony with her original designs. Be-
ing guided by instinct it is not sup-
p()sal)le that the feces err in their

treatment of a queen larva, when left

to their own sweet will, any more than
they fail to foUoAV original designs for

the construction of the honey-comb.
Art may exceed Nature in the displace-

ment of the qireen-cells and of the

combs for extensive operations, but
can never improve on her ways of de-
veloping life in the larval bee. This

*is one of the ''mysteries of the bee-
hive" that the inventive genius of bee
sages may not exploit before a credu-
lous public.

The qualifications of a perfect queen
include first of all a serene tempera-
ment. Nothing depreciates her real val-

ue more than a lack of this. Prolific-

ness. though a very desirable physical
mark, availeth but little if the ruling
passion is a mania for swarming. The
character or quality of the food and
its early application has a coxmteract-
ing influence on the temperament of
the queen-to-be. By observing this

fact and then making selections from
those colonies that show the most
staid traits of character, swarming
may cease to be a troublesome factor.

The quality of the food cannot be bet-
ter to this end than when a colony
is superseiTing its old mother queen.
The colony being otherwise in a nor-
mal condition and both honey and pol-

len being plentiful, the nurse bees are
in a state of composure that enables
them to furnish nourishment to the
young larval queens that cannot be
excelled. They are not intoxicated

with a desire to swarm, and the na-

ture of the food they jirepare is such

that it will lea,ve a pleasing impress
on the character of the queen.
The prodigal tendencies of a queen

being suppressed,in a positive measure
simply by a perfect development, it

certainly would seem to be worth the

while for honey producers to use those

means that will insure the best treat-

ment of a queen while she is maturing.
We do not entertain the hoi>e of entire-

ly eradicating by perfect development
and selection in breeding the tendency
to swarm. There are other causes that

must be considered. Bees cannot bt>

bred to stupidly endiu-e conditions

which seriously interfere with the

economy of the hive. The annoyances
of a crowded brood chamber and the

sun's fierce rays may bxirst the bub-
ble of one's hopes as to having bred
out the «warming tei'^ncy. But re-

member the true wortu of early train-

ing and in your efforts to direct the

bees don't stand in the way of your
own achievements by repudiating tli(>

fundamental principles of queen rear-

ing.

Wheelersburg, Ohio. June 13, 1903.
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THE BEST BEE HIVE.

(Rev. C. M. llerriug.)

ARTHUR C. MILLER'S article in

the June miiuhcr of tlie Ameri-
can Bee-Keeper, on "Hive Con-

strnetiou," attracted my attention.
His theory in favor of the shallow

hive, founded on his personal observa-
tion and critical stud.v. is the most
convinciniT argument I have ever read
on this subject. But from my experi-

ence of thirty years in this business, I

have reached somewhat different con-
clusions. During- tfiis time of handling
and studying bees I have tried aliout

ever.v form of hive that has gained
public attention; and from the Kidder,
Langstroth and Quinby hives down to

the Heddou. Simplicity and Sweet
Home.I think I have given them a fair

trial: and I have long since concluded
that I did not Avaut. for my use, the
long, shallow" frame of the Langstroth.
nor the deep hive of Kidder, but would
choose a modification of both, and
thus strike the "golden mean," with a
leaning towards the Kidder.
Early in my experience I bought a

hive and had dealings with one Carey,
of Colerain, Mass.—an old veteran in

the business— who. at one time, was
a work-fellow in the same shop with
Langstroth. and who at first shared
his views in shaping the bee-hive; but
in after years, of increasing wisdom,
he changed his miijd. and made his

hives with a shorter and deeper frame
—which he called the "Langstroth Im-
proved." In this hive the cavity for
frames was 14 inches long and 10
inches deep; and such is nearly the
capacity of the Swet't-Home, from
which I get my best returns.

If it is true that bees, on the long
narrow frame, cluster between the en-
trance and their stores, making it

easier and safer, without breaking the
cluster, to move on their stores, than
in other directions, then, there is force
In the argument, and our friend Mil-
ler has made a strong point. But this
theory may be a question of some
doultt. In m.T case I rel.v more on
experience than on theory. The great-
est results I ever secm-ed, were from
a hive having a base that measured
14 inches long, 13 inches deep and 12
inches wide. And m.v next greatest
success was from a hive of about the

same dimensions. In m.v observation
hive, which opens on three sides, and
carries a frame 13 inches long and 11
inches deep, I have noticed that the
honey stored for winter is found on
both sides and in the rear.

.Knd on the approach of cold weather
I find the bees clustered, close up un-
der the blankets which are lifted one-
half inch above the frames.
The honey is on tliree sides of them

sure, and when the hive is properly
protected with tarred paper, (as re-

commended by Miller) or old carpets,.

l)lankets. and such like, closely pack-
ing the hive, and then over all a cap-

three feet square to keep the colony
dry in summer and winter; with such
treatment and such conditions I have-
alwa.vs found complete success in win-
tering bees out of doors. Under these
conditions I think the bees, in winter,
can move on their stores as easily
and safely as when the frame Is 17
inches long, for their food is nearer
at hand.
Brunswick, Me.. June 11, 1903.

KINKS AND KINKLETS.

(Arthur C. Miller.)

SHEARS FOR CLIPPING QUEENS

TO CLIP or not to clir), that's the
(luestion, and it all depends up-
on the clippers. Long .vears ago

I clipped all queen's wings, then ow-
ing to maiming some queens and from
other notions, I abandoned it, only to
resume after a few seasons. Clipped
(jueens are certainly an advantage, but
the work at best used to be a bother-
some .iob. almost enough to overcome
the advantages. I tried long shears
and short; pointed blades and blunt;
big knives and little, but until recent-
ly I never approached the work with
a feeling of jo.v.

Some time ago I ran across a pecu-
liar pair of scissors that looked prom-
ising. The price seemed a trifle high,
but as a venture I bought them, and
now could I not get another pair I

would not part with them for twenty
times their cost. Clipping with them
is a real pleasure, and one is half in-
clined to tr.v fanc.v trimming of the
workers" wings just for the fun of it.

The handles three inches, blades one
inch long but their virtue lies in the
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shape of their blades which are ex-
ceedingly slender with finely rounded
points and all parts bnt the cutting
edges are round and polished. They
slip under the queen's wings almost
of their own volition. There is no dan-
ger of impaling the queen on any
sharp points, or of denting her abdo-
men with the sharp side of a wide
blade. It is not even necessary to

pick the queen from the coml)S, but
just hold her still by pressing her
thorax against the comb with one fin-

der, and then snip the desired wing or
wings.
Good tools pay and he who works

"with poor tools is more than twice
tired.

KELATING TO SMOKERS.

One of the tools of absolute neces-
sity is a good smoker, and from the
sundry things which pass for such, 1

begin to believe that the i-eally good
smoker is a rare bird. Everybody
seems to want a "low priced" article,

but it is the worst kind of economy.
Unfortunately, however, a high price
does not always prove a guarantee of
quality. The first essential of a good
smoker is the 'Talow;" if the bellows
are not ample.the air suppl.v is limited,

be the draft ever so free. But big bel-

lows must be supplemented with free

draft into' the fire box, a condition
found in precious few smokers. Add
to good bellows with clear di*aft, a
fire box which will take "any old fuel"

and you have a smoker that will

"smoke." Many of the widely advertis-

ed "strong blast" smokers would not
supply the nimble flea with half a
breath. They are fine for what they
are made for—to sell—but avoid them
for use with bees.

The best smoker that I know of is

the largest sized Bingham; its faults

lie in too light stock and careless put-
ting together. Inspection before ship-

ping should have prevented poorly
made ones from getting out. Heavier
stock would not add materially to the
cost, but would add decidedly to its

serviceableness.
But there are a number of little

kinks which go to make the use of any
smoker more satisfactory, and the
handling of bees more pleasant. The
first of these is starting the fire. Salt-

petered rags will do it; kerosene will

<lo it; pine shavings will do it, but a

handful of charcoal (half-burnt twigs
and chips from a bonfire) is by all

odds the best thing to put in on top
of the rags or shavings. A few puils
will kindle the coal, and then punk,
chips, hard tvood or most anything
that can burn will ignite and stay
burning. A maxim which every bee-
keeper should paste in the front of his
bee veil is: Never open a hive without
a well-fired smoker right at hand. You
may never need it. or life may depend
on it. A really good, ever-ready smok-
er is cheap at several times present
prices. Never take the lit smoker in-
doors unless you stay there with it.

When through using it dump the fire
and put it out. and if the smoker is

hot, set it on something which cannot
burn. Leave the top off and Then you
won't have to bang it to pieces to open
it when you want to fire up again.
A particularly convenient appliance is

a tobacco burner to use in conjunc-
tion with the smoker for introducing
queens, etc. Ordinarily a handful more
or less of tobacco thrown into the
smoker is used, but 'tis a wasteful
way and burns out quickly. True, to-
bacco stems are cheap, but not availa-
ble to many, and the "cut-plug" tobac-
co is more convenient and gives a fine
pungent smoke which I like.

THE ROBBER CLOTH

The robber cloth devised by Dr. Mil-
ler is almost as essential as a smoker,
and .often saves using it and pre-
vents many a lot of roiled and angry
bees For the uninitiated I would
describe it as a square of cloth about
eight inches larger each way than the
hive, and having sticks nailed to two
opposite edges. Keep them handy and
thi"ow one of them over the open hive
when you have to leave it for a few
moments or when you want more time
to examine some comb.

BEE GLOVES.

Many a veteran looks with scorn on
all who use gloves while working
about the bees. To those among us
who have become immune to the bee
poison, stings have few terrors, but to

the novice and the timorous amateur
it is diflPereut, but even the veterans
may sometimes find gloves a decided
help and comfort. Two occasions
when they are appreciated by the initi-
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ated are wheu work is necessary on
some roiled or vicious colony, and
when some emergency calls for work
just as we are ready to go somewhere
and the daubing of the hands with
propolis means annoying delay. But
there are gloves and gloves. Rubber
ones are expensive, short lived, hot
and clumsy. Cotton ones invite too
many stings, and most leather ones
are little better. There are leather

gloves, however, that are superior to

all others; that are soft and flexible;

that on account of their treatment or

finish do not invite stings, and which
may be wiped clean of honey with a
damp cloth and propolis may be scrap-

ed from them with a dull knife, and
the glove wiped clean with a little gas-

oline or naptha.
To those who habitually use gloves

and yet find them inconvenient when
picking up queens and similar work,

I would suggest cutting ofE a half-inch

of the fore-finger and thumb of each
glove, staying the seam from raveling

by a few stitches.

Whether you keep one colony or one

hundred, have the best tools you can

get, and don't be afraid to pay a good
round price for them. Good ones are

cheap at most any price.

Providence, R. I., May 23, 1903.

HOW TO SAVE WAX.

(Bessie L. Putnam.)

THE OLD bee-keeper fully real-

ized the value of wax and the

Importance both of saving the

finished product and supplying all

available substitutes. Experiments'
show that to make a single pound of

wax requires the consumption of

twenty pounds of honey. Hence, be-

sides inducing regular work in comb-
building, the advantage of using foun-

dation is too great from a financial

point of view to be omitted.
W!i<^ie m;iny l:ecs are kept the wax

is cared for in the most approved man-
ner, and eveiy piece cai'efully hus-

banded. Not always so when the am-
ateur has charge of a few colonies.

Yet. if he but knew, evei-y piece past
usefulness in Its original capacity may
be converted into cash or its equiva-
lent. If discolored and unfit for market,
there are many httle household uses
for it. Save it all.

A simple way of reducing it is to
pack into cloth sacks, (the loose cloth
in which salt or sugar Is put up will
be just the thing). Put them in a
boiler of water and heat slowly. When
all is melted put weights on the bags
and let the contents of the boiler cool.

The wax, which as soon as melted will
have risen to the surface, will cool and
harden and may be removed in a thick
cake. If there are still impurities in
it, repeat the process. By pressing
the bags while still boiling one may
press out more wax, but with it will
be considerable refuse matter.
The general sentiment seems to be

that there is no way of removing wax
but by heating, and that it is cheaper
to burn the cloths used in sti-aining
than to clean them. By soaking in a
little kerosene for a few hours and
then cleaning with hot suds one may
get them into shape without very much
trouble. The kerosene softens the wax
so that it readily yields to the soap
and water. This plan will also prove
of great help in cleaning the other
utensils used in melting the wax. Let
them cool and scrape off the wax easi-
ly detached in that way, and the rem-
nants, which by old methods prove the
worst to remove, will give little

trouble.

A ball of beeswax will be a most ac-
ceptable gift to the seamstress, to
keep her thread from knotting. A
small piece tied in a cloth to rub over
the flatiron will keep it smooth. Now
that carpets are being replaced by
waxed floors, its use in the household
will be greatly extended. Even the
small piece of wax is worth looking
after.

Conneaut Lake, Pa., May 25, 1903.

Whittier, Cal., May 2, 1903.

Dear Mr. Hill:

You may be surprised to get word
from me from Southern California in-

stead of South Dakota. I left Dakota
in March and spent a week in Iowa
and found many bees among farmers
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dead. I don't believe that more than one
in ten is alive this spring?, and before
I left I visited Mr. E. Ki-etchmer of
Red Oak, and I can well remember
my first visit at his place when I was
a small boy. He was running a small
saw by horse power at Coburg, Iowa.
He opened several hives' in which were
queens from Italy and I purchased
ray first Italian queen from him and
took her home, 75 miles in a buggy
and I still own some of her direct line

decendants. They are still gentle
htistlers, although it has been over 30
years.
The rains that brought up every seed

of white clover kept the bees from
getting fall honey so the bees are gone
with the promise of a wonderful crop
of white clover.

A very few fed their bees and such
are ready to reap a great harvest.
About the middle of March I left

Iowa and made no more stojis until I

reached Utah.

A 4»»» M M M 4»

•

I found bees in the narrow vall(\vs

where alfalfi was grown. One Llay

our train ran off a switch and delayed
us several hours at Price, Utah, and

"

as it was a mild day I found some bee-
keepers.
They claimed that their greatest

trouble was that the bees would not
swarm, only three swarms from 50
colonies in three years. They got al-

most all extracted honey. One woman
said she got hardly any crop last sea-
son. She only sold 04 cans (60 pounds)
of honey last season from 50 colonies.

I asked her how much she considered
a crop, and she said "three or four
cans per colony." I guess this is

enough for the present, and later I

will tell what I saw in Idaho, Wash-
ington. Oregon. Central California and
here in Southern California.

Fraternally yours,

Thos. Chantry.

THE

Bee -Keeping World

I

AUSTRIA.

The opening of International Apia-
rian Exhi1)ition. held in Vienna, occur-

red April 4, ]©03.

From an address delivered on this

occasion by Dr. Paul Beck, the fol-

lowing may be of Interest to American
readers: "The bee-keepers in Austria
number about 160,000, and keep in

round nimibers 1,000.000 colonies of

bees. They produce 6,000,000 pounds
of honey and 40O.onr> pounds of
wax. The service the honey bee I'en-

ders the floral world is of greater im-
portance than the honey and wax they
produce.

An advertisement in Xeue Freie
1^'esse contains this: The monopoly
of how to make and to sell su.aar-hon-

ey, equal to hive-hone.v in taste, aro-

ma and color, for sale cheap by, etc.

GERMANY.
Schleswig Holst-Bztg advises to es-

tablish a drinking fountain for the
bees. A shallow dish is to be placed
in a sunn.v corner filled with moss
then filled with water. It also says,

that besmearing the brood frames with
vaseline or parafHn will prevent the
bees glueing them together with
propolis.

Straw is still used extensively in the
construction of hives l)y the bee-keep-
ers of Germany.

W. Fitzky. in Centralblatt.holds that
the eiiualizin.g of colonies in spring
is a good thing, and sa.vs the bee-keep-
ers in the Heath have it down so fine

that their bees cast all prime swarms
within a week. Confusion arising

from the mixing up of prime and after
swarms is thus avoided.
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The customary iirico for good comb-
honey ranees between 1.20 to 1.30

marks at present prices in Germany,
equal to about 30 tents.

Uniting of different colonies is done
best by bringing the two or more col-

onies to be united together in a new
hive. This will prevent all fighting.

Queenless colonies may thus be united
with queen-right colonies without any
trouble, says Fitzky in Centralblatt.

A singular case of robbing is report-

ed in the Leipz Bztg. A certain bee-
k<M'per had sold a young swarm of
Carniolan blood to a neighI)or. The
latter was delighted to see his new
purchase do so nicely, filling the combs
with honey; but an investigation re-

^ealed the fact that the young swarm
was carrying the stores from the
motlier hive to his own. The matter
was satisfactorily settled between the
two owners of the colonies.

The German goveinment is looking

into the matter of bee-keeping and
adulteration of honey at the present
time. A government experiment sta-

tion with ten colonies of bees has been
established near Berlin, and a bulletin

has been issued of late treating prin-

cipally upon the adulteration of hon-
eys; it also tells of the number of colo-

nies kept in Germany, etc. It appeal's

there were kept in IIhkX 2.605.350 colo-

nies. Of these 1.151.771 were in frame
hives and yielded 16.171.200 pounds of
honey; the others—box hives, straw
skeps, etc—gave a yield of 13,729,000
pounds. The frame hives yielded three
pounds to two of the others.

ITALY.

The Quinby or McEvoy treatment of
foul-brood colonies has been prac-
ticed in Italy very successfully for
years.—Raushenfels (in Imkerschule.)
A bee-keeper of Italy migrated with

his 300 colonies across the Meditera-
uean Sea to Tunis, but failed to make
a success of bee-keeping and produc-
ing honey. He succeeded, however,
in selling out to the French Bee-Keep-
ers Association there and came home
a richer man.

F. Greiuer.

it "lolling" and Mrs. H. says it's pure
una dulterated laziness.

•' 'Tis strange there should such a dif-

ference be,

'Twixt tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee."

Um. Init it's luxur.v. Bees are a do-
in" all the work necessary while I loll

here. Say, I like that word. I've got
some new tobacco too. Has sort of a
gimlet taste—sort of bores you, don't
yer know—its a mixture called Root's
Special. Wal. it Inirns.

Xow. this lolling is great; productive
of great discoveries, too. While a loll-

ing and a reading and a smoking, I've
.vou ever "lollV Well, sir, that's a 'twixt times been a thinkin'—acci-

I'm a doing now. and have been dent—well, here be some o' the thinks,
for a month past. Mary calls mine and other folks':

Dear Bro. Hill:

Did
what
doing
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Gay says:
"The daily labors of the bee
Awake my soul to industry-"

Note 'twas only his soul. He knew
how to loll.

"Wouldst thoxi achieve greatness O
man? Then hustle." Not much, just
loll and "crib."

You needn't stay mad 'cause folks
keep on borrowin' your copy and palm-
in' it off as their own. It's heaps
easier nor originatin'. Is it the glory

you want? Borrow a tin halo. Re-
venge?
"Revenge we find,

The abject pleasure of an abject
mind.''

Is it facts you want? They're a nui-

sance and interfere with fiction.

What sort of kind of honey do you
s'pose Shakespeare got against when
he wrote:
"They surfeited with honey; and began
To loathe the taste of sweetness

whereof little

More than a little is by much too
much."

'Twant Mangrove.
That makes me thirsty; but Popp's

"lemonade" fills the bill.

"A small glass, and thirsty! be sure
never ask it;

Man might as well serve up his soup
in a basket."

Two more Root men on the directo-

rate of the Natl. Whose Association
is it, anyway?
Bro. York has put all the headings

of the A. B. J. in mourning. What sin

is he mourning for now, b'gosh?
Look a here, youngster, drop that

"humble servant" business quick! No-
body can execute humility with such
neatness and dispatch as the Humble
servant. Rememberest thou not the
malodorous INIr. Uriah""Heap who was
ahvays "so humble." Like him, they're
all bear watchiu'.

Well, them bees has got to have
some more supers today, so I'll have
to stop lolling for awhile.
Remember Uriah.

Yours as ever,

.Tohn Hardsorabble.»*
BULK COMB HONEY.

(H. H. Hyde.)

A few year.s ago bulk comb was
practically unknown, but today there
is scarcely a bee-keeper in the United

States that has not heard of it and how
it is produced. It is now the principal
product of the southwestern Texas
bee-keepers. Its production is rapid-

ly gaining ground not only all over
Texas, but is gaining a footing in Ne-
braska. Colorado and LTtah.

The demand from the consumers
for this article is rapidly growing and
is keeping far ahead of its production,
and of this fact the bee-keepers are
rapidly catching on. There are many
reasons why it is gaining a hold with
both the consumer and the producer
and especially the former.

When he buys a can of bulk comb
honey he feels sure that he is getting
a pure sweet just as the bees made it;

he feels that he is getting full weight,
and he knows that he has bought it at
a less price per pound than he could
have bought section honey. Then he
has his honey in a nice bucket where
the honey cannot break or lose out
when cut in two, and when he has
eaten out the honey he has a useful
pail left. These are some of the reas-
ons why the consumer prefers bulk
honey comb to section honey. I am
talking of the majority of the people.
Of course there are the wealthy who
will, always buy a limited quantity of
section honey because it is high in
price, and has to them a fancy look.
Bulk comb is produced in either full

bodies or shallow Ideal supers. If the
former is used it is hardly practical to
fasten in full sheets of foundation, as
the frames cannot be wired because
we expect to cut the honey out, but
with the Ideal frames we can use full

sheets if we so prefer. Ideal supers
and frames are prefered generally be-
cause they are not so large, are not so
heavey to handle, the.v are nearer the
right amount of room to give a colony
at one time, and they can be freed of
bees much quicker than can full

bodies. To free them of bees we sim-
ply smoke down between the frames
well and then pry the super loose and
jounce it, when it will be found that
most of the bees will fall out. They
can then be stacked up and a hole
left at the top, when in two or three
hours' time the last bee will have left

the supers.
Then again the supers and frames

are nice for extracted honey should
the bee-keeper in any event desire to
so use them, and, in fact, in putting up
bulk comb it requires about one-third
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extracted honey with which to put

the comb up.

In packing bulk comb we cut out

the comb nicely and place it in the

cans, and afterward pour in extracted

honey to cover the comb and fill up
the crevices, and in this way about
one-thii-d extracted honey goes in, and
it must be remembered that this ex-

tracted honey goes in at the comb
honey price. It has been found both
practical and profitable to produce
both comb and extracted honey in the

same apiary and in fact on the same
hives at the same time, for many have
found that it pays them to have one
super of combs on top of the regular

brood nest so tliat the queen may fill

it with brood before the honey flow,

if she likes, and when the flow comes
these supers catch the first nectar, and
as soon as the flow Is on and the bees
have commenced to secrete wax this

super of combs is lifted and the empty
frames of foundation placed between
them and the brood, which is the most
effectual way of baiting bees into the
supers, and it will be found that where
colonies are so worked swarming is

kept in checlv if not entirely prevent-
ed, the queen is left in entire pos-
session of the regular brood nest and
by the time the flow is over the brood
will have hatched from the shallow
super of combs and the bees will have
filled it with extracted honey, and
this is just what we will want in put-
ting up our comb honey, as we have
already shown that at least one-third
the lioney must be extracted with
which to pack the comb. It has been
demonstrated time and again that bees
will store all the way from 50 per
cent, to 1100 per cent, more honey
when worken for bulk comb than they
will when worked for section honey,
and many believe, the writer included,
that where the bees are worked as
outlined above that nearly if not quite
as much bulk comb honey can be pro-
duced as could be produced of ex-
tracted honey alone, and especially
does this hold good where the locali-

ties have fast flows of honey, in which
a great amount of wax is always se-

creted whether there are any combs
to build or not
We will now show the relative cost

of bulk honey to section honey. When
we buy bulk comb supers and frames
we have bought them to use for years.
When we buy sections they are only

for one season's use, whether they be
be filled with honey or not. Then we
have to have costly separators, fol-

lowers, etc., that soon give out to be
replaced. When we go to ship we
have to have costly glass front ship-

ping cases and these cases in turn

packed in crates for shipment. When
we pack section honey we have to

take lots of time and patience to

scrape the sections. When we pack
bulk comb honey we buy cases of cans
and cut the honey out into them.
When we get ready to ship we have

to pay a high rate of freight on sec-

tion honey, and more, run the risk of

having a good part of it badly dam-
aged or destroyed altogether. When
we ship bulk comb we get a low ex-

tracted honey rate and have the as-

surance that it will go through as safe-

ly as if it was extracted honey. When
we go to prepare supers for the har-

vest, all we have to do to our bulk

comb supers is to scrape the top bars

a little and fasten in the foundation,

but with section honey we have to

make up shipping cases and sections

and spend a long time putting the

foundation in just right. When the

supers are put on, the bees go to work
in the bulk comb supers at once and in

a big cluster and thereby forgetting to

swarm, but with section supers the

bees have to be carefully baited and
coaxed into the supers and when they

get there they are cut off into twenty-
four or more small compartments,
which they have to try to keep warm,
and to get them sealed out to the

woods we have to crowd the bees and
thereby losing honey. By crowding
we lose equally as much honey as we
do when the supers are first put on
by reason of the bees being slow to

enter the sections. Just how much
honey is lost by the bees being slow

to enter the sections, how. much is lost

by crowding and how much is lost by
swarming I am unable to say, but it

is considerable.
You may take the items in the pro-

duction of the two honeys from be-

ginning to end and there is not an
item that is not in favor of bulk comb
honey, except solely in the matter of

price received, but friends, where un-
biased men have tried the production
of the two honeys side by side and
carefully taken into consideration

every factor they have invariably

found that they can make at least 50
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per cent, more money producing bulk

comb, and many have placed the per

cent, much higher.

There is another fact, not one of the

men who once quit section honey have
gone back to it. We were oursebes
large section honey producers several

years ago, bnt have been converted

and have disposed of most of our sec-

tion honey supers and today have a

large pile of them awaiting a pur-

chaser.
You may say, I have no trade or

demand for bulk comb honey. I will

say that all yon have to do is to pro-

duce it and offer it for sale and you
will soon have a trade that nothing but

bulk comb will satisfy. You may say,

I will have to ship my honey and what
then?—there is no market for this

new product? I will say. take your
honey to the cities and offer it your-

self and you will find a ready and ap-

preciative market and one that will

next year demand more bulk comb
and tlie grocerymeu will have to order

their supplies from you. There is no
question biit that a market can be
found. The bee men of Texas have
found a market for more than they

can produce, and I take it that the bee
men of other states have the same
intelligence and the same get-up-and-

get that the Texas bee men have.

The packages used in putting up
this article are now most largely three,

six and twelve pound tin friction top

pails, that are put up in crates holding

ten of the twelve pound cans, ten of

the six pound cans and twenty of the

three pound cans. There is also some
demand for bulk comb in sixty pound
cans, two in a case, the cans having
"8" screw tops. These are sometimes
ordered where the buyer desires to

put the honey into glass packages for

a fancy trade.

In conclusion I wish to refute the

statements made that the production

of bulk comb honey was the old fogy

way of honey production. I assure

you that it is not and that it requires

as much skill and as fine a grade of

honey as it does for section honey. I

also assure you that the consumers
are behind this moA'e and that it is

only a question of time when the pro-

duction of section honey will almost
have disappeared.

Should there be any who read this

that desire further information I

should be glad to give it.—From The
Progressive Bee-Keeper.

THE ROMANTIC CAREER OF
LORD STRATHCONA.

The life of the Scotch boy, Donald

Smith—now Baron Strathcona and

Mount Royal—would read more like

romance if it were not so studded with

improbabilities. People like their ro-

mances to be possible; it is only from

reality that will be endured the touches

of extravagance which turn standard

fiction into fairy tales.

Young Donald Smith, dreaming in

his Scotch village the stirring adven-

tures of a fur-trading uncle in the wilds

of North America, and afterward be-

coming fur-trader himself, first as clerk

of the Hudson Bay Company in the

bleakest corner of its vast territory,

"pitiless Labrador;" then climbing, af-

ter years of hardship and fidelity, to be
a chief factor of the Company and resi-

dent Governor in America^ and finally,

in his old age, governor of the home
company in London, High Commis-
sioner for Canada, and a peer of the

realm—that is romance.—From the

series "Captains of Industry,'' in the

June Cosmopolitan.

The following paragraph is from a
series of articles now running in the
Irish Bee Journal, written b.v Dr. A.
W. Smyth: "Temperature is every-
thing to the bees, and in cold climates
they have a great deal t<> contend
with. Large numbers are chilled and
benumbed foraging in the spring, and
are unable to return to the hive. The
loss of bees in this way, however, is

not so serious as the loss from disease,

which cold is certain to bring about.
Ii]ditor Hill says that bees in Florida
do not suffer much from disease, and
in the West Indies foul brood is not
prevalent, Avhile in some of the islands

it is said to be unknown. The more
honey bees have to consume in order
to keep up the temperature of the hive,

the more they exhaust their vital pow-
ers, and the more susceptible they be-

come to disease, i. e., the less is the
resistance to the growth of the bac-
teria." This is an interesting point in

regard to the propagation of foul brood
worthy of the attention of AV. J. Tefft,

Geo. Rockenbauch and the Cuban bee-

keepers generally along the northwest
coast of the island.
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OUR QUEEN-BREEDERS' DIREC-
TORY.

We invite the attention of our read-
ers to the Queen- Breeders' Directory
which appears in this number. We
liave undertalcen to establish this as
a resnlar feature of the Bee-Keeper,
and thus Iceep before our readers a
very complete list of reliable breeders,
for reference.
We frequently receive letters from

subscribers soliciting advice as to the
best place to order queens of some
certain i-ace or strain. While we al-
ways endeavor to advise to the best
advantage of our readers, it would be
eminently more satisfactory if each
one would keep himself informed upon
this point, and depend upon his own
judgment in the matter. Space in our
regular advertising columns is rather
expensive for a year-around advertise-
ment, and w^e have, through the Di-
rectory, offered a means whereby
every breeder of good stock may keep
his announcement constantly before
the queen buyers reached " by the
American Bee-Keeper. The price of a
card in the Directory is $3.00 a year,
cash with order.
The absence of any breeder's name

from the Directory, should not be con-
strued to imply unreliable stock or
faulty business methods; but we aim
to exclude any advertisement which
we have reason to believe might cause
our readers any disappointment, and
we think queen buyers will naturally
prefer to patronize those who are suiR-
ciently enterprising to keep them in-
formed as to what they have to offer;
and the editor will be grateful to those
readers who. w^hen ordering queens,
mention the Bee-Keeper when writing
to our advertisers.

Reliable breeders and queen-dealers
everywhere are invited to take space
in the Directory, on the terms specified

above. Copy and remittance for this

department may be sent to either of-

fice.

The National Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion meets next month at Los Angeles,
Calif.

The next number of The Bee-Keeper
will have something in regard to the
new foul brood cure—formalin gas

—

and its originator.

DR. O. M. BLANTON.
By turning to another page of this

number of the Bee-Keeper, the reader
may see a late and excellent portrait

of Dr. O. M. Blanton, of Greenville,

Miss., one of the foremost apiarists of

America and a historical figure in his

home state, where "Cotton is King."
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TTie Doctor will celel)rate his 75th
birthday this month, and is the old-
est native of Washington county,
though still vigorous and as enthusi-
astic apiculturally as ever.

We believe l>r. Blanton used to have
about 4(K) colonies, but of late years
has been somewhat below 200. How-
ever, he is again endeavoring to in-

eiease to the former number, and at
present has something like 23"i. though
he does nearly all the work himself.
The original forests which formerly
afforded a very profitable forage-
ground for the bees have, of course,
been largely cleared away to make
room for cotton fields, and the nectar-
secreting trees and plants are much
less abundant than in earlier days,
there as elseAvliere; though the cotton
bloom is itself a source of nectar sup-
ply.

In early days Dr. Blanton was quite
a prolific writer on apiarian subjects,
and we are pleased to have called
forth fi'om his pen a series of lat'# ar-

ticles, which we are sure our readers
will find exceptionally instructive and
interesting, and Bee-Keeper readers
will doubtless share our pleasure in

learning of the excellent health and
apiarian success which our venerable
brother is permitted to enjoy in the
evening of his long and most exem-
plar}" life.

On page 149 of The Bee-Keeper for
.June, reference was made to the plants
yellow jessamine and mountain laurel,

both of which are said to secrete a
poisonous nectar, and on page i:~>7 we
gave our readers a good illustration of
a dense growth of the former, which
Mr. Harris described interestingly. It

is rather a noteworthy incident that
there aijpeared simultaneously pic-

tures of both of these plants in the
.Tune nun])er of Art and Photography,
a photographic magazine of Atlanta,
Ga., and through the kindness of the
publishers we are this month enabled
to present them to Bee-Keeper read-
ers. As a matter of information, in

this connection, we quote the follow-

ing, Avritten by G. Small, in Austra-
lasian Bee-Keeper for April: "I see

by to-day's jiaper (March 24) That a
man named John Crotty. storekee])er

at Oparau. near Auckland, was pois-

oned through eating honey. This is

the second time that such a thing has
taken place near Auckland, and there

is no doubt that it is through some
kind of flower from which the bees
gather the honey." This is from Xew^
Zealand, and tends to corroborate the
tlieoi-y that the nectar secretion of cei'-

tain flowers is poisonous to human
beings. Such experiences are, how-
ever, very rare, and it is not likely

that a knowledge of the fact will
materially decrease the consumption
of honey.

Some time ago Arthiu- C. Miller, in
Rocky Mountain Bee. .Journal, put
forth a nice argument in opposition to
the suggestion that Cuban honey
should be excluded from American
markets by a higher import duty. ^Mr.

Miller's plea was based upon the fact
that the greater part of Cuban honey
is produced by Americans in Cuba,
and his comments were actuated by a
keen conception of our moral obliga-
tions one to another, as a fraternity.

In a later number of the same jour-

nal. C. Stimson, without direct refer-

ence to Miller's expressed views, takes
occasion to confirm them, and says:

"I have no fears of pure honey from
Cuba or any other place, whether pro-

duced by Americans or aliens, injur-

ing our market. But bee-keepers
should fight adulterated honey unani-
mously, riu-e honey increases the
demand for honey, liecause honey is

far better and wholesome than adul-
terated sweets. Adulterated and imita-
tion honey decreases the demand, be-

cause people do not like it." Mr. Stim-
son evidently regards excessive pro-

fits exacted by dealers, and adultera-
tion, tbe most baneful elements to be
combated, and suggests local, state,

national, or even international organ-
ization of bee-keepere as a remedy
for the evils mentioned

We recently published a communi-
cation from a New EnglanrV reader
Miio took occasion to proclaim to the
world our utter unfitness to conduct a
bee journal. It doubtless savors some-
what of immodesty for us to publisli

the good things which come occasion-
ally to encourage our efforts, and we
therefore seldom do so. However, as
an (>xample of the widely different

views of our readei's upon this point,

we Iteg to present in contrast with the
views of our New England friend (?),

as expressed on page 108 of The Bee-
Keeper for April, a few lines from a
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British apiarist whoso name is known
aronnd the world, as a progressive and
caiTiible bee-master, and which reach-

ed this office Juno lltli: "I am much
pleased with the American Bee-
Keeper. I look forward to its coming
with pleasure. Although I have kept
bees for more than fift.v years, en-

deavoring to progress with the times,

I find much that is both interesting

and instructing, and there is no bee
paper in the English language that
can, in my opinion, compare with it,

for its articles and general tone and
conduct." Such kind comments are
exceedingly encouiaging; yet there
remains a vast field for improvement
in The Bee-Keeper. and they would
soon be introduced if our readers, gen-
erally, were less reticent.

This .iournal has for years main-
tained that the most important prob-
lem with which the American Iioney
producer was confronted was that of
markets.and the passing of time strong-
ly confirms the tenability of our posi-

tion. If bee-keepers are unable to get
together on a national basis to effect a
systematic liandling of the honey
crops, they should, at least, co-operate
through state organizations, which
might ultimatel.v be merged into one
grand American institution. The
prices and demand for honey
have fallen below the profitable limit,

especially as relates to extracted
honey, in the states which have yet
failed to organize, and rely upon indi-
vidual efforts. Though the Bee-
Keepers' Review met with but slight

encouragement in its efforts to do
something for bee-keepers along this
line, it deserves a vote of thanks from
the fraternity for the efforts it exerted
in behalf of national organization in

marketing our product.

hand. He placed spies in the yards,
and when the fellows came around,
they were captured and plead guilty.

Mr. France is as good at trapping
honey thieves as he is proficient in
trapping other animals."

' The following clipping is from the
Platteville (Wis.) .Tournal, a paper
published in the home town of N. E.
France, and shows the general man-
ager of the National Association in a
new role. In his present position, Mr.
France is a terror to evil doers: "N.
E.P'rance superintended the capture of
three honey thieves at Soldiers Grove
last week. He learned that a raid was
contemplated upon the j^ards of a
member of the National Association of
Bee-Keepers, of which he is manager,
and he took the matter personally in

Dr. Miller and the editor of Glean-
ings are troubled, when clipping
queens, by the queen's habit of crawl-
ing up on the hand, instead of going
back upon the comb, as would seem
proper for her to do. The doctor sug-
gests the use of a leaf or other small
ob.iect iipon which she may run, and
then be laid upon the frames. It

would seem that either of these gentle-
men should have had by this time
sufficient experience in clipping queens
to do it without so much fuss and
feathers. When the doctor has been
in the business a little longer we think
he will recognize the advantage of
clipping without removing the queen
from the comb, and then this trouble
will be at an end.

In a letter dated May 26, Dr. Blan-
ton tells of an exciting experience with
bees, which is quite out of the ordin-

ary, as follows: "A truck gardener
one-fourth mile distant has one and
one-half acres of mustard in bloom,
and it seem§ as though all the bees in

the apiary are after it. Wind was
high and the bees flew close to the
ground. A negro, 150 yards from the
apiary, was plowing across their

course and they stung him terribly. He
ran with hat off, and the mule ran at

race-horse speed, with plow attached,

to the house. I had the man bathed
with cold water and stings removed,
but he had high fever last night."

Basswood is taking the place of pine
for many purposes. In former years,

no one thought of using anything but
pine or poplar for the siding of houses.
Basswood is now being used exten-
sivel.v as a substitute, and as a result

of this new demand, basswood has
gone Tip. thi>» affecting thousands of
manufacturers who have use for it.

The logging season last winter in the
north was very short, and millions of
feet of logs which were cut are still

lying in the woods.* This shortage in

the supply of basswood has made it

scarce the past season, but it is

thought that a good season will briHg
out a large supply for next year.—Ex.
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Mr. Lawrence C. Miller, the queen
breeder of Providence, R. I., has sent

us for trial a pair of scissors especial-

ly for clipping queen's wings. We
have always heretofore used a knife

for this work with satisfaction, but
the new shears appear to have
been especially designed for the pur-

pose, and we have no doubt that the

job could be accomplished very dex-

terously with this new instrument.

We are awaiting an opportunity to test

them, and anticipate complete suc-

cess. We are inclined to think this

is the same tool of which Mr. Arthur
C. Miller writes in this number, as
being so satisfactory in his hands.

By a postal card, dated May 30th,

Pat informs The Bee-Keeper that his

bees are "working fearfully" on man-
grove in his new location, which, he
says, is "ten minutes on a row boat
from Cabanas." He has built himself
a nice story-and-a-half house on the

bay, from which he can go to Guan-
a.iay by stage for a silver dollar, and
thence "by rails" for another dollar

of the same cheap kind to the Cuban
capital. He reports weather dry and
windy. Pat has been in the habit of

baking his own flap-jacks for some
time, but the new house report savors
of a more varied menu, to be pre-

pared by a feminine hand.

The complaint of low prices and in-

sufficient demand is not confined to

America. The plaint goes up every-
where, the world over, where modern
methods of honey production prevail.

Our advice to the small producer is to

see that the smaller towns and vil-

lages in his vicinity are amply sup-
plied, and to avoid the large cities.

Warehouses in these great trade cen-

ters are loaded and overloaded with
honey from the heaviest producing
sections of the country. Blaze a new
trail for yourself, and shun the beaten
paths of commerce.

On June 13th, Mr. J. B. Case, Port
Orange, Fla., reported very active

business in his apiaries, while scale-

hives had been gaining about three
pounds per day for two weeks pre-

vious. This is the same "Case" who
broke the i-ecord in Florida in 1894 by
harvesting an average from his apia-

ries of 420 pounds per colony. Though
exceedingly modest, and otherwise

moderate Mr. Case wiy occasionally
indulge in extremes when it comes to

honey crops, and has a faculty- for
rather "scooping" the other boys.

As will be noted in another column,
Mr. Thomas Chantry, president of the
South Dakota Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion and a member of our staff of
writers, has removed to California, and
will favor us soon with a batch of
notes taken by the way. As to the
superiority of Mr. Chantry's stock of
bees at the old Dakota home, of which
he writes, we have some personal
knowledge, as Mr. Chantry has upon
several occasions very kindly sent the
editor of The Bee-Keeper queens of
this stock.

The past two months have been pro-
ductive of more renewals upon our
subscription list than any like period
for six years past. Though it has tak-
en the editor several days to attend to
giving proper credit for these on the
books, it has been a most pleasant
task, and he begs to assure each read-
er who has contributed to his labor
along this line, of his sincere apprecia-
tion of the favor. We hope many more
will avail themselves of the present
opportunity to renew for three years
for one dollar.

From an invitation with which the
Bee-Keeper was favored early in June,
we opine Mr. Homer H. Hyde, of
Floresville, Tex., is, ere this, a bene-
dict, and Miss Lizzie E. Adams is his

bride, as the date set was June 18th,

Mr. Hyde is, by far, the weightiest
"chunk-honey" advocate of the Lone
Star State. The Bee-Keeper's wish
that the pathway of life before Mr.
and Mrs. Hyde may be lined with nec-

tar-secreting flora, is very sincere.

Mr. Wilmon Newell, who has for

some time past had charge of the ex-

perimental apiary at A. and M. Col-

lege Station, Tex., has resigned to ac-

cept a position as assistant entomolo-

gist of Georgia. Mr, Louis Scholl, Hun-
ter, Tex,, has been appointed to fill

the position vacated by Mr, Newell in

Texas. Both are hustling, bright

young men.

One of the poorest seasons for honey
ever known, has been experienced by
Australian bee-keepers.
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'•The beos of any colony must feel

tbeir need of a queen before they will

rear jiood queens. I do not mean to

say that they must be queenless, but
they must feel that their queen is fail-

ing and that they must replace her,

then they will exert their energies in

the effort to raise a queen that will

be all that is required of a queen,"
says an old queen breeder, in Austra-
lasian Bee-Keeper.

American honey dealers announce a
heavy supply of Mexican and Cuban
honey in competition with the home
product this year. r)ur 'Sister Repub-
lics" are administering large doses of

their excellent honey in genuine sis-

terly style. The doses are, in fact,

too large to swallow comfortably by
the American producer of the extract-

ed article.

Of all the beautiful monthly maga-
zines none are quite so delightful to

the writer as "Country Life in Amer-
ica." published by Doubleday, Page &
Co., of Harrisburg. Pa., and the June
number is of unusual interest by rea-
son of a splendidly illustrated article

entitled, "Bee-Keeping for Pleasure
and Pi-ofit." by W. Z. Hutchinson.

We believe more is now being writ-
ten in favor of the old German bee
than at any time since the advent of
the Italian "craze;" showing that the
rearing of German stock for the mar-
ket is a future possibility. The
"blacks" certainly have their admir-
ers, even in the Twentieth Century.

Supplementing their market quota-
tions from Kansas City, June 9th,

Messrs. Hamblin & Sappington write:
*'Rain and no sun. Bees have made
no honey to date. White clover in
full bloom. Our beemen report hives
full of bees which, with sunshine,
would make up for lost time."

Jamaican enterprise, in utilizing the
English markets, is proving a decided
success to the Jamaican bee-keepers;
but this same Jamaican enterprise is

the lament of the Australian producer
of honey. Taken all in all, the api-
cultural situation in Australia is not
exceptionally propitious.

tem in marketing, is the wail of G.
Small, of New Zealand, in Australa-
sian Bee-Keeper. Mr. Small pleads for
organization among bee-keepers of
New Zealand, as a means of relief.

"A Preliminary Investigation into

the Cause of the Infectious Bee Dis-
eases Prevailing in the State of New
York," by Dr. Veranus A. Moore and
Prof. G. Franklin White, has recently

been issued in bulletin form by the ag-

ricultural department of that state.

Those who have foul brood to con-

tend with are afforded much comfort
through the recent experiments of Mr.
C. H. W. Weber, and the results of

formalin gas in the treatment of in-

fected stock, which he has recently

given to the bee-keeping world.

Idaho has organized a State Honey
Producers' Exchange, and the Ameri-
can Bee-Keeper's esteemed young
friend and correspondent, Mr. E. F,

Atwater. of Boise, has been elected

treasurer of the new organization.

Low prices, as a result of crude
methods of production and lack of sys-

FOOD ADULTERATION.
Press Bulletin No. 29, issued Septem-

ber 1st, by the Florida Agricultural
Experiment Station, deals in a very
logical manner and forcibl.v with the
above problem. Food for thought is

therein afforded the inhabitants of

other states than Florida, though the
bulletin is addressed especially to the
latter. We extract the following:
Cotton seed oil is very useful, and

is not iniurious for use in salad dress-

ings and for other purposes where
such an oil is required, but to ship it to

Europe and there have it refined and
returned to us and placed upon the
market as pure olive oil, is most as-

suredly a fraudulent proceeding. Dis-
tilled or spirit vinegar can be manu-
factured at a very small cost, but the
ingenious manufacturer labels it "ap-
ple"' or "cider" vinegar, and it is re-

tailed to an unsuspecting public at the
price of a genuine apple vinegar. Pep-
pers and spices containing a high per-
centage of adulterants in the form of
hulls, beans, peas, ground olive stones,

etc., are sold as genuine. Coffee is adul-
terated with chicory, peas and imita-
tion coffee, made of pea hulls and a
wheat pi'oduct. Lard is adulterated
with beef fat and cotton seed oil and
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sold as pure lard. Much of the ex-

tracted or strained honey that is put
upon the market, is made by flavoring

glucose syrup with a small amount of
honey. Extracted tea leaves are used
to increase the profits on tea. Of eigh-

teen samples of lemon extract exam-
ined by the State analyst for the Illi-

nois Food Commission, onl.v three con-
tained oil of lemon, and all of ten
samples of vanilla extract were adul-
terated, thou.yh sold as ''pure vanilla."
The same authority states that "the
only adulterations in jelly are artificial

body, artificial color and artificial fla-

vor, with perhaps the addition of pre-
servatives.'' Such jellies are composed
largely of starch, paste and glucose,
colored with analine dyes and flavored
with ethereal flavors. A somewhat bet-
ter grade of jellies, jams, fruit juices,

etc., is made from parings, cores, and
decayed fruit and put up with glucose,
a material much cheaper than cane
sugar. A number of the states have
laws regiilating the manufacture and
sale of food products, but in states
where no such laws exist the con-
sumer is forced to take what he finds
upon the market and suflier the conse-
quences. It is not necessary that the
adulterants which are not injurious
should be entirely prohibited, but it

is important that the packages should
be properly labeled; that is, the name
of the adulterant, dilutent or preserv-
ative should be made a part of the
label, and then if the consumer prefers
to use an adulterated article at a cor-

respondingly lower price he does it

intelligently. The report on the Inspec-
tion and Anal.vsis of Foods issued by
the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station for February, 1902, contains
the following: "The prohibiting of the
sale of all injurious articles, and com-
pelling all imitative, artificially pre-

served and adulterated articles to be
so labeled, and to be sold on their

own merits, is bringing a noticeably
better class of foods to the Kentucky
public." If Kentucky and other states

having a food law are getting a bet-

ter class of food, is it not possible and
even very probable that Florida and
other states having no such law are
getting more and more of the adulter-

ated goods which cannot be sold in

states having the law? This is no
indifferent matter; it is far-reaching

in its effect, both on the health and
the morals of a community, state and

nation. The continued consumption
of inferior and harmfiil food products
by any people must of necessity re-

sult in the physical and moral dete-
rioration of that people; while the
fraud and deception which must con-
stantly be practiced, destroy competi-
tion and force the otherwise honest
manufacturer and dealer to adopt
methods which he knows are question-
able.—A. W. Blair

Mr. Fred W. Muth, president of the
honey-dealing corporation which bears
his name, at Cincinnati, was a pleas-

ant visitor at the Bee-Keeper sanctum
recently. Mr. Muth was circulating
among the producers of the state in

the interest of his house, and incident-
all.v casting the line for heavy fish, for
which sport he has a marked fondness,
with a particular liking for whales
and shark of the man-eating variety.
While on the coast Mr. Muth landed a
specimen of the latter entirely too large
to have its avoirdupois stated in fig-

ures to an incredulous public. "Fred,"
as he is known by his more intimate
acquaintances of the fraternity, made
many warm friends on the East Coast.

Mr. John W. Pharr, of Berclair. Tex.,
writes that he has acquired the inter-

est of C. B. Bankston in the New Cen-
tury Queen-Rearing Co., of that place,

and he is now sole proprietor of the
concern.

That little bird of ours that gets

around among the bee-keepers of the
country, intimates that the world will

add to its bee lore, one of these days,
a book on queen-reariu.g b,v "Swath-
more."

The Texas Bee-Keepers' Association
will convene at A. & M. College, Col-

lege Station, Tex., July 7 to 10. Louis
Scholl, Hunter, Tex., is secretary of

the Association.

The bee-keeper who solves the prob-
lem of converting his honey into bees-

wax at a ratio of three to one, will

have found the open sesame to wealth ±
by apiculture. I

The American Bee-Keeper three

years for one dollar. Rather a cheap
and useful present for a bee-keeping
friend.
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HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

itraight, of eren thickness and firmly attached

to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoiV-

ci by trarel itain or otherwise; all the cellt

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections i\ell filled, but combs

uneren or crooked, detached at the bottom, or
with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
comk unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.
Im addition t* this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, ther« will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Kansas City. June 9. — Market
cleaved. Extracted, 6 1-2 cents.

—

Hamblin & Sappington.

Xew York. June 8.—The demand for
honey is quiet with plentiful supply.
Price of comb, 8 to 10 cents. Ex-
tracted, 4 1-4 to 5 cents. Beeswax is

scarce and in good demand at 30 to
31 cents.—Francis H. Leggett & Co.

Chicago, June 5.—The marlvet is life-

less, no movement except in extracted
at low prices. Best grades of white
extracted 5 1-2 to 6 cents per pound;
amber, 5 to 5 1-2. Comb honey is

held at 15 cents for choice white
and anything not grading up to meet
this requirement sold at 2to 5 cents
less per pound. Beeswax wanted at
32 cents per pound.— R. A. Burnett
& Co., 199 South Water St.

Buffalo, June 8.—The demand for
honey is exceedingly quiet, and prices
must be cut. We quote strictly fancy
comb, 15 cents. Other grades range
from 7 to 13 cents. Extracted not
wanted. Beeswax wanted at 25 to 33
cents.—Batterson & Co.

Cent=a=Word Column.
The rate is uniformly one cent for each

word, each month; no advertisement however
small will be accepted for less than twenty
cents, and must be paid in advance. Count
the words and remit with order accordingly.

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 20

cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-
ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-

logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost J8.00,

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)

cost $150, in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

REPORTERS WANTED—In every city, town
and village in ihe United States to send us the

names and address of parties who want to buy
a Farm. Timber Land. Rr.uch, Residence, Store

Building, Mill. Factory, Lumberer Coal Yard.

Stock of Goods (any line, anywhere), Patent
Right, or want a Partner, A bright young man
or lady will answer. Liberal compensation and
regular income can be made, Address BAR-
RON'S MONTHLY BULLETIN, INDIANAP-
OLIS, IND.

Cincinnati, June 1.— Very little

change in market since last report. We
quote amber extrade grades 5 1-2 to

6 1-2 cents in barrels. Clover, 8 to 9
cents. Supply equal to demand. Comb
honey, 15 to 16 cents, for fancy. Bees-
wax, 30 cents.—The Fred W. Muth
Co.

W. M. Gerrish, R. F. D.. Epping, N. H.,
keeps a complete supply of our goods, and
Eastern customers will save freight by order-
ing of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

Australian Bee=Keepers

If you wish to make a success of your bee^

you should read the [Farni, Bee aod Poultry

Review. ^Itjis the cheapest and best Bee-

Journarpublished in Australia.

'
; Subscription pri:e in Australia, '^.':1.

2-6 per year. In advance.

Tubscripticn price in America,

72 cents per year, in odvance

Advertisers should find the Review a good

investment "a s Lit circulates widely."through

tTTelwoi-ldTTAnd . its rates "^are the . lowest of

prices and free sample'copy, to the proprietor

Q. COLBOURNE, JNR.,
MEDINA,

6-03-tf] N. S. W. AUSTBALIA.
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Queen=Breeders' Directory.
This page is intended as a guide for queen buyers, from which they may select the stock
desired, and breeders are invited to make use of it for their announcements, at the rate
of $3.00 a year per card, payable strictly in advance.

'HE A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA, OHIO.
Breeders of Italian bees and queens.

GEO. J. VANDE VORD, DAYTONA. FLA.
Breeds choice Italian queens early. All

queens warranted purely mated, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

P H. W. WEBER, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
^^' (Cor. Central and Freeman Aves.) Golden
yellow. Red Clover and Caniiolan queens, bred
from select mothers in separate apiaries.

THE HONEY AND BEE COMPANY, BEE-
i VILLE, TEXAS. Holy Land, Camiolan,
Cyprian, Albino and 3 and 5-banded Italian
queens. Write for our low prices. Satisfaction
guaranteed..

TOHN M. DAVIS, SPRING HILL. TENN.. sends
«J out the choicest 3-banded and golden Italian
queens that skill and experience can produce.
Satisfaction guaranteed. No disease.

1 B. CHASE. PORT ORANGE, FLA., has fine
J» golden Italian queens early and late. Work-
ers little inclined to swarm, and cap their honey
very white. Hundreds of his old customers stick
to him year after year. Circular free.

CWARTHMORE APIARIES, SWARTHMORE.^ PA. Our bees and queens are the brighest
Italians procurable. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Correspondence in English, French, German and
Spanish. Shipments to all parts of the world.

WZ. HUTCHINSON, FLINT, MICH.
Superior stock queens, 81.50 each; queen

and Bee-Keepers' Review one year for only $2.00.

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO., (John
W. Pharr, Prop.) BERCLAIR, TEXAS, is

breeding fine golden and 3-banded Itailian, Holy
Land, Carniolan and Cyprian queens. Prices are
low. Please write for special information desired.

THIS SPACE FOR SALE—S3. 00 A YEAR.

THE INTERNAL BATH
GIVES HEALTH, STRENGTH, VITALITY.

The J. B. L. Cascade is the only appliance specially made for the successful practice of
the Internal Bath. It is simple in construction, ibsoluiely safe, invariably effective, and can
be applied by ;iny person

The fundamental principle of the internal bath and its appliance, the J. B. L. Cascade,
is. roughly stated; Every disease arises from the retention of waste matter in the system-
Nature's drainage being clogged. In the vast majority of cases of closging is in tlie coloa
or large intestine. Positively the one harmless and efficient means of clearing away this
waste is the internal bath given by the J. B. L. Cascade.

There is no device or iavention in medicine which, for far-reaching beneficience. for
scope of usefulness to siek and well surpasses the J.B.L. Cascade. There is room here merely
to touch upon its flelil. the vastiiess of which may be suggested to you b.y poi.dering on the
question: "If external cleanliness is essential to health, how much more important is in-
ternal Cleanliness?"

Tlie internal bath is a sovereign remedy for ninety-nine per cent, of all diseases. Its
action prevents and cures Appendl itis, Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Typhoid, ind all Mala-
rial Diseases, Headaches, Constipation, etc. The only treatment that gives immediate
relief in cases of over-indulgences in eating or drinking.

Tliis wonderful treatment is in successful use b.y 200,000 people. It is endorsed and pre-
scribed by eminent physicians. An abundance of letters from grateful people bear witness
to its astonishing merit.

We w^t to send free to every person, sick or well, a simple st tement setting forth this
treatment. Itco:it!iins matter which must interest every thinking person. If you live in
New Yoik you are earnestly invited to call, but if you cannot call, write for our pamphlet.
"Tlie What, The Why, Tiie Wav." which will be sent free on application.

TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE,
7-it Dept. 145 G, 1562, Broadway, New York.



AGENTS Wanted "washing'M

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co. , Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

ttt

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K»^Der to

write ioT a free sample copy of the

E0:KI HOjKTAIN bee JOU^iML

Tells you about Western methods, co-opcra

tire honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Addre»»

the publisher.

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulde'^ Colo.

tf.

SH/NE/
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

X. \'. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with
loot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shot
ruljbcr—in fact, al! articles and materials need-
ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it Is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet
room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-
atiou> searching after these articles which i!>

altogether too common. A postal will bring
you details of this and other good things.

pROVIDEra nUEEI5S_

1 ROVE THEIR IJdALITIES

to be unexcelled by any .strain of

Italian bees on earth. A rare embodiment
of all the desirable traits with the bad
eliminated. A strain evolred by years of

constant study and endeavor. I want every
progressive bee-keeper to test this new
strain, and will be pleased to fill orders for
untested at 81.00 each. Special prices
cheerfully quoted on special queens and on
quantities. Let me send you my circular.
It's ready now.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER,
P. O.Box 1113. Providence, R. I.

AUSTRALIANS.

NOTE the address—

Pender Bros.,
WEST MAITLAND,

New South Wales, Australia.

The largest manufacturers of Beekeepers'
Supplies in the Southern Hemisphere,
and publishers of the AUSTRALASIAN
BEEKEEPER, the leading bee journal south
of the equator.

Sample copy and 64-page catalogue, FREE
G-tf



^ Austral Culturist
and Pcultry Gazette.

Also THF APIARISr Horticulture.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages luonthly. Subscription ."Js. 6d. per anaiub.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

aairiii Colonies, including New Zealand and
Tasmania. A good medium to AmerieM
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head ofiKce for Australian Coloiueti

229 Collins St., Melbourne, Australia.

MAPS. ^
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, ia seven colors, all

railroads, postoflfices— and man}'

towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sUver)

ttf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb

"40 Years Amons
the Bees" By DrC.C. Miller.

A new book every bee-keeper
should have. Over 300 pag-es,
cloth-bound, $1.00; or with the
weekly American Bee Journal
one year—both for only $1.75.
Sample copy of Journal and
Catalog of Bee-Supplies free.
QBOROE W. YORK & CO.

144 E. Erie St., Chicago, III.

POULTRY CULTURE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-
try paper published in Kansas City.
Full of poultry news and has a large
circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultrv Culture Pub. Co..
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

Patents.

PATEI^T and PENSION
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, on xua.
WASHING '\)X, r.

If you v/ish to know anything
about patents or pensions wiiie lo

the above. They have been in the
business continuously siice 1882

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses
about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year,

tf.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

is the only general daily news-

paper published in a city c-f

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in Soutli

Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,

Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very lov/.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
etf

^

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate,

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,
Pe.Tine Grant.

Cutle - Dado County. Fla. ut*

The subscription price of the ROCKYMOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is M cent*.
We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
nne year {or only 7S cent*.



TME ONLY GERMAN AGRICULTLRAL MONTH-

LY IN THE UNITED SJ/<n.S jtjt^^ji.^u^J*

FARM UNO HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
& tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Attica Lithia Springs Hotel
Lithia-Sulptjur 'SYater aud Mud Baths

Nature's Own Great Cure for

...RHEUMATISM....
and Kindred Diseases, such as Liver

and Kidney Complaints, Skin and
Blood Diseases, Constipation, Nervous
Prostration, etc.

A new aud up-to-date hotel. Large, airy,

li<rht and finely furnished rooms, with Steam
Heat, Kleotric Lights, Hot and Cold Water
on each floor. Rates ineluding Room, Board.
Mud Baths, Lithia-Sulphur Wiiter Baths and
Medical Atteudunoe (no extras) 12.50 and
13.00 a dav. according to room.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
Address Box 3,

tf Litbia Springs Hotel, Attica, Ind.

I
Are You Looking for a Home? |

No former should think of buy-
ing land before seeing a copy of

THE FARM AND HEAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largest

list of lands for eale of any paper
published in Iowa. Rer.ches ^0,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mail you the Jour-

nal for 1 year, or for ten cents in

silver or stamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

QUEENS
Golden and Leather colored Italian, warranted to

give satisfaction. Those are the kind reared by
QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER. Our business
was established in in 1SS8. Our stock originated
from the best and highest priced long tongued,
red clorer breeders in the U. S. We rear as many
and perhaps more queens than any other
breeder in the North. Price of queens after July
1st : Large select, S7.=)C, six for ^.00; tested stock,

SI, .six for S.5.OO; select tested, $l.r>0, six forSS.OO.

Breeders. S3.00. Two-frame nuclei, (no queen),
82.00. Special low price on queens in lots of 25 to

100. All queens are mailed promptly, as we keep
from 300 to 500 on hand ready to mail. We guar-
antee safe delivery to any State, Continental
Lsland, or European Country. Our circular will

interest you. It is free.

Address all orders to

QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER,
6-6t Parkertown, Ohio.

HEADQUARTERS ggg SUPPLIES.

QUEENS

Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.

Prompt service, And Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Bred from only Selected Mothers, proven by th«ir workers to be far ^
superior to common Stock in Gathering and Storing Honey. 'j «^

GOLDEN ITALIANS, untested, 7Sc. RED CLOVER, untested, $1.00.

CARNIOLANS, untested, $1.00.

CATALOG FREE. Send for one.
If you have any HONEY or BEESWAX to offer,

mail sample and state price.

CU WT A17CDCri Office and Salesrooms

:

. tl. W. WCDCK, 2146 Central Avenue, CINCINNATI, 0.

-12t My Book, "Formaline Gas as a Cure for Foul Brood." sent upon receipt of 25c.



WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry

journal published. Send us the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.

Address,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. Jeffersonrille, Ohio.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nuestra Fabrica cs una de las mas
grandes y mas antigvias de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractorcs, etc. In

ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo solieiten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-
Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-

nal $ .50 % .75

What to Eat i.oo i.oo

Bee-Keepers' Review i.oo 1.35

Canadian Bee Journal.. •• i.oo 1.35

Gleanings in Bee Culture i.oo 1.35

American Queen .50 -60

The American Boy i.oo i.oo

Irish Bee Journal .36 .65

Farm, Bee & Poultry Re-
viewr 72 I.oo

I
OUT THIS OUT

I

S and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in-

closed, and receive in return a six months'

trial subseiption to

People's Oompanion Magazine.

It's the one you hear io much about. Ad.

rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give 9
us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. 8

S Sample copy for two cent stamp. Q

1 People's Oompanion Pub. Oo., 1
1 MILWAUKEE, WIS. 8
2 Ed. De Longe, Ed. and Pub. StfJ

Send for onr Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY 00.,

Bt£ Milwaukee, Wia

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interestea, aon t fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

tf.

R. J. FINLEY,
MACON , MO.

BELGIAN H\AR E^S
CAN PUT DOLLARS I INJ|. YOURf POCKET.

The Belg-ian Hare meat is becoming
very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being' white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They are easy to raise, and are much
more profitab!e than poultry, several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any other animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belgian
hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the

harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,
if you have a back yard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch your money grow. One young
man in a little over a year has sold

$1800.00 worth of stock, from an

original $30.00 investment.

Booklet and list free. tf.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio



Rough Rider strawberry

l!i>st sliipper, best keeper, bestseller, latest and most
pniiliicti ve strawberry in existence. Si 150 from 2!4 acres
in I'.mo. Was shipped to Knglanil successfully. We offer
S~"> in Rold for largest berry produced in 1902. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. W^e control the orip;-

inatiir's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine,
plant s. ( 'atalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer, Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO., N.Y.

Xhfi UoQcI^ar P'"'ce $1 Each.
I lie nt;&&lt;r

i,i^,.ount dozen lots

IC +ho R^C+ Simple, Durable,
lb ine DCbT, E.'onomical.

BUBAL MAIL BOX.

ROUND. STRONG, HEAVY. Lowest in price,
highest in (juality. A sample best evidence.
Roapproved Jan. 25. i903. Circulars sent free.
Orders promptly shipped. We sell direct to
the farmer. H.E. HESSLER CO., Syracuse, N. Y,

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. pi ofit by our own method
all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepers! .Astonishing results. Will surprise and please
you. BOOKLET J-REE TO EVF.RVBOI)T..or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos, for 10 cents. Address,
W. P. CO., Box Clintonvlllc, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free

_^ JOIN OUR
^^^^s MUSIC CLUB^^c^s

Fifty cents pays for one year's membership.
You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell from
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yon
receire a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

GOLDEN AND
IMPORTED STRAINS.

I am prepared to fill orders promptly
with golden queens or daughters of
one imported by the U. S. Department
of Agriculture from the Province of
Bergamo, Italy. She is prolific and her
bees industrious, and imparts her good
qualities to her royal daughters and
their offspring. Price, $1.00 each; or
$9.00 per dozen. Money order office,

Warrenton.

W. H. PRIDGEN,

CREEK, Warren County, N. C.

7-03-2t.

SEE THIS !

The Modern Farmer and
Busy Bee, See.

The American Poultry
Journal, 50c.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

$1.00.

The Western Fruit

Grower, SOc.

All for $1.00, if you
mention this paper.

New subscribers can have
the American Bee Journal

instead of Gleanings,[if pre-

ferred.

ADDRESS

The

Wodern Farmer,
St. 'Joseph, Mo.

tf.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in goods for good quality of Beeswax^
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.
Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

IJee Supplies from Lewfs
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

G. B. LewisCo.^^J?i:;n:A.

EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M. Scott &
Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MTJTH CO.,

Front and Walnut St».,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free. tf.



DON'T RELAX YOUR EFFORTS
\^P^^^^?^^=F^l^<ifter spending money for new hives and fixtures, valua-

(1V WHITE COMB' [l>le time in the preparation of these for new swarms, leav-

,,

• - ^ ": :^4'"§^ "^^^""^^ ^^'°^^ ^^ ^ convenient time (for the bees) to hiv(

!bilS5?^^y j^^^^"^' ''^"^ ^"^^w ^^^^ ^ g°°d crop is ready the next step i;

^'\k:^MSr:s: .^-4 Attractive packages. Our assortment of packages foi

comb honey we beheve would be difficult to improve upot
for the purpose designed.

The special features of the No-Drip Cases for

comb honey we have advertised for several years are
the Paper Trays and Drip Sticks which provide for

the collection of leaking honey in trays. These also

prevent its oozing out at the cracks to gather dustfi
and dirt and present a very untidy appearance to say

'

the least. A light frame is now used ckar around
the glass in front which hides any unsealed cells in

the outer row, and exposes to view only the finished

work in the center. The material is white basswood.
The joints are perfect fitting, the work being done by machine-filed sawj

These No-Drip Cases are made i

12, 1 6 and 24 lb. sizes for regular 4i ir

sections, as well as intermediate weight
for plain sections. These are supplie

with 2 and 3 in. glass to meet the de

mands of bee-keepers. The Danzenba
ker and Ideal sections are also provide^

|for with No-Drip Cases, but these ar

furnished with 3 in. glass only.

The value of attractive packages ca:

not be overestimated, and wide-awak
bee-?<:eepers are beginning to realiz

this fact. In cartoons we supply tw'

kinds, the Dazenbaker and the Folding; these are furnished for the reg-

ular sizes of sections . Both of these are furnished with special printing

at a nominal charge.

Our packaiges for comb honey
would be incomplete without ship-

ping crates for shipping of honey.
This one shown heiiewith is the
regular package we ship out tihe

cases in the flat. We can furnish

these in the flat for the different

sizes of the section cases at 60c.

each, or $5.00 for ten.

For prices on any of the above or any other bee-keepers' supplies address any of our agents, or

*t o<
MEDINA, OHIO.

'•9
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Entered at the PostoiHce, Fori Pierce, l"la., as second-class mail matter.



Webster's Uivabrid^ed
^Dictioivary

HOUSEHOLD UEALM. and you
COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-

Send Jl.OO, the regular subscription price of IHE
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pajr-s, size of page HVz^ii'/a inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same ai retails ta

many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $L

THE HOUSEHOLO REALM
it a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, deroted to all that pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden. Fruit and Flower, House Plans,

Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

tf.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN MONIES,

where modern bath-room facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
liic Hyeienic WaterSeal Commode is an absolute ncicsiuy
tor comiort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals SanitAriuni»

and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CuN'rAf;U)US DIS-
K.\SES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the escape of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHAKt.l.S.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HVOlEMC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.

tf.

If.
If, EINGHAM
has made a'l the im-

provcineuts in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in ilie last 30 years, undoLibteJl}

he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine. 4 inch stove, none too larp. s''-"

postpaid, per m-ail *l .'it'

3^ inch 1.1(1

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.00

2^ inch 9U

r. F.Bingham, i|[^;? louder; 2 inl ^
Farweli, iWich.

d;ic 00 A WEEK
FOK MASf WITH RI« To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. V East St. Louis, li:s

tf

Pdteat Wired Comb Foundation
kas no sag in brood frames.

Thin Flat Bottom Fouidatloi
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish

a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to

wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN A SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery Count- Sprcvt Brook, N. V

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are buni|)er crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous hi^h-
(jrade barley used by the large breweries, for which
extra high prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions afford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
and churches ;rural mail delivery and farmers'tele-
phone lines are advantages seldom offered where
improved lands sell for $35 to $5 an acre. Send for
our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, and wlmt kind of farin will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding bargains that will interes.t you. All cor-
respondence strictly confidential.

Winona and Western Land Company,
'iK-314 Clioate Block, Winona, Minn.

t_L

— THE=
Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farru paper east of Mon-
treal clainiinj? over G,(>00 of a circula-
tion and it affords the host niediuni of
reachinjj the 100,000 farm homes iu

New Brunswick. iNova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 82-paj!:e pajx^r, brim full of ur
to-date farm and home infortnation. It

is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per .voar. Ad-
vertlsinir rates on applic.iridti .Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, iN B., Canada.



Bee Hives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

WHERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You

THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOAV YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now

ready. Send for one on a postal card.

The W. T.

FALCONER MANFG. CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.



The Campaigns of the Confederate
Army will be published serially in

THE SOOTHERN FiEMEii,
ATHEJVS, GA.

j

Begining with the March number.

FROM REV. J. P. SMITH, Rich-
,

mond, Va.

"Stonewall" Jackson's Adjutant-Gen-
eral.)

The author has done an excellent

thing. There is no sectional bitterness
1

nor any unjust criticisms. We have
found no harsh words. It can be read

by the young without, making them in

the slightest degree disloyal to the
;

country they are now to help forward
in prosperity and harmony.

tf. !

00 YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understaRds

her business, 10 Dozen
Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

IPliM QTjTT ^^^^ ^^^^ ESTATE
I I n 1 1 1 1 lil 1 1 I

""" business, no matter
Ullli MUJJIJ what it is or where locat-
ed Wherever mail is d livered. 1 do bus-

iness If you want to sell a farm, timber land,
ranch, residence, store buildiug. mill factory,
lumber or coal yard, stock ut y:»ods (any line),
patent right, or v ant a partner, send two
stamps for my Booklet. If you want to BL Y
send for FRBE copy of Barron's Monthly
Bulletin, it is full of bargains A. M, BAli-
ROJN, INUIANAPULIS, IND.
tf.

American
BEE

Journal
16 - p. Weekly.
Sample Free.

4®" All about Bees and their
profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Dept. for beginners. Sample
of paper and catalog of bee-
supplies free. Address,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144 & 146 Erie St. ChicagoJll.

tt.

BEGINNERS.
shon.d have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a TO page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; written es'

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just ou''

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years

Editor Y'ork says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at tlie prcs<?nt time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 2S cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live. proeres«ive, 28 page monthly journal.) one

year for 6.'>c. Apply to any lirst-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higgmsviiie, m..

That Egg

Basket

teilsthe

story.

i

Ten Dozen at 36e, per doz. In one day tor
Our New Book "Helps for PoHltry Ke'
how, explains why so many fail and so f

A Book we can commend with a good cr

a GREAT HELP to all Poultry Keeper,
old. Describes 60 rarietiesof fnwls, well i.

and contains a Poultry Keepers Accouut .-

gain or loss monthlyjon heavy paper worth Z > ^ .

This Book Free with our Poultry Paper one year for

25c. or Book free with paper ti months for lOc.
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.
Wayside Poultry Co., C'lintonviMe, Conn.

DONTKTLL
YOURSELF, WASHING THE (

WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R E jWASHER, with which the i

frailest woman can do an or-

dinary washing in one hour,

without wetting her hands.
Sample at wholesalePrice. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
No pay until tried. 'Writefor Plustrated Catalognt
anaprices ofWringers,Ironing Tables, Clothes Reels,
DryingBare, WagonJacks,<{-c. AgpntsWanted. Lib-
eral Terms. QiiickSalesl Little Woriill BigPaylll
Address,TBz EmfibbWashsr Co.,JamestowQ.K.Y.

BARNES'
Fool Power MacMnery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.

,_W. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
^^913 Ruby St., Rockfori. 111.

SEND US t^« names ana au-
dre«ae« of 20 of your

frieuds and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pay postaire and receive a 12 montha'
trial Kubfic'ription to THIS AND
THAT. Address the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUBIT,
Sidney, N. Y.

i

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most intcrettinx,

illustrated monthly magazine deTOted to all

kind.s of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 16 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per
year. Whv pav more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
t-f_

So«to«, Maw.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great

changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-

ter. The climate is the best all th»

year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.

Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

Th«r« is ao trade or profession better catered to

«7 good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-

tellisent QDprogresstivenvss has now do ezena*.

tl.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they

place thtir advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 3<>,000 prosperous,

wide-awake, buying farmers every Is-

sue. PiOgnlar rate 14 cents per agate
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per Hue (•"?1.40 per inch time),

and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
scriptions (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, fcur columns to

page. Departments covering every
branch of farming and stock-raising

The little journal that is '*read and re-

read hy its readers." Barnniii's Mid-
land Farmer. No. 22 North Second st-.

St. T.ouis. Mo 7tf.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, josis less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Persona! attention given. Tvrenty
years' experience

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured tbrotieh E. G. Siggers receiT*
special notice, without charge, ia the

INVEIMTIVR AGR.
"llustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms$laye»r

E. G. SICGtERS,
Washington, D. C.918 P Street X. W.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT ?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

Psoi'sGofflpBiiiaeMfi

the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the readinij
public which you should not miss.
Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you wili get a six months'
subscription free as a trial

Ad. rates, to cents per line. •'Si.00 per
nch.

THE
People's Ccmtanion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg.. Milwaukee. Wis
4-tf.

The Carniolan-Italian Cross
are the coming bees for comb honey. My strain
combines the great working powers of the Italian,
the prolificness and gentleness of the Carniolan;
the bee for business and a red clover worker. .Se-

lect young queens reared from a fine breeder. 6.5c

each; four for S2.2.5. A trial order will convince
yon. L. H. P.\RRY, CLAY. X Y 7-2

BRED FOR WORK.
Terrace Queens, have given best of satisfaction,

bred from selected stock: best of workers; ver>'

trentle and fine color. AVarranted. 7.5c each, six

for S1.25. dozen S8.00. Tested. 81.25 each.
HAROLD HORXOR, Terrace .\piaries.

7-3 MT. HOLLY, N. J.



AGENTS Wanted "waThTng'iviachines.

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

jj^
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

NA/E WANT
Every reader of the Americsn Bee-K»^oer to

write for a free sample copy ^f the

EOCKT MOONTAIN BEE JODRML
Tells you about Western methods, co-opera

ti-ve honey selling and the great big crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher.

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulde'^ Colo.

t!.

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with

foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe

rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-

ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it Is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the rex-

atiovis searching after these articles which i»

altogether too common. A postal will bring

you details of this and other good things.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

P
ROVIDENCE nUEENS

iROYE THEIR IJuALITIES

to be unexcelled by any strain of

Italian bee.s on earth. A rare embodiment
of all the desirable traits with the bad

eliminated. A strain evolred by years of

constant study and endeavor. I want every
progressive bee-keeper to test this new
strain, and will be pleased to fill orders for
untested at Sl.UO each Special prices
cheerfully quoted on .special queens and on
quantities. Let me send you mj' circular.
It's ready now.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER,
V. O.Box 1113. Providence, R. I.

AUSTRALIANS.

NOTE the address—

Pender Bros.,
WEST MAITLAND,

New South Wales, Australia.

The largest manufacturers of Beekeepers'
Supplies in the Southern Hemisphere,
and inil)lishers of the AUSTRALASIAN
BKKK i:KrK.R, the leading bee journal south

of the eciuator.

Sample copy and 64-page catalogue, FREE
(3-tr



To Sub8cril>*r* of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And othet-s!

Until Further Notice
We Will Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
jear for 10 cents, proTiding you
mention American Rev-Keeper.
The Country .lournal treats on

Farm. Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2tf

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-
tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Oor,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

A BATH lux.*

wher UMPIRE
taken in an " Portabl
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A MEDLEY.
I The Editor.)

AS HAS BEEN stated in previous
issues of Tlie Bee-Keeper. Mr.
O. O. Poppletou comes with his

bees every summer to the vicinity of
Fort Pierce to secure the mangrove
honey harvest. This season weather
conditions hereabouts have been such
that bee-lvcepers liave often found
time more pressiii.c than apiarian du-
ties, and as a result the editor's sanc-

tum has frequently been enlivened by
discussions and social l)ee-chats with
this venerable apiaiMst. Under such
co!iditions it has not taken long for

Mr. Poppletou and the writer to sift

the Avheat from th(» chaff, as dished
up in the columns of the various l)ee

journals of the country, as they have
ari-ived. Mr. Poppletou" s long, varied
and successful experience with bees
enable him to grasp ver.v quickl.v the
most minute points having a bearing
upon the practical side of apiarian
questions. The fact that his hive is

of the type known as the "Long
Ideal." and is. therefore, all on the
"ground-floor." keeps him in constant
touch with the operations within the
brood chamber, and it is doubtful if

anyone in the United States is quite
so conversant with the particular and
minute points which have to do with
bee life in the lirood chamber. Aside
from this, his hain't of carefully read-
ing the .lournals, and a mind naturally
alert for that which is good, and no
less keen to detect error, giiided by
mature experience, render him a most
agreeable companion to those whose

interest centres upon similar lines of

thought.

WILD CUCUMBER.

Out at the convention of Chicago-
Xorthwestern people, in Chicago, as

reported in the American Bee .Journal,

the sub.iect of "Bee-pasture" engrossed

the attention of the participants,

and wild cucumber came in for consid-

eration. Avith the result that whilt it

was known to yield largely in certain

quarters, in others it proved utterly

valueless. Mr. Poppletou says is plain

enough. Even in this locality, we have
two distinct kinds of "wild cucumber,"
neither of which elicit the attention of

the bees. "The fact is," .says he, "there

are so many different kinds of vines

known as wild cucumber, that the

word means nothing at all. Doubtless,

many of them belong to different fam-
ilies, and their nectar-secreting char-

acteristics are necessarily correspond-

ingly different."

HIVE COVERS.

At thi^ same convention Dr. Nussh-

spoke in approval of the telescopic

hive-cover, claiming a particular ad-

vantage ill this st>ie of its disinclina-

tion to warp. addiTional air-space

above and around the top. and its

quality of resisting winds and other

disturbing influences, such as cattle,

etc. Like Mr. Dadant, :Mr. Poppletou

is an ardent advocate ot this sort of

cover, laying especial stress upon the

advantage of the air chamber on top.

Mr. ,T. B. Hall, of Canada, uses a

deep rim supplied with a flat lid, which
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has the advantage of supplying the

air space and consequent protection

to the hive, with the additional ad-

vantage of being someAvhat less cum-
bersome to handle. Our own hive

(mentioned elsewhere in this number),
affords a circulation of fresh air con-

stantly over the hive, and is exceed-

ing light to handle, ^\e all have our
personal preferences in these matters,

of course. Mr. T. K. Massie de-

nounces the flat lid most emphatically
—wouldn't tolerate them under any
circumstances, while, after an experi-

ence of twenty years with very many
kinds of hive-cover, in combination
with a cleated honey-board, we de-

cidedly prefer them to any other style

of lid.

i

COMB VS. FOUNDATION.

In tlie same journal Adrian Getaz
discusses several questions, during
which this observation is presented:

"A plan that will prevent swarming
and secure a moderate mcrease con-

sists in taking one comb of brood out
of each colony every few days and
replacing it with a frame of founda-
tion. If the object is merely the pre-

vention of swarming, the operation
should be repeated as often as neces-

sary, so as to furnish the queen
enough room to lay. That may be as

often as every fifth day, or perhaps
only every tenth day, according to

the size of the brood chamber, the

prolitieness of the queen, the honey-
flow, and other conditions. As long

as the queen has enough empty comb
to lay in, there will be no swarming
unless the queen is failing, or unless

the lack of shade and ventilation ren-

ders the situation intolerable. It will

not do to put in an already built comb;
the bees Avould often flll it with honey
before the queen could lay in it. The
reverse takes place when the founda-
tion is given. But it is necessary even
then to replace but one comb at a
time, otherwise a portion of them
would be filled with honey, as the
queen could not lay in them fast
enough to occupy the cells before they
would be long enough to hold honey.

I suppose that an already built comb
shaved down Avould do as Avell as
foundation, but I have not tried it."

It Avill be noted that .Mr. Getaz ad-

A'ocates the use of foundation in pref-

erence to a brood comb bei-ause of the

additional advantage thus secured by
the queen. Here is where Mr. Getaz
and Mr. Toppleton collide. According
to the experience of tlie latter gentle-

man, either a sheet of foundation or
a comb which had never been used for

breeding- purposes, are effectual bar-

riers to the queen's progress—acting,
in fact, someAvhat as a division board
would do in dividing or restraining the
brood-nest, according to the position

occupied by the said new combs or
foundation: whereas, if given a brood
comb Avhieh has been formerly used
for breeding purposes, she is quick to

avail herself of the opportunity to ex-
tend her egg-iayiug operations.. It is

understood that dtiring the height of
the season when brood-rearing is be-
ing- pursued strenuously, the queen
Avill quite readily take to "any old
thing'' in the Avay of combs, whether
old or new, or Avhether full sheets or
starters are used; but the point is, the
queen's individual interests are greatly
assisted by the use of old brood combs,
under all circumstances.

SPREADING BROOD.

Under the heading, "Spreading
Brood," in the July number of the Bee-
Keepers" Record (British) Mr. L. S.
CraAvshaAA' notes this unmistakable
preference of the queen for old brood
combs, and also corroborates what we
have so often observed in these col-

umns in regard to the subject men-
tioned—spreading brood—and the ne-
cessity of experienced hands in carry-
ing the practice into execution. Mr.
Foppleton considers the article one of
the best that has ever been published
upon tlie subject, and recommends its

reproduction AA'ithout a Avord" of
change. We. therefore, giA'e the article
below

:

HoAv much may have been written
upon this subject I cannot conjecture,

yet the matter periodi<'all}- crops up
for advice in the columns of this jour-

nal,OAving no doubt to the ' 'dilfering of
tlie doctors." I have before me as I
write a A-ariety of text-books Avhich re-

fer to the subject in terms ranging
from those of an eminent authority
Avho builds up in this Avay the Avhole of
his colonies, to those of one Avho de-

sires to see this manipulation banished
from the pages of all journals.

Between these two some truth must
lie. or it would even seem that both
mav be right, as what is meat to one
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eater may he poison \o another, and
this Y>artienlar nianipnlation may bring

success or disaster in the hands of

different operators. I do not Icnow

Init that the latter is the view I wonld
more readily snpport. as the practice

may be a dantrerons pitfall for the

novice with his possibly weak colonies

and poor queens, whilst conversely,

the better the queen the less necessity

for artificial brood-si»reading; and as

the quality of stock should be carefully

improved year by year, and the num-
ber of old queens limited, the opera-

tion should be theoretically a diminish-

ing quantity even in expert hands.

Precept and practice, however, do
not always Avalk hand in hand, and
whilst I woidd not indiscriminately

preach the spreading of brood, on ac-

count of its possible ill effects. I yet
considej- that, when intelligently done,

there may be undoubted gain. Too of-

ten the underlying priuciples of such
matters are entirely ignored, and the

spreading of brood by a beginner is

often practiced haphazard upon the
strength of a text-book reference,

whereas it is essentially an operation
to be labelled. '"Not for the inexperi-

enced." I hope to be able to indicate

simply some of the conditions neces-

sary to siiccess. and thereby, perhaps,
point out the danger once again, it

lieing understood that I do not wish to

dogmatize upon the subject, nor have
I much that is new to offer, the for-

mation and expression of my own
opinion being simply based upon the
experiences of o~thers. tried so far as
possible, in my own operations.

First then, the prime object of

spreading brood is a rapidly increased

brood nest, having in view the open-

ing of the honey season, before which
date a crowded hive is desired. Foun-
dation should never. iiT my opinion, be
used for this purpose, as brood is want-
ed, not early or cheaply-built combs,
and the two ptu-poses must not be con-

fused. Every condj so built in spring
is built at the expense of the very
life of the bees, for though, if abso-

lutely necessary owing to shortage,

combs may be built in this way, yet

the heat necessary for their production
is obtained at the expense of the con-

sumption of valuable stores which
should be used as brood food, whereas
the combs can be produced more
cheaply later in the year when the

bees have "'sm-plns heat" at their dis-

posal. TcK) often the bees attack the
foundation with obvious reluctance,
the corners remaining in this state for
long, with every incentive to damage
or Avarp. Of course they may be work-
ed out in this way later in the year,
when hone.v is coming in, by such
stoclvS as are too Aveak to store much
surplus, but they would be better giv-

en to swarms, or to special stocks de-
voted to the purpose.
To obtain the best results with

spreading brood, full.v-drawn combs
free from old pollen should be given.
This may save the disappointment of
comb cut down, and drone coml) built;

but if frames are inserted in the centre
of brood nest I would give preference
to clean old combs, then to new ones.
Queens appear to lay more readily in
combs in which brood has already been
reared, and I have had cases AA-here a
perfectly new cond) on either side of
the brood nest has seemed to confine
its area until such time as the bees
AA'ere forced to expand.

It is better that the combs should
contain stores, as the uncapping and
traffic of the honey in the hive has
a highly stimulative effect. OAving no
doubt to the more frequent feeding of
the queen. The oi)eration must, how-
ever, depend upon the condition of the
season and the hive. It cannot safely

be practiced liefo'e permanent warm
weather has set in. .fudged by the min-
imum temperature of the night. It is

also apparent that a AA^ell-packed

double-AA'alled liiA^e is more likely to

obA'iate chill than one thin and poorly
protected. I haA'e sometimes seen
brood spread to the extreme outside

comb next to a thin single Avall. Avith

the inevitalile result that bees on the

point of hatching were ruthlessly and
AA'antonly exchanged for a feAV eggs,

the worst possil>le of such bargains
Avith the bees! The age of the queen
must also be considered. A young vig-

orous queen aaMII proliably rear all the

brood advisable. Avhile an old queen
may be fairly hustled into doing bet-

ter than her own besv. Would it not

be better to have all our "honey
stocks" headed by just such iine young
queens?
Where small patches of brood are

naturally begun upon additional combs,

it is perhaps inadvisable to insert a

new one. but the l)rood-nest might br

left alone, as the step once taken the
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.bees will now extend rapidly, thoiish
ai'tiificial pxtonsioii may, if still de-

sired, be obtained by placing these
combs in the middle.
Where the brood-nest shows its onter

combs next to The pollen combs, well
filled with hatching- brood and well
covered with bees, a comb may be
fairly inserted. The "spreading" must,
however—and this is the main con-

tention—depend upon tlie quantity of

bees and not of brood. When the bees
are covering more combs than contain
brood, extension may be safely prac-

ticed, but where the brood nest has
already reached that common condi-

tion of early summer, the combs well

filled with sealed l)rood, V)ut thinly

covered with bees, leave It alone.

In other woi-ds. the spreading of brood
by the insertion Oi_ more combs may
be fairly practiced where the colony is

n^aking little or no progress for no ap-

parent reason tnan a disinclination on
the part of the bees or (jueen to ex-

tend. The operation is of value as

providing combs free from pollen-clog

and drone cells in the V)est place, for

while drone comb is often occupied
without any ajiparent justification of a

desire to swai'ui on the part of a weak
colony, drone-rearing and swarming
on the part of even strong colonies

may be, to some extent, retarded by
extension of the brood-nest in propor-

tion to the bees.

If the advance of the season has
been well gauged in relation to the

sequence of brood-spreading opera-

tions, supers may l)e put on with the

last of the "spread." which might be
about ten days before the beginning
of the honey -flow, as the bees thus

have surplus I'oom in advance of their

reqnii-ements. and can liecome accus-

tomed to an excluder before the neces-

sity for it.

The indications of in.iudicious

spreading of brood are very simple.

The (pieen ceases to lay in the outer

combs of the nest, and in bad cases

the brood is largely chilled owing to

the incapacity of the bees to keep it

warm during cold nights^ a colony in

such a case often failing to recover

from the set-back until too late in the

season, so that I would here empha-
size the warning to the beginner that

more harm may at times be done by
the indiscriminate use of our powers
over the movable frame, and that in

this as in many other bee matters,
one cannot lt(> too cai'efid.

A LONELY LOCATIOrv.

Somethi.ng ot the Isolated Country of a Honey

Prospector on the Florida Keys-

(J. B. Colton.)

EDITOR BEE-KEEPER: Your
kind answer to my inquiries
came to hand .lune 2nd. for

which accept my thanks. I am located
on Key Largo, about 120 miles from
Key West, (luite out of the world.
There is one postoftice 20 miles from
here.but I depend on the fruit schooner
to l)ring mail from Key West as there
is no regular trips made by boats be-
tween liei'e and Miami: just neighbors
occasionally going Avith their produce.
I am only forty miles from the latter

place, a lovely little city with fine

buildings, big tourist hotel, point of
depai-ture for regular line of steamers
to Key West, Havana, and in tourist
season, to Nassau.

Yes, there is some natural bee-forage
at Key West. I was there last Avinter '

and found that bees were doing fairly

well. The bee-keeper there did not
.think the pastureage good enough to

.justify keeping his apiary tliere and i

has moved to Largo, but the change
as f;ir as I can learn has not pleased
him as he expected.

I wisli I was better posted on the
bee pasturage of the Keys. It might be
quite interesting to the few who have
been hardened to mosquito torture and
troi)ical heat, which is more than most
l>eople would be willing to bear. It

is all right by the shore or on the sea
when there is a good breeze, but be-

hind the mangroves; oh, myl There
are probably some -fine locations here
for i»ee-keei)ers. On I.,oney Ke.v there
ai-e thous.'inds of cocoanut trees. Some
of the Ke.vs have more or less cabbage
jialmetto. Imt few have much saw pal-

metto, as far as I can learn, and that
found at Miami. Avhich is plentiful
enough, s<'ems to yield but very little

lH)n<\v. 1 am afraid Mr. ]\Iorrison is

"off" in regard to the value of cocoa-
nut bloom. There is (piite a grove in

]Miami at the Royal Palm Hotel. Thei'e

are a few in my neighborhood, always
covered with bees, and at Cape Sable
and along the Ke.vs fnere are thou-
sands of them. A small apiar.v at

Miami yielded so little profit that the
bee-keeper gave it up. and one at Cape
Sable has l)een moved: still I am not

<iuite satisfied and hope to be able to
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test tlieii- value sdmc tjiuo in The fu-
ture. What rt'adei- o,^ tli(> American
Bee-Keeper can jiive us any deiinite
facts? Speak out. lu-otliers. and don't
hide .ViHir liiiiit.

I have a lot of questions 1 wish to
fire at you. and if the answers woulil
interest tlie readers of the American
Bee-Keeper please yive them in tlie

columns of your valuable journal. Has
any one in Florida devised any ar-
ranu'iMuent for evajioratinix honey
either by the sun or any other heat?
What is the season for black mansj^rove
to bloom? Is it capricious as regards
secretins" nectar? Is it of value in the
tropics. A gentleman at Key West
who had ob.served its behavior at Cape
Sable and other places came to the
conclusion that it was of little value
south of the Indian river. It was of
no value Avhatever here last season.
and has only just showed signs of
bloom this season June 19. Our best
honey seems to come from the bloom
of a tree called "Poisonwood." Who
can ,aive me a better name for this

tree—one that will not frighten eaters
of honey? Will honey cA'aporate oi*

grow thinner kept in open barrels in

Florida? I think this is enough for
this time. WaitI You just tell Broth-
er ropi)leton if I ever find out when
he passes High Mangroves again
without calling on his old Iowa neigh-
boi- I Avill put a snag in his way just
opposite the landing at Hig-h Man-
groves.

Key West. Fla.. .Tune 23. lOO?,.

[Mr. W. S. Hart, of this State, has
one of the most eflficient evaporating
devices for extracted honey to be
found in the countr.v. Such an ar-

rangement, however, is practicable
onl.v for the bee-keeper permaneutly
located.

Tlie season of black mangrove bloom
extends over a period from May. on
the Ke.vs. to August on Indian river
north. In the vicinity of Indian river
the first bloom usually appears about
June 1, and continues through July.
Though it is not considered a very

certain source of nectar supply, under
favoral)le weather conditions, it is

probaldy as * reliable as most other
forage trees.

As to its habits in tropical countries.

we would refer our correspondent to

recent items in the Bee-Keeper from
our friend "Pat." and a contriltution

in this issue from Mr. Sommerford of

Cuba.

We regret our inability to supjily the
proper name for tli<» ''poisonwood''
tree, at present.
As a rule hone.v will become thinner

by exi)osure to the atmosphere of Flor-
ida

: especially is this true of the man-
grove season.— Editor.]

SELLING HONEY.

Som Excellent ugeestio s to the Beginner.

(Arthur C. Miller.i

PItODT'CIXG a lot of honey is but
half the battle, and to many
the easier half, while selling it

to the best advantage it often far from
easy. Salesmen are born, not made,
but even if one is not born a salesman
tlie.v may. b.v foretliought, care and
persevei'ance succeed far be.vond their
expectations.
When I first liegan to produce more

honey than could be consumed at
home I sold it to tlie neighbors. I just
M'ent about among them and sold it

as I liad sold berries when a small boy.
I knew them and they knew me: if

they liked honey they bought. That
was simple, but a little later, when I

sought a city market -I found very
different conditions. The merchants
were prejudiced against "straiined"
honey. All sorts of mixtures had been
dumped upon them and their custom-
ers declined to be dosed any more.
Each store visited only added to the
seeming hopelessness of the case. At
last I went to a grocer I knew well
and got him to let me put in two dozen
pcmnd-bottles (Muth's jars), I agree-
ing to take them away if not sold, and
giving him 25 per cent commission
on all he did sell. It was a heavy per
cent, but the business Avas a small mat-
ter and in a Avay a bother to him. He
agreed to keep tlie hone.A' in a conspic-
uous place and to recommend it to
his customers.
Very sloAAiy it Avent. but at last it

Avas all gone and I put in more. Then
I tried another grocer on the same lay
but on a smaller commission and after
several Aisits succeed in getting them
stai-ted. As soon as I had them se-
cured I Avent to other grocers again,
said "so and so" are handling my
goods, etc.. and finally got customers
enough to take all I had to sell. I

tried to estimate about hoAv much each
store AAould need and reserve enough
hone.v to supply them until the next
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crop. The honey was good; its sale in-

creased and I soon found I must buy
if I was to hold my trade. So I V)Ought,

trying to get a flavor as near as pos-

sible to my honey. It was not like it

and I came near losing the w^hole

trade. It took a lot of explaining
and V a lot of special labels tell-

ing the kind of honey, difference

in flavors of honeys from different

sources, etc. After that I took to

blending honeys and found it most sat-

isfactory. The only trouble lay in

putting together honeys of different
specific gravity. I found it necesary
to warm them almost to the limit of

safety, stir them well and then they
would mix perfectly, otherwise the
bottled "blends" looked streaked and
there was trouble quick.

I Avell recall one suspicious grocer
who catered to the German trade—he
was a German himself. The slightest

sign of a streak meant war. I finally

won his confidence and he became my
largest customer. His trade preferred
basswood honey, and most of them
wanted it granulated hard. I had to

sell to him at a low price, but he
took large lots, large packages and I

never had to take back granulated
honey. Today, grocers of this city

offer jars of granulated honey without
hesitation or explanation. The public
are educated to it.

The honey business was a "side
line" with me and soon called for
more time than I could spare, so I sold
it out, confining myself to producing
honey for home use. selling any sur-
plus to the man who bought my busi-
ness.

To the bee-keeper who is just com-
mencing to sell honey I would say,

sell only really fine honey, keep the
flavor as uniform as possible by blend-
ing the difl'erent kinds, put the honey
in neat packages and have them ab-
solutely free from stickiness or dirt.

Approach the customers in a frank,
straight-forward manner and if you
get "turned down" take it pleasantly
and call again later. Patience and
perseverance are prime essentials to a
salesman.

Providence. R. I., July 17, 1903.

PROTECTION FOR HIVES.

An advertiser in the Irish Bee Jour-
nal offers an unusual inducement to
buyei-s of his stock. He says, "This
strain has exterminated foul brood."
The gentleman ought to send his rep-
resentative to Cuba.

(H. J. Schrock.)

EDITOR BEE-KEEPER: I en-
close a sketch of a protector or
shader that I have used for sev-

eral years. It is intended for single-

walled hives, and is made abour as
follows:
Take a super, or make a box of same

size, and nail on the lower edge a
strip about one-half inch wide. Make
a box (end and sides only) of boards
ten to twelve inches wide, so the upper

inside edge will be about one-half inch
larger than outside of the hive. This
box should be made tapering—that is,

larger at bottom than top—so it will

telescope when not in use, and a num-
ber are piled together. Now nail the
super with the strips on lower edge,
onto this tapering rim, and it is ready
for use. Take the cover from the hive
and replace the cover.

In winter, when there is deep snow,
I bank the snow over the hives, and
the protector keeps ice from forming
at the entrance. The protector serves
several purposes, besides. In the

spring it protects the hives from rain

and cold winds. In summer it shades
the hive and keeps the supers nice and
dry: and by placing- enameled cloth

first upon the hive, then the protector,

it keeps out the air, and in winter
keeps out mice.
To winter bees, fill top with chaff

and stuff straw or fine hay between
hive and protector; then fill hive-

stand with straw, and the hive is

pretty well protected lioth from cold

and Avet. It is also handy as a comb-
holder, and just the thing to set supers
on, as there is no danger of killing

bees on lower side of super.
Goshen, Ind., June 25, 1903.
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prepared for wintor and the little hive >iiiiiii:- in \vitli tlii'ir loads of lu-rtar

stored awav for the next season. All "(I pollen and depositinj-- them in the

these fixings are plain and simple, and 'H^- y^i 'iiay see the nnrse bees feed-

auv one possessini; a little ingenuity i?i the larvae, and the coinb builders

can easily make them: try it at least, onniui;- comb. You may also ol>sevve

it will repay you an hundred fold.

Enclewood, X. .1.

m^
AN OBSERVATORY HIVE.

(^F. G. Herman.)

he (pieeu layin.L;' two or three eggs
•»er minute. Besides you Avill have
1 isitors by the dozens from far and
near, and you will have a great many
([uestions to answer too. Init you will

s(-ll a great many extra pounds of

hone.v. which will more than reeom-
/ p?nse you: and there are uiany more
interesting features and l>enefits to be
derived from this simple device which
cannot go into this article. If you
are using in your hives a movable
frame the matter is very simple. Make
the two end pieces, the bottom and
over the same length and height as

I
KNOW of u.' other way th.at a per-

son can obtain so much practical

knowledge of what is going on

inside a bee hive as by observation.

When a hive is about to be opened the ti^e hives in your yard, but only Avide

bees are previously given a little enough for three frames of comb

—

smoke.this. of course.confuses and sub- five inches inside measurement is

dues them and throws them into an
abnormal condition for the time being

at least: liesides the frames have to be

lifted out one at a time to be exam-
ined. But l>ehold, I show you a better

wav. which is to make an observatory

about right. The sides should be made
of good clear window glass. This con-

stitutes the liody. The hive cover
which has a hole in the center two
and one-half inches in diameter cov-

ered on the under side with wire net-

hive and place it on your front porch, ting. This hole is for two purposes,

as shown in the picture, which is a if the bees need feeding a pint fruit

street view. There you can see the .lar can be filled with syrup then cov-

workings of a colony in a normal con- ered with a thickness or two of cheese-

dition. You will see the field bees cloth and inverted right on the wire,

Herman's Observation Hive.
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and the l)ees will rim their touguelD-
tbrougli the wire aud sip the fond, the rty

other purpose is to ventilate the hive it,

in A-ei-y warm weather, this hole 'S-

shoiild otherwise be covered with a jt

August

PROTECTION FOR HIVES.

small block of wood. le

HOW TO PUT BEES INTO IT. j!

Of course it would be useless to put le

a swarm of bees into a glass hive: a

daik hive would suit them much bet-

ter, the bees prefer darkness to light,

inside at least, not because their deeds
are evil (which thej' certainly some-
times are) but because of instinct.

About six days after you have a
swarm, go to the parent hive and you
will find a number of ripe (pieen cells,

from which (lueens will emerge in a
day or two. Take three frames of
hatching brood with one or more
queen cells well covered with bees
and place them into the observatory

(H. J. Schrock.)

"DITOR BEE-KEEPER: I en-

J
close a sketch of a protector or
shader that I have used for sev-

eral v.pars. It is intended for siugle-
- -c^ Hives and uianTid is made about as
the bees, the dii'ect ra.\ . vu tne su
shining through the glass would kilY-^

ihe larvae and drive the l»ees from the
\ive. Place the hive in such a posi-

tion that the sun will not shine upon
it. The second reason for the wall is

to make a division between the flying

l)ees and the hive. The l)ces will enter
the hive, very rarely indeed is there a
bee to be seen on the porch. You
may have your family on the porch at

any time without rear of being stung.

P.y observing this hive every day one
will leavn a great maiiv things about

hive, put on the cover and carry to the liees which are now a mystery. It

porch and adjust your hive in posi-
tion: some of the old bees will leave,
but most of the young ones and those
that are hatching out will make it

their ho?ne.

For best results it is necessarv to

will also tell you when the honey-flows
ai'e on. and when to expect honey
from your other hives—in fact, it is

a general indicator. In_the autumn it

can be easily united wfth some nucle-

us or weak colony in the apiary and

Mr. Herman and His Family at Home.
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prepared for winter and the little hive
stored away for the next season. All
these fixings are plain and simple, and
any one possessin.u- a little ingenuity
can easily make tliom: try it at least,

it will repay yon an luindred fold.

Englewood, N. J.

Oaimito, Cuba. ,lnne 20. 1903.

Editor Bee-Keeper:
Seeing so nmch in The Bee-Keeper

of •"I'at" and Cabanas, his cork method
of moving, etc., has induced me to add
a few lines to the subject. Mr. "Pat"
is no longer at his old. or first location

—has moved, once since landing in

Cuba and is now moving again, just
shoves in the corks and is off in a hur-
ry. It is so easy for him to get ready
to move. But I must tell on Pat's
corker method. It caught him down
here as well as myself. Pat lost 60
of his best colonies on a two-league
move. It was too hot for him.

I, too, have tried corks, as I bought
the bees of Mr. Ellis that Pat brought
over for the hone.v that they would
gather in the winter. Mr. Ellis going
back to California.
There was fifty colonies of the bees

and they in fine condition, so after
tacking screen over the tops of hive
bodies in place of covers, I was ready
to stick the corks in some of them,
as the entrances were still closed and
have been since leaving Florida, ex-

cept the cork hole, one inch in diame-
ter, and just above the real entrance
in center of hive. This cork hole of

one inch having served full colonies

for an entrance for months.
Where the beauty of the cork sys-

tem came in, was at the wharf, as
the boatman that came for the bees
brought one, instead of two little boats
as he had contracted to do. Pat could
onl.v load forty instead of the fifty

colonies. Well, when the forty were
loaded and boat pushed oft", then the
corks were pulled in a moment and all

humming a happy tune, and off to

work until the boat could return for
the ten remaining. The corks were
saved for the return of the boat.

Pat finds moving so "dead easy''
with his cork method, that he just
keeps moving; is moving now from
where he landed less than a month
ago. The mangrove move has paid
him, too, as he has taken 300 pound."?
of honey this week, while others less
migratory are feeding.
The mangrove honey here is amber,

not at all white as I had supposed, by
what I had seen in the journals con-
cerning it.

Bees generally doing better this
spring than common, but foul-brood
booming.

Yours truly,

W. W. Sommerford.

Sagua la Grande, Cuoa, June 16, '03.

Editor Bee-Keeper

:

I have seen a picture of your apiary
in the American Bee-Keeper and no-
tice there is no shade for the hives.
Mine are in the same condition here,
and I would be obliged if you will let

me know whether this condition Is

not injurious to the bees.
Very truly j^ours,

J. E. Larrondo.

During the summer months shade of
some sort should be provided for hives.
If our correspondent will refer again
to the illustration in our April issue,

he may note that the flat lids used
in the apiary there shown, do not rest
directly upon the hive; but instead,
upon cleats above the honey-board,
thus allowing the free passage 5f air

under the cover, and affording perfect
shade on top of the hive. In addition
to the cooling eft'ect of this arrange-
ment, during hot weather, the honey-
boards are slipped endwise far enough
to leave an opening about one-eighth

of an inch clear across the back end
of the hive, which is sheltered from
storm by the heavy cleat of the flat

lid. Thus, a current of air from en-
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trance to honey-boai'd is secured, and
the hive liept reasonably cool. The
sectional drawing herewith shown,
will make clear the arrangement. For
a very exhaustive discussion of this

subject, relating to shade for Cuban
apiaries, we would refer our corres-

pondent to the American Bee-Keeper
for December. 1890, page 197, where
it is handled from a practical and .sci-

entific standpoint by Dr. G. Garcia
Yieta. of Cienfuegos. one of the fore-

most apiai'ists of our hemisphere.

—

Editor.

^-M-M--f-f »»»|^»MM»M»»»I4I*

THE

Bee = Keeping World

^^M» M MMM»^^
GERMANY.

In defense of a certain style of hive
Reidenbach, the editor of the Thaelzer
Bztg. brings out some points in sup-

port of full-sized combs versus half-

story frames. After testing both kinds
of frames he finds that a colony will

develop considerably quicker in a hive
where bees and queen are not hin-

dered by a multitude of sticks and
spaces. He can manipulate two colo-

nies on full-depth frames for every
one on half-depth frames. In the same
article Mr. K. speaks favorably of the

use of comli foundation in the brood-

chambers and advises to use tlie heavy
grade. To secure perfect filling of

the frames with the mid-rib exactly

In center of the frame he drives two
wire nails into each end-l)ar in such
a way as to keep the sheet of founda-
tion where it belongs. The same ob.iect

would be accomplished by stretching

one or two wires horizontally between
the end-bars. Mr. Reidenbach also

says further on, that he is opposed to

restricting the queen at any time. He
wants his bees to have the whole of

the l»rood-chnmber for breeding all the

time. \Yinter losses resulting from
starvation and lack of bees are thus
prevented, he claims.

against the use of comb foundation is

all the objection he has, then he ought
to give wiring a trial.

Alberty says in Illustr. Bztg. that it

Is not advisable to furnish young
swarms Avith full sheets of comb foun-

dation on account of their liability

to break down. The Gleaner of this

has noticed that the bee-keepers in

Germany begin to Avire their frames
and if the olijection Mr. A. raises

F. Dickel asserts in Die Beeire that
the bee has not the slightest degree
of intelligence. H. Mulot does not ful-

ly agree with Dickel but thinks the
bee at least possesses some little in-

telligence. He shows that some indi-

vidual bees seem to be able "to think"
better than some others, even of the
same colonv.

Gerstung has been figuring out that
50 colonies is the most that may be
kept profitably in one location.

An effectual method to prevent such
combs or l)its of combs as are intended
to be rendered, being destroyed by
A\'ax-moth larvae, is to keep them \iu-

der water. Ill Mouats blaetter.

Lehzen expresses a desire in Central-
blatt that Dr. Miller may send out a
German edition of his "Fort.v Years
Among the Bees" for the benefit of
the bee-keepers in Germany. (Dr.

Miller's book would undoubtedl.v serve
a good purpose if it was so tran.slated.)

Dr. Dzerzon. now 9,j years old. in-

tends to be present at the next bee-

keepers convention in Strassburg on
the Khein. As the sub,iect he is to

speak on he has again selected: "What
are the retiuirements of a bee-hive."'

Every bee-keeper in Germany will

know before hand wnat Dzierzon will

say. He has handled the subject at

these conventions .so many times that
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it Avoiihl sfi'iii t(i 1h> an old chostnut.

IIt> is convinciHl tliat his twin-hive is

tlie l>»>st hive in th(> world and he can-

not fortrlve anyont' who docs nut

agree with him.

J. Denli'i- sniiiti'sts to those who an-

noinice theniselves as six'akers at the

next l)('e-keei)ei-s convention to be held

at Strasshnrj;-, to send him a brief syn-

oi.sis of their addresses they wish to

make, for publication. Thus he ex-

l)ects the discussion following will be
of greater value as bee-keepers will

have time to prepare themselves.
(Pretty good idea.)

from which a honey harvest is com-
monly expected.

BRAZIL.

The past honey season has been un-
satisfactory in Brazil. I'sually by Jan.
IS. the larger portion of the honey is

taken: but practically nothing has been
harvested at this time. A bug. similar
to the May-beetle, is destroying the
bloom of the Acoute Cavallo. a tree

ITALY.

It has been a long-time practice in

the city of Milan to give to a large
nund>er of school children every morn-
ing a good breakfast at the city's ex-
pense. Bread, butter, cheese, salami
and chocolate were used principally;
of late, a noted bee-keeper, von Sartori,

has succeeded in having honey added
to the list; thus not only directly in-

creasing the consumption of honey, but
al.so indirectly advertising the use of
honev.

The Museum in Naples exhibited a
t)ee-hive containing well preserved
comb. It Avas found in the ruins of
I'ompei which was covered with the
ashes and lava at the great eruption
of the Vesuvius in the year 79. A. D.

F. Greiner.

I>ear Bro. Hill:

Gleanings for ..Inne is great stuff

—

leastwise in the picture line. Fine
apiaries 'mfmg fine logwoods. Great

that .Tamaica. (4et

Next week "'standing
AA'ho said anythiuic

honey country
there ([uick.

rof»m only."
'bout hogs?

Kit Clover omplaiHiu if a

|ia\-iu 2l'c. for honey. Some folks is
makiu' a durned sight more outen
honey than we uns. Surmise 'tis mid-
dle mens; nigh 'bout .six bn 'em.

"T got 'em and got 'em fust, too."
Forced swarms. Nit, nit, Georgie.
Father Langstroth got there fifty year
ago,
Xow little boys come blow your horn;
Yoi^'ll have to speak quick or your

chance'll be gone.
But why l)other the dear innocents,

Harry? Dost not remember that Xen-
oplion said "there is no sound more
ideasing than one's own praises.

Natural gas don't satisfy all the
boys; some of 'em has took to Forma-
lin. Less tiresome than much talk.

"They never taste who always drink;
They always talk who never think."
That R. I. Miller has bobbed up with

a lot of "Whys?" Don't he know
children can ask questions that stag-
ger savants. Not every (juestion de-
serves an answer, anyw^ay.

Don't try to copy Gleaning's way,
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cause I said that issue was good, for
I didn't say so—I said it was "great
stuff."

What d'ye thiulc o' the latest queen
from Texas? Oh, but she's a Bowerv
Maid!
June Review, seen It? Just Mhat

d'ye suppose Bro. Hutch was a tryin'

to do? Advertised a patent nostrum
at one end of the paper and told how
not to need it at tother. Just a trifle

rough on the advertiser.

In another place says the busy cuss
has the most time. Um! Guess that's

so. Cogitates on the passing of the
old boys:

"Some lie beneath the churchyard
stone,

And some before the speaker."

Ponders on moralizing mortals and
urges being more infantile:

"With a smile that is child-like and
bland."

Goes an gets an extra touch on his

boot heel. I've been "touched" myself.
Says in the extra touch lies the

profit.

Yes. jest so.

Reflects on wind power for hive
making. Used largely for reputations
also.

Hast seen Progressive (?) for June?
Say, their compositor must a had

what Yon Yonson calls the yim-yams.
Why, the types even made sense
where there warn't none, and they
jest plum murdered some of the copy.
"Though an angel should write, still

'tis a devil must print."

"And you can't think what havoc
these demons sometimes

Choose to make of one's sense and
what's worse of one's rhymes."

Ever been to Pennsylvania? Place
there called Swarthmore. Noted for

its dental college and "Queens" that
excell in proliflcness, size, hardiness
and Gentility.

Gentlemanly queens warranted not
to smoke, drink or swear. Blondes
or Itrunettes. wings cut entrain or
bias. Married or single as desired.

Assorted sizes.

Say. Harry, I now send my queens
and di'ones up in a balloon to a high
altitude—that's pretty far up. The
wedding in the heavenly ether con-
duces to the development of that aes-

thetic "torte" and style which charac-
terizes my queens; and their offspring
surcharged with ambition fix their

eyes on the toj) round of the ladder,
tie their wagons to a star and slide

down the broad highway of honeyed
prosperity.

Output limited but I supply my
friends while they (the friends) last
at $5 each. This is merely for their
accommodation.
Them as give men what they really

want are the men who are crowned
with honor and are clothed with
riches.

"The jingling of the guinea helps
the hurt that honor feels."

No, no. Harry, my boy; I'm not a
thinkin' of nobody in particular.

"In men whom men pronounce as ill,

I find so much of goodness still;

In men whom men pronounce divine,

I find so much of sin and blot;

I hesitate to draw the line

Between the two where God has
not."

—Joaquin Miller.

Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

A NOVICE'S QUESTIONS.

The following questions have been
received from a recent subscriber, who
should provide himself with a text-

book on bee culture.

Please tell me how I can tell robber
bees from others, and also how is the
best wa.v to stop robbing? If I should
send for Italian queens for my hiA'es

how would I get them in among the
bees ?

In bee-keeping literature "robbers"
is a technical word frequently met
with, and has reference to the bees
from other colonies which sometimes
attack weak or queeuless colonies

and by force carry away to their own
hives the honey the invaded hives
ma.v contain. When robbing is in

progress there is always a great com-
motion about the enti'ance of the hive
])eing robbed. A little experience will

enable the beginner to identif.v rob-
bers and distinguish Them from bees
legitimately engaged in honey gath-
ering, or those playing about the en-

trance of their own hive. It is not
difficult to tell whether a bee is loaded
with honey or whether she has an
emi)t.v honey sac. The laden ones are
much larger about the abdomen, and
by reason of their load present a
semi-transparent appearance. If bees
are seen to be rushing in and out of
the entriXnce, the loaded ones coming
out and the empty ones going in: if
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tbi'V are attacking one another, spin-
niug in pairs upon the ground iu front
of The Live, and otherwise ehnthing
iu mortal eoiiibat, the oegiuner may
know that he has a case of genuine
i-obl»ing on hand.
The remedy is to contract the en-

trance to such a narrow space, by the
use of blocks of \.ood, that but one
bee may pass iu at a time. This gives
the iuvaded hive a better chance to

protect itself from ihe intruders. An
additional advantage is given Ihem al-

so by placing a ^isp of wet grass
loosely over this s iiall entiauce, and
ktep it sprinkled for &ome time. A
Avet bee cannot light, and the wet
grass through which she would have
to pass is extremely discouraging. It

is imprudent to use smoke about a
hive being robbed. It disorganizes the
defense.
The chief cause of robbing is the

scarcity of honey iu the field. If, at
such a time, the bee-keeper is careless
and leaves honey daubed about
where the bees can get at it, it will

almost always start robbing in the
apiary. Strong colonies in normal con-
dition and which have a moderately
small entrance, are never troubled by
robbers. The young bee-keeper should
therefore endeavor to keep his colo-

nies strong; or- be very careful to not
incite robbing by exposing honey dur-
ing a dearth of nectar iu the field.

When no honey is coming in, hives
should not Ifa opened during the day
time, unless covered with a tent to

exclude robbers.
There are numerous methods of in-

troducing- a new queen to a queenless
colony. It is better for the beginner,
however, to closely follow the instruc-
tions which are always sent with
every queen from a first-class breeder.
All such questions are thoroughly dis-

cussed in the text-books on bee-keep-
ing, and by reading up on the various
plans, experimenting and using one's
own genius, he will rapidly acquire
a store of knowledge which will ena-
ble him to practice any of the meth-
ods now recomniended, and to pursue
independent lines better suited to the
case iu hand' than any set of stereo-
typed rules. It is not possible to in-

troduce a new queen without first

removing the old one. unless the col-

ony has by some other means been
deprived of the queen. The Benton
mailing cage, in which queens are
usually sent, with full instructions for

introducing, is all that is needed when
(lueens are received through the mails
iu this Avay. When if is desired to
introtluce a queen not received in this
cage, the Miller introducing cage
serves every purpose. The cage con-
taining the queen is simply slipped
down between the combs, where the
bees will eat out the candy plug and
thus quietly liberate the new queen.

CONTENTION AMONG IRISH BEE-
KEEPERS.

While we have been busy with our
American Association muddle, our
Iri* brethren have been having their
own time, over the sea. The follow-
ing is extracted from a letter received
recently by the editor of The Bee-
Keeper. from a subscriber of the Em-
erald Isle, which will present the Irish
situation clearly to our readers:
The Irish Bee-Keepers' Federation,

a co-operative union upon a large scale
for the marketing of honey and pur-
chase of requisites has for the past
year, been busily engaged resisting a
campaign of relentless hostility on the
part of a few traders who, until the
Federation was formed, enjoyed a
monopoly in the sale of bee-keepers'
supplies. The traders, not content with
legitimate opposition and competition
in the markets, proceeded to publish
all sorts of violent charges against the
Federation, and to attack even indi-

vidual characters.; and they started a
bee-paper to carry on the campaign
and to wreck if possible the establish-
ed journal, which is the organ of the
Irish Bee-Keepers' Association. The re-

sult has been that all the traders
and their supporting- friends have
beeil evicted from the committee of
the association by the vote of the
members, and a resolution has been
passed condemning in no measured
terms the "scandalous charges" and
two of the leaders have been removed
from the Association's examining
board and list of experts, having been
found wanting in the knowledge requi-

site for such offices. Meanwhile the
Federationists proceed with their or-

ganization, confident in their right to
manage their own affairs, and grate-
ful for the timely support given them
by the Association.

Occasionally dipping the uncapping
knife into water greatly facilitates
smooth, easy work.
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\\'itli tin- pus.siiiy of riiuo the pop-
ularity of the barrel a.s a honey pack-
age, increases aniony the dealers and
consumers to whom we must look for
an outlet for the great bulk of our
product. We have it on very good
authority that probably eightj' per
cent, of the extracted honey produced
in the United States is takeri by the
various manufactories of the country;
leaving, approximately. l."> to 2t> per
cent, to be di.sposed of otherwise. The
man who clamors for the little tin

package represents the minority class,

and his sales are, necessarily, next
to insignificant as compared with the
man who caters to the mauufactiir-
ing trade.

Editorial writer, F. L. Thompson^
of the Progressive Bett-iveeper, has
an apiary in Heddon hives. a)id seems
to have soured to some e.>Ltent on
hives of the sectional type. While he
thinks this style very convenient, the
idea that liees will breeil up faster in

them than in other hives, is seriously
(piestioned. While ^Mr. T. suggests
"locality"' as a possil)le explanation of
the fact that liees in Colorado will not
breed up faster in sectional hives than
in the Langstroth. for example, as
they are said to do in Michigan, he
pertinently asks: "But then, why
should there lie any possible advant-
age, even in Michigan, in having the
brood-nest space cut in two?" It is

rather improliable that anyone should
claim any advantage for the "cut"
which divides the brood-nest; but
rather base their claim of superiority
upon the ability to reduce the size of

the brood-nest horizontally, and thus
confine the animal heat below; laying
some claims to benefits derived from
an elimination of the bee-space at ends
of frames. Mr. Thompson has "been
Ihere," .-md his experience is worthy
of attention. It may be. as he says,

that this idea of brood-rearing advant-
ages of the sectional hive, is largely
"talkee-talkee."

The Canadians are diligentl.v work-
ing to perfect the practical working
plans of their new honey exchange.

It seems not to be generally known
that rubbing a little tallow or vaseline
upon the edge of supers and hives will

prevent propoliziug.

.Messrs. Batterson & Co.. the Buffalo
honey dealers, under date of .July S.

give the following gloomy informa-
tion in regard to their market:
"There is really no honey market in

Buffalo at present, and we do not ad-
vise any shii)ments here until the
A\eather becomes sutticlentl.v cool in

the fall. We. therefore, do liot think
it good policy to give (piotatious at this

season."
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'I'lu' foUuwini;- obsi-rvation is dipped

from a copy of tlu' Hostou Transcript,

nearly twenty years old:

Dr. ('. Spencer has been prying into

the Itusiness secrets of the bee. and
thus tells of what he has learned: '"In

my ohservator.v hive one cell was
built against the glass, and that af-

forded an excellent oppiu-tunity of see-

ing how bees deposit honey in the

cell. First a bee deposited a thin

coating of honey upon the base of

the cell, makiuo- a sort of varnish, as

it Avere. to the'base of the cell. The
next bee that came with honey raised

up the lower edge of this film of

honey and forced its honey lieneath;

the iiext bee did the same, and this

film acted as a kind of diaphragm,
keeping honey in the cell. When the

cell is full enough to be sealed, the

bees commence contracting the open-

ing with wax until there is only a

small hole left in the center, when
they appear to take one little flake of

wax and pat it down over the open-

ing. At any time during the process

of filling the cell the honey could be
withdrawn with a hypodermic syringe,

and the 'diaphragm' left hanging in

the cell."

After all that has I)een said on this

side of the water in favor of the tall

section, the following, by W. Woodley.
in the Bee-Keepers' Record, of Eng-
land, makes^ interesting reading, by
way of variety: "Regarding tall sec-

tions I cannot say mucli in tlieir favor.

I have tried a rack or two and shall

do so again this season, but fail to

see any advantage in the extra three-
fourths inch added to the height or
length—whichever way it is worked

—

over the 4 1-4x4 1-4 inch sections. All

I have had so far. have had to go into

my second or tliird quality to clear
them. Honey dealers do not want
them—the ordinary square honey -disli

will not take them when cut out of
the section, and the i)art cut off makes
a mess in the larder." After all, the
whole thing is merely a matter of per-

sonal preference.

Texas is fortunate in having secured
the passage of a foul-1)rood law; liut

is particularly unfortunate in having
failed to secure an appropriation for

the carrying out of the new law. In
Texas, as elsewliere, it seems that
laws without cash for their enforce-

luent and execution availetli naught.

Away liack in bSS."), I'resident L. C.

Root, in his annual address before the

Eastern Bee-Keepers' Assoeiation,

b(»re down heavily upon tht> (luestion

of increased production of honey, say-

ing in part: ''The motto has too fre-

(piently been, •cheaper, rather than
better products.' One individual even

being in.iudicious enough to assert that

we can afford to jiroduce liquid honey
at five cents a pound. This savors too

much of the teachings of some whose
names are sometimes found under the

heading of 'Humbugs and Swindles'."

Whether they can afford it or not, Mr.
Root has lived to see the day when the

names of those wlio would like to re-

ceive five cents a pound for all the

liquid honey they can produce, are

innumerable. "If you don't believe

it.'' make inquiry of the alien apiarian

element of the Queen of the Antilles.

According to R. A. Burnett, in

Gleanings, the practice of extracting

unripe liuckwheat honey, notably by
the so-called "lightning operators" of

New York, in past years, has resulted

in the demand for this erstwhile pop-

ular grade of goods being knocked out

to a surprising extent among manu-
facturers. The man who takes honey
from the hive in an unripe condition

and places it on the market, is on a

par with the fellow who runs the

.lilucose mixing machine in the cellar.

The l)ee industry has no enemy so ma-
licious as these.

At the Ontario convention someone
asked how to prevent moths from get-

ting into the hives, to which Mr. Arm-
strong answered, "Keep strong colo-

nies." In case Mr. F. L. Thompson
should be troubled with moths, he will

now know the remedy to apply.

For the information of the general

reader, it should be explained that

to Mr. Thompson the stereotyped in-

.iunction, "Keep all strong colonies,"

appears about as sensible as would
a command to always have a good
honey flow.

Arthur C. Miller, in the Review,
.says. "Carniolans are the gentlest

bees known." May be, some Carnio-

lans are the gentlest bees known to

Mr. Miller, but there are Carniolans
and Carniolans. and none of them are

the gentlest bees of which Ave know.
The Caucasians are not only the gen-

tlest but the laziest on record, accord-

ing to the experience of this journal.
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A letter from Dr. Blanton, July 12,

advises that be bad upon tbat date

extracted twice, taking 5,500 pounds

of bonej% and bives were again full.

Every c^omb is taken from tbe bives

by tbe doctors' own hands. Conclud-

ing, Dr. Blanton writes : "In tbe fall

I will write an article on tbe honey-

gathering qualities of tbe different

strains of bees. So far, the blacks are

equal to any of them and more gentle.

When possible, I shall eliminate every

Cyprian from my apiary. " From an

extensive experience with Cyprians,

covering but a short period of time,

Ave regard it as nothing short of a ca-

lamity to have the bees of any local-

ity become contaminated with Cypri-

an blood, and we do not wonder at

Dr. Blanton's desire to be rid of them.

The American Bee-Keeper desires to

secure a correspondent in every state

in the union and in every foreign coun-

try. We want some one who will be

alert for bee-keeping items for publi-

cation, distribute sample copies, re-

ceive subscriptions, and act generally

in the interests of this journal. If the

reader is in a position to act as our

representative, we should be pleased

to enter into correspondence with him,

or her, in regard to tbe matter.

In the treatment of paralysis with

sulphur, where results have proven
unsatisfactory, there is no doubt that

the operator has departed to some ex-

tent from tbe rules governing tbe Pop-
pleton system of treatment. Now is

the time to look into the details of

the matter, while tbe article is before

the reader, and thus guard against

future trouble.

Arthur C. Miller has pointtd out

tbat tbe notorious "umbilical coid" is

but tbe last cast of the larva with its

silken attachments, and necessarily

common to all queens, thus spoiling a

pretty theory. Mr. IMiller's srudious

habits, relating to things apicultural,

have been the cause or upsetting sev-

eral cherished pet bobbies.

While tbe all-metal excluder has
the advantage of a great number of

openings through which tbe bees may
pasfi tbe wood-metal type is more
rigid, and less inclined to sag, coming
in contact with tbe top-bars of the
frames and thus obstructing the open-

ings.

Though there are occasionally ex-
ceptions, it rarely pays to rush the
honey crop to market. Bee-keepers
who are ready and willing to turn
over their product to tbe dealer at
less than it is worth, will always find

buyers equally willing to accommodate
them. After the crop is sold, how-
ever, it is too late to profit by a ris-

ing market.

Owing to the fact that the author
desii-ed to make some changes in the
article relating to formalin gas as a
cure for foul brood, we were unable
to present it in this issue, altbou^'b we
bad the manuscript in hand at the
time we promised to give it this
month. We hope to have tbe revised
copy in time for our next issue.

At ithe time tbe Holyland bees were
first imported into tbe United States
some twenty-three years ago, it was
thought tbat the popularity then ac-
quired 1)y the Italians, would necessa-
rily be short-lived. As it now appears
by tbe twenty-fifth anniversary of the
landing of the Holylauds, no one will

recall that they ever landed.

It is occasionally obsei-ved of late,

and probably not without some tena-
ble ground, that good beeswax is

yearly becoming scarcer. It is a fact
that while honey prices have dropped
heavily, tbe prices of beeswax have
not changed perceptibly during the
past twenty years.

"Set a bottle of beer, sugar and
water beside each hive to catch
Avasps," commands tbe Irish Bee Jour-
nal. If Mclntyre, Hetherington,
Coggshall and a few other Ameiican
bee-keepers were to adopt this sort
of wasp trap, Milwaiikee would take
on a boom.

Tbe drug journals of the country
quote "strained honey" to the trade.

So long as "extracted" is meant and
understood, it probably makes no dif-

ference as to tbe term employed; how-
ever, few bee-keepers would care to

take strained honey, even as medicine.

The old-fashioned glass box, holding
14 to 20 pounds of honey has so en-

tirely disappeared that it is not im-
probable that a limited number of
these would find ready sale in the

home market, as a decided novelty.
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The oxei-eiso of porsoual ingeuiiitj'

ami inilividual thon.uhr and jiulgnu'iit

aro more importaur in the mamAye-
ment of an apiary than are .iournals

ami bodies. A combiuation of all these,

hoAvever. enables the operator to reap
the full benefits of the business.

To rid combs of moth-worms, close

them up tight in hives or a box with
one or two otmces of bisulphide of
carbon exposed in an open dish. By
repeating the application of carbon
every ten days, combs may be kept
indefinitely in any climate.

The old-fashioned fellow in the api-

arian ranks of American beedom is

characterized as a '"box-hive man." In
England they have a more elegant
appellation for bee-keepers of this

class. They are "skeppists" over
there.

The season for bee hunting and dis-

puting bee-tree rights will soon have
arrived. Some important information
bearing upon the subject, from the lit-

erature furnished its members by the
Aational Association, will be found in

this Issue.

Room in the siu-plus apartments
shotild be given very sparingly, and
with good judgment, as the season
draws to a close. Otherwise, unfin-
ished section will result.

Speaking of nectar-yielding flowers,
D. M. M., in Bee-Keepers' Record,
says: "Over the whole world white
clover is admittedly the best and most
widespread."

Prof. T. W. Cowan, senior editor of
the British Bee Journal and Bee-Keep-
ers' Record, after a residence of five
years in California has returned to
EuLiiand.

It is the number of Avorking bees,
not hives, in the apiary which governs
the extent of the honey crop.

The heavy crop of honey anticipat-
ed in California this season has failed
to materialize.

The reports of a full noney crop, are
few and far between this vear.

In troi)ieal countries it is better to
keep hives under a roof.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
NATIONAL BEE-KEEPERS'

ASSOCIATION.
President's Office

National Bee-Keepers' Ass'n,

Flint. Michigan, June 27, 1903.
The following amendments to the

constitution of the National Bee-Keep-
ers' Association have been approved
by a majorit;^- of the board of directors,

and of the executive committee, but
before laying them before the coming-
convention at Los Angeles, it is de-
sired that all shall have an opportuni-
ty to criticise and suggest, hence their
publication. Suggestions and criti-

cisms may be sent to President Hutch-
inson, who will lay them before the
committee having the matter in charge.

ARTICLE III.—Membership.

Section 1 to be amended to read as
follows:

Sec. 1. Any person who is interest-
ed in bee culture, and in accord with
the purpose and aim of this Associa-
tion, may become a member by the
payment of $1.00 annually to the gen-
eral manager or secretary; and said
membership shall expire at the end of
one year from the time of said pay-
ment, except as provided in section 10
of Article V of this constitution. No
member who is in arrears for dties,

as shown by the books of the general
manager, shall be eligible to any office

in this association; if such disqualifica-
tion occur during the term of any offi-

cer, the office shall at once become va-
cant.

Section 2 to be amended as follows:
Sec. 2. Whenever a local bee-keep-

ers' association shall decide to unite
with this Association as a body, it will
be received upon payment by the local
secretary of 50 cents per member per
annum.

ARTICLE Iv.—Officers.

Section 1 to be amended to read as
follows:

Sec. 1. The officers of this as.socia-
tion shall be a general manager, a
president, a vice president, a secre-
tary whose terms of office shall be for
one year, and a board of iwelve direct-
ors, whose term of office shall be four
years, or until their successors shall
shall be elected.

Section 3 to be amended to read as
follows:

Sec. 3. The president, vice presi-
dent, secretary and general managet-
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shall l)e elected by ballot, duriug the
month of December of each year! by a
plurality A'ote of the members, and
as>!ume the duties of their respective
offices on the first of January succeed-
ini;- their election.

Section 4 to be amended to read as
follows:

Sec. 4. The president, vice presi-
dent, secretary and general manager
shall constitute the executive com-
mittee.

Section 5 to be amended to read as
follows:

Sec. ."). The directors to succeed the
three whose term of office expires each
year shall be elected by ballot during
the month of December of each year
by a plurality vote of the meml3ers.
The three candidates receiving the
greatest number of votes shall be
elected and assume the duties of their
office on the first of January succeed-
ing their election. The board of di-
rectors shall prescribe how all votes
of the members shall be taken, and
said board may also prescribe equit-
able rules and regulations governing
nominations for the several offices.

ARTICLE V.

Section 3. to be amended as follows:
Sec. 3. Secretary.—It snail be the

duty of the secretary to keep a record
of the proceedings of the annual meet-
ing; to recei^•e membership fees; give
a receipt for the same, and turn all
moneys received over to the treasurer
of the Association, togetner with the
names and postoffice addresses of
those who become members; to make
an annual report of all moneys re-
ceived and paid over by him. which re-
port shall ])e published with the an-
nual report of the general manager;
and to perform such other duties as
may be required of him by the Associ-
ation; and he shall receive such sum
for his services as may be granted liy

the directors.

ARTICLE yiL—Vacancies.
Amend by adding the following

clause to the end thereof: Any resig-
nation of a member of the board of
directors shall be tendered to the ex-
ecutive committee; any resignation of
a member of the executive committee
shall be tendered to the board of di-
rectors.

ARTICLE IX.—Amendments.
This constitution may be amended

by a majority vote of ail the members

voting. providing such proposed
amendment has been approved hy a
majority vote of the memliers present
at the last annual meeting of the as-
sociation, and copies of rlae proposed
amendment, printed or Avritten. shall
have l)een mailed to each member at
least forty-five days before the annual
election.

PROPERTY IX BEES.

"What the Courts Say in Relation to
the Matter.

Xew York Common Law Reports.—
Wendell, Vol. 12-16, Lawvers' Edition,
p. 54S.
Goff vs. Kilts.—Property in Bees—
When Reclaimed—Trespass.
The owner of bees, which have been

reclaimed, may bring an action of
trespass against a person who cuts
down a tree into which the bees have
entered on the soil of another, destroys
the bees and takes the honey.
Where l>ees take up tueir abode in a

tree, they belong to the owner of the
soil, if they ai'e unreclaimed; but if

they have been reclaimed, and their
owner is a1>le to identify his prop-
erty, they do not belong to the owner
of the soil, but to him who had the
former possession, although he cannot
enter upon the lands of the other to
retake them without subjecting him-
self to an action of trespass.

Citations—2 Bl. Com., 393. 419; 2
Kent, Com., 394; Johns.. 5; 14
Jonhs.. 4ttr;; 7 .Johns.. 16: 1 Cow., 243.
Error from the :Madison C. P. Kiltz

sued Goff in a justice's court in tres-
pass for taking and destroying a
swarm of bees, and the honey made by
them. The swarm left the liivc of the
plaintiff, and. flew oflf and went into
a tree on the lands of the Lenox Iron
Co. The plaintiff kept the bees in
sight, followed them, and marked the
trre into which they entered. Tavo
months afterwards the tree was cut
d'-wn. the bees killea. and the hoiiev
found in the tree taken by the defend-
ant and others. The plaintiff recov-
ered judjrment, which was affirmi>d by
the Madison C. P. The defendant sued
out a writ of error.
Mr. S. Chapman, for plaintiflf in

error.

Mr. J. A. Seeber, for the defendant
in error.

By the Court, Xelson S. Animals
ferae naturae, when reclaimed by the
art and power of man, are the subject
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of a (lualilitHl pi-ojuM-ty: if they return

to their natural lilicrty and wiklness,

without the animus revertend. it

ceases. During thf I'xisteuce of the

qualitied itroperty. it is under the pro-

tection of the hiw the same as any
other property, and evory invasion of

it is redressed in the same manner.
Bees are ferae naturae, but wlien
hived and reehumed, a person may
have a qualified property in them by
the law of nature, as well as the c4vil

law. Occupation—that is, hiving or
euclosinc: them^—gives property in

them. They are now a common spe-

cies of property, and an article of
trade, and the wildness of their na-

ture by experience and practice has
l»ecome essentially suljjected to the
art and power of man. An unre-
claimed swarm, like all other animals,
belongs to the lirst occupant—in other
words, to tlie person wlio first hives
them; but if a swarm fly from the
hive of another, his (piaiified property
continues so long as lie can keep them
in sight, and possess the power to

pursue them, l* Bl. Com.. 3U3: 2 Kent.
Com., 304.

The tpiestion here is not between
the owner of the soil upon which tlie

tree stood tliat included the swarm
and the owner of the bees; as to him.
the owner of the bees would not i)e

aide to regain his property.or the fruits

of it without bt^ng guilty of trespass.
But it by no means f(jllows. from this

pre<licament. that the right to the
enjoy m':'nt of the property is lost; that
the 1)ees, tlierefore. become again fe-

rae naturae, and l)elong to the first

occupant. If a domestic or tame ani-

mal of one person should stray to the
enclosure of another, the owner could
not follow and retake it without Ijeing

liable for a trespass. The absolute
right of property, notwithstanding.
would still continue in him. Of this

there can 1)6 no douVit. So in respect
to the (piaiified property in the bees.

If it continued in the owner after

they liived themselves, and abode in

the liolloAv tree, as this qualified is

under the same pi-otection of law as
if absolute, the like remedy existed in

the case of an invasion of it. It can-
not. I think, be doubted, that if the
property in the swarm continues while
in sight of the owner—in other words,
while he can distinguish and identify
it in the air—that it equally belongs
to him if it settles upon a branch or
in the trunk of a tree, and remains

thei-e under his observation and
charge. If a stranger has no right to

take a swarm in the former case, and
of which there seems u(i_question, he
ought not to l)e pei-mitted to take it

in the latter, when it is more confined
and within the control of the occupant.

It is said the owner of the soil is

entitled to a tree and all within it.

This may be true, so far as respects
an unreclaimed swarm. While it re-

mains there in that condition, it may
like birds or other game (game laws
out of the question), belong to 'the

owner or occupant of the forest ra-

tione soli. According to the law of

nature, where prior occupancy alone
gave right, tlie individual who first

hived the swarm would -be entitled to

the property in it: but since the in-

sTitution of civil pioclety, and the reg-

ulation of the right of property by its

positive laws, the forest as well as
the cultivated field. l)elong exclusively
to the owner, who has acquired a
title to it under those laws. The nat-

ural right to the (Mijoyment or the
sjiort of liunting and fowling, wherev-
er ferae naturae, could be found, has
given Avay, in the progress of society,

to the establishment of rights of prop-
erty better defined and of a more dur-
able cliaracter. Hence, no one has a
riglit to invade the enclosure of an-
other for this purpose. He would be
a trespasser, and as such liaiile for the
game taken. An exception may exist

in tlie case of noxious animals, de-
structive in their nature. Mr. J.

Blackstone says, if a man starts game
in another's private grounds, and kills

it there, the property belongs to him in

whose ground it is killed, the property
arising ratione soli. (2 Bl. Com.. 419).
But if animals ferae naturae that have
been reclaimed, and qualified property
obtained in them, escape into the pri-

vate grounds of another in a way that
does not restore them to their natural
condition, a ditferent rule obviously
applies. They are then not exposed to
become the proiierty of the first occu-

l)ant. The right of the owner contin-
ues, and although he cannot pursue
and take them without being liable for

a trespass, still this difficulty should
not operate as an abandonment of the
animals to their former liberty. The
rights of both parties should be regard-
ed, and reconciled as far as is con-
sistent with a reasonable protection
of each. The ca.ses of Heermance vs.

Yerney. G .Johns., 5, and Blake vs. Je-
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rome, 14 Id.. 40(1. are authorities for

saying, if any ^ere wanted, that the

inability of the owner of a personal

chattel "to retake it while on the prem-
ises of another, without committing
trespass, does not impair his legal in-

terest in the property. It only embar-
rasses the use or enjoyment of it. The
owner of the soil, therefore, acquiring

no right to the property in bees, the

defendant below cannot protect him-
self by showing it out of the plaintlfE

in that way. It still continues in him,
and draws after it the possession suf-

ficient to maintain this action against

a third person, who invades it by vir-

tue of no other claim than that derived
from the law of nature. This case is

distinguishable from the cases of Gil-

let vs. Mason. 6 Johns., 16, and Fer-
guson vs. Miller. 1 Cow., 243. The
first presented a question between the
finder and a person interested in the
soil; the other between two persons,

each claiming as first finder. The
plaintifl' in the last case, although the
first finder, had not acquired a qual-

ified property in the swarm according
to the law of prior occupancy. The
defendant had. Besides, the swarm
being unreclaimed from their natural
liberty while in the tree, belonged to

the owner of the soil ratione soli. For
these reasons I am of opinion that the
.iudgment of the court below should be
alfirmed.
Judgment affirmed.
Cited in 17 Barb., 565.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sections to be well filled, combs

straight, of even thickness and firmly attached
to all four sides: both wood and comb unsoil-
ci by travel stain or otherwise; all the cells

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, ©r
with but few cells unsealed; botk wood and
comk unsoiled by travel-stain or otherwise.
In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, thert will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Chicago. July 7.—There is little call
for coml) honey at present. Some new
is offered, and for fancy 14 to 15 cents
is asked. Extracted sells at 6 to 6i/,c.

depending ujiou flavor, body and pack-
age.—R. A. Burnett & Co.

and demand for honey are both light

at this date. We quote new white
comb 15c. Extracted, 51/0 to 7c. Good
demand for beeswax with light supply.
Good prospects for crop of comb hon-
ey: a little new now on the market;
old crop cleared out.—Hamblin & Sap-
pington.

BuflPalo, June 8.—The demand for
honey is exceedingly quiet, and prices
must be cut. We quote strictly fancy
comb, 15 cents. Other grades range
from 7 to 13 cents. Extracted not
wanted. Beeswax wanted at 25 to 33
cents.—Batterson & Co.

Cincinnati, June 1. — Very little

change in market since last report. We
quote amber extrade grades 5 1-2 to
6 1-2 cents in barrels. Clover. 8 to 9
cents. Supply equal to demand. Comb
honey, 15 to 16 cents, for fancy. Bees-
wax, 30 cents.—The Fred W. Muth
Co.

Cent=a=Word Column.
The rate is uniformly one cent for each

word, each month; no advertisement however
small will be accepted for less than twenty
cents, and must be paid in advance. Count
the words and remit with order accordingly.

WILL SELL half interest in my apiary, pineap-
ple and orange plantation. Good ap'iarist will
have exclusive charge. D. DALY, La Gloria,
Cuba. 8-2t

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 20
cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper.
Falconer, N. Y.

Kansas City, Mo.. July S.—Supply

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-
ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-
logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost J8.00,
will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad

dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)
cost $150, in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell
for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,
Jamestown, N. Y.

REPORTERS \VANTED—lu every city, town
and village in ilie United States to send us the
names and address of parties who want to buy
a, Farm. Timber Land, Ranch. Residence, Store
Building. Mill, Factory, Lumber or Coal Yard.
Stock of Goods (any lino, anywhere), Patent"
Right, or want a Partner, A bri<;ht young man
or lady will answer. Liberal compensation and
regul:ir income can be made. Address BAR-
SON'S MONTHLY BULLETIN, INDIANAP-
OLIS, IHD.



THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER

Queen=Breeders' Directory.
This page is intended as a guide for queen buyers, from which they may select the stock
desired, and breeders are invited to make use of it for their announcements, at the rate

of So. 00 a veur i)er card, payable strictly in advance.

-TUY. A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA, OHIO.
i Breeders of Italian bees and queens.

GEO. J. VANDEVORD. DAYTONA, FLA.
Breeds choice Italian queens early. All

queens warranted purely mated, and satisfaction

guaranteed.

p H. W. WEBER, CIXCINXATI. OHIO.
^' (Cor. Central and Freeman Aves.) Golden
yellow, Red Clover and Carniolau queens, bred
from select mothers in separate apiaries.

-THE HOXEY AND BEE COMPANY, BEE-
1 VILLE. TEXAS. Holy Land, Carniolan,
Cyprian, Albino and 3 arid .5-banded Italian
queens. Write for our low prices. Satisfaction
guaranteed..

lOHN M. DAVIS, SPRING HILL, TENN.. sends
J out the choicest 3-banded and golden Italian
queens that skill and experience can produce.
Satisfaction guaranteed. No disea.se.

I
B. CHASE. FORT ORANGE, FLA., has tine

J» golden Italian queens early and late. Work-
ers little inclined to swarm, and cap their honey
very white. Hundreds of his old customers stick
to him vear after vear. Circular free.

CWARTHMORE APIARIES, SWARTHMORE,
'--' PA, Our bees and (jueens are the brighest
Italians procurable. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Correspondence in English, French, German and
Spanish. Shipments to all parts of the world.

WZ. HUTCHINSON, FLINT, MICH.
• Superior stock queens, 81.50 each; queen

and Bee-Keepers' Review one year for only $2.00.

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO., (John
W. Pharr, Prop.) BERCLAIR, TEXAS, is

breeding fine golden and 3-banded Itailian, Holy
Land, Carniolan and Cyprian queens. Prices are
low. Please write for.special information desired.

THIS SPACE FOR SALE—13.00 A YEAR.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

(ood, honest, and 'wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

cause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-

views of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
and Literature. (2) It's strong special arti

cles on important national and historical
events. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

book reviews, the latest and most important
published, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
field of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
help to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
that anpears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

tion too intensely interesting and covers a wide
field, embracing all sorts and conditions of

IHe.
The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

«f the fact that instruction need not be dull,

nor amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.

Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,

41 E. 21st St.. New York City, N. Y.

"We have an awful appetite for orderi."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG.. CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.

Send us your name and addrcst for a ca«-

logue.

Australian Bee=Keepers

If you^wishjto make a success of your bees

you should Jread^the Farm, Bee and Poultry

Review, It^is the cheapest] and best Bee-

Journal published in Australia.

Subscription price [in Australia,

2=6 per y^ar, in advance.

Subscription price in America,

72 cents per year, tn advance

Advertisers should find the Review a good

investment as it circulates widely through

the world. And its rates are the lowest of

any "Journal in the Universe, Write for

prices and free sample copy, to the proprietor

Q. COLBOURNE, JNR.,
MEDINA,

6-0.3-tf] N. S. W. AUSTRALIA.

\^'lieii writing to advertisers mention
The American Bee-Keeper.



Austral Culturist Patents.

and Pcultry Gazette.

US.

Horticulture.
Special lodnstrM*.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages luontbly. Subscription 3s. fid. par an»

Also THE APlARISr.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asiaii Colonies, including New Zealand and
Tasmania. A good medium to AmerioM
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head oflB<e for Australian Colonies.

229 Collins St., Melbourne, Australia.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, ia seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and man_)

towns not given in the postal guul^

—rivers, lakes and mountains, wi.h

index and population of counties.

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will senc

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sHver)

itt

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb

" 40 Years Among
the Bees" By Dr-C.C. Miller.

A new book every bee-keeper
should have. Over 30e pages,
cloth-bound, $1.00; or with the
weekly American Bee Journal
one year—both for only $1.75.
Sample copy of Journal and
Catalog of Bee-Supplies free.
QEORQE W. YORK & CO.

144 E. Erie St., Chicago, III.

POl'LTRY CULTUKE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-
try paper published in Kansas City.

Full of poultry news and has a large
circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultry Culture Pub. Com
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

PATENT and PENSION
i AGENCIES.
Wills Building, oii »nd. ,^ , e.,

I
\V.\SHINOTON. D. C. ^

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the
business continuously sirce 1882

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year,

tf.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

y
is the only general daily news-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitant-s. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,

Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
etf

.

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Pe.'riiie Grant.
Cutle- Dado County, Fla. I2tl

W. M. Gerrish, R. F. D., Epping, N. H.,
keeps a complete supply of our goods, and
Eastern customers will save freight by order-
ing of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICLiLTlRAL MONTH-

LY IN THE INITED STATES ^4Ji^Jij^^<^^

FARM UNO HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every
number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
& tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Attica Lithia Springs Hotel
Litliia-Siilprmr 'Water ami Jlud Baths

Nature's Owu Great Cure for

...RHEUMATISM....
and Kindred Diseases, such as Liver

and Kidney Complaints, Skio and
Blood Diseases, Constipatioa, Nervous
Prostration, etc.

A new and up-to-date hotel. Large, airy,

light and finely furnished rooms, with Steam
Heat, lilectric Lights, Hot and Cold Water
on each floor. Rates including Room. Board.
Mud Baths. Lithia-Sulphur W.'iter Baths and
Medical Attead-nce (no extras) $2. .50 and
fS.OO a dav. accordina; to room.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
Address Box 3,

tf Lithia Springs Hotel, Attica, Ind.

Are You Looking for a Home?
No farmer should think of buy-

ing land before seeing a copy of

THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largest

list of lands for sale of any paper
published in Iowa. Rep.chea 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mail you the Jour-

nal for 1 yeer, or for ten cents in

silver or atamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

The subscription price of the KOCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is &0 ccnti.

We will send it with THE BEE-KEEPER
•ne year for only 'Ti centg.

"queens"
Golden and Leather colored Italian, warranted to
give satisfaction. These are the kind reared bv
QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER. Our business
was established in in 1888. Our stock originated
from the best and highest priced long tongued,
red cloTer breeders in the U. S. We rear as many
and perhaps more queens than any other
breeder in the North. Price of queens after July
1st : Large select, S7-5c. six for gl.OO: tested stock,

SI, six for 85.00; select tested, 81.50, six for 38.00.

Breeders. 83.00. Two-frame nuclei, (no queen),
82.00. Special low price on queens in lots of 25 to

100. All queens are mailed promptly, as we keep
from 300 to 500 on hand ready to mail. We guar-
antee safe delivery to any State, Continental

.

Island, or European Country. Our circular wUl
interest you. It is free.

Address all orders to

QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER,
6-6t Parkertown, Ohio.

HEADQUARTERS ggg SUPPLIES.
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.
Prompt service, And Satisfaction Guaranteed.

{\\ Tp< P? IMC Bred from only Selected Mothers, proven by th«ir workers to be far
V^^-^d-il^O superior to common Stock in Gathering and Storing Honey.

GOLDEN ITALIANS, untested, 75c. RED CLOVER, untested, $1.

CARNIOLANS, untested, $1.00.

If you have any HONEY or BEESW.AX to
mail sample and state price.CATALOG FREE. Send for one.

00.

offer,

C. H. W. WEBER, Office and Salesrooms

:

2146 Central Avenue, CINCINNATI, 0.

My Book, "Formaline Gas as a Cure for Foul Brood," sent upon receipt of 25c.



WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL.

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry
journal published. Send us the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.

Address,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. Jeffersonrille, Ohio.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.
Nucstra Fabrica cs una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas dc America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In
ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos dc suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quicnes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee
Keeper with the

—

Price

Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-
nal

What to Eat _

Bee-Keepers' Review- • •

Canadian Bee Journal-.
Gleanings in Bee Culture

American Queen
The American Boy
Irish Bee Journal
Farm, Bee & Poultry Re-
view

F -50

1.00
1.00
I.GO
1.00
-50

1.00

.36

Both

$ 75
1.00

1-35

I -35

1-35

.60

1.00
-65

72 i.oo

I
- CUT THIS OUT I

8 and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- O
2 closed, and receive in return a six months' 9
& trial subsciption to A

% People's Companion Magazine. I
B It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. Q
© rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give 9
S us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. S
S Sample copy for two cent stamp. Q

I People's Companion Pub, Co., |5 MILWAUKEE, WIS. 8
8 Ed. De LoDRC, Ed. and Pub. 8tfg

Send for our Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing,

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8ti Milwaukee, Wis.

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interestea, aon t fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
^' MACON , MO.

BELG IAN H AR ES\
CAN PUT DOLLARS > IN YOUR POCKET.
The Belg-ian Hare meat is becoming

very popular with the fancy restau-
rants and hotels, the meat being white,
tender, juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They are easy to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several
hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any other animal. There is no indus-
try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belgian
hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so great that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap the

harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,
if you have a back yard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and
watch your money grow. One young
man in a little over a year has sold

$1800.00 worth of stock, from an
original $30.00 investment.
Booklet and list free. tf.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio
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Hough Rider strawberry

h ^r >-hipper, best keeper, V)est seller. latest and most
j>ro(liiutive strawberry in existence. Sliriiifr(inT.Ji4f*cres

m TMi. AVas sliipped to England sucii'ssf ally. We offer

? '"i HI p:old for largest berry produced in ]0<)^. Agents
\\ mti d in all strawberi-y sections. We control the orig-

in u r's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
pi mts. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer, Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO., N.Y.

Thp Upqclpj. Price $1 Fach.
I lie IICOOICI Discount dozen lots

Simple, Durable.
Economical.is the Best SEE THIS !

RUKAIi MAIL BOX.

ROUND. STRONG, HEAVY. Lowest in pric-,
highest in ciuallt>'. A sample best evidence.
Roapproveu Jan. 2."). iStOi Circulars sent free.
Orders promptly shipped. We sell direct to
the farmer.

H. E. HESSLER CO., Dept. Z, Syracuse, N. Y.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. p;ofitbTour own method
all e.xplaiiied in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepsrs) Astonishinfr results. Will surprise and please
you. BOOKLET J'BEE TO ETEKYBODT-or Big Poultrj- Book
with our Poultrv Paper, 3 nms. for 10 cents. Address,
W. P. CO., Box Cllutonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
_„ , JOIN OUR _„ .

50 cts MUSIC CLUBS*''^*^
lifty cents pays for one year's membership.

N'ou receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell frrm
4i.i lo 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yo«
iririve a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress. MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

GOLDEN AND
IMPORTED STRAINS.

I am prepared to fill orders promptly
with goldeu qiieeus or daughters of
one imported by the U. S. Department
of Aj;:ricultnre from the Province of
Bergamo, Italy. She is prolific and her
))ees industrious, and imparts her good
(jualities to her royal daughters and
their offspring. Price, .$1.00 each; or
•SO.OO per dozen. Money order office,

Warrenton.

W. H. PRIDGEN,
CREEK, ^V.irrcn County, N C.

7-03-2t.

The Modern Farmer and
Busy Bee, 5oc.

The American Poultry
Journal, SOc.

Gleanings in Bee Culture
$1.00.

The Western Fruit

Grower, SOc.

All for $1.00, if you
mention this paper.

New subscribers can have
the American Bee Journal
instead of Gleanings.if pre-

ferred.

ADDRESS

The

Modern Farmer,
St. Joseph, Mo.

Beeswax
Wanted
_

• We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents
in ^oods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.
Prices subject to change without notice.
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

T^ee Supplies from Lewis
They are the finest.

THOUS.ANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

G. B. LewisCo.n^r'^u^?:^.

EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M. Scott &
Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free. tf.



DON'T RELAX YOUR EFFORTS
^^^ after spending money for new hives and fixtures, valiu

ble time in the preparation of these for new swarms, lea^

ing other work at a convenient time (for the bees) to hi\

them ; and now that a good crop is ready the next step

Attractive packages. Our assortment of packages fr

comb honey we beheve would be difficult to improve upo
for the purpose designed.

The special features of the No-Drip Cases for

comb honey we have advertised for several ^ears are

the Paper Trays and Drip Sticks which provide for

the collection of leaking honey in trays. These also

prevent its oozing out at the cracks to gather dust

and dirt and present a very untidy appearance to say

the least. A light frame is now used cl' ar around

the glass in front which hides any unsealed cells in

the outer row, and exposes to view only the finished

work in the center. The material is white basswood.

The joints are perfect fitting, the work being done by machine-filed saw

These No-Drip Cases are made i

12, 1 6 and 24 lb. sizes for regular 44 ii

sections, as well as intermediate weighi

for plain sections. These are supplie

with 2 and 3 in. glass to meet the d(

mands of bee-keepers. The Danzenb:

ikev and Ideal sections are also provide

for with No-Drip Cases, but these ar

furnished with 3 in. glass only.

The value of attractive packages ca

not be overestimated, and wide-awak

bee-keepers are beginning to realiz

this fact. In cartoons we supply t\v

kinds, the Dazenbaker and the Folding; these are furnished for the reg

ular sizes of sections . Both of these are furnished with special printing

at a nominal charge.

Our packages for comb honey

would be incomplete without ship-

ping crates for shipping of honey.

This one shown herewith is the

regular package we ship out tlie

cases in the flat. We can furnish

these in the flat for the different

sizes of the section cases at 60c.

each, or $5.00 for ten.

For prices on any of the above or any other bee-keepers' supplies address any of our agents, or

u . X. XS.C
MEDINA, OHIO.

•9
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Webster's Uaabrid^ed
Dictfoaary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price ul 1 UE HOUSEHOLD KEAIM. and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UN AUkl L)< . Kl ) DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pajres, size of page S'^/z\WA inches, gil(

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in

many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $L

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all that pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,

Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
tf.

lenic COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HOMES,

where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hyffienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity
for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable m every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-
able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses, Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHARGES.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, 111.

tf.

If. H.
If, EINGHAM
has made all tlie im-

provements in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in the last 30 years, unddubtodl}
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too largo 8«»ni

postpaid, per mail $1 uu

3^ inch 1.1''

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch lOU
21^ inch 90

r. F. Bingham, y-^^-,--,r; -^

Farwell, Mich.

OO A WEEK^D I ^J ^B AND £XPE]N\^ES,
FUR MAN "WITH RIti To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTUKE in the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. v Bast St. Louis. Ills.

Pateat Wired Comb Foaodatlon
has no sag in brood frames.

Tbin Flat Bottom FoQidatloa
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.

Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN A SONS.
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery Countv, SproTt Brook, N. V

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper cM|is. Tliis si*c-

tiou of the country also produces the fumous hijili-

gnule barley used by the Uiriie breweries, for which
extra hiah "prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay suL-soil. Healthful cliniate, pure water
and eooujih timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions afford good markets for
all products. Creaiueries, cheese factories, sch<M)ls
and churches ;ruriil mail delivery and farmers'tele-
phone lines are advantaires seldom offered where
improved lands sell for $25 to $5 an acre. Si'iid for
our list, which gives descrijjtions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
yon desire to invest niid if y<.u prefer to pay cash
or bny on easy terms, and what kind of farin will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding bargains that will interest you. All coi-
respondence strictly coiitidential.

Winona and Western Land Company,
3''?-314 Choate Block, AVinona, Minu.

tf.

THE

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the ouiy farm paper east of Mon-
treal clniiniug over (>.(MM> of a circula-
tion and it affords tlie best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes !n
New Brunswick, Aova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-
to-datp farm and home information. It

Is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, N B.. Canada.



Bee H ives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

WHERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You

THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now

ready. Send for one on a postal card.

The W. T.

FALCONER MANFG. CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.



i,

The Campaigns of the Confederate

Army will be published serially in

m mmm
ATEEKS, GA.

Bcgining with the March number.

FROM REV. J. P. SMITH, Rich-

mond, Va.

"Stonewall" Jackson's Adjutant-Gen-
eral.)

The author has done an excellent

thing. There is no sectional bitterness

nor any unjust criticisms. We have

found no harsh words.. It can be read

by the young without making them in

the slightest degree disloyal to the

country they are now to help forward

in prosperity and harmony,

tf.

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, IB Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

Iron 180 hens in

one day.

I
CM SELL

YOUR REAL ESTATE
I

or business, no matter
what it is or wlieie locat-

ed Wherever mail is d livened. 1 do bus-
iness If you want to sell a farm, timber land,
ranch, residence, store building, mill factory,
lumberorcoal yard, stock ;.f iroods (any litiel,

patent right, or want a partner, send two
stamps for my Booklet. II you want to HD Y
send for FRBE copy of Barron's Monthly
Bulletin, it is fnll of bargains A. M, BaR-
ROiN, INUIANAPULIS, IND.

tf.

American
BEE

Journal
16 - p. Weekly.
Sample Free.

JO" AH about Bees and their
profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Dept. for beginners. Sample
of paper and catalog of bee-
supplies free. Address,
GEORQE W. YORK & CO.
144 & 146 Erie St. Chicago.Ill.

BEGINNERS.
shonld have a copy of

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Prof. J. W. Rouse; writtea es-

pecially for amateurs. Second edition just on'

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two year*

Editor York says: "It i« the finest little book pub-

hshed at the present time." Price 21 cent*; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

I'a live, progressive, 2S page monthly journal,) one

year for e.ic. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Me.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

^.^^^2i;^%||/
Ten Dozeint S^e perdoz in one (lav for

Our New I Dok ' lli-lps for I'oiillrv Kc
how, fiplilius vvhj tyjiiiixny Iciil and B^ t .

A Book we can commend with o good cc
a GREAT H EI.P to all Poultry Keeper,
old. Describes CU varieties of 1 1 > wis, well i

and contains a Poultry Keepers Aceoun .

gain or lo8Smonthly;on heavy paper worih ... . .

This Book Free with our Pc\iltry Paper one year tor

25c. or Book free with paper 3 months for lOc.
Descriptive circulars Free for .stamp to pay postage.

Wayside Poultry Co., CliiUouvilie, Conn.

DON'TKILL
YOURSELF. WASHING THi
WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R E
WASHER, with which th«

frailett woman can do an or-

dinaru wathing in one hour,

without wetting her hands.
Sample atwholesalcpriee. Satisfaction Gnaranteed.
No pay until tried. Writefor Uluntrafed Catalogs*
andprices o/Wringer*,Ironing Tables, Clothe* Reelt,

DryingBart, WagonJacktyd'c. AffentsWanted. Lib-

eral Terms. QuickSalesl Little Workll Big PayMI
Addrest.Tuz EMnaaWASHiB Co.,Ji.ineatown,N.Y.

PARNES'
Fcot Power M&cbin^ry,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
is the best machine made
for use in the construction
of Hives, Sections. Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for

Catalogue and Price List.

\V. F. & J. BARNES CO.,
913 Ruby St., Rockford. III.

SEND US *^* names ano bw-
"^ w^

drWMsea of 20 of your
frieudfl and 5 one-cent stamps to help

pa.T postage and receive a 12 months'

trinl subscription to THIS AND
THAT. AddreKB the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUETTT,
Sidney, N. Y.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting,

illustrated monthly magazine dcToted ta all

kinds of sport*, games, and outdoor recreation.

.S.Tirple copy mailed to any address on receipt

of 19 cents in stamps. Subscription price $1 per

year. WUy pav more? Addre.ss,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSM KV.
ft i(o<rt««, Ifais.



Homes in

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berimes; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-
ter. The climate is the best all th#
year around to be found, not too
cold nor too warm. Good water.
Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

Thara i» no trade or profession better catered to

oy good journals than that of th* farmer. Unin-

telligeBt BBprogressireDrss has now bo eieaa«.

tf.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they I

place their advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buj-ing farmers erery is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agate-

line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 i3er inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sut)-

scriptioDs (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, (cur columns to

page. Departments covering every
branch of farming and stock-raising
The little journal that Iff 'Tead and re-

read by its readers." Bamum's Mid-
land Farmer. No. 22 North Second st^.

.'^t. Tyouis. Mo 7tf.

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Wasliinglon
Saves time, ';o^is less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
OfBce. Personal attentiou given. Tvrenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receiTe
special notice, without charge, ia the

INVRMTIVR AQR.
'llustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Terms$Iayear

E. Gi SICCERS,
Washington, D. C.918 F Street N. W,

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

-THE-

i
the most popular paper of its kind, of-

fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.
Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

I Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
inch.

I THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

! Hathaway Bldg.. Milwaukee, Wis-
U-tf.

BRED FOR WORK.
;

Terrace Queens, have Riven best of satisfaction,
Ibred from selected stock: be.st *if workers; very
gentle and fine color. Warranted, 75e each, six
for ^.2.5, dozen 88.00. Tested , ?1 .2.t each

.

HAROLD HORNOR, Terrace Apiaries.
7-3 MT. HOLLY, N. J.

Ererytbing in connection with a
modern business is advertising in one
form or another.—Printers' Ink.

Speak a good word for The Bee-
Keeper.



AGENTS Wanted ' WashTngMachlnes.

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than e^er. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Towa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot

be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

we: want
Every reader of tke American •Bee-K»'oer to

write for a free lamplc copy •( tfce

EOCRI MOOHTAIN BEE JOURNAL

Tells you about Western methods, eo-oper*-

tire honey sdlinf and the jreat bif crops tkat

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. AddrcM

the ptiblisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.

tf.

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company. Jamestown.

N Y. makes i Shine Cabinet, furni-hcd with

foot stand, blacking, russet .Ire-smg. shot

rubber—in (act. all articles and inaienaU need-

ril to kecji 'ihoes looking their hc^i—and it Is

made t<> l>e fa^iened to the wall of the toilet

ri».m <.r kitchen, it does away witb the ve\

atiou- searching after these articles which ik

altogether too common. A pns'al will brinr

you detail! of thi» and other good thinj*.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado. ,

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

P
ROVIDENCE nUEENS

IROYE THEIR IJOALITIES

to be unexcelled by any strain of

Italian bees oi* earth. A rare emlxidiment

of all the desirable traits with the bad

eliminated. A strain evolTcd by years of

constant study and endeavor. I want every
progressive bee-keeper to test this new
strain, and will be plea.sed to fill orders for

untested at 81 0() each Special prices

cheerfully quoted on special queens and on
quantities. Let me send you my circular.

It's ready now.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER,
P. O.BOX 1113. PKOVILlK.VtE, R. I.

AUSTRALIANS.

NOTE the address—

Pender Bros.,
WEST MAITLAND,

New South Wales, Australia.

The largest manufacturers of Beekeepers'

Supplies in the Southern Hem'sphere

and publishers of the AU.Sl KALASIAN
BEEKEEPER, the leading bee journal south

of the equator.

Sample copy and 64-pag< catalogue. FREE
6-tf



To Subscriber* of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
An.l Others!

Until Further Notice
We ^^•ill SmkI The

Country
*

Journal
to any H.Mrvss in rbe U. S. A., one
jear for Id cents, proTiding you
mention Anioricun Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Fnrui. Orcliard and Ctardon, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per piinted fur the price.

Address.

The Country Journal,
Alleatown, Pa.

An ad iu the paper is worth two in

any desk— (with apologies to every-
Itodyi.—White's Sayings.

Advertising- carves a channel
through which the tide of trade will

-surge.—Printers' Ink.

/ /I

The only strictly agricultural

paper publis-hed in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-

tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Oor,

8u Nashville, Tenn.

IS aA BATH
'vher UMPIRE

taken in an ^ Portable
Folding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agen'ts Wanted.
Catalogue Frep.

„ Th£ empire
washer co.,
jAMESTOWN,N.r

Trade Marks
Designs

COPYHIGHTS Ac.
Anyone sending > sketch and deicriptlon may

quickly ascertain our opinion fr-so whether an
inTention is probably patentable.. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent frea. ()lde.'.t agency for securinc patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. recelre

spfcial noticr, witliout charge, in the

"

cleiillfic American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of aiiT scientific .iournal. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, $1. Sold '„yall newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.3«'«-^'*-^- New York
Branch Office, 625 F St.. Washington, U. C.

Honey, either oomh or extracted,
should always I)e stored in a warm,
dry phice.

Th()?;e who wait for the dead and
the man who never advertise.s will

loiiK .yo harefooted.^-Wbite's Sayings.

Weak r-olonies are never profitable
hoiu*y ])i'o(lui-('i's.



WANTED=HONEY.
We are in the market to ^^BUV ex-

tracted honey* If you have any for

sale mail us sample^ state how much
you have^ with your very best price

delivered here. WE REMIT
PROMPTLY, ^-l German Nat. Bank, Cincin-

or any Commercial Agency.

The Fred W. Muth Co.,

Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-
^

ous stock in prime condition for
j

spring planting.

All

Leading

Varieties
wiue lor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box^6 MONROE, MICH.

HARErHUTCH AND HENNERY
SAMPLE COPY FREE.

The only paper in the U. S. devoted

to BELGIAN HARES.
Leaves out nil frills and fnds and

talks straight business. Shows how
profits five times ns large as can be

made on ponltrj' is now being made
raising Relginns. Address,

R. H. CASSENS, Pub., Belfast, Mai tie.

National Bee-Keepers' Association,

The largest bee-keepers' society in the
world

Organized to protect and promote the
interests of its members.

Membership Fee, $1.00 a Year.

N. E. PRANCE, Platteville, Wis.,
General Manager and Treasurer.

ad-
\ a

IS gamm
miration
popular litera-
ry fauiilv

~
'

' " "'"
' ^ '

• MAGAZINE.
It entertains its readers with good short stor-

ies, sketches and poems by the most famous

authors of the day and is a magazine of supe-

rior merit.

It is a welcome visitor in every home.

Price 25 cents a year.
^^"e wish to have our magazine in your

vicinity and as a special offer for new readers
we will send youj

Sunshine for I Year for lOc.

Think of it. less than one cent a copy. Can't

you act as our agent ?

ADD. MAYES PUB. CO.,

LOUISVILLE, = KENTUCKY.
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WORK FOR SEPTEMBER.

Next Season's Honey Crop and Its Relation to

Manipulations this Month.

(Arthur C. Miller.)

IT SEEM.S but yesterday that bees
were briiigiuii- in their first pollen
of the season from tag alder, and

yet today 1 am writing of winter prep-
aration, though happily real winter is

yet quite distant.

In few branches of husbandry is it

more essential tp be forehanded than
in bee-keeping. To secure the great-
est degree of success in each and every
department of bee culture, it is neces-
sary to lay the foundation months in
advance. This is an old story but will
bear repeating if the questions -and re-

poi-ts that find their way into print are
any criterion.

It at first glance seems foolish to

expect to influence next spring's crop
by any manipulation this Septemlier,
and yet it is right now that we must
establish the conditions which will

make certain the securing of next sea-

son's haiwest provided the flowers
yield.

These conditions are big colonies,

headed by young queens and supplied
"With a superabundance of good stores.

Mr. Dadant in Revised Langstroth,
page ?>28. says: "Some 18 years ago
in an apiary away from home where
we were raising comb honey we had a
number of swarms which in the rush
of the honey cron we did not exajnine
until their combs wf-re built. At that
time the triangular bar was the guide
principally u'jed and the combs of

some of these swarms were joined
together in a way that rendered the
frames immovable. In the fall we
extractetl from the brood chamber of
nearly every colony as was then our
practice, leaving only seven Quinby
frames on an average, for winter. The
colonies that had crooked combs were
left with all their stores—ten frames
—(equal to 13 L frames. A. C. M.)
because we could not disturb them
without breaking combs and causing
leakage and robbing, and it was not
tile proper season to transfer them."
(Now note carefully the rest of the
paragraph.) "These colonies did not
have to be fed the following spring;
became very strong, and yielded the
largest crop. This untried-for result

caused us to make further experiments
which proved that there is a profit

in leaving strong colonies a large
qxiantity of honey so that they will

not limit their spring breeding." And
I would add that there is very little

profit in wintering any but big colo-

nies. "What would some of the advo-
cates of six or seven L frames for

winter say to wintering on 13 I.

frames?. It is quite easy to say what
are the necessary conditions, but it is

not so easy to secure them.

First, eliminate all small colonies

by combining them into a few good
ones, or by using tliem to re-inforce

those already in fnir population.

Second, supply every colony with a

young queen of the best stock in your
yard. This matter would better have
been better attended to early in Au-
gust, though mid September is not too

late.
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Third, supply every tolony ^Yitb

enoujih combs to contain all the stores

the liees can possibly need before next
season's "surplus flow."" by which I

mean to emphasize giving much moi"e

than enough to carry them merely to

the time when they can get a l)are liv-

ing if the weather is favorable—whicli

it often is not.

Foui'th, giving sufficient store.s to

fill those combs and doing it at such
a time as will enable the bees to prop-

erly prepare an<l place it, matters
Avhich the bees can accomplish far bet-

ter than we.
Some localities enable the bees to

sui)i)ly their larder from natural
sources early in August; others get
their supply in September, and in other
places the apiarist must either give
combs that were filled early in the sea-

son or feed sugar syrup.
It has fre(piently been advised to

delay feeding the bees as long as pos-
sible in the hope that they may
secure more or less from fall flowers
and so need less food. Simultaneously
advice is given to add honey or acid
to the syrup to prevent granulation,
to feed the syruji as thick as possible
and to feed quickly.

It Avill be found much better to,

early in September, feed each colony
all the food you think they will need
and to give the food thin and be sev-
eral days about it. But here is an
im]»oi-tant feature:—feed each colony
all it can possibly take from the feed-
er in twenty-four hours, and l)y thus
doing you will so supply every empty
cell with thin syrup that there will

be little chance for the queen to extend
the brood nest even should she be
so inclined. If the weather is warm
the bees will have in another day, con-
verted this syrup into thick and good
food. i. e.. will have "inverted" it.

Such stores are virtually proof against
granulation, and ai-e ready for use at
any time without the labor of diges-
tion, a matter of much conse(iuence
in th(> eai'Iy s]iring when the old bees'
race is most run and young bees are
still scarce.

As soon as the bees have got the
first lot of syrup well disposed of.

give them another dose. If the colo-
nies ai'e properly strong, three doses
Avill be sufficient and may be given at
intervals of twenty-four hours. If a
heavy floAV of nectar is now yielded
by fiill flowers let the bees pack every

coi-ner and then let them put the sur-
plus in extracting supers.
This sounds like doing things baciv

end first, I know, but I have proved
it to be the safest and most profitable
way. for the fall crop is so often a
failure.

The fifth item, and an important one,
is to make your final inspection of the
bees as early as you can (here seldom
later than September 2r)th) and let the
bees seal all tight to remain undis-
turbed and unopened imtil next
spi'ing.

Providence. R. I., Aug. G, 1003.

GLEANED FROM THE FRENCH.

Interesting Topics Selected and Commented on
by Our Staff Reviewer.

(Adrian Getaz.)

FOUL BROOD.

MR. L. DELAY (Revue Interna-
tionale) gives an account of
how he cured foul brood not

only in his own apiary but in several
others of the neighborhood.
He fed the essence of eucalyptus,

mdxing one part of it with ten parts of
alcohol, and r»"tting a teaspoonful of
the mixture in every quart of syrup
fed. Every time the hive is opened a
few drops of pure essence are put in
on the bottom or elsewhere so as to get
the l)enefit of the evaporation of it.

The vajiors will penetrate everywhere
in the hive.
An essential point is to remove all

the honey. As long as there is infected
honey the malady will reappear when-
e^er the bees use it.

In reading the above it ocurred to
me that the cause of failure, when
using drugs to cure foul brood, may
have been the neglect of the above pre-
caution.

In the course of his experiments he
uK't some failures even then. It oc-
curred to him that the pollen might be
infected also. And sure enough, after
the combs of pollen were removed the
colonies wei'e easily cured.
To be fully satisfied he put two of

these combs of pollen in a healthy col-

ony and had the satisfaction (?) of
seeing them contract the disease. He
did not experiment any fm-ther in that
dii'ection.

One advantage in using eucalyptus
es.sence is that the bees take it readily.
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in fact art> so foiul ()t" it that unless the
apiarist be careful robbing would easi-

ly bo started.

THE rXCAri'lNG FORK.

The fork is said, in the Revue Inter-

nationale, to be suiierior to the knife
for uneapitin,ir combs. It is dilticult

to describe it without H.ufures, but an
idea may l)e had' by representing an
ordinaiy. table fork aliout five inches

wide, having twenty very sharp teeth

about three inches long. The part back
of the teeth is about three inches by
five, curved upward. The handle oc-

cupies about the same position as it

does in an ordinary table fork. The
instrument is pushed under the cap-

pings. Th;-se are thus separated from
the comb but remain attached together

like a sheet. That sheet rolls over it-

self on the curved part of the fork

while it i>! pushed under.

KOBBIXG,

A case is reported by Mr. Duclos
where, curiously enough, one of his

'

colonies was robbed by the bees of an-

other apiary. None of his colonies took

pai-t in the proceedings. After vainly

trying to stop the trouble he finally

closed the hive, shutting in as many
robbers as possible. He then arranged
so they could not smother and left

them closed in eight days. After the
hive was opened the robbers remained
permanently with that colony and
never attempted further pillage.

WATER IX EARLY SPRING.

Some time ago I mentioned the in-

vention of an apparatus preventing
bees from going out when the weather
is yet too cold in the spring, and yet
permitting them to come out of the

hive proper and have the benefit of the

fresh air if they need it. To the

large ante-chamlier in wire cloth a

water feeder is added by the inventor,

Mr. Preus.
One of the first facts ascertained

by using the apparatus is that in the

early spring the bees need an enor-

mous quantity of water to dilute the
pollen and the old thick honey in order

to prepare the food for the brood. Mr.
Eck (Rucher beige) estimates that a

sti'ong colony needs about a pint of

water every day. Some of the writers
seem now to think that giving the
water without confining the bees
would l>e sufficient; that it is the ab-

solute need of water that compels the
bees to go out in bad weather.

STIMULATIVE FEEDING.

Mr. Gerstung. the editor of tEe
Deutsche Bienenzucht. asked his con-
tributors to give him their opinions on
stimulative feeding early in the spring.
About half are in favor of it. the

others decidedly object. Among those
who practice it. half feed diluted hon-
ey. Two feed sugar, provided there
is yet some honey in the hive.

Only one feeds sugar unconditionally,
(^uite a numbei- add to the honey some
floiu- or milk, or some other substance
taking the place of pollen.

It must be remembered that in Ger-
nwiny bees are wintered generally out
of doors and brood rearing begins ear-

ly. I have for some time suspected
that often the lack of pollen prevents
the strong colonies from raising brood
to their full capacity, and undoubtedly
flour, milk or something similar added
to the stimulative food Avould be bene-
ficial.

Feeding flour outside is often use-

less on account of adverse weather,
and often the bees come out after the

flour when the weather is too cold

and a number of them are chilled.

So the idea of furnishing a substi-

tute for pollen in the honey or syrup
fed is not out of place. The longer

one keeps bees the more he is con-

vinced of the importance of early and
active brood rearing

Knox^^lle, Tenn., Aug. 8, 1903.

WIRING FOUNDATION.

IB. F. Atwater.)

SO^ilE time ago I wrote of the plan
of using but two horizontal wires
to the I> frame as practiced by

foggshall, Harry Howe and others.

For years I had tested various plans
of wiring—two, three or four horizon-

tal wires to the frame, as Avell as sev-

eral of the diagonal or crisscross meth-
ods. Finally I settled on tv\-o horizon-

tal wires as the most satisfactory,

considering the saving in time and la-

bor of wiring and embedding, more
than half, over the other plans.

My frames of foundation are often

hauled several miles, over rough roads,
which caused many sheets to b'-eak

lose from the wires, when embedded
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with spur or rocker. So I settled on

the plan of not embedding the wire

at all, which was better, but certainly

very far from perfect, as occasional

sheets broke loose from the top bars

of the frames, while en route to the

out yards. So at last I have found a

plan which is more satisfactory than

any other.

The wire is embedded with spur or

other tool (I prefer the rocker) then

a camel's hair brush, dipped in melted

wax is quickly run over the wire
lengthwise, which securely waxes the

wire in place, and so strengthens the

sheet of foundation that there is nd*

breaking or sagging at the wires, and
as the wires help to support the weight

of the sheet there is no trouble from

the foundation breaking loose along

the top bar.

We are now using a similar plan,

which is even more rapid. The Onder-

donk wax spoon, with a small slit in

the end of the bowl or sharp-pointed

tin trough is filled with melted wax,

the slot fitted over the wire and drawn
rapidly across and downward, which
securely waxes the wire to the founda-

tion. The sheet of foundation is, of

course, supported by a board about

one-half the thickness of the frame,

until the wire Is embedded.

SECTIONAL HIVES.

The shallow, sectional hive surely

fills the bill here. The young man who
is assisting in our apiaries was at first

opposed to the divisible hives, but now
he likes them, as no fool (or wise man
either) could fail to notice the saving

in labor in nearly all manipulations.

And contrary to the experience (?) of

Gill, Doolittle and Dadant, my queens

show no reluctance in passing from
case to case, nor do the queens dislike

to lay near the thin top and bottom

bars of the frames.

Any fair-minded person inspecting

our colonies, of which Over one hun-

dred are in the shallow hives, would
readily admit that the shallow hives

contained colonies fully as strong as

any on L frames. For extracting, the

shallow extracting super, containing

either eight or ten frames 5 3-8 inches

deep, top bars only 7-8 inch wide,

Hoffman end-bars, securely nailea,

makes a splendid hive, and we are be-

ginning to think superior to the reg-

ular Heddon hive, which contains

closed-end standing frames, which can-
not be manipulated nearlj' so rapidly

or roughly as the shallow Hodman
frame. This conclusion has been
reached after a trial of hundreds of

cases built on the regular Heddon prin-

ciple for several seasons. I have found
no advantage in closed-end frames for

early brood-rearing, and the develop-

ment of strong colonies. They give

trouble by shrinking and swelling and
cannot readily be used seven in an
eight-frame super, or eight in a ten-

frame super, for extracting purposes;
vvhile the shallow HofPman frame is

readily so used.

We give our colonies unlimited
breeding i-oom in spring, and as the

flow opens pile on the supers, when as
a general rule we do not see them
again until extracting the first crop,

and again to extract the second crop.

These shallow supers are freed of bees
by the Coggshall method of flapping

the quilt and smoking; the operation
takes but little more time to remove
a whole super than to shake and brush
a single heavy L frame. We hope to

try Rambler's "jouncer" this season.

Boise, Idaho, June 18, 1903.

CUBAN HONEY IN PHILADELPHIA.

(M. F. Reeve).

CONSIDERABLE Cuban comb hon-
ey, or what was represented to

be such, has been exposed for

sale in the windows of the principal

Philadelphia grocery stores during the
spring and summer. It was in tall

sections, some of it being glazed, and
was put up in attractive style. It

found ready sale, I was told, at 20
cents a pound. It was of a light am-
ber color and of very pleasant flavor.

It would have to be a good article to

compete in the Philadelphia market,
where the palates of consumers have
been familiar for many years with
white clover honey. Much honey of

this kind comes there from New York
State. There was formerly a big yield

around Philadelphia, but honey pro-

ducers say the lawn mower has kii.ed

of? the white clover so that in many
sections around the subuHis where de-

licious nectar was gathered eveiy year

by bees, none is produced any more.
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Pliiladelpliiu has migratoi'y bee-keep-
ers as well as Florida. But her emi-
grants only start out in the fall. There
are still vast regions of open country
along the Delaware and Schuylkill

rivers where wild flowers grow lux-

uriously in the early spring and fall.

Acres and acres of golden-rod, wild
aster, heartsease and smartweed invite

the honey-bee to come and sip up this

nectar.

The wandering bee-keeper who gen-

erally has a stand of bees in the su-

burbs loads his colonies and an ex-

tractor into a wagon when the fall

flow begins and camps out in the fots

along the river banks, w^here he starts

operations. Some seasons he reaps a

goodly profit from this free source.

Rutledge, Pa., Aug. 10, 1903.

IMPROVEHENT OF STOCK.

A New Idea as to Means of Facilitating this

Desirable Result

(G. B. Crum.)

I
HAVE no Queens for sale, so

don't think this article a free ad-

vertisement to increase our trade.

What I have to say is paid for by the

editor, so you will see that I have no
personal interests to advance.
Our celebrated queen-breeders tell

us that they breed up quality by se-

lection, etc. I am not going to tell

you anything about patent cell-cups

nor argue for the merits of any partic-

ular system, but simply state my own
method of queen rearing.

I have combs built part way down
and give these to queenless colonies

to start dummy cells on lower edge,

which I use by putting in larvae,

changing them again in from 12 to 20
hours; that is, taking out those first

inserted and substituting a new batch.

"Oh. that's nothing new," you say.

New hold your tongue and wait until

I am through.
My eell-building colonies are brood-

less—composed of bees not 6ne of
which is under ten days old. You say,

"Why go contrary to all orthodox
rules?" Because young bees like "pap"
better than old ones. To satisfy your-
self upon this point, just give a frame
of eggs to a colony with no bees under
ten days old and another to a colony
which has just been deprived of all

brood and eggs. You will find that

the former are much better fed than
the latter.

Now for my plan of selecting queen
mothers: I select a queen that has
just begun laying, regardless of what
she may prove afterwards, as to color,

etc. I closely follow up this method
from generation to generation, from
April to October. Thus, it will be seen,

it is possible to get ten generations in
one year—forty generations in four
years—which is about the extreme
limit of a queen's life, which is used
as a drone mother. Now observe that
it is thus possible for a queen to be a
half-sister to her fortieth grandmother.
You inquire. "Well, what do you gain
by all this?" Well, I gain a long stride
ahead of Nature, and, I believe, a
queen whose workers have few equals
and no superiors.

I am willing to back up my claims
by having any one of my queens test-

ed by the editor of any of our bee
journals, in 1904, and in case of my
failure to prove my claim, will forfeit

$2.00 and the queen against any com-
petitor. If any one wants to test it,

"holler." Don't be afraid of hurting
my feelings.

Pearson. Ga.. .Tuly 29. 1903.

Producing Comb and Extracted •Honey[in

the Same Hive.

(W. W. McNeal.)

I
HAVE again demonstrated to my
entire satisfaction the practicabil-

itj' of working a colony for both
comb and extracted honey.

I insist that no colony of bees will

do its best at honey-gathering till there

is comb being built in the hive. That
is such a potent inspiration to them
that beekeepers cannot well afford to

ignore it. There is no prettier way
of raising "chunk"' honey than by al-

ternating frames of comb with those
containing only starters. I prefer
frames with starters to full sheets of

Fdn.. l)ecause it is more profitable. I

want the bees to use their own wax,
and besides they manifest more en-

thusiasm in the construction of wholly
natural comb. Full sheets of founda-
tion in large frames will often warp
resulting in an ill-shaped comb UHless
it is wired: and if the frames were
wired the wire would be somewhat of
a nuisance when cutting out the honey.
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Tlie first combs built with this man-
ifestation will not be as white as that
later on when the bees get fairly down
to their work. They will snip wax
from the old combs adjoining and
work it into new ones. To avoid hav-
ing any second grade chunk honey I

lift the empty frjunes from> the supers
and note the color of the comb when
the frame is about one-half full or a

little moi"e. If it is very dark I take
the frame or frames to the extracting
room, throw out the honey and cut
the comb back to only a starter. These
scraps of comb are all saved and ren-

dered into wax. By the time the bees
get well at work in the empty frames
again the old combs are pretty largely

filled with honey and there will be lit-

tle or no borrowing of wax.
I have had as white combs built in

this way as any one would want, and
by reason of the greater activity of the
colony I always felt that honey thus
obtained Avas very much like finding

a piece of money.
The protluction of "chunk" honey

is. in my opinion, just as profitable

in many cases as section honey, if not
more so. The artist producer of honey
has not devoted as much time in ed-

ucating the consumer as he has in per-

fecting the commodity of the goods

he ofFers for sale. Consequently his

highest attainments are not appreciat-

ed by the city folk whose trade he
seeks to catch, but is made to lend
color to the many-winged reports that
comb honey is largely manufactured.
.Tust so long as these conditions pre-
vail, 'the dealer in honey will, to a
\ ery great extent, be the receiver for
doubt and insinuations. Chunk honey
appeals to the people in general be-
cause it is on a par with their edu-
cation in things agricultural. It ex-
cites both the admiration and the ap-
petite of the lover of honey, and when
he has sampled it he is willing to con-
cede the fact that it is "real bees' hon-
ey." No bee-keeper who values his

reputation for honesty and a love of
right doing will seek to work off infe-

rior honey by covering it up with a
better grade. When I speak of chunk
honey, I don't mean all sorts. I mean
a strictly first-class article, cut into

neat blocks and placed with care in

a. suitable vessel for retailing. If

wra]iped in a good quality of butter
I)aper the honey is very presentable in-

deed, and will readily sell in

any market. Try it, brother bee-keep-
ers, and see if you don't find a good
market at home for much of your hon-
ey which, if lint up in section-lioxes.

would go to the cities to depress tJie

n^arkets and lower our wages.
Wheelersburg. O.. July 20, 1903.^ ^M^-f^^-f-M-f-f -M^-

THE
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GERMANY.

DR. DZIERZDN relates in an ar-

ticle in Bienen-Vater "The Gold-

en Art of Obtaining Largest

Honey Yields," the following:
"Having i)urchased four colonies of

bees at an auction during the begin-

ning of my bee-keeping career, in 1836,

an examination of my purchased prop-

erty showed a marked difference in

the coloaie-!. Thre? were very strong,

each covering the whole comb area;

but neither had more honey than need-

ed for winter stores, while the fourth
had a large surplus of honey, but was
weak in bees To ascertain the cause
of this difference I carefully examined
colony num1)er four and found th'

queen slightly defective in her front
legs. It seemed difficult for her to

leave one comb and go to the next
one. She had confined herself to just

one comb, leaving all the rest for store

room. The (>ombs of the other three

colonies had been kept full of brood,

consequently no honey could be stored.
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It follows from this experience that

the esseutiuls to yi-eat honey 5'ields are:

plenty of empty comb and contraction

of the brood nest."

Dr. Dzierzon is not far out of the

Avay. and we can endorse every Avord

so far; but he continues, and that

seems the siniiular part of his writing:

"The operations of enlarging and con-

tracting both brood chamber and store

room are impossible witn any other

style of hive but my twin hive as far

as 1 know. Any one desirous to ob-

tain these large yields can only ac-

cimiplish this bj' adopting it."

Dr. Dzierzon's twin hive is a one-

story hive, open from the rear. The
frames are narrow (23 1-2 centime-

ters), and sixteen of these are used,

and it is claimed a queen will not oc-

cupy very many narrow frames, thus
leaving most of them for storing hon-

ey. Dr. Dzierzou is opposed to the use
of queen-excluding metal, and he ac-

complishes the desired result by in-

serting combs containing pollen, such
a,s have verj- deep cells.

P'roui the Bieuenphlege: A German
tavern-keeper, witness at a honey ad-

ulteration suit, was asked by the court

for the reason why he persistently

kept adulterated honey on the table

for his guests. His answer was: "Of
the pure article they eat so much; of

mixed stuff they soon get enough."

H. Gravenhorst says, in 111. Bztg.,

that heavy thunderstorms prevent
buckwheat from yielding honey.

R. Spiegler had an unpleasant expe-
rience with a very vicious swarm of

bees. After treating it with chloro-

form he had no further trouble with
it. and it worked well the next day
and thereafter.

Bee-keeper Hei-rel. of Heidell^erg,
has hit on a plan, possibly of value,
especially to those who keep black
bees which will make the finding of
queen bees easier. AVith a quick-dry-
ing adhesive paint iTe painted the tho-
rax on tlip back of Ins queens a bright
yellow. This did not prove detrimen-
tal to the (lueen's welfare. He keeps
the queens confineil in a cage among
the combs of her colony for an hour
until the paint is thoroughly drv.

It has been claimed, even by some
American writers that Dickel and the
Dickel theory is being totally ignored
in Germany by bee-keepers and the
scientific men. This does not seem to
be so, as different scientific publica-
tions continue to publish Dickel's writ-
ings as they relate to the physiology
of the honey bee. Mr. Dickel speaks
in "I>ie Bieue"' of an experiment al-

most any bee-keeper may make, and
which throws light upon the disputed
questions. The experiment is as fol-

lows: Late in the fall, when there is

still a very little open brood in the
hives, remove the queen from one of
the colonies—the bees will proceed to
rear a queen which usually will not
become fertile—and when she begins
to lay eggs the following spring only
drones will be the result. Allow the
colony to go on in this fashion till

normal colonies begin the rearing of
drones. Secure a small piece of drone
comb containing young larvae, which
latter should be carefully removed and
then replaced with very young work-
ing larvae. When this is done fiit the
little piece of comb into a comb free
from any brood and give it to the colo-
ny before mentioned; first, however,
removing all brood and the queen.
After an elapse of eight days an ex-
amination will show that, although
there be less sealed cells than larvae
were transferred, yet there will be
found capped (jueen-cells.capped drone-
l<rood and capped worker brood, all

reared from worker-larvae. The ex-
periment proves that liees. no matter
how old they may be, are able to rear
brootl.

The heath honey is largely produced
in the province Hanover. It is prob-
bl.v the thickest or heaviest of any
honey produced. It cannot be ex-
tracted; to obtain it the combs nave
to be destroyed oi- mashe<l and the
honey pressed out. Sometimes arti-

ficial heat is applied when thus treat-

ed, hut the honey obtained without it.

or hy the cold process, is of better
quality and brings better price.

ITALY.

Dr. Alessandro shows in Apicoltore
that during the middle age bees were
frequently used as a means of defense.
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In a inamiscript of 1326, he says, a
machine is described and pictured

which was used for the purpose of

throwing skeps of bees into the forces

of the enemy, and even during our

times bees have been used in war
times as in the war between Prussia

and Denmarlv, 1864, and Austria and
Prussia in 1866.

FRANCE.
An international bee-keepers' exhibi-

tion is planned by the French. It is

going to be held in Paris during 1904.

A new ordinance has been passed

for Algiers, which will be a hard blow
to the industry of bee-i^t^epicg, viz:

"An apiary must not be located any
nearer to a neighbor than 200 meters."

SWITZERLAND.
By popular vote the new tariff on

honey has become a law. Accordingly
the import duty on honey is now 50

francs instead of 15, as heretofore.

This will hit Austrian bee-keepers

particularly, who have largely export-

ed to Switzerland under the low tar-

iff.—Bieuen-A'ater.

PALESTINE.

It is doubtful whether the honey
John the Baptist ate in the wilderness
was genuine honey or not. Even at

those remote times adulteration (?) was
practiced. Even up to this time a

syrup is made in many sections of
Palestine from the juices of the grape
and passed out under the name of hon-
ey. It is said that at the present time
200,000 pounds of this product are
yearly exported to Egypt alone. The
Arabs give this product the name
"Disb", which is the same word as

used in the original of the Bible and
translated l»y the writers into "honey.''

There is also another product obtained
in the Holy Land, called "wild honey"
in the Bible. It is a sort of honey-dew
which drips from the leaves of the
fig trees and palms at times. This
honey serves as an article of food; in-

sects and humans both are eager for

it. Genuine honey is, of course, also

plentiful. It is probable that at the

times of .Tohn the Baptist the woods
and caves were full of bees, and bee-

keeping was not carried on or had not

to be carried on as an industry.—From
Leipz. Bztg. L. Greiner.

C!«!?SB!S^5?r??r?TBSj:^^

keeping bees. The silent ones are let-

ting the bees keep them. That's me
exactly. And what a mighty differ-

ence, b'gosh! I've in mind two boys
of of Weisnichtwo-fon—them as don't
know where that is, I'll call it Blarney
Center. One is red, rotund and rabid,

and t'other is long, lean and laconic.

On^ started keeping bees years ago,

and as 'twas too much work to origi-

nate, he "borrowed" everything in

sight, and soon as 'twas sort of forgot-

ten he "discovered" it ("got 'em first,"

too, b'gosh). Durned remarkable man.
Dear Bro. Hill: Always prayin' for the Lord's guid-

I note by the papers that many of ance, but keeps a powerful good hold

the boys are still, though not .silently, on the devil's tail. Believes in a bird
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in tlie baud, you know. But he is still

keeping bees—noisily.

Tbeu there's t'other chap—the lacon-

ic, lanky one. Talks litde, but what
he says goes. Don't do no prayiu';

"Ain't got time,'' but lives by the Gol-

den Rule right up to tne limit. Wal,
he started in the bee line long arter

t'other chap. Didn't go to keepin'

bees—not much—just took 'em, out of

another feller's way and set 'em to

keepin' him.
Didn't waste no wind or ink on what

he learned by experience, (and never
"borrowed") cause that warn't his way.
He just kept a layin' out new jobs for

the bees and kept them hustliu'. They
in turn kept him joggiu' along like he
was a-comin' down the home stretch.

Oh, he can keep a pace, but like most
busy men, has time for play and to

drop us a grain of wisdom^ now and
again. It's all his, too; no pirating in

his copy. You know 'em both.

Well, there's a powerful good moral
in this true tale, and it's this: While
the Corpulent Pirate is gettin' some
cheap notoriety (and a tin halo from
some interested mercenaries) together

with a few dirty shekels and a free

pass to El Yalle del Inferno—the real

thing; not Dr. Pon's kind—the Lanky
Silent One is a pilin' up of golden
treasure both here and "up yonder."
That's half the moral. T'other half

is: Live right first and your glory'll

come as fast as you can stand it, and
then give up keepin' bees and let the
bees keep you.

For them as ain't got room tell 'em
to go find it as the Lanky One did.

This is a tidy liit of a country, but if

'tis not big enough ovei-flow into Cuba,
as did Pat and the Lanky One. There'll

be room enough; the Corpulent One
will never crowd—except on paper

—

tl'.at kind don't.

"Them as has gits"—that is to say,

them as has the energy to hustle and
do with brains as well as brawn and
do it on the square, gits all that's

worth havin'. Them as can't grasp
this is the kind of the Corpulent One
with the Tin Halo.

What bee men need is more bees

—

to keep them—if you doubt ask Bro.
Hutchinson. But there's one powerful
bad thing 'bout him; he's nigh a gen-
eration too soon. D'ye see the hands

a stretchin' out a-tryin' to pull him
back"? They have eyes, but they never
see a durned thing. How do I know?
Wal, I'm a lettin' of the bees keep me
and I have time to amuse myself by
a-lookin' at other folks.

Harry, if ye feel a tuggin' at your
back straps jest grin that smile of
yours and feel happy, 'cause you're
ahead of the "push."
Nice little word that, "push;" makes

little folks think they's It when they
is really the dirt in the bearin's a-

cloggin the whole machine. Don c

hanker to be one of the "push;" they
are all of the "graft'

Tell the younger boys to "do things;"
them as live most lives longest, and
happiest too, b'gosh.

And the deacon ought to know,
hadn't he?
When I'm gone, Harry, you can tell

the boys of some of my journeyings.
Tell the boys to let the bees keep

them. Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

Hamilton County Bee=Keepers' Associa=

tion.

We are in receipt of a copy of the
Constitution and By-Laws of the
Hamilton County (Ohio) Bee-Keepers'
Association, of which William J. Gil-

liland, Silverton, Ohio, is secretary.

The pamphlet contains also a concise
chapter on foul brood, together with
specific instructions for its cure by the
world-renowned McEvoy system, the
most universally successful ^ in the
treatment of the malady that has
yet lieen given to the public. Every
bee-keeper, great or small, should, if

not in self-interest, for the protection

of the industry, become conversant
with the symptoms of the disease, so

as to readily recognize and stay its

i-avages immediately upon its appear-
ance. We, therefore, have made space
in this number of The Bee-Keeper for

a reproduction of the observations of

the new assocition. compiled under the
direction of the executive committee,
and recommended to the fraternity,

as follows:

FOUL BROOD.

Foul brood is a disease of bees com-
mon in all parts of the State of Ohio,
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aud one which is fast ruining a most
pleasant aud profitable industry. It

spreads through an apiary, affecting

the strongest as well as the weakest
colonies, because it is one of those ma-
lignant and contagious diseases due
to the presense of a germ called by the

scientists bacillus alvei. Adult bees
are spposed to be beyond the reach
of this germ, and the disease is there-

fore confined to larvae between the

ages of one and ten days. Just how
this young larva becomes affected is

not definitely known. It may be
through contagion from the diseased

comb or brood which contagion is

brought to the young larvae by the

nurse bees, but in all probability the

germ is introduced with the food. It

has been said that foul brood develops

from chilled or starved brood. This
has been proven beyond a doubt not

to be true. Since it is a germ disease

it cannot develop when the germ which
causes it is not present. On the other
hand, the disease is so highly infec-

tious that one drop of infected honey
may ruin a whole apiary.

SYMPTOMS.

The first apparent evidence of the

presence of the disease manifests it-

self in the behavior of the bees.which
do not seem to possess their usual ac-

tivity, but have a lazy, indolent man-
ner. There is apt to be some litter in

the entrance of the hive as though the
bees were loath to "clean house." A
few bees may fall at the entrance. Af-
ter the disease is well advanced a foul

smell resembling melting glue may be
detected without removing the cover,

eA-en. and at some little distance from
the hive.

On removing the cover an examina-
tion of an infected colony reveals the
following peculiarities: The brood is

not compact, but scattered. The
empty cells, those not containing
brood, may contain a dry scale in the

bottom. The cappings over the dead
larvae are depressed slightly and dark-

er than the healthy ones. There is of-

ten a hole in the center of the cap.

^lany larvae, however, die before the

cell is sealed.

If the examintion is made when the

disease is just beginning, the affected

larvae are no longer curled up, but

either lie extended in the cell or are

moving about unnaturally. As the dis-

ease progresses they lose their plump
appearance, become flabby and finally

die.

As decomposition begins the larvae

at first take on a yellowish appear-

ance, and later turn brown. If a tooth-

pick is inserted into the dead larvae at

this time and later and is slowly

drawn out it will show a long, ropy,

tenacious string, which upon breaking,

v.-hen drawn out to its fullest extent,

flies back into the cell. This ropy,

putrid mass slowly dries down and
adheres to the oottom of the cell, form-
ing a small scale. The bees seem re-

luctant to remove these dead larvae,

instead of hastening their removal as

they do in other instances when larvae

die. Or it may be that the dead larvae

adhere so firmly to the cell that it is

impossible for the bees to remove
them. Whatever the cause may be,

when the larvae are killed by this dis-

ease they are not removed.
As a result of the disease the colo-

ny becomes weakened since the brood
fails to hatch, and soon dwindles down
to such an extent that it is utterly

defenseless and is then liable to be
robbed. As soon as the robbing be-

gins the disease is transferred to oth-

er colonies, and unless the bee-keeper
is watchful the whole apiary becomes
infected.

AN EMINENT AUTHORITY.

Dr. Howard says: "I regard the use

of any and all drugs in the treatment

of foul brood as a useless waste of

time and material, wholly ineffectual,

inviting ruin and total loss of bees.

Any method which has not for its

object the entire removal of all infec-

tious material beyond the reach of

bees and brood will prove detrimental

and destructive and surefy encourage

the recurrence of the disease."

The one method that has given the

most universal satisfaction is recom-

mended by Canada's inspector of apia-

ries, William. McEvoy. His method
is given below in his own words.

M'EVOY'S TREATMENT,

"In the honey season, when the bees

are gathering freely, remove the combs
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ill the eveuiug, aud .shako tbe bees into

their owu hives; yive them frames
with comb foumlatiou starters and let

thorn buikl comb for four days. The
boos will make the starters iuto comb
during- the four days and store the
diseased honej- in them, which they
took with them from the old comb.
Then in the evening of the fourth day
take out the new combs and give them
comb foundations to work out, and
then the cure will be complete. By this

method of treatment all the diseased
honey is removed from the bees before

the full sheets of fotmdation are
worked out. All tlie old foul brood
combs must be burned or made into

wax after they are removed from the
hives, and all the new combs made
out of the starters during the four
days must be buriied or made into

wax, on account of the diseased honey
that would "be stored in them. All the

curing or treating of diseased colonies

should 1)6 done in the evening, so as
not to have anj- robbing done or cause
any of the bees from the diseased col-

onies to mix and go with bees of sound
colonies. By doing all the work in the
evening it gives the bees a chance to

settle down nicely before morning and
then there is no 'confusion or trouble.

This same method of curing colonies

of foul brood can be carried on at any
time from May to October when the
bees are not getting any honey by
feeding plenty of sugar syrup in the
evenings to take the place of honey
flow. It will start the bees robbing
and spread the disease to work "with

foul brood colonies in warm days when
the bees are not gathering honey, and
for that reason all work must be done
in tlie evening, when no bees are fly-

ing. When the diseased colonies are
weak in bees, put the bees of two,

three or fotir colonies together, so as
to get a good sized swarm to start the
cure with, as it does not pay to spend
time fussing with little weak colonies.

"When the bees are not gathering
honey, any apiary can be cured of foul

brood by i-emoving the diseased combs
in the evening, and g^ivlng the bees
frames with comb foundation starters

on. Then also in the evening feed
the bees plenty of sugar syrup, and
thev will draw out the foundation and

store the diseased honey which they
took with them from the old combs;
in the fourth evening remove the new
combs made out of the starters aud
give the bees full sheets of comb foun-
dation and feed plenty of sugar syrup
each evening until every colony is in
tirst-class order. Make the syrup out
of granulated sugar and put one pound
of water to every two pounds of sugar
aud then bring it to a boil. As pre-

^'iously stated, all the old combs must
be burned or made into W'ax when
removed from the hive, and so must
all the new combs made during the
four days. No colony is cured of foul

brood by the use of any drug. All

the old combs must be removed from
every diseased colony and the hive got
away from the bees before the brood
rearing is commenced in the new clean
combs."

X. B. France, inspector of apiaries

of Wisconsin, says: "All the differ-

euce from the :McEvoy treatment that

I practice, I dig a deep pit on level

ground near diseased apiary, and after

getting a fire in the pit, such diseased
combs, frames, etc., as are to be burn-
ed, are burned in this pit in the even-
ing and the fresh earth from the pit

returned to cover all from sight. If

diseased combs with honey in are

burned on the surface of soil there is

great danger the melted honey will

run on the soil and in the- morning the

robber bees will be busy taking home
the diseased honey.

"Also I cage the queen while the
bees are on the six or eight strips of

comb foundation, to prevent any
swarming or deserting."

The equipment necessary for the

McEvoy treatment is a large canvas

or sheet, a broad pail partly fllled with

the corrosive sublimate solution, a
sponge or rag, a bee brush similar to

a Coggshall, a screw driver, or some
other tool for prying the frame loose,

and a set of frames containing only

starters of foundation. The only time
of the day suited to the treatment
is toward evening, when the bees have
ceased flying to and from the fields.

A bright moonlight night answers
the purpose if colonies are to be treat-

ed, though the bees are perhaps more
easilv handled just at dusk than in
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the moonlight. At this time we have
little to fear from, robbers or from in-

fected bees fljang to healthy colonies.

The method of procedure is about as
follows:

Spread the canvas over the old stand
place the hive on the canvas. Gently
shake the bees of the old combs into

the hive, and brush all the bees of
the old combs into the hive body. Re-
move the hive from the canvas, which
should be gathered up by the corners
in order to allow the bees to be shak-
en from it into the hive; then add the
frames of foundation starters. Be
sure that every bee is secured and
placed in the hive, for a single escap-
ing bee might fly to a neighboring hive
and infect the colony.

During the whole operation care
must be exercised to prevent robbing.
Before the work is done, all scattering
drops of honey must be removed by
washing with the corrosive sublimate
and all bits of comb must be picked
up. Never let one drop of honey get
away to infect other colonies.

When you have a set of combs part-
ly full of honey, it seems a sin to de-
stroy them, but unless you have up-
wards of ten colonies to treat, it will

not pay to try to save an ounce of
honey or wax. If you are a careful
person you may make the combs into
wax, and the honey may be saved by
adding a little water and keeping it at
the polling point for two hours.
The old hive bodies may be scraped,

the scrapings burned, and the inside
painted with kerosene and set on fire.

When it gets to burning well, throw in
about two tablespoonfuls of water and
and clap on the cover. The water will
l30 turned to steam and this will scald
the inside of the hive.

If this operation be performed with
sufficient care, the colony will be free
from the disease, but it will require
close attention and the best of care
because of* the tender condition in
Avhich the bees will be after the severe
treatment, and the discouragement fol-

lowing the loss of all thoir brood. This
treatment may be used at any time
dui-ing the summer but preferably
when honey is coming, as the danger
fi-ora robbing is then at a minimum.
There are doubtless many instances

where a mild case of foul brood is

taken for chilled brood, and it is possi-

ble that a case of foul brood may ap-

pear in a mild form early in the

spring, and then disappear as the sum-
mer opens, only to reappear later in

the season. It is possible that this

state of things is due to the fact that

the honey in the cells is infected with
the germs, and when the spring honey
begins to come in freely, it is used to

feed the brood, which spring honey be-

ing free from germs, is eaten by the

brood with impunity until the combs
become full of healthy brood and the

dead larvae nearly disappear.
Perhaps the favorable condition for

the spread of the disease occurs when
it becomes present in the yard of the

bee-keeper who does not examine his

colonies frequently. A colony becomes
weakened from the failure of the

brood to mature and the keeper may
not know that anything is wrong witB

the colony. Soon the honey flow stops

and robbing commences. Weak colo-

nies are attacked fii'St and in this way
honey from this weak, diseased colony

is taken to nearly everj- hive in the

yard and especially to the stronger

ones with disastrous results.

The extractor is an important factor

in spreading the disease. A case of

extracted combs, taken from a dis-

eased colony, and after extraction put

back into half a dozen diilerent hives,

may bring infection to each of them.

Another way
_
in which the apiary

may become infected is by the care-

lessness of the owner. Combs, partly

filled with honey or brood are left ly-

ing on the top of the hive "for the

bees to clean up." The waste from
the wax extractor is thrown out where

the bees can have access to it. A hive

ill which the colony has died is not at

once taken out of the reach of the

bees, but allowed to stand in the yard

and the entrance of the bees not fully

prevented. This is wrong. Even if

there were no danger from disease, the

hive should be closed as soon as the

colony is dead, and the refuse from

the wax extractor burned, never leav-

ing it where the bees can get at it

such carelessness encourages robbing

and is an important factor in the

spread of the disease. The extractor
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ueed ut)t be discarded iior tlie practice

of celler wiuteriutr. but every bee-

keeper should malic himself acquaiut-

ed Avith the disease, keep a vigilant

watch, and stamp it out as soon as

it appears. To leave oue diseased col-

ony in au apiary may mean the total

ruin of all the other colonies. Even one
drop of infected honey, if left where the
bees have access to it, may mean the
infection of the whole apiary. The
owner must then take extreme pre-

cautious to prevent the spread of the
disease. He must take the trouble of
washing his hands, and whatever tools

be uses, in an antiseptic containing
three per cent, solution of carbolic

acid, which would be about four tea-
spoonfuls to a gallon of water. Or
a solution of corrosive sublimate, us-

ing one-eight ounce of the drug to one
gallon of water. Right here it should

be remembered that corrosive subli-

mate is a deadly poison, and one that
must be handled with great caution.

A very small amount spilled on the
honey or comb intended for use will

convert it into a violent poison. The
disease may be transmitted to a
healthy stock smiply liy the operator

handling the frames of the healthy one
after he has been examining a diseased
colony. It is impossil)le to be too care-

ful. For the man who does not wish
to take the above precautions, the best
method of procedure for him to rid

his apiary of the disease is to burn all

infected colonies and apparatus.
We are indebted for much of the

subject matter of this bulletin to N.
E. France, Inspector of Apiaries of
^^'iscousin, General Manager of Na-
tional Bee-Keepers Association, Wil-
liam McEvoy, Inspector of Apiaries of

Canada, Prof. F. C. Harrison of
Guelph, Canada, and to bulletin No.

14 issued by the Agricultural Depart-
ment of the State of Michigan.

Avertising turns stocks over and
over witli wonderful rapidity, no mat-
ter whether the merchant or the man-
ufacturer does the advertising.—Pro-
gressive Advertising.

You can't give a good ad a poor po-

•sition. Like the Kentucky colonel's

opinion of whiskey—tJiere isn't any
poor, tho' some's better than others.

—

Printers' Ink.

J.\ i;l I KWHEAT SEASON.
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MR. FRED W. MUTH.

We have pleasui'e this iiioulh in pre-

senting to our renders an excellent

portrait of Mr. Fred W. Muth, the
honey expert of Cincinnati, a tireless

toiler for trade in the product of the
apiary, who has traveled during the
present year over eleven thousand
miles to buy and sell honey.
As the representative of the firm,

.

which bears his name, .Mr. :\luth is

known everywhere among manufac-
turers where honey enters into the

coujposition of their product. The fact

that :Mr. Muth has during the past

ten w(H»ks sold upwards of five hun-

(li'cd barrels of honey, is convincing

evidence of the young man's ability

to perpetuate the record of his lament-
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,'d fatlior. tlu' late (.'has. F. Mutb,
who for years, we believe, bore the

n'putatiou of being the most exteusive

ili'aler in honey in the United States.

.Mr. Mnth has grown from infaney

miong the bees and barrels of honey,

iud while it has been .stated pnbliL-ly

that adnlteratiou of honey could not

e detected in many instances outside

of a certain Philadelphia establishment.

-Mr. Muth assures us that though the

adulteration be but five per cent, he
ran positively detect it, and in all his

transactions "Purity" is his watch-
word. ^Ir. Muth seems to take es-

pecial delight in introducing tlie use
uf honey with uiauufacturers who
iiave formerly had no knowledge of its

superior iiualities along their lines of

Imsiness. and to this fact, doubtless,

his extensive sales are largely attrib-

utable, with a consequent benefit to

the producer by extending the con-

stmiption.

Mr. Muth is a memlier of the execu-
tive committee of the recently organ-
ized Bee-Kpepers' Association of Ham-
ilton county. Ohio, in which organiza-
tion his exnert skill and progressive-
i!o<« nre generalhi recognized.

NOTES ANDICOMAIENTS.

tC. S. Harris.)

After some twelve or thirteen
years of bee-keeping I have this
season had t^-o. to me, new ex-
periences. I have for the first time
had a queen which laid regularly and
well, but whose eggs did not hatch,
i'lid a colony of hybrid bees which
made life unltearable in the yard. I
have had cross colonies bofor'^. for
I like hybrids for cell building, and
they are usually more or less irritable,
hut never one where the bees laid in
wait for me and followed me about
in considerable numliers.
Editor E. R. Root finds it hard to

yield acknowledgement to the fact
that layinsr (pieens pi-efer old to new
eonib for breeding purpose;.. Locality
ean scarcely count in this case, and the
majority of testimony is certainly
against him. I have this presenc sca-
''on. blocked a number of nnck'i v.ith
newly drawn foundation or a bright

new comb, and I belicse that a queen
just laying will more readily make
use of a new comb than wdl an old
queen. During a rush of nectar the
difference is not so perceptible.
The editor credits Mr. Arthur Miller

with the dethroning of tiie umbilical
(ord theory by seienti.'io investigation.
Without wishing to deny Mr.' Miller
his ju.st due, I believe that question
\\'as early settled for the majority by
plain common sense and observation.
The most astonishing feature cf the
case is that it was ever given such
prominence in the apicultnral press.

Quite frequently the advice is given
to alloAv drones only in selected colo-

nies. The man who think.s he can
]irevent drones without a regular sys-
tematic overhauling of the colony is

fooled, and even then undesirable
drones from elsewhere may be accept-
ed. When all worker comb or founda-
tion is given the bees will rear drones
when it suits tliem so to do. The bet-

ter plan is to keep only desirable
queens, and even then distribute

drones from the choicest among tlie

other colonies.

That (jueens are sometimes injiu-ed

in the mails I have just had practical
proof. In the 'first week of July I sent
ou.t twenty queens for a friend, keep-
ing a record of the nuclei from which
they were taken. A few days ago he
told me be had received word from
the party to wliom they were mailed
stating that one of them was a drone
layer. An examination of the nuclei
showed the queens to have been all

right at the time of shipping.
This reminds me of thf> only case of

drone haying I have had this .season,

which proved to be something out of
the common, or at any rate I do not
remember hearing of anything sim-
ilar. This queen filled one comb and
one side of another with drone eggs,
and then worker from that time
forward.
Some years ago I had a queen many

of whose workers were provided with
drone heads, and a veiy poor provis-
ion it proved to be.

Holly Hill, Fla., Aug. 18. 1-XlO.

Tn making sales at long prices a
good line of advertising goes farther
than a good line of ancestry.—Class
Advertisins.
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THE HONEY CROP.

July 2Sth, Mr. C. Tlieilmann, Theil-

manton, Miun., reported having taken

225 full supers—28 section each—from

TOO colonies. "The finest crop I have

ever had," concludes Mr. T.

Mr. Fred W. Muth, Cincinnati, 0.,

recently wrote us that the bees were
"just rolling in the honey." Let them
keep it up, Mr. Muth knows how to

sell it.

Under date of Aug. 3, Mr. F.

Greiner, Naples, N. Y., says: "The

white honey crop will not be large

here, but buckwheat is very promis-

ing, and I can already 'smell' it."

Writing us, July 25th, Mr. Morley

Pettit, Belmont, Ont., says of the apia-

rian situation there: "We have had

a good season, but not an extra one.

White clover came in bloom about

May 24th and is still blooming, where

there has been plenty of rain; bass-

wood made a splendid showing of

bloom, but when about half open two
or three days of extreme heat cooked

that which was out and thus cut off

the crop by half. We are now pre-

paring to move to buckwheat location,

which will be ready soon."

July IS, Mr. E. F. Atwater, Boise,

Idaho, wrote: "We are busy with a

fair crop of comb honey and a good

crop of extracted."

W. W. McNeal. Wheelersburg, O.,

July 21, writes that he has been hav-

ing such a good time with the bees

that he neglected to prepare his usual

article for publication in time for the

July issue. Ohio is among the few
states which will probably give bee-

keepers fair returns for their labor

this year.

Messrs. Hamblin tfc Sappington,

Kansas City, Mo., Aug. S, says: "Ne^v

crop of comb honey is in plentiful

supply. The crop is large in wegtern

part of state."

While a fair crop has been harvested

from saw palmetto on the east coast

of Florida this season, two other im-

portant sources—mangrove and cab-

bage palmetto—have done from little

to nothing all along the line.

"The honey crop is light in this sec-

tion," says Mr. Thomas Phillips, John-

sonville, N. Y., writing under date of

Aug. 15, "and the prospect for buck-

wheat is not much better. Last sum-

mer and this, have been unusually

cold."

Dr. L. E. Kerr, Germania, Ark., July

20, says: "This has been the best sea-

son, so far, that we have had for years,

in old Arkansas."

July 20, Messrs. R. A. Burnett & Co..

Chicago, state the situation thus:

Some consignments of the crop of 1903

are offered on this market; the comb

is in the majority of cases No. 1 to

fancy, and the quality of the very-

best' It Is many years since this neigh-

borhood yielded in quality and quan-

tity as now. Demand has not come for

it at the present time, but will within

a short time, as it is l>eing told that an

abundant harvest of fancy honey i?

upon us.

.July 20, Dr. O. M. Blanton, Green-

ville, :Misg., advises us that he had
then taken out 5,700 pounds of honey,

and was again going over the ajpiary

for the fourth time, and hives were
again full. He states that the honey-
flow "is grand." This is good news.

Pat writes from Cabanas, Cuba,
July 16, that he extracted 800 gtillons

of honey Itist month. Cuban honey,

however, is cheaper than American,
and therefore 300 gallons Is not a very
interesting proposition.

Writing from California, August If'.

Mr. Thomas Chantry informs us that

he will soon leave for the East with a

car load of honey to sell. Mr. Chantrj-

is one of The Bee-Keeper's staunchest

friends, and when he is on the road

we always have a traveling represent

ative who gives a most satisfactory

account of himself

Thirty thousand persons participated

in the great civic parade at the world s

fair dedicatory ceremonies en State

Day, May 2.
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BEE PARALYSIS.

Ill Gleanings for August 15, 1902,

:\Ir. Doolittle conducted an exhaustive
( ?) "conversation" with a quirist in re-

s;ard to bee paralysis, in which the
matter of a cure for the disease is re-

garded as an "unanswered problem."
Editor Root eagerly supplemented the
"conversation" in part thus: "So far
as I can see, friend Doolittle is ortho-
dox in his teachings, as he usually is,

regarding paralysis. Scientifically we
know little or nothing about it; and
as to a cure, we know no more." In
his issue for September 1, same year,

Mr. Root again remarks, "So far I be-
lieve there is no cure that has ever
been named for it." In the American
Bee Journal, June 4. 1903, in response
to a question. Dr. Miller advises his
quirist that, "LTnfortunately, no reli-

able remedy for paralysis can be of-

fered." In the same journal, for June
11, another of Dr. Miller's questioners-
relates an experience in treating a
number of colonies with sulphur, In
which, "in about three weeks they quit
dying,' and he asks whether the sul-

phur did any good, and the doctor re-

plies, "I don't know; I doubt it'."

As it appears to us^ this "nameless
disease" was so long without a cure
that oven tJie veterans cannot get over
the idea which prevailed so long that
no cure is known; while it has for
years been an established fact that it

can very easily be cured in every
case, and that by a very simple meth-
od, as we have frequently demonstrat-
ed, to our entire satisfaction, by what
is known as the sulphur method,
brought to public notice and explained
in detail by Mr. O. O. Poppleton, in

the Bee-Keeper for August.

Our offer to send The Bee-Keeper
three full years for $1 in advance is

still open. We shall appreciate the kind-

ness of our readers in making this fact

known to their bee-keeping friends

Every friendly word spoken of our

journal to others helps to increase our
list and make the paper better.

While the ravages of foul brood have
been undermining the bee industry in

Ireland the department of agriculture

there, according to the Irish Bee Jour-

nal, has been sitting for two and a

half years before their dusty pigeon-

holes crammed with urgent documents
bearing upon the necessity for imme-
diate and effective action, and the au-

gust body has not yet succeeded in

assuring itself that the matter is of

sufficient importance to warrant doing

anything farther than to merely con-

tinue to "sit and consider." As a re-

sult, Editor Dlgges. through his Jour-

nal, is after the wise counsellors with
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a very sharp stick, which will proba-

blj' MOtitl them to action without much
further delay.

In the manipulation of co'lonies

—

forming nuclei, uniting or taking from

one and giving frames with adhering

bees to another colony, for whatever

purpose—the advice is frequently giv-

en, "Be sure the queen is not among

them." The novice, it appears, some-

times trusts to a careful examination

of the transferred comb to make sure

of this fact. This, however, is very

unreliable, and may often lead to the

loss of a queen. The only Avay to "be

sure" is to find the queen and set

apart the comb upon which she
^

is

found, then one may use the remain-

ing combs as desired with the assur-

ance that the queen is safe. The fact

that we do not see hei- upon the

combs used, is by no means a guaran-

tee that she is not there.

Referring to the treatment of foul

brood with formalin gas, and the ar-

ticle which Ave had designed to present

pertaining thereto, Mr. C. H. W. We-
ber, the ardent champion of the new
system, writes that he has noticed re-

sults not altogether satisfactory since

his article was written, and that he
hopes for more favorable results from
experiments now in course of progress,

and suggests that the publication of

the article be deferred until such time

as his experiments make it advisable.

The item "Bee Paralysis," on page

21.3 of this issue, should have appeared

fast month. Imt was crowded out. Since

then Dr. Miller, through the American

Bee .Tournal. explains that owing to

press of business affairs he had failed

to give Mr. Toppleton's article, pub-

lished in The Bee-Keeper in 1901. de-

.served attention, and therefore piop-

erly and expUcitly sets himself rWit

before his readers; while Editor York

takes occasion to reproduce the article

entirely, in order that his readers may
not niiss the important information

therein contained. There are some oth-

er editors and probfic apiarian writers

who should rise and explain their ig-

norance of important information with

which Bee-Keeper students have long

been familiar.

Bee-Keeping is an occupation which

is full of interest, and is said to be

quite a fad with British pharmacists.

Honey is an ofticial drug, which may
account for the association of ideas.

The American Bee-Keeper is a neat

and meaty little magazine, devoted to

our industrious friend who improves

each shining hour, and it is as wel-

come an addition to the exchange ed-

itor's table, as is the product of apis

mellifica to the dining-room table.—

Southern Drug Journal.

:sruch was said a few years ago,

pro and con. in regard to the merits

of the Punic bee, introduced into Eng-

land by :Nrr. .Tohn Hewitt. The broad-

est kind of claims for their superiority

are yet made in "the old country,"

by some who have tested this black

race, and as there seems to be noth-

ing especially new or novel in the line

of stock to engross the attention of

American bee-keepers at present, it is

probable that the Punics will come in

for a share of attention very soon.

This is the season when the hungry

school boy arrives home promptly at

.5:.3n to 7 p. m. with nothing in his

stomach but the remnants from tbe

dinner-pail and a few wormy apples

plucked by the wayside. In this fam-

ished condition the gnawings of the

inner boy should be appeased pro tem-

pore by a few slices of bread, a glass

of milk and a slab of buckwheat

honey. See our picture'?

This department is somewhat ab-

breviated this month in order to give

space to a greater quantity of the ex-

cellent material supplied by our staff

of writers in the 'field which, we feel

sui-e. Avill be appreciated by our read-

ers.

The Progressive Bee-Keeper for

.Tilly (juotes extensively from the "Ar-

kansas Bee-Keeper." The material is

exceptionally good, and interesting,

but we are unable to finfl "where'bouts"

the Arkansas Bee-Keeper lives.

The Australasian Bee-Keeper has ab-

sorbed the Farm. Bee and Poultry Re-

view of New South Wales.
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Mr. H. J. Slirock. whose hive pro-

tector was describod on pa.se 1S»> of

our hist issue, informs The Bee-Keep-
er that a sliuht error oemrs in tlie see-

ond paragraph, third line, which should

reatl "two and a-half inches wide."'

instead of "one-half inch Avide." Of
course the printer made the mistake

—

he makes all of tlieni.

I'lie eareful attention of the beiiin-

ner is invited to the article iu this

number of The Bee-Keeper entitled

September Work, by Mr. Arthur C.

Miller. The points which he makes in

regard to the importance of leaving

ample stores for winter cannot be too

strongly t-mphasized.

As we go to press with this issue,

August 24. Gleanings for August 15

conies to hand with a photo-engraving

of a batch of sixteen beautiful queen-

cells, illustrating the fact that

'•Swarthmore'" methods have taken
Root at Medina.

^^'e have to acknowledge the receipt

of a photograph of the apiary of ^Ir.

J. r. Moore, the noted queen-breeder
of Morgan. Ky.. through the kindness
of Mr. Fred W. Mntli. We regret ex-

ceedingly that the picture is not suit-

able for reproduction in our columns,
owing to lack of strength.

It is to be regretted that two oppos-
ing factious should have developed in

the National Association. One is char-

acterized as '"the push," while the

other might as aptly be termed the
"would-be-push."

If you have been successful, tell us
about it ill detail. If you have made
a failure, be eiiually explicit. Brief
letters setting forth the whys and
wherefores of success and failure are
geiierallv instructive.

Sections for ••omb-honey should nev-
er be put on anj' but the strongest
colonies.

Never look for thousands of replies

from a single publication—even though
the solicitor practically guarantees
such returns—few ever produce them.
—The Advisor.

GOOD SEASON IX ILLINOIS.

I am situated in Illinois, twenty-

miles from Galesburg and thirty miles

from Peoria.
This has been the best season for

bees in many years, on account of an

abrxlance of white clover. I'p to date

(Aug. 20) I have taken oft" about 1,700

pounds of comb honey and 300 of ex-

tracted, all from new combs, and have
increased from 12 to .55 colonies, mostly

by natural swarming. Such excessive

swarming. 1 know, is contrary to gen-

eral practice, but I wanted increase,

and worked to get surplus from
swarms.
Bee-keepers who gave their bees

necessary attention and who got a
stock of supplies in time have a good
crop of very fine honey, which is sell-

ing fast at 12 1-2 to 15 cents per sec-

tion. Times are good among farmers
and I am selling to them direct in case
lots; one yesterday took five cases, 120
section boxes. Smartweed is bloom-
ing, but is not yet giving much sur-

plus. I thing our locality is overstock-
ed. Owing to the excessive swarming
this season, the number of colonies
has been increased by fully 300 per
cent, over last year, and the woods
are full of bee-trees.

Worms ^ire killing the white clover,

hence the prospect for next season is

not at all encouraging. Possibly late
rains may help the situation, however.

I visited Galesburg. a city of IG.OOO
hihabitants, a few days ago. and found
honey retailin-i- fast at 15 cents. The
merchants buy it in thousand-pound
lots. It is .so nice and white that it

attracts attention—like strawberries
in strawberry time—but the producers
are crowding the mei'chants: some of-
fering for 11 cents, and I think .Jan-
uary 1 will see the supplj- short in th^s
market, if it continues to move as at
present. Fraternally yours,

•T. E. .Johnson.
Williamsfield. 111.. Aug. 20. 1903.

In order to make your advertisings
eflForts what they are intended to be,
you need animation, ideas, inspiration
and information about the large and
complex subject which constitutes
modern publicity, and the more you
get the better.—Printers' Ink.

Wben writing to advertisers mention
The American Bee-Keeper.
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CALVIN GOES TO CHURCH.

(Mary H. V. Vest).

I went to church last Sabbath

—

(I didn't want to go)—

•

But mother made us all dress up
And set in the children's row;

For. a man had com*^ from the city,

Because 'twas children's day,

To preach to us eoimtry kidses
In a kind of kiddy way.

He chose the bee for a subject.

And then he waded in,

And what he didn't know of bees
Was really a shame and sin.

He descrilied the little critter

As a mighty good-natured sort,

A-makin' "honey from pollen*

—

I couldn't help but snort I

He said roses and morning glories

And popies and such as that
Was the kind of pasture the bees liked.

I wondered where he was at!

Not a word aboijt maple or thistle,

Nor apple-bloom nor lin,

Nor the troughs of sugar-water
They are always tumbling in.

And .Tosey Mary Dawson
Just scared me half to death;

She threatended to tell him better

—

It fairly took my breath.
And the moral of that seromn
Was the funniest part df it.

I was afraid Joe Dawson
Would die of a laughing 'fit.

When he said in real earnest
(He wasn't jokin', now mind)

^'The bee, you see, is an animal
Who never goes to find

Pollen for makin' houey
In any kind of weed.

And here is a pretty lesson
I wish you all to heed:

Kever go into company
That isn't the very best;

Associate with poppies
And roses and all the rest."

And say, do you think a preacher
From the city ought to come

And talk to country children
As though we were so dumb

That he can make us swallow
Such silly talk as that?

He don't know a bee from a hornet
Nor a house-fly from a gnat.

And Josey IMary Dawson
Wants me to write and say.

She thinks that city preacher
Had better stay away.

At least, till he leearns that honey
Is only gathered—not made.

And .Tosey Mary told me
She Avouldn't be afraid

To have my letter printed
And let Mr. Oldham know

That if we are green and little

And I am .Josey's beau.
We was raised next door to a bee-

hive.

And know which the queen-bee is,

And drones and workers and bee-bread
And all such mysteries.

But Josey Mary is sweeter
Than honey or anything,

And she pities Mr. Oldman,
And says if he comes next spring.

She'll take him out to the bee-hive

And tell him what to tay.

When he preaches to country children

Next year, on children's day.

Ada, O., Aug. 20, 190.3.

WORLD'S FAIR NEWS NOTES.

HaAvaii has appropriated $50,000 to

defray the expense ot an exhibit at me
Avorld's fair, St. Louis.

The world's fair aerial tournament
to be held at St. Louis next year has
another entry. W. L. Tanney, of

Wheeling, W. Va . has invented an
airship with which he is going to

compete for the $100,000 prize.

Greece Avill erect a pavilion at the

world's fair and will also make ex-

hibits in several of tbe different Ce-

partmeuts. Among tie interesting

things exhibited will b*^ repi'oductions

of old Greek statuary.

H. E. Huntington, the mu'ti-million-

aire, is buildig a palatial pvivate car

which Avill be exhibited at th i world's
fair, St. Louis. The typ(i will be a

Sleeper, and will be adapted to use on

both steam and elect rif -oads. The
car will cost over $2."),(i00

Buffalo. N. Y., Avill have a municipal
exhibit at the world's fair St Louis.

The exhibit is to cost !?12,">00. The
aldermen have appropriated $7,.500 and
$5,000 is being raised by i)rivate sub-

scription through the :srerchants' Ex-
change and the Manufacturers' Club.

Mrs. Lorraine J Pitkin, vice presi-

dent of the auxiliary board of lady
managers of the World's Fair Frater-

nal Building Association, has been
elected department commander of the

Womans' Relief Corps of the Illinois

diAHSion of the G A. R. Mrs. Pitkin

has been identified with fraternal

movements for the past twenty-five
\'ears.
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HONEY AND BEESWAX MAR-
KET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All stctioMi to be well filled, combs

striight, of even thickness and firmly attached

t« ill four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-

ti by triTcl itain or otherwise; all the celli

jeileJ except the row of cells next the wood.

No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs
uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom, or

with but few cells unsealed; botk wood and
<»Tah unsoHed by travel-M«.ii or otherw'-*

la addition t» this the honey is to be ci«oi.

iei accord inJ t- -olor, using; the terms white,

amber and dark. That is, thera will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Cent=a=Word Column.
The rate is uniformly one cent for each

word, each month; no advertisement however
small will be accepted for less than twenty
cents, and must be paid in advance. Count
the words and remit with order accordingly.

Chicago, Aug. 7.—Consignments of

the new crop are coming to commis-
sion lionses that have not had honey
for years past, and as there is

not any consumptive demand they are
finding difficiilty in disposing of it.

Under snch conditions /it is hardly
possible to give accurate prices as
some merchants ask 10 cents for honey
that others hold at 15 cenflp. The
prices given in our last quotations are
asked but feeling is unsettled. Bees-
wa.x steady at 30 cents.—R. A. Bur-
nett & Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. Aug. 8.—The de-

mand for honey at this date is light,

with good supply. We quote comb 13
to 14c. Extracted, 6 to 7e. Beeswax is

in light supply at 30c.—Hamblin &
Sappington.

Bntfalo. N. Y.. Aug. 7.—The honey
market is just starting in very moder-
atel.v. A few sales are made of new.
fancy, l-lb. combs at 15 to 16c. Com-
mon, dark. etc.. from 13 down to 10c.

We do not advise veiy large ship-

ments, but vei-y moderate ones at

present. There are several lots of old

honey in this market that Is just about
unsaleable. Some fancy beeswax
wonld bring from 32 to 33c.—Batterson
& Co.

FOR .S.\LE.—1280 acres Timber Land; plenty of
water: fine for an extensive Bee Ranch. Season
June to NovemberO Address William Smith,
Cameron, Kern County. Calif.

WILL SELL half interest in my apiary, pineap-
ple and orange plantation. Good apiarist will

have exclusive charge. D. DALY, La Gloria,

Cuba. 8-2t

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 21

cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-

ties, good commission allowed. Send for cata-

logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00,

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)

cost $150, in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

REPORTERS WANTED—In every city, town
and village iu ihe United States to send us the

nanus and address of parties who want to buy
a Farm Timber Land, Kr.nch. Residence, Store

Building, Mill, Factory, Lumber or Coal Yard.

Stock of Goods (anv line, anywhere), Patent

Right, or want a Partner. A bright young man
or ladv will answer. Liberal compensation and
reo-uUir income can be made. Address BAR-
RON'S MONTHLY BULLETIN, INDIANAP-
OLIS, IND.

Cincinnati. O., Aug. 0.—The supply
of e.xtracted honey about equals the
demand. We are selling amber, in bar-

rels. 51/0 to aVoC, according to quality.

White clover, in barrels and cans. 7

and 8y,c respectively. Comb honey
fFancy) in no-drip shipping cases. 16
to IfiVoC. Beeswax, .SOc—The Fred W.
Muth Company.

REMEMBER
IF YOU SUBSCRIBE NOW, YOU CAN

HAVE THE

American Bee=Keeper t

-I

.sent to your addres.s regtilarly

Three Full Years for One Dollar.

of all olYers in the line of bee literature, this i_

caps the climax. Please tell your friends ^
what we are offering. Send all subscriptions

to the Falconer, N. Y.. office.

I

,. 4.^-4 ^..M-M--M--f» t
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THOMASB.REED
Editor-iu-Cliief

For the first time the best After-d inner Speeches, Lectures, Address

Anecdotes, Reminiscences and Repartee of America's and Ei

land's most brilliant men have been selected, et

ed, arranged, by an editorial board of men—the

selves eloquent with word and pen^men w
have attained eminence in varied fields of activi

These gems of spoVen thought were fugitive, fr-

lack of proper preservative means, until the H
Thomas B. Reed, upon voluntarily retiring fri

the Speakership of the House of Representativ
\

gathered about him these men of mark and '\

perience in literature, his friends and co-work.
|

in other fields, and began the task of prepari

this <;reat work.

yorth. East, South and West and the Motl
Country as well, have been searched for gems

every field of eloquence.

Here teas a lecture that Jiad wrought upon 1

very souls of great audiences; there an after-din:
speech, which "between the lines" was freighted with the destinies of :

tions. Here was an eulogy expressing in a few but virile words the lo

the honor, and the tears of millions, and there an address pregnant w
force—itself the fruit of a strenuous life's work. Or, perchance, a remin
cence, keen, scintillant repartee, or a story potent in significance and afia

with human interest. :Matter there was in abundance, for English-speaki
peoples are eloquent, but the hest—onhj the best, only the great, the briUia
the u-orihy to endure—hiMi been the guiding rule of Mr. Reed and his c
leagues. Their editorial labors have been immense.
Whatever the vietcpoint, this work is without precedent. It has no pre(

cessor. no competitor. >>.peeches that have been flashed across continen
lectures that have been repeated over and over again to never-tiring an
ences (but never published), addresses that have made famous the' mj
the time and the place—these are brought together for the first tin
and with them a large number of the wittiest sayings of the wittiest men
the Nineteenth Century.
For an hour—for a whole evening in the easy chair at home—for the stu

of style and diction that have electrified brilliant assemblies—for the m
ambitious to becoii:ie a successful or popular public speaker, and for t
one who has to prepare a toast or an address—this work is a never-faili
source of entertainment and inspiration. Nor is this solely "a man's worl
"The tenderest tribute to woman 1 have ever read," said Senator Dc

var when he read the manuscript of .Joseph Choate's after-dinner speech
"The Pilgrim Mothers."

A Fine Portfolio Hailed Free

JOHN D. MORRIS & CO., PHILADELPHIA.
CiL'ntk'iiK-n: KeytTriuK to your iulverliseineiit of

Hon. Tlios. B. Keed's library of Modern Eloquence',
I shall be pleased to receive portfolio of sample
pages, iiliotogravnres and chroinatie plates; also
full pmrticulars regardinj,'- bindings, prices, etc.

Name

Mail AnDRESs..

[A-127]
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Queen=Breeders' Directory.
This page is intended as a guide for qneen buyers, from which they may select the stock
desired, and breeders are invited to make use of it for their announcements, at the rate

of J3.00 a vear per card, payable strictly in advance.

HE A. I. ROOT Co., MEDIN.\, OHIO.
Breeders of Italian bees and queens.

EO J. VAXDE VORD, DAYTONA, FLA.
' Breeds choice Italian queens early. All

eens warranted purely mated, and satisfaction

aranteed.

H W. WEBER, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
• (Cor. Central and Freeman Ave.s.) Golden
low. Red Clover and Camiolan queens, bred
m select mothers in separate apiaries.

HE HONEY AND BEE COMPANY, BEE-
VILLE, TEXAS. Holy Land, Camiolan,

prian, Albino and 3 and 5-banded Italian
Jens. Write for our low prices. Satisfaction
iranteed..

)HN M. DAVIS. SPRING HILL. TENN.. sends
out the choicest 3-banded and golden Italian

;ens that skill and experience can produce,
.isfaction guaranteed. No disease.

I B. CHASE, PORT ORANGE, FLA., has fine
J« golden Italian queens early and late. Work-
ers little inclined to swarm, and cap their honey
very white. Hundreds of his old customers stick
to him vear after vear. Circular free.

CWARTHMORE APIARIES, SWARTHMORE,
"^ PA. Our bees and queens are the brighest
Italians procurable. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Correspondence in English, French, German and
Spanish. Shipments to all parts of the world.

WZ. HUTCHINSON, FLINT, MICH.
• Superior stock queens, SI. .50 each; queen

and Bee-Keepers' Review one year for only S2.00.

MEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO., (John
1^ W. Pharr, Prop.) BERCLAIR, TEXAS, is

breeding fine golden and 3-banded Itailian, Holy
Land, Carniolan and Cyprian queens. Prices are
low. Please write forspecial information desired.

THIS SPACE FOR SALE- .00 A YEAR.

THE CRITERION.
"or everybody who is interested ia anything
A, honest, and wholesome.
V Magazine to file away and refer to, be-
ise: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-

ws of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
i Literature. (2) It's strong special arti

s on important national and historical

;nts. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

jIc reviews, the latest and most important
Dlisbed, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
tecause its contributors are among those
ose names have a recognized position in the
d of letters.

landsome drawings and rare photographs
p to make the Criterion a most desirable

.gazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
t anpcars in Magazine literature. It's fie-

ri too intensely interesting and covers a wide
d, embracing all sorts and conditions of

"he CRITERION "Is a living illustration

the fact that instruction need not be dull,

• amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.

:hard Burton, Univ. of Minn,
'ublished monthly, Jl.OO a year, 10c a copy,

nple copies, 5 cents.

ilTERION PUBLICATION CO..

41 E. 21st St.. New York City. N. Y.

We have an awful appetite for order*."

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO..
•keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y
enJ u» yoor tiame and addresi for a e»«

"How to make business?" is the par-

amount question with men of business.

Horace Greely would have answered
it by saylns, "The way to make busi-

ness is to make it." But the modern
successful business man has answered
it to his complete satisfaction. He
says. "The way to make business

(and the way to keep it) is by adver-

tising."—Printers' Ink.

Work on the French national pavil-

ion, a reproduction of the Grant Tri

anion at Versailles. France, will be

begun soon at the world's fair. St.

Louis.

The British National Pavilon at the

world's fair will be a reproduction of

the orangery or bou(iuet hall ofi the

Kensington palace, in Kensington Gar-

dens. London.

Live stock breeders of Canada will

make a big display at the world's fair

at St. Louis. They have asked for

government assistance to the extent

of 250,000 pounds.
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Austral Culturist | Patents.

and Pcultry Gazette.

Pensioii

Also THE APlARISr. ^^^^'^^^^.tri^

(Elstablished 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 38. 6d. per anaiuaa

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asian Colonies, including New Zealand an4

Tasmania. A good medium to Ameri«aa

firms desiring an Australian trad«.

Head offi-ce for Australian Coloaies.

229 Collins St., Melbourne, Australia.

MAPS.
~

A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and man}

towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents fsHver)

8tf

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb

"40 Years Amons
the Bees "By Dr. C.C.Miller.

A new book every bee-keeper
should have. Over 300 pages,
cloth-bound, $1.00; or with the
weekly American Bee Journal
one year—both for only $1.75.
Sample copy of Journal and
Catalog of Bee-Supplies free.
QEORQE W. YORK & CO.

144 E. Erie St., Chicago, III.

POULTRY CULTURE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-

try paper published in Kansas City.

Full of poultry news and has a large

circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultry Culture Pub. Co...

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

! PATENT and PENSION
I AGENCIES.
Wills Building, .,1^ .T.a. ,v .t.,

I
AVASIIINGTON, L. (

If you wish to know anythii

about patents or pensions wri li-

the above. They have been in t

business continuously sir oe ISi?

The Patent Office has over a m
lion ($1,000,000) dollars to

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburs

about one hundred and forty mil

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a ye£

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHi

is the only general daily :.3\vs-

paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South

Omaha, anfl to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,

Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEI
etf

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate

Agent Land Department,

Florida East Coast Railway,

Pe;rine Grant.
Cut'** "^^r^<^ County, Fla.

W. M. Gerrish. R. F. D., Epping, N. I

keeps a complete supply of our goods, ai

Eastern customers will save freight by ord«

inp of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. O



I
rNE ONLY GERMAN AGRICULTURAL MONTH-

.Y IN THE UNITED STATES Jt^^JijItj^Ji^

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

jractical information and useful hints

or the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

tock raising, general farming, gardcn-
ng, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-
ains a department for the household,
vhich many find valuable. Another de-

)artment giving valuable receipts and
emcdics called "Hasarzt," in fact every
lumber contains articles of real prac-
ical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sarn-
ie copy free.

Send subscriptions to.

^A R M
tf.

UND HAUS
BLUFPTON, OHIO.

Attica Lithia Springs Hotel
Litliia-Sulpnur Water iiud Mud Baths

XatuTP's Owu Great Cure for

...RHEUMATISM....
afld Kindred Diseases, such as Liver
and Kidney Complaints, Skin and
Blood Diseases, Constipation, Nervous
Prostration, etc.

A new and up-to-date hotel. Large, airy,
light and finely furnished rooms, with Steam
Heat, iSlfectric Lights, Hot and Cold Water
on eai'h floor. Rates im-luding Room, Board,
Mud Baths, Lithia-Sulphur Water Baths and
Medical Atteadrince (no extras) 12.50 and
13.00 a dav. according 10 room.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
Address Box 3,

tf Lithia Springs Hotel, Attica, Ind.

Are You Looking for a Home?
No former should thiak of buy-

ing land before seeing a copy of
THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the largcit

list of lands for sale of any paper
published in Iowa. Repchea 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mail you the Jour-
nal for 1 year, or for ten cents in

silver or atampa we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

The subscriptioQ price of the KOCK.V
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is M cent*.
fit will send it witk THE liEE-KEEPElt
one 7«ar for •aly Ti ceati.

Iqueens"
Golden and Leather colored Italian, warranted tO'

give satisfaction. Those are the kind reared by
QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER. Our business
was established in in 1888. Our stock originated
from the best and highest priced long tongued,
red clover breeders in the U. S. We rear as many
and perhaps more queens than any other
breeder in the North. Price of queens after July
1st : Large .select, 875c, .six for S4.00; tested stock,
SI, six for $.5.00; select tested, SI. .50, six for SS.OO.
Breeders, 13.00. Two-frame nuclei, (no queen),
S2.00. Special low price on queens in lots of 25 to
100. All queens are mailed promptly, as we keep
from ;J00 to 5uO on hand ready to mail. We guar-
antee .safe delivery to any State, Continental
Island, or European Country. Our circular will
interest you. It is free.

Address all orders to

QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER,
6-6t Parkertown, Ohio..

HEADQUARTERS ggg SUPPLIES.
Root's Goods at Root's Factory Prices.
Prompt service, And Satisfaction Guaranteed.

f\\ Tpp IV^ Bred from only Selected Mothers, proven by th«ir workers to be farV *-^ *-<*-< ^ ^ *^ superior to common Stock in Gathering and Storing Honey. ^
GOLDEN ITALIANS, untested, 75c. RED CLOVER, untested, $1.00.

CARNIOLANS, untested, $1.00.

CATALOG FREE. Send for one.
If you have any HONEY or BEESWAX to offer,

mail sample and state price.

CH \\7 W/CDCD Office and Salesrooms

:

. n. W. WCDCK, 2146 Central Avenue, CINCINNATI, 0.

-12t My Book, "Formaline Gas as a Cure for Foul Brood," sent upon receipt of 25c.



WOMAN'S POULTRY I

JOURNAL.
Devoted to Poultry, Farm and

Household. The only woman's poultry

journal published. Send us the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.

Address,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. JefEersonrille, Ohio.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrcce Ids mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.

Nucstra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America,
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In

ventores y perfeccionadores de miicho?

articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quicnes lo solicitcn. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown. N. Y., E. U. A.

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-
Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-

nal $ .50 ^ .75

What ro Eat •• 1.00 1.00

Bee-Keepers' Review i.oo 1.35

Canadian Bee Journal-. •• i.oo i.35

Gleanings in Bee Culture-, i.oo 1.35

American Queen .50 -60

The American Boy i.oo I.oo

Irish Bee Journal .^6 .65

Farm, Bee & Poultry Re-
view 72 100

CUT THIS OUT
and send it to us with ten cents (BiWer) in-

closed, and receire in return a six months'

trial subsciption to

People's Companion Magazine.

It's the one 70a hear so much about. Ad.

rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give

us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is.

(sample copy for two cent stamp.

5
People's Companion Pub. Co.,

|
MILWAUKEE, WIS. i

Ed. De Lon««, Kd. and Pah. Itfj

I

Send for onr Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

»tf Milwaukee, Wis

The Kecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interestea, aon t fail to

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FiNLEY,
^^- MACON , MO.

BE LG/AN HARES
CAN PUT DOLLARS a IN YOUR POCKET.

The Belg-ian Hare meat is becoming
very popular wiih the fancy restau-

rants and hotels, the meat being white,
tenrier, juicy, and delicious in flavor.

They nre ensy to raise, and are much
more profitable than poultry, several

hundred can be raised in an ordinary
back yard. They breed faster than
any other animal. There is no indus-

try or business that promises such
quick returns as breeding Belgian

hares. The demand for good breeding
stock is so jrreat that few Hares will

be sold for meat in the next year, and
those that start now will reap th*

harvest of the breeding stage. Boys,

if you have a back yard and a little

cash, invest in Belgian Hares and

watch your money grow. One young
|

man in a little over a year has sold

$1800.00 worth of stock, from an

original $30.00 investment.

Booklet and list free. tf.

Grove Stock Farm, Warrenton, Ohio



RoUgK Hidcr strawberry

Best shipper, best keeper, bestseller, late^st and most
productive strawberry in existence. $1150from 2)4 acres
in liKX.). Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

f25 in gold for largest berry produced in 1902. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

L. J. FARMER. Introdncer. Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO.. N.Y.

The Hpssler ^'^"'^ *' ^^""^
I lie 1 ic;00ic;i Discount dozen lots

Simple, Durable,
Economical.is the Best

RURAL MAIL BOX.

ROUND. STRONG, HEAVY. Lowest in pric,
highest ill quaiit . A sample best evidence.
Kt'apiirove.i Jan. 2.o. i90:i Circulars sent free.
Orders pr.mptly shipped. We sell direct to
ihe farmer.

H. E. HESSLER CO ,, Dept. Z. Syracuse, N. Y.

BETTER THAN UOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. pi oflt by our own method
all explained in our POULTRY Book
(The Book of Books for all Poultry

Keepers I Astonishing results. Will surprise and please
you. BOOKLET VUEE TO EVERTBODV.-or Big Poultry Book
with our Poultry Paper, 3 mos. for 10 cents. Address,
W. P. CO., Box Cllntoikvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free
- JOIN OUR _^
S** «=*s MUSIC CLUB 50 cts

Fifty cents pays for one year's membership.
You receive one piece of New Sheet Music
each month. (12 pieces in all) which sell from
40 to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yon
receive a $1.U0 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
dress, MUSIC CLUB. 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

SEE THIS !

Sam-

ple

Free.

The Modern Farmer and
Busy Bee, 5oc.

The American Poultry

Journal, 50c.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

$1.00.

The Western Fruit

Grower, SOc.

All for $1.00, if you
mention this paper.

New .subscribers can have
the American Bee Journal

instead of Gleanings.^if pre-

ferred.

ADDRESS

The

Vlodern Farmer,
St. Joseph, Mo.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in goods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.
Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

Daily bread and dally advertising
should S4> hand in hand—even on holi-

day';.— \Yluto's Sayings.

Xevor keep on playing second fiddle

when a little advertising will put yon
in first place.—The Advisor.

. General advertising is a force that
carries many a dealer to success.—Pro-

g essive Advertiser.

Tliinlv success and you will find it

easier to achieve success.—Printers'

Inlv.

IJee Supplies from Xewfs
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

G. B. LewisCo.^^S^?!'y!:A.

EASTERN AGENCIES. C. M. Scott &
Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free. tf.



DON'T RELAX YOUR EFFORTS
iafter spending" money for new hives and fixtures, v;du'

jle time in the preparation of these for new swarms, \e.v

ng other work at a convenient time ( for the bees) to hi\

diem ; and now diat a good crop is ready the next step

A-ttractive packages. Our assortment of package i fi

:omb honey we beheve would be difficwlt to improve upc

iOr the purpose designed.

The special features of the No-Drip Cases for

comb honey we have advertised for several years are

the Paper Trays and Drip Sticks which provide for

the collection of leaking honey in trays. These also

prevent its oozing out at the cracks to gather dust

and dirt and present a very untidy appearance to say

the least. A light frame is now used cl' ar around

the glass in front which hides any unsealed colls in

the outer row, and exposes to view only the finished

work in the center. The material is white basswood.

The ioints are perfect fitting, the work being done by machine-filed saw

These No-Drip Cases are made
12, 16 and 24 lb. sizes for regular 4] ii

sections, as well as intermediate weigh-

for plain sections. These are supplie

with 2 and 3 in. glass to meet the d(

mands of bee-keepers. The Danzenlx

dvcr and Ideal sections are also provide

for with No-Drip Cases, but these ai

^^furnished with 3 in. glass only.

The value of attractive packages ca

not be overestimated, and wide-awak

bee-keepers are beginning to realiz

this fact. In cartoons we supply tw

kinds, the Dazenbaker and the Folding; these are furnished for the reg

ular sizes of sections . Both of these are furnished with special printing

at a nominal charge.

Our packa»ges for comli honey

would be incomplete without ship-

ping crates for shipping of honey.

This one shown herewith is ihe

regular package we ship out the

cases in the flat. We can furnish

these in the fiat for the differcni

sizes of the section cases at 60c.

each, or $5.00 for ten.
^^"^

For i>riccs on any of the above or any other l)ee-koi')M'r.s' su|iplii>s acMi-i

~^wi^

MEDINA, OHIO.
•9



Eniered at the Postoffice, Fort Pierce, Fla., as second-class mail matter



Webster's URabrid^ed
Dictioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price ot iHK HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S COMPLETE UNABRIDGED DIC-
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 pap'ss, size of page Si/^xlOH inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in
many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to all tliat pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion, Fancy Work, Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST', CHICAGO, ILL.
tf.

lenic COMMODEWATER"
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HOMES,

where modern bath-room taciliiies are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hverienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity

for cuinlort and sanitation. .Seeded in all Hospitals Sanitariumi
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode i^ indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the escape of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

time Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHAKGi'.S
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

H'iGlENlC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como. Bldg., Chicago, 111.

tf.

HTf If, BINGHAM
-—'-J has made all the im-

5 provements in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in the last 30 years, unduubtodl}
he mal<es the best on earth.

Smoke Engine, 4 inch stove, none too largt. seni

postpaid, per mail $1.6t

3".^ inch l.K
Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch 1.0(

2".^ inch 9(1

r. F. Bingham, y-^^^^,--,.; -^l

Farwell, Nlich.

^1«^00 A WEEK^9 I ^^ "i^^ \SH EXPENSES,
roit MAN WITH RICi To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; straitrht sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Addrpss, witli .stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. y Bast St. Louis, Ills,

tf

Patent Wired Comb Foundation
has no sag in brood frames.

Tiiin Flat Bottom Fonadatlon
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

about wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN A SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery Count" Spr"^ Brook, N. \

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous high-
grade barley used by the large breweries, for whici
extra high prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure watei
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines o
railroads in all directions afford good markets foi

all pioducts. Creanierii's, clieese factories, school:
and churches ;riir;il mail di'livery and farmers'tele-
phone lines are advanta^'i's seldom offered when
improved lands sell for $25 to $511 an acre. Send to;

our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amoun-
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay easl
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm wil
suit, and we will give you special information re-

garding bargains that will interest you. All cor-
respondence strictly conlidcntial.

Winona and Western Land Company
310-314 Choate Block, Winona, Minn.

t_f;

zrTHE

Maritime Homesteadj
Halifax and St. John, Canada-

is the only farm paper east of Mon-
ti-eal claiming over G.OOO of a circula-

tion and it affords the best medium of

reaching the 100,000 farm homes In

New Brunswick, JNova Scotia, and I

Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-

to-date farm and home information. It

Is published twice each month. Sub- i

scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rates on application. Address

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf Sit, Johns, N. B., Canada,

'
I
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Bee Hives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

WHERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You

THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now

ready. Send for one on a postal card. •

The W. T.

FALCONER IVIANFG. CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y- J



IF YOU E
WANT TO GROW ^
Vegetables, Fruits and Farm ^
Products in Florida subscribe ^M
for the FLORIDA AQRICUL= ^
TURIST. Sample copy sent ^
on application. (^

E.O. Painter Pub. Co. M
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. W

BEGINNERS.
shou.d have a copy of

DO YOUR HENS PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Dozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

iron) 180 hens in

one day.

That Egg

Basket
tells the

story.

Ten Dozen at 36e. per doz. In one day for
Our New Book "Helpe for Poultry Re
how, explains why so many fail and so f

A Book we can commend with a good c<

a GR EAT H E l>P to all PoiUtry Keepei
old. Describes Ou Taricties of fowls, well i

and contains a Poultry Keepers Acconri .

gain or loss monthly; on heavy paper worth i..

This Book Free with our I'oultry Paper one year for

25c. or Book free with paper .3 months for lOc.
,_, , . Ti ^ I

Descriptive circulars Free for stamp to pay postage.

The Amateur Uee-Keeper, _\yaY8ide pounry cc, cHntonYjne, conn.

a 70 page book, by Prof. J. V/. Rouse; written es-
\

pecially lor amateurs. Second edition just ou'

First edition of 1,000 sold in less than two years

Editor York says: "It is the finest little book pub-

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal,) on«

year for 6r>c. Apply to any first-class dealer, ar

address

LEAHY MFG- CO., HigginBV^Ue, Me.

The only Pipe made
that cannot be told '

from a cigar. Holds
a large pipe full of
tobacco and lasts for years. Agents' outfit and a -5-cent sample
by mail for lOo., and our Big Bargain Catalog Free. Address,

X.ETSO SUPPLY CO., ludiauapolis, Inrt.

I GUT THIS OUT |
O and send it to us with ten cents (silver) in- O
2 closed, and receive in return a six months' 9
S trial subsciption to A

i People's Companion Magazine. |
A It's the one you hear &o much about. Ad. {
© rates, 5 cts. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Gire 9
5 us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. S
S Sample copy for two cent stamp. %

1 People's Companion Pub. Co., |
O MILWAUKEE, WIS. O
{ Ed. De Lon«e, Ed. and Pub. StfJ

coecoooeeeeaecceBceouaoeoo

DON'T KILL
YOURSELF. WASHING!
WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R Ej
WASHER, tcith which th«C
frailest woman can do an or-

dinarv VJashing in one hour,

without wetting her hands.
Sample atwholeaaltprice. Satisfaction Gnaranteed.
No pav until tried. Write/or Illustrated CataloffH*
andprices ofWringers,Ironing Tables, Clothes Reels,

DryinoBars,'WagonJacki,d-c. AgentsWanted. Lib-
eral Terms. QuickSalesl Little Workll Big PayMI
,Ad({re««,THE£iiriKKWA8BK£Co..Jamestowii.N.Y.

BARNES'^
Fcot Power Macbinery,
This cut represents our

Combined Machine, which
IS the best machine made
lor use in the constraction
uf Hives, Sections, Boxes,
etc. Sent on trial. Send for
Catalogue and Price List.
VV. F. & J. BARNES CO..
913 Ruby St., Rockford.lIl.

SEND US *^* names and »q-^ dre««e« of 20 of your
friendK and .^ one-cent stanape to help

\>nj iHiKiape and receive a 12 months'
trial Bubfterlption to THIS AND
THAT. AddrefiB the publisher.

T. FORTSON PRUBTT.
Sidney, N. Y.

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most intcrestinf,

illustrated monthly magazine dcroted t« all

kinds of sports, games, and outdoor recreation.
Sample copy mailed to any address on receipt
of It cents in stamps. Subscription price |1 per
year. Why pay more? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN,
tf. VoatMi, Mate.



Homes In

Old Virginia.
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, and in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fine for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-
ter. The clirhate is the best all th»
year around to be found, not too
cold nor too warm. Good water.
Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three months subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

There is no trade or profession better catered to

»jr good journals than that of the farmer. Unin-

tellipent UDprogressiveness has now no ezcas*.

tf.

Good Advertisers
Those who are careful where they

place their advertising money, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

PATENTS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, josts less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receire
special notice, without charge, in the

INVRMTIVR AGK.
'llustrated Monthly. Twelfth year. Termsll ayea-r

E. G. SiaCERS,
918 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

IE

•which reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers cTery is-

sue. Regular rate 14 cents per agait* Am6riC3.n
line, but send us a trial order at 10
cents per line ($1.40 per inch time),
and we will place it where it will do
the most good. Two or more new sub-
criptions (sent together), 20 cents per
year. Sixteen pages, four columns to
page. Departments covering every
braqch of farming and stock-raising
The little journal that Is "read and re-

read by its readers." Bamum's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second at.
8t. Tvouis. Ma 7tf.

the most popular paper of its kind, of-
ters now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.
Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

[hem and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, lo cents per line, $i.oo per
inch.

THK
People's Companion Publishing Co

Hathaway Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis-
4-tf.

BEE
Journal
16 - p. Weekly.

__ Sample Free.
Jl®" All about Bees and their
profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Dept. for beg-inners. Sample
of paper and catalog- of bee-
supplies free. Address,
GEORQE W. YORK & CO.
144 & 146 Erie St. Chicago.Ill.

When writing to advertisers mention
The American Bee-Keeper.



AGENTS Wanted "washTng'M

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. They
are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

m^ The

I \
The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

8U

WE WANT
Every reader of the American Bee-K^^ocr to

write for a free sample copy ef the

EOJKY l^JNTAIN BEE JOUHML
Tells you about Western methods, co-opera-

tire honey selling and the great bit crops that

have made the Alfalfa regions famous. Address

the publisher,

H. C. MOREHOUSE,
Bouldei" Colo.

tf.

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Jamestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with

foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe

rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-

ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it Is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the vex-

atious searching after these articles which i&

altogether too common. A postal will bring

you details of this and other good things.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted to

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural pa-
per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa
and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St.,, Lincoln, Neb.

P
ROVIDENCE nUEEKS

1 ROVE THEIR IJoALITIES

to be unexcelled by any strain of

Italian bees on earth. A rare embodiment

of all the desirable traits with the bad

eliminated. A strain evolved by years of

constant study and endeavor. I want every
progressive bee-keeper to test this new
strain, and will be pleased to fill orders for

untested at $1.00 each. Special prices
cheerfully quoted on special queens and on
quantities. Let me send you my circular.

It's ready now.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER,
r. O.Box 1113. Providence, R. I.

AUSTRALIANS.

NOTE the address—

Pender Bros.,
WEST MAITLAND,

New South Wales, Australia.

The largest manufacturers of Beekeepers'

Supplies in the Southern Hemisphere, ^

and publishers of the AUSTRALASllN
BEEKEEPER, the leading bee journal south

'of the equator.

Sample copy and 64-page cataloeue, FREE
6-tf



To Sul>scm>en» of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We WUl Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, proTiding you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treats on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-
per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,

2tf

Allentown, Pa.

The only strictly agricultural

paper published iu this State. The
only agricultural paper published
every week. It goes to every post
office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-
tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Co.,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

IS aA BATH
wher UMPIRE

taken in an " Portable
iFoiding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
AgkKts Wa.vted,
Catalogue Free.

, Thb empire
'washer CO.,
Jamestown,n.y

MAGIC TRiCKBOX
Wni ciin l.'iri. a can! to a-^hes ami lli. n httvo

apfkak Ai.\iN UM>.iCREii. and p. r for in many
ber iiKirvt-lloaa tricks with this in:ieic l)«i.

Complete iiutfit with directions how to oper-

e the f'd^e bottom. 20e postpaid, 3 for

60e. Stamps or silver. Tour money back

if you dou'tlike it.

ZEIVO SUPPLY CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketnh and deicription may

quickly ascertain our opinion fM« whether an
inrention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free, oldest agencT for securing patents.
Patents taken throuirh Munn k Co. recelTC

special nntice, without charee, in the

Scientific Jliiierican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a
year : four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.3«'Broadway. New York
Branch Office, 625 F St.. Washington, B. C.

"How to make business?" is the par-
amount question with men of business.
Horace Greely would have answered
it by saying, "The way to make busi-
ness is to make it." But the modern
successful business man has answered
it to his complete satisfaction. He
says, "The way to make business
land the way to keep it) is by adver-
tising."—Printers' Ink.



WANTED=HONEY.
We are in the market to ^^BUY^^ ex-

tracted honey* If you have any for

sale mail us sample^ state how much
you have^ with your very best price

delivered here. WE REMIT
PROMPTLY. f;;ta:

e: German Nat. Bank, Cincin-

or any Commercial Agency.

The Fred W. Muth Co.,

Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Strawberries,
Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime condition for

spring planting.
i

All

Leading

Varieties
Wiiie lor prices and terms.

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONRO E, MICH.

HARE, HUTCH AND HENNERY
SAMPLE COPY FREE.

The only paper in the U. S. devoted
to BELGIAN HARES.
Leaves out all frills and fads and

talks straight business. Shows how
profits five times as large as can be
made on poultry is now being made
raising Belgians. Address,

B. H. CASSENS, Pub..Belfast, Maine.

National Bee-Keepers' Association,

The largest bee-keepers' society in the
world

.

Organized to protect and promote the
interests of its members.

Membership Fee, $1.00 • Year.

N. E. FRANCE, Platteville. Wis.,
General Manager and Treasurer.

Sunshine
is gaining ad-
miration as a
popular litera-
ry family""'~'~^~^^^~"~"~ MAGAZINE.

It entertains its readers witli good short stor-

ies, sketches and poems b.v the most famous
authors of the day and is a magazine of supo

rior merit.

It i^ a welcome visitor in every home.

Price 25 cents a year.
We wish to haye our magazine in your

vicinity and as a special offer for new readers
we will send youj

Sunsliine for 1 Year for 10c.

Thinl; of it. less than one cent a copy. Can't

you act as our agent ?

ADD. MAYES PUB. CO.,

LOUISVILLE, = KENTUCKY.
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INOCULATING THE SOIL.

As a Means of Effecting Its Adaptation to the

Culture of the Clover Family.—How to Grow

Red and White Clover in the West, and

Alfalfa in the East and South.

(J. E. Johnson.)

IT
HAS been said that the greatest

study of mankind is man; but the

next greatest study is the soil, for

upon the soil depends the preservation

of man. Of dust was man created;

from the products of dust, or the soil,

must his mortal body be fed all the

days of his life and unto dust shall

his mortal body at last return.

Upon the condition of the soil de-

pends largely the success of the bee-

keeper. When two bee-keepers disa-

gree on almost any question very often

that term "locality" is used to prove

that both are right. What is meant

by locality?

For my part I believe that any hon-

ey-producing plant will produce honey

or rather nectar, in one part of the

United States as well as in another,

if the soil and other conditions are

favorable to the growth of the plant.

The clover family no doubt stands

at the head of all honey producing

plants where they do well. Let us look

into the condition of the soil for the

raising of the different clovers. There
is probably no other plant that re-

quires as much nitrogen as the differ-

ent clovers. One of the most essential

elements of the soil is nitrogen. Of
course, there are other elements such
as potash, lime, phosphorus, etc.. that

are necessary, btit nitrogen is the ele-

ment most often lacking.

Now if we burn or cause to be con-

sumed l>y fire any vegetation the ashes
will still contain the lime, potash, phos-
phorus, etc., but the nitrogen will es-

cape to the air and is a total loss. In
form of fertilizer you can buy back
the other elements from one cent to

four cents per pound, but nitrogen will

cost from 13 to 20 cents per pound.
Wood aslics contains something like

600 pounds of lime to a ton; aOl) pounds
of potash but no nitrogen. Nitrogen
is always being lost, four-fifths of the

air is nitrogen and one-fifth oxygen.
When wo breath the air we consume
or burn up (»ne-t\ventieth of the oxy-

gen that we inhale but no nitrogen.

Plants are benefited by both oxygen
and nitrogen, but no plant can of itself

gather nitrogen and retain it or place

it back in the soil.

If the nitrogen could not in some
way be taken from the air and placed
back in the soil the earth would in

time become a barren planet. Legu-
minous plants can, however, when
aided by their own species of bacteria,

gather nitrogen in abundance from the
air and fix it in itself and thereby in

the soil. All clovers are of the legume
family and require much more nitro-

gen than any non-leguminous plant.

Clover can be grown well without bac-

teria if the soil be abimdantly fed
with nitrogen, but if so grown the clo-

ver will exhaust the soil far more than
any other non-leguminous plant. But
even the rich black prairies of Illinois

are not rich enough to grow any of
the clovers successfully without their

own species of bacteria; but I feel

certain that western Kansas or any
other part of the West could grow
both red and white clover if they
would get infected soil from the East
and inoculate their soil; and if the
East, North or South would get soil

from alfalfa fields in the West they
could grow alfalfa to perfection.

I have made several trips to the

West in the last 15 years and it has
interested me very much to notice clo-

ver growing a little further west every
time. That line of clover has moved
from the far East. As it passed over
Illinois it even completely run out all

])rairie grass, and now thousands of

acres which were once pi'airie grass

and have never been plowed, is all

white clover and blue grass. The two
always go together, because the white

clover gathers nitrogen and fixes it in

the soil for the blue grass as well as

for itself.

'
If the clover moves West ahead of

the bacteria, it perishes, and if the

bacteria moves ahead of the clover, it

also i)erishes. Both must move to-

gether. We have on record, however,

that General George Washington
raised large fields of alfalfa success-

fully and that he also was a bee-keep-

er to some extent, and that he ate

Iioney and corn bread regularly for

breakfast, o*\-ing to poor teeth. But
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whether his alfalfa pnxliiced honey or

not I do not know; but I think it quite

likely. General Washin.i;ton was quite

an extensive farmer in his later days

owning many thousand acres of land.

Alfalfa has been tried in Illinois for

many years by different ones but with-

out success until Prof. Hopkins began
growing it on infected soil, where he

has found it to do well, producing as

high as 10 Va tons per acre in a single

season. Prof. Hopkins of the Illinois

Experiment Station has this year sent

infected soil to something like 200

farmers in Illinois for alfalfa growing,

so Illinois bids fair to become an al-

falfa-growing state.

Now, one thing more. Of all the

bacteria that inhabit the soil and cause

the clover to live from the nitrogen of

the air, sweet clover is probably the

most powerful of all, which shows
plainly for itself, as it will thrive and
produce both seed and honey in abun-

dance on soil so poor that the worst

weeds will not grow at all, and even

on alfalfa land that is ytoison to nearly

all other vegetation.

Why is this? Simply that sweet clo-

ver when aided by its own bacteria

lives almost entirely from the nitrogen

of the air, (of course, getting a small

amount of phosphates, etc., from the

soil). Not only so but these nitrogen
gjithering bacteria are constantly and
silently gathering nitrogen—the most
precious element to plant life—and
placing it in the soil.

One sweet clover plant will furnish
a home in its tubercles for a thousand
million bacteria, or even more. Now
in the far East are old farms wiiich
have Ijecome so deficient in nitrogen
that they are con.sidered worn out or
worthless and have lieen abandoned,
notwithstanding these farms contain
the other elements in abundance or
could be so with slight cost, as the
other elements are cheap in price.

If sweet clover were sown on these
same farms they could i.e made valu-

able and rich almost without cost. In-

fected soil would prol)ably have to be
also sown to get quick results, but
when once set thickly to sweet clover
with their nitrogen gathering bacteria
ten acres of the same would gather
nitrogen from the air anl fix it in the
soil when plowed under faster than
one man could haul it in a wagon from

the nearest city in the form of barn-

yard manure. That despised sweet
clover will some day be found to be

the only hope of reclaiming many bar-

I'en farms.
For the benefit of the Texas Experi-

ment Station who tried different honey

plants and failed, I want to say, that

in order to get sweet clover to do well,

much good would result if you woulfl

get soil from a thriving sweet clover

patch and inoculate your soil. And in

the same way you could grow other

clovers. All seed contains bacteria,

but especially in a dry season there

would not be enough to be of much
Ijenefit until the clover had perished.

These bacteria being a form of vege-

table life moisture is necessary to their

rapid propagation. I sowed this spring

a patch of alfalfa (not quite an acre),

and sowed on 100 pounds of infecte'd

soil. I find it takes nearly all the first

season for the bacteria to multiply so

as to fill the soil as no tubercles were
formed until July and now. September
!)th, about one-half of the plants have
tubercles. The alfalfa looked very

sick and yellow in .Tiily but noAv it has
taken on a dark green color and looks

line.

I have experimented a good deal

with catnip. Besides sowing in waste
places I sowed one aci'e last fall. I

find that it does best in very rich soil,

in fact, in poor soil it did nothing.
Wliere there is waste land containing
leaf mold, old brush piles or any de-

caying logs or wood I believe- catnip
ahead of anything as a honey plant,

but for poor or only medium rich soil

1 think sweet clover is far ahead of
anything I have tried.

Williamsfield, 111., Sept. !>, 19(13.

Mr. .1. S. Harbi.son, the venerable
Pennsylvanian who introduced apicul-
ture on the Pacific coast away back
in the fifties, and there earned the
distinction of being the largest bee-
keeper in the woi'ld—owning at one
time six thousand colonies—was pres-
ent at the recent convention at Los
Angeles, where many prominent apiar-
ists of the United States met him for
the first time, and thoroughly enjoyed
the ac(iuaintance there formed. Mr.
Harbison is now 77 years of age.
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CONTROLLING SWARMS, HIVING, ETC.

( F. G. Heniian.)

WHY DO BEES swarm anyway?
Wliy don't they settle down
and stick to their knitting, in-

stead of breaking up housekeeping
just at a time Avhen everything begins
to loolv prosperous?

Well, the fact is, prosperity breeds
discontent, and the old home is becom-

A NICE SWAKM.

ing too crowded, besides it is Nature's
way of providing increase ;in.l prolong-

ing tlie race. Providence has given the

honey-bee this instinct. '1 here are sev-

eral (conditions upon which the issuing

of swarms hinge. The lirst and most
important factor is a present honey-
flow; another is a multitude of bees.

E.xcessive heat and a crowded hive
are also incentives to induce swarming
and will hasten the exodus. Now in

order to retard or discourage swarm-
ing, we must meet these conditions.

It must be remembered that the larger

the colony the better the prospect for

a crop of honey. If it were possible

to breed out the swarming trait en-

tirely we would have no further diffi-

culty, but this seems impossible.

The method that I have been prac-

ticing of late is to furnish each colony

of bees an extra hive of empty combs,
that is, at the approach oi swarming
time, or a week or two after the sec-

tion boxes have been given, I slip an
extra hive body of empty combs un-

der each hive and close the upper
entrance, compelling the bees to take

possession of the extra set. This gives

a double brood-nest for the queen to

supply with eggs. This has proven

with me to be only a partial success.

About one-half of the colonies

swarmed notwithstanding. But nev-

ertheless, the plan is a good one; my
average yield exceeding any other pre-

\-iously tried method. I might say,

the colonies which had no thought of

swarming stored the most surplus

honey, one colony reaching 180 pounds.

But with regard to those which did

swarm, the swarms were necessarily

extra large on account of the double
l)rood-nests, and, of course, issued a

few weeks later, but gave excellent

results.

I practice several ways of hiving
swarms, but will only describe the one
here which the picture illustrates. If

the swarm has clustered on the outer
edge of some tree, where it only ne-

cessitates the cutting of a thin branch,
1 prefer this plan, providing, of course,

they are within reach of my ladder.
I have found it to be an excellent plan
and consequently have practiced it for

many years, to spray a swarm lightly

with cold water before hiving. Water
seems to be very refreshing and sooth-
ing to the bees during the heat of the
day besides the added heat by excite-

ment of swarming, and will often

cause the bees to remain hanging un-
til evening when it is more convenient
to hive them. By taking a pair of
pruning shears and clipping off the
branch gently, they may be canned to
the hive without a single bee leaving
the cluster. I might say, that in the
picture I am only pretending to hive
the swarm. The manipulator of the
camera was too timid to accompany
me into the apiary, and upon
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much urging could scarcely be iuduced
to suap the picture on the lawn. Be-
sides those who have had experience

in hiving swarms know that when
bees are shaken into a hive they will

immediately crawl out, but when they
are shaken in front of it they will

readily crawl into it and assume pos-

session. Newly hived swarms should

be shaded for a few days and the hive
entrance enlarged to supply sufficient

ventilation. The section-boxes should

be transferred from the parent hive

to the one containing the newly hived
swarm which now has almost all of

the field bees. The parent hive being
so depleted Avill have no use for sec-

tions for at least a month or more.

Englewood, X. J.. Aug. 13, 1903.

THE HONEY BEE

Hauled;Down from the Exalted Position 'Which

It has Occupied from Time Immemorial

as the World's Emblem of Indus-

try and Other Virtues.

(Arthur C. Miller.)

FOR UNTOLD AGES the bee has
been the emblem of industry,

unselfishness and reckless self-

sacrifice. Some authors have seen
reverence and respect. Sentimentalists

have woven fairy tales about the beau-
tiful devotion of the bee to the safety

and good of her sisters.

It is passing strange what a lot of

freak ideas exist about the bee and
how like a snowball the rolling non-
sense has gathered unto itself in its

progress the vaporings of every idle

dreamer, of every emotional pietist.

The bee is a thoroughly selfish ani-

mal, devoid of nearly all the virtues

attributed to it and actuated solely by
the laws of self-preservation and pa-

rental instinct. Seemingly a bold
statement that, but let us see. The
original type of bee from which the
honey-bee is descended is believed to

be well represented by the solitary

bees of the present. The females of
this type select a place for the recep-

tion of their eggs and rearing of their

young, each according to the habit
of her kind. The selection made, food
is gathered and stored, the egg or eggs
laid and with some the young are left

to themselves and with others, further
attention is bestowed.
The next marked stage in the evo-

lution is perhaps well represented by
the common bumble bee. Here the
female establishes a nest much as does
the '-solitary" bee, but the young are
imperfectly developed and lacking the
power of reproduction but possessing
the parental instinct devote them-
selves to all the natural worli of the
female except egg-laying. They care
for the young, which so far as their
instincts guide them, are to them their
own. Only sufficient food is stored to
keep the bees through ordinary spells

of foul weather, but slight as is the
amount it evinces an instinct of pre-
paring for future needs quite compara-
ble to that of the honey-bee. With
the honey-bee we find the instinct to
store for the future much magnified
and the hibernating instinct virtually
eliminated. But all factors of food
gathering, brood feeding, comb con-
struction, etc., are but the expression
of the .same parental instinct as actu-
ates the perfect female "solitary" bee.

It may be asked, what all this has
to do with practical bee-culture? Just
this, the law of the hive is a simple
commonplace instinct, not a complex
problem. Let the novice approach his
bee studies with this in mind and he
will find himself freed of much anxi-
ety and uncertainty.

Providence, R. I., Sept. 5, 1903.

GENERAL NOTES.

(M. F. Reeve.)

WINTER PROTECTION.

WHERE YOU can't get building
paper to make caps of. the or-

dinary newspaper makes about
as good a winter protection, as is need-
ed. Take five or ten newspapers, un-
fold them and tack one within tne
other so as to make a blanket, and lay
across the hives so as to hang down
the sides and back to within a few
inches of the bottom-board. Fasten
with ordinary carpet tacks driven
through stiff pasteboard pieces about
an inch square. This prevents the
tacks from tearing loose from the
newspapers during "stiff blows."
An effective wind-break mav be
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made of boards nailed to cleats and
coming as high as the top of the su-

pers above the hive bodies. Braces
may be nailed to these arrangements
so as to prevent too much pressure
against the hives and stands.

When you see your bees boiling out

of the hives on fair, sunshiny days
during the winter you will feel repaid

for the little outlay of muscle, nails,

paper and time you have taken.

Protection and warmth save many
pounds of honey in keeping up the

temperature within the little honey
circle.

PHILADELPHIA ADULTERATORS.
The State Dairy and Food Commis-

sioner is after the Philadelphia store-

keepers who sell adulterated products.

Lard, butter, syrup, cider, vinegar, and
honey have been analyzed and found
to be sophisticated to such an extent

that many prosecutions have been
brought before a magistrate who has
been kept busy levying .$50 fines.

There is one concern in Philadelphia
which sells what is called "compound
honey." to the retail trade. There is

very little of the real article in the sO-

called honey, the remainder being glu-

cose. The word "compound" is printed

on the labels in such small letters that

unsuspecting buyers are tempted by
the price to purchase thinking they are
getting pure honey.

SWARTHMORE INTERVIEWED.
I rode into Philadelphia on a Darby

trolley car recently with Mr. Pratt, the
Swarthmore (lueen breeder. He had
with him a launch of Benton queen
cages in which he was shipping a lot

of golden queens to foreign countries.

He told me the business just then was
booming and that he had calls for all

the queens that he had on hand.
In conversation he said he had taken

a trip in the early spring to Florida for
the purpose of locating a branch apiary
where he could raise early queens. His
fancy was for the neighborhood of
Jacksonville, and I thinlv next spring
will find him installed in the Land of
Flowers prepared to supply queens as
early as any one.
With his system of breeding in the

use of diminutive nuclei hives. I rather
think things will hum as well as bees.
So keep an eye open for Pratt.

THE CUBAN SITUATION.
While he was in Florida he had

talks with some returned Argonauts
from Cuba. They had but one cry:

The land is rotten with foul brood, and
that they were glad enough to get
away to the States again.

It looks as if many years will elapse,

if ever, before Yankee apiarists will

locate in numbers in Cuba if they are
to l)e exposed to the ravages of this

disease through the careless, antiquat-
ed methods of the natives.

STARTERS VS. FULL SHEETS.

A great mistake, in my experience,
is made by writers who advocate the
use of starters of foundation in hiving
swarms.
There is always the possibility that

given only these instead of full sheets
the bees will build much drone comb.
In finishing ott' the bottom of a comb
they seem to get tired of the job and
fill in about twelve to fifteen rows and
sometimes more, with large cells.

AVhereas, when they have full sheets
o! foundation they build worker cells

nine times out of ten clean to the bot-

tom bar.

While on this subject let us inquire
why is it that the makers of founda-
tion persist in using the worker or
small cell dies for section foundation
instead of stamping drone cells on the
sheets?
Natural coml) is generally composed

of large cells. Bees are economical of
wax and build drone cells for the rea-

son.

They do some queer things, too, in

the way of cell building. Being short
of division boards one day in hiving a
small swarm that alighted on a tree
near my home I used a Doolittle feeder
for a substitute. Althoiigh work pre-
vented me from examining the young
colony for several weeks and it went
ahead and built up strong. But when
1 opened the hive to see how things
were coming on I found the new
boarders had not only filled the combs
on which they were hived but had
started in to fill the feeder as well.

I i)ried oit" one of the sides of the feed-
er and disconnected four rows of comb
built from side to side and filled with
honey. If I had let the little workers
alone no doiibt they would have filled

the feeder solidly with comb and hon-
ey. But I removed the feeder and gave
them a regular division board.

Kutledge, Pa., Aug. 10, 1903.
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THE DEPTH OF FRAMES.

(Dr. L. E. Kerr.)

IX THE APIARIES of bee-keepers
extensive and uniiretentioiis, there

are in use at the present time an
ahiiost endless variety of styles and
sizes of brood-frames. There are, in

truth, vastly too mm-h variance along
this line for tlie accomplishment of the
most good to the bee-business. The
really good ones, however, it must be
admitted, are not in too great evidence,

unfortunately. Thougli we can make
them answer our purpose, w^here we
have no other choice, our best frames
are far from perfect; while the vast

majority are intolerable and have hin-

dered much the advancement of the

pursuit.

Perhaps, in determining upon the

value of a frame, one of the foremost
considerations is the depth; for upon
this the amount of honey secured will

depend to a very great extent. All

are aware that, in the gj-oduction of

comb-honey, there is a depth which
can be overstepped only by an accom-
panying decrease in surplus. Not to

show where this line should be prop-

erly drawn, but to point out why it is

a mistake to use a frame of too great

a depth, Avill be the aim in this arti-

cle.

In the production of comb-honey it

is an indisputable fact that the npper
part of the Itrood-nest should, while
surplus is being stoi'ed, be kept im-
mediately next the honey contained in

the super. This, rest assured, will not

be the existing condition if the frames
used are deeper tlian at least the
Langstroth.
With a prolific queen, the amount

of honey stored oelow, in a hive the

depth of the Langstroth, will be small;

still, there will always be some. Ow-
ing to these circumstances there
seems to be a tendency, just now, to-

ward a frame even more shallow than
the Langstroth. A frame is wanted
of a depth tlint there will be no honey
whatever stored below during the sea-
son in which the surplus receptacles
are on.

Some one has said that a deep frame
winters best where the climate is a
cold one. So will an old box winter
the bees in a still better condition- but

no one would thiidc of going liack to

the old-fashioned box liive on that ac-

count. Luckily, however, this talk of
deej) frames being best for winter is

all nonsense, and a colony on Lang-
stroth frames, if they have suflRclent

honey, will stand an equal chance
with any in the world.

Germania, Ark., Aug. 24, 1903.

NONSECTIONAL BROODCHAMBER
HIVES.

(W. W. McNeal.)

WITH THE added experience of

another honey harvest I reaf-

firm my l»elief in tlie eificieucy

of large non-sectional brood-chamber
hives.

My conversion to tlie big hive and
system was against my will, for I was
an ardent admirer of the little hive
and its supposedly superior merit.

The written story of it was delight-

fully fascinating to me. For years,

long since past and gone, I clung to

the principles embodied in the section-

al brood-chamber. But that, too, is

past and gone. Dissatisfaction with,

and the abandonment of the sectional

hive, in part, was but the natural re-

sults of hope long deferred by the re-

peated failure of this hive to give that
nmnerical strength of colony early in

the season that is so necessary to suc-

cess.

Neither climatic condition nor floral

surroundings here favor the hive an3
system of management. Recourse to

the sugar barrel is the real life of the
method and though the privilege may
l)e accorded the user under cei'tain

conditions, the privilege is one that is

very apt to be abused. It is a question
^^.

whether the feeding of anything to
liees except honey can be pursued
along perfectly legitimate lines. "DF-
luted sin is not virtue," and if it is a
moral right that a little syrup may
be stored in the supers to be sold as
so much honey the complexion of the
case should not l>e changed when in-

stead of 1 ])er cent, or 20 per cent, the
contents of a package labeled "Honey"
were 100 per cent, fed syrup.

Yes, to me, the sectional brood-cham-
ber hive has lost its lustre. The big
single story brood-chamber has shown
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itself to be the fittest of the two and ing honey. I had put in a couple of
to it I must look for the realization of empty frames near the center and at
honey crops. this time the bees had filled them with
The objection to handling large comb. The center comb was an old

frames, so frequently raised, resolves one but it was not attached to the bot-

itself into nothing more serious than tom bar of the frame. The bees ex-

an imaginary grievance. The big col- tended the combs in the one, the new
onies in the big hive are able to take part being drone comb, of course. The
care of themselves to such an extent case of combs had been in the honey-
that the real need of handling the house all winter and when it was giv-

brood-combs is reduced to the mini- en to the bees was placed over a wood-
mum. When the fact is appreciated zinc honey-board of the latest design,
that all handling of the brood-combs Now, near the bottom of one of the
for the sole purpose of cutting out newly made combs and also in the new
queen cells to prevent swarming is strip of comb along the bottom edge
simply a travesty on art and science of the old one there was quite a
in bee-culture, the large frame loses sprinkling of good healthy drone
much of its terrors when it is remem- brood in dilferent stages of develop-
bered that a little smoke judiciously ment.
used and a little drumming on the hive The queen was a good prolific one
will so frighten the colony that the but there was very little drone comb
queen and the greater number of the below. Admitting that there was a
workers will quietly run up into nn possibility of the eggs having been de-

empty super substituted for the pur- posited there by a fertile worker, I

pose and that the whole of them may am inclined to the belief that they
then be shaken down in front of the were carried up there by the nurse
hive and the queen caught in less time bees out of a desire for drone brood,
than the frames of the standard hive What say you, brethren, in answer
can be taken out and replaced in a to this?
search for her majesty, the burden- wheelersburg, Ohio, Sept. 10, 1903.
some feature of large frames fast
fades away and they thus become easy
to wield. PHACELIA.
By using the deep-frame hive and

the very shallow conjointly the most (Adrian Getaz.)

efficient service possible may be real- rrORnTNO to seven] ininrists of
i.ed from them. The large combs will ^ F^J-anTe'lnd^rrm^^^^^^^^^
produce the bees to work with while -TL

^.,^ .^ decidedly one of the best
the shallow combs may be used both

i^^^^^^,. producing plants known. A pe-
for extracting and for swarms, return- culiarity of it is that its nectar con-
ing the swarms to the parent hives at tains onlv about 55 per cent, of water,
the beginning of the fall bloom. This ^^hile that from other plants generally
management gives beautiful results, ii^s 75 or 80 per cent. The honey is
The young queen, feeling the impetus jjght amber and of excellent flavor. A
of her advantageous surroundings in field of that plant in full bloom is one
the big hive, continues the steady of the most beautiful sights. The
grind around the yearly cycle with the flowers are sky blue,
smoothness of clock work. Talk about The phacelia will succeed on almost
producing honey cheaper in sectional all kinds of soil, giving of course the
brood-chamber hives! Why it's all a largest returns on the best. It takes
mistaken idea so far as this neck of about four pounds of f-oed to the acre,

the woods is concerned. The plants begin to blossoia about five

BEES MOVING EGGS ^'^«1^« ^"^^- ^^^ .Sowing. The bios-

soms open successively so the blossom-
I think I have a pretty clear case jQg period lasts from five to six weeks,

against the bees this time. One day more or less, according to the weather,
in June of this year I was looking The phacelia can be sown at any
over the combs in the extracting su- time between the early spring and the
per of a strong colony to see what pro- mid-summer. By successive sowings
gress the bees were making at gather- an uninterrupted yield of honey could
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be bad throughout the summoi-, except

when the weather is too dry. If the

phacolia is cut at the beginning of

blossoming, or the early part oi it, it

will grow again and can furnish Ihree

or four cuttings during the soa;Jon.

As hay or green forage, poacelia

ranks in quality very near to red clo-

ver. It should, however, not be cut

later than the middle of the blossoming

period, otherwise the stems become too

hard. The yield obtained by Mr. Henry
(Gazette Apicole) was four tons to the

acre of hay, or about four times that

amount of green forage when used

that way. The yield of seed was 600 .

pounds to the acre. These experiments

were made in the department of Van-

cluse (France), that is in a section of

superior land and good cultivation, I

doubt if such results could be obtained

by our average farir'ors.

I spolve here of green forage. In

nearly all Europe horses and cows are

fed in doors all summer; the green for-

age is cut and brought to them in the

stable. Under the conditions that ob-

tain there it is the best course to fol-

low.
In a preceding communication, I

spoke of the sainfoin. I forgot to say
that the hay from the sainfoin is of

first quality, superior to that from
clover or alfalfa. The seed can be
bought in this country from all the

dealers.

Knoxville, Tenn.

plain his method, so the rest of us
way-behind-the-times bee-fellows will

be able to keep in sight, at least. In

this eastern corner of Bradford coun-

ty, Pa., to increase from 12 'to 55 colo-

nies would ruin the whole batch, to

say nothing of surplus honey. A good
many things look well on paper. Yes,

somethings. We had a fair yield Of

light honey, but the constant wet
weather spoiled the buckwheat crop.

Yours truly,

Z. Cornell.

*^-^^^>;^te-'^'''v

TELL US ALL HOW
Silvara, Pa., Sept. 5, 1903.

W. T. Falconer Co.:

In September number of Bee-Keeper,
under heading "Good Season in Illi-

nois," J. E. Johnson makes the follow-

ing statement: "Up to date, August
20, I have taken 1,700 pounds comb
and 300 pounds extracted honey and
increased from 12 to 55 swarms."
Now, I have kept bees over 20 years

and would like the gentleman to ex-

THE MANGROVE IN CUBA.

Cubanas, Cuba, Aug. 19, 1903.

Dear Mr. Hill: Black mangrove,
after all, failed to produce any surplus

honey in my new location. During
the blooming period we had nice dry

weather, and yet the bees got hardly

more than a living.

One day in .July a neighbor came to

me and said that the bees were work-
ing on black mangrove. As my bees

were beginning to fly more freely, I

went to investigate, and found not a
single bee on black mangrove; but
another large tree, "Patawan," which
grows together with the mangrove was
full of bees, as it had just begun
blooming. The honey came from the

mangrove swamp, but not from man-
grove. I do not think mangrove is

good for honey in the South.

I took extracted 150 gallons, light

amber, from Patawan, and took of
comb honey 400 pounds. (Nice one).

Bees work on Patawan even in the
rain, but it does not last very long

—

three weeks—and weather was bad.

Yours truly, "Pat."

Honey bees have taken possession of
the Rocky Run school house, which
stands on the borders of the State San-
itarium site near this place.

When the workmen went to the
building to make necessary repairs the
bees swarmed around the door and it

was impossible for any one to enter
the place. There are three swarms in

the building, and it is believed that a
large quantity of honey will be gath-
ered when the bees are got out.—North
American.

Glen Gardner, N. J., August 4.
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Bee -Keeping World

(GERMANY.
A certain humorous Avriter says in a

German bee .iournal that queen bees
sometimes suffer Avith seasickness;

particularly the long-tongued vai'ie-

ties are subject to the disease, for af-

ter they have endui'ed the voyage they
usually have lost the formerly-pos-
sessed quality of producing long-

tongued workers.

A great deal has been written in

past years of "how to obtain and re-

tain prolific and productive bees."

Lehzen says in Centralblatt the rule

used to be, in order to have good luck
with bees to either commence bee-

keeping with a strayed-off swarm, a
boughten swarm, or one stolen. He
advises to buy only strong colonies

with fertile young queens of a bee-
keeper whose colonies have freely

swarmed. In Northern Germany a
colony is considered productive when
it casts sv.-arms during May or the
early part of June and again in buck-
wheat time or during the heath blof)m.

Lehzen thinks in-breeding detriment-
al to the general prosi)erity of an api-
ary, and would not buy bees from an
isolated yard on this account. He
wants no bees that have been win-
tered on sugar or have been stimulat-
ed with it, as bees are weakened by
being obliged to invert so much cane
sugar. He considers honey the only
lu-oper food for bees, buckwheat honey
being the best.

In order to keep the apiary in a
prosperous condition he wants combs
renewed often. Heath bee-keepers, he
says, take no bees into winter with
combs older than one year. He also
wants queens renewed frequently, ad-
vises to kec]) a number of young

(piecns on hand during the honey sea-

son. To prevent in-breeding he would
purchase from distant parts young
swarms. In the province of Hanover
he claims 4()<>,<i00 swarms are for sale

every year, Avhich would answer the

purpose perfectly. If it should be
found necessary to feed the bees, su-

gar may be fed in the fall, but never
in the spring. Bees should be disturb-

ed as little as possible.

To increase the activity of and the
profit from bees, Lehzen advocates
moving into buckwheat or heath sec-

tions, claiming the moving itself hav-
ing a beneficial influence upon the
bees; he explains this by his observa-
tions of bees producing larger quanti-
ties of formic acid during the excit-
m^nt while being moved.

*A good bee-hive ought to meet the
re(iuiremcnts of the bees above all

things." says C. Peters in Centralblatt.
"It should be simple in construction
to enal)le the apiarist to perform his
work in the least possible time, and
to secure best results from the bees
in general. The hive must be suitable
for the locality in which it is to be
used. Different localities might re-

quire different hives."

Maertens says in Centralblatt: The
bee .iournals are full of discussion
about scientific questions which neith-

er interest nor benefit the common
honey-] )r()dncer; thinks .c is time that
practical ([ucstions come to the fore-

ground particularly of how best to dis-

iwse of the i)roducts.

K. l>iithc. one of the most noted bee-

keepers and manufacturer of hives,

said before a bee-keepers' conveniion,
that he ol>tained from his l)est hive
371/2 pounds of ])uckwheat comb-honey.
A young bee-keeper in Nordholz, td
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wlioui he sold :i bouse apiary of 30 Reiaenbach claims in Pbalz. Bztg.
colonies, obtained 1,000 pounds of that honey is often found in the stoiu-
conib honey; the best swarm giving ach of the drone. from which
him oO pounds. fact he .iudges that they are fed with

such rather than with chyle by the
A certain writer says, that among workers.

German bee-keei)ers there will scarce-
ly one be found who is a pro- EGYPT—GREECE,
nounced non-smoker, and that the to- . . ,,

baceo iiipe is an indisputable apia- -^^^out migratory bee-keepmg of the

rian appliance, so considered. ancients, Hoeckelberger says m Phalz.

Bztg. "The bee-keepers of Southern

The Deutsche 111. Bztg. advises: Egypt migrated with their bees to-

Ne^-er to heat up extracted honev for ^^ard the end of October upon boats

bottling except when uecessarv to t" tli^ North where the flowers ap-

li.iuefv it. Albert! savs "Honev loses peared two mouths earlier m the sea-

its aroma bv the heating process and ^on. The boats served at the same

often the taste is impaired even when ^^^e as a house-apiary and dwelling,

great precaution is taken not to over- The boat was moved South gradually,

heat." and when the bee-keeper arrived at

his home two months later his hives

The great bee-keepers' convention were already full of honey."
in Strassburg has been pronounced a
success. It was well attended al- The Grecians learned the art of the

though held during a busv time. Egyptians. The little peninsula Atti-

' kii contained some 20,000 hives of bees

l-'or .some years a novel little ma- and bee-keepers moved their bees to

chine for casting and pressing sheats Mount Hymettus Avhich was covered
of comb foundation has been manu- with thyme and produced the cele-

factured and sold by Rietsche, same is brated Hymettus honey. It is said

illustrated in 111. Bztg. As an advant- bee-keepers came to this honey para-

age of this style of comb foundation dise from all parts of Greece and So-

machine is claimed that wax in its Ion the wise had ordered at this time,

pureness can be used with it. which that the different apiaries must not be

will insure "no sagging." With other located any nearer than 100 meters
mills it is claimed pure wax cannot from another. Later bee-keepers even
well be used. Every bee-keeper may took their bees to all the little islands

make up his own wax into foundation in oi-der to secure all the honey going
with this implement. to waste there.

The Romans also practiced migra-
Roth at the Strassburg convention tory bee-keeping. They moved sauth

opposed the use of a large frame in to Tarent. even to Sicily and Ivreta.
the brood-chamber. Claims brood is F.Greluer.
reared untimel.v and it is impractical
to remove honey dew from the FRANCE.
winter nest as with the large (Ameri-
can. frame the different honeys are

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^0^^ TONGUES.

all mixed through and cannot be sepa- ^Ir. Charton Froissard, in the Ga-
rated. Gunther expressed his ideas on zette Apicole. relates some experiments
the subject l)y saying there was no made on the relation of long tongues
such a thing as best size of frame or to honey surplus. The measurements
hive. Frames and appliances would made do not give the exact length of

necessarily have to be varied accord- the tongues, but the depth to which
iug to existing conditions. the bees could reach through wire

cloth of the apparatus used.
Straenli writes very enthusiastically The apparatus was placed in the

in Deutsche Bzcht. of Pratt's method hive and left until no more honey or
of queen-rearing. (Our German friends syrup could be taken by the bees, and
are very slowly catching on to our the distance between the wire cloth
improved methods of rearing queens, and the food measured. The experi-—The writer.) ments gave, for different colonies,
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from 70 to 93-tenths of milimeters. A
remarkable feature of the experiment

is that often, the swarms gave longer

or shorter lengths than the colonies

from which they came. This shows

that the drones must have a consider-

able influence on the w^orker bees,

which are his daughters.

In trying to ascertain the relation

between the surplus obtained and the

length of tongues, it is necessary to

operate on colonies as nearly equal as

possible. For this purpose, Mr. Char-

ton Froissard selected eight swarms,

of nearly the same weight, issued from

the hives at about the same time and
therefore under nearly the same con-

ditions as to honey flow, temperature

etc.

Five weeks later the swarms were
weighed, and the increase in weight,

consisting in combs built, brood pres-

ent, honey, etc. ascertained. The in-

crease in weight varied nearly like the

length of tongues. The swarm hav-

ing the shortest tongue length, 74-

tenths of milimeters, having increased

but very little in weight, while the one
with the greatest length of tongue,

9o-tenths of milimeters, had increased
12 pounds.

to have the odor as strong as possible

and put them in the hive or wherever
they want the swarm to settle, which
it invariably does. This item is from
the Rucher Beige, May 1903.

BELGIUM.

Mr. R. Pincot (Rucher Beige) made
some comparative experiments be-

tween apiaries conducted on the natu-

ral swarming plan and those in which
j

anticipated swarming is practiced. He
|

finds that the apiary or rather the part

of the apiary) managed on the ordi-

nary anticipated swarming plan gave

70 per cent more surplus per colony

than the apiary where natural swarm-

ing was allowed. With the method

of anticipated swarming by double

permutation, the increase is more than

100 per cent, that is the total surplus

more than doubles. These figures are

somewhat approximative, as it is im-

possible to divide an apiary so as to

have the colonies absolutely of the

same strength in each portion.

A correspondent, whose name is not

given, says that bees wintered in cel-

lar will consume, per colony, at least

10 pounds of honey during the winter,

less than those wintered outside. In
the cellar, from six to 16 pounds ac-

cording to the size of the colonj^ is all

that is necessary. In wintering out-

side, the small colonies consume neai'-

ly as much as the large ones, in order
to maintain the necessai-y tempera-
ture. He estimates 25 pounds per
colony, or about, for outside winter-
ing. A saving of 10 pounds per colony
at 10 cents per pound means 100 dol-
lars for an apiary of 100 colonies.
That's worth looking after.

Sometimes it is difficult to find a

queen or cut the queen-cells of a very

strong colony, on account of so many
bees in the way. Mr. A. Wathelet
the editor of the Rucher Beige advises

in such cases to remove the hive to

a distance, put an empty one on the

stand, and visit the hive half an hour

or an hour later when the field

bees are out. Then return it to its

place.

Mr. Debienne, in the Rucher Beige

says that during the honey flow the

bees ought not to be disturbed if pos-

sible. He had two colonies on scales,

doing about equally well. One day
he visited one thoroughly for some
purpose or other. At night the one

undisturbed had increased its weight

by four pounds more than the one vis-

ited.

ITALY.

Mr. Vincent Asprea says that where
he lives, in Southern Italy, the na-
tives secure their swarms in a very
simple and easy manner. They take
some leaves of the lime tree, (the tree
that produces the limes sold in the
stores or used at the soda water
stands), bruise or mash them, so as

SWITZERLAND.

A new wrinkle in bee-keeping has

been started in Switzerland. Apicul-

tural stations now receive virgin

queens from the bee-keepers and re-

turn them to their owners after they

are fecondated. Of the 367 queens

sent, 285 were mated and returned.

The others were lost. Needless to say
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that only drones of the very best stock

are used. This item is taken from the

Schweitzerishe Bieuenzeitung anfl

quoted in the Rucher Beige.

Adrian Getaz.

AUSTRALIA.

The -ringbarking'' of nectar-yield-

ing forest trees, which is done in a

wholesale way, as a means of improv-

ing the sheep pasture, to the great dis-

advantage of apiarian interests, is

strongly objected to by bee-keepers of

the island continent.

Mr. Tipper has adopted ruberoid

quilts as a winter covering for his

hives with very gratifying results.

The Bee Bulletin says, "Chilian hon-

ey often arrives in England dirty, dark
and of strong flavor, and sells at 3d

per pound. This is generally bought
by chemists, after proper treatment,

and blended with some good-flavored

honey is sold as pure English honey
at Is (25 cents) per pound."
President Bolton, of the Victorian

Apiarists' Association, regards bee-

keeping interests there as improving,
under the efforts of the society.

is a disease almost, if not quite as in-

fectious as foul brood. I should like

to caution bee-keepers generally

against it. Having had it at one time
I can speak from experience. At pres-

ent it is decimating a whole district;

and to show how infectious it is, two
or three years ago a successful bee'-

keeper, having a large apiary, was
asked to overhaul some stocks suffer-

ing from a strange disease. He did

so, the consequences being that he
carried the infection home. His bees
have since died out after all known
remedies have been tried, and he is

obliged to buy swarms every season
to keep up the number of his stocks."

The Irish Bee Journal gives the fol-

lowing statistics, as published by the
department of agriculture: The honey
produced (in Ireland) in 1901 amount-
ed to 718,218 pounds—extracted, 298,-

185 pounds, and 420,033 pounds of
comb, in sections. In 1891 the total

v/as 253,561 pounds, and the average
for the ten years, '91 to 1900, was
371,986 pounds.

H. E. H.

IRELAND.
Says the Irish Bee Journal for Sep-

tember: "Two disastrous seasons in

succession are not common, even in

such a climate as ours. But, judging
from reports to hand from all parts
of Ireland, as well as our own experi-

ence, we fear that 1903 must be set

down as a year even more disappoint-
ing to bee-keepers than 1902. * * A
similar state of affairs is complained
of in England and Scotland, where
prominent bee-men declare that the
weather has been deplorable, and th§
surplus honey gathering practically

nil. * * The disappointment to bee-
keepers has been a serious one. And
this, Avith the rapid spread of foul
brood, and the special advantages
which the pest enjoys in continued wet
weather, are sufficient to justify some
alarm."

Considered in connection with that
which appears upon the same subject
in the editorial department of this is-

sue, the following, from the same
splendid journal, by W. Moroney, is

not without interest: "Bee paralysis

JAMAICA.

Mr. Leslie Alexander, of Malvern,
Jamaica, says the Agricultural News,
mentions a simple and effective meth-
od of branding robber bees. The en-

tire colony that is being robbed is

banked with hay which is freely

sjtrinkled with a brush dipped in

whitewash containing about a table-

spoonful of turpentine. Every robber
is branded 'white,' and the bee-keeper
can then detect the colony from which
the robbers are issuing, when the en-

trance is forthwith closed. No matter
how thickly the hay is placed around
a colony, the bees get ample ventila-

tion, and at night the covering may be
removed. The whitewashing is, of

course, superior to dusting with flour;

and, since it saturates the hay, the
bees get disgusted as soon as their

bodies get foul and sticky, while the
smell of the turpentine adds to their

disgust.
Mr. Samuel T. Frost, before a meet-

ing of the British Chemists Assistants'

Association said:

A great deal of beeswax imported
into Britain does not find its way into

Mincing Lane, but is shipped direct to
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the manufacturers or wholesale deal-

ers from Jamaica, Zanibar, Madagas-
car, New Zealand, Australia, Spain,

India, and Morocco. A certain propor-
tion of the wax that is offered for sale

in the drug market is grossly adulter-

ated; not artistically so as to require
the services of an analyst to detect the
adulteration; but with such things as
stones, earth and dead leaves, and
some of it is very wormy. Like honey,
the imported wax varies greatly in

color and quality, ranging froiji white,
through all the shades of yellow and
blown, to black. Perhaps the article

for which there is the greatest <le-

niand in the open market is Jamaica
wax, whicli is shipped in barrels, casks,

and cases weighing from 2 to 4 cwt.,

and always finds an unlimited sale in
London on account of its uueionbtcd
purity. The prices range from £7 10s.

to £8 15s. per cwt,, and occasionally
there is very active competitirtn for it.

Its principal uses are for boot and fur-

niture polishes, heel-ball tailors' wax,
photographic compositions, etc. The to-

tal exports from Jamaica in 1808 w»M'e
A-alued at £10,294, against £4,823 in

1888; while the value of the honey
exported from Jamaica during the
same years Avas £2,10,S against £1,341.
The LTnited States iias inci't'asrd her
imports of wax from Jam.;:icM while
the amount coming to tlie United
Kingdom has decreased, Tiie increased
production of wax in Jamaica is voi'y

largely due to the intelligejit action of
the local agricultural societies, oacked
up by the Imperial Depariinont of Ag-
riculture, in enco\ira.:2,'ir.;' a belter sys-
tem of apiculture. .Jamaica wax va-
ries in color from a nice pale broAvn
and yellow to good red. and pale to
dark brown, or chocolate color.—Jamai-
ca Times, Sept. 12, 1903.

BEES FOR POULTllYMEN.
In its crop report for July, the INIas-

sachusetts state board of agriculture
includes an article on "Bee-Keeping;
Its Pleasures and Profits," by Dr. Jas.
B. Paige, professor of veterinary
science at the Massachusetts Agricul-
tural College. Tills report may be ob-
tained by application to J. Lewis Ells-
worth, secretary of the board. State
House, Boston, and those desiring to
receive these bulletins regularly may
have their names placed on the mail-
ing list.

In this article Dr. Paige says: "Fo
ty or fifty years ago nearly every fan
er kept a few swarms of bees. Th(
furnished him a healthy article of fot

that was considered almost a necessit

Today it is the exception that one sd
about the farmer's home—these pr
ducers of the most wholesome and d
licious table delicacy it is possible
obtain. In addition to the producti(
of honey, bees perform a valuable s€

vice by the fertilization and cross ft

tilizatiou of flowers, the value of whi<
cannot be estimated."

Dr. Paige then gives the figures fro

the twelfth census for the LTnitt

States, the five leading states in tl

bee industry, and for Massachusetl
An interesting comparison is that t

tween Massachusetts and Vermoi
which shows that with practically tl

same number of farms, Vermont h
12,830 swarms, valued at $3.58 p
swarm, while Massachusetts has on
8,381 hives, which, however, are A'alU'

at $4.26 per hive. ]Mucli of the V€
mont honey is sold in Massachuset"
The situation of our own state is mo
favorable for bee-keeping than is th

of Vermont, and there seems to be i

good reason why we should not pi

duce sufficient honey for home co
sumption.
Continuing, he points out that it

not well to depend on bee-keeping alo:

as a source of livelihood, but tliat

should be combined with some oth
specialty, such as market gardenin
fruit growing, or poultry raising.

Dr. Paige's opinion a combination
bee-keeping and poultry raising is

very desirable one, for the reason th

bees are inactive in winter when poi

try requires constant attention, whi
bees can be most advantageously han
led during the middle of the day
summer, when poultry requires but 1

tie care. A large farm in a rural di

trict is not essential for the successf
keeping of bees. Thej' thrive in town
villages, and even in large citie

Swarms protected from strong win(
and extreme cold in winter will thri''

in almost any locality in Massach
setts.

Dr. Paige gives ad^ace as to the s

lection of varieties of bees, manag
ment and selection of hives and app]
ances. He recommends starting in

small way with one or two swarm
the natural increase of which wi
quickly build up the apiary, while tl
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'ce^sary experience for more exteud-

i operations may be acquired wliile

arking witli a few. Tlie cost of start-

g an apiary is eomitaratively small,

•ing about ^Ho. including swarm of

es in hive, bee smolcer, veil, and
her appliances, all of which will be

fficient for conducting the apiary as

increases. In selecting hives, one
the modern movable frame hives,

ith super for surplus honey boxes,

ould be used, and the simpler its

nstruction the better. All hives in

e yard should be alike, so that parts

ay be interchanged. Much pleasure

ay be had and information gained
• the study of bees kept in an obser-

ition hive.

At the close of the article a list of

e best works on bees and bee-keeping
given, and mention is made of the

•urse in bee-keeping to be given at

e Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

(ge. beginning the fourth Wednesday
May, and continuing four weeks,

he article is illustrated by cuts show-
g desirable hives and an excellent

ilf-tone of a swarm of bees in an ob-

rvation hive.—Farm Poultry, Aug.

nient and also the Chinese building,

on the eompletiou of which next Janu-
ary he will return hom-i and e.scort the

Imperial Chief Commissioner. Prince

P"u Luu to St. Louis. On July <; he
was waited on with carriages by the

representatives of the Committee on
Ceremonies, who escorted him and his

official stal¥, dressed in the picturesque
official costumes of the Chinese Court
to the Administration Building where
the first official call was made on Pres-

ident Francis and the Exposition offi-

cials. Later the visitors were taken for

a drive over the WorUFs Fair Grounds
and afterwards to luncheon at the St.

Louis Club. Mr. Wong visits the Ad-
ministration Building almost daily.

AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

The Chinese Imperial Yice-Commis-
oner. Wong Kai Kah. arrived in St.

ouis from Peking on .Tuly 3, and took
^ssession of the furnished mansion,
?8.j Goodfellow avenue, which will

i the residence of himself, his fam-
y and his official staff until after the
nal closing of the Exposition gates.

e brought with him his corps of ser-

ants and skilled artizans to put the
nishing touches on the Chinese build-

ig and will begin its construction at

uce. He was partly educated in the
nited States, has lived here long
longh to be familiar with American
lanners and customs, is an admirable
laster of English. ;iud the newspaper
^porters describe him as most inter-

•iting and charming. He says this

•ill be China's first official participa-

on in a world's fair, and neither ef-

3rt nor money will be spared in mak-
ig it a memorable representation of
'hinese progress, art and industry.

The collection of the exhibits is pro-

ressing rapidly. They will be fully

•stalled filling the allotted space be-

ore the Fair gates open. He is here
J complete all preparations for install-

Mr. Allen V. Cockrell writes from
Washington. D. C:

•'Cuban Minister advises the pas-

sage by the Senate of the bill appro-

Itriating sSO.OtK) for participation."

Hon. Henry Wade, of Toronto, On-
tario, the Registrar of Live Stock for

Canada, writes F. D. Coburn, Chief of

the Exposition's Department of Live
Stock, as follows:

•"We are working up a large exhibit

for your Exposition next year. Have
already waited on Hon. Sydney Fisher,

Minister of Agriculture, asking him
for a large grant of money, which I

hope and expect we will receive."

•"Canada made an exhibit of rare ex-

cellence at the World's Columbian Ex-
Iiosition of 1893," says Col. C. F. Mills,

Secretary of the Live Stock Depart-
ment, "and in not a few of the classes

received the larger portion of the prize

money. In addition to the prizes giv-

en by the Provincial Government to

Canadian exhibitors at Chicago the
Columbian management awarded
prizes to the breeders of Ontario and
Quebec as follows: On cattle, $3,980;

horses, $1,305; sheep, $5,200: swine,

$1,395; total, $11,880. The prize fund
provided for the Live Stock Exhibit at
the World's Fair next year will be
nearly twice as large as the amount
awarded at Chicago in 1893, and the

skillful breeders of Canada, of whom
there are many, can be depended upon
to exhibit stock of such superior qual-

ity as to .iustly entitle them to receive

a liberal share of the quarter of a mil-

lion of dollars set apart by the Louisi-

ana Purchase Exposition for stocK
shown at St. Louis in 1904."
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In a telegram of July 8 to the State

Department from Rio Janeiro, Minis-

ter Thompson expresses confidence
that the Brazillian Congress will vote
the appropriation of $600,000 Ameri-
can dollars asked for by the President
of Brazil for an exhibit at the Louisi-

ana Purchase Exposition. He finds a
most friendly feeling for the United
States in the government circles in

Brazil, and saj's the Brazilian exhibit

will be under the direction of Dr. Luro
Muller, Minister of Industry, Trans-
portation and Public Works.

The Nebraska World's Fair Commis-
sion has added $750 to the premiums
offered by the Nebraska Improved
Corn Growers' Association for World's
Fair exhibits of corn. The Commission
has also appointed special collectoi's

of forage grasses and sheaf grains,

and offers special premiums for the

best collections. Private subscriptions

to the amount of $25,000 have so far

been added to the State appropriation
of $35,000 at the disposal of the Com-
mittee.

The Gloucester (Mass.) Times re-

ports that Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, Chief
of the Department of Fish and Game,
visited the city on June 26 and confer-

red with the president of the Glouces-
ter Board of Trade and its Fishery
Committee in regard to the city's rep-

resentation in the Exposition's Fish
Department. The Times says , that
Gloucester is the largest fishing port
in the United States and urges the
Board of Trode to see that a reperesn-

tative exhibit be made at St. Louis
next year.

Several companies have been organ-
ized to take care of visitors to St.

Louis during the World's Fair. The
newest one is the World's Fair Chau-
tauqua Company, which announces
that it will provide visitors witli coin-

fortable lodgings near the Exposition
gates for two weeks or longer at $1
per day, leaving the board money in

their pockets to be exi)ended for meals
at the company's table or at adjacent
restaurants. A "limited" membership
costing $3 entitles the holder to lodg-

ing at $"!.50 a day. The payment of
$11 more in installments secures a full

membership, which is transferable at
any time before the service is complet-

ed. The Germauia Trust Co. of St
Louis guarantees the repayment of th(

remittances in case the company faih

to render the service. This include;

a corps of scientific guides and lectur

ers who will conduct the lodger;

through the wonders of the Exposition
I. C. McNeill. President of the Wiscon
sin State Normal School, is the com

|

pany's president, and two president;

of the Missouri State Teachers Associa
tion, Ed. D. Luckey and Wm. J. Haw
kins, are respectively vice-presiden
and secretary.

Mr. Chas. A. Spiess, of Las Vegas
New Mexico, President of the Nev
Mexico Commission, visited the Ad
ministration Building July 6 and con

ferred with Director-of-Exhibits Skifl

Director-of-Works Taylor and a nuru

ber of the department chiefs. Nev
^lexico will spend $7,000 of its appro
priation, $32,000, on a building. Sui
rounding the structure will be a cac

tus garden in which many curious va
rieties of the plant are to be showr
New Mexico will exhibit in all deparl
ments. In Mining, a Turquoise min
and the gems from it. for which NeT
Mexico is famous, will be shown, an»

in live stock, a large herd of Hereford
will be exhibited.

After visiting California and person
ally viewing the situation in tha

world-renowned land of big hone;

tanks, sage brush and jack rabbits

the editor of the American Bee Joui
nal advises liis readers that, "On thi

whole, taking into account ties o
friendship and old associates, as wel
as trouble and expense of making i

change, the probability is that not on^

liee-keejier in ten will find himsel

better off anywhere in the world thai

right where he is now."

In order to make your advertising

efforts what they are intended to be

you need animation, ideas, inspiratior

and information about the large anc

complex subject which constitute!

modern publicity, and the more yor

get the better.—Printers' Ink.

For a club of four new subscribers

together with remittance of $2 to paj

for same one year, we will send th<

Florida Magazine a year free.
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THE DEACON ILL.

The following, received September
21, explains the non-appearance of

Deacon Hardscrabble's usual letter in

this issue. We all hope the deacon
may soon be restored to his usual state

of good health:

Dear Bro. Hill 3

The Deacon is sick and the Deacon a
saint would be!

But if the Deacon gets well just see

what a saint is he.

Fact is, Harry, I've overdid the loll-

ing and 'twixt that and the wear and
tear on my nerves by the sayin's of
some o' the boys, I'm clean laid up.

Doc. says I need a change, so I'm
goin' off on a sea trip, but I reckon
the old machine is about wore out.

Howsomever, you may see me bob
up serenely bye and bye. Till then,

au revoir.

John Hardscrabble.

According to the Rocky Mountain
Bee .Journal, "The honey crop of Col-

orado, v^'hile much better than last

year, will not average half a crop for

the entire State. The honey, however,
is of exceptionally fine quality." The
same spicy little journal observes fur-

ther that "to judge by the quotations

that are being sent out, the 'bears' are

in control of the Chicago market. Hap-
pily, Chicago is not big enough to set

the prices for the whole country."

Nearly one hundred bee-keepers

were in attendance at the Hamilton
County Bee-Keepers' convention Sep-

tember 14, at Cincinnati; and it is re-

ported to have been one of the

most successful meetings ever held in

the Buckeye State. We are, naturally,

gratified to learn that some very kind
remarks concerning the American Bee-
Keeper were made upon that occasion,

for which we desire to express thanks.

Writing in the Bee-Keeper's Record,

^^illiam McNally says: "For the sec-

1)1 Ml year in succession Scotch bee-

kifpers have to be content with a poor
in]), which, on striking an average,

will, I think, only teach about one-half

th.'t of ordinary seasons.''

Our Kansas City correpondent, as
an illustration of the excellence of the
honey crop in that vicinity, states:

"One of our bee men, who has two
apiaries, informs us that he has 35,-

000 pounds of comb honey in one-

pound sections, and bees still at work."

The California crop is estimated at

about one-third of the "full'' quota.
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PRE-IXTRODUCTION OF VIRGIN
QUEENS.

In Gleanings for September 1, Ed-
itor Root gives a metliod of success-
ively inti'oducing virgin queens, which
hastens the process of fertilization

where a number are to be mated, as
practiced in the Root apiary. Here's
the idea:

"Here is a colony that is queenless.

Instead of giving it one caged virgin,

to be released on the candy plan, he
(Mr. Root's apiarist, H .E. H.) gives
It two of flying age; but the loose

slide protecting the candy is removed,
exi>osing the food in one cage, leaving
it in the other cage covered by the
slide. The bees will release the queen
of the first mentioned. In a day or
two she will become fertilized and go
to laying. The other virgin is kept
caged in the meantime. As soon as
queen No. 1 is laymg she is taken out,

and at the same time the slide cover-
ing the candy of the other cage is set

back, the bees release queen No. 2.

Before that is done, another is put into

the hive, caged with the candy pro-

tected. Queen No. 2 is accepted and
ere long begins to lay. She is removed
and the slide of cage No. 3 is set back
and another virgin is put in, and so on
the cycle proceeds."
This preintroduction idea, it appears,

has come as a final solution of one of
the difficult problems in apiculture
and bids fair to become the popular
method with queen breeders of the
future. If we mistake not. the honor
of its discovery belongs to the versa-
tile "Swarthmore," and the Americaij
Bee-Keeper believes it was the first

publication to give publicity to the
plan, thi'ough an article which ap-
peared in its issue of March. 1903.
Though the method practiced by the

Root people diffei's somewhat from
the Swarthmore modus operandi, the
principle is essentially the same. The
Root plan being, perhaps, better adapt-
ed to the requirements of the "avei-age''

bee-keeper, while the "Swarthmore''
method is of the rapid-fire type, and
is worthy of the consideration of
breeders operating upon an extensive
commercial scale.

THE NATIONAL'S NEW OFFICERS
At the Los Angeles convention of

the National Association, President
James U. Harris, of the Colorado
Slate Bee-Keepers' Association, was
elected to the presidential chair of
the National Association, also. Mr.
Harris is one of the foremost apiar-
ists of his great home State, and, it is

said, is eminently qualified to dis-
charge the duties of the new office, at
the head of the National Association.
We have pleasure in presenting in this
number of The Bee-Keeper an excel-
lent portrait of President-elect Harris,
of Grand Junction, Colo.
Mr. C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, III.,

was elected vice president, while Geo^
"W. Brodbeck, of Los Angeles, pres-
ident California National Honey Pro-
ducers' Association, succeeds Geo. W.
York, of Chicago, as secretary for the
ensuing year.

Some one predicted several years
ago that the "Great West" was to
liecome the producer of the bulk of
America's honey crops. If the pace
with which the National officiary is

moving in that direction is any index
of nectar-producing conditions, the
lirophecy is being more speedily ful-

filled than even the prognosticator an-
ticipated. However, it is gratifying
to note that the management of the
National's afPairs is passing exclus-
ively into the hands of active produc-
ers of honey. Bee-keepers them-
selves, perhaps, know better than any
one else what they want. A thorough
knowledge of parliamentary law is by
no means the chief essential in meet-
ing the present demands of the indus-

try; and it is a gratifying sign of the
times to see the responsibilities of our
associations passing into the hands
of the man with the smoker—the man
whose personal e.xi)eriences have deep-

ly impressed him with the iui]iortan?e

of action upon urgent and practical

([uestions, as well as familiarized him
with the details and intri.'acies in-

volved in surmounting the problems
which loom up before him as a men-
ace to his means of livelihood.

New England has had one of the
poorest honey seasons on record.

The Buffalo market is now consid-
ered safe for small shipments, by our
con-espondent there, who states that
low grades of new crop are selling at
from eight to twelve cents.
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Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Smith (Mrs. S.

A. Smith) of Grant. Fla., consti-

tute a harmonious and eminently suc-

cessful honey - producing company
of cfinsiderable pi'opoi'tlons, and it

has been the pleasure of the Bee-Keep-
er editor to meet and enjoy a brief dis-

cussion of things apiarian with these
progressive people, as they passed re-

cently through Fort Pierce, on pleas-

ure bent, aboard their boat. We all

have our favorite themes and pet hob-

bies, and that of ;^Irs. Smith is a most
worthy one—means by v^'hich the pro-

ducer of honey may reap a more com-
mensuT'ate reward for his labor. By
careful, expert handling of the crops,

and consequent excellence of the goods,

Mrs. Smith has developed a home de-

mand for extracted honey that is al-

most phenomenal, when the sparsely

populated condition of the country is

talcen into consideration; and it is a

noteworthy fact that with the ad-

vancing of the price of honey the sales

have -increased. People often prefer

to buy articles of food at a wholesome
price, as the cost is primarily consid-

ered an index of quality. Mrs. Smith
is evidently an apt student of human
nature, and upon the foregoing as-

sumption put up the price of choice

honey to meet the tastes of a fastid-

ious piiblic, and with gratifying suc-

cess. Mrs. Smith avers that the prev-

alent custom of shipping the crop hur-

riedly to the city dealer, at low prices,

is one which reacts to the detriment
of the general business, by establish-

ing permanently a standard of values
which the future efforts of bee-keepers
may not easily overcome. Unfortun-
ately for himself, the writer was "up
to his eyes" in pineapple planting at

the time of Mr. and Mrs. Smith's visit

to Fort Pierce, and was therefore un-
able to avail himself of the pleasure
of a real bee-keepers' convention with
such progressive bee-keepers—a thing

to which he looks forward as a future
possibility, with pleasant anticipa-

tions.

cordially invite every present reader
to assist the editor in his efforts to

make The Bee-Keeper the most inter-

esting bee journal on earth. Items of

interest are solicited from all; and as
an incentive to take a hand, we will

send The Florida Magazine free one
year to one, two or three writers each
mouth, as an expression of our appre-
ciation of their interest. We cannot
undertake to return all articles which
fail to merit this premium, and all

matter submitted must necessarily be-
come our own. However, it is quite
likely that most competing letters will

be awarded a year's subscription, as
stated, and we hopefully anticipate a
generous response. The "Magazine''
is an excellent 84-page, clean, whole-
some family magazine, devoted large-
ly to text and beautiful pictures of
"The Laud of Flowers." Where are
the Hutchinsons, Heddons, Doolittles,

Dadants, Millers, Martins, Clarks, etc.,

etc,, of the rising generation? The
American Bee-Keeper is scanning the
apicultural horizon. We want some
of the new ones with us. Who are
they? Where are they?

The American Bee-Keeper has for

years been alert to discover among
its constantly increasing list of
readers, new and competent writers
—those who possess the faculty of
writing entertainingly upon instructive

or interesting apiarian subjects. We

General Manager N. B. France,
Platteville, Wis., of the National Bee-
Keepers' Association, requests us to

announce to members that if any have
failed to receive his list of questions,
supplied on a special blank for the
purpose of enabling him to compile
for their benefit valuable information
in his forthcoming annual report, a
postal card request will bring it

promptly; and all are requested to as-

sist in the matter. Also, any who would
care for one of the "National" badges,
and have not received one, may have
it by simply asking, at the same time.

The Bee-Keeper's Chicago corres-
pondent advises that "honey is coming
to market quite freely, and is of first

quality. This fact induces the trade
to take it, and people are of the opin-
ion that it is going to be reasonable
in price—two factors which go far
towards marketing the product."

An unprecedented demand for sam-
ple copies, together with a wholesome
influx of new subscriptions during the
past month, has completely exhausted
our September edition..
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CAUSE OF BEE PARALYSIS.

The "Cause of Bee Paralysis'' is ex-

plained by Mr. E. J. Atchley, in a re-

cent issue of Gleanings. The theory is,

in substance, as follows:

The nurse bees, in accordance with
a natural law, secrete or prepare
quantities of chyle with which to

nourish the larvae; doing so at a time
when there is little or no larvae, in

the hive upon which to bestow the
food, which is necessarily retained,
and undergoes a state of fermentation,
thus causing the sickness known as
paralysis. The severity of the case,

Mr. Atchley says, will be proportion-
ate to the extent of the chyle secreted.

He has also observed that Cyprian
and Holy Land bees are quite or near-
ly exempt from the disease, and for
this peculiarity he accounts in this

wise: "These bees are such great
breeders that the queens begin laying
at the least excitement, in season or
out of season, and furnish plenty of
larvae upon which the bees can use
the prepared food, and consequently
they are always healthy.''

This is an interesting observation,
and all such investigation should be
encouraged. The theory is indeed one
that evinces much careful attention
to the matter upon Mr. Atchley's part.
However, it is difficult to comprehend
the reason for the action of an exter-
nal application of sulphur, if the cause
of the disease is internal; and the effi-

cacy of the sulphur application has
been established beyond question.
Again, while Mr. Atchley's Cyprians

and Holy Lands may have failed to
contract the malady, let not the inex-
perienced reader take it for granted
that they are therefore necessarily ex-
empt or immune. Some of the worst
cases of paralysis that have come be-
fore the writer's attention Avere in Cy-
prian colonies, and that during a hon-
ey-flow, Avitli an abundance of brood
of all stages in the hives.

In connection with Mr. Atchley's
observation, as to the lack of brood
being responsilile for the malady, it

is interesting to note the theory of
Mr. Beuhne, as presented at the con-
vention of Victorian bee-keepers, of
Australia, last June, and reported by
the Aust. Bee Bulletin, as follows:

"Queen raisers pay too much atten-

tion to the amount of brood contained
in the hive. It was a mistake to take
a too prolific queen. Paralysis was
due where queens were bred from too
prolific mothers. Bees from such
queens have a great tendency to par-
alysis. Breed from moderately pro-
lific queens. He had adhered to that
rule for several seasons and paralysis
had disappeared."

Such directly opposite views from
two investigators render the "cause"
proposition more complex than ever.

In connection with the picture which
appears in this number of The Bee-
Keeper, showing Mr. Herman holding
"A Nice Swarm," the editor is inclined
to relate an amusing incident: Our
engraver in Albany, N. Y., has a habit
of itemizing his bills in a way that
each engraving is readily recognized.
He will, for example, note one cut,

"Portrait," another, "bee-boxes," an-
other "bee-comb," etc., etc. The last

bill presented, among other things,

"Man with rooster." We were at a
loss for a time to identify the item,
but finally recognized the "rooster."

In apiarian nomenclature, "Honey-
harvest" and "Robbing" are synony-
mous words. The former is enjoyed
by the progressive apiarist, while the
latter method is pursued by the non-
reading fellow.

The American Bee-Keeper is in the
market to buy bee-keeping articles.

Those illustrated with good photo-

graphs are especially desired.

Mr. A. E. Manum, Bristol, Vt., is

now entirely out of the bee business.

It is difficult to think "Manum" wiT»>

out at the same time thmiving "bees."

General Manager France, of the
"National." has scented a hot trail of
honey adulterators, and is in deter-

mined pursuit.

If "chunk honey" fails to become
popular in the world's markets, no one
can charge the failure against H. H.
Hyde.

There is a gi-aud opportunity in the

field for adverttising for every man of

superior ability.—Printers' Ink.
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From the scenic mountains of Swit-

zerland, dated September 3, comes to

Tlie Bee-Keeper a beautiful souvenir
postal card, bearing tlie information,

"Honey for breakfast on all European
tables. It is of very heavy body, color

and flavor," and was mailed at Lu-

zerne by our esteemed friend and con-

tributor, Mr. W. S. Hart, who is so-

journing in that world-renowned land

of picturesque grandeur.

Through the kindness of Mrs. Sarah
A Smith. Grant, Fla., we have re-

ceived a new and excellent bee-brush.

It is made of a vegetaole, grass-like

fibre, which, though not too harsh, as

we think is the case with the ordi-

nary broom corn, possesses a quality

of "action" so desirable in dislodging

bees from the comb. We may have an
opportunity to present an illustration

of this new tool in an early issue.

The .Jamaica Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion conducts an aparian department
in the Jamaica Times (Kingston), its

official organ. A recent issue repro-

duced a dozen or so items from the
American Bee-Keeper, one of which
was credited. This is encouraging,
and we desire to express our apprecia-
tion of Editor McHardy's kindness in

crediting even one. Jamaica is pro-

gressing.

Subscriptions received during the
past month indicate to a gratifying
extent the increasing popularity of
The Bee-Keeper, as they come not
only from every quarter of our own
continent, the West Indies and Cen-
tral America, but include bee-keepers
from northern Europe to Tasmania, in

the South Pacific.

Vice President-elect C. P. Dadant, of
the National, says the Los Angeles
meeting represented more bees than
any convention previously held by the
association. "We of the East are
small bee-keepers, by the side of the
California men," says Mr. D.

Mr. Harry Griffin, of Central Vir-
ginia, regards about twenty pounds of
comb honey as the general average
crop, per colony in that country,though
thirty to thirty-five pounds of extract-

ed may be secured.

The subscription price of the Florida
Magazine is $1.00 a year; but we have
completed arrangements with the
publisher whereby we are enabled to

offer our readers both the Flor-

ida Magazine and the American
Bee-Keeper for only one dollar, if the
subscription is sent to our Falconer,

N. Y., office.

A recent letter from Mr. A. C. Mil-

ler, Providence, R. I., states that they

are having an unprecedented fall fiow

of honey. All hives are filling xi\) nice-

ly and breeding progressing as it does

usually in June.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MARKET.
WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.

Fancy.—All sectioms to be well filled, combs
straight, of eyen thickness and firmly attached

to all four sides; both wood and comb unsoil-

ed by travel stain or otherwise; all the celU

sealed except the row of cells next the wood.

No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs
uneren or crooked, detached at the bottom, «t

with but few cells unsea)«;d; botk wood and
comb unsoiled by travcl-sv*.« or otherw'-'

I« addition t» this the honey is to be ci«s4-

fied accordint t& "olor, usinj the terms white,

amber and dark. That is, ther« will be "Fancy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Chicago, Sept. 8.—Best grades of

white comb honey sell at about l4c

per lb. Extracted GVs to TVaC, accord-

ing to quality and package. Amber
grades. .51/3 to GVoC. Beeswax, 30e.

R? A. Burnett & Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 8.—The demand
for No. 1 comb is improving. Supply
moderate. We quote, fancy 14 to 15c;

extracted, 6 to 8c. Beeswax is in light

supply and wanted at 30 to 32c for

fancv. Batterson & Co.

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 9.—The de-

mand for honey is light, with good
supply. We quote, white comb, 12 1-2

to 14c. Dark. 11; extracted, 51-2 to

Tc. Beeswax, in good demand, with

supply light, at 30c.

Cincinnati. O., Aug. 6.—The supply

of extracted honey about equals the

demand. We are selling amber, in bar-

rels, 51/2 fo 6V2C, according to quality.

White clover, in barrels and cans, 7

and 814c respectively. Comb honey
(Fancy)' in no-drip shipping cases, 16

to Ifii/aC. Beeswax, 30c.—The Fred W.
Muth Company.
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For the first time the best After-dinner Speeches, Lectures, Addresses,

Anecdotes, Reminiscences and Repartee of America's and Eng-
land's most brilliant men have been selected, edit-

.ed, arranged, bj' an editorial board of men—them-
selves eloquent with word and pen—men who
have attained eminence in varied fields of activity.

These gems of spoken thought were fugitive, from
lack of proper preservative means, until the Hon.
Thomas B. Reed, upon voluntarily retiring from
the Speakership of the House of Representatives,

gathered about him these men of mr.rk and ex-

perience in literature, his friends and co-workers
in other fields, and began the task of preparing
this great work.

North, East, South and West and the Mother
Country as well, have been searched for gems in

eveiy field of eloquence.

Here was a lecture that had wrought upon the
very souls of great audiences; there an after-dinner

speech, which "between" the lines" was"^freighted 'with ' the^ destinies~of ~'^-

tions. Here was an eulogy expressing in a few but virile words the love,
the honor, and the tears of millions, and there an address pregnant with
force—itself the fruit of a strenuous life's work. Or, perchance, a reminis-
cence, keen, scintillant repartee, or a story potent in significance and aflame
with human interest. Matter there was in abundance, for English-speaking
peoples are eloquent, but the best—only the best, only the great, the brilliant,
the worthy to endure—has been the guiding rule of Mr. Reed and his col-
leagues. Their editorial labors have been immense.
Whatever the viewpoint, this work is without precedent. It has no prede-

cessor, no competitor, speeches that have been flashed across continents,
lectures that have been repeated over and over again to never-tiring audi-
ences (but never published), addresses that have made famous the man,
the time and the place—these are brought together for the first time,
and with them a large number of the wittiest sayings of the wittiest men of
the Nineteenth Century.
For an hour—for a whole evening in the easy chair at home—for the study

of style and diction that have electrified brilliant assemblies—for the man
ambitious to become a successful or popular public speaker, and for the
one who has to prepare a toast or an address—this work is i. never-failing
source of entertainment and inspiration. Nor is this solely "a man's work."
"The tenderest tribute to woman 1 have ever read," said Senator Doli-

var when he read the manuscript of Joseph Choate's after-dinner speech—
"The Pilgrim Mothers."

A Fine Portfolio Hailed Free
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Queen=Breeders' Directory.
t
This page Is intended ns a gmde for queen buyers, from which they may select the stock
desired, and breeders are invited to make use of it for their announcements, at the rate
of 83.00 a year per card, payable strictly in advance. „_

THE A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA. OHIO.
Breeders of Italian bees and queens.

GEO. J. VANDE VORD, DAYTONA, FLA.
Breeds choice Italian queens early. All

queens warranted purely mated, and satisfaction

guaranteed.

p H. W. WEBER, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
^« (Cor. Central and Freeman Aves.) Golden
yellow, Red Clover and Carniolan queens, bred
from select mothers in separate apiaries.

THE HONEY AND BEE COMPANY, BEE-
1 VILLE, TEXAS. Holy Land, Carniolan,
Cyprian, .\lbino and 3 and .5-bauded Italian
queens. Write for our low prices. Satisfaction
guaranteed..

lOHN M. DAVIS, SPRING HILL, TENN.. .sends
J out the choicest 3-banded and golden Italian
queens that skill and experience can produce.
Satisfaction guaranteed. No di.sea.se.

I B. CHASE, PORT ORANGE, FLA., has fine
J • golden Italian queens early and late. Work-
ers little inclined to swarm, and cap their honey
very white. Hundreds of his old customers stick
to him year after year. Circular free.

CWARTHMORE APIARIES, SWARTHMORE,
"-^ PA. Our bees and queens are the brighest
Italians procurable. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Correspondence in English, French, German and
Spanish. Shipments to all parts of the world.

WZ. HUTCHINSON, FLINT, MICH.
• Superior stock queens, SI.50 each; queen

and Bee-Keepers' Review one year for only $2.00.

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO., (John
W. Pharr, Prop.) BERCLAIR, TEXAS, is

breeding fine golden and 3-banded Itailian, Holy
Land, Carniolan and Cyprian queens. Prices are
low. Please write for special information desired.

THIS SPACE FOR SALE—S3. 00 A YEAR.

Cent=a=Word Column.
The rate is uniformly one cent for each

word, each month; no advertisement however
small will be accepted for less than twenty
cents, and must be paid in advance. Count
the words and remit with order accordingly.

FOR SALE.—1280 acres Timber Land; plenty of
water; fine for an extensive Bee Ranch. Sea.son
June to November. Address William Smith,
Cameron, Kern County. Calif.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel-
ties, good commission «llowed. Send for cat»-

logue and terms. American Manufacturing

Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

WILL SELL half interest in my apian.-, pineap-
ple and orange plantation. Good apiarist will
have exclusive charge. D. DALY, La Gloria,
Cuba. 8-2t

A oorrespoudeut suggests that Pope

must have bad personal experience in

attempting to unite complaining bee-

keepers for their own good, that he

should have written:

"Show me one that has it in his power

To act consistent with himself an
hour."

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
scription to The American Bee-Keeper for 26
cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper.
Falconer, N. Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-

1

plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00.

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)

cost $150, in first-class condition, was buili

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

The sumac flow, so it is reported,

spoiled the quality of the white honey

crop for some of the Western New
York producers this season.

The more you advertise your busi-

ness the more business you will have

to advertise.—Printers Ink.

When writng to advertisers mention

The American Bee-Keeper.

People don't care for hard luck sto-

ries—make your advertisement happy.

—White's Sayings



a>

Austral Culturist Patents.

and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APIARIST Horticulture.
.rtisy inc. /\riAKiai. Special lndustrie».

(Established 10 years).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 3s. 6d. per aDana.

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asiasi Colonies, including New Zealand and
Tasmania. A good medium to AmerieaK
firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian Colonies,

229 Collins St., Melbourne, Australia.

MAPS.
~

A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. " These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, jiU

railroads, postoffices— and md'.^\

towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, wi.h

index and population of counti(\'?,

cities and towns. Census

—

itg'.vcs

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (silver).

JOHN W. HANN,
Wauneta, Neb

"40 Years Among
the Bees "By Dr. e. C.Miller.

A new book every bee-keeper
should have. Over 300 pages,
cloth-bound, $1.00; or with the
weekly American Bee Journal
one year—both for only $1.75.
Sample copy of Journal and
Catalog of Bee-Supplies free.
GEORQE W. YORK & CO.

144 E. Erie St., Chicago, III.

POIILIRT CULTURE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-
try paper published in Kansas City.

Full of poultry news and has a large
circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year. Sample copies on
request.

Poultry Culture Pub. Co..
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

PATENT and PENSION
AGENCIES.

Wills Building, oi^ ^nd.
^\ ASHTNGTOX, D. c.

If you wish to know anything
about patents or pensions write lo

the above. They have been in the

business continuously siree 1882

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year,

tf.

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

The SOUTH OMAHA

is the only general daily naws-
paper published in a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very lov/.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
M
S. H. RICHMOND,

Real Estate.
Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,

Pe.'rine Grant.
Cutl«- Dade County . Fla. i^^

~ W.'m. Gerrish. R. F. D.. Eppinj, N. H..
keeps a complete supply of our goods, «nd
Eastern customers will save freight by order-
ing of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICILTIRAL MONTH-

LY IN THE LNITED STATES ^^^^j)i^^^

FARM UNO HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tains a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
& tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Attica Lithia Springs Hotel
Lilhia-SulpDur "SVater aud Mud Baths

Nature's Own Great Cure for

...RHEUMATISM....
and Kindred Diseases, such as Liver

and Kidney Complaints, Skin and
Blood Diseases, Constipation, Nervous
Prostration, etc.

A new and up-to-date hotel. Large, airy,

li'jht and finely furnished rooms, with Steam
Heat, lilectric Lights, Hot and Cold Water
on each floor. Rates including Room, Board,
Mud Baths, Lithia-Sulphur Wiiter Baths and
.Medical Alteiidnnee (no extras) $2.50 aud
f3.00 a dav. accordinrj to room.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
Address Box 3,

„• Lithia Springs Hotel, Attica, Ind.

I
Are You Looking for a Home?|
No former should thiak of buy-

ing land before seeing a copy of

THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the large«t

list of lands for sale of any paper
published in Iowa. Rep.chea 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c wu will mail you the Jour-

nal for 1 year, or for ten cents in

silver or atamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

The subscription price of the KUCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 60 cent*.

We will send it witk THE BEE-KEEPEK
•ae jtiii ior only 7i centi.

Golden and Leather colored Italian, warranted to
give satisfaction. Those are the kind reared bv
QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER. Our business
was established in in 1888. Our stock originated
from the best and highest priced long tongued,
red cloTer breeders in the U. S. We rear as many
and perhaps more queens than any other
breeder in the North. Price of queens after July
1st : Large select, S75c, six for S4.00; tested stock,

81, six for §5.00; .select tested, 81.50, sixforSS.OO.
Breeders, 33.00. Two-frame nuclei, (no queen),
82.00. Special low price on queens in lots of 25 to

100. All queens are mailed promptly, as we keep
from 300 to 500 on hand ready to mail. We guar-
antee safe delivery to any State, Continental
Island, or European Country. Our circular wUl
interest you. It is free.

Address all orders to

QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER,
6-'it Parkertown, Ohio.

WILL YOUR

EXTRACTED HONEY
if Quality and Price is Right, Quantity will mak2 no dif-

ference. Handle Several Carloads Every Month. Mail

sample, with lowest price, delivered Cincinnati. I pay cash

on delivery. Reference, Brighton German Banking Co.

C n. W. WtDtiV? CHAS. F. MUTH and A. MUTH.

Office and Salesrooms, 2146=48 Central Avenue, C\nr>\t\rtQ^t Ci
Warerooms, Freeman and Central Avenues, winCinnfl.Iij U.



WOMAN'S POULTRY
JOURNAL

Devoted to Poultry, Farm and
Household. The only woman's poultry
journal published. Send us the names
of three or more farmers' wives and a

dime and get this journal one year.
Addrea«,

WOMANS POULTRY JOURNAL,
tf. Jeffersonrille, Ohio.

La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultores.
Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandes y mas antig^ias de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In
ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-
tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quicnes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A-

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American Bee-
Keeper with the

—

Price Both
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-

nal $ .50 $ .75

What to Beat 1.00 1.00

Bee-Keepers' Review l.OO 1.35

Canadian Bee Journal 1.00 1.35

Gleanings in Bee Culture. . 1.00 1.35

American Queen 50 .60

The American Boy 1.00 l.OO

Irish Bee Journal 36 .65

Florida Magazine 1.00 l.OD

Poultry News 25 50

REMEMBER
IF YOU SUBSCRIBE NOW, YOU CAN

HAVE THE

American Bee=Keeper
sent to your address regularly

X Three Full Years for One Dollar.

Of all offers in the line of bee literature, this
'

caps the climax. Please tell your friends
'

what we are offering-. Send all subscriptions
]

to the Falconer, N. Y., office.

f>^>i

Send for onr Free Catalognc
of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8tf Milwaukee, Wi

The Record.
The Oldest and Leading Belgia

Hare Journal of America an

England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publishei

The only journal havin;
an English Belgian Har
Department.

One copy worth the yearl;

subscription.

If interestea, aon't fail t«

send 2-cent stamp for sampL
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
tf.

MACON , MO.

ATHEJiS, GA.

Subscription, .... 50 Cents a Year

Published tlie First of Every Montl>

and Circulates in Every
Southern State.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLI-

CATION.

POULTRY NE'WS.

25 Cts A Year.—AGENTS WANTED.

Bee Department in charge of W. W.
Fowler, of Ardsley, N. Y.

NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY.



lit'st shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
pre Kliictive strawberry in existence. §1 151) f re <m ;.''4 acres

in I'.inO. Was sliipped to KnKlimd successfully. AVe olTer

*:.'."i in sold for largest berry produced in r,H);3. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Catalogue free.

. ,

L. J. FARMER. Introducer. Box PULASKI, OSWEGO CO.. N.Y.

BETTER THAN A GOLD WINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ft. pi oflt by our own method
iUl explained in our POULTRY Book
(.The Book of Books for all Poultry

Ceepersi Astciii^hiMK results Will surpriseund please

OU. BOOKI.KT FRFK TO EVKliYI!(>I)V-.c t P.iu' Potlltl v TUM.k

.•ith our Poultry I'aper, 3 ui..s. t..r 10 e.iils. Ad.li. ss,

vV. P. CO., Box Cllutoiivllle, Conn,

2 Pieces of Sheet Music Free

^^^^s MUSIC CLUB 5^ ^^s

Fifty cents pays for one year's membersb'p.
fou receive one piece of New Sheet Music
ach month. (12 pieces in all) which sell frrm

to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also you
eceive a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad
Iress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St.,

Chicago, Til.

THE CRITERION.
For everybody who is interested in anything

food, honest, and wholesome.
A Magazine to file away and refer to, be-

ause: (1) Of its brilliant criticisms and re-
dews of Art and Artists, The Drama, Music
md Literature. (2) It's strong special arti
:les on important national and historical
jvents. Passed, Present and Future. (3) It's

30ok reviews, the latest and most important
jublished, are independent and authoritative.

THIS IS TRUE
Because its contributors are among those

whose names have a recognized position in the
ield of letters.

Handsome drawings and rare photographs
aelp to make the Criterion a most desirable
Magazine. It's poetry is of the highest type
:hat appears in Magazine literature. It's fic-

:ion too intensely interesting and covers a. wide
Seld, embracing all sorts and conditions of
IHe.

The CRITERION "Is a living illustration

•f the fact that instruction need not be dull,

or amusement shallow and frivolous."—Prof.
Richard Burton, Univ. of Minn.
Published monthly, $1.00 a year, 10c a copy.

Sample copies, 5 cents.

CRITERION PUBLICATION CO.,

41 E. 21st St.. New York City, N. Y.

"We have an awful appetite for order*."
THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies Jamestown, N. Y.
Send us yoar name and address for « e»t-

logrue.

Think success and you will find it

easier to achieve success.—Printers'
Ink.

General advertising is a force that
carries many a dealer to success.—Pro-

gressive Advertiser.

SEE THIS !

XI B

Sam-

ple

Free.

The Modern Farmer and
Busy Bee, 5oc.

The American Poultry

Journal, 50c.

Gleanings in Bee Culture

$1.00.

The Western Fruit

Grower, SOc.

All for $1.00, if you
mention this paper.

New subscribers can have
the American Bee Journal

instead of Gleanings, if pre-

ferred.

ADDRESS

The

Vlodern Farmer,
St. Joseph, Mo.

tf.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in goods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.

Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

T^ee Supplies from Lewis
They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

a B. Lewis Co. ^^S!°J1'A.

' EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M. Scott &
Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free. tf.



DON'T RELAX YOUR EFFORT
after spending money for new hives and fixtures, vali

ble time in the preparation of these for new swarms, le;

ing other work at a convenient time (for the bees) to h
them

; and now that a good crop is ready the next step

Attractive packages. Our assortment of packages
comb honey we beheve would be difficult to improve u^;

for the purpose designed.

The special features of the No-Drip Cases for

comb honey we have advertised for several years are

the Paper Trays and Drip Sticks which provide for

the collection of leaking honey in trays. These also

prevent its oozing out at the cracks to gather dust ((

and dirt and present a very untidy appearance to say

the least. A light frame is now used char around
the glass in front which hides any unsealed cells in

the outer row. and exposes to view only the finished

work in the center. The material is white basswood.

The joints are perfect fitting, the work being done by machine-filed sa^

These No-Drip Cases are made
12, i6 and 24 lb. sizes for regular 4i
sections, as well as intermediate weig

for plain sections. These are suppl

with 2 and 3 in. glass to meet the

mands of bee-keepers. The Danzenl

iker and Ideal sections are also provic

for with No-Drip Cases, but these

furnished with 3 in. glass only.

The value of attractive packages c

not be overestimated, and wide-awf

bee-Jceepers' are beginning to real

this fact. In cartoons we supply t'

kinds, the Dazenbaker and the Folding; these are furnished for the re

ular sizes of sections . Both of these are furnished with special printii

at a nominal charge.

Our packages for comb honey

would be incomplete without ship-

ping crates for shipping of honey.

This one shown herewith is the

regular package we ship out the

cases in the flat. We can furnish

these in the flat for the different

sizes of the section cases at 60c.

each, or $5.00 for ten.

For prices on any of the above or any other bee-keepers' supplies address any of our agents, or

MEDINA, OHIO.



Entered at the Postoffice, Fort Pierce, Fla.. as second-class mail matter



HOUSEHOLD REALM, and you
COMPLETE UNABRim.KD DlC-

Webster's Uivabrid^ed
Dictioivary

Send $1.00, the regular subscription price of THE
will receive the Realm one full year and WEBSTER'S
TIONARY, full regular size, bound in cloth, 1282 paR'SS, size of page i^^xWA inches, gilt

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaranteed to be exactly the same as retails in

many stores for $5 and $6. We send both for only Jl.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
is a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, devoted to ali that pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household, Cooking, Children Garden, Fruit and Flower, House Plans,

Fashion Fancy Work. Stories, Poetry, Music, Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST., CHICAdO, III.

tf.

lenic COMMODETT • :_ ^A^A'^ER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HOIVIKS,

where modern bath-ro om facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hyeienic Water-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity

for comfort and sanitation. Needed in all Hospitals Sanitarium*
and Hotels. IN SICKNESS, especially in CONTAGIOUS DIS-
EASES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
Seal prevents the esca pe of all germs and odors. It is light and port-

able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

fime Provided with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses. Send for

Illustrated Circular. PRICE $3.00. PURCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHAKGKS.
WE FURNISH DISINFECTANT WHEN DESIRED, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, BIdg., Chicago, 111.

tf. -

If, If.

t

If, EINGHAM
has made all the im-

provements in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
made in ilie last 20 years, undoubted!}
he makes the best on earth.

Smoke Engine. 4 inch stove, none too large sen\

postpaid, per mail $1 51

3!^ inch l.ll

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch l.Ou

2!^ inch 90

r. F. Bingham, LutteWonder,'2in. :65

Farwell, Mich.

OO A WEEK^^ I ^J MM^ AND £XP£N»£S,
FOR MAN TVITH RIG To introduce our
POULTRY MIXTURE in the country; straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's contract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with stamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. v East St. Louis, Ilia

tf

Patent Vired Comb FouDdation
has no sag in brood frames.

Tbin Flat Bottom Foandatioa
has no Fish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

aliout wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN A SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery Count'- Spr- -1 Brook, N. V

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coun-

try. Corn and clover are bumper crops. This sec-
tion of the country also produces the famous hijrh-
grade barley used by the large breweries, for which
extra high prices are paid. Soil a rich black loam,
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure water
and enough timber for cheap fuel. Trunk lines of
railroads in all directions afford good markets for
all products. Creameries, cheese factories, schools
aud churches; rural mail delivery and farmers'tele-
phone lines are advantages seldom offered where
improved lands sell for $25 to 15' an acre. Send for
our list, which gives descriptions of 100 choice
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating amount
you desire to invest aud if you prefer to pay cash
or buy on easy terms, aud what kind of farm will
suit, and we will give you special information re-
garding bargains that will interest you. All cor-
respondence strictly confidential.

Winona and Western Land Company,
•31P-314 Choate. Block, Winona, Minn,

tf.

THE

Maritime Homestead
Halifax and St. John, Canada

Is the only farm paper east of Mon-
treal claiming over 0.000 of a circula-
tion and it affords the best medium of
reaching the 100,000 farm homes In

New Brunswick, iNova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island. It is a neatly
printed 32-page paper, brim full of up-

to-date farm and home information. It

Is published twice each month. Sub-
scription price, 50 cents per year. Ad-
vertising rales on application, .\ddress

THE MARITIME HOMESTEAD,
tf. St. Johns, I^ B., Canada.



^ ^ ^

Bee Hives

Sections

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-

WHERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You

THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now
ready. Send for one on a postal card.

The W. T.

FALCONER IVIANFG. CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y-



m

IF YOU
WANT TO GROW
Vegetables, Fruits and Farm
Products in Florida subscribe

for the FLORIDA AGRICUL=
JURIST. Sample copy sent

on application.

E.O. Painter Pub. Co.

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA. /-,>'

ti'. ul

BEGINNERS.
sho'i.d bave a copy ot

The Amateur Bee-keeper,
a 70 page book, by Pro*. J. W. Rouse; written e»'

pecially lor amateurs. Second edition just oa'

First eJition of 1,000 sold in less thaa two year* i

Editor Yorli says: "Ft is the finest little book pub- I

lished at the present time." Price 24 cents; by

mail 28 cents. The little book and
j

The Progressive Bee-keeper,

(a live, progressive, 28 page monthly journal.) on»

year for ti.oc. Apply to any first-class dealer, or

address

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higffi«.Tiiie, m..

00 YOUR HENb^ PAY?

This woman understands

her business, 10 Oozen

Eggs at 36c. per dozen

from 180 hens in

one day.

^*,J

mmi\msmp-m0
The only Pipe made
that cannot be told

from a uigar. Holds
alarj:e'pipe full of

tobacco and lasts for years. Agents' outtit and a 25-cent sample
by mail for lOcr, and our Big Bargain Catalog Free. Address,

5KENO SUPPLY CO., Indiauapolis, Ind.

S OUT THIS OUT §
6 and send it to us with ten cents (silyer) in- fi

® closed, and receire in return a six months' §
S trial subsciption to X

i People's Companion Magazine. |
B It's the one you hear so much about. Ad. Q
2 rates, 5 ctfi. per line; 50 cts. per inch. Give 9
Q us a trial ad. and feel what a puller it is. S
O Sample copy for two oent stamp. Q

I People's Companion Pub. Co.,
jj8 MILWAUKEE. WIS. O

2 Ed. De Lon«e, Ed. and Pub. StfS

Ten Dozen at 36e. per doz. in one day fc
Our New Book "Helps for PoiiHry Ri-
how, explains why so many fail and so i

A Book we can cohinieiul with a good ci

a GREAT HELP to all Poultry Keept

.

old. Describes 00 varieties of fowl-s, well i

and contains a Poultry Keepers Accoui i

gain or lossmonthly;onheaAy paper wonh i ..

This Book Free with oiu- Poultry Pap> r one y ear loi

Siic. or Book free with paper ;l months foi- lOc,
Descriptive circulars Free for stamp topaypostaga
Wavside Poultry to., Cliiitonville. Conn.

DOfT KILL
YOURSELF, WASHING THE OLD

WAY, BUT BUY AN E M P I R E aj

WASHER, with which ih« C
frailest looman can do an or-

dinary washing in one hour,

without wetting her hands.
Sample atwholesal'Price. Satisfaction Gnaranteed
No pav until tried. Write/or Illustrated Cafalogv
andprices ofWringers,Ironing Tahiti, Clothes Reeh
Drying Bars, WagonJacks,d-e- ApentsWanted. Lib

eral Terms. QuickSalesI Little Workll Big Pay !1

Addre»t,Tan EupikbWashib Co.,Jamestown.N. i

BARNES'
Foot Power MacMnery
This cut represents oui

Combined Machine, whicl
is the best machine madi
fer use in the constructior
•f Hives, Sections, Boxes
etc. Sent on trial. Send foi

Catalogue and Price List.
W. F. & J. BARNES CO.
913 Ruby St., Rockfor*. Ill

SEND us ^^* °*™«» *n<i (La

dreaoe* of 20 of youi
friends and .5 one-cent «tamp« to helj

?nj postage and receire a 12 montlis

oiaJ subscription to THIS ANE
THAT. Addreas the publisher,

T. FORTSON PRUBTT,
Sidney, N. Y

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
The handsomest, brightest, most interesting

illustrated moathly mafaxinc devoted t* a]
Icinds of sports, games, and outdoor rccrcatioai
Sample copy mailed to any address oa reccipi
of 1# ceats in stanps. Subscription price |1
year. Wky pay Biore? Address,

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN.
tf. »



Homes in

Old Virginia-
It is gradually brought to light

that the Civil war has made great
changes, freed the slaves, iind in

consequence has made the large

land owners poor and finally freed

the land from the original owners
who would not sell until they were
compelled to do so. There are some
of the finest lands in the market at

very low prices, lands that produce
all kinds of crops, grasses, fruits,

and berries; fi.ne for stock. You
find green truck patches, such as

cabbage, turnips, lettuce, kale,

spinach, etc., growing all the win-
ter. The climate is the best all th»
year around to be found, not too

cold nor too warm. Good water.
Healthy. Railroads running in

every direction. If you desire to

know all about Virginia send 10c.

for three mouths subscription of

the VIRGINIA FARMER to

Farmer Co., Emporia, Va.

PATEITS
Caveats, Trade Marks
Copyrights and Designs

Send your business direct to Washington
Saves time, i:osts less, better service

My office close to the U. S. Patent
Office. Personal attention given. Twenty
years' experience.

Book "How to Obtain
Patents" etc., sent free.

Patents procured through E. G. Siggers receire
special notice, without charge, ia the

IKVRMTIVR AGE..
"llustrated Monthly. TTrelfth year. Terms$layear

E. a. SIGGERS,
Washington, D. C.918 F Street X. W

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

DON'T MISS THIS.

THE

Ther* is bo trade or prefessioa better catcrvd te

py good journals than that of th« faroter. UbIh-
telli{;eHt anprogressiveDcss has now do exeas*.

tf.

Good Adveitisers
Those "Who txe careful where thej

?lace thtir advertising mouey, use

BARNUM'S
MIDLAND FARMER

«rhich reaches over 30,000 prosperous,
wide-awake, buying farmers cTery Is-

lue. Regular rate 14 cents per agaite

ine, but send us a trial order a.t 10
;ents per line ($1.40 i)cr inch time),
ind "we wiU place it where it will do
3ie meet good. Two or more new sub-
icriptiona (sent together), 20 cents per
rear. Sixteen pagea, four columns to
jage. Departments coTering erery
Dranch of farming and stock-raising
The little journal thAt is '^ead and re-

read by its readerg." Bamum's Mid-
land Farmer, No. 22 North Second st..

«t. Tvouis. Mo 7tf.

i
ihe most popular paper of its kind, of-
fers now an inducement to the reading
public which you should not miss.
Send this ad. and 5 cents, silver, to

them and you will get a six months'
subscription free as a trial.

Ad. rates, 10 cents per line, $1.00 per
;inch.

I THE
People's Companion Publishing Co

fathaway Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis-
i i-tf.

American
BEE

Journal
16 -p. Weekly.

_ Sample Free.
All about Bees and their

profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Departments for begianers

and for women bee-keepers.
Address,

QEORGE W. YORK & CO.
144 & 146 Erie St. Chicago.Ili,.

When writing to advertisers mention
The American Bee-Keeper.



AGENTS Wanted ' washrrMachinles,

You can double your money every time you sell one
and they sell easily. We have sold over 150,000 in the last fourteen years. The)

are cheaper than ever. Catalogue Free.

The Empire Washer Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

The Iowa
Horticultural

Paper.

Monthly,
50 cents

per year.

It is unique,

planned on
original lines.

You cannot
be up-to-date

in fruit growing unless you read it.

Balance of this year free to new

subscribers.

THE FRUITMAN,

^^
Mt. Vernon, Iowa.

WE WANT
Bvery reader of the Americas Bee-K*eoer to

write ioT a free sample copy cf tkc

ROCKY MOIISTAIN BEE JIlUeML

Tells you »bout Western methods, co-opera-

tive honey selling and the great bic crops that

have made the Alfalfa reeions famoas. Address

the pablishcr,

K. C. MOREHOUSE,
Boulder Colo.

tf.

SHINE!
The Empire Washer Company, Janaestown,

N. Y. makes a Shine Cabinet, furnished with

foot stand, blacking, russet dressing, shoe

rubber—in fact, all articles and materials need-

ed to keep shoes looking their best—and it Is

made to be fastened to the wall of the toilet

room or kitchen, it does away with the Tex-

atiaus searching after these articles which is

altogether too common. A postal will bring

you details of this and other good things.

The Nebraska Farm Journal
A monthly journal devoted te

agricultural interests. Largest
circulation of any agricultural jja-

per in the west. It circulates in

Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, lo'.va

and Colorado.

C. A. DOUGLASS, prop.

Itf 1123 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

P
ROVIDENCE nUEESS

ROYETflElRljoALITIES

to be unexcelled by any strain of

Italian beea on earth. A rare embodiment
of all the desirable traits with the bad

eliminated. A strain evolTed by years of

constant study and endeavor. I want every
progressive bee-keeper to test this new
strain, and will be pleased to till orders for

untested at $1.00 each. Special prices
cheerfully quoted on special queens and on
quantities. Let me send you my circular.

It's ready now.

LAWRENCE C. MILLER,
P. O.Box 1113. Providence, R. I.

AUSTRALIANS.

NOTE the address—

Pender Bros.,
WEST MAITLAND,

New South Wales, Australia.

The largest mannfacturers of Beekeepers'

Supplies in the Southern Hemisphere,
and publishers of the AUSTRALASIAN
BEEKEEPER, the leading bee journal south

of the equator.

Sample copy and 64-p4g« catalogue, FREE
6-tf



To Sub«ertber« of

THE AMERICAN BEE=KEEPER
And Others!

Until Further Notice
We WUl Send The

Country
Journal

to any address in the U. S. A., one
year for 10 cents, proTiding you
mention American Bee-Keeper.
The Country Journal treat* on

Farm, Orchard and Garden, Poul-
try and Fashion. It's the best pa-

per printed for the price.

Address,

The Country Journal,
Allentown, Pa.

2tf

The only strictly agricultural

paper published in this State. The
only agricultural paper published

every week. It goes to every post

office in State of Tennessee and to

many offices in Kentucky, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Texas, Florida and Louisiana. It

is the official organ of the Agricul-
tural Department of Tennessee and
Live Stock Commission. Subscrip-
tion $1 per year in advance.

Tennessee Farmer Pub. Gor,

8tf Nashville, Tenn.

A BATH luiuc

EMPIREu p,
whftT.

taken in an ^ Portable
IFolding BATH TUB.
Used in any room.
Agents Wanted.
Catalogue Free.
^Thu empire
inasher co.,
\Uamestown,n.y.

MAGIC TRICKBOK
You c»n liuru a car.i to ashes »nd thin have

PEAK AiiAiN DNiNiuREO, aod perform many
otber marvulLom truks »Hh this magic h»x.

Complete iiuttit with directiODS how to oper.

,«te the falso bottom, 20c postpaid, 8 for

60c. Stamps or silver. Your money back

if you doo'tlike it.

ZKNO SUPPLY CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

mrifL

Patents. Pensious.

W. H. WILLS
PATENT and PENSIOi^

AGENCIES.

Wills Building, 3i- ^nd
WASHTNGTOX, fi. C. .,

If you wish to know anything

about patents or pensions write to

the above. They have been in the

business continuously sir ce 1882

The Patent Office has over a mil-

lion ($1,000,000) dollars to its

credit.

The Bureau of Pensions disburses

about one hundred and forty milli-

ons ($140,000,000) dollars a year.

tf.

W. M. Gcrrish, R. F. D., Epping, N. H..
keeps a complete supply of our goods, and
Kastern customers will save freight by order-
ing of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.



WANTED=HONEY.
We are in the market to ^^BUY'' ex-

tracted honey. If you have any for

sale mail us sample^ state how much

you have^ with your very best price

delivered here. WE REMIT
PROMPTLY. Reference: German Nat. Bank, Cincin-

nati, O., or any Commercial Agency,

The Fred W. Muth Co.,

Front and Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Strawberries.
Young, healthy, fresh, vigor-

ous stock in prime conditioi? for;

spring planting.

All
I

Leading
|

Varieties
|

w 1 lie lor prices and terms.
|

MONROE STRAWBERRY CO.,

Box 66 MONROE, MICH.

HARE, HUTCH AND HENNERY
SAMPLE COPY FREE.

The only paper in the U. ?. devoted
to BELGIAN HARES.
Leaves out all frills and fads and

talks straight business. Shtws how
profits five times as large as can be
made on poultry is now being made
raising Belgians. Address,

R. H. OASSENS, Pub.,Bcl£aat, Maine.

National Bee-Keepers' Association,

The largest bee-keepers' society in the
world

.

Organized to protect and promote the
interests of its members.

Membership Fee, $1.00 a Year.

N.E. FRANCE, Platteville, Wis.,
General Manager and Treasurer.

is gaining ad-
miration as a
popular litera-
rv fiHiiilv

Sunshine
~"-^"~~-—^~~"^^~ MAGAZINE.
It entertains its readers with good short stor-

ies, sketches and poems by the most famous

authors of the day and is a magazine of supe-

rior merit.

It is a welcome visitor in every home.

Price 25 cents a year.
We wish to haye our magazine in your

^^cinity and as a special offer for new readers
we will send you]

Sunshine for 1 Year for 10c.

TEink of it. less than one cent a copy. Can't

you act as our agent?

ADD. MAYES PUB. CO.,

LOUISVILLE, = KENTUCKY.
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HATING IN CONFINEMENT.

Broad-Guage Plans for Experimenting Projected

by the University ot Pennsylvania

(M. F. Reeve).

TiE Botanical session of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in its in-

vestigation of the flora of the
United states is about to begin a move-
ment which will be far-reaching and
of particular interest to the American
bee-keeper.
Two of the professors have become

interested in the subject of bee-keep-
ing through a series of experiments, in

which the noted expert queen-breeder,
Mr. Pratt, of Swathmore, took an act-

ive part, relative to the mating of

queens in confinement.
These experiments have been carried

along quietly for several months in a

building which had been put uj) for

tem])orary biological experiments on
the University grounds.
The professors who aided in the

breeding tests propose to- follow up the
honey flow from one State to another
throughout the country, beginning with
the earliest, and obtaining through cor-

respondence or by personal visits, sam-
ples of all the plants, grasses, trees and
shrubs from which nectar is gathered
by the honey bee. together with the
time when the flower or blossoms
expand. In this way a vast amount of

important data is expected to be ac-

cumulated for investigation and publi.

cation. The M'ork. it is said, will not
take in Cuba. Porto Rico or the new
possessions in the Sandwich Islands
and the Philijipines.

The men who will undertake the
work are expert scientists.

The experiments in the fertilization

of queens in confinement were pai'tly

the outcome of the investigations of
one of the professors who had taken
up the question of parthenogenesis In

connection with the life historv of

plant lice. From this he became inter-

ested in the life of tlie honey bee and
with the able assistance of Mr. Pratt,
who has also been a student of ento-
mology from boyhood, the experiments
in fertilization were begun.

Mr. Pratt is convinced that within
a short time he will have conquered
the i)roblem on which he has been at
work for many months of securing the
fertilization of queens under restraint.

and that he has succeeded in discover-
ing that the true fabric for making the
tents or shelters is close cotton cloth
and not wire cloth. He says he finds
his queens used in his experiments
take kindly and naturally to such quar-
ters and that it is onl.v a question of
erecting one of a suitable height to

secure perfect results and in that way
attain the desired point of breeding
from choice selected drones.
Vice President Flower, of the Phila-

delphia Bee-Keepers' Association, has
also been experimenting for two years
or so along somewhat similar lines,

and claims success in a few instances.
^Ir. Pratt goes in for a difljerent con-
struction altogether, believing he is

going closer to nature.

Rutledge, Pa.. Sept. ir>. 1903.

FORMALIN GAS.

Some Opinions of a Bee-Keeplng Student of

Science, in Regard to Foul Brood Treat-

ment by the N«w Process.

(J. E. Johnson).

WE SEE of late considerable en-

thusiasm manifested in the dif-

ferent bee journals concerning
formalin as a cure for foul brood. Ed-
itorials in Gleanings report several
cases that were treated with formalin
in which the liee-keeper was unsuccess-
ful: but that proves nothing, except
that we should not depend on this

method of treatment until it is better
understood.
However, I believe with Dr. Miller,

that we should continue to investigate.

I believe every State inspector should
experiment with cultures and gas treat-

ment. T think I am safe in saying
that one application of any gas will

not kill spores in all stages of devel-
opment, especiall.v drie^d spores.

Bacteriolog.v is a great stud.v. I am
far from being able to comiirdiond it

all. but after miich research T have
been able to get quite a collection of
the best works on the subject, and will
give my views, as best I can. with
what light I have. If any one wishes
to criticise do so, but be sure you give
us something better.

Now the idea Sseems to prevail that
anything strong enough to kill bacilli

would kill all animal life, but such is

not the case. All bacilli ai" of veg-
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etable life, and entiroly different from
animal life. You may disinfect a sick

rcHim to a certain extent by merely
sprinklins carbolic acid about on the
floor, which will actually kill many
bacilli and prevent jirojiairation to a
certain extent, and not result ln.iurious-

l.v to even a weak patient. If you burn
sulphur in a beehive containing both
foul brood cerms and live bees you
will kill both bees and germs—in fact,

the bees will die much sooner than the
germs, but not from the same cause.
The bees would die of suffocation,
while the germs would die of formic
acid, and it would require at least 30
to no minutes to kill even non-sporing
bacteria. The formation does not kill

germs by the odor or suffocation, but
because, when in the air, it oxidizes
into formic acid. The bacilli are not
so hard to kill, except for the resist-
ance of the capsule or shell. Moisture
is verv necessary to en-ible eitlier gas
or heat to penetrate through this shell;
but with sufficient moisture, and at a
temperature of about 98 degrees F..
formalin would soon kill all bacilli.

But right here is the important ques-
tion. The spores when dry are alniost
indestructible, except by tire.

Koch, who is often quoted as author-
ity on bacteria, gives figures thus:
:Moist heat at 212 degrees F. for 15
minutes would equal dry heat at 284
degrees for three hours in killing ba-
cilli or spores.

Now honey is very dense and I

doubt very much if this gas would
penetrate through even a thin layer of
honey and kill either bacilli or their

• spores in the bottom of a eel! contain-
ing honey, but the capping over brood
is porous and I feel certain the for-
malin will penetrate nil tlirough brood
comb filled with brood but containing
no honey.

Furthermore I think I am safe in
saying that combs that are thoroughly
rotten with foul brood, if empty of
honey, would be easier disinfected
than dry combs full of dried-up scales
and dormant spores, unless the gas is

moist enough to soften the shell. One
thing more: It is very necessary to
have combs warm, about 98 degrees
F. Also it is necessary to continue
this gas for some time in order to.

as it were, manufacture this formic
acid by oxidation and so that same
acid may have time to penetrate the

capsule or shell of the" bacillus and
spore.

Another plan is this: By keeping
combs moist and in right temperature
(itl;)out US degrees F) the spores would
be in active reproduction, hence easier
killed. The question is not that the
life of either bacilli or spores can
stand the gas treatment, but the shell

nnist be penetrated and moisture is

the agent necessary. A very weak so-

lution would kill both bacilli and
sjiores if it were not for the resistance
of the capsule. Sunlight is one of the
best bactericides known and if a foul
brood infected comb be fully exposed
to direct sun rays for a few days mil-

lions of germs would be destroyed, but
not the spores.

There has been considerable confu-
sion in regard to the terms formalin
and formaldehyde. Following is what
Prof. George Newman, of Kings Col-

lege, London, says of it: "Formalin
is a 40 per cent, solution of formalde-
hyde in water, a gas discovered by
Hofmann in 1869. This gas is produced
l),v imperfect oxidation of methyl alco-

hol and may be obtained b.v passing va-

por of meth.vl alcohol mixed with air

over a glowing platinum wire or other

heated metals, such as copper and sil-

ver. It is the simplest of a series of
aldehydes, the highest of which is pal-

mitic aldehyde. Its formula is C
H 2 O. It is readily soluble in water,
and in the air oxidizes into formic acid

(C H 2 O 2). This latter substance
occurs in the stings of bees, wasps,
nettles and various poisonous animal
secretions. Formalin is a strong bac-
tei'icide even in diluted solutions, and
is, of course, volatile. A solution of

one to ten thousand is said to be able

to destroy the bacilli of typhoid, chol-

era and anthrax. When formalin is

evaporated down, a Avhite residue is

left known as paraform. In lozenge
form this latter bod.v is used by com-
bustion of methyl spirit to produce gas.

Hence we have three common forms of
the same thing, formalin, formic alde-
hyde and paraform, each of which
yields formic acid and thus disinfects.

The vapor cannot in practice be gener-
ated from the formalin as I'eadily as
from the paraform.
Now as to its penetrating power.

Professor Delepine 'recommends for-

maldehyde as being more penetrating
than any other gas disinfectant. Both
honey and pollen contain air, and it Is
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possible the gas might penetrate to the ci-ossed and warmed, covered by the
bottom of a cell of honey if given cluster, will be about two inches,

time but spores, either in this honey No wonder that many colonies re-

or in dry, empty comb, that requires fused to rear brood below, when left

248 degrees F. dry heat for three hours in that conditioH. They stored some
to kill, would hardly, I think, be de- honey and a great deal of pollen be-

stroyed by a few hours' treatment of low.

formalin. But if combs are moist and To remedy this condition one or more
of right temperature so that active re- frames of brood were put below,
production is in progress, there is no When so treated many of them In-

doubt whatever that formalin would creased so as to fill the 2-story hive

be a sure and positive disinfectant; and with brood and stores at the opening
that it would kill all bacilli and spores of the first flow from alfalfa,

if the gas was retained for say, 24 The colonies in 1 1-2 story hives

hours. I hope our state foul brood in- showed less reluctance in crossing to

specters will experiment with the mode the lower story as the upper case (Hed-
of treating foul brood. It ought not don) was of such limited capacity that

to be very hard to get cultures for ex- the cluster covered the upper parts of

periment." some of the combs in the lower story.

Williamsfield. 111., Oct. 10. ^^^ colonies in the Heddon hives were
given a third case of combs as soon
as needed and most of these upper

PRODUCING COMB HONEY. ^^^^^ ^^^^ '"^oon occupied with brood,
as the space between the two sets of
combs is only: top-bar. 1-4 inch; bee-

Details of Various Methods and Appliances, gpa^.^^ ^.4 inch; bottom-bar. 1-4 inch
With Results. or a total of 3-4 of an iiich. The

(E. F Atwater.) combs of the Heddon hives fill the
frames completely after one inversion,

DURING the past season five of our or after being used as the upper case
apiaries were run in part for of a 2-story hive, during a good flow,

comb honey, and, as the exten- At the opening of the first flow
sive production of comb honey was from alfalfa the colonies were treated
comparatively new to me, several as follows:

methods of management were thor- First. Reduced to one 8-frame L
oughly tested. hive, full of brood, with necessary
Our colonies in the above yards were comb honey supers. When queen cells

in S frame L hives, mostly dovetailed were formed.forced swarms were made
and Heddon hives. The 16 shallow on starters, full sheets of foundation,
frames of the latter being equal in or full combs.
comb capacity to ten of the L. Many Second. Treated on the Aikin plan,

colonies in 8-frame L hives had been of having sealed brood only on the old

wintered with a Heddon case on top, stand, in a contracted brood-nest, with
with abundant stores, giving a breed- a ripe queen cell, and comb honey su-

ing capacity of 13 L frames; while a pers.

number of others were wintered in 2- Third. The Barber ]ilan. The story,

story 8-frame L hives. During the shallow or deep, containing the least

spring breeding period all seemed to brood, was put above a comb honey
fare about the same, until the 2-story super, and either left there or taken
Ti hives had one 8-frame body full of ofl' soon after. We used about 150 su-

brood. Then there was a very marked pers of tall 4x5 plain sections, 10 su-

reluctance to carry the brood-nest pers for square plain sections. 10 T su-

down into the lower story, for, please pers with part tin and jiart wood sepa-
note, with the regular thick top-bar rators; about 25 single-tier with frame
frames, they must first pass a 1-4 inch supers for square bee-way sections,

bottom-bar, a 3-8 inch bee-space, and and the balance the regular section-

a 7-8 inch top-bar, a total distance of holder supers for square bee-way sec-

1 1-2 /inches, before coming to the tions.

combs below; and if, as is often the As to results:

case, the combs of the upper hive are 1. Strong forced swarms on starters
not built down to the bottom-bars, in no case offered to swarm again,
then the total distance which must be while a few on full sheets of founda-
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tiou, or ou full combs prepared to After the experience of this aud past

swai'ru. Without au exact record I seasons, I am satisfied that most of tne

could see no difference In results, ex- changes made In hives and fixtures

cept that swarming was more certain- are, to say the least, 111 advised,

ly controlled by hiving on starters, but Boise, Idaho, Sept. 21, 1903.
to offset this, a little drone comb was

^"i"*m, ., ^, , ^w THE "FLORIDA" BEE BRUSH.
2. The Aikm method gave satisfac-

tory results with a minimum of labor,

except in those cases (rather too nu- Something of the History, and Circumstances

merous) where the queen cell failed to Which Led to the Discovery of a New

hatch, or tlie queens were lost before .

Apiarian Tool that Has Elicited Much

they began laying. I shall try to rem- Favorable Comment.

edy this, in part, by giving a virgin in
(j^^rs. Sarah A. Smith.)

place of a cell.

3. The Barber plan: Colonies so TN MY bee-keeping life two of the

started were very slow to begin work I most disagreeable things I have
In the sections, loafed and prepared to met with in my work have been,

swarm and had to be shaken or un- 1st. The lack of something with which
queened. Where the extracting super to brush bees from their combs, and,
was taken off soon after the bees be- 2nd. Short-eared frames.
gan work, the results were a little In reading my bee journals I have
better, but, as the Barber method does always been on the lookout to learn

not control swarming (in fact, often how others did the work. Dr. Miller's

induces it, as any brood, above the plan of hitting the top with his fist

sections, is almost sure to have queen- was tried and, with me, found wanting;
cells started on it) I shall make because my fist did not have enough
but little use of it in the future. Sec- power. I also shook the frame with
tions were also stained and discolor- a good quick jerk. If the bees were
ed, and dark combs built in almost old, most of them came off as did also

every case, due, no doubt, to the old a great deal of unsealed honey; but if

combs. they were young, they nearly all re-

in regard to the styles of sections mained. Besides it was very hard woric
and supers, really there was very little for me, as I have very little strength,

difference in either quantity or qual- l read about Dr. :Miller's handful of
ity of the comb honey secured, though grass, but our grass is not as nice to

the plain sections are easier to scrape pull a handful, as that in the North,
and cheaper. Burr combs were fre- Weeds also had their tui*u,- and In my
quently attached to fences or wood home apiary there was one Icind that
separators and comb surfaces, though i could use, but in the other four
none of the usually accepted causes places there was nothing I could pull

of such work seemed to be present, up or break off, and. being a woman.
The tin separators were remarkably I never carry a knife. Sometimes the

free from such comb connections. The other member of the firm would ask
wide frame supers produced the clean- if there was anything he could do to

est sections, but required a little more help. The answer was sure to be:

time in manipulation, nor can they be '"Do cut me something to use for a

so easily and rapidly inspected. I l)rush." I know I have wasted more
shall use more T supers. time, and, what is more valuiible. pa-

Forced swactas were hived in 8- tience, in trying to get the bees from
frame L hives, shallow Heddon hives, their combs than in any other way.

an-d a hive only slightly shallower than I had a Coggshall brush, but. like

the Danzy with results slightly in fa- other people, have found il too stiff,

vor of the shallow hives, though they and it caught and crippled too many
usually need some help in the way of Ijees.

wintei- stores. Even the shallow kives My idea about handling l)ees right

failed, in most cases, to keep the brood is to kill, and what is worse, cripple

to the top-bars during the honey flow, just as few as possible. I have taken

while before the flow there was no -the crossest of bees and in a short

difficulty in getting brood to the top time could handle them without a

bars of the L frames. sting. In the beginning they would just
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boil out of their hive and come for me
as soon as tlie liive was opened, but
soon they truly seemed glad to see me;
and I think it was because they did
not have to carry off the dead, for an
hour or so every time I visited them.
You will guess that about this time bee
brushes became a hobby with me.

In time I tried the rope brush, a new
paint brush, pine needles and saw and

cabbage palmetto. The two latter were
quite good, if one had used them
through a "mosquito season,'' and thus
worn off their roughness.

I kept telling myself and rest of the
family that some day I would find

Avhat I was looking for, "provided I

lived long enough. I was working in

my home apiary one day just after the
grass had been hoed, and as usual,

needed a brush. I picked up a bunch
of grass and had —my brush. Then I

felt very cheap, for it had been before
my eyes all the time, but too tough to

])nll a handful, a la Dr. Miller.

I made myself one, by sewing and
tying, and have it yet. That was two
yeai's ago. and I can truthfully say
that it is the best I have ever found.
I do not brush with the end, but the
side. No bees are hurt in any way.
If it becomes daubed with honey I dip
it in water, shake, and it is ready for
use once more.
By brushing fast the brush has quite

a spring and the momentum seems to

assist the u^ork.

Some seem to think they are too
long, but by having them that way the
bees do not seem to associate one's
hand with the cause that is making
them so much trouble and therefoi'e

they do not sting so badly.

I have named the brush the "Flor-
ida" Nos. 1 and 2, and I do hope every
bee-keeper who uses it will say, "Eu-
reka." as I did.

This may seem to some a great deal
fo say about such a trivial affair, but
it is the want of such small things
that makes oiir work produce wrinkles,
scowls and bad words, and the posses-
sion of which makes us smile and say,

"Ours is the only reall.v enjoyable pro-

fession known."
As I saw by all the bee journals that

other bee-keepers have had the same
trouble as myself. I thought I would
place the "Florida" brush on the mar-
ket, and combine their making with
my bee work. I hope every one who
sees them will find them as useful as
I have done.

Grant, Fla.. Oct. 8, 1903.

THE FLORIDA BEE BRUSH.

Bewailing the unsatisfactory condi-

tion of the nation's apicultural affairs

and yet withholding support from the

association which seeks to better these

conditions, is like crying "Fire!" an3
refusing to throw water. If "in imion
tliere is strength," let's unite.
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THE "WATER CURE."

A New and Simple Method by Which it is

Claimed Queens May be Safely Introduced.

(Henry E. Horn).

of brood on each surface, the upper
and end parts of the comb fairly filled

with stores. The next comb to the
three was also well supplied with hon-
ey, part of it sealed; the other five

combs were empty. The colony con-
sisted of a little over a pint of bees,

about one-third of which were drones.
The latter were mostly from other col-

SO^IE time ago a German bee-keep-
er wrote to the Leipziger Lienen-
Zeitung of a w^ay, called by him ^nies and had found a safe haven with

the "water cure" of introducing queens, ^his neighbor when driven from home.
As described, his method was simplic- r^-ijey were spread closely and .nonlv
ity itself, and consisted merely in Q^gj. nearly all of the sealed brood and
plunging the queen, held by her wings, during examination kept quietly in
into a cup of clear water, hold her ^j^eir place. The few that flew from
there for about five seconds and then ^y^^ iji^g ^ere permitted to come and
put her between the frames of the new ^^ without molestation. As the en-
colony, and shut the hive. The thing trance of the hive Avas wide open 3-8x
was so enticing that I tried it the first 14 inches, I at first thought that the
chance I had, and in two days after I workers had been unable to keep the
opened the hive and found—nearly a drones out on account of the large en-
frame full of eggs and the queen walk- trance and small number of "guards."
ing about as if she had been there for j narrowed the entrance to one inch
years.
To be explicit: I took

and at this writing the drones are still

a laying permitted to enter and leave at will.
queen out of her own colony, put her jn all other respects the colony is nor-
through the performance and had her nial; the queen is large and lays prop-
in the new, formerly (lueenless colony, erly.
all in about five minutes. There was ^jj^ weather during September was
a little honey coming in, still the time eool, unseasonably so. but thus far
was rather unfavorable for introducing flnring October it has been warm,
generally. There has been no frost in the locality

Since that time some more reports where the apiary is. If the drones are
have been made, and .some of them are not being kept as heat producers, what
rather remarkable. As. for instance, are they kept for? Certainly the qnan-
where a queen, twice balled, though titv of brood is too gre;;r for the wo<k-
the cage method of introduction had e,.s to properly protect and certainly
been used, w-as freely and immediately the drones were closely covering ail

accepted after a dipping. their numbers could. The drones seem-
If this method should prove success- gd plump and well fed and flew rap-

ful generally, what a lot of bother and idiy when disturbed,
trouble and disappointment it would Two other colonies with queens of
make avoidable to bee-keepers. Will the same age. but having a contracted
not others likewise risk a less valuable hive with only three L combs each, and
queen and perhaps dip her two or three with a small entrance, had in one case
times for about four seconds each, and
let us all know results?

Riverside, Cal., Sept. 14, 1903.

DRONES.

rArthur C. Miller).

a half dozen drones and in the other
case none. Some large colonies with
full supplies and young, healthy lay-

ing queens still retain a few of their

drones.
Such are the circumstances; perhaps

other bee-keepers can help soh'e the
problem.

ARF: drones ever used as heat pro- While writing of drones it may be
. ducers or brood warmers? A case of interest to consider some of the
i which came under my obser- ways of keeping desirable ones on hand

vation October 3 pointed very strongly either during the warmer part of the
that way. In examining some colonies year or late into the fall. Queenless
containing late reared queens, I found colonies will, of course, harbor drones,
one small one where the conditions but queenless colonies are a trouble
were as follows: Three L frames of and a nuisance. They should be kept
comb with about sixteen square inches strong, laving workers must be avoid-
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ed and emerging brood be frequently-

supplied, for otherwise the drones are

not sure of being well fed and vigor-

ous, and hence will not fly freely.

The method which I have found to

be the easiest and at the same time

the most effective and always under
perfect control, is to confine the drones

to a super or other chamber containing

combs, and placed over a strong colo-

ny, but separated from it by "excluder

zinc.'' The workers pass freely and
store honey and the di'oues are always
well fed and will fly not only on the

day or hour we wish, but are ready at

any moment to talie wing. To release

them the upper chamber is raised at

the rear end a half inch from the ex-

cluder. The drones will tumble out

like a lot of youngsters from school.

Released from the rear of the hive th'ey

more readily find their way back, not

being attracted by the workers return-

ing to the regular entrance. When the

drones have ceased flying for the day
they are confined till wanted again. A
few drones will die from various
causes, but most of them keep in the
best of condition. I stock such an up-

per chamber either by placing in it

combs of drone brood, or by releasing

therein a trapful or more of drones'.

The first way is the best, and one is

sure of having all the drones of the
desired stock.

I do not know whether this plan Is

original or whether I -.lot an inkling of

it from some article, but it works most
satisfactorily. The life of the drone
offers the bee student an almost imex-
plored field, and it should yield rich

returns to the diligent searches.
Pro\Mdence, R. I., Oct. 7. 1903.
(The October number of the Irish

Bee Journal contained a discussion re-

lating to drones, which, in connection
with Mr. Miller's for'^going study of

the sub.iect. will doubtless be of inter

est to our readers. We therefore re-

produce it.—Ed.)

THE DEATH OF THE DRONES.
(Dr. A. W. Smyth.)

Drone bees cannot survive the win-
ter in a temperate climate. They can-
not hibernate, or form iiibernnting
clusters, to save them from the cold.

Some food is required by iMumals <^llen

in the dormant 'itate, and iLe drones
have no honey sac or other means
whereby to store it, and aUhough lar-

ger than the worker bees, they are
more sensitive to cold. Thi male or

drone of wild bees do not live through
the winter.

It is generally believed that on the
approach of winter the worker bees
kill the drones, but I never yet have
seen a worker bee kill a drone The
workers occasionally kill each other,

and if a young queen returns to the
hive after leaving with a swarm, the
workers will sting her at once. When
afterswarms or casts are being unite!
one of the young queens will some-
times take flight and return to the pn^

rent colony if it happen to be near,

and in a very few^ minutes she will be
found dead in front of the hive. .A

worker or qiieen bee entering a

strange hive is frequently killed, but
a drone rarely or never.
The workers in the fall keep march-

ing and driving out the drones, so as
to have them die on the outside of the
hive and away from the colony. A
dead drone in the hive in winter ist

very ob.iectionable to the workers. A
whole colony of workers frequentl.v die
in the hive, but I never detected any
unpleasant odor from dead worker
bees, while a dozen or two of dead
drones will give off a very disagreeable
odor in putrefaction. The poison in

the worker bee becomes disseminated
through the body after death and ar-

rests decomposition. It is a curious
provision of nature that the poison of
the worker bee should act as a disin-

fectant in the dead bee for the pro-
tection of the living, but all the facts
indisputably lead to that conclusion.

It is known that the bodies of ani-

mals and men fatally poisoned with
the salts of arsenic or of antimony re-

sist decomposition for some time: and
long ago it was thought that the occu-
pation of individuals had something
to do with preserving their bodies after
death. Shakespeare expresses this

idea when he makes the grave-maker
say to Hamlet that "a tanner will last

vou nine year." The application to the
tanner is. as intended, ludicrously ab-
surd: but in the idea there may be a
modicum of truth.

In Shakespeare's time the microbes
were not known, and water was con-

sidered the great cause of deca.r. AA'e

know now that water alone, without
the microbes, cannot decompose organ-

ic matter, and that, as the mlcobeft
are composed of fifty per cent, of wa-
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ter, wutor, for this reasou, is necessary
to deconipositiou.
The prorcss of j;ettiug rid or" ine

drones, l»efore winter stops till active

work in the hive, is a sanitary or hy-

gienic nieasnre taken by the worker
bees to protect the colony from Tii'sease

which uiight arise from dead dromes in

the hive. It is often said that ipicen-

less colonies do not discard the drones.

For a good reason the workers delay
the sanitary measnre, which may some-
times be neglected altogether, but I

have seen queenless colonies driving

out the drones. Fortunately for ihe
bee-keepers' interests the worlver bees
do not study economic measures as
closely as they do liygianie measures,
and if our hives were constructed with-

out floor-boards, so that the drones ex-

cluded from the hibernating- clusters

would fall to the ground when cliilled

by the winter cold, the workers would
not eject the drones from the hive.

A sti'ictly hygienic hive would ]3rob-

ably be a hive without a floor-board.

Langstroth and Cowan have stated

that they knew bees to winter safely

in hives without floor-boards, aud
Langstroth states in the first edition

of his book that the only colony he had
to survive an unusually cold winter
in the State of New York was in a
single-walled hive without any floor-

boards—the colonies in hives with
floor-boards all having perished. Lang-
stroth mentioiiS, however, having giv-

en some upward ventilation to these
hives in which the colonies perislied.

The top of hi^es for wintering colonies

safelv in snow should be hermetically
tight!

Doctor Draper said that man would
yet learn sociology from the bees, and
hygiene might be added. The ijees

will teach more than the "act of order
to a peopled Ivingdom," but only when
the people of the kingdom are ready
and willing to learn.

In our climate the drones do not die

of old age, and their death and life-

Avork are l)y nature inseparably unit-

ed. The life of the drones, soon to end
from the winter cold, is shortened by
the worker bees in order to protect the
colony fi"om disease, the preservation
of the colony requiring that the drones
should not die in the hive in winter
when the workers are unable to do any
sanitarA' work, or to carrv out the dead.

the time—things kind of ornery down
his way, tho' he don't mention it

—

and he's been relieving of himself on
nie. I can always stand it from the
I'arson 'cause his doin' is always
ahead of his preachiu'. He sot me to

cogitatin' rather more'n usual, kinder
overstocked me, so I'll be a lettin' of
i*^ out on you. Why you? Wal the
inen as has bees be about the same as
tother folks, only sometimes more so

here and there, and if I tell you it'll

leak out—generally does—so all hands
will get a taste of it.

Don't throAv mud at my idols, if ye
Dear Brother Hill:—I've been back do I'll hate ye. They may be battered

about a week and be a feelin' right and tattered, bedaubed and bedraggled,
smart. Doc sort of knew what I the sawdust may be a runnin' out of

needed, I 'low. Well since I returned 'em and their tin halo be on askew, but
the Parson has camped here most of they're my idols and you're a low down
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cuss if ye don't like 'em, in- fact you
are a bigoted, biased, bucolic, bumpkin
if ye don't see and tliiuk as I do. Yas,
some of the boys is riled 'cause I

twitted on facts 'bout some of their

dearly beloved. Well, 't aint my fault

if they placed their affections on un-
commonly common clay. The kind as
makes long prayers in public places
be as plenty now as they used to be

—

and they will bear just as much watch-
in'. 'Cause a man hollers "no rum" it

don't follow that he is "temperate"

—

like as not he'll drink water till he's

sick, eat grub till his wife is sick,

preach till we're all sick and then sell

us poor stuff at fancy prices and pose
as Big Mogul Authority just 'cause
he's a "exhorter." Waugh; Heap Big
Injun; Keep your hands off of my
idols.

"Everything that lives seeks it^ own
advantage and well being, and must,
if it is to live," so blame them not my
boy If they live no higher than their

lights.

It's so durned easy to tell how things
oughter be done and so blamed hard to

go and do 'em, and when the tellin'

yields cash and glory and the doln'

don't, ye can understand why some of

the exhorters keep on hollerin'—they're

following the line of least resistance.

So you think two parties are a pow-
erful bad thing in the National Asso-
ciation? Harry, you were never more
off in your life. It's the very best thing
that could have happened to it. Don't
you know that a nation is in a mighty
ticklish place when it ceases to have
two strong opposing political parties?

Just so with associations. The Na-
tional was a gettin' rotten till some of

the daring ones begim to stir and form-
ed an opposition party to the "We're
It's." Now the air is clearing. Course
there are sore heads, the "Outs" are
always thus, but them as is some stuff

will get over it, and them as don't
they belong to the Graft.
You just want to keep remembering

that the bee biz is a getting to be some
punkins and there's money in it. and
where there is money floating about
.vou'll find "graft," and it's right now
all the boys big and small have got to

keep their eyes peeled or fust thing
they know the dearly beloved will hold
the whip hand. Whoop-er-up for two
parties but keep 'em fighting for prin-

ciples and not let 'em get to mud sling-

ing.

We've dropped swaddling clothes
and nursing bottles, got beyond the
place where we can stand around dig-

ging up the sand with our bare toes,

for we're nigh about men and these
ere fellows who are a tr.ving to amuse
us with nursery rhymes need our stern
and forceful attention. Watch 'em.

Yours as ever,

John Hards(Tabble.

(All Bee-Keeper readers, or nearly
all, will be pleased to learn that the
deacon has so far recovereil as to be
able to continue his series of letters.

We fear,however,that he is hardly him-
self yet, and would suggest that he
take one more trip. With all due res-

pect to his years, The Bee-Keeper de-

sires to emphasize the assertion that,

in regard to his observations relative

to the opposing factions which were
formerly at work in the affairs of the
National Association, he is "off his

base." Legitimate competition of in-

dependent, and well-organized institu-

tions, whether for industrial, commer-
cial, fraternal or political purposes, is

one thing, but internal ruptions, breed-
ing discord, contention and strife with-
in an.v such institution, curtails its

influence foi* good by the agitation of

distrust among members and prospec-
tive members, thereby menacing the
accomplishment of the benign purpose
for which it exists. The deacon should
try a balloon trip.—Editor.)

^^, 't.L -"^?r^?i^r5^ii^uife

Berclair, Tex., Oct. 11, 1903.

Editor American Bee-Keeper:—The
more that is said the less we know, or,

at least, so it would seem sometimes.
The beginner would be at a loss to

know what to do—or whether to do at

all—when one says this, and another
that. But we might get good out of it,

provided what was said was so. A
man ought to be sure he is right be-

fore blowing his horn.

In the Bee-Keeper for August Pop-
pleton sa.vs bee paralysis is contagious;

then comes E. J. Atchley who says
there is no such thing as the disease
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beinj;' catching, as there is nothing to

catch; that the boes only have their

stomaclis too full of chyle, ami claim-

ing that none but worker bees ever

have it. Perhaps he has never seen
any but workers have paralysis, but
I have seen more than one queen af-

fected with it; and the fact of having
seen queens affected knocks out all his

lengthy article, with me. But if he has
found the cause and Mr. Poppleton the
cure, sure we need not lose many more
bees from this cause. I am not going
to kick very hard because a man writes
what he thinks he has found out; but I

do say, this is a stunner on the begin-

ner. That statement made by J. B.

Johnson, of Illinois, and called into

question by Z. Cornell, of Pennsylva-
nia, did look rather "fishy."

Yours truly,

John W. Pharr.

"HONOR TO WHOM HONOR."
Marengo, 111., Oct. 16, 1903.

Mr. Editor: On page 234, speaking
of the officiary of the National Asso-
ciation, you say: "It Is gratifying to

note that the management of the Na-
tional's affairs is passing exclusively
into the hands of active producers of

honey.'' I'm sorry you said that, for

whatever you may have meant, it

will be understood as saying that in

the past the Association has suffered

because among its officers have been
men who were not active producers of

honey; thus doing injustice to men to

whom the Association owes much.
You say, "Bee-keepers themselves,

perhaps, know better than any one else

what they want." Suppose it is said.

"Bee-keepers, perhaps, know better

than any one else what they want in

a bee-.iournal." And then .suppose some
bee-keeper proposes to dictate to you
just what shall and shall not go into

the columns of your journal, saying.

"I am a bee-keeper, therefore I know
what bee-keepers want." Would you,

my good friend, be likely to put the
reins in his hands? Hardly. You would
be likely to say to him something like

this: "Now, see here, my friend. I

grant you that you know pretty well
what you want, but there are others,

and I believe I can tell better than you
what the majority of my constituency
want, not because I am a better' bee-

keeper than you, but because I am an
editor, and have made It my study to

know not only what one bee-keeper
wants, but what bee-keepers in gen-

eral want."
The very fact of a man's being an

editor, if he is fit to be an editor, be-

speaks a knowledge of the wants of

bee-keepers beyond the knowledge of

their wants he would have as a bee-

keeper. Now, so far as I recall, the
only men heretofore upon the manage-
ment of the National that were not
conspicuous as active producers of

honey were editors, some four or more
of them, and the very qualifications

that fitted them for knowing what bee-

keepers wanted for reading matter, fit-

ted them to know what bee-keepers
wanted as members of the Association.

I think Thomas G. Newman had
less to do with the production of honey
than any of the others, and look at the
grand work he did as general manager.
Geo. W. York has never been very ac-

tive in the production of honey, and
yet I do not believe any one man has
done as much as he since the organi-

zation of the present association to

increase its membership, and to ad-

vance its interests.

I've no objection to having the af-

fairs of the National exclusively in the
hands of active honey producers, so

long as they are competent men, but
please. Mr. Editor, don't hint that in

the past some of the men on the man-
agement were not among its best be-

cause they were not active producers
o." honey. C. C. Miller,

Doctor Miller's criticism is interest-

ing and very welcome, indeed. The
spirit manifested is characteristic of
his inherent good will to fellow man,
while the actuating motive is, obvious-
ly, a fear that unjust reflections have
been cast. The doctor says he is sorry
we said a certain thing. If any in-

justice has thus been done to any one,

we're sorry too. We said it because we
felt it; and we have yet had no occa-
sion to regret either the thought or the
expression thereof. The fact that the
editor of The Bee-Keeper finds person-
al gratification in contemplating the
preceding fact that "the management
of the National's affairs is passing ex-

clusively into the hands of active honey
producers." need not. and should not,

be construed as reflecting depreciat-

ingly upon the good work bestowed in

years past by any of the many faith-

ful officers, which list we well know,
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includes the names of Newman, Hutch-
inson, Root, York and others. We
should be the last to depreciate, even
to the smallest degree, the humblest
effort of officer or lay member if di-

rected with a view to the betterment
of apicultural conditions in the United
States. All honor to those who have
done, and are yet doing so. These con-
cessions, however, in nowise affect the
fact that we derive pleasure from a
contemplation of the passing of the
National's affairs into the hands of ac-

tive producers of honey. We have
not said, nor intended to infer that
" the Association has suffered because
among its officers have been men who
were not active producers of honey."
The recent progress of the Association
is in itself ample evidence of the good
work of its previous officers. They
have reason to reflect with pride upon
their accomplishments; and their faith-

ful service is, we believe, with few ex-
ceptions, i-egarded with satisfaction by
the membership. But does all this

preclude the possibility of grefiter

strides under change 1 conditions inci-

dental to the passing of time? Does
it even imply, of necessity, that there
has been nothing possible left unac-
complished? We have said bee-keep-
ers themselves, perhaps, know better
than any one else what they want,"
and the faith still abides. If they
don't, we don't know who knows bet-
ter than they. They ought to know as
well as any bne lUot a bee-keeper,
surely.

The doctor's second proposition is

the easiest thing that's been sprung

on us for a long while, and substan-
tially makes good our claim that bee-
keepers do know better than any one
else what they want. Any editor, "if
he is fit to be an editor," closely studies
the "wants" of bee-keepers, or down
would go his journal. He is, in fact,

dependent wholly upon either his pat-
rons or his personal experience in their
ranks for knowledge of their wants;
and we maintain that no amount of
training at the editorial desk will yield
the knowledge essential to the best
results either in the management of
an apicultiiral .iournal or an apicultural
association. Note the zest character-
istic of editorials written under the
inspil-ation of a day's contact with
practical apiary work, as displayed,
for example, in the case of Mr. Root,
editor of Gleanings. occasionally.
Whence cometh this distinguishing ac-
tivity and practical tone which arrests
the interest of the reader and causes
him to feel that he is an eye witness,
if not a participant in the operations
about which he i-eads? Whence? From
the fountain head which is the source
of knowledge upon which our industry
is based, and without which it is im-
probable, to our mind, that any man
is better qualified to direct, than those
who have freely imbibed. Is it not
within the bounds of legitimate reason
to anticipate a similar influence upon
the affairs of the National Association
as a result of this contact with the
practical side of the duties we have
espoused? We trust Doctor Miller may
be spared to see and recognize the be-

nign influence of such contact.—Ed.

^ M M M ^^^-H-^^-^^
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Bee « Keeping World
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AUSTRIA.
The picture below shows a portable

apiary (on wheels) as shown in Vienna
at the international apicultural exhibi-

tion, 1903.

The Bienen-Vater gives a brief his-

tory of a eentarian bee hive as fol-

lows: The hive measures two meters
in diameter and contains six colonies.

It is now owned by Ilerr iNIansbart in

Zauchtl and has been in the family
since 18.30. The record of this giant
hive dates back to the year 1793.

Hundreds of swarms have issued from
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t and h\vj:o (jiiantities of honey have with a honey ma ii<et. The price of the
»eon taken (hiring tliese many years. honey is to be decided upon by a com-

A local apiarian exhibition has been mittee, and no honey must be sold
rraimed in Ivlagenfurt in connection at a lower figure under any considera-
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tiou. The place for the honey sale is

to be so chosen that every visitor

must pass it.

BRAZIL.
The black, brown or German bee

was originally imported into Brazil by
missionaries. Runaway swarms soon
filled the woods and were the means
of preserving the honey bee in this

country. A writer from Brazil states

in Bienen Vater that only black bees
are kept there, but that he has just

succeeded in importing two Italian

swarms. The voyage from Geneva to

Rio de .Janeiro lasted 28 days and the
bees arrived in- fair condition. He is

now busy Italianizing his 14 colonies.

GERMANY.
Dr. Dzierzon has practiced clipping

queens for years for the purpose of
preventing swarms running away at
his out-yards.
To what age to which the worker

bee may live was ascertained by the
same old veteran a great many years
ago, and before the bee had been med-
dled with, and had, as Dr. Gallup
would say, "degenerated." Dzierzon's
conclusion was that the worker may
live during the winter season and at-
tain an age of three months, but dur-
ing the busy season she lives but six
weeks. The queen sometimes attains
the age of five years. (From this it

appears that our bees have not degen-
erated during the past 50 years as has
been insinuated for as I have repeat-
edly proven our bees now live to ex-
actly that age.)

Meier of Kapellen.according to Leipz,
Bztg., assures that bees can be induced
to make use of gathered wax in con-
structing comb. He experimented with
a little late after-swarm weighing but
one-quarter pound, fed it with honey
which contained particles of wax saved
up by straining extracted honey. The
dark color of the wax fed showed
plainly in the combs built by the little

colony. Wax offered dr.v, not in the
wet feed was not touched by the bees.

Reidenback says in Phalzer Bztg.: It
has been observed that colonies re-
maining in the heath districts for
three seasons usuall.v show foul brood.
The reason for this rather queer occur-
rence may be found in the fact that

there is no pollen produced in thos*

localities and the bees actually starve
or at least their vitality is reduced t(

such a low state that the foul brooc
Bacillus can and does soon get the up
per hand. Germany and Switzerlam
are said to have excellent honey cfoj)s

up to 100 pounds from single liive;|_

have been reported.

It is the custom of bee-keepers ij

Germany, when removing the accumu
lated dead bees, etc.. from under thei:

hives during the winter months anc
ill the spring, to sweep them upon :

screen and sift out all the particles o:

wax, granules of honey or anythin?
else and make a saving of them. Stei
gel, of Oberfellabrum. has made a care
ful study of this matter and has foum
that the wax, pollen and other parti
cles thus saved diu'ing 12 months
weighed only 7 1-4 grains. Incidentally
he remarks that this small amount o:

accumulation is evidence against th<

theory that bees void their excrements
in dry form within the hive.

Reidenl>ach also claims that an ener
getlc, healthy colony cannot take fou
brood at all. as the bees would remove
every diseased larva very qiiickly; thai

the.v have within reach the vei-y besi

remedy to fight the disease—formic
acid. Formaldehyde vapor if properly
applied, he says, will kill even the

sjjores of Bacillus alvei.

In Deutsche Bzcht. L. Spitz con-

demns, in the strongest terms, the prac-

tice of rearing queens by allowing a
colony to build queen cells over larvae.

To obtain good queens the.v should re-

ceive proper treatment from the e^ix.

"Great size of qiieen bee," says
Fitzke in Centrall>latt, "is not an indi-

cation of prolificness." One of his col-

onies after proving itself a "number
one" for three successive years, being
ver.v populous all the time and paying
well for its keeping, in honey, was
found to possess a real dwarf queen.
After substituting a large, handsome
queen the colony kept running down.

.\ccording to Schoenfeld formic acid
finds its w:iy into the hone.v through
the mouth parts of the bee. not by way
of the sting apparatus. Die Biene.

F. Greiner.
Naples. N. Y.. Oct. 4, 1903.
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BELGIUM.

Sometimes a swarm is seen either in

he air or after it is clustered but not

vlu'ii issuing from the parent hive,

f tlio apiarist desires to know from
vhich liivo it came he can talce (from

he chistered swarm) a t-upful of bees,

arr.v them to some distance, dust them
vith flour and turn them loose. A
•orlion of them will go to the old hive

vliich can then be identified. This

3 given by Dr. Debienne in the Ru-
ber Beige. He adds that when differ-

ut apiaries are close together this

vould be a good way to determine

rom Avhich a swarm came.
In the same paper he also says that

swarm settling pole or something like

hat is often usefuf. The best in his

xperience is a bunch of bushes tied

a pole. He quotes Chas. Dadant
s saying that an old dark comb tied

o a pole has succeeded best with him,

enougli to melt the wax, he drops the

sheet of foundation on them, and
l)lunge the whole in a convenient ves-

sel of water. The wax melted by the
contact of the warm top-bar is cooled
and solidified by the water, and thus
fastens the sheet of foundation.

The Rucher Beige quotes from a Grer-

man i)aper the following process to

introduce a queen: Operate in the
morning, when most of the bees are in

the field. Take the old queen from the
comb. Put in her place the new one
well daubed in honey and replace the
comb. The bees will proceed to clean
her up and never suspect that a change
has taken place.

Mr. Leger in the same paper says

loney is the best cure for the "gout.''

t is used externally, being used on the

»art afflicted with a bandage.

The same paper in its editorials gives
the following recipe to get the bees out
of a hollow tree or any other incon-
venient place: Put a sponge impreg-
nated with phenic acid under the bees
The odor will dl'lV^ (he bees outside"
where they will cluster. If necessary
bore a hole in the tree so as to reach
below the bees and introduce the
sponge thereby.

Sometimes in winter, a flue warm
lay induces the bees to come out when
here is snow on the ground. A great

nany drop on the ground right in front

if tlie hives and are chilled and lost.

,Yhile a flying spell is beneficial, we
lo not want to lose our bees. Mr. E.

/an Hay (Rucher Beige) advises to

)ut some straw on the snow in front of

he hives.

A plant often cultivated in Europe
nit not here is the "horse bean." At
east I think this is the English name
)f it. Fsually it does not produce any
lectar. but in one case quoted in the

lucher Beige, it did. Investigation

;howed the presence of aphis and
herefore it was a genuine case of

loney dew. The fact in itself is of no
nterest to the American bee-keepers;

nit it may show why some plants,

isually barren of nectar, will occa-

ijionaliy yield a good crop.

Mr. Wendel AValter describes a pe-

culiar process to fasten starters or

;heets of foundation in frames. Over
I fire he places a sheet of iron. On
his he put the frames upside down,
:hat is the top-bars on the sheet of

ron. When the top-bars are hot

The Rucher Beige has a monthly de-

]iartment for beginners, concerning the
operations to be done in the apiary
and how to be done. Among other
precautions that may be useful, it says
that rubbing the hands with some cam-
phorated alcohol will pi'event stings.

Also that when the bees are so en-
raged that ordinary smoke will not
subdue them, the best is to add some
tobacco to the smoker fuel. That will

fix them.

In the same department we find

some advice on transferrin??. The usual
European method is first given. Drive
the bees (the queen is the one especi-

ally needed) in the new hive and place
the old one on top of it with a perfo-

rated zinc between. All openings must
be closed except the entrance to the
new hive. After twenty-one days take
away and demolish the old hive. If

desired, its combs may be fitted in

frames and used. The second method
is to turn the old hive upside down,
(supposed to be a skep). and put the
new one, bottom included, on top of it

without driving the bees. A hole in the
bottom allows the bees to go down and
come up. The entrance of the new hive

is the one used. Practically it is put-
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ting the old hive uuder the new one,
but comirelling the bees to go in and
out through the new one. As the heat
goes up, the queen soon goes up too,

in the new hive, where it is the warm-
est.

The same also advises to put a comb
of honey or a feeder full of syrup in

the hive where an artificial swarm is

to be lodged. He says that an artiticial

swarm does not carry the same
amount of honey as does a natural
swarm. This goes out with enough to

last three or four days.
Adrian Getaz.

MISTAKES AND THEIR LESSONS.

(L. B. Smith.)

Mr. Editor: With your permission
1 will tell the readers of TTie

Bee-Keeper something of my suc-

cess as well as the mistakes I

have made in bee-keeping the present

year. You know we often profit as

much by the mistakes of others, when
they are pointed out to us, as by their

success.

My success is "short, but sweet,''

as the saying is. I started in the

spring with about eighty full colonies

of bees, all pure Italians, and by May
1st they had increased to something
over a hundred by natural swarming.
I work my bees for extracted honey
and keep down increase as much as
possible.

All old colonies had from three to

four full sets of drawn comb, and were
just "boiling over" with bees, as the
queen is allowed full access to all

combs, and I always have good, young,
prolific queens. I was congratulating
myself on having my bees in the best
possible condition for the early honey
flow, which comes from the wild mar-
igold and mesquite. In fact the honey
flow had already started, and some of

my best colonies had from 40 to 50
pounds of new honey, but on the last

day of April the wind shifted from a
gentle south breeze to the northwest
and an old-fashioned Texas "blue-nor-
ther" came up, followed by a white
frost on May 1st, killing most all tender
vegetation. My hopes then went from
a hundred down to zero.

The two succeeding years had been
almost failures, owing to the great

drouth that prevailed over the State,
and now a third failure seemed sure.
What was I to do? Over a hundred

colonies of bees in a starving condi-
tion, sugar high and my means limit-

ed. Being a "natural-born"' bee-keeper,
and great lover of our little pets, I was
not long in deciding what course to
take.

I began doubling up most of my new
swarms till I had ninety eolonies.draw-
ing frames of honey from the rich to
sui)ply the poor, but only too soon the
supply was exhausted, and all was at
the point of starvation. What should I

do? Let them starve and turn my at-

tention to farming? These were the
thoughts that were racking my brain
day and night. I had never seen a
complete failure in the honey crop, af-

ter we had had so much winter and
spring rain as we had the present year.
Neither had I ever seen so late a
freeze in this State in all my twenty
years as a bee-keeper. I began to rea-

son this way: "Should a man give up
farming because his crops had been a
failure from drouths, freezes or other
causes? No, no! Any sensible man
would not do that." Then I said to
myself, "Why let the bees starve?" So
I began buying sugar and feeding and
fed nearly a barrel of sugar to the
ninety colonies, when they should have
been storing honey and swarming. Now
for the result.

I have extracted up to this date 313
gallons of as fine mesquite and sumac
honey as any one could wish for, with
a fair pro.spect of getting a fall crop
from broom weeds.

Now for some of the mistakes I

made: First, I should have fed double
the amount I did, to have kept my
brood rearing to its fullest extent and
not have allowed my enthusiasm to

run down, when the bees needed the
best and most careful attention. My
second mistake was in not moving my
whole apiary to a dense growth of su-

mac some eleven miles aw.iy. where I

moved fifty colonies and secured 153
gallons of choice sumac honey. A
tliird mistake was in not having all

needed supplies mi hand when the hon-
ey flow came.

If this doesn't find its way into the
waste basket I may tell of other mis-
takes I've made in apiculture in the -

past twenty years.

Rescue, Tex., Oct. 10, 1903.
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a result of such a condition. Less leaKy
and repulsivG-lookins sections will be
seen in retail stores, and the work of
cratin?? will be greatly facilitated. As
has been the case with black bees,
the fonr-piece section has charaeter-
teristie virtues which have been lost

si.ffht of in the tui-moil incident to the
introduction of a new fad.

Terms.
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oflSce.
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inch. Five per cent, discount for two inser-
tions: seven per cent, for three insertions,
twenty per cent, for twelve insertions.

Advertisements must be received on or be-
fore the 15th of each month to insure inser-
tion in the month following.

Matters relating in any way to businesf
should invariably be addressed to

THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER,
Falconer, N. Y.

Articles for publication or letters exclusively
for the editorial department may be addressed
to H. E. Hill,

Fort Pierce, Fla.

Subscribers receiving their paper in blue
wrapper will know that their subscription ex-

pires with this number. We hope that you
will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates thai
you owe for your subscription. Please jiyt the
matter your early attention.

With reference to Mr. Atchley's the-
orv as to the cause of bee-paralysis,
Mr. O. O. Poppleton, whom we con-
sider one of the very best authorities
in the country upon the question, says,
Mr. Atchley must have either a very
peculiar kind of bees or an unusual
form of paral.vsis. "For," says 'he,

"One of the distinffuishing character-
istics of the malady is an abnormal
brood-rearing inclination. So much so
that they are rarely able to care for
the excessive amount of brood found
in afflicted colonies."

A Texas subscriber who is a friend
of The American Bee-Keeper, and who
sent last month a list of new subscrib-
ers,together with a nice list of bee-keep-
ers' names, apologizes for so doing
without having authority to solicit

subscriptions for us. While express-
ing our sincere gratitude for such kind-
nesses, we desire also to state that
every reader of The Bee-Keeper is an
authorized agent therefor, and we
deeply appreciate such evidences of
friendly interest in the welfare of The
Bee-Keeper. Subscribers in Illinois

and Massachusetts, also have our
thanks for lists of new ones sent in
during the last month.

The steady decline in the supply of
basswood threatens future trade in the
line of one-piece sections; and the erst-

while popular four-piece style promises
to supercede, perforce, the long fragile
strip which now holds swa.v in the
supply market. From The Bee-Keep-
er's viewpoint, however, the comb
honey industry will suffer naught as

The superiority of "heath honey,''
I'as been generally admitted ever since
the writer first Ijecame interested in
apifii-ian matters. We have therefore
always had a sort of "longin' " to gaze
upon the heather-clad Moors of Britain,
to which "bee-gardeners'' flock with
theil" colonies during the period of
liloom. It was not until recently, how-
ever, that we were permitted to see
even a single specimen of this most
beautiful plant: and our thanks are
du» to Mr. John Hewitt, of England,
for a couple of sprigs of heather in

full bloom, which arrived in excellent
condition. The beauty of the masses
of lilac-colored flowers, combined with
its feathery leaf, not unlike that of the
cedar, surpasses even our dreams of
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the lieather. Such acts of thoughtful
kindness, and evidences of good will

are deeply appreciated.

IS HONEY STRAINED OR EX-
TRACTED?

The drug journals of the country
quote "strained honey" to the trade.

So long as "extracted" is meant and
understood, it probably makes no dif-

ference as to the term employed; how-
ever, few bee-keepers would care to

take strained honey, even as medicine.

—American Bee-Keeper.

We are not familiar with the techni-

cal language of bee keepers, but in or-

dinary English strained means having
passed through a strainer, and what
the objection to that is, we do not see.

In pharmacy, extracted means taken
out by pressure, generally with ma-
cei'ation or solution, or by chemical
means, and in that sense we hardly
think honey is extracted. We would
like for the Bee-Keeper, or any one
who is better posted than we are, to

enlighten us further. In the meantime
"strained" remains in our prices-cur-

rent.—Southern Drug Journal.

A brief explanation upon this point
may be of interest to many of our
younger readers, as well as to our es-

teemed contemporary; which, by the
way, is one of the best-edited and spi-

ciest trade journals that come to our
exchange table.

In the nomenclautre of modern bee-
dom the word "strained'' honey is

used, as it has been since time imme-
morial, to designate that inferior pro-
duct resulting from crude methods of
production; when combs were cirt

from the brood-nests of the colony con-
taining cocoons, pollen, dead bees and
other foi'eign matter, and the horwy
extracted by pressure upon a strainer
of some coarse fabric. In i-emote and
unprogressive sections of the country
this same antedeluvian plan of secur-
ing liquid honey is still practiced. The
product, by reason of the filth con-
tained, is necessarily inferior and un-
wholesome; though, as a preservative
in the treatment of "honey-cured"
hams, or other manufacturing uses,
it finds a market at a very low price.
Fermentation, to a greater or less ex-
tent, is usually evident in samples of
"strained" honey. It is rather a hu-
miliating fact, to Southern apiarists.

that the South supplies considerably
more than its legitimate pro rata of
this inferior product; which became
known in the markets, as a result, as
"Southern honey."

In the year 1865 (the very year
that thp writer "came to America")
INlajor Francesco de Hruschka of Italy)

invented the honey-extractor. A new
ei*a in apicultural history was thus
inaugurated, and the antiquated
"straining" and squeezing process was
promptly forsaken by progressive apia-

rists.

Major Hruschka's invention consist-

ed of a machine by which combs filled

with honey were subjected to a high
rotative motion—expelling the honey
by centrifugal force,without in anywfse
defacing or injuring the comb. The
empty comb is thus made available for

further use by the bees as a receptacle
for honey; and is thus continued in

use year after year, by modern apia-

rists.

This is the "extracted" honey of
commerce; and though it is sometimes
passed through a thin strainer, to ar-

rest any small particles of wax, it is

usually dumped directly into large
tanks, where the greater specific grav-
ity of the liquid soon forces to the
surface any possible bits of foreign
matter it may contain, when it is

drawn into barrels or other shipping
packages.from the bottom, in a perfect-

ly clean and clear condition.

The quality of honey thus produced
is, obviously, superior to the old-fash-

ioned, "strained" product; and even
retains the delicate flavo:- and aroma
characteristic of its floral source.

'PUNIC" BEES.

One of the surprises of the past
month, at The Bee-Keepers' Florida
quarters, was the receipt of a "Punic"
queen from Mr. Hewitt, the enthusias-
tic British champion of this black race.

At the same time ^Ir. Hewitt took oc-

casion to send us a batch of recent let-

ters from persons having this stock;

ami if one may judge b.v the tone of
the letters in question.the "Funics'' are
not without characteristic virtues that
should be more generall.v known.
These bees were under discussion sev-
eral years ago. being called by some
"Tunisians," and by others "Funics,"
but. unfortunately, an international
wrangle occurred which resulted in a
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suppression of the subject by the apia-

rian press.

We shall observe the progress aiul

traits of our new stock with no small

desree of interest.

DEVELOPING THE HONEY MAR-
KET.

When the National Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation undertakes the handling of

America's honey product—packing, un-
der its official trade mark and guaran-
tee in suitable packages for the retail

and manufacturing ti'ade each year
lione.v to the value of ten, to fifteen

million dollars, and makes an appropri-
ation for pnblir-ity of, say. $100,000.00.
per anniim. then honey producers will

iiegin to reap a fair reward for labor
and investment involved.
To expect the National Association

to undertake such a gigantic pro.iect

with but one or two thousand dollars
in the treasury, is inconsistent. The
initial step in such an enterprise must
be the provision of capital with which
to conduct the business; and it does
seem that all should be willing to con-
tribute one dollar a year towards lu-

bricating the wheels of its almost sta-
tionary mechanism. Complaints of un-
propitious conditions in the apiarian
realm come with poor grace from those
who decline to administer a single drop
of oil.

avoirdupois of the bulk to the extent

of about thirty pounds. They simply
"went crazy" over the unexpected
feast, tumbling over each other in a
general fight for the spoils.

This we deem a most noteworthy in-

cident, the importance of which will

be more apparent when it is stated

that Mr. Parks' bees were thus stimu-

lated very perceptibly, and brood-rear-

ing was pursued with marked vigor,

as a result of the flour stored and
used.
The fact that bees in South Florida

usually gather pollen to some extent

continuously throughout the year, may
possibly have caused us to neglect a
most important item in assisting their

efforts to become strong in numbers.
Others than those of "the land of flow-

ers" may also profit by the sugges-
tion.

"The bees were the first canners,

and their goods will keep for all time
if stored in the right kind of an apai't-

meut free from frost and dampness."

ARTIFICIAL POLLEN.
A short conversation which we had

with Mr. Ben.iamin Parks, of Stuart,
Fla.. who. by the way, is one of Flor-
ida's very successful and most intelli-

gent apiarists, leads to the thought
that the occasional suspensions of
brood-rearing, not otherwise accounted
foi', may find a solution in the absence
of pollen in the field, so essential to the
rearing of brood.

B.v some means a barrel of whole-
wheat fiour became exposed on the
back porch of 'Sir. Parks' residence,
which is accessible to his bees; and
the restilt was that they were attract-
ed thereto as if it were an open barrel
of hone.v. Mr. Parks advises us that
when the bees were discovered at work
on the flour, they had exhausted the
surface supply to such an extent that
nothing but the bran was to be seen,
whereiipon he spread out a quantity
for the bees' convenience, and they
were but a short time in reducing the

A more ideal combination has never
been arranged than that of Mrs. Edith
Wharton to write a series of articles on
Italian Gardens with Maxfield Parrish
as the illustrator. This is one of the
features of The Century Magazine for

the coming year. The first article in

the series will appear in the November
number, and will contain four of Mr.
Parrish's pictures printed in color. Mrs.
Wharton, who wrote "The Valley of

Decision," has long been sympatheti-
cally familiar with Indian outdoor life,

as has Mr. Parrish. who was sent over
to Italy by The Century especially to

illustrate the series. It is said that wri-

ter and artist have made a study not

only of the well-known gardens, but
of many from which the public is ex-

cluded.

The late B. L. Farjeon left the man-
uscript of a story for girls and boys
which is to appear serially in St. Nich-
olas Magazine dui'ing the coming year.

It deals with London's Madame Tus-
saud and her celebrated wax works;
the marvelous doings of the principal

characters in that exhibition — Queen
Elizabeth, Henry VIII, Tom Thumb,
Guy Fawkes, and others, all of whom
are brought to life and made to live in

the London of today.
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FEEDING BACK-FOLDING SEC-
TIONS, ETC.

(D. E. Rogers).

I saw in October, 1902, number of
The Bee-Keeper under the head,
"Feeding Back and Cleaning Unfin-
ished Sections," Mr. Hutchinson's
•way of doubling up cases from one
hive to another, then feeding extracted
honey to get sections filled out.

I am satisfied that will work very
well, though I have not the extracted
honey. I put two cases on a hive
which are nearly full, then one or two
with partly filled sections with a cloth
between, with one corner doubled over
leaving only room for a few bees to
pass through at a time, the combs be-
ing uncapped, the honey will be car-
ried down in from twenty-four to for-
ty-eight hours. When they are ready
for another dose be sure and feed
enough, as they will put some of it in
the hive proper. I consider this way
better than filling a hive body with
sections, then introducing a section
covered with bees, as others are not
liable to get it, especially when an am-
ateur like myself is operating.

MOISTENING SECTIONS.
When sections become dry before

folded, or break from any cause, take
as many as you can hold firmly in the
hands, having the edges even, douse
them into a tub of water. The sections
will be wet only at the edges and
grooves.
White clover honey flow lasted about

six weeks here in Bradford county,
though rather slow with cold, raiiiy
weather. Buckwheat flow cut short by
half, by week of cold rain at best of
flow, after which buckwheat was
blasted.

Ulster, Penn., Oct. 8, 1903.

"How to make business?" is the par-
amount question with men of business.
Horace Greely would have answered
it by saying, "The way to make busi-
ness is to make it." But the modern
successful business man has answered
it to his complete satisfaction. He
says, "The way to make business
(and the way to keep it) is by adver-
tising."—Printers' Ink.

HONEY AND BEESWAX MARKET.

WASHINGTON GRADING RULES.
Fancy.—All sMtioat t» b« well illed, combs

•traigkt, •! «TeB thicknei* and irmly attached
t« all f«nr iid*«; botk wood and comb uasoil-
o4 by tray el itaia cr otherwise; all th« celli
sealed except the row of cells aext th« wood.
N*. 1.—All «ectioa» well filled, but combi

MmeTo •r crooked, detached at the bottom, •!
with but few cells unsealed; both wood and
c«mh unsoiled by traTel-s\a.« or otherwi«».
I« additioB t* this the honey is to be cics^

fied according t* -olor, usinj the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, there will be "Faacy
white," "No. 1, dark," etc.

Chicago, Oct. 7.—The volume of
sales is larger than at this time last
year and the supply more than corres-
ponds with sales, but the prices and
good quality of honey are expected to
make a larger demand than we have
had for several years. No. 1 to fancy
sells at 1,3 to 14 cents, with practically
no sale for off grades, which are quot-
ed at 10 to 12 cents. Extracted,
white, 6 to 7 cents, amber 5 to 6 cents,
according to quality and kind of pack-
age. Beeswax 28 to 30 cents.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Buffalo. Oct. 7.—We advise moderate
shipments when well crated to prevent
leakage. The supply of honey is mod-
erate, and the demand increasing daily.
We quote: Fancy comb honey 14 to
15c; No. 2, 12 to 13c: No. 3. 10 to llc;
Extracted, 5 to 6c. Beeswax is always
in good demand. Fancy sells at 30 to
32c. Batterson & Co.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 8.—The de-
mand is good and the stock of comb
honey fairly large. We, quote: Comb,
11 to 13c: Extracted, in poor demand,
at 5 1-2 to 7c. Beeswax in good de-
mand at 30c.

Hamblin «fe Sappington.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 1.—Comb and ex-
tracted honey are coming in freely, and
the demand is good, with steady prices.
We are making sales at the following
prices: Amber, extracted, 5 3-4 to 6
l-2c; White Clover, extracted, 61-2 to
71-2c; Fancy comb honey. 15c. Bees-
wax, 30c. The Fred W. Muth Co.

When writng to advOTtisers mention
The American Bee-Keeper.

The more you advertise your busi-
ness the more business you will have
to advertise.—Printers Ink.
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Ft)R SALE.—1280 acres Timber Land: plenty of

water; fine for im extensive Bee Ranch. Sea.son

June to November. Address William Smith,
Cameron, Kern County. Calif.

WILL SELL half interest in my apiary, pineap-

ple and orauge plantation. Good apiarist will

have exclusive charge. D. DALY, La Gloria,

Cuba. 8-2t

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial »ub-

scription to The American Bee-Keeper for M
cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keepcr.
Falconer, >f. Y.

FOR SALE—A Htwkeye, Jr. Camera Com
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.86

will lell with leather case for $3.50 cash. A^
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer. N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady
cost $150, in first-class condition, was buili

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Claybome Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave..

Jamestown, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertising novel
ties, good commission allowed. Send for ctt»-

logrus and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

Send for onr Free Catalogue

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

»tf Milwaukee, Wis

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Slc.
Anyone sending a sketch and de»cription may

quickly a«cert»in our opinion fp»« whether an
invention is probably p»tent«bl». Communica-
tions strictly conBdeiitlal. Handbook on Patent*
»ent fre*. Oldest asrnicT for lecurine patents.
Patents taken throneh Munn tt Co. receive

special notice^ without onarce. in th»

Scientific American.
A handsomelT illustrated weekly. Lareest cir-

culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year : four months, $1. Sold l>y all newidealera.

MUNN iCo."'"'"""' New York
Branch Office. 625 F St., WashLnBton, D. C.

HE LIBRARY OF

''Modern

Eloquence''

Stands without a peer. Nothing hke it

was ever attempted before. Edited by one

of the greatest Modern Leaders of
Men, Ex-Speaker xnos. B.Reed,
(assisted by a corps of editort famous

wherever English is spoken), MOUtKrM
ti^UQUENCE is the masterpiece of a

man who has lived close to those who
have made and are making the history of

our times. .

In these volumes the reader runs the

whole gamut of eloquence, from laughter

to tears, from nathos to ridicule; keen

satire is mingled with unctuous humor;

the strong, trenchant utterance of the

thinker with the droll fancies of the hum-
orist. ,11.
We see the soeaker, we hear the laugh-

ter, we surrender to the spell of the

words, we feel the tense silence as tlie

speaker mounts in his sublimest flights,

then hear the outburst of applause as the

audience rises with the speaker to his

climax. ,We sit at the banquet board where the

greatest after-dinner orators, wits and

humorists are at their best. We listen to

those maister-minds who from the plat-

form have swayed multitudes and
_
held

men's minds captive by She magic of

their words.
Here DEPEW puts you off your guard

with a laugh, before his keen blade, with

a quick thrtfet, drives home the truth.

Here may be seen something of that mar-

velous power and poise by which
BEECHER, single-handed and single-

voiced,conquered and calmed the howl-

ing mobs in English halls, and won from
holstile crowas a hearing for the Union
cause. Here the reader, as he hears the

thrill of GRADY'S immortal words on
"The New South," realizes something
of the wondrous change of national

feeling wrought by "the velvet splendor

of that mellow tongue," anu how it was
by the banquet speech in a single night

the speaker "leapd into national fame."
Here such men as GLADSTONE and
ChwATE, EVARTS and CURTIS,
HILLIS and GOUGH. reveal in their

words sometihing of the secret which
even' aspiri.e man longs to possess—the

secret of power over the minds of men.
These are the books for the home—for

the leisure hour—for the days and nightis

of prenaration—for an evening's enter-

tainment—for the future. They are filled

wifh living thoughts for living men.
A portfolio of 80 specimen pages and

Dhotosravure illu'stratinns, printed on
.Japanese voHum will be sent. free.

JOHN^D. MORRIS & CO.,

Publishers,

Suite 127 Commonwealth BIdg.,

PHILADELPHIA.



TWO YEARS FOR
ONE DOLLAR

After a man succeeds in publishing- a g-ood journal, the next
step is that of g^etting- it into the hands of the people, of getting
them to reading- it, and becoming acquainted with its merits. This
can be done by advertising, sending out sample copies, circulars,
etc. All this costs money. I think I am safe in saying that foi
every new subscriber I have received, I have paid out. $2.00 ir

advertising; hence I have often said that a publisher of a good
journal could afford to send his paper one year free, for the sak(
of getting it into new hands. It would cost no more than other
forms of advertising and would be very effective, but. for obvious
reasons this plan could not be put into practice, but I am going tc

come as near to it as I can. I have between 200 and ^oo complete
sets of back numbers for the present year, and as long as the supply
holds out I will send a complete set, and the rest of this year free,
to anyone who will send me $1.00 for the Review for 1904. Foi
a few particulars regarding the numbers alreadv published this
year, read the following

:

REVIEW FOR 1903.

January illustrates and describes a Queen Incubator and Brooder,
which allows the bees access to the cells and queens at all

times. It also contains several excellent articles on the sub-
ject of Commercial Organization among bee-keepers.

February contains a five-page article, perhaps the best ever pub-
lished, on foul brood. It tells how to detect the disease with
unerring certainty, to prevent its spread in the apiary, to

keep it under control, build up the diseased colonies, secure

a good crop of honey, and at the same time surely rid the

apiary of the pest, all in one season, with almost no loss.

March gives the portrait of a veteran bee-keeper of Michigan who
manages out-apiaries 50 miles from home with only four

visits a year, averaging a profit of $150 each visit. He
describes his methods in this issue of the Review.

April has a frontispiece of bronze blue showing Mr. T. F. Bing-

ham's apiarv and wintering cellar, and Mr. Bingham de-

scribes the cellar and its very successful management. L.

Stachelhausen tells how to prevent both natural swarming
and increase in an out-apiafv, and secure a fine crop of honey.

May illustrates and describes a. tank and method for fumigating

I



foul broody combs with formalin. This is the largest tank
a«d most extensive, successful experiment that has been
made.

June illustrates and describes the use of the cheapest power for

hive-making-, wood-sawing-, feed-grinding, water-pumping,
etc.—a power windmill.

July has articles from such men as R. L. Taylor and H. R. Board-
man on "End of the Season Problems," those problems that

come up just as the honey harvest is closing and prepara-

tions for winter come on apace. Mr. McEvoy also tells how
to treat foul brood after the honey harvest is over.

September has an article from Mr. R. H. Boardman, in which he

describes his wintering cellar above ground, and tells how
he succeeds in controlling the temperature and ventilation

—sometimes using artificial heat. R. L. Taylor contributes

an article on "Commercial Organization Among Bee-Keep-

ers," in which he states the cas,e so clearly that no more ar-

gument is needed.

October is pretty nearly taken up with only two articles. The first

is by R. L. Taylor on "The Cellar Wintering of Bees." It is

an old subject, but Mr. Taylor has the faculty of saying new
things on old subjects. He covers the ground very complete-

Iv, and gives manv a useful hint tO' the man Vi^ho winters his

bees in the cellar. The other article is by the editor in which

he writes of California as a bee-keeping state, giving eight

beautiful illustrations made from photos taken by himself

when on his recent visit to California. Several of these are

full-page.

November or December will be a special number in which the editor

will describe that paradise for bee-keepers. Northern Mich-

igan, using a large number of cuts from photos that he took

last summer while on. an extended visit to that region.

Perhaps you have been thinking of subscribing at the begin-

ning of the year—do it now and you wiH get the back numbers. If

you wait until January you probably won't get them.

SUPERIOR STOCK.
The price of a queen alone is $1.50, but I sell one qu-een and

the Review one year for only $2.00. Just at present, as explained

above, as long as the supply of back numbers for 1903 holds out,

all new subscribers for 1904 will receive them free. In other words,

if you order soon, you can get the Review f®r 1903 and 1904 and a

qn.ieen of the Superior Stock next spring for only $2.00.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Michigan.



-THE A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA, OHIO.
1 Breeders of Italian bees and queens.

GEO. J. VANDE VORD, DAYTONA, FLA.
Breeds choice Italian queens early. All

queens warranted purely mated, and satisfaction
guaranteed

.

p H. W. WEBER, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
^^' (Cor. Central and Freeman Ayes.) Golden
yellow, Red Clover and Caruiolan queens, bred
from select mothers in separate apiaries.

XHE HONEY AND BEE COMPANY, BEE-
1 VILLE, TEXAS. Holy Land, Carniolan,
Cyprian, Albino and 3 and 5-banded Italian
queens. Write for our low prices. Satisfaction
guaranteed..

lOHN M. DAVIS, SPRING HILL, TENN.. sends
•J out the choicest 3-banded and golden Italian
queens that skill and experience can produce.
Satisfaction guaranteed. No disease.

I
B. CHASE, PORT ORANGE, FLA., has fine

J • golden Italian queens early and late. Work-
ers little inclined to swarm, and cap their honey
very white. Hundreds of his old customers stick
to him year after vear. Circular free.

CWARTHMORE APIARIES, SWARTHMORE,
•^ PA. Our bees and queens are the brighest
Italians procurable. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Correspondence in English, French, German and
Spanish. Shipments to all parts of the world.

WZ. HUTCHINSON, FLINT, MICH.
• Superior stock queens, 81. .50 each; queen

and Bee-Keepers' Review one year for only |2.00.

NEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO., (John
W. Pharr, Prop.) BERCLAIR, TEXAS, is

breeding line golden and 8-banded Itailian, Holy
Land, Carniolan and Cyprian queens. Prices are
low. Please write for special information desired.

THIS SPACE FOR SALE-43.00 A YEAR.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State.

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, ia seven colors, all

railroads, postoffices— and man)

towns not given in the postal guide

—rivers, lakes and mountains, with

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (sHver)

JOHN W. HANN,

American
BEE

Journal
16 -p. Weekly.
Sample Free.

All about Bees and their
profitable care. Best writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illustrated.
Departments for beginners

and for women bee-keepers.
Address,

aEORQE W. YORK & CO..
144 & 146 Erie St. Chicago.Ill.

CLUBBING LIST.

The American

stf

We will send
Keeper with the

—

Price
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-
nal $ .50

What to Eeat 1.00

Bee-Keepers' Review 1.00

Canadian Bee Journal 1.00
Gleanings in Bee Culture. . 1.00
American Queen 50
The American Boy 1.00

Irish Bee Journal 36
Wauneta, Neb Poultry News 25

Bee-

Both

$ .75

1.00

1.35

1.35

1.35

.60

1.00

.65

50



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICDLTURAL MONTH-

,

LY IN THE INITED SJKllS ^tjt^^jXjt^^jX

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

Agricultural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-
ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-
tains a department for the household,
which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every
number contains articles of real prac-
tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARM UND HAUS
& tf. BLUFFTON, OHIO.

Attica Lithia Springs Hotel
Lithia-SulpDur Water aud Mud Baths

Xalurf "s Own Great Cure for

...RHEUMATISM....
aad Kindred Diseases, such as Liver
and Kidney Complaints, Skin and
Blood Diseases, Coostipatioo, Nervous
Prostration, etc.

A new ami up-to-date hotel. Large, airj-,

liu'ht and finely furnished rooms, with Steaui
Heat, l^lc-ctric Lights, Hot aud Cold Water
on each floor. Rates including Room, Board.
Mud Baths. Llthia-Suljjhur Water Baths and
Medical Atte.jd inoe (no extras) $2.50 aud
13.00 a dav. according to room.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
Address Box 3,

tf Lithia Springs Hotel, Attica, Ind.

Are You Looking for a Home?
No formtr should think of buy-

ing land before seeing a copy at
THE FARM AND REAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains tbe largest
list of lands for sale of any paper
published in Iowa. Rep.chea 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediums to
reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mail you the Jour-
nal for 1 yeer, or for ten centa in

silver or stamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

The subscription price of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 60 ccnti.
Wt will send it with THE BEE-KEEPEK
•nc year {or •nly 7i cents.

JQUEENS"
Golden and Leather colored Italian, warranted to
give satisfaction. Those are the kind reared by
QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER. Our business
was established in in 188S. Our stock originated
from the best and highest priced long tongued,
red clover breeders in the U. S. We rear as many
and perhaps more queens than any other
breeder in the North. Price of queens after July
1st : Large .select, S75c. six for $4.00; tested stock,
SI, six for 8.5.00; .select tested, Si. .50, six for $8.00.
Breeders, $3.00. Two-frame nuclei, (no queen),
$2.00. .Special low price on queens in lots of 25 to
100. All queens are mailed promptly, as we keep

:
from 300 to 500 on hand ready to mail. We guar-

i antee .safe delivery to any State, Continental
[

Island, or European Country. Our circular will
interest you. It is free.

I

Address all orders to

'6-6t

QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER,
Parkertown, Ohio.

WILL YOUR

EXTRACTED HONEY
if Quality and Price is Right, Quantity will makz no dif-

ference. Handle Several Carloads Every Month. Mail

sample, with lowest price, delivered Cincinnati. I pay cash

on delivery. Reference, Brighton German Banking Co.

C H W WFRFP Successor to

V. !!• TT. TTl^ULvIV^ CHAS. F. MUTH and A. MUTH.
Office and Salesrooms, 2146=48 Central Avenue, ^. • 4-* f\

Warerooras, Freeman and Central Avenues, dnCinilHtl, U.



La Compania
Manufacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos precios en to-

da clase dc articulos para Apicultorcs.

Nuestra Fabrica cs una de las mas
grandes y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmenas, Ahumadores
para Colmenas, Extractores, etc. In

ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicul-

tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo soliciten. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.

REMEMBER
IF YOU SUBSCRIBE NOW, YOU CAN

HAVE THE

American Bee=Keeper
sent to your address regularly T

Three Full Years for One Dollar. X
Of all offers in the line of bee literature, this T
caps the climax. Please tell your friends T
what we are offering. Send all subscriptions T
to the Falconer, N. Y., office. T

POULIRT CULTURE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-

try paper published in Kansas City.

Full of poultry news and has a large

circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultry CultuFG Pub. Co..
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

^ Austral Culturist
and Pcultry Gazette.

Also THE APlARISr. horticulture.
Special lndustri««.

(Established 10 years).

20 pages moDtbly. Subscription 3s. fid. per anatnu

This journal circulates in all the Austral-

asiD,:j Colonies, inclu:iing New Zealand a.ni

Tasmania. A good medium to Amerieaa

firms desiring an Australian trade.

Head office for Australian Colonies.

229 Collins St., Melbourne, Australia.

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate.

Agent Land Department,
Florida East Coast Railway,
Pe'-'rine Grant.

Cutlc. Dade County, Fla. i2t

The Record.
The Oldest and Leading Belgiai

Hare Journal of America am
England,

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher

The only journal having
an English Belgian Ran
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interested, aon t fail tc

send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
MACON , MO.

tf.

ATHENS, GA.

Snbficriptioa, . . . . 50 Cents a Year.

Published the First of Every Month
and Circulates in Every

Southern State.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLI-
CATION.

POULTRY NEWS.
25 Gt8 A Yaar.—AGENTS WANTED.

Bee Department in charge of W. W.
Fowler, of Ardsley, N. Y.

NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY.



Rough Rider strawberry

Bost shipper, best keeper, best seller, latest and most
productive strawberry in existence. $1150 from 21^4 acres

in 1900. Was shipped to England successfully. We offer

g;.;5 in Kold for largest berry produced m 1903. Agents

wonted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine

,P'r°p'rPMP^.^?n'gi"Box PULASKI. OSWEGO CO.. N.Y.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 per ct. pi ofit by our own method—-- all explained in our POULTRY Book
^B> (The Book ot Books for all Poultry

Ceeper^ \st. nishing results. Will surprise and please

ou BIKIKLET > REE TO ETERYBOUY..or Big Poultrj- Book
rith our Poultry Paper, 3 inos. for 10 cents. Address,

W. P. CO., Box Cllntonvllle, Conn.

12 Pieces of Sheet Music Free

,^ ^
JOIN OUR _^ ,

'<>cts MUSIC CLUB^Octs
Fifty cents pays for one year's membersh'p.

fou receive one piece of New Sheet Music
ach month. (12 pieces in all) which sell frrm

to 50 cents each, mailed postpaid. Also yo«
eceivc a $1.00 Magazine one year, free. Ad-
Iress, MUSIC CLUB, 328 Dearborn St..

Chicago, IlL

An ad. will bring returns.

How does this strike you?

Che SOUTH OMAHA

Daily Times
is the only general daily n3VTS-

paper published in a city (>f

2601 inhabitants. Its variou.s

features make it a welcomed

visitor to every home in South

Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

"Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,

Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
!t^

,

"We have an awful appetite for orders."

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG., CO..
?ee-Veeper<<' Supplies Jamestowa, N. T
^eni us vour nam« and addroi for • ea*

ortie.

Think success and you will find it

pnsler to achieve success.—Printers'

Ink.

General advertising is a force that

'arries many a dealer to success.—Pro-

Gtvessive Advertiser.

CLUBBING

OFFERS
Nothing like them ever

before offered.

They will astonish you.

Learn about them be-

fore subscribing for

any other paper.

S.\MPLE COPIES and PARTICULARS
FREE. WRITE NOW.

Modern Farmer,

St. Joseph, Missouri.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in proods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.

Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

T^ee Supplies from I^ewfs

They are the finest.

THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
MILLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

G. B. LewisCo.^^J!l!n:A.

EASTERN AGENCIES, C. M. Scott &
Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

lad.
THE FRED W. MTJTH CO.,

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free. tf.



DON'T RELAX YOUR EFFORTS
after spending money fornew hives and fixtures, valua-

ble time in the preparation of these for new swarms, leav-

ing other work at a convenient time ( for the bees ) to hive

them ; and now that a good crop is ready the next step is

Attractive packages. Our assortment of pack.iges for

comb honey we believe would be difficult to improve upon
for the purpose desitigned.

The special features of the No-Drip Cases for

comb honey we have advertised for several years are

the Paper Trays and Drip Sticks which provide for

the collection of leaking honey in trays. These also

prevent its oozing out at the cracks to gather dust

and dirt and present a very untidy appeairance to say

the least, A light frame is now Used char nround

the glass in front which hides any unsealed cells in

the outer row, and exposes to view only the finished

work in the center. The material is white basswood.
^

The joints are perfect fitting, the work being done by michine-filed saws.

These No-Drip Cases are nude in

12, i6 and 24 lb. sizes for regular 4^ in.

sections, as well as intermediate weights

for plain sections. These are. supplied

with 2 and 3 in. glass to meet the de-

mands -<?f-bee-keepersrT+»e-Dan€€nba-

iker and Ideal sections are also provided

for with No-Drip Cases, but these are

furnished with 3 in. glass only,-

The value of attractive packages can

not be overestimated, and wide-awake
bee-keepers are beginning to realize

this fact. In cartoons we suixply two

kinds, the Dazenbaker and the Folding; these are furnished for the reg-

ular sizes of sections . Both of these are furnished with special printmg

at a norhinal charge^

Our packages for comb hoiiey

would be incomplete wi^thout "ship-

ping crates for shipping of honev

This one shown herewith is the

regular package we ship out the

caseis in the flat, We can furnish

these in the flat for the different

sizes of the section cases at 60c

each, or $5.00 for ten.

For prices on any of the above or any other bee keepers supplies address any of our .tgents, or

MEDINA, OHIO.



Emcred at the Postomce, Fort Pierce. Fla.. as second-class mail matter.



Webster's Uj\abrid?ed
Dictioaary

FREE
Send $1.00, the regular subscription price oi i 1 1 li lIULSKllULD KEAiM. and yov

will rcccnc the Kcalm one full year and WEBS'IEKS COMl'LETE UNAlfKl I)' .KJ) DlC
TIiiN'AUV. full regular size, bound in cloth, ll'S2 pav'^s, size of page S^xld^a inches, gill

letters, mottled edges. The dictionary is guaraniccd to be exactly the same as retails it

wany stores for $a and $6. We send both for only $1.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM
i> a large, handsome, illustrated magazine, deroted to al that pertains to the home. Some of

the Departments are. Household. Cooking, Children (iarden. Fruit and Flower, House Plans,
Fashion. Fancv Work. Stories. I'oetry, Music. Miscellaneous Articles, etc. Established in 1886.

THE HOUSEHOLD REALM. 325 DEARBORN ST.. CHICAGO, ILL.
tt.

gieniG COMMODEWATER-
SEAL
IN SUBURBAN HOMES,

where modem bath-rOom facilities are denied from lack of sewerage,
the Hveienic Wator-Seal Commode is an absolute necessity
ior comfort and sanit..iii.>n. .Needed in all Hospitals Saniiariuma
.md Hotels. IN SICK .NESS, especially in CONTAcJloUS DIS-
E.\SES, the Commode is indispensable in every home, as the Water-
.Seal prevents the esca i>e of all germs and odors. If is light and port-
able—weighs 5 1-2 lbs; made of best galvanized iron; will last a life-

ime I'roMdcLi with disinfectant cup. Indorsed by leading physicians and nurses, Send for

Illustrated Circular. I'KU K $3.00. I'LRCHASER PAYS EXPRESS CHAR(;ES.
WE FURKISH DISIN IiE( TA.NT when desired, for 25 cents additional.

HYGIENIC WATER-SEAL COMMODE CO.. Como, Bldg., Chicago, HI.

tf.

MM If, EINGHAM
has made all the im-

provements in

Bee Smokers and

Honey Knives
mad]& in ihe last 20 years, undoubtedly
he makes the best on earth.

SmolteEngine. 4 inch stove, none too larg' seni

postpaid, per mall Jl 5(.'

3^ inch 1.1(1

Knife, 80 cents. 3 inch l.OO

2 ^^ inch 90

r. F. Bingham, IJ-^^,^,-^:,; f,
Farwell, Mich.

OO A WEEK^^ I V^ ^^"^ AlWD EXPENSES,
FOil MAX W^ITH KIG To introduce our
POULTRY MIX'IUUE in the country;" straight sal-

ary; weekly pay; year's co.itract. We furnish bank
reference of our reliability. Address, with .«tamp,
EUREKA MFG. CO. Dept. v East St. Louis. Ills

Patent Qifdd Comb Foundation
nas no «ag in brood frames.

THiQ Flat Bottom Fouiditioa
has Bo Eish-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being' the cleanest is usually worked the
quickest of any foundation made. The talk

alioiii wiring frames seems absurd. We furnish
a Wired Foundation that is Better, Cheaper
and not half the trouble to use that it is to
wire brood frames.
Circulars and samples free.

J. VAN DEUSEN <S SONS,
Sole Manufacturers

Montgomery Count'- Sprr^t Brook, N. V

Southeastern Minnesota
Has become famous as a stock and dairy coui

try. Corn and olover are bum|ierorops. This se<

tion of the country also pruduces the famous hij;!

trrade barley used by the lari.'e breweries, for whit
extr.v high prices are i)aid. Soil a rich black loar
with clay sub-soil. Healthful climate, pure wati
and enough timber for chea)) fuel. Truiik lines i

railroads in all direciions afford good marki-ts fi

all products. Oreanieries, flieese fai-tories, si-ho<>

and churclies;niralniail delivery and farmers'teli
phone lines are advautajiies seldom offered \vhe
improved lands sell for?25 to $i5(lan acre. .Send fi

our list, which gives descriptions of 100 clioit
farms from 80 acres up. Write us, stating aiiioui
you desire to invest and if you prefer to pay cas
or buy on easy terms, and what kind of farm wi
suit, and we will give you special information n
gardmg bargains that will interest you. All coi
lespondenc-e strictly coiiHdential.

Winona and Western Land Compan\
'J"'-3H Choate Block. Winona, .Minn,

tf.
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Bee Hives

EVERYTHING
THAT IS USED BY BEE-KEEPERS CAN BE
PROCURED OF US AS CHEAPLY AS ANY-
WHERE, AND WE KNOW.

Our Goods are Superior

BOTH IN MATERIALS AND WORKMAN-
SHIP TO THOSE OF ANY COMPETITOR.

One Trial Will Convince You
THAT'S ALL WE ASK. WE KNOW YOU
WILL NEVER BUY OF ANYBODY ELSE.

Our new illustrated catalog and price list is now
ready. Send for one on a postalcard.

The W. T.

FALCONER IVIANFG. CO.,
JAMESTOWN), N. Y,
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THAT ILLINOIS HONEY CROP. Tbey w&re hybrids—nearly full Ital-

ians. White clover was in full bloom

(J. E. Johnson). and yielded well from May 15 to Au-
gust 15. What could not any one do

ON PAGE 225 Mr. Z. Cornell seems in such a long, good honey flow with

to infer that my September re- sweet clover, catnip and sraartweed to

port Is a falsehood, or an exag- continue on till frostV But sraartweed

geration, but still wants my plan or did not yield very well this year,

method. No doubt Mr. Cornell is a much bet-

On page 249 Mr. Pharr pats Mr. Cor- ter bee-keeper than myself, but I only

nell on the back'with the suggestion claim the credit of having enough

that my statement is perbaps not a lie, sense to keep my bees busy in see-

merely' "sounds rather fishy." I also tions when the honey flow was on, and

see In the November issue that the to get my bees strong early in the sea-

venerable Deacon comes in for a gen- son.

tie poke in the ribs for stumbling a I have kept bees about twenty years,

little too near the trutb. Also the ed- but never, a very large apiary. T k^pt

itor himself is taken to task by Dr. bees in Kansas three years and took

Miller. The editor apologizes, but flrst premium on comb honey at the

won't take it back; and so it is, each Allen county fair, in 1892. I take fi7e

in his turn, must sample his own med- bee Journals, have read "A B G" of

icine. Bee Culture," also Langstroth's,

Now I have no way of proving my Cook's and Hutchinson's books, al.so

statements, probably, to the satisfac- Newman's "Bees and Honey," "Ama-
tion of all; but my wife has kept an teur Bee-Keeper," and lately Dr. Mil-

accurate account of all honey sold and ler's "Forty Years Among the Bees,"

she usually tells the truth. but there is just a lot of things I don't

The cashier of the bank of Williams- know and never will know,
field, whose name is David Cation, has March 13 my bees began bringing in

so far taken seven cases of my comb pollen from maple, then I began feed-

honey and one gallon of extracted, iug them syrup. I fed every evening

about IGO pounds. If you will write just a little at first and then increased

him, enclosing stamp, he will inform the feed as the bees became stronger

you as to my honesty. and had more brood to feed. I fed in

Two tJiousand pounds from twelve a feeder of my own make, something

colonies, spring count, and increase to like the Miller, always in the evening,

55 colonies, is something unusual here and over the brood frames with good

also, but it is true, nevertheless. But quilt over feedera and frames, having

I did not stop at that, so, at the risk the syrup lukewarm. This did not in-

of bfelng not considered just "fishy" but terfere with their working on nice

a whole fish-pond as well, I'll give you days anrl bringing in pollen and a little

my final report: honey from maple, box-elder, gooaeber-

Twenty-three hundred pounds comb ry; and by tlie time apple blossoms

honey, 700 of extracted, 20 pounds of came out the bees were sti-ong enough
wax, 100 shallow extracting combs, to begin to draw comb in supers and
built this year, about 1,000 partly were given one super with shallow

built and filled combs in section boxes, frames with starters. By May 15 rasp-

Avhich were extracted and counted in berry and white clover were in full

above 700 pounds extracted. The bloom, with a good honey flow from
combs have been placed in supers and both and bees enough to fill two su-

stand safely from dirt or mice for pers. By the first part of June I had
1904, them working in three or four supers.

We have good late rains, so an abun- Then a rainy spell struck us, just small

dant of white clover indicates a good warm showers every day for eight

season for 1904. days, and the swa.rming fever struck

My best yield from one colony was the bees,

from a first swarm, 2.W pounds. That Now I could not have prevented
swarm came off early, and near the swarming if I had tried, except, prob-

close of the honey flow filled brood ably, by "brush swarming." So the

chamber and five supers chock full of question with me was, to not try to.

bees and worked in all five supers, prevent swarming and encourage loaf-

This first swarm did not swarm again, ing, but to let them swarm and go to
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work ill supers. Had I not wanted
increuse I would only baA'e let them
swium once each.
As they were all large colonies, they

sent out large swarms. These were
hived on sniall starters, 1 1-2 to 2 inch

strips, iu broad frames, and starlet's

in sections. Then, in one or two days,

1 gave another super of sections next

to brood frames. In a day or tvvo I

slipped another under these two. This
prevented pollen iu sections aud start-

ed bees in all supers.
Now right here I emphatically want

to say I disagree with Mr. M. F. Reeve,
though he is right with small swarms.
If I have a very large swarm come
off iu a gocKl houey flow, no man could
run fast enough to give me either comb
or full sheets to put them on, as I want
them in the supers. If I give them
combs in bmod chambers they go right

into wholesale brood-rearing, which
takes lots of bees and honey that ought
to go into sections. Yes. 1 get some
drone comb, but that can be remetlicd
afterwards. I would rather have some
drone comb than to have good combs
and only one-half the honey.

The second s^varms were large
enough to tfill or cover starters in brood
chamber and two supers. To the third
swarms I gave the shallow frame su-

per from the old colony with what
bi*ood there was left in it.

Now, T don't want to take throe or
four pages to go into details, but one
thing I had in view was the late fall

flow from smartweed, which often
yields well, and when smartweed came
in bloom, I had (counting partly filled

sections on the hives) about 3,000
pounds, or, I think, nearer 3,500
pounds, with about fifty colonies work-
ing slowly in from one to fire supers.
If smartwee^l had behaved a« did
while clover, I never would have dared
tell of it, for fear of being branded
"the biggest liar iu seven States." But
cool nights came and colonies with four
snpei-s were croAvdcd down to two su-
pers, and othei-s in proportion; but in-

stead of getting any more surplus the
bees stopped brood-rearing and even
carried some honej' from supers and
tilled brood chamber, so they are well
supi^lied with honej'. But even now,
N^ovember 12, some hives have one su-
per of .shallow .frames partly 'filled

with honey, and the 8-frauie brood
chamber won't hold the bees. I expect

to give each colony a cake of candy
over frames, as per Abbott's plan. I

am taking Mr. Reeves' advice and cov-

ering all hives with four thicknesses
of newspaper. Then I put a store box
over each to protect paper. I use quilt

aud lots of old clean rags over frames
and winter on summer stands.

1 never expect to see as good a sear

s(m for honey as the past season; but,

judging from what experience I had, I

wish to just mention a few points.

If there are good indications for a

goofl crop of white clover I most em-
liliatically believe in stimulative feed-

ing in spring. If in a good honey flow
the swarming fever overtJikes the bees
I would rather let them swarm once
and put them right to work in supers
than to try to prevent swarming aud
have the bees loafing until the houey
flow -is over. Of course, if you can
keep ti'iem from getting the fever and
keep them busy, that is still better-

-

if you don't want increase. I have
some of the celebrated long-tongue Ital-

ifui?, also hybrids.
There was lots of red clover hitc in

the fall in full bloom, but it did not
worr.y the loug-tongued bees. They
did not M'ork on red clover. Neither
did Ihe.v build as nice comb as the
Jiybrlds. However, I made several
nuclei from one colony of long-

tongued bees, and they did well, and
are fair comb builders. The colony
did not swarm at all; aud I got three
sup(4-s of comb honey from them—all

second grade, and some ptjirtly filled

sections. Prom a one-frame nucleus
made in May, I gx>t GO pounds of comb
honey aud some unfinished sections.

(Jthers did not do so well, but built

ap to good colonies aud were \\orklng
in supers when the hone.v flow stop-

ped, and were ready for the smartweetl
flow, which did not come except very
moderately.

Williamsfield. 111.. Nov. 14, ino.",.

FROM NEW^ ZEA3LAJfD.

. iG. S. J. Small)..

CANNOT let tiiis cliance pass
without expressing my opinion
on this most interesting journal,

a paper that will stand its own against
all comers. Its editorials are as those
that come from a man of far renown
and long expeiience, the simi)Ie yet
instructive style with which its cor-

&-=
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respondents place their meaning po to

make it a paper for the bee-keeper,
especially to the amatexir. Tbe prin-

ciple it aims at, namely, to have cor-

respondents in all parts of the world,

is one that very few, if any, other bee
journal can carry out, and Is to a coun-

try like New Zealand Invaluable.

We are now into spring, and the bees
are returning to their hives ladeii with
pollen, but a large number of keepers
report heavy losses in their bees dur-

ing this last winter, which, without a
doubt, has been a very bad one in some
distj-icts in the North island.

The humble bee is doing much harm
here to the little bees. Thou.sands of

them are getting about and driving the

honey bee away from the white clover,

blue grass and other heavy honey-pro-

ducing plants of tills country. They
even enter the hives and rob the little

bees of their honey.

HONEY MARKET.

The editor, in July number, spoke of

the notion that bee-keepers in Amer-
ica have of rushing their honey to the

big towns, and perhaps obtaining less

for it than if they sold to their local

townsmen. I can tell our editor that

America Is not the only place where
that Is done. Here in New Zealand
dozens of box-hive bee-keepers rush

their honey to our big towns, pay
heavy railway rates, and in return get

:3d or 3 l-2d per pound or 4 shillings a

4ozen for comb honey, while the man
who sells in his local town gets 4d, 6d,

.5 l-2d per pound, and 6, 6 1-2, 7 1-2 and
8 shillings per dozen for comb honey,

.•and no heavy railway rates of 3-4d per

pound to pay in transit. I think it is

the novelty of sending it to a large

town.

I quote last summer's honey as fol-

lows: Strained refined honey, 4d per

pound, that is, 8 cents; extracted, 5d,

10c, 5 1-2d, lie; retail, 66, 12c. 7d, 14c;

eornb honey, white, 41- (one dollar), 5j-,

6|-, 4|-; yellow combs. 4|-, 5|-, 6|6.

Autumn and winter the honey has

gone up about y,d, 1 cent., all round,

there being 'great demand for pure

extracted hoiiey, while pressed refined

is not so high in price.

Subject for next publication: "New
Zealand .Flora."

Marton, N. Z., Oct. 3, 1903.

THE VALUE OF DEEP FRAMES.
(W. W. McNeal).

AT THE risk of being told that my
hobby is deep-frame hives, I

wUl continue the subject in this

number of The American Bee-Keeper.
I fully believe this is a matter of the

first importance and when rightly un-
derstood, will challenge the interest of

75 persons out of every 100 who keep
bees in a cold climate.

We cannot raise honey without bees
and the little shallow combs do not
afford that protection to the colony so
essential to good wintering and early
breeding. The shallow frame was de-.

signed expressly to overcome the pro-

tective habits of the bees in the storage
of tJieir honey. Can the advocates of

the shallow frame deny this? Admit-
ting, then, that this radical departure
from the principles embodied in the old
box-hive was to facilitate the harvest-
ing of the crop—thai the advantages
are in favor of the apiarist and not
the bees, how can any one fail to grasp
the situation when the howling winds
of winter sweep around the hives? If

such construction of the combs is more
economical of animal heat, why Is it

that the law that governs the bees does
not direct her accordingly? On the
contrary', we see in every instance that
the depth of wholly natural comb ex-

ceeds the width of it. Bees build down-
wards far more readily than sidewise;
for such construction of the combs is

more in harmony with the shape of the
cluster, both before and after the
combs are ImUt. Self-preservation is

the basic principle in the economy of
the hive. It is the hub in the bee's

special form of government, and when
we thwart their purpose by hive con-
struction and manipulation, we must
lend them the fostering care of Nature.
They must be fed their winter's allow-
ance of honey or syrup and an artifi-

cial climate must be created for the lit-

tle colonies on shallow frames to coun-
teract the ill-devised construction of
them as a winter frame.
Not only then does this so change

the nature of the case that principle in

question is no longer involved, but the
advocates of the shallow frame are
very reticent about these necessarily

extreme precautionary measures
against the inroads of frost and ice,

when they figure the cost of produc-
tion of honey.
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Although the bees may be forced to
give up all, or practically all, of the
fniiLs of their labors, their uaiuro,
however, remains the same and will

manifest itself iu various ways. The
motive that impels their every actiou
being necessarily a selfish one, they
are very cautious and economical. This
trait is evidenced by the queen's fail-

ure to readily pass from om; set of shal-

low combs to another when the weath-
er is cold. Their aversion to sticks

and air-spaces, as expressed by the
queen in that particular manner, loses

its identity to the sweet influences of
balmy days and a good honey flow
only. But, alas, the numerical strength
of the colonj" is insignificant and eggs
then laid by the queen often fail to de-

velop into bees in time for the harvest.

When the shallow frames are used
in connection v\-ith large single-story

brood chambers, as outlined in ray last

article, they are a valuable adjunct
to any apiary. The large colonies in

deep-frame hives require so much less

care, so muc^ less protection fi'om the
cold, and breed wp, so much earlier iu

the spring, tliat the siiaken-swarm s^ s-

tem of honey production may ')•.' i^sed

if desired, with -gratifying results.

The order of packing deep-frame
hives is almost the reverse of that of

shallow ones. These, instead of re-

quiring the heaviest protection on top,

need very little there at the beginning
of winter. This makes the cluster
form down near the entrance where it

should be at that time. Now, on the
contrary, if the hive is made warmer
at the top to start with, the cluster
will, as likely as not, take its position
up there. To further demonstrate the
correctness of this. nl?ase .lote that
where a super of empty combs is left

on the hive and covered well with for-
est leaves or fine-cut straw early in the
fall, the bees will leave the well-cfi]le<l

combs of the brood chamber and go
into the super, where they are sure to
starve. By all means make the cluster
form near the entrance on the coiitGr

combs, even if you have to leave ofF
all protection at the top, except the
outer cover at the beginning of winter.

The secret of succes.sful wintering in
old box hives having deep combs is

largely due to that hole In the top
through which the bees enter the cap.
The cluster is thereby made to form
near the lower edges of the combs and

as the days, weeks and months circle
away, it moves up the combs no faster
than the consumption of honey makes
this an actual necessity. Food of the
very best quality is always in close
profximlty and by the time .of le
approach of spring, the bees have hol-
lowed out a most suitable nest for
early brood rearing.

Dr. I,. E. Kerr's fling of "nonsense"
at this very important condition of
comb arrangement for cold weathep,
page 223, "luckily" is not very damag-
ing. He proves himself to be equally
capable of writing the self-same way
and in the rebound is dealt a harder
blow than those who differ with him.
After commenting favorably on the
merits of a frame shallower that the
Ivangstroth, he remarks tiiat "some one
has said that a deep frame winters
best where the climate is a cold one."
-He then emphasizes the correctness of
the assertion in these words: "So will
an old box winter the bees in a still

better condition; but who would think
of going back to the old box hive on
that account?" Following closely on
this comes the announcement that "a
colony on Langstroth frames, if they
have sufficient honey, will stand an
equal chance with any in the world."
That may be good logic; but I'm un-
able to harmonize his statements, and
uritil the Doctor throws a little more
light on the matter, I suppose I shall
have to stay in my own back yard.
No one, to my knowIe<3ge, has asked

Dr. Kerr or any other reader of the
American Bee-Keeper to go back to the
system of the old box hive. The method
I have given is far from that It is the
most practicable one I am acquainted
with. It combines the best features of
them all, is less expensive and gives
one a longer period of freedom from
the apiary.

I invite your interest, reader. In this
free and easy way of producing gilt-

edged honey.

Wheelersburg, O., Oct. 12, 190.3.

"Pat" writes from Cuoa: "I have
decided to go back to the States in
coming spring, at any figures, with no
less than 600 colonies." Pat states that
the honey flow was Just commencing
at time of writing, October 31.

Can you send us just one new stib-
scriber?
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BEE-KEEPERS OF GOTHAM.

(Leon D. Jiverett).

(Ck)pyright, 1903, by P. F. Collier & Son )

FAR ABOVE the din and strife of
business, in the very lieart of
down-town business section of

New Yoris: city, bees buzz merrily as
they fly in and out of their busy homes.
On the roof of many a tall office build-

ing, janitors keep apiaries of from five

to twenty hives beyond the view of
rushing humanity on the streets below.
The city bee, however, has to hus-

Imve gone five miles from home in or-

der to secure it.

Ranged in a row on the top of an
office building in which bankers and
brokers scheme, are five to twenty in-

nocent-looking white boxes, or hives,

in and out of which the little fellows
go. Emerging from their hives, they
rise above the smoke and haze of chim-
neys, and Avhen at the proper height
away tliey go for distant fields. The
city bees never get lost, even though
they may wander several miles from
home; for every one of them is the
possessor of compound eyes, which en-

An Apiaiv on a Sk.^ Sci.ipor.

tie for a living, for it cannot, like its

country cousins, leave the hive and
Immediately strike a field of blooming
clover or flowering buckwheat, but
must stretch its wings and hie away
to liie blossoming shores of Now .Jer-

sey, Statcn Island or Long Island.

In spite of these handicaps, the roof-

city bees manage to be a source of

profit to their owners, and day by day
i-eturn with rich stores of golden nec-

tar, even though in some instances they

able it to see great distances, and
wlicii returning home to fly in a line

S(^ straight that the "bee line" has be-

come )iroverbial.

Each one of tJiese hives or "colonies,"

is a teeming city in itself, having a
poimlation of about foi-ty thousand in-

habitants, ruled over by a queen, only
one of which exists in a hive at a time,
and whose word is law. There is no
such thing as a king bee, about which
the Mucients ignorantly wrote, not
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knowing the sex of tlie large -bee thej'

saw in every colony. The general pop-

nlation of the bive is made up of im-

perfectly developed females, known as

"worker bees," and these are the hon-

ey producers, who alone range the

fields in quest of hidden sweets.
In the early spi'iug, the queen, or

"mother" be, as she is often called,

lays a number of unfertillzeit eggs.

and, strange to say, they will hatch,

and the bees that come from them are

"drones," or male bees, whose sole pur-

pose in life is propagation. The worker
bees permit hundreds of these big lazy

fellows to live in the liive during the

swarming season of May and June, to

insure the fertilization of the young
queens, but when that season is pass-

ed they wage relentless warfare upon
them, driving them from the hive to

perish with cold and hunger. The
drone is not a producer of honey, but
a heavy consumer, and the "workers"
seem to realize it. It is amusing to see

them hustle the big lazy fellows out

of the hive and hold them while others

chew their wings off. so that they can
not fly back; when this is accomplish-

ed, they are dropped to the ground to

die. These drones or male bees are

very large and easily recognized, being
not unlike a big blow-fly. and, imlike

the woiicers, they have no stings.

The average life of a worker bee
during the working season Is about
five weeks, as she literally works her-

self to death laying pp stores for bees
yet unborn, and will die having con-

sumed but a small part of what she
made—illustrating perfectly the altru-

istic spirit. A bee will gather about a

teaspoonful of hone.v in its life time.

a strong colony bringing in often as
much as fifteen pounds in a single day.

The bees that live over the winter
are those that were hatched toward
the last of the season, and they form
the nucleus of the working force for

the coming spring. The queen, how-
ever, lives for three or four years, as
she does not work in the fields and
leaves the hive but twice in her life-

time—'first, wlien she flies forth to

meet her mate in the air, and again
when she comes forth the following
spring leading a "swarm." She is the
only perfectly developed female in the
colony, and upon her fails the task of

keeping up the population of the hive
to take the places of the bees that are

constantly dying of old age; thus we
find her busily engaged in going from
cell to cell, depositing her eggs, laying

as many as three thousand in twenty-
four hours. She is greatly revered by
her subjects, wlio supply her every
need, even feeding her, and this watch-
ful care on their part is not strange,

for they seem to realize that should
she die the population in a short time
would become extinct. Therefore, she
Is most cai'efully guarded as she moves
from cell to cell, being followed by a
constant retinue of attendants. On
very warm days they will form tliem-

selves in parallel lines, from where she
is to the entrance to the hive, and,

by rapidly fanning with their wiiigs.

will send a current of cool air to her

in orier that she may be comfortable;
the writer has frequently seen them
doing this. When as a virgin queen
she sailies forth on her matrimonial
flight, the whole colony are greatly

agitated, and when she finally returns

they set up a perfect bedlam of delight

to know that some ravenous robin has

not with one gobble deprived them of

their sovereign mother. The writer has
frequently opened a hive that had
been made queenless; their mournful
hum of grief is then unmistakable; and
when a new queen is supplied them
their joy is unbomided.

What is commonly known as "swarm-
ing" is simply an overflow of the old

bees led by the old queen, and is not,

as is popularly supposed, made up of

the young and newly hatched bees. In

the spring, the population of the hive

rapidly multiplies, and the honey is

brought in in large quantities. The
result is that the hive becomes crowd-
ed, and to relieve this congested con-

dition the ol-d queen, with about two-
thirds of the old bees,, saunters forth

in quest of a new home. In a few min-

utes the air is full of thousands of

bees, the humming of which can be
heard a great distance. After flying

for a few minutes the bees finally set-

tle on the branch of a tree and await
the return of "scouts" that have been
sent off to find some old tree in the

woods in which to begin housekeeping
anew. If the swarm is not soon hived
it will, upon the retnrn of the scouts,

abscond.

The foolish custom of ringing din-

ner bells and banging the pans has no
part in causing the swarm to settle;
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they would settle anyhow. Tt is a relic

of bygone days, and dates back to Al-

fred the Great, who issued an edict

that whenever a man's bees SAvarmed
he should ring a bell and notify his

neighbors, and thus avoid unpleasant
controversies as to ownership. Strange

to say, the average person still rings

the bell, thinlcing that it causes the

bees to settle.

When swarming, bees can be freely

handled without fear of being stung,

for the reason that each bee is at that

time gorged Avith honey for its flight,

which has so distended the abdomen
that it is a physical impossibility for

the little fellow to sting if he wished
to. Herein alone lies the secret of the

bee-keeper's immunity from being

stung. Bees do not know their keeper
any better than any one else. They do
not sting him as much as they sting

strangers simply because he under-

stands their habits and avoids doing
those things tliat give them offense.

The comb in a hive, in which the

bees store their honey and pollen, and
in which they rear their young, is

made of beeswax, which the bees pro-

duce by -filling their sacs with honey,
then by hanging in clusters they gen-
erate a heat which converts the honey
into little wax discs, with which they
build their combs, consuming about
ten pounds of honey to make one
pound of wax. These little hexagonal
cells are made with mathematical pre-

cision; in fact, by the closest scientific

computation it is impossible to. put any
more of them into a given space than
these little geometers of the -fields have
put.

As the average life of a worker bee
is but five weeks, the question might
be asked, "IIow, then, is the bee family
propagated and continued?" It must
be remembered that from early spring

until late fall the queen mother is lay-

ing large numbers of eggs. The bees
hatching, therefore, are constantly tak-

ing the places of those that die, and'

thus the population of the colony is

kept up.
As the queen lays many eggs In ear-

ly spring, the colony soon becomes
strong, for the early fruit tree blos-

soms, and what few bees died of old

age during the winter are not missed.
This process is repeated year after

year, and thus the family is kept from
extinction. Should the queen die dur-

ing the season, the workers will very
quickly replace her by hatching one
from some of the most recently laid

eggs, but most bee-keepers become at

once aware when "a colony is queen-
less and give a new one to the be-

reaved community.

The queen deposits her eggs very
carefully, one in a cell. These little

white specks will fecundate and in

twenty-one days produce a full-fledged

worker bee. Three days after the egg
is laid it hatches into a minute white
larA^a, to which the bees supply food
in abundance. For five days the lar-

val stages continues, when the larva
becomes a pupa, remaining such for
thirteen days. Upon the twenty-first

day from the laying of the egg, the
fully developed bee emerges from fts

cell and is ready for its duties as a
ni-irse.

The drone requires twenty-four days
in which to hatch, while the queen
takes but about fifteen and one-half.

Each hive has a perfect system of
government, the population being di-

vided into groups for various piirposes.

There are the little fi.eld bees who
bring the honey, the nurse bees to care
for the developing brood, the ventilat-

ing bees to cool the hive, and the w^a-

tcr-carriers who bring this very impor-
tant element. The entrance of the

hive is carefully guarded by sentinel

bees, who are relieved at stated times
and whose duty it is to notify the busy
population of the presence of ene-

mies.
With these marvelous facts before

us, we can very readily see that bee-

keeping on the roof-top is a fascinat-

ing pursuit to those who know the
bees' habits. One gentleman with
whom the writer is acquainted has an
oflfice on the top floor of a building

within sight of the city hall, and on
the roof he has several colonies. With
them he rears queens on quite a large

scale, shipping them to various parts

of the country. These queens are

placed in a little wooden cage, and,

with about twenty-five attendants are
sent through the mails for two cents.

A trap is used to catch the queen if

she should come out with a swarm
without the owner's knowledge, and
thus she is saved. Little spiral cages,
hanging from the comb, contain the
cells. Those must bo protected in or-

der to prevent the old queen from de-
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stroyinp them before they hatch. When
hatched, the queens arc removed from
the cages and given to qneenless colo-

nies. Swarming is prevented by con-
stantly giving the bees more hive room,
by addition of a new hive body.

Roof-top bee-lveeping Is not without
its amvising features, as will be seen
by the following: A friend of the wri-
ter had a number of colonies of bees
on top of an office building on Cort-
landt street, and did quite a rushing
business in queen raising, until the un-
unevpected happened, and for a time
tbreatend him with a lawsuit. Just
around the corner was a large candy
factory, and on a certain day the work-
men bjgan to boil several barrels of

sugar, the odor of which soon perme-
ated the atmosphere for several
squares. One of my friend's bees,

passing by, caught a whiff of the
steaming stuff and paused in his flight

to investigate. After finding what he
saw was a veritable Klondyke, he was
off to notify the others, and in a few
mluutes all of the colonies began a
raid thereupon, long lines of bees
stretching from their homes to the fac-

tory. Had the workmen paid no at-

tention to them, the little fellows would
simply have filled tJiemselves and de-

parted in peace, but the men began
to strike at them with their stirring-

ladles, and then the fun began. Quick-
er than it takes to tell it, the bees forgot
the steaming sugar and landed square-
ly on the end of one man's nose, swell-

ing it so badly that it made him look
quite grotesque. The firm threatened
to sue my friend, but better judgment
prevailed, and it was found that all

that was needed to prevent further
raids was to buy a supply of wire
screens and keep the rascals out. The
bees, however, could not be blamed;
they thought that boiling sugar just as
legitimately theirs as the nectar in the
fields that they roamed.

Nevertheless, in spite of these little

accidents, many still keep bees on the
roof tops in the heart of the business
section of the great metropolis, and find

it a source of profit.—Collier s Weekly,
New York, Sept, 12.

ONE, VS. FOUR-PIECE SECTIONS.

(James Heddon).

AS YOUR readers know, I have
never been a friend of one-piece
sections, neithei- is my trade, but

to satisfy two or three local customers,
I procured 5,(XX) of them in addition
to about 25,000 four-piece. To reassure
myself that I was not prejudiced,labor-
ing under a mistake, 1 put into use in
my own apiary this season 1,000, to-

gether with the several thousand I was
using in the comb honey department of
my apiary. I produced principally ex-
tracted honey. As my comb honey is

now upon the market, I have gone
through evei-y phase, with sections, al-

lotted to the bee-keeper, and, oh, hor-
ror! I would not accept one-piece
sections as a gift if a $10 bill

was presented with every box. I

have found more objectionable fea-
tures connected with, them than I

had any idea existed. I wonder that
they are in use at all. They glue up
far Worse tlian the four-piece with
their entire open top. They are soft,

soaking honey and daub and stain
much more easily than the white pop-
lar. They do not come into square po-
sition when put together. Some are
strained and others are loose. They
will not bear cleaning with water
when 'a little honey drops on them, as
will white poplar. They are a miser-
able thing to handle in and out of cases
and shipping crates, and it is only a tri-

fle faster that they can be put to^

gether than the four-piece sections. I

want no more of them and I cannot
conceive that a basswood, one-piece
section (and no other kind of wood
seems fit to make them of) can much
longer satisfy American bee-keepers.
Good-bye, one-piece sections for James.
Dowagiac, Mich., Nov. 11, 1903.

OVER THE ROCKIES.

"The bees have done better tJiis fall

than for several year.s," writes Mr.
C. S. Harris, of Holly Hill, Fla., "and
they are in good condition for spring
work."

Western Trip of a Bee-Kecper Scribe.—Things
Apicultural on the Pacific Coast.

(Thos. Chantry.)

Editor American Bee-Kccpor:—In
the July number was published my
last letter. I have no excuse for not
writing excepting lots of work.
To follow my course, last March

1 went over into Idaho from Utah and
stopped off at Boise a few days to visit
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niy old friend E. F. Atwatcr. I. per-

haps, better not say "old friend," for

bo is (]iiite a young man, but a long-

time friend. If all goes well with
him he will be one of the bee-keepers
some day.

The valley of the Snake river is for

hundreds of miles, and quite a distance

in width, from 20 to 50 miles wide, one
vast lava bed. The rook has decayed
and formed a soil of varying depths.

The action of time has made much of

it ver.v fertile, but much of the year
it is left dry, so that nothing but sage
brush seems to thrive; but here and
there ditches have been made to con-

vey the water over a small area and
the luxuriant growth of alfalfa and
other clovers, as well as small fruits

and orchards, make a snre crop for

honey. I was surprised to see so small
a percentage of the valley under culti-

vation. I predict that we will live to

see the day Avhen large portions of this

vallev. as well as many smaller ones,

will l)e made a veritable garden.

Idaho has a bee-keepers' association

that it may well be proud of. I had
fine opnorttmities o^Tered me to locate

there, but my family was in Southern
California, so I went on to Washing-
ton, into the Walla Walla coiinti"y.

ami on to the Yakima region.

In all these places T found bees neg-
lected. I don't mean all—there were
a few progressive bee-keepers, but
many bees in boxes or hives that were
allowed to swarm and abscond with
ver.v little or no super room. Then on
to Portland and over to Vancouver,
Washington. Then up the Willamette
Valle.y in Oregon, the garden spot of

the United States, if not of the world.
The clear flowing streams of water
every little way, the ever present fir

tree (the prettiest of the evergreens),

the rich meadows and farms, the flow-

ers and fruit of all kinds, Cexcept or-

anges, lemons and figs), small fruits

in (he greatest abumlance. At Abauy
I stopped over a few days and found,
as every Avliere. liees neglected. Many
allowed to swarm at will and people

content with a small box of honey.

The next stop after civ>ssing the
mountains of Northern California was
in the broad valley between the coast
r;ipge and the Sierra Nevadas, at

Modesto. While there I met the foul

brood inspector, Mr. Gilstrap, and
found bees in swarming condition on

April 1st. Alfalfa Is just commencing
to be a staple there, and bee-keeping
is in a more progressive condition.
April 3rd, I sped up the San Joaquin
Valley and arrived in Los Angeles.
April 4th, I immediately began looking
over the countr.v to find out conditions
as to bees and prospective crop; with
results that a younger brother and I

bought an apiaiy about 15 miles liorth-

west of San Bernardino, up against
Ihe foot of the mountain, where white
sage is in profusion. As I worked dur-
ing extracting season, looking down
across the valley I could see the vil-

lage of Colton, and every day I thought
of you and those Cyprians, of years
ago; and I guess some of their de-

scendants have spread over the valley,

for I never saw such cross bees as out
there. I had a fi.ne time at the con-
vention. The most delightful feature
to me was meeting so many of our
leading bee-keepers, and editors, and I

regret that you were not there that I

might have met you also.

I shipped a carload, /of lioney to

Mitchell, S. D.. and am back here in

n'.v old torritor.v to sweeten up my
friends, for all to whom I sold honey
in former years are my friends as well
as customers.

I would like to see the time when
bee-keepers will see to it that our pro-

duct in its purity will get to the con-

sumer in a convenient, presentable,
suitable package that will stand rapid
handling tliat is necessary In railroad

transportation.

Mitchell. S. D., Sept. 3, 1903.

Haverhill, Mass., Oct. 21, lOaS.

To the B-ditor of the American Bee-
Keeper:
?ily bees all through the summer got

only honey enough to raise tlieir young,

.

and I was considering the advisabiliiy

of buying a barrel or two of sugar to

feed them for the winter. In fact, had
already got some for this jjurpose,

when, on September l.^, I noticed in

a glass hive 1 had that the bees in
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that particular hive had begun to ac-

c\unuhite conaiderable houey. For
about a week they piled up honey in

good shape. There they stopped as
suddenly as they be^an. Now, a shorl:

tiuie before this I had examined my
hives thort)ughly and in no one of them
was there over five pounds of houey,
and upon looking' them over after my
frlass hive had been nearly filled, 1

found all of the hives In fair condi-

tion, rccarding stores.

Now, all they got, practically speak-
ing, was olitained in one week, and
that after the first heavy frost. They
have obtained noue since, and I con-
gratulate myself and them upon their

and niy own good fortunes.
I consider this case very luiusual, so

report it to you.
This has been an unusually poor sea-

son iu this' locality. Very truly,

Jacob W. Small.

!3y

folks IS a gottui" It m the nock these
days. The Natl. g-nve them a tough
swat, the Rocky Mt. .Tournal has let

^ome of thfe boys shout "supply tiiisf
aud Bro. Atwater and Bro. Tliompson
l)e a-condemniiig new-fangled fixtures.
Wow! but there be stormy times ahead
for the poor supply folks. Even the
editor of the Review has begun to urge
the boys to make their own hives and
silCli.

Just .log W Z.'s thinker and whisper
a stage whisper and say, •'Specializa-
tion." Ask him how lie expects we'uus
to specialize Honey Production a few

Dear Bro. Hill: Uidst thou ever months, specialize selling a few months,

hear the old ballad that went

bal-

specialize manufacturing some more
months, specialize vacations a l)it and
specialize et ceteras a bit. I sort of
opine that he's advocating scatteration.
Bro. Hasty had ought to let liis statis-

tical mind loose on the subject of home
manufacture. I reckon that cost of
macJiinery, repau'S, wasted stock, lost

"Up in a balloon, ooys, up in

loon,

Sailing round the little stars, sailing

round the moon''?

I wot not—'twas afore yoxu- day
The Deacon knows a deal more about fingers aud sich would raore'n offset the

balloons than you suspect. They are supply man's profit,

gi-eat things from wl'.ich to get a i)ei-- The November Bee-Kcep"er is pretty

spective of the little woddliugs. Now good, conslderiu'. Opens up well with

if you'uns had done clui.ib up to the a "Smile that won't come oif'—the one

balcony of that 'ere honey house of on Bro. Brodbcck. Sort o' caution the

yours—as high as safo for you- -you'd boys against a-presumin' too much on
have got a good perspective' of my last that smile. B. is all right so long as

letter. 1 didn't say nuthin" ab')ut "fac- the boys toe the line,

tions" being good. You said that. Wish Bro. Johusing had shouted his

'Twas the middleman's inirty what shout on Formalin earlier and louder.

wa« It, and now Ain't, and 'tis the The know-it-all's shouted fust and the

producers' party that Wrnsn't and now foller-the-leaders trietl it and flunked.

Is. Them 'ere middlcmo'i ai.l supply und as usual it wan't the fault of the
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dearly beloved, but of the gas or the
pesky germs or sii'thin'.

Guess again, chillun, then try John-
sing's way.
That 'ere Florida Brush is a great

uu—bully to swat ugly Syrians with,
too.

"Water Cure," is it, that Mister Horn
would have us tiy. Humph! Do he
take bees for Filipinos?

Miller, of Little. Rhody, wants us to

believe that drones are first quality''

blankets for baby bees. Be he a-tryin'

to turn this 'ere bee world topsy-tur-

yey? It may tumble on him if he ain't

keerful. But, confound him, I find he
ain't so durned far wrong on some
things. He annoys me.

So Pharr fetched a stagger at con-

tradictory statements. He'll get 'cus-

tomed to them if he reads the bee pa-
pers long enough.
You and Dr. Miller remind me of a

pair of shears—you cut what gets be-

tween, but not each other. For young-
sters you two make quite a team.

Brave chap, that Rescue Smith, to

own up to his failures. What a sorry
picture some of the boys would cut if

they followed suit. Thunderation, I'd

like to see 'em.

What for did you cut down the ed-

itorials? Best part of the paper, now
EiDd then. Pufl' up not thyself with
vanity, because I drop you a compli-
ment once in a while.

"Who pants for glory finds but short
repose—

•

A breath revives him or a breath
o'erthrows."

Yours as ever,

John Hardscrabble.

EXTRACTING UNRIPE HONEY.
In Gleanings for July 1, R. A. Bur-

nett of the Chica.go honey-dealin.g firm,

introduces a discussion of unripe honey
anl its baneful effects upon the mar-
kets, by the following paragraph:

"In a recent number Mr. A. I. Root,

in one of his Home articles, spoke of

a bee-keeper in Northern Michigan,
who sold her honey in a perfectly raw
state to a confectionef, and tl.at both
the buyer and seller of said honey
seemed to be well please;! with their

operations. 'The producer so'd a much
laigei quantity ">f 'lonev f;om each
colony of bees by taking it oiit of the

combs before It was sialed ai;d al-

lowed to ripen before it was extract-
ed.' "

The concluding sentence, quoted by
Mr. Burnett, is obviously from Mr.
Root's comment, to which he refers;
and while Mr. Burnett forcibly con-
demns the practice of extracting unripe
honey, he, in common with apiarian
writers, permits Mr. Root's erroneous
statement to stand unchallenged.
Whether he does so through lack of
knowled.ge upon the subject, or wheth-
er through reg^ard for Mr. Root's laud-
ed skill and wisdom in apiarian mat-
ters, is not apparent. Be that as it

may, Mr. Burnett merely sanctions, by
inference, a grave and most prevalent
error, as we believe.

The popular belief that the yield is

increased by extra ctin.c before honey
has been in the hive a sufficient length
of time to ripen, is probably based
upon the assumption that a large per
centage of water that Avould be other-
wise lost throu.gh evaporation, neces-
sarily enters into the bulk and corres-
pondingly increases the avoirdupois of
the product. The fallacy of the as-
sumption will become readily apparent
if the opei'ator will accurately weigh
a hive each night and morning during
the extracting season, and note the ex-
tent of evaporation, and the relative
degree of rapidity with which it takes
place as the hours pass. In our exper-
ience upwards of ninety per cent, of
the total evaporation will occur during
the first night in the hive. This loss
of moisture, however, does not repre-
sent or comprise the transition from
raw nectar to ripe honey. It is but
the first step, the primary stage in per-
fecting our commodity in Natures lab-
oratoiw—the subsequent influences of
its contact with the bees, thou.gh uni-
versally recognized and accepted, are
not fully understood. Yet. as statec*i,

that a beneficial influence is exercised
upon the body and flavor of honey re-

maining for a protracted period in; the
hive, is positively known to every ex-
perienced apiarist, and this

(Here we have to pause to announce
the arrival of a bee-keeping visitor.

We had reached this point when Mr.
O. O. Popiileton, the very gentl'eman
Avho first called our attention t>o the
popular error under discussion, walk-
ed into our sanctum, where, by the
way, he is always at home: and his

occasional visits are highly apitreciat-

ed. Of course, we made known the
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fact that we wero Just oonsiderinsr the
"uuripo honoy" fallncy, for publica-

tion, and his immediate interest was
plainly evident).
"The partieular point to which at-

tention shoidd be drawn, Harry, is the
fact that the practice of extracting
unripe honey not only injures our mar-
ket, but the idea that a greater amount
of honey may be harvested by so doing
should be dispelled. You don't get any
more honey by extracting before it is

rii>e; and if this fact were generally
known, the incentive to do so would
be removed," .said Brother P.

Mr. Poppleton further asserted that

it was a great mistake to suppose that
a colony would gather honey with
greater energy after being extracted
than before. The writer is convinced
that the effect of such an overhauling
is rather to retard to some extent hon-
ey-gathering operations. If the combs
afford room to accommodate the in-

coming nectar, gathering and storing

will be pursued with qiiite as much
vigor as if every comb were entirely

empty; while the disturbance must,
necessarily, more or less hinder pro-

ceedings.
In this connection we l)eg to direct

the attention of the reader to the last

item under the Belgium heading, page
228 of The Bee-Keeper for October.

This is but a logical result, though,
perhaps, of rather more influence than
one might think possible.

If it were a practical possibilty to

extract all the honey at the close of

each day, doubtless a greater quantity
of honey could be secured; but such
stuff would be worthless.

Mr. Poppleton advises us that pe-

culiar conditions prevailing in Cuba
afforded him an excellent opportunity
to test the matter of evaporation, and
that there can be no question as to the

great reduction that occurs during the

first few hours that the honey is in

the hive; which amounts to practical-

ly the total loss in weight which is

sustained through this cause.

Therefore, let not any one. novice or

"experienced apiarist," seek to increase

his crop record by extracting "green"
honey. Even if it were true that more
pounds might be secured in this way,
the effect of such "honey'' upon the

markets is to undermine the very foun-

dation of the industry, liy creating dis-

gust where admiration should exist for

our product. Thus the scheme utterly

defeats itself.

The whole thing is a delusion.which,

though denounced by "authorities,"

has nevertheless been fostered through
promulgating the false doctrine of in-

creased crops.

»» -^^

THE

Bee -Keeping World

FRANCE.

A new honey-knife, or rather uncap-
ph>^ tool, is shown in the Apiculteur.

It is just like a mason trowel, with
half its length cut off. The three

edges are very shai*p and the blade

as thin as possible. It is the inven-

tion of Mr. Rousselle-Portmer.

Mr. Sylviac in the Apiculteur re-

lates his experiment with a swarm
found late in the woods and which he
wintered. As a matter of fact, it was
a mere nucleus. He estimated that

' >
f»

there were only about one thousand
bees. About two hundred died dur-

ing the winter. The details of the

feeding and the doings of the bees,

especially their mode of grouping
themselves, are very interesting. In
order to keep together they cut a hole

through a comb, so as to maintain a
compact cluster and yet reach the

honey on both sides. That swarm was
wintered out of doors, but the winter
was rather mild. The consumption of

honey varied exceedingly. During the
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winter, that is to the first of March, indicate that, contrary to the opinion
the daily consumption of honey con- generally held, queens do not go very
sumed by each bee averaged 28 thous- far to mate. The most remarkable
andths of a gram. Considering the part of the experiment is that on May
small number of bees the fact that the 4th, that queen came out, mated
swarm was wintered out of doors, it again, and returned half an hour later.
is evident that the amount of honey This last feature deserves further in-
consumed must have be n proportion- vestigation. If queens mate thus sev-
ately larger than usual in order to eral times, it will explain the Im-
maintain the necessary temperature, mense number of spermatozoa con-
Brood-rearing began on the 18th of tained in their organs after the mat-
March. Between March 20th and ing.
April 10th, the dally consumption was The question has often been raised
10 grams per day when the weather whether the drones from laying work-
Avas too bad for the bees to fly, and ers or virgin queens are potent or
from 50 to 60 when they were ative. not. Mr. Thevennin (Apiculteur) re-
During that period what they could lates that he keeps Cyprian bees. Af-
bring from the field was insignificant, ter the honey flows, or rather after
Mr. Kuhn (Apiculteur) made some the drones were destroyed, he under-

experiment with foundation made took to raise a large nurnber of queens,
with rollers and some made with A visit among the farmers of the
presses. He soon discovered that the neighborhood, revealed the existence
foundation from the presses is much of a number 'of colonies having either
less liable to bulge, or deform, than drone-laying queens or laying work-
that from the rollers. He thought that ers. Nevertheless, all his queens were
the rolling process deforms or modi- purely mated.
fies the molecular nature of the wax,
a sort of tempering effect, and that gpatm
the application of heat would restore

oFAIN.

the original nature of the wax. So Mr. Antonio De Almany Belief in-
he warmed his sheets of wax as much sists (El Colmenero Espanol) that the
as they could stand when putting Dickel theory is false. He says that if

them in the wired frames. And, sure DickeTs assertions were correct, the
enough, the foundation did not bulge eggs from the laying workers and vir-
or deform when worked by the bees, 8"in queens should produce workers as
and the combs were perfectly straight, well as those of the queens. To the
Whether Mr. Kuhn's explanation is uninitiated reader I will .say that
correct or not, the fact itself is worth Dickel claims that all the eggs laid by
remembering. the queen are the same, and that the
Mr. E. Betmale (Apiculteur) took flifference of sex is due to some

the trouble to watch daily a colony manipulation (?) of the workers,
with a virgin queen. However, this The same writer also denies that
was in April, that is at a very early the queen lays the kind of eggs she
period in the spring. Later in the sea- chooses, putting the drone eggs in the
son, the queen would have matched large cells and the worker eggs in the
much sooner. The one in question small cells. He claims thnt when the
came out the first time on April 9, but queen lays in small cells, the pressnre
bad weather followed. Yet every fair "f the cell on the body of the queen
day ."she enme out several times, re- forces the spermatooza out of the
turning after a few minutes. On the sack in which they are contained and
30th, that is three weeks after her the eggs are thus fecundated; :vhile,

first flight, she came out four times when laying in a drone cell, there is

but the last time she remained out "'^ pressure and therefore no fecun-
twentyfive minutes and returned hav- dation. How a queen manages to lay
ing mated. At that time of the year -'i fecundated effff in a queen cell

the drones are scarce, and that ex- barely begun and where no pressure
plains the long delay in mating. The is possible, he does not say. In fact
quick rettirning of the queen at each he is completely silent on that point,

going out (except the last) seems to Adrian Getaz.
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AUSTRIA.

Editor Alfousus of the Bienen Vater,
Vienna, has received a colony of sting-

less bees from Brazil. The colony was
s<Mit by the German Ambassador. The
Captain of the steamer on which It

made its voyage gave it close atten-

tion during transit, supplied it with
sweetened water evei-y other day, and
with wheat floiir from time to time.

From England it came by mail in six

days. Mr. Alfonsus invites the bee-
keepers far and near to come and see
the bees.

It is claimed in B.V. that foul brood
is on the increase in Austria.

Karl Lepsh, of Bohemia, claims to

have observed that there is a class of

bees that follows the illegal business
of robbing by attacking heavily laden
bees having dropped to the ground
near their homes. Either by coaxing
or threatening the tired workers, they
induce them to give up the sweet load

they have brought from the field.

From Deutsche Imker, Bohemia:
ITie Bee-ant (Mutilla Europaea) is a
rare, though one of the worst bee-ene-

mies known. Her stinger measures
4 millimeters, and inflicts, when used,

a wound much more severe and pain-

ful than the .sting of the honey bee.

The Insect is a sort of Cuckoo and
shifts the responsibility of bringing up
its young upon other insects, particu-

larly the bumblebees. The female mu-
tilla lays her eggs into the larvae in

the liumblebee nests, and after hatch-
ing the mutilla larva feeds on the
young bumblebee and the food which
is stored in tlie cells. One mutilla will

kill .sometimes hundreds of honey bees
i« a single raid, the latter not being
able to seriously injui'e the former.

UEKMANY.
Laiidwirt schaftliche Ztg. does not

vecom.'Tiend to go into Phacelia grow-
ing extensively. The plant is not
liked "first-rate" by domestic stock

and must be fed green.

must therefore be considered a valu-
able help to vegetation in general, and
is not a tresspasser. It is an undisput-
ed privilege for any one to protect his

I)ro])erty against bees as he would
against flies by putting up screens,
etc., but it is unlawful to poison bees
the same as it would be to poison
other dom^istic stock. The bee-keeper
is of necessity holding for the dam-
age his bees may do. The common
laws touching and regulating the keep-
ing of stock are, as much as practical,

applicable Ib case of honey bees.

—

Hall.
Ztg.

Rev. Klein after making a stud.v of
the female bee and the effect of the
difl'erently composed foods on the
young growing bee has come to the
following conclusions: 1. The female
bee larva, when development has not
yet advanced far, has in It united the
two possibilities to either become a
queen or a worker. 2. As soon as a
larva is treated for a queen the devel-
opment of those organs peeuliai- only
to the worker is retarded, and vice
versa. .3. The development for queen
or worker is depending upon the kind
of food given to the young bee diiring

the growing period. 4. A change in
the manner of feeding produces a
change in the development even then
when the development has already
progressed in one or the other direc-

tion. D. When for some reason it be-
comes necessary to make the change
when development in the opposite di-

rection has already begun, that, which
has been accomplished can never be
undone, nor can that which has been
neglected be made good. 6. The ear-

lier a larva is treated for queen the
better the results.

Weygaud made the claim at the
Strassburg congress that the qiieen
larvae after being sealed continues to

feed on the royal .lelly for some days
by reaching back for it. He said he
had removed the jelly from a number
of queen-cells after sealing and in no
case had he succeeded in obtaining a
queen capable of becoming fertile.

The honey bee is not legally regard-
i^<l as dangerous in Germany a bee
sting being considered an accident.

The l»ee has also the name of greatly
assisting in cross-fertilization and

It has often puzzled bee-keepers
that colonies of equal strength have
not given equal results. Brossard says
on this point in Pfalz. Bztg. that he
has observed bees of the same yard
but of different colonies carrying dif-
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fereiit colored pollen; oue colony
briuging in pollen of yellow color, an-
other of pale green, etc. He also ob-
served that certain colonies worked on
certain flowers of a more isolated local-

ity for weeks, when other colonies had
not yet discovered the same field of la-

bor. AVatching these colonies he found
the majority of bees of one to come in

heavily laden with honey, the majority
of the other to carry only an insignifi-

cant amount. He therefore concludes
that unequal results are often due to

this cause.

A resolution adopted at the late

Strassburg bee-keepers' congress reads
thus: Every bee-lieeper shall be oblig-

ed under penalty of a heavy fine to

report to the authorities any case of

foul brood occurring in his yard as

soon as discovered. 2. Foul broody
colonies are to be destroyed. 3. Bee-
keepers should receive a recompensa-
tion from the State for such destroyed
colonies.

According to Dtsch. Bfrd. Wax moth
and their larvae may be destroyed by
taking an iron kettle partly filled with
vinegar and dropping into it a heated
iron wedge, then confining the vapor
with the infested combs.

Weygandt advises against the use
of tobacco smoke when handling bees;

says he has observed detrimental ef-

fects.—Imkerschule.

Always use rain water in rendering
wax if water is used at all, says Cen-
tralblatt. Well water is said to tend
to discolor the wax on account of im-
liurities it contains.

F. Greiner.

WORLD'S FAIR NEWS NOTES.

Halle a Saale, Germany, will be of-

ficially represented at the World's
Fair.

is GO feet long and 14 feet in diameter.
It is to be propelled by human power.
Aluminum enters largely into the
make-up of the machine.

A line of automobiles carries visit-
ors over the World's Fair grounds.
The fee charged is 25 cents. Most of
the points of interest are touched on
the trip.

A model and the drawings of the
new bridge at Kew, England, which
was recently opened by King Edward,
will be shown at the World's Fair.

When the Liberty Bell goes to St.
Louis to be exhibited at the World's
Fair, it will be the first time the his-
toric relic has ever crossed the Missis-
sippi river.

The Avork of applying the statt' on
the I'alace of Horticulture at the
World's Fair has begun. The frame
work of this l)uilding was raised in 18
working davs

California World's Fair commission-
ers claim they will make an exhibit of
apples at the Louisiana Purchase Ex-
position that will rival Illinois, Ohio
and all other apple producing States.

Twenty glaziers are putting in the
window glass in the Palace of Agri-
culture at the World's P'air. The glass,
if in one piece, would contain 189,(X)0

square feet. There are 141,750 lights,

each 18 by 22 inches.

Queen Victoria's Jubilee presents,
which will be shown at the World's
Fair, are stored in the vaults of a safe
deposit comjiany at St. Louis. En
route they were constantly guarded
by troops. When they ai'rived in St.

Louis they were guanled by a scjuad of
police who never lost sight of them un-
til they were securely locked in thv
vaults. '

A Milwaukee man claims to have
invented an aerial tricycle which he
will exhibit at the World's Fair and
win the $100,000 prize. His machine

Mr. R. Hinton Perry has completed
the statuary which he was commis-
sioned to execute for the AA'orld's; Fair
at St. Louis and the models havo been
sent to Mr. Karl Bitter. Cliief Sculp-
ture, for enlargement. They consist
of groups of two athletic figurfs sup-
porting a globe, and are to be used on
the corners of the Palace of Machinery
at the Fair. They are of a very deco-
rative nature and will form most
pleasing ornamentations to this splen-
did Ex])osition building.
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will not delay favoring us with a renewal.

A red wrapper on your paper indicates that

you owe for your subscription. Please give
the matter your early attention.

So great has been the increase of our
circulation, and so widely scattered,
that we have deemed it advisable to
secure, for the information of our read-
ers, reliable market quotations regular-
ly, not only from the principal trade
centers of the United States, but from
those of the West Indies. Europe and
Canada; and we have, therefore, un-
dertaken to secure these quotations
from the world's chief honey markets.

The November number of the Pro-
gressi\e Poultry Journal. Mitchell, S.

Dak., contains a long article entitled
"Bee Culture," from the pen of Mr.
Thos. Chantry, of The Bee-Keeper
staff. The contribution is along edu-
cational lines in relation to bees and
honey, and will doubtless prove of
much interest, as well as add greatly
to the fund of public information in

regard to our mysterious pursuit.

Speaking of the National Association,
the Bee-Keepers' Review says: "All

of its officers, with only one or two ex-

ceptions, are extensive, practical bee-
keepers, and know from experience
what bee-keepers need." With this con-

dition existing we may very hopefully
.mticipate an early grappling with the
most momentous problems confronting
the American producer of honey. It is

well that it should be so.

An index to Vol. XIII is published

in this numlier, for the convenience of

those who desire to preserve and bind

their numbers for reference. A glance

over the list will serve to Impart an
idea of the diversity of subjects treat-

ed in our columns during the past

year.

Mr. W. S. Hart has returned from his

European trip and is again among his

bees and orange groves, at Hawks
Park, Fla.

With the present niunber The Bee-
Keeper completes its thirteenth and
most successful year of publication.

Mr. O. O. Poppleton is enjoying his

annual outing cruising among the Flor-

ida keys, off the southeast coast.
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Several of our contributors bave re- Mr. George Bayliss, Consular Agent

cently equipped tbemselves with a pho- of the Uuitetl States at Santiago de

tograpbic outfit, in order to illustrate Cuba, and a great admirer of the Amer-
their articles in The Bee-Keeper. The ican Bee-Keeper, sends us a clipping^

modern periodical publication uses pic- from a recent issue of Cubano Libre,

tures, and tbey are becoming more and which states that a co-operative apia-

more popular. The American Bee- rian concern has been established there

Keeper desires to use more photo- with a capital of $900. The extract

graphs in the future than in the past, says that apiculture is one of the most

and we are therefore pleased to note promising elements of the island's agri-

tbe interest in photography awakening cultural resources. The new company
among bee-keepers. We shall be very is composed of the Messrs.Mariano Go-

glad to render any possible assistance mez Villasani, Mariano Marin, Luis

to any of our readers who desire to at- Berenguer, Ernesto de Moya, Alfredo

tempt to secure ])ictures for publication Autonetti, Joaquin Vazquez, Dr. M.
in our columns. The editor of The Martinez Osuna, Facundo Bacardi y
Bee-Keeepr is. perhaps, not expert in Jose Vicente Tacquechel, and the first

photographic work, though he has prac- apiary is to be established on the farm
ticed photography for fifteen or eigh- of Mr. Berenguer, in Cuabita. The
teen years, takes and regularly reads firm name of the new concern is the

more than a dozen monthly photo- Compania Apicultora de Santiago de
graphic magazines, and may possibly Cuba.
be able to offer helpful suggestions. —
We are planning to make Tli<; Bee- In his Modern Farmer and Busy Bee,

Keeper for 1904 not only moi-e interest- the Rev. Emerson T. Abbott says: "The
ing and instructive than ever before, American Bee-Keeper rejoices that the

but to have it more attractive in au- National Association is drifting into

pearance, as well; and we trust our the hands of practical bee-keepers,and

readers may be inclined to assist our says that it is not necessary for a man
efforts by "freely contributing to our to know anything about parliamentary

columns. rules in order to be president of the
association." We wonder if all the

The twentieth century apiarist is information in regard to the "inward-
hardly content to study and know local ness" and wickedness of the National

or State conditions pertaining to his Association given through the medium
business. A knowledge of universal of his publication by Mr. Abbott is as
conditions is a factor entering with im- misleading and far from the truth as
portant effect, and having a direct bear- is the paragraph quoted. We have
ing upon the business of the specialist never said that "it is not necessary for

in honey production. It will be our a man to know anything about parlia-

aim to glean from the four corners of mentary rules in order to be president

the earth, and present each month of the association," and Mr. Abbott's
items of information relative to the lengthy criticism is, therefore, but an
bee-keeping world. It shall be our con- attack upon a man of straw of his own
staut aim to keep our readers well in- creation. If Mr. Abbott finds pleasure
formed, practically, historically, com- in making straw men and then pro-

mercially, statistically and otherwise, feeding to "knock the stuffing out of

In short, we shall strive to supply a bee 'em," and scattering it to the four
magazine, without undertaking a refor- winds of heaven, that's Mr. Abbott's
matiou in religious or temper- affair.

ance matters, leaving such work for

those publications which make a spe- Captain H. H. Robinson, connected
cialty these themes. We need the kind ^y^tii .^n extensive apiarian enterprise
co-operation of our readers in this work, j^^. Matanzas, Cuba, writes that ex-
and trust they may accord us their gen- tracting will probably begin about De-
erous support. cember 1, this year. The captain is

an expert photographer, as well as a

To its friends, and enemies as well, progx'essive apiarist, and he is arrang-

in every clime, The Bee-Keeper extends ing to assist in supplying illustrations

sincere wishes for a Merry Christmas for The Bee-Keeper during the coming
and a Happy New Year. year.
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Of Mr. .Tas. U. Harris, Iho neAvly

elected president of the National Boe-

Keepors' Association, tbe Bco-Keepers'
Review says be "is probabl.v as gooil a

parliamentarian as we have in our

ranks—perhaps the best."

Reader, will yon not be so kind as

to assist lis to the extent of seeing

that all your bee-keeping acquaintances
have an opportunity to see a copy of

the American Bee-Keeper? If each of

our present subscribers should grant
this great favor, we would, doubtless,

I'eceive several thousand new subscrip-

tions, and would thereby be enabled to

dish up something extraordinary each
month. AVe are exceedingly anxious
to introduce several great improve-
ments and shall do so just as soon as

our subscription list will .justify the
additional expense. Let us all seek to

hasten the day. and thus secure the

best bee .iournal in the world, and at

a cost of but 50 cents a year.

umns of the Irish Bee Journal well

spiced with the wit ciiaracteristic of

the Emerald Isle. The following ex-

tract is but one of many compliment-
ar.y notices which have recently been
paid the American Bee-Keeper by our
highly esteemed contemporary:

Catching Wasps.—That jolly boy,

Editor Hill, has a fling at your sugges-

tion for catching wasps at the hives.

He thinks it would lead to a big boom
in beer. But you don't have 1,000 hives

to the square inch in Ireland, and that

is what H. E. H. has overlooked. (True,

We do not cater for American bee-

keepers. Small chance we should have
there with H. E. Hill in the Tield. It

would do us a lot of good, neve in Ire-

land, if we all read his American Bee-

Keeper eveiy month. Tell II. E. H.
that 2d. worth of beer will sultk-e for

10 hives. The "boom" is not immi-
nent.—Ed.)

The attention of our readers who are

also members of the National Associa-
tion, is invited to the following appeal
from General Manager France. Can-
ada should be represented on the board,

and The Bee-Keeper would be pleased
to see Mr. McEvoy secure the merited
place:

General Manager's Office,

Platteville, Wis., Nov. 5, 1903.

To the Readers of the American Bee-
Keeper:
As it will soon be time for National

Association members to vote for offi-

cers and amendments to the constitu-

tion, I wish to say to the members that
Canada has 00 members and many
more ready to join at their next annual
iLeeting. They haA'e no member on
the Boai'd of Directors, and should
have one. I shall vote for Mr. William
McEro.v to succeetl E. R. Root.
He has done more for Canadian

members than any other member, and
has this season settled several cases
for us. N. E. France.

The Irish Bee Journal has a depart-
ment hsaded "Bee Views," conducted
by "A. Spyglass," a writer whose abil-

ity combines practicability with whole-
some Lumnr.In fact, Sp.vglass is a dead
mate for Editor Digges. in this regard
and the two manage to keep the col-

RATHER SAVAGE.

The last issue of the American Bee-
Keeper has this statement: '"The Ja-

maica Times reproduced a dozen or so

items from the American Bee-Keeper,
one of which was credited. This is en-

couraging, and we desire to express our
appreciation of its crediting even one.

Jamaica is pi'ogressing."

We are bowed down with sorrow
over this, and what is not sorrow is

contrition. We have stated once or

twice in our Bee-Keepers' Column that

we are indebted to our contemporaries
for much of the matter there used, and
we thought that sufficient; just as we
count it sufficient when our pars, are
made use of. We shall, however, see

hereafter that our friend is credited

severally and distinctly with anything
we extractim literat from his well ed-

ited columns. We never dreamt of

riling him or obscuring his glory.—Ja-

maica. Times.
Thank you, brother; that's business

and in accordance with journalistic

propriety as recognized in the United
States. Calling to a point of oi'der

should not be construed to imply dis-

pleasure. No "riling" about it, in this

instance.

SECTIONS.

From present indications, a shortage
in the basswood supply to an extent
that would, preclude the possibility of
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continuing tlie trade in one-piece sec-

tions, would not result in a suspension
of comb bouey production. The Bee-
Keepers' Review for November views
the situation in tbis wise:

"Fotir-piece sections have many-
friends, as is shown by the letters I

receive. The one by Mr, Dibbern, giv-

en in another column, is a fair sample
of them. I believe the time is now
ripe for some one to begin the manu-
facture and sale of four-piece sections

—to make a specialty of it and adver-
tise them. If white poplar is lacking,

make them of hard maple."
The letter by Mr. Dibbern, referred

to, as published in the Review, fol-

lows:
"You are 'mighty right' in your com-

ments on four-piece sections in last

Review. I have used these sections
for many years, but ran short this sea-

son, and used several thousand of the
one-piece. Now, in hadllng and scrap.
Ing the sections, and in casing the
honey, I can see the difference. True,
it takes a little longer in pxitting four
pieces together, but that is more than
made up in scraping off the propolis,

and then in looks they are simply 'not

in it' with the four-piece. Then, too, tlie

one-piece section has n bad habit of
breaking off the bottom piece when re-

moving the honey from the hive case.

Friend H., can you refer mo to the
best factory making the four-pleco sec-

tions in perfect shape? The last lot I

had were not good and I want to try
another fa(jtory."

In this number of The Bee-Keeper,
Mr. James Heddon, one of the very
best living authorities upon the sub-
ject of honey production, airs his views
in regard to the section proposition.
The writer has always been a

"crank" on the four-piece section ques-
tion, and like Mr. Heddon, would pre-
fer to pay the market price for the
foiu'-picce style than to accept as a
gift the folding kind. But they should
be well made.

time most full of promise is the time
we are living in, and every weekly is-

sue reflects this spirit of looking for-

ward and not back.
To more than half a million Ameri-

can families it carries every week its

message of cheer. Its stories picture
the true characteristics of the young
men and women of America, Its arti-

cles bring nearly three million readers
in touch with the best thought of the
most famous of living men and wo-
men.
Annual Announcement Number fully

describing the principal features of
The Companion's new volume for 1904
will be sent to any address free.

The new subscriber "tov 1904 will re-

ceive all the issues of The Companion
for the remaining weeks of 1903 free
fx'om the time of subscription, also The
Companion Calendar" for 1904, litho-

graphed in twelve colors and ^old.
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,

144 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.

Cent=a=Word Column.
The rate is uniformly one cent for each

word, each month; no advertisement however
small will be accepted for less than twenty
cents, and must be paid in advance. Count
the words and remit with order accordingly.

FOR SALE.—1280 acres Timber Tvand; plenty of
water; fine for an extensive Bee Ranch. Season
June to November. Address William Smith,
Cameron, Kern County. Calif.

WILL SELL half interest in my apiary, pineap-
ple and orange plantation. Good apiarist Will
have exclusive charge. D. DALY, La Gloria,
Cuba. 8-2t

THE INFLUENCE OF THE
YOUTH'S COMPANIO:^.

The gospel of good cheer brightens
every page of The Youth's Companion.
Although the paper is nearly seventy-
seven years of age, it does not look
back on the past as a better period
than t^ie present.

The Companion believes thai the

WANTED—To exchange six-month trial sub-
•cription to The American Ree-Kceper for 20
cents in postage stamps. Address, Bee-Keeper,
Falconer, N. Y.

FOR SALE—A Hawkeye, Jr. Camera Com-
plete. Uses both film and plates. Cost $8.00,

will sell with leather case for $3.50 cash. Ad
dress Empire Washer Co., Falconer, N. Y.

A TANDEM BICYCLE (for man and lady)
cost $150, in first-class condition, was built

to order for the owner. Tires new. Will sell

for $25 cash. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ad-
dress J. Clayborne Merrill, 130 Lakeview ave.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED to sell advertisinff novel-
ties, good commission ullowed. Send for cata-

logue and terms. American Manufacturing
Concern, Jamestown, N Y.

WANT a young man that knows a little about
bees to work on trrm when no bee work.
Get my 35 years' experience. W. L. Copif-
snah. Groton. N. Y. 12-lt
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Buffalo, Nov. 6.—There is an im-
proved demand for fancy lioney and It

is moving well, with moderate supply.
We quote, fancy, 14 to 15c; extra fan-
cy, 16. The demand for beeswax is

always good, with lisht supply at pres-



ent. Fancy is selling at 30 to 32c lb.

Now Is tlie time to market honey, if

you wunt to use Buffalo. After Jan-
laary 1 it does not usually sell so well.

Batterson & Co.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 7.—Honey is

In good demand, with fair supply. We
quote, comb honey, $2.50 to $3.00 per
case of 24 sections; extracted, 6 to TVaC
per lb. Beeswax is In good demand
at 30c, with light supply.

C. C. demons & Co.

Chicago, Nov. 7.—Supply of comb
honey is large and sales are being
forced, so that it is a little difficult to

give accurate figures. Sales of fancy
are not easily made at anything over
13c per lb., with less desirable grades
selling lower. Extracted white brings
6 to TVaC, according to kind, flavor and
package. Amber, 5% to 6V2C. Bees-
wax, 28 to 30c.

R. A. Burnett & Co.

Boston, Nov. 6.—Owing to the large
amount of honey coming in, prices are
softening a little. Fancy white we
quote at IG to 17c; A No. 1, ISy^c; No.
1, 15e. There is practically no No. 2 in

the market. Extracted, 6 to 8c, accord-
ing to quality. Blake, Scott &; Eee.

"We have an awful appetite for orderi."
THE \V. T. FALCO.NEK MFG., CO.,

Bee-keepers' Supplies J^.mestowa, N. Y.
Send us your name and addrc«i for a cat-

logue.

Send for our Free Catalogne

of many useful articles.

Enclose stamp for mailing.

MILWAUKEE NOVELTY CO.,

8tf Milwaukee, Wi&

^ Austral Culturist
and Poultry Gazette.

Also THE APlARISr. L'^SYndustri,^

(Established 18 yeais).

20 pages monthly. Subscription 3a. 6d. per anauiB.

This journal circulates In all thu Austral-

aoii^j Colonies, including Xew Zealand and

Tasmania. A good medium to Americas

firms desiring an Australian trade.

Hea4 office for .^.ustralian Colonies,

22g Collins St., Melbourne, Australia.

New York, Nov. 6.—Demand for all

kinds of honey is good, especially for
fancy comb, with a sufficient supply to

satisfy demand. We quote, white
comb, 13 to 15c. Dark, 10 to llc; ex-
tracted, 5Vg to 7c. The demand for
beeswax is only fair, with supply rath-
er light Prices, 28 to 29c. Quality of
comb honey seems to run rather poor
this season—too many travel-stained
combs. Hildreth & Segelken.

Cincinnati, Nov. 20.—The demand for
comb honey is slower now than it was
six weeks ago, owing to the enormous
quantities offered on all sides. Fancy
comb is sold in single case lots at 14c.
The supply of extracted honey is big,

although the demand Is good. We are
selling amber extracted in barrels at
5 3-4 to G l-2c. ; white clover in barrels
and cans, 7 1-2 to 8 l-2c, according to

quality. Beeswax, 30c.

The Fred W. Muth Co.

The more you advertise your busi-
ness the more business you will have
to advertise.—Printers Ink.

[

promptly ottained OR NO FEE. Trade-Marks,
Caveats, C'onyrighta and Labels re^stertid.

I

TWENTYYEAJES' PRACTICE, nighert references.

1 Send model, sketch or photo, for free report :

OQ patentability. All bnsinoss confidential.

HAND-BOOK FSEE. Explains eTerything. Tells

now to Obtain and Sell Patentg, What Inventions
Will Pay, How to Get a Partner, explains best

raechanioal movementa, and contains 300 other
snbjecta of importanoa to inventors. Address,

Patent
Attorneys

WASH!MGTON,D.Cj

H. B. WiLLSON & CO.
790 F Street North.

B'P W ' f li 7rWD One year free to qiiioklv in-

ll nl''U''tllWu troduce it. As good a,s Harp-
er's, Mun.sey's, Ladies Home Journal or McClure's.
SendlO cents to help pay postag-e. AITIEKIO » IV

STOKIKS, nepl. H D., Grand Rftpid.s, Mich
tf.

HOHE WORK ^^^'i^^
week. Enclose stamp H. D. LEADER CO ,

Grand Rapids, Michi *'
tf.

W. M. Gerrish, R. F. D., Epping, N. H..
keeps a complete supply of our goods, «nd
Eastern customers will save freight by order-
ing of him.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.



THE A. I. ROOT CO., MEDINA, OHIO.
1 Breeders of Italian bees and queens.

GEO. J. VANDE VOE.D, DAYTONA, FLA.
Breeds choice Italian queens early. All

queens warranted purely mated, and satisfaction

guaranteed.

p H. W. WEBER, CINCINNATI, OHIO.
^- (Cor. Central and Freeman Aves.) Golden
yellow, Red Gloyer and Camiolan queens, bred
from seleet mothers iu separate apiaries.

THE UONEY AND BEE COMPANY, BEE-
1 VILLE, TEXAS. Holy Land, Camiolan,
Cyprian, Albino and 3 and 5-banded Italian
queens. Write for our low prices. Satisfaction
guaranteed..

JOHN M. DAVIS, SPRING HILL, TENN.. sends
•J out the choicest 3-banded and golden Italian
queens that skill and experience can produce.
Satisfaction guaranteed. No disease.

1 B. CHASE, PORT ORANGE, FLA., has fine
<J* golden Italian queens early and late. Woric-
ers little inclined to swarm, and cap their honey
very white. Hundreds of his old customers stick
to him year after year. Circular free.

CWARTHMORE APL*RIES, SWARTHMORE,
•-^ PA. Our bees and queens are the brighest
Italians procurable. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Correspondeuce in English, French, German and
Spanish. Shipments to all parts of the world.

WZ. HUTCHINSON, FLINT, JQCH.
• Superior stoct queens, SL.'iO each; queen

and Bee-Keepers' Review one year for only S'J.OO.

MEW CENTURY QUEEN-REARING CO.. (John
1> W. Pharr, Prop.) BERCLAIR, TUXAS, is

breeding fine golden and .s-bauded Itailian, Holy
Land, Camiolan and Cypriau queens Prices are
low. Please write forspeeial information desired.

THIS SPACE FOR SALE—$3.00 A YEAR.

MAPS.
A vest pocket Map of your State,

New issue. These maps show all

the Counties, in seven colors, nl

railroads, postoffices— and munj

towns not given in the postal guide.

—rivers, lakes and mountains, wilh

index and population of counties,

cities and towns. Census—it gives

all official returns. We will send

you postpaid any state map you

wish for

20 cents (silver)

JOHN W. HANN,

^ Wauneta, Neb

American
BEE

Journal
16 -p. Weekly.
Sample Free.

jeSf" An about Bees and their
profitable care. Bes-t writers.
Oldest bee-paper; illnstrated.
Departments fi^r beg-iniiers

and lor -women bee-keepers.
Address,

QEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
144 & 146 Erie St. Chicago,Ili..

CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The American
Keeper with the

—

Price
Rocky Mountain Bee Jour-

nal • $ .50

What to Eeat 1.00

Bee-Keepers' Review 1.00

Canadian Bee Journal 1.00

Gleanings in Bee Culture. . 1.00

American Queen 50
The American Boy 1.00

Irish Bee .Tournal 3G
Poultry News 25

Bcc-

Both

$ .75

1.00

1.35

1.35

1.35

.GO

1.00

.65

50



THE ONLY GERMAN AGRICULTURAL MONTH-

LY IN THE LNITED STATES ^^^^^J^J^^

FARM UND HAUS
The most carefully edited German

A^icukural journal. It is brimful of

practical information and useful hints

for the up-to-date farmer; devoted to

stock raising, general farming, garden-

ing, poultry, bee-keeping, etc., and con-

tams a department for the household,

which many find valuable. Another de-

partment giving valuable receipts and
remedies called "Hasarzt," in fact every

number contains articles of real prac-

tical use.

Price only 35 CENTS per year. Sam-
ple copy free.

Send subscriptions to,

FARAl UND HAUS
6 tf. BLUFPTON. OHIO.

Are You Looking for a Home?
No former should think of buy-

ing land befoic seeing a copy of

THE FARM ANl) KEAL ESTATE
JOURNAL. It contains the larg-e«t

list of lands for sale of any pnpcr
published in Iowa. Rer.chea 30,-

000 readers each issue, and is one
of the best advertising mediiims to

reach the farmers and the Home-
Seekers that you can advertise in.

For 75c we will mnil you the Jour-
nal for 1 ypp-r, or for ten cents in

silver or stamps we will send you
the Journal 2 months on trial.

Address,

Farm and Real Estate Journal,
TRAER, TAMA CO., IOWA.
10-tf.

Attica Lithia Springs Hotel
Lithia-Sulpnur Water aud Mud Baths

XatQfR's Own Great Cure for

...RHEUMATISM
and Kindred Diseases, sucfa as Liver
and Kidney Complaints, Skin and
Blood Diseases, Constipation, Nervous
Proslratioo, etc.

A new .ind up-to-date hotel. Lar^e, airy,
light and finely furnished rooms, with Steara
Heat, (Electric Lights, Hot aud Cold Water
On each floor. Rates including Room, Board.
Mud Baths, Lithia-Sijlphur \V;tter Baths and
Medical Atte, id 'nee (no e.xtras) 82.50 and
$3.00 a dav, aocordins to room

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.
Address Box 3,

tf Lithia Springs Hotel, Attica, lad.

The subscription price of the KOCKV
MOUNTAIN BEE JOURNAL is 50 cent*.

W^e will send it wiik THE BEE-KEEPER
ene year (or onlr 7S cents.

JQUEENS'
I

Golden and Leather colored Italian, waiTanted to-

' give satisfaction. Those are the kind reared by
! QUIRIN THE QCEEN BREEDER. Our business.
; was established in in 1888. Our stock originated

I

from the be.s-t and highest priced long tongued,

I

red clover breeders in the U. S. We rear as many
I and perhaps wore queen.s than any other
breeder in the North. Priee of queens after July

I

1st: I^rge select, S75c, six for $1.00; tested stock,

SI, six for 33.00; select tested, 81..=i0, six for &B.0O.

!
Breeders, S3.00. Two-frame nuclei, (no queen),

t
g2.00. .Special low price on queens in lots of 25 to
100. All queens are mailed promptly, as we keep
from 300 to 500 on hand ready to mail. We s?uar-

1 antee safe delivery to any State, Continental

I

Island, or European Country. [Our circular^will

interest you. It is free, i,' ^;^- f

\ Addre.s.s all orders to.— ,^,^tl

I

QUIRIN THE QUEEN BREEDER.'j..^
' 6-6t ParkertowB, Ohio.'*'

WILL YOUR

EXTRACTED HONEY
if Quality and Pi ice is Right, Quantity will mak; no dif-

ference. Handle Several Carloads Every Month. Mail

sample, with lowest price, delivered Cincinnati. I pay cash

on delivery. Reference, Brighton German Banking Co.

CH WJ W/t^RlnO Successor to .

• n. YV» WliDCK? CHAS. F. MUTH and A. MUTH.

Office and Salesrooms, 2146=48 Central enue, C\r%r\t^t^^i^t C\
Warerooms, Freeman and Central Av ues, ^inCinnd.Ll, U.



La Compania
Manutacturera Americana
ofrece los mas reducidos prccios en to-

da clase de articulos para Apicultorcs.
Nuestra Fabrica es una de las mas
grandcs y mas antiguas de America.
Especialidad en Colmcnas, Ahumadorcs
para Colmenas, Extractorcs, etc. In
ventores y perfeccionadores de mucho?
articulos de suma utilidad en la Apicui-
tura. Enviamos gratis nuestro catalogo

y precios a quienes lo solicitcn. Dirija-

nse a.

THE AMERICAN MFG. CO.,

Jamestown, N. Y., E. U. A.

* t *

REMEHBER
^ IF YOU SUBSCRIBE NOW, YOU CAN X
f HAVE THE ^

I
American Bee=Keeper t

y sent to your address regularly X

^ Three Full Years for One Dollar. 1
T Of all offers in the line of bee literature, this ^T caps the cliina.x. Please tell your friends T
T what we are offering. Send all subscriptions

"*"

T to the Falconer, N. Y., office.

I
V4^4f»»»» MM 4 MM

POULTRY CULTURE
Poultry Culture is the oldest poul-
try paper published in Kansas City.
Full of poultry news and has a large
circulation in Missouri, Kansas and
Oklahoma.

50 cents per year, Sample copies on
request.

Poultry Culture Pub. Co.,

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

FIGHTING ROOSTERS
Mystify and amuse your

frieuds. These are two gen-
uine game roosters with
feathers, they fight to a
finish, and are always ready
to fight. The secret of their
nioveiuents is only known to
the operator. ^Vill last a life-

time. 10c per pair, 3 for 25C|

postpaid. Address

ZBNO SUPPLY CO,,
Box J.,

INDIANAPOLIS, - INDIANA.

S. H. RICHMOND,
Real Estate,

Agent Land Dej^artrnent,

Florida East Coast Railway,

Pe.-rine Grant.
Cutle- Dado County, Fla. i2tf

The Eecord.
The Oldest and Leading Belgian

Hare Journal of America and
England.

R. J. FiNLEY, Editor and Publisher,

The only journal having
an English Belgian Hare
Department.

One copy worth the yearly
subscription.

If interestea, aon t fail to
send 2-cent stamp for sample
copy at once. Address,

R. J. FINLEY,
MACON , MO.

ATHEJ^S, GA.

Subscription, .... 50 Cents a Year.

Published the First of Every Month
and Circulates in Every

Southern State.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLI-
CATION.

POULTRY NEWS.
25 Cts A Year.—AGENTS WA NTED.

Bee Department in charge of W. W.
Fowler, of Ardsley, N. Y.^

NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY.



HoUgk liider strawberry

Best shipper, bs'st keeper, best seller, latest and most
)>i"cHliictive strawberry in existence. §1150 from 2(4 acres
ill ]9(i0. 'Wasship! ed to England successfully. We offer

SO,') in gold for lar>;est berry produced in 1903. Agents
wanted in all strawberry sections. We control the orig-

inator's plants. Buy at headquarters and get genuine
plants. Oatalogrue free.

L. J. FARMER, Introducer, B )x PULASKI, OSWEGO CO , N.Y.

BETTER THAN A GOLD MINE.
MONEY IN HENS.

400 pent, pmilt by our own inctbod
all fx|)liiiiu<.l ill our I'OCLTICY Book
(The IJook of Hooks for all Poultry

lveeper>i .« stini^liinii ifsiilt.'. Will sm-pri.'se and plea.se

you. HOOKLET KREK TO KVKHYBOUY-or nig Poultry Book
with our Ponltrv Paper, 3 nios. dir 10 rents. .Address,

W. P. CO., Box Cllutonvllle, Conn.

W ueu wniujj lo aaverliseis lueuUou
I he Ameiicau Bee-Keeper.

An ad. will bring return.s.

How does this strike you?

rbe SOUTH OMAHA

is the only general daily nsws-
paper published im a city of

2601 inhabitants. Its various

features make it a welcomed
visitor to every home in South
Omaha, and to hundreds of

farmers and stock shippers in

Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,

Kansas, Colorado, and other

cattle- and hog-raising states.

Advertising rates very low.

SOUTH OMAHA, NEB.
itt

50 YEARS'
XPERIENCE

g ^'^^^^^^^^ Trade Marks
^-^l^^^^K^ Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anyo. ne sending a fVeteh «nd deicrlption may

quickly ascertain our opinion fr?« whether an
inrenli' >n ig prohahlr patentable. Communiea-
tionssti ictlyeonedeiitial. Handbook on Patents
gentfren. Older.t agencT for gecurinepatents.
Patent taken through Munn it, Cfe. recelre

tpecial It otlce, without charg e, in the

Scfientific Jlinerican.
A ban ;somPlT illustrated weekly. Largest clr-

culati' m of aiiy scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
Tear : four months, $1. Sold tyall newsdealers.

B ranch Office. 626 F St., Washington, U. C.

CLUBBING

OFFERS
Nothing- like them ever

betore oflfered.

They will astonish you.
Learn about them be-

fore subscribing for

ary other paper.

SAMPLE COPIES and PARTICULARS
FREE. WRITE NOW.

Modern I^armer,

St. Jo5«ph, Missouri.

Beeswax
Wanted
We will pay 29 cents cash or 31 cents

in eroods for good quality of Beeswax,
freight paid to Falconer, N. Y. If you
have any, ship it to us at once.
Prices subject to change without notice.

THE W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.

T^ee Supplies from Lewis

I

They are the finest.

[THOUSANDS OF BEE HIVES,
BULLIONS OF SECTIONS,

Ready for Promnt Shipment.

G. B. Lewis Co. ^^5S!n:A.

EASTERN AGENCIES, CM. Scott &
Co., 1004 East Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind.
THE FRED W. MUTH CO.,

Front and Walnut Sts.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Catalogue Free. tf.



D O N 'T RE LAX YOU R E F FORTS
after spending money for new hives and fixtures, valua-

ble time in the preparation of. these for new swarms, leav-

ng other work at a convenient time (for the bees) to hive

.hem; and now that a good crop is ready the next step. is

Attractive packages. Our assortment of package > for

-omb honey we believe would be difficult to impro\e upon

for the purpose designed. -

, The special features of the No-Drip Cases for

comb honey we have advertised for several years are

the Paper Trays and Drip Sticks which provide for

the collection of leaking honey in trays. These also

prevent its oozing out at the cracks to gather clust

and dirt and present a very untidy appearanceJo say

the least. A light frame is now used cl ar around

die glass in front which hides any unsealed cells in

the outer row, and exposes to view only the finished

work in the center. The material is white basswood.

The ioints are perfect fitting, the work being done by machine-filed saws,

These No-Drip Cases are nnde in

12, i6 and 24 lb. sizes for regular 4] in.

sections, as well as intermediate weights

for plain sections. These are supplied

with 2 and 3 in. glass to meet tlie de-

mands of bee-keepers. The Danzenba-

tker and Ideal sections are also provide I

for with No-Drip Cases, but these are

furnished with 3 in. glass only.

The value of attractive packages can

not be overestimated, and wide-awake

bee-keepers are beginning to realize

this fact. In cartoons we supply two

kinds, the Dazenbaker and the Folding; these are furnished for the reg-

ular si?es of sections . Both of these are funjished with special printn^.g

at a nominal charge.

Our packages for comb honey

would be incomplete without ship-

ping crates for shipping of honey.

.This one shown herewith is the

regtilar package we ship out the

cases in the fiat. We cau furnish

these in the flat for the different

sizes of the section cases at 60c.

each, or $5.00 for ten.

For price.s on any of the above or any other bee-keepers' supplies address any ot yiir agents, or

MEDIir A, OHIO.
__^i^^gg,g,giafgimmtmmmmmmmmm^mmBmmmamaam^mammmwamaKm














